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rimental Proof of Prof. Munk's Theory of Centre of, Dr. H.
Krause, 168

Cosmic Dust, Dr. H. Rink, 148, E. Metzger, 261 ; Volcanic
Ashes and, J. Murray and A. Renard, 585

Cosmical Space, on the Transmission of Organic Germs through,
by Meteoric Stones, J. H. Stewart, 595

Coventry, Technical Education in, 64
Cranial Characters of Timorese, Dr. Garson, 166
Crawley (H. H), Earthquake, 7
Crema (Capt. C. F.), Journey to Morocco, 462
Cremation Society, Berlin, 461
Crookes (W.), Recent Discoveries in High Vacua, 95
Crotte (Dr. Primo), La Musica e una Scienza, 19S
Croupous Pneumonia, Micrococcus in. Dr. Friedlander, 144
Crystallography, 195
Crystals, Internal Symmetry of, W. Barlow, 116, 205
Crystals, Probable N.ature of the Internal Symmetry of, W.

Barlow, 404 ; Prof. L. Sohncke, 383
Cunningham (Allan), Royal Engineer Profe-sional Rapers,

Major Vetch, 146
Cunningham (David), the Storm of January 26, 18S4, 336
Cunningham (J. P ), the Oban Pemiaiulida, 46
Currents (Upper), of the Atmosphere, 154
Curtis (John), Farm Insects, 170
Cust (Robt. Needham), Sketch of the Modern Languages of

Africa, Prof. A. H. Keane, 377
Cyclones, BrounolT's Researches into Variations of Temperature

in consequence of, 414
Cyprus, the Cedar Forests of. Sir R. Biddulph, C.B., 597

D'Abbadie (Antoine), the Division of the Circle, 28
Dallas (James), Indians of Guiana, 382
Dallmeyer (L. H.), Death of, 271

Dam (Dr. Van), the Remarkable Sunsets, 175
Danish Greenland Expeditions, 44
Danish (Godthaab), Meteorological Expedition, 134
D'Arrest's Comet, 70
Darwin's Posthumous Essay on Instinct, no, 128

Darwin (Prof. G. H., F.R.S. ), Rijiple-Marks, 162; en the

Figure of Equilibrium of a Planet of Heterogeneous Density,

230 ; Unconscious Bias in Walking, 286
Davidson (Geo.), Volcanic Eruption of Mount St. AUj;ustin,

Alaska, 44

1

Dawson (Capt.), Report of English Circumpolar Expedition,

247
Deafness in White Cats, Dr. Lawson Tait, 164, 237, 312
Deep-Sea Expedition of 1S83, French, Dr. J. G. Jethreys, F.R.S ,

216
Deep-Sea Fishes of the Talisman, 483
Deep-Sea Dredijings of the Talisman, Crustacea, 531
Deer and their Horns, Sir J. Fayrer, F.R.S., 171

Deer's Horns at Moritzburg, the Collection of, 307
De la Rue (Dr. Warren, F.R.S.), the Green Sun, 28; Re

searches on the Electric Discharge, 325, 349
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De la Rue's Diaries, &c., 158
De Morgan's Five-Figure Logarithms, 185
Denning (W. F. ), the Observation of Meteors, 6; Meteors, 56
Denza (Prof.), the Remarlcable Sunsets, iSo

Determinants, Reeent Text-books of. Dr. H. Kaiser, Prof. W.
Bunkofer, P. Mansion, Dario B,acas, Ramon Esc.andun, 378

Devon (South) Coast, Geology of. Prof. Bonney, F.K.S., 119
Devonian Rocks, Metamorphisra among the, 315
Dew, Salt Rain and, F. Gillman, 172
Dickson (Prof. Alex.), Nepenthe, 254
Dijmp/ma, New Arctic Expedition, 88
Dip (Magnetic) in South China and Formosa, Dr. Doberck,

Dispersive Powers, a Fluid of Extraordinary High Refractive

and, Carl Rohrbach, 63
District Railway, Cats on the, E. de M. Malan, 573
Divers (Prof.), the Remarkable Sunsets, 2S3
Dixon (Dr. R. ), Storm of January 26, 384
Doberck (Dr.) : Magnetic Dip in South China and Formosa,

214; Chinese Meteorology, 271 ; Hong Kong Observatory,

596
Dobson's (G. E., F.R.S.) Monograph of the Insectivora, Prof.

Flower, F.R.S., 282

Donnelly (Col., R.A.), the Remarkable Sunsets, 132

Doom (M. C. van), the Eruption of Krakatoa, 268
Doran (Alban), Rhytinastellere, 230
Double-Stars, Close, Perrotin, 1S5

Doable-Star a Herculis, 536
Double-Star Measures, Mr. Burnham's, 409
Douglas (Prof K. K.), Chinese Pal^e intology, 551
Draper (H. N.) Salt Rain and Dew, 77
Dresden, Isis Natural History Society of, 23 ; Museums, Re-

ports of, 226
Drummond (H.), Geology of Central Africa, 551
Dublin : Royal Society, 166, 27S, 470, 542 ; University Ex-

perimental Science Association, 191, 567
Duchesne, A. N., W. T. Thiselton Dyer, 215
Duck (Common Domestic) Diving for Food, Dr. John Rae,

F.R.S., 428
Dumas, the Death of, 581
Duncan (Prof. P. M.), Epitheca in Serial Coralla, 142

Dunlop (M. F.), Lunar Rainbow, 172
Dust Atmosphere of China, Prof. J. P. O'Reilly, 260
Dust, Cosmic, Dr. H. Rink, 148 ; E. Metzger, 261

Dust Envelope, A Vast, Prof. S. P. Langley, 324
Dust- Free Spaces, Dr. Oliver J. Lodge, 610
Dust, Snow in Norway covered with Gray and Black, 135

Dusty Air, on the Formation of Small Clear Spaces in, John
Aitken, 322 ; Phenomena Exhibited by, in the Neighbourhood

of Strongly Illuminated Bodies, Profs. Oliver J. Lodge and

J. W. Clark, 417
Dvorak's Sound-Mills, Prof. S. P. Thompson, 363
Dyer (W. T. Thiselton, F.R.S. ), A Forgotten Evolutionist, 215

Dyes and Tans of Bengal, H. W. McCann, 147

Dykes, Petrological Notes on Some North England, J. J. H.
Teal), 259

Ear a Barometer, the, C. V. Boys, 333 ; Dr. W. H. Stone,

356; Geo. Rayleigh Vicars, 356
Ear-Trumpets, Prof. W. F. Barrett, 166

Earth, Movements of the, J. Norman Locker, F.R.S., 65, 201

Earth Tremors in Tasmania, 244
Earth Tremors, Prof. John Milne, 456
Earthquakes, 15; H, H. Crawley, 7; Sir J. H. Lefroy, 56

;

Probability of Earthquake at Salt Lake City, G. K. Gilbert,

45 ; Barometrical Sympathy with Earthquakes, Dr. Hector,

F.R.S., 87 ; Earthquakes at Malaga, Chios, Salerno, 88 ;
in

Styria, Bosnia, and Greece, 159 ; in Hungary and Portugal,

200 ; in Switzerland, Italy, Portugal, Styria, Turkey in

Asia, Siberia and Sicily, 272 ; in Hungary and Ischia,

557 ; in Roumania and France, 244 ; in Turkey, Central

A^a, and Italy, 317; in Italy and Turkey, 366; in

Algiers, Central Asia, and Asiatic Turkey, 415 ; in Asia

Mnior and Monte Video, 437 ; at San Francisco, 153,

536; in Slivonia, 583; in Engl.and, Dr. J. E. Taylor, 602;

Percy Smith, 602 ; Henry O. Forbes, 603 ; Earthquake Waves,

Java Eruption and, J. T. Be.alby, 30; Mr. Meldrum on, 32;

Earthquakes and Air-Waves, Gen. Strachey, F.R.S., and
Maxwell Hall, 427 ; Earthquake Waves, San Francisco, 437 ;

Earthquakes and Buildings, Prof John Milne, 2go ; Dr. A.
Ernst, 595 ; Earthquake Disturbance of Indian Tides, Lieut.

-

Gen. Walker, F.R.S., 358
Earthworms, J. Lovell, 551 ; Absence from Prairies of Canadian

North-West, R. M. Christy, 213 ; R. M. Barrington, 237 ;

Timothy E. Wilcox, 406
East London Institute, Proposed, 183
Eclipse, Solar, of 1806, December 10, 415
Edelmann's Electrometer, 239
Edinburgh: International Forestry Exhibition, 14 ; Mathematical

Society, 96, 208, 278, 376, 592 ; Royal Physical Society, 120,

278, 303, 447 ; Royal Society, i65, 254, 328, 351, 470, 495,

567 ; Lord Moncreiff on Past Hundred Years' History of, 368 ;

Award of Prizes, 387 ; Three Hundredth Anniversary of the

University, Prof. G. Chrystal, 577 ; Notices of Illustrious

Members of, 582 ; University Festival, 593 ; Marine Station,

483
Education, U.S. Bureau of. III ; Health and Education Exhi-

bition, 133 ; Education in Southern States, 200 ;
Science

Teaching in Elementary Schools, W. L. Carpenter, 317 ;

Higher Education of Women, 387 ; Technical Education, 392 ;

in Coventry, 64; Dr. Harris on, 184 ; the Com nission on,

390
Eggers (Baron), on Porto Rico, 129

Eggs of Birds, the Structure of the. Prof. Tarkhanoflf, 461

Egypt, Ancient, the Flora of, Dr Schweinfurth, 312 ; Discovei^

of an Unexplored Necropolis in, 603

Egyptian Sudm, the. Prof. A. H. Keane, 291

Ekhmeem, Discovery of an Un' xplored Necropolis at, 603

Electricity: " Electricila et M.ignetismo," Prof A. Roiti, S;
Electrical Resistance of Human Body, W. H. Stone, 21,

528 ; International Society of Electricians, 44 88 ; Electricians'

Director)', 476 ; Vienna International Electric Exhibition, 42 ;

Electricity in India, C. Michie Smith, 54 ; Electricity and

Magaeti>m, Mascart and Joubert, 74; Transmission to a

Distance of Electricity, 316; Prof, von Waltenhcfen's Ex-

periments with Noe's Thermo-Electric Generators, 227

;

Achard's Continuous Electric Brake, 245 ; Lakande and Chape-

ron's New Elements for Primary Batteries, 227; Reynier's

Maximum Cell or Standardof Electromotive Force, 227 ; Single

Electrolyte Batteries, E. Reynier, 227 ;
Striking Distance of

Electric Discharge, Warren De la Rue, F.R.S., and H. W.
Miiller, F.R.S., 325, 349 ; on the Measurement of Electric

Currents, Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S., 465 ; Electrical Standards,

465 ; Berly's Electrical Directory, 524 ; Absolute Measurements

in Electricity and Magnetism, Andrew Gray, 546 ; Rowland's

Experiment demonstrating the Magnetic Action of Electric

Convection, Dr. E. Lecher, 558 ; Transition- Resistance in

Electrolytic Cells, 558 ; the Determination of Units of, 603 ;

Electric Shadows, Prof. S. P. Thompson, 156; W. F. Smith,

260; Electric Lighting at Firth Bridge Works, 135 ;
Electric

Lighting on Di-trict Railway, 295 ; Edison Incandescent Lights

in Hotel Dieu, 366 ; Electrical Lighting of Trains, W. H.

Massey, 489; Is Steam Condensation a Cause of Electrification ?

S. Kalischer, 227 ; Electro-Chemical Equivalent of Silver, Lord

Rayleigh, F.R.S., 565 ; Electrolysis of Dilute Sulphuric Acid,

&c Glad' tone and Tribe, 422 ; Electrolytes, Relations of Heat

to Action of Metals in. Dr. Gore, F.R.S., 300 ;
Electrolytes,

Prof Macgregor's Arrangement for Measurement of Resistance

of, 558 ;
Transition-Resistance in Electrolytic Cells, 558 ;

Edelmann's Electrometer, 239 ; Electromotive Force of

Clark Cells, Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S., 565 ;
Reynier's Maximum

Cell as Standard of Electromotive Force, 227 ; Electro-

technisches Jahrbuch von der hiesigen Gesellschaft in

Frankfurt am Main, 235
Elephant, Barnum's White, 294
Elevation and Subsidence, S. V. Wood, 5 ; J. S. Gardner, 6 ;

Prof. Jo-eph LeConte, 212

EUery (Kobt.) Remarkable Sunsets 549
Ellis (William), the Remarkable Sun-ets, 309

Elongated Shot when Fired from Large Guns, on a Method ol

Estimaiina the Steadiness of. Rev. F. Bashforth, 527

Lisas (Dr.), 'Experiments on Vibration, 227

Embryological Monographs, Prof. Alex. Aga-.^z, 16

Embryology of the Teleosts, King,ley and Conn, 16

Emin-Bey's (Dr.) African Explorations, 160

Encke's Comet, 159
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Encyclopaedia Britannica, vol. xv., 51
EncyclnpDedia of Natural Sciences, Trewendt's, 44
Energy in Nature, W. Lant Carpenter, 74
En^ielinann (Dr. Geo.), Death of, 460, 535 ; Oliituary Notice of.

Dr. Maxwell Masters, 599
Engineers, Institution of Mechanical, 38
Engineers, Civil, Institution of, 43
Engineer, Royal, Professional Papers, Major Vetch, Allan
Cunningham, 146

Engineering, Science and, Walter R. Browne, 57
Engineering, Marine, Carl Busley, 426
England, Earthqxake in, Dr. J. £. Taylor, 602 ; Percy .Smith,

602 ; Heni7 O. Forbes, 603
Engler's Botanische Jahrbiicher, 349
English Circumpolar Expedition, Report of, Cajjt. Dawson,

247
Entomology: Entomologist retained by .Swedish Government,

44 ; Entomology in the United States, 344 ; Entomological
Society, 446

Envelope, a Vast Dust, Prof. S. P. Langley, 324
Epilepsy, "Experimental," Prof. Munk, 72
Equatorial, the New, at tlie Paris Observatory, 36
Equilibrium of a Planet of Heterogeneous Density, on the

Figure of, Prof. G. H. Darwin, F.R.S., 230
Ericsson's (Capt. J.) Sun Motor, 217
Erkert's Anthropological Measurements in Caucasus, 557
Ernst (Dr. A.), Earthquakes and Buildings, 595
Errera (M.), Glycogen in Fungi, 16

Eruption, the Java, F. C. Constable, 55 ; J. J. H. Teall, 170;
and Earthquake Waves, J. T. Bealby, 30; Mr. Meldrum on,

32 ; -and Earthquake Waves, 153; E. Metzger, 240; M. C.
van Doom, 268 ; G. J. Symons, F. R..S., 351;, 365.

Escandon (Ramon), Determinants, 37S
Essex Field Club, Meeting of, 582
Ethnographical Expedition to the Congo, Dr. ZintgrafTs, 416
Ethnography of Upper Amazons Regions, Colini, 272
Etna, Eruption of IVlount, 366
Euclid, Sequel to the First Six Books of, J. Casey, F.R.S., 571
Evershed (Henry), F.airy Rings, 384
Evolution, Evidence for, in History of Extinct Mammalia, Prof.

E. D. Cope, 227, 248
Evolution in Animals Mental, F. J. Faraday, 335, 381, 42S

;

G. J. Romanes, F.R.S.
, 330, 336, 404, 428

Evolution of the Cetacea, S. V. Wood, 147 ; Prof. W. H.
Flower, F.R.S., 170

Evolutionist, a Forgjtten, W. T. Thiselton Dyer, 215
Ewart (Prof. J. C), Early History of the Herring, 105 ; on the

Natural and Artificial Fertilisation of Herring Ova, 538
Exhibition, International Health, 133, 388

Fairy Rings, Henry Evershed, 3S4
Talk (Dr.), Transmission of Poisons from Mother to Foetus, 280
Family Records, Francis Gallon, F.R.S., 244, 257; G. [.

Romanes, F.R.S., 257
Faraday (F. J.), Mental Evolution in Animals, 335, 38 1, 42S
Farm Insects, John Curtis, 170
Farrer (J. A.), Samoa, Geo. Turner, LL.D., 569
Fats, Absorption of, in Animal Body, Dr. J. Munk, 477
Faulds (Henry), Thread-Twisting, 550
Fayrer (Sir J., F.R.S.), Toweiing of Birds, 55 ; Deer and their

Horns, 171 ; Red-Deer Horns, 213
Federation of Scotch Scientific Societies, Propo.sed, 295, 367
Fellowship Examinations, Independent Work at, 43
Ferro, Fir^t French Meridian that of, 44
Fertilisation of Flowers, Sprengel on. Prof. W. W. Bailey, 171
Fertilisation of Herring Ova, Natural and Artificial, Prof. J.

Cossar Ewart, 538
Fever (Splenic), in the Argentine Republic, Dr. Roy, 91
Finland : Its Forests and Forest Management, |. C. Brown,
LL.D., Prof. W. Fream, loi ; Prof. Lemstrom's Observa-
ti ons of the Auro ra Borealis in, in

Finnish Government Steamer for Baltic i Scientific Researches,
205

Finsbury Technical College, 15S
Finsch (Dr.), Anthropological Results of Journey to the Pacific,
462

Firmstone (E. II. L ), Circular Cloud Bows, 406

Firth College, Proposed Technical Department, 183
Fish, Poisonous, in Japanese>Seas, 184 ; Saccopharyngoid Fishes,

Theo. Gill, 236 ; Habits of Sea Fish, Prof. Mcintosh, 271, 316
;

the Monk Fish, 348 ; Sea Fish in Freshwater Rivers, E. F. Hard-
m.an, 452 ; Deep-Sea Fishes of the Talisman, 483 ; Salt-water
Fish-Types in Fresh Water, Prof. Theo. Gill, 573 ; the

Literature of the Fisheries Exhibition, 33 ; Fisheries Com-
mission, German, Fourth Report of, 73 ; Zoological Results
of the Work of the United Slates Fish Commission in 1883,
Ralph S. Tarr, 407

Flavitsky's Theory of Chemical Affinity, 392
Fleming (J. A.), Circular Rainbow, 310
Flies, Danger from, 482
Flora of Ancient Egypt, the. Dr. Schweinfurth, 312
Flower (Prof. W. H., F.R.S.) Mammalia (Encyc. Brit.), 53;

Rudolph's Rorqual, 104 ; Evolution of the Cet.acea, 170; on
Dobson's Insectivora, 282 ; the Study of Anthropology,

319; Lectures on Anthropology, 388; the Royal College
of Surgeons, 531

Flowers, Sprengel on Fertilisation of, Prof. W. W. Bailey,

171

Fluid of Extraordinarily High Refractive and Dispersive Power,
Carl Rohrbach, 63

Fog Bows, G. H. Kinahan, 105
Fog Horns, Novel, 159
Fond.acaro (Capt.), Proposed Italian North Pole Expedition,
462

Fonvielle (W. de). Scheme for Discovering.Clockwork in Parcels,

437
Forbes (Henry O.), Earthquake in England, 602
Forbes (W. A.), Proposed Memorial Volume of, 200
Ford (Chas.), Botanical Work in China, 134
Forecast, an Indian Weather, 77
Forest Lands of Finland, J. C. Brown, LL.D., Prof. W.
Fream, loi

Forests, Cedar, of Cyprus, Sir R. Biddulph, C.B., 597
Forestry E.xhibition, International, 14
Formosa, Magnetic Dip in South China, Dr. Doberck, 214
Fort Willia n. Remarkable Meteor seen at, 272
Firth Bridge Works, Electric Li;.;hling at, 135
Fox (Howard), the Remarkable Sunsets, 152
P'rance, Institute of, Annual Meeting, 14 ; Public Instruction

Budget, 245 ; Earthquakes in, 245
French Deep-Sea Expedition of 1S83, Dr. J. G. Jeffreys, F.R.S.,
216

French Commission on Phylloxera, 389
Franconian Burial Ground at Cobern, Discovery of, 246
Frankfurt am Main, Meteor at, 226 ; Electrotechnisches Jahrbuch
von der hiesigen Gesellschaft in, 235

Franklin Institute Journal, 94
Franklin Expedition, Lieut, von Payer's Pictures illustrating,

317
Fream (Prof. W.), the Rothamsted Grass Experiments, St

;

Brown's Finland: Its Forests and Forest Management, loi
;

an American Rothamsted, 238
Freshwater Rivers, Sea Fish in, E. F. Hardman, 452
Friedlander (Dr.), Micrococcus in Croupous Pneumonia, 144
Frilsche's (Dr.) Explorations in Southera China, 416
Frogi, on the Spinal Marrow in, Dr. Gad, 568
Frolich (Dr.), Measurements of Solar Heat, 48
Fungi, Glycogen in, M. Errera, 16

G.ad (Dr.), on the Spinal Marrow in Frogs, 568
Galbraiih and Haughton's Manual of Mathematical Tables, 282
Galloway (VVm.), New Method of Shaft-sinking in Watery

Ground, 9
Galtou (Francis, F.R.S.), Prizes offered for Family Records,

244 ; Family Records. G. J. Romanes, F.R.S., 257 ;
Weights,

of British Noblemen during last ihree Generations, 266

Galvanometers, New Forms of, Thos. and Andrew Gray, 444
Gardiner (Walter), Coprosma baueriana, 231
Gardner (J. S.), bnake Bite, 6 ; Elevation and Sabsidence, 6

Gardner (J"o-)> Bleaching, Dyeing and Calico Frinting, 425
Garson (Dr.), Cranial Characters of Timorese,, j66 k Uncon-

scious Bias in Walking, 310
Gas Engine (ihe "Otto"), Addition to Self-stajttug Appara;lus

to, 414
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Gases, Reduction of Metallic Solutions by means of, Dr G
Gore, F.R.S., 255

Gegentiaur's Morphologisches Jahibuch, 165
Geikie (Dr. A., F.R.b.), the Origin of Coral Reefs, 107, 124 ;

American Geology, F. V. Hayden, 233 ; Origin <>f the Scenery
of the British Islands, 325, 347, 396, 419, 442

Geodetic Conference, International, 14
Geodetic Survey of the United States, 573
Geoghegan (Edward), Axioms of Geometry, 551
Geognosy of the Harz Mountains, H. M. Cadell, 303, 447
Geography : Universal Geographies, 45 ; Geographical Notes,

160, 318, 346, 415, 462, 584, 606 ; Mittheilungen of Geographi-
cal Sccicty of Hamburg, 160; Discontinuance of Geographical
Society's Examinations, 388 ; Geographical Society of Bremen,
535; Geographisches Jahrbuch, Ninth Issue, 318; Fourth
German Geographical Congress, 416

Geology : Geological Society, 119, 165, 208, 254, 303, 350, 470,
566, 591 ; Annual General Meeting, 444; Geology of South
Devon Coast, Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., 119; of the Libyan
Desert, K. A. Zittel, 121 ; Geological Association of Liver-
pool, 135 ; F. V. Hayden, American Geology, A. Geiliie,

F. U.S., 233 ; Geological Expedition, Prof. Hull's Palestine,

245 ; Geological Exploration in Western Australia, E. F.
Hardman, 294; Geological Survey of Russia, 270 ; Geolngical
Survey of New Mexico and Arizona, H. M. Wilson, 272 ;

Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, 395 ; Meta-
m)rphi-.m among Devonian Rocks, 315 ; Origin of the Scenery
of the British Islands, A. Geikie, F. k.S., 325, 347, 396, 419,
442 ; Jurassic Rocks under London, Prof. J. W. ludd, F.R.S.,

329; Geology of Arabia, Prof. T. G. P.onney,"F.R.S., 350;
the " Jtettegryder" of Orholm, Herr Geelmuyden, 414;
Geological Position of Human Skeleton found at Tdbury, T.
V. H'-lms, 440 ; Geological Structure of Russia, Interesting
Feature of the. Prof. Karpinsky, 461 ; Geology of Central
Africa, H. Drummond, 551 ; on the Progress of Geology,
Prof. Julius von Hjast, F. K.S., 607

Geometry, Axioms of. Prof. O. Henrici, F.R.S., 453, 573 ;

Edward Geoghegan, 551
Germany : German Association of Naturalists and Physicists,

17 ; the Telephone in, 63 ; Fourth Report of German Fisheries

Commission, 73 ; Unusually Bright Meteor in Western, 366 ;

Report of German Cholera Commission, 365, 401, 460 ;

Fourth German Geographical Congress, 416 ; CJerman
Meteorology, G. Hellmann, 523

Gilbert, (G. K.), Probability of Earthquakes at Salt Lake City,

45
Gilbert (G. K.), Circular Rainbow, 451
Gilbert (Dr. J. H.), Analyses of Ash of Grain grown at

Rothanisted, 445
Gill's Parallaxes ot Southern Stars, 273
Gill (Prof. Theo.), .'saccopharyngoid Fishes, 236; Salt-water

Fish-Types in Fresh Water, 573
Gillman (F.), Salt Rain and Dew, 172 : the Remark.able .Snnsets,

179
Ginte (Dr. W.), Death of, 246
Girdlestone (E. P.), Vivisection, 604
Girtun College, 428
Glacial Cavities, Prof. Schwalbe, l68

Glaciation in Siberia, Traces of, Solokoff, 461

Gladstone (J. IL), Electrolysis of Hydrated Salts, 422
Glasgow Philo-ophical Society, 89
Glasgow, University of. Bequest to, 87 ; Naval Architecture

Chair, 200
Glasgow catalogue of Star?, 36S

Glazebrook (K. T., F.R.S.), Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs,

287, 335
Glycogen in Fungi, Errera, 16

Godthaab Meteorological Expedition, Danish, 134
Goodwin (Prof. W. L), the Dust of Krakatoa, 595
Gore (Dr. G., F.R.S.), Peculiar Ab-orption of Iodic Acid by

Aluminium, 254 ; Relations of Heat to Vohaic and Thermo-

Electric Action of Metals in Electrolytes 300; Some Rela-

tions of Chemical Corrosion to Voltaic Current, 468 ; Utility

and Morality of Vivisection, 604
Grain Ash, Analyses of Rothamsted, Lawes and Gilbert,

445
Granton, Marine Station at, 460
Grass Experiments, the Rothamsted, Prof. W. Fream, 81

Graves (Rev. James), Innirct of Magpies, 596

Gravitation et Attraction d'apres Newtcn, Mme. Cleinence
Royer, 255

Ciray (Andrew), Absolute Measurements in Electricity and
^Iagnetism, 546

(;ray ( Thos. and Andrew), New Forms of Galvanometers, 444
Greely Expedition, Another Attempt to Rescue the, 415
(-ireece. Earthquake in, 159
Green Moon, a, 604 ; in Sweden, 366
Green (J. R.), Organs of Secretion in Hypericacea;, 231
Green's (W. S.), Alps of New Zealand, Prof. Bonney, F.R.S.

281
Green Sun, the, 7, 28 ; C. Michie Smith, 28 ; Warren de la Rue,

28 ; N. B. Beardmore, 28 ; C. Michie Smith, 54 ; in China,

436 ; Green Sunlight, Prof. Wm. Swan, 76 ; Dr. Hyde
Clarke, 76

Greenland Expedition, Nordenskjold's, 10, 39, 79 ; Prof.
Borgen on Nordenskjold's Theories in connection with his,

14 ; Danish Expeditions, 44
Greenland, Edward Whymper's Journeys in, 416
Greenwich, Sunshine at, iii

Greenwood (VV. H.), iteel and Iron, 425
Grinevetsky's Explorations in Novaya Zemlya, 346
Grubb (Howard, F.R.S. ), a New Form of Equatorial Telescope,

470
Guiana, Among the Indians of, E. F. Im Thurn, Dr. Tylor,

F.R.S., 305 ; James Dallas, 382
Guinea, Spanish Possessions in Gulf of, 462
Gums of the Arabin Group, C. O'Sullivan, 253
Guns, on a Method of Estimating the Steadiness ot Elongated

Shot when fiied from Large, Kev. F. Bashforth, 527
Guppy (Surgeon), the Origin of Coral Reefs, 214; Holothurians,

384 ; Amhropological Notes in Solomon Islands, 429
Guy (Prof. P.), Remarkable Sunset at Perpignan, 295
Guyot (Prof. A. H.), Death of, 365

Haa^t (Prof. Julius von, F.R.S.), on the Progress of Geology,

607
Haeckel (Prof. E.), the Radiolaria, 274, 296
Hagen (Dr. G. H. L.), Death of, 415
Hagen (Dr. H. A.), Christian Conrad Sprengel, 29, 572
Haldane (R. B.), Benedict de Spinoza, 354
Hall (Prof. Asaph), the Map of t<aturn, 185

Hall (Maxwell), Earthquakes and Air-Waves, 427
Hall's Phenomenon, on an Explanation of, Shelford Bidwell,

467
Hall's Effect, 558
Hamburg Meteorological Society, 159 ; Geographical Society,

Mittheilungen, 160; New Natural History Museum, 460.

Hamilt n (W.), the Remarkable Sunsets, 153

Harding (C. W.), the Remarkable Sunsets, 132
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER i, 1SS3

ZOOLOGICAL REPORTS OF THE VOYAGE OF
H.M.S. " CHALLENGER "

Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H.M.S.
" Challenger" during the Years 1873-76, nnder the

Command of Capt. George S. Nares and Capt. F. T.

Thomson. Prepared under the Superintendence of the

late Sir C. Wyville Thomson, Director of the Civihan

Scientific Staff on board, and now of John Murraj', one

of the Naturalists of the Expedition. Zoology—Vol. V.,

1SS2 ; Vol. VI., 1882 ; Vol. VII., 1883. (Published by

Order of Her Majesty's Government.)

'"PHE editor has made most excellent progress in the

-L Avork of publishing the Reports of the scientific

results of the voyage of H.M.S. Challenger during the

past year, as the three bulky quarto volumes now before

u; well indicate. V"ol. V. contains an elaborate Report on

the Ophiuroidea by Theodore Lyman, who has made this

group so long his special study, and who has in this

monograph given us a most elaborate and beautifully

illustrated contribution to science. The memoir contains

the description of some twenty-one genera and of 170

species, but as several already described species were also

collected, Mr. Lyman has judiciously given not only all

these but also the names of all others previously described,

arranged under their genera, constituting therefore this

Report a more or less complete monograph of the Ophiu-

roidea. There are very elaborate tables of distribution,

geographical, bathymetrical, and thermal, with brief re-

marks on their indications, and at the end of these is a

note on the fossil forms and their relations to those living.

In the descriptive part of the monograph Mr. Lyman has

ventured to use simple words as often as possible, so as

not to add to " the jargon in which zoology is now
smothering."

Amid the three hundred pages of description of species

there is of necessity little that will bear transcribing in a

general notice of this important work ; and still among
them we find the following, which in the writer's mind
awakened similar emotions to those referred to by Mr.

Vol. XXIX.—No. 731

Lyman:—"In my noteboo'-^ of 1S61 I find, ' Euryale

e.xiguum, Lamk., original of Peron and Leseur, 1S03,

young.' This prosaic line is poetical to me. It takes me
back to the Jardin des Plantes as it was twenty years ago,

and I can see the laboratories of the ' mollusques et

zoophytes' where I studied under the kindly direction of

old Valenciennes. He has gone, and so has his successor

Deshayes, and their place is now worthily held by Pcrrier,

who was a very young man when first I knew him. But

still that poor little broken Astrophyton exignum lies on
its shelf, the survivor. It was with a real emotion that

in unpacking the Challenger collection I drew from a

large jar two fine specimens. I felt like a scholar who
had found a duplicate of the Codex argenteus. After

more than two generations the unique treasure of the

Jardin des Plantes has at last other representatives, and

to celebrate its rediscovery I could do no less than give a

figure of the animal " (Plate 47).

So far as the geographical distribution of the group is

concerned, it would appear that although deep-sea species

are more inclined to extensive wanderings than those

frequenting shallows, yet, speaking generally, they offer

similar differences. Among littoral forms there are those

which are found all over the great ocean from the Sand-

wich Islands to the east coast of Africa, and even south

to the Cape of Good Hope. One species, Ainphiura

sqi/aniata, is found in the North and South Atlantic, at

the Cape of Good Hope, and in Australia. Others, again,

are considerably restricted ; for example, the abundant

fauna of the Carribean Sea, which reaches only Brazil

on the south and the Carolinas en the north. Ophiacantlta

vivipara and Gorgonocephalus pourtalesii going to 140

and 600 fathoms, are remarkable for their extension in

longitude, being found from the Kerguelen Islands on the

west to the east coast of South America. As to the very

deep-water species, Ophioinusium lymani occurs well up

in the North Atlantic, in the extreme South Atlantic, near

New Zealand, off Japan, and off the south-west coast of

South America. Ophiacantha cosmica is found off the

Brazil coast, between the Cape of Good Hope and the

Kerguelen Islands, off the south-west coast of South

America, and at intermediate points. Some of these

deep-sea species are, however, quite restricted in their
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aiea, such as Pectinura Iteros, OpJuoiiiusiuiii 7'aUduin,

nnd Asiroschcina arenosum, the first living near the

Celebes, the last two in the Carribean Sea. While

species differ thus much in the extent of their migra-

tions, there are certain bottoms where they seem
to decline to live at all. Thus in all the deep water

from the centre of the North Pacific to near the south-

west coast of South America, there was not a single

Ophiuran found. As to their distribution in depth, a

very large proportion live exclusively on the littoral zone,

and therein are included species both of cold and of hot

nater, tliough the number of the latter is much the larger-

Some fift) species live exclusively below looo fathoms,

and have to endure a degree of cold near to freezing, an
enormous water pressure, and an entire absence of sun-

light.

The forty-eight, rather crowded, plates have been drawn
with skill and fidelity by Miss K. Pierson and Mr. L.

Trouvelot with the exception of Plate 48, which represents

half of an arm oi Gorgonoccphalus verrucosus, carried out

to its extreme twigs, and which stands as quite a monu-
ment of patience on the part of Mr. Lyman's assistant,

Miss Clark.

The Second Report in this volume is by Prof. D. J.

Cunningham, on some points in the anatomy of Thyla-

cinus cynoccphalus, Phalangista maculata, and Phascogale

calttra, wdth an account of the comparative anatomy of

the intrinsic muscles and the nerves of the mammalian
pes. This Report gives details of the anatomy of three

little known mammals, representing types which differ

widely from each other both in physique and habits. A
special interest attaches to the anatomy of the Thylacine,

as it is rapidly becoming extirpated. In examining the

intrinsic muscles of the marsupial manus and pes, Prof.

Cunningham encountered a somewhat puzzling multipli-

cation of the elements. To clear this up and at the same
time to connect the condition with that found in other

animals he was induced to extend his inquiries upon this

point into mammals in general, and we are therefore

favoured with the results of this comparative research in

a very elaborate report on the comparative anatomy of

the mammalian foot.

Vol. VI. contains also two memoirs : the first is a Report

on the Actiniaria, by Prof. Richard Hertvvig. As a con-

siderable number of specimens did not reach Konigsberg

until this Report was finished, we are promised a supple-

mentary report to describe these additional forms. Four-

teen plates accompany this Report. Beginning with a

detailed description of a typical .\ctinian, we have also

a comparative survey of the chief characteristics of the

several divisions and genera. Six tribes of Actiniana

are distinguished: (i) Hexactinia;
; (2) Paractiniae

; (3)

Monaulea;
; ().) Edwardsia;

; (5) Zoantherc; (6) Ceri-

antheae. Objecting to Verrill's assertion that all speci-

mens of ,'\ctini;e which are only known from preserved

specimens should be thrown away as of no scientific

value, Prof. Hertwig has laboured manfully over the

unfortunately rather badly preserved specimens of the

Challenger voyage ; and by keeping in view such factors

in their description as the structure of the tentacles, of

the septa, of the oral disk, of the circular muscle, &c., he

has presented a most minute and elaborate description of

an immense variety of new forms, the scientific value of

which will go without dispute. As the. collections of the

Challenger were for the most part made in the open

oceans, the littoral zone, whicli would have furnished the

larger proportion of Actinia; was almost entirely neglected,

and but one littoral species occurs in the list. As a rule

the number of the Actinia; decreases as the depth in-

creases ; they have not been observed at a depth of over

2900 fathoms, but the greater the depth the more the

fauna w ts found to vary from that of the coast. Of the

twent5'-one forms from 500 to 3000 fathoms described, no

less than six species are found to have undergone some

extreme mdifications of their tentacles, whilst a like

phenomenon has never been observed in a single one of

the forms of the coast fauna, which greatly exceed the

deep-sea fauna in number. These alterations lie for the

most part in the direction of transforming the tentacles

into tubes and openings, and Prof. Ilertwig connects this

with the nutriment of these deep-sea forms, which is not

of a nature to be captured by tentacles.

The Second Report is on the Tunicata, by Prof. Herd-

man. It is Part I., on the Simple Forms. The collec-

tion generally was found to be in a state of excellent

preservation, and consisted of eighty-two species, which

are referred to twenty genera. Of these, seventy-four of

the species and nine of the genera are new to science, but

it has not been found necessary to form any new families

The new genera are mostly instituted for very deep-sea

species. In several instances the new genera have been

of great interest, as they have demonstrated affinities

between known forms, and have exhibited combinations

of characters which in some instances necessitated a revi-

sion of the definitions of old genera, and even affected

one's ideas with regard to the characters of the families.

The new species are all beautifully illustrated in thirty-

seven plates. The memoir has prefixed to it a history

and bibliography of the group and a neat and well-written

account of its anatomy, which is accompanied by an ex-

cellent series of woodcuts. So little is known as to the

geographical distribution of the group that Prof. Herd-

man thinks any generalisation on this head would be of

little value. A few facts of interest are, however, men-
tioned : thus the Tunicata are greatly more numerous in

the southern than in the northern hemisphere, and they

reach a maximum of abundance in the far south. As to

their distribution in depth, the four families are found to

have the following limits :

—

The Molgiilid;E range from the shore to 600 fathoms.
The CynthiicUc ,, ,, 260a ,,

The Ascidiidce ,, ,, 2600 ,,

The Clavelinid.'c ,, ,, 129 ,,

Seven species were found at depths of from 2000 to

3000 fathoms.

Calcareous spicules are noticed as present in the tests

of several species of the genera Culeolus and Cjnthia.

They are very different in the two genera, being irregu-

larly branched and with smooth surfaces in Culeolus,

v.hile they are rod-shaped or fusiform, with their surfaces

minutely echinulated in Cynthia. Neither of the two
previously known genera in v.-hich the test is remarkably
modified—Rhodosonia and Chelyosoma—were collected

during the Challenger Expedition, but two of the new forms
show notable peculiarities in the test, Pachychlcena having

it greatly thickened all over, w-hile Hypobythius calycodes

,
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Moseley, has a series of symmetrically placed nodular

cartilaginous thickenings in the otherwise thin and mem-
branous test. This Report of Prof. HerJman's may be

regarded as almost a monograph of the Tunicates, and is a

most valuable addition to our knowledge of this little

known group of forms.

Volume VII. contains four Reports. The first of these

is by Prof. Morrison Watson, on the anatomy of the

SpheniscidK collected during the voj'a^e. The collec-

tion contained three or four adult specimens of each of

the species obtained, preserved for the most part in brine,

but in some instances in spirit, as well as a number of

immature birds taken from the nest, together with eggs

in various stages of hatching, preserved partly in spirits

and partly in bi.-hromate of potash. In the present

Report only the anatomy of the adult birds is treated of;

that of the young being reserved for a second part.

Selecting Eudyptes chrysocoiiie from Tristan d'Acunha as

a standard, the anatomy of the other seven species is

compared with it ; thus in every section the anatomy of

the standard species is given in detail, and then the

variations met with in each of the others is appended.

In those cases in which no variations are reported the

anatomy of the forms was identical. The descriptive

anatomy of the various systems of tissues seems to leave

little to future investigators to record. In the section

devoted to osteology, while treating of the bones of the

anterior extremity, the author remarks that in several

particulars the penguin's wing differs from that of other

birds—movements of pure flexion and e.Ktension in the

joints beyond the shoulder can scarcely be said to be

possible ; the articulations, however, admit of a very

considerable amount of rotation, and consequently, in-

stead of the limb being converted into an absolutely rigid

paddle or oar, the rotation in question converts the wing

into a screw-like blade, the curvatures of which are con-

stantly varying in accordance with the amount of rotation

which the forms of the different joints permit. Upon care-

fully watching a living specimen of Aptenodytes in the

Zoological Society's Gardens, the author observed that

the wing of the penguin is never used in the manner of a

rigid oar, which would imply the simultaneous movement
•of both wings in the same direction in order to propel the

bird. On the contrary, the wings were often and indeed

visually brought into use alternately, much in the same
manner as the pectoral fins of a fish, and in every move-

ment of the wing wiry, screw-like curvatures, which are due

to the rotation of the different segments of the limbs upon

one another, are strongly developed. In fact, a constant

screwing and unscrewing of the separate alar segments

upon one another takes place simultaneously with the

forward and backward movement of the organ as a

whole.

From general considerations of the anatomy of the

penguin, Prof. Watson concludes that these birds together

form a natural group, every member of which is possessed

of certain anatomical peculiarities which serve at once to

associate it with its fellows and to separate it from the

members of other groups which may more or less closely

resemble the Spheniscid.'e. From an anatomical point

•of view he would recognise but three genera—Apteno-

dytes, Spheniscus, and Eudyptes. The remarks on the

•characteristics of these genera and the limits of the

species contained in them are among the most interesting

in this Report.

As to the phylogeny of the penguins the author con-

cludes that they form the surviving members of a group
which had early diverged from the primitive avian stem,

but that at the time when the separation took place, the

members of that stem had so far diverged from the primi-

tive ornithoscelidan form as to be possessed of anterior

extremities, which, instead of forming organs of terrestrial,

had become transformed into organs adapted to aerial

progression, or true wings. If this view be correct,

palaeontological research may, in the course of time, dis-

close the existence of Spheniscidine remains which may
enable us to trace the line of descent of the penguins of

the present day from the original avian stem, and through

it the relationship which exists between the modern
Spheniscus or Eudyptes, with their separate metatarsal

bones and aborted wings on the one hand, and the major-

ity of modern birds, with their conjoined metatarsal

bones and perfect wings on the other.

The geographical distribution of these birds is of great

interest. They are entirely confined to the southern

hemisphere, none of them straying north of the equator.

Within this area their distribution is very extensive,

reaching from the Galapagos Islands on the equator,

southwards to the Antarctic Islands. Prof. Watson
surmises that this distribution does not depend on
temperature, but may depend on a relative abundance of

the food supply (Cephalopods and Crustacea) found in the

two hemispheres respectively ; but the editor, Mr. J.

Murray, in a footnote, says :
" The penguins reach the

equator only on the coasts of Chili and Peru. Now the

Peruvian current from the Antarctic skirts along this

coast, and takes a low temperature as far north as the

Galapagos Isles ; the temperatiu-e of the sea being

there (equator) 62° to 66', while in the middle of the

Pacific (equator) the surface temperature is Sr to SS^.

Temperature, therefore, most probably has something to

do with the limitation of the geographical distribution of

the Spheniscidse."

The second memoir is by Dr. F. Buchanan White, on

the Pelagic Hemiptera collected during the voyage.

These, the only truly pelagic insects, belong to the genera

Halobates and Halobatodes. The first of these was

founded sixty years ago by Eschscholtz for three species

taken during the well-known voyage of Kotzebue round

the world. But few species are known, and they are

very rarely to be found in collections, though they seem

to be abundantly distributed in tropical seas. Their struc-

ture would seem to indicate that they are archaic forms

of great antiquity, and as doubtless many species yet

remain to be discovered, it is to be hoped that some one

with the will and the opportunity will be found to turn

their attention to the group. In the meanwhile Dr.

White has in this Report given a detailed account of the

literature of these genera, followed by an account of the

anatomy and description of the genera and species.

Of the genus Halobates he describes eleven species, of

which three were first described by Eschscholtz, one

each by Templeton and Frauenfeld, and six for the first

time in this memoir. In his remarks on the species

we notice that, after a very bad fashion adopted by some

entomologists, these are alluded to under their trivial
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names only, thus: "according to Frauenfeld, ;«iV(7«j- differs

from u'iillerstorfii." This is the only deijarture from the

ordinary rules of nomenclature that we have as yet

noticed in these Reports, and we call attention to it in the

earnest hope that it will not occur again.

Species of llalobates are recorded in Mr. Murray's

journal as found twenty-one times in the Atlantic between

latitudes 35' N. and 20" S., and thirty-eight times in the

Pacific belu-ecn latitudes y]° N. and 73^ S. The majority

of the specimens taken by the tow net were dead when

brought on board, but some were taken alive and were

observed skimming over the surface of the water in the

glass globes. On one occasion a species was seen to

dive. Of the species of Halobates now known, five occur

in the Atlantic, but one only is restricted to that ocean,

though the headquarters of another appear to be there.

Six species, of which two are peculiar, occur in the Indian

Ocean west of long. 100° E., while to the east of this, and

chiefly in the West Pacific, eight species occur, of which

four are restricted to that region. But taking the

West Pacific and Indian Ocean together, we find that

nine out of the eleven known species occur there,

and five nowhere else. Of Halobatodes H. lituralus

occurs in the Chinese Sea, H. conipar is from India, H.

stiili from Ceylon. All the species are figured on three

plates.

The Third Report is by Prof. Allman, on the Hydrozoa.

Part I. Plumularida?. Of the Hydroids, a large number
of exotic species have been recently described, notably

the collections made during the exploration of the Gulf

Stream, and during the expedition of H.M.S. Porcupine,

by Dr. Allman himself. But to this number the collec-

tion brought home by the Chatlcugi'r makes a large and

valuable addition. Of this collection the family of

the Plumularida; forms a considerable proportion. Only

one form can be identified with a species occurring in the

European seas. This species, Cladocarpiis fonnosiis, was
dredged by the Porcupine from the seas lying to the north

of Scotland, and by the Clialleni^er from the seas at

Japan. It is a well-marked species, and the great dis-

tance between the Atlantic and Pacific stations, without

any intermediate station having been discovered, is a

remarkable and significant fact. By far the larger num-
ber of the forms brought home by the Challenger consist

of species new to science, while among these a consider-

able number have had to be assigned to new genera.

Many of the species are of great interest from the light

they throw on the external morphology of the group, and
from the aid which they afford towards a philosophical con-

ception of the significance of parts otherwise enigmatical.

The Report is prefaced by some introductory remarks on

the general morphology of the Plumularidffi. While not

yet possessing the data necessary for a complete exposi-

tion of the geographical distribution of this group, it may
be generally asserted that it attains its greatest develop-

ment in the warmer seas of both hemispheres, and that

in tropical and subtropical regions it has its maximum in

multiplicity of form, in the size of the colonies and in in-

dividual profusion. The dredgings of the Challenger ajid

of the United States Exploration of the Gulf Stream
would further seem to point to two centres of maximum
development within the area thus indicated—an eastern

centre, which is situated in the warm seas around the

Philippines and other islands of the East Indian Archi-

pelago, and a western centre, which will be found in those

which lie around the West Indian Islands and bathe the

eastern shores of Central and Equinoctial America. In

bathymetrical distribution the Plumularida; present con-

siderable variation. Among the species described some
are quite littoral, having been dredged from depths ranging

from between 8 and 20 fathoms. The greater number, how-

ever, have been obtained from depths between 20 and 150

fathoms, while three species, Aglaophenia filicula, yl.

acacia, and Polyplumaria pumila, are from a depth of 450

fathoms. The striking and beautiful genus Cladocarpus

consists of eminently deep-water forms, and of the two

species described, one

—

C. forinosus—was obtained in the

Japan seas from a depth varying between 420 and 775

fathoms ; the same species from the north of Scotland

was found at depths of from 167 to 632 fathoms. The
second species

—

C. pectiniferus—was dredged off the

Azores from 900 fathoms, being the greatest depth from

which any Plumularidan is known to have been obtained.

This Report is illustrated by twenty plates.

The last Report in this volume is on the genus Orbito-

lites, by Dr. W. B. Carpenter, with eight beautiful plates

by Mr. George West, jun. Some thirty-six years ago Dr.

W. B. Carpenter received from Prof. Edward Forbes some
small discoidal bodies which had been dredged between

1842 and 1846 by Prof. J. Beete Jukes on the coast of Aus-

tralia, with the hint that these were probably the Margino-

pora of Quoy and Gaimard. From this time to the pre-

sent Dr. Carpenter has made a pretty constant study of

these interesting Foraminifcrs, and he gives us a highly

instructive account of the views held from 1823 by the

various authors who have written on the genus, from the

strange misconceptions of Ehrenberg to the accurate de-

scriptions of Prof. Williamson, who first clearly deter-

mined the close affinity between Orbitolites and Orbicu-

lina, thus disposing of the Bryozoic doctrine of Ehrenberg,

and relegating these organisms to the Foraminifera. As
the final result of Dr. Carpenter's laborious researches on

this group, he concludes that while the ordinary notions

of species will not apply to it any more than it will to any
of the Foraminifera, still particular types of form are

transmitted with marked genetic continuity, and he dis-

tinguishes four very well marked types of Orbitolites,

around which the entire assemblage of specimens col-

lected over a very wide geographical area, and from a

great bathymetrical range, can be grouped without diffi,

culty. Treating of the subject of descent, the author

declares that "it seems to him that the evolution of this

type from the simplest monothalamous Milioline has

taken place according to a definite plan, of which we
have the evidence in the wonderful uniformity and regu-

larity of the entire sequence of developmental changes,

whilst we are entirely unable to account for those changes

without attributing to the subjects of them a capability of

being affected by external agencies or modes so peculiar

as to indicate a previous adaptation."

From an editorial note prefixed to this volume we learn

that the various large incidental collections of terrestrial

forms, such as insects, spiders, reptiles, &c., will not have
any detailed reports published concerning them, but that

they will be referred to in the narrative of the cruise, the
first volume of which is announced for 1SS4.
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OUR BOOK SHELF
Elemcnti di Fisica. Vol. IV., EUttriciti e Magnetismo.
By Prof. Antonio Roiti. (Florence, 1SS3.)

Surely, and not slowly, the views of Thomson, Maxwell,
and the modern electricians generally are finding accept-

ance throughout the Continent. The absolutely unani-

mous acceptance of the British Association's system of

electrical units since the indorsement of that system by
the Paris Congress of iSSt has proved the immense gain

to the electrical world of having a uniform means of ex-

pressing electrical quantities, and has compelled elec-

tricians not only to read but to comprehend the writings

of the pioneers of this most important reform. The work
now before us for review, though professing to be but a
text-book for use in the lyceums and schools of Italy,

gives ample evidence that its author. Prof Roiti, of the
Royal Institute of Higher Studies in Florence, is not
only abreast of all the latest developments of electricity,

but that he has mastered the theory also. Few text-books

of its size have we seen that will compare favourably with
Prof. Roiti's little volume of 356 duodecimo pages. The
faults which have been hitherto so conspicuous in most
of the Continental text-books on electricity are in this

work conspicuously absent. As an example we may
refer to the author's treatment of the relation between the

capacities, potentials, and charges of similar conductors.

The elementary theory of the magnetic shell and that

of the mutual potential of two magnetic shells are

neatly expounded in pages 131 to 133. The absolute
electrometer and the quadrant electrometer of Sir W.
Thomson are both described, and illustrative figures

given. The system of absolute and derived (C.G.S.)

units, and that of the practical units of electric quantities

based upon them, are explained at length on pages 204-5.

There is a short chapter on the electric light, and
another on electric motors, in which the ancllo elettro-

mag)tctico di Paciiwtii is described, the author remark-
ing with emphasis that it contained the germ of almost
all the machines by which the marvellous strides recently

made in the applications of electricity have been achieved.

The experiments of Ueprez at Paris on the electric

transmission of power, and the economic questions

involved are also touched upon. Crookes's researches

on "radiant matter" are mentioned and illustrated.

Amongst points of novelty may be mentioned Pellat's

method of measuring the electromotive force due to

polarisation, which has not yet, we believe, found its way
into any English text-book. Two points of criticism we
have to offer in conclusion. The first is that the author
defines electric tension as identical with the tXsctnc force,
equal to 4 7r times the surface density of the charge, in-

stead of defining it, in the sense of Faraday and Maxwell,
as the stress on the dielectric, which is proportional to

the square of the surface density, and therefore propor-
tional also to the square of the electric force or electro-

motive intensity at the point of the surface considered.

The only other complaint we have to make of the work

—

and this docs not detract greatly from Us value—is that

the author does not acknowledge the sources from wii'.oK

some of ills descriptions and cuts are taken. S. P. T.

Dr. H. G. Bromis Klassen und Ordniingeii des Thier-

Reichs, luissenschaftlich dar^eslt-llt in IVort und Bild.

Erster Band, Protozoa. Neu bearbeitet von Dr. O.

Biitschli. (Leipzig and Heidelberg: C. F. Winter,

1880-S3.)

The first nineteen 'parts of this new edition of vol i. of

Dr. Bronn's well known and important work on the classes

and orders of animals, nearly completing the volume,

prove that Prof Butschli has spared no pains to keep

It up to the most modern investigations of the Protozoa.

In no one division of the animal kingdom has observation

gone so hand in hand with discovery as in this, the lowest

of her classes. Glancing at the portion treating of the
Gregarinida, what strides have been made in our know-
ledge of these forms within the last ten years. Adopting
Leuckart's titles for the class of Sporozoa, under which are
the sub-classes Gregarinida, Coccidia, Myxosporidia, and
Sarcosporidia, we find 137 pages and eight plates

crowded with figures devoted to a sketch of the charac-
teristics of the class with diagnoses of the genera and the

number of species, and references to the places where
fuller details of these latter will be found. The illustra-

tions are clear and effective, and copied from every avail-

able source. The bibliography appears to be well to date,

and this volume when complete will be an indispensable
handbook for the student of the lower forms of animal
life.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ Tlie EJUor docs not hold himself resfonsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond zvith the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[ The Editor urgently requests con espondents to keep their let 'ers

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insjtre the appearance even

of coniiiiunications containing interesting and novelfacts.']

"Elevation and Subsidence"

The view that the glacial subsidence was due to the pressure
of the accumulating land ice, has been accompanied with the
coroUiry that subsequent elevation was due to the removal of
this pressure by the melting of the ice ; but though I think the
first is true, the corollai-y is not so, in England .it least.

In my memoir "On the Newer Pliocene Period in England"
(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc.iox 1S80, p. 457, and 1SS2, p. 667^, I

have endeavoured to show how the inclination of this couiitiy

changed during the progress of the major glaciation, and the
flow of the land ice from the mountain districts to the sea
altered in accordance therewith, as well as pointed out (p. 709)
the connection of this ch.inge of inclination with the accumula-
tion of the land ice on the mountain districts; but I have al o
traced in detail in it how the east side of England rose to an
extent that brought Norfolk and Suffolk from a submergence of
more than 300 feet to their present level at least, and Essex
proportionately so, while the land ice continued to push over
the sea-bed of sand and gravel, as this rose into land, covering
it w ilh its moraine, until by this ri^e the easterly movement of
the ice was arrested, while the west and south of England still

remained to a great extent submerged. Since that memoir was
published, Mr. David has in the same journal described the
glacial clay which represents the moraine of the Wehh land ice

in East Glamorganshire, itself ««covered by any marine deposit,
as covering beds of stratified sand and gravel, which, from their

containing many chalk flints, can be only the bottom of the
antecedent sea, as low down as 80 feet above Ordnance datum.
When this is compared vith the evidence of more tban 1300
feet of submergence afforded by the shell bearing gravels of
North Wales ; of 700 feet afforded by the Gloucestershire
gravels to the east ; and of between 500 and 6o3 feet afforded
by the gravels of Devon to the south of Glamorganshire, it be-
comes ev'dent that the amount of rise which took place in the
west of England before the land ice began to retreat « as even
greater than in East Anglia. It is to subterranean movcmenls
ciigciij^..,! i,y (ijJ5 pressure, and not to its removal, that the rise
m England seems lo >„.. .- y,,„^ ^een due ; and I have given
several sections in tbis memoir in iiuiai.„.>-

. -^.'''o abrupt and
violent character of the upthrows connected with it.

Although in this memoir I remarked upon the coincidence of

the westerly increment in the great submergence with the aug-

menting quantity of the land ice on Cumberland, Westmoreland,

and Wales, as the major glaciation went on, yet this coincidence

between augmenting land ice and .submergence is, I now see,

more complete than had then occurred to me ; for though I

described the evidences that show the passage from the Crag

to the gUacial marine beds of Norfolk and Suffolk to have been

accompanied by a northerly subsidence which submerged the

valley of the Crag river, in the north of th'e former ciunty,

while the other extremity of its estuary (iu East Suffolk) was

elevated, so that idands formed of Crag beds came there into
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existence, around and up to wliicli the earliest glacial marine

accumulations of tand and shingle were bedded, and which, as

subsequent southerly and \\esterly subsidence ingulphed all but

the highest downs of the south of England, eventually spread

over these islands, yet I did not connect this first movement
with the pressure of the land ice. I have since, however,

perceived that this connection exists ; for, as the Glacial

period came on, the precipitation must necessarily, on account

of latitude, have taken mora exclusively the form of snow-

in [ Scotland before it did so in Cumberland and Wales

;

and, by thus accumulating land ice earlier in Scotland, caused

this northerly subsidence. As the cold increased the pre-

cipitation in the form of snow reached its maximum in

Westmoreland and Cumberland, and yet later somewhat in

Wales ; and as it did so, the pressure of the land ice en-

gendered by it turned the depression increasingly in those

directions, so that eventually all England, save the highest

downs, and even the lower ends of the river valleys of North-

western France became submerged proportionately to their

contiguity to the foci of pressure. These increments of depres-

sion I have in this memoir traced by more than one train of

evidence, and shown how this change of inclination, by divert-

ing the directions talien by the land ice to the sea, changed al>o

the character of the materials of which the resulting morainic

clay is made up, and so gave rise to those Upper and Low er

clays of the major glaciation in Yorksliire, which have been

seized upon to support the hypothesis of alternations of climate

during that glaciation.

The connection between the augmenting weight of the land

ice and subsidence seems to me so clear, that I cannot but think

that American geologists have fallen into an error, in regarding tlie

Champlain period as belonging to the wane of the great glacia-

tion, instead of to its culmination. It seems to me that although

the increasing volume of the land ice in the Lake (or St. Law-
rence) basin caused this ice at its western extremity, where llie

parting between the two basins is very low, to invade the upper

part of the great Mississippi basin, yet its weight where thickest

— that is to say, towards its eastern extremity, which was that of

greatest snow precipitation—so pressed this extremity down tliat

the seaward termination of this ice in the Gulf of St. Lawrence
retreated before the greater depth of sea there which thus re-

sulted, and so allowed the sea to penetrate to Montreal and Lake
Champlain, near the former of which places the remains of its

inhabitants have been left at an elevation of about 600 feet.

With all this, however, we must not be led into regarding all

movements of subsidence as a result of increasing accumulations,

whether of sediment or otherwise ; for such is evidently not the

case, though to instance this would lead me beyond the object of

this letter. Searles V. Wood
Martlesham, near Woodbridge, October 11

The above remarks require but little conmient, and chiefly

tend to show that Mr. S. V. Wood attaches increased import-

ance to the idea that weight produces subsidence. lie speaks

of elevation commencing before the retreat of the glaciers, but

that they would be enormously lightened before retreating is a

fact that I can hardly suppose he has overlooked. In ascending

the Jungfrau many years ago, when the Swiss glaciers were

diminishing, I crossed from the Grindelwald on to the Aletsch,

and had to descend a cliff of nearly vertical ice, which my recol-

lection tells me was some sixty feet high, in order to piss from

one to the other. The difference in level w as caused by the extra

rapid melting of the Aletsch, owing to its more southern aspect

and exposure to the Fbhn wind. This was at the head of tlip

glacier, and the melting was much ninrc k-,.:j lower down,

though the superficial »-e", \
-' '"/;

contracted to any appreciable

o„.._.. >~..o'aoss of weight would lead to elevation long before
tlic disappearance of the ice. J. StarivIE Gardner

Snake Bite

I \v.\s an eye-w-itness to the following:—My brother was
walking within a field of the Land's End when he stooped to

pick up a large snake, apparently nearly a yard long, which bit

him on the thumb. The bite became very painful in a few
moments, and we realised for the first time that it was poisoned.
In less than five minutes he was in the hotel and swallow ed half
a pint of neat brandy, and soon after some ammonia and w ater,

without any effect. The wound had been well sucked and was

steeped in ammonia, but the arm sjon swelled to the size of the
body, and the swelling began to extend down the ribs. The
thumb was lanced while iiamcrsed in hot water, and the result

was similar to the first gashes in a shoulder of mutton, the ex-

posed flesh being dark mulberry colour, and not a drop of bloo.l

ilowing. He recovered in seven or eight days, but was weak
for some time. J. S. Gardner

Park House, St. John's Wood Park, N.W.

The Observation of Meteors

Accounts of l.irge meteors form a frequent subject of corre-

spondence in the columns of scientific journals, but it is not
often the case that the descriptions of these phenf.mena are suf-

ficiently exact to be valuable for purposes of calculation. Rough
estimates of the direction and jiosition of flight are of little

utility, and the vague statements often made occasion an endless
source of difficulty in the satisfactory reduction of results. It is

true that observers of fireballs are generally taken unawares by
the suddenness of the apparitions, and that the visible paths are
seldom to be noted accurately. Betore the observer collects

himself to record the facts of the display it has disappeared,
and he has to rely solely npon the impressions retained in his

memory.
But, notwithstanding this drawback, the observations of large

meteors as published from time to time would posse-s far greater

scientific value if observers would attend more scrupulously to

that most essential detail, the diirclion of flight, and express

it by some method of uniformity. Sometimes we find the path
v.aguely slated as being from "cast to south," without any
attempt to estimate the altitude of the beginning and end points

of the course. On other occasions a meteor is described as pass-

ing above or below certain stars or planets. The latter method,
though an improvement upon the former, is to some extent

indefinite, and therefore unsatisfactory, as giving unnecessary
trouble to those who undertake the reduction of fuch materials.

For instance, a meteor is observed early in August, 18S1, shoot-

ing from "some distance below Saturn towards Comet B."
Now in reducing this account troublesome references have to

be made to find the places of the two objects on the dates men-
tioned, and then we are left to guess at the "distance below
Saturn " implied in the description. These oVijcctions would dis-

appear, and the comparison of observations be greatly facilitated,

could observers be induced to give the right ascension and de-

clination of the beginning and end points of the visible i^aths.

These elements admit of ready determination by projecting the

observed flights upon a star chart or celestial globe and reading

them off. Even in cases w here the observations are uncertain,

the observer should fix the path according to this method as

nearly as possible, for it is manifest that it is infinitely pre-

ferable to the vague and often worthless attempts to guess
altitudes, compass bearings, &c., and, moreover, it renders the

after comparison of obser\ ations a work of greater facility and
precision.

Though the direction of flight is the all-important element to>

be determined by meteor observers, there .are some minor points

Avhich should also be carefully recorded. The time of appear-
ance, brightness, approximate duration, and whether accom-
panied by phosphoric streaks or spark trains, are each important

in their w.ay, and must i.e stated whenever feasible. If this

were done more systematically, the observations of fireballs

would acquire additional value, and may quite possibly develop
some new facts either as to their appearance or origin.

Bristol. Ortober 22 W. F' 1 )ENNING

" Partials "

It is a well known fact that no mu-ical sound is produced
alone, but the instant it is sounded a series of other sounds
springs from it, and always in a certain order and ratio. Next
to the primary lone, the octave is heard, then the octave fifth,

the double octave, the double octave third, the double octave
fifth, the extra fiat double octave seventh, the treble octave, and
so on. The origin of these "partials" has long been an inter-
esting studj', and a solution has occurred to me which I think is

the true one.

We have the fact that an object seen by the eye for ever so
short a time leaves its impression on the optic nerves about the
eighth of a second after it has fasscd away. By analogy it

seems highly probable that all our nerves, including those of the
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car, retain impressions made upon them for a mo Jientary period

after the cause has ceased to act. If this snmiise is correct, then

the following would ensue. All musical tones bein^ produced

by vibrations striking upon the car in rapid succession, the first

vibration would continue to be felt during the strokes of a

number of succeeding vibrations.

The secDud vibration coming upon the e.ir before the first

ceased to be felt would produce the effect of two in the time of

one, making the octave sound.

The third would produce the effect of three in the time of

one, making the octave fifth ; the fourth, four in one, the double

octave; the fifth, five in one, the double octave third, and so on,

tlie order exactly con'CsponJing -L'ltli that in -iihich the farlials

are heard.

Of course while the successive strokes occur the first is be-

coming fainter in effect, and thus each partial in the above order

is heard with fainter intensity.

What the first vibration is to the fecond and its successors

the second viliration is to the third and its successors, and thus

the series of partials is kept up as long as Ihe primary tone exists.

This also accounts for the strong partials heard in the rough
vibrations of the harmonium and the few partials heard from
the smooth tones of the flute. \\. C. Jones

Chester, October 18

The Green Sun

On Sunday, September 9, the residents in Colombo, while
«njoying their evening stroll on Galle Face, were astonished by
a strange appearance in the heavens. The sky was cloudy, and
frequent squalls were passing over the sea, one of whicli just

touclied Colombo. As soon as it was past, the sun emerged
from behind a cloud, of a bright green colour. It was then

about 10° above the visible horizon. The whole disk was dis-

tinctly seen, and the light was so subdued that one could look

steadily at it : indeed I should say its intensity was scarcely half

that of the full mion. The same phenomenon was also observed

on Monday and Tuesday. Wednesday was overcast, and X have
not heard of any observations being made ; and on Thursday
the sun had resumed its normal appearance. I was not in a

position to observ'C it in the morning ; but from reports from
other parts of the island I learn that the sun appeared green at

its rising, and afterwards changed to blue, like the flame ol

sulphur, giving little light till it b.id attained an altitude of about
20°, when it could no longer be watched with the naked eye.

Puling the day the light had a biuisli tinge ; and in the evening

the same phenomena were repeated in inverse order. The moon
also, to some extent, was affected in the same way.

Can any of your correspondents give an explanation of this?

It has been suggested that a convulsion in the sun may have
given prominence to vapours emitting a green light ; but to me
it seems more probable that the cause is to be sought in the upper
strata of the earth's atmosphere. Can it have any connection

with the recent volcanic eruption in the .Straits of Sunda ?

Colombo, September 19 W.

In a clear sky, as the disk of the sun sinks down beneath the

horizontal line of the ocean, the parting ray is a brilliant emerald

tjreen. I have occasionally, but not often, had the pleasure of

seeing this interesting phenomenon, as the clear atmosphere has

to be accompanied with a cloudless regi m of the sky where the

sun is setting. The same effect is not produced by the sun set-

ting behind a distant bank of clouds. Probably the first ray

from the rising sun would be the same unexpected colour.

Week St. Mary Rectory, Cornwall G. H. Hopkins

Pons' Comet

This comet already has a tail, though a very frint one. With
a 4i-inch refractor I traced it last night to a distance of 20' fron-.

the nucleus, at a position angle of about 75°.

October 26 T. W. B.vciiHOUSF

Earthquake

Seeing in your last issue (vol. xxviii. p. 623) that Mr. Cecil

describes two distinct tremors of earthquake felt here by him, I

write to say that the same phenomena were experienced by
myself. I was disturbed in the night by what I mistook for an

alarum going off, but found that it was a glass on my water-

liottle viljrating violently. After a short pause the glass again

vibrated. I found next morning that I could exactly reproduce

this sound by shaking the washing-stand. I have never known
the washing stand to tremble before, even in a gale.

H. Howard Crawley
Pine View, Bournemouth, October 29

STUDIES MADE OX THE SUMMIT OF THE
PIC DU MIDI WITH A VIEW TO THE
ESTABIISHMENT OF A PERMANENT AS-
TRONOMICAL STATION^

TH.'\NKS to the indefatigable zeal of General dc
Nansouty and the engineer Vaussenat, a meteoro-

logical observatory has already been erected on the Pic

du Midi. After visiting the place with the Director of the
Higher Instruction on the occasion when this observatory

was handed over to the State, Admiral Mouchez came to

the conclusion that it might be possible to establish an un-

rivalled astronomical station on the summit, which is now
perfectly habitable. In the month of August last he
did us the honour of requesting us to study on the spot

the advantages and possible drawbacks attending an in-

stallation made under such e.xceptional conditions. The
details of our observations will form the subject of a

special memoir far too extended for insertion in the

Comples Rcndiis. For the present our remarks must

I Note by MM. Thollon and TrerieJ, from Cowj-tcs Rmdm o'

October 15.
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be limited to a simple communication of the more
interesting results obtained by us from August 17 to

September 22.

On reaching the summit of the Pic du Midi (2877
metres), where the barometer maintains a mean height
of 538 mm., everything presents itself to the observer as if

the density of the veil formed above him by the atmosphere
were diminished by about a third. The aerial region left

behind him being unquestionably the most charged with
mist, dust, and aqueous vapour, he may expect to find at

once more light and less diffusion. Thus, during the
mornings of September 19 and 20, by masking the sun
with a screen held at some distance, and exploring the
surrounding space with a small spectroscope with an
aperture of o'02ra., we were able to observe the planet
Venus at a distance of z' from the solar disk. We could
c\en subsequently distinguish it with the naked eye. But
what most surprised us was the marvellous definition at

this station. The limb of the sun projected on the slit

of a spectroscope showed a spectrum with a boundary as
sharp as if produced by a punching machine. We can
positively state that we never elsewhere saw anything
similar either at Nice, in Italy, Algeria, or even Upper
Egypt. We should add that this complete absence of
undulation was noticed only in the morning. After
the slopes of the mountains had been exposed for several
hours to the heat of the sun, the undulations were produced
as they are everywhere else, and even became excessive
for the rest of the day.

During clear nights, using a telescope with an aperture
of o'l6m., and a reflector by Henry of o'2om., we found
the perfect definition observed in the case of tlie sun in

the morning reproduced in the case of the moon, planets,

and stars. Under such conditions observations of extreme
precision could certainly have been obtained.

For the study of solar physics we had set up the
horizontal telescope and the large spectroscope which we
usually employ. On observing the solar spectrum at

a favourable moment, it seemed streaked in its entire

length with a considerable number of fine lines, some
bright, others dark, at a mean distance of 3" of arc
from each other. They certainly belonged to the solar
image, for they followed all its displacements, and they
could have arisen from the granulations of the photo-
sphere alone. Under the same conditions, that is, when
the images were perfectly still, the hydrogen bands C and
F had no longer any sort of continuity, but seemed
formed of distinct bright and dark fragment?, of the
same magnitudes as the intervals between the lines.^ This
phenomenon was observed not merely at certain times and
places, but constantly over the whole surface of the disk.

We feel satisfied that the chromosphere presents a
system of granulations analogous to that of the photo-
sphere. The two systems thus superimposed become
separated in the spectroscope, yielding, one a continuous,
the other a linear, spectrum, and blending together in the
telescope as on a photographic proof If this chromo-
sphere, thus rendered visible on the full disk, happened
to be traversed by a protuberance, the band C increased
in luminosity and for a greater length. By giring suffi-

cient breadth to the aperture, we were then able to observe
the protuberance itself, as when on the edge, although
naturally with less brilliance, and foreshortened. Nor is

this the first instance of protuberances thus observed on
the full disk. On this subject the delicate observations
of Young and Tacchini are well known. But instead of
being accidentally visible, instead of being produced only
under special circumstances, as for instance in the neigh-
bourhood of a spot or on the bridge of a spot in process
of segmentation, these phenomena were constant for us
with varying degrees of intensity, and under the sole con-
dition of using an image entirely free from undulations.

' These phenomena referretl tj by Messrs. Thollon and Tripled were
bservcd and recorded in England under exceptionally fine atmospheric con-
tions during the last suns

The observations made outside the edge of the solar

disk were no less pregnant with results. We know that

in the spectrum of the chromosphere there are eight lines

always visible under ordinary conditions. On the Pic du
Midi, during the five days when we were able to make
our records at favourable moments, we saw the number
of these bright lines always visible increased to over
thirty in the portion of the spectrum which is comprised
between U and F. Here we subjoin a table of the wave-
lengths of these lines :

—

5122-6

5114-4
5II2-I

50S7-0
5029 -s

50I7-9

4983-6
4923'°
4SS2'9
4854-2

It will be seen that, at the altitude at which our obser-

vations were made, an approach was made to the condi-

tions prevailing during a total eclipse.

To resume. The observations we were able to make
on the Pic du Midi during the five weeks of our sojourn

on its summit justify us in concluding that science will

gain much by the completion of the astronomical station

begun by the directors of the Paris and Pic Observato-
ries. Here we should have a permanent establishment

always open to savants wishing to undertake special

researches. To mention those points only towards which
our attention was mainly directed, we are of opinion that

good opportunities would here be found of furthering the

solution of many problems connected with solar physics

and the spectral analysis of the stars.

5533'<5
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ably lowers the yield of wheat. Properlyread with regard to

its distribution throughout the season, the temperature of

the summer months ought to guide us to a judgment with

regard to the probable yield of wheat. It is the same
with regard to wine. Good wheat and good wine years run

together. 186S, 1S70, and 1874 will probably all continue to

be remembered as good wine years, and theyarewell known
as among the best wheat years of the present half-century.

In judging as to the eftects of temperature upon the wheat
crops, we must not only take average temperature but fluc-

tuations between night and day. A single cold night may
do incalculable damage, and a few cold days at blooming
time may do much to blight a wheat-grower's prospects.

Those who watch the weather closely will usually lay the

foundation of a sound judgment upon wheat prospects.

We require, first, a good seed time ; second, a dry March

;

third, a hot June, July, and August. So much for the

weather. We require also a good " plant," i.e. plenty of

young wheat plants uniformly scattered over the surface.

The growing crop must be fairly free from those unac-
countable visitations known as "blights," both insect

and vegetable, and if we can secure these good conditions

we reap a good wheat crop. Let us then endeavour to

apply these rules to the actual state of things during the

months between seed time of 1SS2 and hai-vest of 1883,

and let us glance at the various opinions expressed as to

the yield of wheat for the present year in the light of

these facts. First, then, we passed through a period of

incessant rainfall during the time when farmers usually

sow their wheat. A worse seed time we have rarely e.\-

perienced. Constant rain and destructive floods were

the characteristics of October, November, January, and
February last. Now we owe to Sir John Lawes, in a

great measure, the knowledge of the fact that a wet winter

washes out that element of fertility which of all is the

most important, namely, the nitrates. Here then we
have to record a very wet winter, in which seeding was
interrupted and nitrates were washed through into the

drains and subsoil, and that to an unusual degree.

The consequence was that in the spring a thin plant

was the rule upon all stiff soils. After this the wheat im-

proved under the influence of a singularly fine spring,

and farmers rejoiced in the opportunity afforded them to

get on with their root cultivation. Unfortunately this

state of things did not last. At the most critical period

for the wheat crop summer forsook us. The nights

became bitterly cold in June, and a continuation of

wet weather set in which lasted almost up to har-

vest. Accompanying this untoward state of affairs were
blights, and the ears became greatly affected with

wheat-midge, smut, and ear-cockle, so that wheat-growers
became sensible that their main crop was in extreme
danger of ruin, and that before the papers began to pub-

lish their estimates.

This feeling among wheat-growers was quite general,

as they knew that empty ears could not lead to full mea-
sures. Examination of the ears just before harvest

showed clearly that small and shrivelled grains were only

too common, and that many of the florets were barren.

Accordingly crops were valued low, and the results from
the threshing machine are bearing out the wisdom of

these low valuations. As to Sir John Lawes' estimates,

based on the experimental field at Rothamsted, no one
knows better than Sir John that this coincidence between
his average yield and that of the country generally must
be liable to be upset by local disturbances. As a criterion

of the harvest Sir John Lawes' field may be useful, but

certainly cannot be infallible. A local frost, a local hail-

storm, a local loss of plant, or faulty cultivation, must be
always liable to affect any field and rob it of its general

average character when compared with the harvest of

millions of other acres. All this is simple truth, and in

this season we are inclined to think that Sir John's field

'' told a flattering tale." The opinion of the writer of the

present article is based, first, upon the meteorological con-
ditions to which the wheat crop was exposed during its

growth. Secondly, upon his own experience as a grower.
Thirdly, upon information obtained from other growers,
and from observation and reading.
He has come to the conclusion that the wheat crop

of 1883 is below an average, and will be disappointing to

the grower. Not only was the crop subjected to many
bad conditions during its growth, but a large proportion
of it was badly harvested, and is now in w-retched condi-
tion. If we are not deeply disappointed with the 20 to

26 bushels of wheat per acre which our own liberally

treated crops arc yielding of marketabh' corn, it is because
we have never expected more since those frosty nights of

last June, when we resigned our hopes of a good wheat
crop. The subject is almost too long for treating in a
single article, and we must leave it here. If space had
permitted, we should have entered upon the question as

to what constitutes an average crop of wheat—a point

upon which we appear to be in a state of great ignorance,
unless we are to believe that an average which thousands
of our best farmers have not been able to touch for the

last ten or twelve years is that of the entire country with
its millions of badly cultivated acres. This we cannot
admit, and after a careful study of the estimates made as

to average yield in various counties, we are driven to

the same conclusion as that of the writer to the Times
last Saturday, namely, that little reliance is to be placed

upon them. Average, over-average, and under-average
are somewhat vague terms, and difficult to fix. We can,

however, base an opinion upon the fact that cheerless,

cold, and wet summers that are unfavourable for fruit,

bees, and vines, or even to pleasure parties, lawn tennis,

and picnics, are not going to be favourable to wheat-
growers. We have not touched upon barley and oats,

but are prepared to allow that circumstances have been
more favourable towards these crops than towards the

most important cereal. John Wrightson
College of Agriculture, Downton, Salisbury

ONA NEW METHOD OF SINKING SHAFTS IN
WATERY, RUNNING GROUND

WHEN an attempt is made to sink a shaft in very
watery deposits of gravel, sand, and mud in the

ordinary way— that is, by digging out the solid matter by
hand and pumping the water to keep the bottom dry— it

is found that, after a certain depth has been reached, the

current of water which flows up through the bottom brings

solid matters along with it as fast as they can be re-

moved, and further downward progress is then completely

arrested. Under these circumstances it is necessary to

resort to certain special methods of sinking, tv.o of which
have been hitherto employed with more or less success.

According to one of these methods the shaft-lining

consists of an air-tight iron cylinder fitted with an
air-tight cover. When the excavation is continued below

the natural level of the water, compressed air is forced

into the interior of the shaft so as to drive back the

water and leave the bottom dry. The workmen can

then stand in the bottom and remove the solid matter by
hand as easily as if the ground had been naturally free

from water. The lining sinks downward as its lower end
is laid bare, and is lengthened at the top as required. The
pressure of the air is gradually augmented as the depth

increases, but unfortunately this process cannot be car-

ried beyond three atmospheres without prejudicially

affecting the heakh of the workmen. When the depth of

the watery running ground surpasses the limit represented

by a pressure of three atmospheres, it is necessary to resort

to the second method. In this case the water is allowed to

stand at its natural level in the shaft, and the solid matters

are removed from the bottom by a revolving dredger. The
lining or casing consists of a cylinder of masonry or iron
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provided with an iron shoe or cutting ring, and sinks

downwards at first in virtue of its own weight, being

lengthened at the top as in the previous case, but after a

time it generally becomes necessary to force it down by

the [jressure of screws, assisted by the blows of an instru-

ment resembling a pile-driver. When it cannot lie made
to sink deeper, another similar cylinder of smaller diame-

ter is introduced into its interior, the same series of

operations are again gone through, and so on untd the

solid ground is reached.

Simple as the last described process may appear, its

application is sometimes attended with difficulties of

almost incredible magnitude. As an example we may
mention two shafts which were sunk through about 400
feet of the kind of ground in question at the Colliery

Rheinpreussen, near Ruhrort in Germany. One, begun
in 1857, was not finished after more than eighteen years'

constant perseverance; while the other, begun in Febru-

ary, 1867, was only completed down to the solid ground
in June, 1872.

The new method invented by Herr Poetsch is described

by BergassessorG. \\.o\\\Qx'\n'i}m BcrnuiulHiittotmiiiinische
Zi-ilinig, No. 38, xlii. Ja/irqano, September 21, 1883. It

consists in freezing the water contained in that portion of

the running ground Avhich occupies the position of the

intended shaft into a solid mass of ice, and then sinking

through it by hand without having to pump any water.

To this end a preliminary shaft of larger dimensions than

the intended shaft is sunk down to the natural level of the

water. A number of vertical bore-holes about one metre
apart arc then put down round about its sides at the

bottom, so that they pass through the ground just outside

the lining of the intended shaft. Others are put down
within the area of the intended shaft, and one is put down
in its centre. All of these bores are continued down to

the bottom of the running ground. They are made by
means of the sand-pump, and are lined with sheet-iron

tubes in the usual way. A circular distributing pipe with

small cojjpcr tubes branching from it is placed at the

bottom of the preliminary shaft. One copper tube ex-

tends to the bottom of each bore-hole, and each tube is

proi'ided with a stopcock. At the surface are several ice-

making machines of the Carre type. The liquid intended
to circulate through the bore-holes and effect the operation
of freezing consists of a solution of the chlorides of mag-
nesium and calcium, wdiose freezing-point lies ijetween
- 35° C. and — 40^ C. By means of a small force-pump
it is made to circulate at such a rate that it leaves the
cooling-trough vvith a temperature of about — 25° C. It

descends into the distributing pipe, passes through the

copper tubes to the bottom of the bore-holes, ascends out-

side the copper tubes to the top of the bore-holes, finds its

way into a collecting-tube, reascends to the surface,

passes through the cooling-trough, and then commences
the downward journey again.

Herr Poetsch estimates that, under ordinary conditions
—that is, when the outer ring of bore-holes can be made
in the ground outside the lining of the intended shaft

—

the freezing process will occupy from ten to fourteen days.
When it has been ascertained by means of bore-holes

that the wall of ice round about the intended shaft is

thick enough, the operation of sinking is commenced.
The ice is cut out by hand, and a descending cylinder
of masonry or iron is carried down at the same time.
The lining prevents the surrounding ice-wall from break-
ing inwards, and the bottom cannot burst upwards.

Herr Kohler made a personal inspection of this process
at the shaft Archibald now being sunk to the lignite beds
at Schneidlingen, in Germany. The shaft passes through
a bed of running sand four metres thick. Twenty-three
bore-holes were employed in two rows near its sides.

The freezing process was completed on August 10 last,

when the running sand had become a compact mass of
such great hardness that no impression could be made on

it by the finger-nail, and it was with considerable diffi-

culty that a flake 15 mm. thick could be broken from it.

Sufficient data do not yet e.xist for estimating the cost

of this process as compared with those already known,
but we arc of opinion that if the operation of freezing can

be eftected in two or three weeks, or even months, it will

compare favourably with them in this respect under
almost any circumstances. We belies'e also that it is

capable of application under a variety of circumstances

not mentioned in Herr Kohler's article, such as damming
back an excessive flow of water in solid ground, driving

horizontal drifts or tunnels through mud and sand, and

so on. We would therefore recommend the inventor

rather to turn his attention in this direction than to think

of condensing the intake air of mines by the application

of cold, with the view of dispensing with ventilating fur-

naces and enabling winding operations to be carried on

in upcast as well as in downcast shafts. The former

field, if we mistake not, will be a large one ; the latter,

we can safely promise him, will be a very small one.

William G.^llowav

A'OKDENSKJOLD'S GREENLAND
EXPEDITION

IN a series of letters to Mr. Oscar Dickson, Baron
Nordenskjold has given a detailed report of the lead-

ing incidents and results of his recent expedition, though
it will still be some time ere we can learn what are the

t'uU gains to science. The leading novelty of the expe-

dition was, of course, the journey into the interior of

Greenland. We have already given some account of Dr.

Nathorst's visit to the Cape York region, and in the

present article will confine ourselves mainly to Nor-
denskjold's own journey up the interior. We reproduce a

sketch map of this journey, which Mr. Dickson has been
good enough to send us. After mentioning his attempt
to approach the south-east coast of Greenland, Nor-
denskjold says :

—

The ice much I'esembled the big rough blocks which
are encountered north of Spitzbcrgen. The surface here
carries a cold current which sets the ice on shore. The
polar current is however not very voluminous ; thus

in a depth of a couple of fathoms Herr Hamberg dis-

covered, through careful survey, a decided warm current

from the south. The depth of the sea was not great, and
the bottom consisted of large blocks which tore the trawl-

ing net and prevented dredging.

After landing Dr. Nathorst and his party at Waigatz
Sound, Nordenskjold went back to Egedesminde, which
he reached on June 29. He then proceeds :

—

The following day I left for Auleitsivik Fjord, from which
my expedition was to start. This fjord is about 130 kilo-

metres long, and very narrow in the middle, not unlike a

river, which widens at the bottom into a bay, Tessiusar-

soak, into which an arm of the inland ice shoots. This
remarkable formation, and the great tides which favour
this part of Greenland, make the navigation here very

difficult. As in most of the Greenland fjords the sea is

deep and free from reefs. A remarkable feature, too, is

that icebergs coming athwart the narrows in the fjord

cause the water in the bay suddenly to rise some ten to

twenty feet. The Esquimaux relate that some years ago
a boat with men, women, and dogs w^as drawn under here

by the whirl currents. They are, in consequence, afraid

of rowing in the narrows.
In 1870 I had paid a visit to this fjord and examined

these difficulties, which I believed would have increased

rather than otherwise during the last thirteen years,

through those changes which so often occur in the position

and size of the moving glaciers which shoot down from
the inland ice. On inquiry I was told that no European
had been in the fjord since 1870. Still my knowledge of
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the feasibility of getting at least some 50 kilometres

inland from this spot decided me to select it as xa.^ point
d'llppui.

On July I the Sophia anchored in the bay just north of

the inland ice. We found here a splendid harbour with

clay bottom, some seven fathoms deep, surrounded by
gneiss rocks from 600 to 1000 feet in height, the sides of

which are in some places covered with low but close

shrubs, or clothed with some s|)ecies of willow, mosses,

and lichen, which, when we arrived, were ornamented
with a quantity of magnificent blossoms. From one of

the slopes a torrent descended, the temperature of which
was I2"'3 C. The weather was fine, the sky cloudless,

and the air very dry. July i to 3 were employed in

making preparations for the ice journey, while the natu-

ralists made excursions to various places in order to collect

objects relating to the conditions of the country. On the

night of the 3rd everything was ready for a start, and
after some difficulty in reaching the spot where the bag-

gage was we were fairly off. The spot fi'om which we set

out on the journey was only five kilometres from the

actual shore, and situated below a little lake into which a

number of glacier rivers fell. We proceeded up the river

in a Berton boat purchased in England. On the night of

the 4th we camped for the first time on the ice. The
expedition consisted of nine inen besides myself. After

a great deal of hard work in getting the sledges over the

ice, which was here very rough, we found on the morning
of the 5th that it was impossible to proceed eastwards,

but were compelled to return to the border of the ice and
then continue to the north or north-east until finding

smoother ice. 'This first part of the ice was furrowed by
deep crevasses and ravines, causing us much trouble.

We covered, however, a good distance that day, and
pitched our tent near a land ridge in the ice 240 m. above
the sea.' On July 6 I sent the Lapp Lars forward to

reconnoitre, and he reported that it was still impossible

to proceed eastwards, but if we marched for a day or so

to the north we would find the country accessible to the

east. As I feared, however, the impossibility of dragging

the sledges with the weight on them over the rough ice, I

selected provisions, &c., for forty-five days and left the rest

in a depot in the ice. We now resumed the march. It

was very interesting to witness the great ease with which
the Lapps proceeded among the ice ravines, how easily

they traced a road discovered, and with what precision

'hey selected the least difficult track.

The Lapp Lars carried, instead of an alpenstock, a

wooden club, with which he had shin inore than 25 brown
bears, full of marks from th'eir teeth, and his eyes sparkled

at the thought of encountering a white one. On the

night of the 6th we held our third camp on the ice, and
now several officers and men from the Sopliia, who had
accompanied us thus far, left us. Besides the most
advantageous requisites for such a journey, we had with

us a cooking apparatus for petroleum, and here I beg to

say that I found this kind of oil far more suitable than

train or vegetable oils, which I had used on my former
expeditions, and I recommend the same most warmly
to Arctic explorers. Of scientific instruments I may
mention compasses, two chronometers, a circle by Pistor

and Martin, a small sextant, in case of the former being
damaged, a mercury horizon, three aneroid barometers,

thermometers, magnets, for the study of the clay deposit

in the snow, a topographical board, a photographic appar-

atus, blowpipes, flasks, nautical tables, &;c. The sledges

"kalkar," six in number, were of the same kind as those

on which Swedish peasant women bring their wares to

market ; the harness was made so strong that it would
hold a man in case of his falling into a crevasse. In

' The altitudes were .ascertained by comp.iriiig three aneroid barometei^,

while observation was simultaneously made at Egedcsminde with a splendid
sea barometer I had left there for that purpose. As the figures have, how-
ever, not yet been verified, they may be slightly altered. '1 hey seem on the

whole too low.
, ^

.

addition to these things we had a manilla rope specially

spun for the expedition at the Alpine purveyor's in Paris.
The food supplied per day may perhaps interest ex-
plorers. It was—breakfast : coffee, bread, butter, and
cheese (no meat or bacon); dinner : 42 cubic cm. Swedish
corn brandy {briiiivin), bread, ham or corned beef, with
sardines

; supper : preserved meat, Swedish or Australian.

Sometimes preserved soup was served with dried vege-
tables. Five men were teetotalers, but there was no need
of supplying them with extra rations. For cooking, 07
litres of spirits were consumed per day. Our whole
baggage weighed a ton, a weight which might easily have
been drawn across a smooth snow or ice field, but which
was very difficult of transporting over the rough and cut-

up surface we had to traverse. Our daily march,
between July 7 and 9, was, therefore, not great, viz.

5 kilometres a day. In addition to the crevasses and
ravines, we encountered innumerable rivers, swift, and
with steep banks which were difficult of crossing, which
was generally accomplished by laying three alpenstocks
across them. If I had not selected these of the toughest

wood obtainable, we should often have had to make
detours of many kilometres.

On these days we found on several occasions large

bones of reindeer on the snow, and it was but a natural

and pardonable conclusion to arrive at, that they were
those of animals who had fallen in their wandering over

the "Sahara of the Arctic regions." But that good signs

are not always true ones we soon discovered.

During t'-.e entire journey we had great difficulty in

finding suitable camping places. Thus either the ice was
so rough that there was not a square large enough for our
tent, or else the surface was so covered with cavities,

which I will ftdly describe later on, that it was necessary

to pitch it over some hundred smaller, and a dozen larger,

round hollows, one to three feet deep, filled with water, or

else to raise it on a snow-drift so loose and impregnated
with water that one's feet became wet even in the tent.

An exception to this was the place where we camped on

July 9, viz. camping-place No. 6. We encountered here

a small ice-plain, surrounded by little rivers, and almost
free from cavities, some thirty metres square. All the

rivers flowed into a small lake near us, the water from
which rushed with a loud roar through a short but strong

current into an enormous abyss in the ice plateau. The
river rushed close to our tent, through a deep hollow, the

sides of which were formed of magnificent perpendicular

banks of ice. I had the spot photographed, but neither

picture nor description can give the faintest idea of the

impressive scene, viz. a perfectly hewn aqueduct, as if cut

by human hand in the finest marble, without flaw or

blemish. Even the Lapps and the sailors stood on the

bank lost in admiration.

At first we had followed the plan of bringing the bag-

gage forward in two relays, but, finding this very

fatiguing, 1 decided to bring all with us at once. I found

this to answer better. On July 10 we covered thus nine

and a half, on the nth ten, and on the 12th eleven, kilo-

metres. The road was now much better than before,

although stiff enough. An exception to this was, however,

formed by the part we traversed on the nth, when we
proceeded alongside a big river, the southern bank of

w hich formed a comparatively smooth ice plain, or lather

ice road, with valleys, hills, cavities, or crevasses, some
five to ten kilometres in Avidth, anil five kilometres in

length. This plain was in several places beautifully

coloured with " red " snow, especially along the banks of

the river. It was the only spot on the whole inland ice

where we found "red" snow or ice in any quantity.

Even yellow-brown ice was seen in some places, but, on

the other hand, ice coloured grayish-brown or grayish-

green, partly by kryokonite, and partly by organisms, \yas

so common that they generally gave colour to the ice

landscape.
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Even on July 12—between camps Nos. 7 and 8—we
found blades of grass, leaves of the dwarf-birch, willows,

crackberry, and pyrola, with those of other Greenland
flora, on tlie snow. At first we believed they had been
carried hither from the interior, but that this was not the

case was demonstrated by the circumstance that none
was found east of camp No. 9. The only animals we
discovered on the ice were, besides the few birds seen on
our return journey, a small worm which lives on the
various ice alg.c, and thus really belongs to the fauna of
the inland ice, and two storm-driven birds from the shore.
I had particularly requested each man to be on the look-

out for stones on the ice, but after a journey of about
half a kilometre from the ice border no stone was found
on the surface, not even one as large as a pin's point.

But the quantity of clay dust ('kryokonite ") deposited on
the ice was very great ; I believe several hundred tons
per square kilometre.

We now ascended very rapidly, as will be seen from
the subjoined statement of our camps :

—

3rd camp, 300 metres above the sea.

4th ,
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ourselves with the thought that the storm coming from
south-east argued well for an ice-free interior. When it

cleared a little we strained our eyes to trace any moun-
tains which would break the ice horizon around us, which
everywhere was as level as that of the sea. The desire

soon " to be f/itic: " was as fervent as that of the searchers
of the Eldorado of yore, and the sailors and the Lapps
had no shadow of doubt as to the existence of an ice-free

interior. And at noon, before reaching camp No. 12,

everybody fancied he could distinguish mountains far

away to the east. They appeared to remain perfectly

stationary as the clouds drifted past them, a sure sign,

we thought, of its not being a mass of clouds. They
were scanned with telescopes, drawn, discussed, and
at last saluted with a ringing cheer. But we soon came
to the conclusion that they were unfortunately no moun-
tains, but merely the dark reflection of some lakes further

to the east in the ice desert.

A. E. NORDENSKJOLD

(To be contiimcd.)

THE RE-ENTOMBMENT OF
HARVEY

WILLIAM

FOR two hundred and twenty-six years the mortal

remains of the immortal discoverer of the circula-

tion of the blood rested, unburied, in a vault of a little

church in the parish ot Hempstead, about seven miles

from Saffron Walden, in Essex.

Harvey died on the 3rd of June, in the year 1657,

being then in his eightieth year, but the precise place of

his death is not known. He fell, full of days and honours,

and retained his faculties so completely to the last day of

his life that he directed his apothecary, Samboke, what to

do in the w^ay of treatment. He beckoned to Samboke to

take blood from under the tongue as the speech was
failing,—aline of treatment which would have little favour

in these days,—and as the sun of June 3 went down he

went down also. His death, no doubt, took place in

London, and probably near to Smithfield.

Cn June 26, twenty-three days after the death, the

body of William Harvey was laid in the vault at Hemp-
stead. In the interval a cast had been taken from the

face for a rough and ready sculptor to work from,

and the body, after a custom of the time, rolled first,

in all probability, in a cere cloth, had been inclosed in a

leaden chest. It was then conveyed to Hempstead, a

distance of about fifty miles, in those days a journey of

no slight importance. The body was followed by many
of the Fellows of the College of Physicians out of town,

and it may be that some of them went as far as Hemp-
stead. Certainly one scholar, though he was not a

Fellow, namely Aubrey, the historian, was present when
the body was put into the vault. " I was at his funeral,

and helpt to carry him into the vault." These are

Aubrey's words. The vault referred to had been built by
Eliab, the merchant brother of the anatomist, and over it

was erected a chapel connected with the church at the

north-eastern corner. The vault was afterwards filled

with the bodies of members of the Harvey family, some
few " lapt in lead,'' like their great relative, others laid in

coffins.

For nearly two centuries little seems to have been
recalled of the remains of the anatomist. They lay with

their kindred in the village sepulchre without reference

being made to them. In 1S47 Dr. Richardson, F.R.S.,

then assisting Mr. Thomas Browne, a surgeon in Saffron

Walden, was told one day by a cottager that the great

Dr. Hcvvey was buried in Hempstead Church, and next
day discoveiLA th^t it was really Harvey the anatomist
and physiologist, ana vv-^^ {hg body, " lapt in lead" as
Aubrey described, lay there t-^bably as it had originally

been placed.

At that time the foot of the leaden cnc. ,.,^. ^^^^^^ |j^g

open window of the vault. There was then no opening
in the lead, but the upper surface towards the middle
of the body was beginning to show signs of sinking in.

There was much dust and several stones on the chest,

which were removed. The remains were reported upon
after this by Dr. Tyler Smith, who had visited the place,
to the Royal College of Physicians, and in 1859 the
College deputed the late Dr. Alexander Stewart and
Dr. Quain to visit and report. They made their report,
and some changes were carried out in the vault ; but the
window, although protected by the addition of iron bars,

was left open, and, under the influence of air and damp,
the lead began to give way.
From time to time Dr. Richardson visited the place

and reported on the changes which were in progress. In
the lower part of the lid of the leaden chest the sinking be-
came so increased that a kind of oblong basin was formed,
in which rain water, beating in from the window, accumu-
lated. Then an opening, taking the shape and size of one
of the sound openings in a violoncello, was formed, and
water was admitted into the shell itself. Twice it seemed
filled with thick pitchy-looking fluid, and although the
opening was temporarily filled up with solder, the repair

did not last very long.

In 1878 Dr. Richardson made another visit to Hemp-
stead, and on November 30 of that year published in

the Lancet a full report on the condition of the re-

mains, together with six illustrations. The report created

considerable attention, and led the way to the alteration

that has been recently efl"ected. In January, 1S81, the

beautiful tower of the old church at Hempstead sud-

denly fell, dragging a portion of the church with it. It

was found that the Harvey vault and chapel were not
injured, but that the leaden shell in which Harvey was
laid was again filled with water, and that the preservation

of the case could not be much longer insured. In Feb-
ruary, 18S2, the Royal College of Physicians, formed a

committee to undertake the duty of placing the remains
in a position in which they would be permanently re-

tained. The result was that the College obtained permis-
sion of the representatives of the Harvey family to remove
the remains from the vault and to place them in a solid

marble sarcophagus in the Harvey chapel above. Such
is a succinct history of the proceedings previous to the

removal and re-entombment on October 18 of this year.

The ceremony of the 18th was extremely simple. As
was befitting, a number of the Fellows of the College

—

eight in all—bore the remains from the vault along the

northern side of the church to the western entrance, and
so through the aisle to the entrance of the Harvey chapel,

on the left of the chancel. The vicar of Hempstead,
the Rev. R. H. Eustace, and the curate, the Rev. J. Escreet,

led the procession ; then came the bearers with their

charge on a bier; after them, four of the representatives

of the Harvey family ; and, next in order, the President,

all the office-bearers, and the Fellows of the Royal College

of Physicians who had come to take part in the ceremonial.

After a short service the leaden case was placed in

the sarcophagus. On the breastplate of the case the

original inscription

—

Doctor
William . Harvey
Decesed. The . 3.

Of Jvne 1657.

Aged 79 years

was still quite perfect, as was also a rough metal cast of

a face with a small imperial from the lower lip to the

chin. After the remains had been laid in the marble,

the President of the College, Sir William Jenner, placed

on them a leaden case containing the College edition

of the complete works of Harvey. The volume was

the Latin edition of 1766, edited for the College by

Mark Akenside, including in the first pages a life
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of the illustrious anatomist and discoverer. Together

with this volume there was also put into the sarcophagus

a memorial bottle cased in lead and containing various

details relating to the removal. The bottle included

views of the church, before and after the fall of the

tower, executed on wood ; a description of the church

and the vault, and the time the remains had been in the

vault ; several photographic views of the church ; a

beautiful photograph of the bust of Harvey ; a scroll of

vellum on which was engraved a description of the

reasons why the remains had been put into the marble,

with the names of all who had taken part in the cere-

mony ; and a printed account of the proceedings that

were carried out at the second interment on October i8tli,

1 883. The sarcophagus was then finally closed by rolling

on and cementing down the massive cover or lid. On
the western side of the sarcophagus is engraved the

following :

—

The remains of William Harvey,
discoverer of the circulation of the blood,

were reverentially placed in this sarcophagus
PA- THE Royal College of Physicians of London

IN THE YEAR 1 883.

At the foot arc inscribed the words,

WILLIAM HARVEY.
Born 1578. Died 1657.

NOTES
We are glad to learn that M. Dumas is much better, though

it is probable he will have to spend the winter in the south of

France.

The arrangements for beginning work at Ben Nevis Observa-

tory will be completed this week, and Mr. Omond will take up

his post on the summit in the middle of next week, when ob-

servations will be at once begun. The telegraph cable has now
been completely laid.

The Fisheries Exhibition ^sas closed yesterday with much
ceremony ; its success as a popular exhibition is almost unpre-

cedented, and, as we have pointed out in several articles, some
of the exhibits have been of real scientific value.

We regret to announce the death, last Saturday, of M. Breguet,

the well kno'an electrician, meurber of the French Institute and of

the Bureau des Longitu Jes. M. Breguet's second son, a promising

electrician, died about twelve months ago, and was deeply re-

gretted. The death of M. Breguet has been all the more noticed

that a few days ago the death of M. Niaudet-Breguet, his

nephen-, was announced. M. Niaudet-Breguet was also devoted

to electricity. The well-known Breguet firm will not be extin-

guished by these multifarious losses, having been made lately a

joint stock company. It is one of the oldest in Paris, having

been established in 17S3.

The arrangements for the International Forestry Exhibition

which is to be held in Edinburgh next year have been settled.

The classification of the exhibits ranges over a wide and inter-

esting field. Practical forestry will be illustrated by implements,

models of huts, appliances for floating and transporting timber,

and wood-w-orking machinery of every description. The depart-

ment of forest produce will include a collection of the chief

uses to which the raw and the manufactured material of the

woods may be applied. The class of scientific forestry will deal

with the botany of the forests, forest entomology, preservative

processes applied to timber, fossil plants, parasites, and numerous
other subjects. Growing specimens of rare and ornamental trees

and shrubs, rustic work in arbours, bridges, gates, and seats,

and dried specimens of ornamental objects will exemplify the

division of ornamental forestry. The remaining departments

will include pictorial illustrations of the trees, foliage, and

scenery of all countries, and the effects of blight, accident, para-

sitic growth, and abnormal conditions, together with the litera-

ture of forestry, working plans of plantations, and examples of

the economic condition of foresters and woodmen. The entries

for the Exhibition will close on October 4, 1884.

Last Thursday, October 28, the three classes of the French

Institute held their annual meeting. The addresses were de-

livered this year by the members of other classes than the

Academy of Sciences. In the evening the members of the

Institute held a great banquet by subscription among themselves.

This is the first time that the annual meeting has been so

solemnised.

The seventh International Geodetic Conference terminated its

labours on October 24, when the acting pi'esident, Col. Ferrero,

proclaimed the result of the new election of the permanent com-

mittee, as follows:—Lieut. -General Ibanez, Director-General of

the Geogi-aphical and Statistical Institute, Madrid, President

;

Col. Ferrero, President of the Italian Geodetic Commission,

Vice-President ; and Dr. Hirsch, Director of the Observatoi-y at

Neuchatel, and Dr. von Oppolzer, Professor of Astronomy at

the University of Vienna, Secretaries. Prof. Bauernfeind read

his report on refraction, which was followed by a proposal, made

by Major Hartl, and approved, to the effect that the Conference

expressed a hope that all the European States represented in the

Association would institute thorough investigations into terrestrial

refraction, in order to ascertain the influences which the dilTerent

characteristics of the ground and of the climate exercise Uf on

refraction. Prof. Schiaparelli, Director of the Observatory at

Milan, read the report of the special committee named to con-

sider the proposal made by Prof Fergola regarding systematic

observations of latitude, with the intent of verifying the stability

of the terrestrial axis of rotation, and ascertaining the movements

of the poles ; which report, after some discussion regarding the

manner in which the observations should be carried out, was

approved.

Baron Nordenskjold has, in consequence of the attacks

which have been made in foreign journals in connection with the

unfortunate Dijmphiux expedition, on his theory as to the navlga-

bdity of the Kara Sea, telegraphed to Lieut. Hovgaard inquiring

whether he con.-idered it would have been possible to reach the

Yenisei this summer. Lieut. Hovgaard replied that he was

fully convinced that had he been prepared to proceed he could

easily have reached Siberia this autumn, and further points out

that he could have dons so last ye.iralso had he not, by signals

of distress from the I'arna, been compelled to leave the lead

along the shore of the W'aigatz Island, which was open as far

as the eye could reach, and enter the pack-ice where he was

frozen in.

In No. 3, vol. vi. of the Deutsche Geographische BUilttr is an

article by Prof. Bbrgen, in which he discusses the objects pro-

posed and the theories entertained by Nordenskjold in connection

with his expedition to Greenland. The paper was written

before the expedition left. Dr. Borgeu adduces some particulars

which make him incline to the supposition that the watershed of

Greenland lies rather towards the east than the west. In any case,

in consideration of the comparatively short distance of any part of

Greenland from the sea, and of its low average temperature.

Dr. Bbrgen argues that winds both from the east and the west

m ust depo.-it snow everywhere on the weather side of 'i^e moun-

tains against which they strike, and so m-"-""" the conditions

for the formation of glaciers. T'-=« glaciers, again, must in the

course of time diift dov- "° ""= ™"eys a"d the lowest levels,

,he temperaturo - "''eenland even doi\ n to the level of the sea
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beinj everywhere below the freezing-point. This view is further

supported liy ascertained facts and by conclusions drawn from

the direction of the winds, as given in Coflin's work, "The
Winds of the Globe." The article in other respects communi-

cates important details and argume.its regarding the geography

of Greenland,

The Association Internationale Africaiiie has been so satisfied

with tlie services of tlie Swedish officers who assist Mr. Stanley

in his e.'cploits on the Congo, that four more, who have volun-

teered their services, have been engaged, and will leave Europe
on November 1 5. We announced some time back that the

Royal Geographical Society of Sweden had conferred the Vega

medal, the greatest honour at the disposal of the Society, on Mr.

Stanley. At the last meeting of the Society the President, Dr.

Montelius, read a letter received f.om the explorer, dated Stanley

Pool, in which he thanked the Society for the great lunour

conferred on him.

The last number of the hvestia of the East Siberian Geo-
graphical Society contains a valuable paper by MM. Agapitoff

and Khalganoff, on the Shamanism of the Balagansk Buriats of

the province of Irkutsk ; several letters from the Lena Meteoro-

logical Station (already noticed in Nature), with a plan of the

station ; meteorological observations made at Markha in August

and September, 1SS2, and at Magan (ten miles to the north-west

of Vakut):k), from July, 1SS2, to March, 1SS3; and a paper on
the settlements of the 14,000 Chinese, Mantchous, and Dahours,

who ha\e remained under Chinese rule, although settled on

the left bank of the Amur, at and below its confluence with the

Zeya. We notice in this paper that during the three great

summer inundations of 1S81, the level of water in the Amur, one

mile wide at this place, and the Zeya i "3 mile wide, rose as much
as 19 feet in a few days, and that the w'hole change of level of the

Amur was, during the summer, as much as 28 feet. This figure,

although much below those which are found for the Amur below

its confluence with the Sungari, and exceeded during the inun-

dations of 1872, gives some idea of the mass of water poured on

the Pacific slope of the great Siberian plateau during the season

of the summer rains.

An interesting relic of the past has just been unearthed in the

parish of Pulborough, Sussex, in the shape of a canoe, which

was partly embedded under the River Arun, and partly in land

on the south side of that river. The boat is of solid oak, and

hewn from a single massive trunk. That it was made before

the knowledge of metal is evident, as there is not a trace of

building or planking. It must have been hollowed by means of

the stone axe and of fire, further evidence in favour of the

antiquity of this boat appears to be afforded by the various

accumulations which had formed over that portion of it which

was embedded in the earth. These strata, to the depth of nine

feet, have been ascertained to be loam, yellow clay, a thin layer

of leaves, followed by a stratum of blue mud, beneath which lay

the boat embedded in drift sand. The prow portion of the boat

lay in the river, and this is by far the most dilapidated. The

stern is comparatively intact. The present dimensions of the

boat are fifteen feet by four feet ; but originally it was probably

eighteen feet long.

On Monday, September 24, about 9 p.m., a remarkable

phenomenon occurred at Karingon, in the province of liohus,

Sweden. During a perfect calm a violent whirlwind suddenly

arose from the south-east, carrying with it a quantity of saud,

earth, and straw, when suddenly a bright light lit up every ob-

ject and made the night as clear as d.iy. This was caused by a

magnificent meteor, egg-shaped in form, which appeared in the

zenith, and which at first seemed to consist of myriads of large

sparks, gradually changing into a star shining with a blinding

lustre, and which burst, with all the colours of the rainbow, in

the north-west, four to fire metres above the horizon. When
the meteor had disappeared the wind suddenly fell, and it was

again perfectly calm. The phenomenon lasted about sixty

seconds. The wind hal throughout the day been south and

very slight.

Dr. Meyer asks us to state that in our note on his paper on

jaJeite the name Montevideo should be MonUviso, and he thinks

it better, to avoid misunderstanding, iouis jadeile msiezi oijade.

Moreover, the material from Monteviso is only doubtfully

jadeite. At Suckow, Uckermark, only one piece was found,

but this is the fourth "in North Germany." "At the same

time," Dr. Meyer writes, "I take the liberty of drawing the

attention of your readers to Prof. Arzruni's recently-published

paper on the jade question in the Berlin Zeitschrlflfiir Ethnologic,

pp. 163-190. The mineralogiRt of Breslau comes to the same

conclusion as myself, i.e. that the raw materids were not imported

from Asia ; and the chief reason upon which he relies is that

he found the nephrite and jadeite varieties from the different

localities to possess typical microscopical differences. This

alone would suffice to put aside the importation hypothesis. I

discovered last September in Graz, Styria, a boulder of nephrite

from the alluvium of the river Mur, and shall soon send you a

separate copy of the paper which I am about to pabli h on the

same."

A PaL/EOLITHIC implement of large size was found a week

or two ago by Mr. G. F. Lawrence, of 49, Beech Street, in

gravel excavated in the Clerkenwell Road, near the Sessions

House. The implement weighs i lb. 3 oz., and is slightly

larger than the historical implement found near Gray's Inn Lane

at the close of the seventeenth century, and now in the British

Museum.

A SHARP shock of earthquake vi'asfelt at Bermuda on October

20, but no damage was done. A shock was felt at Tashkend

at twenty minutes past two on the morning of the 27th, ac-

companied by loud subterranean rumblings. A despatch from

Smyrna dated October 28 reports that the wall surrounding

the town, the Aqueduct, and the Hadji Hu<sein Mosque have

been damaged by an earthquake. The minaret and dome of the

Hadji Ali Mosque at Capan Vourla have also been injured. At

the last-named town one hundred and sixty-nine persons have

been seriously, and sixty-one slightly, hurt. Seventy-nine

wounded people are in the hospitals.

A Roman city has been discovered in Tunis by Lieut. Mas-

senat, who lately accomplished a scientific mission in the vicinity

of Bograra (Gulf of Gabes). This city is said to be located in the

southern part of Djerba. The circuit of the ruins is about three

kilometres.

An extraordinary case of subsidence has been observed in the

vicinity of Bone. The Naiba, an isolated mountain of So3

metres altitude, is gradually descending into the bosom of the

earth. A deep excavation has been made all round, encircling

the whole ingulfed mass.

With reference to our notice of "The Fishes of Great

Britain and Ireland," last week (p. 611), Mr. Day wishes us

to state that the work will be in two volumes, and that the parts

published reach to p. 176 of the second volume.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Striped Hyscna (Hycena striata) from

Morocco, presented by Mr. Ernest II. Marquis ; a Common
Squirrel (Sciiirus vulgaris), British, presented by Mrs. M. J. Mitchi-

son ; a Black Rat {A/»s rattiis), British, presented by Mr. Camp;

a Laughing Kingfisher {Dacelo gigantea) from Australia, pre-

sented by Mr. S. J. W. Colman ; a Kestrel (Tinnunailus alau-
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darius), British, presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn ; two Pintails

{Dafila acuta), two Wigeons (Itlarcca peiidope], European, pre-

sented by Mr. Charles E. Boultbee ; a Margined Tortoise {Tes-

tiuio marginata) from the Ionian Isles, presented by Miss

Mansell ; a Purple-faced Monl;ey (Semiiopithecus leucoprymitiis 9 )

from Ceylon, a Pinche Monkey (Midas adipus) from Brazil, two
Common Marmosets (Hapak Jacchiis) from South-East Brazil,

deposited ; a Chimi>anzee (Atit/iropopil/iccus troglodytes <J ), a

Chimpanzee (Antliropopithccits calvns ? 9 ) from West Africa, a

Chipping Squirrel (Tamias striata) from North America, two
Bramblings {Fringilla tiiontifriiigilld), European, purchased

;

two Simon's Dwarf Jerboas {Dipodilbis simoni) from Arabia,

received in exchange; six Long-nosed Vipers (Vipera ammo-
dytes), born in the Gardens.

BIOLOGICAL NOTES
Observations on the Embryology of the Teleosts, by

J. S. Kingsley and H. W. Conn. The observations were made
during the summers of 1S81 and 1882 at the Summer Laboratory of
the Boston Society of Natural Ilistoryat Annisquam, Mass., on the
egg development of Ctcnolabrus caruleus. 'I'he eggs were ob-
tained by surface skimming, and were usually equally abundant
during the day and in the evening, and as a rule were more so
on the flow than on the ebb of the tide. Half an hour's skim-
ming would produce on an average 150 eggs. These eggs all

floated at or near the surface of the water, and presented a marked
contrast to those of either an Elasmobranch, Batrachian, Reptile,
or Bird, in that the germinative portion is invariably downward
or on the lower surface of the i egg, while the deutoplasm is

uppermost. The stages obseived were : the maturation of the
ovum, the phenomena of segment.ition until the formation of
the germ layers, the formation of the three primary layers,

the segmentation cavity, the invagination of the hypoblast,
and the appearance of nuclei in the intermediary layer
of Van Bambeke, tlie formation of the notochord and
neural cords, the former arising from the hypoblast at first as a
longitudinal medi.an thickening of that layer, and subsequently
becoming segmented off and taking its place among the meso-
hlastic tissues, the development of the optic bulbs and proto-
vertebrK.

Embryol'jgical Monographs.—Under this title Prof.
Alexander Agasiiz proposes to issue a series of selections from
embryological monographs, so as to give the student in an easily

accessible form a more or less complete iconography of the
enibryology of each important group of the animal kingdom.
It is not intended that these monographs should be handbooks to

the subject, but rather act as atlases to accompany any general
work on the subject. The plates will be issued in parts, each
part covering a somewhat limited field, and occasional appendices
maybe published to prevent the plates from becoming antiquated.
The illustrations will be accompanied by carefully prepared
explanations, and by a bibliography of the subject in octavo.
This work, planned out in 1S73, has only now been matured. The
first part is on the embryology of Crustacea, with fourteen plates,

edited by Walter Faxon. The figures on these plates are taken
from all the most reliable sources, and an important volume of
bibliography accompanies the atlas. The parts devoted to

Echinoderms, Acalephs, and Polyps are well advanced, and it is

intended to figure the phenomena connected with fecundation
and maturation and the history of the formation of the em-
bryonic layers in a separate part, without regard to the systematic
zoological connection of the observations.

Ceratodus forsteri.—Mr. Morton got twelve specimens
of this fish in the Mary River, (Queensland, one only in a net ; all

the others were trapped by the blacks by being forced through a
narrow passage in the river formed by a kind of brushwood. He
noticed a curious circumstance as regards their habits. At the time
of his visit a number of Eucalyptus trees were in full.flow er by the
banks of the river, and as the blossoms dropped into the water they
were eagerly seized and swallowed by these fish. The stomachs
of each of the specimens captured were literally crammed w ith

these flowers. An old resident told Mr. Morton that during
June to August these fish go in pairs, that they make slight in-

dentations in the muddy bottom in from six to ten feci of water,
in which the spawn is deposited, that the male and femdle fish

remain near the spawn, and are not then easily disturbed, tha'

they frequent the same place every year, and that the spawn i''

frog-like. He had taken it and hatched it in a tub of water-

keeping the young alive for some weeks. (W. Macleay in /"ri)^-

Lin. Soc. New South iVales, vol. viii. part 2, July 17, 1883).

Glycogen was lately found by M. Errera in fungi of the
order Ascomycetes (l;efore, it h.ad only been observed in the

animal kingdom and in My.\omycetes, organisms which natura-

lists have placed, sometimes among animals, sometimes among
plants). Continuing his researches, he now finds the substance
{Hull. Belg. Acad., No. 11, 1882), not only in Ascomycetes, but
in many Mucorineoe, such as Phyconiyces nilens, Afucor mucedo,
and stolonifer, Pilobolus crystallinus, CluetQcladium jfoHsii,

Piftocephalis Freseniana, Syiieccphalis nodosa. He has specially

studied Phycomyces nitens, the large size of which is an advan-
tage, la it the glycogen does not occur in localised masses, as in

the Asci of Ascomycetes. When the mycelium filaments are

young it is distributed throughout the protoplasm ; later it is

carried to the top of the cell which is destined to give rise to the

sporangium. Its quantity does not diminish notably during

formation of the sporangium, so it does not seem to have a
jjreponderant rdle in growth of the membrane. It is found in

the spores, and probably another portion serves for respiratory

combustion ; the rest may be utilised for growth of membranes
of the sporangium-filament and the spores. Having got 40
grammes of dried Phycomyces, M. Errera extracted glycogen

with all its reactions, confirming the results of micro-chemical

analysis.

MARINE ZOOLOGICAL LABORA TORIES '

r'T^H E following communication has been forwarded to us by an
L- eminent biologist, with the request that it be reproduced in

our pages] :

—

Nearly all the European States except England have on
their sea-coast marine zoological laboratories ; it may there-

fore, especially in view of the recent proposals of Prof. Lan-
kester, and the manifesto of biologists which has followed it,

perhaps be interesting to your readers to peruse the following

description of these laboratories ; they will then be able to

appreciate their utility, indeed absolute necessity, in order to

^tudy or pursue investigations in certain branches of science.

These seaside laboratories, or stations zoologiijues maritimes,

have nearly all been founded by zoologists for the purpose of

advancing zoological science. Fortunately they also help both
students and scientists in other branches of science than that of
zoology, the one to arrive at a proficiency of kno« ledge, the

other to carry out interesting and valuable researches which, but

for this brotherly help, would be impossible. The countless

species of marine animals attract physiologists, histologists, and
comparative anatomists to work in a field which may reveal facts

hitherto undiscovered in that more limited area which is included

in the study of terrestrial and fresh-water animals.

The success of these laboratories is doubtless increased by the

fact that they are always in a healthy locality on a bracing sea-

shore, so as to allow a realisation of the apparently anomalous
combination of work and rest. The scientist, worn out by
fatiguing researches made in town laboratories, finds fresh ele-

ments of health and a fresh field for research by passing three

or four months at a seaside laboratory.

The first of this class of laboratory is the one founded at Naples
by Herr Dohrn, a private enterprise almost exclusively German,
which nevertheless has received substantial aid from the city

of Naples, and some years hence will become the town
property.

In order to work in the Naples laboratory a heavy fee is

exacted. Nearly all the tables are retained yearly by different

universities or scientific societies ; the British Association has

two tables. The revenue is greatly increased by the fees of

admission to an aquarium of marine animals.

This laboratory is admirably organised ; there is an agreement

between the authorities and the fishermen that the latter shall

lake to the laboratory all rare animals that they m.ay chance to

find ; likewise there is every necessary arrangement for dredging

excursions and for diving into the depths of the sea to find such

animals as are required for study. There are several sailing

boats and a steamboat belonging to the laboratory, which is also

' From the British Medical Jomnal, October 13, " Special Correspond-
ence, Paris."
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well provided with diving dresses. The animals are kept in a
large tank, which is large enough for specimens of considerable
dimensions.

France, apart from the laboratory of the Science Faculty at

iMarseilles, which has an aquarium and a boat, possesses five

seaside laboratorie?. They are distributed as follows : one at

\'illefranche, superintended by M. Barrois ; one at Banyuls,
near Port Vendres, superintended by M. Lacaze Duthiers

;

ano:her at Concarneau, on the south coast of Brittany, super-

intended by MM. Robin and Pouchet ; another at Roscoff,

on the north coast of Brittany, superintended by M. Lacaze
Duthiers ; and one at Havre, superintended by M. Paul
Bert. Besides these principal establishment?, there are

two or three others, such as those of Arcachon and
Lucquef, which have been founded either by provincial scien-

tific societies, or by professors who have received some
.'light aid from the corporations of the towns where these labora-

tories are established ; but these laboratories pos-ess neither

special tenants, boats, nor sailors, therefore they are only of use

to their founders and a limited number of pupils.

The laboratories of Villefranche, Roscoff, Concarneau,
Banyuls, and Havre are founded and kept up by the French
Government ; in some cases the corporations have given money
or granted land. The laboratories of Concarneau and Roscoff
present two varieties widely different.

The laboratory at Concarneau is situated at the entrance to

the port ; it was founded by Coste, the well-known embryo-
logist, who wished to study the different conditions attending
the reproduction of marine animals. The building consists of
two stories : the ground floor is used for the aquariums, three in

number ; on the first floor are the workrooms. The rocks
facing the laboratory have been utilised, and are transformed
into eight basins or re=ervoirs of water, each from 300 to 1200
feet square, and from 15 to 20 feet deep. The aquariums are

filled with water by means of a pump set in motion by the wind.
There is only one boat belonging to this laboratory, but the

French Government always place a war sloop at the disposal of

its director ; this summer some of the laboratory workers wanted
to dredge a long w ay out at sea, and the Government lent them
a despatch boat. The coast abounds in marine animals, but is

poorer in invertebrates than that of Roscoff; it is more espe-

cially a coast for sardine fishing. The surrounding scenery is

lovely.

Roscoff perhaps offers greater advantages, though fewer at-

tractions. Cabbage-fields and tracts of land devoted to the

cultivation of artichokes, though a proof of the mild and de-

lightful climate of this little seaport, are by no means an accept-

able substitute for the beautiful scenery of Concarneau, but the

treasures of the sea here, more abundant than on the coast of
Concarneau, or indeed on any other part of the w hole French
coast, are ample consolation to the crowd of workers who annu-
ally avail themselves of the facilities for studying and carrying
out researches which the Roscoff laboratory, founded by M.
Lacaze Duthiers, affords them free of coat.

The coast of Roscoff offers peculiar advantages for a seaside

laboratory, or, in French terminology, station zoologique iiiari-

tiiiie. The numerous boulders of granite serve as places of
shelter for the neighbouring marine animals. It also presents a
vast expanse of sand sea-shore and a large bay of slime, thus
all the different kinds of marine animals are within reach.

Notwithstanding these remarkable qualifications which M.
Lacaze Duthiers quickly detected, he had considerable difficulty

to get a footing for his laboratory. It now consists of a large

house bought by Government, to which has been recently added
the village schoolhouse {Ecole Cominiinale), abandoned, since

education has become compulsory, for another affording increased

accommodation. A third liouse, opposite to the one bought by
Government, is hired for the convenience of the laboratory

workers. It must be remembered that Roscofi" is only a little

fishing village, and it is often difficult to find a room during the

summer season, therefore M. Lacaze Duthiers offers a bedroom
to all wlio w ork in his laboratory.

There are two sailors belonging to the laboratory ; and one of
the attendants from the Sorbonne laboratory is on duty at Ros-
coff during the summer months. The garden of the laboratory

reaches down to the sea. A large reservoir, measuring 4200
feet, has been constructed, where are kept marine animals, either

at liberty or in cases. On a small island opposite the laboratory

there is a " bed " where animals of sedentary habits are kept
almost at liberty.

The laboratory has three sailing boats adapted for taking ex-

cursions among the rocks and on the neighbouring shores, also

for dredging either with the usual drag, oyster-drag, or with a

coral-fiahing apparatus. The fishermen also take a considerable

quantity of marine animals to the laboratory. ;

Tliis Roscoff station zoologique maritime, which M. Lacaze

Duthiers had so much trouble to found, is now in its fifteentli

year. The French Government by degrees added to its local

habitation, which, if even at the present time not perfect, is

nevertheless of immeasurable utility to scientific workers, and

therefore contributes to the progress of science.

The Roscoff laboratory is perhaps more frequented than any

other, and is an enduring testimony to the patience and laudable

determination of its founder and director. The expenses are

defrayed from the fund annually voted by the French Parliament

for public instruction. Here, as in all establishments in France

for higher education, no fees are paid ; but this success was

hardly won ; the necessary sum was with difficulty wrung from

the Government, and the local authorities, notwithstanding the

evident advantages such an establishment brings to the village,

were equally tardy to grant the concessions eventually obtained,

unlike tbose of Banyuls, who conceded a building site, also a

yearly revenue, and subsequently presented the laboratory with

a boat.

The most recently organised seaside laboratory is at Havre ;

the building it occupies was formerly a public aquarium, which

the corporation handed over to M. Paul Bert. It is supported

from Government ar.d corporation funds, and is more especially

destined to facilitate physiological research. Doubtless, when
the arrangements now in course of completion .are perfected,

they will offer all the requirements for studying this branch of

science, a qualification evidently all but absent in laboratories

founded by zoologists.

It must be admitted that all these seaside laborataries, or sta-

tions :oologiques maritiines, taken both separately and in the

aggregate, render important service to biologists of all nations.

Every year there is a large percentage of foreigners among the

workers, the English element bearing always the largest propor-

tion, a proof that our countrymen fail to appreciate their good

fortune in possessing a more extensive sea-coast than that of any

other country, or they would be able to offer this useful form of

hospitality as well as seek it. Nevertheless, considering the

scanty encouragement given by the public and the English

Government to biological science, it is to be feared that many
years will pass by before stations zoologiques niaritiints exist on

the English coast.

The only similar laboratory in Holland belongs to the Uni\er-

sities of Utrecht and Leyden. The Dutch coast is not rich

enough in marine animals to suggest the advisability of esta-

blishing many zoological laboratories, therefore a movable or

migratory laboratory has been organised, which consists of a

wooden house, easily taken down and put up again ; there are

three rooms in it, a large workroom, and two smaller ones used

for the aquarium and fishing apparatus. At the beginning of

every summer it is set up on the coast on a piece of land hii ed

for the purpose, or more frequently lent by the nearest village ;

thus the Dutch scientists visit the entire coast, study its marine

animals, and even that of their neighbours. Russia has a

laboratory on the Black Sea, and Austria possesses one at

Trieste.

In connection with the above communication, we may state that

Mr. Romanes writes to Tuesday's Times forcibly pointing ( ut

the need of a thoroughly equipped zoological station on ihe

British coast, and its value both to science and to our fisheries.

Referring to the recent manifesto, so influentially signed, printed

in our columns, Mr. Romanes hopes the executive committee

will see their way to adopting its suggestions.

THE ASSOCIATION OF GERMAN
NA TURALISTS AND PHYSICIANS

•PHE fifty-sixth annual meeting of this flourishing association
-'- was held this year in the city of Freiburg, Baden, under

the presidency of Dr. A. Claus. The proceedings opened with

an informal gathering in the Concert Hall on Monday, Septem-

ber 17, and concluded on the following Saturday with an excur-

sion to the romantic watering-place of Badenweiler. During the

four intervening days the several Mathematical, Physical, Bio-

logical, and Medical Sections met regularly in the old University,
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the High School, Gymnasium, Chemical Laboratory, and other
local institutes. All were fairly well attended, and amongst the
distinguished savants present menlionmay be made of Professors
Sticlcelberger, Fischer, Hildebrand, Weismann, Maier, Drs.
Hack, Nicolai, Lehmann, and Thiry. As many as 120 papers
and monographs in nearly all branches of science were either

read or suljmitted to the Association, and summaries of most of
them inserted ill tlie official journal {TagMa/t) of the proceedings.
Of this journal four numbers altogether were issued, and their

varied contents convey a tolerably accurate idea of the immense
amount of work got through during the four days devoted to the
special objects of the Association.

In his inaugural address the President dwelt mainly on
the vast changes that had taken place in the social and
political relations of Germany, and on the great progress
made in all depnrtments of human knowledge since 183S,
the last year that the Association had met in the city

of Freiburg. The five sections, wliich at that time were
found sufficient for its purposes, had developed into twenty-four
distinct divisions corresponding to the present conditions of
science, and many of these already formed special branches of
themselves, with their cwn independent gatherings and separate
organisations. With the progress of discovery in the natural
sciences this tendency t'l constant subdivision of labour became
inevitable, and the great encyclopcedic minds of former times
would henceforth be replaced by specialists compelled to devote
all their energies to the cultivation of one or two minor sections
of particalar physical or biological categories.

A discussion followed on the selection of next year's place of
meeting, which was ultimately decided in favour of Magdeburg.

In the Chemical .Section, Dr. Frank of Charlottenburg read
a paper on siliceous sinter and on its application to chemical
and medical purposes. This substance, composed of the remains
of microscopical organisms, and entering into the composition
of extremely porous siliceous masses, combines the properties of
asbestos with those of lightness in the highest degree. It is

thus capable of absorbing moisture to the extent of 94 per cent,
of its own volume, and may be used without any risk as a
disinfectant and for draining damp places.

In the Zoological nepartmen^, Dr. Griiff of Aschafifenburg
described the results of liis investigations of some new species of
Myzostoma, completely confirming his former views regarding
the relationship of the Myzostomida.^ to the Tardigrade family"
He expliined the reproductive processes of the Myzostoma;, and
the form of their cysts, and reported the discovery of these cysts
on fossil crinoids. lie also gav:; an account of the germs of
Volvox viridis in filtered water exceptionally developed from
colourless individuals. Dr. Doderlein described some fossil

sponges from Japan of highly intricate structure, but all deve-
loped originally from simple Radiate types. They were related
to Tetractinellidae, and more particularly with Pachastrella.
The journal for Friday, September 21, is largely occupied

with an extremely interesting monograph by Prof. Hertvvig of
Jena on "Symbiosis in the Animal Kingdom." This term
symbiosis, first suggested by De Barry in connection with certain
phenomena of the vegetable world, is here extended to the whole
organic system. As distinguished from ordinary parasitism, it

is explained to mean the normal fellow-hip or association of dis-

similar organisms, which dwell together in a common abode for
their mutual welfare. In the case of parasites the connection is

altogether one sided, one of the two organisms attaching itself

to the other, and flourishing at its expense, as, for instance, the
mistletoe on the apple-tree. But in this newly revealed pheno-
menon of symbiosis, which appears to pervade the whole bio-
logical world, both associates are mutually benefi.:ial, and in
some instances even indispensable to each other. They act, so
to say, like two partners in a well-regulated busine-s concern,
cooperating in the work of life, taking part in all its toils and
troubles, and honourably sharing the common profits. An illus-

tration is drawn from tlie familiar hermit crab, one species of
which, after taking possession of the first available empty
shell, goes into partnership with a sea-anemone (AJamsia
fnlluila). This lovely creature, bright orange spotted with red,
attaches itself to the roof of the common abode in such a posi-
tion that its mouth and prehensile apparatus are always turned
towards the head of its associate. It is thus enabled to join in
all the expeditions of the restless hermit crab, and conveniently
share in the common plunder. In return for this service the
anemone protects its comjanion from his many enemies by
means of the numerous long threads which it shoots out at the

least alarm, and which are provided with millions of capsules
charged with a stinging acid like that of the common nettle.

So close is the compact entered into by the two partners, that
both have become indispensable to ench other, as appears from
a series of experiments made at the Neapolitan A<juarium. If
the crab be removed from his house, and this be stopped up, so
as to prevent his reentering it, he will cast about for another shell,

and never stop until his old associate is also transferred to their

new abode. A still more remarl;able illustration is drawn from
the iinbauba, or candle-nut tree, of South America, which strikes

up an alliance with a species of sm.all black ant to their mutual
benefit. The whole subject of symbiosis, which naturalists are
only beginning to study, is calculated to throw great light on the
Darwinian theory of biological evolution. The various cases of
fellowship between animals and plants of different orders, and
even between members of the animal and vegetable kingdoms
show how, in the perpetual struggle for existence, the individual

organism avails itself of the smallest advantage to secure a

place in the household of nature. It often thus acquires mar-
vellous habits of life, which it is afterwards unable to lay aside,

and in consequence of which it becomes gradually modified in

its bodily form and organisation. Thus nbyssus abyssiiin invocat,

one change superinduces anoiher, altered conditions require fresh

combinations, and the organic world resolves itself into an ever-

lasting ebb and flow of life, in which the individual counts for

nothing, the species—itself transitory—for but little, and the
.sum of existence alone is considered in the self-adjusting scheme
of the universe. Symbiosis thus leads at once to a broader and
more searching study of various branches of human knowledge.
To prosecute the subject su;:ce.ssfully vegetable and anim.il

organisms must be examined, normal and morbid conditions

.attended to, anatomical and physiological questions investigated.

For this boundless theme beloi gs to a border land, in which
zoology, botany, anatomy, physiology, and pathology meet as

on common ground.
In the Physical Section the subject of the pyroelectricity of

crystals was discussed by Prof. A. Kundt of Strasburg, who
explained his recently-published method for the observation and
investigation of this phenomenon.

In the Mincralogical Department papers were submitted by
Dr. Petzholdt of Freiburg, on the formation of coal ; by Dr.
Dijlter of Graz, on his attempts to produce artificial gems, in

which he pointed out that the mincralogical composition does
not depend directly on the chemical alone ; by I)r. Kloos of
Karlsruhe, on the change of labrador to an albite and a zeolitic

mineral. Dr. Fischer of Freiburg dealt with the question of

the natural presence of nephrite, jade, and chloromelanite in

various parts of the Old and New Worlds, and the great import-
ance of these minerals in connection with prehistoric remains
and early migrations. .Special reference was made to the work
recently published by Dr. A. E. Meyer, of Dresden, "On Jade
and Nephrite Objects," and in the discussion that ensued none
of the members present subscribed to the views advocated in

that work.
In a paper " On the Higher Cryptogams " Prof. Michaelis bases

an objection to Darwinism as a scientific hypothesis on the

grounds first that the accepted theory of the fertilising process,

especially in the case of the heterospores, rhizoc.arps, and
dichotoms, rests on pure analogy, without any actual demons-
tration, and secondly, that in the mosses the sexual origin of the

sporogonium from the mother plant shows a fresh formation of

a totally distinct organism out of that previously existing.

Nature thus yields an unanswerable argument against the

Darwinian assumption, inasmuch as here the second individual

is dependent, and under no circumstances capable of a sepa-

rate existence.

Prof. Niisslin of Karlsruhe described a new protozoon from
Lake Herrenwies, Baden, the Zonomyxa 7'io!iic-ea, holding a

middle place between the Pelomyxa and Am|ihizonella of GreetT.

In the Geographical and Ethnological Sections, which were
on the whole rather poorly represented. Dr. Passevant-Basel

gave an account of his residence in the Cameroons, West Coast

of Africa, during the months of February to June, 1SS3. A
paper was read by the same naturalist on the African races, with

special reference to the unity or diversity of the negro type.

The author agrees with those anthropologists who subdivide the

Negroes into several stock races, basing his conclusions on a
comparative study of the hand and skull.

Prof, Doelter, of Graz, discussed the hypothesis of a vanished

Atlantis, and the former possible connection of Africa and

\
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America. From a careful study of the geological conformation

of the north-v\ est coast of Africa, of the Cape Verde, Canary,

and Azore Archipelagos, he considers that a union of the two

continents in remote epochs is scarcely conceivable. On the other

hand, the former existence of a large island, comprising the

Canaries, Azores, and Cape Verde group, may be regarded as

not improbable. But whether this island was at any time itself

connected w ith the African mainland is a question which can-

not be decided without further investigation of the local con-

ditions.

LOCAL SCIENCE SOCIETIES AND THE
MINOR PREHISTORIC REMAINS OF BRITAIN^
TN the annual address which I had the pleasure of delivering
' to the Esse.K Field Club at the beginning of this year I ven-

tured to put forward a suggestion which I will take the pre-ent

opportunity of enlarging upon in the presence of this gathering

of the representatives of so many of the local societies of this

country.

Of the various branches of natural science cultivated by our

respective societies perhaps no subject possesses so widespread

an interest as the early history of man. It is only in recent times

that materials have been gathered with anything like scientific

method from the fragmentary records of the past. By the

methods of modern research these materials have been coor-

dinated into that imperfect sketch of the physical characters and
mode of life of the early inhabitants of this and other countries

which constitutes our present knowledge of prehistoric archaeo-

logy. But vast as have been the strides in this department of

knowledge within the last quarter-centnry, it is certain that even

now we are only on the tln-eshold of a dim region into which
advance is becoming more and more difficult witli the increasing

scantiness of the evidence the further we penetrate backwards
into the history of our race. The labours of cave-hunters and
searchers into our ancient river gravels—the excavators of our

earthworks and tumuli have garnered a rich harvest of facts

upon which is based the existing knowledge of ancient man. The
old method of solving problems in prehistoric archeology by

attaching'a tradition to any ancient monument of which the

history was unknown has been weighed in the balance and
found wanting. The erudite verbiage of the old-school anti-

quarian has been displaced by the shovel and pick of the modern
investigator.

While the spirit of scientific inquiry is thus gradually enabling

us] to reconstruct some few chapters of the past history of man
from such remains as have been preserved to us, the extreme im-

portance of the relics themselves is as a natural consequence be-

coming more and more recogiri ed. It must have been '.vith the

greatest satisfaction that anthropologists heard that the ancient

monuments of this country, thanks to the foresight of Sir John
Lubbock, were to receive Government protection. For years

past the destruction of the most venerable relics has been going

on, partly through local ignorance of their value, partly thiough

WTlfulness, and partly throuJh the unavoidable clearance of

ground for building and agricultural purposes. But although

the larger and better-known remains are now secured from
demolition, there are numerous smaller and less-known relics

scattered over the country, which in the course of time are

doomed to destruction by the advancing tide of civilisation. As
may be seen on reference to good topographical works, the

irreparable losses which anthropological science has already in-

curred in this way are enormous. The most deplorable feature

in these cases of destruction is that they have occurred without

adequate scientific supervision, and any evidence that might
have been gathered by competent watchers has been for ever

lost.

The systematic exploratio.n of earthworks, barrows, tumuli,

&c., by the method of excavation is necessarily expensive work,
and it is to me a matter of some surprise that the munificent

example set by men like General Pitt- Rivers and Canon Greenwell
has not been more \\ idely followed by those w ho, with the know-
ledge of this difficulty, have it within their means to promote
this branch of research. As in the case of one of the societies

which I have the honour of representing (the Essex Field

* A paper read at the Conference of Delegates from Local Societies and
tjefore the Anthropological Section of tlie British Association at Southport,
by Raphael Meldola. F.R.A.S., &c. , delegate of the Essex Field Club and
the Braintree and Booking Natural liistory Society. Communicated by the

Author.

Club), which at the instigation of General Pitt-Rivers undertook

the investig.ation of the ancient earthworks in Epping Forest,

good work can sometimes be done by a local society by raising a

fund for the purpose of exploring such remains in its own
district, and this leads me to the immediate object of the present

paper.

In attempting to draw up any suggestions for the guidance of

local societies, the great difticulty appears to be the imi-ossibility

of finding any subjects for research of a sufficiently general scope

to be open to all societies. The subjects already proposed by

the committee appointed last year by the conference of delegates

are, as you are aware : (t) underground waters, (2) erratic blocks,

(3) underground temperature, (4) rainfall, (5) periodical natural

phenomena, (6) injurious insects. To these I am now about to

suggest the addition of another subject, viz. {7) prehistoric

remains. Here, as it seems to me, there is a useful field for

cooperation among the societies of all counties. Thanks to the

increasing interest in scientific matters now making itself felt

throughout the country, there is perhaps no corner of Britain

which does not or could not be made to fall into the province of

some local society or field club. In view of the imminent de-

struction of many of the minor remains on the one hand, and

the scheduling of the larger remains for State protection on the

other hand, 1 believe that occupation of the greatest scientific

importance exists for all local societies.

The time has perhaps not yet arrived for laying down any

rigid system for dealing with the proposed subject, and I there-

fore think it advisable at present to confine myself to a few

general observations respecting the nature of the worlc which it

is desirable that local societies should take in band. It must be

understood that these remarks are limited to prehistoric archeo-

logy, as the remains belonging to the historical period are

CTe'nerally dealt with by archeological societies, and do not come

within the range of science subjects admitted by the British

Association.

Assuming then that all societies have prehistoric remains of

some kind within their districts, the first and most essential

thing to be done is to draw up catalogues of these relic-, giving

their position, external form and structure, and bibliographical

references. If the societies of each county would undertake this

task, arranging matters so that no relic, however apparently

insignificant, escaped their vigilance, we should thus in time come

to possess a complete catalogue of all the ancient remains of

Britain, and at the same time we should gradually get together a

most valuable collection of literary references. The bibliography

is essential, because so many of cur ancient remains have from

time to time been investigated and the results buried in soine

obscure archeological paper, the disinterment of which is in

itself a piece of antiquarian research. A catalogue such as the

one now proposed would thus serve many useful purposes. We
should have an index-guide indicating precisely where prehistoric

remains exist at the present time, and fii. ther whether they had

ever been systematically explored, and if so with what results.

At the same time, attention would be directed to many relics

which the local society and the Government inspector might

deem worthy of being scheduled for State protection. By this

means I am disposed to believe that the operation of the Ancient

Monuments Bill would be considerably accelerated, and its

effectiveness thereby increased.

It will be as yet premature to suggest any general form in

which the proposed catalogue should be cast. Each society

would no doubt at first work upon a plan of its own. But what-

ever form be adopted it is advisal^le that publicity should be

given to the results in the Transactions or Proceedings of the

respective societies, as the pm-ely local interest in the work

would be thus greatly enhanced, and the working up of the

whole into one compendious catalogue might possibly be done

later by a committee of the British Association composed partly

of delegates from local corresponding societies, and partly of

other eminent authorities in prehistoric archeology whose assist-

ance and advice it would be most desirable to secure.

If the scheme now broached should be deemed woithy of con-

sideration by your respective societies, it would be essential, in

order to carry out the work effectively, to appoint from your

councils and members ancient monument committees, whose

function it would be to draw up the proposed catalogue, visiting

the remains to be entered in all cases where possible, and ex-

hausting the topographical literature in order to avoid including

any fictitious remains. Where no literary references are to be

found, and in cases where doubtful structures exist, it would be
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all the more advisable to enter these in the catalogae, with ap-

propriate remarks, so that systematic explorations might be made
wheel the opportunity presented itself for raising a fund for the

purpose. Even when local histories or traditions are decided

respecting the age of any earthwork or other ancient structure,

but little credence can be attached to such traditions until actual

investigations have been made. As far as my own experience

goes, and from information derived from other sources, it would
appear that local tradition is the bane of the scientific archxolo-

gist. There is, for instance, hardly any prehistoric monument
in this country that has not been pronounced Roman by some
antiquarian authority, an opinion which not only has often been
proved by excavation to be erroneous, but which has also had
the pernicious effect of checking further inquiry.

In recommending to your societies the actual investigation of
the minor prehistoric remains of your districts as a task well

worthy of the attention of any scientific body, it is perhaps not
wholly necessary to urge that any excavations attempted should
be carried out with the most scrupulous care, and the materials

removed restored if possible on the completion of the work, so as

to avoid any permanent disfigurement. The so-called "explora-
tion " of many ancient structures whose venerable antiquity should

have rendered them sacred has often been conducted in a manner
which can only be called an act of desecration. How frequently

do we read in local histories such statements as the following :

—

"On Common there formerly stood a large mound of
eartli supposed to be a tumulus, which was opened by Mr.

in the year , but nothing of any interest was
found except aftwfragments ofpoUery and some decayed lioiies " !

.Such passages as this, which is not a verbatim extract but simply
an ideal specimen illustrating the kind of destruction that has
been going on, lead to the supposition that the prevailing idea

in opening a tumulus is the discovery of hidden treasure. Any
other find is considered devoid of interest, and the scientific

value of the structure is for ever lost by the scattering of its

contents.

The ancient monuments committees of local societies, in

addition to the preparation of catalogues and the conduction of

explorations, would have another important function to fulfil

:

they might take upon themselves the duties of vigilance com-
mittees, keeping a watchful eye upon the ancient remains in

their neighbourhood, and preventing as far as possible their

destruction. In the case of minor remains which were not con-
sidered worth scheduling for State protection, opportunities

would often occur for investigating without incurring the ex-

pense of systematic excavation. In the course of building or

agricultural operations old ramparts are frequently cleared away
in perfect ignorance of their value to the archseologist ; or again,

a new road has to be made, which in its course passes through
the remains of some ancient earthwork now almost obliterated

by the h.and of time. In such cases the vigilance committee,
having previously catalogued the remains threatened, would en-

deavour to come to some arrangement with the owner of the

property, and obtain permission to appoint watchers for the

purpose of recording the nature and position of any relics that

might be found. T he fact that local societies have not in past

times been sufficiently alive to the important work which might
thus have been done by taking advantage of any unavoidable
demolition of prehistoric remains has led to the destruction of a
vast amount of material which, under proper supervision, might
li.ave furnished facts of lasting importance to anthropological
.science. It remains with your respective societies to determine
whether such ruthless waste of evidence is to be allowed in the
future.

OBSERVATIONS ON HEREDITY IN CATS
WITH AN ABNORMAL NUMBER OF TOES
TOURING the last few years I have had occasional oppor-
"^ tunities of studying heredity in various families of cats

with an abnormal number of toes, and whose ancestors for some
few generations at least, have possessed the same peculiarity.

The observations have now been continued over a period long
enough to render their publication a matter of interest. I first

became acquainted with these cats in the winter of 1S78, when
staying near Haverfordwest. I m.ide inquiries on seeing one of

them for the first time, and ascertained that it had been obtained
fr im Mr. Edward Vaughan, of Fern Hill, Haverfordwest, a

relation of the friend with whom I was staying. Shortly after-

wards I saw Mr. Vau'han, and liad a lon^ talk with him about

the peculiarity. At the time I took notes of his experience,
and he has since kindly written to give farther information. He
first became acquainted with two generations of tortoiseshell cats

with the normal number of toes (living respectively to the ages
of eleven and twenty). Then in the third generation the extra

toes appeared (this cat died aged nineteen, and was also a
tortoiseshell). This eat or the mother was brought from Bristol

to Haverfordwest. The peculiarity was inherited liy "Punch"
—a cat now living, and fifteen years old last May, also a tortoise-

shell—making four generations. " Punch " has six toes on each
fore foot, and six on each hind foot, but two of her kittens have
had seven on hind and fore feel, and all varieties between the

extreme and normal form have occurred commonly. It is a very
curious and interesting fact that now in her old age all her
kittens have the normal number of toes. Mr. Vaughan is of

opinion that the peculiarity is also dying out among " Punch's "

de cendanis, but this is by no means my experience with the

branch of the family I have observed. He also gained the im-
pression that the female kittens were more affected with the

peculiarity than the males. Mr. Vaughan also made the inter-

esting observation that the peculiarity reappeared in the kittens

of a normal female cat (a daughter of " Punch's "), although in

smaller proportions.

Fig. 1.—Right fore paw from
,
above, with extra toes.

Fig. 3.—Hight fore paw froir

above, normaU
Fig. 4.—Right fore paw from

In the spring of 1879 Mr. Vaughan very kindly sent a female
tabby kitten to my home at Reading. This was a daughter of
" Punch's," and it possessed six toes on each fore foot and six

on each hind, thus rendering the feet very broad and giving them
a most remarkable appearance. This cat, although rather wild,

was very clever, being easily taught to "shake hands," and
catching birds and even fish with surprising ease. When a little

over a year old the first family (of four) was born, in the middle
of June, 18S0.

All the four kittens were tabbies, and I made the following

notes of them:—(i) male: fore paws, five toes, but the insig-

nificant innermost toe being absent, the foot appeared broad like

the mother's ; hind paws, five toes. (2) female : fore paws,
five toes, same as (l) ; hind paws, six toes. (3) and (4) females:

normal ; five toes on fore paw s, four on hind. No. (2) in this

li,-t was given to a friend, and will be again referred to. One
normal female was also given away, but was soon lost without

offspring ; the other female was killed. There is nothing in the

above list to support the view that the females are more affected

than the males with the mother's peculiarity.

The next family of which I have notes was born May 13,

1881. The three kittens were t.abbies as before:—(i) male:
normal. (2) female : normal. (3) female : six toes on each

fore and hind foot, as the mother. Here the only affected kitten

is a female.
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The next and last ^family of which I have notes was born

August 26, iSSi. I received notes of three liittens, but there

may have been more:—(l) and (2) females: six toes on each

fore and liind foot, as the mother. (3) sex not observed : six

toes on all feet, as the mother.

After this I was un.able to obtain notes, although many fami-

lies were born, and a large proportion always possessed the

peculiarity. Few people are aware of the immense ditficulty in

obtaining accurate notes of a simple observation such as this.

The mother was subsequently killed.

I now return to No. (2) of the first family, which was given

to a friend on the condition that I received accurate notes of all

families. I received one such account. This was of a family

of four born in June, 18S1 :— (l) male: normal. (2) female :

normal. (3) female : with five toes on the fore paws, six on the

hind, same as mother. (4) female : the same as mother, but five

toes on the hind feet. Here again the females possess the

peculiarity. The mother was also a small, very clever cat,

catching birds with the most wonderful ease. There were many
families, in each of which quite half possessed the peculiarity,

and many of the kittens had the same number of toes as the

mother.
At last, about a" year ago, a female tabby kitten appeared

with seven toes on each fore paw, and six on each hind. This

was given to me, and is now a small tabby cat, with a tendency

Fig. 5.—Right hind paw from FlG. 6.—Right hind paw fron

above, with extra toes. below, with extra toes.

Fig. 8.—Right hind pa
below, normal.

towards tortoiseshell coloration on the back. A rough drawing
of the right fore foot, as seen from above and below, is seen in

Figs. I and 2. Drawings of a normal right fore foot are given

in Figs. 3 and 4, for comparison. It is seen that the extra toes

are those labelled A and B, and they confer the extraordinary

breadth upon the foot. The most recently added is B, which is

still partially coalesced with A, and has but one pad in common with

it (Fig. 2). This last toe, B, was absent in the cat which I

received from Mr. Vaughan. In the first family described,

Nos. (l) and (2) possessed the largely developed extra toe,

A, while the insignificant pollex (Fig. i, 1) was absent, and thus

the foot appeared extremely broad, although with only the

normal number of toes. In walking the pollex does not touch
the ground, but the claws A and B come down a little later than
the rest of the foot, making a very distinct click when the cat is

walkiiig on floorcloth. This sound is particularly audible when
the cat is coming down stairs. Comparing the pads on the under-
side of the foot with those of a normal animal (Figs. 2 and
4), there is seen to be an extra pad behind the additional toes,

of wliich there is no trace in the normal foot. The left foot is

similar to that drawn, except that there are traces of more com-
plete fusion between the toes A and It in the slighter tendency
towards division shown by their common pad. The right hind
foot from above and below is given in Figs. 5 and 6, and a

normal hind foot for comparison in Figs. 7 .and 8. The
correlation of the toes is more difficult here, but there is little

doubt that the innermost toe (Figs. 5 and 6, l) is the hallux,

lost in the normal foot.

Comparison with the fore feet renders it likely that the second

extra toe is that labelled A in Figs. 5 and 6. On the under-

side (Fig. 6) all the toes have separate pads, and there is an

additional pad behind the extra toes. This, in the left hind foot

of the same animal is fused with the pad behind the other toes.

On Tidy 10 last the cat I have just described produced a family

of four tabby kittens. Strangely enough, they are all males,

but they possess the mother's peculiarity to a remarkable extent.

(1) Forepaws : exactly similar to the mother's, but toes A and

I! are more distinct, in that they have separate pads in both feet.

Hind paws : precisely the same as the mother's, even to the fact

that the left hind pads are continuous and the right hind pads

slightly discontinuous (as in Fig. 6). Thus this kitten exhibits

on the whole an intensification of the characters.

(2) Fore paws : the pads of tlie toes A and B are fused as

with the mother. The claw of B is broken off, but its base is

seen almost springing from the outer side of the base of claw A.

Both feet the same. Thus the character is rather less developed

than in the mother. Hind paws : the large hind pads are con-

tinuous on both feet. All the six toes are distinct on both feet,

as with the mother, but A and 2 on the left foot are united by

skin, although considerable freedom of movement is possible.

Here again the character is rather less than in the mother.

(3) Fore paws : pads of A and B are distinct on the right

side. The claw of B is accidentally broken off. On the left

side the pads are also distinct, although the toes A and B are

joined by skin. Hind paws : all six toes distinct on both feet

;

the large hind pads continuous on both. Thus this kitten is

beyond the mother in the separation of the pads of A and B on

the fore paws. A and B were more distinct on the right side,

where also in the mother the pad showed a greater tendency

towards division.

(4) Fore paws : the greater tendency towards separation on

the right side was very strongly marked here, inasmuch as the toe B

is entirely absent on the left side, and the pad of A simple. On
the right B is present, and its p.ad is joined to that of A, but a

little more distinct than with the mother. Hind paws : all six

toes distinct and large ; hind pads conlinuons in both feet. Thus
the character is, on the whole, less than in the mother.

This is the last observation made up to the present time, and

it is a very remarkable one, in the entire absence of anything

approaching the normal form, and in the fact that two of the

kittens go beyond the mother, while the other two are but little

behind. When the two sides differ, the difference is invariably

as with the mother. At the same time the immense strength of

heredity in all these cases is seen when we remember that it is

practically certain that the fathers of the families have always

been normal. It is quite certain with this last family, for the

mother was brought as a kitten from Reading to Oxford,

where there is a normal male cat living in the house

with her. I have never heard of cats with the abnormal

number of toes in either Reading or Oxford apart from

these. Mr. Vaughan says exactly the same for his cats in

South Wales. Thus we must conclude that the heredity is

entirely through the females, and yet the character has gone on
increasing in my branch of the stock in spite of the normal
element which we should expect to be introduced and to make
it-elf felt at each stage. I have known of the family through
eight generations, and tlu-ee of these have started from entirely

new localities (i.e. Haverfordwest from Bristol, Reading from
Haverfordwest, Oxford from Reading) to which they were sent

as kittens. This is, of course, very important, as it has pre-

vented the possibility of interbreeding between the abnormal
cats derived from the same stock.

I ho]5e to contribute a paper to a future number upon further

observations, and upon the skeletal peculiarities that accompany
the abnormality. Edward B. Poulton

ON THE ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF THE
HUMAN BODV-

'T'HE writer, after premising th.at hitherto electricity in its

* application to the human body had not come up to ex-

pectations reasonable in the case of so powerful a force, and

' Abstract of a paper read before the British Association at Southport, by
W. H. Stone, M.A., F.R.C.P.
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'hat it was evidently still in an embryonic state, mentioned some

examples of the conflicting and contradictory statements made
by different authorities as to its electrical resistance. These

varied from 13,000 to 2875 ohms and less. Me believed

it was enormously overstated, and had for this reason applied

himself to make some more accurate determinations. He was

at once met by three obstacles :—(i) The difficulty of mahing
good contact through the skin of a living man. (2) The limit-

ation of the amount of current by pain, and by the fact that the

rapid opening and closing of strong circuits produced a tetanic

state of muscle. (3) The fact that the human body is an easy

electrolyte, almost immediately furnishing currents of polarisation.

As regards (i), the axiomitic statement seemed to be that the

poles must be infinitely large compared with the current they had
to conduct. This condition he had attempted to fulfil in five

different ways, two at least of which were successful : either by
immersing the feet and hands in baths of brine in contact with

an electrode of amalgamated lead or zinc of from fifty to a hun-
dred square inclies surface, or by soaking these extremities in

brine, and then wrapping a strip of flexible lead two feet long

by two inches wide about tliem, after the fashion of a surgical

spiral bandage. The fact that the skin resistance was thus re-

duced to zero was proved to demonstration by an observation

already recorded in Nature (September 13, p. 463), from which
it appeared that the resistance of a corpse, treated with the sjiiral

leaden bandages from foot to foot was I150 ohms, and with

solid silver conductors thrust three inches deep into the plantar

muscles was actually 50 ohms more.
Under the heading of contacts it was essential to determine

definite anatomical points from which the measurements should

start, and which readily admitted of linear verification. Such
points existed in the prominence of the ulna at the inner side

of the wrist, and the lower edge of the external malleolus at the

ankle. The shortest course traversed by the current between
these two points had been measured to a quarter of an inch.

There were three principal directions in which determinations

had been made :

—

1

.

From hand to hand.

2. P'rom foot to foot.

3. From hand to foot.

No. I was much the same as the height of the subject, and was
not liable to great variation.

No. 2 varied more, since the difl"erence between very tall and
shorter men lies chiefly in the legs.

No. 3 was perhaps the best test of tha average conductivity of

the body, since looped currents were sure to traverse the whole
trunk, and even caused motor disturbance in the extremities not

included in the circuit.

Three such observations were given, inchidingone on a man of

the exceptional height of nearly 8 feet.

As regards pain, it was noted that the E.M.F. used varied
from three to ten bichromate cells of I "8 volts each. Even the

first was occasionally complained of, thus incidentally showing
the goodness of the contact obtained. In morbid conditions,

such as that termed myxojdema, the F,.M.F. of 10 cells or 18
volts through a resistance of only 1260 ohms was easily borne,
and indeed hardly felt. The third difficulty, that namely of
electrolysis, was the most serious : indeed the particular metal of
which the electrodes were made sank into insignificance com-
pared with the rapid and vigorous polarisation of the moist
tissues of the body itself. A rotating commutator on Wheat-
stone's plan, and afterwards a metronomic instrument, by w'hich

the periods of alternation could be varied, were first used,

but with only p.artial success. A more delicate mode of
discharging was found in the use of an ordinary com-
mutator key worked like a piano with the index and middle
fingers of tlie left hand ; a double contact key, putting battery
and galvanometer successively in circuit, being beneath the
right index finger. The left keys being first depressed alter-

nately, the right key produced a double deflection, while the
bridge resistance was too low, which was replaced by an oppo-
site double deflection when it was intentionally made too high.
By watching the galvanometer a point was easil)' found where it

ceased to "throw," and then three successive contacts in either

direction were taken to determine resi.stance. In spite of all

precautions, the second measurement was sometimes a little in

excess of the first, owing to a polarisation-current assisting the
battery. This, however, never amounted to more than about
five ohms, and was easily allowed for. Between each set of

observations a short-circuit key, inserted outside the bridge,

was closed for at least a minute, so as to discharge patient, bath,

and electrodes.

The measurement was then repeated with inverted current,

and the mean t.aken.

One set of examples out of many was read to the meeting.

Three men of very different heights were tested according to the

following t.able :

—

Height. Weight. Ufna to Foot t) Tool 10

malleolus fjot. Iiaiid.

ft. in. St. lb. ft. in.

1. Mr. Todd 5 6 ••• 7 13 • 5 9? •• 945 ••• '3=0
2. Mr. Shackel 6 3 ... 13 o ... 70 ... 930 ... 1027

3. Hungarian Giant ... 7 8 ... ... 8 7 ... 930 ... 1032*5

Two of these were students at St, Thomas's Hospital ; the

third an Austrian now exhibiting at the Aquarium, and kindly

lent to the writer for examination. All the three were singul.arly

strong, healthy, well-proportioned men, of active athletic habits.

An interesting illustration of physiological laws here incidentally

cropped out, showing that, in the normal human body consi-

dered as a machine, as is the length of the osseous levers so is

the sectional area of the motor muscles. This in the present

instance results in an almost complete identity of the electrical

resistance, increased length being very fairly balanced by in-

creased sectional area in the conductor. A good test of morbid
leanness or fatness might probalily be founded on this identity.

A few words only were given to the variations of human re-

sistance in disease and W'ith alteration of temperature. The
latter have already appeared in the columns of Nature (on

June 14 and September 13).

As regards the former, six cases of hemiplegia were cited

;

three on the right and three on the left side of the body, in all

of which the paralysed was found less resistant than the healthy

side, in amounts varying from 120 to 730 ohms. The only case

which differed from this rule was that of a worker in copper,

from whose secretions three milligrammes of metallic copper
had been extracted, where the cupreous impregnation obviously

modified the general re.-vistance of the body, as the writer had
found it to do i a the case of lead and mercury also.

A confirmation of the view already expressed by the writer of

the paper, that the human body follows the law of solid rather

than that of fluid conductors under changes of temperature, had
occurred in the instance first quoted (June 14, p. 151), where
the occurrence of dropsical effusion in the lower extremities

permanently reduced the resistance from the values originally

given, the lowest of which was 2300, to 750 ohms.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Ten lectures on the diseases of field and garden crops Avill be
delivered by Mr. Worthington G. Smith, K.L.S., before the

Institttte of Agriculture, British Museum, South Kensington,
during the week November 12-17. The lectures will be illus-

trated with actual examples, and new drawings of all the diseases

from nature, unifDrmly enl.arged to looo and 5000 diameters.

University College, Abervswyth.—Mr. J. Brill, B.A.,
St. John's College, Cambridge, has been appointed lecturer to

assist the Professor of Mathematics at this college. Mr. Brill

was fourth wrangler in January I SS2, and, we understand, had
the honour of being one of the selected candidates for the Pro-

fessorship of Mathematics at the University College, Cardiff.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Revue d'Anlhi-opologie (deuxieme et troisieme fascicules),

Paris, 1S83.—In the earlier of these two numbers M. Topinard
continues the " Elementary Description of the Cerebral Convo-
lutions in Man, in accordance with the Schematic Brain
designed by Paul Broca." This is the second of the series of
explanatory instructions begun in the January number. It ends
with a description of the occipital fissures, peculiar to man, the

simia:, and lemurs, which Broca termed " scissure oceipitale

interne" and "scissure oceipitale e.\terne." In the simite the

former of these is generally perpendicular, while in man it is often

oblique in direction and irregular in position, rendering its de-

termination difficult.—Under the title " Tiansformisme" a term
used by French anthropologists for Danvimsiii, M. Mathias
Duval gives the substance of his introductory lecture at the

Anthropological School at Paris at the opening of the session of
1SS1-S2. The lecturer, after giving a general idea of " trans-

foraiism," passes in review the services rendered to the modern
science of evolution by Daruin's precursors, Lamarck and
Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire. Next he considers the re-
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searches and theories of Darwin, tlie objections which have been
made to so:ue of his deductions, and the evidence and facts

which can lie brought to support his theory, with reference

specially to the importance of the labours of Haeckel and other

contemporary naturalists, who have contributed to the develop-

ment of the Darwinian doctrines, while he lastly draws attention

to the various applications of these views beyond the sphere of

natural science, strictly so called.—In a paper on the Iroquois

Indians Dr. Ten Kate has embodied the most important results

of his observations on the physical and social condition of the

pure redskins and half-breeds whom he has lately visited in the

Indian reservation lands to the west of New York State. He
found very few among them of pure Indian descent, but some
exhibited a certain degree of prognathism, recalling the same
characteristic as seen among tlie Malayan Liplaps. The
.average height of the men is i'75m., with a greater corre-

sponding length of limb than is usual in whites or mulattoes.

They are dolichocephalic. The colour of the eyes is reddish-

brown, unlike that of any other race, while the complexion of

the children is sometimes as light as that of an Italian. The
half-breeds only have beards. Their principal illnesses are of

a scrofulous character. The Iroquois dialects, which are gra-

dually dying out, have not hitherto been reduced to writing,

owing to the numerous anomalous guttural sounds v.hich belong
to them.—M. Berenger-Feraml contributes an interesting paper
on marriage among the netiroes of .Senagambia. As elsewhere

among Africans, the parental tie is slight, divorce is common,
women are virtual slaves, and marriages are attended with

elaborate ceremonials simply as pretexts for amusements and
intemperance.—M. Mondiere in a review of the different races

of Indo-China, supplies us with many interesting details in

regard to the ethnological and anlhropometrical characteristics

of the Tonquins, Cambodians, and Laos, as well .is of the le-s

unfamiliar populations of Siam and liurmah.—In the third num-
ber of this year's Rczui; we have the concluding part of Broca's

description of tht; cerebral convolutions and fissures, which deals

specially with the frontal lobes.—M. M. Duval continues his

lectures.on " Transfonnisme" carrying down his analysis of the

most imp irtant works on the D.arwinian theory of evolution to

the sociological and psychological views of Herbert Spencer,

and the biological researches of Huxley.—Investigations into the

nature of several supernumerary mucles in the antero-internal

scapulary region, by Dr. L. Testut. After Cruvilhier, who
first drew, attention to some of these muscles, Knott and
Macalisjer in Ireland, and Gruber in Germany, among others,

have pointed out the not infrequent occurrence of these anomalous
structures in man, while in the elephant and bear, and in some
of the lower quadrumana, a supernumary caraco humeral and
brachial are almost always present.—The so-called " Maye," or

May Queen of Provence, is described by Dr. Berenger-Feraud,

who traces back the festival, by which the return of the month
of May is celebrated in Southern France to the ancient cult of

Maia, the mother of Mercury, among the founders and Greek
colonists of Marseille-s. In modern times the worship of the

Pagan Maia h-.s been transferred to the Virgin Mary, in whose
name alms are solicited for the little girl-child, who, veiled, and
nearly buried in flowers, is supposed to represent the much
venerated " Notre Dame du Mai " of Provence. Theae Provencal

May festivals are thus closely allied to the so-called "floral

games," which still survive in Cornwall, and repeat on each
Sth day .of May some part of the ancient Roman worshiji of the

goddess Flora,—M. Deniker passes in review the results of the

travels of M. Miklouho-Maclay on the east coasts of New
Guinea,, and summarises the information derived from his careful

study of the Papuan races of the island, giving at the same time

a nuijib^r gf important antliropometric measurements, together

with jiumerous interesting ethnological and social data.

Zeilschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie, Band xxxviii. Heft

3, July, 18S3, contains : On the embryology of Planaria
tvlychraa, by Dr. E. Metschnikofl" (plates 15 to 17).-—On the Cre-

lenterata of the Southern Ocean, part 3. On the Nematophores
of PlumularidK, and on urticaiing cells in the mesoderm
(Schirmgallerte) oiCrambessa inosaika, by Dr. R. von Lendenfeld
(plate 18).—On Karyokinesis in some Protozoa, by Dr. A.
Gruber (plate 19) (Actitiosphccrium eUhhornii axA Amo:ba prin-
dps).—Contributions to a knowledge of the development of the

Gastropods, by Dr. F. Blochmann (plates 20, 21).—On the
glands of the mantle-edge in Aplysia and kindred forms, by Dr.
F. Blochmann (plate 22).—Contributions to a knowledge of the

Medusa;, by Dr. Otto Hamann (plate 23).—On the cerebrum of

birds, by Dr. A. Bumm (plates 24, 25).—On Gimnlimts caiidi-

mactdalus, by Dr. Hermann von Ihering (plate 26). An
interesting study of this little limnophagus Cyprinoid found in
Kio Grande do Sul.—Contribution to technical histology, by
Prof. H. Fol.

Heft 4, August, 1883, contains : On the Ccclenterata of the
Southern Ocean, part 4. On Eiicopella campamilaria, a new genus
belonging to the Campanularidje, by Dr. R. von Lendenfeld (plates

27 to 32). This memoir consists of a very elaborate and detailed
description of both the hydrosome, gonophore, and ova of this

new species.—On the eggshell (Eihaiil) oi Python Invittahis, with
remarks on some other reptile eggs, and on the gene>is of their
outer layers, by W. von Nathusius-Konigsborn (plates 33, 34).

—

Researches on some new Medusa; from the Red Sea, by Dr. C.
Keller (plates 35 to 37).—On the manner of propagation in
Proteus anguineiis, by Marie von Chauvin (plate 38).

Archives Italiennes de Blologie, tome iii. fasc. ii. May 2b,

1S83, contains :—On medical instruction in Italy, by Prof. J.
Bizzozero.—On tlie sanitation of the Roman Campagna, by C.
Tommasi-Crudeli.—On the therapeutic effect of prolonged tepid

baths in pneumonia and typhoid fever, by C. Bjzzolo.—On the
structure and affinities of the olfactory lobes in the higher Ar-
thropods and the vertebrata, and on a contribution to the histo-

genesis of the internal molecular layer of the retina, by G.
Bellonci.—On organic particles in the air of high regions, by
P. Giacosa.—On the action of cotoine .and paracotoine, by P.

Albertoni.—On lung epithelium and. its transformations in dis-

ease of th<at organ, by C. Bozzolo and B. Graziadei.—On the
comparative anatomy of the skull of the Terramare pig, by Prof.

P. Strobel.—On ptomaines, by J. Guareschi and A. Mosso.
Fasc. iii. July 31, 1883, contains :—On the partial regeneration

of the liver, by G. Tizzoni and V. Colucci.—On the presence of
cystoliths in some Cucurbitace.-e, by O. Penzig (plate).—On the
histology of the nervous centres, by C. Golgi (4 plates).—On the
action of iodoform in saccharine diabetes, by C. Bozzolo.—On
the normal structure and on alteration caused by experiment in

the pacinian corpuscles of birds, by Josephine Cattani.—On
negro anatomy, by Prof. C. Giacomini : (i) on the cartilage

of the semi- lunar fold in the eye ; (2) Graafian follicles.—On the
development in .Salpa, by Prof. F. Todaro.—On some experi-

mental researches .is to a new automatic centre in the bulbo-spinal
tract, by Dr. J. Fauo.—Anthropometric studies of criminals, by
Prof. H, Ferri.—On the anatomical merits of Jerome Fabrizi

d'Acquapedente, by Prof. G. Romiti.—On the secretion of bile,

by Dr. B. Baldi.—On inoculation of leprosy, by R. Campana.

Proceedings of the his Natural plistory Society, Dresden,

Januaiy to June, 1883.—Obituary notice of Karl Ch. G. Nagel,
by H. Engelhardt.—Perceptive faculty of insects and other lower
animals, by Prof. B. Vetter.—Fauna of the Suez Canal, by Dr.

C. Keller. Up to the present time eleven Mediterranean species

have penetrated for the most part as far as Suez, while the Red
Sea yields twenty-five species, which, however, have as a rule

scarcely yet reached half \\ ay towards the northern entrance.

—

On a case of albinism observed in the Heidelbeer district, by H.
Engelhardt.—A comp.arative study of the flora of the Erzgebirge

and Riesengebirge, by Dr. R. Kell.—On the theory of shifting

continental and insular climates, w ith special reference to the vege-

table relations of Norway, by CI. Konig.—On the so-called

"compass plants," by E. Stahl.—On the exploration of the

flora of Lapland made by Linne in 1732, by Dr. O. Drude.

—

On the presence of Anodonta and Planorbis in the Tertiary

lignite beds of Schellenken, by Dr. Deichmiiller.—On the source

of the nephrite found in North Gemiany, by II. Credner.—On
the river valley formations in the Western Erzgebirge, by J.

Jacobi.—On the geological formations of Mittweida, with special

reference to its flora, by R. Beck.—On a fossil bird from the

Bohemian chalk beds, by H. B. Geinitz.—On the presence of

copper in the syenite of the Plauenscher Grund, .Saxony, by
F. Zschau.—On the limits of the Dyas and Trias systems, by

A. Dittmarsch.—On the relation of the protoarseniate of iron

to the iron oxide in the magnetic iron ore of Berggiesshiibei, by
H. Vater.—Oil G. Laube's "Traces of Man in the Quaternary

Formations of the Prague District," by Dr. Deichmiiller.—On
the bronze and iron objects found in the clay beds of the Wend-
ish Circle, Lievl.and, by A. Engelmann.—On H. Schliemann's
" Ilios, City and Land of the Trojans," by H. B. Geinitz.—On
a prehistoric find on the Hradi^cht near Stradonitz, by W.
Osljorne.—On an ancient burial place at Kunzowo, by F. Raspe.

—Find of stone axes at Dippoldiswald, by H. Wiechel.—Or
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some new views respecting the mutual relations of biological and

chemical research, by D. W. Ilentschel.—On Prof. IJndemann's

proof that tt is not an algebraic quantity, by Dr. Harnack.—On
the preparation and application of perspective models in relief,

by Dr. Burmester.—On the general theory of the so-called P.E.

system, by Prof. Voss.—On the supposed coprolite deposits of

Helmsladt, Biidden^tedt, and Schleweke, near Harzburg, by Dr.

H. B. Geinitz.—IVIemoir on the diluvial glaciers of North

Europe, with special reference to Saxony, by Dr. H. B. Geinitz.

—A Gaulish double grave at La George-Maillet, Marne, by D.
von Bicdermann.—Monograph on the climate of the Glacial

ejioch, by Heinrich Vater.—The diamond fields of the Cape, by
Thaddeus Schrader.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Mineralogical Society, October 22.—Anniversary Meeting.
—W. H. Hudleston, F.G.S., president, in the chair.—The fol-

lowing were elected oflicers and Council for the coming session :

—

President, Rev. Prof. Bonney, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents: Rev.

S. Haughton, M.D., F.R.S. ; W. II. Pludlestone, M.A.,
F.G.S. Council: G. S. Boulger, F.G.S. ; C. O. Trechmann,
Ph.D., F.G.S. ; Mr. J. Stuart Thomson, Rev. Prof. Wiltshire,

F.G.S. (in place of Messrs. Chui-ch, Danby, Merry, and
Walker). Treasurer, R. P. Greg, F.G.S. General Secretary,

R. H. Scott, M.A., F.R.S. Foreign Secretary, C. Le Neve
Foster, D.Sc, F.G.S. The Secretary read the Report, which
was adopted. The outgoing President delivered a short address,

and the chair was taken by Prof. Bonney, when the foUoiiing

papers were read :—J. Stuart Thomson, on crystals of calamine
from Wanlockhead.—A. S. Woodward, on the occurrence of

Evansite in East Cheshire.—Mr. .S. Henson exhibited a magni-
ficent group of crystals of stibnite from Jap.an.—A vote of thanks
to the outgoing president, Mr. Hudleston, concluded the

proceedings.

Sydney
Royal Society of New South Wales, September 5.

—

C. Moore, F.L.S., vice-president, in the chair.— Five new
members were elected, and eighty-nine donations received.

The follow ing papers were read :—Notes on the genus Macro-
zamia, with descriptions of some new species, by C. Moore,
F.L.S.—A list of double stars, by II. C.Russell, B.A., F.R.A.S.
—Some facts connected with irrigation, by H. C. Russell, B.A.,
F.M.S., &c.—On models for showing crystallographic axes, by
Prof. Liversidge, F.R.S.—On the discolouration of white bricks
made from certain clays in the neighbourhood of .Sydney, by
E. H. Rennie, M.A., D.Sc.—Mr. J. K. Hume exhibited a col-

lection of Carboniferous fossils from Cataract Creek near Mount
Wellington, Hobart, Tasmania, which were described by C. S.

Wilkinson, F.G.S.—Prof. Liversidge exhibited a fossil specimen
of an extinct Chelonian reptile {Notochclys costata, Owen) from
the Flinders River, Queensland, being the first Chelonian found
in Australia.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, October 22.—M. Blanchard, presi-

dent, in the cliair.—River navigation ; endless chain towing,

by M. Dupuy de Lome. The author describes the recent ex-
p2riment made on the Rhone of a new system of towage, wliich

appears satisfactorily to solve the problem of the economic trans-

port of goods on this most difficult of navigable rivers, and, a
/orliori, on all streams with a moderate current. The success of
the experiments is due to the employment of two endless lateral

chains, worked with independent machinery by a single hand,
and serving at the same time to steer the vessel.— Note on a
formula of Hansen applicable to the celestial mechanism (con-
tinued), by M. F. Tisserand.—Disinfection of ornamental plants
intended for exportation, by M. Laugier. The successful ex-
periments m.ade in concert with Dr. Krenig of Asti at the
Agronomic Station of Nice in December, 1S82, were renewed
during the month of September last with most satisfactory re-

sults.—Note on some arithmetical theorems, by M. Stieltjes.

—

On surfaces whose curve is constant, by M. G. Darboux.—On
the law regulating the distribution of tension in an elastic plate
of arbitrary primitive form encircling a cylinder of any right sec-

tion, in cases where the friction is uniform, by M. H. Leaute.

—

On the movement of a rolling weight along an elastic horizontal
rod fixed at both ends in cases where tlie mass of the rod is

much smaller than that of the weight, by M. J. Boussinesq. A
wider application is here shown of the problem of rolling masses

|

solved by Willis and Stokes, as described in the paper inserted

by Stokes in the Cambridge Phil. Trans., vol. viii. 1^49.—Ob-
servations on a reply of M. Faye touching diverse phenomena of
solar spectroscopy (Comptcs Ki'ndtis, October 8, p. 779), by M.
L. Thollou.—On the inductive force due to the variation of

intensity in the electric current of a flat spiral multiplication,

and, on the comparison of this force with that exercised at great

distances by a spherical solenoid or a solenoidal fictitious sun, by
M. Quet.—-Note on the determination of the equivalents of

copper and zinc by means of their sulphates, by M. H. Bau-
l)igny.—On the transformation of hydrocarburets into correspond-

ing aldehydes by means of chlorochromic acid, by M. A. Etard.

—Note on the state of the sensitive nerves dnring the excitement

produced by strychnine, by M. Couty.—On two cases of peri-

pheric nervo tabes (ataxy of the lower members, combined
with absolute integrity of the posterior roots, of the spinal

ganglia and spinal marrow), by M. J. Dejerine.—On the

secreting epithelium of the kidney of 13atrachiaus (triton and
axolotl), by M. J. Bouillot.—On the extent and age of

the dioritic formations of Cors'ca, by M. Dieulafait. In-tead

of occupying a deep continuous vertical range, as hitherto sup-

posed, the author shows that the Corsican diorites belong to

three distinct systems—granites at .San Luccia di ToUano and
Ajaccio, ophiolithic or serpentine rocks of the Triassic and
Permian formations at Bastia and elsewhere. With these last

are exclusively associated the numerous sulphuretted metalliferous

ores occurring in the island.—A discussion of the causes to

which is due the movement of glaciers, by Mr. Walter R.
Browne. This movement is here attributed rather to atmo-

spheric causes (pressure and temperature) tlian to gravitation.

—

Observations on an earthquake felt at Ghadames (Algeria)

towards the end of last August, by M. Duveyrier.
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A BUSHEL OF CORN
A Bushel of Corn. By A. Stephen Wilson. (Edinburgh:

David Douglas, 1883.)

THIS little book is full of originality and force. It

appeals it is true to a class, but a large class. The
title is happy and suggestive, and is a sufficient text for

every paragraph between the covers. It is true the sub-

ject is not exhausted, for much more might doubtless be

said concerning "a bushel of corn."

But it is with a bushel of corn that Mr. Wilson deals.

He introduces us to the bushel as an absolute measure of

volume, traces its origin, mentions its varieties, discusses

its merits, weighs it in the balances of justice, and dis-

misses it as inadequate, misleading, and impossible as a

com measure. The interest of the reader is at first

e.xcited with regard to the evolution of the bushel from

terms of Roman sextars. Whether statistician, antiquary,

historian, miller, or farmer, he must feel his interest

awakened and kept alive. The bushel is seen altogether

from a new aspect. Light beams out beneath and around

it, and it becomes an object of respect and veneration.

It is with regret that we find the fact gradually forcing

itself upon us that this archetypal standard of volume,

this absolute multiple of the typical wheat grain, this

original bond of union between volume and weight in

"merrie England," is after all as a gauge of value, and an

indication of variations in price with regard to corn, an

impostor. This is, however, the conclusion to which we
are irresistibly driven, and Mr. Wilson, while he fondles

and beams upon his bushel, is in reality dealing it its

death wound. Never before has such a blow been levelled

against the quarter as a measure of value in wheat.

Let any member of Parliament or of a constituency

read this volume and he will rise convinced that the

bushel is really doomed, and that the cental is the only

alternative. Cr let any one who is imbued with an idea

in favour of the French metric system read it, and

he will find that we have in England a much sounder

system of quantifying than he imagined, and he will think

twice before he gives up his English grain for the French

gramme, or the English pint for the French litre.

The work naturally divides itself into two parts. First,

an interesting inquiry into the historical origin of the

bushel. Secondly, an attack upon the bushel as a means

of quantifying corn. We propose to look at both these

aspects. First, then, in the language of the author,

" What is a bushel of corn ?" The chief interest in the

answer to this question lies in the fact that the bushel is

based upon a unit—namely, an increment of wheat. The

French have taken distilled water at 4° C. as the medium
for connecting weight and volume. The Romans appear

to have taken wheat for a similar purpose. The supposed

base of the com measures was not the money sterling of

24 grains used in weighing gold and silver, but the com-

mercial or tron sterling of 32 grains used for heavy

goods. In the book known as " Fleia " we are told that

" in the English kingdoms the king's measure was made
from the penny called the sterling, which is made round

;

that this sterling should weigh 32 grains of average
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wheat : that twenty pennies make an ounce, and that

twelve ounces make a pound of twenty shillings weight

and number ; that the weight of eight pounds of wheat

makes the measure of one gallon ; that eight gallons of

wheat make the bushel, eight of which constitute the

common quarter." The sextar pint of the Romans held

one London pound of twenty shillings or 7680 grains of

wheat of the quality giving 64 lbs. to the bushel. A bushel

was 64 sextars, and hence a London pound of really good

wheat and a sextar pint united the ideas of weight and

measure. According to this view a bushel of good wheat

ought to weigh 64 lbs. and to hold 64 pints. The latter

statement is true at the present day, and in certain cases

the weight may be 64 lbs. also. Mr. Wilson, however,

considers that the typical bushel of wheat was not con-

sidered to be 64 lbs., which is unusual, but 60 lbs. And,

still further, that the ideal bushel of 60 lbs. was probably

60 lbs. avoirdupois and not London. In working out this

very interesting point, Mr. Wilson shows that, according

to " Fleta," a sack of wool was always considered to be of

equal weight with a quarter of wheat. Now wool was

quantified by tron weight, and if the assumption is correct

that wheat was quantified by avoirdupois we can readily

see if we can bring the two into accord. "
' Fle/a ' tells us

that I2i merchants' pounds of 15 ounces made a stone of

wool, and that 28 stones made a sack of wool equal in

weight to a quarter of wheat." The weight of the sack of

wool would therefore stand thus :

—

Tron oz. 640 grs.

15

Sack of wool 3, 360, 000 grs. = 4S0 lbs. avoirdupois.

The comparison with the weight of a quarter of wheat

would stand thus .—One bushel of 60 lbs. avoirdupois =
420,000 grs., and 8 bushels or i quarter = 3,360,000 grs.

= 480 lbs. avoirdupois. The true solution of this difficulty

therefore seems to be arrived at, namely, that the bushel

of 22i8'i92 cub. in. is equal to 64 Roman sextars and to

64 English pints. It holds 8 gallons or 64 pints of wine,

and 8 gallons or 64 pounds of really good wheat. It is

equal in size to the old Scots or Linlithgow firlot, and
holds 80 avoirdupois or Roman pounds of water.

The idea of a system of weights and measures based

on a sound unit like a sextar pint of twenty shillings,

invests our system with a halo of antiquarian interest

derived from the standards of Im-perial Rome. " I can

see," says Mr. Wilson, with well-timed enthusiasm, "the

spirit of the old Scots measures standing in an empty

Linlithgow wheat firlot, with a wreath of golden ears

around his brows, and looking ineffable scorn upon the

statutes which affect to abolish his reign and his dynasty."

Those who want to know more must read the book.

We next proceed to take a rapid glance at the objections

to the bushel as a corn measure, or as a means of quanti-

fying corn. These objections may be summarised as

follows. First, the bushel lends itself easily to misrepre-

sentation. It can be "shaken together, pressed down,

running over." However exact as a measure of fluids it
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is not suitable for a compressible substance. The height

from which a bushel is filled affects its amount ; a blow

upon its side during filling causes evident settlement, and

finally we are not certain as to whether a heaped bushel

or a struck bushel is always meant. Such is one class of

objections. Another arises from the fact that, contrary

to general opinion, Mr. Wilson holds, and we think

proves, that weight per bushel is not an indication of

quality. Samples may be readily " sweated," rubbed,

beaten, or dressed, until the weight per bushel is not a

fair indication of quality. Again, corn which has been

swollen with exposure to rain does not return to its

former bulk but remains permanently enlarged. Lacuna;

or hollows filled with air remain, and the bushel is ren-

dered lighter, although we cannot hold in such cases that

the quality of the flour has been injured. Again, the

shape of the grain has its effect in allowing some to pack

closer together in the bushel while others lie looser.

Lastly, in oats the proportion of kernel to husk varies

immensely, and yet this is not indicated at all by weight

per bushel. A very strong point is made with reference

to moisture. We have generally considered, and with

some truth, that the drier a sample of wheat is the

heavier will it weigh in the bushel. This it appears is

not to be relied upon, and in numerous e.xperiments it

was found that after moisture had been artificially driven

off the " measure weight " or weight per bushel was less

than before ! Thus in one case " the measure weight

with no moisture in the grain was nearly 4 lbs. less than

at first, with 9'35 per cent, of moisture" ! This is not by

any means contrary to what might be expected. As long

as wheat contracts in volume as it dries, so long will it

increase in specific gravity. When, however, it reaches a

stage at which the moisture evaporated is replaced by air

occupying the spaces previously occupied with water

—

then will the weight per bushel suffer. Hence a very

strong case is made out against the bushel and the quarter

as standards for quantifying corn.

The question has a retrospective as well as a prospective

interest. The bushel weighs differently every year. Thus,

according to evidence laid before the Fiers Court in

Aberdeenshire, the weight of a bushel of wheat was, in

1856, 57-02 lbs. ; in 1857, 60-3 lbs. ; in 1858, 61-32 lbs.
;

in i860, 55-95 lbs. ; and in 1S68, 62-29 lbs. A bushel of

wheat then between 1856 and 1868 was found to vary

in weight by 6-34 lbs., or 50-72 lbs. per quarter of 8

bushels.

If wheat weighs 50-72 lbs. per quarter less one year than

another, it will be found that as a standard of value the

quarter is misleading. A quarter of 430 lbs. is 10 per cent,

in weight less than one of 493 lbs. Now if in a bad year

the lighter wheat is quoted at 48J. per quarter, while in a

succeeding good year the heavier wheat is quoted at S^J-.

,

wheat is said to have gone up 4^., whereas according to

weight the prices are the same in both years.

Wheat may be dearer per quarter and yet be really

selling at less money per cental. Hence the calculations

made by statisticians as to the fluctuations in the wheat

market have up to now all been made on a false basis.

It would take us to undue length if we were next to show

from this little volume whj- the cental is a better means

of quantifying wheat than the bushel or quarter. That it

is so we have no doubt whatever, and therefore consider

that the book before us has done much to inaugurate the

use of the cental and the abolition of the quarter in our

corn markets. John Wright.son

ZOOLOGY OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC
EXPEDITION

The Norwegian North Atlantic Expedition, 1 876- 1 878.

Zoology : Holothurioidea. By D. C. Danielssen and

Johan Koren. With Thirteen Plates and One Map.

Annelida. By G. Armauer Hansen. With Seven

Plates and One Map. (Christiania : Printed by Gron-

dahl and Son, 1882.)

THESE two volumes comprise Nos. VI. and VII. of

the results of the Norwegian North Atlantic Expe-

dition. The first, which deals with the Holothurians,

contains an interesting account of several new genera (5)

and species (6). Of the new forms Kolga liyalina is

perhaps the most interesting ; it has been placed in the

family Elpididse, of the order Elasmopoda, instituted by

Dr. Thdel for some of the Holothurians collected during

the Challenger Expedition. Kolga is a small Holothurian

(the largest specimen dredged measuring 50mm. in length,

i5-2omm. in height, and 12- 15mm. in width) with the oral

disk facing the ventral, and the anal orifice the dorsal

surface, and having a dorsal collar bearing sucker-hke

contractile papillas at the anterior extremity. These

papilla:, unlike ordinary pedicels, were found to commu-
nicate with the perivisceral cavity by means of spaces

formed within the collar.

After referring to lateral and terminal conical suckers,

the translucency of the skin, and cutaneous cellular

glands, the authors give a careful description of the water

vascular system, dwelling especially on the sand canal,

which is especially interesting, for instead of hanging

free in the perivisceral cavity, as in the ordinary Holo-

thurian, it opens directly to the exterior in front of the

collar. The larval condition thus persists, the circular

vessel retaining its communication with the exterior

through a simple membranous tube. In two other Holo-

thurians from this Expedition, constituting the new genera

of Trochostoma and Irpa, the sand canal has the outer

end attached to the skin but not in communication with

the exterior, and in each case there is a madreporic plate

developed on the canal within the point of attachment.

In Elpidia there is a similar arrangement, but the madre-

poric plate is rudimentary or wanting, hence the authors

think that Elpidia approximates more closely than Tro-

chostoma and Irpa to the larval stage so perfectly main-

tained by Kolga. With respect to the blood-circulating

system, Kolga differs from the general plan in which the

dorsal and ventral vessels originate between the stomach

and the intestine, for in Kolga they open from a ring

encircling the cesophagus, and as this ring has thicker

and more muscular walls than the vessels proceeding

from it, it is suggested that it may function as a heart.

Of the five nerve trunks which emanate from the oral

nerve ring, the two dorsal furnish an offshoot to each of a

pair of large vesicles containing otoliths, and the two

lateral ventral cords send branches to numerous succes-

sive auditory vesicles. Each vesicle contains from 20

to 130 otoliths. Kolga, which is dicscious and in which

there is no respiratory tree, may thus be considered to be
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a very primitive member of the Holothurian group, near

which comes Elpidia, the authors disagreeing in this

respect with Dr. Thdel, who, taking into consideration

the bihiteral form of Elpidia, gave it a high place amongst

Holothuiians.

Prof. Stcenstrup's and Dr. Liitken's account of Myrio-

troclius Rinkii, St., has been supplemented in the above

report from numerous specimens found at Spitzbergen
;

and Myriotrochus brevis, Huxley, is considered to be iden-

tical with Oligotroclitis vitreus, described by Sars in 1865.

In describing the new genus Trochostoma (instituted

for Molpadia botrale, Sars, Molpadia oolitica, Pourtales,

Haplodactyla arcHcum, and a new form, T. Thomsonii)

the authors discuss at considerable length the function of

the respiratory trees, and conclude that they are in all

probability secretory organs belonging to the intestines.

After dealing with another new genus (Ankyroderma) this

very valuable and interesting memoir concludes with a

list of the Holothurians collected by the Expedition, and

a table showing the depth, temperature, bottom, &c.,

where each was procured.

The descriptive text is illustrated by thirteen excellent

lithographed plates, and a map showing the position of

the zoological stations where the various specimens were

obtained.

In the memoir on the Annelids collected by the Expe-

dition, Hansen commences by entering a protest against

the number of genera instituted in this class by Malmgren,

and he especially considers that the distinction on which

Malmgren lays so much stress, viz. the difference between

the bristles of different members of the class, is not

in reality present. The scales, on the other hand, are

considered by the author to be much more distinctive

specific features, and from the character of the scales

accordingly he opposes the wholesale heaping together

by Mobius, and after him by Tauber, of proposed genera

and species into a single specific group. Of a large

number of Annelids procured a description is given only

of new species—about 28— and of a few others which are

little known. The description of these forms is almost

limited to their external characters, especially to the form

and structure of the scales.

The Annelids collected are divided into two groups,

first, those found in the warm, and next, those from the

cold, area. The list containing those from the warm area

gives the depth, temperature, &c., at the various stations,

but in addition a useful column is added containing their

geographical distribution as far as known. A further list

appears of the Annelids collected in the cold area ar-

ranged under their respective families, from which it

appears that most of them are represented in the frigid

area, and most of the species occurring there are also

found in the fjords and temperate ocean tracts. The
author states that there are few indications that the deep

bottom-current off the coast of Norway in which the

temperature is below zero (C.) should be characterised by

a fauna of its own. " Of one Annelid only, Polynoe

globifera, G. O. Sars, can we infer with comparative cer-

tainty that its favourite, if not its sole, habitat is confined

to the cold bottom-strata."

From a specimen of Serpula, Protiila arctica, procured

from a depth of 1163 fathoms, temperature — i°'i C,
bottom biloculina clay, it is inferred that the Serpulidas

do not absolutely require solid matter on which to con-

struct their shells. From a specimen of Hydroides Nor-

vegica met with on a muddy bottom with the tube not,

as is usually the case, tv.isted but straight, it is inferred

that in such cases the tubes penetrate the mud like those

of many other tube-forming Annelids.

In referring to colour and sense organs, the author

says that an Oniipliis hyperborca brought up from 299 and

412 fathoms, "a greater depth than that to which light

and vegetable life are supposed to penetrate," was never-

theless vividly coloured and provided with eyes.

This volume also is illustrated by several plates and a

map. The letterpress of both volumes is printed in

English and Norwegian in parallel columns. They to-

gether form a solid contribution to our knowledge of two

groups which are becoming more and more interesting to

the zoologist.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Catalogue ana Handbook of the Archaological Collec-

tions in the Indian Museum. Part I. Asoka and
Indo-Scvthian Galleries. By John Anderson. (Cal-

cutta, 18S3.)

This is a model of what a guidebook to a museum should

be. The antiquities described by Prof. Anderson are of

the highest interest, and the fullness and clearness of his

description is worthy of them. The Indian Museum,
though only founded in 1S66, now contains a mine of

wealth for the Indian archjeologist. The collections of

the Asiatic Society deposited in it have been • nriched by
the sculptures from IBharhut, the Gandhara bas-reliefs,

the Buddha Gaya discoveries of the Archaeological Sur-

vey, and the casts from the early temples of Orissa. A
flood of light has been thrown on the history of ancient

Buddhist art and belief, as well as upon the relations of

Buddhist India with Greece and the west. The dome-
shaped Stupa of Bharhut belongs to the second century

B.C., and is adorned with sculptures representing scenes

from the legendary life of Buddha ; the ruins of Buddha
Gaya have been excavated near the site of the famous
Bodhi tree under which Buddha sat, and which was
visited by the Chinese pilgrim Hiouen Thsang in 637 A.D.,

while the rock-cut temples of Orissa carry us back to a

period still earlier in the life of Buddhism than that of

Bharhut. In the Indo-Scythian Gallery the most inter-

esting remains are those from Mathura (or Matra) and
Gandhara. Here, too, the sculptures are partly Buddhist,

though also partly Jain—Jainism itself being but an older

form of Buddhism, if we are to believe Mr. Thomas. The
chief interest attaching to them is due to the fact that many
of them owe their inspiration to Grsco-Roman— if not

even Byzantine—art. The dress of several of the figures

represented in them is also interesting as pointing to a

northern climate. The same may be said of a group of

figures at Sanchi, which have bandages round the legs

like those still worn in Afghanistan.

In looking through this catalogue we cannot fail to be
struck by the contrast between the care now taken by the

Indian Government of the antiquities of the country, and
the official neglect to which the ancient monuments of

our own islands are exposed. To say nothing of the

Archaeological Sun-ey, which has already done so much
to bring to light the hidden treasures of early Indian art,

no pains seem to be spared to protect the memorials of the

past which are scattered over the surface of the soil. It is a

pity that some little of the intelligent interest taken by the

Indian Government in the historical monuments of India

cannot be reflected on our rulers here. It is true that,

fortunately for archeology, India is still governed by a

small body of educated men, while an extended franchise
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implies a majority which cares nothing for science and
much " for the rights of property " and the prospect of in-

creased dividends
; nevertheless even the majority is

willing to follow the leaders it has chosen, and the leaders
will lose nothing if they remember that we have duties to
perform towards the past as well as towards the present.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Edilor does not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

liy his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken of anonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests cori espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
of communications containing interesting and novelfacts.

'\

The Green Sun
The appearance of a bright gi-een sun for several days in suc-

cession seems to be a phenomenon sufficiently rare to deserve
notice in your columns, so I send you the following notes on
the subject ;

—

On Sunday evening, September 9, the sun for some time
before setting appeared perfectly rayless and of a bright silvery-
white colour, quite different from anything that I have ever seen
before. On the following morning I did not observe it particu-
larly, but in the evening I watched it carefully from about five

o'clock till sunset. At first it had the same silvery-white
appearance as on the previous day, and this continued till 5.30,
when it was lost behind a bank of cloud ; on its partial reap-
pearance, however, at 5.43, the part visible between the clouds
was of a bright pea-green colour. On Tuesday morning it was
rather cloudy, but the appearance, when seen at all, was the
same as on the preceding night. In the evening, however, it

was a magnificent spectacle, and attracted the notice of every
one. The silvery sheen was visible early in the afternoon, and
the brightness of the sun rapidly faded, till by about five o'clock
one could look at it directly without any difficulty. At this time
there was a distinct tinge of green in the light when received on
a sheet of white paper, while shadows were very prettily tinted
with the complementary pink. As the sun sank towards the
horizon the green became more and more strongly marked, and
by 5.30 it appeared as a bright green disk, with a sharply-defined
outline. In fact the definition was so good that a large spot
(about I' long) was a conspicuous object to the naked eye. On
this occasion the sun was lost in a bank of clouds near the hori-
zon, but on another occasion, when I was able to see it actually
set, the colour got yellow rather than green close to the horizon.
Similar, but less marked, were the appearances both at sunset
and sunrise for several days, and before sunrise and after sunset
the cloud effects were such as I have never before witnessed
here. These cloud effects were chiefly remarkable for the bril-

liancy of the colouring and for the length of time that they were
visible, being seen for nearly an hour after sunset. The moon
and stars, when near the horizon, showed the same green colours
as the sun.

On the 22nd the green sunrises and sunsets began again and
continued for three days. I carefully examined the spectrum on
every possible occasion with my zodiacal light spectroscope, as
well as with a small direct-vision one. The spectrum showed
clearly that aqueous vapour played a large part in the pheno-
mena, for all the atmospheric lines usually ascribed to that sub-
stance were very strongly developed. But in addition to this

there was a very marked general absorption in the red. Even
an hour before sunset, and often longer, the absorption was
complete as far as B, and the dark shade gradually crept up till

it reached C,-and at times even that line was invisible, while the
absorption was clearly marked up to W.L. 621. At the blue
end nothing could be seen beyond W.L. 428, and even that only
with a very wide slit, but a photograph showed the lines clearly
nearly as far into the ultra violet as on ordinary occasions. The
phenomenon was visible over a large area of country, from Ceylon
to Vizagapatam, and as far west as Aden. It was not, however,
observed at all at the Bombay Observatory.

I am at present collecting information from various sources, and
so do not care to enter into many details at present.
Most people ascribe the phenomena to the recent great eruption

in lava, but there are difficulties in the way of accepting this

view, which I have not yet been able to get over, and the similar
appearance of a blue sun over Europe and America in 1831
.'eems to make this explanation unnecessary, besides it is well
known that the sun a[ pears green under certain circumstances
when seen through steam or even in a mist (Lockyer). On the
other hanH, observations referred to in Nature, vol. xviii.

p. 155, tend to show that very fine dust might produce the
observed effects.

Can any of your readers refer me to Dr. Schuster's original

papers ?

It may not be without interest to add that on both occasions
the green appearance was preceded by abnormal electrical condi-
tions of the atmosphere. The potential of the air was strongly

negative fir a number of days in succession from about 9.30
a.m. to 2.30 p.m., with a clear sky and no rain within 100
miles. C. Michie Smith

Madras, October 10

I INCLOSE a letter giving an account of the green sun, which
may be of interest to your readers. My correspondent is the

wife of General Tremenheere, formerly in the Indian army.
Warren De La Rue

73, Portland Place, W., November 3

Spring Grove, Islrworth, November 2

It may interest you to hear that my daughter, writing from
Bellary, tells me that a gentleman who was at Ootacamund, in

the Neilgherries, was on one of the higher peaks when the

phenomenon of the sun took place in September, and he first

distinctly saw a green, cloud-like mist pass across the sun, and then

oneofa reddish colour, and the sun took thecolourof each of these

clouds or mists. People at Ceylon were terribly alarmed at the

unusual appearance of the sun. S. S. T.

Mr. Greaves has the pleasure to forward to the Editor an
extract from a letter just received from Mr. Beardmore at

Madras, referring to the phenomenon of the green sun now being
discussed in Nature.

Sunhill, Clevedon, November 2

Harbour Works, Madras, October 10

We have had the sun here for some weeks past in the morn-
ings and evenings a most curious greenish blue colour, and
generally casting a bluish beam of a most pretty tint. Mr.
Pogson thinks it due to volcanic dust and sulphurous gases from
the great eruption in Java. Another astronomer, Mr. H. Smith,
thinks it due to a great amount of aqueous vapour.

Nathl. Bernard Beardmore

The Division of the Circle

Allow me to point out an oversight in Nature (vol. xxviii. p.

598), where, in explaining the divisions of a circle the following

passage occurs : "In quite recent times it has been suggested
that 400 parts should be taken in place of 360, but that is a
suggestion which up to the present time has not been acted
upon."
We probably owe our degrees either to the earlier supposed

year of 360 days, or to the fact that this number has many
divisors, although such divisors afford no practical advantage.
When trigonometrical functions were subsequently discovered, it

was found that the natural unit is not the circle, but the quadrant
or right angle. Our system of numeration being decim.al, it was
then most convenient to divide the quadrant decimally, and the
circle is thus considered as composed of 4, 40, 400, Sic, parts

according to the degree of exactness required. This was pro-

posed by Briggs when preparing His logarithms, which are based
on decimal-, but unfortunately it was then set aside. Revived a
long time after by Lagrange, it was acted upon by Laplace in his
" Mecanique Celeste," being thus much more than a mere
suggestion. Nowadays decimal divisions of the quadrant are

the only ones used by French geodesists.

Facts are the grand supporters of argument. Will you kindly
quote the following ? After grumbling on the nece sity of using

the only circle at his disposal because it was divided decimally,

a French civil engineer would afterwards employ no other : he
found the decimal circle much more convenient. A special ex-

periment had been already made in Italy, where two geodesists,

carefully interchanged and inspected, had been instructed to
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observe and calculate in both" systems the same large lot of

angles. It was then found that the use of decimals gave a saving

of two-sevenths of time either in observation or in calculation.

This result was unknown to Sir George Airy, the ablest astrono-

mer of our time, but he judged rightly that the conver>ion of all

sexagesimal angles into decimal ones would materially lighten

his labours, and he actually did so when calculating all the lunar

observations previously made at Greenuich. This was the

largest quantity of reductions ever made by one astronomer, and
they were abridged by the use of decimals. The real supporter

of sexagesimal divisions is routine, that sly enemy of progress.

Abbadia, November 2 An'TOINE d'Abbadie

Christian Conrad Sprengel

It has now become a standing topic that C. C. Sprengel's

treatise on the structure and fertilisation of flowers "after well

nigh a century of oblivion has come to be recognised as one of

the most interesting books, and his theory of the adaptation of

flowers to fertilisation by insects is one that will ever be asso-

ciated with his name" (Nature, vol. xxviii. p. 513). Some
writers go so far as to speak of a rediscovery of Sprengel's

treatise by Darwin. But it should be acknowledged that Darwin
himself says only ("Cross Fertilisation," p. 5): "Ilis disco-

veries were for a long time neglected." So it seems to be true

that Sprengel's and Koelreuter's works were unknown to Eng-

lish naturalists, though Kirby and S pence, at the end of Letter

IX., published 1815, and in all subsequent editi ms till 1867,

have given a very fair report in their masterly manner. Not
only the facts, but also the importance of these discoveries, are

fairly expounded.
In Germany these discoveries were well known to every

naturalist during the whole century. In 1829, when a mere boy,

my father began to instruct me in entomology. Many times he

took Sprengel's work from the shelves in his study, and explained

to me the discovery of fertilisation of plants by insects with the help

of the plates in Sprengel's book. I have never forgotten the in-

terest and the scientific enthusiasm of his exposition. I was told

that we are indebted to a mere chance for this discovery. A rather

dangerous irritation of Sprengel's eyes had the residt that he

was entirely forbidden indoor .study by his physician, and was

therefore obliged to spend his days m the field, where he was

gradually led to the observation of plants, followed by his re-

markable discoveries. Certainly between 1S30 to 1S40 at every

university in Prussia the same facts were taught as well known
facts of the highest importance, and of course known by every

student. Prof. C. F. Burdach has related them in his large

" Physiology," vol. i. p. 322, 1826, and given his conclnsions.

H. Burmeister, " Handb. d. Entomologie," vol. i. p. 303, 1832,

speaks about them at some length also as well known and of the

highest importance. Not only scientific publications, but merely

popular works have the same statements. Pierer's " Universal

Lexicon " (first edit. 1S36, fourth, 1851, vol. ix. p. 942) gives a

fair report. H. A. Hagen
Cambridge, Mass., October 23

"Challenger" Zoological Reports

It seems to me that the reviewer of my Report on the Pelagic

Hemiptera collected during the voyage of the Challenger

(Nature, vol. xxix. p. 3) is too hypercritical.

I refer, of course, to the paragraph in which he blames me for

alluling to species under their trivial names only ; and as the

paragraph in question is calculated to convey a wrong impres-

sion, I should be obliged if you will kindly allow me to say a

word on the subject.

It is true that some writers upon insects (or rather upon
Lepidoptera only) have the very bad habit of alluding to species

(of different genera) by their specific names only, and the law

that forbids the practice is a good one ; but it may be applied

too stringently, and not altogether in the sense that its framers

intended.

In my Report I had to deal with two genera, and a reader of

the review who had not seen the Report itself would be justified

in concluding from the words of the reviewer that I have used

the specific names indiscriminately, without indicating the genus

to which the species belonged. In point of fact this is not the

case. The two genera are treated of separately, and where I

have mentioned I he trivial without the generic name, it has only

been when the generic name governed the paragraph, and, when,

consequently, no doubt could possibly exist as to the genus. In
doing so I may have broken the hihr of the law, but not, I

think, the spirit : and were the work to be done over again, I

think I would be inclined to follow the same course.

F. Buchanan White

[The idea of a generic term governing a paragraph did not

strike me. I had no wish to be over-critical, and I am glad to

find that in all essentials Dr. Buchanan White agrees with the

views expressed.

—

The Writer of the Notice.]

Barytes from Chirbury

A number of crystals of barytes have lately been acquired by
Mr. Henson from Chirbury, Salop, which seem to deserve some
description. The crystals vary from one to four inches in length

and from one-half to two inches in breadth ; they are very bright

and clear, and are elongated in the direction of the brachy-

diagonal, resembling in appearance the barytes from Dufton ;

they are mostly doubly terminated, and some contain included

crystals of copper pyrites. They were at once detected by Mr.
T. Davies as being peculiar in form ; and the reflecting gonio-

meter revealed the existence upon them of four very well-defined

forms v\ hich have not been hitherto found upon barytes, besides

two more doubtful planes to which it is difficult to assign definite

symbols.

The crystals are almost all a combination of the forms

—
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On some crystals were also observed- -
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The general appearance of the crystals is shown in the annexed

gure.

Of the above faces |, 01, E, and Z are new. i, lies with parallel

edges between the faces dm and a/', and is very dull : w lies

between y »i and : 0' ; E between y a and z.

Several of these crystals have also a small dnll face Q lying

with parallel edges between and y, and on one this is accom-

panied by another small dull face V between and m. By

oiling these faces it was possible to determine approximately

their inclination to 0. The measurements lead to the complicated

symbols (15. 1. 15) for Q and (19. 1. tS) for Y.

The new faces, and especially E, are very characteristic of

these specimens, and it is somewhat curious that faces with the

simple symbols of {, w, £, Z, have not hitherto been noticed

among the sixty-six recorded forms of barytes.

H. A. MiERS

Mineral Department, British Museum, October 25
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"Anatomy for Artists"

I THINK perhaps if it were known to Dr. Marshall that his

" Anatomy for Artists " is not u^^ed in cases where it otherwise

would lie, because of his decision to omit letters of reference in

the illustrations of the bones, he might think it better to alter

this in a new edition.

Dr. Marshall admits that his plan maybe a strain, but perhaps
he does not know hciw great a strain it is w hen students are not
studying leisurely but in the limited time given in schools of art

to an anatomy course. Even if he disapprove of any haste in

study, he would surely be sorry to hinder rather than help those
who have to be quick.

I heard recently a lecturer on anatomy refer his pupils to bool<s

inferior to Dr. Marshall's, regretting, he said, to set aside the
best book they could have, but adding that, from the want of
reference letters, many of the students would simply be puzzled,

discouraged, and confuted.

I have only Dr. Marshall's book, and although the illustrations

are too good to allovs of any great difficulty arising, still I have
foi-nd the u^-e of it a strain. I doubt, too, if the plan secures a

"more accurate knowledge of the forms," as Dr. Marshall hopes
-it may. Perhaps so, after a little knowledge has been gained,
but in the first struggle the student has an uncomfortable hazi-

ness as to whether he has found the right groove or projiinence
upon a bone, which prevents his forming a definite picture of it

in his mind.
Certainly letters spoil the illustrations, but might there not be

small key drawings beside the larger more finished ones.

An Art Student

Meteor

I WAS just now startled by what apjjeared to be a vivid flash

of lightning out of a perfectly cloudless sky, a fluttering flash

that lit up everything brilliantly. On turning to the south-east
I was just in time to see the broad path of fire that a sulendid
meteor had left behind it ; the meteor was falling behind some
trees, and I saw it very imperfectly, but it seemed very large,

and indeed must have been from its light. I had been locking
out from time to time for shooting stars all the evening, and
had seen three fine ones and four or five small ones, all in the
east, and appearing to come from the neighbourhood of the
Bull. The sky is covered with the lovely light that always
appears with shooting stars, and which I think is sometimes
called hom >geneous aurora. J. M. Hayward

Sidmouth, November 4

THE JAVA ERUPTION AXD EARTHQUAKE
IVA VES

pOR the following facts the writer is indebted to the
*• kindness of Herr Emil Metzger, formerly Director
of Surveys in the Dutch Government service in Java.
His original accoimt, written before September 12, has
just appeared in the Globus. The present paper is based
upon that, but it contains several small additions and
corrections which have been received dire-tly from the
author. Most of the geographical details here given are
based on the Trigonometrical Survey of the coast of Java,
which was carried out under Herr Metzger's immediate
direction in 186S-69.
A line drawn eastwards from Flat Point (Vlakke Hoek,

Tandjong Blimbing, or Rata), the south-western ex-
tremity of Sumatra, would touch the south coast of that
island only in two points,—Tandjong TikCis and Tandjong
Tawa, or darkens Hoek. Between these promontories are
the bays of Semangka and Lampong.i The opposite
coast of Java follows generally a north-easterly direction
almost to Anjer. Along this stretch it deflects, however,
more than once towards the south and the east, and forms
Seagull, Welcome, and Pepper Bays. Midway in the
channel of the Straits, and on a straight line drawn from
Tandjong Tikiis (the western side of Lampong Bay), to the
westein head of Pepper Bay, lies the Island of Krakatoa

' See the map of the Sunda Straits in this journal, September 6. 18815,

p. 444; VVith this coiMp:ire the n.ap given in Globus (vol. xUv. No. 15,
|

may be found than could

(called also Krakatau, Rakata), with several smaller
islands near it. Sebuku and Sebisi are two islands

situated between Krakatoa and the south-eastern extre-

mity of Sumatra. About half way between Anjer and
Point St. Nicholas, and only separated from the main-
land by a narrow belt of water, is the Island of Merak
(Pulu Merak). On the opposite mainland were the

extensive quarries of Merak, which have now totally

disappeared. P'urther, in the narrowest part of the
navigable channel, lay a group of islands, of which the

largest, Thwart-Way or Sunghian (Dwars in den Weg),
has been rent into five pieces.'

From the manner in which Sebisi (the peak 2818 feet

high) and Krakatoa fpeak 2700 feet) rose immediately
from the waves, and from the great depth of the sea

around them, Junghuhn was led to conclude that Sumatra
and Java, in spite of the corresponding configuration of

their approximating coast-lines, and the fact that they are

both volcanic, do not belong to one continuous formation.

The Island of Krakatoa, considered by Junghuhn to be a

continuation of the mountain system on the adjoining

coast of Java, was about five miles long by about three

broad ; and close at its foot were the two small islands

Verlaten and Long, on the west and east respectively. The
Trigonometrical Survey of 186S-69 fixed the position of

the cone of Krakatoa as 105° 26' E. long, and 6^ 8' S. lat.

Like most of the islands in the Sunda Straits, Krakatoa
was clothed from base to summit with a luxuriant growth
of forest and of tropical vegetation. When in the course of

the survey the northern face of the mountain was visited

in the latter year, several warm springs were found—

a

common enough thing, however, in these islands. More-
over, Krakatoa, as well as Sebisi, was at that time totally

uninhabited, being only visited occasionally by the in-

habitants of the neighbouring coasts for the sake of the

products yielded by the woods.
On May 20 in the present year several shocks, accompa-

nied by loud explosions and hollow, reverberating sounds,

were observed at Batavia and Buitenzorg, each about 100
miles distant from Krakatoa. That these phenomena
were not seismical was recognised at once ; the magnetic
needle of the magneto-meteorological observatory showed
no deviation, only a trembling motion in a perpendicular

direction. A few days later came the news that a vol-

canic eruption had taken place on the Island of Krakatoa,
where nobody had once thought of looking for the seat

of the phenomena. The captain of a mail steamer, how-
ever, which passed the island at about 6 p.m., has since

reported that the needle on his ship was violently agitated,

being spun round repeatedly.-

From the deck of another vessel which was passing
about eight o'clock on the evening of the 22nd, a dome-
shaped mass of vapour, mingled with smoke of a dark
gray colour, was seen to rise from the lower part of the

island. The first thing noticed was from ten to fifteen

dark red " sheaves " of fire flashing up in rapid succession

from the base of the column. These were followed by
explosions, more or less loud, resembling discharges from
artillery, so that the ship, which was sailing at no great

distance, distinctly felt their influence. In the upper part

of the volume of smoke appeared an uninterrupted series

of flashes, diftering in no respect from ordinary lightning

flashes, except that thev were discharged concentrically

upon the column from the atmospheric clouds surround-
ing it. The heat emanating from the locality of the

eruption was sensibly felt on the hands and face at a
distance of nearly two miles away

;
the presence of a

powerful marsh-gas was also easily detected. Se\eral

nautical miles past Krakatoa a thick shower of fine dark-
gray sand continued to fall upon the ship for the space of

*_ The earliest telegrams spoke of a volcano Sungepan. which had been
split into five craters. This appears to have been a mistake; there never
was a volcano of this name in this place, nor is there now. It is onlv an

= See the Dutch Natuiir, September 15, 1883, p. 262.
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half an hour. An apparently ilhmitable cloud of drifting

pumice was encountered at a distance of ten miles from
the island, and twenty miles farther a fecond cloud of

pumice, which was so thick that a bucket let down into

the sea was filled with it before it reached the surface of

the water, while the ship, although going at the rate of

I OS knots an hour, cut through the pumice with a noise

like that made by a vessel breaking way through thin ice.

A short time afterwards a visit was made to the scene

of the eruption by a party from Batavia, and as the

account of this visit contains perhaps the latest descrip-

tion of the condition of Krakatoa before the great convul-

sion of August 26, a few words from it may be perhaps

not devoid of interest.

The spectacle as seen from the north of Krakatoa was
one calculated to have inspired the pencil of a Dore.

From the devastated island a huge, broad pillar of smoke
towered upwards as high as the clouds ; and while Ver-

laten Island gladdened the eye with its profuse display of

the glories of tropical vegetation, Long Island was com-
pletely withered up,—the leafless trees, bent, twisted, and
torn, but not scorched, were left standing like naked
spectres, as colourless as the soil, or rather enveloped in

the same neutral tint of gray, from the pumice dust, as

all the rest of the island. Between these two, and only

separated from each by a narrow channel, rose, somewhat
in the background, the lofty cone of Krakatoa, still

covered with green foliage, and without any signs of

activity. But in front of the volcano all was wrecked,

covered, nay, completely buried, under pumice dust,

which, when the sun shone upon it, became of a yel-

lowish-gray colour, while thick masses of condensed
vapour, accompanied by incessant fulminations, boiled

up from behind the bare and gently sloping dunes.

These masses of vapour were for the most part snowy
white, others gray, and were closely intertwined, afterwards

spreading out in continually widening circles. It was as

if a gigantic spectral cauliflower were with incredible

rapidity evolving its successive stages of growth before

the spectator' s eyes. The volumes of vapour were shot

out with terrific force in a strictly vertical direction ; the

atmospheric pressure in the middle of them must have
been something fearful. And from time to time immense
funnels became visible, leading outwards, and into these

many of the incessantly changing ravelled wreaths of

smoke were sucked. The rest maintained their original

form to a height of several thousand feet ; then they

slowly drifted eastwards, and, spreading out into mist,

discharged their ashes downwards in black streaks like the

dark fringes of rain-clouds seen on the horizon. Occa-
sionally the bellowings became louder, and a thicker and
larger volume of sinoke was vomited forth. Soon after-

wards it was noticed that the sky in the west, which was
there as bright and clear as it was dark and heavy in the

opposite quarter, was being thronged with small, dark
bodies,—they were pieces of pumice, of no great gravity,

hovering in the air as if upheld by the power of the fiery

breath that was streaming upwards. On landing, the

party found that they sank up to the ankles in ashes, and
accordingly it was necessary to proceed with great cau-

tion. As they slowly ascended, the ground and the air

both became warmer, the evidences of destruction amongst
the trees more conspicuous, and pieces of pumice lay

scattered more thickly on the ground. Arrived at a height

of about 200 feet above sea level, they found themselves

on the edge of a " caldron " of about 700 yards in diame-

ter, probably a former crater. Thence they saw to the

north-east the seat of the recent outbreak of May 20, the

maximum length of which was about 100 to no yards.

Here, besides the volumes of vapour and smoke and pumice
dust, they also observed sulphur troughs, out of which
the mud boiled up in enormous bubbles, which at length

burst ; and sulphur springs and new but smaller columns
of smoke showed themselves in other places. The noise

was terrible ; the sound made by the discharge of a rifle

was like the snapping of a bonbon in the midst of the

hilarity of a banqueting hall. Some of the party ven-

tured to descend a little way into the crater, a few even
to step tentatively upon its hot and burning floor. They
brought back with them pieces of pumice and lava '—

a

kind of black glass—or a piece of sulphur as a memento
of the visit. By the time they reached the steamer again

darkness had come on, and the spectacle was then one of

extraordinary beauty and grandeur. The great column
of smoke was still tolerably visible, but the lower part

had become a mass of glowing red, from which tongues
of yellow flame continued to dart incessantly. At inter-

vals a shower of fine sparks broke out from the cloud, and
red-hot stones clove fiery furrows in the air, and fell back
at an acute angle to the earth, where they were shat-

tered into a thousand pieces.

That the activity of the mountain was continued during
the months of June and July is certain from the report of

the Comptroller of Katimbang (on the easternmost pro-

montory of Sumatra), who observed several violent deto-

nations. Also from other places in Sumatra, and
particularly from Mexapi (100" 28' E. long., 0° 20' S. lat.),

came tidings of volcanic movements ; and similar reports

arrived from Java.
Then cam.- the outbreak of August 26, surprising, in-

conceivable, in its terrible eftects. Although full and
detailed reports are not yet to hand, as indeed from the

nature of the circumstances they cannot well be expected

to be, for communications are in great measure inter-

rupted, destroyed, and rendered impossible, or those who
should have made the reports have either fallen victims

to the catastrophe, or have fled— who knows where ?— yet

sufficient intelligence has reached us to justify an estimate

of the number of the victims who have perished at tens of

thousands ; and as for the amount and extent of the

material damage done, it is so great that an approximate
calculation even cannot be attempted.
The plain simple facts to which all this is due were the

eruption of .-Vugust 26, and particularly the ocean wave
which succeeded it on the following day.'- This destruc-

tive wave appears to have started from Krakatoa, or its

neighbourhood, as a centre, to have dashed with terrific

force upon the contiguous coasts of Java and Sumatra, to

have proceeded down the Sunda Straits eastwards with a

height that reached from 40 to loo feet in the narrow

throat of the pass opposite Anjer, and 17 feet at Batavia,

and even to have extended to the western and eastern

shores of America, where it was observed on the 27th and
29th respectively. Not to repeat what has been already

stated in this journal (vol. xxviii. p. 443), it will be suffi-

cient to add that a few days after the occurrence we learnt

in Europe from official telegrams that Tjiringin, Anjer,

and the quarries of Merak, as well as the cone of Krakatoa,

had disappeared from sight. But further intelligence from

Java, of August 28, states that Krakatoa has not entirely

disappeared.

Although information respecting the extent of damage
and destruction caused on the south coast of Sumatra is

still very meagre, it appears that the two bays of Lampong
and Semangka have been rendered totally unfit for

navigation owing to the immense masses of floating

pumice with which they are covered. In Lampong Bay,

notwithstanding that it was protected by certain islands,

the momentum w^as so great that at Telok Betong a

Government steamer was carried three miles inland.

Telok Betong itself, the chief town of the Royal Lam-
pong District, is, with the exception of the resident's

house, the fort, and the prison, completely destroyed.

' This deserves particular notice. Herr Met2ger ascended several cf the

volcanoes of Java, and often stayed days and weeks together upon them

and in their immediate vicinity without ever once finding what was, strictly

speaking, lava.
. . v

- It is now stated that waves, but of no extraordinary height, were ob-

served at 6 p.m. on August 26.
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Fortunately the district as a whole was not very populous.
According to the Royal Atnianaciox 18S3 there was on an
area of nearly 10,100 Englishsquare miles a population of 70
Europeans (excluding the military force), 128,939 natives,

255 Chinese, and 154 Arabian and other foreign races.
No exact estimate of the loss amongst these has yet
reached Europe ; all we know is that it has been very
great, and the destruction to property not less so.

Except the three parallel chains of volcanic origin which
stretch from north-west to south-east in the three pro-
montories already mentioned, the country is flat and
monotonous, and covered with thick woods. In these
are the scattered villages and fields of the native popula-
tion.

On the opposite coast of Java it is the Residency of
Bantam which has borne the full brunt of the wave.
We learn that at Tjiringin and Anjer it reached a height
of nearly 100 feet. Accordingly all along the coast from
Java's First Point to Anjer everything must have perished.
And although no accurate or detailed returns of the
number of lives lost in this district have yet come in, it

may perhaps help us to form some conception of what it

will probably amount to if we state that Bantam, on an
area of about 3200 square miles, had a population of 350
Europeans, 565,438 natives, 1479 Chinese, and 21 Arabs
and others. Between Java's First Point and the country
to the south of Tjiringin a range of low hills, by alter-

nately advancing and receding from the coast, formed
several small bays and coves, the shores of which were
more or less thickly studded with native villages and
flourishing tracts of cultivated soil. But these were less

frequent in the western part on account of the tigers. On
the eastern margin of Pepper Bay, south of Tjiringin, the
country was more flit and level, and, preserving this

character, extended farther inland. But from Tjiringin
to Anjer the mountains approached close to the sea.

Along their base ran the chief highway to Anjer, thickly
set with prosperous villages, while several others hung on
the slopes. Here the full force of the great wave was
expended ; being broken against the rocky walls, it seems
to have swept round them on the north and south and to

have completely covered the lower-lying districts about
Anjer and Tjiringin. South of Anjer was a bay and
small valley running eastwards into the land and bordered
by ranges of hills called Kramat Watu, which form the
connecting link between the mountain systems to the
north and south of this point. The sea is now said to

wash the foot of these hills, the invasion having come
from the west. It has been already stated that Tjiringin,
Anjer, and Merak have disappeared ; and all the ground
which the inundations have not swept away is now covered
with ashes. Tjiringin had six European households,
while in Anjer and Merak together there were twenty-
two.

Further reports, necessarily imperfect, have come in of
the ruin caused by the inundations along the whole extent
of the north coast of Java right away to Batavia, and even
still farther. Bridges have been swept away, dams broken
down, villages swamped, and the cultivated land washed
bare by the floods, causing, as everywhere else where
they appeared, great losses of life and still greater losses

in property. In Tanara alone 700 corpses have been
already found. Notwithstanding the facts that the ocean
wave, when once it had emerged into the Indian (Jcean
southwards and into the Java Sea northwards, had more
room for expansion, that the Javan coast then formed a
kind of angle running back into the land, and that seve-
ral small islands to the north of Batavia acted as a sort

of breakwater, the great wave still possessed such strength
that it drove a man-of-war ashore on one of these islands

and tore away its floating deck. At Tandjong Priok the
sea was observed (unfortunately the time is not given) to

rise to a height of more than seven feet above the normal
level, and then immediately afterwards to sink ten feet

below that point, thus giving a difference of seventeen
feet, while the average difference between ebb and flow is

not quite three feet. The water poured in through the
narrow opening (410 feet wide) isetween the inner and
outer harbours like a waterfall, and, having filled the
basins, flowed out again in the same manner.
According to the accounts received up to the present

time, everything to beyond Pandeglang (south of Serang)
is covered with ashes, and everything that was in the
fields has perished. Very considerable damage has also
been done to the lightly constructed bamboo houses by
the shower of ashes, so that more than half the population
(the north-east portion of the district is by far the most
populous) are without means of sustenance, and, what is

of far graver consequence, without fodder for their cattle.

Appalled by the eruption, and dreading the famine that
would soon stare them in the face, they have, it is said,

taken to flight, carrying oft' with them what they could,
and leaving their territorial possessions in the lurch.
It is probable, however, that this has only been in the
first moments of terror, for the native is wont to cling

tenaciously to his hereditary soil. It is to be hoped that

the Government Commissioner will succeed in furnishing
assistance, and that speedily and in no stinted measure,
to these especially unfortunate people. For years they
have been visited by epidemics, and have suffered great
losses from murrains amongst their cattle. Indeed, during
the last year alone, the population has fallen off 10 per
cent, in numbers ; and what makes the case so much the
worse is that the Government itself has experienced from
this disaster losses in public works and in its extensive
coffee plantations which nray safely be reckoned in

millions.

What, however, was the immediate cause of this ocean
wave, whether occasioned by the rising of sixteen new
islands (active volcanoes.') between Krakatoa and Sebisi,

or by the falling in of the cone of the former island (or

whatever be the part of it which has disappeared), or

whether both causes have co-operated together, must
remain more or less matter for conjecture until we have
more authoritative details, based on scientific examina-
tion of the scene of the disaster. J. T. Bealby

Mr. Meldrum contributes to the Mauritius Mercantile
Record fresh information on the tidal phenomenon of
August 27 last, a condensed statement of which may be
given here in connection with the above :

—

At Cassis, during the whole day, the water was coming
and going, but the movement was not tal<en much notice

of till about 1.30 p.m. The tide on that day did not rise

as usual. The water came with a swirl round the point

of the sea wall, and in about a couple of minutes returned
with the same speed. This took place several times.

Similar phenomena occurred on the 28th, but to a much
smaller extent.

At the St. Brandon Islands on August 27, Capt. Rault's

vessel was anchored on the west-north-west side of

Avocaire Island in 3J fathoms, a cable's length off shore,

when at 3 p.m. the water began to rise 20 feet above
the highest point attained by high water. It was then ebb
tide. Quickly the water receded with a very rapid
motion, leaving everything dry, showing out the shoal

patches quite dry, to a very long distance from the
island. Before fifteen minutes had elapsed the water
rose again with the same velocity for the second time,

coming up to the first niark. It was not a wave, nor a
billow, nor a high sea ; the water was smooth, except
where there were heads of coral, and there a few wave-
lets only were produced. This motion of the water back-

wards and forwards lasted up to 7 o'clock p.m., the inter-

vals between low water and high water being greater

towards the evening ; at first the intervals were about ten

minutes, and towards six o'clock twenty minutes. The
current was setting towards east-north-east of the com-
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pass, and the velocity was ten miles an hour. At sunset
the sky in the western horizon had a peculiar smoky
appearance, which extended nearly to the zenith in an
east-south-east direction. On the 2Sth, at 4 a.m., the
same tidal phenomenon took place and lasted up to 7
a.m., but it was less intense, the alternate motions of the

sea having only been observed four times. When day
dawned on the 28th there was a peculiar crimson colour-
ation from east by north to south-east by east, and the
sun after rising showed as if seen through the red shade
of a se.xtant.

At the Seychelles, at 4 p.m. on August 27, the tide came
rushing in at the rate of about four miles an hour, and
rose two feet. In about half an hour it receded; it re-

turned and receded.
This continued all night and all next day, but the

action was quicker and the rise lower. The observations
were taken in a channel about twenty-three feet wide, and
walled in on both sides. The action continued all day
and part of the next day (29th), but not so frequently.

At 5 p.m. on the 28th the sun was clear and bright. At
sunset there was a lurid glare all over the sky ; at 6.30 it

was much brighter, and at 6.45 it disappeared. On the
27th the sky was slightly hazy all day. On the morning
of the 29th the sun at 7 a.m. was more like a full moon
than anything else, and appeared about 70° above the
horizon, instead of as usual about 30'. At sunset on the
28th the sun looked as it does through a fog on a frosty
day in England.

At Rodrigues, about 1.30 p.m. on the 27th, the sea was
all disturbed, resembling water boiling heavily in a pot,

swinging the boats which were floating about in all direc-

tions. It was then low tide, and most of the boats were
aground. This disturbance in the water made its appear-
ance quite suddenly, lasted for about half an hour, and
ceased as suddenly as it had commenced. At 2.30 p.m.
a similar disturbance commenced again in the inner har-
bour, and the tide all of a sudden rose to a height of 5
feet 1 1 inches, with a current of about ten knots an hour
to the westward, floating all the boats which were
aground, and tearing them from their moorings. All this

happened in a very few minutes, and then the tide turned
with equal force to the eastward, leaving the boats which
were close inshore suddenly dry on the beach, and drag-
ging the Government boat (a large decked pinnace) from
heavy moorings, and leaving her dry on the reef .-Xt

noon on the 29th the tide was about its usual height and
appeared to be settled. The water was very muddy, and
not nearly so salt as sea water usually is ; it was little

more than brackish. Since this singular occurrence took
place the sky at north-west has had in the evenings, to

as late as 7.15 p.m., a very threatening and strange ap-

pearance of a deep purpli-h red colour.

Tidal disturbances were also observed on the west coast
of Reunion, and especially at St. Pierre, on the south-
west coast. The maximum amplitude (in height) of this

tide was about a metre and a half. The flow took scarcely

five minutes to rise, after which the water remained about
a minute at rest, and then receded w-ith the same rapidit)

,

to rise again a minute after.

.•Xt East London (South Africa) it was not low water
on August 27 till 6.29 p m. At 5.30 p.m. on that day the
tide-gauge showed 2 feet 3 inches, and the tide was
running in fast. The gauge showed 3 feet 3 inches at

5.38 ; I foot 8 inches at 5.45 ; i foot 3 inches at 5.49 ; and
2 feet 3 inches at 6.10. Thus, although it was a falling

tide, the water suddenly rose i foot in 8 minutes, then fell

I foot 7 inches in 7 minutes, and 5 inches in the next 4
minutes, and then rose i foot in 21 minutes. The wind
was moderate from east-south-east, and the barometer
was 30'40, with dull cloudy weather to south-east. It

had been observed during the early part of the afternoon
that the tide was oscillating very considerably, and ebbing
very fast for neap tides.

On Sunday, August 26, while coming through the Straits
of Banca, Capt Strachan, of the s.s. Aiicrhy, thought he
heard in the forenoon a noise like that of distant can-
nonading

; about noon the noise was more distinct, and
it soon attracted the attention of all on board ; flashes of
light were seen to the south-westward. In the evening
an arch of light rose in a short time from the horizon to
the zenith. Three aneroid barometers on board rose and
fell to the extent of nearly an inch at short intervals.
During a part of Monday, the 27th, there was total dark-
ness. Showers of pumice-stone lasted till midnight. The
A>!t-rhyra.n back and anchored under the North'Watcher
Island. While afteru-ards passing Anjer Point, it was
seen that the lighthouse had disappeared, and that great
damage had been done.

Capt. Perrot, of the French brig Brani, reports that on
August 26 to 27, in 1° 39' to 2° 59' S. and 89° 56' to 89° 50'

E. of P., constant peals of thunder were heard in the
direction of Sumatra, but without any appearance of
lightning in that direction. From midnight of the 27th
to II a.m. of the 2Sth showers of "very white and very
fine sand fell all over the vessel." More sand fell later
on in the day and on the 29th. This sand obscured the
atmosphere. On August 28, in 8° 20' S., and 92' 04' E.,
" a great quantity of dust, supposed to be coral dust," fell

on board of the County of Flint, and a specimen of the
dust has been kindly presented by Capt. Rowland, the
master of that vessel. On September 9, in 4' 57' S. and
79' 46' E. of P., the French bark Gipsy, Capt. Martin,
" encountered during the whole day a great bank of
floating pumice-stone." On Sunday, August 26, in
o' 32' S., and 105° 57' E., Capt. Knight, of the
brig Airlie heard, about 3 p.m., explosions, like the
sound of heavy artillery, which continued at intervals till

about 10 p.m., the last report making the ship tremble all

over. Next morning the rigging and deck were covered
with fine gray sand like dust.

Mr. Meldrum remarks that there is no doubt that"the
tidal disturbances observed at Mauritius and elsewhere
in the Indian Ocean were due to earthquakes. The origin
of the seismic waves was apparently in the Straits of
Sunda, and at a very considerable depth below the sur-
face. There were earth-waves, forced sea-waves, and
aerial waves. The destruction in Java was caused, ap-
parently, by an immense wave of translation. The
extraordinary sunrises and sunsets observed at Mauritius,
Rodrigues, and the Seychelles, were probably due to the
sun's light passing obliquely through fine volcanic dust
floating in the air. It is not improbable that the disturb-
ances of the magnets on August 27 were due to electric

currents produced by the action of subterranean forces.

THE LITERATURE OF THE FISHERIES
EXHIBITION

pROM the moment of its inauguration, the present
-^ Exhibition has been the centre of a ceaseless activity,

and we doubt if its streaming thousands of visitors have
realised the amount of real work which has gone on in

their presence. The results of this, embodied in an ex-

tensive literature, are now before the public, and add
another testimony to the faultless management of the

governing bod)'. The enormity of the fishing interest

and the need of reform in certain of its branches, are

obvious ; and now that the press is speculating upon the

"outcome" of this great enterprise, all eyes are turned
upon the executive. The extent to which the E.xhibition

is under State control is in itself a guarantee of success,

and we hail with pleasure that same system of descriptive

labelling of the exhibits, and the publication of authentic

treatises upon or cognate to them, so long characteristic

of the adjacent National Museum. By this system the

public nets a tangible result—a knowledge of that which
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is at stake— becoming thus prepared to form a rational

estimate of the final issue.

Of these treatises or " Handbooks"—also introductory

to the more important " Conference Papers " to be spoken
of hereafter—twelve have been already published, and it

is to be regretted that they were not ready upon the open-

ing day. Foremost among them is a powerful treatise on
"The British Fish Tiade," by His Excellency Spencer
Walpole, whose authority in these matters no one will

venture to doubt. Here at the outset, we encounter, in

the deplored absence of reliable statistics, one of the most
formidable difficulties of the whole question, and the

labour under which the author has collected those upon
which he so ably generalises, speaks for itself. It is

shown that the East Coaster, Manxman, and Cornish-

man are—for obvious reasons — gradually monopolising
the "take," and in the discussion upon and ultimate de-

nunciation of the ''brand" question, every thoughtful

reader will agree. That a legal reform is pending no one
will doubt, and such statements as those on p. 3 regarding

the registration of boats, and on pp. 17 and ig concerning
the regulation of lights, suffice to show how the follies of

this world can confound its administrative wisdom. This
admirable work is a masterly analysis of the "catch and
distribution," and should be read by all who would grasp
the question in hand.

Dealing with the purely legal aspect, Mr. F. Pollock
produces an authoritative work on "The Fishery Laws."
The freshwater fisheries are seen to be, of necessity, more
protected by law than those of the sea, territorial waters

excepted ; and it is important to note the extent to which
conservators and other local authorities are empowered.
The present aspect of the question i^ ably summed up in

the author's "conclusion" to this a concise and well-

arranged work.

The educational side of the matter has not been over-

looked. In the production of a valuable little work on
the zoology of food-fishes, Mr. G. B. Howes has suc-

cessfully solved the very difficult problem of so dilut-

ing a large store of special knowledge, as to present it

in a form well adapted to the assimilation of the class

of readers for which it was avowedly written ; and at the

same time has contrived to invest it with an earnestness

of tone and a dignity of conception which cannot fail to

be productive of good to the most casual student. We
cannot expect a composition of this kind to assume the

accurate character of a text-book, and hence a {e.\\ omis-
sions, w'hich more mature reflection would have remedied,
constitute faults which should readily be overlooked
Altogether the author may fairly be congratulated on
having scored a genuine success. Mr. \V. S. Kent
has done good service by bringing into one volume a
synopsis ot the distinctive characters oi every spccifs oi

British fish. His work, welcome for this reason alone,

also embodies observations upon fishes in captivity,

made during his career as naturali-.t to various existing

aquaria. Many of them are interesting, but those upon
the feeding of fishes must not be taken as necessarily

indicative of their natural habits. The strange, guarded
mode of progression of the Boar-fish, John Dory,and others

described, can also be seen in the Pike in his native run.

Much of the controversial matter in this book, befitting a
conference paper, would, so treated, have entailed a de-

sirable curtailing of this, a popular work of reference.

Man's all-prevailing imagination is wisely checked in
" Sea Monsters Unmasked," in which Mr. H. Lee collects

the scattered literature of this subject, and puts in a
strong plea for the "cuttle theory,'' of which he is a
well-known champion. An able defence of Pontoppidan
is maintained, and one novel record set forth in this work
is the dissipation of superstition—the kraken of our child-

hood—by a bishop—a Norwegian however, and in the

eighteenth century. The two last-named manuals are

illustrated, and all concerned merit congratulation upon

the production of such exairples of xylographic art as

cover pp. 18 and 21 of the latter work.
The four following volumes are devoted to the more

practical side of the industry. Mr. E. VV. Holdsworth
gives an exceedingly clear and systematic account of
" The Apparatus for Fishing," and by the use of well-

chosen similes succeeds in making plain his descriptions

of the most intricate apparatus. The advances dependent
upon the introduction of the " ketch-rigged '' boats must,

as here set forth, impress the reader with the need and
value of improved apparatus. From the manner in which
the various topics are treated by so competent an author,

the reader can fonn some definite notion of the real prac-

tical difficulties which our fishermen encounter. These
and other like matters are also fully dealt with in the two
following works, by Messrs. J. G. Bertram and \V. M.
Adams respectively. The former is a plea for "The Un-
appreciated Fisherfolk," and the lalter deals with the
" Fisheries and P'ishermen of all Countries." Much fresh

testimony to the antiquity of the industry and the remark-
able community of its followers—wherever they are found
— is brought forward in these two volumes. Their hard-

worked lives are shown, as generally acknowledged, to

bring in but a scanty remuneration, accompanied by
ceaseless anxiety and danger : how far the former is not

at times due to their inherited conservatism—especially

as regards the bait question—remains uncertain. The
moral attributes of their lives, often untainted by "civil-

isation," are fully attested, and anyone who has witnessed

the operations incident upon, say, a Scotch herring take,

will know that reform in this respect is more needed
among the "gutters " and others accessory to the work
than among the fishermen proper. The evidence adduced
here and elsewhere points to a need of inrmediate reform

in the apprenticeship question, much that is bad in it

being due to existing regulations. The sketch given of

the decay of the Irish fisheries is to be deplored, but ot

their restoration a hope still lingers. It is certain that

if our fisherfolk "know- nothing whatever about fish,

except the way to catch them," they know this at least

j

thoroughly. Mr. Adams claims for Oppian the dignity

of an ichthyologist, and gives .'Elian perhaps more than

his due on p. 16 of his book. An incident, bearing upon
the foundation of "Holland's Maritime Ascendancy"
(p. 37), w-ill not fail to interest our readers at the present

time, and we note that neither Mr. .-Xdams' researches nor

those of any one else, have yet satisfactorily cleared up the

origin of trawling.

It is not reassuring to compare the state of affairs in

India, as detailed in Ur. Day's Manual, according to

which, inatters in that land stand as much in need of reform

as at home. The author attributes the existing deplorable

condition of the Indian fishermen largely to misrule, but

more especially to the weight of the salt-tax imposed by
the British ; indeed, this topic is the refrain of the whole
book, and the author's own investigations go far to sup-

port the belief As might be expected, there are some
curious customs and forms of apparatus described, in use

among men so interesting as these from an ethnological

point of view. Some speculations on p. 37 as to the

behaviour of ova in mud are at least suggestive as our

knowledge stands, and it is sincerely to be regretted that

we have no British representative of the air-breathing

Ophiocephalid;!;- described on p. 31, for if so, we venture

to say that reform in the matter of our freshwater-fish-

eries'would be less slow. Dr. Day also furnishes a work
on " Fish Culture,'' in -.vhich he gives a historical review

of the different aspects of this subject, not altogether

favourable to our own possessions. Bewailing the need
of Governmental action, and deploring the lack of statis-

tical evidence upon which to generalise, the writer has
either collected or furnished a mass of information which
will both enlighten the public and prove of service to the

practical man. The style of this book is somewhat heavy.
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and might be improved by a little judicious thinning.

Both Dr. Day's books are illustrated—in the case of the

former somewhat unintelligibly. No one interested in

fishing will regret the failure of an attempt (made, we be-

lieve, by the late F. Buckland) to acclimatise the Sheat-

fish (Silurus).

Mr. C. E. Fryer, in his work on " Salmon Fisheries,"

throws some doubts upon the necessity of elaborate arti-

ficial breeding, in a weighty argument, having for its key-

stone the restoration of our waters by the removal of

pollution. The intricacies of the vexed question in hand
are admirably put before the reader, and the author shows
that, in some cases, existing obstacles could be removed,
or that at least considerate action could, if exercised at

the right time, beneficially modify the present state of

affairs. In a comparison of the "pass" and "dam"
systems, the success of Cooper's pass, on the Ballisodare

River, Ireland, is adduced as a strong argument for the

salmon-ladder. The reported death, after spawning, of

the kelts of British Columbia opens up a new field for

inquiry ; and those interested in animal intelligence, so

much discussed in these pages, will find here some inter-

esting additional testimony to the capacity of the salmon.

The author's description of the dawn of life on pp. 13

and 14 might be advantigeously improved.
The only remaining volume, one by Mr. J. P. Wheel-

don, treats of " .AngHng Clubs and Preservation Socie-

ties" ; and in tracing the growth of many of these it is

shown that they have done good work, as, for example,
the abolition of " snatching" and "'night-lining.'' The
opening remarks, ho. i ever, are not favourable to the

majority of those in London, whose members unfortu-

nately constitute more than ninety per cent, of our

Thames angling-community. In tracing the changes
wrought in our local waters, the village poacher of old is

compared with the modern steam launch as a destroyer,

and one more protest against the latter is lodged by the

writer, a champion in the cause. It is important to note

that the best regulated waters are those in which the

management is vested in the hands of resident local

bodies.

Such are these ' Handbooks," the main portion of a

series which will doubtless form a complete, but none too

hopeful, epitome of the subject-matter. We now turn to

the " Conference Papers."

The meetings at which these were read and discussed

were all thrown open to the public, and, what is of

greater importance, there were to be found present influ-

entials of all grades and nationalities from royalty down
to the verj- fishermen and dealers whose immediate in-

terests were under discussion. The chair was invariably

occupied by some one of authority—in one case by a

sole living " Minister of Fisheries.''

Of the masterly inaugural address delivered by Prof.

Hu.xle)-, and of the paper by H.R.H. the Duke of Edin-
burgh, which formed the subject of the first sitting, the
public have already been fully informed, and no one who
was present at cither of those meetings could fail to observe
that the surroundings augured at least an active future.

Concerning the address, suffice it to say that the truth of

the only statement upon which dissension has been raised

—by a carping minority who have entirely misunderstood
the real meaning implied—has been more fully verified

at each subsequent sitting (we refer to the inexhaustibility

of the herring-fisheries). The very fact that in the latter

admirable paper an attempt has iDeen made to estimate
/c';- ///t'yf.i-j-/ //wt- our national take offish—615,000 tons
per annum—to say nothing of other statistics, gathered
with immense labour, is in itself sufficient to justify im-
mediate action, striking as it does at the very root of

the evil at present existing—at the same time forming a
good starting point for future investigation.

Beyond the formal passing of a vote of thanks, these

were both dismissed without discussion, that upon the

latter being adjourned sine die; but the subject-matters of

the twenty-six papers which follow on were all freely dis-

cussed, both the length of the paper itself and of each
speaker's remarks being under control, such as favoured

a thorough sifting and all-round investigation of the topic

under consideration— the object being to get at facts

rather than to frame schemes. The Exhibition itself

shows the far-reaching interests of the fishing industry,

but in the account which follows we have attempted to

roughly classify the work done in conference.

The gravity of the important question of " supply " will

be seriously increased should the ingenious argument
advanced by Sir H. Thompson on pp. 14 and 15 of his
" Fish as Food " be substantiated. This paper is of

great value, embodying as it does the most recent ana-

lyses in the question, of which it must be admitted that

very little is known, and dissipating certain cherished

but fallacious notions, in matters dietetic. Deploring our

national indifference to these, the author formulates them
for all conditions ofmen, on the supposition that fish shall

be eaten, giving some valuable hints for practical treat-

ment. It is well known that the West Highlander would
probably rather starve than eat the eel which abounds in

his waters, and which, the experienced author of this

paper shows, supplies the very requisites of which he
most stands in need.
Of first importance among a series of papers dealing

with our home sea-fisheries is that on " The Herring Fish-

eries of Scotland," by Mr. Duff, M.P. Certain aspects of

this question have been before the public for some time

past, but the conclusions drawn by the writer all point to

the introduction of improved apparatus and harbour
accommodation, and to the repeal of any restrictive

legislation which may exist in this—a matter in which the

current official report shows that we do not know suffi-

cient of the habits of the fish themselves to even account

for their movements, still less to legislate upon their

capture. This paper will be of great value to the prac-

tical fisherman, and furnishes a good survey of all sides

of the industry. No greater argument for improved
tackle can be adduced than that of the change wrought
in our herring-fisheries by the substitution of cotton for

hemp netting. The closely allied " Mackerel and Pil-

chard Fisheries" form the subject of a thoroughly prac-

tical paper by Mr. T. Cornish, himself a worker. In the

absence of statistics to prove otherwise, reform points in

the same direction as for the herring-fishenes. Fuller

information on the question and probable cause of the

fluctuations in the "boat-side'" price of mackerel (p. 10)

would be acceptable. Although the habits of the pilchard

baffle us, the author shows that where these fishes do
occur they are most productive, and giving some interest-

ing statistics concerning them, he advocates the esta-

blishment of a cheap market for their sale. In the dis-

cussion which follows. Prof. Brown Goode gives a short

but interesting account of the American mackerel-fish-

eries. Two short papers on "Trawling" and "Line
Fishing," respectively by Messrs. A. W. Ansell and C.

M. Mundahl, embrace all the information upon our sea-

fisheries other than that given above. Our readers are

doubtless aware that a Commission is now inquiring into

the disputes between the advocates of these two great

systems, and much of the matter contained in these

papers is naturally devoted to them. .An amount of useful

statistical information is collected, and certain subsidiary

questions are discussed in their bearing upon the industry,

notably those connected with transport. The old belief

that tlie beam-trawl displaced and destroyed the ova of

our deep-sea fishes has been but recently shattered by
Sars, but Mr. Ansell adduces evidence to show that the

question of shore-trawling demands investigation. There

can be no reasonable doubt but that trawling will be the

fishing of the future ; it gives constant employment for

the whole year, all objections raised against it are dissi-
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pated, and its advance must be sought in the application

of steam power. It will be frenerally admitted that our
existing home-difficulties are in no way due to defective

apparatus.

Capt. Temple, in writing on " Seal Fisheries," adopts
the wise course of holding himself responsible only for

those of which he has had actual experience, leaving a
hiatus, filled in during discussion by Mr. Martin and
others. Devoting but little attention to the legal aspect
of the industry, which we venture to say stands, with us,

sorely in need of reform, the author seems more hopeful
than the world at large of the chances of the chase. The
body of the paper sets forth the modus operandi of the
unenviable life of the sealer, whose lot entails great hard-
ship, often rendered none the less buoyant for an excess of

oil, nor the less happy under a " truck system." More
might have been said with regard to this industry.

Turning now to other countries, we have most pro-

minent a highly important paper on "The Fishery In-

dustries of the United States," by Prof. Brown Goode.
Some idea of its contents will be formed when we say
that it fully bears out the impression made by the magni-
ficent exhibits of that country, to study which delegates
have even been sent over from other lands. The paper
is a mine of useful information, and the refreshing
speeches which have fallen from its author during the
Conference meetings have shown how much remains un-
tapped. The accounts given of refrigerator-cars, special

oyster-trains, of the utilisation of waste, and the well-

known potting system on the economic side ; of floating

hatcheries, of the artificial propagation of fish (twenty-
seven species), and other practical topics ; and on the
administrative side, of the amount of liberty allowed in

matters where a more jealous State might interfere, surely

point to a common moral. The history of the Menhaden
fishery cannot fail to strike all readers as an example of

what can be done by persevering in a " new departure,"
and it is important to note that the system of manage-
ment and insurance of the boats composing the American
fishing fleets is such as to give every impetus to the work
by arousing the best interests of the men, at the same
time insuring those of the capitalist. The statements
advanced in both this and a paper on the Canadian
fisheries, by Mr. L. Z. Joneas, are based upon deductions
from a most perfect system of registration. The status

of the latter country—jealous of its reputation— in fishing

matters is everywhere recognised, but even it has to re-

cord the failure of attempts to artificially cure the cod —
the staple fish of its trade—and the writer deplores, for

good reasons, the want of export traders in this the lead-

ing enterprise of its fishing population. The herring and
mackerel fisheries are also dealt with, and it is reassuring
to us to read that for the regulation of its lobster fisheries,

of ten years' standing, Government measures are still

being taken. The written account of the seal fishery

conveys a good notion of its importance and a far better

one of its technique than do certain sanguinary models
exhibited in the Newfoundland section. The method of
working a steam service on a wage system (in connection
with their Great Lake fisheries) is worthy of attention.

Coming nearer home. Prof Hubrecht, on behalf of the
Dutch Government, tenders some very valuable observa-
tions upon the " Uyster Culture and Fisheries in the
Netherlands." Upon the present state of our oyster-

beds no comment is needed, any more than upon the
fruitless efforts on the part of private individuals to esta-

blish new fisheries in our own waters. The experimental
evidence—the result of observations still going on

—

brought forward by the author is of the highest import-
ance ; statistics favourable to artificial culture are given,
the period of sexual maturation has been determined, and
these and other similar facts ascertained all point to the
conclusion drawn, viz. that "a close time may be of

service, but that the great thing appears to be to leave a

fair portion of the oysters on or around a natural bed
wholly undisturbed for a series of consecutive years."

This fact, discovered by chance in the Netherlands, em-
bodies the sense of a statement made by Prof. Huxley in

the matter in his opening address. It is noteworthy that

the purely scientific biological and physico-chemical
aspects of this question have received their full share of

attention.

The main question bearing upon Mr. C. Harding'.,

paper on " MoUusks " is that of bait. As the matter
stands, action would be premature, until it can be shown
that other forms of bait than those now in use are of no
avail. It is well known that, on the one hand, fishermen
are often compelled to stay on shore for want of bait, and
on the other, it must be remembered that they are as

conservative in this matter as in any which concerns
them ; but the fact that under like circitinstanees the

Lofoden Islanders carry on a brisk catch by aid of the

"gill-net," must not be overlooked.

{To be continued.)

THE PARIS OBSER VA TOR V EQUA TORIAL »

'T^HE accompanying illustration represents the re-
-' markable apparatus recently set up in the Obser-

vatory of Paris, to which we have before called

attention, the ingenious construction of which is due to

M. Loewy, sub-director of that establishment. Begun
under the administration of M. Delaunay, interrupted

during the war, thanks to a new act of munificence on
the part of M. Bischoffsheim, it has now been finished.

To answer the requirements of modern astronomy
cquatorials are necessarily gigantic. Like the guns of

modern warfare, each new apparatus is constructed on a
larger scale than that of its predecessors, though it is not
for purposes of destruction that they are aimed at the

celestial bodies.

The advantages of the new equatorial are (i) that it

measures great angular distances ; (2) that it enables
observations to be made with comparative ease and
rapidity. Seated on a fixed chair apart from the support
of the instrument, the astronomer is as if placed before
his writing-table. The instrument obeys him, not he the
instrument.

TTie new telescope is bent at right angles, one part

directed in a line with the axis of the earth, and capable
of turning round itself ; the other perpendicular to it, and
therefore moving in the plane of the equator. At the
extremity of the latter is a mirror, and at the elbow of the
telescope, in the interior, another mirror, both forming
with the axis an angle of 45°. These mirrors are in-

tended to reflect to each other, and finally to the observer
seated with his eye at the eyepiece, the image of the star

which is the object of observation.

The loss of light from successive reflections is har llj-

perceptible. The deformation w-hich the images might
suffer from the use of mirrors of insufficient thickness has
been guarded against. In its optical qualities, too, the
new equatorial is not surpassed by any telescope in the
Observatory. Two advantages have thus been secured—
the power of measuring great angular distances, and that

of exploring the entire heavens, the observer regulating

the apparatus himself, and not needing to shift his

position.

Another benefit resulting from these happy arrange-
ments must also be mentioned—the abolition of the
Obseri-atory with a heavy, ungainly, and expensive
dome, and the substitution of one of much smaller

compass and of much simpler construction. It con-
si^ts of a movable part covering the object-glass

end, and of a fixed part appropriated to the ob-

server. When pro:eeding to make observations the

' From L.i Xature.
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observer draws away the movable part, which readily
rolls on a railway. The extremity of the telescope bear-
ing the mirror of the objective is thus left uncovered,
while the astronomer, ensconced in his fixed part as in
his own room, and sheltered from all inclemencies of
weather, studies the infinitely great in conditions as com-
fortable as those of the naturalist who examines under
his microscope the infinitely little.

Seeing it is but just that those who bear the burden
should also enjoy the honour, we again state that the
optical part of this instrument has been executed by the
Brothers Henry, and the mechanical part by MM.
Eichens and Gauthier.

THE INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERS

'X'HE Institution of Mechanical Engineers have held
-• their autumn meeting this year in Birmingham—

a

town which for many years was the headquarters of the
Society. The returning to their former seat was specially
opportune, because the first paper on the list related to
one of the greatest of Birmingham worthies, viz. James
Watt. The title of the paper was " On the Inventions of
James Watt, and his Models preserved at South Kensing-
and Handsworth." The author is Mr. Edward A. Cowper,
who, from his long connection with engineering both per-
sonally and through his father and uncle, is perhaps as
well fitted as any man in England to trace out the course
of Watt's inventions. This he has endeavoured to do,
using as his main guide the numerous models preserved
partly at the South Kensington Museum, partly at the
Patent Office Museum, and partly at James Watt's house
at Handsworth in Birmingham. Some of the models at
South Kensington were in danger of falling altogether to

pieces from dry rot and decay, but owing to the exertions
of Mr. Sandham, the curator of this department, they
have, as far as possible, been repaired ; whilst, in addi-
tion, a complete set of photographs has been taken,
which, even if the models themselves should cease to
exist, would preserve their appearance and construction
to future ages.

The sequence of James Watt's inventions with regard
to the steam engine is stated at the end of Mr. Cowper's
paper as follows :

—

Firstly, in 1769 he made an invention (the separate
condenser) which was practically an improvement on the
Newcomen engine, the effect of which was to work
pumping engines more economically and quickly.

Secondly, in 178 1 he produced rotative power for

driving factories, obtaining it in a manner by having a
heavy balance weight to act one way whilst the steam
acted the other way ; however, the obtainmg rotative

motion by steam was an enormous advantage, far greater
in its effect, in the author's opinion, than the improve-
ment in the punping engine.

Thirdly, the crowning invention of 1782 made the
steam engine the one useful motive power, by making it

double-acting and fit to drive cotton mills, flour mills, and
all other machinery requiring regular rotative motion.

These various stages are illustrated by the models
above mentioned. It is indeed doubtful whether there
exists at present any model embodying the first idea of
the separate condenser ; but there is a most interesting

model at South Kensington showing the condensation of
steam in a separate surface condenser, composed of a
large number of vertical tubes and provided with an air

pump. This form of condenser, which in many cases,
such as marine engines, has superseded all others, is thus
proved to have been invented by James Watt, and not
only invented, but brought to a high degree of perfection.

The arrangements in this model, according to Mr. Cow-
per (than whom there can be no better authority), are in

points equal to the best modern examples of surface
condensation.
The only model actually exhibited was an engine of the

character of Watt's patent of 1771. It is single acting,
and has an open-topped cylinder, air pump, and con-
denser. There is a heavy bob on the connecting rod,
which is used to help the piston up, while the vacuum
formed below it causes it to descend on the return stroke,
thus obtaining rotative motion. This engine, however,
has a crank, and it is known that for many years Watt
was afraid to use the crank in his engines, as it was sup-
posed to be barred by another patent : it is true that his
patent of 1771 shows a crank composed of a pin in a
disk, but this is carefully termed " the point of attach-
ment of the connecting rod." In practice, however, he
used other methods, chiefly the well known sun and
planet motion. Of this there are several different
forms, which are illustrated by models at South Kensing-
ton. There is also a device consisting of a long rack or
ladder fixed to the end of the connecting rod and digging
into the teeth of a spur wheel on the engine shaft ; the
rod being guided by means of rollers running in a guide
plate, so as to keep it in gear throughout the revolution.
Turning now to the 1782 patent, we find what Watt de-

scribes as " the new improved engine, the piston of which
is pressed forcibly both upwards and downwards by the
power of steam," that is to say, the engine is no longer
single-acting, but double-acting. Here the chain hitherto
used between the piston-rod and beam is replaced by a
parallel motion, and the engine takes very much the form
which was still common for shop engines within recent
years. A good model of such an engine exists in the
South Kensington Museum.
Some variations of this engine, probably made subse-

quently, are also illustrated by models, such as the Bull
engine, in which the piston-rod passes out through the
bottom of the cylinder, and takes hold of a beam placed
lower down.

Still more interesting are Watt's proposals to make use
of the expansion of steam for the saving of fuel ; a dia-
gram in one of his specifications shows that he fully

understood this action, and he gives several methods by
which the load upon the piston may be varied so that
when the pressure is least it shall have least work to do.
One of these is to mount a weight high up above the beam,
which would be lifted when starting from either end of

the stroke, and fall after passing the centre ; this has
been used even in recent times with good results. Several
miscellaneous inventions of high interest are also de-
scribed ; one of these is the well-known invention of the
steam indicator in probably its earliest and rudest form.
Another is a counter for telling the revolutions of an
engine, of which an actual specimen in good preservation
remains in the Patent Office Museum.
There is also an arangement for obtaining rotary mo-

tion in opposite directions out of the same engine by
means of two connecting rods starting from a cross-head
at one end of the beam, but working opposite ways.
Another model shovvs two hammers worked by a single
engine, the one lifted from the belly like an ordinary
forge hammer, and the other by depressing the tail like

a tilt hammer. A yet more curious device is a semi-rotary
engine, of which an unfinished model remains in the
Watt Room at Heathfield Hall. Here there is a piston
fi.xed in a radial line to the shaft, within a large disk or
cylinder. Inside this cylinder, at one part, is a fixed

support, against which the steam presses each way as it

acts against the pist .n, in either one direction or the
other. The reciprocating shaft was made to act by a
spur wheel on two racks attached to the pump rods.
Watt also invented a very simple form of rotary engine,
which, as Mr. Cowper states, has probably been rein-

vented at least fifty times since 1782, the year of his

patent.
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This leads us to notice the Watt Rconi, or attic

workshop of James Watt, which still remains at Heath-
field Hall precisely as he left it—his lathe and bench
standing at the window, his tools lying about, and his old

leather apron hung on the vice. There are numerous
shelves with drugs and parcels on them, chiefly relating

to his invention of copying-ink, and nests of small drawers
full of tools ; but the principal objects which strike the

attention are two large machines for copying sculpture,

whether in marble, alabaster, or wood. One of them
copies to the exact size of the original, but the other is a

reducing machine, taking a copy on a very reduced scale.

The construction of both machines is described in the
paper, and bears testimony to the inventive and mechani-
cal genius of James Watt. The principle in each case
consists in using a bar or slide, having at one end a blunt
point to feel over the surface of the model, an"! at the
other end a quick-running drill to cut away the surface of
the material operated on. This drill is worked by a light

cord attached to an ordinary foot lathe, whilst the bar,

by means of a skilful arrangement of trussed frames, is

made movable in any direction as the feeler passes over
the model. The model and work can also be rotated, so

as to be set at an angle for handcutting, &c. The drills

and cutters, of which a large number are preserved, are
excellent in their design and workmanship. These ma-
chines were apparently the amusement of Watt's late

years, and are frequently referred to in his correspond-
ence. They were never protected in any way, and partly

perhaps for that reason have never been followed up and
brought to perfection.

The second paper read was a report by the Research
Committee on Friction. The Institution experiments on
friction, which have been long delayed, have at length
been carried so far as to admit of the publication of an
interim report, prepared by Mr. Beauchamp Tower,
which proves to be of great interest. They are, properly
speaking, experiments on lubrication, being conducted on
a 6-inch steel shaft or journal, which could be run at any
given velocity, and on which rested a brass bearing
carrying a loaded frame. By altering the load on this

frame the pressure per square inch on the brass could be
altered ; and the temperature could also be altered by
means of gas jets under the journal. ."Xs a standard of
comparison experiments were first tried with the under-
side of the journal running in a bath of oil, so as to give

the maximum of lubrication. The results of these experi-

ments were to show that the friction of bearings under
such circumstances follows the laws of liquid rather than
(as usually assumed) of solid friction. These laws are
very different. Solid friction varies directly as the pres-

sure per unit of area, is independent of velocity at low
speeds (Morin), but decreases with increasing velocity at

high speeds (Gallon, &c.). Licjuid friction, on the other
hand, is independent of the pressure per unit of surface,

is directly dependent on the e.xtent of surface, and in-

creases as the square of the velocity. In fact it is not
friction at all, but the shearing of one part of a more or

less viscous fluid across another, as the above law
plainly indicate. Now the Institution experiments show
that, in the case of oil-bath lubrication, there is really a
film of liquid oil surrounding the journal and keeping it

away from the brass ; and that what is called journal

friction is really the shearing of one part of this film over
the other. In such cases the friction may be exceedingly
small : in some of these experiments it actually was as
low as l/iooofh, and i/jooth is easily attained. This is

much below what is generally supposed to obtain. The
limit of pressure appeared to be about 600 lbs. per square
inch. Beyond this the oil is squeezed out, and the metal
" seizes." This is of course with high speed and constant
pressure ; with low speeds and intermittent pressure (as

was pointed out in the discussion) very much higher
pressures are admissible.

So far the experiments were satisfactory ; but when
the oil-bath was replaced by ordinary modes of lubrica-
tion, great difficulties were experienced. When the oil

was introduced from above through grooves in the brass,
it was found that, however these were cut, and at what-
ever part of the brass then opened, the bearing seized at a
comparatively low pressure. The fact that such methods
do as a matter of fact answer with ordinary railway
vehicles is accounted for, it is supposed, by the end play
of such bearings, and probably also by the general vibra-
tion. When, however, a pad fed with oil by capillary
attraction from a bath below, was placed below the
journal, so as to press lightly against it, satisfactory
results were obtained, although the lubrication was so
slight as only to appear to the touch as a slight greasi-
ness. The laws here, however, approximated to those of
solid friction, and probably the oil merely acts to fill up
the little inequalities of the metal, and so practically

render it smoother.
A curious subsidiary result should be noticed. When

the oil-bath experiments were in progress, advantage was
taken of the brass being removed to drill a hole in it

for the subsequent tests with ordinary lubrication. On
resuming the running, however, the oil was found in the
hole, and on a pressure-gauge being attached, the finger

rose to above 200 lbs. per square inch, which was
the limit of its indications. This pressure was above
the average pressure on the brass, and shows clearly that

the surfaces are separated by a continuous film of oil,

having at each point an actual hydrostatic pressure due
to the external pressure which obtains at that point.

C)n the whole, these experiments, while to a great
extent confirming the well-known researches of Prof
Thurston in America, throw a good^deal more light on the
curious phenomena and laws of journal friction. Their
results (including some on temperature, which was found
to have a marked influence in diminishing friction) are
contained in a series of tables, which our space forbids us
to publish, but which can no doubt be obtained, by any
one interested, from the offices of the Institution, at 16,

Victoria Chambers, Westminster.

NORDENSKJOLUS GREENLAND
EXPEDITION''

II.

T N my report of the expedition of 1870 I drew attention
'- to a clayey mud which is found in circular cavities, from
one to three feet in depth, on the surface of the inland
ice, not only near the shore, but even as far inland as we
reached on that occasion. My companion on that occa-

sion, Prof. Berggren, discovered that this substance
formed the substratum of a peculiar" ice-flora, consisting

of a quantity of different microscopical plants (algae), of

which some are even distributed beyond the clay on the

ice itself and which, in spite of their insignificance,

play beyond doubt a very important part in nature's

economy, from the fact that their dark colour far more
readily absorbs the sun's heat than the bluish-white ice,

and thereby they contribute to the destruction of the ice-

sheet, and prevent its extension. Undoubtedly we have,

in no small degree, to thank these organisms for the

melting away of the layer of ice which once covered the

Scandinavian peninsula. I examined the appearance of

this substance in its relation to geology, and de-

monstrated :
—

I. That it cannot have been washed down from the

mountain ridges at the sides of the glaciers, as it was
found evenly distributed at a far higher elevation than

^ Continued from p. 13.
= Lately described by Prof. V. Wittroclc. " Om Snons och Isens Flora,

Sarskildt i Arktiska Traktema." Ur "A. E. Nordenskjiild, Studier och
Forbkningar foranledda af mina resor i hoga Norden." (Stockholm, 1883.)

See Nature, vol. .xxviii. p. 304.
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that of the ridges on the border of the glaciers, as well as
in equal quantity on the top of the icc-knoUs as on their

sides or in the hollows between them.
2. That neither had it been distributed over the surface

of the ice by running water, nor been pressed up from
the hypothetical bottom " ground " moraine.

3. That the clay must therefore be a sediment from the

air, the chief constituent of which is probably terrestrial

dust spread by the wind over the surface of the ice.

4. That cosmic elements exist in this substance, as it

contained molecules of metallic iron which could be
drawn out by the magnet, and which under the blowpipe
gave a reaction of cobalt and nickel.

Under these circumstances the remarkable dust which I

have named " kryokonite," i.e. ice dust, obtained a great
scientific interest, particularly as the cosmic element, viz.

the matter deposited from space, was very considerable.

Even later students who have visited the inland ice have
observed this dust, but in places surrounded by mountains
from which it might with more probability have been
washed down. They have, therefore, and without having
examined Prof. Berggren's and my own researches of 1 870,
paid little attention to the same, while the samples brought
home by Dr. N. O. Hoist from South Greenland in 18S0
were not very extensive.

But now Dr. Berlin brings home from a great variety of

places ice algae, which, I feel convinced, will contribute
fresh materials to our knowledge of the flora of the ice

and snow. For my own part I have re examined my first

researches of the kryokonite, and they are fully corrobor-
ated. Everywhere wbere the snow from last winter
has melted away, a fine dust, gray in colour, and, when
wet, black or dark brown, is distributed over the inland
ice in a layer which I should estimate at from o'l to

I mm. in thickness if it was evenly distributed over the
entire surface of the ice. It appears in the same quantity
in the vicinity of the ice border surrounded by mountains
as a hundred kilometres inland, but in the former locality

it is mixed with a very fine sand, gray in colour, which
may be separated from the kryokonite. Further inland
this disappears, however, completely. Gravel or real

sand I have never, in spite of searching for them, dis-

covered in the kryokonite. The kryokonite always contains
very fine granular atoms, which are attracted by the mag-
net, and which, as may be demonstrated by grating in an
agate mortar and by analysis under the blowpipe, consist

ot a gray, metallic element, viz. nickel iron In general
the dust is spread equally over the entire surface of the
ice ; thus it was found everywhere where the snow from
the previous year had melted away, while, to judge by
appearances, there seemed to be little difference between
the quantity found near the coast and in the interior. The
dust does not, howe^'cr, form a continuous layer of clay,

but has, by the melting of the ice, collected in cavities

filled with water, which are found all over the surface.

These are round, sometimes semicircular, one to three
feet in depth, with a diameter of from a couple of milli-

metres to one metre or more. At the bottom a layer of
kryokonite one to four millimetres in thickness is deposited,
which has often, by organisms and by the wind, been
formed into little balls, and everywhere where the original

surface of the ice has not been changed by water-currents
the cavities are found so close to each other that it would
be very difficult to find a spot on the ice as large as the
crown of a hat free from them. In the night, at a few
degrees below freezing point, new ice forms on these
hollows, but they do not freeze to the bottom even under
the severest frost, and the sheet which covers them is

never strong enough to support a man, more particularly

if the hole is, as was the case during half our journey,
covered with a few inches of newly-fallen snow.
The kryokonite cavities were perhaps more dangerous

to our expedition than anything else we were exposed to.

We passed, of course, a number of crevasses without

bottom as far as the eye could penetrate, and wide
enough to swallow up a man, but they were "open," i.e.

free from a cover of snow, and could with proper caution

be avoided, and the danger of these could further be
minimised by the sending of the two-men sledges in front,

and if one of the men fell into the crevasse he was sup-

ported by the runners and the alpenstock, which always
enabled him to get up on the ice again. But this was far

from being the case with the kryokonite hollows. These lie,

with a diameter just large enough to hold the foot, as close

to one another as the stumps of the trees in a felled forest,

and it was therefore impossible not to stumble into them
at every moment, which was the more annoying as it

happened just when the foot was stretched for a step for-

ward, and the traveller was precipitated to the ground,
with his foot fastened in a hole three feet in depth. The
worst part of our journey was four days outward and
three days of the return, and it is not too much to say

that each one of us during these seven days fell a

hundred times into these cavities, viz. for all of us 7000
times. I am only surprised that no bones were broken,

an accident which would not only have brought my ex-

ploration to an abrupt close, but might have had the most
disastrous consequences, as it would have been utterly

impossible to have carried a man in that state back to

the coast. One advantage the kryokonite cavities had,

however, viz. of offering us the purest drinking-water

imaginable, of which we fully availed ourselves without

the least bad consequences, in spite of our perspiring

state.

On July 16 we covered thirteen, on the 17th eighteen

and a half, and on the i8th seventeen and a half kilometres.

The country, or more correctly the ice, now gradually

rose from 965 to 12 13 metres. The distances enumerated
show that the ice became more smooth ; but the road

was still impeded by the kryokonite cavities, whereas the

rivers, which even here were rich in water, became shal-

lower, but stronger, thus easier of crossing. Our road

was, besides, often cut off by immense snow-covered
crevasses, which, however, did not cause much trouble.

On the night of the 18th, when arrived at camp No.

14, the Lapp Anders came to me and asked if he might be

permitted to "have a run," viz. to make a reconnaissance

on "skidor,"' to see if there was no "land" to the east.

This granted, he started off without awaiting supper. He
came back after six hours' absence, and reported that he
had reached 27 kilometres further east, that the ice

became smoother, but was still rising, but there was no
sign of "land." If his statement was true, he had, after

a laborious day's journey, in six hours covered about

sixty kilometres ! At first I considered his estimate

exaggerated, but it proved to be perfectly correct. It

took us thus two -luholc days to reach as far as he had
got, as shown by the track in the snow. I particularly

mention this occurrence in order to show that the Lapps
really did cover the estimated distance of their journey
eastward, of which more below.

During these days we passed several lakes, some
of which had the appearance of not flowing away in the

winter, as we found here large ice blocks several feet in

diameter, screwed up on the shore, which circumstance I

could only e.xplain by assuming that a large quantity of

water still remained here when the pools about became
covered with new ice. The lakes are mostly circular,

and their shores formed a snow " bog" which was almost

impassable with the heavy sledges.

On July 19 we covered seventeen and a half, on the

20th sixteen and a half, on the 21st, seven, and on
the 22nd seven and a half kilometres (15th to iSth

camp). The ice rose between them from 1213 to 1493

[The Swedish "skidur" and Norwegian '' .Ski," are long strips of pine-

wood slightly bent at the top. polished and as elastic as if they were of the

finest steel, with a strap for the feet in the centre, on which the Lapps and
Scandinavians run on the snow with remarkahle agility at a tremendous
pace.

—

Ed.]
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metres. The distances enumerated fully show the
nature of the ice. It was at first excellent, particularly

in the morning, when the new snow was covered with a
layer of hard ice ; but on the latter days we had great

difficulty in proceeding, as a sleet fell with a south-east
wind in the night between the 20th and the 21st. The
new snow, as well as that lying from the previous year,

became a perfect snow bog in which the sledges con-

stantly stuck so that it required at times four men to get

them out. We all got wet, and had great difficulty in

finding a spot on the ice dry enougli to pitch the tent.

On the 22nd we had to pitch it in the wet snow, where
the feet immediately became saturated on putting them
outside the indiarubber mattresses. A little later on in

the year, when the surface of the snow is again covered
with ice, or earlier, before the thaw sets in, the surface

would no doubt be excellent to journey on.

When we, therefore, on July 21, were compelled to

pitch the tent in wet snow, as no dry spot could be
discovered, and it was impossible to drag the sledges

further, I sent the Lapp Lars Tuorda forward on
" skidor " to find a dry road. He came back and stated

that the ice everywhere was covered with water and
snow. For the first time in his life he was at a loss what
to suggest. It being utterly impossible to get the sledges

further, I had no choice. I decided to turn back.

I wished, however, to let the Lapps go forward some
distance to the east to see the country as far as possible.

At first I considered it advisable to let their journey only

last twenty-four hours, but as both Anders and Lars in-

sisted that they were most eager to find the " Promised
Land,'' and said they could do notliing towards disco-

vering it in that short period, I granted them leave to

run eastwards for four days and nights, and then return.

On leaving I gave them the following written orders :

—

"Instructions for Lars and Anders's 'skid' run on
the inland ice of Greenland, viz. :

—

" Lars and Anders have orders to proceed on skidor

eastwards, but are allowed to alter the course, if they

may deem it advisable, to north or south.

"At the end of every third mile the barometer shall be
read and the direction run noted.

" The absence is to be four days, but we will wait for

six days. After that, viz. on the morning of July 28, we
return. If not returned, we leave behind m a sledge

provisions, brandy, mattresses, &c.

"Lars is warned not to be too boli. Should land be
reached, you are to collect as much as you may gather of

blossoms and grass, if possible several kinds (specimens)

of each.
" Given on the inland ice in Greenland, July 21, 1S83,

"A. E. Nordenskjold"

They were allowed to select what provisions, &c., they

desired, and were furnished with two conpasses, aneroid

barometers, and a watch.

At 2.30 a.m. on July 22 they started. The days we
waited for them were generally spent in the tent, as water

surrounded us everywhere. The sky was covered with a

thin veil of clouds, through which the sun shone warmly, at

times even scorchingly. From time to time this veil of

clouds, or haze, descended to the surface of the ice and
hid the view over the expanse, but it was, remarkably

enough, not wet but dry, yes, so dry that our wet clothes

absolutely dried in it. We have therefore, I consider,

witnessed a phenomenon on the inland ice of Greenland

which is related to the " sun-smoke "phenomenon of Scan-

dinavia, viz. what Arago has described under the name
" brouiUard sec."

On the 24th, after an absence of fifty-seven hours,

the Lapps returned. It was the want of drinking-

water and fuel which compelled them to return. The
surface had been excellent for their journey, and they had
covered a distance out and back of 230 kilometres, an

estimate which I consider perfectly reliable. During the

march forward the barometer was read every third hour.

It gave the point of return a height of 2000 metres.'

As to the run, Lars rendered the following report :

When they had reached thirty miles from the camp no
more water could be found. Further on the ice became
perfectly smooth. The thermometer registered - 5"^ C.

It was very easy to proceed on the " skidor." At the point

of return the snow was level and packed by the wind.

There was no trace of land. They only saw before them
a smooth ice covered by fine and hard snow. The com-
position of the surface was this— first four feet of loose

snow, then granular ice, and at last an open space large

enough to hold an outstretched hand. It was surrounded
by angular bits of ice (crystals). The inland ice was
formed in terraces—thus, first a hill, then a level, again

another hill, and so on. The Lapps had slept for four

hours, from twelve midnight on July 23, in a hollow

dug in the snow while a terrific storm blew. They had
till then been awake for fifty-three hours. On the first day
there was no wind, but next day it came from the south,

and lasted thus until twenty-four miles on the return

journey, when it changed to west. On the return journey,

when forty miles from our camp, two ravens were seen.

They came from the north and returned in the same
direction. The Lapps had for a moment lost the track

of the "skidor" in the snow. The ravens flew at first,

they found, parallel with the track, and then turned to

the north.

On July 25 we began the return journey. It was high

time, as the weather now became very bad, and it was
with great difficulty we proceeded in the hazy air between

the number of crevasses. The cold, after the sun sunk
below the horizon at night, also became very great ; and
on the morning of July 27 the glass fell to - 11^ C.

As to the return journey 1 may be very brief. The
rivers now impeded us but little, as they were to a great

extent dried up. The ice-knolls had decreased consider-

ably in size too, and lay more apart, but the glacial cre-

vasses had greatly expanded, and were more dangerous,

being covered with snow. Even the cavities and the

glacial wells, of which many undoubtedly leave a veritable

testimony of their existence behind them in the shape of

corresponding hollows in the rock beneath, had expanded
and increased in number. On a few occasions, on the

return journey, we saw flocks of birds, most probably

water-fowl, which were returning from the north.

On July 3t we again sighted land, which was reached

on the afternoon of August 4, and proceeded to " Sophia

Harbour," where Esquimaux were, as arranged, waiting

for us. For convenience sake I now divided our party

into two, one of which sailed in the lifeboat of the Sophia

to Egedesminde, where the steamer was to take us on

board, and the other, in which was myself, marched to that

place across the low but broad promontory which sepa-

rates Tessiusarsoak and South-East Bay, and then in two

Esquimaux " Kone" boats to Ikamiut and Egedesminde.

On August 16 the Sophia arrived from the north,

embarked us, and made for Ivigtut, where we arrived on

the 19th.

Of the expedition carried out under Dr. Nathorst

during my absence he will himself make a report,- and I

have no doubt that the results of the same will prove

very important. Particularly will the very rich collec-

tions of fossil plants, which he has made with the greatest

regard to the geological condition of the strata, be

of great value to science, as they will furnish us with

many new materials and detailed illustrations of the

flora of the Far North during the epoch when forests

of fig-trees, cycadi, ginko, magnolia, and tulip-trees

covered these regions. Dr. Forsstrand and Herr

I have as yet been unable to verify the barometer calculationf, and the

figures Slated here may suffer some modification.
- NAxaRE, vol. xxviii. p. 541.
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Kolthoff's collection; and studies of the fauur- of Green-
land will also contribute to extend our knowledge of the

naturalistic conditions of the Arctic regions, while the

careful researches made by Herr Hamberg of the salt-

ncss, composition, and temperature of the sea will, I am
sure, greatly benefit hydrography. His researches have
been effected in Davis Strait and Baffin's Bay ton. the

hydrograpbical conditions of which are but little known.
With regard to the results of my exploration of the

inland ice, I may be permitted to say a few words. That
we found no ice free land in the interior, or, that it does
not exist between 6S'' and 69" lat. in Greenland, is "due

directly to the orographical conditions which exi>t in this

part of the country, as referred to in my programme
of the expedition.' The land has here the form of
a round loaf of bread, with sides which gradually and
symmetrically slope down to the sea, i.e. exactly the
shape which I then pointed out was a necessary condition
if the entire country should be covered with a continuous
sheet of ice.

But, thanks to the Lapp:, my expedition is the first

which has penetrated into the very heart of the enormous
Greenland continent, and which has thus solved a
problem of the greatest geographical and scientific im- 1

portance. It is the first exploration of the hitherto un- '

known interior of Greenland, the only continent in the
world into which man had not penetrated.
Anew means of locomotion, the " skidor," seems also

to have been acquired for the Arctic explorer of the
future, which may greatly assist hiai in his work, and
enable him to reach places hitherto deemed impossible of

approach, but of the use of which the Lapp seems to

possess, so to speak, the monopoly.
A. E. NORDENSKJfiLD

We are enabled to supplement Baron Nordenskjiild's
report by the following account, furnished to us by another
menber of the expedition, of the visit paid to the re-

markable Igaliko ruins :

—

On .August 24 the Sophia steamed to Igaliko, at the
bottom of the fjord of the same name. The object of
this visit was to examine the ancient Norse ruins which
are found here. Those who thus believe that the
"Osterbygd" of Greenland was situated in this part
assert that the ruins of Igaliko are nothing more nor less

than those of Erik Rode's own mansion " Brattelid."

However that may be, the Norseman who selected this

spot for his residence acted very wisely. The ruins are
situated at the very bottom of the fjord, where the ab-
sence or presence of the ocean ice on the coast affects

the climate but little. The vegetation in this spot is, in

consequence, quite luxuriant. Thus a vaginal plant,

Latliynis niaritiniiis, grows here in such abundance that it

reminds one of a field of peas, while Ranunculus acris at-

tains a height of two feet, and Campanula roiundifolia, the
bluebell, along with various grasses, flourish in great pro-

fusion. In the pools Menyanthes and Potamogeton thrive,

while copses of birch-trees and willows offer excellent

fuel. There are also plenty of wild berries. The ruins,

the walls of which were formed of enormous blocks of

sandstone, lie just below a table-shaped ridge of sand-
stone by the side of a crystal brook, copiously encircled
by Alchcmilla vulgaris and watercress- The spot is, in

fact, one wdiich would fully justify the name given to the
country. At the time of our visit about a dozen cows
were fed here, whose excellent milk we tasted, while in

the beds around the huts of the natives swedes and
potatoes grew luxuriantly, the former having attained the
size of large apples. It certainly was strange to view this

spot, and we naturally asked each other, what has become
of the old Norsemen who once peopled it ? It is impos-
sible to believe that they were extirpated or conquered by
the Esquimaux. It seems far more probable that both

* Nature, xol. xxviii. p. 77.

races have commingled, an assumption further corrobor-

ated by the strange circumstmce that Esquimaux are

found in this tract who have never been in contact with

the Danes, but who nevertheless possess features of pure
Norse character.

THE VIENNA INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC
EXHIBITION

(From our Vienna Correspondent.)

THE Scientific Commission having for its purpose the

taking of electrical measurements and conducting

scientific researches at the Exhibition commenced its

work on September 17. By the assembled Austrian and
foreign delegates Prol^. Stefan (Vienna) was elected presi-

dent, while as vice-presidents were elected Prof. Galilei

Ferraris (Turin), Col. J. Florensoff (St. Petersburg), Prof.

Hauffe (Vienna), Prof. Kittler 'Darmstadt), Major A.

Obermayer (Vienna), Sir William .Siemens (London),

Prof. Mascart (Paris), Emil Etfendi Lacoine (Constanti-

nople), Prof. E. Gerard (Lidge). The Commission is

subdivided into the following eight sections according to

the matters to be dealt with :
— i. Scientific instruments.

2. Motors and general mechanics. 3. Dynamo-electric

machines, electric lighting, and transmission of power.

4. Electro-chemistry. 5. Telegraphy, telephony, electric

bells and clocks. 6. Signalling for railways and military

purposes. 7. Electro-therapeutics. 8. Application of

electricity relating to arts, industry, and technology. At
the third section the measurements are carried out ac-

cording to the plans devised for electric measurements
by the president of the section, Prof. Kittler, and for

photometric measurements by Prof. V^oit (Munich). A
control calibration of the instruments used in this section

showed their accuracy and precision, as well as the cor-

rectness of the hypothesis that the variations of the

earth's magnetism during the daily periods of measuring
could not exert any important influence on the results of

the measurements. When the first trials were made,
some disturbances of the delicate instruments arose, the

cause being that the iron building of the Rotunda was
charged with electricity by the return currents of the

dynamo-electric machines. But this difficulty was soon
overcome by modifying the arrangements of the conduct-
ing wires, and the Commission is now hard at work trying

the various electric lamps and machines. The results of

these trials when finished will be published by the Com-
mission. The series of lectures delivered at the theatre

of the Exhibition is still continued, and we had occasion

to hear, among others, Mr. Preece (who spoke in Eng-
lish), on the recent progress of telegraphy in England,
and the Austrian professors Mach, Zenger, Pfaundler,

Waltenhofen. The attendance on the part of the public

is as large as it was at the Universal Exhibition in the

year 1873, the average number of visitors being 15,000
daily.

While in the Bernstein lamps described in our last

letter a relatively thick carbon is used, in the Cruto lamps
brought to the Exhibition a few days ago a very fine but
hollow carbon loop is employed ; it is prepared by a pro-

cess similar to that already devised by Mr. Sawyer in the

year 1S78 for flashing carbon filaments. A thin platinum

wire (1/20 mm. to 1/60 mm. in diameter) is heated, by an
electric current passing through it, in a vessel contain-

ing the vapour of a hydrocarbon. The hydrocarbon being

decomposed in a short time, the platinum wire is covered

by a homogeneous layer of deposited pure carbon. The
platinum is then removed by volatilising it. The remain-

ing hollow carbon filaments thus obtained are very fine

and elastic, and show a metallic polish. The Cruto lamps,

as well as a series of Lodiguine incandescent lamps, are

fed by Gravier's distributers of electricity, the installation

of which has been completed during the past week. The
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process of preparing the illuminating portions of the

new incandescent lamps with high resistance exhibited

by Siemens and Halske, and lighting beautifully Witz-

mann's restaurant and the exhibits of this firm, is still

kept secret. The stall of the Societe Anonyme d Elec-

tricity is lighted by several Gerard incandescent lamps of

high candle-power (300 candles). These lamps have large

ovoid glass bulbs pierced at their broad part by a narrow
glass tube containing the two terminals of the conducting
wires. The five straight and comparatively thick carbon
rods forming the illuminating part of the lamp are ce-

mented together at their ends by means of a carbonaceous
paste in such a manner that, by the two pairs of longer

rods being connected by a short intermediate carbon rod,

two long-sided, acute-angled triangles crossing one an-

other are formed, which, if brought to incandescence,

make the appearance of a single flame, giving an agree-

able and bright light. This chain of carbon rods is fas-

tened to the supporting terminals by two short cylindrical

pieces of carljon. An interesting historical collection

of incandescent lamps is exhibited in the Prussian

Section, showing the lamps made by Florensoff, Buliguine,

and Khotinsky in the years 1S72 and 1873. The latter

had already used exhausted glass bulbs, but the carbon
rod used having a diameter of r5 mm. 10 a length of

i^ cm. could not give a good result.

Most of the incandescent lamps exhibited have

transparent bulbs, and very disagreeable after images of

the glowing carbon filaments are caused if they are

looked at only for a moment or two.
.An interesting and practical regulator for single incan-

descent lamps has been exhibited by the International

Electric Company. By turning a handle the intensity of

incandescence can be raised or lowered. This regulating

apparatus consists of a hollow perforated brass bulb

mounted below the lamp, containing a number of carbon

disks, which, when the handle is right over in one direc-

tion, are highly compressed, a metallic circuit being

established at the same time. By turning the handle, the

metallic circuit is broken, and the current passes through

the carbon disks, while the pressure on them being

gradually relaxed causes a steady increase of resistance

to the current, thus diminishing its intensity, and in the

final position the circuit is broken, and the carbon
filament of the lamp ceases to glow.

Vienna, October 16

NOTES
We have received the following announcement from the Royal

Society :—On the last day of the present month the Fellow s of the

Royal Society will hold their anniversary meeting, and elect Council

and cflicers for the ensuing year. The following list has been

nominated:—President: Prof. Thomas Henry Huxley, LL.D.
;

Treasurer: John Evan-:, D.C.L., LL.D.; Secretaries: Prof.

George Gabriel Stoke.s, M.A., D.C.L., LL.D., Prof. Michael

Foster, M. A., M.D. ; Foreign Secretary: Prof. Alexander

William Williamson, LL.D. ; other Members of the Council :

Capt. W. de Wiveleslie Abney, R.E., Prof. W. Grylls Adams,

M.A., F.C.P.S., the Duke of Aro;yll, K.T., D.C.L., John

Gilbert Baker, F.L.S., Thomas Lauder Brunton, M.D., Sc.D.,

William Henry M. Christie, Astronomer-Royal, William De la

Rue, M.A., D.C.L., Sir Frederick J. O. Evans, K.C.B., Prof.

George Carey Foster, B.-A., Francis Galton, JLA., F.G.S.,

James Whitbread Lee Glaisher, M..\., Sir William Withey Gull,

Bart., ^LD., Hugo Midler, Ph.D., Prof. Joseph Prestwich,

M.A., F.G.S., Prof Osborne Reynolds, M.A., Osbert Salvia,

M.A., F.L. S. It will be a subject of congratulation to the

scientific world at large to learn from the above announcement

that Prof. Huxley has consented to alio" himself to be nominated

for President.

A NOTICE of some importance has just been issued by St.

John's College, Cambridge. Inasmuch as it indicates an

advance on the old examination in mathematics and classics

only, which has hitherto obtained at this college, we are

glad to welcome the change. It will tend to place science

candidates still more on an equality with those who pursue

the older studies, and it will directly encourage them to under-

take "independent " work (the word is better than " original"

where Bachelors of Arts are concerned) at the stage when

they have most leisure and most plasticity. The notice is as

follows;—"Candidates for Fellowships at the next annual

election are invited to submit to the electors dissertations or other

writings as evidence of their independent work, in accordance

with the following directions :

—

{a) The matter and form of the

writings to be left to the discretion of the candidates
;

(b) the

writings may be prepared especially with a view to the election,

or may consist wholly or partly of work already published
;

{c\

the c.indidates to state clearly what parts of their writings they

claim to be original ; (1/) the candidates to inform the Master

not later than June I of the subjects of the writings they propose

to submit ; (1?) the writings to be sent to the Master not later

than September I. The electors wish it to be understood that

at the next election their decision will be influenced by

consideration of the following points :— (l) The perform-

ance of the candidates in the University and other public

examinations. (2) The quality and promise of the writings

submitted by the candidates. Candidates may be examined

by papers or vivd voce on questions arising out of their

writings, and on other matters also if the electors desire it. (3)

The proficiency in some special subject of candidates who do

not submit any writings. Such candidates may at their own

request be examined in their special subject, provided they give

full and precise information in regard to it by letter addressed to

the Master not later than June r. (4) The candidates' power of

expression as shown in the composition of an extempore English

essay. Candidates will be ofTered a certain number of subjects

to choose from ; and in judging of the essays account will be

taken of method and style. (5) Such other evidence as may be

forthcoming to attest the candidates' qualifications. The nest

annual election will take place on Monday, November 3, 1884.

Candidates will be required to present themselves for examina-

tion on Tuesday, October 21, at 9 a.m."

The success which attended the course of lectures delivered

this year has induced the Council of the Institution of Civil

Engineers to make arrangements for a similar series next session.

Electricity was then dealt with. Another most important subject

will now be treated, namely, "Heat in its Mechanical Applica-

tions." The lectures will be delivered on Thursday evenings

at 8 p.m., in the months from November to April, as under :

—

1883: November 15, "The General Theory of Thermody-

namics," by Prof. Osborne Reynolds, F.R.S. ; December 6,

" The Generation of Steam, and the Thermodynamic Problems

Involved," by Mr. W. Anderson, M.Inst.C.E. ; 1884 ; January

17,
" The Steam-Engine," by Mr. E. A. Cowper, M.Inst.C.E. ;

February 21, "Gas- and Caloric-Engines," by Prof. Fleeming

Jenkin, F.R.SS.L. and E., M.Inst.C.E. ; March 20, "Com-

pressed-Air and other Refrigerating Machinery," by Mr. A. C.

Kirk, M.Inst.C.E.; April 3, " Heat-Action of Explosives," by

Capt. Andrew Noble, F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E.

The 130th Session of the Society of Arts will commence on

the 2lst inst., with an opening .address from Sir William Sie-

mens, the chairman of the Society's Council. Previous to

Christmas there will be four ordinary meetings, in addition to

the opening meeting, and for these the following arrangements

have been made :—November 28, A. J. R. Trendell, "The

International Fisheries Exhibition of 1SS3;" December 5,
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Thomas T. P. Bruce Warren, "The Manufacture of Mineral

Waters;" December I2, Thomas Fletcher, F.C.S., "Coal Gas

as a Labour-saving Agent in Mechanical Trades ;
" December

19, W. H. Preece, F.R.S., " The Progress of Electric Light-

ing." There will be six courses of lectures delivered during the

session, under the bequest of Dr. Cantor. These will be : (i)

" The Scientific Basis of Cookery," by W. Mattieu Williams,

F.C.S. ; (2) "Recent Improvements in Photo-mechanical Print-

ing Methods," by Thomas Bolas, F.C.S. ; (3) "London
Houses," by Robert W. Edis, F.S.A.

; (4)
" The Alloys used

for Coinage," by Prof. W. Chandler Roberts, F.R.S., Chemist

of the Royal Mint
; (5)

" Some New Optical Instruments and

Arrangements," by J. Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., F.R.A.S.
;

and (6) " Fermentation and Distillation," by Prof. W. Noel
Hartley, F.C.S. The usual short course of Juvenile Lectures

will be delivered during the Christmas holidays. The subject

will be " Crystals and Crystallisation," and the lecturer Mr. J.

M. Thomson, of King's College, London.

The death is announced of Prof. Peter T. Riess, who^e
treatise on frictional electricity—" Die Lehre von Reibungselek

-

tricitat "—has long been a standard work. Riess was a careful

and accurate observer of phenomena. His researches on ring-

figures produced by discharges, on the electric air thermometer,

and on the phenomena of the return stroke, are well known.
His memoirs on electricity were published in a collected form
some years ago.

The sum of 100/. has been placed at the disposal of the

Council of the Statistical Society by Mr. H. D. Pochin for an
essay in memory of the late Mr. Wm. Newmarch, F.R.S., "On
the Extent to which Recent Legislation is in accordance with, or

Deviates from, the True Principles of Economic Science ; and
showing the Permanent Effects which may be expected to arise

from such Legislation." The Council accoidingly invite public

competition for the prize above mentioned. Essays must be sent

in on or before May i, 1884.

Dr. Sophus Tromholt has just left for Iceland, where he
intends to establish his auroral station during the coming winter.

In connection with the vote given by the delegates to the con-

gress at Rome for estalili-hing a meridian common to all civilised

nations, it may be stated that the first French meridian was not

originally that of Paris and special to the French geographers,

but Ferro, according to an ordinance of Louis XIII., published

in 1632 in compliance with a report drawn up by Cardinal de
Richelieu, then superintendent of commerce and navigation. It

was transferred to Paris only fifty years aftenvards by Dominique
Cassini, who obtained the authorisation of Louis XIV. and the

French Academy of Sciences, because it was too difficult to

ascertain the exact distance of the Ferro meridian.

The date of admission of foundation members to the Inter,

national Society of Electricians has been postponed to Nov. 15,

when a general meeting to constitute the Society will be held,

which at present numbers 900 members, belonging to twenty
nationalities. Requests for admission should be addressed to

M. Georges Berger, 99, rue de Grenelle, Paris.

M. Raphael Peruita writing to La Nature under date
Manilla, September 14, states that the detonations of the Java
eruption of August 27 were distinctly heard throughout the
Philippine Islands ; so distinctly were the sounds heard that

gnnboats were sent out under the imoression that a fight was
going on at Java, or that a ship in distress was firing for help.

Of the expeditions despatched in May last from Denmark to

Greenland, the one to North Greenland, under Lieut. Hammers,
has just returned, after having succeeded in .accomplishing its

object, viz. to map out and examine the coast from Ritenbank

to Kongatsiok in the Egedesminde district, vid Jacobshavn and

Kristiansbank, between 70° and 68° 20' N. lat. During the journey

the finest weather prevailed, which was a necessary condition,

as this part of the coast is greatly obstruct ed by islands and

holmes, w hile there are but few heights along it. By Lieut.

H.ammers and his companions' labours the exploration of the

coast of North Greenland has been completed, Lieuts. Steen-

strup and Hammers having—between 1S78 and 1880—ex-

plored the district between Proven (Upernivik) and Godhavn,

and Lieut. Jensen, in 1879, the coast between Holstens.

borg and Egedesminde. These expeditions have succeeded

in collecting all the materials necessary for a map of the

whole coast between Proven and Hol-tenborg. Lieut. Hammers
has, besides geographical researches, also made collections

in natural history, and brought home valuable botanical

and mineralogical collections. From the second expedition,

under Lieut. Holm, despatched this summer to the district of

Julianshaab in order to carry out a tivo ;ind-a-half years' explora-

tion of the south coast of Greenland, a short report has been re-

ceived, stating that it had arrived at Huilek, a small settlement

on the east coast, in lat. 61°. Lieut. Holm had established a

depot of provisions here, to be brought north next summer to

his place of wintering. He intended to return to Nanortalik,

on the west coist, between Julianshaab and Cape Farewell, this

autumn, where the expedition will carry out meteorological and

auroral observations during the winter, which would be a con-

linuition on a small scale of those effected at Go-lthaab for a

year under the international scheme. These obicrvations will

be carried on in the buildings erected there by Capt. Hoffmeyer

in 1S82, and with the i:istruments of the previous expedition.

On returning to the west coast in the autumn, Lieut. Holm's

expedition will effect detailed explorations of the coast, fjords,

and the ice and sea. He has arranged with several Esquimaux

to meet and a-sist him on his journey northwards next year,

when he hopes to reach the sixty-seventh degree of latitude.

Mk. Carl Bock's new book is now nearly ready for publica-

tion. Its title will be " Temples and Elephants," a narrative of

a journey of exploration through Upper Siam and Lao. Messrs.

Sampson Low and Co. are the publishers.

During the last few years the Swedish Government have,

as an experiment, retained an entomologist to assist farmers in

the destruction of insects, &c., dangerous to the crops. The
services of this functionary have, however, been in such request

that the appointment is to be made a permanent one.

On October 26 at about 7 p.m. a splendid meteor was seen in

the district of Herno and, Sweden. A traveller on the road to

Ragunda states that he suddenly saw the night lit up as in broad

daylight, which was caused by a large meteor appearing with a

blinding white lustre in the zenith and travelling very rapidly

down to the horizon. When half way, as it appeared to the

observer, between zenith and the earth it suddenly burst, throw-

ing a quantity of sparks in every direction.

A Universal Exhibition on a tolerably large scale will be

opened at Nice on December i next, and will continue open

the whole of the winter. The Algerian Aklibar suggests that

in 18S5 a Pan-Mediterranean exhibition should be opened in

Algiers, and in 1887 a Pan-African one.

We have to announce three new numbers of the "Encyclo-

paedia of Natural Sciences" from the publishing house of

Eduard Trewendt, Breslau—No. 35 of Part I, and Nos. 17 and

18 of Part 2, making up altogether a substantial addition to

what had been previously accomplished in the progress of ihis

comprehensive work. No. 35, Part I, gives a continuation of

"Schenk's Manual of Botany," more particularly a paper

by Gobel, well and copiously illustrated, on the "Comparative
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History of the Development of Vegetable Organs." No. 17 of

the second part of the total work concludes the first volume of

the "Alphabetical Manual of Chemi-try," edited by Ladenburg,

and begins the second volume with a series of valuable articles

;

one by Biedermann, on the "Atmosphere," taking up by itself

as much as two and a half printed sheets. No. 18 brings the

"Alphabetical Manual of Mineralogy, Geology, and Palaeonto-

logy " as far as the letter " I," and supplies treatises by Kenn-

gott, Lasaulx, and RoUe. Lasaulx's work on " Glaciers " should,

especially, be of interest.

"Universal Geographies" are appearing on all hands.

There is M. Reclus' magnum opus and Stanford's Compendium ;

a new edition of Balbi is appearing in Vienna, and we believe of

Make Brun in Paris. Now the first parts of an Italian " Uni-

versal Geography " have been sent us, " La Terra," by Signor

G. Marinelli, and published by Dr. F. Vallardi of Milan. It

begins at the beginning, with the earth as a member of the solar

system, and enters into considerable astronomical detail, and into

the composition of the sun and the results of recent solar research.

It is abundantly illustrated, and seems to us to deserve a large

circulation, which we hope it will have in Italy. We have also

the first part of a new German work of this class, " Unser

Wissen von der Erde, Allgemeine Erdkunde, " editeJ by Drs.

Hann, Baron von Hochstetter, and A. Pokorny. These names

are a guarantee that this work will be up to a high scientific

standard, and it is evident that scientific geography will occupy

a large space. The illustrations are good. The publisher is

Freylag of Leipzig.

Mr. G. K. Gilbert has recently, according to Science, given

some rather disturbing suggestions to the people of Salt Lake

City {Salt Lake Weekly Tribune, September 20) concerning the

probability of destructive earthquakes there. He describes the

slow and still continuing growth of the ranges in the Great Basin

by repeated dislocation along great fractures, the earth's crust on

one side being elevated and tilted into mountain attitude by an

upthrust that produces compression and distortion in the rocky

mass, until the strain can no longer be borne, and something

must give way. Suddenly and violently there is a slipping of

one wall of the fissure on the other, far enough to relieve the

strain, and this is felt as an earthquake ; then follows a long

period of quiet, during which the strain is gradually reimposed.

Such a shock occurred in Owen's Valley, along the eastern base

of the Sierra Nevada, in 1872, when a fault-scarp five to twenty

feet high and forty miles long was produced. A scarp thirty or

forty feet high is known along the western foot of the Wahsatch

Range, south of Salt Lake, and other scarps of similar origin

have been found at the bases of many of the Basin ranges. The

date of their formation is not known ; but it must be compara-

tively recent, because they are still so little worn away. Wher-

ever they are fresh, and consequently of modern uplift, there is

probable safety from earthquakes for ages to come, because a

long time is needed for the accumulation of another strain suffi-

cient to cause a slipping of one wall of the fissure on the other.

Conversely, when they are old and worn down, the breaking

strain may even now be almost reached, and an earthquake may

be expected at any time. This is the case at Salt Lake ; for,

continuous as are the fault-scarps along the base of the Wahsatch,

they are absent near this city. From the Warm Springs to

Emigration Caiion they have not been found, and the rational

explanation of then: absence is that a very long time has elapsed

since their last renewal. In this period the earth-strain has

been slowly increasing. Some day it will overcome the friction,

lift the mountains a few feet, and re-enact on a fearful scale the

catastrophe of Owen's Valley.

The Aristotelian Society is exerting itself, we hear, to widen

its sphere of action, so that it may be to philosophy what the

scientific societies are to science. Very encouraging support has

already been obtained from those interested in philosophy and

the relations between philosophy and science.

We have received the first number of The Science Monthly

(Bogue), neatly got up and well printed.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Sykes's Monkey {Cercopithecus albigularis)

from East Africa, presented by Mr. Thomas L. M. Rose ; a

Black-eared Marmoset {Hapale penicitlata) from South-EaH

Brazil, presented by Mr. S. Sandbach Parker ; a Globose

Curassow (Crax gloiicera ?) from Central America, presented

by Miss Beale ; a Red-throated Diver {Colyinbus septentrionalis),

British, presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn ; a Dwarf Chameleon

(Chanuclcon pmnilus) from South Africa, presented by Capt. J.

C. Robinson ; a Common Heron (Ardea cinerea), European, a

Common Cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo), a Gannet {Sula

bassana), British, deposited ; a Common Otter {Lulra vulgaris)

British, two Crested Screamers {Chauna chavaria) from Buenos

Ayres, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Pons' Comet.—We continue our ephemeris of this comet

from the provisionally-corrected orbit of MM. Schulhof and

Bossert :

—

At Greenwich Midnight
„„ R.A. Decl. Log. distance from

"'^3-
h. m. s. . ,

Earth. Sun.

Nov. 21 ... 17 57 16 ... 4-48 49-1 ... 0-1079 •• o'i44S

23 ... 18 4 12 ... 48 23-6

25 ... 18 II 30 ... 47 568 ... 0-0839 ... 01276
27 .. 18 19 II ... 47 28-4

29 ... 18 27 18 ... 46 579 ... 0-0583 ... 0-1102

Dec. I ... 18 35 51 ... 46 250
3 ... 18 44 51 ... 45 49-0 ... 0-0311 ... 0-0923

5 ... iS 54 20 ... 45 9-4

7 ... 19 4 19 ... 44 25-5 ... 0-0023 • 0'0738

9 ... 19 14 48 ... 43 36-5

II ... 19 25 47 ... 42 41-5 ... 9-9721 •• 00549
13 19 37 17 ••• 41 39'5

15 ... 19 49 17 ... 40 29-3 ... 9'9409 •• 0-0356

17 ... 20 I 47 ... 39 9-8

19 ... 20 14 45 ... 37 39-8 ... 99093 • 0-0161

21 ... 20 28 9 ... 35 57-8

23 ... 20 41 54 ... 34 2-8 ... 9'S7S4 •• 9'996S
25 • 20 55 57 ... 31 53-6

27 .. 21 10 13 ... 29 29-3 ... 9-S500 ... 9-9772

29 ... 21 24 37 ... 26 49-5

31 ... 21 39 4 ... -f23 54-9 ... 9-8263 ... 99585
On the evening of November 4 the comet as viewed in one of

the larger-sized comet-seekers of Martins of Berlin, was con-

spicuous enough, with traces of a tail. On October 29 Mr.

Talmage, observing with Mr. Barclay's lo-inch refractor at

Leyton, considered it made about the ^ame impression upon the

eye as the annular nebula in Lyra.

Tempel's Comet, 1S73 II.—According to the calculations of

NL L. Schulhof, of Paris, this comet will arrive at perihelion on

the 20th of the present month. Its position on the evening of

the previous day will be approximately in R.A. iSh. 33m.,

N.P.D. 114° o', distant from the earth 1-93, and fro u the sun

I -34, so that the theoretical intensity of light expressed in the

usual way will be 0-15, under which condition it will be of the

last degree of faintness, judging from the experience of lS7'>.

Still as the comet sets more than 2h. 20m. after the sun, it

would be well worth while to search for it where there is a clear

sky near the horizon, especially in the South of Etirope.

A New Star Catalogue.—Prof, van de Sande Bakhuyzen

states that the catalogue of positions of stars contained m the

first sixty-six volumes of the Astrononiische Nachrichten, com-

menced by the late Prof. Hoek and continued by Dr. Kam,
formerly of the Observatory at Leyden, has been completed and

is ready for the press. It contains the places of nearly 5000

stars reduced to 1855-0, with their annual precessions, aiid the

secular variations, the epoch of ob.servation, &c. It is not

mentioned in what way the publication of the catalague is to be

effected.
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THE OBAN PENNATULIDA^
nPHIS report is a very thorough piece of work. It consists of

a detailed and finished description of specimens dredged
during an excursion of the Birmingham Natural History Society

in July, 1881. Tlie specimens all belonged to the three species

Funiciilina i;uailra)igular!s, Poiiialtila phosphorca, and Virgii-

laria mirabilis. The language in which they are described is

very distinct and lucid, though perhaps some criticism may be
allowed as to the scale of measurement used and as to a certain

point in the nomenclature. Measurements are given in the

decimal divisions of an inch, instead of the metrical system,
which is so much more satisfactory. The axial portion of a

Pennatulid is described as consisting of two parts—the stalk and
the rachis, the latter being the polyp-bearing portion ; and the

word "stem" is used for the calcareous rod running through the
axis of both rachis and stalk. "Stem" would naturally mean
both the stalk and rachis together as opposed to the polyp-
leaves. "Core" might be suggested as a better term for the
axial skeleton. The example of Kolliker has been followed in

the use of the terms "polyps" and "zooids" for the two
kinds of individuals. In describing the "stomach," its inner

lining membrane is called ectoderm, but no reference is made to

he fact that the evidence for its being ectodermic is embryo-
lo^jical.

The description and figures given of Funiculina are the first

published in English which deal with the internal structure
;

and they are in some respects more complete and perfect than
those of Kolliker in his monograph on the Pennatulida. The
examination of the largest of the specimens, which was thirty-

nine inches long, has finally disproved the validity of the distinc-

tion maintained by Verrill and Gray to exist between the Scotch
Funktdina, and that of the Mediterranean and Scandinavia.
The supposed species, F. Forbesii, is simply the younger form,
the largest of the Oban specimens being in all respects a typical
F, qttadrangiilaris.

A veiT interesting part of the work is that which refers to

the reproductive organs of Pcnnatiila phosphorea ; the male and
female elements are here fully described and figured for the first

time. The fact of the sexes being distinct was ascertained by
Lacaze Duthiers, but neither he nor Kolliker give figures or

satisfactory descriptions of the sexual organs. The male ele-

ments are shown here to be produced in spherical capsules,

which at first sight resemble ova.

In the account of I'irgularia the process of the origin of new
polyps is described. The stomachs arise as invaginations of

the surface of the rachis into the cavity of large canals lined by
endoderm.
An ingenious discussion of the reason why specimens of

Virgularia when dredged are almost always truncated at the
upper end leads to the conclusion that the loss is due to the
attacks of fish.

The descriptions are followed by a complete critical list of the
literature, and an account of the geographical distribution both
in the sea and in museums. The figures are very clear, and at

the same time artistic. It is much to be regretted that the

condition of the specimens did not allow the histology to be
completely made out. No doubt the Birmingham Society will

pay greater attention to the preservation of material for this

purpose on future occasions. J. T. Cunningham

NOTES FROM THE OTAGO UNIVERSITY
MUSEUM

III-

—

On some Embryos of" Callorhynchus aniarcticus
"

COME weeks since I obtained from a fisherman a number of
eggs of Callorhynchus antarctUiis from Wickliffe Bay,

Otago Peninsula. As I believe this is the first time any observa-
tions have been made on the development of the Holocephali, the
following report of remarks made at a meeting of the Otago
Institute on May 7 may be of some interest to morphologists :

—

" The eggs were found buried in the sand a little below low-
water mark, a position which would seem to cast some doubt on
the generally accepted theory which accounts for the peculiar
form of the egg-shell by supposing it to have acquired a protec-
tive resemblance to kelp. The cavity for the embryo has an
elongated pyriform shape, the broad end being anterior, and the
narrower or posterior end produced into a long canal. On what

' Report by Prof. A. Milnes Marshall, M.D., D.Sc, and William P.
Marshall. BirminghaJii, 1882.

may be described as the ' hairy ' in contradistinction to the
smooth side of the egg-shell, there is on each side of the middle
line at the anterior end a longitudinal slit in the wall of the
cavity, which serves to allow of currents to and from the latter

for respiratory pnrpo-es. The anterior ends of these slits are
united by a weak place in the wall of the egg-shell ; very slight

pressure from within causes rupture along this line and produces
a valve, the lateral boundaries of which are formed by the
respiratory slits, its anterior boundary by the line of rupture.

This valve readily opens outw ards by pressure on its inner face,

and serves for the exit of the foetus ; pressure upon its outer
face only forces it against the opposite wall of the cavity.

" The advanced embryo lies in the cavity in such a position

that its head lies at about the level of the base or hinge of the
valve, and therefore some distance from the anterior end of the
cavity, its tail lies in the narrow posterior prolongation of the
cavity, which fits it accurately ; its right side lies almost in-

varialily against the smooth, its left against the hairy side of the
egg-shell.

" Unfortunately the embryos in all the four dozen eggs ex-

amined were in a tolerably advanced stage of development, so
that there will be little chance of getting younger stages until

next autumn. The youngest obtamed are about four inches
long; they have large yolk-sacs (i'75 inch in length), and very
long external gills projecting from the opercular aperture ; the
snout has acquired the characteristic form, but the tail shows
as yet no trace of heterocercality, nor the skin of the silvery

character it has in the adult, being in the fresh state translu'ient

and highly vascular. The yolk-sac is remarkable ; it is longi-

tudinally elongated, and produced into numerous blunt paired
projections, which are tolerably constant in position ; one pair of

these always lies to the anterior end of the dorsal surface of the
yolk-sac, and between them the snout of the embryo is invariably

situated. The umbilical or somatic stalk is practically obsolete,

the foetus being sessile upon the yolk-sac.

"As in Elasmobranchs the yolk-sac is gradually drawn into

the crelome, and so consists in advanced stages of an internal

and an external portion, the former continually incrersing at the
expense of the latter. As the external portion diminishes in size,

it loses ils blood-vessels, and its projections gradually disappear.

In the latest stage obtained, the external portion is not more than
0'5 inch long, the internal portion being fully 1*25 inch in length,

and causing a great distension of the abdominal walls. In this

stage also, the external gills are absorbed, and the adult characters

of the integument attained."

The foregoing description appeared in the Nciu Zealand
Journal of Science for this month. T. Jeffery Parker

Dunedin, N.Z., July 13

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—The delegates of the Common University Fund
have agreed to appoint a Reader in Anthropology, so as to

utilise the presence of Dr. I'ylor for University instruction. In
a Convocation to be held on November 15, a decree will be sub-
mitted to the House, fixing the Reader's stipend at 200/. a year,

on condition that he lecture at least once a week in each of the
three terms, and receive students for informal instruction and
assistance.

A Scholarship in Natural Science is offered this term by
Wadham College. Candidates may offer either Animal Mor-
phology, Botanical Morphology, or Physiology. They will also

be examined in Elementary i^hemistiy and Physics. Weight
will also be given to a knowledge of French or German. Can-
didates must send in their names to the Warden on or before
November 15.

Cambridge.—Dr. H. Sidgwick has been elected Knightbridge
Professor of Moral Philo ophy. Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., has been
approved for the degree of Sc. D. Dr. Routh has been elected Hon.
Fellow of Peterhouse ; and Pr. fessors Dewar and M. J. M. Hill

have been electt-d Ordinary Fellows. Messrs. A. G. Greenhill

and R. R. Webb will be the Examiners in the Mathematical
Tripos of 1874. 1 he hcmorary degree of M.A. has been con-
ferred on Prof. Macalister, F.R.S. Messrs. J. A. Fleming .and

S. L. Hart, both disunguished Natural Science graduates, have
been elected Fellows of St. John's.

Dr. Gaskell, F. R.S., is to be approved as a Teacher of Phy-
siology, Dr. i. Darwin as a Teacher of Biology, and Mr. G. 15.
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Atkinson as a Teacher of Physics, for the purposes of medical

education.

The honorary degree of M.A. is proposed to be conferred on
A[r. A. Graliam, First Assistant at the Observatory, in recog-

nition of his astronomical services.

Mr. M. C, Potter of Peterhouse has been appointed Assistant

Curator of the Herbarium.
Mr. W. H. Caldwell, Fellow of Caius College, has been

appointed the first Balfour student.

At St. John's College, in December, there will be open

for competition among students who have not commenced
residence in the University—The Foundation Scholarships

then vacant, two of which may, after residence is com-

menced, be increased in value to loo/. a year on condition

of regular residence, satisfactory progi-ess, and good conduct

;

four Minor Scholai->hips, two being of the value of 75/. a year

and two of 50/. a year ; three Exhibitions of 50/. a year for two

years ; one Exhibition of 40/. a year for four years ; one Exhi-

tition of 32/. a year for four years ; together with two Exhibi-

tions of 30/. a year for four years ; one E.xhibition of 33/. 6x. %d.

a year for three years. The number of Exhibitions may be in-

creased if candidates of sufficient merit present themselves. The
Foundation Scholarships and Minor Scholarships are open to

candidates under nineteen years of age. 1 he Minor Scholarships

are tenable for two years, or until the Minor Scholar is elected

to a Foundation Sch ilarship. The Exhibitions are open to all

candidates irrespective of age, and are not vacated by the elec-

tion of the Exhibitioner to a Foundation Scholarship. The
number of Foundation Scholarships is sixty. Candidates may
present themselves for examination in any of the following sub-

jects, namely. Classics, Mathematics, Natural Science, Hebrew,
and Saa-krit. A candidate may be elected on the ground of

proficiency in any one of these taken singly. The Examination in

Natural Science will include papers and practical work in Physics,

Chemistry, General Biology, Botany, Zoology and Comparative

Anatomy, Human Anatomy, Physiology, and Geology. Every

candidate must show a competent knowledge of two at least of

the following subjects, namely: (l) Elementary Physics, (2)

Elementary Chemistry, {3) Elementary Biology [the range of the

examination in Elementary Biology may be taken as defined by

the contents of Huxley and Martin's "Course of Practical

Instruction in i;iementary Biology" (Macmillan)]. A candidate

may be elected on the ground of special proficiency in any one

of the foregoing sciences. Each candidate's n:ime should be

sent not later than November 27, 1883, to the tutor under whom
it is proposed to place him.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The Journal of Physiology, vol. iv. Nos. 2 and 3, August,

18S3, contains : W. H. Gaskell, on the innervation of the heart,

with special reference to the heart of the tortoise (plates 2 to 5).

—T. Th. Cash, description of a double cardiograph for the frog's

heart.—Wesley T. Mills, an examination of some controverted

jioints of the physiology of the voice, especially the registers of

the singing voice and the falsetto.—F.Warner, a method and
apparatus for obtaining graphic records of various kinds of

movements of the hand and its parts, and of enumerating such

movements and their combinations (plate 6).—H. H. Donald-
son and L. T. Stevens, the influence of digitaline on the work
of the heart and on the flow through the blood-vessels.—G. F.

Yeo and Th. Cash, on the relation between the active phases of

contraction and the latent period of skeletal muscle.—S. Ringer,

a third contribution regarding the influence of the inorganic con-

stituents of the blood on the ventricular contraction.—L. C.

Wooldridge, further observations on the coagulation of the

blood.—Also Supplement Part to vol. iv. Physiological papers

of 1882.

The Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society, October,

1883, contains : On Asflanchna ebbisbornii, nov. sp., by E. T.

Hudson, LL.D. (plates 9 and 10), with the usual bimonthly
summary of current researches relating to zoology and botany

(principally Ii.vertebrata and Cryptogamia), microscopy, &c.

The American Naturalist for October, 1883, contains : Man's
place in nature, by W. N. Lockington.—The Naturalist Bra-

zilian Expedition (No. 2, continued), the Lower Jacuhy and Sao
Jeronymo, by H. H. Smith.—On the shells of the Colorado

desert and the region further east, by R. E. Stearns (woodcuts)'

—Review of Report C4 second geological survey of Peansyl"

vania, by Dr. P. Frazer.—Means of plant disiiersion, by E. J.
Hill.— Is the group Arthropoda a valid one? by J. S. Kingsley.

—On the Serpentine of Staten Island, New York, and on a

classification of the natural sciences, by T. Sterry Hunt.

Proceedings of the Linnean Society of New South IVales, vol.

vii. part 4, 1883, contains :—E. P. Ramsay, on new species of

Solea ; contributions to Australian Oology, part 2 ; notes on
birds from Solomon Islands.—E. Meyrick, Au'-tralian Micro-
lepidoptera, Oecophorida;.—Prof. Stephens, geology of the

Western coalfields, parts i and 2.—Dr. J. C. Cox, edible

Australian oysters.—C. W. de Vis, new birds of Queensland

;

description of a new Belideus from Northern Queensland ; on two
new Queensland fishes.—Rev. C. Kalchbrenner, Fungi aliquot

Austraiiu! Orientalis, and on new species of Agaricus.—Rev.

J. E. Tenison-Woods, bot.anical notes on Queensland ; on a
species of Brachyphyllum from mesozoic coal beds, Ipswich,

Queensland.—Wm. Macleay, new fishes of New Guinea, No. 3.—Wm. A. Haswell, on Phoronis australis, n.sp. ; an instance

of symbiosis (an Actinia lodging in the pits of a species of

Cellepora) ; segmental organs of Aphroditea.—On some new
species of Australian tubicolous annelids (plate).—E. Haviland,
plants indigenous to Sydney.—Rev. Dr. WooUs, Eucalypts first

known in Europe.—J. J. Fletcher, comparative anatomy of the

female urogenital system in kangaroos, part i.—Dr. H. B.

Guppy, habits of the Birgas of the Solomon Islands.

Vol. viii. part I, June 19, 1S83, contains :—William Macleay,

a new form of mullet from New Guinea.—J. J. Fletcher,

anatomy of the urogenital system of the kangaroos, part 2.

—

C. W. de Vis, extinct marsupial remains.—C. P. Ramsay, con-

tributions to the zoology of New Guinea (plate, Hapalotes

papuanus).—Some new Australian fishes.—H. R. Whittell,

habits of Pclopo:us kins, and Larrada australis ; on the voracity

of a species of Heterostema.—Rev. J.
E. Tenison-Woods, on

the coal flora of Australia (eleven plates, heliotypes)
; gives a

history of the subject and descriptive list of fossils (pp. 36-167).

—

Rev. B. Scortechini, contributions to the flora of Queensland.

—

Rev. C. Kalchbrenner, two new fungi.—^Jas. Norton, fructifi-

cation of the Bunya (Araucaria bidzoellii) in Queensland.

Vol. viii. part 2, July 17, 18S3, contains :—E. Haviland,
plants indigenous to Sydney, Nos. 3 and 4.—C. W. de Vis, tooth-

marked bones of extinct marsupials ; on Brachalletcs palmeri,

an extinct marsupial ; on a lower jaw of PaJorchesles azael ; on
some new genera and species of Australian fishes.—H. K.
Bennett, habits of Lcipoa ocellata ; on water from Eucalypti

roots.—Wm. Macleay, fishes from the Burdekin and Mary
Rivers; New Guinea fishes. No. 4. —J. J. Fletcher, on a vivi-

parous lizard (Hinulia elegans).—^John Brazier, synonymy of

Australian and Polynesian land and marine mollusca ; localities

of some species of recent Polynesian mollusca.—Rev. J. E.

Teni-on-Woods, mesozoic fossils from Central Australia (two
plates).—Rev. B. Scortechini, second half century of plants new
to South Queensland.

Revue Internationale des Sciences Biologiques for July, 1883,

contains :—Elie Reclus, studies on indigenous people : the

Khonds.—Prof. Huxley, living orgauismjs and the way to study

them (translated).—Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences,

Paris.

August.—Leon Metchnikov, essay on the Christian commu.
nion : the God of Nyssa and the God of Nazareth.—Prof. Huxley,

living organisms and the way to study them (translated).—Pro-

ceedings of the Academy of Sciences, Amsterdam, and of the

Academy of Sciences, Paris.

September.—Prof. Huxley, living organisms and the way to

study them (translated).—Prof. Williamson, the primitive ances-

tors of living plants and their relation to the doctrine of evolu-

tion.— Proceedings of the Academy of Sciences, Paris.

Atti of the Royal Academy del Lincei, June 17.—Remarks
on Schiffs memoir on changes of volume during fusion, by
Sig. Camizzaro.—On De Stefani's upper crest of the Apen-
nines, by S. Capellini and Taramelli.—On the temperature

corresponding with the glacial period, by S. Pietro Blaserna.

—On the measurement of altitudes by means of the barome-

ter, by S. Paolo Busin.—On the isobarometric types of Italy,

by the same author.—On the first phenomena in the deve-

lopment of the embryo of the Bdops (Salpa maxima), by S.

Francesco Todaro.—On the caloric developed in litiuids by the
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discharge of electric condensers, by S. Emilio Villari.—Report

on the antiquities recently discovered in Val della Torre, Adria,

Forli, Orvieto, and other parts of Italy, by S. Fiorelli.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
I'ARIS

Academy of Sciences, Oclober 29.—M. Blanchard, prtsi-

dent, in the chair.—Allusion was made by the President to the

loss sustained by the Academy in the person of M. Louis

Ereguet, the mechanician, who died suddenly on the night of

October 26.—Okervalion- on the geometrical deformations pro-

duced by pressure on a rectangular parallelopi] edon with prolong-

ation in a single direction (two illustration^), by M. Tresca.

—

Fossil and savage man ; anthropological studies, by M. de
Quatrefages. In presenting this important work to the Academy,
the author remarked that since the discoveries of Boucher de

Perthes and the jawbone of Moulin-Quignon some twenty years

ago, not only has the existence of Quaternary man been univer-

sally recognised, hut a ceitain number of distinct Quaternary

races has already been determined. The existence of Tertiary

man also, withuut being yet fully demonstrated, has been ren-

dered highly probable, especially by the researches of M. Capel-

lini. A detailed account is given of all the known Quaternary

races of Western Europe, based mainly on the fossil remains

collected by M. de Baye in the artificial caves explored by him in

the department of La Marne.—Note on the freezing point of alco-

holic solutions, by M. F. M. Raoult. In accordance with the

general law established by the author, the soluble bases are shown
to belong to two distinct groups, one presenting a molecular

lowering of the freezing point comprised between 33° and 48°,

with a mean of 39° ; the other lying between 16° and 20°, with

a mean of 19°.—Kepoit on the results of the treatment of the

vines attacked by phylloxera in the Maritime Alps, by M.
Laugier. The report sjieaks favourably of the experiments

made during the years 18S1-83 with sulphuret of caibon and
sulphocarbonate of potassium.—On certain equations connected

with surfaces of constant curvature, by M. G. Darboux.—Deter-

mination of the equivalent of nickel by means of its sulphate,

by M. H. Uaubigny.—On a process for detecting by chemical

analysis the traces of blood in clothes that have been washed, by
M. C. Husson.—A comparative study of the excitability of the

surface and deeper parts of the brain, by M. Couty.—On the

spermatogenesis of podophthalmous crustaceans, and especially

of the decapods, by M. G. Herrmann.—Note on the anatomy
and physiology of the Sacculine and the allied genera Peltogaster

and Lerna;odiscus, by M. Yves Delage.
j

Berlin

Physical Society, October 19.—Dr. Frolich made a report

on measurements of solar heat executed by him in continuation

of observations he had made at an earlier date, according to the

method he was still pursuing, on the temperature of celestial

space. Observations on the temperature of the earth's surface

had led him to the conviction that solar heat, the principal source
of the temperature of the earth, must pass through very rapid

oscillations, which were in all probat)ility connected with the

quick movements on the solar surface that had been brought to

light by the new methods of investigation. To establish these

variations beyond all doubt required long-continued observations

of the sun's heat by means of trustworthy instruments remainirg
invariable for years. Thermoelectric piles provided with due
protective apparatus could alone be deemed instruments of this

description. Mr. Langley's bolometer was not adequate for any
length of time, the electric resistance of thin metal plates being
liable to very rapid variations. The thermoelectric pile he had
made use of was inclosed in a wide, double-walled pipe, opening
in front in the shape of a funnel, in which circulated a constant
stream of water of atmospheric temperature. The exposed front

end of the thermopile was closed by a plate of rock salt, and
the whole was set up in such a manner that it could turn in a

frame, which itself might be turned in all directions and closed

by means of a Venetian shutter. The whole appar.atus was
capable of revolving in all directions. The thermopile and the

galvancmeler of Siemens and Halske's recent construction were
perfectly tnistworthy instruments, as Dr. Frolich had repeatedly
convinced himself. There now remained the task of finding a

standard for the solar heat. For this purpose preparatory ex-

periments were instituted with luminous heat generators—a glow-
ing platina sheet and an electrical glow-lamp of older con-

struction. These expei iments, however, came to nothing.

At last recourse was had to dark heat, such as was pro-

duced from a hollow screen filled with steam, one side of

which is blackened with smoke, and the other whitened
with chalk. With these apparatus measurements of solar

heat were taken on perfectly clear days under a bright

sun at very difi'erent [joints of the sun's altitude, and were re-

presented by curves, the absciss.-e of which showed the thickness

of the transmitted atmosphere ; the ordinates, the observed
warmth of the sun. Under favourable conditions the curve
formed a straight line, which, when extended to zero of the ab-

scissa, furnished the measurement of the solar heat without
atmospheric absorption. The measurements were at first at-

tempted to be taken at the Berlin Observatory, but were found
to present so many irregularities and oscillations in consequence
of the situation of the Observatory in the midst of the city and
the constantly vaporous and dusty state of the atmosphere sur-

rounding it that they had to lie discontinued there. ISetter and
m ;re regular results were obtained from observations made at a
house in the western suburbs. The best and most conclusive

measurements, however, in which the errors of observation w ere

reduced to i percent., were obtained from a tower in the West End
near Berlin, where, throughout six days of the past summer, curves
were registered approximating very closely to a straight line. One
single measurement executed on the Faulhom at a height of 9000
feet yielded a perfectly straight curve. The six measurements
distributed over the months of June, Tuly, August September,
and October, showed considerably different results in the dif-

ferent months. Dr. Friihlich caused Dr. Lohse, who had been
taking daily photographs of the sun at the Potsdam Observatory,
to supply him with data regarding the presence of sunspots
in the last months. From these data Dr. Frohlich found that

the lower degrees of solar heat con-esponded with numerous
formations of spots, while the higher gradations of heat
were attended with fewer sunspots. In this coincidence Dr.
Frolich was disposed to see a sequence of cause and effect. It

would be necessary, however, to accumulate a large number of

observations, and in particular to take them at elevated stations

before any definitive judgment could be passed respecting the

influence of sunspots on solar heat.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 18S3

THE "AUSTRAL" JUDGMENT

THE inquiry into the sinking of the mail-steamer

Austral in Sydney Harbour has probably attracted

more attention than any other case which has come before

the Wreck Commissioner's Court since it was established.

Not merely those specially interested in or connected

with shipping but the public generally were desirous of

knowing how it happened that a magnificent sfeamship

of the most recent construction should have foundered at

anchor in smooth water and in a dead calm. It is satis-

factory, therefore, to find that the causes of the accident

have been discovered, and that they do not affect the

reputation of the ship, nor the credit of her designers.

The circumstances of the accident are briefly these :—The
Austral had completed her second outward voyage, had
discharged nearly all her cargo, and had partially refilled

her coal-bunkers. A collier came alongside to continue

the coaling, and the work was proceeded with during the

night. In order to facilitate coaling, and to keep the

interior of the ship clean, coal-ports had been formed in

the sides, the height of these ports above water when the

ship was upright being about five feet. The coaling was
rapidly done, and no proper supervision was exercised by

any of the officers of the ship ; consequently a consider-

able weight of coal was introduced on the starboard side

without any corresponding weight being placed on the

port side, and the ship was gradually heeled over. At
length such an inclination was reached that the sills of

the after coaling-ports were brought to the sea-level

;

water began to enter the ports and to pass freely into the

interior of the ship, and in fifteen to twenty minutes from

the time the alarm was given she sank. No one appears

to have observed the dangerous proximity of the coal-

ports to the water until it was too late to save the vessel.

Had there been ordinary care and watchfulness the

accident would not have occurred.

This last statement can be inade with certainty in view

of the scientific evidence respecting the stability of the

Austral given in the course of the inquiry. After the

vessel had been raised and brought home the owners

commissioned a competent naval architect, Mr. Elgar, to

thoroughly investigate her conditions of stability at the

time of the accident, and under various circumstances.

As a basil for this investigation an inclining experiment

was made on the vessel, and the vertical position of her

centre of gravity was ascertained. Simple calculations

enabled the investigator to pass from the experimental

condition of the ship to all other conditions brought under

review, and to place before the Court ample materials for

answerin^' the question—Was she a stable vessel ? This

answer was distinctly in the affirmative ; indeed there is

no room tor doubting that with proper management, and
the occasional use of the water-ballast with which she

was provided, the Austral possessed sufficient stability.

It is unnfcessary to enter into details as to her " stiffness
''

and range 'f stability in various conditions of lading; but

it may be Aonh stating that, according to the evidence,

had the coai-ports been closed and all weighti on board
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secured, she would have been practically uncapstzable at

the time of the accident.

It would be out of place here to discuss the finding of

the Court as regards the responsibility or blameworthiness

of the owners, officers, and other persons connected with

the management of the ship. One broad general prin-

ciple laid down by the Commissioner in his judgment may
be considered with propriety, since it affects not merely

the owners of the Austral, but shipowners as a body.

Mr. Rothery is strongly of opinion that shipowners should

cause investigations to be made of the stability of their

ships, and should furnish captains with the results of

these investigations for information and guidance. In

the case of the Austral no such investigations were made
until after the accident, and what happened with her is

the common case with ships of the mercantile marine.

There has been a remarkable advance in the applications

of scientific methods to merchant-ship construction of

late years, and the consideration of probleins of stability

has been forced upon the attention of shipbuilders and
shipowners in many cases. But the adoption of the

Commissioner's opinion would involve a much greater

extension of scientific method and exact calculation than

has yet taken place.

Shipbuilders necessarily have no control over the load-

ing of the ships they build ; and in most merchant

ships the stability is practically determined by the

nature and distribution of the cargoes carried. Up
to the present time exceedingly little information is on

record as to the actuil stability of laden merchant ships
;

and their loading usually has to be done under very

hurried and difficult conditions by men possessed of great

practical experience, but having little or no acquaintance

with the principles of stability. Owners have hitherto

been content to depend almost exclusively on experience

with previous vessels in determining the ditiiensions of

new ships, and have not set much store on the result of

scientific calculation. Builders, on the other hand, re-

cognising their want of control over the working of the

vessels, have refrained, for the most part, from making
detailed calculations of stability. Even the leading firms

have chiefly confined attention to experimental and other

investigations which would be useful in preparing subse-

quent designs ; and in most cases the owners have not

had communicated to them any facts which may have

been ascertained respecting the stability of ships. Mr.

Rothery maintains that all this should be changed : that

fuller investigations should be universally made, and the

results furnished by the owners to the captains.

The great, if not paramount, importance of due con-

sideration being given to the stability of merchant ships,

and particularly of cargo-carrying steamers, is recognised

by the most eminent authorities. Mr. Rothery in his

recommendation indorses what has been said and written

repeatedly of late years. But while there is a very general

assent to the proposition that something should be done

to secure a due amount of stability and to prevent im-

proper or excessive loading, there is not a similar agree-

ment respecting the means to be employed. For example

some of the professional witnesses at the Austral inquiry

expressed doubts as to the wisdom of placing in the

hands of merchant-ship captains the results of calcula-

tions for stability expressed in the forms of " metacentric
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diagrnms" or "curves of stability." These gentlemen

feared that to the average ship-captain such curves and
diagrams would be unintelligible, and therefore of no

jwactical value. It must be admitted that there is some
force in this contention ; but on the other hand it is

obvious that a very moderate amount of instruction ought

to suffice to make information of the kind intelligible and

useful to an educated seaman.

It may be worth while to mention what is the established

practice in the Royal Navy in this matter. Each of Her
Majesty's ships is provided with a "Statement of Stability,"

in which appears a record of the " metacentric heights,"

corresponding respectively to the " fully laden " and the

" extreme light" conditions of the vessel. There is also

a record of the calculations of stability at various angles

of heel ; the angle at which the stability attains its maxi-

mum and that at which it vanishes being noted. In cases

where special precautions are needed special standing

orders arc given. For instance, in some low freeboard

ships it is stringently ordered that a certain maximum
load draught shall not be exceeded, because any diminu-

tion of the corresponding freeboard would cause an ob-

jectionable decrease in the range and area of the curve of

stability. Again, in some vessels, as coals and stores are

consumed, the stability is considerably diminished, and

then orders are given that the ship shall not be lightened

beyond a certain miniinum draught, that draught being

maintained if necessary by the admission of water-ballast.

All these regulations are based upon careful experiment

and detailed calculations. In the original design of the

ships close attention is bestowed upon the question of

their sufficient stability ; and when the vessels are com-

pleted, an experimental check is put upon the intentions

of the design, any necessary corrections being made in

the original calculations. But it is right to remark that

war ships are much more easily dealt with than merchant

ships, because definite positions are assigned in them by

the designer for all the weights carried— whether they be

armour, or guns, or coals, or ammunition, or outfit.

Hence it is possible to state distinctly what is the sta-

bility in the fully laden condition, and what are the ex-

tremes of possible variations in stability as coals, stores,

&c., are consumed. In merchant ships, as was remarked

above, the designer and builder have no corresponding

control over stowage, and in practice very considerable

variations in stowage necessarily occur. Leaving this

difference aside for an instant, it may be stated that in

the Royal Navy the information given on " Statements of

Stability " is highly valued and well understood by naval

officers. This result is, no doubt, attributable in a large

degree to the fact that at the Royal Naval College for

many years past classes have been arranged wherein

naval officers receive instruction in the elements of naval

architecture, and especially in the methods of interpreting

the various statements and drawings issued by the

Admiralty to the ships of the fleet. Similar instruction

could not fail to be of service to officers ot the mercantile

marine, and t"e Admiralty have made provision in the

Regulations for the admission of a certain number of such

officers annually ; but as yet no advantage ha^ been taken

of the permission. Either in this way or in sume other,

instruction must be obtained by merchant captains if they

are to exercise an intelligent control over the loading of

their vessels, and to insure the provision of sufficient

stability.

It seems very probable that one result of recent occur-

rences and discussions will be the grant of greater freedom

to shipbuilders in choosing the dimensions for new ships

than has been customary hitherto. And it may be anti-

cipated that increasing attention will be bestowed upon

investigations of stability in connection with new designs.

But whatever improvements may be made in the general

practice of shipbuilders, the responsibility for manage-

ment and loading must always remain with the owners

and commanding officers of merchant ships. Ill-advised

action on their part might render futile all the precautions

of the designer. He may have secured what seenrs a

good margin of stability, on the basis of some hypothetical

arrangement of a certain dead weight which was supposed

to be the maximum a ship would carry ; and yet in

practice some more critical condition of loading may
arise which must be dealt with by those in charge of the

vessel.

Having regard to the very considerable variations in

the character of the cargoes carried by the great majority

of merchant ships on their several voyages, it appears to

be highly important that owners and captains should

have placed in their possession full information respect-

ing the stability of their ships ; and that they should be

able to make intelligent use of this information. One of

the most valuable pieces of information which a captain

could obtain for a laden ship would be her " metacentric

height," and there seems no reason why an intelligent

officer who had been furnished with a "metacentric

diagram," and understood its use, should not experi-

mentally determine for himself before leaving port what

measure of " stiffness" his ship possessed, and at what

vertical position the centre of gravity was placed (if the

conditions of loading were of an unusual character).

He would then have a more certain assurance of the

sufficiency or otherwise of the stability of the ship than

he could otherwise possess ; and this assurance might

easily be made to extend not merely to the initial stability

but to the stability at large angles of inclination. It may
be urged that it is too much to hope for any such experi-

ments, or for such an advance in knowledge ; and that in

the stress of business time cannot be found for such

elaborate inquiries. Possibly one may be too sanguine

to indulge this hope ; but inclining experiments of the

kind indicated are neither lengthy nor costly operations,

and their value as indications of the probable safety or

danger of laden ships cannot well be over-estimated.

The necessity for carefully considering the stability of

merchant ships is not a matter of dispute. All concerned

may be assumed to desire some practical solution of the

problems involved in securing sufficient stability. And
on a review of the whole subject it will probably be ad-

mitted that all three classes interested—the shipowner,

shipbuilder, and ship-captain—must accept their several

responsibilities while working towards a common end.

The shipowner may be presumed to know best the special

requirements to be fulfilled in any new design. It is the

duty of the designer to make sure that appropriate

dimensions and proportions are secured in association

wi'h the fulfilment of these requirements, or to point out

the impossibilty of such an association. And, finally.
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upon the skilful and intelligent conduct of the captain

mu-^t necessarily depend in a great degree the safety and
success of the vessel during her career. In order that

the best results may be obtained in face of the difficulties

incidental to the design and management of many
modern types of ships, the standard of knowledge must
be raised in all three classes. W. H. White

THE ''ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA"
EitcyclopcedlaBiiiannica. Ninth Edition. Vol. xv. Loo-
Mem. Vol. xvi. Men-Mos. (Edinburgh : A. and C.

Black, 1S83.)

AMONG the most important scientific articles in

vol. XV. of the new edition of the " Britannica" arc

those on Medicine, Mechanics, and Mammalia.
The concise but comprehensive epitome of the his-

tory of medicine which Dr. Payne has contributed

is the only history of the kind in the language. In

Germany there are in this subject, as in almost every other

branch of learning, excellent text-books ; and the author

acknowledges his obligations to Haser's " Lehrbuch der

Geschichte der Medicin und der epidemischen Krank-
heiten." In France, Daremberg's "Histoire des Sciences

Medicales " is also well knjwn. But in England there

has been no serious attempt to write a history of medicine

since the publication of Freind's letters to Mead (1725);

even these only dealt with a portion of the subject, and
were written or at least begun under the disadvantage of

confinement in the Tower. There have been a few valu-

able contributions to the subject, such as Dr. Greenhill's

articles in Smith's " Dictionary of Classical Biography,''

and Dr. Munk's RoU of the College of Physicians, but

nothing more.'

Is this neglect justifiable ? In other branches of natural

history and natural philosophy an acquaintance with the

successive steps by which mo lern knowledge has been

won is almost necessary for clearly comprehending the

result. A history of astronomy, of electricity, or of

physiology would be not only of interest but of practical

value to the student of each of these subjects. But a

history of medicine, however important as a chapter in

the development of human intellect and the progress of

civilisation, is scarcely any help towards understanding

either the principles or the practice of the art of healing.

A modern physician finds some knowledge of chemistry

and of physics indispensable ; botany and zoology are

not without important bearing on his profession il studies;

a knowledge of German is of great practical use ; but

he may be i.^uorant of all medical literature above fifty

years old without any lo,s, except the loss of the intel-

lectual pleasure which every educated man should take in

the past history of his profession.

That this is the case seems evident from the utter

neglect of the older medical classics in medical education,

notwithstanding occa-iunal murmurs from the few who
have earned the right to murmur by having read them,

and from others— a neglect which exists not only in practi-

* Dr. Edward Meryon's ** Hist -ry of iVIedicine " was never finished- Dr.
Adams's editions of Hippocrates and of Paulus iE^ineta, t'ruke's of tlie

" Regimen Saniiatis Salcrniianuiii," and Payne's of Linacre's translation.
" De Tcniperamentis." are scholarly works •' Lives of British Phy-iciaiis

"

and " The Gold-iieaded Can.: " are not un^ racefully written '" The History
and Heroes of the .Art of Medicine " is a very poor coinpdation. A brilliant

essay on the subject will be fnind at the end of " Poems " and othe

of the late Dr. 1 ranit Smith (Smith and Elder, 1879).

cal England and America, but no less in the learned
German and the conservative French schools. This
neglect is only confirmed by occasional glimpses of the

said classics, and it is illustrated by the fact that we owe
even the sketch of the labours of two thousand years

which forms the subject of this review to the demands of

an encyclopaedia.

Nor is the reason far to seek. Mo lern medicine has
scarcely anything but its aim in common with the art of

the ancients. The attempt of the older physicians was to

find some comprehensive explanation which would ac-

count for all the diseases of mankind, and their practical

method was the application of certain remedies, recom-
mended by the crudest experience, or more often by some
such dogmatic criterion as that of " signatures." The
authority of the ancients was regarded as independent of

proof. In like manner naturalists used to study the

worthless gossip of Pliny, and Milton recommended
Columella as a school-book because of the practical im-

portance of husbandry ; indeed in England we still teach

geometry from an ancient Greek text-book, and Euclid
will be the last to follow .Aristotle and Galen, Dioscorides
and Celsus, into learned oblivion. But the object of

modern medicine is not to explain but to investigate, to

ascertain what is amiss, and to deal with it as directly

as possible, on the principles of physics and of chemistry,

guided by experiment an 1 checked by skilled statistics.

Homoeopathy is only the last of the " systems " of medi-
cine ; not more arbitrary than many others, and, like the

rest, not so much a wrong solution of a scientific problem
as an answer to a question which cannot reasonably be
put.

The art of rational medicine must therefore depend
upon a knowledge of the body and its functions, on the

power of discovering its physical conditions, and on
acquaintance with the physico-chemical laws to which it

is subject
;
just as the art of navigation depends on a

knowledge of astronomy and of meteorology. But even
the rough outlines ofanatomy vvereonlymade out during the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and the discovery of

its minuter dt tails, so well begun between 1650 and 1700,

was only resumed and carried to its present degree of

completion by the achromatic microscopes of the last

fifty years. Morbid anatomy dates from Morgagni.
Physiology had no true existence before Harvey's dis-

covery of the muscular contraction of the heart and the

circulation of the blood in 1628. It was retarded rather

than helped by premature application of mechanical laws,

and did not make important progress again until the birth

of chemistry in the last thirty years of the eighteenth

century. If anatomy may be dated from the dissections

of Vesalius, physiology from the vivisections of Harvey,

and chemistry from the laboratory of Lavoisier, we can-

not fix the beginning of modern medicine earlier than

the introduction of mediate auscultation by Laennec in

1819.

Interest, however, will always belong to the history of

medicine, apart from the practical value of the older

medical literature. The study of the dreary succession

of the Greek "sects," of the Galenical and Arabian

"schools," and of the subsequent iatro-chemical, iatro-

mechanical, Brunonian, and other "systems," is of

service to warn too eager speculation from the errors of
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past ages. Here and there, "apparent rari, nantes

in gurgite vasto," records of real observation : the

aphorisms of Hippocrates, or tlie clinical pictures of

Sydenham. Occasionally a gooi style commends an

almost valueless treatise, as in the case of Celsus and

Fracastori. More often we are attracted by some

amusing gossip, so ne shrewd remark, or some interest-

ing historical allusion, to epidemics or to wars, to the

deaths of kings and conqu3rors, or to the daily accidents

of contemporary life. Such are Caius's account of the

sweating sickness, Ambrose Pard's description of his treat-

ment of gunshot wounds in Savoy and at Rouen, and the

" cases " recorded by Dutch surgeons of the seventeenth

century. Nay, apart from utility and from such chance

rewards as these, there will always be those who take

the genuine delight of a book-worm in old authors

because they are old, those who have the respectaljle

appetite for information which is omnivorous, and students

of the human mind for whom acquaintance with its dullest

wanderings is fruitful.

It is therefore well that English readers should have at

least an outline of medicine in the past, and this want

has been admirably supplied by Dr. Payne. Wisely

abandoning all endeavours to include the biographical

part of his subject, tempting as the excursion must often

have seemed, and leaving on one side the curious history

of medicine as a profession, its connection with the

Church, the differentiation of its several branches, its

varied social position, and the growth and decay of the

great colleges and schools of medicine, he has aimed

only at presenting within the narrow limits allowed (about

thirty-seven columns quarto) a view of the changes of

medical theories, and of the slow progress and frequent

retrogression of the medical art. Beginning with an ap-

preciative sketch of Hippocratic medicine, the important

work of the Alexandrine physicians is next indicated, the

scientific scope and character of Galen is described, and

the obscure line of tradition of classical medicine is traced

down to the mediaeval school of Salerno. The vast, but

than'dess and little explored, field of Arabian medicine is

then rapidly surveyed, and its dominion in Western

Europe explained as being really little more than that of

a corrupt Galenism. The revival of learning at the be-

ginning of the sixteenth century was probably a mis-

fortune to medicine, for when the Italian scholars, and

our own Linacre and Caius translated the works of Galen

into good Latin, these medical "classics" shared in the

glory which surrounded the language of the New Testa-

ment and of Plato. The first steps of anatomy were in

contradiction of statements by Galen, the first discovery

of physiology was a refutation of his whole system. Yet

the baneful influence of his great name, like that of the

still greater name of Aristotle, laste 1 long after his claim

to imrdicit credence had been disproved. As the ancient

system was worn away, its place was eagerly striven for

by the feebler systems of Paracelsus, Van Helmont, Borelli

Sylvius, Sfahl, Hoffmann, John Brown, and Hahnemann
in a long succession of three hundred years.

With the m >rl3id anatomy of Morgagni, Baillie, and

Laennec, and the physical diagnosis introduced by the

latter great physician, the modern era of rational medi-

cine began, in which sects and systems are mere survivals

— superstitions—of an unduly prolonged middle age. At

this point Dr. Payne's heart and 'paper seem to fail to-

gether. He ends, much as Gray's bard ended his pro-

phetic outline of English history, in a fine confused view

of a period of light and splendour, illustrated by the

names of Rokitansky and Virchow, Czermak and Helm-

holtz, Bright, Graves, Addison, Stokes, and Trousseau.

It was no doubt wise not to attempt an account of the

triumphs of the new era, but we hope that the learned

author of this article may make it the foundation of a

complete history of medicine, fuller and more exact than

Daremberg's, lighter and brighter than those of Sprengel

and Haser. We also venture to suggest to the editor of

the "Encyclopaedia Britannica" that an article dealing

with the curious and interesting history of medicine as a

profession should be obtained from the same pen, under

the heading, say, of " Physic, ^History 'of the Practi-

tioners of."

We have scarcely left room for finding fault, and little

room is needed. But to redeem our encomium from the

charge of blindness, we may ask why the history of the

school of Salerno is given after that of Arabian medicine
;

what evidence there is apart from his name that Bernard

Gordon of Montpellier (1307) was a Scot; and what

possible aptitude there is in a comparison between two

such different persons as the impudent, drunken vaga-

bond who called himself Paracelsus and the great German

reformer who lived at the same time.

Lastly, while we fully admit the justice of connecting

the introduction of auscultation and of chemical and

microscopical examination of morbid fluids with the intro-

duction of a knowledge of morbid anatomy—for this con-

nection was, in fact, the jiovum organum of medicine

from 1820 onwards—yet we think that there should also

have been indicated, however briefly, the still newer

method which has characterised the history of yet

more recent medicine, namely, the method of number

and measurement, by which to the stethoscope and the

test tube have been added the clinical theiTnometer,

the compte-globule and the sphygmograph. Perhaps

future historians of medicine (particularly if they should

write "primers" or "outlines" "for examination pur-

poses") will divide the nineteenth century into four

periods: the first (1800- 1820) introductory, the second

(1820-1850) the period of morbid anatomy and of physical

diagnosis, the third (1S50-1S80) the period of morbid

histology and of quantitative investigation ; while the

last, we may hope, will be called the period of experi-

mental medicine, in which laboratories shall do the same

service for pathology and therapeutics which they have

already done for physiology.

There appears, under the head of " Mechanics," another

of those mathematical dissertations which, each complete

in itself, are to be found at such frequeat intervals in the

volumes of the new edition of the " Britannica." The

author of the part of this article which treats of theoreti-

cal mechanics is Prof. Tait, and those who are familiar

with his writings will be able to form an estimate of the

way in which the treatment of the subject is conceived

and carried out.

The science of mechanics in its widest range rests on

Newton's Three Laws of Motion, and on that other pas-

sage in the '• Principia" dealing with the activity of an
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agent, the full significance of which, when interpreted by
the light of modern discoveries, was first made clear by
Professors Thomson and Tait. An examination of New-
ton's original statement shows that in his view " equili-

brium is not a balancing of forces, but a balancing of the

effects of forces. When a mass rests on a table, gravity

produces in it a vertically downward velocity which is

continually neutralised by the equal upward velocity pro-

duced by the reaction of the table, and these forces . .

are equal because they produce in equal times equal and
opposite quantities of motion."

As regards our knowledge of force as distinguished

from its mechanical measure as change of momentum,
we are reminded that our idea of force, originally de-

rived from the muscular sense, "may be a mere suggestion

of sense corresponding (no doubt) to some process going

on outside us, but quite as ditt'erent from the sensation

which suggests it, as is a periodic shearing of the ether

from brightness, or a periodic change of density of air

from noise."

In discussing still further the nature of force, Prof

Tait points out that our belief in matter, the most certain

of all objective realities, is largely based on the property

of the unchangeability of its aggregate amount. " The only

other thing in the universe which is conserved as matter

is conserved is energy. Hence we conclude that energy

is the true physical reality, and force, which is merely the

space-rate at which energy is transformed, must be re-

garded like other expressions, such as rate of interest,

death-rate, gradient of heat, as an expression introduced

for convenience, and not necessarily because of an objec-

tive reality attached to it."

Remembering the dual nature of all force as being

exerted between two bodies, we have, as another reading

of the Third Law, " Every action between two bodies is a

stress."

With regard to potential energy, which must depend in

some hitherto unexplained way, like kinetic energy, on

motion. Prof. Tait says :
" The conclusion which appears

inevitable is that, whatever matter may be, the other

physical reality in the universe which is never found

unassociated with matter, depends, in all its widely

varied forms, upon motion of matter."

After explaining Newton's Laws, the author deals with

the principles of kinematics, and then with statics and

kinematics of various material systems, with different

degrees of freedom, inserting amongst the analytical

proofs several of those elegant geometrical constructions

for which he is so well known. Whilst the nature of the

article precludes a thorough exposition of the higher and

more involved parts of the subject, he has succeeded in

presenting illustrative problems of all the great divisions

in mechanics, which afford some insight into the nature

of the special parts of the subject to which they refer.

Tnis most useful article, which exhibits the state of

knowledge in theoretical mechanics at the present time,

concludes with a list of the principal works on me-

chanics.

Following Prof Tait's article, and under the heading of

"Applied Mechanics," we have the reprint of an article by

the late Prof Rankine, contributed by him to the volume

of the "Encyclopaedia Britannica" which was published

in 1857.

In this article Prof. Rankine has dealt with the prin-

ciples of the subject very much on the same lines as in

his larger published work on "Applied Mechanics." It

is needless to say that nothing that Rankine wrote on the

theory of mechanics can ever become antiquated or

obsolete. He possessed such a firm grasp of the founda-

tions of the subject, that it seems impossible to believe

that on these points he could commit an error. But

since that time many new discoveries have been made in

mechanics, as in other sciences, to which we find no

reference in the present articles. Of these perhaps the

most important are the later developments of graphical

statics, and the kinematical analysis of Prof. Reuleaux.

The former subject, which really dates its origin from the

time of the discoveries by Rankine of the Theory of the

Extension of the Funicular Polygon, and by Clerk Maxwell

of the Theory of Reciprocal Figures, has received at the

hands of Culmann and others developments which are

now proving themselves of the greatest importance in

engineering design. Of the higher parts of these more

modern methods no information is given, either in the

article before us, or in the extremely clear and simple

theory of Frames, which appears in Prof. Jenkin's

article on " Bridges,'' in the fourth volume of this " Ency-

clopaedia," or in any other place in the work, and

having regard to the importance of the subject, we cannot

but regret its absence.

We believe that had the work of Reuleaux been pub-

lished earlier, Rankine would have been one of the first

to recognise its beauty and value.

The whole article displays the power of logical arrange-

ment and method, as well as the condensed style which

is so characteristic of all Rankine's writings, and makes
them such difficult reading for beginners. These will

probably prefer his " Applied Mechanics," for purposes of

study, to the article before us. But as .an exposition, in

small compass, of the leading principles of that science, it

is altogether admirable as far as it goes, whilst its value is

increased by the numerous articles in this " Encyclopaedia"

on special, more technical parts of the subject, such as

that of Prof Jenkin, already quoted, and that of Prof-

Unwin on " Hydraulics," and others which are promised

in forthcoming volumes.

The article on " Mammalia," by Prof Flower, is an ex-

tremely well condensed and intelligibly written essay on

the highest class of vertebrate beings, for which, as the

author notes, there has never been a generally accepted

vernacular designation. Still the class known to zoolo-

gists as Mammals is one rigidly defined, and one that

obeys the strictest rules of logic in its definition, despite

Kant's remarks on the impossibility of defining strictly

natural objects. It is easy to imagine the mammary
glands reduced to a stateof extreme simplicity, but among
living mammals this never occurs, nor is there any gland

to be confounded with them in any other vertebrate form.

The article opens with a chapter on the general anatomi-

cal characters of the class, in which an immense amount

of accurate information is compressed into a small space.

Many of the figures illustrating the details of the osteology

are taken from Prof. Flower's well-known work on this

subject. In the chapter on classification, the recent argu-

ments of Prof. Huxley in favour of passing over all known
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forms of birds and reptiles and going straight to the

amphibia for the progenitors of the mammalia are quoted

with approval ; and that author's subdivision of the class

into three sub-branches— Prototheria, Metatheria, and

F.utheria—is adopted. The historj' of the distribution of

the mammals in time and space follows ; and then we
have the characters of the dift'erent orders and families,

and of the principal forms of the class. In this section

of the memoir the illustrations, taken from the best

sources, are especially to be praised, and in many in-

stances the information as to rare or new species is

brought well up to date. This seems to us especially so

in the interesting group of the bats and insectivora, for

which Prof. Flower acknowledges his indebtedness to

Dr. G. E. Dobson, but in the portion devoted to the order

Primates, an order which Prof. Flower makes to include

the lemurs, the monkeys, and man, we read the little that

is written under the impression that it was but intro-

ductory to a good deal that was to follow, and when we
turned over to p. 446 we found the essay was finished

and that we had arrived at the index ; even this bears

marks of a forced compression, for while the earlier

letters are fairly done, the last in the index have evidently

had a lot "squeezed" out.

One other article relating to zoology in this volume is

also by Prof. W. H. Flower, on the " Mammoth." He
alludes to the derivation of this name as being by some
ascribed to a Tartar origin, by others that it is a corruption

of the Arabic word Behemoth, or great beast, but on the

authority of Prof. Sayce it is a corruption of the Biblical

Behemoth, Arabic behimat.

The scientific articles in vol. xvi. are so numerous and
important that it is impossible for us to give them satis-

factory notice in the space at our disposal ; we can do no
more than name the more important. From Prof. Dittmar

we have Metallurgy and Metals ; Prof. Chandler Roberts

and Mr. R. A. Hill contribute the article on Mint, in which

all aspects of the subject are fully as well as interest-

ingly treated ; while Mining, by Dr. Le Neve Foster, is

both practical and scientific. Meteorology, of course, has

been undertaken by Mr. Biichan and Prof. Balfour Stewart,

and forms an admirable exposition of the present con-

dition of a science of great and growing complexity ; Mr.

Buchan treating of instruments and phenomena, while

Prof. Stewart deals with the science that underlies the

subject. The article on Micrometer is by Dr. David
Gill ; while it is natural to find Dr. W. B. Carpenter's

name attached to that on Microscope. Prof Heddle
contributes an elaborate and profusely illustrated article

on Mineralogy. Molecule has a triple authorship, Rev.

H. W. Watson, Mr. S. H. Burbury, and Prof. Crura

Brown, both its physical and chemical aspects being

thus fully treated. The article on MoUusca in this volume,

by Prof Ray Lankester, is as complete and masterly and
richly illustrated as that on Mammalia in the previous

volume. Under Moon we have a short article on the

lunar theory, by Prof Simon Newcomb ; other aspects

of the subject have been dealt with under Astronomy.
Mr. P. Geddes has a careful and wonderfully ex-

haustive article on Morphology; and Mr. R. M'Lachlan
finishes off the volume with a somewhat tiny article on

Mosquito. There are many other smaller articles in all

departments of science,—Prof. A. Newton, for example,

doing all birds,—and several important ethnologico-geo-

graphical articles, as Mexico, by Mr. E. B. Tylor and
Prof Keane, and Mongols, by Prof. Douglas and Prof

Jiilg. We hope in a future number to be able to refer in

detail to some of the articles mentioned.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
{The Editor does not hold hbnseif responsiblefor opinions expressed

hy his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the -writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications,

[The Editor urgently requests cort espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting and not'elfacts.^

Living Scorpions, Mygale, and Protopterus

Will you allow me to use your columns in order to ask any

of your readers residing in tropical localities, who may be gene-

rous enougli to wish to help a naturalist in his researches, to

send to me living specimens of large Scorpions (not le-s than three

incites in length), and /i'rv';/^ specimens of large Mygale (birdsnest-

ing spider) ; aUo I would beg for living Earthworms of large

size fnm African, Indian, American, and Australian localities.

Any of these animals can be sent in a small tin box in which a

few holes are perforated ; the tin box being packed in a much
larger wooden box with hay or loose paper. Damp moss should

be [jiaced with the Scorpion or Mygale. Each specimen should

be inclosed in a separate tin box, since these animals are canni-

bals. The holes in the tin box containing an Earthworm should

be very few, and the amount of damp moss very great. Earth-

worms H ould travel best in a Wardian ca^e, should the opportu-

nity offer—not loose, but in the above-mentioned tin box.

i would further take this opportunity to ask for information con-

cerning the best \^'ay of keeping the African Lepidosiren, or mud-
fvA\(Piotopterus annectens], in confinement. I require to ascertain

(l) its natural food, (2) the temperature of the waters in which
it naturally lives, (3) whether these are stagnant or rapidly run-

ning, (4) whether anythuig is known as to habits in the breeding

season, and if this season immediately precedes or succeeds the

dry season.

Some of your reader; in this country or in Africa may have
gained experience on these points, and would greatly help me
in an attempt to breed the mud-fish by communicating with me.

E. Ray Lankester
II, Wellington Mansions, North Bank, N.W.

Electricity in India.—The Green Sun

[The following letter has been sent us for publication by Sir

William Thomson, to whom it is addressed :—

]

For nearly a month the air has been in a state of electrifica-

tion, which seems t<D me >o interesting that I thought you would
probably like to hear of it at once without my waiting to com-
plete my obervations. Unfortunately I cannot tell the exact

date at which it began, but August 31 showed positive electri-

city all day apparently. On .September i and 2, I was not

able to get any measurements, but on the 3rd at 1. 10 p.m., I

got negative readings from -28 to -17 div., wind light,

S. by VV. By 2.45 it had changed to +6. Next morning at

10.5 a.m. it varied from — 136 to -44; this was on the roof. 1

then took it to the ground, to a place quite open, and found

readings from -460 in gusts of wind to - 162 when the wind
was light. The wind was fresh, we^terly. Up to ih. 14m. it

continued negative, but at my next reading, 3 p.m., it was -I-35,

and remained .steadily positive, the wind having now gone round
to the east (sea breeze).

5th, 6 a.m., positive, from 9 a.m. to 2.5 negative, and there-

after jjositive.

This continued with the exception of the 9th, when it was
positive all day till the 13th.

On the 20th the reading at 9.55 was - 34, but at II.55 it was

-f 44, the wind in the meanwhile h.aving changed from west

(land wind) to east (sea breeze). A similar state of affairs still

continues.

During all this time the weather in Madnas has been fine, and
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for some days at first, when I made very special inquiries, I

foumi that no rain had fallen within 100 miles of Madras. It

may perhaps be worth mentioning that from the 8th to the 14th
we have had tlie strange phenomenon of a bright green sun at

sunrise and sunset, the sun appearing as a rayle-s globe, at which
you couid easily l.)ol<, and yet so sharply defined that sunspots
couM be well seen with the naked eye. On the 22nd again, two
days after ihe i-lectricity had gone to positive, the green sun
reappeared, ai.d has now changed to a sort of golden green. I

do not say that there is any connection between the two, but
they seem worth mentioning together. I have got a large

number of observations which I will reduce as soon as possible,

and send to the Royal Society of Edinburgh, but there is no use
doing ihis till things return to their normal state. It is worth
pointing out that observations made at intervals of six hours
might have entirely failed to find the negative electricity. I

usually, for c^jnvenience, take observations at 9 a.m., before
leaving for college, and the next would be at three, and both
these are always positive. I have not got the exact scale of my
electrometer, but I find that 100 Darnell's cells give only 24
div. of a deflection, I am very much disappointed that I have
not got my new instniment yet. Had I had it I would have
been able to get simultaneous observations carried on at Madras
and at a place forty miles to the west, which might have given
valuable results. My present instrument, though working better
than before, needs constant recharging. For example, at noon
yesterday the earth reading was 1750, and at six this morning it

was only 1440. C. Michie Smith
Christian College, Madras, September 26

Unusual Cloud-Glow after Sunset

Yesterday evening a most extraordinary sunset effect was
seen here, which made a deep impression on all who observed
it. The sky was nearly clear when the sun set at 4. 18, and the
air transparent. A few cirrocumulus fleeces became lighted up
with a pink and then n\\\i a deep red colour immediately after

sunset. A very peculiar greeni-h and white opalescent haze
now appeared about the pi>int of the sun's depanure, and shone
as if with a light of its own, near the horizon. The upper part

of this pearly mist soon assumed a pink colour, while the lower
part was white, green, and greenish-yellow. About 4.35 the

sky from near the horizon towards the zenith had begun to

turn to a brilliant but delicate pink, and some pink cirrus-like

streaks stretched apparently horizontally towards the south-ea^t.

The coloured portion of the sky spread out like a sheaf from the
horizon, and apparently consisted of a very high, thin filmy

cirrus disposed in transverse bands or ripples, close together, and
very delicate in form, outline, and tint. Below the pink, and
between it and the point where the sun had set, remained the
very curious, opalescent, shining, green and white vapour,
hanging, as it were, vertically, and changing very little during
many minutes. The borders of the pink sheaf were definite,

and finely contrasted with the deep blue sky. As darkness came
on, the pink glow seemed 10 increase in brightness, and at five

o'clock cast a fine weird light over the hills. The moon was
now bright in the south-east, and began to cast dark shadows.
About five the colour slowly receded from the part nearest the
zenith towards the horizon, and as it retired left a clearly visible

filmy ripple of cirrus of a faint gray tint. At 5.25 the greater
part of the coluur was gone, and the cloud remained bright
only near the horizon. At 5.32, however, it began to

grow again, and in a short time (5.40) the whole extent
of the film was again glowing bright pink, produting a most
striking effect in contrast with the silvery moon, dark sky,

and bright stars in the north and east. The pink light then
slowly withdrew towards the horizon, remaining bright and deep
coloured low down till 5.50. At 5.58 the last pink disappeared.
The whole phenomenon from first to last was in the highest
degree peculiar and striking. It was remarkable, first, for the
interval w hich elapsed between the time of sun-et and the time
at which the cloud became bright, next for the light, filmy cha-
racter of the cluud, thirdly for the bright green glow near the
place of sunset, fourthly for the small transverse ripple form of
the cloud, fifthly for the permanence of shape and immobility
of the cloud, sixthly for the very long endurai.ce of the
coloured reflected sunlight after sunset, one hour and forty

minutes, and seventhly for the second illumination, which began
more than an hour after sunset. It was certainly due to cirrus

or a higher kind of cloud, because (i) parts of the illuminated

sky stretched in long streaks southwards, and the glow remained
loi g in these streaks, resembling very high cirrus

; (2) when the

light left the sky the first time, the part which had been illu-

minated remained visible as silvery gray cloud ripples, before the

second after-glow rekindled it, and (3) because the colour became
very gradually darker as time went en, and because the reces-

sions of light both times were tow ards the place of sunset. A
similar very high cirrus had also been specially marked long after

sunset on November 8, and about the time of sunrise on
November 9. The night following this rare display was exceed-

ingly clear and fine. This evening (November 10) the light,

high cirrus, all but invisible in full daylight, with its dehcate
ripples, assumed the pink tint about fifteen minutes after sunset,

showing the upper air to be in the same abnormal condition as

yesterday, and the phenomenon was feebly repeated. It would
be interesting to ascertain the approximate height of cirrus on
which sunshine remains one hour and forty minutes after sunset

at this time of year. F. A. R. Russell
Dunrozel, Ilaslemere, Surrey, November 10

Shadow-Beams in the East at Sunset

The phenomenon of beams of shadow meeting in the east at

sunset, treated of in the pages of Nature some months since

(at which time you did me the honour of inserting a letter of

mine), was beautifully witnessed here to-day and yesterday.

Both days were unusually clear ; there was, nevertheless, a

"body" in the air, without which the propagation of the beams
could not take place. Yesterday the sky was striped with cir-

rus cloud like the swaths of a hayfield ; only in the east there

was a bay or reach of clear blue sky, and in this the shadow

-

beams appeared, slender, colourless, and radiating every way
like a fan wide open. This lasted from 3.30 to about 4.30.

To-day the sky was cloudless, except for a low bank in the » est

;

in the east was a " cast" of blue mist, from which sprang alter-

nate broad bands of rose colour and blue, slightly fringed. I

was not able to look for them till about 4.30, when the sun was

down, and they soon faded. I have not before seen this appear-

ance so far north, but on the south coast, where I first saw it, I

think it might often be witnessed. It is merely an effect of per-

spective, but a strange and beautiful one.

Stonyhurst College, November 12 Gerard Hopkins

The Java Eruption

The accompanying paragraph may be of interest in connec-

tion with the Java catastrophe. I may mention that from
the 28tli of last month, when I first noticed it, there has

been an exceptional red glow after sundown, and a strange green

tint in the sky, w hile till the last few days the moon has had a

distinctly green tint ; this green tint has been noticed in many
parts of India. F. C. CONSTABLE

Karachi, October 16

A Floating Lava Bed.—Sir,—It may be interesting to

some of your scientific readers to know that the steamship Siam,
on her voyage from King George's Sound to Colombo, on
August I, when in lat. 6° S., 89° E., passed, for upwards of

four hours, through large quantities of lava, which extended as

far as could be seen (the ship w as going eleven knots at the

time). The lava was floating in a succession of lanes from five

to ten yards wide, and trending in a direction north-west to

south-east. The nearest land was the coast of Sumatra (distant

700 miles), but as there was a current of fifteen to thirty miles a

day, setting to the eastward, the lava could not have come from
there, and I can only imagine it must have been an upheaval

from somewhere near the spot. I may mention the soundings

on the chart show over 2,000 fathoms. There was a submarine

volcano near the spot in 1879.

—

Edward Ashdovvn, Com-
mander, P. and O. steamship Siam. {Sind Gazette Bulletin,

October 12.)

Towering of Birds

When shootir.g in Fifeshire last October I fired at a partridge

at a distance of about forty yards ; the bird flew on for a short

distance, and then began to ri^e, not in the manner in which a

towering bird generally ascend?, but soaring as if it did so volun-

tarily. After rising to the height of 100 c.r 150 yards very much
after the fashion in which some hauks Soar, its flight was sud-

denly deflected downwards obhquely for a considerable distance.
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when it swerved, and came towards the ground in a different

direction, alighting as though it were in possession of its natural

powers, some hundreds of yards from the place whence it rose.

On giing to the spot where it had settled, it was found to be

alive and crouching in the long grass. The keeper ran in and
placed his hand on it, when the bird struggled and tried to get

away ; he killed it seeing that it was wounded. On exa'Jiining

the bird immediately after I found that it had been strack by two
pellet 1 of No. 6 .'-hot, one of which had penetrated the pectoral

muscles hut had not injured the cavity ; the lungs and other

viscera were uninjured. The other pellet had entered beliind

and below tlie left eyeball, and, passing forward, had emerged
ou the other side, passing above the upper mandible. The brain

was uninjured, but the lower part of the left eyeball was cut and
distended with blocjd. There was no other injury. No doubt
the shock had confused the bird, and caused its strange flight,

which, though upward, was very different in its character from
that of ordinary towering where the lungs are perforated, and
unconsciousness is the result of the circulation of non-aerated
blood. J. Fayrer

Meteors

Permit n.e to point out to Mr. J. M. Hayward (Nature,
Nov. 8, p. 30) that his observation of the large meteor of Novem-
ber 4 posses-ses no scientific value, inasmuch as he has omitted

to mention the important features of its appearance. The
time is g'ven as "just now" (or November 4), and the broad

path of fire which this fine meteor di^charged upon its course

must have been situated somewhere in the south-east, for your

correspondent states he saw it "on turning to the south-east."

I had endeavoured to show in Nature of the preceding week
(Nov. I, p. 6) that these delightfully vague forms of expression

as applied to meteors are wholly inadequate, and, as such, can-

not receive any attention at the hands of those who investigate

these phenomena.
Had Mr. Hayward given us the essential details of his obser-

vation, it might have proved very valuable, for a large meteor

(perhaps identical with the one lie refers 1 1) was observed at

many places on the night of November 4. As recorded at

Chelmsford, Bath, and Bristol the paths were :

—

Mag. Observer.

Nov. 4. ..10 14,.. = 9 ... 8 S. 20 .355 S. 30. ..H. Corder,
Chelmsford.

Nov. 4... 10 12. ..6x I!. ..33 S. 6 ... 9 S. 23. ..J. L. Stothert,

Bath.

IMov. 4 ..10 12... >Z!...36N. \\.. 16 S. l9...W.F.Denning,
Bristol.

The several estimates of brilliancy aie very discordant, but

the time and paths agree so closely that there is little doubt the

observations refer to the same meteor.

Another fine meteor was seen here on October 26 at 9h. 17m.

It gave a succession of fi5ur lightning-like flashes. Path

from a. 28S 5 56° -H to a 333" S 59° + . This was not the

only fireball visible that night, for I see by Nature (No-

vember 8, p. 44) that " On October 26 at about 7 p.m. a splendid

meteor was seen in the district of Herno and, Sweden." It

appeared "with a blinding white lustre in the zenith and tra-

velling very rapidly down to the horizon." In this case again

we have to deplore the extremely vague manner of the descrip-

tion. Had the precise direction of flight been given, it would

have been in'eresting to determine uhether this fireball belonged

to the same stream as the equally fine one recorded at Bristol on

the same night. W. F. Denning
Bri>toI, November 10

The meteors during October have been numerous, and the

most of them proceeded from some point in Auriga. With the

exception of about nine days of unfavourable weather, I have seen

several meteors night and morning throughout October, but they

were generally small and transient. I have counted fifty-two

from 10 p.m. of October 3 to 4-30 a.m. of the 4th, many of them

large and of^ several -econds' duration. The largest of these

passed slow ly from the fir^t bright star on the left of Capella, in

Auriga, to a point about 1° below o Cygni. The smallest

of them blinked rapidly before the eye in the zenith over the

Milky Way, which, this night, was the principal theatre of their

display. From 3.30 to 4.30 a.m. I counted forty of the fifty-

two meteors. From I a.m. to 4 of October 8 I observed very
brilliant meteors. One at 2.25 a.m. darted from about 1° above
Capella and disappeared at a point J" from Phad in the Plough,
witliout exploding and without leaving any trace of light behind.
It was as large as Venus. At 2.40 a.m. a very large and bril-

liant meteor dashed out from a point midway between Capella
and the first bright star to its right in Auriga, and sped along above
the Pleiades and Aries through the Square of Pegasus, and ex-

ploded 3° beyond it, leaving no fire in its wake. October 15,
11.3S p m., a very unusual meteor sailed slowly from 6 Ceti

to « iihin 1° of Betelgueux, in the right shoulder of Orion. After
liavelling two-thirds of its journey, it exploded into four,

three of which formed the head of an arrow, and the fourth
adorned its tail, all the four sending out bright nebulous light

behind them. At 2.50 a.m., October 26, a large ball of fire

(bolide), apparently seven inches in diameter, illumined the

heavens with great brilliancy as it descended from about midway
between the third and fourth bright stars on the left of Capella,

exploding twice during the last half of its journey, and disap-

pearing just as it reached the moon. It had no tail. It was
seen by some of the Paisley night police, and one of them was
frightened that it would dash tfie moon out of the heavens. This
bolide had no detona.ion in either of its two explosions, and the

last of it was only about the size of Jupiter. One policeman de-

.scribes it as a large fiery ball of the size of the full moon, but
this is an exaggeration. The extraordinary meteor of October

15, after its explosion, was described by an ob erver as a well-

formed arrow of flaming fire, followed by a ball of fire with a

tail. To me it appeared to resemble the head and body of a fish,

as well as the form of an arrow. DONALD CAMERON
Mossvale, Paisley, November 6

On the evening of Saturday last, at 10.12 p.m., a remarkable

meteorite was ob.served close to Trinity College, Glenalmond,

in Perthshire. It presented the appearance of a bright spherical

ball, which moved horizontally from eastnorth-east to we>t-

southwest at a height roughly estimated at 300 feet. When it

began to curve downwards it disappeared from view, but it left

behind it a luminous trail of great brilliancy, which was seen for

fully forty second.s, its brilliancy gradu.ally diminishing till it

entirely faded away. W. Besant Lowe
Trinity College, Glenalmond, Perth, November 12

"Anatomy for Artists"

I AM quite unable to do as your correspondent "An Art

Student" suggests, for the second edition of the above-named

book has been just issued. I may add, however, that the

reasons which led me deliberately to adopt the plan alluded to

in regard to the illustrations of the bones still remain, in my
opinion, sound, and I trust that the majority of my readers of

the past, present, and future editions have not been and will not

be " discouraged " by the effort which I desire them, for their

own sakes as students, to make. JOHN MARSHALL
10, Savile Row, W., November 12

P.S.— It seems that / ought to have two "letters of refer-

ence" attached to myself, for I am not "Dr." but "Mr."
Marshall.

Earthquake

Nature on October 25 contained notices of shocks of

earthquake which were felt at a quarter to one o'clock on the

night of October 19 (iih. 20m. Greenwich M.T.) at Cadiz and

other places on the coast of Andalusia. I have information that

about I7h. 45m. later these shocks, which were travelling from

east to west, had apparently ie,ached Bermudas. In a letter just

received from ex- Chief Justice Darrell, dated October 22, he

remarks :
—"A very unu ual event occurred here on the 20th of

this month, in a shock of an earthquake, which however was

slight ; no life uas lost, nor serious damage done to buildings ;

but the shock, which lasted less than a minute, at about a quarter

past one p.m. was universally and unmistakably felt tbroughont

the colony. It is said to be only the third time that any earlli-

qnake has been experienced in Bermuda in the last forty years."

A quarter past one in Bermuda would be about four and a half

minutes past five at Greenw ich, requiring, if the shocks originated

in the same wave, a rate of transmission of about 158 geographi-
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cal miles an hour, or 2'6 miles per minute; less than half the

rate at which the great shocks of 1755 and 1761 crossed the

Atlantic from Lisbon to Barbados, which is given by Mallet as

7 '3 miles, or 6
'3 geographical miles per minute.'

J. H. Lefroy

" Partials
"

In your number of Nov. i, p. 6, I noticed an article the object

of which was t ; account for the e.Kistence of "partials." Were the

theory therein set forth correct, we should have a constant number
of "partials" for any given "fundamental" tone of constant

force regardless of its source ; whereas it is a well-kncwn fact

that, while the tones of some instruments are rich in " partials,"

those of other instruments have but few.

Cromwell O. Varley
Cromwell House, Bexley Heath, Kent

SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
T N the address delivered by Mr. Westmacott, Presi-
* dent of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, to

the English and Belgian engineers assembled at Liege
last August, there occurred the following passage :

—

" Engineering brings all other sciences into play : chemi-
cal or physical discoveries, such as those of Faraday,
would be of little practical use if engineers were not
ready with mechanical appliances to carry them out, and
make them commercially successful in the way best suited

to each."
We have no objection to make to these words, spoken

at such a time and before such an assembly. It would
of course be easy to take the converse view, and observe
that engineering would have made little progress in

modern times, but for the splendid resources which the

discoveries of pure science have placed at her disposal,

and which she has only had to adopt and utilise for her
own purposes. But there is no need to quarrel over
two opposite modes of stating the same fact. There is

need on the other hand that the fact itself should be
fairly recognised and accepted, namely, that science may
be looked upon as at once the handmaid and the g^ide of

art, art as at once the pupil and the supporter of science.

In the present article we propose to give a few illustrations

which will bring out and emphasise this truth.

We could scarcely find a better instance than is fur-

nished to our hand in the sentence we have chosen for a

text. No man ever worked with a more single-hearted

devotion to pure science—with a more absolute disregard

of money or fame, as compared with knowledge—than
Michael Faraday. Vet future ages will perhaps judge
that no stronger iinpulse was ever given to the progress

of industrial art, or to the advancement of the material

interests of mankind, than the impulse which sprang from
his discoveries in electricity and magnetism. Of these
discoveries we are only now beginning to reap the benefit.

But we have merely to consider the position which the
dynamo-electric niachine already occupies in the industrial

world, and the far higher position which, as almost all

admit, it is destined to occupy in the future, in order to

see how much we owe to Faraday's establishment of the
connection between magnetism and electricity. That is

one side of the question— the debt which art owes to

science. But let us look at the other side also. Does
science owe nothing to art ? Will any one say that we
should know as much as we do concerning the theory of

the dynamo-electric motor, and the laws of electro-mag-
netic action generally, if that motor had never risen (or

fallen, as you choose to put it) to be something besides
the instrument of a laboratory, or the toy of a lecture-

room. Only a short time since the illustrious French
physicist, M. Tresca, was enumerating the various sources

of loss in the transmis-ion of power by electricity along a
fi.xed wire, as elucidated in the careful and elaborate ex-

• Mallet's Fourth Report, British Association, 1S58.

periments inaugurated by M. Marcel Deprez, and subse-

quently contmued by himself. These losses—the electrical

no less than the mechanical losses—are being thoroughly

and minutely examined in the hope of reducing them to

the lowest limit ; and this examination cannot fail to

throw much light on the exact distribution of the energy
imparted to a dynamo machine, and the laws by which
this distribution is governed. But would this examination
ever have t.iken place—would the costly experiments

which render it feasible ever have been performed— if the

dynamo machine was still under the undisputed control

of pure science, and had not become subject to the sway
of the capitalist and the engineer ?

Of course the electric telegraph affords an earlier and
perhaps as good an illustration of the same fact. The
discovery that electricity would pass along a wire and
actuate a needle at the other end was at first a purely

scientific one; and it was only gradually that its import-

ance, from an industrial point of view, came to be recog-

nised. Here again art owes to pure science the creation

of a complete and important branch of engineering, whose
works are spread like a net over the whole face of the

globe. On the other hand, our knowledge of electricity,

and specially of the electro-chemical processes which go
on in the working of batteries, has been enormously im-

proved in consequence of the use of such batteries for the

purposes of telegraphy.

Let us turn to another example in a different branch of

science. Whichever of our modern discoveries we may
consider to be the most startling and important, there

can I think be no doubt that the most beautiful is that of

the spectroscope. It has enabled us to do that which but

a few years before its introduction was taken for the very

type of the impossible, viz. to study the chemical compo-
sition of the stars ; and it is giving us clearer and clearer

insight every day into the condition of the great luminary
which forms the centre of our system. Still, however
beautiful and interesting such results may be, it might
well be thought that they could never have any practical

application, and that the spectroscope at least would
remain an instrument of science, but of science alone.

This however is not the case. Some thirty years since

Mr. Bessemer conceived the idea that the injurious con-
stituents of raw iron—such as silicon, sulphur, iS:c.— might
be got rid of by simple oxidation. The mass of crude
metal was heated to a very high temperature ; atmospheric
air was forced through it at a considerable pressure ; and
the oxygen uniting with these metalloids carried them off

in the form of aad gases. The very act of union gene-
rated a vast quantity of heat, which itself assisted the

continuance of the process ; and the gas therefore passed
off in a highly luminous condition. But the important
point was to know where to stop ; to seize the exact
moment when all or practically all hurtful ingredients had
been removed, and before the oxygen had turned from
them to attack the iron itself. How was this point to be
ascertained.'' It was soon suggesttd that each of these

gases in its incandescent state wojld show its own peculiar

spectrum ; and that, if the flame rushing out of the throat

of the converter were viewed through a spectroscope, the

moment when any substance such as sulphur had dis-

appeared would be known by the disappearance of the

corresponding lines in the spectrum. The anticipation,

it is needless to say, was verified ; and the spectroscope,

though now superseded, had for a time its place among
the regular appliances necessary for the carrying on of

the Bessemer process.

This process itself, with all the momentous conse-

quences, mechanical, commercial, and economical, which

It has entailed, might be brought forward as a witness

on our side ; for it was almost completely worked out in

the laboratory before being submitted to actual prac-

tice. In this respect it stancls in marked contrast to the

earlier processes for the making of iron and steel, which
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were developed, it is difficult to say how, in the forge or

furnace itself, and amid the smoke and din of practical

work. At the same time the experiments of Bessemer
were for the most part carried out with a distinct eye to

their future application in practice, and their value for

our present purpose is therefore not so great. The same
we believe may be said with regard to the great rival of

the Bessemer converter, viz. the Siemens open hearth
;

although this forms in itself a beautiful application of the

scientitic doctrine that steel stands midway, as regards its

proportion of carbon, between wrought iron and pig iron,

and ought therefore to be obtainable by a judicious

mixture of the two. The basic process is the latest

development, in this direction, of science as applied to

metallurgy. Here, by simply giving a different chemical
constitution to the clay lining of the converter, it is found
possible to eliminate phosphorus—an element which has
successfully withstood the attack of the Bessemer system.
Now, to quote the words of a German eulogiser of the

new method, phosphorus has been turned from an enemy
into a friend ; and the richer a given ore is in that sub-
stance, the more readily and cheaply does it seem likely

to be converted into steel.

These latter examples have been taken from the art of

metallurgy ; and it may of course be said that, considering
the intimate relations between that art and the science of
chemistry, there can be no wonder if the former is largely

dependent for its progress on the latter. I will there-

fore turn to what may appear the most concrete, prac-
tical, and unscientific of all arts—that, namely, of the
mechanical engineer ; and we shall find that even here
e.xamples will not fail us of the boons which pure science
his conferred upon the art of construction, nor even
perhaps of the reciprocal advantages which she has de-

rived from the connection.
The address of Mr. Westmacott, from which I have

already taken my text, supplies in itself more than one
instance of the kind we seek—instances emphasised by
papers read at the meeting where the address was spoken.
Let us take, first, the manufacture of sugar from beetroot.

This manufacture was forced into prominence in the early
years of this century, when the Continental blockade
maintained by England against Napoleon prevented all

importation of sugar from .America ; and it has now at-

tained very large dimensions, as all frequenters of the
Continent must be aware. The process, as exhaustively
described by a Belgian engineer, M. Miflin, offers seve-
ral instances of the application of chemical and physical
science to practical purposes. Thus, the first operation
in making sugar from beetroot is to separate the juice
from the flesh, the former being as much as 95 per cent.

of the whole weight. Formerly this was accomplished
by rasping the roots into a pulp, and then pressing the
pulp in powerful hydraulic presses; in other words, by
purely mechanical means. This process is now to a large

extent superseded by what is called the diffusion pro-
cess, depending on the well known physical phenomena
of eiidosmosis and exosiiiosis. The beetroot is cut up
into small slices called " cossettes," and these are placed
in vessels filled with water. The result is that a current
of endosmosis takes place from the water towards the
juice in the cells, and a current of exosmosis from the juice
towards the water. These currents go on cell by cell,

and continue until a state of equilibrium is attained. The
richer the water and the poorer the juice, the sooner does
this equilibrium take place. Consequently the vessels
are arranged in a series, forming what is called a diffu-

sion battery ; the pure water is admitted to the first

vessel, in which the slices have already been nearly
exhausted, and subtracts from them what juice there is left.

It then passes as a thin juice to the next vessel, in which
the slices are richer, and the process begins again. In
the last vessel the water which has already done its

work in all the previous vessels comes into contact with

fresh slices, and begins the operation upon them. The
same process has been applied at the other end of the
manufacture of sugar. After the juice has been purified,

and all the crystallisable sugar has been separated from
it by boiling, there is left a mass of molasses, con-
taining so much of the salts of potassium and sodium
that no further crystallisation of the yet remaining sugar
is possible. The object of the process called osmosis is to

carry off these salts. The apparatus used, or osmogene,
consists of a series of trays filled alternately with molasses
and water, the bottoms being formed of parchment paper.

A current passes through this paper in each direction,

part of the water entering the molasses, and part of the

salts, together with a certain ciuantity of sugar, entering
the water. The result of thus freeing the molasses from
the salts is that a large part of the remaining sugar can
now be extracted by crystallisation.

Another instance in point comes from a paper dealing
with the question of the construction of long tunnels. In
England this has been chiefly discussed of late in connec-
tion with the Channel Tunnel, where, however, the con-
ditions are comparatively simple. It is of still greater im-
portance abroad. Two tunnels have already been pierced
through the Alps ; a third is nearly coinpleted ; and a

fourth, the Simplon Tunnel, which will be the longest of

any, is at this moment the subject of a most active study
on the part of French engineers. In Ainerica, especially

in connection with the deep mines of the western States,

the problem is also of the highest importance. But the
driving of such tunnels would be financially if not physi-

cally impossible, but for the resources which science has
placed in our hands, first, by the preparation of new
explosives, and, secondly, by methods of dealing with the

very high temperatures which have to be encountered.
As regards the. first, the history of explosives is scarcely

anything else than a record of the application of chemical
principles to practical purposes—a record which in great

part has yet to be written, and on which we cannot here
dwell. It is certain, however, that but for the invention
of nitroglycerine, a purely chemical compound, and its

development in various forms, more or less safe and con-
venient, these long tunnels would never have been con-

structed. As regards the second point, the question of

temperature is really the most formidable with which the

tunnel engineer has to contend. In the St. Gothard
Tunnel, just before the meeting of the two headings in

February, 18S0, the temperature rose as high as 93° Fahr.

This, combined with the foulness of the air, produced
an immense diminution in the work done per person and
per horse employed, whilst several men were actually

killed by the dynamite gases, and others suffered from a
disease which was traced to a hitherto unknown species

of internal worm. If the .Simplon Tunnel should be con-

structed, yet higher temperatures may probably have to

be dealt with. Although science can hardly be said to

have completely inastered these difficulties, much has
been done in that direction. A great deal of mechanical
work has of course to be carried on at the face or far

end of such a heading, and there are various means
by which it might be done. But by far the most satis-

factory solution, in most cases at least, is obtained by
taking advantage of the properties of compressed air. Air

can be compressed at the end of the tunnel either by steam-

engines, or, still better, by turbines where water power
is available. This compressed air may easily be led in

pipes to the face of the heading, and used there to drive

the small engines which woik the rock-drilling machines,

&c. The eiSciency of such machines is doubtless low,

chiefly owing to the physical fact that the air is heated

by compression, and that much of this heat is lost whilst

it traverses the long line of pipes leading to the scene of

action. But here we have a great advantage from the

point of view of ventilation ; for as the air gained heat

while being compressed, so it loses heat while expand-
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ing ; and the result is that a current of cold and fresh air

is continually issuing from the machines at the face of

the heading, just where it is most wanted. In conse-

quence, in the St. Gothard, as just alluded to, the hottest

parts were always some little distance behind the face of

the heading. Although in this case as much as 120,000
cubic metres of air (taken at atmospheric pressure) were
daily poured into the heading, yet the ventilation was
very insufficient. Moreover, the high pressure which is

used for working the machines is not the best adapted
for ventilation ; and in the Arlberg tunnel separate venti-

lating pipes are employed, containing air compressed to

about one atmosphere, which is delivered in much larger

quantities, although not at so low a temperature. In con-

nection with this question of ventilation a long series of

observations have bsen taken at the St. Gothard, both
during and since the construction : these have revealed the

important physical fact (itself of high practical importance)
that the barometer never stands at the same level on the

two sides of a great mountain chain ; and so have made
valuable contributions to the science of meteorology.
Another most important use of the same scientific

fact, namely, the properties of compressed air, is found
in the sinking of foundations below water. When
the piers of a bridge, or other structure, had to be
placed in a deep stream, the old method was to drive a
double row of piles round the place and fill them in with
clay, forming what is called a cofferdam. The water
was pumped out from the interior, and the foundation
laid in the open. This is always a very expensive pro-

cess, and in rapid streams is scarcely practicable. In

recent times large bottomless cases, called caissons, have
been used, with tubes attached to the roof by which air

can be forced into or out of the interior. These caissons
are brought to the site of the proposed pier, and are there

sunk. Where the bottom is loose sandy earth, the

Vacuum process, as it is termed, is often employed ; that

is, the air is pumped out from the interior, and the super-

incumbent pressure then causes the caisson to sink and
the earth to rise within it. But it is more usual to

employ what is called the Plenum process, in which air

under high pressure is pumped into the caisson and
expels the water, as in a diving bell. Work iien then
descend, entering through an air lock, and excavate the
ground at the bottom of the caisson, which sinks gra-

dually as the excavation continues. Under this system
a length of some two miles of quay wall is being con-
structed at .'\ntwerp, far out in the channel of the River
Scheldt. Here the caissons are laid end to end with each
other, along the whole curve of the wall, and the masonry
is built on the top of them within a floating cofferdam of
very ingenious construction.

There are few mechanical principles more widely known
than that of so-called centrifugal force ; an action which,
though still a puzzle to students, has long been thoroughly
understood. It is, however, comparatively recently that

it has been applied in practice. One of the earliest

examples was, perhaps, the ordinary governor, due to the
genius of Watt. Every boy knows that if he takes a
weight hanging from a string and twirls it round, the
weight will rise higher and revolve in a larger circle as he
increases the speed. Watt saw that if he attached such
an apparatus to his steam engine, the balls or weights
would tend to rise higher whenever the engine began to

run faster, that this action might be made partly to draw
over the valve which admitted the steam, and that in this

way the supply of steanr would be lessened, and the speed
would fall. Few ideas in science have received so wide
and so successful an application as this. But of late y -ars

another property of centrifugal force has been brought
into play. The effect of this so-called force is that any
body revolving in a circle has a continual tendency to fly

off at a tangent ; the amount of this tendency depending
jointly on the mass of the body and on the velocity of the

rotation. It is the former of these conditions which is now
taken advantage of. For if we have a number of particles

all revolving with the same velocity, but of different specific

gravities, and if we allow them to follow their tendency of

moving off at a tangent, it is evident that the heaviest

particles having the greatest mass will move with the

greatest energy. The result is that, if we take a mass of

such particles and confine them within a circular casing,

we shall find that, having rotated this casing with a high

velocity and for a sufficient time, the heaviest particles

will have settled at the outside and the lightest at the

inside, whilst between the two there will be a gradation
from the one to the other. Here, then, we have the means
of separating two substances, solid or liquid, which are

intimately mixed up together, but which are of different

specific gravities. This physical principle has been taken
advantage of in a so.newhat homely but very important

process, viz. the separation of cream from milk. In this

arrangement the milk is charged into a vessel something of

the shape and size of a Gloucester cheese, which stands on
a vertical spindle and is made to rotate with a velocity as

high as 7000 revolutions per minute. At this enormous
speed the milk, which is the heavier, flies to the outside,

while the cream remains behind and stands up as a thin

layer on the inside of the rotating cylinder of fluid. So
completely does this immense speed produce in the liquid

the characteristics of a solid, that if the rotating shell of

cream be touched by a knife it emits a harsh grating

sound, and gives the sensation experienced in attempting

to cut a stone. The separation is almost immediately

complete, but the difficult point was to draw off the two
liquids separately and continuously without stopping the

machine. This has been simply accomplished by taking

advantage of another principle of hydromechanics. A small

pipe opening just inside the shell of the cylmder is brought

back to near the centre, where it rises through a sort of

neck and opens into an exterior casing. The pressure

due to the velocity causes the skim-milk to rise in this pipe

and flow continuously out at the inner end. The cream
is at the same time drawn off by a similar orifice made in

the same neck and leading into a different chamber.

Centrifugal action is not the only way in which
particles of different specific gravity can be sepa-

rated from each other by motion only. If a rapid

"jigging" or up-and-down m jtion be given to a mixture

of such particles, the tendency of the lighter to fly further

under the action of the impulse causes them gradually to

rise to the upper surface ; this surface being free in the

present case, and the result being therefore the reverse of

what happens in the rotating chamber. If such a mix-

ture be examined after this up-and-down motion has gone
on for a considerable period, it will be found that the

particles are arranged pretty accurately in layers, the

lightest being at the top and the heaviest at the bottom.

This principle has long been taken advantage of in such

cases as the separation of lead ores from the matrix in

which they are embedded. The rock in these cases is

crushed into small fragments, and placed on a frame
having a rapid uo-and-down motion, when the heavy lead

ore gradually collects at the bottom and the lighter stone

on the top. To separate the two the machine must be

stopped and cleared by hand. In the case of coal-

washing, where the object is to separate fine coal from

the particles of stone mixed with it, this process would be

very costly, and indeed impossible, because a current of

water is sweeping through the whole mass. In the case

of the Copp(^e coal- washer, the desired end is achieved in

a different and very simple manner. The well known
mineral felspar has a specific gravity intermediate be-

tween that of the coal and the shale, or stone, with which

it is found intermixed. If, then, a quantity of felspar in

small fragments is thrown into the mixture, and the whole

then submitted to the jigging process, the result will be

that the stone will collect on the top, and the coal at the
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bottom, with a layer of felspar separating the two. A
current of water sweeps tlirough the whole, and is drawn
off partly at the top, carrying with it the stone, and partly
at the bottom, carrying with it the fine coal.

The above are instances where science has come to

the aid of engineering. Here is one in which the obli-

gation is reversed. The rapid stopping of railway trains,

when necessary, by means of brakes, is a problem which
has long occupied the attention of many engineers ; and
the mechanical solutions offered have been correspond-
ingly numerous. Some of these depend on the action of
steam, some of a vacuum, some of compressed air, some
of pressure-water; others again ingeniously utilise the
momentum of the wheels themselves. But for a long
time no effort was made by any of these inventors tho-
roughly to master the theoretical conditions of the problem
before them. At last, one of the most ingenious and
successful among them, Mr. George Westinghouse, re-
solved to make experiments on the subject, and was
fortunate enough to associate with himself Capt. Douglas
Galton. Their experiments, carried on with rare energy
and perseverance, and at great expense, not only brought
into the clearest light the physical conditions of the ques-
tion (conditions which were shown to be in strict accord-
ance with theory), but also disclosed the interesting
scientific fact that the friction between solid bodies at
high velocities is not constant, as the experiments of
Morin had been supposed to imply, but diminishes rapidly
as the speed increases—a fact which other observations
serve to confirm.

The old scientific principle known as the hydrostatic
paradox, according to which a pressure applied at any
point of an inclosed mass of liquid is transmitted un-
altered to every other point, has been singularly fruitful
in practical applications. Mr. Bramah was perhaps the
first to recognise its value and importance. He applied
it to the well known Bramah press, and in various other
directions, some of which were less successful. C)ne of
these was a hydraulic lift, which Mr. Bramah proposed
to construct by meins of several cylinders sliding within
each other after the manner of the tubes of a telescope.
His specification of this invention sufficiently expresses
his opinion of its value, for it concludes as 'follows :—
"This patent does not only differ in its nature and in its

bo\mdless extent of claims to novelty, but also in its

claims to merit and superior utility compared with any other
patent ever brought before or sanctioned by the legislative
authority of any nation." The telescope lift has not come
into practical use; but lifts worked on the hydraulic prin-
ciple are becoming more and more common every day.
The same principle has been applied by the genius of
Sir William Armstrong and o'hers to the working of
cranes and other machines for the lifting of weights, &c.

;

and under the form of the accumulator, with its dis-
tributing pipes and hydraulic engines, it provides a store
of power always ready for application at any required
point in a large system, yet costing practicallv nothing
when not actually at work. This system of high-pressure
mains worked from a central accumulator has been for
some years in existence at Hull, as a means of supplying
power commercially for all the purposes needed in a large
town, and it is at this moment bein-j carried out on a
wider scale in the East End of London.
Taking advantage of this system, and combining with

it another scientific principle of wide applicability, Mr.
J. H. Greathead has brought out an instrument called the
"injector hydrant," which seems likely to play an impor-
tant part in the extinguishing of fires. This second prin-
ciple is that of the lateral induction of fluids, and may be
thus expressed in the words of the late William Froude :—
" Any surface which in passing through a fluid experi-
ences resistance must in so doing impress on the particles
which resist it a force in the line of motion equal to the
resistance." If then these particles are themselves part

of a fluid, it "will result that they will follow the direc-

tion of the moving fluid and be partly carried along with

it. As applied in the inje tor hydrant, a small quantity
of water derived from the hi jh-pressure mains is made to

pass from one pipe into another, coaling in contact at

the same time with a reservoir of water at ordinary pres-

sure. The result is that the water from the reservoir is

drawn into the second pipe through a trumpet-shaped
nozzle, and may be made to issue as a stream to a con-
siderable height. Thus the small quantity of pressure-

water, which, if used by itself, would perhaps rise to a
height of 500 feet, is made to carry with it a much larger

quantity to a much smaller height, say that of an ordinary

house.

The above are only a few of the many instances which
might be given to prove the general truth of the fact with
which we started, namely, the close and reciprocal connec-
tion between physical science and mechanical engineering,

taking both in their widest sense. It may possibly be
worth while to return again to the subject, as other illus-

trations arise. Tno such have appeared even at the

moment of writing, and though their practical success is

not yet assured, it may be worth while to cite them. The
first is an application of the old principle of the siphon
to the purifying of sewage. Into a tank containing the

sewage dips a siphon pipe some thirty feet high, of

which the shorter leg is many times larger than the

longer. When this is started, the water rises slowly and
steadily in the shorter column, and before it reaches
the top has left behind it all or almost all of the

solid particles which it previously held in suspension.
These fall slowly back through the column and collect at

the bottom of the tank, to be cleared out when needful.

The effluent water is not of course chemically pure, but
sufficiently so to be turned into any ordinaiy stream. The
second invention rests on a curious fact in chemistry,
namely, that caustic soda or potash will absorb steam,
forming a compound which has a much higher tempera-
ture than the steam absorbed. If, therefore, exhaust
steam be discharged into the bottom of a vessel contain-
ing caustic alkali, not only will it become condensed, but
this condensation will raise the temperature of the mass
so high that it may be employed in the generation of fresh

steam. It is needless to observe how important will be
the bearing of this invention upon the working of steam-
engines for many purposes, if only it can be established
as a practical success. And if it is so established there
can be no doubt that the experience thus acquired will

reveal new and valuable facts with regard to the con-
ditions of chemical combination and absorption, in the
elements thus brought together.

Walter R. Browne

THE LITERATURE OF THE FISHERIES
EXHIBITION^

II.

'pHE depopulation of our littoral fisheries is the
^ text of a paper on " Crustacea,'' by Mr. T. Cornish,
who proposes to meet the difficulty by establishing a
market for " middle-sized " Crustacea (and even fishes),

other than those which we now eat, either as "luxuries
or dainties." There is an amusing but authoritative air

of originality about this paper. Mr. W. S. Kent, on the
other hand, proposes the "Artificial Culture of Lobsters''
as a remedy for the same evil, and recounts some inter-

esting experiments made by himself— on a small scale

—

in which he succeeded in rearing the young lobsters
taken captive. The leading developmental phases are
set down for the guidance of others, but the account
given is deficient in record of the earlier stages of the
process. This is important, as the writer (presupposing

^ Concluded from p. 36.
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success such as has attended the artificial cultivation of

the Salmonida:) states, without apparent proof, that the

cultivation might go on after the removal of the eggs

from the parent. Should this be so, choice must then

lie between the methods of Messrs. Cornish and Kent.

The latter has overlooked the fact that our Irish lobster

fisheries appear to be capable of much greater develop-

ment, and we doubt how far an accusation brought against

the " West-end chefs'' is a logical one. We are at a loss

to see the drift of Mr. K. Cornish's remarks, which form
part of the discussion upon these two papers.

Early in the career of these meetings, our freshwater

fisheries received attention at the hands of Sir Jas.

Maitland, whose liberality in the matter of salmon-culture

is w^ell known in all fishing circles. The author, who re-

gards the artificial propagation of the Salmonidje as in

its infancy, records the technique and results of a long

practical experience, and indicates lines for future investi-

gation, both as regards the migratory and non-migratory
forms. He shows that by skilful attention he can rely

upon hatching out 99 per cent, of Loch Levan trout ova,

and, while discussing all sides of the question, he wisely

points out that the object to be aimed at is "not to

incubate the largest number of eggs in a given space,"
but so to manipulate them that "the largest number of

healthy fish may result"—a statement involving diffi-

culties for the study of which we must refer the reader to

the paper itself. Intimately connected with this depart-

ment is the question of the salmon-disease fungus, which
forms the topic of a paper on " Fish Diseases," by Prof.

Hu.xley. The author's investigations in the matter are
well known to readers of Nature, but all connected
with Ireshwater fishing owe a debt of gratitude to the
learned Professorfor having thus sifted a voluminous litera-

ture upon the subject, and diagnosed in faultless style

this pest. Its geographical limits are—for the first time —
mapped out ; the fuugus is shown to cause, and not
merely accompany, the disease, and its propagation is

conclusively shown to be favoured by causes which
though unknown must necessarily be limited. Every
inducement is given to the daily worker among these

fiihes to cooperate in the further study of the disease, in

even the purely scientific aspects of which much yet
remains to be done. The remarkable fact that the disease

is in no way correlated with the "productiveness" of
a river is fully demonstrated, and must carry its own
lesson.

A somewhat analogous topic forms subject-matter for a
paper on " The Destruction of Fish by Internal Parasites,"

by Dr. S. Cobbold. There is, however, the most marked
contrast between it and that of Prof. Huxley, and we
venture to say that the statements made on the first two
pages and elsewhere, are calculated to frighten rather than
encourage (by appealing to the experimental side) possible
workers in a field for which the author claims so much.
We are compelled to put this work down with a feeling of

disappointment, the more so seeing that much of the
space which might have been turned to better account
is devoted either to a mere reiteration of statements
made again and again by the author during the earlier

sittings of the Conference, or to needlessly lengthy and
verbose discussions upon minor points, to the exclu-
sion of more important ones.

The all important topic of "Food of Fishes'' is

attacked by Dr. Day. There is much in his paper that
is of value, he having incorporated the observations of
others with his own to the best advantage. The extreme
importance of this subject is obvious to all concerned, but
when—to say nothing of the question of inter-preying

—

we consider the extent to which it is known that the
food of fishes may vary under conditions of most of which
we know absolutely nothing, it is obvious that there opens
up a field of labour, involving all sorts of side issues, work
in which must necessarily be both prolonged and tedious.

The paper, however, suggests certain lines along which a

fruitful advance might be made. In the discussion which
followed, the chairman (Prof. Huxley), taking a philo-

sophic grasp of the question, resolves it into a balance in

favour of " the ultimate store of food " furnished by " the

Diatomaceae which occur on the surface."

Mr. R. B. Marston, in an e.xceedingly practical paper

on " Coarse Fish Culture," adduces reasons for which it

is obvious that repopulation of our fresh waters must goon
as matters stand, and can be very beneficially maintained.

The question is one of growing importance, especially

as it affects those who, although living far inland, still

have the power of rearing good fish-food. We doubt,

however, how far it is not possible to obviate certain of

the difficulties mentioned, by more careful " nursing"

alone. In advocating the introduction of the prolific

Black Bass, the writer makes a statement, partly borne

out by the experience of the Marquis of Exeter who first

introduced the fish into Britain, but diametrically opposed

by that of Sir Jas. Maitland—and which, if correct, is of

great importance—viz. that it "thrives best in just those

waters which are not suited to trout and salmon."

It is well known that the natural salmon stock of five

of our largest rivers is practically exterminated, and that

the fish present themselves annually at their unsavoury

mouths, but to be baffled by causes, chief among which

is that of pollution ; in other cases, less markedly offen-

sive, the fish are know-n to be slowly but certainly receding

The Hon. W. F. B. Massey Mainwaring, in a paper upon
" The Preservation of Fish Life in Rivers by the Exclu-

sion of Town Sewage," first points out the main causes of

actual death, and then proceeds to advocate the claims of

the well-known A. B.C. process, exhibited by the Native

Guano Company. For this he claims success, greater

than that which has attended any such known chemical

method, all at present pointing to irrigation and inter-

mittent-downward filtration, as the best solution of the

difficulty. All the artificial breeding in the world cannot

be of avail in waters thus becoming more deadly, and to

the chemist the utilisation of waste offers a good field for

work. There are other doubtful points about this paper,

beyond the limits of a short notice, but it is sincerely to

be hoped that when the present inquiry into the London
sewage question terminates, the adoption of some treat-

ment beneficial to our waters may perpetuate its action.

Closely allied are the interests of " Forest Protection,"

advocated by Mr. D. Howitz, the more especially as there

is evidence to show that the disappearance of salmon has

been at limes associated with the clearing of forests. The
author points out that, while the question has naturally

more interest for other countries than our own, it is pos-

sible to maintain throughout the year, by the interaction

of natural forces, a better equilibrium of life in shallow

water. Although much yet remains to be done in this

work, the arguments adduced are practical and weighty.

The author advises the use of certain trees as being, from

his own experience, preferable, the question of growth of

timber not being overlooked.

All tlie aforementioned papers point indirectly to the

" outcome " of the present movement, in so far as they

suggest methods of improvement. Those which remain

are either directly addressed to that subject itself, or to

others demanding immediate attention.

Prof. Leone Levi brings forward a mass of statistical

knowledge upon "The Economic Condition of Fisher-

men," stated to be " generally unsatisfactoi7." The paper

abounds in useful information, not the least important

being that which deals with the relationships existing

between boat-owners and fishermen ; the author also

states that at present the workers are in proportion exces-

sive " to the amount of production," and wisely recom-

mends a "weeding" of those parasites—neither fishermen

nor fools—said to exist. The "fortunes of the fisheries

and agriculture in the last twenty years " are significantly
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compared ; but this and other matters dealt with are
beyond the limits of our present notice.

In " The Principles of Fishery Legislation " the Right
Hon. G. Shav Lefevre, proceeding to deal with the sea
fisheries, exclusive of Crustacea and littoral forms, recalls

the circumstances which led up to the passing of the Sea
Fisheries Act of 186S— the result of an inquiry before a
Commission of which he was himself a member. This
Act, essentially one repealing restrictive legislation and
giving increased liberty, has lately, as our reader.-, doubt-
less know, been much under discussion, and the statistics

here brought forward speak for themselves as to the
wisdom and successful working of the laws then laid

down. When we consider the state of the question, as
reviewed by the author, we must admit that to alter would
be to mar such statutes as these, unless prompted by fresh
acquisitions to our knowledge. Speaking of the littoral

species, the author shows that restrictive action has e.\er-

ciied no beneficial influence whatever upon our oyster
fisheries, and in connection with this subject good evi-

dence has been brought before the Conference to show
that actual harm has often been done by premature legis-

lation. These considerations all point to a conclusion,
reiterated again and again in the papers before us, and
affording consolation to all save a small faction, which
pleads injury, but for what reason we know not. This
valuable paper is supplemented by one upon " The Basis
for Legislation on Fishery Questions,'' by Lieut.-Col. F. G.
Soli, Secretary to the Spanish Commission. IVIuch of this

paper is necessarily taken up in discussing Spanish fish-

eries, but the moral points in the direction indicated above.
Speaking of "an absolutely restrictive system," the writer

ably remarks that, " under the shade of those abuses esta-
blished, recognised, or tolerated by former laws, there will

have grown up a crowd of well-to-do interests, which it is

not possible to disregard." These words and those
which follow, will bear all the consideration we can give
them.

Setting aside the popular sensational aspect of the
" Fish Markets " question, of which those in authority
have lately heard enough, that of " Fish Transports and
Fish Markets" demands early consideration and prompt
action. His Excellency Spencer Walpole, in dealing with
it, confines himself to that " internal traffic " in which lie

many sources of evil. Speaking of the necessity for rad-
way reform, the author does not, as might be imagined,
advocate State management, but seeks solution of the
" suicidal policy " now existing, by insuring—between
land and water carriage— a " healthy competition." All

we can hope is that the matter may be thus easily recti-

fied, meanwhile the fact remains that the future of great
and important fisheries must depend upon the issue. The
author enters into a discussion of the market question,

but as so much concerning this rests with the City Cor-
poration we await their views. Despite the protest

lodged by Mr. Sayer on p. 20, we cannot but regard the
silence of, and want of concerted action among, the
Billingsgate men, as an unhealthy sign.

The perils of a fishing life are patent to all, and when
we hear a cry raised on all hands for increased harbour
accommodation, and read that the failure of our fisheries

is often due to want of weather forecasts, it is obvious
that an important claim is established. Mr. Scott, in a
paper on " Storm Warnings," brings a well-known expe-
rience to bear upon this matter, and compares our own
condition and apparatus with those of other countries,

notably the United States, Germany, and Holland. Our
greatest need at present is shown to be want of observa-
tories on the west coasts of Ireland and Scotland, and the

author points out the significant fact that " storm signals

are hoisted at ill stations only over the whole United
States, while we in these islands have nearly 140 for a
much smaller area." Speaking of the famed American
storm-warnings, the need of mid-ocean observatories is

discussed, as the storms almost invariably "change their
character ^« ;-o«fc" Much other valuable information is

embodied in this paper.
Prof Lankester, writing on "The Scientific Results of

the Exhibition," after making some admirable remarks
about the "so-called practical man " and other topics,

sets up a plea for a zoological observatory or " sta-

tion." While no one will fail to enter into the spirit

of his paper, we are of opinion that the plan—as con-
cerning fisheries alone—need not be so elaborate as
that suggested by him. No subject has created a
greater revolution in the minds and actions of fishermen
of late, than the discovery of Profs. Sars and Malm that

the eggs of certain of our deep-sea fishca develop
at the surface, and even were this not so no one would
gainsay Prof. Lankester' s cry of "more zoology." When
we read that "the herring fishery is a lottery," and that

sinioly because we know nothing of the real nature and
causes of the movements of those fishes, it is quite

obvious in what direction our earliest observations must
be pursued. For this purpose a transportable zoological

laboratory, with proper boats and appliances, such as that

used in the recent successful experi nents in the Nether-
lands, would amply suffice, and we conceive of such as

best embodied in " A National Fishery Society," for

which Mr. Fryer urges a strong, and it seems to us an
exceedingly just, claim. All modern advance in the fishing

industry points to the conclusion that Governmental
action must be slight but firm ; this being so, both
common sense and precedent show it to be absolutely

necessary that some such mediating body as that which
the author would have established, should exist. Such a

society would, of necessity, acquire in time all necessaries

for work and progress, but, until this stage at least is

reached, Britain—whose waters are second to none

—

cannot hope to hold her own in the matter of International

Fisheries. We heartily recommend our readers to reflect

upon a speech, made by Mr. Birkbeck, M.P., Chairman
of the Executive Committee, which follows the afore-

mentioned paper.

.Such are the aims and scope of the Literature of the

Great International Fisheries Exhibition, and when the

remaining publications are forthcoming it will form a

collection upon which both the fishermen and all con-

cerned must be congratulated. It has been impossible to

do more than indicate the general line of work in this

brief notice, no note having been taken of the extent to

which certain papers overlap ; it will be obvious, how-
ever, where abuse lies, where reform is needed, and along

what lines the expected " outcome " must proceed.

The style of these books, produced by Messrs. W.
Clowes and Sons, leaves nothing to be desired ; the few

typographical errors which occur being unavoidable in

dealing with the technicalities of such an extensive subject.

NOTES
The adjudication of medals for the present year by the Council

of the Royal Suciety is as follows :—The Copley Medal to Prof

Sir William Thomson, F.R.S., for (i) his discovery of the law

of the universal dissipation of energy ; (2) his researches and

eminent services in physics, bath experimental and mathematical,

especially iu the theory of electricity and tliermod)namics ;
a

Royal Medal to Prof. T. A. Hirst, F.R.S., for his re.searches in

inue mathematics ; a Royal Medal to Prof. J. S. Burdon-.Sander-

son, M. D., F.R.S., for the eminent services which he has ren-

dered to physiology and pathology, e.specially for his investigation

of the relations of micro-organisms to disease, and for his re-

searches on the electric phenomena of plants ; the Davy Medal

to Miircellin Berthelot, For. Mem. R.S., and Prof. Julius

Thomsen for their researches in thermo-chemistry.
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Prof. Huxley and Sir Joseph Hooker having been elected

members of the Salters' Company, were present at a dinner given

by the Company on Tuesday evening, and both took praise-

worthy advantage of the opportunity to remind our " City men "

of some wholesome truths. Prof. Huxley said he had no doubt

that an immense field of usefulness' lay open for the Guilds and

the Corporation of London. Happily it was a field which was

not altogether unploughed, and one in which the road had been

practically shown towards doing an immense amount of good.

He wished to express an opinion which he had formed with

great care, and which he uttered with a full sense of responsi-

bility, that the work which had been undertaken in the name of

the City and Guilds of London, and which had at present re-

sulted in the foundation of an institute for technical education,

was one of the greatest works, if properly comprehended, which

had ever been taken in hand, whether they viewed it with refer-

ence to the commercial prosperity of the country, to its social

organisation, or to the preservation of the condition of poli-

tical equilibrium ; for at the present time the wealth and

prosperity of the country were a cloud generated out of the

application of physical science, and taking that science away the

cloud would vanish like any other baseless fabric of a vision-

The future predominance of the commercial power of England

depended upon whether its merchants had the wisdom to appre-

ciate the gifts which science gave them. If, however, these

elements were disregarded, London would perish as surely as

Carthage. The social state and the preservation of the condi-

tion of political equilibrium depended, he argued, upon a proper

knowledge of science. The institution to which he had referred

provided for all those requirements, and it was one of the

greatest privileges of the office which he at present held that he

should be associated with those engaged in the organisation of

this system, and who, he trusted, would carry on the enterprise

to a successful conclusion.

The death is announced of the well-known American minera-

logist, Mr. Lawrence Smith, at Louisville, Kentucky. Mr.

Smith devoted himself mainly to the investigation of meteorites,

and did much to increase our knowledge of these bodies. He
was a corresponding member of the Paris Academy of Sciences.

Capt. Dawson and party of the British Circumpolar Expe-

dition, which wintered at Fort Rae, Great Salt Lake, arrived

safe and well at Winnipeg on November 2, having succeeded in

crossing the height of land at Portage la Loche before the

closing of the navigation by ice, which some of the resident

authorities of the Hudson's Bay Company in the north-west

thought they would be unable to do if detained on Slave Lake

until the end of August.

M. Charcot, the chief surgeon of La Salpetriere, in Paris,

has been nominated member of the Academy of Sciences.

It has beeen arranged that the tercentenary of Edinburgh

University shall be celebrated on April 16, 17, and 18 next.

The results of the late Cambridge higher local examination

were very discouraging as regards Group E (Natural Science).

Only two out of sixty-six candidates gained a first class, and

thirty-one failed. The following are extracts from the Exa-

miners' reports :—Elementary Paper : The answers indicated an

imperfect comprehension of principles, and an inadequate prac-

tical acquaintance with the subject-matter of the various sciences.

In Chemistry the papers as a whole were markedly inferior to

those of last year, showing want of knowledge of any practical

arrangements for the simplest experiments. In Physics the work

of all the canditlates was very poor. The general want of

clearness and definiteness of expression was very noteworthy.

No marks were gained for answers to the numerical questions,

and in but few cases were they attempted. In Physical Geo-

graphy and Geology the answers were on the whole unsatisfac-

tory. The candidates seemed to have studied the subject chiefly

in books, for though one or two showed proofs of having

acquired some practical knowledge in the Museum, nearly all,

when describing the physiography and stratigraphical geology of

an English district, gave indications that their knowledge was

gained by reading, and not by actual observation in the field.

In Physiology the answers of different candidates were very

unequal. Some were extremely good, while a considerable number
showed ignorance of the most rudimentary facts. There was very

little evidence ofa personal acquaintance with minute anatomy. In

Zoology most of the answers were characterised by vagueness, want

of precision, and a marked, often grotesque, ignorance of the

meaning of the most ordinary technical terms. The reading of

most of the candidates seems to have been very diffuse and un-

intelligent, while not one of the candidates had any real grasp

of the principles of the subject. In Botany the answers were

very weak. They indicated a tendency to neglect the external

morphology and anatomy, and to pass on to special morphology

and life-histories of the lower forms before the above-named

branches of the subject had been properly mastered.

Among the lectures to be given at the London Institution

during the coming season are the following :—December 3, Mr.

G. J. Romanes, F.R.S., Instinct ; 6, Rev. W. Green, the High
Alps of New Zealand; 13, Prof. G. W. Henslow, the Glaciers

of the Alps; 20, Prof. W. H. Flower, F.R.S., Whales; 27,

Prof. H. Armstrong, F.R.S., Water (juvenile lecture) ; 31, Dr.

Rae, F.R.S., the Eskimos and Life among them. January 3,

Dr. Donald MacAlister, How a Bone is built
; 7, Mr. H. See-

bohm, Arctic Siberia ; 10, Mr. Alfred Tylor, Celtic and Roman
Britain; 17, Mr. H. Dixon, Explosives. February 7, Mr.

Norman Lockyer, F.R.S., the last two Eclipses of the Sun;

iS, Mr. J. Bryce, M.P., D.C.L., an Ideal University ; 21, Prof.

R. S. Ball, F.R.S., the Doctrine of Evolution applied to the

Solar System; 25, Dr. E. B. Tylor, F.R.S., the Three Sources

of History—Records, Monuments, and Social Laws. March 6,

Prof. Schuster, F.R.S., the Aurora Borealis.

Herr Carl Rohrbach of Leipzig has lately described a

method of procuring a fluid having extraordinarily high refrac-

tive and dispersive powers. 100 parts of iodide of barium are

mixed with 130 parts of scarlet biniodide of mercury. About

20 c. c. of distilled water are added to the powders, and they are

then stirred up with a glass rod while heated in a test tube

plunged into an oil bath previously warmed to 150° or 200" C.

A fluid doable iodide of mercury and barium is formed, which

is then poured into a shallow porcelain dish and evaporated

down until it acquires a density so great that a crystal of epidote

no longer sinks in it. When cold, even topaz will float in it.

It is then filtered through glass-wool. The fluid so prepared

has a density of 3'57S—3'588, boils at about 145°, and is of a

yellow colour. Its refractive index is 1 7755 for the C line,

and I -8265 for the E line of the spectrum. For the two D lines

of sodium the refractive indices are 1-7931 and 17933 respect-

ively. So great is the disperson that, using a single hollow

prism with a refracting power of 60°, the dispersion between

the two D lines is almost exactly 2' of angle.

The latest official report of the Imperial German Post Office

states that at the end of October the telephone was fully in

operation in the following thirty-six cities and towns, within the

Imperial postal territory (which does not include Bavaria

or Wurtemberg) :—Aix-la-Chapelle, Altona, Barmen, Berhn,

Beuthen, Brunswick, Bremen, Bremerhaven, Breslau, Burstcheid,

Charlottenburg, Chemnitz, Cologne, Crefeld, Deutz, Dresden,

Diisseldorf, Elberfeld, Frankfort-on-Main, Gebweiler, Geeste-

miinde, Hamburg, Hanover, Harburg, Kiel, Konigsberg, Leip-

zig, Magdeburg, Mayence, Mannheim, MUlhausen (in Alsace),

Potsdam, Stettin, Strasburg, Sulzmatt, and Wandsbeck. In
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four other towns—Halle, Karlsruhe, M. Gladbach, and Rheydt

—the arran;jements for its introduction have progressed so far

that it will moit probably be in operation in them before the

end of this year. It is therefore likely that by the end of 1S83

forty towns within the Imperial German postal territory will

possess the advantages of the telephone, against twenty-one last

year, and seven in October, 1881.

The programme of the Yorkshire College Students' Associa-

tion for the present session is a varied and interesting one. A
" Yorkshire College Photographic Clab " has recently been

formed, and has already a good roll of members, including

several members of the College staff. A prize competition has

been arranged, and the Society has every prospect of success.

The secretary of the Photographic Club is Mr. W. O. Senior.

Only six months ago a Society of Natural Science was

formed at Bournemouth, and already it has 103 members, the

president being Prof. AUman, F.R.S. The Society being esta-

blished upon the most comprehensive basis, recognises every

department of physical science as coming within the scope of

its investigations. It is open to all, without limitation of class

or sex. During the past session various papers have been read,

and during the summer months bi-weekly morning and evening

walks were taken under the leadership of the appointed heads of

sections for botany, entomology, marine and terrestrial zoology

and geology. The Committee contemplate devoting part of its

funds to be awarded annually as prizes for the best and most

systematically arranged collections of natural history spechnens,

made solely by each exhibitor, as an inducement to the younger

members to cultivate habits of careful observation and system-

atic study of nature. The Society held a very successful con-

versazione on the 7th inst. at Bournemouth, and so attractive

was the exhibition connected therewith, that it was kept open
the following day. Captain Hartley, chairman of the Bourne-

mouth Improvement Commission, opened the conversazione by

giving some account of the origin and objects of the Society.

The exhibition was of a very varied and instructive character,

and at intervals during the day short popular lectures were given

on such subjects as air, sound, the moon, natural magic, while

e Rev. G. H. West exhibited and explained from time to time

various apparatus illustrating physical phenomena. Altogether

the Society gives promise of a successful career.

Mr. George Murray vrill deliver a lecture on the potato

disea e at the Parkes Museum of Hygiene, 74A, Margaret Street,

Regent Street, on Thursday, the 22nd instant, at 8 p.m.

Several members of the French Chamber of Deputies having

contended that the transmission of telegrams was not so easy

with underground wires as with aerial lines, M. Cochery has

invited a number of opponents and electrical engineers to demon
strate on the lines now in existence, that the difference, if there

is any, is quite immaterial.

At a recent meeting of manufacturers and artisans convened

by the Mayor at Coventry, resolutions were enthusiastically

carried in favour of the adoption of a system of technical

education in the city. It is proposed to provide a building for

the consolidation and extension of the science classes, a lecture-

hall, and reading-room, with a reference library of works apper-

taining to trade and manufactures, and to establish in connection

with these three workshops for the practical teaching of mech.anics

(toolmaking, weaving, and watchmaking). It is estimated that

about 4000/. will be needed for the building, and 3000/. for the

fixtures and equipment of the building and workshops, in ad.

dition to which it will be necessary to provide an annual income
of at least 300/. Subscriptions and donations exceeding 1000/.

were promised at the meeting.

The piercing of the Arlberg Tunnel, which will be 10,270

metres long, thus ranking third in the world, was expected to

be compIe;ed to-day. The work began on November 13, 1880,

on the western and eastern sidei simultaneously, and has there-

fore lasted just three years, instead of four, as was calculated.

Special trains will bring over two hundred invited guests from

Austrii, Italy, and Switzerland, to witness the final boring and

the connection of the two galleries.

Mr. G. J. Symons writes to the Times to say that Miss

Eleanor Nunes, who had been keeping an extremely accurate

record of the fall of rain at Langtree Wick, Torrington, Devon,

died last spring, having left the sum of 100/. to him "to be

applied to meteorological purposes." Mr. Symons announces

that he is prepared to consider applications from all parts of the

kingdom for rain-gauges to be sent gratuitously on loan subject

to very easy conditions, and to send them to all accepted

applicants who reside five miles from any rain-gauge now at

work, and the same distance from any other applicant.

The Romando has arrived at Cherbourg after a journey of

two months, from Cape Horn. The results of the wintering

have been important, and the crew is in good health.

The diminution of credit rendered inevitable by the state of

French finances uill bear very little on the Budget of Public

Instruction ; the work of building the Meudon Observatory

w ill not be stopped, and is proceeding favourably.

We learn from a trustworthy source that there is again talk

of transporting the Paris Observatory to some distance from

the city, to a site in the vicinity of the new Flammarion

Ob.^ervatory.

The Portuguese Government has appointed the explorers

Capello and Ivens to proceed again on an expedition to West
Africa, for the purpose of completing their map of the province

of Angola, and of exploring the Congo. The explorers will

leave by the packet on December 6.

News has reached Europe of the assassination of M. De
lirazza, but it is conjectured that this is the French explorer's

brother, and not the explorer him, elf.

In our note on the Royal Society last week. Dr. Warren De
La Rue's name was given incorrectly.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey {Macacns sinicus S ) from

India, presented by Mr. C. R. Browne; two Red tailed Guans
{Orlalida ruficauda] from Tobago, West Indies, presented by

Mr. Alfred C. Priestly; two Gold Pheasants (Thaiimalea picta

i i) from China, presented by Mr. H. W.Tyler; two Bar-

breasted Finches (Miinia nisoria) from Java, presented by Mr,

J. Abrahams; a Kestrel {Tinnunculus alaudarius), British,

presented by Mr. John Colebrook, F.Z.S. ; two Long-eared

Owls (Asia olus), European, presented by Mr. C. Purnchard ; a

Masked Parrakeet (Pyrrhulopsis personala) from the Fiji Islands,

presented by Miss J.
D. Smith ; two Alligators {Alligator missis-

sippiensis) from the Mississippi, presented respectively by Mr.

Roland Bridgett and Mrs. M. E. Symons ; a Peregrine Falcon

{Falco peregrintis), European, a Goffin's Cockatoo {Cacalua

goffini) from Queensland, deposited ; a Bennett's Wallaby (Hal-

maluriis bennetti 9 ) from Tasmania, two Black Wallabys {J/al-

malurii! ualabaliis i i ) from New South Wale--, a Yellow-

footed Rock Kangaroo (Petrogale xanlhopus i ) from South

.\ustralia, a Mexican Eared Owl {Asia tnexicanus] from Mexico,

a Downy Owl (Pitlsatiix torgualus) from South America, an

Annulaled Worm Snake {Vermecilla annuiaia) from Western

Australia, purchased.
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MOVEMENTS OF THE EARTh^
11.

Measurement of Time

I
T has been shown how, by the application of geometrical and

optical ])rinciples, the measurement of angular space has
been carried down to the i/iocth of a second of arc, such
a quantity being 1/ 129, 600,000th part of an entire circum-
ference, and when such an accuracy as this has been attained,

and the altitude or the azimuth of the sun, or moon, or any
other heavenly body can be correctly stated with this exactitude,
it will be seen how much better off in the way of defining posi-

tions is the modern astronomer than was Hipparchus with his

l/3rd, and Tycho Brahe with his i/4th of a degree. To do
this, however, is not enough. It is not only necessary accurately
to define the po,-ition of a heavenly body, it is necessary al?o to

know at what particular lime it occupied that position. The
next tiling to be d^ne, then, is to ;ee how far we moderns
have got in another kind of measurement, no longer the measure-
ment of arc—the measurement of angular distance—but the
measurement of time.

The measurement of time, however, is not quite so simple a
matter as was the mea>urement of space. A certain angular
measurement of s])ace, or the angular distance between two
bodies, whether that distance be a degree, or a minute, or a
second, is a very definite thing, having a beginning and an end

;

but time, s > fir as we can conceive, has neither beginning nor
end

; so that the problem of the meaiurement of time has to

be a'tacked rather in a different way. Here again it will be as

well that the matter shuuld be studied historically.

5

Fig. iS.—Ancient Ctcck Escapement.

What more natural than that manhavinggot theideaof the flow

of time, should have begun to measure it by the ?iOV! of water,

or the flaw of sand? The earliest time measurers were really

made in this way ; water or sand being allowed to drop from

one receptacle to another. There were difficulties, however, in

thus determining the flow of tiaie. In the first place the thing

was always wanting to be wound up, so to speak, something was
wanted to continue the action, and to prolong it ; and the first

appeal to mechanical principles was made with that view.

The first real clock put up in England was put up in Old
Palace Yard, in the year 1288, by the Lord Chief Justice of

that time, who had t> pay the expense of it as a fine for

some fault he had committed. Its construction was somewhat
after this wise. One method of dealing with the flow of time

was to call in the aid of wheelwork ; but, as is well known, if a

weight acts upon a train of wheels the velocity increases as

the rotati ->n goes on. Therefore the science of mechanics was
called in to supply some principle which could be applied to

prevent this unequal velocity cf a train of wheels. Consider

the arrangement shown in Fig. 18.

The wheelwork train is capable of being driven by a falling

weight. On the same axis as the smallest wheel, and therefore the

one w hich turns most rapidly, w ill be seen another wheel provided

with saw -like teeth. Then at the top is a weighted cross-bar, from

the centre of which a perpendicular rod, provided with pallets,

comes down to engage the teeth of the pallet-wheel. Now sup-

pose the clock to be started. The weight is allowed to fall, and

' Continued from vol. xxviii. p. 604.

the whetls, including the pallet wheel, begin to revolve; then
begins a reciprocating action betw een the swinging bar and the
wheel with which it acts, because the pallets which act on the
bar as they are on either side of the centre of motion rtally drive

the bar first in one direction and then in the other. The teeth of
the pallet wheel are continually coming into contact with the

pallets of the sw ingiiig bar. First suppose that one of the teeth

has encountertd the upper pallet ; it pushes this aside, and swings
tlie bar in one direction. No sooner, however, has this been
dor.e than another tooth in the wheel at the bottom of the bar
encounters the pallet and swings it in the opposite direction. In
this way it is obvious that the bar is continually meeting and
being met by the teeth of the rotating wheel, swinging first in

one direction, and then in the other, the result of this reciprocal

action being to prevent the increase in the velocity of the wheels
which would otherv\i-e take place.

It is in ttis way, then, by the performance at constant definite

intervals of an equally constant definite amount of work, that

the regularity of action of the clock is produced. The greater

the distance of the weights on the cross-bar from its centre of

motion, the longer will the bar take in swinging, the slower will

be the action of the clock ; so that the clock may be regulated

by altering the position of these weight--, bringing them nearer to,

or removing them further from the centre of motion of the bar, ac-

cording as it is desired to hasten or retard the action of the clock's

mechanism. Yet at whatever distance from the centre of motion
the two weights be placed, assuming always that they are both at

the same distance from it, there is still this con-tantly-recurring

performance, at equal intervals, of an equal amount of work
which produces the regular action of the clock. This was the

kind of clock then which was put up in Old Palace Yard.

But that did not go well enough, giving such inaccurate results

that Tycho Brahe had to discontinue its use. Fortunately some
few years later two most eminent men, Galileo and Huyghens,
had their attention drawn to this very proljlem. The first of

these, Galileo, was at that time studying medicine. He hap-

pened one day to be in the Cathedral at Pisa, where, it will be
remembered, they have a most beautiful lamp which sv\ings

from a great height in the cathedral. Galileo was at this

time working at that branch of his medical studies which deals with

the pul-e, and he looked at this lamp and found that its swinging
was perfectly regular. To day perhaps it may seem very natural

that this should be so, but Galileo had the advantage of being

before u-, and that is why it did not seem quite so natural to

him. There was at that time no known reason why it should

swing in perfect regular rhythm. He found that the lamp when
sw inging, no matter with w hat amplitude, took practically the

same time for each swing, timing it by his pulse. His idea was
that this would be an admirable method of determining the rate

of a man's pulse, and the first clock on this principle was con-

structed fro.n that medical pjint of view, being called a

Pulsilogium. Some years afterwards, however, the extreme

importance of such an arrangement from an astronomical stand-

point became obvious, and very much attention was given to

it. It is unnecessary to add that this swinging body is nowadays
called a pendulum. The most perfect pendulum made in those

early days is represented in Fig. 19.

1 he fundamental difference between that and the modern
pendulum is that part of the pendulum between s and A
was elastic. It was made elastic for the rea- on that although

Galileo could not find any difference between the times of

the oscillations of the lamp in Pisa Cathedral, according as

its amplitude of swing was large or small, yet such a differ-

ence did exist, although it was only a slight c- ne ; and the only

method of getting a perfect pendulum which should make its

swing in exactly equal times, independent of its arc of oscilla-

tion, was to construct this so called cycloidal pendulum. It

was so named because in its swing its elastic portion w as held

by the curved guides seen in the figure, and made to bend in

that particular curve. By thii means the pendulum in lead of

swinging through the arc, K u R, was made to oscillate through

D u L. But when the pendulum was at the points D and L,

it was practically a shoiter pendulum than when at rest. In

other words, whilst the pendulum was swinging from u to D

and from u to L, its curvature, and con equently its vibrating

length was continually changing. In that way, by continually

varying the length of the swinging part, it was found possible to

make a pendulum which, independent of the length of its arc of

oscillation, would make its swing in times which for all practical

purposes were absolutely equal in length. That was the most
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perfect pendulum of that time. Nowadays, the cycloidal pendulum
has been replaced by one which swings through a very small arc,

and the continual shortening during the oscillation in the cycloidal

pendulum is by this means dispensed with, whilst the friction

also being much reduced, tliere is less interference from that

source. With this very small swing the difference between the

arc of the circle described and the cycloid in which the cycloidal

pendulum swung is practically indistinguishable.

The great difference between the modern clock and the

ancient one. is that in the former the pendulum is inter-

fered with as little as possible whilst swinging, and makes
each SM ing under precisely similar conditions. To attain this

is to have done much. In the first place, if the clock has a

heavy iveight, that weight will probably interfere a good deal

with the swinging of the pendulum. The clockweight, there-

fore, must be as light as possible. Secondly, if the wheelwork
is always in contact with the pendulum, this also will interfere

with its free and natural movement. There must be, then,

such an arrangement that the wheelwork shall be brought into

contact with the pendulum only for the shortest possible time.

Thirdly, it must be remembered that the different substances which
it is most convenient to use in the construction of pendulums,

vary their dimensions with the variations of the teniperature and
moisture of the air in which they are placed, and great care must
be taken to eliminate any errors \\ hich might arise from such a

Fig. 19.—Cycloidal Pendulum.

source. How are these various conditions complied with ?

The first, that the clockweight must be small, is not diffi-

cult to adhere to ; but it will be well to consider the way in

which the second condition, that the action between wheelwork
and pendulum shall be the least possible, is met. This is

done by employing what is called an escapement. It is so named
because the pendulum in its swing is allowed to escape from the

wheelwork, and thus retain a perfect freedom. The particular

form of escapement about to be described is that which, for a

reason that will appear immediately, is called the dead-beat
escapement (see Fig. 20).

The escape wheel is the modern representative of the

toothed wheel of the old clock, whilst the projections w and
D are modifications of the pallets on the swinging bar in

that instrument. Let the pendulum move in the direction

of the arrow. The toolh T has just been released, thus per-

mitting the tooth V to engage the other pallet D. Now
whilst the tooth remains on the p.iUet, the escape wheel re-

mains locked, while the pendulum is quite free to swing,

there being nothing to retard it save the very slight friction

between the tooth .and the surface of the pallet. The rota-

tion of the escape wheels, however, brings the tooth on to

the oWique edge of the pallet, and with it in this position the

pendulum is aided in its forward swing. Then the pallet

escapes, receiving an impulse, but since this is received almost
as much before the pendulum has reached its vertical position as

after it has passed that point, no increase or diminution in the

time of its oscillation takes place. Jt is in this way that the

second of our conditions is complied wiih, the wheelwork being
effectually prevented from interfering v\ ith the regularity of the

pendulum's swing. It is called the dead-beat escapement, be-

cause when the tooth falls on the circular portion of the pallet

and locks the escape wheel, the seconds-hand fitted to it stops

dead without recoil, because the arc of the surface of the pallet

is struck from the centre of motion. In an astronomical clock a
still more modern form of escapement, called the gravity escape-

ment, is sometimes employed.
It will perhaps be convenient at this stage to compare the

fineness of the division of time given by a clock of this descrip-

tion with the fineness of the division of the second of arc

w e have already discussed. There is, however, a little difficulty

about this, because at present there seems to be no special reason

why any particular unit of time should be selected. Ordinarily

a day is divided into twenty-four hours, each of these twenty-

FlG. 20.—Dead-beat Escapement.

four hours is subdivided into sixty minutes, these again being
each divided into as many seconds. The origin of this division

of time will be seen later on ; for the present let the fact remaia
that it is so.

Now a modern clock beats practically true seconds, and
astronomers after a little practice gain the power of mentally

breaking that second up into ten divisions, each of which is of

course one-tenth of a second, so that we can say that a day
may be divided into 864,000 parts, and in this way institute a

com]iarison of the fineness of the division of time with those

minute measurements of angular space with which we so recently

dealt.

It is a familiar fact that the length of a pendulum which
vibrates seconds is some thirty-nine inches, and it is easy to

understand that there are many conditions in which a clock of

this kind, with its pendulum of more than a yard long, cannot be

used. Not only indeed is there this inconvenient length of the

pendulum, but it is necessary that the clock to which it belongs
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should be rigidly fixed in an upright position. The question

therefore arises, is this clock which deals out seconds of such

accuracy the only piece of mechanism that can record and
divide our time, or is any other time-measuring instrument avail-

able? Fig. 21 shows part of such an iu'-trument, known as the

Chronometer, in which, whilst the principles necessary to be

followed in the construction of. the clock have been adhered to,

the pendulum has been dispensed with, and the perfect stability

and verticality of position so important to the clock, are here

unnecessary.

In this instrument the pallets of the dead-beat escapement

have been replaced by a detent, D. Let us consider the action.

The escape-wheel, s, is advancing in the direction of the hands

of a clock. One of its teeth meets the detent, and the wheel

is locked. Then what happens is this : when the balance-wheel,

Kj, swings, the circle, R^, centred on it shares its motion. This,

it will be seen, is armed with a little projection.

We left the escape-wheel locked. Now assume that the

balance-wheel is swinging in the direction of the arrow. It

carries the small circle with it, and the piece, p,, in its motion,

coming into contact with the end of the spring, seen pro-

jecting beyond the arm of the detent, raises it and the

detent, so releasing the tooth of the escape-wheel. The
slight retardation «hich the balance receives in consequence

of this action is immediately compensated. The moment
the escape-wheel moves on again, one of its teeth meets the

projection, P,, and the balance-wheel receiving this fresh im-

pulse goes on to complete its swing. Ihen it returns and
swings in the opposite direction, this time without acting in any

way on the detent. When the balance-wheel made its first

swing and the point P2 met the projecting end of the spring, the

latter could then only bend from the end of the arm with which

the detent is provided and against which the point Po forced it.

But on the return swing the spring is found capable of bending

from the more distant point of its attachment to the shank of the

locking-piece. It is therefore easily pushed aside ; there is no

change in the position of the detent, nor is any resistance offered

to the motion of the balance-wheel, which goes on to complete

its swing. Then another tooth is caught, the escape-wheel is

again locked, and again released by the lifting of the detent. So
the action goes on, the teeth of the escape-wheel bein^ con-

stantly detained and as constantly released by the action of the

point p„. The balance-wheel, it will be noted, receives its im-

pulse only at every alternate swing, whereas in the clock the

pendulum receives its impulse at each vibration.

Time then can be divided down to the l/ioth of a second, or

as we expressed it, down to the 864,000th part of a day, not

only by a clock, but also by this chronometer. Having obtained

this i/ioth of a second by these instruments, the question

arises as to whether it be possible to get a still finer division. It

will be seen that a very much finer division than this can be
obtained, the l/iooth part of a second being a measurable

quantity ; not that such a small fraction of time as this is ever

necessary in astronomy, nor will it be until the present

asti'onomical methods have ceased to exist. If it were
possible to get all observations made by photography, then it

would be worth while recording with such minuteness, because

photography would always behave in the same way, whereas
two observers never have the same idea as to the time of occur-

rence of any phenomena which they observe, ^'et, although so

great an accuracy as this is not attempted, it will be quite worth
while to consider the means by which this exquisite fineness of the

division of a second of time has been arrived at. We shall see

that just in the same way as an appeal to mechanical principles

resulted in an improvement in the construction of our clock, so

this fineness in the division of time has been obtained by an
appeal to the principles of electricity. Let it be assumed that

the seconds pendulum of our clock swings with perfect accuracy

and with absolute uniformity from second to second, in spite

of changes of temperature and other perturbing influences ; and
having assumed this, let us see how electricity can be made to

aid in the measurement of time. The instrument used is called a
chronograph. It consists of a metal cylinder revolving by clock-

work and covered with cloth, over which a piece of paper can
be stretched. Below the cylinder and parallel with it is a track

along which a frame carrying two electromagnetic markers or

prickers is made to travel uniformly by the same clock that

drives the cylinder. Wires connected with a battery lead from

one of these magnets to a clock and from the other to a key,

which can be depressed whenever an observation is made, and a

current so sent to the magnet. The effect of this is to cause it

instantaneously to attract its iron armature and cause the

pricUer with which it is connected to make a mark on the paper

above.

The connection of the chronograph with the clock is as follows

:

—The bearing shown in the middle of the diagram (Fig. 22)

is a continuation of the bearing on which the seconds hand of

the clock is supported, and there is a little wheel which does its

work quietly at the back of the clock in exactly the same way
that the seconds hand does its work quietly in front of it. What

Fig. 22.— Electrical contact apparatus at back of clock.

that wheel does is this. Every time that each of its iteeth—and

there are sixty of them—comes to the top of the wheel it touches

a little spring. That little spring then makes electrical contact,

and a current is sent flowing through parts of the apparatus already

described. Now the teeth in that wheel, being regularly dis-

posed around its circumference, always succeed one another after

exactly the same interval of lime, and there is no difference or

distinction from second to second, or from minute to minute.

But suppose that before the clock is started one of these teeth is

filed off, and so filed off that when the seconds hand points to o

seconds, and the minute band to a completed minute, this part of

the wheel shall be at the top, and there shall be no electrical contact

established, for the reason that the tooth ofthe wheel is not there

to act on the spring. In that way it is easy to manage matters so

that tbe beginning ofeach minute shall be distinguished from all the

other fifty^nine seconds which make up the minute. Let the

cylinder, covered with paper, revolve once in a minute. In that

case, the electrical current will make a hole or a mark on that paper

every second, and as matters are so arranged that the prickers shall

he travelling along at the time that the dots are made upon the

revolving paper they are thus made along a continuous spiral, and

since we^have supposed the cylinder to revolve once in a minute,

the beginning of each minute will be in the same line along the

spiral. Then, according to the length of the cylinder, a second

of time will be obtained written in dots, sixty of them round the

cylinder representing sixty seconds. Suppose now that a man

with a perfect eye makes an observation, recording it by sendmg

a current through the apparatus and making a dot on the paper.

He will then have an opportunity of observing on the paper the
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preci e relation of the dot which re.ire^ents the time at which
the observation was made to the other d )ts which represent the
various seconds dotted out by the clock, and not only the exact
distance of the observation pricli from the nearest second,
whether it be J, or i/ioth, or i/iooth of the distance between
that second and the next, but the omission of the record of the
first second in the minute will give the relation that observation
has to the nearest mimtte.

For the sake of simplicity the ca'e of one observer making
one ob-ervation has al me been considered ; but if the work be
properly arranged, then not only one electromagnet, but two,
or three, or four, may be at work upon the same cylinder at the
same time, each making its record, and that is how such work is
being done at the Greenwich Observatory.

Ohservinr Conditions

This power of measuring and dividing time then having been
obtained, we seem to have reached our subject, " The Movements
of the Earth." Yet even m\v there .are one or two other
matters which require to be discussed before we consider the
movements themselves. The first of these is the important fact
that the earth is spherical in its fjrm. There have been many
views held at different times as ti the real shape of the earth,
but the only view we need consider is that stated. In goin<T
down a river in a steamboat, or, better still, in standing upon
the sea-shore at some place, such as Kamsgate, r«here there
are cliffs, and where, consequently, one may get from the sea-
level to some height above it, it is observed that when any ship
disappears from our view by reason of its distance it seems to
disappear as if it were passing over a gentle hill.

It does this in whatever direction it goes. This familiar
fact IS a clear proof that the earth is a sphere, and is so obvious
that It may seem unnecessary to mention it, but it was as well to
do so for a reason which will appear shortly. Besides this argu-
ment in favour of the spherical shape of the earth there is the
argument from analogy : the m wn is round, the sun is round,
all the known planets are round. The stars are so infinitely
removed from us that it cannot be determined whether they also

FlG. 23.—Model 1 : p.^ralla

are spherical, but doubtless they are .as round as the earth.
This point of the tremendous distance of the stars is an
important one to bear in mind. Their distance cannot be
conveniently stated by thousands, nor even by millions of
miles, it is something far greater than that. It may be asked
why it is that such a statement can be thus positively made.
For this reason : the stars have been observed now for many ages,
and the historical records of ancient times show that the chief
constellations, the chief clusters of stars visible in the heavens
now, were seen then. In the Book of Job, for instance, there
IS a reference to the well known constellation of Orion, and
there is very little doubt that for thousands and thousands of
years that constellation has preserved the familiar appear.ance of
its main features. The constellation called Charles's Wain, or
the Great Bear, was also known to the ancients. If the stars
were very near to the earth this could not be. If they were
close to us the smallest motion either of earth or star would at
once change their apparent position, and would prevent this
fixity of appearance, and the skies would be filled, not with the

constellations with which we are .so familiar, bat with new and
ever-changing clusters of stars. This constancy of the con tella-
tions, not only from century to century, but from era to era,
clearly proves then that the stars of which they are made up must
be at an infinite distance from the earth.

Let us consider the question of distance a little further. If
two pieces of wood (see Fig. 23) joined together by a cross-piece
be taken, a moment's thought will make it obvious that the
angles w hich A li and c B make with the cross-piece A c, will
vary with the distance of the body, which can be seen first by
looking along A B and then by looking along c B. If these
pointers be directed to a very near object in the room, they must
be greatly inclined (as in i). If something more aistant be
taken, there is less inclinalijii, and if it were possible to sight
St. Paul's by looking first along A B and then along c B, there
would be still less. And if something at a still greater distance
were sighted, say St. Giles's at Edinburgh, the inclination of A B
and c B would be still smaller than it was in the case of St. Paul's,
because St. Giles's is at a much greater distance. It follows then
that in sighting an object so infinitely rem ived from us as a star,

the light trom it will be in a condition of parallelism, and A B
and c B consequently be placed quite parallel in viewing it (see
2). That is another reason for saying that the stars are at
this infinite distance from the earth. Why it is so important to
insist on this point will appear very clearly by and bye.
Now suppose that in the centre of this lecture-theatre a little

globe were hung to represent the earth, the wills of the theatre
and the people in it representing the heavens surrounding the
earth. Now in such a case it is clear that the appearances pre-
sented would be the same whether the heavens moved round the
earth or the earth itself were endowed with motion. Let us,

without making the assertion, a sume that the earth does move.
It is perfectly obvious, since the apparent mo ions of the heavens
are so regular, that if that be so she must move with
wonderful constancy and regularity ; she does not first move iu

one direction and at one inclination, and then at another ; that
would be very serious.

If she rotates she must rotate round some imaginary line called
an axis. This introduces an important consideration because,
whether the e.arth itself rotates on an axis or the heavens move
rou id the earth—and in the latter case the heavens must also
move round an axis—in either case the motion must be an equable
one ; so that if the matter is thus limited to a constant axial
rotation or a constant revolution, as it would be called in the
case of the stars, several things will happen. Let us take the
former case, in which the earth itself moves. Then the motion
of the surface of the earth will be least at those points which
are nearest the ends of the axis on which it turns. Take the
case of an observer at such a point, he will be carried a very
little distance round during each rotation ; similarly, if the stars
move, a star near the ends of the axis on which the stars move
will be carried a very little distance round during each revolu-
tion of the celestial sphere.

Change the position of the man on the earth from the pole to
the equator. Then he will be carried a very considerable
distance round in each rotation of the earth : similarly with the
stars ; if they move, a star in the celestial equator will be carried
round a very great distance during a revolution. That is the
first point. Another point is that if we assume the earth to
rotate we must carefully consider the varying conditions which
are brought about by the different positions of an inhabitant of the
earth under those circumstances. For instance take the case of
a man at the equator, he looks at things from an equatorial point
of view, and in the rotation of the earth he plunges straight

up and stra'ght down. Similarly, if the stars' daily revolution
belongs not to the earth but to the stars, to an observer at the
equator of the earth they would appear to move straight up and
straight down ; and now in dealing with this question and en-
deavouring to ascertain whether it be the earth or the stars which
move it is most necessary to consider the relation of the move-
ments or apparent movements of the star^ to the place from which
they are observed, and in so doing it is found that there is an
immense difference between the conditions which obtain at the
poles and at the equitor with reference to the phenomena which
are observable in each case.

Let us take a globe to represent the earth, and let London
be considered the central point for our observations. Now
at all places on the earth, in whatever direction we look, we see
an apparent meeting of earth and sky ; and supposing our obser-
vation to be made on an extended plain or at sea, the surface of
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the earth or sea may for simplicity's sake be considered as a

plane bounded by the circle where the earth and sky seem to

meet. This is known as the circle of the horizon. To repre-

FlG.'24 —Diagram to show how the inclination of the horiion of London will

t0 change

sent this, a ;piece of paper may be put over London on our

globe (see Fig. 24), and London may be brought to the top.

\Vhen that has been done, remembering that the stars are placed

at so infinite a distance, the horizon which cuts'the centre of the

35.—Diagram to show how the inclination of the horizon of :

the equator changes in one direction only.

earth, and which is called the true horizon, may be considered

as being practically the same thing as the small sensible horizon

of London, represented by our piece of paper, when at the

top of the globe, because the two planes will be parallel.

For, wheiher a star be seen from the equator or from London,
owing to its tremendous distance it will appear to occupy the

fame position in space. Now let the globe be made to rotate,

then the inclination of the plane of the horizon of any place,

of our horizon of London for instance, is continually changing
duringthe rotation (Fig. 24). An exception, however, must be made
with regard to the poles of the earth. At these two points the

inclination will be constant during the whole of the rotation.

If now a point on the equator be brought to the top of the

globe, it «ill be seen, as the globe is rotated, that the observer's

horizon rapidly comes at right angles to its first position (see

Fig. 25). This will show that the conditions of observation at

different parts of the earth's surface are very different, and this

whether it be the earth or the stars which move.
Let us now consider with a little greater detail the conditions

which prevail in the latitude of London. Let London be again
brought to the top of the globe. Let o (Fig. 26) represent

an observer in the middle of the horizon, s w N E. Let z be
the zenith, which, of course, would be reached by a line starting

from the centre of the earth, and passing straight up through the

middle of the place of observation, s' is a star, and we want to

define its position. How can this be done? Imagine first a line

drawn from the observer to the zenith. Imagine next another line

going from the observer to the star, or, what is the fame thing,

from the centre of the earth to the star. Then the angle inclosed

by these two lines will give us the angular distance of that star

Fig. a6.—^Observing condition at London.

from the zenith, or similarly we may take the angle included

between imaginary lines -joining observer with horizon and star,

and thus obtain the star's altitude.

Again, its position may be stated not only viith regard to the

zenith and to the horizon, but to some other point, say the north

point. In that case a Hue or plane, ZEW, is imagined passing

from the zenith through tlie observer, and the distance between

E and N will give the star's angular distance from I he north point

of the horizon. Again, suppose it be desired to define the star's

positii n with reference, not to the zenith, but with reference to

the pole of the heavens, that point where the eaith's axis il

prolonged into space would cut the skies. In that case since

p in our diagram marks the position of the p de, a line Ps' u ill

give what is called the polar distance of the star ; and lastly, if

the angular distance of the star from the equator of the 1 eavens

be requiied, since the prolongation of Ps' would cut the equator,

the distance from s' to the point of intersection will give the

angular distance of the star from the equator ; in oti.er words
its declination.

We have taken London, but of course each place on the earth

has its sphere of observation with its zenith and the north, east,

south, and west points. With regard to the axes of the earth

and the heavens, they b< th possess north and south points, and

in the heavens as in the earth, the equator lies midway between

them. J. Norman Lockyer

( To be continued. )

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Observatory, Chicago.—Prof. G. W. Hough has

issued his annual Report to the Board of Directors of the

Chicago Astronomical Society, detailing the proceedings in the
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Dearborn Observatory for 1883. The 18-inch Alvan Clark equa-

torial has again been eniployed in close observation of the great

red spot and other phenomena of the planet Jupiter. Since the

first observations at Chicago in September, 1879, it is slated

that the red spot had not changed very materially in length,

breadth, outline, or latitude. There had been a slow, retro-

grade drift in longitude, causing an apparent increase in the

lime of axial rotation. At the last opposition the deduced

mean-rotation period was gh. 55m. 38 •4s. against gh. 55m. 34 "Ss.

in 1879.

Prof. Hough gives the following mean results of micrometri-

cal measures of the red spot :

—

1879 1880 1881 1882

Length ... 12-25 • "'55 • '• '3° •• "'^S
Breadth ... 3-46 ... 3-54 ... 3-66 ... 3-65

Latitude ... -695 ... -7-14 ... -7'40 ... -7'S2

The Chicago obsfrver considers that while the spot has

remained nearly stationary in latitude, the south edge of the

great equatorial belt has gradually drifted south during the late

oppoition, until it is nearly coincident with the middle of the

spot, and further, that "the two do not blend together, but are

entirely disiinct and .separate." A depression formed in the

edge of the belt (ts shown in two drawings of the planet's disk,

on December 29, 1882, and February 20, 1883), which cor-

responded inshaje with the oval outline of the spot, the distance

between the two being about a second of arc. The spot was
extremely faint at the last observati in for longitude on May 5.

The equatorial white spot, first observed in 1879, was again

visible during the last opposition ; the rotation period gh. 50m.
9"8s. deduced in the previous year, satisfying the observations.

The great comet of 1S82 was micronietrically measured from
October 4 to November 20, and sketches of the nucleus and
envelope made. Subsequently to Octi>ber 6 three centres of

condensatiiin were usually visible. As the cnmet receded from

the sun, the head increased in length from 25" on October 4 to

139" on Novemt.er 20. As late as March 6 there appeared to

be three centres of condensation connected by matter of less

density.

Difhcult double-stars have been measured by Prof. Hough and
Mr. S. VV. Burnham, amongst them the interesting binaries, 40
Eridaiii (2 518), ;3 Delphini, 5 Equulei, and 85 Pegasi.

Measures of the companif/n of Sirius gave for the epoch 1S83.12

position 39°'9, distance 9"'04 ; the distance is diminishing about

o"'3 annu.illy, so that in a few years it will be beyond reach of

any except the largest telescopes. With the excellent measures

obtained at Chicago more must soon be known as to the period

of B Equulei, reputed the most rapid of all binaries.

TEMi"tL's Comet, 1873 11.—The following are places for

Greenwich midnight, deduced from M. Schulhof's elements :

—

N.P.D. Log. dis

Eartli Sun

113 42'i ... 0-2867 .. 0'1288

113 52-1 ... 0-2877 ... 0-1287

114 0-6 ... 0-2888 ... 0-I2S6

114 76 ... 0-2900 ... 0-1287

114 13-1 ... 02912 ... 0-1289

Nov. 16 ... 18 20 48
18 ... 18 28 22

20 ... 18 35 59
22 ... 18 43 38
24 ... 18 51 19

This comet approaches pretty near to the orbit of the planet

Mars; in heliocentric longitude 312° (equinox of 1878), corre-

sponding tu true anomaly 6°'i, the distance is 0-050.

D'Arrest's Comet.—M. Leveau's ephemeris of this comet
termuiates on November 25. The following places are reduced
from it to 6h. Greenwich M.T. ;

—

„„ R.A. N.P.D. Log. dist. Intensity
'°°^

h. m. s. , , from Earth cfliRht

Nov. i6 ... 17 15 44 ... 105 13-3 ... 0-3637 ... 0-084

17 ... 17 18 51 ... 105 22-1

18 ... 17 21 59 ... 105 30-8 ... 0-3628 ... O-0S6

19 ... 17 25 8 ... 105 39-3
20 ... 17 28 ig ... 105 47-7 ... 0-3620 ... 0-087

21 ... 17 31 30 ... 105 55-S
22 ... 17 34 43 ... 106 3-7 ... 0-3611 ... 0-089

23 17 37 57 ... 1=6 11-5

24 ... 17 41 12 ... 106 19. 1 ... 0-3603 ... 0-090

M. Leveau mentions that when Prof. Julius Schmidt last ob-

served the comet at Athens in 1870 with a refractor of 0-1711.

aperture the intensity of light was 0-150.

On November 16 the comet sets at Greenwich 2h. lom. after

the sun.

The planetary perturbations during the next revolution are not
likely to be large, so that in 1890 the comet may be observed
under similar conditions to those of 1870.

STANDARD RAILROAD TIME
'T~'HE following letter, addressed to our American contem-

porary Science, is of interest :

—

Though the subject of standard and uniform railway time has
for some years been under consideration by various scientific and
practical bodie.s, it does not appear in any way to have been
exhausted, even in its main features. Besides, a certain bias

has shown itself in favour of the adoption of a series of certain

hourly meridians, and thus keeping Greenwich minutes and
seconds, when contrasted with the practicability of a more simple
proposition. There is also a feature in the discussion of the
subject which bears to have more light thrown U]'Ou it : namely,
what necessary connection there is between the railway companies'
uniform time and the mean local time of the people, or the time
necessarily used in all transactions of common life. Directly or

by implication, certain time-reformers evidently aim at a standard
time, which shall he alike binding on railway traffic as well as on
the business community ; and to this great error much of the

complexity of the subject is to be attributed, and it has directly

retarded the much-needed reform in the '^time-management of

our roads.

We say all ordinary business everywhere must for ever be con-

ducted on local mean solar time, the slight difference between
apparent and mean time having produced no inconvenience

;

and we may rightly ask the railway companies to give in their

time-tables Ik^x pitbtic use, evei-ywhere and always, the mean local

time of the departure and of the arrival of trains. It is the

departure from this almost self-evident statement, and the sub-

stitution and mixing-up in the time-tables of times referred to

various local standards, v hich has in no small measure contri-

buted to the confusion and perplexity of the present system.

The people at large do not care to know by what time-system

any railroad manages its trains, any more than they care what
the steam-pressure is, or what is the number of the locomotive.

All the traveller is. interested in is regularity and safety of

travel ; hence it was to be desired that, whatever the standard
or standards of time adopted, the companies would refrain from
troubling him with a matter which only concerns their internal

organisation, or which is entirely administrative. We look
upon the publication of the railway time-tables, by local time
everywhere, as a sine qua non for the satisfactory settlement ol

the time question, so far as the public at large is concerned ; and
it would seem equally plain that the best system for the ad-

ministration of railroads would be the adoption of a unifomi
time, this time to be known only to the managers and employes

of the roads.

We are informed in Science of October 12 that the solution of

the problem of standard railway time is near at hand, and
probably has already been con-.ummated by the adoption of four

or more regions, each having uniform minutes and seconds of

Greenv\ich time, but the 1. ical hour of the middle meridian. To
have come down from several dozen of distinct time-systems to a

very few and uniform ones, except as to the hour, is certainly a
step forward, and, so far, gratifying ; but why not adopt Green-
wich time, pure and siuiple, and have absolute uniformity?

Probably this will be felt before long. The counting of twenty-

four hours to the day in the place of twice twelve, and the oblitera-

tion from time tables of the obnoxious a.m. and p.m. numbers,
would seem to be generally acknowledged as an improvement
and sim|dification, and perhaps can best be dealt with by
adopting it at once, accompanied by a simple explanatory

statement. C. A. ScHOTT
Wa.shington, October iS

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—No election has yet taken place either for the

Professorship of Botany or that of Rural Economy, which are

now separated from each other. The Delegates of the Common
University Fund have agreed to attach a Readership to the Chair
of Botany, which will raise the income to 500/. a year. The
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Professorship of Rural Economy will not be a resident one.

The Professor will have to deliver twelve lectures. His stipend

is 200I. a year.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Mathematical Society, November 8.—Prof. Henrici,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—The following resolution, pro-

posed by the President and seconded by Dr. Hirst, F.R.S., was
carried unanimously, viz.:—"That the secretaries be requested

to communicate to Mrs. Spottiswoode the expression of our sin-

cere sympathy and the assurance of our deep .sense of the loss

which science has sustained by the untimely death of Mr.
Spottiswoode."—The new Council was elected for the session

1883-84, viz. : Prof. Henrici, president; Sir J. Cockle, F.R.S.,

and Mr. S. Roberts, F.R.S., vice-presidents; Mr. A. B.

Kempe, F.R.S., treasurer; Messrs. M. Jenkins and R. Tucker,

honorary secretaries; other members. Prof. Cayley, F.R.S.,

Messrs. E. B. Elliott, J. W. L. Glaisher, F.R.S., J. Hammond,
H. Hart, Dr. Hirst, F.R.S., W. D. Niven, F.R.S., Prof.

Rowe, and Messrs. R. F. Scott and J. J. Walker, F.R.S. The
Rev. [. J. Mylne and Mr. F. W. Watkin were elected members.
—The foUouing papers were communicated :—Symmetric func-

tions, and in particular on certain inverse operators in connection

therewith, Capt. P. A. Macmahon.—On a certain envelope.

Prof. Wolstenholme.—On certain results obtained by means of

the arguments of points on a plane curve, R. A. Roberts.—Third
paper on multiple Frullanian integrals, E. B. Elliott.—Note on
Jacobi's transformation of elliptic functions, J. Griffiths.—Sym-
medians and the triplicate-ratio circle, R. Tucker.

Linnean Society, November l.—Frank Crisp, treasurer

and vice-president, in the chair.—Messrs. T. E. Gunn and A.
Hutton were elected Fellows.—A donation to the Society of

several interesting letters of Linnaeus (1736-1769) to G D.
Ehret, F.R.S., an eminent botanical artist of the last century,

was announced by the Chairman, and a unanimous vote of

thanks thereupon accorded to the Misses Grover and Mr. Chas.

Ehret Grover for their valuable donation.—Mr. Crisp drew
attention to specimens in fluid medium of Limnocodiiim sow/rhii,

as illustrative of Mr. P. Squires' method of preserving delicate

and other medusae.—Mr. H. Groves showed examples of Chara
braunii from Ashton-under-Lyne, and Mr. Arlhar Beimett of

Najas marina and N. alagnensis from Hickling Broad, Norfolk, all

being new to the British flora.—Mr. W. Fawcett exhibited Testa-

cella maugei alive, the same being obtained by J. C. Mansel Pley-

dell in Dorset, and supposed to be indigenous to that county.—

A

paper was read on the changes of the flora and fauna of New Zea-

land, by Dr. S. M. Curl. He referred more particularly to the

district of Rangitikei and to the alterations of the aspect of the

vegetation within the last forty years. He likewise records his

own experiments in the cultivation of trees, shrubs, and flower-

ing plants introduced from widely different climes, remarking
that while a few fail to grow with vigour, the majority by
degrees adapt themselves to the altered conditions, and many
valuable economic plants thrive accordingly.—Mr. J. Starkie

Gardner read a paper on Alnus richardsom, a fossil fruit from
the London Clay of Heme Bay. The species has been de-

scribed by Bowerbank and commented on by Carruthers,

Ettinghau^en, and many other avithors who have written upon
the plants of the Tertiary formation. Originally considered as

allied to Casuarina, Dr. R. Brown suggested its affinities to

the Proteacece, a view afterwards upheld by Carruthers and
others. Ettinghausen thereafter regarded it as a product of a

Conifer (Scyiioi'a), and Saporta compared the fruit to that of

Dammara, Mr. Gardner enters fully into the structural pecu-
liarities of the fossil fruit in question, and sati--factorily dem m-
strates that it belongs to the Betulacese under the gmus Alnus.
—Another paper by Miss G. Lister was read, viz. on the origin of

the Placentas in the tribe Alsine* of the order Caryojihylleas.

This communication is based on a series of observations on the

development of a number of genera and species. She concludes
that the capsule in the Alsinex is developed on essentially the
same plan as that of Lychnis^ the difference in the vari >us genera
being merely dependent upon the relative height attained by the

carpels on the one hand, and by the central axis on the other.

This being so, we are bound to admit that if we acccp', as we
do, the carpellary origin of the placentas in Lychnis, the pla-

centas in the Alsineae, from Sagina apetala, which nicjst resemble

Zi chnis, to Ccraslium triviale, which most widely differs from it,

are also carpellary.

Chemical Society, November i.—Dr. Perkin, F.R.S.

,

president, in the chair.—The f illowing papers were read :—On
the production of hydroxylamine from nitric acid, by E. Divers.

Free nitric acid yields hydroxylamine when treated with tin,

zinc, cad ninm, magnesium, and aluminium. In the presence of

hydrochloric or sulphuric acid the quantity with tin or zinc may
be con^ider.able. Without a .second acid only traces can be
detected. The author also discusses the action of nitric acid

upon metals and the constitution of nitrites, in which he con-

siders the metal to be directly united with nitrogen.—On the

chemistry of lacquer (Urnski) (part i.), by H. Yoshida. Lacquer
contains a peculiar acid, Urushic acid, extracted by alcohol. Some
gum resembling gum arable, water, and a peculiar diastatic body
containing nitrogen. The lacquer when exposed to moi^t air at

20' C. dries up into a hard lustrous varnish. This hardening is

brought about by the action of the diastase upon Urushic acid,

the latter being converted into oxy-urushic .acid.—On some com-
pounds of phenols with amidobases, by G. Dyson. The author

has prepared and investigated anilin phenate, toluidin phenate,

naphthylamin phenate, anilin /3 naphthate, toluidin naphtnate,

rosanilin phenate, xylidin naiihthate, rosanilin aurinate, anilin

aurinate.—On the alleged decomposition of phosphorous anhy-

dride by sunlight, by R. Cow|jer and V. B. Lewes. In a paper

at the British Association, Southport, the Rev. A. Irving stated

that phosphorou- anhydride prepared by passing air over heated

phosphorus is decomposed by sunlight into phosphorus and

phosphoric anhydride. The authors find that I'hosphorous

anhydride thus prepared consists of a mixture of phosphoric

anhydride, phosphorous anhydride, and phosphorus.

Physical Society, November 10.—Prof. Clifton in the

chair.—Dr. J. Blaikley read a paper on the velocity of sound in

air, ill which he described a modification of Dulong's method of

measuring it by the wave-length in a pipe lengthened. Dulong
did not allow for the partial tones, which are an important

factor, whereas Mr. Blaikley does. By means of organ pipes of

different diameters, the author has found the velocity to be

about 320 metres per second. Mean result with four tubes

:

oneof 54'i mm. diameter, velocity = 32g'73metres per second ;

one of 32"5 mm. diameter, velocity = 32878 metres; one of

I9'5 mm. diameter, velocity = 3269 metres ; one ol II'7 mm.,
velocity = 324 '56 metres. The velocity diminishes as the tube

is smaller in bore.—Mr. Bo^anquet made a communication on

the moment of a compound magnet, which he showed how to

measure by the method already pulilished by him. A compound
magnet made up of eighteen small cylinders of magnetised steel

placed end to end is hung in a cradle carried by a delicate bifilar

suspension, and placed at right angles to the magnetic meridian.

The deviation from zero produced by the magnet is noted ; then

the magnet is divided into two parallel rows of nine cylinders

along the cradle, and the deviation again noted. The tangent

of the angle of deviati m from the east and west line, multiplied

by a constant, is the monent of the magnet. The author also

pointed out that to define the condition of a permanent magnet

it was neces-aryto know the d fference of magnetic potential, the
" resistance " of the metal, and the resistance of the external space.

—Mr. W. Lant Carpenter read a paper on measurements relating

to the electric resistance of the skin, and certain medical ap-

pliances. The author's experiments, made upon himself, showed
that the resistance of the body amounts to thousands of ohms,

but is mainly due to the condition of the epidermis. If this is

dry, the resistance is high By soaking the skin in salt and

water, he reduced the re-istance of parts of bis body from

10,300 ohms t . 935 ohms after 100 minutes' soaking. He infers

th.at a large electrode should he used in applying electricity to

the body, and that the skin should be soaked for twenty-five

minutes previously. Mr. Carpenter also exhibited a "chain-

band" of Mr. Pulvermacher, and a small voltameter by the

same inventor, in which the liberated gases force some of the

water up a irraduated tube as a gauge of the current. The
author drew attention to the necessity of seeing that the skin

should be dry in handling some electric light machines, else dis-

agreeable sh' rcks might result. Prof. Ayrton believed that the

danger of elecric lighting currents lay rather in their discon-

tinuity than their electromotive force. The Brush currents,

which have proved fatal, are more discontinuous than those of

the Gramme machine, &c. Adverting to the presence of elec-

tricity in the air as influencing health, he suggested that the
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influence might be studied by electrifying the air, say in a ho;-

pital ward. Mr. W. Coffin stated that statically electrifying

patients had been tried at Bellevue Hospital, New York, without
definite results.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, Novembers.— .M. Blaiichard, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Funeral orations on the late M. Bre»uet, by
M. Janssen and Admiral Cloue—Notice by M. D,aubree of the
death of Mr. Lawrence .Smith, Corresponding Member for the
Section of Mineralogy, who died at Louisville, Kentucky, on
October 12.—On lighting by electricity, by M. Th. Du Moncel.
—On one of the methods proposed by .M. Loewy for determining
the right ascensions of the circumpolar stars, by M. F. Gon-
nesiat.—Remarks on M. Boussinesq's communication respecting
the equilibrium of a ring subjected to normal pres ure uniformly
distributed, by M. Maurice Levy.—Note on the decomposition
of a nuniber into five squares, by M. Stieltjes.—On the proba-
bility that a given permutation of n quantities is an alternating
permutation, by M. Desire Andre.—On the algebraic integra-

tion of linear equatims, by M. H. Poincare.—On a family of
developable surfaces generated by the intersection of a given left

curve at an angle depending exclusively on the coordinates of the
point of intersection, by M. Lucien Levy.—On the potential of
the inductive force due to a closed solenoid with current of vary-
ing intensity ; analogy with Felici's theorem of electromag-
netism, by M. Quet.—On a new non-periodical galvanometer,
by M. G. LeGoarantde Tromelin.—On the electric resistance of
sulphur, phosphorus, and some other more or less insulating sub-
stances, by M. G. Foussereau.—On the influence of nitrate of soda
and of nitrate of potassa on the cultivation of pot.atoes, by M. P. P.
Deherain.—Researches on the physiological properties of malt-
ose, by M. Em. Bourquelot.—On the e.\ternal application of metal-
lic copper as a preserva'ive .against cholera, by M. Axel Lamm.—On the comparative toxic action of metals on microbes, by M.
Ch, Richet.— Note on zoogla-ic tuberculosis, by MM. L. Malassez
and W. Vignal,—On spermatogenesis amongst the edriophth.al-
mous Crustaceans (genera Lig'a, Idotea, Sphaeroma, Gammarus,
Talitrum), by M. G. Herrmann.—On internal s.acculine, a fresh
stage in the development of SacctiHna carcini, by M. Vves
Delage.—On the anatomical structure of the Phalliisiadeae, a
family of Ascidians on the coa^t of Provence, by M. L. Roule.—On the intestinal cavity and sexual apparatus of Spadella
marioni, by M. P. Gourret.—A second contribution to the his-

tory of the formation of coal, by M. B. Renault.—On a fer-

riferous meteorite which fell at Saint Caprais de Quinsac,
Gironde, on January 28, 1883, by MM. G. Lespiault and L.
Forquignon.—On the diurnal variation of the barometer at
different altitudes, and on the existence of a third barometric
maximum, by M. Ch. Andre.—Note on the periodicity of
earthquakes, by M. Ch. V. Zenger.—On the employment of
sulphuric acid in the treatment of animal matter infected by
contagious elements, by M. Darreau.

Berlin

Physiological Society, October 26.—In the course of his
investigations into the functions of the cortex of the cere-
brum. Prof. Munk had often had occasion to collect experiences
on the subject of the appearance of general epileptic spasms
resulting from irritation of the cortex of the cerebrum. By
this means he had been enabled to confirm not only the older
clinical conclusion of Mr. Jackson, that epileptic spasms always
proceeded from one group of muscles, and then overtook in a
perfectly definite series more distant groups, and at last the whole
b)dy, but likewise the accuracy of Herr Ilitzig's observation,
that in the case of more powerful or longer continued irrita-

tions of the motory parts of the cortex of the cerebrum, the
contractions of the group of muscles belonging to the irritated

spot ended in general epileptic spasms. An experimental epi-
lepsy of this kind Prof. Munk could produce from any spot of
the motory part (the sphere of feeling), and the groups of
muscles therefore followed each other exactly in the series in
which the centra were stratified beside each other in the sphere
of feeling, so th.at first the parts situated nearest the irritated
spot, and then more distant parts became affected, till at last the
whole body was subjected to epileptic contractions. Sometimes
the wh .le of the groups of muscles on one side was attacked
before the other side began to be affected ; frequently, how-
ever, the irritation and the epileptic attack passed over at an
earlier stage from one side to the other. That the experimental
epilepsy originated in the motory section of the cortex of the

cerebrum seemed to Prof. Munk indubitably established by
the two following facts :—Let a small piece, say the centre for

the movements of the upper extremity of the light side, be
excided, and let the centre of the eye-muscles he irritated till

epilepsy set in, then would, the spasmodic contractions propagate
themselves successively to all groups of muscles with the excep-
tion of llie right upper extremity, which would remain at rest

throughout the epileptic attack. Let, again, the centre of the
eye-muscles (a part specially suitable for such experiments) of
an animal be irritated si that an epileptic attack -upervened,
and after a corresponding pause let the irritations be repeated in

the same part with equal strength and duration, then, in the event
of the spasms reaching the muscles, say of the head or neck, by
suddenly removing the irritated part of the membrane the
epilepsy would also be terminated. Both phenomena were
explainable only on the assumption that the irritation of the
motory cortex of the brain was the cause of the experi-
mental epilepsy. The assertion was advanced by another
observer, that e:jilepsy could be generated not only from tlie

front section of the cerebral cortex, but likewise from the
s;ihere of vision. This position Prof. Munk induced Herr
Iianilo to put to the proof, but in spite of numerous experiments
no confirmation of Jit could be gained. Electric streams,
of a force and duration such as, applied to any part of the sphere
of feeling, would undoubtedly have given rise to epilepsy, were
quite powerless in this respect when applied to the sphere of
sight. Not till streams of much intenser force and very con-
siderably longer duration were applied to the sphere of sight

was an epileptic attack produced. In this case, too, it was
obvious that the result was due to the neighbouring parts of the
sphere of feeling becoming irritated through propagation of the
I fleet or by communication. If now at the beginning of
the epileptii: attack the irritated part of the sphere of sight were
removed, the attack would not thereby be stopped. Nor was it

of any greater consequence in the way of producing an attack
that by a cross cut the irritated sphere of sight was freed from its

substratum, if only it retained connection with the front part of
the cortex. Let, however, the sphere of sight, by means of
a perpendicular sagittal cut, be separated from the sphere of
feeling, then could no epileptic attack be any longer produced
by irritating the former. These facts seemed to Prof. Munk to

conclusively demon-trate that experimental epilepsy could be
produced only by irritation of the motory parts of the cortex
of the cerebrum. He laid stress, however, on the fact that
his experiences and experiments referred only to " experimental

"

epilepsy.
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THURSDAY, NOV^EMBER 22, 1SS3

THE GERMAN FISHERIES COMMISSION
Vierter Bericht tier Commission zur 2uissenschaftlichen

Untersuchiing der deutschen Meere fiir Jnhre 1877-

iSSr. II. Abtheilung. (Berlin : Paul Parez, 1883 )

nPHIS portion of the Fourth Report of what might
-l perhaps be called the German Fisheries Commis-

sion is a folio volume of considerable thickness, consisting

exclusively of three elaborate scientific memoirs, each of

which is stamped with the thoroughness so characteristic

of German work. The first, by Dr. Adolf Engler, deals

with the marine fungi of Kiel Bay, the second, by Dr. R.

Mobius and Fr. Heincke, with the fish fauna of the

Baltic, and the last contains an account of the properties

and history of the eggs of certain fishes, by Dr. von
Hensen.

The second, which we shall first consider, is the

most important and the largest—extending to nearly

100 pages—and consists of an elegant and concise de-

scription of all the species of fish hitherto found in

the Baltic. As the work is founded on observations

extending over twenty years, made with the advantages
of constant residence on the Baltic shore and of control

over the collections in the Kiel Museum, the list is as

valuable as it is complete. This makes the absence of

some forms we should naturally have expected all the

more remarkable : we have especially noticed the absence

of Myxine, but perhaps to those better acquainted with

the distribution of this interesting form its absence will

not be a matter of surprise.

The descriptions are preceded by an introduction which

explains in a very lucid manner the principal points of

fish organisation and their relative importance in identifi-

cation. This is followed by a simple classificatory cata-

logue of the fishes described. In this catalogue all

Teleostei are divided into Physostomi and Physoclisti.

It is satisfactory to find the great fundamental characters

which divide the Teleostei insisted upon, but there seems
no objection to retaining the criterion of the fin rays for

the Physoclisti, especially as this criterion brings out the

affinity between Gadidas and Pleuronectidas.

The concise and elegant descriptions are supplemented

by a useful fin formula which makes comparison easy.

The food and habits of the fish are mentioned, the

spawning habits being especially described, and each

account is accompanied by a simple but extremely well

executed woodcut, in which all the characteristic features

are definitely indicated in outline. The object stated in

the preface, to make identification practicable to laymen,

has been certainly attained.

In the account of the herring considerable space is

given to the discussion of the differences between the two

races which the labours of the Commission have shown

to exist in the Baltic. Perhaps before long it will be

ascertained whether the same differences exist between

the spring and autumn herring of the North Sea.

The last portion of this memoir consists of general con-

siderations on the fish fauna of the Baltic. The authors

find that this sea may be divided into three regions, each

Vol. XXIX.—No. 734.

characterise! by a distinct fish fauna, of which the

Western receives the greatest number of occasional
visitors from the North Sea. They conclude that the
Baltic was once in open communication with the Arctic
Ocean, and that some of the species offish which entered
at that time remain now as inhabitants of the Gulfs of
Bothnia and Finland. This portion of the work is

illustrated by an interesting map. Appended to the

whole is a table of the spawning periods of the fishes

constantly inhabiting the Bay of Kiel, and also an index
of the Latin names of the fishes described, and another
of their German, Danish, and Swedish synomyms.

Dr. von Hensen reports at length on the researches
made by him during four years on the eggs of the plaice,

flounder, and cod.

Agassiz described the eggs of the plaice as floating at

the surface, while the Swedish naturalist, Malm, affirmed

that they slowly and gradually sink. The first eggs that

Dr. Hensen obtained from a ripe female plaice gradually

sank. This being a question of the relation between the

specific gravity of the eggs and of the salt water, Hensen
carried out a series of investigations into the specific

gravity of the different eggs and their natural condition

when deposited by the fish. By an elaborate process of

measurement and calculation he arrived at the specific

gravity of the ripe eggs before extrusion, and ascertained

the limit of specific gravity and the salt percentage in the

water which determines whether the eggs of the cod and
plaice shall float or sink. He found that cod's eggs
floated in water which contained more than r85 per cent,

of salt ; and plaice eggs, when the percentage was above
178. These correspond to a specific gravity of 10145
and 10136 respectively, at 17°-^ C. He found from the
observations of the Commission that the water in the
Bay of Kiel has very often a spe:ific gravity less than
these. Thus there is an e.xception even to the statemen
that cod's eggs float. As will be seen, they always float

in the open ocean. It was found that the specific gravity

of the e^gs before extrusion was somewhat greater, and
their volume somewhat less than in the fertilised eggs
which had been in sea water, and further that the eggs

swell somewhat by the absorption of water without salt.

The author next calculated, from the number of female

fish taken on a given fishing-ground and the average

number of eggs contained in each, the average number
of eggs in the sea corresponding to a square metre of

surface, and then made careful continuous nettings of the

eggs to find if the actual number coincided. He fished

the bottom, and the surface, and vertically. Eggs of the

plaice and flounder were frequently taken at the bottom.

He found the eggs pretty evenly scattered, and often ob-

tained them in the proportion of 30-80 per square metre

of surface. He then discusses what proportion of eggs

are likely to be destroyed by their various enemies. This

is the first attempt which has been made to estimate the

actual number of eggs of fishes hatched in a particular

area. The whole paper bears evidence of the most pro-

found and careful work.

The memoir which stands first in the book gives an in-

teresting account of the areas of sea-bottom in the Bay
of Kiel known as "vveisser" or "todter Grund." They
are called " dead " by the fishermen because no fish are

found on them, a fact probably due to the presence of
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sulphuretted hydrogen. The white felting wh'ch gives the

name " white " is formed by threads of different species

of Beggiatoa, a thread-like fungus classed with the

Schizomycetes by Zopf and others who have stated that

bacteria forms constitute a stage of their life-cycle. Thus

Monas Okenii, Bacterium siilphuratiim, Clathrocystis

rosea persici)!a, and Beggiatoa rosea-persicina have all

been described as stages of a single life-history. Dr.

Englcr is extretnely cautious on this point, and limits

himself to what he has seen. He does not agree with

Warming that Monas Miillcri, which occurs with the

Beggiatoae, is the young stage of one of them ; although

he has observed one species sending off motile spherical

spores. Two new genera of thread-shaped fungi are de-

scribed which were found on a Caiiniianis locusta living

on the white bottom. The paper is illustrated by a

number of admirably executed drawings.

Thus the volume forms a very considerable contribu-

tion to the accurate scientific knowledge of the Baltic, for

the attainment of which the Commission was instituted.

Like all the other work published by the Commission, it

exemplifies in the most convincing manner the truth that,

to obtain light on marine problems, what is required is

not a mass of evidence from people all equally without

knowledge on the subject, but continued and elaborate

research.

MASCART AND JOUBERT'S ''ELECTRICITY
AND MAGNETISM"

Electricity and Magnetism. By E. Mascart and J.

Joubert. Translated by E. Atkinson. Vol. I. (London :

Thos. de la Rue and Co., 1883.)

WE took occasion some time ago to draw the atten-

tention of the readers of Nature to the "Lecjons

sur I'Electricitd et le Magn^tisme," by Professors Mascart

and Joubert ; we have now to thank Prof. Atkinson for

an English translation of this valuable work. This is

not the place to inquire into the necessity for an English

translation of any Erencii scientific work, not to speak of

one which makes such demands on the culture of its

readers as this docs. It is enough for us to know that

the publishers and translator consider the number of

semi-educated Englishmen sufficiently great to justify

their venture ; it is our part to speak to the merits of the

work and the manner of the translation.

The alterations in the matter of the book are so slight

as to call for no remark. Our first duty therefore reduces

itself to a simple iteration of our high opinion of its value

as a scientific manual. At the present time the public is

well supplied with scientific instructors. The good inten-

tions of all of them need not be doubted; but the inac-

tivity or modesty of some and the incompetency of others

have brought it about that there are large gaps in our

repertory of science text-books either not filled at all or

filled very unworthily. It would not be accurate to say

that vol. i. of the treatise of Mi\I. Mascart and Joubert

fills the greatest of these gaps \n the department of elec-

tricity and magnetism ; nevertheless it fills a place not at

present wholly occupied by any English te.\t-book of

merit. It has the misfortune, no doubt, of overlapping to

a large extent the gre <t work of iNIaxwell ; but we believe

that the tyro in the mathematical theories of electricity

and magnetism will find it of the greatest advantage to

use Mascart and Joubert as companion and commentary
to Maxwell's volumes. In all that relates to fundamental

points and general theory Maxwell should be studied,

even where he is hardest to follow, because his work was
written, not to evade, but to meet, difficulties. On the

other hand, Mascart and Joubert will be found invaluable

in matters of detail. We know of no text-book in any

language that contains such an abundance of elementary

illustrations of electrical and magnetic theory, all arranged

with an elegance peculiarly French.

The English version now before us is neatly printed

and solidly got up. The translation on the whole is very

well done. It would be easy to pick out small inaccuracies

here and there, particularly in the early chapter. For

some of these the translator is not altogether to blame
;

for the introductory part of the work seems to us to be

less clear and carefully written than the following chapters,

where the authors enter more into detail ; and in that part

of the book the translation leaves little to be desired. We
noticed very few misprints, but one calls for correction :

the name of van Troostwyk's collaborateur in the decom-
position of water by the voltaic current was Deimann and
not Diemann. No doubt this mistake occurs in the

original ; but the individual in question, though perhaps

not widely known, yet deserved better than to be made
quite unrecognisable. This brings to mind the only com-

plaint of any gravity we have to bring against the editor

of the English translation. Why did he not do some-

thing to remedy the one serious defect of MM. Mascart

and Jouberl's text-book, viz. the want of sufficient refer-

ences to original sources of information? It must be

remembered that the scientific student who goes the

length of MM. Mascart and Joubert's leading strings is

expected one day to walk alone ; and some indication

should be given him of the paths that lead to farther

knowledge. A defect of the kind might be overlooked in

a school primer, written to enable the oppressed school-

master to screw a Government grant on the minimum
qualification from some reluctant inspector, but is to be

deplored in a work of the present pretensions.

Instead however of complaining farther of what MM.
Mascart, Joubert, and Atkinson iiave not done (perhaps

had not the leisure to do) for us, it will be more fitting to

conclude by thanking them heartily for what they have

done, and done so well. G. C.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Energy in Nature. By William Lant Carpenter, B.A.

B.Sc. (London, Paris, and New York : Cassell and
Co.)

This book is, with some additions, the substance of a
course of six lectures on the Forces of Nature, and their

mutual relations, delivered under the auspices of the

Gilchrist Educational Trust.

It is of the greatest importance that the general body
of the people, and more especially the intelligent artisan

class, should become acquainted with the leading prin-

ciples of the science of energy. The series of lectures

delivered with this object represents one of the best

sustained efforts to bring this great subject before the

minds of this class of the people, and in collecting

together and publishing these lectures the author has

done a work which must be regarded as a scientific boon
to the artisan.
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In one respect this task has presented difficulties of a
peculiar nature, due to the fact that our country has taken
a leading part in developing the principles of energy

—

this science has in fact grown here, and the terminology
has grown with it. At the present moment there is no
man of science who speaks of the forces when he means
the energies of nature, but there is a lagging behind in

this respect amongst the body of the people, to whom the
word force is a familiar one, and the word energy, in a
scientific sense, very much the reverse. Accordingly one
of the first duties of the author has been to define the

exact relations between force and energy in a way suit-

able to his audience—a task which he has successfully

achieved.
While in respect of importance the science of energy

holds a paramount place, it is also a subject which lends
itself admirably to the mode of treatment adopted by the

author of this volume. Probably no subject is more diffi-

cult ofconception on general principles merely,and without
reference to the actualities of life. The philosopher in

his study may have but a vague conception of these
general laws, and his assent to the definition of work may
be purely intellectual. Perhaps he may never have
V. itnessed a well marked case of the transmutation of
energy, nor may he have the consciousness that he
himself is frequently the subject of such transmutations.
The artisan is, however, in a totally different position.

After a day's hard toil he is well able to realise in a very
vivid manner the meaning of the word iL'ork. To spend
his personal physical energy, and to recruit it by food,

are operations in which he is constantly and consciously
engaged. Hence it follows that a theory which borrows
all these facts as illustrations of its truth appeals to the

artisan in a much more emphatic way than it does to the

mere student of science. To use the scientific termino-
logy, the latter may have more kinetic intellectuality than
the former, but the artisan is in 3. position of adininiage
which enables him to grasp the truths of the science. A
book, therefore, which, hke the present, abounds in good
illustrations and in clear and simple statements, carrying
practical applications, is one peculiarly fitted to a class

better qualified by education and experience to perceive

the concrete than to appreciate abstract general prin-

ciples. B. S.

Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society. Second Series,

Part II. Vol. XIX. October, 1883. Price 6s. (London:
John Murray.)

The current number o{ tht fournal ofthe Royal Agricul-
tural Society has just reached us. It fully maintains the

reputation so justly earned by previous numbers, and
contains papers on many topics of present interest to

agriculturists. Among the principal of these may be
mentioned " The Progress of Fruit-Farming," by Mr.
Whitehead, of Barming House, Kent, himself largely in-

terested in this business. The continued reports upon
Prize Farms are worthy of attention as showing what is

being done on the best farms in various districts. A re-

port on sheep-feeding experiments conducted at Woburn
by Dr. Voelcker in his capacity of chemist to the Society,

and a report on wheat mil iew, by Mr. W. C. Little, of

Stag's Holi, form the chief attractions to practical farmers.

Among tli.e more purely scientific or speculative contents

maybe mentioned a con • ri ^ution from Rothamsted, by
Sir John Lawes and hi^ able coadjutor, Dr. Gilbert, upon
the composition of drainage water collected at Rotham-
sted, ana a valuable paper upon nitrogen as nitric acid in

the soils and subsoils of certain fields on the same estate.

The rem.Mnder of the vo'ume is chiefly occupied with

useful official matter, such as the Weather Report ; the

Botanical Report, by Mr. Carruthers ; and Reports on
Live Stock, Implements, &c., exhibited at York. A
touching tribute is paid to the memory of a late president

of the Society, the late Lord Vernon, by Mr. Wells, him-

self an ex-president. Perhaps the most striking and in-

structive paper is that by Mr. Thomas Bell upon the

Yorkshire Prize Competition, containing a full report of

the Tuycrs Wood and East Park Farms, occupied by
Mr. Turnbull. In these days, when dairying is justly

attractmg very special attention, it is highly interesting

to receive sound information as to the methods used on
thoroughly well-managed farms. A daily record of the

milk yielded by each cow in a dairy containing 100

animals in milk is in itself highly useful, and worthy of

imitation. It is impossible in a short notice like the

present to open up the various topics dealt with. It has
ever been the wise policy of the " Royal Agriculturist " to

fill its pages with contributions from specialists upon
their own specialities. There is no padding or super-

fluous discursiveness, and sometimes to the uninitiated

there may appear to be a want of that introductory and
explanatory matter which entices on the general reader.

As a record of agricultural research and progress, the

journal holds a high position, which the number just

issued fully maintains. J. W.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ The Editor does not hold himscif responsible for opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond loith the writers of, rejected mantiscripts.

No notice is talzen ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible othenvise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting and novelfacts.l

On Chepstow Railway Bridge, with General Remarks
suggested by that Structure

In a letter to Nature of some months past, suggested by a

special subject of engineering, I pointed out the necessity

of clearly understanding the effects of endwise pressure on

metallic columns, in respect of its tendency to cause springing or

huckling of the columns. I remarked that there is a total want

of experiments on the subject (Mr. Hodgkinson's observations,

made on a very small scale, being excepted), and I gave some

details of a theory by which the effective arrangement of such

experiments might perhaps be facilitated. I have lately ob-

served in an engineering work a failure of a different class

arising from endwise pressure, of a kind which I had not antici-

pated, and which appears to be perhaps more dangerous than

even the buckling to which I had called attention.

In the neighbourhood of Chepstow, the River Wye is crossed

by a railway bridge of a single span. The four corners of the

bridge are supported by iron tubular vertical, columns of con-

siderable length. One of these columns (on the Monmouthshire

side of the river, and on the lower side of the bridge as regards

the course of the river) is split, with several important longitu-

dinal fissures. To avert the present destruction of the bridge,

strong iron hoops have been placed surrounding this tube, drawn

tight by screws and nuts, exhibiting a somewhat imsightly

appearance.

For clear understanding of this state, the reader may figure to

himself a cask or barrel, set on its end, and loaded on the top

till its staves burst outwards ; then he must conceive a hoop to

be placed round the bjdy of the cask, and drawn till the edges

of the staves are wholly or nearly in contact.

I do not doubt that this column is now safe. But there are

other columns supporting the bridge which are exposed to the

same dangers : the bridge is heavy, the loads from the Taff and

the Tawe are not light, and the jar of ponderous locomotives

may try every original weak point or may create new ones ;
and

I think it would be well provisionally to encircle the other sup

porting columns in the same way as the one which has faded
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A symmetrical system of ring?, with some attention to simple

elegance, would remove the offensive effect produced by the bent

bars of mere blacksmith's work which now surround a single

column.

But it is not specially to the state of the Chepstow Bridge that

I wish to call the attention of the public. It is to the total want

of practical knowlef'ge as to the enduring power of metals, with

which this bridge was built, and with which other such bridges

must at present be built. We are totally without experiment on

the danger of springing or buckling, and on the danger of burst-

ing (W'^-K, I believe, for the first time brought forward). And
we might perhaps c insider such experiments as well falling

within the province of those organised bodies whose union is

based on the promotion of the most important determinations in

civil engineering.

The Institution of Civil Engineers (with which body I have a

much-valued honorary connection) has lately departed in some
measure from the strict subject of engineering to which its atten-

tion had been successfully given for so many years. I venture

to suggest that this body might well take up the conduct of

experiments bearing on engineering. The examination of the

effects of force in mere crushing of external surfaces has been
admirably prosecuted by American engineers. But the examina-

tion of bending and bursting, as the effects of end-pres.'ure, is

still open to the engineers of Britain. The funds of the Institu-

tion appear to be amply sufficient for such purposes, and the

undertaking of them would undoubtedly be considered as honour-

able to the body. G. B. AiRY
The White House, Greenwich, November 17

Physiology in Oxford

A PARAGRAPH ajjpeared in i'ae Spectator of Saturday, the loth

insf., on the Oxford memorial concerning the University Physio-
logical Laboratory. That part of it which affects Magdalen
College appears to me to rest upon erroneous information, and
is certainly calculated to spread an entirely false and misleading
impres-ion of the attitude of this College in the matter, and of
the University in general.

If you will allow me to quote the paragraph, and at the same
time give you the ac'ual f.icts, I think you will easily form an
opinion on the real state of the case.

The paragraph states that the signatures were received "from
members in Oxford and its suburbs, and the rest from a circle

of about fifteen miles round."
The fact is that the signatures are not drawn exclusively from

either the smaller or even the larger area, one of the so-called

Ma dalen signatures being that of a member of the Hereford
Cathedral choir.

The paragraph goes on to say :
—" We are told that Magdalen

men have signed it more numerously than any other College but
one, and, in proportion to the size of the College, more numer-
ously than any. Now, as Prof. Hurdon Sanderson is ex officio a
Fellow of Magdalen, and as Magdalen has for years past had a
phy.^iological laboratory of its own, this popularity of the
memorial among Magdalen men is highly significant."

On this I have to rcmaik that the signatures are representative
neither of the governing liody of the College, nor of its resident

members.
The governing body of the College consists of the President

and twenty-four Fellows ; of these twenty-five three alone have
signed the ?nemorial. The re>ident members, as shown by the
list of congregation, number twenty-two ; of these twenty-two
only six have signed.

Finally, as regards the last paragraph, it is true that Mag-
dalen College has for years past had a physiological laboratory
of its own, and il is further true that the University teaching of
physiology has been carried on there, previous to the advent of
Dr. Burdon Sanderson, for years past under a Government
licence with the full and express consent of the whole governing
body of the College, a fact which is indeed significant, but
hardly in the way in which the Spectator appears to have been
informed. Edward Chapman

Magdalen College, Oxford, November 15

Green Sunlight

Mr. G. H. Hopkins' observation that the parting ray at

sunset is sometimes brilliant emerald-green brings to my
memory a somewhat similar experience. On September 13,

1865, watching on the summit of the Rigi for sunrise, I caught
the very fir.-.t possible glimpse of the sun's disk as, on a very clear

morning, he emerged from behind the sharply-defined outline of

a distant mountain. The very first rays, although necessarily

proceeding from the comparatively obscure limb of the sun, were
dazzlingly brilliant, and of a superb emerald green colour. But
almost instantlv, as more of the sun appeared and his light grew
sensibly more intense, the green passed away or w as merged in

the yellowisli white of ordinary sunlight.

In my case I do not douljt the phenomenon was purely

subjective, for before sunrise the sky was all lit up of a magni-
ficent crimson hue. Every one must have noted how the moon
when surrounded with bright crim;on clouds looks more or less

decidedly green.

A very striking effect of this sort, like the others an example
of the well-known visual phenomenon of "accidental colours,"

may be artificially obtained, any time the moon shines, by
burning an ordinary "blue" signal light. After my eye had
been intensely excited by such a light close at hand, I have seen

the moon, near or at its full, of a deep plum colour, by which I

mean the colour of the bloom on a black plum or on a well

coloured Hamburg grape. Or, in place of these, the vioLt

of my friend Prof. Piazzi Smyth's exquisite chart of colours in

his "Madeira Spectroscopic," or the blcti violet of Chevreul's

chromatic circle. I recommend the experiment as easy of per-

formance and exceedingly beautiful in its effects. Possibly a

small blue light would suffice. But, on the occasion to which I

have referred, certainly not less than thirty ounces of nitre, ten

of sulphur, and five of black antimony sulphide were employed.
These, mixed in fine powder, may be burned in a case about six

inches high and four in diameter ; of course in the open air, and
where no mischief may accrue from an intensely hot and volu-

minous flame.

In a communication made to the Royal Society of Edinburgh
in 1S52 (Trans, vol. xx. pp. 445-471), I adduced evidence to

prove that a continuous thin layer surrounds the sun's photo-

sphere, of which upturned portions form the red protuberances

seen at total solar eclipses ; and I then showed that if the well

known darkening of the sun's limb be due to absorption in his

atmosphere, it can only be caused by such a thin envelope.

The existence of this envelope, the sun's chromosphere, is now
fully established. If, from the red colour of its upper portions,

we may infer the resultant tint emitted by the whole to be red,

then, by a well known law, the discolouration of the sun's limb

due to its absorption should be of a greenish hue. But such an
effect would necessarily be but slight, and could not explain the

brilliant green \\'itnessed on the Kigi. Nor do I recollect any

instance where the first emerging rays of the photosphere at the

end of a total eclipse have been observed to be green.

William Swan
Ardchapel, Dumbartonshire, November 8

A LETTER from Barinas, Venezuela, states that on September

2, from daylight until noon, and from 3 p.m. to sundown, the

sun appeared like a globe of burnished silver. Between noon
and three o'clock it was of a bluish-green colour. This appear-

ance in the western hemisphere seems to dispose of the sug-

gestion of the Java eruptions as the cause of green suns in India.

Hyde Clarke

Mangrove as a Destructive Agent

As I have never seen the mangrove mentioned but as a con-

servative or productive agent as regards geological change, it

may be interesting to readers of Nature to hear of its acting

in a contrary direction.

In several parts of eastern tropical Africa, where the shores

are mostly of upraised coral limestone, I have noticed the effect

of mangrove in eating away this rock, but nowhere have I seen

it so v\ ell marked as in the Island of Aldabra, some two hundred
miles to the north-west of Madagascar, and which I surveyed in

187S.

Aldabra is an upraised atoll about twenty-two miles long, and

presents low cliffs of about fifteen to twenty feet of solid coral rock

to the sea and also to the lagoon, which is, at low water, nearl y dry
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The mangrove has established itself on the edges of the lagoon,

doubtless from seed transported by the currents, and, in all

places where it has done so, tortuous creeks or little gorges run
back into the coral, filled with mangrove trees (standing in deep
mud of the adhesive and fcetid nature so characteri^tic of man-
grove swamps), which stretch out their roots to the coral walls

around them, and, as it seemed indubitably to me, in some way
decompose the softer parts and eat their way in. The island is

riddled with these creeks, always filled with mangrove, and
opening into the lagoon.

The outer face of the island is of eour;e being slowly under-
mined by the sea at high water, presenting overhanging cliffs

impossible to scale, and the i'-land is wearmg away fro)n that

cause also, but the destruction from the mangrove is much more
important, and at no very distant period, as it seemed to me, the
upraisi'd island will be again reduced to its original level as an
ordinary atoll.

It would be interesting to know how long the mangrove has
been there, for as Aldab'-a is one of the two oceanic groups in

which the giant tortoises -till exist indigenous, it must have been
in its present condition of upraised atoll, I imagine, i >r a long
period. It could never have been much larger in diameter, from
the soundings round it, but the mangrove may have greatly in-

creased the size of the lagoon by steady working at the inner

rim of the islands, the actual area of which is now but small,

from their narrowness.

I may mention that the island is covered with low, tangled

scrub, which has managed to find foothold and sustenance on
the rock, for there is but little or no siil, and the top of the

rock is everywhere cut up by sub-aerial action into the sharp,

honeycombed, and jagged surface which upraised coral in the

tropics, uncovered by grasses, s>il, &c., always wears in'io, and
which, by the way, makes it extremely difficult to walk over, a

difficulty much increased in this instance by these mangrove
channels, as well as the tough nature of the matted, thorny

bushes. A walk in Aldabra is the most aggravating and slowest

piece of locomotion I have ever engaged in : and nothing short

of the patience, perseverance, and general disregard of time of

the tortoise tribe can make it an agreeable residence. Some of

my negro sailors were sent into the bush to hunt for tortoises,

and after three days' search brought back one, which is now in

the Gardens of the Zoological Society ; but they returned nearly

OS guiltless of artificial clothing as their captive.

\V. J. L. Wh.'^rton
H.M. S, Sylvia, Monte Video, October 10

The "Cloud-Glow" of November 9

The beautiful after-glow of Friday, the 9th instant, was most

striking as seen from the west side of Hampstead Hill, where it>

fi; St development \^as made more effective by a frame of dark

cumulus, with a fringe of dusky green tint, carried up from the

sunset quarter by a westerly breeze, rather rolled up like a cur-

tain, exhibiting the richly-coloured scene behind as it was with-

drawn. I estimated the altitude of the upper edge of the glow
at about 30°

; but at Freshwater, Isle of Wight, it has been

described as extending nearly to the zenith. There would be no
difficulty in calculating apprjximately the height of the cirrus —
as desired by Mr. Kussell—if it could be assumed that the

reflection was from the same matter in both cases, which is

improbable. J- J- Wai ker

Waking Impressions

A ct;RIous case I have just read in a recent number of

Nature recalls a somewhat similar experience of my own,
rather earlier in date. I awoke in the middle of a story told by an

internal voice—a voice felt, not heard. I listened with curiosity

and interest, as totally unprepared for what was coming as if tlie

narrator had been Gladstone or Kuskin. I believe when I awoke
I had a dim recollection of wliat had gone before, but I strove

afterwards in vain to recall it. All I know of the history of the

mysterious lady is the following fragment :
" She had many ad-

mirers, but she gave the preference to Tom, because he promised

to marry her in the \Ve>t Indian fashion. He drew her three

times throu:5h a hoop, once standing, once sitting, once lying,

which signified that he would never dc-ert her in youth, maturity,

or old age."

I have not the least idea who "she " was. I know no one I

call Tom except an old schoolfellow long married, and, to

the best of my belief, I never heard of sich a custom in the

West Indies or elsewhere. Once since I have waked in the

middle of a dream which went on, but it was a dream of a very

commonplace character. William Radford
Sidmouth

Barytes from Chirbury

I am indebted to Mr. Yelland of Wotherton for sending me
some fine examples of the crystals described by Mr. Miers in

Nature, vol xxix. p. 29, and am collecting several particulars

respecting their occurrence. Some time ago I commenced a

determination of the faces, but my work has been interrupted.

The characteristic plane E is mentioned by Carl Urba (Groth,

Zeitschrift fiir Crys'.allographic, v. 433, 18S1) as occurring on
birytes crystals from Swoszawice in Galizien. In a measurement
I made last year to determine this plane on one of the W^otherton

specimens 1 obtained EE'as 39^59', and, usinu Miller's distance

for bd leads to the .symbol 412, and by calculation the distance

« E as 26" 2'. Carl Urba gives its calculated distance as 26° 4',

and measured distance as 25' 58'. C. J.
Woodward

Birmingham and Midland Institute, Birmingham, Nov. 10

" Salt Rain and Dew "

Looking over the ".School Geography" of Dr. Clyde (Edin
burgh, 1S70), I find, on pa^e 32, in the paragraph headed
" Russian Lakes," the following remarkable statement:—"In
the south-east region, not only the lakes, bid i/u- vety rain and
dcii' lihwise an' sail, a phenomenon common to all the shores of

the Caspian and Sea of Aral " (the italics are mine). Will some
one of your readers kindly refer me to the traveller's tale in which

this myth originated. Harry N. Draper
Esterel, Temple Road, Dublin, November 17

AN INDIAN WEATHER FORECAST

THE period of drought in Upper India, which happily

came to an end in the latter part of August, was
not entirely unforeseen, as will be shown by the following

extracts from the Government Gazettej and the facts will

probably be not without interest to meteorologists in

Europe and elsewhere.

Extractfrom the " Gazette 0/ India'' ofJune 2, 1883

"That the unusually dry weather now prevailing over

the North-Western Himalaya, and that which, though less

abnormal, characterises the whole of North-Western India

at the present time, is an effect of the unusual accumula-

tion of snow, is a conclusion justified by the experience

of the last few years ; and were it not that the snow is

rapidly decreasing under the unobstructed radiation of

the sun, there might be some reason, judging from the

present limited experience, to anticipate some retardation

of the rains of the Upper Provinces, and possibly even in

Western India generally. But, on the other hand, the

fact that, during the months of .April and May, the atmo-

spheric pressure over the greater part of the country lias

been below the normal average of the season, is one

which, arguing from the same experience, portends favour-

ably for the timely influx of the monsoon. In Bengal it

may be said that the present prospects are wholly

favourable.
(Signed) " Henry F. Blanford,

Meteorological Reporter to the

Government of India

"Simla, May 18, 1883''

" Since the above was written, there has been heavy rain

for many days on the outer hills, and more or less on the

plains of the Punjab, and apparently a very heavy fall of

snow on the higher ranges. .'\t the present time, as seen

from Simla, the latter are white with snow, down to a level

of about 1 1,000 or 12,000 feet. And some 500 feet of the

top of the Chor (11,982 feet) is also covered with a snow-

cap. If, therefore, the mountains of Lalwul, Spiti, and
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other more distant ranges have shared this fall, if it is

as extensive as it is apparently heavy on the visible

ranges, and if the views which the experience o'^ recent

years seems to justify, viz. that an unusual extent and
thickness of snow on the Himalaya is productive of dry

north-west and west winds in North-Western India, are

valid, we must be prepared for a long spell of dry weather

and a retarded rainfall in the Upper Provinces. The
present season will serve as a test of the validity of the

above view.

(Signed) " Henry F. Blanford,
Meteorological Reporter to the

Government of India

"Simla, May 31, 18S3"

Information was subsequently received to the effect

that the heavy snow of the winter months as well as that

which fell at the end of May was restricted to the outer

range. In the interior of Lalwul and Spiti and in the

Pangi valley the snowfall was very deficient. Neverthe-

less the May fall on the outer range seems to have sufficed

to produce the effect predicted.

Extracts from a Memorandum on the Chief Weather
Characteristics of tlie Month of June, 1883, in India,

in the " Gazette of India"

" In Bengal, after some weeks of close cloudy weather,

with occasional showers, the monsoon rains were ushered

in on June 13, with a little cyclonic storm, formed appa-

rently on the coast of the Sunderbuns. F'roni the coast

on the three following days this storm passed inland, on

a north-west course, bringing heavy rain in its track, as

far west as Behar, and a moderate fall up to Allahabad
;

.beyond which, for a time, the rains did not advance. . . .

At Bombay it blew strongly on the nth, 12th, and 13th,

but not from the monsoon quarter ; and afterwards the

wind fell light, and so continued till the 24th, when the

monsoon set in steadily. But the rainfall has been light

throughout the month, and, at its close, was six inches

short of the normal average. On the 26th or 27th a

second cyclone was formed at the head of the Bay of

Bengal, causing heavy rain around the coasts, and espe-

cially those of Orissa and Ganjani ; then, travelling west-

ward, the centre reached Cuttack on June 30 ; Seoni on

July I ; Indore on the 2nd ; and lay between Kurrachee

and Rajkot on the 3rd. It caused very heavy rain in

Gujerat, flooding the rivers, and interrupting railway com-
munication between Bombay and Baroda.

" In the North-Western Provinces, with the exception

already mentioned, the rains did not set in before the

26th, but throughout the month the wind was, in general,

easterly, and occasional thunderstorms occurred. In the

Punjab also, the first rain fell between the 26th and 29th,

but in the eastern half of the province the prevailing high

temperature was mitigated by an occasional dust-

storm. . . .

" In Lower Bengal rain of importance fell on twenty-

two days. The total fall of the month was five inches in

excess. . . .

" In Rajputana, Sind,&c., the number of days on which

rain fell was only four, and the average total was less by

three-quarters of an inch than even the small amount
which generally falls in this region in the month of

June. . . .

" From the above it appears that, over a large tract of

country, the monsoon so far has been weak. On May 28

it was reported to have burst at Cochin ; and between

that date and June 5 it appears to have spread along that

coast as far north as Goa. In Bombay itself the weather

has been showery, but there have been no very heavy

falls of rain. On the Bengal side, on the contrary, the

south and south-west winds have brought up even more
than the normal amount of rain, and the weather at the

head of the Bay has been somewhat exceptionally rough

In Northern India the monsoon current has been much
delayed, and in parts of the .Vorth-Western Provinces and
the Punjab contmuous rain has hardly yet set in.

(Signed) " W. L. Dallas,
Assistant Meteorological Reporter

to the Government of India"

Extracts from a Memorandum on the Chief Weather
C/iai-acteristics ofJiity, 1883, in India, in tlic '''Gazette

of India "

" Except in the North-Western and at a few Central
stations, the rainfall of the month shows on the whole
comparatively little departure from the average.
"After the disappearance of the storm noticed in the

June summary, which passed from the Bay of Bengal
across India, &c., . . . there occurred a general rise of the

barometer, a corresponding decrease in the humidity of

the atmosphere, and a cessation of the rainfall, over a
large tract of country for two or three days. On the 5th

or 6th, however, rain recommenced generally and con-
tinued for some time. In the eastern half of the North-
Western Provinces, Assam, Bengal, Burmah, and the south
of the peninsula, it fell more or less on every day, till the

close of the month, but over Western and North-Western
India the fall ceased about the 19th, and from that date
till the end of the month a decided break in the rains

occurred, and fine weather set in.

" cm the plains of the Punjab there were only eleven
wet days ; the break in the rains, which commenced on
the 19th, being very decided in this province. In conse-
quence the amount of rain for the month, and, except in

the Indus valley, the total since June i, was several inches
below the average. . . .

" The weather in the western half of the North-Western
Provinces »-as similar to that experienced in the Punjab,
but in the eastern half it was wetter, the number of rainy

days being nineteen. In the Meerut division five inches
less than the average amount fell during the month ; while
at Lucknow eight inches and at Allahabad one and a half

inches more than the average was registered. . . .

" In Lower Bengal and parts of Behar the rainfall was
several inches above the July average ; while in Purneah,
Patna, and Orissa it was deficient. The average number
of wet dajs was twenty-six, and no break in the rains of

any consequence occurred within these provinces. . . .

'' In R.ajputana the rainfall was about the average
amount, and oc^curred on thirteen days ; scarcely any fell

after the 17th. . . .

(Signed) " W. L. Dallas,
Assistant Meteorological Reporter

to the Government of India "

Extract fro/n a Memorandian of the Chief Weather
Ciiaracteristics of August, 1883, in the " Gazette of
India "

" The month just elapsed was one of very deficient

rainfall throughout India, except in the provinces of

Madras, Berar, and Assam. The break in the rains,

which during the latter half of July was very general in

North-Western and parts of Central India, became even

more pronounced throughout that region during the first

three weeks of the month under review ; and extended,

though in a modified degree, to Behar and a large part of

Bombay. The drought was apparently at its height, both

as regards extent and intensity, during the second week
in August. . . . On the 19th, however, a change com-
menced. The air became slowly damper over the Central

and North-Western Provinces, and the sky more cloudy;

and very gradually these changes spread, till at the close

of the month rain had extended to the Punjab, Rajputana,

and Gujerat ; in Rajputana and a large part of the Punjab

and the North-Western Provinces it was only on the last
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two days of the month that rain began to fall, and even

then in small amounts. . . .

(Signed) " W. L. Dallas,
Assistant Meteorological Reporter

to the Government of India"

f The above extracts speak for themselves. The results

do not accord precisely with the terms of the prediction,

inasmuch as the rains, instead of being simply retarded,

penetrated for about a fortnight to the Upper Provinces,

and then gave place to the dry north-west winds, which

are characteristic of periods of drought. But there is no

reason to regard the snows as inactive during this rainy

interval. At Simla this rainy period was one of frequent

thunderstorms and on more than one occasion of hail,'

and in fine intervals the existence overhead of the ominous

north-west wind was established by the steady drift of the

higher clouds {cirro-cuiiiuliis, &c.). The outflow of dense

air from the snow-fields was therefore active, although it

was onlv at a later period that it descended to the level

of the 'lower hills ; and then, chiefly as the result of

diurnal convection, to the plains of North-Western India.

The full discussion of the evidence for the dependence

of dry winds on the snowfall will be undertaken else-

where. It must not, however, be supposed that the

Himalayan snows are to be regarded as the sole cause of

drought. Causes of wider incidence are sometimes in

operation. Thus, in 1876 and 1877, an unusually high

atmospheric pressure prevailed over nearly the whole

of Asia and Australia. Whether there was any unusual

accumulation of snow on the vast mountain tracts of

Central Asia or over the northern plains in those years

would be an interesting subject of inquiry were the means
of information forthcoming. H. F. B.

W^

NOKDENSKJuLD'S GREENLAND
EXPEDITION'^

T'E give a few extracts from Baron Nordenskjold's

concluding letters on his journey down the west

coast of Greenland and his visit to the east coast :^—

At Ivigtut a visit was made to a valley which, on

account of its copious flora, has been named Gronnedal

(Green valley), and another to the spot where the inland

ice falls into the .Arsuktjord. In the former place Dr.

Nathorst found, in a kind of syenite, a blue mineral which

seems to be sodalite. This discovery is chiefly remark-

able from the circumstance that this mineral is also found

in the vicinity of the small kryolite deposit at the Umen
mountain in the Ural, which seems to indicate that a kind

of relation exists between these two minerals, both strong

in natron,' which circumstance may be of service to the

geologist in search of krsolite. From the excursion to

Gronnedal Herr Kolihoff brought with him some rare

butterflies and other insects, while of the botanical finds

there were splendid specimens in bloom of Linncra

borealis, which is quite plentiful about Ivigtut. It has

not before been known to exi=t in Greenland. The
zoologists found only three kinds of land mollusks, viz. a

physa, a vitrina, and a helix, which were all few in number.

The entomological harvest consisted of a few beetles,

butterflies, and insects of other kinds.

t-n their way to Julianehaab, as they steamed down the

narrow fjord in pitch darkness and a perfect calm, "we
saw suddenly behind the vessel on the surface of the sea

a broad but clearly defined band of light. It shone with

a steady, yellowish light, somewhat like that of phos-

phorescent elements, while, in spite of the speed main-

tained, viz. four to six knots, the band came nearer and
nearer. When it reached the ship it seemed as if we

' These accumpaniments are characteristic of the sprii]g rainfall both on

the hills and the plains, not of the monsoon rains, and indicate demonstrably

in most cases the existence of a dry upper current.
' C-ntirti-H f-n~ ,, 43

were steaming through a sea of fire or molten metal.

After a while the light travelled beyond the vessel, and
we saw it at last disappear on the horizon. Unfortunately

I had not an opportunity of examining it with the spec-

troscope. It was beyond doubt of a difterent nature to

the bluish-white phosphorescent light, which throughout its

appearance was seen distinctly in our wake, and as the

Hght was perfectly steady it cannot have been caused by

the phosphorescence from a passing shoal of fish. A
shoal of fish would have occasioned some stir in the sea,

but in this case the surface was calm throughout, while

phosphorescence from the same would have been bluish

in character, not jellowas this was. The Esquimaux stated

that a glacier river in the vicinity shed a thin layer of

brackish clay-water over the surface of the fjord, and
fancied that this circumstance was in some way or another

connected with this grand phenomenon, which they them-

selves had never before witnessed. There was at the

time no aurora visible, the sky being covered with clouds.

The cause of this remarkable phenomenon, which made
the Sophia seem to steam through a sea of fire for fully

fifteen minutes, I have been unable to ascertain ;
maybe

it was a phenomenon such as this which made Lig-

Lodin, of the Greenland Saga, relate to King Harald

Sigurdson that he had once sailed over a spot where the

sea was on fire."

At Fredriksdal Nordenskjold engaged two Esquimaux
to act as pilots in the sounds on the east coast, north of

Cape Farewell. One of them stated that remains of

buildings, which were not built by the Esquimaux,

are to be found in nearly every great fjord on the

east coast, particularly in the large ones of Umanak,
Ekaleumiut, and Igdluluarsiut. Entire walls do not

remain standing, but though low they are extensive.

The largest ruin is said to exist at Igdluluarsiut. A
fine kind of soft stone is to be found on an island south

of Umanak, from which pots were made to three feet in

diameter. This mineral deposit is of special interest in

reference to the ethnography of Greenland, as the

Umanak fjord is situated in lat. 63°. This name is, how-

ever, a common one for places among the natives. Ivar

Baardsen, in his famous description of Greenland, states

that a soft stone was found on Reno, outside the Eina-

fjord, from which the largest vessels were made. Cannot
the mineral deposit at Umanak be identical with this ?

These statemenis, as well as others received from the

"Eastlanders," and the remarkable Norse characteristics

possessed by the same, which the missionary Hans Egede
pointed out long ago, seem to Baron Nordenskjold to

refute the theory now mostly advanced as to the Norse

colonies, viz. that they were situated on the south-west

coast of Greenland.

In spite of predictions of failure and even disaster

before he left Europe, Nordenskjold decided to attempt

to land on the east coast, south of the Arctic circle.

After tome difficulty they succeeded in anchoring in

the Kangerlutsiok Bay, but on account of the state of the

ice they had to stand to sea again, and steamed along the

ice-belt lining the coast, in order to find an opening by

which the shore might be reached. The fauna of the sea

here was very poor, and they only saw in two days one

whale, a few seals, and a very small number of sea birds.

The abundant fauna of the coasts of Spitzbergen and

Novaya Zemlya is thus entirely wanting on the east

coast of Greenland. The cause of this may be the great

depth of the sea right up to the shore, which prevents

the animals from fetching their food from the bottom
;
per-

haps also the war of extirpation which the natives seem to

have carried on for years has also contributed thereto.

The auk and the Uriagryllc are, however, said to breed in

large numbers on the rocks oft' Cape Farewell. The

Esquimaux pilot stated that he had been told by old

people that they could remember the AU;a impamis.

having been found here. The natives called it Isaro-
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kitsok. Only a little distance out to sea they found

a warm current—rising to 6° C—coming from the

south. The drift-ice was what Arctic skippers call

" knatteris," i.e. little bit5, viz. remains of large floes

after the influence of the summer heat and the Gulf

Stream. Very few icebergs v/ere seen, and they appear

to be far more numerous on the west coast. As it was

now late in the season, and the coals were nearly done,

Nordenskjold had reluctantly to renounce the plan of

reaching the fjords where the greatest ruins are said to

exist, and, instead, attemptto reach the south shore by Cape

Dan, a promontory which, if the Einafjord was situated

at Umanak or Ekaleumiut, should be the Herjolf s Naze

of the Sagas. " On the 4th, when off the Cape, we met

the ice twenty miles from the coast, which was, however,

passable, as it consisted mostly of large, loose floes only

a few feet above water, while nearer the shore it again

became heavier. Beyond this we saw an ice-free channel

three to four miles wide. The sea was as smooth as a

pond, and a boat could easily reach the shore. The
mountains ran mostly into the sea with almost perpen-

dicular declivities, without any grass-covered underland.

Opposite us we saw a small bay, into which I steamed,

in order to take the sun ; but finding both the depth and

the bottom unsuitable for anchoring, we only landed for

a few hours, while some of the crew went on the hills

above to look for a better harbour. The staff returned

on board with a rich harvest from the steep slopes, the

flora of which was copious beyond expectation. The
sailors reporting a harbour near, I steamed thereto and

cast anchor. It was a beautiful fjord, with several arms,

which was only connected with the sea through a small

opening, and was well sheltered. It was the first harbour

on the east coast south of the Polar circle, in which a

vessel had anchored for several centuries.' It was named
'King Oscar's Harbour.' If Cape Dan is the old Her-

jolf's Naze, this harbour is the "Sand" described by

Ivar Baardsen, 'much frequented by the Norwegians

and traders.' That the Norwegians had once been here

was demonstrated by walls of loose stones erected on the

mountains above the harbour, which had, no doubt,

served as landmarks for finding the almost hidden open-

ing of the fjord. We found, besides, some stone ruins

of a smaller house, identical with those found on the

west coast. These ruins are, of course, not extensive

enough to demonstrate that here was situated one of the

' Bygder ' (parishes) of Greenland, but they may cer-

tainly serve as sign posts for future explorers of the east

coast. As soon as at anchor we went on shore, and

spread in all directions in order to examine the neigh-

bourhood. King rjscar's Harbour is surrounded by

soft, close, grass slopes and flourishing shrubs. The
fauna appeared to me more copious and the grass

less mixed with moss than on the west coast in

the same latitude. In one of the valleys a river

flowed, the shores of which consisted of loose sand with-

out any covering of grass. Here were found traces of

the Esquimaux. Some of the footprints were days old,

but others were so fresh that the moist sand had rot had

time to dry. Most probably they had taken flight

on seeing the steamer forcing the barrier which had

hitherto formed their shelter. We found plenty of

remains of them in the shape of huts, graves, fox-

pits, &c. The naturalists gathered here a quantity of

fresh materials of the fauna and flora of East Greenland,

among which I may specially mention the well-known

Potentilla aiiserina, which is found so often near the

Norse ruins in West Greenland, and w^hich may, for that

reason, be a sign of the Norse colonisation of East Green-

land. We found traces of reindeer, but none of the

musk-ox ; neither did we see any bears or walruses, and

only a few seals. Our whole bag was two ptarmigans.

» North of the Polar circle the east^coast of ^Greenland is in many places

easily accessible.

That the Esquimaux had decamped was very annoying,
as they could no doubt have given some valuable infor-

mation relating to this part of Greenland and the tribes

which inhabit it."

After reconnoitring the coast still further, Baron Nor-
denskjold decided that his best course was to return at

once to Reikjavik. Before doing so, however, some hours
were spent in dredging and in hydrographical research,

as well as in photographing some of the coast scenery.
" Having thus given an account of the work of my ex-

pedition, 1 have to point out that we have been the first

to penetrate into the heart of Greenland, and that our
journey has resulted in learning something about this

continent, the natural conditions of which may probably
give us a clue to the true condition of Scandinavia during
the Glacial period, the study of which is therefore of such
great importance to the geology of North Europe. Be-
sides this, valuable scientific data have been collected

during my voyage along the east coast of the composition
of the ice-belt which bars the way from the east to the
southern part of Greenland, while many errors as to the

state of the east coast of Greenland have been corrected.

In addition to these objects one more has been attained,

viz. the anchoring of a vessel by the shore of East
Greenland, an achievement attempted in vain for cen-

turies. If thus the work of the numerous expeditions
despatched since the sixteenth century by sea to the part

of Greenland lying opposite or south of Iceland to the

part where the Norse Osterbygd was or was not situated, it

will be found that not one of them succeeded in reaching
the coast.

" A few words more in conclusion as to the purely scien-

tific results of the expedition. During the voyage of the
Sophia along the coast of Greenland from Cape Dan past

Cape Farewell to Cape York, and further from Cape
York around Cape Farewell to Ingolf's Mountain,
hydrographical researches and dredgings were effected

whenever time and weather would permit. These labours

were conducted by Herr Hamberg and Dr. Forsstrand.
In addition, Herr Hamljerg effected a number of analyses

of sea water, and the gases contained therein, from various

depths, while he brings home a series of the most carefully

effected measurements of the temperature of the sea,

which demonstrate that the cold current running along
the east coast is, both in width and depth, very insignifi-

cant, and rests eveti near the shore upon one of warm
water produced by the Gulf Stream. Davis Sound and
Baffin's Bay, on the other hand, are filled with cold or

very slightly warmed water to the bottom. Contrary,
therefore, to the general belief, the "west coast of Greenland
is washed by cold water, while a greatly heated current
coming from the south runs along the east coast a distaiiLC

of 40' to 50' only from the shore. This current must
exercise a great influence on the climate of the east coast,

which may be more moist, but, I believe, not colder than
that of the west coast.

" The dredgings have yielded Dr. Forsstrand a fine

harvest of marine animals, &c., cf which I may mention
gigantic sponges from great depths in Denmark Sound
(between Iceland and Greenland). The dredgings on
the east coast were, however, greatly impeded through
causes detailed above, and by the circumstance that the

bottom consists mainly of huge boulders, which tore the

net. Of the animal species existing on land or in fresh

water, Herr Kolthoff has collected rich fresh materials of

the Greenland fauna. Especially will the variety of

insects collected be of great instructive value to science.

On account of the limited accommodation on board, and
from the circumstance that the flora of Greenland is well

known through Danish and Swedish specialists, I took no
botanist with me. But even in this field new materials

have been gathered through the zeal given to such re-

searches by Dr. Nathorst and Dr. Berlin whenever time
permitted. The collections of microscopical plaiits
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which have been made, the true place of existence of

which is the ice and the snow, must particularly be of
great value. They are besides of additional interest to

the expedition, as they belong to a new branch of science
which has in the first instance been created by Swedish
savants. The collections, perhaps, of most value to

science have, however, been made by Dr. Nathorst from
the North-West Greenland so-called basalt formation,
which is remarkable for the quantity of fos^il plants con-
tained in the clay, sand, and tuff strata there. Of course
some very fine palaaontological collections have been
brought from these parts before, especially by the Swedish
expedition of 1870, and by some Danish ones under Dr.
K. Steenstrup ; but it is the first time that a palaeonto-
logist has visited this spot, and I am, in consequence,
convinced that the objects gathered by Dr. Nathorst,
when scientifically treated, will yield many new data on
the copious flora which orice covered the ice-laden regions
round the Pole.

" finally, the expedition has brought home some
splendid specimens of the remarkable minerals found at

the well known deposits at Kangerdluarsuk and Ivigtut,

while 1 have on the inland ice collected, as previously
stated, a great many samples of the dust found on the
ice, and which I have named kryokonite. I hope, when
this has been exhaustively analysed, to be able to furnish
fresh proofs in support of the theory that this deposit is,

at all events partly, of cosmic origin, and thereby con-
tribute further materials to the theory of the formation
of the earth. Dr. Nathorst was, as previously stated,

prevented by the ice from reaching Cape York and ex-
amining the blocks of ironstone lying there, but their

existence has been corroborated beyond doubt by the
Esquimaux in the neighbourhood. Here the expedition
obtained some valualjle ethnographical objects, and it

learnt a fact from the natives which may be of con-
siderable importance as to the question of the wanderings
of the tribes around the Pole, viz. that four ' Russian
Esquimaux ' had come to Wolstenhulme Sound. They
said they were the last survivors of a tribe which had
left their place of habitation by the Behring Strait (or the

northern shore of Asia ?) in search of a new place of
settlement, and who had at last reached Smith's Sound.
These are the results of my expedition to Greenland in

the Sophia. The scientific collections made will be dis-

tributed among the museums of my country."

.A. E. NORDENSKJOLD

THE ROTHAMSTED GRASS EXPERIMENTS'^
'T'HERE is at Rolhamsted nothing which will more
-* impress the visitor than the seven acres of meadow

land in the Park, the many years' experiments upon which
with diflerent manures constitute the subject of the above-
named memoir. The twenty parallel plots into which
the area is divided appeal at once and forcibly to the eye
by the obvious difterences in their herbage. A plot here
with rich green grasses waving luxuriantly upon it

;

another, on which the yellow meadow vetchling apparently
constitutes the leading feature ; a third, irregular, patchy,
and much afflicted with the sorrel-dock ; and yet another,
on which, at the time of our visit (August), the while-
flowered umbels of the earth-nut put everything else in
the shade,—these and the like appearances convince with
an eloquence which the pen is powerless to imitate.
The land in Rothamsted Park has probably been laid

down with grass for some centuries. No fresh seed has
been artificially sown within the last fifty years certainly,
nor is there record of any having been sown since the
grass was first laid down. The experiments commenced

\ "Agricultural, Botanical, and Chemical Results of Experiments on the
Mixed Herbage of Permanent Meadiw, conducted for more than twenty
>ears in succession on the. same land." Part ii., the Botanical Results.
By Sir J. B. Lawes, Bart., F.R.S., Dr. J. H. Gilbert, K.R.S., and Dr.
M. T. Masters, F.R.S. Phii. Trans., Part iv., 1882. Pp. abuut 250.

in 1S56, at which time the herbage appeared to be of
uniform character. With few exceptions the same
description of manure has been applied year after year
to the same plot ; and two plots, the third and twelfth,
have been continuously unmanurcd. For the first nine-
teen years the first crop only was cut and carried away,
and the second crop was usually fed off by sheep who
were receiving at the time no other food. Of recent
years it has been more and more the practice to make the
second crop also into hay, and it is intended to adhere to
this plan in future, weather permitting.
The produce of every plot is weighed as hay, and the

result calculated per acre. Taking the average of the
first twenty years, the unmanured plots, 3 and 12,
gave the lowest yields of all, 21:^ and 24 cwt. respec-
tively. Next above these is plot 5, manured with
ammonia salts ' at the rate of 400 lbs. per acre per annum,
the yield giving an annual average of 26j cwt. per acre.
The highest average recorded, 62^^ cwt. per acre, resulted
from a mixed manure, containing 500 lbs. sulphate of
potash, IQO lbs. sulphate of soda, 100 lbs. sulphate ot

magnesia, 33 cwt. superphosphate of lime, 600 lbs.

ammonia salts, and 400 lbs. silicate of soda,—a tre-

mendous dressing, by the way. The average yields on the
other plots, each one of which received different manurial
treatment from that of the others, range themselves
between these extremes.

But the mere quantitative estimation of the results was
a comparatively simple task to that of making a qualita-
tive examination of each crop. The proximate analysis
was into the three classes of gramineous herbage, legu-
minous herbage, and miscellaneous herbage, the last-
named containing all plants not referable to the Gra-
mineffi or the Leguminosje ; and even this task would not
be a very difficult one. But when it is stated that in
certain seasons a complete botanical analysis was made,
whereby each species of plant was separated from all the
others, then the irksomeness of the work will be appre-
ciated. For the de;ails of these analyses we must refer
to the memoir itself, but the following is worth repro-
ducing. '' To quote an extreme case in illustration of the
difterence in the character of the herbage, and of the
difference in the degree of difficulty of separation accord-
ingly, it may be mentioned that whilst a sample of 20 lbs.

from one plot in 1872 only occupied from four to five

days in botanical analysis, a sample of equal weight from
another plot in the same year occupied thirty days."
The totul number of different species of plants that have

been detected on the plots is 89 ; of these, 20 are grasses,
10 are leguminous, and the remaining 59 belong to mis-
cellaneous orders. The 89 species comprise 59 dicoty-
ledons, 26 monocotyledons, and 4 cryptogams, 3 of which
are mosses (Hypnum)

;
they are arranged under 63 genera

and 22 orders. Of the miscellaneous plants there are 13
species of Corapositse, 6 of Rosaceie, 5 each of Ranuncu-
laceae and Umbellifera?, 3 each of Labiata;, Polygonaceae,
Liliacere, Caryophylleffi, Scrophulariaceas, and Musci, 2

each of Rubiacea; and Plantaginea?, and i each of Cruci-
ferffi, Hypericinea;, Dipsaceaj, Primulaceae, Orchidacete,
Juncacese, Cyperacta;, and Filices. Six genera only were
represented by more than one species ; these were Ranun-
culus, 5 species, Rumex 3, and Potentilla, Galium, Leon-
todon, and \'eronica, 2 each. The 20 species of grass
comprise 14 genera ; Festuca is represented by 4 species,

.Avena by 3, Poi by 2, and Anthoxanthum, Alopccitriis,

Phleum, Agrosiis, Aira, Holcits, Briza, Dactylis,
Cynosurus, Broinus, and Lolium by i each. The fact

that the four genera whose names we have italicised were
only represented by one species each serves to indicate

somewhat the nature of the land. Had it been wet or
marshy in 'fa.'c\.%, Alopecu7-us geniadatus might have been
looked for as well as A. pratensis. Had not the plots

' .\mmonia salts"—In all cases equal pans sulpha nd muriate of
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been quite away from hedgerows, several species of Bro-
mus might have accompanied B. mollis, while Arrhena-
theruni avenacctDii and nrachypcdhim sylvaticutn might
also have been looked for. The total absence of Glyceria

further shows the fairly dry character of the soil. Lastly,

the 10 species of Leguminosse fall under 5 genera—of

Trifolium 4 species, Lotus and Vicia 2 each, Lathyrus
and Ononis i each.

Ten species of grasses occur on all the plots : Antho-
xanthum odorntiiiii, Alopccurjis pratenuis, Afrrostis zml-
garis, J/oltiis lanattis, Avcna Jlavcsccns, Poa pratensis,

Poa Irivialis, Dactylis ghmeraUx, Festuca ovina, and
Lolittm peretsne. Fcshna cliator \iii% only found in one
plot, and F. loliacea in two. Phlcum pratcnse occurred
in about one-fourth the number of plots, Aira caspitosa
in about one-half, Briza media, Cynosurus cristahis,

Festuca pratensis, and Bromus mollis in sixteen or seven-
teen. No leguminous plant occurred in all the plots, but
Lat/iynis pratensis was found in nineteen plots, Trifo-
lium repens and T. pratcnse in seventeen, Lotus cornicu-
latus in sixteen, and T. minus, T. procuinbens, L. major.
Ononis arvejisis, Vicia sepium, and V. Cracca only in one
each.

These details will serve to indicate the nature of the
flora of the plots. Certain miscellaneous plants common
on many old pastures in this country are conspicuous by
their absence. The dry and level character of the mea-
dow will account for the absence of Caltha and Juncus.
No species of Geranium is recorded. But the most note-
worthy fact appears to be the absence of certain scrophu-
lariaceous genera, which are by no means uncommon on
old grass lands, namely, Bartsia, Euphrasia, and Rhinan-
thus. The quality of the land is probably too good for

the first two, and the application of manure would cer-

tainly be against Euphrasia, but Rhinaiithus Crista-gnlli
is very common on old meadows, as, for example, in

Derbyshire and Worcestershire.
The object which the authors kept in view in writing

this section of their report was, in their own words, " to

show both the normal botanical composition of the herb-
age, and the changes induced by the application of the
different manuring agents, and by variation in the cli-

matal conditions of the different seasons ; and, as far

as may be, to ascertain what are the special characters of
growth above ground or under ground, normal or induced,
by virtue of which the various species have dominated,
or have been dominated over, in the struggle which has
ensued." At the outset it was noticed that those manures
which are most effecti\e with cereals grown on arable
land were also most active in increasing the quantity of
grass amongst the herbage, and that the manures which
are most beneficial to beans or clover produced the
greatest proportion of leguminous herbage. Thus, the
highest gramineous produce resulted from a highly nitro-

genous manure, such as ammonia salts or nitrate of soda,
with alkaline salts, particularly potash ; but side by side
with the increase in the total gramineous herbage there
was a decrease in the actual number of species of grass.
On the other hand, the highest percentage of leguminous
produce was the result of a mixed mineral manure with
potash. The percentage results on the following plots
illustrate these points :

—

Pt;t 7 Plots 3 and 12. Plot n.
Gramiiiea; ... 6178 ... 67'43 ... 94'96
Leguminosa; ... 22'7i ... S'2o ... 001
Other Orders... 1551 ... 24'37 ... 5-03

loo'oo loo'oo 100*00

Plot 7 was the most favourably manured for leguminous
produce, it received mixed mineral manure alone, in-

cluding potash
;
plots 3 and 12 were the two unmanured

ones
;

plot 1 1 was the most favourably manured for

gramineous produce, it received 800 lbs. ammonia salts
with mixed mineral manure, including potash.

Special observations and complete botanical separa-
tions made at intervals of five years to determine the
influence of seasonal variations show that " a given quan-
tity of the produce grown under the same conditions as
to manuring might be composed very differently in two
different seasons."

The influence due to the special medium through which
a particular plant-food, such as nitrogen, is presented to
the plant, is aptly illustrated in the following extract .

—

" Because a particular grass, or other plant, is little bene-
fited by ammonia salts for instance, it does not follow

that it will not be favoured by nitrates ; nor, because if

while growing in association with other species it may
not be specially benefited by a particular manure, does
it follow that it would not derive advantage from the same
substance when growing separately."

Nearly all the plants on the plots are perennials, very
few are annuals, Broinis mollis being the only case
amongst the grasses. The advantage possessed by deep-
rooting over surface-rooting plants was well brought out
in the droughty season of 1870, when the latter suffered

considerably from lack of moisture. The locomotive
power of underground stems is of great use to some
plants :

" the stock continues to grow at one end, year
after year, the opposite end gradually dying away. In
the course of a few years the plant therefore occupies
quite a different position from that which it at first had."
Notwithstanding the general rule that the chief effect of

nitrogenous manures is to favour the extension of foliage

and give it depth of colour, while that of mineral manures
is to encourage stem formation and the production of

seed, and notwithstanding that excessive nitrogenous
manuring prolongs the development of the vegetative
organs till perhaps the resources of the plant are ex-

hausted or the season is over, while excess of mineral
manures may induce premature ripening, yet so far as
the experiments have gone no absolute change in the dis-

tinctive forin of any plant has been efl'ected by the pro-
longed use of the different manures, though changes of

degree are sometimes very marked, as m the tufts of

Dactylis glomerata.
The battle for life between the various species of plants

growing in the meadow is dependent much less on the
chemical composition of the soil than on its physical cha-
racter, its capacity for holding water and its permeability
to roots. The immediaie source of victory lies very
generally in the powerful root-growth of the survivors,

the term "root" here covering all kinds of underground
stem. The various influences affecting the struggle for

existence amongst meadow plants are discussed by the

authors in a fascinating manner, and this part of the
memoir is of special value to the botanical student.

Every plant occurring on the plots is dealt with indi-

vidually, and in the case of each grass and leguminous
plant and of the more commonly occurring weeds, a table

showing the relative predominance is given. The fact

that plants closely allied morphologically may yet differ

widely in their physiological endowments is strikingly

illustrated by the two species of Poa, P. trivialis and P.

piatensis. These two plants, sprung at no very distant

period from a common ancestor— for this, we presume, is

the morphological significance of their being placed in

the same genus—differ only in the most trivial points : P.
pratensis is smooth, stoloniferous, and has a blunt ligule

;

/-. trivialis is rough, has no stolons, and possesses a
long pointed ligule. We read that " the stolon-bearing

Poa pratensis is specially benefited by nitrogenous manure
in the form of ammonia salts (in combination with mineral
manure), but not at all by nitrate of soda, whereas the

more finely-rooted and wo-!\-%Ko\ox\\ie.xan% I'oa trivialis has
declined markedly on the ammonia plots, but has re-

mained very prominent on the nitrate plots, especially

where the larger amount of nitrate was used with the

mi.xed mineral manure." Thus in 1872, on plot 9 (mineral
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manure and ammonia salts) p. pratensis gave 22-67 per

cent, of the total produce, and /-". trivialis only 0'64 ; on
plot 14 (mineral manure and nitrate of sodai P. trivialis

gave 2476, and /'. pratt'iisis only 2'57 per cent. It is

suggested that the relatively shallow-rooting P. trii'ialis

predommates on the nitrate plots by reason of its fine

surface-roots arresting and taking up the nitrate before it

has had time to penetrate too deeply ; this plant invari-

ably makes rapid growth upon the application of the

nitrate of soda in the spring.

The remaining portion of the memoir is devoted to a
discussion of the botany of each separate plot in each
season of complete botanical separation, and is carried

out with the same elaborate detail as the earlier portion.

No one can read this memoir without being impressed
with the great power, too frequently overlooked, pos-

sessed by the subterranean members of the plant body in

deciding the struggle for existence ; much of the inter-

necine warfare is carried on in the dark.

It is quite possible, and indeed probable, that, had a

similar series of experiments been simultaneously carried

out in another part of England with a slightly different

climate, and on a different kind of soil, the results might
have differed, but only in slight details. Such a splendid

series of experiments on grass land has never before

been consummated, and the memoir embodying the results

will well repay the most careful study and perusal not
only of the agriculturist, but of the botanist, the chemist,

and the evolutionist. It may perhaps be long before the

great lessons learnt in Rothamsted Park have filtered

down to those to whom they should be of most practical

value, but we do not despair of a time coming when the

intelligent manuring of grass lands for very specific ob-

jects will form a part of ordinary agricultural practice.

Those who will put their hands to the plough in the field

of agricultural research must be content to trudge along,

laboriously and unnoticed, in the furrow. Their disco-

veries cannot be made in a week, or a month, as are

many in electricity or in chemistry, but, like those at

Rothamsted, which are now in their twenty-eighth year,

and are still going on, they can only be looked for, even
after the expenditure of much thought and of unflagging

industry and perseverance, as "the long result of time."

VV. Fream

PALEOLITHIC MAN—HIS BEAD
ORNAMENTS

ppVERY one who has noticed the objects found in
-'--' caves of Paleolithic date knows the evidence which
supports the idea that cave men wore bracelets and neck-
laces, but the evidence that the older river-drift men wore
similar ornaments is more obscure. Still, when one
notices the extreme beauty and precision of make of some
Palaeolithic implements, one cannot help surmising that

the more ancient savages of our old river sides also had
sufficient personal pride and ideas of ornament to some-
times decorate their bodies with beads in a similar fashion
with the cave dwellers.

Dr. Rigollot (" Mc'moire sur des Instruments en Silex,"

p. 16) refers to the well-known foraminiferous fossil from
the chalk

—

Cosciiiopora g/ot://aris, D'Orb. (sometimes
found in river gravels with Palaeolithic implements), as
beads probably used by Palsolithic men ; and Sir Charles
Lyell (" Antiquity of Man," p. 119) says :

" Dr. RigoUot's
argument in favour of their having been used as neck-
laces and bracelets, appears to me a sound one. He says
(Dr. Rigollot) he often found small groups of them in one
place—just as if, when swept into the river's bed by a
flood, the bond which united them together remained un-
broken." iMr. James Wyatt of Bedford, in describing
these bead-like fossils {Geologist, 1862, p. 234), says he
had examined more than two hundred specimens, and on

making sections of some of them he saw markings which
appeared to indicate " drilling with a tool after the object

was fossilised." In specimens from the chalk the hole

through the fossil, though commonly straight, exhibits

of course no artificial drilling but shows the structure of

the foraminifer.

I am not aware of any confirmation hitherto made of

the two curious observations noted above, but so little is

at present known of the habits of river-drift men that the

following notes may prove of some interest. Where there

is so much darkness the slightest glimmer of new light is

welcome.
After long searching for the Coscinopora at Bedford

without result, I lighted on many examples at Kempston
in iSSo. In this year I found in a few days over two
hundred examples ; they occurred with unabradcd imple-

ments and flakes and carbonised vegetable remains.

After this date the Coscinopora again ceased, and from
then till now I have met with but few examples. The
finding of the above-mentioned large number of speci-

mens all congregated tegether appeared to lend some
confirmation to Dr. RigoUot's view, for it seems unreason-

able to believe that so large a number could by any
natural possibility find a position in one place in any river

gravel.

As my examples were found at Bedford, at a place

where Mr. Wyatt must at one time also have found a
considerable number, I naturally examined the specimens
carefully to see if I could trace any artificial drilling or

enlargement of the natural hole. I speedily noticed that

the surface round each orifice in many of the beads was
abraded as if by the constant contact of the bead next on
a string. A few of the beads also had the hole artificially

enlarged, sometimes at both ends, as at section A, some-
times in the middle, as at the section B, and sometimes
at one end only, as at the section c. The dotted lines in

these illustrations show the original natural orifice, the
solid lines near the dotted ones show the enlargement by
artificial drilling. The illustrations are all actual size.

In most of the instances the drilling appears compara-
tively fresh, in others less so, but it must be remembered
that the implements found with them were mostly una-
braded, and vegetable remains were found. These speci-

mens were found by myself. They were not touched or
manipulated by the workmen. Other examples of these
beads had one end near the orifice broken away as if in

an attempt to enlarge the opening by breaking the sub-

stance of the fossil away as at D, E, F.

Whilst looking through the fallen material in the pit,

the piece of naturally perforated fossil shell, illustrated

actual size at G, attracted my attention. The hole is

probably due to a shell-boring moUusk, but when I saw
the object in the drift I distinctly noticed that a black
substance entered at one side of the hole and emerged at

the other ; at the moment of picking the object up, this

material fell to dust with part of the very friable surface

of the fossil shell.

Some of the beads (as seen in section at H, j, K, l) also

bore very distinct traces of a similar black substance
within the orifice, although not seen till the sand and part

of the black substance itself had fallen out. This black

material I took to be the remains of part of the ligament

on which the beads were originally strung by their Palaeo-

lithic owner, and with this idea in mind I sent some to

an analytical chemist, who examined the material for me
with the following result :

—

" The testing lor nitrogenous organic matters, of which
animal tissues are composed, was tested in the same
manner as testing water tor such matter, that is, by con-
verting it into ammonia; precautions were of course
taken to eliminate from the results any ammonia already
existing. The amount of ammonia was strikingly evident

and showed with each bead examined separately. The
blackening of the organic matter in the holes of the beads
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may have taken place in a manner similar to that of the
formation of coal."

On testing the beads, which consist chiefly of carbonate
of lime or chalk, without the black material in the orifice,

the chemist reported that, " when treated in the same
manner as those originally sent, they show the presence
of a considerable amount of heterogeneous or animal
organic matter, as was to be expected from their origin- -

but not, I think, so much as those with the black deposit.''

Palajolithic Be.ld Ornaments (Coj.-/«o/o>v2 globularis, D'Orb). showing
traces of the original hganient and artificial enlargement.

Mr. A. Clarke, analytical chemist of Huddersfield, who
also made an analysis for me, reported as follows :

—

" I divided the bead into three portions. No. i. The
thin dark crust forming the internal portion of the ring;
this is most certainly organic matter. No. 2. A powdery
part between No. i and the main body of the ring, con-
sisting of small quantities of carbonates of iron and lime.
No. 3. The outer main body of the ring, mostly carbonate
of lime, and a small^quantity of silica ; here there is only
a trace of organic matter, but it is most distinctly present."

WORTHINGTON G. SMITH

IS IKTIS h\ CORNWALL, AND DID IRONAND
COPPER PRECEDE TIN?

A T Penzance on October 19, 1883, I asserted that the
^~*- invention of tin-smelting was Cornish, but disputed
the claim of .St. Michael's Mount to be the sole claimant
to the title of Iktis, the tin -shipping port described by
Diodorus Siculus iSoo years ago, and 1 thought the in-

ventions of metals were in this order : (i) iron, (2) copper,

(3) tin. We may consider the Romans invaded Britain
purposely to obtain its metals, which were then worked
extensively by the British inhabitants. I believe the
Romans either adopted Celtic names of places or things,

or translated their meaning. I find the Cornish district,

or Land's End, described by Ptolemy the geographer in

the second century as " Belerium," that is the land of

mines," bal " being Cornish for a mine. The word is also

met with in Irish. In the same manner the skin boats

used by the Cornishmen, which so much astonished the
Greek travellers, were described by the Greeks under the
name of "coracles," evidently a Celtic word from the Celtic
root "cren " or " croen," skin. So tin, 1 think, is derived
from the Irish word " teine," Welsh "tan,'' teine
probably also expressing brightness. Even in the Malay
Peninsula, in the East Indies, a word of similar sound,
"timah," still stands for " tin," and not the Greek term
for that metal "kassiteros."
Then the Cornish term " iarnn," for iron is similar to

English "iron," German "Eisen," Welsh " haiarn,"
Greek " seiderion," in which c/ is the important syllable.

The Latin word "ferrum" is probably a form of " ierrum,"
and the Sanskrit "ayas" is for iron, metal. Nearly the same
word for iron is therefore used in all the Aryan languages,
while " a:s " or "kalkos" stands for bronze or copper,
and has only a comparatively local extension. The wide
spread of the name for iron, or ei, is important, as it points
to iron being the metal made before the division of the
Aryan race, and therefore before copper or tin.

Thjre is another and I believe new argument. The
most easy process of copper-smelting, which even now
is largely used, may have been the only plan known in

prehistoric times. To use this process it was necessary
to provide iron to precipitate copper from solution. At
the present time 6000 tons of iron are sent annually to

the Rio Tinto mines in Spain from Great Britain in order
to precipitate the copper from solution.

It is possible that the discovery of the art of producing
crude iron, which would be useful for precipitating copper,
may have preceded the invention of bronze, and yet the
art of forging difficult pieces may have been a later inven-
tion than that of casting bronze celts in metal moulds.

Iron, if not steel, appears to have been made in Egypt
both in hearths and in crucibles certainly before 3124 B.C.,

but bronze was more used in Greece up to 650 B.C. than
iron.

The smith in the sagas and folklore is the important
person, not the caster or founder of bronze weapons.
Why was the smith so important .' Because he melted
the small particles of gold found in the streams into small
lumps, and with his hammer drew them out into wire and
thin plates. Gold was made in such small quantities that
it did not require large crucibles such as would be neces-
sary for bronze. As iron was made by a simple welding
or forging process, its production appears to be a more
ancient art than bronze casting, which required large

crucibles and mixing in exact proportions with tin, a
process more difficult than in the infancy of metallurgy
was likely to be invented. Then one ore of iron, ochre
was the first metallic ore collected, long before the dis-

covery of any of the metal. Ochre is found collected for

use as a paint to ornament the cave men in the Palaeo-

lithic period, and is associated with limestone and char-

coal. Accident in the fire might have thus led to the
discovery of metallic iron in very early times. Such
particles of iron placed in a certain stream in the Island
of Anglesea (an early peopled district) would precipitate

the copper in solution in that stream in a state of pure
copper ready to mix with tin to make bronze.

Another point of great interest in this question is the

position of Roman roads, proving a prior metallurgical

trade, and therefore some considerable civilisation. The
Romans erected their Roman villas and camps always near
Roman roads, and these roads appear always arranged
for military or metallurgical purposes, never for protect-

ing agriculture, or levying imposts on the Britons. There
is historical evidence that the Romans did not introduce

metallurgy into Britain.

We may observe there is a great concentration of

Roman roads at Winchester (Venta Belgarum). Roads
meet at the point of junction from Exeter with this town,
for bringing Cornish or Dartmoor tin, or lead and iron

from the Mendips, to the Hampshire coast ; iron from
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South Wales, and lead from North Wales. There were,

near Winchester, several great ports for Continental trade,

viz. Magnns Portus (Portsmouth), Trisantonis and Clau-

sentum (Southampton). Winchester is near Beaulieu.

Below Beaulieu, six miles, is Stansoar (stone) Point, from
" stannum," tin. This is nearly opposite Gurnard's Bay
(Gubernators, across the Solent two miles), where there

are remains of Roman villas. Thence to Newport and

Brading, where the great Roman discoveries have been

recently made. Among the " Islands of Britain " Ptolemy

gives one as " Vectis,'' in Celtic Wyth.
Now Vectis has been hitherto treated as if it were only

the name of an island, the Isle of Wight ; but vectis is

really the Latin term for a bolt, or security, and was

probably applied to harbours, and is a translation of
" Gwyth." A lock means also a canal lock.

If Prof. Rhys is right,' that "Ictis" and " Itius '' are

the same word, we may go further and say that the Portus

Itius, from which Csesar started from Britain, containing

his 800 ships, was merely a technical term for a vectis or

secure harbour attached to a town, such as that at the

mouth of the Liane (Boulogne). It is only a century and
a half since the natural basin of Boulogne has been
partly filled up by the sea sand, and there was an estuary

supplied by the Liane stream at the time of Csesar, not

unlike those drawn by me in shape, but without a through

passage.
In fact, not only along the English coast, where

THE NEAR ISLES OF DIODORUS SICULUS.

WIGHT Vi?L*/-/fl«) -Th'an'eT - POrAaND -AND PART 'oF CORNWALL.
'^ _PEmNSUlAS AT LOW. ISlAltDS ^-^ ""•" u/^rca

Dungeness Beach has blocked up the Roman Port

Lymne, and the points where four islands have been
joined to the mainland, as shown in the drawings. Figs.

I, 2, 3, and 4, but on the French coast great changes
have been made by the same causes. At Sangatte and
Calais, Wissant, Ambleteuse, Boulogne, St. Michael's
Mount, and in fact at many places along the coast of the

Pays Bas, the same filling up can be observed.
Caesar's port of embarkation, Portus Itius, may have

been named in the same sense as, according to Prof.

Rhys, the old Irish wrote of the English Channel, viz. as

Muir an Icht, which he renders the Sea of Icht, and
which, according to the view I suggested, would be the

sea of the passage, evidently a difterent meaning, although
from the same roots, to the name, which, with the addition

of Portus, we find in Cssar. The term Portus Itius

evidently was applied by the Roman writers to the har-

bour of Boulogne, although the city itself was called

Gessoriacum. I think this philological explanation and

the fact of the distance from Portus Itius (given by

Strabo) thirty miles to Britain, removes every difficulty in

the way of settling the position of the port from which

CsEsar started. Of course the term Portus Itius might

also apply to St. Valery-sur-Somme, where a passage has

been partly closed, as at Marazion, in the historical

period, but the distance given by Strabo is against it.

Species of mollusks are found at both places, Marazion

and St. Valery, not now living on the coast, and probably

' In a letter to A. Tylr.r, Noveratier 6, 1883.
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these estuaries or passages were only entirely open in the

Crag period.

I have said Vectis is equivalent with the Celtic word
" gwyth," a passage. Now there is a closed passage or

haven (a gwyth, or vectis, or iktis) from Sandown to

Bembridge in the Isle of Wight (Fig. i). From this

passage the whole island gets its name " Gwyth " in

Celtic, Latin " Vectis," Saxon " Wiht,'' English " Wight,"

never spelt " White," although it has white chalk cliffs.

The safety of any of the harbours called Vectis or

Iktis arose from the fact of these islands (or parts of

them) near the coast of Britain being peninsulas at low
water and islands at high water. These were, therefore,

typical natural harbours. The Greek writers, Diodorus
Siculus and others, insist particularly upon this property

of change with the tide. The remarkable tide contrasted

strongly with the different circumstances in the Mediter-
ranean. Now the prevailing winds on the south coast of

England have caused modern beaches to form, particu-

larly at all of these four passages on the south coast of

England, and many of the passages have been closed, as

we know, in the historical epoch. Their ancient form is

clearly shown in my woodcut. Now the sea is entirely

shut out by modern beaches and works.

The drawings show the changes which have occurred
in Fig. I, the Isle of Wight. Fig. 2 is the passage be-

tween the Isle of Thanet and Kent, closed in the histori-

cal period between Ritupee and Regulbium. In Fig. 3,

the Chesil Bank, has filled up the old waterway between
the Isle of Portland and the mainland. Fig. 4, passage
from St. Michael's Mount to Hayle. Gravel and stream
tin-drift, closing up the ancient passage from near St.

Michael's Mount at Marazion to Hayle.

The type of all that has happened is well seen. Fig. i,

Vectis, the Isle of Wight. Even in 1670 there was only

a groyne and a small alluvial deposit near Sandown.
Nearly all the passage to Bembridge was an estuary

;

now it is nearly all dry land.

The term "vectis" in Latin, or "iktis"' in Greek, was
no doubt applied to all the passages in these four islands.

The Cornish tin no doubt came in coracles, and by
land on horses, to Magnus Portus or to Stansoar Point

for shipment to Brading, and was shipped from these

Hampshire ports and Isle of Wight ports to the banks of

the Seine, to be carried on horseback in thirty days to

Marseilles. Thus both the Bembridge peninsula and St.

Michael's Mount were shipping places for tin, and both
were properly called Iktis and Vectis, and as usual we
find there was no error in the Greek observations.

Then as to the period when the contour lines of the

south coast began to change. The Crag period was that

in which the great estuaries round the British coast began
to be filled up. Then pebbles and sand were driven

along the coast. I believe all the four channels in the

drawing, were open in the Crag period, and gradually

closed up in the long period which intervened between
the Crag and the present time. The continuous filling

up has also occurred in the estuaries and passages on
the opposite coast of the English Channel. It is pro-

bable that Portus Itius, at Gessoriacum ? (Boulogne) ob-
tained its name in a similar manner to Vectis and Iktis

as I have already stated.

We find pure iron B.C. 3124 in Egypt. If iron was a

necessity for the production of copper, and the metal tin

was of no use without copper, we may place the inventions

of the metals in the following order: \\) iron, (2) copper,

(3) tin. A. Tylor

THE BEN NEVIS OBSERVATORY
SINCE the formal opening of the Observatory on

October 17, workmen have been engaged in fitting

up and finishing the interior, and pushing forward the

provisioning of the establishment with tinned meats.

biscuits, tea, coffee, c&c, capable of lasting for six months,
with fuel for a like period. Nothing that could be thought
of has been left undone to render the observers as com-
fortable as possible during the winter. The telegraph
cable is now in working order from the Observatory to

Fort William, so that communication is always possible
with the outer world. Mr. Omond, the superintendent,
and his two assistants took up their residence on the top
of the Ben about a fortnight ago ; and it is extremely
gratifying to learn that the building, every part of which
during erection, and for some time after being roofed

over, was soaked with water, is now thoroughly dry ; the
walls, roof, and windows have been officially inspected,

and found to be perfectly tight in every respect ; and in

corroboration of this, during the storm of Thursday, the

8th inst., none of the finer snow particles of that elevated

region entered the dwelling. As an additional protection

against the severe weather which may happen, a large

roll of tarpaulin, thirty-five feet long, was carried on the

shoulders of twelve men to the top on Monday last week,
and securely fixed over the roof of the building.

In a letter dated the 14th inst., Mr. Omond states

that the Sunday previous was one of the finest days
he ever saw ; that Monday and Tuesday were nearly

as good ; and that on the Wednesday only the distant

view was shut out by haze. Up to that date the top of the

Ben had been all but free from stormy weather ; indeed,

while tempestuous weather raged below, the wind rose

to a gale only on Thursday the 8th. A telegram was
received direct from the Observatory on Thursday last

week, which stated that the temperature for the day had
been minimum 17° and maximum 28'-', while inside the Ob-
servatory the temperature was 55', which happened to be
exactly the temperature of the Scottish Meteorological
Society's office in George Street at the time.

A meeting of the directors was held at Edinburgh on
the 15th inst.. Sir William Thomson in the chair, at

which Dr. Sanderson, the Treasurer, reported that the

subscriptions now intimated amounted to a little over

5000/., nearly three-fourths of which sum had been sub-

scribed since the middle of May last.

A scheme of work for the coming winter, consisting of

hourly observations by night as well as by day, was
agreed upon. The observations include the barometer

;

dry, wet, maximum, and minimum thermometers ; direc-

tion and force of the wind ; rain, sleet, snow, and hail

;

evaporation from snow ; species, direction, and velocity

of upper and lower cloud strata ; and sunshine, together

with thunder, lightning, halos, auroras, meteors, &c.

In addition to the regular observations, Mr. Omond is

to conduct physical inquiries into the hygrometry of this

boreal climate by an mstrument specially designed by
Prof. Chrystal ; inquiries as to the du-ection and speed of

the wind and optical phenomena by instruments specially

designed by Prof. Tait ; and inquiries as to the best

modes of conducting the observations under the special

difficulties presented by the climate of Ben Nevis.

All the hourly observations will be extended on a daily

sheet, three copies of which will be made, one for the

(Jbservatory, and two for the Scottish Meteorological

Society, one of which will be sent to the Scottish Meteoro-

logical Council, London. Forms have also been sup-

plied for monthly summaries of the observations. It has

further been arranged that a series of similar observa-

tions at 8 and 9 a.m. and 2, 6, 9, and 10 p.m. be made at

Fort William by Mr. Colin Livingstone, one of the

Scottish Meteorological Society's observers.

A Redier's continuously-recording barograph and a

Richard's continuously-recording thermograph have been
supplied to the Observatory, and also to Mr. Livingstone,

to be used as interpellation instruments. By the double

set of hourly observations thus obtained, comparisons
may be made between the atmospheric conditions on the

top of the Ben and those at sea-level, which are of such
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vital importance in the larger questions of meteorology.

It may be noted here that it was found necessary to take

the barometer, which had been for upwards of two years

exposed in the cairn to the severe weather of the Ben, to

Edinburgh to be thoroughly overhauled. It has since

been conveyed to its permanent place in the Observatory,

and is in excellent order. The full equipment of the

Observatory is delayed till next summer, when the

directors will have before them Mr. Buchan's report on

the instruments in use at the different European meteoro-

logical observatories he visited in the autumn, the work

of the Observatory during the next eight months, and the

results of Mr. Omond's investigations into different

methods of observing on Ben Nevis.

NOTES
We deeply regret to announce the death of Sir William

Siemens on Monday night, at the age of sixty years. His death

is attributed to rupture of the heart, the result of a fall which he

sustained a fortnight since. We must defer to next weel< a

detailed notice of Sir William's career and work.

If is proposed to acquire for the Cambridge Museum of

Comparative Anatomy the beautiful collection illustrating the

fauna of the Bay of Naples, which Dr. Dohrn exhibited at the

International Fisheries Exhibition. The cost will be only 80/.,

little over that of the glass jars and the alcohol in which the

animals are preserved.

Lieut. Wissmann, the African traveller, has just left Ham-

burg again on another three years' exploration in the Congo

region. He has undertaken to furnish the Royal Museum at

Berlin with all the natural history specimens which he may col-

lect during his travels, and has even been prevailed upon by

some anthropologists to take plaster casts of all the races he

may come in contact with.

The Hidow of the late Mr. John Elder, of Glasgow, has

given the munificent sum of 12,500/. to the University of

Gla-gow for the purpose of endowing a chair of naval archi-

tecture.

We regret to learn of the death of Mr. James Stewart, C.E.,

who has done so much for the exploration of the region around

Lake Nyassa. At the time of his death he was engaged in the

fomiation of a road between Lakes Nyassa and Tanganyika.

Dr. Hector, F.R.S., stated at a recent meeting of the Wel-

lington (N.Z.) Philosophical Society, that his two self-registering

barometers had shown a remarkable up and down vibration on

the revolving drum upon whiclr the record is marked on dates

correspondnig with those of the Sunda earthquake, and a severe

earthquake twenty-six hours afterwards, which was felt all along

the northern coast of Australia. This agitation was quite distinct

from those caused by ordinary atmospheric influences. He
attributed the curious tidal disturbances which occurred on the

New Zealand coast in August to those earthquakes.

In a letter from Maranhao, Brazil, the writer states that from

August 31 up to September 6, the sun, until 7 a.m., could be

looked at without the least difficulty, its light being as soft and

pale as the moon's.

At its meeting, October 27, Science states, the Philosophical

Society of Washington listened to a communication by Dr. T. N.

Gill on the ichthyological results of the voyage of the Albatross,

and to one by Prof. A. Graham Bell on fallacies concerning the

deaf. Dr. Gill described two anomalous fishes, one of which

required the institution of a new order.

Herr Jacobson, who has spent four years on the north-west

coast of America in making ethnological collections for the Berlin

Museum, has recently returned, and will sail for Europe. Dr.

Leonhard Stejneger has arrived in San Francisco, en route for

Washington. He has spent a year in Behring Island in the stady

of its fauna, and in collecting remains of the extinct Arctic

sea-cow.

At the recent meeting of the American Association, Mr. C. V.

Riley read a paper on " Some recent discoveries in reference to

Phylloxera." Every new fact, he said, in the life-history of the

insects of this genus has an exceptional interest, because of its

bearing on the destructive grape-vine Phylloxera. The genus is

most largely represented in this country by a number of gall-

making specie, on our different hickories, and the full annual

life-cycle of none of them has hitherto been traced. The galls

are produced, for the most part, in early spring ; the

winged females issue therefrom in early summer ; and thence

forth, for the remainder of the year, the whereabouts of the

insect has been a mystery. The author has for several years

endeavoured to solve this mystery, and at last the stem-mother

(the founder of the gall), the winged agamic females (issue of the

stem-mother), the eggs (of two sizes) from these winged females,

the sexed individuals from these eggs, and the single impregnated

egg from the true female, have been traced in several species.

There is some evidence, though not yet absolutely conclusive,

that this impregnated egg hatches exceptionally the same season ;

al.o, of a summer root-inhabiting life. In Phylloxera spinosa,

which forms a large roseate somewhat spinous gall on Carya

alba, and which has been most closely studied, the impregnated

egg is laid in all sorts of crevices upon the twigs and bark and in

the old galls, in which last case ihey fall to the ground. Up to

this time they have remained unhatched, and will in all proba-

bility not hatch till next spring, thu^ corresponding to the

"winter egg" of the grape Phylloxera.

The Times Calcutta Correspondent, in speaking of the possi-

bility of opening up Thibet to Indian trade by way of Darjeeling,

states that the Prime Minister of the Lama at Shigatze, said to

be a most intelligent man, sent recently to Darjeeling for a

supply of English books, photographic and other scientific

apparatus.

The piercing of the Arlberg Tunnel was unexpectedly com-

pleted on Tuesday afternoon last week. In length the new tun-

nel ranks third among the great tunnels of the world, its length

being 10,270 metres, while the Mont Cenis Tunnel is 12,323,

and the St. Gothard 14,900 metres. But w-hile the excavation

of the first lasted no less than fourteen years and a half, and

that of the second about eight, the Arlberg Tunnel will have

taken, when vaulted and ready to receive the first locomotive,

not more than four years, thanks to the experience acquired

during the construction of the first two Alpine tunnels, and to

some innovations which constitute another important step in the

art of engineering required for the construction of large tunnels.

I'he engineers of the St. Gothard Tunnel introduced dynamite

for blowing up the rock, already pierced through by the boring

machine, which useful tool was naturally not disregarded in the

construction of the new tunnel. It was also only natural that

the Ferroux percussion boring machine, first introduced at the

Mont Cenis works, should be again employed, under the super-

vision of the inventor himself, who in the meantime had con-

siderably improved his powerful boring instrument ; but this

time the Brandt turning borer, fir,t employed at the works of the

St. Gothard, was allowed to compete with the Ferroux percus-

sion borer, the former being used in boring on the tunnel's

western side, and the latter on the eastern. To- this end, severa'

streams from the heights of the snow-covered Arlberg were

gathered on the eas'.ern side into reservoirs, from which

two turbines and three water columns were directed to the

machines, which compressed the air to five atmospheres, with
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which the Ferroux borer was worked ; while on the western

side pumped water was pressed through pipes to the tension of

over a hundred atmospheres, to work the Brandt turning borer,

which cuts cylindrical blocks of rock from the mountain. The

eastern entrance to the Arlberg Tunnel—namely, St. Anton— is

1300 metres above the level of the sea, while the western

entrance is only 1215 metres, by which difference a good venti-

lation of the future railway tunnel seems secured. The vaulting

and all other necessary works will be finished at the latest on

August I, 1884.

A MEETING has been held at Chester, presided over by the

Duke of Westminster, to take steps to provide the city with a

museum, which is intended to be a centre of scientific informa-

tion for Cheshire and North Wales. North Wales was repre-

sented at the meeting by the Duchess of Westminster, Earl

Grosvenor, and Sir Robert Cunliffe, Bart. ; the Chester Natural

Science Society by its president, Prof. T. McKenny Hughes
;

and the Chester Archaeological Society by Dean Howson and

Mr. H. ToUemache, M.P. It was decided that the building

should accommodate both these societies and the School of Art.

The Duke of Westminster announced his intention of giving the

greater part of the proposed >ite, and 4000/. towards the build-

ing fund.

The Council of the New University College of South Wales,

at Cardiff, have resolved to try to raise 3000/. for mechanical

laboratories.

The inaugural meeting of the International Electrical Asso-

ciation took place in Paris on th; 15th in the large hall of the

Societe d'Encouragement. M. Cochery was voted by acclama-

tion Honorary President, and M. Berger Acting President. The
number of adhesions exceeds 1000.

The following is an illustration of what private enterprise

may effect for the benefit of science. When the Swedish ship

Monari was leaving Sweden last year for Australia the second

officer on board applied to the Zoological Museum at Upsala for

the loan of a trawl and some vessels for preserving natural liistory

objects. The results have been a collection of some I20 species

of fish, so of insects, some birds, and about 100 varieties of tlie

lower sea fauna of the Pacific, which have now arrived at

Upsala.

On November 2 the Imperial Russian Academy of Science

celebrated its hundredth year with great ceremony. Count
Tolstoy, the President and Minister of the Interior, acted as

chairman.

Mr. Gamel of Copenhagen has placed the Dijmphna at the

disposal of Lieut. Hovgaard for an Arctic expedition next year.

At the Royal Institution Prof. Dewar will give six lectures at

Clu-istmas (adapted to a juvenile auditory) on "Alchemy in

Relation to Modern Science." Before Easter, 18S4, courses of

lectures will be given by Mr. R. Stuart Poole, Professors

McKendrick, Pauer, Tyndall, and Henry Morley, Capt. Abney,
and others. The programme of the Friday evening arrangements

will be issued shortly.

A slight shock of earthquake was felt on Friday at Malaga.

A shock was also felt at Chios on the 1 6th. An earthquake

occurred on the 19th at Vallo della Lucernia in the province of

Salerno, Italy.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include an Ourang-outang {Simla sa'.yra <J ) from
Borneo, presented by Mr. William Cross ; a Grey Ichneumon
(Herpestes griseus) from India, presented by Mrs. F. R. Flindell

;

a Hobby (Falco subbuleo), captured at sea, presented by Mr. C.

Heat
;

six American Box Tortoises
( Terrapene carinata), a Stink-

pot Terrapin (Aromochelys odorala], seven Spotted Lizards (Hoi-

brookia maculata), a Long-nosed Snake {Hdaoion nasicus), two

Striped Snskts (TropiJonolus sirtalis) from North America, pre-

sented by Mr. Samuel Garman, C.M.Z.S. ; a Common Viper

(
Vipera buns), British, presented by Mr. W. H. B. Pain ; a Greater

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacalua gahrita) from Australia, a

Cerastes Viper ( Vipera ca'astes) from Egypt, deposited ; a Sykes's

Monkey (Ccrcopithecus albigularii) from East Africa, a Negro

Tamarin [Midas tirsuiiis) from Guiana, an Indian Badger

{Arctonyx collaris) from Assam, two Pere David's Deer [Ccrvus

davidianus) from Northern China, a Downy Owl (Pulsatrix tor-

qua/a) from South America, purchased ; a Sambur T)ea (Cervus

aristotdis), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Brorsen's Comet.—Of the known comets of short period,

two will arrive at perihelion in 1884, viz. D'Arrest's on January
13, and Brorsen's about September. The former has beea
sought after for several months, but hitherto, so far as we are

aware, without success, and there now seems a probability that

(as indeed was rather to have been anticipated) it will pass

unobserved at this return. The second comet was discovered by
Brorser, an amateur at Kiel, on February 26, 1S46, and ten days'

observations sufficed to show that its period of revolution was
about five and a half years : it afforded one of the most striking

instances of a close approximation to the period being deduced
from a short course of observation, Mr. Hind having inferred a
revolution of S'SI9 years from observations between February 28
and March 10 (Aslron. A'ach., No. 557), while the exact period

at the time is now known to have been 5'56S years. The comet
has been since observed at its returns in 1S57, 1S6S, 1873, and
1879, though missed in 1S51 (perhaps through some c infusion

as to the date of perihelion passage), and a^ain in 1S63. The
ephemeris for the lait appearance in 1S79 was prepared by Prof.

L. R. Schulze of Dobeln, after the calculation of planetary
perturbations since the return in 1873, the perihelion passage
being fixed to March 30'077i Greenwich M.T. The computed
positions differed considerably from those observed, as » as shown
in M. Otto Struve's comparison with his own observations
(Bulletin de VAcadi-ntie des Sciences de St. Petershourg, t. v.), and
these differences led him to remark:—" Eiiie Anderung in der
angenommenen Perihclzeit wiirde fiir sich allein wahrscheinlich
nicht geniigen." It will be found, however, at the end of April
or beginning of May. The errors may be removed by the assump-
tion of a later time of perihelion passage ; or by taking it March
30-5418 Greenwich M.T., a difference of -H 04674d. from the

computed epoch. Thus for the observation on April 30, we
find, taking the differences in the order (c - o) :—

By ephemeris -t- im. 385. ... -I-
43' '8

With corrected perihelion - om. 6s. ... -f o''2

The mean siderol motion determined by Dr. Schulze for 1879
w ould, tt ithout perturbation, bring the comet to perihelion a^^ain

about 1SS4, Sept. 14-5, at which time it would be situate in

about right ascension 154° with 14" n >rth declination, distant

from the earth r4l, consequently rising more than two hours
before the sun. The conditions are therefore likely to approach
those under which the comet was observed in 1873.
Some six months after the di-covery of this comet in 1S46

attention was directed by Mr. Hind (Astron. Nach., No. 5S2,
and in a note to the Royal Astronomical Society) to the near
approach which it must have made to the planet Jupiter in May,
1S42, a first calculation indicating that on May 20 the distance
between the two bodies was less than o'Oj of the earth's mean
distance from the;un. This point was more closely examined
by D'Arrest from improved elements in 1857 (Astron. Nach.,
No. 10S7) ; he found that the closest proximity occurred May
20^6924 Berlin M.T., when the comet was distant from the

planet only O'05ll2, and, carrying his computation backwards to

the time when the comet entered the sphere of activity of

Jupiter, he assigned approximately its elements previous to

that time. A more elaborate investigation of the circum-
stances attending this near approach has been lately made by
Dr. Harzer, in an inaugural dissertation published at Leipzig
in 1848 ; he finds for the time of perijove passage, 1842, May
27'2S49 Berlin M.T., and for the distance o'0547i ; the ele-
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mcnts prior to the great perturbalion in this year are determined,

and have been aheady transcribed in Nature ; they present a

resemblance to those of the first comet which appeared in 1798,

about which year lirorsen's comet might have been in perihelion
;

Dr. Harzer nevertheless expresses the opinion that, although

Messier's observations of the comet of 1798 might be open to

some degree of uncertainty, it is doubtful wliether they would
admit of being represented by an elliptical orbit with a short

period. He had found the revolution prior to 1842 to be 5'I70

years.

The N.A.UTICAL Almanac.—The volume of this ephemeris

for 1887 has been published during the past week, the contents

being generally the same as in previous years. The (rack of the

total solar eclipse of August 19 is given in detail for the greater

part of the course, and the maximum duration of totality is found

to be 3m. 50s., the central eclipse with the sun on the meridian

falling in longitude 102° o' E. and latitude 53° 47' N. The
Greenwich list includes four occultations of AhUbaran during

the year and one of Rfguhis. ,

The average annual .'ale of the A'aa/zVa/ .<4//«a«<7c during the

last five years has exceeded 15,500, though many maritime

nations have now their nautical ephemeris.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF
GLASGOW

'n"'HE Procccdiiti^s for 1882-83, pp. 592, 23 plates, and 3 maps,
have just been issued, and contain the following papers :

—

On insensibility arising from a deficiency of oxygen in the air,

by Dr. Wallace, president ; on technical education, by David
Sandeman and E. M. Dixon, B.Sc. ; on the deciy of building
stones, by Dr. Wallace ; on some new infusoria, by William
Milne, M.A. ; note on Lippmann's capillary electrometer, by
Dr. McKendrick ; on milk and milk pollution, by Dr. John
Dougall

; on Struther's process for pulverising diamondiferou^
ore, by Wall.-ice Fairweather, C.E. ; on the use of litmus, methyl
orange, phenacetolin, and phenolphthalein as indicators, by R.

S. Thomson ; on approximative photometric mea'Urements of
sun, moon, cloudy sky, and electric and other artificial light-,

by Sir William Thomson ; on the preservation of food by cold,

by ]. J. Coleman ; on the clauses in the Glasgow Police Bill

having reference to the prevention and mitigation of disease, by
Dr. Ebenezer Duncan ; on the ships and shipping trade of Great
Britain, by N. Dunlop ; on the iron ore industry of the north of
Spain, by J. J. Jenkins ; on the use of rosolic acid as an indi-

cator, with additional notes on phenolphthalein and methyl
orange, by R. S, Thomson ; on architecture in Glasgow, by jf.

Sellars, jun., I. A. ; on the water h-ghways of the interior of

Africa, with notes on slave hunting and the means of its sup-

pression, by James Stevenson, F. R.G.S. ; on a new seismo-

graph, by Thomas Gray, B.Sc. ; on the fertilisation of flowers,

by Rev. A. S. Wilson, M.A. ; on algin, a substance obtained
from ;ome of the commoner species of marine algas, by E. C. C.
Stanford; on chemical industries, by K. R. Tatlock ; on nitro-

glycerine, dynamite, and blasting gelatine, by George McRoberts,
manager of the Works of Nobel's Explosives Company ; on the

action of heat and the chlo. ides of phosphorus upon the water
^alts of hypophosphorus, phosphorus, and phosphoric acids, by
Dr. Otto Richter ; on a volumetric process for the estimation of

cobalt and nickel, by Dr. John Clark ; and, on the development
and generic relations of the corals of the carboniferous system of
Scotland, by James Thomson, F.G.S.
The society has at present 19 honorary, 10 corresponding, and

nearly 700 ordinary members, and is about to enter on its eighty-

fir,-t session. In addition to the ordinary meetings of the society,

held fortnightly, there are sections fcr architecture, biology,

chemistry, sanitary science and social economics, and geography
and ethnology.

RESEARCHES ON SPARK SPECIRA
The Disappearance of Short Lines

I T was shown in a former Report of this Committee (Southampton
meeting) that the spectra of metallic solutions wtre the same

as tho;e from metallic electrodes line for line, even short and
weak hnes being reproduced. The principal difference ofcerv-

' Report o£ the Comnjiltee en the Compaiifion of the Srark Specira of
the Elements w.th Spectra of Sclulions of their Compounds, drawn up by
Prof. W. N. Hartley.

able in the two spectra was a lengthening of the short lines when
spectra were taken fiom solutions, so that discontinuous lines

became long or continuous lines. A few instances of short lints

disappearing have also been noticed, but such disappearances
occur only w hen the lines are so short, mere dots, in fact, that

no solution can contain a quantity of the metal sufficient to

yield an image of them. Certain very short lines in the spec-

trum of metallic zinc are an example of this. Very short lines

in the spectrum of alumii.ium were not reproduced by solutions

of the chlorides except when the solutions were very str< ng, and
then they always appeared. It may thus be seen that the quan-
tity of metal present in the compound determines the presence
of these lines.

The Lengthening of Short Lines.—It was remarked that in

certain cases metallic electrodes showed a different spectrum
according to whether the spark was passed between dry or wet
electrodes. Thus it was pointed out that when iridium elec-

trodes are moistened with calcic chloride, discontinuous lines

which are very nunierous in this spectrum become continuous;
and on further examination into this matter it has been found
that even moistening with water has the same effect. Hence
the supposition, of which there seemed some possibility but no
proof, that a chloride of the metal was formed is found to be
untenable. The very short lines in the spectrum of zinc were
lengthened by the action of water upon the electrodes. It has
LOW been proved beyond doubt that this peculiar variation in

the spectra is caused by the cooling action of the water upon
the negative electrode, which in effect is the same as a strength-

ening of the spark, since by heating the electrodes a reverse
action is the result.

Alterations in the Spectrum of Carbon.—As already stated in

the previous Reports, graphite electrodes have been generally

employed for the production of spark spectra fr im solutions. A
portion of the work in connection with this subject included an
investigation of the effect of water and of saline solutions in

varying the spectrum of carbon. It will of c mrse be readily
understood that as carbon is capable of combining with oxygen
and nitrogen, that different spectra might be o itained by making
one or other of these gases the atmosphere suriounding the
electrodes, but it is not so easy to explain why graphite points

should give two different .'pectra in air when dry, and a third

spectrum, again different, when moist, the same spark conditions

being maintained.

Three .'Uch spectra have been photographed, but without the
aid of maps thtir peculiarities are not capable of exact descrip-

tion. The maps which were drawn were presented 10 the Royal
Society, together with a communication on this subject, three

months since, so that they are not at present available. It may
be said, however, that the difference between the two spectra

taken from dry electrodes in air consists of the omission of a
certain number of the less refrangible lines, which lines have
undoubtedly been identified with carbon.

Spectra of the NonMctallic Constituents of Salts.—A long
series of experiments has been made with the object of deter-

mining the non-mctallx elements which are capable of yielding

spark .spectra when in com ination with the metals. Fluorides,

chlorides, bromides, iodides, .sulphides, nitrates, sulphates,

selenates, phosphates, carbonate-, and cyanides yield nothing.

On the other hand, hydrochloric acid solutions nf arsenites and
antimoniates yield the spectra of arsenic and antimony. Borates

and silicates in solution yield very characteristic spectra of the

non-metallic constituents, but if the solutions be prepared from
sodium salts the lines of the metal do not appear in the case of

borates, and only the strongest sodium line 1^ = 3301) can be
observed in the sptctra of silicates, even when concentrated
solutions are u^ed.

Line Spectra
DoKON Silicon

SVave-ltnglhs Wave-lengths

3450-1 2S8fO
2497-0 2631-4
2496-2 2541-0

252S-I

2523'S
2518-5

251S5
25137
2506-3

24355
These are the first spectra of boron and silicon obtained from

metallic salts.
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In Messrs. 1 iveing and Dewar's n^.ap of the carbon spectrum
[Froc. A'oy. Soc. vol. xxxiii. p. 403), and in the list of the carbon
lines and in the map of the iron spectrum {f/iil. Irons, part i,

1883), a nomber cf lines are given which are ab>ent from the
phoK graphs of the spectrum of graphite published in the
Trntisactions of the Kcyal Lublin Society and in the Journal oj
the Clutiiical Society (\iA. xli. p. 90). Many liundrtds of spectra
taken between graphite poles have failed to show a trace of
these lines, and as the spectra have been photographed under
very various coi ditions, it is scarcely likely that the lines in

question are really carbon Ulcs. They have now been identified
in the spectrum of silicon.

Sil.i

Spark '

2881-1

2541 'O

2528-2

2523-6
2518-7
2515-8
2514-0
2506-3

(Hartley)

2S810
2541-0

,

2528-1

2523s
2518-5

2515-5
2513-7
2506-3

Strong, sharp.

Very strong, extended.

Strong, sharp.

2528-1

2523-9
2518-8

2515-8
2514-1
2506-6

2478-3
2434-S ... 2435-5

From this it appears that, in the spectrum of the arc, carbon
yields but one line in the ultra-violet, wave-length 2478-3. It is

perhaps a liitle doubtful whether the line with wave-lengih
2434-8 is due to silicon or not.

The Spectrum of Beryllium.—The researches made for the
purpose of this report have been useful in furnishing evidence
leading to a determination of the probable position of beryllium
among the elements. It has been proved that the spectra of
metallic solutions are identical with those of the metals them-
selves, and it is therefore obvious that characteristic spectra
may be obtained from concentrated solutions of nitrates or
chlorides when metallic electrodes are not procurable.

It was resolved to photograph the spectrum of beryllium, a<
obtained from its chloride, in order to observe the cliaracter of
its lines and the manner of their grouping, 'ihe following were
the lines observed :

—

Wave-!ength

3320-I

3129-9
2649-4
2493-2

24777
The fir.^t two numbers differ slightly from those given in the

Journal of the Chemical Society (Jnne, 1883), but they are be-
lieved to be the more accurate. The previous measurements
of the lines of berylhum were two given by Thalen ( Watts's
" Index of Spectra "), with wave-lengths 4487 and 4575, and two
lines very close togethrr given in Cornn's " Map of the Solar
S|iectrum," wave lengths 3130 and 3130-4. It will be observed
that in the spark spectrum only one line corresponding to the
first of thes; is observed, viz. 3129-9. There is probably a dif-

ference in this case between the arc and the spark spectra, be-
cause there i^ no difficulty in distinguishing between two lines
differing by 0-4 of a tenth-metie, and under various conditions
two lines have never been observed at this point in the spark
spectrum. On the other hand, such differences are by no means
unusual.

Regarding the views held by Emerson Reynolds, Nilson and
Pettersson, and Brauner on the subject of beryllium, however
wanting in harmony they may be in detail, they at least agree
in assigning a value not greater than 13-8 and not less than
9-210 its atomic weight. The former number implies that the
metal is a triad, the latter that it is a dyad. In the former case
it must belong either to the series of elements of which alu-
minium, gallium, and indium are members, or to a sub group of
rare earth-metals, to which yttrium and scandium belong. In
attempting to accommodate the element with a position in either
series we are met by a serious difficulty, namely, that not only
is the atomic weight out of keeping with the periodic law (a

point which cannot be ditcusfed here), but its speci rum is alto-
gether different from the spectra typical of either cla-s.

There is a periodic variation in the spectra of the elements as
weU as in their atomic weights and chemical properties, and we

' Proc. Roy. Soc. 2 Phil. Trans.

cannot put the periodic law out of mind in considering the posi-

tion of beryllium.

Now the spectra typical of the triad group, of which aluminium
and indium are the first and third terms, consist of three ptirs
of lines harmonically related, the intervals between the indi-

viduals of each pair increasing with increased refrangibility of
the rays in each spectrum, while the intervals between the indi-

viduals in each pair in different spectra increase with the increase
of atomic weight. The interval between each pair of lines

contains an isolated lay. As the atomic weight of beryllium is

less than that of aluminium, it should have a spectrum in which
the same grouping appeai-s, but the intervals between the pairs

of lines should be shorter, and the individuals of each pair should
be closer together.

The lines of beryllium are not characteristically grouped like

those of aluminium and indium ; it cannot therefore belong to

this series of elements. If » e attempt to classify beryllium in

a marmer which accords with Nilson and Pettersson's views
(Proc. Ko\'. Soc, 18S0, vol. xxxi. p. 37), the elements scandium
and yttrium, with atomic weights 44 and 89 respectively, must
yield spectra typical of the series, aiid the similarity between the

spectra of the two metals, beryllium and scandium, must be
exceedingly close. Now Thalen's spectra of scandium and
yttrium, though both totally unlike the spectra of any other
element, have many characters in common (A'oiigl. Svenska
Ahademicus HaniHingar^ vol. xii. p. 4, and Com/tes Ktndiis,

vol. xci. p. 45) ; both spectra contain highly characteristic groups
of lines in the oiange and )ellow-, the lines or bands degrading
towards the red, and the number of lines which have been
measured are no fener than 103 and 90 respectively.

From these two spectra that of beryllium is entirely different,

as well in the character and grouping as in the number of the

lines. Of the remaining rare earth-metals at present known,
cerium is a tetrad, didymiura is a pentad, and lanthanum a triad ;

their spectra are quiie oissimilar from that of beryllium. In
consideration of these facts it is impossible to classify the

spectrum of beryllium along with the spectra of the rare earth-

metals of the triad group.

Let us now consider thequestijii of the dyad groups. On the
assumption that beryllium ha> an atomic w eight of 9-2, there is no
difficulty in placing it at the head of the second series, in which po-
sition it stands in the same relation to the sub-groups Mg, Zn, Cd,
and Ca, Sr, Ba, that Li occupies with regard to Na, K, Rb, Cs,

and Cu, A"-, Hg. Its pcsition willal-o be similar to that of B and
of C in their relation to the triad and tetrad metals. The spectra

belonging to Mg, Zn, Cd, have a very definite constitution ; they

con.sist of (i) a single line, (2) a 1 air of lines, (3) three to four

groups of tri])lets, (4) a quadruple group, and (5) a quintuple

group of lines. The intervals bemeeii the individual lines in

I heir different groupings increase with the increase in the atomic
weights of the elements. In fact these spectra present a con-

siderable addition to the body of evidence in support of the

view that elements whose atomic weights differ by an approxi-

mately constant ([uantity, and whose chemical character is

similar, are truly horao'ogous bodies, or, in other words, are the

same kind of matter in different states of condensation [Journal
of the Chemical Society, September, 1883, p. 390, Trans.).

Their particles are vibrating in the same manner, but with

different velocities. In the spectra of the metals Ca, Sr, Ba,

successive pair's of lines ai-e a strong feature, in addition to which
there are some other groups in the spectrum of barium. The
individuals of each pair are separated by smaller intervals the more
refrangible the lines, and by lai-ger intervals the higher the atomic
weights. It cannot be ^aid that the spectrum of beryllium is

precisely similar in constitution to either of these groups of

elements.

I'liere is some slight resemblance in character to the spectrum
typical of the calcium group, beryllium having two pairs of lines,

the individuals of the first or less refrangible pair being separated

by a greater interval than tho^e of the second pair. It is a spec-

trum analogous to that of lithium, hence it was concluded that

beryllium is the first member of a dyad series of elements to

w hich probably calcium, strontium, and barium are more strictly

homologous than magnesium, &c. It is to be understood that

this is a conclusion drawn from one point of view only, and is

open to correction or modification \\hen fresh facts shall have
been discovered, but so far the classification of beryllium among
the dyads is confirmed and maintained by its po.sition being in

harmony with these spectrum observations. The metal is shown
to be quite < ut of pUite among the triad elements.
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SPLENIC FEVER IN THE ARGENTINE
REPUBLIC^

*!"HE author stated that he did not think any one who had
worked much on the subject of splenic fever could doubt

that the bacilli which caused that disease were capable of

considerable variation in their effects on animals and man.
Whether this disease, which is without doubt the one which has

been most thoroughly investigated of all zymotic affections, gave

any support to the views of Dr. Carpenter was another matter,

but there could be no doubt that the Bacillrts anthracis can be

so modified by artificial means that the disease which it pro-

duces when introduced into animals, such as sheep and cattle,

varies considerably as to duration, amount of fever produced, as

well as to its mortality.

That, on the other hand, this bacillus has at least a very strong

tendency to retain the characters which it nt present presents in

Europe is shown by the fact that in the Arg;entine Republic,—into

which the affection was introduced at least thirty years ago,

and where the conditions ai-e very different from those which
exist in Europe,—we find that the minute organism retains its

characteristic form and the properties with which we are so well

acquainted in liurope, and that the disease which it produces is

practically identical with the European disease. That it should

vary in some particulars is perhaps only to be expected, but Dr.

Roy preferred leaving that point to be treated of elsewhere and
occu]3ying the time at his disposal with an account of the obser-

vations which he had made as to the means of protecting from
the disease by means of inoculation.

Some six months ago he had been requested by a City com-
pany who possess a large tract of land in the Argentine Re-
public, to pay a visit to their property in order to investigate a
disease which was causing much mortality among-t the cattle,

sheep, and horses, and which was affecting the employes as well

to a very serious extent. This disease, he found on arriving

at the River Plate, was splenic fever, of which the absence of

efficient veterinary surgeons and the general apathy of the

owners of stock had prevented the recognition. Having spent

some time in studying the characters of the disease, he pro-

ceeded to make observations on the be-t means of protecting

the stock by means of inoculation, which work was much facili-

tated by the liberality of the company (the " Las Cabezas

Estancia Company") who gave him "carte blanche" as to

the number of animals which he might employ for his experi-

ments. Having previously found, in a small series of observa-

tions made in this country in conjunction with Dr. E. Klein, that

splenic fever virus from white mice was of the proper strength

to protect sheep from the disease, he proceeded in the same
lines, employing such animals as were available to produce the

inoculating fluid. After a number of animals had been tried, he

found that the blood of Biicachas (prairie dog) which had died

of the disease gave satisfactory reults when used to inoculate

cattle and horses. It was, however, a little two powerful, as

I or 2 per cent, of the cattle so inoculated died. The pecuniary

loss entailed by this was, however, more than counterbalanced

by the arrest of the mortality from the natural affection. With
regard to sheep, greater diiSculties were encountered, and no
animals were found giving a virus sufficiently mitigated to cause

only a slight form of the disease with subsequent protection.

Unfortunately it was imp )s4ble to repeat on a large scile the

successful experiments which Dr. Roy and Dr. Klein had made
with virus from white mice, these animals not being obtainable.

Virus from field-mice and rats did not prove satisfactory.

Under these circumstances the speaker then proceeded to

investigate the results obtained by artificial mitigation of the

bacilli in the laboratory. He first employed the method of

Toussaint, which consists in warming the fluid containing the

pathogenic organisms to a temperature of 55' C. for a period

varying from a half hour to one hour and a half. It was found

possible by this means to diminish the strength of the virus so

that it took longer to kill, and by graduating the duration of the

heating it is not difficult to obtain a virus which will only kill a

small percentage of the animals inoculated. Bat unfortunately,

in weakening the virulence of the organised poison, this process

weakens aUo its power of protecting from a second attack, and

it w'as easy to kill the animals so inoculated by subsequently in-

troducmg into their system strong virus which had not been sub-

jected to heat. This method having failed. Dr. Roy proceeded

to Buenos Ayres, where, in the laboratory of the " Collegia

* Abstract of a paper read at tfie British Association by Dr. C. S. Roy.

Nacional," which was kindly placed at his disposal, he manipu-

lated the virus by the method of Pasteur, w^hich consists in culti-

vating the virus in sterilised chicken broth at a temperature

of 42'—43° C. At this temperature the bacilli grow much les

readdy than at one more nearly approaching blood heat. The
bacilli so cultivated diminish in vnulence day by day, and after

being cultivated for six or eight days no longer caused the death

of full-grown sheep, although they still killed lambs and prairie

dogs.

Careful experiments with inoculating fluid prepared in this

manner showed that with it a slight fever could be induced

which suffices to protect, at least for some time, from a second

attack of the disease. The same objection, however, which

characterises the inoculating fluid prepared by Toussaint's method
exists, though to a less extent, with regard to Pasteur's fluid ;

in the case of the latter as well as the first named, the protecting

power is seriously diminished at the same time that the virulence

of the bacilli (as mdicated by the mortality) is lessened. With
care it is possible, however, to prepare a liquid which, while its

virulence has been brought sufficiently below the lethal limit to

insure that none of the inoculated animals succumb to the inocu-

lation, still retains enough protsicting power to enable the sheep

to resist the effects of strong virus employed some ten to fifteen

days after the first inoculation. Dr. Roy was, therefore, able to

confirm the assertions of M. Pasteur regarding the attributes of

his inoculating fluid in so far that it is possible effectually to pro-

tect sheep from anthrax by its use. titill, it was impossible to

overlook the fact that its employment necessitated very careful

graduation of the strength of the mitigated virus to the resisting

power of the animals inoculated. The speaker did not think

that the method was one which w as likely to be adopted univer-

sally, and he rather looked forward to the general acceptation of

some inoculating fluid which had been mitigated by cultivation

in the bodies of some animal distinct in species from that which

it was desu-ed to protect. In the case of cattle the virus taken

from BUcachas seemed to protect in all cases, whether the illness

produced by the inoculation was mild or severe. It w as to be

hoped that more extended inquiries would confirm the favour-

able results obtained by employing the virus from white mice

to protect sheep. The speaker stated that he proposed com-

municating the results of his observations on this subject to the

Royal Society at an early date.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FACILITATING THE USE
OF A DELICA TE BALANCE

TN some experiments with which I have lately been occupied,
•^ a coil of insulated wire, traversed by an electric current, was

suspended in the balance, and it was a matter of necessity to be

able quickly to check the oscillations of the beam, so as to

bring the coil into a standard position corresponding to the zero

of the pointer. A very simple addition to the apparatus allowed

this to be done. The current from a Leclanche cell is led into

an auxiliary coil of wire coaxial with the oiher, and is controlled

by a key. When the contact is made, a vertical force acts upon

the suspended coil, but ceases as soon as the contact is broken.

After a little practice, the beam may be brought to rest at zero

at the first or second application of the retarding force.

This control over the oscillations has been found so conve-

nient that I have applied a similar contrivance in the case of

ordinary weighings, and my object in the pre-ent note is to induce

chemists and others experienced in such operation ^ to give it a

trial. Two magnets of steel wire, three or four inches long, are

attached vertically to the scale pans, and underneath one of

them is fixed a coil of insulated wire of perhaps fifty or one

hundred turns, and of four or five inches in diameter. The best

place for the coil is immediately underneath the bottom of the

balance case. It is then pretty near the lower pole of the mag-

net, and is yet out of the way. The circuit is completed through

a Leclanche cell and a common spring contact key, placed in any

convenient position. The only precaution required is not to

bring other magnets into the neighbourhood of the balance, or,

at any rate, not to move them during a set of weighings.

The other point as to which I wish to make a suggestion re-

lates to the time of vibration of the beam. I think that with the

view of obtaining a high degree of sensitiveness the vibrations

are often made too slow. Now the limit of accuracy depends

more upon the smallness of the force which can be relied upon

• Paper read at the British Association by Lord Rayleiah, F.R.S.
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to displace the beam in a definite manner, than upon the magni-
tude of the displacement so p-oduced. As in other instruments

whose operation depends upon similar principles, e.g. galvano-

meters, it is useless to endeavour to increase the sensitiveness by
too near an approach to instability, becau-e the effect of casual

disturbances is augmented in the same proportion as that of the

forces to be estimated. If the time of vibration be halved, the

displacement due to a small excess of weight is indeed reduced

in the ratio of four to one, but it is not necessarily rendered

any more uncertain. The mere diminution in the amount of

displacement may be compensated by lengthening the pointer,

or by optical magnification of its motions. By the method of

mirror reading such magnification may be pushed to almost any
extent, but I am dealing at present only with arrangements
adapted for ordinary use.

In the balance (by Oertling) that I am now using, the scale

divisions are finer than usual, and the motion of the pointer is

magnified four or five times without the slightest inconvenience
by a lens fixed in the proper position. The pointer being in the

same plane as the scale divisions, there is no .sensible parallax.

In this way the advantage of qnick vibrations is comb'ned with

easy visibility of the motion due to the smallest weights appreci-

able by the balance.

To illuminate the scale, the image of a small and distant gas
flame is thrown upon it by means of a large plate-glass lens.

This artificial illuminatio'i is found to be very convenient, as the

instrument stands at some distance from a window, but it is not
at all called for in consequence of the use of the magnifying
lens.

ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERIPATUS'^
A MONG the acquisitions I made during my journey to the^ West India Island of Trinidad, a rich collection of Peri-

patus stands in the first rank. This has put me in a position to

correct many mistakes, and to contribute a good deal to the

knowledge of the histological anatomy of this interesting animal
form, as well as especially to follow the process of development
from beginning to end. Postponing for the present the anatomy
of the adult animal, inasmuch as we have on this subject a good
many studies, some of which are very good (for instance, that of

Gaffron in Zool. Beitriige, edited by Dr. A. Schneider), I shall

confine myself to a preliminary notice of the earliest stnges of

the development of Peripatus, although my investiijations have
not as yet been brought to a conclusion, nor have I been able to

devote any attention to the development of the organs. I do
this chiefly because the treatise published by Moseley and Sedg-
wick from the posthumous notes of Balfour contains some re-

presentations of embryos and cro:s-sections of the same, upon
whose accuracy in details I, with my rich and well preserved col-

lection of specimens, and observations on fresh objects, must
cast some doubt, and the interpretation of which does not bear
investigation. And yet these already serve as evidence for some
theoretical explanations of embryonic processes in other groups
of animals, which it would be well to avoid in such a case.

I collected in Trinidad over a hundred specimens of Peripatus
Ehaardsii, and a small number of a new species which is dis-

tinguished by its size from all those hitherto known, and which
may briefly be thus characterised : The females, which are con-
siderably larger than the males, attain a length of 15 cm. and a

diameter of 8 mm.; the males gro.v to a size of about 10 cm. Their
colour is a plain reddish bro\\n above, darkening a little towards
the middle line of the back, and growing pale a little towards
the sides. The head, or, more correctly, the fnehead, as well

as the antenna;, is black, and marked off on the dorsal side by
a light yellow necklace, which is often slightly interrupted in the

middle, from the rest of the body. The under side is of a dark
flesh colour. This species is especially characterised by possessing

forty-one to forty-two pairs of feet, which is the highest recorded
number, and a number which differs greatly from that of all

other species. I call this new species Peripatus lorqiiatiis.

The ovaries are two small, elongated bidics, which are gene-
rally united along their whole length, and so appear as a narrow,
spindle-shaped body, which is connected by one or often by two
delicate muscular threads to the body wall. The ovaries are

prolonged into the two horns of the uterus, which, each forming
a bow with several curves, unite immediately before reaching
the genital pore to form a very short vagina. At the point where

' Trp.nsl.ited from a nolice, by Dr. J. von Kennel of Wurzburg, in the
I ogischcr Anzelgcrlix OaohnZ, 1883. ,lUi.

the ovaries pass ever into the uterus is situated a small, nipple-

shaped gland and a spherical reeeptaculum seminis, the orifice

of v\hich every egg has to pass before it can enter the uterus.

Now as a large number of embryos, from the "just furrowed "

egg to the matured young, are always found in the uterus, it is

very probable that each female Peripatus is only fertilised once.

The eggs of Peripatus contain no yolk, and seeing that in

spile of this an animal of half the length that it attains when adult

develops itself in the uterus out of a small egg whose diameter
is about c'04 mm., there mu-t be some quite peculiar means
for its nutrition, and this is the case to the most astonishing

extent and in the most surprising manner.
As soon as the fertilised egg enters the thin portion of the

uterus, a smill enlargement takes place in its lumen, which is

very narrow and is surrounded with very deep cylinder epithelia.

Simultaneously with this the epithelium cells mass themselves a

little together ; the furrowed egg settles upon the epithelium,

and immediately the lumen widens a good deal by the epithelial

cells of the uteru; becoming very depres.sed at that spot ; so

flattened do they become that they form a very thin pavement-
epithelium, whereas before and behind the "breeding-nidus"
(Bnithele) an embankment is formed by the thickening of the

connective tissue of the uterine walls, so as nearly to fill up
the u'erine canal.

In this stage we find a hemispherical mass of homologous
cells attached by a broad basis to the extraordinarily thin

lining of the uterine cavity, a lining which has been formed out

of the two cells that originally .surrounded the egg. Presently a

small depression develops in this hemispherical mass, and now
the embryo forms something like the half of a hollow sphere,

still consisting of but a few cells. Through the multiplication

of these the hemisphere and the cavity in it become a little

larger, and now a difference is perceptible between the cells of

the embryo which are situated immediately upon the uterine

epithelium and the rest. The former, which I shall for brevity's

sake here call basal cells, have a long, narrow, and very com-
pact nucleus, whereas the others have a large, circular, granular

nucleus. The basal cells multiply, and in doing so close the

opening of the hemisphere, and form a layer which, lying between
the embryo and the uterine epithelium, fastens the former to the

latter. In the meantime the cells of the hemispherical mass have
also multiplied to such a degree that the side looking towards

the lumen of the uterus appears thickened by the cells mutually

displacing each other.

In this st.nge the » hole condition of the embryo'resembles that

of a flattened hollow sphere whose free wall has been thickened ;

thelonger diameter is 009 mm., and the lesser O'oymm. The basal

cells of the embryo now spread themselves out a little, a few
isolated ones come out from under the embryo, and thus enlarge

the basis of attachment—they form an embryonic placenta. From
them is also developed a very delicate membrane, which becomes
closely applied to the uterine epithelium, and envelops the

embryo— it may be shortly designated as amnion.
In the meanwhile changes are also going on in the uterus ;

the epithelium of the "breeding-nidus" has become a little

thicker, the nuclei have increased in number, and a number of

small dark brown pigment granules have developed and col-

lected in the protoplasm of the flat cells, which for a long time

mark off sharply the uterine epithelium from the embryonic
portions.

The basal cells now multiply to a remarkable extent, partly so

as to increase the size of the phcenta, and partly in a direction

perpendicular to it, forming a solid stalk upon which the embryo
is pushed out free int) the lumen of the "breeding-nidus." The
whole now forms a pyriform mass ; the little head of the pear,

the actual embryo, is, however, now no longer hollow ; cells

have been thrust in from the side furthest away from the staH;,

which have filled up the whole "furrow cavity "
; a sharp limit,

however, is visible between them and the ectoderm at every

]ioint except the place w-here they have been invaginated ;

this point, which is comparable to the bla-topore of other

emViryos, persists for a long time as the spot where material for

the inner germinal Layers is being continually provided by in-

vagination, and is still demonstrable in embryos in which the

form of Peripatus has long since been recognisable.

As soon as the "furrow cavity" has been filled up in the

manner that has been described, a new cavity develops by
fission in the central mass of cells. This is the definite visceral

cavity. It develops by the embryo becoming composed of two
layers (ectoderm and entoderm) in the half that is nearest to the
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stalk, whereas a thick prominence in uhlcli no differentiation

can be made out, lies on the side furthest from the stall<. One
must, however, regard its innermost cell layer as belonging to

the entoderm, which also is continued into it.

While these changes have been taking place in the embryo,

the "breeding-nidus" has increased considerably in size, the

uterine epithelium has become thicker, and consists of a finely

granular mass of protoplasm in which large round nuclei are

found, and often lie in several layers one on top of another ;

cell boundaries are no longer recognisable, and the pigment
granules, which are disappearing, still form a narrow border

towards the lumen of the uterus. Before and behind the breed-

ing-nidus is almost aUogether clo-ed by great thickenings of

the uterine walls. In the region of the breeding-nidus, however,

there is a fissure in the connective tissue wall of the uterus which is

probably a blood space.

The next stage in the development of the embryo may be

shortly characterised as the mushroom form ; the embryo
becomes more clearly marked off from its stalk, and expands in

all directions, but most of all in the direction of the longitudinal

axis of the uterus, and now for the first time a bilateral symmetry
can with certainty be made out ; the v\hole embryo resembles a
mushroom with a thick stalk ; the pileus is oval, as seen from
above, and is a little broader at one end than at the other, and
on the surface, towards the narrower end, is to be seen a shallow
depression, which is limited towards the broader end by a slight

prominence. This depression corresponds to the spot where the

meso- and entoderms have been invaginated. There is as yet

no opening to connect the visceral cavity w^ith the outer world.

The broader end of the embryo is the head end, the stalk side

the back, the surface that projects into the lumen of the uterus

the future ventral surface. In this stage a multiple layer of

cells has already freed itself from the ectoderm, in front of the

place where the invagination took place, and it lies, passing over
behind into the undifferentiated cell-mas~, betv\ een the ecto- and
entoderm, but is marked off from both of them by a distinct

boundary.
Now while the embryo increases in length, more and more

cells press in from the ectoderm at the spot that has been indi-

cated, and specialise themselves towards the front into a real

mesoderm, which, however, at first, and for a long time after-

wards, occupies only the ventral aspect and also the lateral

regions between ectoderm and entoderm, where it of coune
multiplies independently.

In the meanwhile the thickening of the uterine epithelium has

gone on ; it now forms a ring, which surrounds three-quarters of

the circumference of .he breeding-nidus, and which as a broad
zone divides the breeding-nidus into two halves, where, by the

way, the epithelium has been thickened to a considerable though
a less degree ; the pigment granules have now disappeared, the

placenta has become very large, and the amnion, which has

attained a high degree of development, and which consists of

numerous large cells with large nuclei, lies closely applied to the

uterine epithelium.

It is only when the embryo has still further increased in

length, the part posterior to the stalk increasing veiy quickly in

size, that the anus and mouth are formed, but not from a

common opening, the blastopore of Balfour. The anus de-

velops as a small fissure in the median line upon the prominence
in front of the spot where the invagination has taken place ; but

the mouth develops far further forwards as an invagination of

the ectoderm, consisting of only very few cells. Tliis invagina-

tion has an inclination obliquely from behind forwards as it pro-

ceeds, and reaches the iiitestine, dividing its epithelium at the

point of junction. This mouth invagination has as yet no lumen
;

this makes its appearance later, when the embryo already shows
its segmentation plainly.

The first trace of this segmentation is the appearance of a
cavity on each side in the oldest portions of the mesoderm, i.e.

in the anterior extremity of the embryo, w hich splits the meso-
derm plates into an inner membrane adjoining the intestine, and
an outer one adjoining the ectoderm. These, however, are still

connected to each other dorsally and ventrally. Soon afterwards
a second pair of similar cavities develops behind, and so on from
before backwards. These cavities that appear in segments, and
which in their appearance closely resemble the original seg-

mental formation of a vertebrate animal, are the first rudiments
of the body cavity. The different structures that develop out of

its walls cannot be made out till later. With the exception of

the further growth of the posterior end of the embryo, which

soon curves itself, rolls itself up spirally, and finally forms mani-
fold loops, and of the progress of the segmentatiin, and of the

corresponding formation of cavities in the mesoderm, no changes

take place in the interior of the embryo. Embryos of P.
Ediuardsii oi I-I'5 mm. length always present the same appear-

ance on cross-section : an ectoderm slightly thickened on the

ventral aspect, an extraordinarily thin entoderm, and between

them on each side a pocket of mesoderm, who^e w alls touch

each other in the ventral median line, and which in well-pre-

served embryos always are closely applied to the ectoderm, as

well as to the entoderm, but which always present a sharply-

defined boundary line. The anus is still nothing more than a

narrow longitudinal fissure ; the mouth has at last opened.

Behind the anus is situated the depression, with the place where
invagin.ition has taken place.

Externally, on the other hand, a distinct segmentation of the

body has taken place corresponding to the cavities in the meso-

derm ; the anterior segment (head tegment) exceeds all the

others in size ; it consists of two symmetrical, spherical halves, to

which the other segments are connected posteriorly ; the ventral

aspect of the head segment contains the mouth opening. I

remark here that the mouth and anal opening that have been

mentioned must be regarded as primary in Peripatus ; the latter

closes at a later stage to make room for a later-developing struc-

ture, and the former is thrust in further by a new invagination of

the ectoderm, and becomes converted into the oesophageal

opening of the intestine. (These two observations require to be

checked, and I shall have to do so by examining other embryos.)

Each segment carries on each side a prominence which is the

rudiment of the limbs that are developed later. The first pair

of limbs is surrounded by a number of secondary papillae, and is

draw n into a wide mouth cavity to be utilised as a jaw ; the

second pair gives the papilke on whose apices the large slime

glands afterwards have their orifices. The tentacles are simply

dorsal comtinualions or prolongations of both head cavities. Now
at last, after the embryo has attained its full complement of seg-

ments, the first appearance of the nervous system can be made
out as a paired ventral thickening of the ectoderm, which,

soon separating itself from the ectoderm, extends in two

separate threads from one enri of the body to the other,

only united by the brain, which has been developed in

a similar manner in the head. The embryo itself, until it

develops a definite gullet, is intimately coimected by it- ecto-

derm, by means of the placenta with the maternal organism,

and receives its nutriment through its dorsal stalk, which can be

quite properly characterised as a navel-string, and which belongs

to the first body segment. As soon, however, a - it can swallow

by help of its gullet, this connection is loosened, nnd the embryo

now eats the food that is provided by the extrmrdinarily thick-

ened uterine epithelium, which is rich in protoplasmic materials.

At any rate, from that time forward coagulated protoplasm is

always to be found in the intestine of the embryo, which was

previously always empty.

This is, in a few words, an abstract of the most important

results of my investigations up to date, which have been made

upon something like a hundred young embryos. I here abstain

for the sake of brevity from all di-cussion, but must, however,

call attention to the fact how little Balfour's illustrations and

the descriptions of the editors a^iree with the facts as they are

here given. I hope it will not be long before I shall he able

to lay before my fellow-workers my iuve ligations, «hich I hope

soon to complete, of these interestini; and exceedingly anomalous

phenomena of embryonic development, accompanied by numerous

illustrations.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—By a mistake last week the stiiiend of the

Professorship of Botany was given as 500/. instead of 700/.

with a residence rent free. An election will take place in

the course of Hilary term. The duty of the professor is to

lecture and give instruction in botany. He will also have

charge and supervision of the Botanical Garden and of the

botanical collections belonging to the University; and it

will be part of his duty to make such gardens and collec-

tions accessible to and available fir the ins riiciion of students

attending his lectures. Candidites are requested to send to the
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Registrar of the University their application, and also any docu-

ments which they may wish to submit to the electors, on or

before Saturday, January 26, 18S4.

The Professorship of Rural Economy—now separated from

that of Botany—will be filled up in December. Candi-

dates are requested to send to the Registrar of the Uni-

versity their applications, and any documents they may wish

to submit to the electors, on or before Monday, December 10,

1883. According to the regulations sanctioned by the Court of

Chancery, the Sibthorpian Professor of Rural Economy shall

lecture and Jive instruction on the scientific principles of agri-

culture and forestry. He shall be entitled to the emolument of

200/. derived from the benefaction of Dr. John .Sibthorp, Doctor

of Medicine, and assigned to the professorship. The professor

holds his ofi'ice for a period of three years from election, and no
longer. He may be re-elected for a second period of three years,

and no longer ; but no professor shall hold the professorship for

more than six years consecutively. The professor will have the

use of the garden appropriated for making experiments on the

subjects of his professorship. The professor shall give not less

than twelve lectures in the course of the academical year, in full

term, and not more than two in any one week.

Cambridge.—The following are the speeches made to the

.Senate of the University by the Public Orator (Mr. J. E.

Sandys) in presenting Professors Foster and Macalister for the

complete degree of M.A. honoris causd, on November 8 :

—

" Dignissimedomine, domine procancellarie et tota Academia :

In hoc ipso loco, duodecim abhinc annos, unum e Collegii

maximi Praelectoribus auspiciis optimis titulo vestro honorifico

exornastis. Hodie eundem, tot annorum usu et experientia

spectatum probatumque, et Academia:: totius Profes^oribus merito
adscriptum, senatus nostri in ordinem honoris causa adsciscimus.

Quantum interim, hujus praasertim laboribus, inter alumnos
nostros creverit vigueritque physiologiaa studium, vosmet ipsi

omnes animo grato recordamini. Ut animantiuni in corporibus

ex ipso corde, velut e fonte quodam, salutares illi sanguinis rivi

per membra omnia fluunt refluuntque ; non ali'er corporis

Acadeoiici in partes quam plurimas ex hoc fonte scienti?e fluniina

effluxisse atque inde rursus redundasse dixerim. Tali e fonte

quot alumnis vires nova; reddita; sunt ; quotiens ex alumnis
rivuli fontem ip~um denuo auxerunt ! E discipulis vero tarn

multis cum magistro tanto feliciter consociatis, plurimos adhuc
superesse, nonnuUos etiam adesse hodie gaudemus ; unum ilium

non sine lacrimis desideramus qui nascentis vitae primordiis

hujus auxilio sagacissime investigatis, nuper inter Alpium cul-

mina, in ipso ajtatis flore, morie immatura e nobis est abreptus.

Talium filiorum progenies Matri AlmK indies nova succrescat:

magistrorum talium accesionibus et Professorem et Senatorum
ordo identidem nobis augeatur !

"Vobis prresento Collegii sacrosanctce Trinitatis socium,
Physiologia; Professorem illustrem, Michaelem Foster."

"In Professoribus rlovis vestro omnium nomine salutandis, fate

quodam iniquo succe-soris laudes decessoris desideria nonnunquam
aliquatenus imminui videntur. Hodie ver 1 ornat adhuc Profes-

sorum ordinem eloquenti^simus ille Anatomias Professor quern diu

sumus admirati. Integro igitur sinceroque gaudio Professorem
ilium salvere jubemus, quern Caledonia Hibernia; quondam
donavit, Hibernia Britanni£e nuper reddidit. Salutamus virum
qui corporis humani scientiam interiorem, antiquissimum illud

atque regium (uti nuper audivimus) scribendi argumentum, quasi

propriam jirovinciam penitus exploravit ; qui ne his quidem
finihus contentus, sed etiam in alias rerum natura: regiones

egressus, non modo de zoologia et de comparativa qua; dicitur

anatomia egregie meritus est, sed geologic quoque operam
singularem impeudit, petrographise pra:sertim recentiores, pro-
gressus cuviositate minuta perscrutatus. Idem et litterarum

amore et linguarum peritia insignis, inter rerum antiquarum
monumenta ne hieroglyphica neglexit, neque historiam ecclesias-

ticam intactam reliquit. Ergo non uui tantum Collegio sed

toti Academice gratum est, virum tot tantisque animi dotibus
instructum, societati illi tam cito esse adscriptum, cui medicinse

studia commendavit olim vir et de litteris antiquis et de scientiis

recentioribus pra;clare meritus, Thomas Linacre.
" Vobis prajsento Collegii Divi Johannis socium, Anatomise

Professorem insignem, Alexandrum Macalister."

The allusions to the growth of the physiological school, to

the loss of Prof. F. M. Balfour, to Prof. Macalister's inaugural
lecture with its happy antiquarian illustrations, and his speedy

enrolment as a Fellow of St. John's, were heartily taken up by
the members of the Senate and the undergraduates present.

The Special Board for Medicine publish for the guidance 01

students proceeding to medical and surgical degrees the following
schedule defining the range of the examination in elementary
biology under the regulations which come into effect on the first

day of January, 1S84 (Grace, November 15, 1883). The exam-
ination in elementary biclogy will have reference to (i) the

fundamental facts and laws of the morphology, histology,

physiology, and life-history of plants as illustrated by the following

types : ^acc/taromyces, Protococciis, Miicor, Sfirogyra, Chara or

Nitclla, a fern, Pinits, and an angiospermous flowering plant ;

(2) the fundamental facts and laws of animal morphology, as

illustrated by the following types : Amaba, Paramacium or

Vorticdla, Hydra, Liimbrictis, Astacus, Anodon, Ainphioxus,
Sryllium, Raiia, Lfpus. Under the head of vegetable physio-

logy the student will not be expected to deal with special

questions relating to the more highly difl^erentiated flowering

plants. He will be expected to show a practical knowledge of

the general structure of each of the animal types above specified,

and an elementary know ledge of the chief biological laws which
the structural phenomena illustrate. He will also be expected

to show an elementary knowledge of the general developmental
history of Aniphioxus and of Puna. He will not be expected

to deal with purely physiological details.

The subject announced for the next Adams Prize to be
adjudged in 1S85, is as follows : Investigate the laws governing
the interaction of cyclones and anticyclones on the earth's

surface. In order to give precision to this, the following sugges-

tions are given to the examiners :—An infinite plane has surface

density -s— (where g is gravity) ; on one side of it is air in equi-

librium, the density of which must diminish according to the

barometric law as we recede from the plane. The system re-

volves as [a rigid body, about an axis perpendicular to the plane,

with a constant angular velocity to. If one or more vortices,

with a revolution either consentaneous with w (cyclones), or

adverse thereto (anticyclones), be established in the air, inves-

tigate their motions. It may be well to consider the axes of the

vortices as either straight or curved, and perpendicular or inclined

to the plane. If possible, pass to the case in which the vortices

exist in the atmosphere surrounding a rotating globe.

The Rev. H. VV. Watson has been approved for the degree
of Sc.D.—Prof. Darwin is arranging to give a course of prac-

tical leaching in astronomy with the instruments under his

charge. Next term Mr. H. H. Turner of Trinity College will

undertake this course.—The General Board of Studies, in re-

issuing its recommendations as to Readers, Demon.strators, &c.,

has asked that power be given to the Museums and Lecture
Rooms Syndicate to obtain plans for a foundry for the Depart-
ment of Mechanism, for buildings for Botany, and for additional

buildings for Comparative Anatomy and Physiology.—It is re-

commended that a Curator of the Mu>eum of General and
Local Archazrology be appointed, at a salary of 100/. per annum.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Journal of the Franklin Institute, vol. cxvi. No. 694, October,

18S3.—The commercial and dynamic efficiencies of steam-
engines, by Prof. R. H. Thurston. In this paper there are cal-

culated the ratio of expansion to furnish power most economically,

the m.tximum efficiency of a given plant, and maximum efficiency

of fluid, when such data are taken into account, as total aimual
cost of steam, and total annual cost of all items variable with
size of steam-cylinder.—Mr. R. Grimshaw, in a paper on the
steam-engine indicator as a detector of lost motion, describes the

use of the indicator to pick out defective setting of cranks, cross-

heads, &c.—The next three articles are on the " ater supply of

cities in ancient times, on oil-dressed belting, and a report on the

pressure-governed gas-meter and burner.—The address by Prof.

Rowland, entitled " A Plea for Pure Science," lately reprinted

in Nature, is also reproduced in extenso.

Antialen der Physik und Chanic, xxii. No. 10, contains a

long memoir by Professors Sohncke and Wangerin on interfer-

ence phenomena obtained with thin and especially with wedge-
shaped laminae. The article will be continued in the next

number.—On the changes of volume of metals and alloys on
melting, by Prof. Eilhard Wiedemann. The metals were cast

in thin rods, then dropped into a nearly-fitting glass tube,
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ending into a capillary. The wide end was sealed, and a dilato-

metric fluid such as oil introduced. The conclusions arrived at

are that tin, soft solder, and probably also lead, expand on melt-

ing ; but bismuth contracts. Many observations were made on
alloys of bismuth and lead.—On the liquefaction of oxygen,

nitrogen, and carbonic oxide, by S. von Wrublew-ld and C.

Olszewski. Intense cold was obtained by evaporation, under
reduced pressure, of liquefied ethylene in an apparatus modified

from that of Cailletet. Temperatures were measured by a

hydrogen pressure-thermometer. Oxygen proved to be liquefi-

able at temperatures varying from - I29°'6 to - I35°'8 C,
under pressures varying from 27 '02 to 22 '2 atmospheres. The
liquefaction of nitrogen and of carbonic oxide proved more diffi-

cult, and was not accomplished at a temperature of - 136" C,
even under a pressure of 150 atmospheres, though a sudden re-

lease of pressure produced a temporary mist of condensed
spherules, and a slower release of pressure yielded a deposit of

liquid with a distinct meniscus. Liquefied nitrogen and liquefied

carbonic oxide are both colourless and transparent.— C3n the

internal friction of certain solutions, and on the viscosity of

water at different temperatures, by K. F. Slotte. The results

confirm those previously obtained by Rosencrantz and Poiseulle.

—On a lecture app.iratus for demonstrating Poiseulle's law, by
W. C. Rontgen.—On the deduction of the crystal systems from
the theory of elasticity, by H. Aron ; a mathematical discussion

of the possible cases arising from the position of planes of sym-
metry', proving that no others than the recognised six systems of

crystals can exist.—On the properties of benzine as an insulator

and as a substance exhibiting electric reaction, by H. Hertz.

Pi/ri benzine appears to be remarkably good as an insulator and
remarkalily free from reaction effects.—On the influence of gal-

vanic polarisation on friction, by K. Waitz. Treats of the

phenomenon discovered by Edison, and recently examined by
K. R. Koch.—On the properties of calc-spar in the homogeneous
magnetic field, by Fr. Stenger.—Notes on a phoiometric appa-
ratus, by Leonhard Weber.—On "the Exhibition of the

Treatise on Light " of Ibn al Haitam, by E. Wiedemann.—On
the Cologne air-pump of the year 1641, a historical notice by
Dr. G. Berthold.—Remarks on the memoir of Herr Christian-

sen, *' Researches on Heat-Conductivity," by A. Winkelmann.

A/i! of the Royal Academy dei Lined, July 12-15, 1883.

—

Obituary notice of William Spottiswoode,—Two communica-
tions from Signor Tacchini on the observations made by him at

Caroline Island during the solar eclipse of May 6, 1S83.—On
the average variation in tension of the atmospheric aqueous
vapour according to latitude and elevation in Italy, by A. Lugli.

—Meteorological observations at the Royal Observatory of the

Campidoglio for the months of June and July.—Most of the

present number is occupied with the new reforms and statutes of

the Academy, w hose constitution has recently been remodelled.

There are also long inventories of the works of art, furniture,

and fixtures of the Palazzo Corsini, which has been purchased as

the future home of the Academy.

Rivisia Seientifico htdustriale, Flo7ence, September I5"30.

—

The total eclipse of May 6. Results of the observations of

Tacchini, Janssen, and others, in Caroline Island.—Eclipses and
terrestrial magnetism, by P. Denza. All coimection is denied
between eclipses and magnetic phenomena.—On the compressi-

bility of water, by ,S. Pagliani and G. Vicentini.—A new electro-

dynamometer, by Prof. Bellati. —On the deformation detected

by Gouy in polarised electrodes, by A. Volta.—An im|.roved
reversible magnetico-electric machine, by M. Delaurier.—Ana-
tomical description of two extremely rare buds (Somateria
nwlUssima and Phalayoptis ftdiearius) preserved in the Civic

Museum of Venice, by P. A. Ninni.—On the fossil vertebrates

of the Miocene formations in the Venetian Alps, by Baron
Achille de Zigno.-—On the fossil ga.stropods, cephalopods, and
corals of the lower titonic formations of Sicily, by Dr. G. de
Stefano.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Chemical Society, Novemlier 15.—Dr. Perkin, F.R.S., pre-

sident, in the chair.^It was announced that a ballot would take
place at the next meeting (Dec. 6).—The following; papers were
read :—On the estimation of starch, by C. O'SulIivan. The
method may be briefly described as follows :— About five grms.
of the finely ground grain are successively extracted with ether,

alcohol (sp. gr. o'9o), and water at 35° to 38°. Fat, sugar,
albuminoids, amylams, &c., are thus got rid of. The starch in

the washed residue is gelatinised by boiling with water, cooled
to 62°, about 003 grm. diatase (prepared by precipitating a
cold, aqueo-s extract of malt with alcohol) added ; the starch
is thus converted entirely into maltose and dextrin, and by a
quantitative determination of these two products the starch
originally present can be calculated. The author states, as the
result of his experience with the method, that the difference in
results obtained by any two observers need not exceed o'5 per
cent, of the total starch —On the illuminating power of ethylene
when burnt with non-luminous combustible gases, by P. F.
Frankland. The author summarises his results as follows :

—

Pure ethylene burnt at the rate of five cubic feet per hour from
a Referees Arsjand burner, emits a light of 68'5 standard
candles ; the illuminating power of equal volumes of mixtures
of ethylene with either hydrogen, carbon monoxide, or marsh
gas is less than that of pure ethylene ; when such mixtures con-
tain 60 per cent, of ethylene or more, the illuminating power of
the mixture is but slightly affected by the nature of the dilu-

ent ; in mixtures containing less than 60 per cent, of ethylene,

the illuminating power is the highest when marsh gas, and lowest
when carbon monoxide, is the diluent.—On the products of de-
composition of aqueous solutions of ammonium nitrite, by G.
S. Johnson. The nitrogen evolved from alkaline solutions of
ammonium nitrite contains no oxides of nitrogen; nitrogen is

evolved from aqueous solutions below ioo°; by adding crystallised

cupric chloride, a continuous evolution of pure nitrogen takes place
in the cold. When solutions are acid, the nitrogen may contain

4 per cent, of nitric oxide. About 2 per cent, of the nitrogen

evolved by the cupric chloride is stated by the author to possess

peculiarly active properties, and forms ammonia when passed
with hydrogen over spongy platinum.—On the estimation of

iron by standard potassium bichromate, by E. B. Schmidt. The
author recommends the above process, but states that zinc should
not be used to reduce the iron, as it interferes with the end
reaction with potas-ium ferricyanide. He prefers Kessler's

method of reduction with stannous chloride.

Western Microscopical Club, November 5.—Mr. W.
Crookes gave a lecture on " Recent Discoveries in High
Vacua." He illustrated his theme with a series of brilliant

and interesting experiments. The effects \vere produced by
a large electric coil, having sixty miles of secondary wire,

and worked by two cells of a storage-battery. The coil,

when attached to its full complement of thirty cells, would
give a spark in air of twenty-four inches. "High vacua"
were defined as those ranging from above the l/iooo to the

1/100,000,000 of an atmosphere. Air and all gases are con-

ceived to consist of myriads of excessively minute molecules,

which in the ordinary state vibrate with enormous velocity ; but
being crowded together in that condition their extent of vibration

is impeded liy each other, and is, in fact, limited to a path of

only 1/10,000 of a millimetre. When, as in a partial vacuum,
there are fewer of these molecules, they have more room in which
to vibrate, and hence their " mean length of path " is increased.

Under the influence of eleclricity these molecules are driven

in straight lines fi-om the negative pole. In a comparatively low
vacuum, on the passage of an electric current, the residual air

assumes a stratified condition, showing alternate light and dark
bands. The width of the dark bands marks the length of the

excursions of the molecules. Further exhaustion increases the

width of these bands, so that in a vacuum of 1/1,000,000 of an
atmosphere ihe free path of the molecules was seen to extend

to about four inches. By means of an exhausted V-shaped
tube it was shonn that these molecules are driven from the

negative pole in straight lines, and hence cannot turn a corner.

First one limb of the V, then the other, was connected with

the negative pole of the coil, with the result that each in turn

was in darkness. In another vacuum-tube a concave nega-

tive pole w as fixed ; the molecules were driven normally

from this concave surface, and, meeting the cylindrical surface

of the glass inclosure, were thrown into beautiful caustic curves.

That these molecules, under the influence of electricity, pos-

sessed mechanical force was shown by causing them to impinge
on the vanes of a radiometer, when a rapid rotation took place.

On reversing the current, the direction of rotation was also re-

versed. That this was not due merely to the passage of an

electric current was shown by a vacuum-tube containing a small,

horizontal "water-wheel." Its upper and lower floats being

struck equally by the radiant matter, no motion took place ; but
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on diverting the flow of radiant molecules by means of the ex-

ternal a|)plioation of a magnet, the molecules were caused to

strike the upper floats only, n hen revolution took place. By
reversing the magnet, the path of the molecules was diverted

so as to strike the lower floats, and thus to reverse the rotation.

Radiant molecules are not attracted by one pole of a magnet

and repelled by the other, but tend to rotate round thenoith

pole in one direction and round the south pole in the opposite

direction. Hence, with a horseshoe mignet, they are deflected

in a line at right angles to the line that joins the tw > poles.

The mechanicnl effect of the impact of these radiant molecnle-;

was further shown by converging them by means of a concave

ncative pole to a focus in which was a small bundle of platinum

wires. These wires were rapidly raised to a white heat by the

vigorous though inaudible booibardment. Further, the impact
of radiant molecules on certain bodies produces phosphorescent

light ; thus they give to potash-glass a green and to lead-glass a

blue tinge. If in an exhausted tube an obstacle, such as a piece

of mica in the shape of a cross, be set up, a dark shadow of it

is thrown on the positive end of the tube, the part surrounding

the shadow beinj rendered phosphorescent by the impact of the

molecules. On suddenly removing the obstacle, the part that

was in shadow glows brighter than in surrounding luminous

space. This effect is due to the molecules acting suddenly on a

new and, as it were, untired surface.

Cambridge
Philosophical Society, October 29.—The following officers

for the ensuing year were elected :—President, Mr. Glaisher
;

Vice-Presidents : Prof. Cayley, Prof. Stokes, Lord Rayleiih
;

Treasurer, Mr. J. \V. Clark ; Secretaries : Mr. Trotter, Mr.
Glazebrook, Mr. Vines ; New Members of Council : Prof

Humphry, Prof. Babington, Prof. Adams, Prof. Newton, Mr.

F. Darwin, Mr. Shaw, Mr. .Sedgwick.—The following papers

were communicated to the .Society :—On the effect of viscosity

upon the tides, by Rev. Osmond Fisher.—Note on Mr. Larmor's
communication on "Critical Equilibrium," by Mr. Green'iill.

—

On some general equations which include the equations of hydro-

dynamics, by Mr. M. J. M. Hill.

Edinburgh
Mathematical Society, November 9.—Mr. J. S. Mackay,

F.R.S. : ., in the chair.—The opening address of the session

was delivered by Prof Tait, who chose for his subject "List-

ing's Topologie."—The office-bearers elected were :—President,

Thomas Muir, F.R.S.E. ; Vice-President, A. J. G. Barclay;

Secretary and Treasurer, A. Y. Eraser ; Committee : R. E.

Allardice, William Peddie, Robert Robertson, David Traill,

B.Sc.
Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 12.—M. Blanchard,

president, in the chair.—On the velocities acquired in the

interior of a vessel by the diverse elements of a fluid during its

discharge through a lower orifice, and on the simple means

possible to be employed in determining very approximately the

numerical residuums of slightly converging double series, by MM.
de Saint-Venant and Flamant.—Extract from a letter addressed

to M. Daubree by M. Nordenskjold on the results of his recent

expedition to Greenland.—On a tribasic oxalate of alumina, by

M. Mathieu-Plessy.—Note on the letter communicated to the

Academy by M. Martial, Captain of the Romanche, on his return

from Tierra del Fuego and neighbouring waters, by M. Alph.

Milne-Edwards. Soundings and dredgings were taken at

depths of 600 metres; a careful study was made of the

fauna and flora on the mainland, as well as of the Fuegian

aborigines, and 167 cases of collections were brought back,

including two skeletons of whales, and several living speci-

mens of animals and plants. On his return M. Martial deter-

mined the presence cf a deep trough about the twentieth

meridCin south of the equator, 7370 metres deep, near the ridge

of submarine banks discovered by the Challenger and Gazelle.—
Observations on the Pons-Brooks comet made at the Observatory

of Nice (Gautier-Eichens equatorial), and comparison with MM.
Schulhof and Bossert's ephemerides, by M. Perrotin.—On cer-

tain astronomical formulas of Han-en and Tisserand, by M. P.

Appell.—On the asymptotic lines of wave surfaces, by M. G.

Darboux.—On the functions of two independent variables ren-

dered invariable by the substitutions of a discontinued group,

by M. E. Picard.—Note on the n.ature of an algebraic relation

between two uniform functions of an analytical point {x, y), by

M. E. Goursat.—On an algebraic problem in the theory of

elimination, by M. Cyparis.sos Stephanos.—A description of the

differential pyrometer patented in February, 1882, by M. E.

II. Amagat.—On an optical photometer, by M. L. SimonoflT.

—On the measurement of electromotor forces (two illustra-

tions), by M. E. Reynier.—On an electric sounding apparatus

for gre.at depths (four illustrations), by M. E. de la Croix.

—

On a rapid method for determining the work absorbed or pro-

duced by a dynamo-electric machine, by M. Pierre Picard.—On
a new series of combinations of titanium, by M. A. Piccini.

—

Qualitative research and quantitative analysis of zinc and lead in

iron ores, by M. A. Deros.—On the formation of considerable

quantities of alcohol in the fermentation of bread stuffs, by M.
V. Marcano.—Determination of the causes tending to diminish

the susceptibility of certain regions of the organism to the virus

of bacterian or symptomatic charbon, transforming a fatal into a

prophylactic inoculation, by MM. Arloing, Cornevin, and
Thomas.—On the source of the icnperfectly-oxydised sulphur

present in urine, by MM. R. Lepine and G. Guerin.—On the

development of the branchia of cephalopods, by M. L. Joubin.

—On the functions of the renal sac in heteropods, by M. L.

Joliet.—Remarks on the Crocodilus robustus, Vadl. and Grand.,

of Madagascar, by M. L. Vaillaut.—On the osmotic force of

diluted solutions, by M. Hugo de Vries.—On the interpretation

of an experiment by Hales touching the function of vegetable

vessels, by M. J. Vesque.—Note on the direct observation of the

movement of water in plants, by M. G. Capus.—Remarks on

the saccharoid and serpentine limestones of the northern slopes

of the Pyrenees, by M. Dieulafait.—On the causes of abnormal

winters (five illustrations), by M. L. Teisserenc de Bort.—The
election was reported of M. Charcot in place of M. Cloquet in

the Section of Medicine and Surgery.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29, iS

SCIENTIFIC WORTHIES

XXIII.—Sir Charles William Siemens,' Born
April 4, 1823; Died November ig, 1SS3

THE death of Sir William Siemens, coming as it did

so suddenly and unexpectedly, has been felt as a

severe blow and grief through a far wider circle than that

of his personal friends. His work for the last five or six

years has interested the general public to a degree that

has perhaps never before been the lot of any man devoted

to science as he has been. Not only the people of his

adopted country, England, but the larger public of the

whole civilised world, have been deeply interested in the

electric lighting, the electric transmission of power, the

electric railways, the regenerative gas furnaces, and the

conversion of fuel into gas to feed them, and the pros-

pect of smoke abatement by this mode of dealing with

coal, and the improvements it has helped to make in the

manufacture of steel, in all of which they have recog-

nised Sir William Siemens as an originator, a devoted

worker, and a friend. The Portrush and Bushmills

electric tramway in the north of Ireland, one of the most

splendid and interesting of his achievements, now carries

passengers on a six and a half miles line of steep gradients

and sharp curves, at a good ten miles an hour, solely by

water power of the River Bush, driving, through turbines,

a 250 volt Siemens dynamo at a distance of seven and a

half miles from the Portrush end of the line. Just two

months before his death he was present, and the writer

of this article had the great pleasure of being present with

him, at the formal opening to the public by the Lord-

Lieutenant of Ireland, Earl Spencer, of this transcendent

gift of science to mankind. His death is mourned as an

irreparable loss, and the thought that advances in so many
lines of beneficent progress, carried on by his untiring

activity and his splendid zeal, are so suddenly stopped

has caused most grievous disappointment.

William Siemens had the great characteristic common
to all men who have left their mark on the world, the

perferviclitDi iiigenium, in which thought leads to instant

action. When he was only twenty years old he came to

England with his brother Werner, to realise an invention

for electro-gilding ; and, persevering through the com-

plication of difficulties naturally met with by young men
in a strange land, with little knowledge of its language,

they succeeded in proving the usefulness of their inven-

tion, and getting it carried into practical effect through

the wise and kindly appreciation of Mr. Elkington.

Encouraged by this success, WiUiam Siemens returned a

year later with his chronometric governor, an invention

of remarkable beauty and ingenuity, in which, by the

motion of a pivoted framework carrying an idle wheel

geared to bevel wheels on two shafts in line, or geared to

the outer and inner circumferences of concentric wheels,

rotating in opposite directions on coaxial shafts, the move-

ment of one wheel is caused to keep time with that of the

other. We believe that although the invention was not

* The Stetl Engraving, which was put in hand some time ago while the

life which has now passed away was rich in promise as well as

is not yet finished. It will be issued with a future number.—

E

Vol. XXIX.—No. 735

a commercial success, and is not generally known in this

country as practically realised except in its application to

regulate the motions of chronoscopic instruments in the

Royal Observatory of Greenwich, it may yet be destined

to have large practical applications in engineering.

One of William Siemens's early inventions was his water-

meter, which exactly met an important practical require-

ment, and has had a splendid thirty years' success. It

realised curiously subtle hydraulic principles, which, even

irrespectively of the practical value of the instrument,

may interest readers of N.ATURE. Imagine a Barker's

mill running absolutely unresisted. The discharged water

must have approximately zero absolute velocity on leaving

the nozzles ; in other words, its velocity relatively to the

nozzles must be approximately equal to the contrary

absolute velocity of the nozzles. Hence the machine will

rotate in simple proportion to the quantity of water

passing through it. By an extension of similar considera-

tions it is easy to prove that if the wheel, instead of being

unresisted, is resisted by a force exactly proportional to

the square of its angular velocity, its velocity must still

be proportional to the quantity of water passing through

it per unit of time. Thus, provided this law of resistance

is maintained, the whole angle turned through by the

wheel measures the whole quantity of water that has

passed. Now think of the difficulties which Siemens had

to overcome to realise this principle. What we have

roughly called a Barker's mill must be completely in-

closed in the supply water-pipes, its nozzles discharging

into water, not into air. It must be of very small dimensions

to be convenient for practice, and its bearings must be kept

oiled to secure, not only that it may not be injured by the

wear of running for years, but also that the constant

frictional force of solid rubbing on solid may be as

nothing compared to the resistance, proportional to the

square of the velocity, exerted by the circumambient

liquid upon a wheel with sharp edged vanes rotating in it.

After a few years of trials, difiiculty after difficulty was

overcome, and the instrument did its work with the

accuracy and convenience which met practical require-

ments. It was we believe the protection offered by the

British Patent Law, which, in the case of this very instru-

ment, allowed Siemens to work it out in England, and

so helped him eventually to find his home among us, and

to give us primarily the benefit of his great inventiveness

in all directions ; while the want of similar protection

under German law at that time rendered it practically

impossible for him to work out so difficult an inventio 1

in his own country.

In electric invention William Siemens has been asso-

ciated with his brother Werner, and the world has profited

largely by this brotherly cooperation of genius. More

than a quarter of a century ago, they brought out what is

now known as the Siemens armature. The writer well

remembers admiring it greatly when he first saw it (he

believes at the London Exhibition of 1862), mounted

between the poles of a multiple steel horseshoe magnet

and serving for the transmitter in an electric telegraph.

That was what we may now call the one-coil Siemens

armature. It suggested inevitably the mounting of two

or more coils on the same iron core, in meridional planes

at equal angles round the axis, and as nearly equal and

similar in all respects as is allowed by the exigencies of
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completing the circuits with the diftcrent portions of wire

laid over one another, and bent to one side or the other,

to avoid passing through the space occupied by the bear-

ing shaft. The principle of electro-magnetic augmenta-

tion and maintenance of a current without the aid of

steel or other permanent magnets, invented by Werner
Siemens, and also independently by Wheatstone and S. A.

Varley,\vas communicited to the Royal Society by William

Siemens on February 14, 1867, in his celebrated paper " On
the conversion of dynamical into electric force without the

aid of permanent magnets." This paper is peculiarly

interesting, as being the first scientific enunciation of that

wonderful electro-magnetic principle, on which are founded

the dynamo-electric machines of the present day. Soon
after came the Paccinotti-Gramme ring, from which

followed naturally the suggestion of the mode of connec-

tion between the coils of a multiple-coil Siemens arma-

ture, described in the Siemens-.'Mteneck patent of 1873,

and made the foundation of the Siemens dynamo as we
now have it, whether as given from the Siemens firm, or

with the modifications of details and proportions, valuable

for many practical purposes, which have been contributed

by Edison and Hopkinson. The evolution of the Siemens
armature, as we now have it, in this splendid machine,

from the rudimentary type which the writer saw a quarter

of a century ago, is one of the most beautiful products of

inventive genius, and is more like to the growth of

a flower than to almost anything else in the way of

mechanism made by man.
Space prevents us from more than mentioning the

works of William Siemens and his brothers, Werner and

Carl, in land and sea telegraphic engineering, and their

great achievements in Atlantic cable-laving. "X^^^ Faraday

bore particularly the impressof William Sieanens's practical

genius. It is remarkable that a ship capable of doing what

no other ship afloat fan do in the way of manoeuvre, as has

been proved by her success in the difficult and delicate

operations of laying and lifting cables in depths of 2500

fathoms, and of cable repairing in all seasons and all

weathers, should have been the work of a landsman, born

in the middle of Europe, who early made himself a sailor

in cable-laying e.xpeditions in the Mediterranean and the

Black Sea, but whose life has been chiefly devoted to land

engineering and science.

On the 19th of this November the writer of the present

article was accosted in a manner of which most persons

occupied with science have not infrequent experience :

—

" Can you scientific people not save us from those black

and yellow city fogs?" The instant answer was—" Sir

WiUiam Siemens is going to do it ; and I hope if we live

a few years longer we shall have seen almost the last of

them." How little we thought that we were that very

evening to lose the valuable life from which we were

promising ourselves such great benefits. May we not

hope that, after all, the promise was not vain, and that,

although Sir William Siemens is gone from among us,

the gi-eat movement for smoke abatement, in which he

has so earnestly laboured during the last three years of

his life, may have full effect.

Just nine days previously, the writer had received a

letter from Sir William Siemens, saying nothing of ill-

ness, but full of plans for the immediate future : chiefly

an address to the Society of Arts, and the realisation at

Sherwood of hii method for the smokeless supply of heat

to a steam boiler, by the combustion of hydrogen,

carburetted hydrogen, and carbonic oxide, obtained from
the conversion into these gases of the whole combustible

material of the coal, together with some hydrogen and
oxygen from water, and oxygen from air, in his gas-pro-

ducing kiln. " The producer will be in full operational

Sherwood by that time " were almost the last words re-

ceived by the writer from his friend, kindly inviting him
to come and see the new method in operation at the end
of the present month. A short time before, in travelling

home from Vienna, where they had been associated in

the British Commission for the Electrical Exhibition,

Sir William Siemens had told the writer that without

waiting for a perfected gas-engine to use the products of

CO nbustion as direct motive agent, and so give the very

highest attainable economy, he expected by using the

gas from his producer as fuel for the fire of a steam-

boiler, even on a corhparatively small scale, like that of

his appliances at Sherwood for electric lighting and the

electric transmission of power, to be able to obtain better

economy of coal for motive power than by burning the

coal directly in the usual manner in a furnace under the

boiler. And further, what is specially interesting to

persons planning isolated installations for electric light,

he believed that the labour of tending the producer and

boiler and steam-engine would be on the whole consider-

ably less than that which is required on the ordinary

plan, with its incessant stoking of coal into the

furnace under the boiler, as long as steam is to

be kept up. There is something inexpressibly sad,

even in respect to a comparatively small matter like

this, to see the active prosecution of an experiment so full

of interest and so near to a practical solution, suddenl)-

cut short by death. But the great things done by Sie-

mens with gas produced in the manner referred to above,

first in the gas glass furnace, described with glowing

admiration by Faraday on Friday evening, June 20, 1862,

in his last Royal Institution lecture, and more recently in

connection with another great and exceedingly valuable

invention, the Siemens process for making steel, by using

the oxygen of iron ore to burn out part of the carbon

from cast iron, and still more recently in the heating of

the retorts for the production of ordinary lighting gas, by
which a large increase has been obtained in the yield of

gas per ton of coal used, are achieved results which live

after the inventor has gone, and which, it is to be hoped,

will give encouragement to push farther and farther on in

practical realisation of the benefits to the world from the

legacy of his great inventions.

A most interesting article on the life and work of Sir

William Siemens in the Times of November 21 concludes

with the following words, in which we fully sympathise :

—

"Those who knew him may mourn the kindly heart, the

generous noble nature, so tolerant of imperfect know-

ledge, so impatient only at charlatanism and dishonesty
;

the nation at large has lost a faithful servant, chief among
those who live only to better the life of their fellow-men

by subduing the forces of nature to their use. Looking

back along the line of England's scientific worthies, there

are few who have served the people better than this her

adopted son, few, if any, whose life's record will show so

long a list of useful labours."
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In private life Sir William Siemens, with his lively

bright intelligence always present and eager to give

pleasure and benefit to those aroimd him, was a most

lovable man, singularly unselfish and full of kind thought

and care for others. The writer of the present article has

for nearly a quarter of a century had the happiness of

personal friendship with him. The occasions of meeting

him, more frequent of late years, and more and more

frequent to the very end, are among the happiest of re-

collections. The thought that they can now live only in

memory is too full of grief to find expression in words.

William Thomson

In addition to the above notice by a master-hand we
give the following details of Sir William Siemena's life

and of the sad and solemn closing scene.

Charles William Siemens was born at Lenthe,

in Hanover, on April 4, 1823 ; he was educated at

Liibeck, the Polytechnic School of Magdeburg, and had

the advantage of sitting for a couple of sessions under

Professors Wohler and Himly at the Univerity of

Gdttingen, finishing his academical career at the age of

nineteen. He staxed one year at the engine works of

Count Stolberg, and when twenty years of age landed in

England to introduce a new process of electro deposition,

and, as stated above, was so successful that he made
England his home. Another early invention of the two

brothers was one which Faraday lectured upon at the

Royal Institution one Friday evening under the title of

the " Anastatic Printing Process of the Brothers Siemens."

Between his twentieth and thirtieth years he was

mainly engaged in problems connected with mechanical

engineering, improving the chronometric governor, bring-

ing out a double-cylinder air-pump and a simple water-

meter which has been extensively used both in this country

and on the Continent. When twenty-four years of age he

constructed a four horse-power steam-engine, with regene-

rative condensers, in the factory of Mr. John Hicks, of

Bolton, and the Society of Arts acknowledged the value

of the principle by giving him their gold medal in

1850. At this time also he made a modification

of Grove's secondary battery, to which he referred two

years ago at the Jubilee Meeting of the British Asso-

ciation. When just over thirty years of age he re-

ceived the Telford prize and premium of the Insti-

tution of Mechanical Engineers for his paper " On
the Conversion of Heat into Mechanical Effect," in

which he defined a perfect engine as one in which all the

heat applied to the elastic medium was consumed in its

expansion behind a working piston, leaving no portion to

be thrown into a condenser or into the atmosphere, and
advised that expansion should be carried to the utmost

possible limit. In taking up the question of heat he

adopted the dynamical theory as the result of a study of

the works of Joule, Mayer, and others, and we find him
when thirty-two years of age exhibiting two steam-engines

with regenerative condensers, the one of twenty and the

other of seven horse-power at the Paris Exhibition of

1S55.

Between his thirtieth and fortieth years he read seve-

ral papers before the Institution of Civil Engineers on

electrical subjects, and before the Institution of Mechani-

cal Engineers upon the various inventions which he had

already brought out. During this period also was esta-

blished the firm of Siemens Brothers, which has become

so famous for their machines, and submarine and land

lines, four Transatlantic cables, the Indo-European line,

the North China cable, the Platino-Braziliera cable, and

others. In 1S60, when engaged in superintending the

electrical examination of the Malta and Alexandria tele-

graph cable, he thought of using the increased resistance

of metallic conductors due to rise of temperature as a

means for measuring temperature, and brought out next

year a pyrometer based upon this principle.

He was noiv also engaged with his brother, Mr.

Frederick Siemens, upon that invention with which his

name has since been mainly connected—the regenerative

gas furnace. By means of this furnace, which is now used

all over the world, two evils which formerly appertained

to heat furnaces are cured, viz. the discharge of the

products of combustion at a very high temperature and

in an incompletely combined state. Another advantage

of this furnace is the very high temperature that could

be attained by its use, and from the very first its author

looked upon it as capable of accomplishing what Reau-

mur, and after him Heath, had proposed, namely, to

produce steel on the open hearth. It was in 1863 that

Mr. Charles Atwood made the first attempt to pro-

duce steel in this manner at Tow Law under a

license from Mr. Siemens ; but, though partially suc-

cessful, it was afterwards abandoned; after one or

two other disappointments, Mr. .Siemens had to take the

matter into his own hands, and having matured the pro-

cess at his experimental works at Birmingham, he laid

the foundation of an industry which now employs thou-

sands of workmen at the works of the Landore Company,

Vickers and Co. of Sheffield, the Steel Company of Scot-

land, and others, about half a million tons of mild steel

having been produced last year in Great Britain alone.

This steel is now used almost exclusively in Her Majesty's

dockyards in the construction of the boilers and hulls

of ships, and its use in private yards is extending

rapidly.

On February 14, 1S67, he brought before the

Royal Society the paper on the conversion of dynami-

cal into electrical force referred to by Sir William

Thomson.
Not only to these large applications of electricity did

Sir William Siemens direct his attention but to electro-

metallurgy and horticulture. Those who were present at

his lecture to the Royal Institution on March 12, 1880,

will remember the stream of light which poured forth from

his electric furnace when the lid was taken off the crucible

to pour the fused steel into the mould, and the result of

his experiments on the influence of electric light upon

plant growth in the e.xhibition of peas, roses, lilies, and

strawberries at this early season with the fruit partially

developed. But the space at our disposal will only allow

us to remind our readers of others of his inventions, his

bathometer for measuring the depth of the sea, and his

attraction meter {Phil. Trans., 1876) ; the selenium eye,

which was sensitive to variation of colour ; the regenera-
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live gas burner, and regenerative gas and coke stove
;

the hypothesis of the conservation of solar energy ; all of

which have appeared from time to time in these columns-
The last time Sir William Siemens lectured in public in

this country was at the Institution of Civil Engineers on
March 13 last, on "The Electrical Transmission and
Storage of Power," the evening the attempt was made to

blow up the offices of the Local Go\ernment Board by
dynamite, when, although a portion of the glass was
shattered in the theatre of the Institution, the lecturer

resumed the thread of the discourse after a moment's
pause as though nothing had occurred.

Sir William was a me.iiber of nearly all the scientific

societies of Great Britain ; he was the senior member of

council of the Institution of Civil Engineers ; he was
elected a member of the Royal Society in 1862, and had
twice served on the council of that body. He has been
President of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers,
twice of the Society of Telegraph Engineers, of the Iron
and Steel Institute, and last year, at Southampton, of the
British Association ; whilst at the time of his death he
was Chairman of the Council of the Society of Arts. He
was made a D.C.L. of Oxford honoris causa in 1870, an
LL.D. of Glasgow in 18S0, of Dublin in 1882, in which
year the University of Wiirtzburg also bestowed on him
its honorary Ph.U. He was elected with Sir Henry
Bessemer, the first honorary members of the Gewerbe-
Verein of Berlin, besides being a corresponding or

ordinary member of several learned societies in Europe
and America.

He received prize medals at the Exhibitions of 1851 and
1862, and a Grand Prix at the French Exhibition of

1867 for his regenerative gas furnace and steel processes.

In 1874 he was presented with the " Royal Albert Medal,"
and in 1875 with the " Bessemer Medal "on account of

his scientific researches and his inventions relating to

heat and metallurgy, whilst only last week the Council of

the Institution of Civil Engineers awarded him the

Howard Quinquennial Prize for the advances he had
made in the manufacture of iron and steel. He has
received recognition of his services to pure and applied
science from the Emperor of Brazil, the Shah of Persia,

and from France both under the Empire and the

Republic, whilst in March last Her Majesty was
graciously pleased to confer upon him the honour of
knighthood.

It was whilst returning from the monthly meeting of

the Managers of the Royal Institution on November 5
that he met with the accident that accelerated his death,

which took place on Monday, the 19th inst.

In accordance with the desire of the whole community,
the public ceremonial performance of the last sad rites

took place in Westminster Abbey on Monday last before
the remains were conveyed to their resting-place in the
cemetery at Kensal Green. The Prince of Wales placed
his name at the head of the requisition submitted to the
Dean of Westminster, asking that a public funeral might
mark the recognition of Sir William Siemens's claims to

be held in remembrance as a public benefactor, while
few were more deeply affected at the graveside than
the men who came to show their respect to a kindly
master.

At the Abbey, according to the Times report, the

distinguished public personages and representatives of

scientific bodies assembled in the Jerusalem Chamber
or in the Abbey, members of societies not attending

in official capacities having places assigned them in the

sacrarium or transepts, the choir and seats under the

tower being reserved for presidents, vice-presidents,

members of council, and officers of the societies in-

vited to be present. The ancient tapestried chamber
which has of late years been the scene of several

such sad gatherings was filled—indeed, crowded—with

the many warm friends and admirers of the deceased.

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales was represented
by one of his grooms-in-waiting, Mr. Andrew Cockerell.

The German .Ambassador, Count Miinster; the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, Mr. Childers ; the First Commissioner
of Works, Mr. Shaw-Lefevre ; Lord Bramwell, and Lord
Claud Hamilton were also present ; together with Mr.
F. R. Pickersgill, Keeper of the Royal Academy, re-

presenting the President, Sir F. Leighton ; Sir Douglas
Forsyth, Sir Theodore Martin, Sir J. M'Garel Hogg,
M.P., Sir Henry Tyler, M.P., Major-General Sir Andrew
Clarke, General Crofton, Major-General Pasley ; Mr.
Fung Yee, secretary to the Chinese Legation, and
others.

Taking the scientific Societies and their representatives

in the order in which they were marshalled to join the

procession, there were as pall-bearcrs— Prof. Huxley,

President of the Royal Society ; Sir Frederick Bramwell,
predecessor of Sir William Siemens in the office of Chair-

man of Council of the So:iety of Arts; Mr. Brunlees,

President of the Institution of Civil Engineers ; Mr.
Percy Westmacott, President of the Institution of Me-
chanical Engineers ; Prof. Sir W. Thomson, for the

British Association ; Prof. Tyndall (Royal Institution)
;

Mr. Willoughby Smith, President of the Society of Tele-

graph Engineers and Electricians (a society of which Sir

William was the first president) ; and Sir James Ramsden
(in the unavoidable absence of Mr. B. Samuelson,
M.P.), representing the Iron and Steel Institute. The
Royal Society was further represented by the treasurer,

Dr. John Evans, and the secretaries. Prof. G. G. Stokes

and Prof. Michael Foster; and among other well known
members of this, the oldest of the learned and scientific

societies, were Sir Joseph Hooker, Sir Frederick John
Evans, K.C.B., Mr. Norman Lockyer, Mr. Warrington
Smyth, Dr. Hopkinson, Prof. W. G. Adams, Prof. Bartho-

lomew Price, Prof. Chandler Roberts, Prof. R. B. Clifton.

Prof. Carey Foster, and Mr. R. W. Mylne. The
Society of Arts was represented by the following Mem-
bers of Council:—Sir Frederick Abel, C.B., F.R.S., Mr.
A. Carpmael, Mr. Andrew Cassels, Lord Alfred S.

Churchill, Sir Philip Cunliffe-Owen, Mr. B. F. Cobb, Mr.
H. Doulton, Capt. Douglas Galton, C.B., F.R.S., Admiral
Sir Edward Inglefield, C.B., F.R.S., IMr. T. V. Lister, Mr.
Owen Roberts, Lord Sudeley, and by Mr. II. Trueman
Wood, secretary, Mr. H. B. Wheatley, assistant secretary,

Mr. Howard Room, and other officers. ( if the Institution

of Civil Engineers there were past presidents—Sir John
Hawkshaw, F.R.S., Sir Charles Hutton Gregory, K.C.M.G.,
Mr. Havvksley, Mr. Bateman, Mr. Barlow, Mr. .Abernethy

;

vice-presidents—Mr. Edward Woods, Mr. G. B. Bruce
;

Mr. Charles Manby, honorary secretary ; Sir John
Coode, Mr. Berkley, Dr. Pole, Mr. Hayter, Sir Robert
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Rawlinson, C.B., Mr. E. A. Cowper, Mr. Rendel, Mr. B
Baker, Sir James N. Douglass, and Mr. J. W. Barry,

members of Council ; and Mr. James Forrest, secretary,

and Mr. H. E. Eaton, assistant secretary. The Institu-

tion of Mechanical Engineers sent— Mr. Ramsbottom, a

past president, for long mechanical engineer to the

London and North-Western Railway Company : Mr.

Rennie and Mr. T. R. Crampton, vice-presidents ; Mr.

VV. Anderson, Mr. Kitson, Mr. Peacock, Mr. Richardson,

Mr. J. Tomlinson, jun., Mr. Tweddell, and Mr. Price

Williams, members of Council ; Mr. W. R. Browne,

secretary, and Mr. A. Bache, assistant secretary. Prof.

Bonney's name may be given as one of many connected

with the British Association ; and as members of the

London Institution those of Mr. Warren De La Rue,

F.R.S., Mr. W. Bowman, F.R.S., its honorary secretary
;

and Dr. Gladstone, F.R.S. From the Society of

Telegraph Engineers there were—Mr. Latimer Clark,

Lieut.-Col. Webber, R.E., C.B., past presidents; Mr.

Spagnoletti, Prof. D. E. Hughes, F.R.S., and Sir

Charles Bright, vice-presidents ; Mr. Stroh and Mr.

H. C. Forde, of the Council ; and Mr. F. H. Webb,

secretary. The Iron and Steel Institute, of which

Sir W. Siemens was a past president, was also repre-

sented by Mr. W. Whitwell, Mr. G. J. Snelus, Mr.

Edward Wilhams, Mr. T. E. Horton, Mr. Daniel Adam-
son, Mr. E. Windsor Richards, and Mr. J. S. Jeans

(secretary). The Royal Astronomical Society had a

fitting representative in the Astronomer Royal, Mr. W.
H. M. Christie, a vice-president. Mr. Horace Jones,

president, and Mr. Mac Vicar Anderson, honorary secre-

tary, of the Royal Institution of British Architects, and

Dr. W. H. Perkin, F.R.S., President of the Chemical

Society, represented those bodies. For the Royal Meteo-

rological Society, there were the President, Prof. J. K.

Laughton ; Mr. G. J. Symons, F.R S., the honorary

secretary; the Hon. Rollo Russell, Mr. R. J. Lecky,

and Dr. J. H. Gilbert. From the Institute of Naval

Architects there were two vice-presidents—Mr. N. Bar-

naby, C.B., Director of Naval Construction ; Mr. James

Wright, C.B., Engineer-in-Chief at the Admiralty ; and

Mr. George Holmes, secretary to the Institute. The

Society of Engineers was represented by the President,

Mr. Jabez Church, Mr. Nursey, of the Council, and Mr.

Bartholomew Reed, secretary. There were also present

representatives of the Geological Society, the Chemical

Society, the Physical Society, and the Society of

Chemical Industry. The German Athen;eum in London

was represented by a deputation, headed by Count Victor

Gleichen, its honorary president, and including Mr. Alma
Tadema, R.A., Mr. Carl Haag, Dr. Hess, Mr. F. Rosing,

Mr. E. Meyerstein, honorary secretary, and Mr. C.

Sevin.

Sir Henry Bessemer wrote to the secretary of the

Iron and Steel Institute expressing his deep regret

that an attack of bronchitis prevented him from being

present.

p'orming a long procession, the occupants of the

Jerusalem Chamber filed past the Westminster School-

room, and, meeting the family mourners at the entrance

from Dean's Yard, took their appointed places, and

followed the coffin through the cloister to the Canons'

door, in the south aisle of the Abbey. The coffin was

covered with wreaths sent from nearly every country in

Europe.

A great part of the large assemblage joined the proces-

sion formed after the Abbey service and accompanied the

remains to Kensal Green. At the cemetery there were

also present very many of the workmen from the tele-

graph works at Woolwich. A bank of grass and flowers

breast high encircled the head of the grave, and the

sides of the interior were hidden by fern-fronds and
flowers.

The inscription on the coffin was simply

—

C. William Siemens,
Died 19th Nov., 1883.

Aged 60 years.

THE FOREST LANDS OF FINLAND
Finland : ils Forests and Forest Management. Compiled

by J. C. Brown, LL.D. (London : Simpkin, Marshall,

and Co., and William Rider and Son, 1883.)

AT a time when renewed effort is being made in our

own country to stir up interest in the subject of

forestry, it is instructive to notice what progress is being

made in woodcraft in other lands. Sir Richard Temple
brought before the Social Science Congress at its recent

meeting the condition of our home and colonial forestry ;

next year an international forestry exhibition is to be held

in Edinburgh ; and Sir John Lubbock has given notice of

a motion aftecting forestry for next session in the House

of Commons.
Dr. Brown divides his book into three parts, dealing

respectively with the lakes and rivers of Finland, its

forest economy, and its physical geography, including

geology. The first part, though decidedly interesting,

savours rather too much of the guide-book style, and is

interspersed with adventures and scriptural quotations.

Water occupies two-fifths of the area of Finland, which

is called by its inhabitants "The Land of a Thousand

Lakes," and most of the internal communications of the

country are effected along its lakes and streams. Another

poetical designation, ' The Last-born Daughter of the

Sea," refers to the recent upheaval of the Finnish area, a

rising which is still in progress, as is proved by the con-

tinuous shallowing of the waters on the Baltic coast line.

The country abounds in interesting glacial phenomena,

but we must confess to a feeling of disappointment with

the geological as well as with the first portion of the work.

Moreover, ordinary care has scarcely been exercised,

otherwise we should not read of '' palatal mansions," of

boulders " marled or variagated " by lichens, of " moluscs,"

"mamifers," and " carnivori," nor yet of "the old Tau-

rentian formation," to say nothing of the excessively

vague notion conveyed by such an expression as "pre-

Adamic times."

The second part, dealing with forest economy, occupies

rather more than half the book, and constitutes presum-

ably the raison d'etre of the whole. Forest products form

more than half the total value of exports from Finland,

and it is estimated that 64 per cent, of the entire surface

of the land is covered with forests, which up to quite

recent times were subjected to the most reckless waste.

Finland is the only country in Europe in which sart age
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that is, the practice of setting fire to the trees in order to

clear the ground, is still carried on extensively. The
clearing away of the woods is to prepare the ground for

agriculture, but as much or more by the preparation of

the soil as by obtaining space for the cultivation contem-

plated, and this is the peculiarity of the usage. The trees

growing on the spot selected are burned, and the seed is

sown on the soil thus manured with the ashes of the trees.

The effects of sartagc in other European countries, in

India, and in North America, are brought under notice

and discussed at some length. In France it is a practice

recognised both in forest science and in forest manage-
ment, but whereas it was formerly resorted to largely it is

now adopted only in special circumstances. It is there

found that the oak, particularly a hardy variety known as

the rotivre, of all forest trees sustains best the treatment

of sarlaoe. In the Ardennes the coppice woods oirouvre,

which are so treated, yield excellent firewood and char-

coal. The burning is carried out in August and Septem-

ber, and, at the proper time for sowing cereals, rye or

buckwheat is scattered over the ground and covered with

a light hoe. After the crop is reaped the young tree-

shoots begin to grow rapidly, but it is often necessary in

order to insure perpetuity of good growths to plant out

seedlings, and this is especially the case with the oak.

At the present time there are in Finland districts in

which sartage is now prohibited, others in which it is

carried on under restrictions, and others in which it is

tolerated and apparently freely practised. Should the

cleared ground not be retained permanently under agri-

culture, it is likely to become covered again with a crop of

self-sown trees, of the same kind as those destroyed, or

of a kind of higher pecuniary value. On the banks of

the Saima See, for example, fir trees have been replaced

either by firs or by birch. The fir or pine may be of

more value for building purposes, but the birch supplies a

better firewood, and for this there is and probably will

long continue an ever-increasing demand in St. Peters-

burg, to which it can be sent from most places in Finland

by water.

When a crop of trees after destruction is not replaced

by another crop, the proximate effect upon the climate is

generally considered to be beneficial to agriculture. But

in .Sweden in many districts in which the forests have

been cleared away it is remarked that spring now begins

a fortnight later than it did in the last century, and this

is attributed to protracted frost due to diminished humidity

of the atmosphere.

The improved forest economy of France dates from

the issue of the celebrated Forest Ordinance of 1669, if

not from a much earlier period. But in Finland all im-

provements in forest economy have been effected since

1809, and particularly during the last twenty-five years.

Though formerly an independent country, Fmland was
for a long time a province of Sweden, and in 1809 it was
annexed to the dominions of Russia as a Grand Duchy,
with the enjoyment of pre-existing privileges and of

government under its own laws issued in accordance with

its Constitution. In 1848 were sent out Imperial Instruc-

tions relative to the management of the Crown forests,

along with regulations respecting projected surveys, and
in 1858 new arrangements for the management of these

forests were made.

The forest administration of Finland is now in the

hands of well-trained officers, and much of the lavish

waste of former days has ceased. By giving more atten-

tion to considerate thinning, by more skilful conservation

and more scientific exploitation, it was felt that the " pro-

duce and the products of the forests might be equalised

approximately, if not perfectly," and one object aimed at

in the inspection of forests is to prevent the removal of

trees being effected more rapidly than the re-growth. As
has been remarked, Finland has a constant market for

firewood and timber ia St. Petersburg, where firewood is

now more expensive than coal brought from Britain.

It is to its School of Forestry at Evois that Finland

looks for its supply of trained forest conservators. This

school was opened in 1859, and intending students were

required to produce before admission a university diploma,

or a first class certificate of the completion of the course

of study at a gymnasium. Closed after a time from lack

of students, it was reorganised and reopened in 1874. The
course of study occupies two years, and the subjects are

forest science, surveying, engineering, rural economy,
legal economy, and drawing. In July and August the

pupils are required, for the sake of practice, to measure
fields and woods, and to estimate the quantities of stand-

ing timber. We observe that under forest science is

included " the science of hunting,'' whereat many an

English youth would no doubt be inclined to say " Happy
Finlanders ! " Officered by men trained in this school,

the Finnish forest administration is now in a position to

attain objects identical with thoee of the advanced forest

economy of Europe : first, to secure a sustained produc-

tion from the forests ; secondly, to secure along with this

an amelioration of their condition ; and thirdly, a repro-

duction of them by self-sown seed when felled.

Readers who are interested in forest conservancy will

find much valuable information in the middle section of

Dr. Brown's work. The subject is one which must ere

long force itself on the attention of political economists.

The reckless clearances that have been eftected in our

Canadian territories are approaching a limit ; the most
cautious estimates do not allow a longer period than

fifteen years for the exhaustion of our Canadian timber

lands at the present rate of consumption, and one very

trustworthy and experienced authority limits it to seven

years. W. Fream

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not /wld himselfraponsible for opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communicaiions,

\The Editor urgently requests cor) espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting and novelfacts^

Optical Phenomena

The phenomenon described a; " Cluud-Glow " by your cor-

respondent, Mr. F. A. R. Rus-ell, in Nature of the I5lh inst.

(p. 55)i ^"d by Mr. J. J. Walker in your last issue (p. 77), was
observed here by me ; as, however, the time my observatiun com-
menced (s p.m.) W.1S three-quarters of au hour later than the

time given by Mr. Russell (4.18 p.m.) it is probable that many
of the features described by him had faded before the pheno-
menon came under my notice. As seen by me, the appearance
consisted of an arc-like mass of glowing vapour of a ruddy hue^
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but of a tint not familiar to me, in tlie western horizon, extei cl-

ing from the north-west to a j) >int near the South Pole. The
centre of the mass was about due \\e?t, and was there some 25°

above the horizon. There was no wind; there were no cirri.

The sKv was clear and the air transparent, and I could not asso-

ciate t.ie appearance with anything like a "cloud-glow." It

seemed t5 me like the Maze of agre.it conflagration feen through
a smo;.y medium, and I expected every moment to .^ee the fire-

engines ru>h past me. At dark (6 p.m.) there were long pallid

streaks of polar auroral light, proceeding from a centre in the

north-west. These presented no .^igns of the flickeriu'^ activity

usually accompanying auroral manifestations. Soon after 7 p.m.
all traces of polar aurora vanished. It may be mentioned that,

while instances of auror.t have been common here throughout the
autumn, on one occa;ion only have flashing rays and beams
bee.i presenf.

Every sunset since the 9th, when the condition of the weather
permitted—somewhat rarely—the remarkable glow under notice
has been visible in the west, ometimes marked and prominent,
as on the 17th inst., at others somewhat indistinct, according as

the state of the atmosphere served.

Here to-day, after the storms of yesterday, blue sky prevailed,

and the afternoon proved favourable for observation. The sky
was clear ; the air, washed by frequent rains, was transparent

;

wind south-west and tranquil ; barometer low ; thermometer at

2 p.m. 48°. At 4 p.m. a great arc like bank of dusky coloured
vapour, extending as befure from north-west to south, was dis

cernible. On the sun declining behind the mass, it was suddenly
shorn of its beams, and looked like the moon when rising. In
a few minutes the vaporous bank .assumed the peculiar vivid

ruddy hue distinctive of the phenomenon ; the blue colour of the
sky charged to green. The green was s eedily replaced by the
ruddy tint before described, which presently suffused the whole
hemisphere, tinged the entire landscape, and presented an ap-
pearance of w hich I have never seen the like. The colour was
deeper round the horizon than at the zenith. The colour
gradually faded as the vaporous glowing mass sank in the

western horizon, and at 5.30 had left no trace.

Worcester, November 26 J. Ll. Bozward
P. S.—The atmospheric effect described as cloud-glow w.as

visible here to-night. There was a cloud canopy, but at 4.30 the

ruddy light was visible under the canopy over the whole hemi-
sphere. The ruddy light was manifest in a marked manner at

sunrise on the 24th, and was discernible this morning. Probably
the phenomenon is attributable to the aqueou, vapour in sus-

pension in the atmosphere. J. Ll. Uoz\v,\rd
Worcester, November 27

The remarkable cloud-glow after sunset on November g was
seen by me at Sudbury on the southern border of Suffolk. I

was struck by the softness ard uniformity as well as brightness
of the glow, and by its contrast with the pale greenish hue of
the clear sky around, from which it was se] arated by a frame
of nearer clouds in shade. When I fir.st noticed it the (upper)
margin was about 15" above the horizon (estimated from
memory). Presently the glow diminished in brightness and in-

creased in extent upward to about 40° above the horizon ; and at

the hij^hest (nearest) part the delicate structure of the cirrus was
visible.

Was it noticed at any place further north than Sudbury ?

Wordbridge, November 25 Hubert Airy

In travelling up from Leeds on Monday afternoon I was able
to watch the whole progre-s of the remarkable sunset sky on
that afternoon. The lUnwent down quite clear, and the sky
was all but cloudless. Shortly after sunset a crimson arch
appeared stretching from south-east to norlh-east, with a very
clear greenish blue sky beneath it in the east. This crimson
arch gradually proceeded westwards over the sky, and at about
4.20 was stretching from south-west to north-west. At this

time it developed a number of well-defined, pointed rays or
streamers radiating from the point where the sun was below the
horizon. Between the arch and the western horizon was a sky
of a bright silver-white colour, which w as so brilliant that it gave
us quite a second daylight. The crimson arch continued to sink
towards the western horizon, the streamers still retaining the
same relative positions. At about 4.40 it formed simply a bright
crimson band along ihe western horiz .n, and the streamers still

pointing out from it gave the appearance of some large forest on

fire in the west. Finally, at 4.50, w'hen we were some twelve
miles north-svest of Nottingham the crimson arch had entirely

vanished below the horizon. At one ti ue, when the arch was
at its brightest, with the silver-white sky beneath it, it had
exactly the appearance of the aurora, except that the streamers
remained fixed in relative position. In the silver-white sky
there seemed to be a very thin cloud layer. A. Tarn

31, Mornington Road, N.W., November 27

Optical phenomena of a peculiar nature appeared here on
the 25th and 26th inst. On the 25th, shorily before sunset, the

atmosphere, which was exceedingly clear except in the west,
w as suffused with a brilliant tint of lake. Over and to the left

of the sun, which appeared to shine with a remarkably white
light, there was a heavy cumulus, the edges of which were
tinted with a strange, olive-green colour. After sunset the sky
in the east became gradually of a more brilliant rose tint, which
continued a long time after the sun's rays ceased to be reflected

from a long, curled streak of cii ro-filum, at an altitude of 2600
feet. The sky nearer the zenith at 5 p.m. appeared to be of a

sea-green tint. A little later, the most brilliant rose-coloured

glow covered the western and south-western sky, v>hich con-

tinued up to about 5.45 p.m., and might easily have been
mistaken for a red aurora.

On the 26th a similar phenomenon took place upon a grander
and more unusual scale. At 3 p.m., when the sky was totally

devoid of higher cloud, the sun, which was shining w ith a re-

markably white light like the electric light, was surrounded by
a very broad halo of a uniform /a/c /;'«;* colour, whose exterior

margin was very ill-defined. This halo was of about 22° radiu-i

and was totally dev. id of the usual prismatic tints. A little be-

fore sunset the sky, which was clear except in ihe distant south-

west, where there was a thin bank of cirriform cloud, becsme of

a bright salmon colour. At 4.35 there » as a beautiful display of

rayons du cyepuscuh in the east-north-cast, there being six larger

and some smaller lake-coloured belts. But the most splendid phe-

nomenon was yet to come. From 5' 5 105. 15 P'™- ^ brilliant

arc of red light having the position of the sun for its centre,

and having an altitude of about 25', illuminated the western

heavens. This light was bright enough to cast a vivid red

glare on all objects seen in the opposite direction. From this

arc throughout the whole of its extent arose bright rays of red

light, divergent from the sun's position, the perpendicular one
in the centre exlending nearest to ihe zenith. The arc

gradually sank towards the horizon, following the sun's wests

ward declining course.

The barometer at the time was very low, the temperature high,

and there was marked "visibility." To-night (27th) there is

again a red glow, seen feebly through a thick sheet of cirriform

cloud.

Is it possible that particles of ice-dust carried upwards to a great

altitude in the extensive cyclonic disturbances now prevalent may
have produced these phenomena? In any case it seems clear

that the reflecting matter was in the first case very equally

diffused, having no tendency to arrange itself in strips or cloud-

lets ; in the second place of considerable vertical thickness ; and
thirdly, that its greatest altitude was upwards of thirteen English

miles.

I hope that some of the readers of Nature who have wit-

nessed the-e phenomena may be able to explain them, and not

least of all the pink halo. Annie Ley
Ashby Parva, Leicestershire, November 27)

In connection with different singular atmospheric phenomena
noticed lately in India, Ceylon, and even in our own country, 1

think an extract from a letter received by the last Cape mail

may prove of interest to some of your readers. I may premise

that my correspondent resides upon an open Karoo plain, where

the atmosphere is always clear ; such a " phenomenon " as a foy,

being unknown, and where the sunsets generally are of a beauty

that I have rot seen surpassed even in the tropics, a beauty,

however, very evanescent, for it will be remembered that in

those latitudes there is little or no twilight.

The letter is from about thirty-five miles south of Graaff

Reinet, and is dated October 21. "Many of us out here are

much interested in a very peculiar light visible in the west nearly

every evening about an hour after sunset. It lasts until quite

dusk, and throws a sort of lurid glare over everything, ard the

sky is angrily red ; I have not seen anything about it in the
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papers, but the people were very full of it in Graaff Reinet.

It is now about a month since we first noticed it."

Al. Carey-Hobson

Pons' Comet and Meteors.—The Quadrantids

I SEE in Greg's list of possible cometary radiant points there

is one given for Pons' Comet, the date December 6, radiant

point R.A. 200°, N.D. 6S°'5. The radius-vector of the cjmet
at its descending node is 077, so that the likelihood of a shower
of meteors seems very small ; but it might be worth while to

look out for one on the 6th of next mo ilh.

Pons' comet was just vi^il)le to my naked eye on the evening

of the 19th—visible only by rare glimpscis. On the 20th it was
easily visilile with the naked eye, almost steadily, so that it

would be about of the 7th magnitude. Its tail is still very faint

with a 4j-inch refractor, and grows very slowly.

I would call the attention ol observers of meteors to the favour-

able circumstances attending the next shower of quadrantids, as

regards absence of moonlight and the convenient time at which
the maximum will be reachel. On the other hand, the radiant

point will be low at thit lime, thus diminishing the number of

meteors visible. I have examined my observations of this

shower in 1S59, and fro' 1872 to 18S3, and find that the

maximum takes place wlieu the sun's longitude is nearly 282".

This will correspond at the next appirition to the middle of the
night of January 2. The duration of the activity of this shower
is short compared with that of some other periodical showers,
and I am making a more minute calculation of it, the result of

which I purpose sending to the Astronomical Register.

Sunderland, November 27 Tiios. \Vm. Backhouse

Meteor

A REMARKABLE meteor appeared in the eastern sky this

evening at about 8. 30. Coming out of Celus it travelled slowly

towards Orion, being visible for five or six seconds. The head
was rounded in front, about one-eighth of a degree wide, tapering

backwards to the length of half a degree, distinctly bluish in

colour, and leaving an indistinct trail of about twice its own
length behind it. It was so bright and seemed so near that I

took it at first for a firework of some kind. But it was un-
doubtedly a meteor. It died out silently, and without breaking
up, at about 15° from the horizon. F. T. MoTT

Birstal Hill, Leicester, November 20

Some Habits of Bees and Humble-bees

Have any of your readers noticed, or can any account for, a

carious practice which I observed on several fine days this

autumn among the humble-bees that frequented a bed of blue

salvia, viz. that in piercing the calyx and upper end of the tube

within it, they would invariably attack it on its rigkt-hnnd side,

i.e. the right side of the flower as it looks straight out from the

stem. After having several times counted fifty or sixty such

attacks in succession, I gathered a number of flowers at randoai
and, carrying them indoors, requested my brother to lay each on
its side, so as to show the hole uppermost ; twenty-five out of

twenty-six were without he-ilation placed with the right side

exposed, the remaining one was considered doubtful. The
apparent rule of proceeding was this :—The bee alights on the
under midrib or keel of the calyx, Avith her head towards the

stem, then tuining her head and fore feet slightly round to the

right, inserts her proboscis just clear of the rib, the process bein;,'

visible only to a person standing on that side of the flower.

Whether the flower was on the north or south side of the bed, ia

shade or sunshine, made no difference, nor did it matter iu which
direction the bee was making her circuit round the bed. Where
two flowers hung so close together as 10 touch, after piercing the
right-hand one on its outer side, and satisfying herself that she
could not conveniently push her way in between the two, she woul I

fly off to another, losing the honey rather than attempt to reach
it through the left side of the flower. This occurred repeatedly.

Is there anything in the structure of the calyx or in the posi-

tion of the nectar that can explain this? Or is there a right

and left-handedness in some families of humble-bees ? Or can
it be that a habit, perhaps accidentally e>tablished, may be
rigidly pursued for a time, at the risk of occa-ional small lo.-se-,

to be afterwards abandoned wheu the impulse is worn out, cr
when the results are found to be not worth the trouble of form-

ing the habit? That small gains are sometimes neglected in

obedience to a habit of quite recent formation, I had an instance

a few summers ago, when watching a number of hive bees on a

plant of common fuchsia. The greater part of its flowers had
been pierced in the upper tube (probably by humble-bees), and
my attention was drawn by the regularity and exactness with

which the bees were flying straight to the tul.ie, contrary to their

usual practice of entering from below. But the flowers were
not a'l |jierced ; and this was the curious part : uhen a bee had
run round the tube and ascertained that theie was no hole, she

would give it up at once and fly to another, as though the pres-

sure of the new habit would not permit any occasional recurrence

to the g >od old-fashioned plan of enti'ance from below. Can
blind ooedience to an order given out by a superior have any
place in apiary economy ?

In this instance it was clear that the habit was fully formed, as

regarded that particular plant : I tried to witness its commence-
ment on another, and accordingly pierced as many flowers as I

could reach on a fuchsia growing at some distance from the

firt. A few bees discovered my holes and made use of them,

after which they showed considerable hesitation and confusion

in their mode of attack, losing much time in hovering up and
down as though thrown out of their usual routine ; while on
unpierced neighbouring plants the customary precision of aim at

the lower opening of the corolla prevailed without interruption.

Reverting to the humble-bees on the blue salvias. That their

piercing the flower at all is an occasional and not universal

practice I am inclined to believe, from the totally different

behaviour of a set of apparently the same species (though of

this I cannot be certain) on the same plants during the early

part of la-^t autnmn. Alightinj on the lower lobe of the corolla

and advancing inwards, the bee's w eight forced open the throat

of the flower, into which she then easily inserted her head.

This plan was pursued with as much regularity as the opposite

one was this autumn. On the same days it was amusing to

ob erve the many fruitless attempts of hive bees to effect an
entrance in the same manner. Their bodies being too light to

weigh djwn the floor of the corolla, they would try in vain to

force their heads in and always had to fly away disappointed,

except when one more fortunate than the rest discovered a flower

that had dropped from its calyx, when she would eagerly insert

her proboscis into the open end of the tube.

Seeing their great anxiety to obtain salvia honey, I eventually

expected to find them taking advantage, this year, of the holes

ready made for them by the humble-bees, but strange to say they

appeared to have quite deserted the plants, though swarming on

a neighbouring bed of yellow Tagetes, an occasional wanderer

only passing amongst the blue flowers, and without alighting.

Isabella Herschel
Collingwood, Hawkhurst, Nuvember 21

Rudolphi's Rorqual

In a communication made to the Zoological Society on the

20th inst., when describing a specimen of Rudolphi's Rorqual

(Balivnoftera borealis), lately captured in the River Crouch,

Essex, I said that this was the first well authenticated example

of this species taken in British waters. My friend, Mr. J.

E. Hatting, has kindly called my attention to a paper which

had for the time escaped my memory, |.ublished by Prof. Turner

in the Journal of Anatomy and Pliysiology for April, 1882, in

which a specimen is described which was captured near Bo'ness

in the Firth of Forth in September, 1872, and of which the

skeleton is now preserved in the Anatomical Museum of the

University of Edinburgh. W. H. Flower
November 22

Reflection of Light

As showing how far under favourable conditions the reflection

of light from a cloudy sky is visible, I may perhaps be allow ed

to mention that last night at nine o'clock the reflection of the

London lights was remarkably strong. The r,ky was uniformly

covered by a dense canopy of moderately high cloud, and the

air very moist (humidity 95). Under such circumstances I have

frequently seen at the sajie time the reflection of the London
Brighton, Eastbourne, Hastings, and Tunbridge Wells lights

.

Init last night this reflection in ihe case of Ltmdon was pecu-

liarly strong. Ill former years the light was of a reddish yellow,

as is still the case with the lights of the other places named. But
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in the case of London, and less but perceptibly so in that of

Brighton, the light has become of a more silvery hue, due
doubtless to the extensive use of the electric light. The distance

bet^veen this place (lat. 51', lona;. o) and London is about thirty-

five miles in a direct line, and there is no place of any ^ize

between these point-, so there can be no mistake about it ; and
that the reflection of light at such a distance should be visible

seems worthy of notice. It would be interesting to know how
far, under favourable atmospheric conditions, the reflection of

the London lights can really be seen. W. J. Trentler
Fletching, Sussex, November 22

A Lunar Rainbow
Any of your readers who happened to observe the heavens on

Saturday ni^hf, the 17th in-t., at abjut 11. 15 to 11.30, could

not fail to notice the beautiful lunar rainbow which was then
visible. Though the moon had slightly passed its peri/ee, it

was shining with such dazzling brillimce that the marbled
shadows on its surface were almost eflTaced, and it hung in the

heavens like a spotless crystal sun. The very stars seeaied
farther away, as though they had shrank bactc, ashamed and
frighted by the silver glory. Jupiter and Sirius alone stood
fearless and undaun'ed—the former, beloH- her to the left, as if

in attendance, the latter far away in the starless south. A few
featherlike clouds which the moon illumined with a spl'^ndour of
her own, now and again sailed in stately silence across her pa'h.

but that portion which spread directly over her face, seemed to

melt and become invisible like a snow flake on a warm hand, so

that the cloud floated around her as a veil, fringing but not
covering her face. It was when surrounded by one of thee
clouds that the rainbow became vi-ible. I had never seen one
before, so cannot say whether it was more di-tinct and bright
than is usually the case, but 1 could see most vividly the red,

yellow, green, and violet bands with their intermediate shades.
The bow seemed formed on the cloud that shaded the moon at

the time, and lay round her in a perfect, though comparatively
small circle. It remiined ^o for some nine or ten minutes, and
then faded gradually away into a luminous ha'oof golden brown.
Those of your readers who were fortunate enough to behold this

beautiful phenomenon will, I am sure, agree with me that it was
a sight not to be forgotten. J. C. Kernahan
The London Institntion, No-eni'm' 24

Sudden Stoppage of Clocks

I HAVE four clocks in my house ; one is on a will that bears
north-ea.-t and south-west, while the other three ranged nearly at

right an^jles about north-west and south-ea-t. The times of

these clocks were not exactly together, there being from five to

fifteen minutes bet^^een the times ; but all of them stopped on
the morning of November iS at times as recorded by each
between 3.25 a.m. and 3.40 a.m. Have any other clocks

stopped on the same night ? This place—Lurgybrack, Le'.ter-

kenny, Co. Donegal, is in lat. 54° 56' and W. long. 7° 41' 52".

Letterkenny, November lo G. Hexry Kinahan

Fog Bows
On November 14, when driving about half way between

Convoy and Letterkenny, Co. Donegal, I observed a very com-
plete bow at about i p.m., due solely to a fog. For the most
part it was quite white, but at the springing there were slight

traces of prismatic colours. On November :$ at 7 a.m. at

Letterkenny there was also a fog bow ; this, however, had all

through well developed prismatic colours. The 15th aftenvards
came on a heavy wet day; the i5th was fine; but since then
there have been severe winds accoojpanied with sleet, snow, and
rain. G. II. Kinahan

Letterkenny, November 19

THE EARLY HISTORY OF THE HERRING^
'T'HE Admiralty having intimated on July 31 that they
*• were prepared to grant the use of a gunboat to enable

the Board to undertake some investigations into the early

history of the herring, the convener of the Committee
appointed to carry on these inquiries made as complete
arrangements as was possible in the limited time, and,

along with Sir James R. Gibson-Maitland, proceeded to

join Her Majesty's gunboat Jackal at lavergordon on
August 6. Besides making preparations to collect mate-
rial to illustrate the growth of the herring during the early

stages of its development, it was thought desirable to

make arrangements for the examination of the spawning
grounds, in order to ascertain under what conditions the
spawn was deposited. To assist in the work Mr. J.

Gibson, D.Sc, of the Edinburgh University Chemical
Laboratory, and Mr. J. T. Cunningham, B.A., of the
Zoological Laboratory, were invited to join the expedition.

The trawls, dredges, and other appliances were taken
on board on .August 6, and on the following da.y \.\\t Jackal
left Invergorden for the Moray Firth, and began the

work of investigating the inshore spawning grounds lying

between Wick and Fraserburgh. Each place examined
was indicated by a number on the chart, and will be
spoken of in the Report as a "station." During the

month the Jackal was at our disposal sixty stations were
made, and nearly as many by the Vigilant from the time

she relieved the Jackal to her return to Granton on
Oct ber 6. The plan generally adopted at the various

stations consisted in (i) taking the depth and the surface

and bottom temperatures; (2) collecting samples of water

from the bottom, and of the mud, sand, &c., brought up
by the sounding apparatus

; (3) noting the nature of the

surface fauna taken in the tow-net ; and (4) examining
and, when necessary, preserving the animal and vegetable

forms brought up by the trawl, dredges, and tangles. In

this way there has been collected a considerable amount
of raw material, from which important results will in due
time be obtained.

Not the least interesting part of the work consisted in

experimenting with herring ova which were successfully

artificially impregnated and developed. At first experi-

ments were made with spawn obtained at Helmsdale on
August 7, from herring which had been several hours out

of the water; but the results being unsatisfactory, it was
determined to obtain, if possible, the roe and milt from
living fish. We, therefore, frequently remained during

the night on the fishing ground, and boarded the herring

boats tt'hen the nets were being hauled. The fishermen,

always pleased to see us, rendered every assistance in

their power. Selecting ripe fish, we expressed the roc

and milt on squares of glass, which were then placed in

carrying boxes specially designed for the purpose. The
boxes were conveyed by the Jackal to a small laboratory

near Geanies, which had been kindly placed at the dis-

posal of the Committee. Once at the laboratory, the

glass plates, with the developing eggs firmly adhering to

them, were transferred to hatching boxes, through which
a constant current of water flowed from a large tank. In

from three to five days well formed active embryos were
visible through the thin transparent egg membrane, and
in ten days we successfully hatched fry from the arti-

ficially impregnated ova. We soon discovered that suc-

cess depended on having an abundant supply of pure

sea-water at an equable temperature. Unfortunately,

just as our arrangements for experimenting on a large

scale w^ere completed, the herring fishing in the Moray
Firth came suddenly to an end, and it was impossible to

obtain further supplies of eggs.

We next directed our attention to the nature of the

surface forms, which are believed to supply the principal

food for the herring fry, and when this, on account of the

weather, was no longer possible, we proceeded to examine
the mussel scalps in the Dornoch, Cromarty, and Inver-

ness Firths.

As a full account of the autumn's work will be pre-

sented to the Board in time for the Annual Report, onh-

a s'^ort stitement is now given, indicating rather the
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lines of further investigations than the results already
obtained.

During our stay in the Moray Firth our attention was
constantly directed to the change in the position of the
spawning grounds. It was stated that, some fifteen years
ago, immense shoals of herring visited the inshore ground,
in order to deposit their spawn in comparatively shallow
water, but that now they had deserted their former
favourite haunts for banks from thirty to eighty miles at

sea, lying at a depth of from thirty to fifty fathoms. This
has caused great distress, as from the absence of suitable
harbour accommodation, the large boats fish from distant
stations, and the inshore "takes" of the smaller boats
(all of which can be beached) is not now sufficient to give
employment to the local population in curing. The
Report of the Commissioners for British Fisheries for
1862 gives the toial take at the ports especially devoted
to the inshore fishing, viz. Lybster, Helmsdale, Cromarty,
Findhorn, and Buckie, as 158,314 barrels, whereas in

1882 it was only 31,574. On the other hand, at Fraser-
burgh, a great centre for the deep-sea fishing, the take
h:is increased from 77,124 in 1S62 to 233,297 in 1882.
Though these figures, and our experience during the
autumn, show conclusively that herring are no longer so
abundant on the inshore grounds, they do not prove that
the shoals are every year spawning farther and farther
from our shores, as is often alleged, or that, if we continue
to disturb the offshore spawning grounds as we have the
inshore, they will disappear from our waters altogether.
Some who have had considerable e.vperience believe that
spawn deposited in forty fathoms water never develop?,
and that even if it did the herring fry would perish for
want of the proper nourishment.
The disappearance of herring from inshore grounds is

accounted for in many ways by the fishermen. Some
believe that the offshore fishermen prevent the shoals
from reaching the coast by the many miles of nets which
they throw across their path ; others that the inshore
fishing has been destroyed by the winter sprat fishing,
most of the so-called sprats being young herring. The
former explanation seems to imply that the inshore and
deep-sea herring are identical, whereas the latter seems
to indicate that they are different. The Report of the
German Commission bears that there is a difference
betvveen the autumn and spring herring of the Baltic

;

there may also be a difference between the deep-sea and
inshore forms. When this problem is solved we may be
able to account for the disappearance of the inshore
herring. Should some herring have been so modified
that they prefer to spawn on rocky ground in shallow
brackish water rather than on deep gravel banks in the
open sea, or if herring return to their birthplace to
spawn, it will be possible by skilful management to
restore the inshore fishing to its original productiveness.

Having examined the inshore spawning grounds, we
next proceeded to investigate the banks where the deep-
sea herring were believed to spawn. At the outset we
felt there was no evidence that these banks had not
always been used by herrings as spawning beds. We do
know, however, that as the herring boats increased in size
enterprising fishermen were enabled to proceed farther
to sea, and as a reward they discovered great shoals of
herring, the comparative density and condition of which
fomi an interesting subject for immediate investigation.
It may have been a mere coincidence that this took place
about the same time as the inshore shoals began to
diminish. We have no reason for supposing that what
we now speak of as deep-sea herring have not been as
abundant for centuries as they are at the present day.
Man, it seems to your Committee, is not likely much to
reduce the number of herring some fifty miles at sea,
however much influence he may exert over those which
frequent our territorial waters. The time at our disposal
did not permit our making a thorough examination of the

offshore grounds ; in fact, we were only able to begin this

part of the work. But there can be no doubt, from the
observations already made, that spawn is deposited on
these banks, and that the slight difterence of the bottom
temperature (some 3"" C.) would only slightly retard deve-
lopment. Further, the fry once hatched would find an
ample supply of food in the rich surface fauna.
The Committee feel that, in order to obtain satisfactory

information as to the food of the herring, it will be neces-
sary to make continuous observations for a year or more
at all the principal fishing st.itions around our coast.

This could easily be undertaken through the fi^hery

officers.

As to the so-called migrations of the herring, the Com-
mittee has not had sufficient time to make a careful inves-

tigation, but from the observations made it seems evident
that, as the spawning season approaches, the isolated

herring and the small groups congregate together, and
thus form dense s oals. The shoals once formed in-

stinctively select banks free from mud and shifting sand,
and provided with numerous rocks and stones, or with an
abundant coating of seaweeds. Having found a con-
venient bank covered with water at a suitable tem-
perature, and with the requisite specific gravity, they
hover over it, if left undisturbed, apparently not paying
much heed to the claims of hunger, but feeding on what-
ever Crustacea, sand lels, or other small forms come in

their way. The spawn once ripe, they congregate at the
bottom, the females depositing the ro; on the rocks and
seaweeds, to which it at once firmly adheres, and the
males fertilising it with their milt. How long a period is

required for the whole of the roe to escape has yet to be
ascertained. Soon after the " shotten " condition is

reached, both males and females begin to leave the
spawning ground,—hunger being probably the chief

factor in the dispersal of the spent fish,—and this goes on
until the whole shoal is dispersed, the hungry disbanded
members, either singly or in small companies, hurrying
hither and thither in anxious search of food. When they
have partly recovered from their exhausted condition they
may collect into larger groups ; but their further move-
ments are probably largely mfluenced by the shoals oi
Crustacea on which they chiefly subsist. In all proba-
bility their principal feeding ground lies somewhere
between the Shetland Islands and the Scandinavian
coast. This region is probably the great reserve feeding
ground for the fish of the North Sea, and it should at an
early date be carefully explored.

The examination of the three firths—Dornoch, Cro-
marty, and Inverness—has shown that they are all

extremely well adapted for producing mussels. Part of

the Dornoch Firth already is a considerable source of
wealth to the authorities of Tain, but even there the culti-

vation might be greatly extended. The demand for

mussels is great, and the want of them, when herring are

unattainable, is often a great hardship to the fishermen
;

with a little care, the three firths mentioned would supply
bait for the whole east coast of Scotland.

The Committee recommend the Board to remit the
consideration of the Scottish mussel and oyster banks to

a special committee, with the view of taking steps to have
their complete control transferred from the Board of
Trade to the Scottish Fishery Board.
As the work of the Committee proceeded they have

been impressed with the fact that almost everything has
still to be learned regarding the habits and life-history of

all our food fishes, and they concur in the truth of the

following extract from a recent report of the International

Fisheries Exhibition :
—

" It is a very striking fact that

the one point on which all speakers at the conferences
held during the past summer at the Exhibition were
agreed was this— that our knowledge of the habits, time
and place of spawning, food peculiarities of the young,
migrations, &c., of the fish which form the basis of British
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fisheries is lamentably deficient, and that without further

knowledge any legislation or attempts to improve our

fisheries by better modes of fishing, or by protection or

culture, must be dangerous, and, indeed, unreason-

able."

Further, your Committee feel that in order to make any
progress the work must be undertaken in a systematic

manner ; the investigations must not be carried on by fits

and starts, but continuously from month to month and
from year to jear, until all the facts have been collected

and all the experiments made that are likely to throw any
light on the difficult problems.

It having been alleged that the food fishes were disap-

pearing from the eastern coasts of the United States, the

Central Government in 1871 appointed a commissioner of

fish and fisheries to inquire into the matter. The com-
missioner, instead of contenting himself with collecting

evidence from people who knew little or nothing about
the subject, proceeded to make careful and elaborate

investigations. As the result of these inquiries the

United States fisheries have been greatly improved, to

the benefit of both the general public and the fishermen,

and our knowledge of fi^h has been materially increased.

In the same v\a)', and about the same time, a German
Commission >et to work, and although their results are

not so strikirg, they are extremely interesting, a fourth

section of their report, only published the other day, con-
taining a careful description, with an outline drawing, of

all the fish found in the Baltic.

The example set by America, Germany, and other Con-
tinental States we must follow. We have as a nation

at last made a liberal acknowledgment of our ignorance,
and at the conferences of the International 1- isheries

Exhibition expressed regret.

It is satisfactory that, while we are taking steps to

increase our knowledge, we shall at one and the same
time be improving our inshore fisheries. The measures
necessary, e.g. for enablmg us to discover for the first

time when herring fry become maties, and when maties
reach the stage of full herrings, are exactly the measures
required for the artificial cultivation of the herring. From
experience gained during the autumn we are now able to

hatch immense numbers of herring ; each herring pro-

duces from 30,000 to 50,000 eggs, but so small are they

that 20,000 one layer thick can be placed on a square foot

of glass, and from looo herrings it would be possible to

obtain about 30,000,000 fry, and this in from ten to fifteen

days. It is well known that where there is an abundance of

herring th.re is also an abundance of cod and other food
fish, hence the annual introduction of some millions of

young herring into our territorial waters might serve to

attract numerous large food fishes to our shores. And
what is true of the herring holds for many other useful

fishes, and some of them, such as the sole and turbot,

which are less migratory than the herring, might be
manipulated in much the same way as trout and salmon,
if we only knew more of their habits.

In order to be able to carry on the work of investiga-

tion, the importance of which is now universally recog-
nised, the Committee recommend that an application be
made for sufficient funds to enable the Board to establish

a marine station, and further that a steam vessel take
the place of the VigiUiiit at present at the service of the
Board.
The Vigilant is in every respect inadequate for the

ordinary work of the Board, and if there is added to that

work the acquiring of new knowledge as to the habits of

our food fishes, the nature of their food, their time and
place of spawning, and the way in which these may be
influenced by the various modes of fishing, a steam vessel

will be absolutely necessary.
The Committee have much pleasure in stating that they

are deeply indebted to Lieut. Prickett, in command of
\{.'il\..S. Jackal, for the ready assistance rendered by him

and his ofiicers, and for their unfailing courtesy and
kindness during the expedition.
They have also to state that it was a source of great

satisfaction to them to find that the commander of the
Vigila/it was not only greatly interested in the work of
the Committee, but that, having a strong instinct for

scientific work, he will be able to render much assistance
in any further investigations that may be undertaken.
To Mr. Romanes, F.R.S., the Committee are greatly

indebted for many valuable suggestions, and they are also

indebted for the use of the Marine Laboratory instituted

some years ago by Mr. Romanes and Prof. Ewart.
Without this laboratory much of the work which will

form the substance of the forthcoming Report could not
have been imdertaken.

J. CossAR Ewart, Convener

J. R. Gibson-Maitland
A. Forbes Irvine

J. Maxtone Graham
Edinburgh, November 5

THE ORIGIN OF CORAL-REEFS

SO much additional information has in recent years

bten obtained regarding the physical and biological

conditions of the sea that such a problem as that pre-

sented by the coral-islands of mid-ocean may well be re-

considered. Several able naturalists have lately called

attention to this problem, and have insisted that the gene-

rally received solution of it is not satisfactory. Among
geologists there may not unreasonably be a good deal of

unwillingness to admit that this contention can be well-

founded. They have long been accustomed to regard

Darwin's theory of coral-formation with justifiable pride

as a masterpiece of exhaustive observation and brilliant

generalisation. It has played an important part in their

speculations regarding the larger movements of the

earth's crust, and they have been so deeply impressed
with its simplicity, and the grandeur of the conclusions to

which it leads, that they will naturally and rightly refuse

to surrender any portion of it save under the strongest

compulsion of evidence. Some, indeed, may be inclined

even to resent, almost with the warmth inspired by a

personal injury, any attempt to show that it can no longer

claim the general applicability which has been regarded

as one of the strongest arguments in its favour. But the

example of Danvin's own candour and overmastering love

of truth remams to assure us that no one would have
welcomed fresh discoveries more heartily than he, even

should they lead to the setting aside of some of his own
work. I propose to give here somewhat in detail the

more important data accumulated in recent years on this

subject, and to state the conclusions to which a careful

consideration of the evidence seems to me inevitably

to lead.

Before the memorable voyage of the Beagle, the gener-

ally received opinion regarding the origin of the circular

coral-reefs or atolls of mid-ocean was that they had grown
up on the riins of submerged volcanic craters. The
enormous size of some of the atolls—thirty miles in

diameter—might have been thought a sufficiently formid-

able objection to this explanation. But it did not appear

insuperable even to so cautious a philosopher as Lyell,

who only noticed it to refer his readers to the great

dimensions reached by truncated volcanic cones, which

he thought might retain their forms more easily under a

deep sea than on land.'

An earlier and better theory, as Darwin admitted,

had been started by Chamisso, who supposed that

the circular form of an atoll was due to the fact that,

as the more massive kinds of coral thrive most vigor-

ously in the play of the surf, they naturally keep to the

outside of the reef, and raise that portion to the surface

' " Principles of Geology," 4th edil. (1835), vol. iii. p. 310.
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tii'st. But when Darwin's own views were published, first

ill abstract before tlie Geological Society in 1837, and
subsequently more fully in his separate volume on the

Structure and Distribution of Coral-reefs in 1842, they
were soon generally accepted, and were regarded not

only as affording a satisfactory explanation of the whole
phenomena, but as comprising one of the most impressive
generalisations with which geology, fertile in such achieve-
ments, had yet astonished the world.

The theory proposed by Darwin, now so familiar, con-
nected all the typei of reef together as stages of one long
process, every step in which could be illustrated by actual

examples. At the one end stood the fringing-reefs, some
of which might only lately have been started upon a
recently upraised sea-bottom. Out of this stage, by
continuous or intermittent subsidence, came barrier-reefs.

Then as depression went on and the islands encircled by
ihe barrier-reefs disappeared, their sites were taken by
atolls. Lastly, where the rate of subsidence was too
rapid for the upward growth of the corals, an atoll might
become a submerged bank. Not only was this explana-
tion self-consistent, but it harmonised well with the con-
clusion, derived from totally different evidence, that there

may have been widespread and long-continued subsidence
over the ocean basins. It was moreover supported by the
independent testimony of competent observers, who, with

at least equal opportunities of studying the subject, had
espoused Darwin's views. Of these witnesses the most
important was undoubtedly Prof. Dana, who accom-
panied the Wilkes Exploring Expedition of 1838-42.'

Another powerful ally was found in Mr. Couthouy, who
had studied coral-growth in the Pacific and in the West
Indian seas." But even without the concurrent testimony
of eye-witnesses the theory proposed by Darwin fitted so
admirably into the geological theory of the day that it

came itself to be used as one of the most cogent proofs of

vast oceanic depression. And such is still the position

which it holds.

By a gradually widening circle of observation, however,
a series of facts has been established, which were either

not known or only partially known to Darwin. It should
be borne in mind that, compared with more recent ex-

plorers, he did not enjoy a large opportunity of investi-

gating coral reefs. So far as can be judged from his

published works, he appears to have examined only one
atoll— the Keeling reef ; and one barrier reef— that of
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Tahiti. The Admiralty charts, the work of previous
voyagers, and unpublished information communicated to

him, enabled him to extend his generalisation over the

whole of the rest of the coral-regions which he had not
personally explored. The deep-sea expeditions of recent

years have now brought so much new light to bear on the
whole question that we are in a much better position to

discuss it than he was, nearly half a century ago. Of a
tew of the more important investigations a brief rhunid
may here be given, and their bearing upon Darwin's
theory of coral-reefs will then be discussed.

As far back as the year 1S51 the late L. Agassiz stated

that, in his opinion, the theory of subsidence could not be
applied in explanation of the Florida reefs ; that on the
contrary the southern end of Florida is built up on succes-
sive concentric barrier-reefs which have been gradually
connected and cemented into continuous dry land by the
a cumulation of mud-flats between them, and that this

process is still going on and must eventually convert the
present keys and reefs from Cape Florida to the Tortugas
into similar land.'

In 1S63 Prof. Carl Semper published the results of his

' Bull. Mits. Comp. Zool, vol. i. See also J
funial, x.xiii. (1857), p. 46, and E. B. Hunt, o/. cit

Conte, Si'lliman's

cxv. (1863). p. 3S8.

researches among the Pelew Islands. He found himself
unable, by the theory of subsidence, to account for the
phenomena there presented, and threw doubts on the

general applicability of that theory. He pointed out that

while the southern islands, probably once atolls, consist

of coral-rock, upraised to from 400 to 500 feet above the
sea, and are flanked by living coast-reefs, true living atolls

exist at the northern end of the group. He contended
that there is absolutely no evidence of subsidence, that

the association of all the different kinds of reefs within so

circumscribed an area seems entirely to disprove the
notion of subsidence, and that, at least in this group of
islands, Darwin's theory cannot be applied. In some
suggestive observations on their probable origin, he re-

marks that the reefs depend mainly for their form upon
the nature of the bottom on which they begin. Atolls are
formed on submarine banks. A species of Pofites takes

root in little colonies varying from the size of the fist to

masses six or eight feet in diameter. In time the central

portions of these growing colonies die, while the outer

* The narrative containing Prof. Dana's observations on coral-reefs was
published among the Reports of the Expedition. In 1S73 he published a
volume on " Coral and Coral-Reefs," where he again gave the weigh! cf
his authority to the theory of subsidence.

- Boston /onrn. Nat. Hist., iv, (1843-44), P- 137.
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parts flourish and gradually build up a ring of coral. This
ring, which may be circular or elongated in form, is some-
times continuous, but more commonly is traversed by one
or more channels. The interior portions are scoured out
and deepened by the tidal currents. Or if the form of
the bottom and other conditions be suitable, a great many
individual masses of coral gradually grow into a more or
less continuous reef, through which the strong ebb and
flow of the tides serve to keep open some channels. Thus
fringing-reefs, through the scour of the sea, become
barrier-reefs, which retreat from the adjacent coast in

proportion to the gentleness of the slope on which they
are built. On a steeply shelving sea-bottom the reefs

must obviously remain fringing-reefs.

Dr. Semper admitted that possibly many atolls

and barrier-reefs were formed during subsidence, and
even that the downward movement may in many cases
have furnished the conditions for starting them into

e.xistence. The solution of the problem ought in each
case, he thought, to be determined by actual detailed ob-
servation. Uut that the alternate currents of the tides are
the main agents in the building of coral-reefs could be
proved, he maintained, by many cases which, on the
theory of subsidence, must be regarded as exceptional of
inexplicable, such as the occurrence of true atolls in the
mid?t of areas of elevation.

1

In the second edition of his "Coral Islands," published
in 1874, Darwin briefly referred to these observations.
Me thought it not improbable that the Pelew Islands
originally subsided, were afterwards upraised, and again
subsided, but admitted that the proximity of fringing-reefs
was opposed to his views. He suggested that if the sub-
marine slope were steep reefs which began as fringing-
reefs would continue to be of that form, even during
tub-idence. There is, however, no admission that any
valid objection had been made to his theory, or that true

atolls and barrier-reefs might be formed in many places
without subsidence.

In 1868 Prof Semper reiterated his dissent from the
prevailing theory of coral-reefs." Next year he reprinted
his original paper (which seemed to him to have remained
unknown to most naturalists) in a general account of the
Philippine Islands, wherein he appended some additional
notes.' In one of these he refers to the observations of
Pourtales and others on a submarine calcareous deposit
which in some regions is slowly being upraised to serve
as a foundation for coral-reefs. To the objection that if

atolls and barrier-reefs could be formed during a period
of elevation, they ought to be found not merely at, or only
slightly above sea-level, he replies that they are not in

fact confined to that limited zone, but that even if they
were, this would not invalidate his conclusion that the
reefs are due to a complex cooperation of coral-growth
with the waves and currents of the sea, and not to the
one cause—the subsidence of entire regions—invoked by
Darwin.

In the following year another contribution to the anti-

subsidence literature was made by Dr. J. J. Rein, who, in

an interesting me 1 oir on the physical geography of
Bermuda, offered some observations on the coral-reefs of
those islands.-" He suggested that the Bermuda group
might originally have been a submarine mountain or bank
on which colonies of deep-water corals took root, and
where other organisms flourished in such abundance as
gradually to raise the top of the submerged ground to the
zone in which reef-building corals could flourish. He
.adduced no evidence in support of this suggestion further
than that there is no proof in Bermuda of subsidence,

' Zeitsch. IVisaensch. Zoohgie ,1863. xiii. p. 558. Reprinted in 1869 in
' Die Philippinen und ihre Bewohner," with additional notes.

' Vtrhandl. Physik-med. GeselUch. Wurzburg; Sitzungsier., February i.

3 " Die Philippinen und ihre Bewohner." Wiirzburg, i86q, pp Joo-iog.
A brief account of the coral-reefs of the PhiHprine Islands will be found at

PP- I9-33-

< Bencht. Senckcnberg. Kuliir/orsc/i Gcselhch., 1869-70, p. 157.

which, however, as Darwin had so cogently shown, from
the very fact of the movement beirig downward, is in

most cases not to be looked for.

.An important memoir, marking a totally new departure
in coral-reef literature, appeared in 1880 containing an
abstract of observations made by Mr. Murray during the

great voyage of the Chal/enger} The chief features of

this contribution may be thus briefly summarised ;—With
hardly an exception the oceanic islands are of volcanic

origin, and it is therefore to be presumed that the sub-

marine ridges and peaks, which rise to within various dis-

tances from the surface, arelikew'ise due to the protrusion

of volcanic materials. There is thus no actual evidence of

the still unsubmerged portions of any extensive continent

or mass of land such as Darwin's theory requires.

Whether built up above the sea-level into islands, or
brought up to varying heights below that level, the vol-

canic eminences of the ocean may conceivably be brought

into the condition of platforms for reef-builders by two
causes. In the first place the erosive force of waves
and tidal scour must tend to reduce all prominent oceanic

summits to the lower limit of breaker-action, and there-

by to produce truncated cones or flattened domes and
ridges on which coral-reefs, if not already established,

might spring up. In the second place, submarine emin-

ences may have been brought up to within the zone of

the reef-builders by the deposit of organic detritus upon
them. One of the most remarkable results, of recent

deep-sea exploration has been the accumulated evidence

of the extraordinary profusion of pelagic life in the

tropical surface waters. From experiments made during

the cruise of the Challenge)-, Mr. Murray estimated that,

if the organisms are as numerous down to a depth of 100

fathoms as they were found to be in the track of the tow-

net, there must be more than sixteen tons of carbonate of

lime in the form of calcareous shells in the uppermost
hundred fathoms of every square mile of ocean. The
shells and skeletons of these organisms fall in a constant

rain to the bottom, where they supply some of the food

needed by the fauna which there subsists upon the mud.
By the accumulation partly of these superficial exuviae,

partly of the remains of the creatures living at the

bottom, an organic deposit is growing over the sea-

floor in the tropical regions wherein coral-reefs flourish.

Owing probably to the greater solvent action of the

increased proportion of carbonic acid in sea-water

at great depths, or to the greater mass of water through

which they must sink, the shells of the upper waters seem
never to reach the bottom or at least soon disappear

from it, for they are seldom met with in deep dredgings.

But in shallower portions of the ocean they abound.

Consequently it may be legitimately inferred that the rate

of growth of the calcareous organic deposit on the sea-

bottom must be more rapid in the shallower waters. The
tops of submarine peaks and banks, being constantly

heightened from this cause, will in course of time be

brought up to a depth at which sponges, hydroids, deep-

sea corals, annelids, alcyonarians, mollusks, polyzoa,

echinoderms, and other organisms can flourish abundantly.

When this has taken place, the upward growth of the

calcareous formation will be accelerated by the accumula-

tion of the remains of this abundant fauna as it lives and

dies on the bottom. At last the zone of reef-building

corals will be reached, and thereafter a growth of coral-

rock will bring the sea-floor up to the level of low water.

That coral-reefs undistinguishable from barrier-reefs

and even atolls might be formed upon banks of sediment

in a deep sea was admitted by Darwin.- But the assurnp-

tion of so many submerged banks as this explanation

would require, seemed to him so improbable that he dis-

missed it from further consideration. He was not aware,

however, of the enormous abundance of minute cal-

' Proc. Roy. Sac. Edin. (1879.80). x. p. 305.

2 "Ccral Island.s," ii.d edit. p. 118.
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careous organisms in the surface waters and of the com-
parative rapidity with which these remains might be
accumulated on the sea-bottom.

Reef-builders starting on a submarine bank, whether
prepared for them by erosion, by subsidence, or 1)y the

upward growth of organic deposits, would form reefs that

must necessarily tend to assume the atoll form The
central portions of the colony or clump of coral will

gradually be placed at a disadvantage as compared with

the peripheral parts of the mass in being further removed
from the food supply, and will consequently dwindle and
die. In proportion as the reef approaches the sea-level

these central parts are brought into increasingly uncon-
genial conditions, until at last an outer ring of vigorous,
growing coral-reef encircles an inside lagoon overlying

the central stunted and dead portions. The possibility

of such a sequence of events was likewise recognised by
Darwin. " If a bank, either of rock or of hardened
sediment," he says, "lay a few fathoms submerged, the
simple growth of the coral, without the aid of subsi-

dence, would produce a structure scarcely to be distin-

guished from a true atoll."

'

As the atoll increases in size the lagoon becomes pro-
portionately larger, partly from its waters being less sup-
plied vfith pelagic food and therefore less favourable to

the growth of the more massive kinds of coral, partly

from the injurious effects of calcareous sediment upon
coral-growth there, and partly also from the solvent

action of the carbonic acid of the sea-water upon the
dead coral. The solution of dead calcareous organisms
by sea-water is undoubtedly one of the most interesting

facts brought to light by the naturalists of the Cliatlenger

Expedition.
Moreover, a connected chain of atolls might be formed

on a long, submarine bank, and similar conditions of

growth would then be displayed as in the case of a single

atoll. The marginal atolls having a better supply of

food would grow more vigorously than those towards
the centre, and would tend to assume elongated forms,
according to the shape of the bank beneath them. Many
of them might coalesce, and might even ultimately give
rise to one large atoll. Such a chain of atolls as that of
the great Maldive group may be thus explained without
the necessity for any disseverment by oceanic currents
as Darwin supposed. Un the other hand, the submerged
coral-banks of the Lakadivh, Caroline, and Chagos archi-

pelagos may be regarded as representing various stages in

the growth of coral-reefs, some of them being still too deep
for reef-builders, others with coral-reefs which have not yet

quite grown up to the surface. But scattered among these

banks are some of the most completely formed atolls.

Mr. Murray contends that it is difficult to conceive how
such banks can have been due to subsidence, when their

situation with respect to each other and to the perfect

atolls is considered. He reverses the order of growth
as given by Darwin, who cited the great Chagos
bank as probably an example of an atoll which had been
carried down by a subsidence more rapid than the rate at

which the corals could build upwards.
From a careful study of barrier-reefs Mr. Murray

concludes that, in their case also, all the phenomena can
be explained without having recourse to subsidence. He
found from personal observation and a comparison of the
Admiralty charts that most exaggerated notions prevail

regarding the depth of water immediately outside the

reef, which is usually supposed to be very great. After
minutely exploring the barrier-reef of Tahiti, and sounding
the water both inside and outside the reefs, he found that

the slopes are just such as might be looked for on the
su;)position that the corals have grown up without any
sinking of the bottom. The accompanying section (Fig.

l), drawn to a true scale will show that there is

nothing abnormal in the declivities. Beginning near the

' op. cit. p. 134.

shore or wherever the bottom whether of rock or sediment
comes within the range of the reef-builders, a barrier reef
grows vigorously along its outer face, while its inner parts,

as in the case of an atoll and for the same reason, are
enfeebled and die. The force of the breakers tears off huge
masses, sometimes 20 or 30 feet long, from the face of the
reef, especially where from the borings of mollusks,
sponges, &c., the coral-rock has been weakened. These
blocks tumble down the seaward face of the reef, forming
a remarkably steep talus. It is this precipitous part of
the reef which has probably given rise to the notion that the

water outside suddenly descends to a profound depth.
The steep front of fallen blocks is succeeded by a de-

clivity covered with coral sand, beyond which the bottom
slopes away at an angle of no more than 6""", and is covered
chiefly with volcanic detritus. Mr. Murray insists that any
seaward extension of the reef mu^t be on the summit of

the talus of broken coral. The reef will gradually recede
from the shore of the island or continent, and will leave

behind here and there a remnant to form an island in the

slowly broadening lagoon-channel.
The very general occurrence of proofs of elevation

among the regions of barrier-reefs and atolls is in harmony
with the volcanic origin of the ground on which these

coral-formations have grown, but is, as Mr. Murray con-

tends, most difticult of explanation on the theory of

widespread subsidence. He affirms that all the chief fea-

tures of coral-reefs and islandsnot only do not necessarily

demand the hypothesis of subsidence, but may be
satisfactorily accounted for, even in areas where the

movement is an upward one, by the vigorous outward
growth of the corals on the external faces of the reef in

presence of abundant food, by their deaih, disintegration,

and removal by the mechanical and chemical action of

the sea in the inner parts, and by the influence of subaerial

agencies and breaker-action in lowering the level of the

upraised areas of coral-rock. Arch. Geikie

{To be contitiued.\

NOTES
It will be seen from our Diary that the meeting of the

Linueaii Society on December 6 is to be exclusively devoted to

the reading of a posihumous essiy on In.stinct by the late Mr.

Darwin. We are informed that this essay is full of important

and hitherto unpulilished matter with regard to the facts of

animal instinct considered in the light of the theory of natural

selection ; and as the exi^tence of the es>ay has o ily now been

divulged, we doubt not that the next meeting of the Linnean

Society will be of an unusually interesting character.

The death is announced, at the age of seventy-six, of Mr.

John Eliot Howard, F. R.S., well known as a chemist and

quinologist. He was the son of Mr. Luke Howard, F.R.S., a

well-known meteorologist in his day.

We announced some time ago that the Finnish Senate had

vjted a sum of 37,000 marks to Prof. Lems'roji for the con-

tinuation of his experinents with the aurora borealis at SoJan-

kylii in the Finnish Lappmark during 18S2-83, of which he gave

an account in Nature (vol. xxvii, p. 3S9). The plan to be

followed during the present winter at this station is to make

obervations three times in every twenty-four hours, with the

exception only of the first and fifteenth of every month, when

they are made every five minutes throughout the twenty-tour

hours, and three days of the month when they will be effected

every half minute during two hours. In order partly to obtain

the necessary data for the control of the variation of the current

from the atmosphere h ith the latitude, and partly to reduce the

eff.ct of probable influences a branch station will be temporarily

e tablidied during the months of November, December, January,

February, and part of March at the huildmgs of the Kuliala gold
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work?, some distance from the principal station at Sodankyla. At

Kultala exliaustive experiments will be made as to the effect

which the increase of the area of the " utstromnings " apparatus,

invented by Prof. I.emstrom for producing the aurora borealis,

has on the intensity of the current. The observations will in

other respects be the same at both .tations. At Sodankyla they

will be continued until September I, 1884.

The Report bytlie Board of Trade on their Proceedings and

Business under the Weights and Measures Act, 1878, for the

pa^t year has been issued. The following are some of the lead-

ing points in the Report : During ihe past year the Standards

Department has had the opportunity of assisting the United

States Government in a comparis n of their standard of length

(Yard No. 57), with the standards at this office. Prof. C. S.

Pcirce, of the United .States Coast and Geodetic Survey, came

to London for this ] urpose in June last, on behalf of Prof. J. E.

Hilgard, who has charge of the Bureau of Weights and Measures

at Washington. A large number of comparisons of these

measures was made with all possible care, and it was found that

at 62° F., ^"ard No. 57 was o'000022 inch longer than the Yard

No. I deposited at this oifice. Ihe results of these comparisons,

as calculated by Prof. Peirce, will be referred to in a printed

memorandum which « ill be separately drawn up. It was found

necessary to test the accuracy of the standard kilogram, and

the only re-curce was to apply to the Comite International

des Poids et Meiures for permission to compare the British

standard kilogram with that deposited at their bureau near

Paris. By the report of this comparison, it is seen that

our standard kilogram is now 2'oi7S milligrams too light.

The Report rather naively points out that, but for the courtesy

of the Comite, the Standards Department would have been

unable to re-verify our unit of metric weight, as this country is

not represented on the Comite, and consequently does not con-

tribute towards its expenses. In a previous Report it is

also pointed out that the Board of Trade had been then

able to avail itself of the results of the scientific researches

which had been carried out under the directions of tlie Bureau.

A note on the instrumental equipment of the Bureau of the

Comite International is attached to the Report ; of the equip-

ment of this Bureau we recently gave a detailed description.

The tables of densities and expansions hitherto in use at the

Standards Office not having been found entirely in accord w-ith

the mo~t recent scientific research, new tables have been drawn

up for future use in the accurate comparisons of standards of

measure and weight, and these are given in the Appendix. At

the last annual trial of the pyx, the Report states, the differences

in weight and fineness of the new coins tlien submitted fjr

testing were again found to be far within the legal amounts

allowed, particularly on those allowed in the fineness of the gold

coin. Willi reference to the Electric Lighting Act, the Report

remarks that with the advance of science there arise from time

to time measures and w eights of new forms and denominations

which, in their application to commercial purposes, subsequently

receive the sanc'.ion and force of legislative enactment. Among
the most important of such new measures are those for the

measurement of mechanical and of electrical energy, as applied

to the measurement of electricity under the Electric Lighting

Act of last year. A present unit of measurement has been

taken in Provisional Orders under this Act, which is equivalent

to " the energy contained in a current of 1000 amperes flowing

under an electromotive force of one volt during one hour." No
practical meter of electricity capable of use in commerce and

daily life has ytt received official sanction. The Report and

Appendices show that Mr. Chaney continues the work of his

office as efhcienlly as his means will permit.

Ar the Last sitting of the Academy of Sciences M. Pa-teur

read and commented on a posthumous paper by Dr. Thuilier

his pupil, who died in Alexandria, where he was sent in August,

in order to make observations on cholera. The late Dr.

Thuilier takes an intermediate position betw-een M. Pasteur and

M. Bouchardat. M. Pasteur seems not to be quite opposed to

the views of his pupil.

The German Cholera Commission are going, not, as they

originally intended, to Bombay, but to Calcutta, as they con-

sidSr the latter place more suitable for their investigations.

In an official pamphlet published at Washington there is an

interesting sketch of the work and history of the United States

Bureau of Education. Not only does tlie Bureau publish reports

on education in the United States, but at frequent intervals

issues "Circulars of Information" containing data of great

value, and in many cases not otherwise accessible. Among
other things these circulars contain information on the systems of

education in nearly every civilised country, including China ; the

pamphlet referred to contains a useful list of all the circulars

issued, with their contents.

In the report by Dr. Daniel Draper on the New York Meteoro-

logical Observatory for 1S82, it is show-n that the actual hours of

sunshine at Greenwich Observatory were 1245 in 1S7S and

977 in 1S79, when the pos.-ible hours were 4447 ; whereas at New
York in the former year the actual hours were 2936, and in the

latter 3101, when the possible hours were 4449.

The " Howard " Medal of the Statistical Society for 1S83,

with a ]irize of 20/., has been awarded to Dr. R. D. R. Sweeting,

S.Sc. Cert. Camb., Medical Superintendent of the Western

District Fever Hospital, Fulham, for the best essay on "The
experiences and opinions of John Howard on the preservation

and improvement of the health of the inmates of schools-, prisons,

workhou-es, hospitals, and other public institutions, as far as

health is affected by structural arrangements relating to supplies

of air and water, drainage," &c.

The cultivation of Sorghum {S. saccharatitm) and the manu-

facture of sugar from its stems has of late occupie I a large share

of attention by the Government in America, reports on which

have been issued at different times. The most recent of these is

an " Investigation of the Scientific and Economic Relations of

the Sorghum Sugar Industry." This is in the form of a report

drawn up by the committee of the National Academy of

Sciences, in which the subject of the cultivation, production, and

manufacture of the sugar is treated in considerable detail. The

report is one of considerable value, especially to those interested

in the progress of this industry.

From Dr. King's Annual Report of the Royal Botanic Garden,

Calcutta, for theyear 18S2-83, and Mr. J. F. Duthie's Report of

the Government Botanical Gardens at Saharunpur and Mussoorie

for the year ending March 31, 1883, both of which have recently

reached u--, we learn something of the progress of botany at these

botanical centres in Indii. It is satisfactory to note that at

Calcutta considerable improvements have been effected during

the year, not only in the general arrangements of the garden

itself but also in the scientific department, for Dr. King informs

us that " the bamboo and mat erections which used to do duty

as conservatories have been replaced by three large, handsome,

and efficient structures of iron, on which a thin thatch of grass

is spread, and under shelter of which tropical plants thrive

admirably." As usual at Calcutta considerable attention has

been given to various economic plants, notably those which

produce the valuable article indiarubber, and which have occu-

pied so much attention of late. Dr. King says the cultivation of

the soy bean of Japan (Glycine soja) has of late been pressed on

the people of India, and "niDre in obedience to the loudness ot

this clamour than from a belief in its soundness " he has arranged
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for a supply of the ln.-ans hoiu Jai>;.ij, mIucIiJic pru, oses to dis-

tribute extensively for trial. Muu'h consideration has alio been

given to the utilisation of the various fibrous plants. In the

Lloyd Botanic Garden, Darjeeling, much damage continued to

be done by the cockchafer grubs until pretty nearly every plant

in the garden was killed. " The wh ile of the grass in the

garden and all herbaceous plants rapidly succumbed to its

ravages, as did many of the flowering shrubs, only the deeper
rooting shrubs and trees being spared. Even the plants in tlie

conservatories did not altogether escape ; eggs of the insect

having got in considerable numbers into the soil of the pots.''

In response to vigorous efforts to exterminate this plague aliout

six millions of the grubs were collected and destroyed by the

garden labourer.-;, so that at the time of writing the Report it v\as

showing .signs of disappearing. In Mr. Duthie's Report it is

satisfactory to find that economic plants, as at Calcutta, are

largely cared for, and that the cultivation of medicinal plant;

and the preparation of drugs from them is being proceeded with.

Amongst these may be mentioned Alexandrian senna (Cassia

acutifolia), henbane {Hvoscyamus ni^er), belladonna {Alropa

belladonna), &c. Additions are also being constantly made lo

the museum.

Part V J. of the "Herefordshire Pom>na"has been issued,

and Part vii. and last will be published in the autumn of next

year, after the Congress and Exhibition of the Pomological

Society of France, to be held at Rouen in October.

In the Japan Mail of August 23 and September 24, Mr. E.

Knipping describes ihe course of two storms which occurred, one
on August 17 to 20, and the other September 11 to 14. These
descriptions show how very . ompletely the Japan meteorological

service is organised, and that good work is being done in the

Far East in collecting data for scientific meteoroloj^y.

Messrs. Macmillan and Co. have published as one of their

"NATtjRE Series" volumes, Drs. Gladstone and Tribe's "Che-
mistry of the Secondary Batteries of Plante and Faure." "About
Photography and Photographers" is the title of an interesting

gossipy little volume by Mr. H. Baden Pritchard, published by
Messrs. Piper and Carter.

Miss J- M. Hayward wishes to stale with reference to Mr.

Denuing's letter (p. 56) that she did give the hour (10.30) at which
her letter was written, with the date, at the end. She adds that

a clock struck ten shortly before she saw the meteor ; but she

thinks the clock was probably slow, as it generally is. She has

no doubt it was the same meteor as that seen at Bath, Bristol,

and Chelmsford about the same lime.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

pa.st week include two Bonnet Monkeys (Macacus sinicus) from

India, presented respectively by Mr. II. G. Rose and Miss

Morant ; a Common Fox {Canis vnlpes), British, presented

by Mr. H. Vaughan ; two Bullfinches (Pyrrhula ewopita)

European, presented by Mr. Archibald Aitchison ; four Moorish

Toads (Btifo maurilaniciis] from Tunis, presented by Mr.

Frederick Bridges ; twelve Ruffe, or Pope (Acerina cernua) from

British waters, presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn ; two Michic's

Tufted Deer (Elaphodus michianns (5 9 ), a Chinese Water Deer

{Hydropotes inetinis), two Elliot's Pheasants {Phasianus el/ioli)

from China, deposited ; six Coal Titmice (Parus aley), British,

purchased ; a Spotted Ichneumon (Herpestes nepalensis] from

Nepal, five Blue-crowned Hanging Parrakeets (Lorictihis gj/-

giihis) from Malacca, received in exchange.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Pons' Comet.—Mr. S. C. Chandler has communicated to

the Astronoinische Nadirichttin his own experiences at the

Observatory of Harvard College with reference to the remark-

able increase in the brightness of this comet on September 22,
which has been already mentioned in Nature (vol. xxviii. p.

624). He observed with an aperture of 6j inches. On
September 21, between 8h. 55m. and llh. M.T. he found
the comet very faint and diffuse ; the central condensation or
nucleus about equal to a star of 1 1 m. On .September 22, about
7h. M.T. he was astonished to find exactly in its place a
bright, clearly-defined 8 or 84 mag. star without sensible trace
of nebulosity, except witli a power of only 50, giving a field

of \\ degrees, and even with that not noticeable except with
attention. It was so distinctly .stellar an object that .an expe-
rienced observer might hive failed to distinguish it from stars

of similar brightness in tlie neighbourhood. On September 23,
at 7h. 30m., he found the physical appearance again greatly

changed. The nucleus seemed spread out into a confused
bright disk about a half minute (arc) in diameter, outside of

which was a nebulous envelope much brighter than on the

preceding night, and about one minute and a half in diameter.
The comet was judged to be a half magnitude brighter than on
September 22. On September 25 it appeared spread out into

a confused disk two minutes in diameter, a faint nucleus or

concentration of light not brighter than 11 m. .So rapid an
increase and diminution of light is a very unusual phenomenon;
Mr. Chandler thinks that phases of this kind may be charac-
teristic of the comet's mode of light development, as the same
variation was repeated on a .smaller seal : on October 15, when a
nucleus of about 9'3 m. appeared, which gradually dis.sipated

on the following evenings, through expan-ion into the general

nebulosity. Toe comet's distance from the sun when Mr.
Chandler remarked the great increase of brightness was 2*i8,

Ihe earth's mean distance being taken as unity, not the least

surprising condition in the case.

In the same number oi i\i& Astronotnische A'ac/iricktenVtof.

Schiaparelli gives some account of his observations on the

physical appearance of the comet at Milan, which are of much
interest in connection with those of Mr. Chandler. On
September 22 he found the comet about 3' in diameter, faint and
diffuse, the nucleus about 13m., but the sky was not perfectly

clear ; the observations for po.sition were made at Sh. 30m. M.T.
On September 23, about 8h. 13m., the comet had increased in

brightness since the previous evening in an extraordinary manner
;

it noiv appeared as a star of 8 m., with a very faint surrounding
nebulosity of from i' to li' diameter. The central part was not
exactly a luminous point, but had a sensible diameter and in-

distinct outlme. On the 25th it was still bright, but the nucleus
of the 23rd had spread out so as to form a circular nebulosity 3'

in diameter, without notable central condensation.

Comparing the Milan and Harvard observations, it would
appear that the rapid increase in the light of the comet took
place between September 22, at 7h. 45m. and lih. 45m. Green-
wich mean time ; it remains to be seen how observations else-

where will accord with this inference. Mr. Chandler suspected,
from a comparison of his own notes with those made by the;

observers at Kiel and Vienna, that the increase would be found
to have taken place between the European and American
observations on September 22.

M. Bigourdan, of Paris, says on November 19, " The comet is

a nebulosity of from sixth to seventh magnitude, with nucleus

:

the brightest part of the coma, that which borders on (he
nucleus, is not .symmetrical about it; it is less extended in' the
angle 110°— 140°, and is brightest in the angle 280°—290"."

Taking the comet's theoretical intensity of light on November
19 as unity, the intensity on Plecember 31 will be 9'5, and on
January 14 (when it is at its maximum), 130. In the absence
of moonlight the comet must be, for some time, a naked eye
oliject.

THE GENERAL THEORY OF THERMO-
DYNAMICS

nTHE first of the six lectures on "Heat in its Mechanical
Applications" at the Institution of Civil Engineers vas

delivered on November 15 by Prof Osborne Reynolds, M.A.,
F.R.S., the subject being as given in the title. The following
is an abstract of the lecture :

—

Thermodynamics, Prof. Reynolds said, was a very difficult

subject. The reasoning involved was such as could only be

expressed in mathematical language ; but this alone would not

prevent the leading facts and features of the subject being expressed
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in popular language. The physical the ries of astiMiiomy, light,

and sound involved even more mathematical complexities than

thermodynamics, but these subjects bad been rendered popular,

and this to the great improvement of the theories.

What rendered the subject of thermodynamics so obscure

was that it dealt with a thing or entity (heat) which, although
its effects could be recognised and measured, was yet of such

a nature that its mode of operation could not be perceived by
any of our senses. Haddocks been a work of nature, and had
the mechanism been so small that it was absolutely imper-
ceptible, Galileo, instead of having to invent a machine to

perform a definite functiin, would have had, from the ob-

served nntion of the hands, to discover the mechanical prin-

ciples and actions involved. Such an effort would have been
strictly parallel to that required for the discovery of the

mechanical principles of which the phenomena of heat were
the result.

In the imagined ca=e of the clock, the discovery might have
been made in two ways. By the scientific method : from the

observed motion of the hands the fact that the clock depended
on a uniform intermittent motion would have led to the discovery

of the principle of the uniformity ofthe period of vibrating bodies
;

and on this principle the whole the iry of dynamics might have
been founded. Such a theory of mechanics would have been
as obscure but not more obscure than the theory of thermo-
dynamics based on its two laws. But there was another method ;

and it was by this thit the theory of dynamics was brought to

light—to invent an artificial clock, the action of which ciuld be
seen. It was from the actual pendulum th,it the principles of
che constancy of the periods of oscillating .and revolving bodies
were discovered, whence followed the dynamical theories of
astronomy, of light, and of sound.
As regarded the action of heat, no visible mechanical con-

trivance was discovere I which would afford an example of the

mechanical principles and motions involved, so that the only
apparent method was to di^cuver by experiment the laws of the

action of heat, and to accept these as axi jmalic laws without
fonning any mental image of their dynamical origin. This was
what the present theory of thermodynamics purported to be.

In this form the theory was purely natheinatical and not fit

fi r the subject of a lecture. But as no one who had studied

the subject doubted for one moment the mechanical origin of

these laws. Prof. Reynolds would be follow ing the spirit if not
the letter of bis subject, if he introduced a conception of the

mechanical actions from which these laws sprang. This he
should do, alth jugh he doubted if he should have so ventured,
had it not been that while considering this lectur-e he hit upon
certain mechanical contrivances, which he would call kinetic

engines, which afforded visible examples of the mechanical action
of heat, in the same sense as the pentjulum w'as a visible example
of the same principles as those itivolved in the phenomena of

light and sound. Such machines, thanks to the ready help of
Mr. Foster his assi tant in constructing the apparatus, he shoul I

show, and he could not but hope that these kinetic engines
might remove the source of the obscurity of thermodynamics on
wliich he had dwelt.

The general action of heat to cause matter to expand was
sufficiently obvious and popularly known ; also that the ex-
panding matter could do work was sufficiently obvious. But
the part which the heat played in doing this work was very
o bscure.

It was known that heat played two, or it might be said three,

distinct mechanical parts in doing this work.
These parts were :--

1. To supply the energy necessary to the performance of
work.

2. To give to the matter the elasticity which enabled it to

expand—to convert the inert matter into an acting machine.

3. To convey itself, i.e. heat, in and out of the matter.
This third function was generally taken for granted in the

theory of thermodynamics, although it had an important place
in all applications of this theory.

The idea of making a kinetic engine which should be an
example of action such as heat, had no sooner occurred to him
than variuus very simple means presented themselve . Heat
was transformed by the expansion of the matter caused by heat.

At first he tried to invent .some mechanical arrangement
which worrld expard when promiscuous agitation was imparttd
to its parts, but contraction seemed easier—this was as good.
All that was wanted was a mechanism which wou'd change its

shape, doing work when its parts were thrown into a state of

agitation.

In order to raise a bucket from a well either the rope was
pulled or the w indlass wound—such a machine did not act by
promiscuorts agitation ; but if the rope was a heavy one (a chain
was better) aird it was made fast at the tip of the well so that

it just suspended the bucket, then if it w as shaken from the top
waves or wriggles would run down the rope until the whole
chain had assumed a continually changing sinuous form. And
since the roiie could not stretch, it conld not reach so far down
the well with its sinujsities as when straight, so that the bucket
would be somewhat raised and work rlone by promiscuous
agitation. The chain would have changed its mechanical cha-

racter, ani from being a rigid tie in a vertical dir-ection would
possess kinetic elasticity, «.c. elasticity in virtue of the motion of

its parts, causing it to conti"act its vertical length against the

weight of the bucket. Now it was easy to see in this case that

to perform this operation the work spent in shaking the rope
performed the two parts of imparting energy of motion to the

chain and raising the bucket. A certain amount of energy of

agitation i 1 the chain would be necessary to cause it to raise a

butket of a certain weight through a certain distance, and the

relation which the energy of .agitation bore to the work done in

raising the bucket followed a law which if ex|jressed w'ould coin-

cide exactly with the sec rnd law of thermodynamics. The
energy of agitarion imparted to the chain was virtually as much
spent as the actual work in raising the bucket, that was to say,

neither of these energies could be used over again. If it was
wanted to do further work the raised bucket was taken off, and
then to get the chain down again it must be allowed to cool, i.e.

the agita'ior must be allowed to die out ; then attaching another

bucket, it would be necessary to supply the same energy over

again.

He had other methods besides the simple chain which served

better to illustrate the lecture, but the principle was the same.

In one there was a complete engine with a working pump.
By mere agitation the bucket of the pump rose, lifting 5 lbs. of

water one foot high ; before it would make another stroke the
agitated medium mirst be cooled, i.e. the energy which caused
the elrsticity must be taken out, then the bucket de cended, and,

being agitated again, made another sti'oke.

He felt that there was a childish simplicity about these kinetic

engines, which might at fir'st raise the feeling of " Abana and
Pharpar " in the minds of some of his hearers. But this would
be only till they realised that it was not now attempted to make
the be,-t machine to raise the bucket, but a machine that would
raise the bucket by shaking. These kinetic engines were no
mere illu-trations or analogy of the action of heat, but were
instances of the action of the same principles. The sensible

energy in the shaking rope only differed in scale from the energy

of heat in a metal bar. The temperature of the bar, ascertained

from absolute z;ro, measured the mean square of the velocity of

its parts multiplied l<y some constant depending on the mass
of these parts. So the mean square of the velocity of the links

of the chain multiplied by the weight per foot of the chain really

represented the energy of visible agitation in the chain.

The waves of the sea constituted a soitrce of energy in the

form of sensible agitation ; but this energy could not be used

to work continuously one of these kinetic machines, for exactly

the same reason as the heat in the bodies at the mean tem-

perature of the earth's surface could not be used to work heat-

engines.

A chain attached to a ship's mast in a rough sea would
become elastic with agitation, but this elasticity could not be

used to raise cargo out of the hold, because it would be a

constant quantity as long as the roughness of the sea lasted.

Besides the waves of the sea there w as no other source of

sensible agitation, so there had been no demand for kinetic

engines. Had it been otherwise, they would not have been left

for him to discover—or, had they been, he might have been

templed to patent the inventions. But there had been a demand
for what might be called sensible kinetic elasticity to perform for

sensible motion the part which heat elasticity performed in the

thermometer.
And it had not been left for him to invent kinetic mechanism

for this purpo-e, although it might be that its semblance to the

thermometer had not been recognised. The principle was long

ago applied by Watt. The common form of governors of a

steam-eirgine acted by kinetic elasticity, which elasticity, depend-

ing on the speed at which the governors were driven, cau-ed
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them to contract as the speed increased. The governor mea-
sured by contraction the velocity of the engine, «hile the ther-

mometer measured by expansion the velocity in the particles of

matter which surrounded it ; so that it could now be seen that

having to perform two operation , the one on a visible scale, the

other on a molecular scale, the same class of mechanism had
been unconsciously adopted in perfornnng both operations.

The purpose for which these Kinetic engines was put forward

was not that they might be expected to simplify the theory of

thermodynamics, but that they might show what was being diiue.

The theory of thtrmodynamics could 1 e dtduced by the laws of

motion from any one of these Kinetic engines, just as Rankine
deduced it from the hy| olheses of molecular vortices.

Nothing had yet been said of the third part which heat played

in performing woik, narely, Ci-nveying heat in and out of

matter. It was an innovation to introduce such consideratii us

into the subject of thermodynamics, but it properly had a place

in the theory of heat-engines. It was on this part that the s, eed

at which an engine would perform work depended.

The kinelic naehim-s showed this. If one end of a chain was
shaken, the wriggle ran along with a definite speed, so that a

definite interval must elapse before sufficient agitation was
established to raise the bucket ; further, an interval must elapse

before the agitation could be withdrawn, so that the bucket

might be lov\ered for another strole. The kinetic machine,

with the pump, could only work at a given rate. He could

increase this rate by shaking harder, but then he expended more
energy in proportion to the work done. This exactly corre-

sponded with what went on in the steam-engine, only owing to

the use of separate vesseb', the boiler, c) Under, and condensers,

the connection was much confused. But it was clear that for

every h.p. (2,ooo,oco ft. -lbs. per hour) 15,000,000 ft. lbs. had
to be passed from the furnace into the boiler, as out of the

I5,ooo,coo no more than 2,ooo,oco could be used for work ; the

remaining 13,000,000 were available for forcing the heat into

the bi iler and out of the steam in the condenser, and they were
usefully employed for this purpose.

The boilers were made as small as sufficed to produce steam,

and this size was determined by the difiference of the internal

temperatures of the gases in the furnaces, and the water in the

boiler ; and whatever diminished this difference would neces-arily

increase the size of the heating surface required, i.e. the weight

of the engine. The power which this diffeience of temperature

represented could not be used in the steam-engine, so it was
usefully employed in diminishing the size of the engine.

Most of this power, which in the steam-engine was at lea>t

eight times the power u«ed, was spent in getting the heat from

the gases into the metal plates, for gas acted the part of con-

veyance far less readily than boiling water or condensing steam.

If air had to be heated inside the boiler and cooled in the

condenser with the same difference of temperature, there would
be required thirty or forty lin es the heating surface— a conclu-

sion vhich sulficiently explained why attempts to substitute

hot air for steam had failed. In one respect the hot-air engines

had an advantage over the steam-engine. During the operation

in the cylinder the heat was wanted to be kept in the acting

substance ; this was easy with air, for it was such a bad con-

ductor of heat, that unless it was in a violent stJte of internal

agitation it would lose heat but slowly, although at a tempera-

ture of loco degrees and the cyhnder cold.

Steam, on the other hand, condensed so readily that the

temperature of the cylinder must be kept above that of the

steam. It was this fact which limited the temperature at which

steam could be used. Thus, while hot air failed on account of

time economy, the practical limit of the economy of steam was
fixed by the temperalure which a cylinder would bear. These
facts were mentioned because at the present time there appeared

to be the dawn of substituting combustion-engines in place of

steam engines.

Combustion-engines, in the shape of guns, were the oldest forai

of steam-engine. In these, the time required for heating the

expansive agent was zero, while they had the advantage of

incondensible gas in the cylinder, so that if ihe cylinder was
kept cool it cooled the gas but slightly, although this was some
3000 degrees in temperature.

T he disadvantage of these engines was that the hot gas was
not sufficiently cooled by expansion, but a considerable amount
of the heat carried away might be used again could it be
extracted and put into the fre-h charj^e ; to do this however,

would introduce the difficulty of heating-surface in an aggravated

form. However, supposing the cannon to have been tamed and
coal and oxygen from the fir 10 1 e u-ed instead of gunpowder.
T heimodynamic; showed that such engines should still have a

wide margin of economy over steam-engines, besides the advan-
tage of working with a cold cylinder and at an unlimited speed.
The present achievement of the gas-enfine, stated to be some
2,GOO,coo ft. -lbs. per lb. of coke, looked very promising, and it

was thus not unimportant to notice that whatever the art

difficulties might be, thermodynamics showed no barrier to

further economy in this direction, such as that which appeared
not far ahead of what was already accomplished with steam-
engines.

But however this might be, he protested against the view
which seeirerl som.ewhat largely held that the steam-engine was
only a semi-barbarous machine, which w.asted ten times as much
heat as is used—very well for those who knew no science, but only

waiting until those better educated had lime to turn their attention

to practical matters, ai.d then to give place to sumething better.

Thermodynamics showed the perfections not the faults of the

steam-engine, in which all the heat was used, and could only

enhance the admiration in which the work of those must be
held who gave, not only the steam-engine, but the embodiment
of the silence of heat.

PROFESSOR AUGUST WEISMANN ON THE
SEXUAL CELLS OF THE HYDROMEDUS^"-
pROF. WEISMANN of Freiburg is most highly skilled and
-*• most indefaligable in research, and all the memoirs which
he publishes are or extreme scientific importance, and abound
in original views and suggestions which render them of peculiar

and widely spread interest. His " Studien zur Descendenz
Theorie," his researches on the Daphnoids and on the fauna of

I ake Constance, w hich .are known to all naturalists, may be
mentioned as examples of his work. Since the spring of 1878
till the present year he has been engaged in investigating the

mode of origin of the gi.nad elements of the Hydromedusa;, and
the result- are embodied in the present splendid work, which
consists of a volume of text of about 300 pages quarto and
twenty-four most beautifully executed coloured plates, the whole
representing a va t amount of laborious research. Some portions

of the results have already api eared in short preliminaiy papers,

but they form a very small in talment of what is here put forth.

In the course of the investigation, which has extended to thirty-

eight species of Hydromedusa;, important new observations on
the habits and composition of Hydroid colonies generally and
on their histology were made, and the results of these are fully de-

scribed here, since most of them have a direct bearing on the

elucidation of the main subject of the monograph. The work
thus forms secmdarily, as stated in the tiile-page, " a contribu-

tion to the knowledge of the structure and vital phenomena of

the Ilydromedusoe generally."

The principal value of the work, however, lies in the import-

ance of the bearings of the results of the investigations detailed

in it upon the general question of the origin of gonad cells.

The HydromedusK: were selected as the subject of research

btcau-e they appeared to be of all groups of the animal kingdom
be-t adapted tor the purpose both becau-e of the transparent

nature of the r tis ues and becau-e they present in closely allied

fo: ms so many remarkable differences in the development of the

gonad elements.

The work commences wiih an historical introduction, which

can be but briefly referred to here. The que- tion of the origiii ot

the sexual elements in the Hydroida has undergone several im-

portant transformation*. Prof. Huxley, when he first defined

the body of the Medusa as consisting of two layers of tissue

—

ectoderm and cndoderm, raied the question in which of the

two layers do the gonad elements originate, and at first concluded

that they were formed between the two, and subsequently in

1859, from physiological considerations mainly, that they must

originate in the ectoderm. As soon as the advance of histological

method permitted accurate direct observation to be made on the

matter, Kefer.-tein and Eblers showed that in the Siphonophora

with well developed medusoid sfxual individuals, the Calyco-

phorida; andma'e Physophorida;, the germinal cells are developed

in w hat is now recoj^nised as the ectoderm of the manubrium

;

•Die Entslehung der Sexualzellen bei den HydromeJu'en." Zugleich

ein Beitrag lur Kenntniss des Baues und der LeLenserscheinungen dieser

Gnippe, von Dr. August Weismann, Professor in Freiburg-i Br. (Jena:

G. Fischer, 1E83.)
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whilst in the female Physophorid;c the origin of the single ovum
is different (in the endocodon). As soon as the homogeny of the

two layers of the Ccelenterata with the two primitive layers of

the higher Metazoa became evident, the question arose whether

the germinal cells of the Metazoa generally were of ectodermal

or endodermal origin, and a large number of observers attempted

to settle the question offhand by investigating the process of

development of the germinal cells in some one Ccclenterate.

Each assumed that his particular results must hold good for the

entire group, and as the results were conflicting—the place of firs!

appearance of the germinal cells lying as is well known in some
Ccelenterates in the ectoderm and in others in the endoderm—much
confusion arose. At this period, E. van Beneden's memoir
appeared which, on the strength of the conditions occurring in a

Hydractinia, a Campanularia, and a Clava, started the theory

that the germ layers were themselves sexually differentiated, the

female elements arising from the endoderm and the male from
the ectoderm, and that in the union of a derivative of each layer

lay the essence of impregnation, the neces-ai7 precm-sor of repro

-

duction. This brilliant conception was soon shown by further

observation to be erroneous, and as Prof. Weismann points out

it was from the first not in accordance with the phenomena of

parthenogenesis. As the next important phase iu the question

came the attempt of the brothers Hertwig to prove that the

Coilenterata belong to two distinct stocks, the one consisting of

the An'hozoa and Scyphomed sa;, in which the germinal cells

are derived from the endoderm (Endocarpa;), and the other of

the Hydromedusa: and Ctenophora, in which they originate from
the ectoderm (Ectocarps). If this position bs correct, and, as

will be seen in the sequel, one of the mo 4 startling of the con-

clusions arrived at in the present work is that, notivithstanding

all the apparent evidence to the contrary, it probably is so in

re.al'ty, then the important principle of inheritance and continuity

in development in the germ layers receives a strong support, of

which with regard to the gonad elements it seemed in great need.

Prof. Weismann was led to undertake the present prolonged
researches by his observing that in certain of the Hydromedus^e
the germinal cells originate, not in the sexual individuals them-
selves nor even in the blastojtyles that support them, but in

the C(Kao=arc of the colony, in the common parenchym of

tlie stem and its branches, and that this occurs not only in

the case of the female but also in some instances in that of

the male germinal cells. T.he existence of ovicells of ccenosarcal

origin had been previously observed by Quatrefages, F. E.

Schultze, Fraipont, and others, but these elements had not been
reco.;ni-ed as the sole source of supply of the female gonophores
with ova. E. van Beiieden further hai observed the origin of

the egg-cells in Hydractinia, in that part of the blastostyle which
sub equenlly becomes evaginated to form the gonophore.
Kleinenherg published his account of his discovery of the migra-
tion of the egg-cells of Eudendrium from the ectoderm into the

endoderm and in the opposite direction ju>t before Weismann
had arrived at a similar conclusion and had found in his pre-

parations eggcelU in the act of boring through the basement
me.iibrane with one half lying in the ectoderm and the other in

the endo,l;rm. The establishmeit of the fact that migration of

the .sexual cells of a m>st remarkable character in the many forms
in which he has proved it to occur is a constant phenomenon,
the history of its details, and the discussion of the phylogenetic
origin and general biological bearings of the curious phenomena
presented by it, form the most important features of the present
work

.

The author as more c mvenient adopts—instead of AUman's
terms, pha'icrocodmic gonoplioreand adeloodonic gonophore

—

"medusa" and "medusoid gonophore" respeclively. He applies

the latter term to all gonophores, n it becoming free medusa;, in the

walls of which any traces, however rudimentary, can be detected
of the three layer.s, viz. the inner and outer ectoderm layers and the

intervening endjderm lamella—of which the wall of the bell of
the medusa is composed. He uses the term sporophore for

those gonoph:)re sacs in which no indication of anything beyond
a single layer of ectoderm and endoderm can be disc ivered.

A structure which assumes great importance in the hi-tory of

the wanderings of the ovicells is the duplicature of ectoderm,
which grows inwards at the summit of the simple sac-like bud
out of which a medusa i? formed, depressing the endoderm
lanella and forming the hollow of the bell. It is necessary thit

this embryonic organ or mass of cells, observed by so many in-

vestigators, should receive a special name, and it is termed
"endocodon."

It is pointed out that each hydranth of a colony does not con-

sist alone of that part containing the stomach and bearing the

tentacles and hypostome, but also of a stem-shaped portion,

which is developed at the same time with it out of the same
bud. This region is termed the '" hydrocope," and is included

in the hydranth, the remaining region of which is the "hydro-

iiiiti

Fig. I —Diagram of a bud of a medusa or medusoid gonopliore

—

Glk, endo-
codon ; Glfi, sub-umbrella space : Entl, primitive endoderm lamella :

ttkz, primitive germ cells ; cut, endoderm ; e/it, ectcderm.

cephalis." The hydrocope corresponds to the region in Tubu-
laria which AUman terms hydrocaulus, but not to the whole
system of stems and branches in an arborescent colony. In such
colonies the production of buds is entirely confined to the hydro-

cope and its counterpart in the blastostyle, the " gonocope."
In the Tubularince it is necessary to distinguish amongst the

Fig. 2.—Diagram of a primary. Hhy, and lateral, Shy, hydranth of Euden-
drium : He, fiydrocephalis : H, neck ; Canib, cambium zjne; Km, zone
of gemmation: i/(?/, hydroc-npe : Sa, lateral branch; Bist, blastostyle;

Ccp, gonocope; ^ph, sporophore.

hydranths of a stock the "principal" from the "lateral"

hydranths. The principal hydranths are those v\hich remain

permanently at the extremities of the stems or branches

throughout the growth of the stock by lateral buddinj;. In the

arborescent stocks of the Tubularida: the first hydranth sprung

from the egg remains penuanently at the extremity of the
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principal stem, the lateral buds of which never surpass it in

growth. Ill the same way the first formed hydranth of each

lateral branch retains its position at the tip of that branch, and
must be distinguished as a principal hydranth of secondary

order, becoming such so soon as it produces a hydranth bud
above its distal gonophore. This distinction is necessary not

only because the primary and lateral hydranths often differ in

size, but mainly from the most important fact that the principal

hydranths are sexually sterile ; only the lateral hydranths pro-

duce gonophores. No such distinction of principal hydranths

occurs amongst the Campanularidse and the Sertularida;.

The above brief historical sketch and preliminary explanation

is extracted from the introductory part of the work. The special

part, which forms by far the greater portion of the whole, treats

separately of the details of the series of species investigated.

Shy2 --

ent.u.eht—-

Blsf

Fig 3.—Tip of a stem oiEitden-iriuin riiceiiiosum{siCX\\z\, not d agrammatic),
with the principal hydr.-iiiths, Hhy, and ten lateral hydranths. Shy i-to:

Bist^ blastostyle, with female gonophores or ova ; Kzo, germinal zone in

wider sense, i.e. extent of the main stem and hydrocope containing egg-
cells. The letters ctit and ect indicate whether in the lateral hydro-
copes of the specimen ovicells were present in the ectoderm or enduderm.
or in both.

The results with regard to two of tlie.'e form^, Cordylophora
lacustri; and Eiidemiriuiii, will be followed here, the former
being cho-en mainly because the account of it is illustrated by a
woodcut, which it is advantageous to reproduce. The structure
of Cordylophora lacustris is well known from F. E. Schulze's
•nost excellent mo^t excellent monograph. Weismann finds that
the regular branching of the stock in this species depends on its

following the law that "a principal or terminal hydranth of a
principal stem or lateral Ijranch produces no buds but those of
hydranth.s, never those of gonophores, and that only the
hydranths, and not the jjonophores, can produce buds." The
zone of gemination of the hydranths lies in the hydrocope, just

below the neck. In the female stocks the germinal cells do not
take their origin in the gonophores, but arise in the coenosarc in

the ectoderm of the zone of gemmation of a principal hydranth
and in this well defined and restricted region only.

The ovicells are certainly not preformed in the embryo or

larva, but are formed in the zone before the lateral hydranth bud
begins to appear out of ectoderm cells which differ in no respect

from other young ectoderm cells. The ovicells migrate in the

ectoderm from their place of origin to that where the bud of the

lateral hydranth has begun to form, and, passing into the lateral

hydrocope as it grows out, enter the gonophore as soon as it is

develo))cd, their entire course of travel lying in the ectoderm.

Kvery ovicell becomes an ovum, and enougli ovicells migrate in a
group into the lateral hydranth to fill several gonophores ; those

not destined for the first formed gonophore move onwards past if,

and a part of them pass later into the second gonophore when
this becomes formed between the first and the neck of the

lateral hydranth. This change of position of the ovicells must
be partly due to active movement, since the simple shifting due
to grow Ih could not push the cells past the first gonophore, and
long before the first gonophore is ripe these cells are found lying

beyond it, whereas beforehand they lay below it (see Fig. 4, «:).

3. 4.—A principal hydranth, Hhy, ;

lophora : A'Z, actual germinal 2

former position of the germinal
migrating ovicells.

I lateral hydranth, .'i/iy, of Cordy-
also zone of gemmation ; KZ\

, Sph, female sporophore ; a/s,

The niigration must take place very slowly and in a particular
direction, for the cells are never found scattered irregularly along
the whole stem, but always together in a small troop, and they
never make their way by accide.jt into a hydrocephalis. The same
process is repeated in the formation of the second, and, if ovi-
ce'ls enough be present, nf the third gonophore. A fresh swarm
of ovicells is never introduced from the main stem into a lateral

branch, and no new ovicells are developed in any later.al hydranth
until it ceases to become such by developing a hydranth bud
above its distal gonophore. It then becomes a principal hy-
dranth of secondary order, and acquires at once a germinal zone
beneath its neck, which supplies the gonophores developed on
its lateral hydranth buds with ova by migration, just as in the
case of the primary principal hydranth. It produces no further
gonophores it.self, and differs in no respect from the prim.iry
principal hydranth excepting in that it was once a lateral hy-
dranlh, and produced a set of gonophores, whilst the primary
principal hydranth never was lateral and never produced gono-
phores. The ova ripen in the ectoderm of the sporophores.
The primitive male germinal cells in Cordylophora are formed

like the femile fr^ra young ectoderm cells, but their place of origin
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lies in tlie zone of gemmation of the lateral hydranth at the spot

where the gonophore bud is formed.

Ill the genus Eudendrium most remarkably there is a difference

in the formation of the gonad elements in the case of different

species. In Eudendrium racemosum the gmophores are not

b )rne by the hydranths but on blastostyles, which bud out only

from the lateral hydranths. Both male and female germinal

celU have their place of origin not in th? gonophires or blasto-

styles, but in the ccenosarc ; the gonophores are only the ripening

places of the cells. The blastostyles are not regarded by the

author as liydranths which in an ontogenetical sense become

atrophied in the history of each colony, in consequence of the

exhaustive effect of the development of gonophores on them, but

as special structures probably derived originally from hydranths,

but which have undergone a permanent phylogenetic modification

(at all events in E. racemosum and E. capillare) to adapt them for

their peculiar function. The developing buds from which blasto-

styles are formed are very early to be distinguished from those

forming hydranths, and do not vary in colonies of the same sex,

though they show a constant difference in form in the two sexes.

The male blastostyles have no hypostome, mouth, or trace of

tentacles. The female have also no hypostome but have a double

crown of tentacles, and appear at the time when tlie gonophores

are ripe to have a small temporary mouth, which it is suggested

may possibly swallow the spermatozoa to effect fertilisation.

In the female stocks of Eudendrium racemosum when in full

sexual maturity the ccenosarcal tubes at all the free ends of

the branches contain large quantities of ovicells. The fine twigs

are often full of hundreds of them. They occur in both ectoderm

and endoderm, but far more abundantly in the former, where
they are found in all stages of development, whereas in the endo-

derm scarcely any but large egg-cells are found. The primitive

germinal cells are derived from ordinary young ectoderm cells,

with which in rapid process of multiplication the whole germinal

zone is filled. This zone lies ouly in the principal hydranths,

coaimencing a little below their necks and extending a shorter

or further distance down the stem, but as a rule not further than

the second lateral hydranth (K%o, Fig. 3). Within this zone the

production of new ovicells is almost entirely restricted to its

uppermost region. As the principal hydranth grows, the germinal

zone, which maintains a constant length, rises with it, and as

soon as it rises above the point of junction of any lateral

hydranth, this hydranth is cut off from any further supply

of ovicells. The ovicells never occur in the endoderm within

the germinal zone, but are only found in that layer within

the hydranth and gonocope. This is because of the remark-

able migrations which the cells perform, which take place in

perfectly definite directions at definite times. The cells remain

in their place of origin, the ectoderm of the germinal zone,

until a new lateral hydranth bud begins to be formed, and
into this they migrate through the ectoderm, not at once, but as

soon as the hydranth has attained a well defined stem. They
wait here in the ectoderm, growing considerably, until they have

attained a certain size, and then bore their way into the endoderm,
nearly all the cells in each lateral hydrocope effecting the pene-

tration of the basement membrane simult.ineousIy, just at the time

when a blastostyle bud commences to form. The cells hold on to

the basement membrane on its inner face by one end, and stretch

forwards the other in the direction of the position of the future

blastostyle, and become remarkably elongate, their free ends being

drawn out into long slender filaments amongst the endoderm cells.

As soon as a hollow is formed in the blastostyle bud they creep

in, still clinging to the basement membrane and always to its

endodermal face. As the hollow enlarges, more and more creep

in, and the bud takes on a pear shape. As the gonophores are

budded out from the blastostyle the cells pass into the endoderm
of these, then almost simultaneously bore through the basement
membrane again, and reach the ectoderm layer of the sporophores,

their final ripening place. The ovicells never reach maturity on
the hydranths in which they originate, but always in the blasto-

style of a lateral hydranth.
In the male stocks of Eudendrium racemosum the place of

origin of the germinal cells is the ectoderm of the region of

gemmation of the lateral hydranth>. Thence they migrate by
the endoderm into the sporophores, and then like the ovicells

bore their way out into their ripening place, the ectoderm of the

sporophores.

In the other species of Eudendrium examined, E. capillare,

the place of first appearance of both male and female germinal
cells is in the endoderm.

The results obtained as to the history of the generative elements

in the various species examined are given in a concise tabular

form under a series of headings, the importance and distinctness

of which will now be recognised. The case of Podocoryne is

taken as an example. The German terms are not easy to find

English equivalents for.

Podocoryne carnea

Keimstdtte. Germinal place. \ Male gejrminal cells : the ecto-

(Layer in which the earliest ( derm.
appearance of the germinal I Female germinal cells ; theendo-

cells can be detected.) ) derm.

I-Ceimzone Germinal zone.

(Region of the colony where
(

these cells are earliest de-
|

tected.)

Abkunft. Actual origin of the

mo t primitivegerminal cells,

(in very many cases a matter

of inference only).

Ripening place.

Migrations.

In male stocks : the manubrium
of the Medusa buds.

In female stocks : tht^ endoderm
sac of the gonophore bud.

Male germinal cells : young ecto-

I derm cells.

, Female germinal cells : proba-

bly ectoderm cells which have
' migrated into the endoderm.

The ectoderm of the manubrium

I

of free-swimming Medusae.

' The male cells none.

The female cells out of the pri-

mary endoderm sac of the

I

gonophore bud into the spadix

and thence into the ectoderm
[ of the manubrium.

The facts with regard to all tht investigated species, when
thus placed in a tabuUr form, appear at first sight so varied

and complicated as to defy all reduction to uniform law. The
germinal cells appear to be developed sometimes here, some-

times there, without rule of any kind and without definite

relation to the germ layers. A most remarkable fact lies in

the circumstance that the greatest differences in these matters

occur in closely allied genera and even species. But, since this

can occur without affecting the general evidences of these re-

lationships, "the variations must depend on such differ-

ences as can occur amongst nearly related forms." And in

this circumstance really lies in Prof. Weismann's opinion the key
to the w hole matter. By careful use of the comparative method,
he has arrived at the conclusion that the differences in the posi-

tion of the place of first appearance of the germs depend on a " phy-

logenetic shifting "of this position, and have ensued /irW />a^i«

with the degeneration of the primitive free medusx unto sessile

brood sac-. The advantage gained by the animal in the shifting

which has brought this about, has lain in the earlier ripening of

the gonad elements.

In accordance with a widely accepted view, the sessile gono-

phores of all the attached hydromedusa; except hydra, are

probably to be regarded as degenerated medusa;. In the an-

cestral medusae the gonad elements of both kinds originated

in the ectoderm of the manubrium, and ripened there as they do
now in six out of seven Tubularine genera bearing medusae exa-

mined by the author, viz. Dendroclava, Bougainvillia, Perigoni-

mus, Cladonema, Corymorpha, Syncoryne. Both the origination

and ripening of the germinal cells occurred during the free life

of the medusje. Certain causes rendered the free medusa stage

dis.advantageous, and in many instances the gonophores in con-

sequence became sessile, whilst the sexual elements originated

and ripened in them at an earlier sta'^e. At first the elements

retained the same place of origin as in the free medusse, a con-

dition which survives in the medusoid gonophores of the existing

Cladocoryne. But it became advantageous that the elements

should not wait for their formation by cell division and for their

gradual maturation until the process of construction of the gono-

phores by budding had been completed, and thus the formation

of the ovicells became shifted, and appeared in an earlier stage.

What may be regarded as a first stage in this process is repre-

sented in Pennaria and Tubularia, in which the germinal cells of

both sexes first appear in the endocodon (see Fig. i) of the gono-

phore bud, being carried afterwards, as development proceeds,

to the original ripening place, the manubrium. As a further stage
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in the process, the priuiitively ectodermal germinal cells migrated

into tlie endoderm, and here v\ e find them mailing their first

appearance in all the Tubularina; bearing medusce or medu>oid

gonophores, in which they do not originate in the ectoderm of

the manubrium or in the endocodon. Most important is the fact

that in Podocoryne and Clava, and other forms, the male elements

have a different place of fi-st appearance from the female. In

Podocoryne the male germinal cells ari^e in the ancestral place,

the ectoderm of the manubrium ; the female, however, first

appear in the endoderm of the medusa bud. In Clava the male
elements originate in the. endocodon ; in the female they are first

detected in the endoderm of the gonophore stem.

Here the phylogenetic shifting of the place cf first differentia-

tion of the germinal cells has operated cnly in one se.x or in one

mere than the other. In all such cases it is the place of first

differentiation of the female elements which has undergone

further shifting than that of the male, apparently because, under
similar circumstances, ov\ing to their more minute subdivision,

spermaries becon.e more easily and I'apicily ripened than ovaries.

In the case of EiidindriKm mcemosiim, already described, three

further stages of the shifting back of the place of origin of the

germinal cells ap|3ear to have been undtrgone by the female

stocks beyond those evidenced in Podocoryne.

In s me forus, as in Cordylophora already described, the

entire long migration takes place entirely in the ectoderm, and
it is plain' that the shifting of the place of origin of the germinal

cells backwards from the gonophores has taken in different

forms two different lines of progress, one into the endoderm, the

other through the ectoderm only. It is a remarkable fact that

in no real medu.sa is the place of first appearance of the ger-

minal cells shifted further back than at most to the endoderm of

the gonophore. The difference of position of the generative

elements in the medu^ re of the Campanularinx is regarded by
the author as secondary, derived from a primitive disposition, as

in the Anthomedu-K, by phyletic shifting from the manubrium
to the radial canals, evidence in proof of which is adduced.

A most intensely interesting section is that devoted to the : ub-

ject of the migration of the germinal cells. These cells seem

to be guided in their movements by an extraordinary instinct.

Every ovicell on setting out for its ti avals appears to have before

it a definite route to a particular gonophore, and to follow it

with certainty ; and, further, to be able to distinguish a young
hydranih bud from a young blastostyle bud, never entering the

one in error for the other. The migiations may be compared to

those of certain birds the young of which are 1 elieved by seme
ornithologists to find their way to their distant home without the

aid of any old birds who have already made the journey to

guide them. The author suggests that it must be the outcome
of an excessively fine sense of minute differences of pressure

which enables the t.vicells of Podocoryne, after they have bored

their way into the ectoderm, to arrange themselves in four longi-

tudinal rows in the intei radii of the manubrium, instead of form-

ing an even zone rtund it. No doubt, as he points out, the

same laws are at woik here which dettrmine the size, shape,

number, and sequerce of the cells in every organism ; but this

free mobility of these germinal cells in the Hydroida, with their

definite line of march and goal, is a new factor, to which there

seems to be no parallel known in other gnups, although migrat-

ing cells pursuing comparatively indefinite courses are known in

most Metazoa. As having a nearer resemblance to these move-
ments are cittd those of the mesoblast cells which are set free

from the blastoj hore of the gastrula larva of Echinoderms, and
which arrange themselves in regular order on the inner .surfaces of

its cavity. That there is no absolute difference between these

curious tissue-building migrations and ordinary growth follows

from the evident fact that they have arisen phylogenetically out

of the formation of organs \>y ordinary process of growth.

Ihe question of the immediate origin of the primitive ger-

minal cells of the Hydroids is discussed in a most able summary
chapter of the utmost interest, but which it is impossible to do
justice to here. With regard to the relations of the elements to

the two layers, the conclusion is that in all the Hydromedusse,
including the Sip^honophora, the actual origin of the primitive

germinal cells is from ectoderm cells. In all cases in which the

first traces of the germinal cells can only be detected in the

endoderm, the parent primitive germinal cells have migrated out

of the ectoderm. This position is supported by two lines of

irgument, the one drawn from the comparison of the various

stages in the shifting of the place of origin of the germinal cells

exhibited in the various species of Hydromedusre, and especially

in the two sexes of the same species, which points clearly to the
original and essential source of both sexual elements having lain

in the ectoderm, as is still the case in the primitive, hermaphro-
dite, freshwater Hydra ; whilst the other dwells on the circum-
stance that in all Hydroids in which the first appearance of the
germinal cells takes place in the endoderm, a satisfactory proof
of the endodermal origin of these cannot be brought forward.
Where they originate in the ectoderm their identity with young
ectoderm cells is obvious. When found in the endoderm, at the
bases of the peculiar flagellate cells composing this layer, they
have a similar appearance to the primitive germinal cells found
in the ectoderm, but no connection of gradation between them
and the endoderm cells can be detected, nor any subdivision ot

the endoderm cells tending to their production.

Having arrived at the above conclusion, the author is led to

1 elieve, as already mentioned, that the division of the Ccelen-
terata in'o Endocarpas and Ectocarfse introduced by the brothers
Hertwig may very probably still hold good, the Hydi-omedusae,
with the Siphonophora and Ctenophora, being sprung from a

separate phylum of the primitive Coelenterates from that com-
prising the Anthozoa and Scyphomedusre.
The work closes with a i-eference to the question of the

alternation of generations in the Hydromedus^. Now that the

ccenosarcal origin of the germinal cells is ]'roved in so many
instances, can the gonophores or medusa:-, the sexual cells of

which are formed in the ccenosarc of the hydranth or stem before

they themselves are begun to be developed, be. regarded as sexual

individuals ? It is obvious that it wr.uld lead only to confusion
if the old way of regarding the matter was upset. The past

history of the gonophores mut be taken into accoitnt, and the

fact that the sexual elements, though now developed at a greater

or less distance in many species, formerly undoubtedly originated

within the gono, hores. If an opposite view were adopted, the

absurd difficulty would arise that the male gonophores in some
species would have to be taken as sexual individuals and the

females in the same species as not.

The author's discovery of the gradual phylogenitic shifting of the

place of origin of the sexual elements in Hydromedusas seems, a« he
points cut, to throw most happy light on the vexed controversy be-

tween Brooks and Salenskyasto the alternation of genei'ations in

the Sal
I
a?. The ovarium in the stolon of the solitai-y Salpa disco-

vered by Brooks doubtless belonged originally to the sexual

chain Salpte and has become shifted in order to hasten its matura-
tion into the stolon of the nurse, which is no more to be re-

garded as sexual because of its preparing an ovary for the buds
than are the jriiicijal hydranths of Eudtndrium racemosum
to be r< garded as such because they supply the ovicells to

the gonophores borne by the blastostyles. As in so many of

the Hydromedusa', the male elements of the sexual individuals

have undergone no corresponding shifting. The discrepancies

between the result; of the two observers probably depend on the

circumstance that the process of phylogenetic shifting has attained,

as in Hydromedusse, different stages of development in the various

species. The mode of reproduction of the Salpa; is still to be

regarded as a case of alternation of generation, even should

Salensky's w ell founded suspicion that the chain SalpEB are them-

selves able to produce a second ovary after the fir^t has been used

up prove invalid.

The remarkable difterences in the development of the germinal

cells in nearly allied Hydromeduste seem to be paralleled to some
extent by the extraordinary condition in the early embryology of

the Salpre discovered by Salensky,' where the differences occur-

ring in the different species are so gi-eat and important that, as

he writes, "they hardly bear comparison with one another."

In all Salpfe the early segmentation of the ovum takes place as

u^uaI, but then " gonoblasts, ' cells derived from the epithelium

of the egg-folhcle, not sexually fertilised elements, suppress the

blastomeres, which atroi hy whibt the entire embryo is formed
from the gonoblasts with or without other unfertilised matter.

Salensky calls this extraordinary process, which is without

parallel in the rest of the animal 1 ingdom, "follicular budding."

Possibly some of the curious difterences as to the extent 10

which Ihe gonoblasts and parts of the ovary and oviduct enter

into the formation of the embryo in Salpse (Gymnogouje and
Thecogonre) may le hereafter explained on some such principle

as that of Prof. Weismann of "phylogenetic shifting."

H. N. MOSELEY

' Prof. W. Salensky, " Neue Untersuchungen uber die embryonale
Ent\\ icklung dtr Salpen." II. Th. Schluss, '* Mittheilungen aus der Zool.

Station zii Ne.ipl.," Bd. rv. Heft 3.
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UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The Public Orator (Mr. J. E. Sandys) made
the foUowin:^ address to the Senate in pre enting Mr. Andrew
Graham, First Asi^tantto Prof. Adams at the O > ervatory, f)r

the complete degree of M.A. honoris causa. Mr. Graham dis-

covered the ninth minor planet Meiis, a fact cleverly turned to

account by the Or.itor :

—

"Dignissime doraine, Domine Procancellarie et tota Aci-
demia :

" Quam invidenda nobis illorum vita est, qui a rerum terres-

trium strepilu remoti, templum quoddam observando cselo' dedi-

catum incolunt, ubi noctibus serenis tot lucidorum orbiuu ortus

obitusque contemplantur, tot stellarum imniotarum stationes per-

petuas accuratissime definiunt, tot .siderum errantium cursus prius

ignotos admirabili quadam divinatione augurantur. Consenta-

neum niminim e~t eum, cai primo quondam Oceani fiba, Metis,

inter sidera affulserat, tot annos in rure ilio suburbano cum Nep-
tuni inventore nostro celeberrimo feliciter esse consociatum.

luvat certe tanti viri adiutorem fidelissimum hodie civitate nostra

donare, virum et lin;.;uarum recentiorum et stndiorum mathe-
maticorum perquam peritum, neq le in numeris tintum c impu-
t-andis soUertissimum, sed in sideribn; quoque ob^ervavdis

perspicacissimum. Ipse rerum omnium Fabricator, cetera quidem
animalix terram prona speclare pa=sus.

quanto igitur honore illi digni sunt qui, qua in re ceteris animan-
tibus homines prjestant, in ea ho;ninibus ipsis tam prteclare

antecellunt.
" Vobis pra;sento virum et de scientia astronomica et de

Academia no.itra optime meritum, Andream Graham."

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Geological Society, November 7.—J. W. Hulke, F.R.S.,

Dre-idcnt, in the chair.—James Diggle. Charle; Anderson
Ferrier, and Prof. W. Stephens \iere elected Fellows ofthe Society.

—The following communications were read :—On the geology of

the South Devon coast from Tor Cross to Hope Cove, by Prof.

T. G. Bonney, F.R.S., Sec.G.S. The author, after a brief re-

ference to the hterature of the subject, stated that the chief petro-

graphical problem presented by this district was whether it

afforded an example of a gradual transition from slaty to foliated

rocks, or whether the two groups were perfectly distinct. He
described the coast from Tor Cro^s round by the Start Point to

Prawle Point, and thence for some distance up the estuary

leading to King bridge. Commencing again to the north of

Salcombe, on the other shore of this inlet, he described the

coast round by the Bolt Head and Bolt Tail to Hope Cove.

These rocks, admittedly metamorphic, consist of a rather thick

mass of a dark mica-schist and of a somewhat varialile chloritic

schist, which also contains a good deal of epidote. In the lower
part of this are some bands of a mica-schist not materially

different from the upper mass. It is possible that there are two
thick masses of mica-schist, one above and one below the chloritic

schist ; but, for reasons given, he inclined to the view that there

was only one important mass, repeated liy very sharp foldin^js.

The junction between the admittedly metamorphic group and
the slaty series at Hope Cove, as well as that north of Salcombe,
is clearly a fault, and the rocks on either side of it differ mate-

rially. Between the Start and Tor Cross the author believes

there is also a fault, running down a valley, and so concealed.

On the north side of this the rocks, though greatly contorted and
exhibiting such alterations as are u^ual in greatly compressed
rocks, cannot properly be called foliated, while on the south side

all are foliated. This division he places near Hallsands, about

half a mile to the south of where it is laid down on the geo-
logical map. As a further proof of the distinctness of the two
series, the author pointed out tint there were clear indications

that the foliated .series had undergone great crumpling and
folding after the process of foliation had been completed.
Hence that it was long anterior to the great eartli-move-

ments which had affected the Palaeozoic rocks of South Devon.
He stated that the nature of these disturbances suggested that

tbi< district of .South Devon had formed the flank of a moun-
tain-range of some elevation, which had lain to the south. Of
the foundations of this we may see traces in the crystalline

gneisses of the Eddystone and of the Channel I-lands, besides

pos-ibly the older rocks of South Cornwall and of Brittany. He
also called attention to some very remarkable structures in the

slaty series near Tor Cross, which appeared to him to throw
light upon some of the structures observed at times in gneisses

and other foliated rocks,—Notes on Brocchi's collection of Sub-
apennine shells, by J. Gwyn Jeffreys F.K.S. In this paper the

author gave the results of an examinatioa of the collection of

fossil shells from the Subapennine Pliocene described by Brocchi

in his " Conchiologia fossile Subapenniua," and now preserved

in the Museo Civico at Milan. The author cited fifty-five of

Brocchi's specie-, upon moit of which the collection furnished

more or less interesting information. In concluion he remarked
upon the importance of identifying Brocchi's specie> with forms
still living in the neighbouring seas, and also upon the difficulty

of distinguishing between the Upper, Middle, and Lower Plio-

cene in Italy. From his examination of Italian Pliocene shells

he concluded that the deposits containing them were for the

most part formed in comparatively shallow water, probably not

more than fifty fathom; in depth, a remark which alo applies

to the Italian .Miocene ; and that in the 'case of species still

existing no difference can be recognised between Pliocene and
recent specimens.—British Cretace jus Nuculidse, by John Starkie

Gardner, F.G.S. The author co.nmencel by discussing the

que~tion whether theNuculida; should be separated as a family

from the Arcida;, and stated that species of Lfda and Nticula

exist and sometimes abound in the marine Cretaceous deposits,

with the exception of the White and the Red Chalk, from which,

however, he thought that the shells may have been dissolved

out. He also referred to the probable derivation of the species

from preexisting forms, and discussed the question of how far the

relationships thus established could be expr^-s-ed in the nomen-
clature of the species, his researches upon the Nuculida; Ifading

him in some cases to suggest a trinomial nomenclature. The
probable lines of descent of the shells described in the present

paper were also discussed at some length.

Anthropological Institute, November 13.—Prof. Flower,

F.K.S., president, in the chair.—The election of the follo.\ing

new members was announced :—Dr. G. B. Barron, Prof. D. J.

Cunningham, H. O. Forbes, J. S. Hunt, Capt. E. C. Johnson,

R. Morton Middleton, jun., Capt. C. A. Moloney, S. B. J.

Skertchley Jo-eph Smith, jun., and Dr. Johnson Symington.

—

Mr. J. E. Price exhibited a selecti hi of objects from ancient

grave mounds in Peru.—Dr. Garson e.xhibited two iron lamps

that he had procured from the Orkney Islands for the Oxford
University Museum. They were veiy similar to the limps of the

Esquiuaux described by Dr. E. B. Tylor in hi ^ paper read before

the Institute at the end of last session, and each consists of two
flat receptacles prolonged int > a spiutdike depresion on the

anterior portion.—Prof. Flower exhibited the skull of a young
chimpanzee (Iroglodyles nigcr] which had been sent to him
from Lado ia the Sou Ian, by Dr. Emin Bey. It was the subject

of acrocephalic deformity, associated with coaii'lete synostosis of

the coronal suture, and partixl obU'e/ation of the sagittal suture,

both of which are normally open long after the age to which

this individual had attained.—The director rea 1 a paper by Mr.

Edward Palmer on some Australian tribes.

Zoological Society, November 20.—Prof. W. H. Flower,

F. R.S., president, in the chair.—A letter was read from Mr.

G. B. Soweiby, jun., in which he proposed to change the name
of TItracia jacksoin-nsis, given in his paper " On New Shells,"

read in January, 1SS3, to Thracia brazieri.—A letter was read

from Mr. W. H. Ravenscroft, of Coloaibo, Ceylon, describing

the effectual mode in which a female Axis Deer in confinement

concealed its young one from observation.—The Secretary ex-

hibited, on the part of Major C. H. T. Marshall, F.Z.S., a

.specimen of a new Impeyan Pheasant from Chumba, N.W.
India, which Major Marshall proposed to name Lophophonis

chumbanus, and some other birds from the same district.—Mr.

H. Seebohm, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks on a new
Owl from Japan, which he proposed to call Bub} hlakistoni,

after Capt. Blakiston, its discoverer.—Mr. H. E. Dresser,

F.Z.S., exhibitei and made remarks on some Ringed Pheasants

from Corea.—Prof. Bell, F.Z.S., exhibited and made remarks

upon some Australian Crinoids infested by a large number of

Myzostomata.—Prof. Flower read a paper on the characters and

divisions of the family Delphinidse, in which the following

generic divisions were admitted and defined -.—Moiiodon, Dil-

phinapteius, PhociEiia, Neomeris, Cepha'.oi-hynchui, Ona, Or-
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cella, Psiudorca, Globiccpltalus, Grampus, Feresia, Lageno-

rhynclnis, Ddphiniis, Ttirsiops, Clymenia, Steno, and Sotalia.

Critical remarks were added upon tlie characters and synonymy

of the best-known species of each.—Prof. Flower also gave an

account of a specimen of Kudolphi's Rorqual, Bahcnoptern

borealis. Lesson (= SibbalJius laticeps. Gray), lately captured in

the River Crouch, Essex, being the first well-authenticated

example of this species met with in British waters.—A com-

munication was read from Dr. M. Watson, F.Z.S., containing

additional observations on the structure of the female organs of

the Indian Elephant {Elcphas itidiciis).—A communication was

read from Mr. F. Moore, F.Z.S., containing the descriptions of

some new Asiatic Diurnal Lepidoptera.—A communication was
read from Mr. K'. Trimen, F.K.S., in which he gave a descrip-

tion of a remarkable semi-melancid variety of the Leopard {Felis

pardiis) in tlie Albany Museum, Grahamstown, which had been

obtained in the east of the Cape Colony.—A communication was
readfrom the Ccimt H. von Berlepisch and Mr. L. Taczanowski,

in which an account was given of an extensive collection of

birds made by MM. Stolzmann and Siemiradzki in Western
Ecuador.

Edinburgh

Royal Physical Society, November 21.—The first meeting

of the 113th session was hekl in the Instituiion Rooms, St.

Andrew Square, Dr. Ramsay H. Traquair, F. R.SS. London and
Edinburgh, president, in the chair.—A nest of the reed-warbler,

found near Combe Abbey, Warwickshire, was exhibited

to the Society by Dr. Herbert.—The opening address of the

session was then delivered by Dr. Archibald Geikie, F.R.S.S.

London and Edinburgh, Director-General of the Geological

.Survey of Great Britain and Ireland on "The Relation between
Geology and Palccontology."

Sydney

Linnean Society of New South Wales, September 26.

—

Dr. James C. Cox, F.L.S., in the chair.—The following papers
were read :—On a very dolichocephalic skuU of an Australian

aboriginal, by Baron N. de Miklouho Maclay. The cephalic

index of this skull, which was found in the interior of Queens-
land, was only SS'g, calculated on the ophrio-occipital length,

and58'3, calculated l.y the glabello-occipital length, an index
lower probably than that of any skull hitherto described. The
skull was not a deformed one in the ordinal^ sense, but was a

fair example of the so-called roof-shaped type of cranium.—On
a fossil humerus, by Mr. C. W. De Vis.—Notices of some un-

described species of Coleoptera from the Brisbane Museum, by
William Macleay, F.L. S. The species described are a few
unnamed Coleoptera occurring in a large collection sent by Mr.
De Vis to the author for identification. Their names are:—
Pamboriis vhidiaitreus, Catascopus laticollis, Eutonta poncti-

penne, Careniim teriir-ivgiine, C. ianthinum, C. De Visit, C.

piisilhim, Tibarisus robustus, Pacilus Itnis, Diphucephala hii-ti-

pmnis, D. carulea, D. latipennis, and Liparelrus convexiuiculiis.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 19.—M. Blanchard,
president, in the chair.— Kemarks on the recent volcanic dis-

turbances in Sunda Strait ; mineralogical analysis of the ashes
collected, by M. Daubree. From the examination of these
ashes, which fell at Eatavia on August 27, the author considers it

liighly probable that the surface waters penetrating deeply into
the underground cavities, and there becoming superheated, form
the chief agency in such volcanic eruptions as those of Krakatoa
and Ischia.—On the velocities acquired in the interior of a
vessel by the various elements of a fluid during its discharge
through a lower orifice (continued), by MM. de Saint-Venant
and Flamant.—On tlie jirocess of purple dyeing amongst the
ancients according to a fragment attributed to Democritus of
Abdera, by M. Berthelot.—On the production of extremely
low temperatures by means of continuous apparatus, liy

M. Cailletet.—Report on the French expedition to Cape
Horn, by M. Martial. The expedition, undertaken mainly to
observe the transit of Venus, embarked on board La Ro-
inanche at Cherbourg on July 17, and reached its destina-
tion on September 6. Three contacts were observed under
favourable conditions by M. Courcelle-Seneuil. A great
part of Tierra del Fuego was visited, numerous dredgings were
made at various points, and rich collections, especi.ally botanical
and ethnological, were brought back These included living

specimens of most of the Fucgian flora, two native canoes with
their full equipment, a com|letehut with all the utsnsils, arms,
and other objects in use amongst the aborigines. A cairn twenty
feet high was erected in Orange Bay to commemorate the French
expedition to Cape Horn.—On the transformations of which
certain equations of the second order are susceptible, by M. R.
I.iouville.—On the electrochemical energy of light, by M. F.

Griveaux.—Observations of the Pons- Brooks comet made at the

Paris Observatory (equatorial of the west tower), by M. ti.

Bigourdan.—Observations of the same ccmet and of the

planet 234 made at the Marseilles Ob?ervatory, by M.
Coggia. — Photometric observation of an eclipse of the

fir-t satellite of Jupiter, by M. A. Obrecht. — Remarks
on a formula of Tisserand connected with celestial me-
chanic, by M. R. Radau. — On the resisting power of a

ring, by M. J. Boussinesq.—On the curve-lines of wave surface-,

by M. G. L'arboux.—Application of a proposition in mechanics
to a problem connected with the figure of the earth, by M. E.

Brassinne.—Note on the action of carbonic acid on saccharine

dissolutions more or less charged with lime, by M. D. Loiseau.

—On a new kind of ureometer (one illustration), by M. W. H.
Greene.—Experiments on the passage of charbon bacteridasinto

the milk of animals affected by charbon, by MM. J. Chamtre-
lent and A. Moussous.—On the embryogeny of Saci'ulina car-

cini, an endoparasitic crustacean of the order of Kentrogonides,
third note, by M. Yves Delage. In this highly important con-

tribution to the study of parasitic entomology the author pro-

poses to constitute a new order of Kentrogonides, distinct from,

but allied to, that of the Cirrhipedes.—Development of the

Stylorhynchu--, by M. A. Schneider.—On the genus Ptycho-

gaster, Pomel, a fossil Chelonian found associated with the

remains of crocodiles in the Saint-Gerand-Ie-Puy formations,

by M. L. Vaillant.—On " vaugnerite," a phospbatiferous rock

occurring in the Irigny district on the banks of the Rhone, by
M. F. Gonnard.—Note on a prehistoric flint mine worked during

the Stone age at Mur-deBarrez, Aveyron, by M. E. Carlailhac.

—Concluding remarks on the waterspouts observed at Ville-

franche-sur-Mer, Maritime Alps, during the month of October,

1S83, by M. J. Jeannel.—Note on the effects produced by liyht-

iiing during a thunderstorm at Rambouilleton November 10, by
M. A. Laugier.
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THE GEOLOGY OF THE LIBYAN DESERT

Beitrd^e siir Geologie und Palceontologie der Libyschen

Wiiste und der angrcn^ciidcn Gcbietc voti /Egyploi,

un/erMHwirkiiig 7nchrercr Fachgenossen, lierausgegebeii

von Karl A. Zittel. I Theil und II Abtheilung, i Heft.

(Contributions to the Geology and Palaeontology of the

Libyan Desert and of the Neighbouring Districts of

Egypt. By Karl A. Zittel, with the assistance of

several scientific men. Part I. and Part II., Section i.)

(Cassel : Fischer, 1883.)

IN Nature, vol. xxii. p. 587, there appeared a notice

of the anniversary address for that year to the

Academy of Natural Sciences in Munich delivered by

Prof Karl A. Zittel, the well- known Professor of Geology

and Palaeontology at the Munich University. The
address contained a preliminary sketch of the work, the

complete account of which occupies the quarto volume

and portion of a second vohune now before us.

In the winter of 1873-74 a scientific expedition under

the leadership of Gerhard Rohlfs was despatched with aid

from the late Khedive of Egypt, Ismail Pacha, to explore

the Libjan desert or north-eastern portion of the Sahara.

The scientific results of this expedition are now being

published in a series of separate volumes, of which the

Geology and Palaeontology will form two. The first of

these lies before us, the second is as yet incomplete, and

only one section containing a description of the Eocene

Echinoidea, by P. de Loriol, has hitherto appeared. The
first volume comprises the geological description of the

country by Prof. Zittel himself, an account of the fossil

wood from the Nubian sandstone and from the well-

known "fossil forest" near Cairo (Cretaceous), by Dr. A.

Schenk ; of the Miocene fauna of Egypt and the Libyan

desert, by Dr. Th. Fuchs ; of the Tertiary (Upper Eocene

or tiligocene) fossils from the western island in the lake

of Birket-el-OurCin (about fifty miles south-west of Cairo),

by Prof. Karl Meyer-Eymar ; of the Foraminifera (the

Nummulites excluded) from the Eocene beds of the

Libyan desert and Egypt, by Conrad Schwager; a mono-
graph of the Nummulites from the same areas, by the

late Dr. Phil, de la Harpe ; and a description of the

Eocene corals, by Magister E. Pratz. These palasozoic

descriptions are illustrated by thirty-six plates.

The remaining portions of the second volume will in-

clude an account of the Eocene Mollusca, by Prof Meyer-

Eymar ; of the Cretaceous fauna, chiefly by Prof Zittel

himself ; and of a few other subjects. Amongst the con-

tributors, besides those already enumerated, the names of

Prof. Beyrich, the Marquis de Saporta, Prof Haushofer,

and Prof Zirkel are mentioned in the preface to the first

volume.

An array of scientific names like the above, chosen

from amongst the most eminent specialists of Germany,
Switzerland, and France, proves that this is a work of

more than ordinarj' geological importance. The prin-

cipal author and editor. Prof Zittel, is both a good geolo-

gist and a good palaeontologist, a much rarer conrbination

than is usually supposed.

Vol. XXIX.—No. 736

On the geological map in the first volume an area

occupying rather more than 5' of latitude (25' to 30° N.)

and above V of longitude (about 25° 30' to 33" 40' E.) is

coloured. This country includes the Nile valley from

Cairo to Edfu (the geology of the valley itself is shown as

far south as .Assuan), and extends eastwards to the shores

of the Red Sea, and westward far into the great desert

tract of Northern Africa. The whole area coloured geo-

logically may be roughly estimated at between 150,000

and 160,000 English square miles.

It will easily be understood that the mapping is of a

very rough description, a geological sketch in fact, but in

desert countries, owing to the want of vegetation to

conceal the rocks, and to the clearness of the atmosphere,

it is remarkable with what accuracy geological formations

can be traced by the eye to great distances. A considerable

proportion of the area is coloured from the observations

of other travellers, and especially of Schweinfurth. The
routes of the expedition under Rohlfs and of other tra-

vellers are marked on the map, and show how much of

the area has actually been examined.

Among the numerous points of interest presented by

the volume it is difficult to select any one as superior to

the others. In the former notice in N.\ture the general

characters of the geological systems observed (Cre-

taceous, Eocene, Miocene, and the so-called Quaternary

and recent) were briefly described. To enter at any

length into a notice of the palaeontology would take too

long. At the present time when the writings of F. von

Richthofen and others have called especial attention to

the subierial or Eolian formations of the latest geological

times and the present day, the description of the surface

phenomena presented by the desert tracts of the Sahar.\,

coming from so keen an observer as Prof Zittel, are well

worthy of attention, and a few remarks upon them may
prove interesting.

The geological portion of the work is divided into two

chapters : thefirst,containingforty-two pages, being devoted

to the Sahara as a whole ; the second to the geology of the

Libyan desert and Egypt. In both of these chapters con-

siderable space is devoted to the superficial characters of

the desert. The surface of the Sahara is divided by Prof

Zittel, according to its characters, into four kinds :—(i)

Plateau-desert or Hammada, occupying the largest por-

tion of the area, a level, hard, stony surface in general,

without noteworthy elevations or depressions, but passing

locally into (2) mountainous desert. The so-called (3)

erosion-desert consists of depressions more or less occu-

pied by salt-marsh. The last form of surface, the most

remarkable and interesting of all, is the (4) sandy desert

or Areg, composed of drift sand forming hills or downs

(dunes).

Prof Zittel shows, on what appears to be an over-

whelming amount of evidence, that the popular idea of

the Sahara having been the basin of a sea in Pleistocene

times is without foundation. The greater part of the area

has apparently been above water ever since the Cretaceous

epoch ; a comparatively small tract in the north-eastern

portion was submerged beneath a Tertiary sea, whilst the

only part that can have been under water in post-Tertiary

times consists of a tract extending from the Nile delta to

the oasis of Amnion, and to the so-called "Chotts" of

Tunis, and even in this tract marine conditions in late
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geological times are doubtful. But Prof. Zittel considers

that the climate muit have been damper, the rainfall

heavier, and freshwater denudation more active in Pleis-

tocene days than now, to account for the erosion that

has taken place, the abundance of fulgurites, and the

present distribution of the fauna and flora, especially in

such ca^es as the occurrence of Central African croco-

diles in the marshes and streams of the completely iso-

lated Ahaggar Mountains. Reasons are aho given for

believing that the Nile was formerly a larger river than

it now is. It is probable that Prof Zittel's views

on some of these points will be contested, but it is im-

possible to deny that his arguments are admirably
expressed and clearly reasoned out.

Some very interesting details are given about the desert

sand, and a careful description of its arrangement in the

form of sandhills. The sand of the Sahara is considered

to have been largely derived from the decomposition of

the so-called Nubian sandstone, the original matrix of the

well-known silicified wood. In the Libyan desert there

are some remarkable anomalies in the arrangement o*^

the sandhills, and it is clear that they cannot have been
entirely formed by accumulation through the agency of

the prevailing wind as it e.\ists at the present day. It

may here be reraarlied that very similar observations

were made, a few years since, upon the sand ridges of the

Indian desert east of the Indus. Some of the sand
ridges, both in .Africa and India, attain an elevation of

about 500 feet, and in both areas the largest appear to

have undergone no change within the memory of man,
although in places, in both continents, moving tracts

of sand occasionally overwhelm cultivated land and
buildings.

One mistake in the book deserves notice. In the com-
parative table of Upper Cretaceous and Eocene beds in

Europe, Asia, North Africa, and North .America the

position assigned to some of the Tertiary stages of the

Indian rocks requires correction. The lower Nari beds in

especial were never supposed to be so old as Middle
Eocene (Parisian), and they are now known to be in all

probability true Oligocene. But trifling mistakes of this

kind are to be expected : it is surprising that more should

not have been observed.

\V. T. B.

APPLIED MECHANICS
Applied Mechanics. By H. T. Bovey, M.A., Professor of

Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics, McGill
University, Montreal, Fellow of Queen's College,

Cambridge. Part I., pp. 190. Part II
, pp. 150.

(Montreal : J. Lovell and Son, 1883.)

'"P II I S work appears to be designed as a college text-
-L book for somewhat advanced students, who have

already received good training in mathematics (as far as

the elementary parts of the integral calculus) and theo-

retical mechanics.

Part I. treats of the strength of materials, dealing with
longitudinal stress, the strength of beams and pillars,

torsion, and the strength of hollow cylinders and
spheres.

In Part II. we have chapters on frames, roofs, bridge-

trusses, suspension bridges, arched ribs, and in con-

clusion one on " details of construction," which in-

cludes a discussion of the strength of rivets and other

fastenings.

In his exposition of these subjects the author manifests

a power of clear and precise statement ; and the treat-

ment of the more difficult problems of the first part is

perhaps as profound as could be attained without a know-
ledge of the general theory of elasticity. The numerous
illustrations serve sufficiently well in Part I., where they

consist chiefly of diagrams; but in Part II. they are on

too small a scale for the complicated structures illus-

trated : and in clearness of detail are far below the

standard reached in recent English books on the same
subjects. Analytical method-i are preferred throughout

;

and generally speaking geometry is used merely to illus-

trate results previously obtained in a symbolical form.

Thus graphical statics is quite subordinate in Part II.

;

stress diagrams are introduced, but there are not sufficient

instructions in the text to enable a student, who has not

studied the subject independently, to construct them for

himself.

In the extended treatment of a parabolic rib of uniform

stiffness (pp. 101-17.0) the author follows very closely the

lines in Rankine's " Civil Engineering," with some further

consideration of the additional terms depending on change

of temperature.

There is no acknowledgment in regard to this and
other parts of the work where Rankine's influence is

clearly apparent. But as no preface is given to the present

volume, perhaps other portions of the great subject of

applied mechanics are in course of preparation by our

author ; and till the completion of his work he is post-

poning the statement of his obligations to those who have

gone over the ground before.

We have referred to the apparent excess of symbolical

reasoning: but none of this is due to the introduction of

investigations better left to treatises on pure mathematics

and theoretical mechanics.

Difficulties special to the subject of the work, such as

the equations of the " neutral axis " (so called) for all the

different modes of loading and supporting a beam, the

theorem of three moments, the moments of inertia of

complicated forms of section, the deflection of struts, are

however treated with the fullness of detail required by

ordinary students.

Such investigations constitute the best feature of the

book. The detailed application to problems such as occur

in actual practice is but slightly touched on
;
perhaps

for this we are to look to the " E.xamples," of which some
few are worked out in the text ; appended to the several

chapters, moreover, are close upon 400 proposed for the

exercise of the student.

These form a very important collection. A great num-
ber involve numerical results, and unfortunately the

answers are not given ; this greatly lessens their value for

private students at any rate. Several examples are taken

from existing structures, and are liberally furnished with

diagrams in illustration of the data.

Many are new to text-books, and the author has evi-

dently taken great pains in collecting and arranging

them.

A. R. Willis
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor Joes not hold liimscifresponsible for opinions expressed

ly his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected tnanuscripts.

No notice is taken 0/anonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containinz interesting and novelfacts.'\

Meteors

Here, November has generally been unpropitious for astrono-

mical ob-ervations. However, during favourable intervRls I

have <een many brilliant meteors ; from twenty to thirty on an

average every night. They were principally seen with the face

to the north, and L:lancing from shoulder to shoulder; but not a

single Andromede did I ^ee. I had ihe pleasure of seeing alto-

ge her abdut a score of Leonids before the 12th and alter the

igili November. Leo Minoridsand Arietidswere plentiful, and a

goodly number of Geuiinids were seen ; but the richest field for

meteors during the month was in the neighbourhood of the

Plough. November 6, at 4.30 a.m., a large meteor passed from

7 UrsK Majoris right down to the horizon. From 4.35 to 5.15
three veritable Leonids proceeded from the Sickle ; one da-hed
dowii to the right-han<<, and another from the top of the Sickle

to the left over the Lion's back. They were very large. Novem-
ber 10, at 8 p.m., a brilliant meteor started from a point nearly

half way between Aldebaran and Saturn, and disappeared at a

point down more than halfway to the horizon. At g. 30 a very

bright one appeared at a point about l" above Castor and above
Jupiter to the north. At 11.25 ^" exceedingly large and bril-

liant meteor burst out from i° below Menkar (in the Whale),
and went down at right angles to the very horizon, leaving a long,

bright streak behind. November 11, a large one, at 0.15 a.m.,

dropped down to the horizon from Q Ursce Maioris. At 0.55 a.m.

a very large one pr.iceeded from }f to the right of o Lacertae and
disappeared at 7 Cygni. November iS, at 1.40 a.m., a very

large reddish meteor burst out from the top of Ursa Major's

head, and passed right above Vega, and disappeared about e^

beyond it in a strange sparkling explosion. At 1.55 a.m. a very

brilliant meteor dashed out about 2^ above a Arietis, went
through the Square of PegasUs, leaving a beautiful stream of

blue fire behind, and lasting a few seconds. About 5.30 another
large blue meteor passed from the centre of Leo's back through
a point 4" above Penebola, and ended in a beautiful explosion
15° beyond. On the night of November 22 there was a fine dis-

play of (uenerally) large meteors from Taurus to Ursa Major;
many of them proceeded from the Lion's Head. During the

month a great number of meteors passed from some point in

.Scorpio, under Jupiter and Mars, right into the Lion's Head.
They were all large and bright. During the last half of the

month some fine displays of morning meteors were seen. At
4 a.m., November 29, 1 observed a very large and swift meteor.

It lilazed oat from a point about 8° above Denebola, and dashed
with great velocity u|) the heavens, passing 4° above S l.eonis

and over the Lion's Head, and exploded about 5° beyond,
leaving a stream of the most beautiful blue light in its wal<e that

I ever witnessed. Donald Cameron
Mossvale, Paisley, December 3

As your columns frequently contain notices of meteors, I may
mention that I observed one of umisu.al brilliancy last night
(November 28) at 10.50. It appeared in the constellation

Tauiu~, and, following the line of the ecliptic, disapi cared
about five to ten degrees above the eastern horizon. The meteor
was visitile for not less than fifteen seconds, had a brilliant train

or cone of light of from two to three degrees in length, and out-

shone Jupiter, near which it passed. From the slow, angular
movement of the meteor I feel certain that the train was not an
optical impression, but a real luminous object. F.R.S.E.

Edinburgh, November 29

A FINE meteor was observed here by me at loh. 38m. last

night, Wednesday, November 28. Bursting into sight near
/; Ursas Majoris, it passed in a course almost parallel to, but

about 2° north of, a line joining a, 5, «, f, and i; Ursas Maj., its

light expiring near X Bodtis. Length of path = 40°. No train

was observed ; the only variation of uniformity of light being at

about half \vay of iis passage, where it slithtly paled for an
instant and then as quickly recovered. Duration about four

seconds. Brilliancy three or four times Venus at its brightest.

Colour resembled that of magnesium light. W. Wickham
Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford, November 29

Last night, about 10.30, I saw a magnificent bolide shoot
across the sky in a northerly direction. It came from the middle
star in Orion's belt, and disajipeared at a point almost in a line

«ith " the Pointers " in the Great Bear, and at a distance below
the lower of the two stars almost equal to the distance between
them. Its path was perceptibly arched, but not to any great
extent, and, as far as I culd judge, it was not parabolic. When
the bolide first appeareri, it: seemed a mere luminous point
moving with great rapidity, and without a tail. But about half
way it suddenly grew laige and brilliant, a tail shot out, and the
path behind it remained luminous and distinct. I could com-
pare the bnlide at this point to nothing so much as to a red-hot
cannon ball emitting sparks of fire. It w"as accompanied by no
sound, and was gone in half a dozen seconds. During its pas-

sage the streets seemed 10 be lit up with the electric light. It

was apparently so close that I should think a few miles would
have made a very sensible difference in its apparent position in

the heavens. J. B. CJldham
Stockport, Novennber 29

Last night at llh z<o. I saw in the north-west, near the

horizon, one of those slow-moving balls of fire, not so bright as

an ordinary meteor, and leaving no trahi. This seemed the size

of a cricket ball ; lut I have seen one the size of a chece-plate.

A few flashes of lightning occurred soon after. From the slow-

ness of the motion the phenomenon seemed to be wholly atmo-
spheric. It was in sight for about three or four seconds. It

instantly suggested an incandescent vortex whorl ; but I cannot
say whether the appearance confirmed the idea or not, for I do
not know how such a meteor would look. Its red light might
be due to its proximity to the horizon, perhaps 8°. Hence there

is no dependence to be placed upon my impres-ion that the light

was the result of friction rather than of electricity. I have seen
probably a d' zen in the course of my life, always in the west or

north-west, and alv\ ays about the same height from the horizon,

but never anirakar. Henry H. Higgins
Rainhill, December 4

" Anatomy for Artists "

May I add a few more words on the subject of Mr. Marshall's

book, atid in answer to his letter in Nature ? Mr. Marshall

says the reasons that led him to adopt the plan of omitting

reference letters to his illusti"atious of the bones "s'ill remain
sound." Turning to p. 30 of the book to learn those reasons.

I find he says that " The numerous minute points which demand
the attention of the anatomist and the surgeon necessitate such
aids ; l)ut the art-student's mind should be left unincumbered by
such unnecessary details."

I cannot see that this is a reason ; I wanted references to what
is described in the text—to the necessary, not the unnecessary
details.

Secondly, Mr. Marshall fays, "The pure form of the bones,

repreented on so small a scale, in black and white, would
have been seriously marred by such references." If this be
"sound," may there not be more and equally sound reasons

for opposing it ? I think there are ; and if ^Ir. Marshall will

turn to p. 136 of the bock, I will try to show him how his plan

works. The student reads there that "All the bones of the

hand are visible in the skeleton, on its palmar aspect (Fig. 58),

carfial, metacarpal, and phalangeal;" he turns to Fir:. S8, but

where is it? It is mentioned in a list of figures \m&ex three

illustrations. He has to make up his mind which of the three is

58, recalls that it is the palmar aspect, and goes on. He has no
clue, let Mr. JLarshall observe, by which to know wliich are the

carpal, metacarpal, and phalangeal portions of the hand for

which he originally looked at the p.ilmar aspect of it. He hopes

he m.ay come to that ; and, reading on, finds that the eight carpal

bones ai'e "in the carpus ;
" but then, which is the carpus? He

does not know, and is not told. Never mind, he thinks, he will

find that out by the description of the single bones, and, begin-

ning w ith the first-mentioned, he reads that the semi-lunar bone
"

. . . . occupies the centre of the first row, and is cre.scentic
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in sliape." Looking again at the ilIu^llation, for "rows "he
finds that the liones which seen to be arranged in raws are
tliosp which he may afterwards learn to be the metacarpals and
]ihalnnges. Supposing, however, that he guesses the carpu^
righllv, which of its bones is semi-lunar or crescentic in shape?
I think if the picture were put before any ordinary observer,

told 1 ) point out a crescentic bone, he would sehct the scaphoid.
Theie is, thinl:s the student, still a clue left, for the semidunar
"occupies the centre of the first row." But the first row con-
tains y.'/;;- bones ; at least he has read that " the eight b^nes are
clustered together so as to form two groups," and he is not told

that these groups are not the "rows" afterwards mentioned.
He give-^ it up, and reads the other bjnes to barn them and find

the S'?nii-lunar by t' e exhaustive process. The guide he finds to

the cuneiform bone is that it is " on the ulnar side of the semi-
lunar," which he has perhaps failed to guess rightly, and articu-

lates with certain other bones, which are to be afterwards
described, and are unknown to him ; and so on.

The mode of progression is like that I made once in Ireland,

when on asking a peasant my way I was told to take the last

turni.'g before coming to the next milestone. There were a
good many s'eps to retrace after findino; the next milestone.

I have no doubt at all of the mjral infiuenceof Mr. Marshall's

plan if the student peyseveres in using his book; he will have
exercised patience, attention, command of temper, and careful

criticism of words, but I do not think his anatomical will equal
his moral gain.

The ])rocess described above simply distracts the student's

attention from the form of what he is studying. Would Mr.
Marshall wish the Map of England taught in the same manner

—

no names or references given to the counties, and Hampshire to

be recognised because it is in the last row and adjoins certain

other counties, which in their turn adjoin it ?

Art Student

Barytes from Chirbury

I HAVE to thank Mr. Woodward for pointing out that the

plane {412) has been establi-hed for barytes. It was fir.-t given

by Helmhacker (Denksch. der K. Akad. dcr Wiss. IVien. vol.

xxxii. 1872) as occurring on crystals from Svarov and Krusna
hora in Bohemia, lout is rejected by Schrauf as insufficiently

determined. The distinguishing peculiarities of the Chirbury
crystals are (i) the predominance of the plane E which does not

truncate an edge as is the case in Carl Urba's crystals
; (2) the

frequent occurrence of m and \ ; (3) the tendency of the face o

to develop small faces on its edges which are inclined to at

angles near 3°. Such faces are Q and Y, and I have since

determined a face A on the edge oyn with indices near (25.1.27).

British Museum, November 26 H. A. Miers

THE ORIGIN OF CORAL REEFS

'

II.

THE most detailed investigation of coral-reefs which
has yet appeared has just been published by

Prof. A. Agassiz.'-^ This able naturalist is engaged in

prosecuting a series of researches into the biological

phenomena of the seas on the eastern side of the

United States, under the auspices of the United States

Coast Survey, and in the course of these explora-

tions he has had occasion to devote himself to the

detailed study of the coral-reefs of the Florida seas.

For purposes of comparison he has likewise visited the

reefs among the West Indian Islands, as well as those on
the coast of Central America. His observations are thus

the mo^t exhaustive and methodical which have yet been
published, and the deliberate conclusions to which he has
I ome deserve the most attentive consideration. He
traces the history of a coral-reef from its latest stages as

dry land to its earliest beginnings, and even beyond these

to the gradual evolution of the conditions requisite for

the first starting of the reef. His familiarity with the

nature of the bottom all over the area in question, and
with the life so abundant in the tropical waters, gives him

C- ntinued from p- ito.

••On the Torlugas and Florida Reefs." Trn .(iSS^).

a peculiar advantage in this inquiry. The upheaval of
recent coral-formations to considerable heights above the
sea in various parts of the region enabled him to examine
the inner structure and foundations of the reefs, and to

obtain therefrom altogether new data for the solution of
the problem. Following him in his induction we are led
back to a comparatively recent geological period, when
the site of the peninsula of Florida was gradually upraised
into a long swell or ridge, having its axis in a general
north and south direction, sinking gently towards the
south, but prolonged under the sea as a submarine ridge.

The date of this elevation is approximately fixed by the
fact that the V^icksburg limestone was upraised by it, and
this limestone is assigned to the Upper Eocene series.

As a consequence of the elevation, a portion of the sea-

bottom was brought well up into the waters of the Gulf
Stream, which were probably shifted a little eastward.
No marine fauna yet explored equals in variety of forms

or number of individuals that which peoples the waters of

the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico from the depth
of 250 to about TOGO fathoms. This prolific life is traced
by Prof Agassiz to the copious food-supply carried by
the warm tropical currents, combined with the food borne
outwards from the sea-board of the continent. The cor-

responding abundant fauna found by the Challenger in

the Japanese current may be regarded as its counterpart
in the Pacific Ocean. Prof. Agassiz points also to the

diminished richness of the fauna on the western side of

the continents as being probably connected with the

absence of those warm equatorial currents which bring
such an abundant supply of food to the eastern shores.

"No one," he remarks, " who has not dredged near the

hundred-fathom line on the west coast of the great

Florida Plateau can fonn any idea of the amount of

animal life which can be sustained upon a small area,

under suitable conditions of existence. It was no un-

common thing for us to bring up in the trawl or dredge
large fragments of the modern limestone, now in process

of formation, consisting of the dead carcasses of the very
species now living on the top of this recent limestone."

Mollusks, echinoderms, corals, alcyonids, annelids,

Crustacea, and the like, flourish in incredible abundance
on the great submarine banks and plateaux, and cover
them with a growing sheet of limestone, which spreads

over many thousands of square miles and may be
hundreds of feet in thickness. In these comparatively
shallow waters, and with such a prodigiously prolific

fauna which supplies constant additions to the calcareous

deposit, the solvent action of the carbonic acid upon the

dead calcareous organisms is no doubt reduced to a
minimum, so that the growth of the limestone is probably
more rapid than on almost any other portion of the sea-

bottom.
From the charts we learn how extensively submarine

banks are developed in the West Indian region in the

track of the warm currents. East of the Mosquito Coast,

in Central America, one of these banks may be said to

stretch completely across to Jamaica. Similar banks rise

off the Yucatan coast ; likewise on the windward side of

the islands, where the ocean currents first reach them.
That these banks lie upon volcanic ridges and peaks

can hardly be doubted, though we have no means of tell-

ing what depth of recent limestone may have accumulated
upon them. Among the islands, recent volcanic masses
rise high above sea-level, in Martinique reaching a height

of more than 4000 feet. And as usual in volcanic regions

there are numerous proofs of recent upheaval, such as

the Basse Terre of Guadaloupe, the successive terraces of

recent limestone in Barbadoes, and the upraised coral-

reefs of Cuba, which lie at a lieight of 1 100 feet above
sea-level.

The West Indian seas have long been famous for their

coral-reefs. Prof. Agassiz insists that the distribution of

these reefs is determined by the direction of the food-
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bearing ocenn currents. They flourish on the windward
side of the islands and along the whole eastern coast of

Honduras, Venezuela, and S'ucatan. But on the leeward
shores they do not exist at all. Cuba is fringed both on
the north and south side with reefs, but the southern reefs,

directly bathed by the Gulf Stream and exposed to the
prevailing winds, are more flourishing than the northern
reefs, which are to some extent cut off from the equa-
torial current by banks and islands.

The depth at which corals will flourish in these seas

has been found to be rather less than that which has been
ascertained to be in general their downward limit else-

where. Prof Agassiz concludes that they do not thrive

below a depth of six or seven fathoms in the Florida
seas, though on the outer reef, directly exposed to the

open currents and prevalent winds, they descend in

scattered heads to about ten fathoms.
Each successive stage in the growth of an atoll seems

to be laid open for study in the prolongation of the
Florida reefs. The map of that region (Fig. 2) shows a
remarkable broken line of islets and strips of land running
parallel with the coast, first in a southerly direction, but

gradually curving round until it takes a due westerly
trend. This we-tward curve is attributed mainly to the
influence of the strong counter-current which, with a
width of ten to twenty iniles, sweeps westward into the
Gulf of Mexico along the left side of the Gulf Stream,
and heaps up organic debris in its track. Florida is

growing westward in the line of this current. Reef after

reef is added to the land at the east end, while towards
the west, new reefs successively begin on the bank, as its

surface is gradually built up by the accumulation of
organic debris.

The last and youngest of the reefs marked on the maps
and charts is the group known as the Tortugas. But
immediately to the west of this group Prof Agassiz has
found a prominence on the submarine bank, on which
corals have begun to grow. Large heads of Astr;eans
and Madrepores have fixed themselves at a depth of

frotn six to seven fathoms, and Gorgonii"e are found a
little lower. This is the beginning of an atoll. The Tor-
tugas, which present a further stage of development, con-
sist of an elliptical, atoll-shaped reef, in three chief parts,

whereof the largest forms a crescent, fronting to the east

GULF OF MEXICO

iu •i;;:-vi.-:Kpv<i-

Fig. 2.-Map of ihe Florida Reef and Kcj^

round the edge of the submarine bank, while the two
other portions have grown souih-westwards along the
bank. Three channels between these portions allow
powerful tidal currents to rush across the central chiefly

submerged parts of the atoll. Seven islands have been
formed at the higher parts of the reef by the accumula-
tion and induration of calcareous debris tossed up on the

reef by the waves. ' To the breakers and currents com-
bined with the distribution and habits of growth of the

reef-builders Prof. Agassiz entirely attributes the form
and growth of the reef The most important corals are
the Madrepores, which flourish in extensive patches, two
common species of Pontes occurring in clusters over the
shallow tracts of coarse sand, and MiTandritta areolata,

growing between the marine lawns of Tha/assiu, with
occasional patches of AnadYoinene. Immense masses of

nullipores and corallines grow on the tops of the dead
branches of Madrepores which have been killed by ex-

posure to the air during extreme low tides or when strong
winds have blown the water off the flats. Large heads of

Astrafans and Ma-andrin-i occur here and there towards
the edge of the reef, which is occupied mainly by clusters
of GorgoiiJiT. The destruction of the reefs by the waves

is very great, the sea being occasionally discoloured with
the chalky sediment to a distance of from six to ten miles
after a storm. Broken coral-heads, and branches, dead
corallines, shells of mollusks, old serpula; tubes, stalks of

Corgoiii\r, and other organisms are throw'n up in lines

that consolidate into a low dyke, which in turn is pounded
up and removed by the breakers. A prodigious quantity

of calcareous sediinent is thus produced, much of which
is swept into the interior of the reefs, where it accumu-
lates in flats of sand and silt. It is only on the outer

edges of the reef, where the scour of the sea is greatest,

that the corals can flourish ; elsewhere they are choked
and buried under the deposit of calcareous sediment.

Some of this sediment accumulates in steep submarine
banks, like sand-dunes, which shift to and fro as winds
and currents vary ; though by the action of the carbonic

acid of the sea-water they are apt to be cemented into

solid slopes, some of which have an angle of as much as

33". So great is the destructive and transporting influence

of the sea under the combined or antagonistic working of

tides, currents, and wind-waves, that the whole mass of the

reef as well as the flats and shoals inside may be said to

be in more or less active movement. Hence none of the
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landmarks furnished by the islands can be relied upon
for the location of buoys.

A still more perfect example of an atoll formed under
similar conditions is that of Alacranon the opposite coast

of Yucatan. Its eastern face is a great arc of about
20 miles, where, exposed to the open sea and easterly

winds, the corals flourish vigorously. On the eastern or

interior face of the western chord of the reef, however, the

silt derived from the pounding of the breakers to the east-

ward ha-, already killed the corals The lagoon is occu-
pied by detached coral-heads with lanes of deep w'ater

between them '

To the east of the Tortugas, neirer the mainland of
Florida, older stages of development among coral-reefs

•may be traced. By the westward drift of the calcareous

sand and silt the lagoons have beer, converted into flats,

and these in succession hive been turned into more or

less continuous dry land. There is no evidence of sub-

sidence. The area seems to have remained stationary

for a long period, or if there has been movement at all, it

has been in an upward direction. Should the present

condition of things be prolonged, there will be a further

extension of the Florida coast-line. By the heapin^ uu
of the shells of dead organisms in the track of the counter
current, the submarine bank will continue to be brought
up within the depth at which reef-building corals can
flourish. Successive clumps of reef-builders, springing up
and growing outward, will build up atoll-shaped reefs.

The abrading action of the waves upon these reefs will

furnish detritus to be drifted into the lagoons and channels,
which will eventually be silted up into dry land.

An interesting indication of the progress of these

changes is furnished by the terrestrial flora and fauna of

the reefs. The plants of the mainland are found likewise

on the reefs, but become fewer in number as they are

followed southward, until on the Tortugas,—the last

addition to the dry land,—the flora consists of a few Bay-
cedars, a hop-vine with a thick white fljwer, Bermuda
grass, and a solitary mangrove tree. One of the species

of land-shells common at Key West has found its way to

the Tortugas. No terrestrial reptiles have yet reached that

furthest atoll, though at Key West, less than 100 statute

miles to the east, many of the frogs, toads, lizards, and
snakes common to the southern mainland have already

established themselves.

It will be ob <erved that the conclusions arrived at by
Prof Agassiz from his own independent researches en-

tirely confirm tho-e previously announced by Mr. Murray.
That two observers, who have enjoyed exceptional advan-
tages in the investigation of this subject, should come to

practical agreement must be admitted to be a strong

argument in favour of the views which they have adopted.

Putting together all the data which have here been sum-
marised, 1 think we are driven to admit that barrier reefs

and atolls may be formed without subsidence of the sea-

floor. Whether this has been the usual or only an excep-

tional manner of their origin is a question that will depend
for its solution upon whether or not it can be shown that

there are general phenomena which can only be explained

by subsidence. Three such phenomena may be adduced :

I am not aware of any others that deserve serious con-

sideration.

I. One of the early difficulties which Darwin's expla-

nation satisfactorily solved was the necessity tor the

existence of so many peaks, coming up from the depths of

ocean just to the zone in which reef-building corals live.

No cause was conceivable which should have so generally

arrested the upward growth or upheaval of these sub-

marine heights at the limit where coral-reefs might begin.

And this difficulty has always been' looked upon as fur-

nishing one of the strongest arguments in favour of the

theory of subsidence, for that theory completely removes
it, by showing how, in a general submergence, peak after

' Bulletin A/iis. Com^. Zool , v. No. i.

peak wouli sink, and come within the sphere of the opera-
tions of the reef-builders.

The difficulty is met in a totally diflTerent way by those
who believe it to be more formidable in appearance than
in reality. They contend that, while it must not be for-

gotten that many peaks dorise above the sea-level, and many
submarine banks still fall far short of the coral-zone, two
powerful causes conspire to bring subaiarine banks to a
common uniformity of level at a short distance below the
surface of the ocean. On the one hand, those portions of

volcanic mountains that rise above the sea-level are
worn down by the atmosphere and the waves, and unless
otherwise preserved, must inevitably be reduced to the

lower limit of wave-action, which is probably nearly coin-

cident with the lo.ver limit of reef-builders. On the
other hand, submarine banks in tropical seas are built

up towards the surface by the accumulation of the aggre-

gated remains of plants and animals which live on the
bottom or fall down to it from upper waters, and the

magnitude of this upward growth is hardly yet adequately
realised.

In balancing these opposite views, we must, I think,

admit that subsidence is adequate to provide platforms
for coral-reefs, but that these platforms could likewise be
furnished by the two other processes just referred to.

Subsidence has been invoked because no other solution

of the problem seemed admissible. But as another
solution has been found the argument in favour of sub-

sidence has no longer the same force. The new solution,

being based upon facts which are everywdiere observable
in the coral regions, appears to me to be more probable
than the older one, wdiich is only an inference resting on
no positive proofs.

2. The precipitous descent of the outer face of the reefs

to depths far below those at which corals can live is

another difficulty which finds a ready explanation on the

theory of subsidence. If it were true, as is popularly
assumed, that a coral reef presents towards the ocean a

vast perpendicular wall of limestone, entirely composed of

solid cor.il, there could be no escape from the conclusion
that subsidence must have occurred, to permit of such an
aggregation of coral-rock- We learn, however, that much
misconception exists on this subject. Some of the earlier

accounts of coral-islands speaV of " unfathomable " depths

at a short distance seawards from the reefs ; but more
recent soundings afford no confirmation of these state-

ments. Instead of being the summits of vast submarine
pillars of limestone, atolls, as well as barrier-reefs, appear
to be really planted on the tops of submarine peaks and
ridges. The outer face of the reef is undoubtedly steep,

in some places vertical. .At Tahiti, for example, as

shown in Fig. 2, the living face of coral may extend to a

depth of 30 to 35 fathoms, beneath which huge detached
blocks of coral are piled up and cemented together, form-

ing a steep face, which descends to about 150 fathoms

at a distance of 180 fathoms from the upper edge of the

reef The sea-bottom beyond that point is covered with

coral sand and slopes at 25" to 30°, after which the angle

lessens to 6^ By the abrading action of the breakers in

tearing off blocks of coral, and strewing them down in

steep talus-slopes, a platform is prepared on which the

actually growing part of the reef can build outwards.

In Darwin's section of the Gambler Islands the thick-

ness of the encircling reef is made to be about 2000 feet.'

Prof. Dana by one estimate puts it at 1150, and by

another at 1750 feet. He assumes that in general the

thickness of solid coral must be considerable, though he

admits that calculations based on the seaward continua-

tion of the slope of the land are liable to error from many
causes.- Even if we admit (what cannot be proved) that

the calcareous mass of any coral-reef does attain a thick-

ness of many hundred feet, it would not necessarily con-
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sist wholly of solid coral.' Prof, Agassiz has followed

the growth of a reef upon a platform of calcareous organic

debris, and he has found elevated coral-reefs which rest

on such a platform. Mr. Murray's observations explain

how a reef may grow outward on a talus of its own debris.

There appears to be no reason, indeed, why a calcareous

mass of almost indefinite thickness might not be formed
without the aid of subsidence. Its upper zone might be
directly due to coral growth, while the larger part of the

mass might be composed of an aggregate of coral debris

mi.xed with the remains of mollusks, echinoderms, and
other calcareous organisms. So rapid is the destruction

of organic structure through the solution and redeposit

of carbonate of lime by infiltrating water, that a special

and careful search might be required to detetmine the

actual limits of the true reef and of its calcareous plat-

form, and even such a search might not be successful.

After a full consideration of this second difficulty I feel

compelled to admit that no valid argument in favour of

subsidence can be based on the steepness of the seaward
face of a reef and the thickness of the calcareous mass
of the reef itself.

3. The depth of some lagoons and lagoon-channels
furnishes probably the strongest argument in favour of
Darwin's views. Occasionally a depth of forty fathoms
is reached, and as this is beyond the depth at which reef-

builders ordinarily live, it has been regarded as a proof

that subsidence has taken place.

This third difficulty is thus met by the opponents of

subsidence. We must remember, they say, that from the

very conditions of their growth, patches of coral tend to

assume an annular or atoll-like form, because the outer

parts grow vigorously, while the central portions eventually

die. Where the coral-patches coalesce and e.xtend along a

bank or shore, it is their outer or seaward faces that flourish.

The inner parts, as they are more and more cut off from
the food-supply, gradually die. While the outer face of

the reef grows seaward, the inner margin is attacked

partly by the solvent action of the carbonic acid of sea-

water, partly by wind-waves, and the tidal scour sweeps
away much fine detritus through gaps in this reef. In

this way the lagoon-channel is widened and deepened.
In a perfect atoll, that is, an unbroken annular reef of

coral, the lagoon could not be deepened by any mere
abrasion of the dead coral and removal of the detritus in

suspension, but solution by carbonic acid would still come
into play. It is further to be borne in mind that small

lagoons are shallow and are being filled up, and that it is

only the large ones, encircled by nearly continuous reefs,

where the corals in the lagoon and along the margin are

dead, and where the effects of solution may be conceived
to have been longest in operation, that the depth of the

lagoon descends below the limits at which reef-builders

live.

I do not regard this solution of the difficulty as wholly
satisfactory. Of the fact that dead calcareous organisms
are attacked and carried away in solution by the carbonic

acid of sea-water there cannot be any question, and this

process must be of great geological importance. Whether
the solvent action is sufficient to account for the excep-

tional depth of some lagoons, is still, I think, open to

inquiry. It seems to me not improbable that these com-
paratively few deep lagoons may owe their depth partly

to subsidence. But if this be the case it wculd lend, I

am afraid, but slender support to a theory of wide oceanic
depression. That there must be some areas of subsidence
over the coral regions is almost certain, and the few
scattered deep lagoons may possibly indicate some of these

areas.

Having thus fully examined the arguments on both
sides of this interesting and important question, I feel

* Prof. Dana (0/. cit.) cites examples of raised coral-reefs 250 to 300 feet

above sea-level ; but we do not yet know how much of the rock is sohd coral

and how much may be formed of aggregated organic debris.

myself reluctantly compelled to admit that Darwin's
theory can no longer be accepted as a complete solution

of the problem of coral-reefs. No one could be more
impressed than myself with the simplicity of this theory,

the brilliancy of its generalisation, its remarkable fitness

in geological theory, and the grandeur of the conceptions
of geographical revolution to which it leads. I am fully

alive to the serious changes which its abandonment
will make in some departments of geological speculation.

But in the face of the evidence which has now been
accumulated, I can no longer regard the accepted theory

as generally applicable. That it may possibly be true

in some instances may be readily granted. There may
be areas of subsidence, as there certainly are areas of
elevation, over the vast regions where coral-reefs occur.

It may be conceded that subsidence may sometimes have
provided the platform whereon coral-reefs have sprung
up, and may have contributed to heighten some reefs and
to deepen some lagoons and lagoon-channels. But I do
not believe that we are now justified in assunring sub-

sidence to have taken place, from the mere existence ot

atolls and barrier-reefs. Its occurren'^e at any locality

must be proved by evidence of special local movement.
It may have gone on at many localities where atolls and
barrier-reefs are found, but the existence of such reefs

is no more necessarily dependent upon subsidence than

upon elevation. These subterranean movements must
be looked upon as mere accidents in a general process of

coral growth which is wholly independent of them.
I may in conclusion refer to one or two difficulties

which have long been felt to be serious drawbacks to the

theory of subsidence, but which disappear when the
newer views of the origin of coral-reefs are accepted. If,

as Darwin supposed, the coral-islands of the Pacific and
Indian Oceans represent the last peaks of submerged
continents, it is incredible that continental rocks should
not be found among them. The oceanic islands (except

of course those composed of coral-rock) are of volcanic

origin and show none of the granites, schists, and other
rocks which might have been looked for on such elevated
summits. They have been piled up by the accumulation
of lavas and tuffs discharged from the earth's interior, and,
where they occur, point to upheaval rather than sub
sidence. Again, as Mr. Murray has shown, the inorganic
deposits of the ocean-floor are composed of volcanic
debris with a singular absence of the minerals that con-
stitute the usual crystalline rocks of our continents.

No satisfactory proofs of a general subsidence have
been obtained from the region of coral reefs, except
from the structure of the reefs themselves, and this is an
inference only, which is now disputed. From the nature
of the case, indeed, traces of subsidence can hardly be
expected. A few examples have been cited, such as the
occurrence of trunks of cedar-trees in a layer of red soil

at Bermuda, lying between the calcareous deposits and
at a depth of 42 feet below low-water mark. This indi-

cates a recent subsidence of that tract ; but it may be
merely local, and may be due to the sinking down of the
roof of one of the caverns into which the limestone is so
abundantly honeycombed. Occisionally along the mar-
gins of lagoons trees are found at the water edge, in a
position suggestive of subsidence. But the removal of
the calcareous rock by solution or wave-action might
equally account for their condition.

Of elevation in the region of atolls and barrier-

reefs, there is almost everywhere more or lees distinct

evidence. Prof. Dana has collected the facts which
prove that recent elevatory movements of unequal and
local extent have occurred in all parts of the ocean.'

Upheaval has taken place even in areas where barrier-

reefs and atolls are in vigorous growth. Such an associa-

tion of upheaval with an assumed general subsidence

requires, on the subsidence theory, a cumbrous and

Corals and Coral Islands," 2nd edit. p. 2S4.
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entirely hypotheiica! series of upward and downward
movements. These are unnecessary if we can be con-

vinced that coral-reefs grow up independent of terrestrial

movements, which may in one area be in an upward, in

another in a downward direction. From this point of

view the reefs stand up as the result of a complex series

of agencies, among which the more important are on the

one hand, the temperature, solvent power, currents, tides,

and waves of the sea, and on the other hand, the amount
and direction of tlie supply of pelagic food, the up-

building of calcareous deposits to the zone of reef builders,

the outward vigorous growth of the coral-masses and
their decay and death, and the solution of their skeletons
in the inner parts of the reefs. All these causes are
known and visibly active. Without the cooperation of

any other supposed or latent force they appear to be
entirel)' adequate to the task of building up the present
coral-reefs ot the oceins. Arch. Geikie

D/^. JOHN LA WRENCE LECONTE
T NFORMATION has just been received in this country
* announcing the death of Dr. LeConte. He was born
in New York on May 13, 1825, and was the son of a

distinguished officer in the United States army, himself
an entomologist. He adopted the medical profession,

and during the secessionist war he entered as medical
officer of volunteers. The foregoing necessarily brief,

specially biographic account is chiefly derived fro.n infor-

mation furnished in Uimmock's "Special Bibliography
of American Entomologists, No. I."

LeConte could have been only nineteen years old when
he published his first entomological paper on cei tain new
species of North American Coleoptera {PrOiCcdings of
the Academy of Natiiral Sciences of Philadelphia, vol. ii.).

From that time forward a continuous series of works
and papers on North American Coleoptera was pro-

duced by him until his death. He made a speciality of

Co/tv//d'r<z, and, with few e.\ceptions, all his writings were
devote! to that order of insects, and through his exertions

the beetles of the United States are now almost as well

known as are those of Europe. At the ti.ne of his death
his published papers must have been nearly 200. IVIore-

over he was the acknowledged authority in the United
States on all matters coleopterological, a position which
must naturally ha\ e caused him vast trouble and corre-

spondence, sometmies with inadequate results. Latterly

he worried greatly in company with Dr. G. H. Horn, of

Philadelphia, a worthy follower of his tutor and a worthy
successor. Their joint labours culminated tliis year,
when was published (" Smithsonian Miscellaneous Col-

lections," No. 507) a "Classification of the Coleoptera of

North .America," a volume extending to nearly 600 pages.

It is needless here to refer to the revolution this work
and other memoirs (chiefly by Dr. Horn) created in the

minis of coleopterists as to the sequence of main divi-

sions, &c. All workmg entomologists are sufficiently

alive to the importance of the new ideas put forth. In

fact this volume might have been considered a model of

a special monograph were it not for a somewhat crude
" Introduction " on insects in general that precedes the
systematic portion.

In the present condition of entomological science in the

United States the loss of Dr. LeConte seems almost irre-

parable. He and his coadjutor. Dr. Horn, and one or

two o'.hers, stood almost alone amongst the prominent
American entomologists in holding no special official

position in connection with their subject.

LeConte once made a lengthy stay in Europe, and was
well known personally in this country to all the prominent
Coleopterists. Moreover he was honorary member of

several of the European entomological societies, including

the Entomological Society of London ; his personal
friends in this country were numerous. Since the death of

.Say (whose scattered works were carefully collated and re-

edited by the subject of this notice) entomological science

in America has not had to deplore so severe a loss, and
Say's death was not fraught with the same significance.

R. McLACHLA^

THE LATE MR. DARWIN ON INSTINCT
A T the meeting of the Linnean Society this evening

-'*- (December 6) a highly interesting posthumous
paper on Instinct, by Charles Darwin, will be read
and discussed. We have been favoured with an early

abstract of the same, which we here present to our
readers.

After detailing sundry facts with reference to the migra-
tory instincts of different animals, Mr. Darwin proceeds to

suggest a theory to account for them. '1 his theory is

precisely the same as that which was subsequently and
independently enunciated by Mr. Wallace in NATURE,
vol. X. p. 459. Thus, to quote from the essay :

" During the

long course of ages, let valleys become converted into

estuaries, and then into wider and wider arms of the sea
;

and still I can well believe that the impulse [originally

due to seeking food] which leads the pinioned goose to

scramble northward, would lead our bird over the track-

less waters ; and that, by the aid of the unknown power
by which many animals (and savage men) can retain a

true course, it would safely cross the sea now covering
the submerged path of its ancient journey."

The next topic considered is thit of instinctive fear.

Many facts are given, shoA-ing the gradual acquisition of

such instinctive fear, or hereditary dread, of man, during
the period of human observation. These facts led Mr.
Darwin to consider the instinct of feigning death as

shown by sundry species of animals when in the presence

of danger. Seeing that " death is an unknown state to

each living creature," this seemed to him " a remirkable
instinct," and accordingly he tried a number of experi-

ments upon the subject with insects, which proved that

in no one case did the attitude in which the animal
" feigned death " resemble that in which the animal
really died ; so that the instinct really amounts to nothing

else, in the case of insects at all events, than an instinct

to remain motionless, and therefore inconspicuous, in the

presence of danger. From the facts given with regard

to certain vertebrated animals, however, it is doubtful

how far this explanation can be applied to them.
A large part of the essay is devoted to " Nidification

and Habitation," with the object of showing, by an accu-

mulation of facts, that the complex instincts of nest-

building in birds and of constructing various kinds 01

habitations by mammals, all probably arose by gradual

stages under the directing influence of natural selection.

The essay concludes with a number of " miscellaneous

remarks " on instincts in general. First the variability

of instinct is proved by sundry examples ; next the fact

of double instincts occurring in the same species ; after

which, " as there is often much difficulty in imagining

how an instinct could first have arisen," it is thought
" worth while to give a few, out of many cases, of occa-

sional and curious habits, which cannot be considered

as regular instincts, but which might, according to

our views, give rise to such." Finally, cases of

special difficulty are dealt with ; these may be classi-

fied under the following heads:— (i) Simlar instincts

in unallied animals
; (2) dissimilar instincts in allied

animals ; (3) instincts apparently detrimental to the

species whi.:h exhibit them
; (4) instincts performed

only once during the lifetime of an animal
; (5) instincts

of atriflin.; or useless character; (5) special difficulties

connected with the instinct of migration
; (7) sundry

other instincts presenting more or less difficulty to the

theory of natural selection.

The " Conclusion " gives a summary of the general
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principles which have been set forth by the whole essay.

This, therefore, we shall quote in exteuso:—
" We have in this chapter chiefly considered the in-

stincts of animals under the point of view whether it is

possible that they could have been acquired through the

means indicated on our theory, or whether, even if the

simpler ones could have been thus acquired, others are

so complex and wonderful that they must have been
specially endowed, and thus overthrow the theory. Bearing

in mind the facts given on the acquirement, through the

selection of self-originating tricks or modification of in-

stinct, or through training and habit, aided in some
slight degree by imitation, of hereditaiy actions and dis-

positions in our domesticated animals ; and their paral-

lelism (subject to having less time) to the instincts of

animals in a state of nature : bearing in mind that in a

state of nature instincts do certainly vary in some slight

degree : bearing in mind how very generally we find in

allied but distinct animals a gradation in the more com-
plex instincts, which shows that it is at least possible that

a complex instinct might have been acquired by succes-

sive steps ; and which moreover generally indicate,

according to our theory, the actual steps by which the

instinct has been acquired, in as much as we suppose
allied instincts to have branched off at different stages of

descent from a common ancestor, and therefore to have
retained, more or less unaltered, the instincts of the

several lineal ancestral forms of anyone species : bearing

all this in mind, together with the certainty that instincts

are as important to an animal as their generally corre-

lated structures, and that in the struggle for life under
changing conditions, slight modifications of instinct

could hardly fail occasionally to be profitable to indi-

viduals, I can see no overwhelming difficulty on our

theory. Even in the most marvellous instinct known,
that of the cells of the hive-bee, we have seen how a

simple instinctive action may lead to results which fill

the mind with astonishment.
" Moreover, it seems to me that the very general fact

of the gradation of complexity of instincts within the

limits of the same group of animals; and likewise the

fact of two allied species, placed in two distant parts of

the world and surrounded by wholly different conditions

of life, still having very much in common in their in-

stincts, supports our theory of descent ; for they are ex-

plained by it : whereas if we look at each instinct as

specially endowed, we can only say that it is so. The
imperfections and mistakes of instinct on our theory

cease to be surprising : indeed it would be wonderful that

far more numerous and flagrant cases could not be de-

tected, if it were not that a species which has failed to

become modified and so far perfected in its instincts that

it could continue struggling with the co-inhabitants of

the same region, would simply add one more to the

myriads which have become extinct.
" It may not be logical, but to my imagination it is far

more satisfactory, to look at the young cuckoo ejecting its

foster-brothers, ants making slaves, the larva: of the

Ichneumonida: feeding within the live bodies of their prey,

cats playing with mice, otters and cormorants with living

fish, not as instincts specially given by the Creator, but

as very small parts of one general law leading to the

advancement of all organic bodies— Multiply, \'ary, let

the strongest Live and the weakest Die."

PORTO RICO
'T^HROUGH the courtesy of Sir Joseph Hooker, we
^ are able to publish the following interesting com-
munication from Baron Eggers on the island of Porto

Rico:—
St. r/iotnas, Odol/cr22, 1883

Dear Sir Joseph Hooker,— It is a long time since I

wrote you last. I have meanwhile at last accomplished

my long-cherished de-ign, partly at least, of exploring

the Luguillo Mountains in Porto Rico, which island I

visited during April and May this year.

I spent about five weeks there, living for some time in

the hut of a " fibaro " or native labourer on the Sierra, at

an altitude of about 2200', on the edge of the primeval

forests that still cover all the higher part of the mountain

range.

Since my return I have been busy arranging my coUec-

tioi)s, the greater part of which appears in the ninth and
tenth century of my " Flora Indite Occidentalis Exsic-

ceata.'

As for the general character of the Sierra forests, they

of course resemble in their main outlines those of the other

West India Islands. There is, however, especially one

feature that strikes me as being peculiar to this mountain

ridge compared with the woods of other islands, for

example, of Dominica. Whilst the climate is just as

moist in the Sierra of Porto Rico as in that of Dominica,

the forests of Porto Rico seem nearly entirely destitute

of epiphytes with the exception of some few Bromeliads

and a very rarely occurring stray orchid. But orchids

in general and epiphytical ferns, such as TricJwmanes

and Hyi)it?wphyllum, &c , are conspicuous by their ab-

sence. Of palms 1 found but one species, which I have

distributed in my " Flora," I believe it is a Euterpe, grows

gregariously at an altitude from 1500' to 3000'. No Cycads

were seen at all.

On the other hand, I found several interesting trees,

especially a beautiful Talauma, with immense, white,

odorous flowers and silvery leaves, which would be very

ornamental. The wood is used for timber, and called

Sabino. A Hirtella with crimson flowers I also found

rather common ; it is not described in any of Grisebach's

publications. An unknown tree with beautiful, orange-like

foliage, and large, purple flowers very similar in shape to

those of Scavola Pluinieri, split along one side, a tall

Lobeliacea, a large Heliconia, nearly allied, it seems, to

H. caribbaa. Lam., and several other as yet undetermined

trees and shrubs, are among the most remarkable things

found.

On the whole I was somewhat disappointed with regard

to the result of the voyage, as 1 had expected a greater

number of novelties, as well as a richer vegetation in

general, at least something like the Caribbean Islands.

But these partly negative results may no doubt be of

some value also in forming an idea of the West Indian

flora in general. Of tree-ferns, Cyathea Serra and an

Alsophila were not uncommon.
One of the most conspicuous trees in some parts is the

Coccoloba marrophylla, which I found on my first visit to

Porto Rico. This tree is found up to an altitude of 2000',

but chiefly near the coast, where it forms e.xtensive

woods in some places, which at the time of flowering,

with immense, purple spikes more than a vard long, are

very striking. The tree is named Ortegdn by the in-

habitants ; it does not seem to occur on any of the

British inlands, but to be confined to Porto Rico and

Hayti ; at least I do not see it mentioned in Grisebach's

" Cat. Plant, cubensium."

The people cultivate sugarcane in the plains, which

are very fertile, yielding three hogsheads on an average

per acre without any kind of manure. Besides this

staple produce, a very good coffee is produced ; it does not

appear that any blight has as yet perceptibly aflected the

shrubs here. Rice is very commonly cultivated on the

hifls in the Sierra. I suppose it must be a kind of moun-

tain variety, as no inundation or other kind of watering

is used. Rice is in fact the staple food of the labourers,

together with plantain and yaiidia, i e. Caladium eseulen-

tiun. Immense pastures of Hymcnachne striatum (Mala-

hoj ilia) occupy apart of the lowland, and feed large herds

of cattle of an excellent quality. St. Thomas and the

French islands all obtain their butcher's meat fiom
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Porto Rico; I believe even Barbados comes to Porto
Rico for cattle.

The island is very richly endowed by nature, but miser-

ably governed, and the people themselves not worth a

much better government, being given to gambling in the

extreme throughout, thus squandering away every dollar,

from the rich planter and priest down to the lowest

labourer and beggar. Yet they are hospitable and very

polite to strangers, with that remarkable, unchanging,
inbred .Spanish politeness.

It may finally interest you to hear, from the fact that

you take a prominent part in the advancement of the

material progress of the English West India Islands, how
we are working in that respect here in St. Thomas.

I have on my estate now about 4000 Divi-Divi trees

growing and doing well, except for the deer, which do
much damage. On the coasts I have over 2000 cocoa-

nut trees planted; cultivation of the Sansntie7-a guinecnsis

is going on for making fibres ; a large tract of land stocked

with HcTniatoxylon I have now preserved, and try to

make it a regular forest, to be cut down gradually.

In company with an engineer here I have now ordered

a machine from England, Smith's fibre machine, which
is being used in the Mauritius, in order to work up our
immense quantity of Agai'e and Foiircroya, the raw
material being close at hand in unlimited quantity near
the sea.

I have published a couple of articles on the material

resources of these islands in one of the largest Danish
newspapers, of which I beg to send you a copy, in order

to make private persons and Government move. Among
the former a good many have started on, but, as you may
perhaps have heard, governments are sometimes slow in

moving, representing, as they do eminently, that great law
of nature, vis inertia.

However, so far, and considering the short space of

time, I am very well satisfied. I think there is a fair

chance now of the West Indies in general entering upon
a new prosperous career.

I am also going to try experiments with the manu-
facture of tannin extracts from bark of Coccoloba, Rhiso-
phora, and the pods of the various Acacias, which are a

great nuisance here on account of their rapid growth.
The Aloe sempcrvircns will also be made useful in a

similar manner as in Barbados and Curagoa, it growing
here spontaneously on barren rocks. H. Eggers

THE REMARKABLE SUNSETS
T T NDER the headings of " Cloud-Glow'' and "Optical^ Phenomena '' we have published several letters

already on the recent remarkable sunsets ; we have
received many others, the most important of which we
bring together here :

—

Perhaps it will interest you and your readers to hear
that the phenomenon called "cloud-glow '' in your last

numbers, was seen also at Berlin on the three evenings
of November 28, 29, and 30. As far as I could overlook
the sky, the details were almost the same as your corre-
spondents describe them : A greenish sunset at 3.50,
an unusually bright red sky with flashes of light starting
from south-west. An interesting physiological phenomenon
which we call '' Contrast-Farben," was there beautifully
illustrated by some clouds, no longer reached by direct
sunlight ; they looked intensely green on the red sky.

At 4.30 the streets were lighted by a peculiarly pale
glare, as if seen through a yellow glass. Then darkness
followed, and the stars became visible. But half an hour
afterwards, at 5 o'clock, the western sky was again
coloured by a pink or crimson glow. Persons who were
not quite sure about its direction mistook it for a Polar
aurora ; others spoke of a great fire in the neighbourhood.
f atmospheric refraction could be neglected, the matter

(whatever it may be) thus illuminated by the sun one
hour after sunset and 45° above the horizon, would
be found to be at a height of about forty miles ! At
6 o'clock all was over. The first day (November 28)
this glow was still stranger, because the lower western
sky was covered by a large, dark cumulus-cloud ; but
besides this the three remarkable evening skies were quite
like each other. Robert von Hei.mhoi.tz
N.W. Berlin, Neue Wilhelmstrasse 16, December i

P.S.—To-day it rains ; nevertheless an unusual bright-

ness was to be seen in the west till 7 o'clock, which
perhaps may be attributed to the same '' glow.''— R. v. H.

The red glow described by your correspondents con-
tinued to be visible here every evening until yesterday
(2nd inst.), and there was another fine display oi rayons du
cr^pusciile. Is not "cloud-glow" a misnomer as applied
to what is seen in perfection only when there are no
clouds, and is invisible when the clouds are thick ?

"After-glow" is too comprehensive an expression, as it

embraces the usual effects of a brilliant sunset, and too

limited, as it could not be applied to the phenomenon as

recently seen before sunrise. In the absence of a scientific

title for something which has been but little investigated,

might not the name " upper-glow '' be adopted, in contrast

to the under-glow which is the predominant feature of

ordinary effective sunsets. The red colour of the reflected

light is in both cases I suppose equally due to diftraction,

particles suspended in the air obstructing the raj s of least

wave-length. But in the "upper-glow" the reflecting

matter is at a great height above the cloud-level, in the
" under-glow " it consists of the lower surface of the

clouds themselves. Annie Lev
December 3

Erratum.— In the first paragraph of my letter of the

27th ult. (p. 103) 2600 should be 26,000.

The following extracts from my observations at York
may assist in determining the cause of the extraordinary

series of sunrise and sunset effects during the past

month :—November 24: Unusual cloud tinge in morning.
November 25 : Similar effect in morning. From 2.45 to

3 p.m., blue sky from 10° to 25° or 30" from the sun, of a
delicate rose pink. This noticed by several, when asked
to say if they saw an) thing peculiar. It gave a greenish-

gray cast to cirro-cumuli through which it was seen.

Round the sun the sky looked yellowish. 5.30 p.m., " the

west ruddy as from glare of fire ;
" not entirely gone till

6. Time of local sunset 3.38, calculated from almanac
and observed sunrise on 28tb.

A letter from my father. Street, Somerset, 26th, evening,

speaks of "a wide arc above the sunset lit up with the

most glorious pink shade. The clouds low in the horizon

a stone-gray ; but the most remarkable of all was a

longish cloud to the north of sunset and above and beyond
the circle of pink ; that was a bright sage green. 1 never
before saw such a colour in any cloud. . . . Later, rays

shot up from the sun like the rays of aurora."

28th : Same pink halo at noon. Cloud-glare on morn-
ing of 26th and 27th ; to-day, about 6 a.m. (sun rose at

York 8.0, set 3.35). Sunset most striking
;
pink above,

orange lower at 4.20
;
grass appeared of brownish sage

green. At 5 p.m. lit up all over like red aurora. 2gth :

Same red glare, like that of a fire, at 6.20 a.m. Glare
gone by 6.35 ; cirri in east-south-east lit up by 6.45. True
sunrise glow 7.10; orange at base turned to yellow-green

at 7.25, and cirri again black; relit at 7.35, with rosy

tinge. Sun seen to rise clear of horizon at 8.2
; Jupiter

visible among faint haze until 8.13. 9.45 a.m., rosy glow
round sun; 430 p.m., a fading ordinary sunset; 4.45,
glare reappearing; 5 p.m ,

" finer than ever," as observed

by Mrs. Clark. December 3 : Remarkable lurid effects,

4.30 to 5.0 p.m. Letters from Street and Birmingham
mention similar effects on the 28th and 29th.' A para-
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graphintheZ'rt/VviVta/jreportsthemfrom Bideford, Devon,
on Monday, 26th, soon after 5 p.m.; 27th, a.m. ; and from

9.45, a " dusky orange and rosy band round the sun," till

hidden by clouds at noon ; 28th, p.m., 29th, a.m., and
coloured " bands " again round the sun at \ i a.m. To me
the glare never seemed as if reflected from cirrus clouds

;

it was much more like that from the smoke-originated

clouds of manufacturing districts. The day effect was
evidently from the same cause as the after-glow. May it

not help us to connect it with the ''green sun" pheno-

menon of India.' In that case the possible connection

of the latter with the volcanic eruptions of Java assumes
special interest, and may give us a new insight into the

upper currents of wind. We have already heard how
ashes fell at great distances to windward, reckoning by
the surface currents. The same upper winds, in the time

that elapsed, seem to have carried lighter ashes, projected

still higher, over India. May not the lightest and highest-

projected, almost impalpable dust have been spread over

the greater part of our hemisphere, or at any rate as far as

England, whose distance from Calcutta is not double the

distance from Calcutta to Java ? The recent Greenlan 1

expedition has enforced the lesson of ocean soundings

on the wide prevalence of such material. If this sugges-

tion has any founJation, then the comparison to the lurid

glare over cities may be a true analogy. Just as frozen

fog particles form around solid nuclei of smoke, so the

impalpable dust may have formed centres for cloud-

formation in air strata above the normal range of clouds.

York, December 3 J. Ed.mund Clark

P.S.— December 4 : My observations on last night's

sunset were from hurried glances indoors. I find from

Mrs. Clark that the appearances differed from the general

character, being like those of Sunday evening, the 25th.

She noticed, as did also another lady, the curious green

colour of the moan. This fact was recalled to my mind
to-night, when yesterday's sunset effects were repeated,

the moon, to my surprise, having a most striking green

tint. This was about 4 25, and it was still noticeible at

4.45--J- E. C.

This singular atmospheric aspect prevails here daily

at sunri-e and sunset, though there seem to be mdica-

tions that its splendour is on the wane. It has been

visible for nearly a month, prolonging daylight up.vards

of an hour. At sunrise, on the 28th, the rich colours of

the phenomenon again suffused the sky, and at sunset

and for upwards of an hour afterwards the sky was
effulgent with all the prismatic colours. The sunrise of

the 29th surpassed all previous ones in magnificence,

spread, and duration of colour The day being favourable

for observation, it was possible to detect a mass of

attenuated, white, nebulous vapour surrounding the sun

for a distance of some 30' or 40'. The sunset was less

remarkable for tone and brilliancy of colour. Pearly-

whites and steel-grays mostly prevailing at 4.15 p.m., a

faint rosy colour suffused the whole sky. At 4.30 p.m. a

band of glowing orange-coloured light, about 23° in alti-

tude, stretched from north-west to a point near the south,

and at 5.15 p.m. a renarkable body of rosy light formed

in the west above the orange-coloured mass, and sepa-

rated from it by a dark slate-coloured space, about 2°

wide, small and pillar-shaped at fir:!t, with the apex
pointing north, but soon spreading north and south. This

nebulous body deepened in colour as it grew in mass till

it became a remarkable volume of vivid crimson light

some 5° or 6" in height, and 25' or 30' in length. At 6

p.m. the colour of the western s';y had changed to orange

;

afterwards the colour slovly died out, and night prevailed.

On the morning of the 30th ult. the glow was indistinctly

apparent. In the afternoon there was a dense cloud

canopy and considerable r.iinfall, but an orange coloured

glare at sunset was discernible through the clouds. On
the 1st inst. the radiance of the glow was conspicuous.

and the sky richly coloured just before sunri=e. At 4p.m.
the glare in the west was brilliant, with golden carmine
and green colours. At 4,15 the carmine colour dis-

appeared, the greater part of the sky became of a delicate

blue, and long streaks of cirri of changeful colour lay

across the sky. After many changes of tints and the

appearance of the usual glow like ihat of a second day-

light, at 5.15 p.m. the usual fiery glow rose in the west
to an altitude of 25°, and continued till 6 p.m.

On the 2nd, the sky was cloudy before sunrise, but the
radiance was visible all the same, showing carmine and
golden hues. On that morning a pale yellow coloured

the sky till II a.m. At sunset the iridescent display was
less brilliant than usu d, and commenced later. But there

were fiery reds, glowing yellows, and olive-greens in a sky
with a detached cloud canopy. The usual fiery glow
appeared at about 5 50 and prevailed till 6 p.m. On the

morning of the 3rd, before sunrise, the coloured rad'ance

reappeared in great beauty, and a yellow tint pervaded the

sky throughout the day. The wind on this day was rough
from the north-w-est. The thermometer at midday was
51". At sunset the glow was less splendid than hereto-

fore, and the fiery reds were dilute and diffuse. The sky

was cloudy. The glow lighted up the heavens till

6 p.m. as usual. This morning (4th) the sky before

sunset was resplendent with rich masses of prismatic

colour. Suddenly, at 8.30 a.m., when the brilliant

colours had vanished, a halo of iridescent colours

encircled the sun for a short time, as though a body of

vapour was swiftly traversing the sky. In a moment
afterwards the colour of the sun changed to an exquisite

emerald hue, staining the landscape and investing houses,

buildings, glazed windows, and greenhouses with a re-

markably weird aspect. Before there was well time to

notice how things appeared in a bright green light, the

rays of the sun changed to a deep yellow, and in a

moment afterwards, as though some obscuring medium
had been withdrawn, the ordinary daylight reappeared.

At sunset to-d:iy the display was magnificent in variety

and tint of colour. At 4.15 the usual orange-colour bank
of glowing, luminous vapour appeared in the west, ex-

tending to north-west and south-west, having above it a
system of rays of a dull, fiery red. The sky was clear,

flecked here and there with cirro-cumulus. At 4.45 the

crescent of the moon, being just above the fringe of red

light, assumed a lively green hue, and continued to ex-

hibit the novelty of an emerald crescent till 5 p.m., when,

the colour passing away, the satellite resumed its silvery

hue and shone in the blue sky, while the fiery glow still

lighted up the west and north-west. It seemed to me
that the moon's rays neutralised in the neighbourhood

the fiery tints which characterise this peculiar glow, as in

the vicinity of the crescent blue sky prevailed. It may
be mentioned chat foreign particles are traversing the

atmosphere. On July 14 black rain fell at places round

this city, and so ne was collected at Crowle. A good
observer, Mr. J. S. Haywood, the hon. secretary of the

Naturalist Field Club, noticed the black sediment which

the rain had deposited on the leaves of the plants and
shrubs in his nursery. At the time I drew attention to

the rainfall, and ventured to ascribe the discoloration to

the presence of volcanic dust. It has since transpired that

Krakatoa was in violent eruption from May 20 down to

the fatal 26th of .AugUjt, throwing up vast masses of dust.

Discoloured rain again fell in the vicinity of this city on

the i7Lh ult. J. Ll. Bozward
Worcester, December 4

The ruddy glow near the sun, so well descrtbea D

J. Ll. Bozwai-d in your last number (p. 102), was most

conspicuous here on the 30th ult. both at sunrise and

sunset. It should be examined with a spectroscope.

Here there were neither clouds nor cirri visible. Yester-

day it rained the whole day; towards evening the sky
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became clear ncir ilic zeiiiih, heavy clouds clustering all

round the horizon; above them the unexplained giow

was very remarkable at sunset. If it ha^ been observed

in England on the same days, at a distance of lo' in

latitude, its cause must be high in the atmosphere.

Would it not be interesting to ascertain how far it has

been seen, at least throughout Europe ?

.Antoine d'Abeadif,

Abbadia, near Hendaye, December 2

During the latter half of November we have had here

also a constant succession of remarkable sunsets, and at

least one sunrise of the same character. But here the

effects have been accurately described by the expression

"cloud-glow." Masses and streamers of cirro-cumulus

vapour have hurried up from the west, evening after

evening, as sunset approached, at a rate greatly in excess

of the wind below, and then as the sun sank the whole

sky has shone with a lurid coppery light which I have
only very occasionally and partially seen before. Even
when the dusk was early and thick, the same lurid glare

has shone as it were behind the clouds.

Henry Cecil
Bregner, Bournemouth, December i

I SHOULD not have troubled you with a letter respecting

the wonderful after-glows which have presented such
magnificent displays during all the past week, especially

on the 26th, and which have attracted such universal at-

tention, had 1 not observed that no one has alluded to

their appearaiice in the spectroscope. I made some ob-

servations on the 26th and 27th about 4.30 p.m., when
the colour was at its greatest brilliancy, and was struck

with the following particulars :— (i) The ordinary delicate

tints of the spectrum were merged into two, a deep
red and a peculiar blue-green

; (2) in the middle of the

red was a strong dark band
; (3) on the green side of the

D line, and separated from it by the light band so often

conspicuous, was another band of deep citrine. The only
//«£ clearly distinguishable was one at the extreme end of

the red. E. Brown
Further Barton, Cirencester, November 30

The following note of observations of the western sky
made with a pocket spectroscope on the evenings of

Wednesday, November 28, and of the 4th and 5th mst.,

may be of interest. At about 4 o'clock—just after sunset

—the band which Mr. Piazzi Smyth has termed the "low
sun band," was abnormally strong, so was the Ime he
calls n. The lines constantly seen in the "rain band"
were not visible, and Cj was very slight. In place of the

ordinary "rain band"— a band of absorption shading oft"

from D towards the less refrangible end of the spectrum
—there was a broad band of absorption which extended
nearly three-fourths of the way from D towards a. or

nearly half way to C, its darkest [ art being at rather less

than one-third of its width from D. From this darkest
part it shaded off m both directions. In a short time
this band gradually nearly disappeared, the low sun band
also diininishing in intensity, while n became extraordi-

narily prominent—very dense in the middle, and slightly

shaded off at both edges. At this time the yellow and
orange of the spectrum seemed nearly to have dis-

appeared, the green apparently extending to a consider-
able distance on the less refranible side of D. This
evening (the 5th), as Mr. Lockyer pointed out, there was
also a strong band of absorption between ^ and F. I

had not remarked this on the 28th or the 4th, and believe
it is unusual or unusually strong.
December 5 J. F. D. Donnelly

.An optical phenomenon has appeared at Hunstanton
each afternoon commencing Sunday, the 25th ult., at

about 4.30 p.m., up to and including to-day. The first

appearance was a brilliant yellow light in the west, which,

after a few minutes lit up the whole western horizon, the

upper sky being a beautilul azure blue, showing up in con-

trast a few fleecy dark stratus clouds ; after a few minutes

the yellow light gradually turned to pink, and the horizon

all round was tinged with this colour, eventuall) a crimson

arch formed in the west, and gradually the whole thing

disappeared. From the position of Hunstanton, facing

west and norih, remarkable and beautiful sunsets are of

frequent occurrence. This morning as the sun was rising

a thin layer of clouds pervaded the whole of the heavens,

which were tinged with pink in every direction.

Charles W. Harding
The Chase, King's Lynn, December i

There has been much correspondence in the daily

papers on the subject, and it may be useful to give here

the leading points in these communications.

The phenomenon has not been confined to this country.

The Times Rome correspondent telegraphs under date

November 30:—"Yesterday evening the population of

Rome was struck with admiration, mingled with awe, at

the sight of a splendid phenomenon. From fifteen

minutes after sunset until more than an hour later the

north-western hemisphere was tinged with crimson,

gradually increasing in intensity until it had the appear-

ance of the reflection of an extensive conflagration, in

front of which the tower of the Castle of Saint Angelo,

the cupola of St. Peter's, and the outline of Monte Mario,

as seen from the Pincio, stood out in prominent relief.

Immediately above the horizon there was a broad belt of

orange red, and above that another of green, surmounted
by the crimson glare of the aurora. The sky of the

eastern hemisphere presented a uniform sea-green tint.

The phenomenon was repeated again this morning, and
again this evening. A strong north wind blew all day
yesterday ; the sky was exceptionally clear, and the tem-
perature was gratefully warm and balmy."

Again, an observer at Viareggio, Italy, near the Carrara
Mountains, writes :

—" At sunset the whole horizon, from
Corsica to the Bay of Spezia, is literally bathed in a flciod

of red light, which, during the last few evenings, has been
intensified in a remarkable degree, and prolonged till

about 6 p.m., when the glow spread over the whole cloud-

less firmament, and was reflected on the Carrara Moun-
tains—a truly glorious phenomenon, produced by the

more than usually rarefied condition of the atmosphere
under the influence of the low temperature which has
prevailed for some days, the wind being north-north-

west."

At the Cape also they have attracted attention. "A.
D. S.," writing to the T/'wt'jr of December 4, sajs :

—"The
phenomenon in question seems to have been first noticed
in this country on the evening of the 9th ult., and it

recurred on several evenings during last week. A lady,

who has lately been an early riser, informs me that the

sky has had the same unusual light at sunrise. We have
just received a letter from the Cape of Good Hope, dated
November 2, in which the following passage occurs:

—

' We have had such extraordinary lights nearly every
evening for the last five weeks. Shortly after sunset a
red or yellow glow appears in the west, and it gets quite
light again, and remains so for some time, and then it

dies away. During the time it lasts all the flowers seem
of such very brilliant colours, the pink roses especially.

They look as bright as t'ley are painted on Christmas
cards, and the green of the oak trees is something won-
derful. The lights appear sometimes in the morning
also, an hour before sunrise, when it is generally pitch
dark here.'

"

So Mr. C. J. Thornton writes to the Sta/idard, under
date November 28, as follows:—"This afternoon I re-

ceived a letter from Monghyr, Bengal, dated November 5,
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in which was the following passage :
' Have you seen any

unusual appearances in the sky lately ? Yox some time
past in this country an extraordinary red glow has been
seen in the sky just before sunrise and just after sunset.
It seems to have been noticed all over India and in Egypt
also, but I do not know if it has been seen in Europe.
The natives are full of superstitious fears on account of
it. No one, so far as I know, has been able to account
for it, but several theories, more or less absurd, have been
started, one trying to connect it with the eruption in Java,
another with the spots on the sun, and so on. I do not
know what it can be, but it is certainly very remarkable,
and 1 never saw anything like it before.' "

.\ correspondent of the Times sends the following ex-
tract from the Cold Coast Times ai September 14. The
phenomena alluded to were seen at Cape Coast Castle ;

—

"Cn the 1st or 2nd of this month the sun was described
as being blue in the morning. It seems it rose as usual,
and that the clouds which passed over it, from their
greater rarity or density, gave it different apparent shades
of rose colour, pink, and so on. After the passage of the
clouds its appearance through the haze was white like

the moon. In fact, an Englishman is said to have taken
it for the moon."

In Paris also, and elsewhere in France, the pheno-
menon has been very striking.

k correspondent writing from Croydon to the Standard,
under date November 26, says :— " At half-past three this
afternoon the sky in the west quickly assumed a deep red
colour, which, after some minutes, spread over the sky to

a considerable distance, tinging it with a pale pink colour.
This, again, in a few minutes, disappeared, and the sky
a^sumed its normal condition."
Another correspondent on the same date, from Derby,

states :
—" This evenmg we have witnessed a most re-

markable sunset, the sky being lit up with a pale bluish-
yellow light, changing to orange and red."

Again, a correspondent to the same paper writing on
November 28 from Skegness, Lincolnshire, says :

—
" Here,

in the fens of Lincolnshire, where gorgeous sunsets are
the rule, the phenomenon has been most remarkable, and
each evening since Sunday last the heavens have pre-

sented an appearance both interesting and awe inspiring.

On Monday evening last, when the sun set at 3.57, the
western heavens were all aglow until 6.30, and the rich,

lurid glare of the ' after-glow ' had all the appear.mce of
an immense illumination, the rays of which, starting from
the direction of the settmg sun as a centre, extended well
towards the zenith. The most remarkable thing wis the
fact that whilst the western sky was thus all aglow the
stars in the northern heavens were shining as brilliantly as
at midnight. The ' blood-red ' appearance has been re-

peated during the rest of this week. The effect was alto-

gether different from the '.Aurora Borealis,' there being
an utter absence of the peculiar scintillation common to

that phenomenon."
From Eastbourne, according to a correspondent there,

" a considerable space above the hills where the sun had
disappeared was a clear sky with no tinge of red in it,

but a pale greenish-blue transparency, to describe which
I can find no preci-e words. Across this there floated
three or four opaline cloudlets, while a great mass of

violet-coloured vapour lay piled up in the south-west.
.Above the pale and clear transparency was a broad zone
of rose-colour, which seemed denser here and there, and
also appeared to shoot upwards in tongue-shaped undula-
tions. .-\s the evening advanced, and the true sunset, at

3 57) took place, the clear sky dirappeared, as if drawn
down behind the hills, which the rosy zone now touched,
and was gradually drawn down in its turn, but remained
unfaded to the last."

Mr. Sydney Hooper, writing to the Standard from
Ealing, says :

—
''In none of the corresponflence on the

subject of the remarkable sunsets we have had lately have

I seen any reference to what strikes me as the most curious
fact m connection with them, and which in my experience
is quite unique. I have observed sunsets carefully for
the last thirty years, and I have invariably found that the
crimson glow is the last ; coming usually a considerable
time after the yellow glow has faded. The crimson light
is always followed by the cold gray which precedes the
night, as many must have observed when the rosy light
dies out from an .Alpine peak. For the last tew evenings,
however, notably on Wednesday night, there has been a
reversal of this rule. A yellow glow has first overspread
the sky, extending almost to the zenith. This has gra-
dually deepened to orange, then to crimson. The
crimson has then gathered in intensity towards the
horizon until it has become a deep, rich, horizontal bar,
hngering long after sunset. Then came the eflect which
I refer to as unique. After the crimson had died away,
the west was again lit up by a deep orange glow extend-
ing over half the sky, so intense in colour that the lamps
showed as white light against it. This second glow is to
me unaccountable, and indicates a very peculiar condition
of the atmosphere. Another fact, equally remarkable,
was that the whole effect was reproduced the following
(Thursday) morning, but the order of the tints was, of
course, reversed. .At a quarter to six an exact reproduc-
tion of the orange tint of the previous evening was seen
in the south-eastern sky. This was followed by the deep
crimson bar low down in the horizon. Then the crimson
gradually passed upwards, giving place finally to the
greenish yellow with which the phenomena commenced
in the evening."

NOTES
It is proposed to hold, during the year 1884, an International

Exhibition, w hich shall also illustrate certain branches of health

and education, and which will occupy the buildings at Souih Ken-
sington erected for the International Fisheries Exhibiiion.

The object of the Exhibition will be to illustrate, as vividly and
in as practical a manner as possible, food, dre»s, the dwelling,

the school, and the workshop, as affecting the condiiioi.s of

heahhful life, and also to himg into public notice the mo^t recent

appliances for elemeniary school leaching and instructi m in

applied science, art, and haiidicrafis. The influence ot modern
sanitary knowledge and intellectual progress upon the nelf.ire of

the people of all classes and all nations will thus be prac.ically

demonstrated, and an attempt v\ ill be made to display the most

valuable and recent advances which have been attained in ihese

important subjects. The Exhibition will be divided into two

main sections. Division I. Health, Division II. Education, and

will be further subdivided into six principal grou^ s. In the

first group it is intended specially to illustrate the food resources

of the world, and the best and most economical methods of

utilising them. For the sake of comparison, not only will

specimens of food from all countries be exhibited, but the

various methods of preparing, cooking, and serving food will be

practically shown. The numerous proce.-ses of manufacture

connected with the preparation of articles of food and drink v. ill

thus be exemplified ; and, so far as the perishable nature of the

articles will admit, full illustrations will, be given of the vai ijus

descriptions of foods themselves. In the second group, dress,

chiefly in its relation to health, will be displayed. lUustiationS

of the clothing of the principal peoples of the world may be

expected ; and a part of this Exhibition, whicb, it is anticipated,

will be held in the galleries of the Royal Albert Hall, will be

devoted to the histjry of co--tuii,e. In the third, fourth, and

fifth groups will be comprised all that pertains to the he.vithful

construction and fitting of the dwelling, the school, and the

workshop ; not only as respects the needful arrangemeius for
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sanitation, but also the fittings and furniture generally in their

effect on the health of the inmates. The most improved methods
of school construction will he shown, and the modes of com-

bating and preventing the evils of unhealthy trades, occupations,

and processes of manufacture will form portions of the Exhibi-

tion. The sixth group will comprise all that relates to primary,

technical, and art education, and will include detigns and

models for school buildings ; apparatus and appliances for

teaching; diagrams, text-books, &c. Special attention will be

directed to technical and art education, to the results of in-

dustrial teaching, and to the introduction of manual and handi-

craft work into schools.

On the 22nd ult. the remainder of the furniture and stores for

Ben Nevis Observatory were carried to the top under great diffi-

culties. The party had intended to make the ascent at the

beginning of the week, but, owing to the state of the weather,

they could not think of it. On Thursday morning, however,

although the weather was not very favourable, it was decided to

make the ascent, and at g a.m. Mr. James M'Lean, contractor,

and Alex. Turban, who is in charge of the stores, along with
two assistants, started with some chairs and other stores. The
first part of the journey was easily accomplished. The anow lay

pretty heavy down to wiihin a mile of Achintee farmhouse, and
several deep wreaths were encountered before reaching the lake.

On reaching the Red Burn they came upon a long wreath of

about fourteen feet deep. The snow being somewhat soft, the

party had to cut a passage through, which was a rather difficult

task. Determined if possible to reach the top, they proceeded
slowly, and, as they ascended, the snow was found to be deeper,

in which they sometimes sank to their shoulders. Parts where
the wind had driven off the snow were covered with ice, render-

ing the path difficult and dangerous. Their efforts were, how-
ever, ultimately crowned with success, for at 2.30 p.m., five and
a half hours after starting, the party reached the Observatory.

The average depth of snow on the level parts on the summit
w as about .--ix feet, and round about the Observatory it was eight

feet. Mr. Omond and his assistants \\ere in excellent spirits,

are very comfortable, and now feel quite at home. The party

started on the return journey at 3.30, and Fort William was
reached at 6.30 p.m., the whole journey, including a stay of an
hour at the Observatory, occupying nine hours.

We regret to learn of the death, on the 30th ult., of the cele-

brated Swedish zoologist, Prof. Sven Nilsson, of the Lund
University, at the age of ninety-seven.

M. Renard has communicated recently (November 3) to the

Royal Academy of Brussels the results of a chemical and micro-

scopic examination of the ashes from the great eruption of

Krakatoa, which fell at Batavia on August 27 last. He finds

that the volcanic dust consists mainly of glassy particles, among
which may be distinguished crystals of plagioclase, often in

rhomboidal lamella;, augite, rhombic pyroxene, and magnetite.

The rock which has been blown into this finely divided state

presents the general mmeralogical composition of the augite-

andesites, but with a rather higher proportion of silica, which,

on analysis, was found to amount to 65 per cent, of the whole.

A MEETING will be held on Friday at the rooms of the Royal
Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, when it will be proposed
to appoint a Committee, and to make such other arrangements
as may be considered neces-ary for the successful promotion of

the William Spottlswoode Memorial Fund. The chair will be
taken by Prof. Huxley, President of the Royal Society, at four

o'clock precisely.

The members of the Polar meteorological station which Den-
mark maintained at Godthaab in Greenland under the inter-

national scheme, have just returned to Copenhagen. The chief

of the expedition, Lieut. A. Paulsen, reports that, having left

Copenhagen on May 18, 1S82, in the sailing ship Cer^s, they
arrived at Godthaab on June 14, On the voyage out observa-
tions of the temperature of the sea and air were made every hour-

On the arrival out the expedition had to select the most suitable

spot for the erection of the four wooden buildings brought with
them, in which the magnetic and astronomical observations were
to be made. A small mountain ridge near the church in the

colony was choser. for this, as the preliminary researches in its

neighbourhood showed that the influence of iron strata on the

magnetic current w-as here very small. The buildings were then
erected and the pillars raised on which the transit instrument,

the great astronomical clock, and the eight different magnetical

in.struments were mounted, and simultaneously the mstruments

for the meteorological observations were also placed so that the

weathercock and the anemometers, as well as the thermometer
hut, were situated as free as possible. On August 1 the meteoro-
logical observations could be commenced, but the magnetic ones

were through an accident delayed until the 7th. From that date

complete observations were made in exact accordance with

the international programme without interruption every hour

until August 31 this year, and the expedition has thereby fully

accomplished its object, viz. of obtaining a full year's magaetical

and meteorological observations in this locality. A number of

other scientific researches have aLo been pursued, of which
those on the aurora borealis should particularly be mentioned.

This phenomenon was frequently observed and studied during

the winter, while some exceedingly valuaole statistics were ob-

tained as to the altitude of the auror.i borealis above the earth's

surface by measurements effected simnltaneou ly in various places

by light signals. The measurements of atmospheric elec-

tricity have also led to valuable results. It is stated to have
been the best equipped Polar expedition ever despatched from
Denmark. We hope soon to give further details.

The following communication from Mr. Charles Ford, of the

Botanic Garden, Hong Kong, dated October 3, 1883, has been

forwarded to us from Kew for publication :
— " By the s.s.

Laertes which left this place for London last week I have sent

two Wardian cases of live plants, one case of living orchids, and
a case of herbarium specimens, which I brought back from the

Lo-Fan Mountains up the East River, and distant about sixty

miles from Canton, where I spent about three weeks in August.

On this excursion I travelled over about eighty miles of country

after leaving the river, and consequently had a considerable

amount of trouble when the natives knew I had no boat to fall

back upon, and was therefore very much in their hands. I in-

tended to make another trip up the North River during this

month, but that is now impossible, as Dr. Hance, who is Acting

Consul at Canton, will not apply to the Viceroy for passports

for any one, and he says he is afraid it wUl be a long time before

he will feel at liberty to do so. You have no doubt heard of

the very serious trouble at Canton, in which a riot occurred and

nearly twenty European residences were attacked and burnt

down by the Chinese and the valuable contents of the houses

carried off by the mob. There is a very hostile feeling to

foreigners prevailing now amongst the Chinese, and it is con-

sidered quite unsafe to travel in the country. I was in the Lo-

Fan Mountains when the trouble at Canton commenced, but no

one attempted to molest me, and I returned to Canton in a

passage junk with 150 Chinese on board, and no foreigner besides

myself ; since then, however, matters have become much worse.

Mr. .Sampson's herbarium and house were burnt when his house

was set fire to, and Dr. Hance's, which was not more than fifty

yards off, might easily have shared the same fate, but very for-

tunately it was spared. Dr. Hance is extremely busy with

official matters, and he thinks it will be a long time before he

can resume botanical work. There is an encampment of icoo
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Chinese lioops in the foreign settlement at Canton, and five

foreign and about a dozen Chinese gunboats in the river opposite

to it : all these for the protection of the foreign residents and their

property. The missionaries have left the country districts, and

do not expect to be able to return for many months. These

things will prevent any botanical work being done in China for

some time. I hope something may be done in Formosa in the

beginning of next year."

Large use is made at the Forth Bridge Works of electricity

for lighting purposes. At Soutli Queensferry the workshops are

it up by sixteen arc lights, supplemented by a certain numbei"

of movable small incandescent lights. Outside twelve large arc

lights serve to illuminate the various lines of rails and the ap-

proaches to the ^^•orkshops. The offices, canteen, and other

buildings are lighted throughout with Swan incandescent lights

of 20-candIe power, over 2co being there alone required for the

purpose. The staging, which, beginning near the Hawe's Pier,

extends for nearly half a mile into the Firth, has, with its

appro.aches, twelve large lights devoted to its illumination. On
the island of Inch Garvie in mid channel, four large arc lights

are in use outside, and small incandescent lights in the offices and

workshops, in the old castle, and in the neighbouring buildings.

At North Queensferry .•ix large arc lights serve for the outside

illumination, and a number of incandescent lights for that of the

interior of the offices and workshops. Nowhere is a dangerous

degree of electric pressure allowed; and in all interiors, work-

shoj'S, or operations under water the limit is but little more than

one-half of that permitted by the Board of Trade in their pro-

visional orders for dwellings in tovvns.

The mathematical magazine conducted under the name of the

Analyst for the past ten j ears, by Mr. J. E. Hendricks, will, we
learn from Science, be continued under the editorial charge of

Ormond Stone, Professor of Astronomy, and William M.
Thornton, Professor of Engineering, with the title. Annals of
Mathematics, Pure and Applied. The numbers will be issued at

intervals of two months, beginning February i, 1884. In scope

the journal will embrace the development of new and important

theories of mathematics, pure and applied ; the solution of useful

and interesting problems ; the history and bibliography of various

branches of mathematics ; and critical examinations and reviews

of important treatises and text-books on mathematical subjects.

The office of publication will be at the University of Virginia.

Dr. Holub has left England on his expedition to the interior

of Africa. He leaves for this journey of a year accompanied by

his wife and eleven good servants, including a carpenter, a

waggonmaker, a blacksmith, a gunmaker, a tailor, and a butcher,

besides his black ser\'aiit-girl and a dog. In South Africa he
will increase his staff by nineteen, and afterwards in Central

Africa by forty more black servants.

It is reported from the Storelvdal, a valley in Central Norway,
between 61° and 62° N. !at., that the snow during the night of

November 17 became covered wiih a gray and black layer of

dust. No scientific investigation of Ihe phenomenon has as yet

been effected.

The report of the death of Julius Payer, the discoverer with

Weyprecht of Franz Josef Land, is, we are glad to say, without

any foundation.

The Annual Report for 1882-83 of the Liverpool Geological

Association reports favourably, we are glad to see, on the position

and work of that society.

The Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1881 shows
how admirably that many-sided organisation continues to carry

on its invaluable work. The museum in its various departments

is constantly increasing ; the library will soon be almost without

a rival ; while a successful chemical laboratory has been added
to the other resources of the institute. The appendix, containing

as it does a record of progress in all departments of science by
specialists, is of great utility ; while the special papers on
anthropology continue to be a well-known feature of the Report.

The Report, like the Institution, reflects the greatest credit on
its secretary. Prof. Spencer Baird.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Moorhen (Gallinule chlorofus), British,

presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn ; two Common Wolves {Canis
lupus 6 9), European, a Dufresne's Amazon (Chrysotis da-
fresniana) from South-East Brazil; a Bell's Cinixys (Cinixys

belliana) from West Africa, two Carp (Cypri/tus caipio) from
British fresh waters, purchased ; an Indian Gazelle (Gazella

bennelti), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Variable Stars.—The following are Greenwich times of

geocentric minima of Algol, during the first quarter of 1884 :

the later observations of Prof. Juhus Schmidt have been brought
to bear upon the predictions.

Jan. 10
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comet desci-ibed an orbital arc of more than 340°. The ellipse

deduced by Kreutz from observations to November 14 assigns a

period of S43 years ; that by Fabritius, from observations to

March 3, one of 823 years ; but we may soon hope to see

the result of a definitive discussion of the whole series of

observations.

THE ANNIVERSARY MEETING OF THE
ROYAL SOCIETY

T'HE Anniversary Meeting of the Royal Society took place as

^ usual on St. Andrew's Day, November 30. when the

President, Prof. Huxley, delivered his address ; after which the

Fellows elected the officers of the Society for the year, whose
names we have already given in Nature, Nov. 8, p. 43.

The following is Prof. Huxley's address :

—

It will Ije as much in con-onance with your feelings as it is

with my o\\n that the first sentences of this address should

give utterance to our sense of the calamity which befell us during

the recess.

On June 27 our honoured and loved President, William

Spottiswoode, fell a victim to that cruel malady, typhoid fever,

which is at once the scourge and the reproach of modern civilisa-

tion ; and we were bereaved of a chief of whom all those ^^ho

had the highest interests of this Society at heart hoped that he

would continue for many a year to discharge the responsible and

laborious duties of hi-i office with that broad intelligence, that

faithful ddigence, that inexhaustible patience and courtesy,

which were so characteristic of the man.
Every one of the Fellows of the Society in whose hearing I

speak knows that these are no words of conventional eulogy, as

of a customary epitaph. But it is only those of us who worked
with our late President in the Council, or as officers of the

Society, who are in a position fully to appreciate his singular

capacity for the transaction of buiness with clear judgment and

rapid decision, and yet with the most conscientious consideration

of the views of those with whom he was associated.

And I may add that it is only those who enjoyed Mr. Spottis-

woode's intimate friendship, as it was my privilege to do for

some quarter of a century, who can know how much was lost

when there vanished from among us that rare personality, so

commingled of delicate sensitiveness with marvellous self-control,

of rigid principle with genial tolerance, of energetic practical

activity with untiring benevolence, that it ahvays seemed to me
the embodiment of that exquisite ideal of a true ientleman

which Geoffi-y Chaucer drew five hundred years ago :

—

And though that he was worthy he was wys,

And of his port as itieke as is a niayde.

He never yit no vil inye ne sayde
In al his lyf unto no mauer wiglit.

He was a verray perfightgentil knight."

It is not for me to pass any judgment upon Mr. Spottiswoode's

scientific labours ; but I have the best authority for saying that

having occupied himself with many branches of mathematics,

more especially with the higher algebra, including the theory of

determinants, \\ ith the general calculus of symbols, and with the

application of analysis to geometry and mechanics, he did excel-

lent and durable work in all ; and that, in virtue of his sound

and \vide culture, his deep penetration, and the singular elegance

with which he habitually treated all his subjects, he occupied a

place in the front rank of English mathematicians.

The interment in Westminster Alibey of one who, though

compelled to devote a large share of his time to business, was a

born man of science, and had won himself so high a place among
mathematicians, was doubtless grateful to us as men of science

;

it could not but be satisfactory to us as Fellows of the Royal

Society that, on the rare occasion of the death of our President

in office, the general public should show its sympathy with our

bereavement ; yet as men I think it is good to regard those

solemn and pathetic obsequies as the tribute which even our busy,

careless, cynical, modern world spontaneously pays to such worth

and wisdom, to such large humanity and unspotted purity as

were manifested in the "very perfect gentle kuight " who so

well represented the chivalry of science.

The total number of Fellows deceased during the past year

amounts to twenty ; a large inroad upon our ranks in mere

numbers, an exceptionally severe mortality if we consider the

scientific rank of uany names in the death-roll. Almost at the

same time with Mr. Spottiswoode's untimely death we lost, at

the ripe old age of ninety, a very distinguished Fellow and
former President of this Society, Sir Edward Sabine. It is

said that the aver.age age of Fellows of the Royal Society is

greater than that of any body of men in Europe ; and it is cer-

tainly a remarkable fact that one who so long presided over us

in this generation should, as a man of thirty years, have been
the contemporary of .Sir Joseph Banks, who became our
Pre-ident more than a century ago. And nothing can give a

more striking exemplification of the gigantic progress of physical

science in modern times than the fact that the discovery of

oxygen by Priestley, and that of the composition of water by
Cavendish, fall within the period of Sir Joseph Banks's pre-

sidency, while Black's work was but a score years earlier. We
are as it were but two Presidents off the budding of modern
chemistry, as of many another stately growth of the tree of

natural knowledge.
Sir Edward Sabine's long services to this Society, first as

Treasurer and then as President, deserve more than a passing

allusion ; but for a due appreciation of them, no less than of his

great labours in terrestrial magnetism, I must refer you to cur

obituary notices.

By the unexpected death of Prof. Henry John Ste|)hen Smith
the University of Oxford lost one of the most distinguished, as

he was one of the most influential, among those who have guided

its destinies during this generation, and a capacity of the first

order, not yet weakened by the touch of time, has disappeared

from the ranks of the foremost mathematicians of Europe.

As Chairman of the Meteorological Committee, Prof. Smith
rendered invaluable services to that body ; and w e have all a

grateful recollection of the readiness with which his knowledge
and sagacity were brought to our aid in Council and in

Committee.
For the rest, I dare add nothing to that which has been said

of him by our late President in that just and loving appreciation

of his friend, which is now touched with a sadder gravity and a

deeper pathos.

It is difficult to say of Prof. Smith whether he was more re-

markable as a man of affairs, of society, of letters, or of science;

but it is certain that the scientific facet 'if his brilliant intelli-

gence was altogether directed towards those intelligible forms
which people the most ethereal regions of abstract knowledge.
In Sir William Siemens, who but the other day was suddenly

snatched from among us, we had a no less marked exa-nple of

vast energy, large scientific acquirements, and intellectual powers
of a high order, no less completely devoted, in the main, to the

application of science to industry.

I believe I am expressing the opinion of those most competent
to judge, when I say that Sir William Siemens had no supetior

in fertility and ingenuity of invention ; that hardly any living

man so thoroughly combined an extensive knowledge of scien-

tific principles with the power of applying them in a commer-
cially successful manner ; and that the value of his numer.-.us

inventi nis must be measured, not merely by the extent to which
they have increased the wealth and convenience of mankind, but

by the favourable reaction on the progress of pure science which
they, like all such inventions, have exerted, and will continually

exert.

Time permits me to be Ijut brief in alluding to the remainder
of our long list of deaths. But I may not omit to mention that

we have lost a distinguished mathematician in Prof. Challis ; in

Mr. James Young, a chemist whose skilfal application of theory

to practice founded a new industry ; in Mr. Cromwell Varley, an
ingenious inventor ; in Lord Talbot de Malahide, a warm friend

of science and a zealous promoter of archaeohigical research ; in

Mr. Walker, an eminent engineer ; in Mr. Howard, an eminent

quinologist ; and in the Rev. Dr. Stebbing, an accomplished and

amiable man of letters, who for very many years filled the honour-

able, but not very onerous, offii;e of Chaplain to the Society.

And it would ill become us, intimately connected as this

Society always has been, and I hope always will be, with the

sciences upon which medicine bases itself, to leave unnoticed the

decease of the very type of a philosophical physician, the

venerable Sir Thomas Watson.
Two well-known names have disappeared from among those

of the eminent men who are enrolled upon our foreign list ; the

eminent physicist. Plateau, and the no less distinguisheii ana-

tomist and embryi logi.t, Bischolt.
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1 now \m^ leave to bring undei' your notice a btief general

review of the work of the Society during the past year.

The papers printed in the Tta>Lsactioiis for 1882 and 1S83

will occupy two volunes, of which three parts, containing 1038
quarto pages and fifty-two plates, have already been published.

Two parts mure, to complete 1SS3, will shortly be published.

The Proceedings, which steadily increase in size from year to

year, amount during the past year to 7S0 octavo pages, with four

plates and numerous engravings.

You are auare that nothing is printed in the Proceedings or in

the Transaclions except by the authority of the Council, which,

in the latter case, calls in the assistance of at least two carefully-

selected and independent referees, by whose advice it is in prac-

tise, thoujh n')t necessarily, guided. 1 am inclined to think

that Fellows of this Society who do not happen to have served

on the Council, are little aware of the ami u^t, or of the value of

the conscientious labour which is thus performed for the Society

by gentlemen whose names do not appear in our records. And
I trust I may be forgiven for stepping beyond precedent so far

as to offer our thanks for work which is always troublesome and
often ungrateful ; but, without which, the contributions to our
pages would not maintain the high average of excellence Mhii;h

they possess.

Among the points of importance, by reason of their novelty or

general signilicance, which have been laid before us, much
interest attaches to the result brought out in Prof. Osborne
Reynolds's " Experimental Investigation or the circuinstances

which determine whether the nijtion of water shall be direct or

sinuous, and of the law of resistance in parallel channels ;

"

which shows that when the conditions of dynamical similarity

are satisfied, two systems, involving fluids treated as viscous,

may be com^^ared (as ret^ards their effv;cts) even when the

motions are un.tible ; and that if any one of the two systems is

in the critical state separating stability from instability, so will

be the other.

Last December, Dr. Huggins presented a note on " A Method
of Photographing the Solar Corona w ithout an Eclipse," which
had so far proved successful, under the unfavourable circum-
stances in which he had put it in practice, as to lead to the hope
that, under better conditions of atmosphere and elevation, the

corona might hi photographed, from day to day, with so much
accuracy as to preserve a clear record of the changes which it

undergoes. And, as the photographs taken during the eclipse

at Caroline Island sh )W a condition of the corona, intermediate

between those exhibited by Dr. Huggins's photographs at periods

antecedent and subsequent to the Caroline I-land observ.itions,

there is reason to believe that this hope is well based, and that a
new and powerful method of investigation has been placed in

the hands of students of solar physics.

Lord Rayleigh and his sisterin-Uw, Mrs. Sidgwick, have
made a very ila'oorate determination of the relation between the

ohm and the British Association standard of electrical resistance.

With respect to those branches of knowledge on which I may
venture to offer an opinion of my own, I may say thai, though
our records show much useful and praise Aorihy work in bio-

logical science, the only event which appears to me to call

for special remark is the opening of an attack upon a problear

of very great interest, one which, in fact, goes to the root of the

question of the fundamental unity of the two great embodiments
of life— plants and animals.

The well-known phenomena presented by many plants, such
as the sensitive plant and the sun-dew, our knowledge of which
was so vastly extended by Darw in, abundantly prove that the

property of irritability, that is, the reaction of a living part, by
change of form, upon the application of a stimulus to that part,

or to some other part in living continuity with it, is not confined

to animals.

But, in animals, the connection of the part irritated with that

which changes its form is always effected by a continuity of more
or less modified protoplasmic substance, and reaction takes place

only so long as that continuity i^ unimpaired; while, hitherto,

the protoplasmic cell-bodies of plants have appeared to be iso-

lated from one another by the non-protoplasmic cell-walls in

which they are inclosed.

It is as if, in the one case, there was a continuous bond of

conducting substance between the point of irritation and the
point of contraction ; while, in the other, there was a chain of
pellets of protoplasmic substance, each inclosed in a coat of a
different nature.

Now, Mr. Gardiner, in his paper "On the continuity of the

Protoplas.-n through the Walls of Vegetable Cells," brings

forward evidence, based chiefly upon the careful use of special

reagents, that, in the sensitive cushions of certain plants and in

other situations, the vegetable cell-wall is pierced by minute
apertures, and that these are traversed by threads of protoplasm,

which connect the cell-body of each cell with those of its neigh-

bour, and thus establish, as in animals, a continuity of proto-

plasmic snb.tance between different parts. Other observers are

working at the same sulijcct, and we may hope that, before long,

great light w ill be thrown upon many hitherto puzzling questions

in vegetable physiology.

The Committee of the Royal Society, in the hands of which
the Lords of the Treasury ha;ve placed the administration of the

funds devoted to the publication of the work of the Challenger

expedition, report that, under the careful and vigorous direction

of Mr. Murray, this great undertaking is making rapid progress.

Mr. Murray informs me that thirty-eight reports have, up to

this time, been published, forming eight large qurrto volumes,

with 4x95 pages of lettcrprcs.s, 4SS lithogi'aphic plates and other

illustrations. Thirty-four of these memoirs are on zoological,

four on physical subjects. Nine reports are now nearly all in

type, and some of them partly printed off. Thee will be pub-

lished within three months, and will form three zoological

volumes, with 230 plates and many woodcuts, and one physical

volume, with many diagrams and maps ; this latter volume will

contain the report on the composition of ocean water, the specific

gravity and temperature observations.

A considerable part of the general narrative of the cruise is

now in type, and ncirly all the illuslraiions are prepared. The
narr.itive will extend to t.vo volumes, and it is expected they will

be ready for is.sue in May or June, 1884.

The work connected with the remaining forly two special

reports i-, in most instances, progressing satisfactorily. Portions

of the manuscript for three of the larger memoirs have been
received and put i.i type, and the manuscript of many others is

in a f irward slate. For these ujemoiis, 3S6 lithographic plites

have been pi inted off and delive.ed to the binders; 404 o'hers

are now on stone, and the drawings for many more are being

prepared. It is estimated that the whole work connected with

the Report will be comoleted in the summer of 1887.

In his Address, last year, the President gave the Society a full

account of tlie changes which had taken place in the administra-

tion of the Government Fund—technically termed a grant in aid

of this Society—though, as you are aware, the Royal Society,

while willingly accepting the burden and the responsibility of

administrator of the aid granted by the State to science, is in no
sense pecuniiirily benefited by the grant.

A somew hat novel and extremely useful employment has been
given to part of the fund by deciding to defray the expenses of

adequately skilled persons who have undertaken to visit distant

countries for the purpose of investigating certain interesting

biological questions on the spot, and of procuring and transmit-

ting to observers at home specimens prepared and preserved by

those refined modern methods which can be satisfactorily carried

out only by persons who are w ell versed in the practice 'if such

methods.
Mr. Adam Sedgwick has thus been enabled to proceed to the

Cape of Good Hope for the purpose of completing our know-
ledge of the singular genus Peripatus, so well studied by Prof.

Moseley, and afterwards by our lamented Fellow, Balfour ; and
Mr. Caldwell, similarly aided, is now in Australia, devoting

himself to the elucidation of the embryology of the marsupial

quadrupeds of that region, a subject of which at present we
know little more than was made knoun in the Transactions of

this Society half a century ago by Prof. Owen.
It certainly was high time that British science should deal with

a problem of the profoundest zoological interest, the materials

for the solution of which abound in, and are at the same time

almost confined to, those territories of the Greater Britain which
lie on the other side of the globe.

Many years ago the late Mr. Leonard Horner communicated
to the .Society the results of a series of borings which he had
caused to be made in the upper part of the delta of the Nile,

w iih a view' of ascertaining the antiquity of the civilisation of

Egypt. Since that time Figari Bey, an Italian geologist in the

service of the Egyptian Government, made and published the

results of a large series of borings effected in different parts of

the delta, but his work is hardly on a level with the requirements

of modern science.

It has been thought advisable therefore to take advantage o
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the presence of our troops in Fgypt in order to carry out a series

of borings across the rnidiUe of ihe delta, in the full expectation

that such borings, if made «itli proper care and carried down to

the solid rock, will aff^ird information of the mo^t important

character, and will ihrow a new light upon the natural and civil

history of this unique country. I am glad to say that the repre-

sentations nhich the I'res'dent and Council made to the War
Office on this subject were roost favourably received, and that

instructions were at once sent to tVe officer commanding the

Engineers to undertake the operations which they recommended.
I trust that, before long, information will rrach us which
will be of no less interest to the archaeologist than to the
geologist.

While I am speaking of Egypt, I may perhaps be permitted

to express a regret that the admirable energy of the Government
in taking measures to make the recent advances of medical
science available during the late outbreak of chol=ra in that

country, was not extended beyond the purely practical side of

the matter, or, perhaps, not so far as the practical side in the

proper sense ; for until we know something about the causes of

that terrilile disease, our measures for prevention and for cure

will be alike leaps in the dark.
Those who have looked into the literature of cholera may,

perhaps, be disposed to think that a new search after its cause
will add but another to the innumerable wild hypotheses which
have been set afloat on that topic ; and yet devastating epi-

demics, like Ihe pebrine of the silkworm, so similar in their

fatality and their apparently capricious spread, that careful in-

vestigators have not hesitated to institute a detailed comparison
of the phenomena of this disea-e with those of cholera, have
been proved by Pasteur to be the work of microscopic organisms;
and hardly less fatal epidemics, such as splenic fever, have been
traced to similar agencies. In both these cases, knowdedge of
the causes and of the conditions which limit the operation of
the causes, have led to the invention of effectual methods of
cure. And it is assuredly, in the present state of science, some-
thing more than a permissible hypothesis, that the cause of
cholera may be an organic living ma'eriis tnorbi, and that the
discovery of the proper curative and prophylactic measures will

follow upon the determination of the nature and conditions of
existence of these organisms.

If this reasoning is just, it is certainly to be regretted that the
opportunity of the outbreak of cholera in Egypt was not utilised

for the purposes of scientific investigation into the cause of the
epidemic. There are able, zealous, and courageous young
pathologists in this country who would have been willing enough
to undertake the labour and the risk ; and it seems a pity that
England should leave tn Germany and to France an enterprise
which requires no less daring than Arctic or African exploration,

but which, if successful, would be of a thousand times more
value to mankind than the most complete knowledge of the
barren ice wastes of the Pole or of the sweltering barbarism of
the equator.

It may be said that inquiries into the causation of cholera have
been for some years conducted in India by the Government with-
out yielding any very definite result. But this is perhaps rather an
argument in favour of, than against, setting fresh minds to work
upon the problem.

In December last year the President received from the Lords
of the Treasury a letter, addressed to their Lordships by the
Lords of the Committee of the Privy Council on Education, re-

commending to the favourable consideration of the Treasury a
memorial from the bolar Physics Committee, suggesting the
organisation of an expedition for the purpo-e of making obser-
vations during the solar eclipse of May 5, 1883 ; and the Presi-
dent was requested to communicate his views upon the subject
to the Treasury.

After careful consideration, the President and Council reported
in favour of the projected expedition ; but they added that they
did so on condition of its being possible to find some one,
whose position in the scientific world would command the con-
fidence of the public, to take charge of the expedition. Un-
fortunately, f.M- one reason or another, none of Ihe men of science
who fulfilled this condition were al>le to go ; and, at the meeting
of Council of January 18, the projected expedition was aban-
doned. The President was, however, requested to place him-
self in communication with the American authorities, and to
ascert in from them whether a photographer and assistant could
be allowed to accompany their expedition to Caroline Island.
On doing so, he at once received an invitation for two observers :

who were accordingly sent out, their expenses being defrayed,
part'y by a conlributi jii fr.m the Government grant, and partly

by a special sum of 500/. provided by the Treasury.
I am indebted to Mr. Lockyer for the following list of photo-

graphs t.iken by the observers :
—

1. Six good photographs of the corona, ex]5osures varying
from two to sixty seconds, giving coronal detail from near the
limb to end of streamers. That the limit of the corona has
been photographed is shown by the manner in which the light

of the sky has impressed itself on the plate.

2. Three large photographs showing the details of the corona
close to Ihe limb.

3. Good photographs of the spectrum of the corona, showii g
a great number of coronal lines and very faint Frau hofcric lines.

4. Photographs taken on a moving plate in integrating spec-

troscope, from one minute before to one and a half minute after

totality, show ing the most prominent lines of the reversion spec-

trum. These lines belong mainly to hydrogen.

5. Photographs taken with first-order grating, before, during,

and after totality. These show H and K, near the limb, through-
out the whole of totality.

6. Photographs taken with a dense prism spectroscope before,

during, and after totality. These photographs also give some of

the prominent lines of the reversion spectrum.

7. Two photographs taken in the prismatic camera on plates

sensitive to ultra-red rays. Results comparatively indifferent on
account of the absence of prominences.

The arrangements made for obtaining a series of circumpolar

observations in meteorology and magnetism were fully described

in the Presidential addres of last year. I am glad to be able to

report that the English party, under Capt. IJawson, has success-

fully achieved its mission and has returned to this country.

Capt. Dawson speaks very gratefully of the efficient assistance

which he received from the Canadian authorities and from the

Hudson Bay Company.
The re-ponsibility for the transaction of the ordinary work of

the .Society rests with the Council and the officers, of whom the

President is only one, and I may be allowed to say by no means
the most important, the heaviest part of the burden of the ex-

ecutive re-ting upon the Secretarie . But your President is, in

virtue of his office, a member of two public bodies whose
functions in relation to science are of great importance ; and I

follow the excellent precedent set by my predecessor in con-

sidering it my duty to acquaint the Fellows of the Society with
any occurrence, bearing on the interests of science, which has
come under my cognisance, as a Trustee of the British Museum
and as a member of the Council and Executive Committee of

the City and Guilds Institute.

In the first-named capacity, I am glad to be able to announce
that the transference of the vast zoological, botanical, geological,

and mineralogical C';)llections from Blooinsbury to the New
NaturalPIistory Museum is now accomplished ; and that it has
been effected to the great credit of all concerned, with no
greater mishap than the fracture of a bottle or two.
The advantages which w ill accrue to zoologists, botanists, and

mineralogists from the re-arrangement of this vast assemblage of

the objects of their studies, in such a manner as to be accessible

to every investigator, cannot be over-estimated. The Natural
History Museum at South Kensington is, in fact, a library of

the works of nature which corresponds in value, in extent, and
in the purposes to which it should be applied, to the vast library

of the works of men which remains at Bloomsbury.
In making this collection of use to the world of science by

the publication of complete catalogues of its contents, and of

systematic monographs upon particular groups ; and to the

nation at large, by the composition of guide books calculated to

afford the ordinary visitor an insight into the plan of the mighty
maze of nature, the officers in charge of the Natural History
collections have before ihem a task, the due performance of

which, whatever their abilities, or their number, or their industry,

will tax their energies to the utmost. It is in this way that, in

the discharge of their proper duties, they may render services

of the hiijhest value alike to pure science and to the diffusion of
knowledge among the people, out of who.'e resources the great

institution to which they belong is supported. And I trust that

no mistaken view of the functions of ihe officers of Ihe Museum,
which no more embrace oral instruction in science than those of

the officers of the Library comprehend oral instruction in

literature, may lead to the imposition of duties, foreign to their
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proper business, upon the already overburdened staff of l^eepers

and their assistajits.

In I'Vancis Bacon's apocalypse of science, the " New Atlantis,"

the Father of Solomon'^. House—he, whose countenance was

"as if he pitied men,"—declares that the end of that foundation

is "the knowlediie of causes and secret motions of things, and

the enlarging of the bounds of human empire to the effecting of

all things possible."

I think that the Chancellor would have acknowledged the

New Natural History Museum to be a goodly wing of such a

House, devoted to the former of the objects which he mentions
;

but, it may be, that his practical mind, looking always to fruit,

and caring for light chiefly as something essential to fruit-

bearing, would have been even better saii-fied with another

building hard by, which has been devoted to the encouragement

of those applications of science through which human empire is

directly extended, by the well-directed munificence of the City

and Guilds of London,
This building, destined for a central institution in which

ample provision shall be made for thorough and practical

training in so mu£h of the principles and the methods of the

physical sciences as is needful for those who aspire to take part

in the development of arts and manufactures, has been com-
pleted at a cost of more than 70,000/., while 20,000/. has yet to be
spent upon fiitings and appliances, and the working expenses, if

the scheme is to be fully developed, cannot be estimated at less

than 10,000/. a year.

Having alieady been called upon to take an active part in the
deliberations of the committees charged with the carrying out of

this great work, 1 think I am justified in expre sing the hope,
and indeed the confident expectation, that, before long, this new
Technical College will be in full activity ; and that, for the first

time in our hi-tory, there will be called into existence an insti-

tution in which, without leaving this country, masters, mana'jers,

and foremen of works will be enabled to obtain thorough in-

struction not only in scientific theory, but in the essential prin-

ciples of practice ; and a machinery will be created, by ^\bich

the poorest vi orking lad in a manufacturing town, if he have
ability and perseverance, may be brought within reach of the

best technical education that i. to be had.
There can be no doubt that the founders of the Royal Society

had prominently before their minds the intention of promoting
the useful arts and sciences " that so (in the language of the draft

of the preamble to the first charter, \\hich is said to have Ijeen

drawn up by .Sir Christopher Wren) by laying in a stock, as it

were, of sever.il arts and methods of industry, the whole liody

[of the nation] may be supplied by a mutual commerce of each
other's peculiar faculties, and, coiisrquenily, that the various

miseries and trials of this frail life may be, by as many variuUi

expedients ready at hand, remedied or alleviated, and wealth
and plenty diffused in just proportion to every one's industry,

that is, to every one's deserts." It was the wish of King Charles
the Second that all patents for inventions should be examined by
the Royal Society ; and, so late as the reign of George the
Secoiid, the Society actually performed this duty. The steam-
engine itself may be said to have made its debut before the

Royal Society, when Savery exhibited his working model to the
Fellow^ in 1699.

But the subsequent history of natural knowledge has shown
that, as in the moral w orld, those who seek happiness through
well-doing are less likely to obtain that reward than those who
try to do well without thinking what may come of it; s:>, in

the world of science, those whose vision is fixed on useful ends
are often left poor and bare, while those who strive only after

the advancement of knowledge, scatter riches along their path,

for the whole world to pick up. The R-iyal Society has chosen
the latter course, and I trust it may never swerve from it. But I

think that our wannest sympathy is due to the effirts of tho'e
who translate the language of the philosopher into that of the
workshop ; and by thus ameliorating " the miseries and toils of
this frail life," and "diffusing wealth and plenty," are executing
that part of the first design of thi- Society, with which we, as a
body, have long cea ed to occupy ourselves.

It was not as your President, but as one of the Special Com-
missioners appointed by the Government, that I had some slight

share in another considerable undertaking directed towards the
impDvement of industry. But the future of the fisheries is so
cl sely connected with the advancement of certain branches of
zoological science, that I may be permitted to advert to the
great success of the International Fisheries Exhibition ; and

to express my belief that, in accordance with the ititiniation

contained in the speech of H.K.H. the Prince of Wales at

the closing of the Exhibition, there will grow out of it an
organisation which will provide for the application of science '

to the improvement of the fisheries.

In conclusion, gen'lemen, I think that it is proper on my own
behalf, as it is certainly due to you, that I should advert to the

exceptional circumstances which have brought about my present

occU|iation of the Presidential office.

The eleventh section of the sixth chapter of the statutes

provides for the occurrence of a vacancy in the Chair, whether
by death or by re.-.ignation, as follows :

—
" Upon any vacancy in the President's place occurring in

the intervals of the anniver^ary elections, the Treasurer, or in

his absence one of the Secretaries, sball cause the Council to be
summoned for the election of a new President, and the Council
meeting thereupon in the usual place, or any eleven or more of

them, shall proceed to the said election, and not separate until

the maj ir part of them shall have agreed upon a new President."

This statute is substantiilly, and, to a great extent, verbally,

identical with the twelfth section of the seventh chapter of the

original statutes of 1663.

Before the present year, five occasions had arisen on which it

became necessary to put the provisions of the statute into effect.

Sir Isaac Newton died while President in 1727; the Earl

of Morton in 176S; Mr. West in 1772; and Sir Joseph

Banks in 1S20 ; while Sir Humphry Davy resigned in 1S27.

On each of these occasions a new President was at once

appointed by the Council, endowed with all the privileges and
powers of the office; and, like every other officer, however
appointed, he vacated his office on November 30 following,

when the Fellows sometimes elected him for the succeeding

year, and sometitues did not.

These precedents were strictly followed on the pre ent occa-

sion. A Council had been summoned, in ordinary course of

business, for jutie 28 ; but, as the President died on the

27th, it was deferred until the f illowing Thursday, when it was
supposed the interment would have taken place. In consequence
of the delay inseparable from a public ceremony, however, it so

happened that the funeral did not take place nntil noon of

July 5 ; and I have known few sadder scenes than the gather-

ing ol the Council, fresh from the unclosed grave of their

President, fur the performance of the duty, imposed upon them
by the statutes, of choosing hssucctssorfroai their own number,
before they should sepai ate.

The Ciuncil did me the great hon:)ur of selecting me for the

office; and mw, on this next following .St. Andrew's Day, my
tenure, like thit of the Treasurer and Secretaries, lapses, and it

is for the Fellows of the Society to say who shall be their

officers until the next Anniversary Meeting.

Having served several years, in another capacity, with three

out of f )ur of my present colleague-, and having every reason to

believe that the Fellows of the Society, at large, see good reason

to set the same high value upon the services of all of them as I

do, I do not find myself able to imagine that you will fail to

desire that those services shall be continued ; Init I have not the

least difficulty in conceiving that the Fellows of the Society may
think many of their number better fitted for the eminent place of

the President than myself.

I sh'iuld be extremely ungrateful to my colleagues of the

Council, whi have again honoured me by presenting me for

election by the Fellows, if I were to let fall even a hint of the

extent to which I share that opinion ; but 1 think it may be

permitted me to say that, should you think fit to give effect to it,

there is no one who will more cheerfully acquiesce in your

decision than I shall.

To a man like myself, who neither possesses, nor seeks, any

other distinction than that of having done his best to advance

knowledge and to uphold the dignity and the authority of

science against all comers, the Presidency of this Society is the

highest dignity which he can attain, whatever else may befall

him.
But, gentlemen, as men of science, yoa know better than I can

tell you, that there are things of more worth than distinction. I

am within measurable distance of the end of my career ; and 1

have long looked forw ard to the time w hen I should be able to

escape from the distractions and perturbations of the multitu-

dinous alTairs in which I have been so long entangled, to that

student Itfe from which the Fates have driven me, but to which I

trust they may, for a little space, permit me to return.
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.So tliiit I am sure you will iieilher niisunderstand me, nor

miJike my directness of speech, when I say that, if it please you

to believe that the interests of science and of the Royal Society

will be advanced by maintaining me in tlie very distinguished

position which I at present occupy, I will do my best to justify

your confidence ; but if, as may well be, you think that some
other Fellow of the Society will serve these interests better, I

shall, with a light heart, transfer to him the honourable burden,

which I have already borne long enough to know its weight.

I now proceed to the presentation of the medals which have

this year been awarded by the Council.

The number, the variety, acd the importance of Sir William
Thomson's contiibutions to mathematical and experimental

physics are matters of common knowledge, and the Fellows of

the Society « ill be more gr.ntified than surprised to hear that the

Council have this year awarded him the Copley Medal, the

highest honour which it is in their power to bestow.

Sir William Thomson has taken a foremost place among
those to v\hom the remarkable development of the theory of

thermodynamics and of electricity in the last forty years is due ;

his share in the experimental treatment of these subjects has

been no less considerable; while his constructive ability in

applying science to practice is manifested by the number of in-

struments, bearing his name, which are at present in use in the

physical laboratory and in the telegraph office.

Morfover, in prrpourding his views on the universal di-sipa-

tion of energy and on vortex motion and molecular vortices, .Sir

William Thou son has propounded conceptions which belong to

the frima philosophia of j'hysical science, and will assuredly lead

the physicist nf the future to attempt once more to grapple with

those problems concerning the ultimate construction of the

material world, which Descartes and Leibnitz attempted to

solve, but which have been sedulously ignorei by most of their

successors.

One Royal Medal has been awarded to Dr. T. Archer Hirst,

F.R.S., for his investigations in pure geometry ; and, more par-

ticularly, for his re-earches into the correlation of two planes

and into the complexes generated by them.

The other Royal Medal has been awarded to Dr. J. S. Burdon

Sanderson, F.R.S., for the eminent services which he has ren-

dered to physiology and pathology ; and, especially, for his

researches on the electrical phenomena exhibited by plants, and

for his investigations into the relation of minute organisms to

disease.

In making this aw ard, the Council desire not merely to recog-

nise the merit of Dr. Burdon Sanderson's researches, especially

those on the analogy between the electrical changes which take

place in the contractile tissues of plants and those which occur

in the like tisues of animals ; but to mark their sense of the

important influence which Dr. Sanderson has exerted upon the

study of phyiohgy and pathology in this country.

The Davy Medal has this year been a^ain awarded in dupli-

cate, the reci;ient being M. Morcellin Berthelot, Member of

the Institute of France, and Foreign Member of the Royal

Society, and Prof. Julius Thomsen, of Copenhagen.
The thermo-chemical researches of Berthelot and Thomsen

have extended over many years, and have involved an immense
amount of work, partly in the application of established methods
to new cases, partly in devising new methods and applying them
to cases in which the older methods were not applicable.

Chemists had identified a vast variety of substances, and had
determined the exact compi^sition of nearly all of thein, but of

the forces which held together the elements of each compound
they knew but little. It was known that certain elements com-
bine with one another with grent tvolution of heat-forming pro-

ducts in which they are firmly united ; while other elements

combine but feebly, and with little evolution of heat. But the

materials for forming any general theory of the forces of chemical

combination were but scanty -and imperfect.

The labours of Messrs. Berthelct and Thomsen have done
much towards supplying that want, and they will be of the

utmost value for the advancement of chemical science.

THE JAVA DISASTER
'T'HE following letter from the Liverpool Daily Fast, received
-^ from Capt. W. J. Watson, of the British ship Charles Bal,

contains a graphic and interesting account of the recent terrible

volcanic outburst in .Sunda Straits. Capt. W. J. Watson w'as

himself an eye-witness of what he describes. His vessel was

actually within the Straits, and not far from Krakatoa when that

island had become an active volcano :—

•

" August 22, 15° 30' S., 105° E.—About 7 p.m. the set sud-
denly assumed a milky-white appearance, beginning to the east

of us, but soon spreading all round, and lasting till 8 p.m.
There were some clouds (cumulus) in the sky, but many stars

shone, and in the east to north-east a strong, white haze or sil-

very glare. This occurred again between 9 and 10 p.m , the

clouds also appearing to be edged with a pinkish coloured b^ht,

the whole sky al-o seeming to have extra light in it, similar to

when the aurora is showing faintly. On the 24th, in 9° 30' .S.

105° E., we had a repetition of the above. On the night of the

25th, standing in for Java Head, the land was covered with

thick, dark clouds and heavy lightning. On the 26th, about

9 a.m., pased Prince's I-land, wind south-west, and s ime

heavy rain ; at noon, wind west-south-west, weather fine, the

Island of Krakatna to the north-east of us, but only a mall

portion of the north-east point, close to the water, show ing ;

rest of the inland covered with a dense black cloud. At 2.30

p.m. noticed some agitation about the Point of Krai atoa

;

clouds or something being propelled from the north-east point

with great velocity. At 3.30 we heard above us and about the

island a strange sound as of a mighty, crackling fire, or the dis-

charge of heavy artillery at second intervals of time. At 4 15

p.m., Krakatoa mrth h.alf east, ten miles distant, observed a

repetition of that mted at 2.30, only much more furious and
alarniing, the matter, whatever it was, being propelled with

amaiing velocity to the north-east. To us it looked like blind-

ing rain, and had the appearance of a furious squall of ashen

hue. At once shortened sail to topsads and foresail. At five

the roaring noi-e continued and increased ; wind moderate from

south south-west ; darkness spread over the sky, and a hail of

pumice-stone fell on u-, many pieces being of considcr.rble

size and quite warm. Had to cover up the skylights to

save the glass, while feet and head had to be protected

with boots and southwesters. About six o'clock the fall of

larger stones ceased, but there continued a steady fall of a

smaller kind, most blinding to the eyes, and covering the decks

to three or four inches very speedily, while an intense blackness

covered the sky and land and sea. Sailed on our course until

we got what we thought was a sight of Fourth Point Light ;

then brought ship to the wind, south-west, as we could not

se- any distance, and we knew not what might be in the

Straits, the night being a fearful one. The blinding fa.l of

sand and stones, the intense blackness above and around us,

broken only by the incessant glare of vaned kinds of lightning

and the continued explosive roars of Krakatoa, made our

situation a truly awful one. At II p.m., having stood oft

from the Java shore, wind strong from the south-west, the

island, west-north-wesr, eleven miles distant, became more
visible, chains of fire appearing to ascend and descend betw een

the sky and it, while on the south west end there seen;ed to be

a continued roll of balls of white fire ; the wind, though strong,

was hot and choking, sulphureous, with a smell as of burning

cinders, some of the pieces falling on Ui being like iron cinders,

and the lead from a bottom of thirty fathoms came up quite

warm. From midnijiht to 4 a.m. (27th) wind strong, but very

unsteady, between .sou h-south-west and west- south-west, the

same impenetrable darkness continuing, the roaring of Krakatoa

less continuous, but more explosive in sound, the sky one second

intense blackness and the next a blaze of fire, mastheads and

yardarms studded with corpo-ants and a peculiar pinky flame

coming from clouds which seemed to touch the mjistheads and

yardarms. At 6 a.m , being able to make out the Java shore,

set sail, passing Fourth Point Lighthou-e at 8 ; hois' ed our

signal letters, but got no answer. Passed A njer at 8.30, name
still hoisted, close enough in to make out the houses, but

could see no movement if any kind ; in fact, through the whole

Straits we have nut seen a single moving thing of any kind on

sea or land. At 10.15 a.m. passed the Button Island one-

ha'f to three-quarters of a mile off; sea like glass round it,

weather much finer looking, and no ash or cinders falling;

wind at south-e.ast, light. kX 1 1. IS there was a fearful

explosion in the direction of Krakatoa, now over thirty miles

distant. We saw a wave rush right on to the Button Island,

apiiarently sweeping right over the south part, and rising half

way up the north and east sides. This we saw repea'ed twice,

but the helmsman says he saw it once before we looked. The

same w ave seemed also to run right on to the Java shore. At

the same time the sky rapidly covered in ; the wind came strong
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from south-west by south ; by 11.30 ^^e were inclosed in a dark-
ness that might almost be felt, and at the same time cojimenced
a dou'npour of mud, sand, and I know not what ; ship going
north-east by north, seven knots per hour under three lower top-

ails; put out the side-lights, placed two men on the look-out
lorward, while mate and second mate looked out on either

quarter, and one man employe i washing the mud off binnacle
i^la^s. We had seen two vessels to the north and north-west of

us before the sky clo;ed in, aiding much to the anxiety of our
position. At noon the darkness was so intense that we had to

grope I'ur way about the decks, and although speaking to each
other on the poop, yet could not see each other. This horrible

sta'e and downpour of mud, &c., continued until 1.30, the

roarings of the volcano and lightnings being s mething fearful.

By 2 p.m. we could see some of the yards aloft, and the fall of

mud ceased. By 5 p.m. the horizon showed out in lire north and
north-east, and we saw West Island bearing east and north, just

visible. Up to midnight the sky hung dark and heavy, a little

sand falling at times, the roaring of the volcano very distinct,

although in sight of the North Watcher, and fully sixty-

five or seventy miles off it. Such darkness and time of it in

general few would conceive, and many, I dare say, would dis-

believe. The ship, fro:n truck to water-line, is as if cemented
;

spars, sails, blocks, and ropes in a terrible mess ; but, thank
God, nobody hurt or ship damaged. On the other hand, how
fares it with Anjer, Merak, and other little villages on the Java
coast ?

"

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

O.XFORD.—The Natural Science Scholarships at Christ
Church have been awarded after examination to Mr. R. E.
Sch'ilefield, of Leeds Grammar School, and Mr. H. Bankes
Price, of Christ's College, Brecon. The Brakenbury Natural
Science Scholarship at Balliol College has bjen awarded to Mr.
R, P. Baker, of Clifton College. The following gentlemen
were distinguished in the examination: —Mr. W. H. Littleton,

Royal School of Mines, Mr. T. H. J. Watts, of Llandovery
School, and Mr. C. E. Rice, of Derby Gr.ammar School.

All examination will be held on lanuiry 29 at Queen's College
for the election of a scholar in Natural Science.

Cambridge.—The Special Board for Mathematics, in pub-
lishing, after the lapse of two-thirds of the present term, a list

of professorial lectures on Mathematics, with a list of College
lectures open to all members of the University, states that six

associated Colleges, Peterhouse, Pembroke, Corpus, Queens',

St. Catharine's, and Downin^f, provide no lectures on higher
Mathematics this term, while none will be given during the year
at Jeu", Trinity Hall, Magdalen, Sidney, Cavendish, and Sel-

wyn. St. John's does not as yet open any of its advanced
lectures to other than its own students. Trinity, on the con-

trary, has five advanced courses this term open to the Univer.-ity,

viz. Mr. Thomson on Electrostatics and on Statics nnd Attrac-

tion^-, Mr. Ball on Higher Differential and Integral Calculus,

Mr. Glazebrook on Geometrical Optics, and Mr. Glaisher on
Elliptic Functions. At King's Mr. Stearn is lecturing on Elec-

trostatics, at Christ's Mr. Hobson on Magnetism, at Clare Mr.
Mollison on Fourier's Theory and Heat. Several subjects in

higher Mathematics are unrepresented by lectures this year, such
as Differential Equations, Calculus of Finite Differences, Calculus
of Variations, Theory of Probability, Lagran'^e's and Bessel's

Functio 1^, Higher Dynamics, Newton's "Principia," Planetary
Theory, and Preces-ion. The Board regret that no conference

of mathematical lecturers has been held, and that there is no
uniformity of procedure between the different Colleges. In all

the other chief departments of study, programmes of advanced
lectures for the whole year were published last June. It is some-
what of a reproach to Cambridge mathematicians that no such
list is published in regard to what was once so distinctively the
char.acleristic study of Cambridge.
The following are the examiners for the Natural Sciences Tripos

of 1SS4:— Prof. A. M. Marshall (zoology). Dr. F. Darwin
(botany), Mr. Lans;ley (physiology). Dr. R. D. Roberts (geology),

Mr. L. Fletcher (mineralogy), Mr. W. N. Shaw (physics), Mr.
A. Hill (human anatomy), Mr. Pattison Muir (chemistry).

The recommendations of the General Board of Stuclies as to

the Professor of Pathology, new readers, University lecturers
^

demonstrators, grants for apparatus, &c. , will be voted on
December 6 at noon.

Prof. Foster has been appointed on the University Library
Syndicate ; Prof. Foster and Dr. Vines, the Botanic Garden
Syndicate ; Revs. Coutts Trotter and E. Hill, the Museums and
Lecture Rooms Syndicate ; Messrs. H. Darwin and J. J. Thom-
son, the Observatory Syndicate ; Prof. Cayley, the University
Press Syndicate ; Dr. Gaskell and Mr. A. S. Lea, the Oxford
and Cambridge Examinations .s^yndicate ; Prof. Foster, the State
Medicine Syndicate ; Prof. Stuart and Mr. J. Ward, the Teachers'
Training Syndicate.
The folio vving appointments on Special Boards have been

made :—Mr. A. S. Lea (medicine), Dr. Ferrers (mathematics).
Prof. Stokes (physics and chemistry), Mr. J. E. Marr (biology
and geology).

Prof. Macalister has been appointed Examiner in the 2nd
M.B. in place of the late Mr. James Shuter.

Mr. W. Gardiner of Clare College has been approved as a
Teacher of Botany for the purposes of medical study.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The J^ournal of Anatomy and Physiology, vol. xviii. part I,

October, 1SS3, contains :—On the development of the .suspen-

sory ligament of the fetlock in the fcetal horse, ox, roe deer,

and sambar deer, by Prof. Dr. J. Cunningham, M.D. (plate i).

—On the action of infused beverages on peptic digestion, by
Dr. J. W. Frazer (plate 2).—On a method of promoting macera-
tion for anatomical museums by artificial temperature, by Prof.

Struthers, M.D.—On the wax-like diicase of the heart, by Prof.

D. J. Hamilton, M.D. (plate 3).—On the relations of the dorsal

artery of the foot to the cuneiform bones, by A. Hensman.

—

Researches into the histology of the central gray substance of
the spinal cord and medulla oblongata, by Dr. W. Ainslie

HoUis, part 2 (plate 4).—On some points in the anatomy of the

chimpanzee, by J. B. Sutton.—Observations upon the osteology

of Potinsocys viontanns, by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt (plate 5).— Short
notes on the myology of the American black bear, by Prof. F.

J. Shepherd, M.D.—Total absence of the left lobe of the

thyroid body, by Dr. W. J. Gow.—Note respecting the course of
the flexor longus digitonim pedis, by Dr. Sinclair White.—On
the OS centrale in the human carpus, by Prof. W. Gruber.

The Quarterly yournal of Microscopical Science for October,

1883, contains:—Observations on the genus Pythium, by H.
Marshall Ward, M.A. (plates 34 to 36).—On budding in

Polyzoa, by Prof. A. C. Haddon, M.A. (plates 37, 38).—On
the structure and relations of Tubipjra, by Sydney J. HTckson,
B.A., B.Sc. (plates 39, 40).—On the malleus .:>f the Lacertilia

and the malar and quadrate bones of the mammalia, by M. L.
DoUo (plate 41).—Notes on Echinoderm morphology. No. 6 ; on
the anatomical relations of the water-vascular system, by P.

Herbert Carpenter, M.A.—Recent researches upon the origin

of the sexual cells in hydroids, review by A. G. Bourne, B. 'c.

—

On the osteology and development of Syiignatlnis peckianiis

(Storer), by J. Playfair McMurrich, M.A. (plates 42, 43).

Tn^ American yoicrnal of Science, November, 1S83.—Results

of some months' examination of the spectra of sunspots with
an instrument of high dispersion, by Prof. C. A. Young.—On
tlie meteoric iron mass found by F. M. Anderson near Dabon,
Whitfield County, Georgia, in 1879 (two illustrations), by
Charles Upham Shepard, sen. The analysis gave iron 94'66,

nickel 4'So, cobalt 0*34, with traces of phosphorus, chromium,
and manganese.—Notice of some varieties of corundum re-

cently found at Sungchang, Zanskar district. Western Hima-
layas, by the same author.—Phenomena of the Glacial and
Champlain periods about the mouth of the Connecticut Valley,

that is, in the New Haven region (two maps), by James D.
Dana. The author concludes that two simultaneous movements
existed in the glacier ice—a lower along the valley, an upper

crossing it obliquely ; that both transported drift material, and
that on reaching Long Island Sound the lower changed its own
direction of flow for that of the general glacier mass across the

Sound and Long Island.—On a variety of descloizite from
Zacatecas, Mexico, by Samuel L. Penfield.—On Hybocrinus,

Hoplocrinus, and Brerocrinus (two illustrations), by Charles

Wachsmuth and Frank Springer.—Note on Mr. Nipher's papers

on the evolution of the American trotting horse (one illustra-

tion), bv W. H. Pickering. The author holds that \\e may
foretell the speed attained for a few years in advance, but not the
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ultimate s eeJ, nor when it ^^ill Le reached.— O.i tiic discovery

of Utica slate uraptolites on the v\est side of the Hudsm River,

a few miles north of Pou^hkeepsie, by Henry Hooth.—On
Becraft's Mountain, rear Hud-on, Columbia County, New York
(one illustration), by William Morris Davi-^. After describing

the district formations, and their relative and absolute positions,

the author deals with the question of nonconformity between ihe

Lower and Upper Silurian systems of the localiiy and the rela-

tions of these systems elsewhere. In another communication
he discusses the question of nonconformity at Kondou;, New
York.—Notice of agricultural, liotanical, and chemical results

of experiments on the mixed herbage of permanent meadows,
condn :ted for more than twenty years in succession on the same
land, by D. P. Penhallou-. The results are tahul.iled, and are

valuable as shov\in» the influence of dilTeren* fertilisers upon the

character of vegetation and the total produce.—Note on Mr.
Backhouse's observatio is on phy-iological optics,i by W. Le
Conte Stevens.

Bulleliii of the Belgian Acadimie Royale des Sciences, des Lellres,

et des Beaux Aiis, August 5, 1883.—Report on M. Gravis'

anatomical researches on the vegetative organs and structure of

the Urticadio'ica, by MM. Ed. Moiren and Gilkinet.—Report on
M. Paul Albrecht's work on the pelvisternum of the Edentates,

by MM. P. J. Van Beneden and Van Bambeke.— Note on a
thunderbolt which fell near Gougnies on July 11, 1868, by M.
D. Van Bastelaer.—Report ou M. Delaey's steam engine of
universal application, by M. Maus.—Remarks on some new fos-

sils fnind in the Belgian Tertiary formations, by M. P. J. Van
Beneden.—Note read to the Academy on jireseniing the two
first parts of his work on the theory of the diurnal, annual, and
secular movements of the axis of the globe, by M. F. Folie.

—

Observations on a recent nn te by M. P. J. Van Beneden, touch-

ing the discovery of the Bernissart fos.4I iguan idons, by M. E.

Dupont.—Note on the influence of respiration on blood-pres-

sure, by MM. Em. I.egros and M. Griffe.—Report on M. G.
Tiberf;hien's philosophic dissertation on time, by M. A. Le Roy.
—Note on M. de Sonnaz's historical studies on the county of

Savoy, by M. Rivier.— Communication on some autographs of

Gretry, by M. Stanislas Bormans.

Archives Italieimes de Biologie, tome iv. fasc. i, October 31,

1883, contains :—On the zoological station at Naples, by C.
Emery.—On le charbon in birds, by E. Perroncito.—On a true

diffused kidney in certain mollusca, by S. Trinchese.—On the

optic lobes of birds, by
J.

Bellonci.—On the oscillations of the

typhoid fever epidemic at Paris in connection with the rainfall

and sewage of that city, by L. Pagliani.—On paraldehyde as

antagonistic to strychnine, by V. Cervello. - -On the active pro-

perties al Nigella sativa, by P. Pellacani.—On the genesis of

Ptomaines, by F. Coppola.—Researches as to the poison of

Triton crisiatus, by A. Capparelli.—Euibryological researches

as to the mammalian kidney, by C. Emery.— Histological re-

searches as to the nervous centres, by C. Golgi.—Obituary notices

of P. Pacini, N. A. Pedicino, and Victor Colomiatti.

Zcitschrift fiir wissensrhaftliche Zoologie, Bd. xxxix.. Heft I,

Septeaiber 28, 1SS3, contains :—Researches on the interstitial con-

nective tissue in mollusca, by Dr. J. Brock (plates i to 4).—On the

germinal layers of the tail end of LttmbrlcHlus zniriega/ns, with a

contribution to the anatomy and history of this worm, by Dr. C.

Bulow (plate 5).—On the histogenesis of the bones in Teleo. tei,

by Carl Schmid-Monnard (plates 6 to 9).—Remarks concerning

the blood lacunae and the connective tissue in Najadas and
Mytihda^, by W. Flemming.—Contributions lo the histology

of the Echinoderm.s, No. i, the Holothuria (Pedata) and the

nervous system of the Asteridx, by Dr. Otto Hamahn (plates

10 to 12).

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Linnean Society, November 15.—Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,

F.K.S., president, in the chair.—Messrs. Philip Crowley and

J. Murray were elected Fellows of the Society.—Mr. Charles
B. Plowright exhibited a young pear tree showing Ra-s/e/iu

canccllata, Jacq., y ruduccd from Podisoma salnncs, therefore

supporting the observations of A. S. Oirstcd in Botaiiiska

Nbtiser for 1865 ; also examples of Puccinia graviinis on wheat
produced from CEcidiuoi on Mahonia aqtiifolia ; the QCcidio-
sporis were sown June 2, 1883, the Uredospores were sown
June 10, and the ripe P. graminis was gathered September 10,

1883. He likewise called auenii m to exainiiles of CEcidium
nimicis on Kumex obtusifolius, R. hydrolapalhiim, R. conglo-
meratus, and Rheum officiniU, the same bemg pr> duced from
Piucinia phraginilis.—Prof P. Martin IJuncan showed a speci-
men of coral {Desmophyllum crista-galli) which had grown
upon an electric telegraph cable off the shores of Spain ; it pos-
ses-ed radicles, apjiarently due to the presence of a worm close
beneath the base of the coral.—Mr. E. P. Ram.say exhibited a
series of rare New Guinea birds, and Mr. \<. B. Sharpe made
remarks thereon.—Mr. T. Christy exhibited a fine living and
henlihy specimen of Trevesia sundnica, Miq. (the so-called
Gaslonia palmatd), or probalily a new species. T his |ieculiar
and hmdsome plant has rarely been seen in this country, and of
lite years almost been lost sight of.— Dr. J. Murie showed and
mad'.- remarks on specimens of Ascaris bicolorixova the living walrus
at the Westminster Aquarium.—Mr. F. \. Warner drew atten-
tioiitoa series oi ^.^ezxai^W'. nf Orchis incarnala from Hampshire.
—A paper was read by Mr. A. W. Beimett, on the reproduc-
tion of the Zygnemaceas, as a solution of the qae-ti .n. Is it a
sexual character ? De B.ary twenty-five years ago, and since then
Witirock, have instanced what they have deemed sexual differ-

ences between the conjugating cells, though most later writers
rather ignore essential physiological distinctions. Mr. Rennett
has directed his investigations chiefly to the genera Spirogyra and
Zygmma, and from these he supports the inference of the above-
mentioned authors. He finds there is an appreciable difference
of length and diameter in the conjugating cell-, that ileemed the
female being the larger. The protoplasmic contents he also
finds pass only in one direction, and change first commences
jn the chlorophyll bands of the supposed male celLs. with ac-
companying contraction of the protoplasmic material. The
genera Mesocarpus, Staurospcrmum, and the doubtful form
Crateiospermum have likewise been examined, and, though
showing differences, yet on the whole substantiate the view
above enunciated of cell sexuality.—There followed the reading
of notes on the antennje of the honey bee, by Mr. T. J. Briant,

in which he descibes the minute structure of the segments, the
joints and certain rod and cone like organs, previously referred

to by Dr. Braxton Hicks, of highly sensitive function.—A paper
was read on the Japanese Languriidce, their habits and external

sexual characteristics, by Mr. G. Lewis. He remarks that a repre-

sentative of the family has been found in Siberia, lat. 46° (L. meite-

tfiesi) ; there are none in Europe, and one is known from Egypt.
Others inhabit the Malay Archipelago, Ceylon, and the American
continent. The author infers from the geographical distribution

of these beetles that they have emanated from a tr< epical area.

.Some in the imago state cling to the stems of brushwood ; others

sit on the leaves of the moist shade-loving plants in the forests,

while still others frequent debris on hill sides. Their colours

are all dull, their bodies elongate and not structurally adapted for

boring. The sexes show peculiar diiferences in size, au'l monstrous
enlargement and obliquity of the head, volume of tibia, &c.

—

A paper was read by Prof. P. Martin Duncan on the replace-

ment of a true wall or theca by epitheca in some Serkil Coralla,

and on the importance of the structure in the griwth of incrust-

ing corals. After alluding to the discussions which have taken

place regarding the value of epitheca in classification, the author

states that one form of this struc uie is simply protective, and
that another form is of high physiological value, for it replaces

entirely the usual theca or wall. The anatomy of the hard
structures of a Coeloria illustrates the second proposition, for

the broad base is covered by an epitheca, within whieh is no
wall or "plateau commun," the septa, remarkable nodular walls

(described in detail), and the columella; arise from the epitheca

directly, and it limits the interseptal loculi inferiorly. In a Lep-
toria the the same replacement of a wall by epitheca is seen. In

incrusting Porites and such Asti-aeidoe as Leptastrsea the majority

of the corallites of the colony arise from this basal epithecate

structure, and grow upwards, budding subsequently from their

sides.

Royal Meteorological Society, November 21.—Mr. J.

K. Laughton, F. R.A.S., president, in the chair.—The Earl of

Dalhousie, K.T., T. H. Davis, D. C. Embleton, J. Hargreaves,

and J. L. Lewington were elected Fellows of the Society.

—

The following papers were read :— Report on temperatures in

two different patterns of Stevenson screens, by E. Mawley,

F. R.Met.Soc. The screen; employed were a« ordinary Stcven.son

screen obtained from Casella, and a new Stevenson screen made
in accordance with the recommendations of a committee ap-

pointed by the Council of the Society. The new screen is two
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inches wider and deeper than the old screen. It has also an
upper sloping roof, and, at a little distance below, a flat, inner
roof pierced with holes for ventilation ; while the old screen has
a single flat roof with only a narrow slit beneath on each side for

ventilation. Observations were made during the three months
July to .Septemlier, and the results are given in the paper. From
these it appears that (he new screen is, of the two, sli.tjhtly

cooler and better ventilated, and retains the heat of the sun for

a less time than the old screen ; also, having a double roof and
overlapping boards bel )w, it is bettter suited for extreme cli-

mates.—On the storm which crossed the British Isle> between
September I and 3, 18S3, and its track over the North Atlantic,
by_C. Harding, F.R.Met.Soc, of the Meteorological Office.

This storm caused considerable havoc in the south-west and
south of England, owing not only to its exceptional violence,
but also to its occurrence before the completion of the harvest.
The storm is traceable, in the fir>t instance, to two centres of
disturbance, one being first shown at about 450 miles to the
south of Bermuda on August 26, and the other to the east of
the Rocky Mountains on the 27th ; these two disturbances after-

wards merged on the 29tli, at about 300 miles to the nortli of
Bermuda, and formed one great and destructive gale, which
continued to grow in violence as it crossed the Atlantic until it

reached the coasts of the British Islands. The average speed at

which this storm crossed the Atlantic was fully forty miles an
hour, which is mire than double the usual speed of storms which
traverse that ocean.—On the influence of the moon on the height
of the barometer within the tropics, by Robert Lawson, Inspec-
tor-General of Hospitals.—The great ice-storm of July 3, 1S83,
in North Lincolnshire, by J. Cordeaux. The direction of the
storm was nearly south-east to north-west, and travelled from
Caistor along the higher ridges of the hills to Barton-on Humber.
The storm commenced at about 9.20 p.m. with heavy drops of
rain, and increased to a downpour, speeddy followed, amidst
the blaze of lightning at.d the constant roll of thunder, by the
rush of hail, or rather lumps of ice. An eye witness remarked
that they were not like hadstones, but "salt-cellars"; another
that they resembled "ducks' eggs"; in fact 'hey were solid lumps
of ice of every shape and size, weighing from two to six ounces,
and some were measured six inches in circumference. The
injur)' done to the growing crops cannot be estimated at less than
20,000/.

Physical Society, November 24.—Prof. R. B. Clifton in

the chair.— Prof. Reinold read a paper by Mr. J. W. Clark, on
the purilicition of mercury by distillation in vacuo. The advan-
tages of Mr. Clark's apparatus are— the small quantity of mercury
in use at a time, and the fact that no auxiliary Sprengel pump
is required. This is avoided by having a movable reservoir of

mercury, on raising which the distiller is filled with mercury.
The apparatus was described in detail, and illustrated by a
figure. It is probable that zinc, cadmium, magnesium, &c.,
may be distilled and thus purified by the same apparatus.—Mr.
A. P. Chattock then read a paper on a method of determining
experimentally the constant of an electrodynamometer. In ex-
isting methods it is necessary to measure the areas of the coils,

which is a difficult matter to do with a finished instrument ; by
the new method this is unnecessary. It depends on the accurate
determination of the speed of the movable coil. Mr. Chattock
exhibited an instrument whose constant had been determined by
him in the laboratory of Prof. Foster, University College, with
the assistance of Mr. Grant.—Prof. G. C. Foster then took the
chair, and Prof. R. B. Clifton, president, read a paper on the
measurement of the curvature of lenses. With very small
lenses the spherometer cannot be used, and the author's

method is based on the Newton's rings formed between the
lens and a plane surface, or a curved surface of known
radius. From the wave-length of the light employed in

ob.serving, and the diameter of a ring, the radius of curvature
can be determined. He places the lens on a plane or curved
surface under a microscope, and lights it by the sodium flame
(wave-length 5892X10-?); he measures the approxmia^e dia-

meters of two rings a distance apart (in practice the tenth and
twentieth rings are found convenient), takes the difference of
their squares, and divides it by the wave-length, and the number
of rings in the gap between to find the radius of the lens. The
formula is

—

p' m A = ^-f -:)

where x„, _^ „ and x„ are the diameters of the Hth and [m -1- «)th

rings
; K is the wave-length of the light, and p^ the radius of

curvature of the lens. The method with proper cire gives
accurate results. Prof. Clifton has also used it to determine the
refractive index of liquids in small quantities ; Mr. Richardson
having found it for water = i -3335 by this method, which is
usually correct to two places of decimals. It can also be used
to determine if the lens is uniformly curved and spherical. Prof.
Perry suggested that it might be also used to measure a surface
without touching it, say the surface of a w.ater drop, or a strip of
glass when bent. In this way it might throw light on the laws
of capillarity or bending.

Manchester
Literary and Philosophical Society, October 2.—H. E.

Roscoe, F. R.S., president, in the chair.—On the change pro-
duced in the motion of an oscillating rod by a heavy ring sur-
rounding it, and attached to it by elastic cords, by James
Bottomley, F.C.S.

October 16.— H. E. Roscoe, F.R.S., president, in the chair.
—On the leaves of Catha edulis, by C. Schorlemmer, F.R.S.—
Dr. Schuster, F.R..S., gave an account of meteoric dust, and
exhibited some specimens found in Himalayan snow.—On the
duality of physical forces, by James Rhodes, M.R.C.S.

October 30.—J. P. Joule, F.R.S., vice-president, in the chair.

—On the action of water upon beds of rock salt, by Thomas
Ward.

Cambridge

Philosophical Society, October 29.—On the structure of
the cells of secretory glands, by Mr. J. W. Langley.—Note on
the fibrin-ferment, by Messrs. A. S. Lea and J. K. Green.—On
the structure of the epidermis of the ice-plant [Mesembryanthe-
mum crystallinum), by Mr. M. C. Potter.—On the physiological
significance of water-glands, by Mr. Walter Gardiner.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, November 26.—M. Blanchard,
president, in the chair.—On the treatment of plague-stricken
swine by vaccination w ith the fatal virus itself in an attenuated
form, by M. Pasteur and the late M Thuillier.—On the hydra-
tation of crotonic aldehyde, by M. Ad. Wurtz.—Propagation
across the Indian and Atlantic Oceans of the great earthquake
wave caused by the recent disturbances at Java, by M. de Lesseps.
From the observations taken at Colon by the engineers engaged on
the Panama Interoceanic Canal, the wave v\ould appear to have
made its way in about thirty hours from Java, round the Cape
of Good Hope to the east coast of Central America.—Theoretical
considerations on the action of floats kept in tow at divergent
angles, by M. E. de Jonquieres.—On the secular variation in

the direction of the terrestrial magnetic force at Paris, by M. L.
Descroix.—On the successive parthenogenetic reproduction of
phylloxera for nine generations, and on the results obtained by
various methods of treatment of vines attacked by phydoxera
made by M. P. Boiteau.—Observations of the planets 233 and 234
at the Paris Observatory (equatorial of the west tower), by M.
G. Bigourdan.—On a formula of M. Tisserand connected by the
celestial mechanism, by M. O. Callandreau.—On the algebraic
integration of linear equations, by M. H. Poincare.—On an in-

duction magnetic needle, by M. Mascart.—On the electric .syn-

chronism of two relative movements, and its application to the
construction of a new electric compass, by M. Marcel Deprez.

—

A study of earth currents, by M. E. E. Blavier.—Measurement
of the differences of potential of electric layers on the surface of
two liquids in contact (four illustrati jus), by MM. E. Bichat
and R. Blondlot.—Wave-lengths of the optical rays A .and a,

by M. W. de W. Abney.—Description of a micro hermometer
f^r gauging very slight viriations of temperature, by M. F.
Larroque.—-Studies on the chemical action of light ; decomposi-
tion of oxalic acid by the perchloride of iron (three illustrations),

by M. G. Lemoine.—Dissociation of the anhydrous carbonate
of ammonia caused by excess in one or other of its elements, by
M, Isambert.—On the fusibility of salts ; nitrates, by M. E.
Alaumene.—On hydronicotine and oxytrinicotine, by M. A.
Etard.—On the relative velocity of the sensations of sight,

hearing, and touch, by M. A. Bloch. This paper consists of

three distinct parts, each dealing with the comparison of two
sensations— (l) hearing and touch

; (2) hearing and sight
; (3)

sight and touch. The author concludes thai ol the three sensa-

tions sight is the most rapid ; then hearing, the transmission of

which sensation lasts 1/72 of a second longer than that of
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sight ; lastly, touch, the transmis ion of which takes 1/21 of
a second more than sigtit.—O.i the nervous system aud the classi-

fication of the Phylloriocea;, a hitherto little-stndied family of
AnnelidiC, liy M. G. Pruvot.—Oi the a'cis of G^tanthm
crocata and fistuhsa, and on abnormal ve^etahP; productions in

general, by M. K. Gerard.—On the propagition of the earth-

qual<e waves caused by the late volcanic eruption at Java, by M.
bouquet de la Grye.—A contril>utio 1 to the volcanic theory, by
M. Stan. Meunier.

Berlin

Physiological Society, November g.—Dr. Friedliinder two
years ago had communicated to the Society how in eight different

cases of genuine croupous pneumonia, which ended fatally on
the disea-e reaching its height, he had constantly found in the
lungs a micrococcu--, mostly in the form of diplocnccus, which
seemed to be a characteristic of genuine pneumonia. Since then
the ca>es of croupous pneumonia he had examined amounted to

over fifty, and with but very few exceptions the same description of
cocci had been found in all the lungs affected. The few cases in

which pneumonic cocci liiiled to show themselves were regularly
such in which death had set in after the eighth day of the
disease, that is after the disease had finished its course. In all

other kinds of pneumonia, such, for example, as follow in

the train of typhus, or attack old persons, &c., diplococci
did not appear. It was beyond doubt, therefore, that they wei-e
a characteristic of genuine croitpous pneumonia alone. That
micrococci had not been perceived by many observers in the case
of genuine pneumonia was owing to the fact that it was difficult

to make them visible in the tis^ties ; for only vi'hen they were
highly coloured while the surrounding tissue remained colourless
did they become distinctly visible. To render them apparent
it was of advantage to colour thin sections of the lungs with
methylic-violet or gentian-blue, and then to apply a diluted solu-

tion of iodine by means of which the tissues which were at first

also coloured would become clrar and so bring out the strongly-

coloured cocci. Quite recently two cases had been published in

which pneumonic cocci had been found intra vitain—one case
by Prof. Leyden, the other by Dr. Giinther. The latter observer
invariably found the cocci inclosed in a pale and sharply-defined
envelope, which, on the application of colouring-matter, likewise
b'-came highly coloured. Cocci having in both the cases referred

to been obtained by means of punction, and thus their presence
in the fluid of the lungs demonstmted, Dr. riedlauder set him-
self also to ex.amine the fluid of the lungs in the bodies of per-
sons who had died from pneumonia, and found there large

quantities of pneumonic cocci, which were particularly well
adapted for examination, being in a free state. He was now
in a position to prove that they all possessed envelopes, which,
by their reactions (they came out most distinctly on being sub-

jected, to acids, and disappeared under distilled water or an
alkali), appeared to consist of mucin, and to be very e.ssenti.al to

the life and activity of the cocci. Acccording to the experience
acquired down to the present date, the pneumonic cocci were
the only ones which possessed this kind of shmy capsule. The
problem now presented was, by means of experiments in the way
of cultivati m and inoculation, to determine the distinguishing

characteristics and the pathogenic nature of these cocci. This
task Dr. Friedlander, in conjunction with Dr. Frobenius, had
undertaken with positive results. According to the methods of

Prof. Koch, the cocci taken from the lungs of persons v\ ho had
died fr.im genuiiie pneumonia were disseminated on stifi'ened

gelatine (consi-.ting of gelatine, an infusion of flesh and com-
mon salt). From these proceeded invariably and in all genera-
tions perfectly characteristic organisms distinguished from all

other fungous products of cultivation by their peculiar nail-like

shape. No other kind of micro-organism showed the same
nail-like form under cultivation as did that taken from persons
pneumonically affected who had died on the disease reaching
Its acme, and whose lungs were afterwards examined ; nor
did any other species of pneumonia ever yield this form of culti-

vated organism. Experiments in the way of inoculation had
been made on mice, guinea-pigs, rabbits, and dogs. The mice
were subjected to injections either of cultivated cocci which had
been obtained by dissemination of fresh lung-fluid containing
cocci. Almost all these mice died after twenty to twenty, eight

hours, under symptoms of violent dyspnoea ; and on a section

being made, extensive pleurisy and pneumonia were observed
in each case ; in the blood, likewise, diplococci were found
to be very abundant, as also in the pleural exudations and in the

tissues of the lungs. Were the cocci thus found disseminated

on gelatine, they then yielded the nail-like cultivated organisms
already referred to, exactly in the same way as did the cocci of
genuine pneumonia in the case of man. Were again these cul-
tivated cocci injected into other mice, these mice died of pneu-
monia on the second day after the inoculation. If, however,
the fluid containing cocci were heated to about 70° C. before being
injected into the mice, it was thereby rendered inefficacious, and
the mice received no harm from it. On the pleural cavity of the
mice being examined, many cocci were indeed still f lund in the
fluiri, butw hen these were strewn on gelatine they either remained
sterile or developed other than the nail like cultiv.ited .irganisms.
Not only, however, by injection of pneumonic cocci through
Pravaz's syringe could pneumonia be produced in mice, but like-

wise also by means of inhalation. If mice, shut up in a chest,
were compelled to breathe an atmosphere saturated by means of
a spray with pneumonic cocci, then did a number of the mice
die under the same symptoms as followed injection, though
in this case not till the fourth or fifth day after the operation ;

the blood in the lungs of those mice who had died from experi-

mental genuine pneumonia also contained characteristic pneu-
monic cocci. The re-ults obtained from analogous experiments
in inoculation with guinea-pigs were less decisive. About
a half of the guinea-pigs inoculated by means of injection

of pneumonic cocci remained in a perfectly healthy state, show-
ing that they were proof against cocci. Tlie other half, how-
ever, perished of dyspnnea, and their blood, lungs, and pleural

exudations were found to contain double micrococci, which
being sown on gelatine produced the characteristic nail-like

organisms, and on being injected gave rise to pneumonia in the
creatures so inoculated. The same experiments were next tried

on five dogs. Four of them remained unscathed, but one
sickened and died of dyspnoea. On a postmortem being made,
this last dog showed symptoms of pneumonia and the presence
of the characteristic diplococci in its blood and lungs. In

the four healthy dogs, on the other hand, the injected cocci had
all suffered destruction. In the ca e of the rabbits the experi-

ments ill inoculation were wholly without effect. They showed
themselves completely proof against pneumonic cocci, and the

cocci injected into their lungs were, after a few days, no longer

traceable. From the invariable discovery of diplococci in the

iungs of bodies that had died of genuine pneumonia before

the disease had run its full course, and from the experiments
with cultivated cocci, as also by inoculation of mice, Dr. Fried-

lander drew the conclusion that the cocci found by him were the

cause of the genuine croupous pneumonia which had also before

been recognised as infectious. On a future occasion Dr. Fried-

lander will again take up this subject, so important bo'h from
a scientific and a practical point of view.
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PROFESSOR STOKES' WORKS
Mathc-7natical and Physical Papers. By G. G. Stokes.

(Cambridge University Press. Vol. I., 18S0; Vol. II.,

18S3.)

T^'HIS is the age of Reprints of the works of great
-»• living men, even in an hourly growing subject like

Science. The pseudo-scientists have long been accus-

tomed to galvanize into life again, for a few brief moments,
their defunct prelections by collecting them in a volume
with some catching title. But the real men of science

are now building, during their life-time, each his monu-
meittum are pcrennius, regaliquc situ Pyramidum a/tins.

Von Helmholtz and Kirchhoff have collected and reissued

their scattered masterpieces. Clausius has joined one
large series of his works into a connected treatise. At
home Sir W. Thomson has given us a grand collection,

Electrostatics and Magnetism, and the rest of his papers
are to appear in a series of volumes, of which one is

already before the public. But, heartily as we welcome
all these splendid volumes, here is something at least as
good as the best of them, and tuiich more imperatively
required.

There can be but one opinion as to the value of the
collection before us, and (sad to say) also as to the abso-
lute necessity for it. The Author, by common consent of
all entitled to judge, takes front rank among living scien-

tific men as experimenter as well as mathematician. But
the greater part of his best work has hitherto been buried
in the almost inaccessible volumes of the Cambridge
Philosophical Transactions, in company with many other
papers which deserve a much wider circulation than they
have yet obtained. Stokes' well-deserved fame was thus
practically secured by means of a mere fraction of his

best work. And another inconvenience, which will now
have some chance of being repaired, has arisen from the
same cause. Science demands, at every instant, the
solution of certain definite problems each suggested by
the last-preceding advances :—and hosts of eager votaries
are at work upon them. What is done as it were in a
corner is thus sure to be done again :—done, even if not
so well done

; and this at the expense of unnecessary
labour on the part of the second worker, who thus
obtains the (temporary) award of the whole credit ; while
the entire process tends to the retardation of scientific

progress

.

The present publication will effect a very remarkable
.amount of transference of credit to the real author, from
those who (without the possibility of suspicion of mala
fides) are at present all but universally regarded as having
won it. Two or three years ago, only, the subject for a
Prize Essay in a Continental scientific society was The
nature of unpolarized, as distinguished from polarized,
h:;ht. But, all that science is even jet in a position to
say, on this extremely curious subject, had been said by
Stokes thirty years ago in the Cambridge Philosophical
Transections.

The malady, though grave, is simple, the cure easy.
Every Society, whose Memoirs are worthy of appearing in

Vol. XXIX.—No. 737

print, ought to consider itself bound to disseminate them
as -widely as possible. Every University, every public
library of any importance, alike in Europe and in America;
should be regarded as a centre for such a purpose. The
cost of the necessary additional copies should be regarded
by a Society as a trifle compared with the priceless ad-
vantage of placing its own publications where they will

be freely accessible to all who care to consult them.
And this altogether independent of the question of

exchange, which can hardly be expected from a University,
but which, in our own experience, is gladly (even eagerly)
granted by almost every scientific Society worthy of the
name.

Physical and Mathematical researches are the best
record of the living intellectual progress of the day, and
ought not to be made artificially scarce or dear. It is

mere pandering to wealth and vanity which is displayed
in advertisements such as "Impression strictly limited to

6s (numbered) copies. After these are printed, the type
will be broken up (in presence of witnesses) and the
plates destroyed."

Such advertisements are possible only in a world in

which Sir Gorgius Midas, and others who have " struck
ile," are the willing victims of those who prey on their

selfishness, luxury, and ignorance. Education will, it is

to be hoped, in time do away with such things.

To give anything like an adequate account of even one
of the longer papers in these two volumes would require
an entire article. And, when written, the account would
in most cases be practically unintelligible to the general
reader

;
while quite unnecessary for the student, who will

of course prefer to repair to the fountain-head itself, now
at last rendered easy of access.

Prof. Stokes has wisely chosen the chronological order,
in arranging the contents of the volumes. Such a course
involves, now and then, a little inconvenience to the
reader

; but this is much more than compensated for by
the insight gained into the working of an original mind,
which seems all along to have preferred a bold attack
upon each more pressing scientific difficulty of the
present, to attempts at smoothing the beginner's road
into regions already well explored. When, however,
Prof. Stokes does write an elementary article, he does it

admirably. Witness his Notes on Hydrodynamics, espe-
cially that entitled On Waves.

Before that article appeared, an article as comprehen-
sive as it is lucid, the subject was almost a forbidden one
even to the best student, unless he were qualified to

attack the formidable works of Laplace and Airy, or the
still more formidable memoirs of Cauchy and Poisson.
Here he finds at least the main points of this beautiful
theory, disencumbered of all unnecessary complication?,
and put in a form intelligible to all who have acquired
any right to meddle with it. It is quite impossible to tell

how much real good may be done by even one article like

this. Would there were more such ! There are few,
even of the most gifted men, who do not occasionally
require extraneous assistance after the earlier stages of
their progress :—all are the better for it, even in their
maturer years.

The contents of these two volumes consist mainly,
almost exclusively, of papers connected with the Undu-
latory Theory ofLight or with Hydrodynamics. On the
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former subject at least, Stokes stands, without a living

rival, the great authority. From the Aberration of Light,

the Constitution of the Liinii)iiferous Ether, the full ex-

planation of the singular difficulties presented by A'cwton's

Rings, to the grand theoretical and experimental treatise

on the Dynamical Theory of Diffraction, we have a series

of contributions to this branch of optics which, even

allowing for improved modern surroundings, will bear

comparison with the very best work of Newton, Huyghens,

Young, or Fresnel in the same department.

Specially remarkable among the Hydrodynamical

papers is that on Oscillatory IVavcs, to which a very

important addition has been made in the reprint. The
investigation of the "profile" of such a wave is here

carried to a degree of approximation never before

attempted.

Besides these classes of papers we have the very valu-

able treatise on Friction ofFluids in Motion, and on (he

Equilibriiun a?id Motion of Elastic Solids. This was
Stokes' early masterpiece, and it may truly be said to

have revolutionized our knowledge on the subjects it

treats. To mention only one point, though an e.xceed-

ingly important one, it was here that for the first time

was clearly shoivn the error of assuming any necessary

relation between the rigidity and the compressibility of

an elastic solid, such as had been arrived at from various

points of view by the great Continental mathematicians of

the earlier part of the present century.

Of the few purely mathematical papers in the present

volumes the most important is the well-known examina-

tion of the Critical Values 'of the Sums of Periodic Series,

a subject constantly forced on the physicist whenever he

has to treat a case of discontinuity.

We need not say that the printing of these volumes is

all that could be desired : the name of the Pitt Press is a

sufficient guarantee. But the introduction, for the first

time, of a solidus to save " spacing " and space in the

printing of mathematical formute, was a bold step on the

part of Prof Stokes :—since amply justified by the testi-

mony of the readers of the first of these volumes, and
still more by its almost immediate adoption by thoroughly

scientific as well as practical men, such as the Editors of

what we still feel inclined to call by the well-known name
oi Pogge?idorff's Aiinalen. P. G. Tait

ROYAL ENGINEER PROFESSIONAL PAPERS
Professional Papers of the Corps of Royal Enoineers.

Edited by Major R. H. Vetch, R.E. Vol. VIII. 1882,

214 pp., 39 pi. (London : Stanford, 1883.)

SO many essays were contributed to these papers in

1882 that it was found necessary to publish two
volumes for that year. This is a healthy sign of the in.

terest taken by the Corps as a whole in their profession.

Vol. VII. was devoted entirely to permanent fortification,

a purely professional subject; whilst Vol. VIII. contains

eleven papers, several of which are of general interest.

This volume must have been an expensive one to get up,

as it contains thirty-nine plates, some of them pretty

large : the size and expense of the volume might have
been considerably reduced if the contributors had pre
pared their plates in a more convenient shape ; e.g. one

plate, a mere genealogical table, and not really a large

one (Appendix I.), has eight cross folds and one longitu-

dinal one ; this could easily have been much compressed.

Paper 3 is a careful and well got up study of the " Cam-
paigns of Lord Lake against the iMarattas," 1804-6 (92 pp.,

with nine plates), which will be read with interest by all

students of military campaigns. A good illustration of

the difficulty of ascertaining the truth about events of

eighty years back occurs in the verification of the site of

the "battle of Delhi" (1803) ; the supposed site is actu-

ally marked by a pillar with inscription ; but, after care-

ful collation of contemporary surveys and reports of

marches, the author decides against the site marked by

the pillar.

Paper 8 is an interesting account of the " Triangula-

tion of Northern Afghanistan" carried out during the

late war. It is worth notice here that the introduction of

the heliograph into army signalling has thrown a difficulty

in the way of the use of the heliotrope for survey (in the

field), from the liability of confusing the signals ; but

there seems little doubt that in the future the army helio-

graph stations could be used for the survey, and be an

assistance instead of a hindrance to the survey. The
general result of the altitude observations has been to

throw doubt on the efficiency of the aneroid, a result

much to be regretted. The refraction, which in India is

about '067 of the contained arc, was found to amount to

"08 of the same in the Afghan hills ; an unusual result, as

refraction commonly decreases with altitude.

An interesting paper (No. 9), on " Organic Compounds
in the Sun," by Capt. Abney (read in 1881), gives a

popular r«/c;«e' of the subject (up to 1881), ending with

the author's spectroscopic researches showing the pre-

sence of hydrocarbons in the sun and probably in space

itself ; this last raises curious questions as to the consti-

tution of the ether ; can space be really full of hydro-

carjjons ? This paper has suffered rather by the delay in

publication.

Perhaps the most important (military) paper is No. 10,

on " Railways for Military Communications in the Field."

The author shows that the early attempts at introducing

railways on field service all failed to be of much practical

use from their unsuitability to the conditions, the first of

which is lightness and portability of both rails and
rolHng-stock, and it is just herein that the English rail-

ways fail most, being amongst the heaviest in the world.

A light railway largely used in the United States, which
has been laid at the rate of four miles a day, is favourably

mentioned. After recapitulating the various schemes
which have been tried or proposed, the author gives his

conclusions as to the conditions for a military railway;

among the most important of these are that the gauge
should be 2| feet, the rails lolbs. per foot, and the line

double. It is clearly impossible for any country to keep
a large stock of railway plant specially for service : now
it so happens that this 2i-foot gauge is already in use to

some extent in Europe, so that the requisite plant could

probably be obtained at short notice in Europe. In

India, however, the metre-gauge is so largely in use that

field railways in or near India will jirobably for many
years perforce be of metre-gauge. The field railway laid

for the use of the British army in South Afgahnistan(i879-

80) is not mentioned ; this railway was laid for a great
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length through a desert in hot weather at the rate of a

mile a day.

The other papers in this volume are : No. i, on " Pro-

visional Fortification," a study of defensive works erected

in a moderate time, and capable of extension and im-

provement, with examples from Adrianople and Tschat-

aldscha. Paper 2, on " Graduated Arcs for Heavy Guns,"

contains an investigation of the errors in such arcs, and

the mode of laying guns correctly, in spite of such errors.

Papers 4 and 5 describe some blasting operations in Ber-

muda. Paper 6 describes bridges laid over the Cabul

River during the war in 1S79-S0. Paper 7 is on " Rail-

way Curves"; and Paper 11 contains "Tables of Ord-

nance Equipment." ALLAN CUNNINGHAM

OUR BOOK SHELF
Report on the Dyes afid Tans of Bengal. By Hugh W.

M'Cann. (Calcutta, 1883.)

This Report, which is issued under the direction of the

Committee of the Bengal Economic Museum, originated

in the efforts made by Mr. Thomas Wardle to collect

information on the modes of dyeing the silks of India.

This information was asked for so far back as 1875, and
although the Indian Government were fully conscious of

the importance of instituting an exhaustive inquiry upon
the s.ibject, it was not until iSSo that an instalment of the

General Report was issued, and from this, for reasons

which it is here unnecessary to enter into, the dyes of

Bengal were omitted. Ur. M'Cann has doubtless done
the best he could with the materials at his command,
although there is a probability that the Report would
have been fuller and more free from errors had it been
possible to put together the information, which was
mainly collected in 1875-77, at a time when the officers

of the local governments and administrations through

whom the information was obtained were still resident in

their respective districts. As it is, the Report is avowedly
incomplete, and in many points already out of date. The
classification adopted is, in the main, the same as that

already employed by Mr. Liotard in the Report on
" Dyes of Indian Growth and Production " above referred

to, but with the difference that Dr. M'Cann has preferred

to give the methods of dyeing in connection with the

accounts of the dye-stuffs themselves, instead of referring

them to the fabrics which are dyed by them. The dyes

are classed according to the colour they afford when used

singly. One disadvantage of this arrangement is that

some dye-stuffs which are used both alone and also

in the preparation of compound colours are men-
tioned several times. Many of the dye-stuffs are

called simply by their vernacular names, as they

have not yet been botanically identified, and in many
of the cases in which the scientific name of the speci-

men has been given there is nothing to show how it

has been arrived at. In spite, however, of these imper-

fections, the Report adds considerably to our knowledge
of the tinctorial resources of India, although it must be
stated that owing to the delay in its compilation the

original object of the inquiry has been in a great measure
lost sight of The primary object of the inquiry was, in

fact, to obtain data upon which to base experiments with

regard to the possibility of developing and iinproving

methods of dyeing with native Indian dyes. Dr. M'Cann
expresses the hope that this project may be revived. He
is of opinion that among the vast number of Indian dyes
there are many that might be developed into flourishing

industries ; but he is equally of opinion that this develop-
ment will never take place through the native dyers them-
selves, who are content to follow the primitive methods
handed down to them by their predecessors. Dr. M'Cann

suggests thai great results might follow if the Government
would send out to India one or two trained chemists or

scientific e.xperts in dyemg to conduct experiments with

the special object of developing native dyeing industries.

The number of properly trained technical chemists already

there is too small to hope for anything from them, nor is

it likely that iiriprovements will result from the private

enterprise of European firms. As it seems nowadays the

fashion to commend all such projects to the notice of the

City Companies, it may not be out of place to draw the

attention of the Worshipful Company of Dyers to the

suggestion. T.

Lehrbuch der Vergleichenden Anatomie der Wirbelthiere.

Von Prof. Dr." Robert Wiedersheim. Zweiter Theil.

(Jena, 1883.)

We have on a previous occasion (Nature, vol. xxvi. p.

385) directed attention to the first part of Prof. Wieders-
heim's text-book on the " Comparative Anatomy of the

Vertebrata," which was published early in 1882. He
has now, by the publication of the second part, completed

the work, which forms a clearly printed and profusely

illustrated volume of 906 pages, with 607 well executed

woodcuts. The second part comprises a description of

the alimentary, respiratory, circulatory, urinary, and
generative organs of the Vertebrata, and the author tells

us in his preface that the entire work represents the

labour of si.x years. In his method of treating the

anatomy of the viscera, described in this part, he has

followed the same lines as in Part I. The description

of the modifications of each system of organs observed

in the different classes of vertebrates is prefaced by a

short chapter on the method of development of that

system, and the subsequent description is then based on
their developmental history. We can recommend the

book as giving an excellent resume of the subject written

in a thoroughly scientific spirit.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ The Editor does not hold himself responsible for opinions expressed

l>y his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonyinotts corntnnnications.

[The Editor urgently requests corj espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting and novelfacts.l

Evolution of the Cetacea

In the lecture by Prof. Flow er "On Whales, Past and Preseni,

and their Probable Origin," which appeared in your columns

ia June and July la^t, he contends for the evolution of these

animals from the Ungulata, and points to the Zcugtodons of the

older Tertiaries as predecessors of the Balanoftera, and as

representing an intermediate stage in such evolution ; and he

insists on tbe absence of cetacean remains from any Mesozoic

formations as strong evidence in support of this view.

I wish therefore to inquire whether Prof flower has con-

sidered the evidence afforded by Palaocetus sedgwickii, so named by
Prof. H . G. Seeley from a set of anchylosed cervical vertebra; (one

of n hich he fignres), described by him in the Geological Magazine

for February, 1865, p. 54.

Prof. .Seeley states that the specimens were obtained from the

boulder (chalky) clay near Kly, and that they were regarded

both by the late Prof. Sedgwick and by himself as derived from

either the Kimmeridge or the Oxford clay ; and he quotes the

opinion of Prof. Owen in the British Association re|)orts, in

his " British Fossil Mammals," and in his " Palteontology," that

they belonged to an animal of the IJolphin group. Prot. Seeley

himself regards this animal, for the rea'-ons he assigns, as "not
a cetacean of the Dolphin family, bul a true whale, its affinity

with the Bala-noptera being, he says, singularly el 'se" ;
and he

concludes his description with a letter from a veteran student of

tbe Cetacea, the late John Edward Gray, Keeper of the Zoo-

logical Department of the British Museum, who, after pointing
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out the character- in which the fossils agreed with, and those in

which they differed from, Bahvna, asserted that in those particular

respects the animal to which the remains belonged agreed with a

genus of whales which lie had just described under the name of

MacUayiiii, from a sjjecimen in the Australian Mu-eum in

Sydney. Perhaps Prof. Flower regards these vertebra; as not

those of a cetacean at all ; but if he agrees with the authorities

just named on that point, the case seems to resolve itself into

this, viz. either this «hale lived in Mesozoic times, or its remains

have come from some Tertiary formation. If the former, and
particularly if its age is, as regarded by Prof. Sedgwick and
Prof. Seeley, J\n'as-ic, Prof. Flower's hypothesis of theevohuion
of the Cetacea from the Ungnlates is hardly probable, when we
con-ider the known fads as to the development of that group
during the Tertiary period, even if we allow for whatever weiglit

Stereognathus may afford of an approach to an Ungulate type in

Jurassic times. If the latter, and these remains came originally

from some older Tertiary formition, it follows that such a for-

mation has, though no traces of it are now to be found, once
existed in the .area between Ely and the eastern watershed of the

Pennine, because the whole of the material of the clay in which the

remains were found is made up of the wreck of formations from
that area alone. Searles V. Wood

Martlesham, near Woodbridge, December 6

" Cosmic Dust

"

The report on Baron Nordenskjold's expedition to Greenland
this year, recently given in Nature, undoubtedly contains im-
portant results as to the physical geography of that country. Its

statements, of course, will require a more detailed explanation

than this preliminary report can give ; one statement especially,

on account of its significance, induces me to call the reader's

attention to a fact which it will be necessary to take into con-
sideration in discussing the question.

The statement is contained in the following words at the end
of the article :

— "I hope when this (viz. the dust found on the

inland ice) has been exhaustively analysed, to be able to furnish

fresh proofs in support of the theory that this deposit is, at all

events partly, of cosmic origin, and thereby contribute further

materials for the theory of the formation of the earth."

The fact to which I have alluded is this : Next to the observa-

tions furnished by travelling over the inland ice, it appears to

me that an examination of the fresh and pure fragments of it

from the very interior of the country, which are pushed out in

the shape of icebergs, must give the best key to the solution of

the problem. We know that the mass of which the-e bergs are

fragments is formed of snow accumulated during hundreds of

years, and it has taken hundreds of years for the ice thus formed
in the central regions to travel to the seashore. Consequently
the dust which during the lapse of centuries has fallen upon the

surface of the glacier must have been mixed up with the snow,
and thereby spread over or embedded in the chief mass that

constitutes the bergs.

As to my own observations, I have always found the chief

mass that constitutes the large bergs to exhibit the appearance of

perfectly pure ice, only permeated wiih thin air-bubbles, and the

earthy matters of the bergs distinctly confined to isolated dykes,

layers, conglomerates, or even to entire smaller bergs issuing

from certain fjords. But I confess that my attention never was
directed to a more minute investigation of the chief berg
ice, and still less to the problem here mentioned. I

do not remember to have seen anything mentioned by my
friends Steenstrup, Helland, and Hammer that could throw-

sufficient light upon this question. I therefore here present it to

your readers who are experienced in Arctic researches and may
feel inclined to communicate their ooinions upon it.

Christiania, Norway, December 5 Henry Rink

On the Incubation Period of Scientific Links

The length of the dormant period during which a certain class

of scientific discoveries has to remain unrecognised before they

are made available is a subject that may form an interesting

chapter in the hi^toi-y of science. I will cite one or two
examples, in one of which I am personally interested, as illus-

trating my meaning, particularly as T think they will enable me
to point out the cause of this strange anomaly at a time when so

much attention is being given to original research, and yet which
will leave the results of original research to lie dormant for

years after they have been realised. As illustrating the fact that

most imi'ortant laws may remain for many years dormant, I have
but to cite the law of Avogadro, which remained unnoticed for

fifty years, until the investigations of Dumas proved it to be a
most important aid in chemical research. The law of Dulong
and Petit on the connection between the specific heat and the

atomic weight of the elements had to pass through a dormant
period of more than twenty years befr)re it was resuscitated by
the experiments of Regnault. More than forty years ago I

announced a new law connecting the physiological reactions of

inorganic substances with their isomorijhous relations. This

law, althougli founded on an extensive series of exrieriments,

and ince verified by the investigation of the action of the com-
pounds of more thnn forty of the elements, has up to the present

time remained entirely dormant, not having been noticed, as far as

I am aware, by any writer on physijlogy. A French chemist,

M. Rahuteau, has recently very cavalierly consigned it aux
inogagi-s till passt', apparently under the idea that it is a revival

of the hypothesis that connected the action of poisons with the

more or less acute angles of their crystals. Now, however, the

important part played by these inorganic substances as physio-

logical reairents is beginning to be recognised (see Ringer,

yoiirnal of Physiology, January and August, 1883 ; Brunton and
Cash, Proc. Koy. Soc, vol. xxxv.).

The question presents itself as to what there is peculiar in

these laws which distinguishes them from those which find an
immediate recogniiiou by men of science. I think the distinc-

tion will be found in the fact that these hibernating laws gene-

rally form connecting links between twj branches of science

which had not, up to the time of the discovery of these laws,

been of much mutual assistance. The law of Avogadro, for

example, established a new link between chemistry and physics,

and for its application the chemist had to be familiar with the

manipulations required for the determination of the density of

vapours and gases, a subject scarcely alluded to in treatises

on chemistry at the beginning of the century. The law of

Dulong and Petit forms another linlc between chemistry and
physics, requiring for its verification methods which, at the time

of its discovery, were almost exclusively in the hands of phy-

sicists. As for the law connecting the physiological action of

a substance with its isomorphous relations, when it was first

published the distance between chemistry and physiology was
greater than that between physics and chemistry at the

time of the di-covery of Avogadro, and should the sub-

ject be already attracting the attention of physiologists, after

a latent period of but forty-four years, this fact affords

evidence that science is now advancing at a more rapid rate

than formerly. The question is an interesting one as to

the possibility of something being done to shorten the period

during which these linking laws remain unricognised. Offering,

as they generally do, important aids for the advancement of

science, it certainly is desirable that some means might be taken

to prevent their being shelved amongst les baggages dii passe, so

that at some future period the whole subject has to be gone over

dc novo. In the case of phy-iological discoveries, it certainly

would seem to be the duty of the Antivivisection Society to see

that the many experiments which had been )ierformed to verify

them were made available, so that a great deal of vivisection

might thus be avoided without the progress of science being

retarded. James Blake
San Francisco, November 13

Meteor

This afternoon, at 5.27 p.m., I observed here a meteor of

great brilliancy, a note of which may be worth jiublishing. The
moon, within three days of being full, was shinmg unclouded,

and the western sky was still glowing with the fading tints of

another gorgeous cloud-glow, when a bright light caused me to

look up. It was due to a bright meteor a few degrees south of

and below the moon. Its path was about 20^ in length between

south-east and south, inclined at an angle, roughly speaking, of

10° to the horizon, its mean altitude being jiroliably 20°. Three

minutes later, at 5.30 p.m., I heard a low, distant, rumbling

sound, which was not improbably the report of its explosion.

G. M. Whipple
Kew Observatory, Richmond, Suri-ey, December II

Physical Society, November 10

Under the above heading in Nature of Nov. 15, p. 71, I

notice it is stated that I have found the velocity of sound in air
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to be about 320 metres per second. This is manifestly a mis-

print for 330 metres, but I should like to state that as far as my
experiments have gone the value for free air is not determined,

although 330'6, Regnault's value, is probably very nearly what
my method would make it. D. J. Blaikley

103, Iverson Road, West Hanipstead, N.W. , December 10

The Ophidian Genus " Simotes "

My attention has just been drawn to a note by Mr. H. O.
Forbes, published under the heading " The Genus Simotes of

.Snakes," in Nature, vol. xxviii. p. 539, in which he states that,

when describing a new species ai Simotes discovered by him in

Timor-Laut (P.Z.S. 1883) and which I observed was the first

of the genus known to occur eastward of Java, I overlooked
Krefft's Simot/s australis from Port Curtis, described in P.Z.S.
1864. It is a well known fact, pointed out by Dr. Giinlher in

1865 (Zool. Rcc. i.) and since admitted by Krefft himself (" The
Snakes of Australia "), that Simolcs australis is not a species of

that innocuous genus, but belongs to a widely different family of

poisonous snakes and to the genus Bracltyuropkis.

London, December 5 G. A. BoULEXGER

THE REMARKABLE SUNSETS
AX/E have received the following further communica
• • tions on this subject :

—
Having been rather too persistently of late requested

to explain both the why, and whence, and even the
future influences, of the recent very red and brilliant

sunsets, I gladly take the opportunity of addressing to

Nature the fen- remarks I have to make on the actual

facts and their proximate causes.

In all truth the sunsets through the last week of

November and first four or five days of December have
been remarkably fine, and consecutively so numerous.
But each one, in so far as I have observed, was but an
intensification, and sometimes not much of that, of what-
ever goes to make up an ordinarily fine sunset, as custom-
ary to that season of the yeir and that direction of wind
with its concomitant kind of clouds.

The season of the year not only causes the fiery show
to last longer than at many other times but enables it to

lake place while pedestrians are still engaged in their

constitutional afternoon walks in pleasant autumn tem-
perature, and before they shut themselves up for the
evening in their comfortable homes with artificial lights

around them.
Some thirty years ago I used to spend every evening

month after month, at the ordinary dmner hour of others,

in the open air, watching for, and when seen making
quick coloured drawings of, any exceptionally fine sunset

;

taking in this way- three or four completely separate
pictures on the same evening between the time of the sun
vulgarly going down beneath the horizon, and at the last

the stars coming out in the darkness after the last vestige

of tviilight or high illuminated cirrus-cloud had dis-

appeared.
In this manner I came to know practically that the

so-called after-glow, which has been alarming so many
persons within the last few days, whenever the temporary
disposition and arrangement of the clouds and vapour in

the air allow it to appear, is always more richly coloured
in reds of various kinds than any of the earlier glows and
more luminous splendours; and that the number of
modifications which any one sunset may go through, or

the number of different pictures it may make up, accord-
ing to changes in the clouds both above and below the
horizon, is bewildering. But the grandest effects, the
nearest approaches to the sublime, were always those when
the general light in the air was either so faint, or so
monochromatic, that the pigments in the colour box could
not be distinguished one from another without the aid of
artificial light.

On December 3 and 4 of this week, on setting myself

to watch and note with my former apparatus, I found all

these bizarre effects of colour and form in their old
intensity and their old kaleidoscopic quickness of change.
On the 3rd especially the reds were so powerful at certain

times, and the air so clear between me and them, that
the young crescent moon, though low down in the sky,

shone by contrast to the scarlet cloudlets around it with
a sort of supernatural lustre of blue silver ; while the gas-
lights under the same contrast, though in reality a gross
beery brown in colour, appeared of a delicate sulphur,

almost greenish, yellow. Those clouds, therefore, were
so red in consequence of something that had happened
to the sunlight illumining them which had not happened
to that illumining the moon. What was it then ? Simply
that the lower atmosphere of the earth was so particularly

clear of dust, haze, vapour, fogs, and positive obstructions

of lower clouds that the sun, though at the time a long
wa) below the horizon, was enabled to send its rays

through an unusual length of atmospheric path without
experiencing any other diminution than merely the

specific elimination of those particular rays in its spec-

trum-quiver to which the atmosphere, in that particular

condition, is antagonistic, leaving the field of glory to

others alone.

Had the w-ind been ji:)«//;-west, the stoppage would
have been chiefly amongst and of the red rays of light,

where the black water-vapour lines are so numerous,
chiefly below D, near C, and especially about the region

of little '•''," which then becomes of giant size. But the

wind having been really nor//i-vie%l, the air was dry,

water-vapour lines practically absent, and, as Col. Don-
nelly most correctly remarked in this week's N.\ture (p.

132), the dry air band above D in the citron, and usually

called the low sun band in meteorological spectroscopy,

was at an immense maximum. Red light was therefore

practically unimpeded, green and blue much interfered

with, and more and more with every successive instant of

further descent of the sun below the horizon. So thus it

was that the spectroscope told at any instant through all

the varied displays that that coloured light so much ad-

mired was simply sunlight that had passed through an
extra length oi^ extra-dry air, and was being reflected at

the last from thin clouds at an extra height in the atmo-
sphere, where water-vapour is always at a minimum.

But the sunset of December 5 was very different. In

the course of the evening there were two or three distinct

attempts, as it were, for the clouds to assume red hues,

but they lasted for only a few seconds each ; and though
some aspects of the scene were very fine pictorially, it

had to be chissedas a "yellow sunset." Next day showed
the cause of that in the wind below, as well as above,

turning round to east of north. December 6 and 7 had
poorer and poorer sunsets of both a yellow and sickly

type, and December 8 with a south-west wind has brought

in rain.

Thus seems to have ;nded for the time this fine series

of Nature's evening p}rotechnic displays in the west (a

similar set having also been witnessed during the morn-

ings in the east) ; but demands are still made for an

explanation of why, and 10 what end? If we should

reply that, given a clear air, not too many clouds, and

these high up in the atmosphere and with surfaces well

constituted for reflection, the sunsets will always be fine;

and that they will be varied exceedingly in their beauty

even from moment to moment, according to the exquisite

manner in which clouds and cloudlets of cirrus streamers

form and dissolve and form again in all varieties of shape

and size and density, according to mere temperature

changes and other ordinary meteorological conditions of

the air; that is not enough to satisfy the present temper

of the public, who seem screwed up to a pitch of nervous

alarm that what they have been seeing, t ough to them

it has been like " music which gives delight and hurts

not," may yet have something to do with the green and
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blue suns seen in India last September, and they with

the great volcanic explosions in Java last August, so

destructive of human life !

The said green and blue suns were, however, quite a

different phenomenon to our red sunsets. For, instead

of appearing extra bright and contrasted in colour with

clouds near them, like the crescent moon of Decemljer 3

just mentioned, they were abnormally faint, and uniformly

tinged witli both clouds and fog, and moon and stars at

night. Moreover, the spectroscope, in the able hands of

Prof. Michie .Smith of Madras College, showed that the

intervening medium, through which the sun's light was
struggling towards these Indian observers, was e.xtra

damp instead of extra dry. And in the west of India

since then, as we have just heard from private sources,

no less than 140 inches of rain have fallen, and the

country was in a temporarily impassable condition from
sloppy softness of soil.

Prof. Michie Smith has indeed enlertaineJ the idea that

the particular state of the watery vapour which cut off so

largely the red, but passed on the green light of the sun's

spectrum in a weakened condition, may have been owing
in some degree to particles of pumice dust from the Javan
volcanoes. And such dust, once up in the air, may circu-

late around the earth, after the manner which Coaimander
Maury, U.S.N., was so earnest in teaching with respect

to the trade winds and their spiral paths through either

hemisphere.
But how long su:h dust would remain suspended, how

high it would rise, and when and where it would fall, are

questions that can hardly be answered positively and with

exactitude a priori. It did not fall, so far as we have
heard, in India, where, if present at all, it must have baen
comparatively lo v and dense. .-\nd it wjs not falling

here during the recent red sunsets, for the lower air was
particularly clear, while the supposed criminating redness

was too manifestly due to the extraordinary height, as

well set forth by Prof. Helmholtz, of the uppermost cloud

stratum, a thin kind of cirrus haze, according to my
observation, combined with the discriminating action

of the atmosphere on the compound colaured solar

light.

Why that cloudhaze was so high, and whether dust,

and if so what dust, had any part in its constitution,

are questions which may worthily be discussed, but no
very certain answers expected for years to come. But
having been myself much struck during a rather long
residence on the Peak of TenerifFe in 1856, with the

general and apparently normal existence of dust strata in

the atmosphere, higher or lower, but often far above the

level of ordinary water-vapour clouds,—and as the
meteoric researches of Prof. Newton, corroborated by Prof.

C. A. Young, in .America, show that not less than 100 tons

of meteoric stones (of which the earth encounters nearly

3,000,000,000 in the course of a year) must be dissipated

in our upper atmosphere on the average e-i'ery day, as

impalpable dust,—it seems more probable that Prof.

Helmholtz's very high clouds, if they were assisted in

putting in an appearance as clouds by dust of any kind,

must have derived it from such disintegrated and sublimed
meteor-masses coming down day by day in the regular

way of nature from above, or outside, rather than from a

supposed continued ascent of one particular charge of

volcanic dust from Java, full three months after the
cessation of all violent disturbance there.

In fact while it is to be earnestly hoped, as an outcome
of the late remarkable sunsets, and the great numbers of

the public by whom they have been witnessed,— that our
painters will no longer be content to give us so generally
mere afternoon pictures slightly yellow ochred and " light

red "-ed near the horizon before the sun goes down, as sun-
sets,—but will more frequently paint the deep red after-

glows at their richest ;—it is equally desirable that our
scientists should gauge the ordinary constitution of the

atmosphere at much greater heights than those to which
observatories are usually confined.

C. PiAzzi Smyth,
Astronomer Royal for Scotland

15, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh, I-j December 8

The following summary of atmospheric eftects seen

before sunrise and after sunset between November 25
and December 11 may be useful for comparison with phe-

nomena observed in other parts of the world :

—

November 24.—After sunset, yellowish-green strias in

west.

November 25.—Sunset in amorphous apparent cirro-

stratus or cirrus haze. Green light above it, and bright

greenish-white arc growing from about ten minutes after

sunset ; above the greenish-white, pale red. Lasted about
forty-five minutes after sunset. The sky shone with a

strange light somewhat as on November g, but much
feebler, and there was no sharply marked aggregation of

cloudy reflecting material as then.

November 26.— Fine clear sunset, followed by pheno-
mena like yesterday, but much stronger, and lasting

nearly an hour bright red. No high clouds seen as light

receded from the sky. A few rounded morsels of cumu-
lus fringed with green against the red sky. Very strange

effect, the greenish-white light in the west, and pink
above.
November 27.—Sunset effect like yesterday, beginning

to glow about fifteen minutes after sunset, and growing
slowly in apparent brightness. Lasted till about 5.20.

Slight, thin cirrus.

November 28.—Slight cirrus. Clear sunset. About
twenty-five minutes after sunset green and pink glow
began and grew bright and finely-coloured till about 4.40.

Then slowly receded till about 5.10, when it disappeared,

and was succeeded by a faint brass-coloured after-glow

reaching high above the horizon. Time of sunset, 3.55.

November 29.—Extraordinary red glow, said to be seen

in London from 5.30 to 7.30 a.m. Cloudy evening. At

455 a dull faint red glow observed through a small break
in the clouds. Time of sunrise, 7 43.

November 30. —At 6.5 a.m. (and probably a few

minutes before) a fine deep red glow in the east and
overhead, where small quantities of cirro-cumuli seemed
to be touched by the reflected light. At 6.15 a faint,

deep red glow had spread from north-north-east to south-

east, and up to about 40° above the horizon in the north-

east, covering a vast portion of the sky. Then gradually

became whiter and less striking. The blood-red band in

darkness at 6. 10 mo^t remarkable. The glo* continued

(slowly changing in colour and growing in extent),

and was evidently independent of ordinary clouds. The
bright stars appeared through it. At 6.24 a faint red

light extended to the zenith. .At 6.40 the red had gone,

and was replaced by a primrose colour, the flocks of

cirro-cumuli, however, still remaining tipped with bright

red, and retaining that colour till sunrise (7.44)- There
was no cirrus visible, and the reflecting haze was invisible

both by night and in full daylight. The cirro-cumulus

was moving moderately fast from west-north-west. The
red bank in the east was not crowned with shafts of rays

or prominences as in the sunsets of November 26, 27,

and 28, but the intensity of the light diminished con-

tinuously upwards from near the horizon. The afternoon

being cl'oudv, the only thing observed was a dull greenish

light about half an hour after sunset.

December l.—Sunrise cloudy. Sunset (3.53) in cloudy

sky, except near horizon. At 4.25 slight tinge appeared

on fringes of clouds overhead. Then densely clouded.

At 5 the sky had cleared largely, and a fine amber light

could now be seen from near the west horizon to about

40°. This gradually sank, following the sun, and grew
less bright, finally disappearing about 5.35. Sky clear

and starlight, except low strips of cloud near the horizon.
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Centre of maximum brightness followed the sun, as usual.

The light as it sank near the horizon was quite without

definite outline or the ray shafts which appeared on
previous evenings with a clear sky.

December 2.—Sunrise cloudy. Cloudy at sunset, but

clouds partially clearing off. Thin fog on low ground.
Bank of clouds in west. Sunset 3.53. At 4.20 faint

amber glow above cloud-bank, growing in strength as

darknesi came on. At 4 10 the sky towards the zenith

from the west was crossed by spokes of light as from the

thinnest possible cirrus streaks, diverging from the sun's

place as centre, and some of these nearly overhead
became somewhat bent after a few minutes. The thin

clouds scattered about evidently caught some light from
a hidden source. At 5 p.m. the light was pale yellow,

and had moved northwards. At 5. 10 disappeared behind
cloud-bank.

December 3.— Cloudy.
December 4.—Very fine and clear morning at 5 a.m.

At 6.5 a.m. the first blush of red appeared over the planta-

tion (about 400 yards off) due east, and by 6.10 was quite

bright, like the reflection of a fire. It grew quickly up-
wards, and by 6. 15 must have been 15° above the horizon.

It appeared uniform and amorphous. By 6.30 the red
had changed slowly to saffron, and being seen less in

perspective, the colour seemed less concentrated. The re-

flecting material, or a part of it, was now seen to consist

of ill-defined streaks and patches of very thin misty cloud
of some sort, in which after long watching from suitable

positions no motion could be detected, though distinct

streaks nearly overhead were chosen. At 6.45 some of
these streaks were illuminated nearly overhead south-
wards of a pale straw-colour and bluish white, and their

outlines were distinct. Most of the streaks stretched

about west-south-west to east-north-east, and towards the

north-east the appearance was like a fretwork of the

lightest wavy miat. From 6.30 to 6.50 the coloured arc was
of a sickly yellowish green, with a pale pink ton^ards the

zenith and a rather ghastly steel-white glare below. At
6.53 a second glow much brighter than the first appeared
in the east-south-east by south, of a deep red colour,

quickly turning to orange. This glow was in a bank or

arc much better defined than the first. At 7.10 it had
turned quite yellow and had grown up many degrees. At
7.16 the last star disappeared in the bright light now
cast on all objects towards the west, the clear sky
as the light touched the thin high mist appearing
progressively veiled with opaque cloud. Just before
the advent of the second glow the thin cloudy streaks
had nearly vanished into pure blue sky. At 7.12 the
upper part of arc No. 2 was pinkish yellow, with a
greenish-white centre below. At 7.20 the part below the
arc and along the horizon south and north for some dis-

tance was a peculiar steely-bluish white, the lower part of
the arc yellow, and the upper pink (at an altitude of about
50"). These eftects slowly diminished, but the steely hue
remained till sunrise. At 7.23 the sky overhead and
tow.irds the west was faint pink, with large billowy
streaks and patches, without fibrous structure. In full

daylight only faint traces of this cloudiness could be
seen, but the rising sun, like the first and second
glow, made it manifest. The sun rose (7.50) of a
red colour, but after about half an hour was pale
bluish white, and surrounded by a silver-white glare.

As the sun was setting (3.53), the high haze again
appeared by reflection to cloud over the sky. Nothing
otherwise very remarkable appeared till about 4.12, when
it was evident the phenomenon would recur, the central
spot above the sun's place being bright steel or lead
colour, and the parts round it a metallic pink. This has
been the usual preliminary. The sky in the east was rosy.
The rose colour quickly passed over towards the west,
and about 4.20 the whole sky between the west horizon
and the zenith was flushed with red. At 425 or there-

abouts the crescent moon appeared blue in this pink haze,

but in a few minutes was left behind by it, and looked

much as usual. The small, greasy scud from north was
lighted up pi[)k in the east against a deep blue and
greenish sky. As the glow sank westwards, the sky

above seemed perfectly clear. At 4.35 the light was very

bright, and at 4.45 was lost to view behind low clouds.

As soon as it approached the horizon, the sky again

became streaked with the reflecting haze, which assumed
a straw-coloured tint. This pale light sank westwards
and disappeared soon after 5. The moon and stars gave
no indication of a haze canopy.
December 5.—Exactly at 6.5 a.m. the first faint red

blush grew up quickly from east-south-east, and in seven

or eight minutes had increased largely in brightness and
extent. The night was very fine and clear, and the soft,

crimson glow hanging above the hoi-izon in the darkness

produced an interesting eftect. It grew rapidly up towards

the zenith, and at 6.18 formed an arc of which the highest

point was about 40° above the horizon. After this it

quickly changed to orange and yellow, and the colours

went off The arc w^as more southerly than yesterday,

and the peculiar light reached from south-south-west to

east-north-east. At 6.55 the second glow began, and rising

up quickly, produced a fine red arc, less bright than yester-

day's. At 7.6 the arc was olive-green below, yellow in

the central, and pink in the outer parts, and hardly any
cloudy structure could be discerned. What there was,

however, resembled the film of yesterday. The upper
edge of the glow was pretty well marked as it advanced,

and at 7. 12 it crossed the zenith and passed north-west-

wards, covering a bright star with a thin pink veil. This

star remained visible till 7.21. After this the sky was
pale yellow, and soon little remarkable remained, except

the greenish light in the south-east. Sunrise 7.51 ; red

sun, turning silvery white later. Sunset 3.50 in hazy
striK. Clear sky, except slight cirrus. At 4.15 yellow

glow, which went through changes as usual. The light

was pink overhead, and the margin passed the zenith

about 4.26. At this moment it may be supposed the sun

was sinking below the horizon at the altitude of the

reflecting material At 4 30 the moon looked blue in a

pink haze. Spokes of rays from the glowing bank at 4.45.

Some threatening cirro-stratus passed over at 4.45.

Horizon misty. Crescent moon greenish all the evening.

December 6.—Sky very clear 6 a.m. First rose colour

6.10. Much fainter than previously. Second glow 6.5S.

Detached siud from 6.45 tinged with red on blue sky.

Sunset clear, except small detached scud. The light in

the west was fine, and went through changes, but was red

from 4.20 to 5.5 p.m. The glow seemed to be reflected

from some strips of apparent cirrus about 15° above the

horizon. During all this time the small clouds scattered in

all parts of the sky were of a pink colour against a greenish

and later a deep blue sky.

December 7.— Cirrus streaks in west turned black

against pinkish yellow glow, 4.24. Sun looked quite

green through telescopic dark glass fifteen minutes before

sunset.

December 11.—Fine sunrise and sunset phenomena,

the secondary glow after sunset lasting till 5.33. Steel

and pink halo from 12.45 P-™- Sky clear blue, at first

glance, by night and full daylight, but, examined with

light from below at a certain angle, seen to be quite

covered with hazy billows or striae, stretching away from

north-north-east to south-south-west, very umch higher

than the cirrus present, and after long watching showing

extremely slow tranverse motion from about west-north-

west. Unlike cirrus fibres, whichever way looked at they

appeared nearly parallel, without radiant point, even the

lines just above the horizon showing their true direction

almost exactly. Sun green through dark glass.

It seems pretty clear that the secondary light which has

always succeeded the primary after sunset, and preceded
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it before sunrise, is due to reflection from the first when
this is at a proper angle near the liorizjn. The interval

between the same stages of the secondary and the primary

before sunrise, when conditions are most favourable for

accurate observation, is about fifty-on minutes, and the

interval between the more conspicuous primary and the

actual sunrise about fifty-six- minutes. The first red

colour of the primary glow may be caused by the inci-

dence of the sun's first rays upon the material. It seems
that the reflecting material directly overhead receives the

sun's rays about thirty-nine minutes earlier at sunrise,

and loses them as much later at sunset, than the surface

of the earth. I have not found the colour effects in many
cases to be subjective. \ green cloud remains green

when cut off from surrounding light. IMay not atmo-
spheric sifting produ;e the surviving colour?

F. A. R. RussKLl.

The Hon. A. P. Hensman, Attorney-General of West
Australia, writes to me as follows, under date of Perth,

West Australia, October 27 :
—"The captain of a ship

lately engaged in a survey of our north-western coast at

t)ie time of the eruption in the Straits of Sunda told me
that the deck was covered to a depth of an inch or

more with a fine dust. We are having, and have had for

many weeks, very remarkable sunsets. After the sun has

set, a glow commences somewhat high up above the hori-

zon, a brilliant rose-colour ; this continues for nearly an
hour, gradually descending to the horizon, and becoming
deeper in colour. It has never been seen here before,

and has given rise to much speculation amongst learned

and unlearned, both here and in the other colonies ; some
suggesting that it is caused by the presence of volcanic

dust in the atmosphere." This extract may be of interest

to your readers, as showing that all over Australia similar

phenomena have been observed to those discussed in

your pages.

As I am engaged in making a comparative study

of the dust which fell at different points during the

Krakatoa eruption, I shall feel greatly obliged to any of

vour readers who can supply me with samples of such

dust, accompanied by a note of the time and place of the

fill. John W. Judd
Science Schools, South Kensington, S.W., Dec. 8

The uncommon phenomenon witnessed in various parts

of India, Ceylon, and the Cape of Good Hope, has made its

appearance here. The sun, immediately it sets behind

the ridge of Possilipo, throws upwards a group of

red rays somewhat irregular in arrangement ; the sky

begins then to assume a greenish tmt. These rays soon

disappear, and then the whole horizon for iSo' is lit up by
a bright orange-red light, which gradually deepens in tint.

The height of this light does not usually extend above 25^

or 30''' ;it its centre, and gradually descends to the level of

the horizon at its two extremities. So far as I can make
out, the centre or most brilliant point of this is quite 20'^

more to the south than the setting sun. All the south-

west sides of the houses are suddenly lit up by this

peculiar lurid glare, which is best compared to the colour

of incandescent iron, and reflected from the surface of the

sea makes the gulf look like a veritable lake of molten
lava. The effects last at the maximum only an hour

after the setting of the sun. On Sunday last the moon,
shining through this red glare, had a bluish tinge of the

arc electric light colour. The same phenomena precede
sunrise. These effects are cjuite independent of clouds,

which, when present, have a deep lead colour, and their

edges are not illuminated. The weather is cold, the wind
variable, chiefly north or north-east. The magnetic
instruments at the observatory show no disturbances,

which excludes the possibility of an aurora, as also its

presence only when the sun is just below the horizon. I

send these notes, hoping they may be an addition to the

other observations alreaiy published in N,\TURE, to aid

in an explanation of this remarkable and widespread
phenomenon. H. J. Johnston-Lavis

Naples, December 6

Sir Adam Bittleston presents his compliments to

the Editor of Nature and ventures to send him an ex-

tract from a letter written by Sir Adam's son at Umballa
(lat. 30'^ N.) on October 30. There seems a long interval

of time between the appearances at Ongole (September
10) and those noticed at Umballa.

87, Linden Gardens, Bayswater Road, W.,
December 10

Extract from a Letterfrom Lieut. G. H. Bittleston,

R.H.A., dated Umballa, October 30, 1883

" There has been for sovie time a remarkable appear-
ance in the sky every night. The sun goes down as
usual and it gets nearly dark, and then a bright red and
yellow and green and purple blaze comes in the sky and
makes it lighter again. It is most uncanny, and makes
one feel as if something out of the common was going to
happen."

The inclosed from the Hawaiian Gazette, October 3
may interest students of meteorology. F. J. S.

" Maui.—With regard to the extraordinary sunsets, a
correspondent in Wailuku writes :

—
' I do not know what

kind of sunsets you are having in Honolulu, but here for

some time past they have been most extraordinary.

Fiery red, spreading a lurid glare over all the heavens,
and producing a most weird effect.'

" Kauai.—The peculiar sunsets have been noticed and
commented on by the Kauai people. No one has
ventured on a theory here."

The line of green suns is carried further west to

Panama, where, accor Hng to the Star and Herald, the
phenomenon was observed on September 2 and 3, and it

is suggested to be in connection with Krakatoa.
Hyde Clarke

32, St. George's Square, S.W., December 8

I send you a bottle of volcanic dust which Capt.
Robert Williams of the bark Arabella obtained under the
following circumstances. He says :

—
" On Tuesday morn-

ing, August 28, 18S3, it commenced to rain something
like sand (some of which I collected from off the decks),

which kept on all this day and the next day. Lat. at

noon of the 28th, 5° 37' S., long. 88° 58' £., wind light

from the west- south-west, and calm at tunes. Java Head
bearing east half south, distant about 970 miles." Can
this shower be connected with the Java eruption?

Falmouth, December 6 Howard Fox

As accuracy of observation is before all things desir-

able in the elucidation of natural phenomena, I hope you
will allow me to point out an error into which some of

our physicists appear to have fallen in connection with

the green moon which was visible in the evenings of

Tuesday and Wednesday of last week. Mr. Norman
Lockyer, in his admirable article in the Times of Satur-

day last, refers to " the subjective colouring which cast a
green glamour over moon and cloud if one did not take

the precaution of preventing the eye being flooded by
the rosy pink visible in the zenith long after sunset ;

"

and a writer on recent solar phenomena in the Daily
A'ews says, " This latest phenomenon has caused a
greater amount of astonishment than the earlier ones,

but, unlike them, admits of very easy explanation,

for a moment's reflection will show that on a pink

background a w hite moon could scarcely appear anything

but green," thus, like Mr. Lockyer, attributing the pheno-
menon to the presence of a complementary colour. What
I wish to point out is that there is no foundation for this

theory. I observed the effect most carefully on both
evenings. On the second evening especially I looked
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with the object of ascertaining whether the cftcct was due
to a complementary tint, and am thoroughly convinced it

was not. At four o'clock, or a little after, the moon was
distinctly green on a blue-gray sky-ground, with very thin

gray cloud-drift floating over it. At the same time the

whole of the western sky was lit up with a very pale

whitish yellow, to which neither blue nor green would be
complementary. There was not a vestige of crimson or

rose colour at that time in any part of the sky. Later,

when the crimson supervened, the green tint of the moon
was only very slightly intensified, so slightly indeed as to

leave me still in doubt whether there was any change at

all. It stands to reason, moreover, that if the result were

due to the presence of crimson in the sky we should

frequently see a green moon. Some other cause must
therefore be sought in explanation of this new pheno-
menon. If we may accept Mr. Lockyer's conclusions

with regard to volcanic action—and he certainly esta-

blishes a very strong case—the cause is not far to seek.

It would be especially interesting to ascertain over how
wide an area the effect was visible. Some records from
observers at a distance would be very valuable.

Ealing, December 10 SYDNEY HODGES
P.S.— In quoting my letter to the Standard last week

you gave a wrong name—Hooper instead of Hodges.

There is one point in connection with this subject to

which much attention has not been given, namely, the
increase of light, especially in the morning. Having slept

out of town lately, I have been able to watch the sunrises,

and to be exact I will describe in few words what occurred
on Wednesday last, December 5. The eastern horizon is

bounded by a hill some 50 feet high as seen from my house.

At 6 a.m. I saw, rising in a semicircular form above the

horizon, and tolerably defined in outline, a beautiful red

coloration of the sky. The colour spread along the

horizon in a westerly direction, and at 6.30 the entire

vault of heaven was suffused with this red colour. When
it was first noticed, namely at 6 o'clock, the light was
sufficient to illumine the garden, as in the early morning
in summer. At 6.15 the light was sufficiently strong to

enable me to read the figures on my pocket-watch at the

head of my bed, namely eighteen feet away from the

window. The sun rose above the horizon at Sh. 5m., and
at 10° farther west than the first burst of colour which I

noticed. As the sun rose, the red colour disappeared,
and it was entirely lost before the sun was fully in view.

I am told by friends who were in Diisseldorf on November
30 that at 6 o'clock on that morning their rooms were
lighted up so that everything was plainly visible. They
at first supposed that the light was produced by a large

fire opposite ; but they soon discovered that it arose from
this red light which you have now so well explained.

December 10 B. E. Brodhurst
Not having noticed any letter in Nature stating that the

remarkable led glow seen in so many places after sunset

was also observed in Ireland, perhaps you will permit me
to mention that during the past fortnight, and especially

since the 24th ult., it has attracted much attention here.

This day week my steward insisted that the heather was
on fire on the hills and that we were only watching its

reflection. Since then the phenomenon has been even
more remarkable, and the farm labourers have been
enabled to remain at work in the fields ten to fifteen

minutes later than usual. A bank of cloud generally

separates the red glow from the horizon. Before sunrise
the sky has sometimes a strange reddish look, and at

4 a.m. on the 29th ult. the brilliant roseate hue (referred

to in the Times as having been seen in London at 5 a.m.)
was witnessed here. Rich.ard M. B.^rrington

Fassaroe, Bray, Co. Wicklow, December 2

According to a letter from my brother, dated Yoko-
hama, September 22 last, the sun was completely obscured
there two days after the earthquake took place in the

Straits of Sunda. He writes:
—"What a terrible earth-

quake that must have been in the Straits of Sunda. In-

credible as it may appear, two days afterwards the sun
here was completely obscured, and, on its reappearance,
was quite Mw^j'rtv/, while every now and then jets that

looked like smoke passed across its disk. This lasted

for two days," and he adds that " it is conjectured that this

is caused by the volcanic smoke and ashes having been
driven up here by the south-west monsoon."

32, Fenchurch Street, E.C., Dec. 8 W. HAMILTON

A FEW days since I was memioning to my family that

I remembered how splendid the colouring of the sky
was at Malta after sunset in the year that " Graham's
Island'' appeared. In this morning's Tiiui-s that island

is alluded to, and I think you may be interested in the
perusal of the accompanying pamphlet (printed for

private circu'ation only). My father (Capt. Sir le

Fleming Senhouse, K.C. H.), you M'ill see, landed on tht-

island, and named it after the then First Lord of the

Admiralty. The great beauty of the sunsets we have
been having have forcibly reminded me of the colouring 1

saw so many years since at Malta.

Hillside, Guildford, Dec. 8 ELIZABETH M. Pitman

A correspondent sends the following :

—

It may interest your readers to know that in reference

to the splendid sunsets we have seen in England lately 1

received in a letter from Lieut. C. K. Hope, R.N. (tv/ rauic

by inshore passage to the Caj:e of Good Hope) the fol-

lowingaccount of an extraordinary phenomenon witnessed
by him on October 26 soon after crossing the equator :

—

" H.M.S. Oiivitcs, October 26. — Last evening shortly

after sunset the sky bearing from us between north-west
and south-west suddenly burst into a red glowing light :

the highest point attained an altitude of probably 35° or

40°, and from there tapered gradually away on both sides

to the horizon. It showed brightest about 7.15, it being
nearly dark at the time, and lasted till 7.30, gradually
dying away till about 8 o'clock, when very little of it was
left. I could have understood the phenomenon if we had
been 40^ further north or 20' further south, but on the

edge of the tropics such a thing is very strange."

December 5

T

THE JAVA ERUPTIONS AND EARTHQUAKE
WA VES

HE following communications have been sent us for

publication by the Hydrographer of the Admiralty :

—

Extract from a letter of Commander the Hon. Fole\'

C. P. Vereker, of H.M.S. Magpie, dated Labuaii
Island, October i, 1883 :

—

"... The noise of the detonations caused by Mount
Krakatoa, resembling distant, heavy cannonading, was
distinctly heard by us and the inhabitants of thi^

coast as far as Bangney Island on August 27. The
weather at that time was also much unsettled, with thick

hazy weather, and peculiar clouds to the southward, and
the sun while at a low altitude assumed a greenish hue
for several days. . .

."

Extract from a letter of Stafi-Commander Coghlan,
R.N.:~

" Western Australia, Perth, September 14,1883.—This
coast has been visited by waves and volcanic disturb-

ances (sounds as of the firing of guns inland, &c.)-

apparently associated with the Sunda Strait outbreak.
" News is anxiously looked for from ournorth-west coast,

as a wave 15 feet high, coming at high water, would
lay Cossack, the mouth of De Grey River, Carnarvon
(north of Gascoyne), and other places under water. In

Champion Bay a wave rose 8 feet above the usual

high- water mark. At Fremantle, King George's Sound

,
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and along the south coast, a wave of less height was
experienced

" The M^cdit, on our passage down from Ashburton Rii'er

(when distant from 50 to 100 miles off the west coast of

Australia, and about 1000 miles south-south-east of Sunda
Strait), was visited by a shower of volcanic dust (in

appearance like prepared "fuller's earth"), which fell

some time between sunset of August 30 and sunrise of

August 31, the wind being oa-shore at the time.
" If the dust were associated with the disturbances in

Sunda Strait of August 27 and 28, it must have travelled

1050 miles in three days."

BICENTENARY OF BACTERIA

rW^ have received the two following communications
L ' on this subject :

—

Ed.]

At the present time, when so many anniversaries of
great men and great events are celebrated, it seems
opportune to reme nber that exactly two centuries have
passed since a discovery of the greatest consequence was
made in the Netherland's. In a letter dated September
14, 16S3, from Delft, to Francis Aston, F.R.S., of London,
Antony van Leeuwenhoek gives notice to the Royal
Society that willi the aid of his microscope he has dis-
covered in the white substance adhering to his teeth very
little animals moving in a very lively fashion (" animal-
cula admodum exigua jucundissimo rnodo sese moventia."
" Arcana natura; detecta," Delft, 1695 :

" Experimenta et

Contemplationes," p. 42). Tlicy were the first Bacteria
the ]nnna>i eye ever saw. Among theni Leeuwenhoek
distinguishes several species, the descriptions and draw-
ings of which are so correct that \vc may easily recognise
them. The rods, with rapid movement penetrating the
water like fishes, are Bacilli ; the smaller ones rotating
on the top are Bacterium; one undulating species is

Vibrio riigula: the parallel threads of unequal length
but of equal breadth are Leptotlirix bticcalis : though
motionless, they belong to the moving Bncilli. Leeuwen-
hoek Avonders how, notwithstanding the scrupulous
care with which he cleans his teeth, there could live

more animalcula; in his mouth than men in all the
provinces of the States-General. Some years later,

not perceiving again the movements of the Bacteria
between his teeth, he supposes he had killed them by
taking hot coffee at breakfast ; but very soon he discovers
anew the old species, and the new drawings of Bacillus
and Leptothri.v; which he sends to the Royal Society in
the middle of September, 1692 {I.e., p. 336) are still more
accurate than those of 16S3. They have not been sur-
passed till within the last ten years. It deserves oin-

highest admiration that the first discoverer of the in-

visible world ould already reach a limit which has never
been overstepped, though the members of the Royal
Society, when considering two hundred years ago the
curious communications of the philosopher of Delft, may
have scar, ely foreseen that his astonishing discovery had
opened to science a new path which only in our own d lys
has led to the most important revelations about fer-
mentation and disease. Ferdinand Cohn

Breslau, November 27

It cannot be a matter of indifterence to English men
of science, and especially to the Fellows of the Royal
Society, that the bicentenary of the discovery of those
immensely important agents of putrefaction, fermenta-
tion, and diseise, the Bacteria, is at hand.

ItWdS to the Royal Society of London that Antony
van Leeuwenlioek communicated his discovery, and we
may be sure that neither he nor the Koyal So:ietv of that
day anticipated the extraordinary interest which would
attach itself in two centuries' time to the orjanisins dis-
covered by the patient and accurate student of minute
life.

Leeuwenhoek's " discovery " is a remarkable exainple
of that unexpected giving of rich gifts to future genera-
tions of men «hich marks the progress of scientific re-

search in all its branches. It is for the Royal Society to

devise some means of celebrating this bicentenary in such
a fashion as to use the great interest and even fascination
which Bacteria have at this moment for the English
public, so as to excite sympathy with pure and unremu-
nerative scientifi : research. Antony van Leeuwenhoek is

the type of th; single-minded student of living structures.

The investigation of the properties and life-history of
Bacteria, although commenced by him two hundred years
ago, is still in its infancy. Schwann, Pasteur, Lister, Cohn,
Nageli,and Koch have broughtus within the last fifty years
far beyond Leeuwenhoek's first discovery, but a hundred
such men are needed to carry on the work of discovery.
Who will employ them ? Are we to wait two centuries
more for knowledge about Bacteria which lies, as it were,
ready to our hands, waiting to be picked up ? knowledge
which will probably save many thousands of lives

annually— if we may judge by the results already attained
by the discovery of the relation of Bacteria to the sup-
puration of wounds and to the production of diseases.

The Royal Society could not better celebrate the
bicentenary of its Dutch correspondent's discovery than
by taking steps to urge on the English Government the
expenditure of ample funds upon a new and vigorous
prosecution of the study of the relations of Bacteria to

disease, in fact upon the foundation of a national
laboratory of hygiene. L.

THE UPPER CURRENTS OF THE
A TMOSPHERE

ALL w'inds are caused directly by differences of atmo-
spheric pressure, just in the same way that the flow

of rivers is caused by differences of level ; the motion of
the air and that of the water being equall)- referable to

gravitation. The wind blows from a reg on of higher
towards a region of lower pressure, or from where there
is a surplus to where there is a dehciency of air. Every
isobaric map, showing the distribution of the mass of the
atmosphere o\er any portion of the earth's surface, in-

dicates a disturbance more or less considerable of atmo-
spheric equilibrium, together with general moveinents of
the atmosphere from regions of high pressure towards
and in upon low-pressure areas. All observation shows,
further, that the prevailing winds of any region at any
season are merely the expression of the atmospheric
movements which result from the disturbance of the
equilibrium of the atmosphere shown by the isobaric

maps as pre\ailing at that season and over that region.

All observation shows, in a manner equally clear and
uniform, that the wind does not blow directly from the
region of high towards that of low pressure, but that, in

the northern hemisphere, the region of lowest pressure is

to the left hand of the direction towards which the wind
blows, and in the southern hemisphere to the right of it.

This direction of the wind in respect of the distribution of

the pressure is known as Buys Ballot's Law of the Winds,
according to which the angle formed by a line drawn to

the centre of lowest pressure from the observer's position,

and a line drawn in the direction of the wind is not a right

angle, but an angle of from 60' to 80'. This law absolutely

holds good for all heights up to the greatest height in the

atmosphere at which there are a sufficient number of
stations for drawing the isobarics for that height ; and
the proof from the whole field of observation is so unifonn
and complete that it cannot admit of any reasonable

doubt that the same law holds good for all heights of the

atmosphere.
In low la' itudes, at great elevations, atmospheric pressure

is greater than it is in higher latitudes at the same height,

for the obvious reason that owing to the lower temperature
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of higher latitudes the air is more condensed in the lower

strata, t'nis leaving a less pressure of air at great heights.

It fjllows that the steepest barometric gradients for the

upper currents of the atmosphere will be formed during

the coldest months of the year. At Bogota, 8727 feet in

height, where the temperature is nearly uniform through-

out the year, the mean pressure for January and July are

22'048 and 22058 inches. On the other hand, at Mount
Washington, 6285 feet high, where the January and July

mean temperatures are (y'\ and 48^2, the mean pressures

for the same months are 23'3g2 and 23-87; inches. Simi-

larly at Pike's Peak, 14,151 feet high, the mean tempera-

tures are 3^'i, and 39'7, and the mean pressures I7'493 and
i8o6g inches; and since the sea-level pressures in the

region of Pike's Peak arc nearly o'5oo inch higher in Janu-

ary than in July, it follows that the lowering of the pres-

sure on the top of Pike's Peak due to the lower tempera-

ture of January is upwards of I'ooo inch. From the

greatly steeper barometric gradients thus formed for

upper currents during the cold months of the year from
equatorial to polar regions, these currents attain their

maximum strength in winter and converge upon those re-

gions of the earth where the mean temperature is lowest.

As is now well known, atmospheric pressure in summer is

lowest in the central regions of the continents of Asia,

Africa, and America ; and highest in the Atlantic between
Africa and the United States, and in the Pacific between
the United States and Japan, the absolutely lowest being
in Asia, where temperature is relatively highest with re-

spect to the regions immediatel)' surrounding, and ab-
solutely lowest in the Atlantic, which is most completely
surrounded with highh'-heated continental lands. Again, in

winter the lowest atmospheric pressures are found in the

north of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, where temperature
is relatively highest, latitude for latitude ; and the highest

pressures towards the centres of the continents, some
distance to southward of the regions where at this season
abnormally low temperatures are lowest.

The causes which bring about an unequal distribution

of the ntass of the atmosphere are the temperature and the

moisture considered with respect to the geographical dis-

tribution of land and water. Owing to the different

relations of land and water to temperature, the summer
temperature of continents mtich exceeds that of the ocean
in the same latitudes ; and hence results the abnormally
high temperature of the interior of Asia, Africa, America,
and Australia during their respective summers, in conse-
quence of which the air becoming specifically lighter as-

cends in enormous columns thousands of miles in diameter.

Winds from the ocean set in all round to take the place
of the air thus removed, raising the rainfall to the annual
maximum, and still further diminishing the atmospheric
pressure. On the other hand, since in winter the

temperature of the continents and their atmosphere falls

abnormally low, the air becomes more condensed in the
lower strata, and pressure is thereby diminished in the
upper regions over the continents. Upper currents set

in all round upon the continents, and thus the sea-level

pressures become still further increased. Hence the ab-
solutely highest mean pressure occurring anj'w-here on the
globe at any season, about 30'5oo inches, occurs in Africa in

the depth of winter.

Now observation conclusively proves that from the
region of high pressure in the interior of Asia in winter,
from the region of high pressure in the Atlantic in summer,
and from all other regions cf high pressure, the winds blow
outwards in all directions ; and that towards the region of
low pressure m Asia in summer, towards the region of low
pressure in the north of the Atlantic in winter, and to-

wards all other regions of low pressure, whenever and
wherever they occur, the winds blow in an in-moving
spiral course.

-Since enormous misses of air are in this way poured
into the region where pressure is low without increasing

that pressure, and enormous masses of air flow out of the

region where pressure is high without diminishing that

pressure, it is simply a necessary inference to conclude
that the masses of air poured all round into the region of

low normal pressure do not accumslatc over that region,

but must somehow escape away into other regions ; and
that the masses of air which flow outwards on all sides

from the region of high normal pressure must have their

place taken by fresh accessions of air poured in from
above. Keeping in view the law of the barometric gradient

as applicable to all heights of the atmosphere, it is evident

that the ascending current from a low-pressure area, the

air composing which is relatively warm and moist, will

continue its ascent till a height is reached at which the

pressure of the air of the current equals or Just falls short

of the pressure over the surrounding regions at that high

level. On reaching this height, the air, being no longer

buoyed up by a greater specific levity than that of the sur-

rounding a'r, ceases to ascend, and thereafter spreads itself

horizontally as upper currents towards those regions which
offer the least resistance to it. The overflow of the upper

currents is thus in the direction of those regions where
pressure at the time is least, and this again we have seen to

be towards and over that region or those regions the air of

which in the lower strata of the atmosphere is colder

and drier than that of surrounding regions.

The broad conclusion is this : the winds on the surface

of the globe are indicated by the isobaric lines showing
the distribution of the mass of the earth's atmosphere
near the surface, the direction of the wind being from
regions where pressure is high towards regions where
pressure is low, in accordance with Buys Ballot's law.

On the other hand, the low-pressure regions, such as

the belt of calms in equatorial regions, the interior

of Asia in summer, and the north of the Atlantic and
Pacific in winter, with their ascending currents, and rela-

tively higher pressure at great heights as coinpared with

surroundmg r^egions, point out the sources or fountains

whence the upper currents flow. From these sources the

upper currents spread themselves and flow towards and
over those parts of the earth where pressure is relatively

low. These directions are, speaking generally, from equa-

torial to polar regions ; but more particularly towards and
over those more restricted regions where in the lower

strata of the atmosphere the air is colder and drier than

in neighbouring regions, such as the Atlantic between the

United States and Africa in summer, and Central Asia in

winter.

This view of the general movements of the upper
currents of the atmos^ihere is in accordance with the

observations which have been made in dift'erent parts of the

globe on the motions of the cirrus cloud, and with obser-

vations of the directions in which ashes from volcanoes

have been carried by these upper currents. In further

corroboration of the same views, reference may be made
to the researches made in recent years, particularly by
Prof. Hildebrandsson and Clement Ley, into the upper

currents of the atmosphere, based on observations of the

movements of the cirrus cloud in their relation to the

cyclones and anticyclones of north-western Europe.

An important bearing of cyclonic and anticyclonic

areas on the distribution of temperature may be here

referred to. The temperature is abnormally raised on the

east side of cyclonic areas and abnormally depressed on
their west sides; but, on the other hand, temperature is

abnormally raised on the west sides of anticyclonic areas,

and depressed on their east sides—the directions being

reversed in the southern hemisphere.' Since the tempera-

ture is lower in the rear than in the front of a cyclone, it

follows that, relatively to the sea-level pressures, pressure

will be lower in the upper regions in the rear of a cyclone

than in front of it, a result which the Ben Nevis observa-
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tions strongly confirm. Hence relatively warmer and
moister upper currents will'llow backward over the colder

and drier air immediately in the rear of the centres of

cyclones ; and upper currents also presenting contrasts

of temperature and vapour will overlap the outskirts of

anticyclones. These considerations suggest how very di-

verse interpretations of the movements of the cirrus cloud
in their relation to cyclones and anticylones have origi-

nated, and may also indicate lines of research into some of

the more striking optical scenic displays of the atmosphere.

ELECTRIC SHADOWS
'T^HE brilliant researches of Crookes upon the electric
-' discharges in highly attenuated vacua, which some

four years ago culminated in the discovery of the pheno-
mena of "radiant matter," revealed, amongst other
singular and curious effects, the existence of electric

shadows. In the tube; employed by Crookes, wherein
the rarefaction had been carried to miUionths of the nor-

mal air pressure, objects cut out in sheets of metal or

other good conductors of electricity were found to cast

shadows against the glimmering surfaces of the ghss

the notice of these researches for Nature in 1881, I

made the following remark :
— " These dust-figures have

an obvious relation with those obtained by Wiedemann
from the discharge of Leyden jars through a pointed con-
ductor against the surfaces of various bodies. It would
be interesting to ascert.iin whether by this process also
shadow-figures can be produced." The suggestion then
thrown out has not been lost, for during the current year
a memoir has appeared on the subject of electric shadows
from the pen of Prof. Augusto Righi, of Padua, giving

when interposed in the path of the discharge. Tlie

deflection of these shadows by the magnet was also

observed by Crookes. About eighteen months afterwards

some analogous phenomena were observed and described

by Prof. W. Holtz of Berlin ; the main difference between
the phenomena observed by Crookes and by Holtz being
that in the experiments of the latter the shadows were
obtained at the ordinary pressure of the air by means of

the discharge from a Holtz's influence machine. Of these

researches some account was given at the time in Naiuke
(vol. xxiv. p. 130) by the writer of this article. It will

be sufficient here to recall the more salient points. In

the place of the usual discharging knobs of the Holtz

machine were fixed a wooden disk covered with silk on
the one side, and a metallic point on the other. The
discharge from the latter causes the surface of the former
to assume a faint, phosphorescent glow, visible only in

complete darkness ; and on this faintly illuminated sur-

face shadows were cast when conducting bodies— such,

for example, as crosses or rings cut from thin brass or

foil, strips of damp cardboard, wires, and other similar

objects. It was also noticed by Holtz that these shadow-
figures could be temporarily fixed by dusting upon them
some fine powder, such as lycopodium. In preparing

the results of an investigation of shadows produced by
this very method. 1 propose to give here a resume of

the phenomena observed by Righi.

Righi discusses in an introductory way the suggestion

of Crookes as to the relation between the length of the

mean free path of the molecules and the distance to

which the "radiant" discharge can be traced from the

electrode. He observes that even in cases where the

mean free path (as determined by the temperature of the

gas) be very short, as in air at ordinary pressure, the

motion of the gaseous molecules as a whole may yet be
in nearly straight lines of considerable length, owing to

the fact that the electric force in the space where dis-

charge is taking place will necessarily t^nd to urge an
electrified molecule along the lines of electric force, and
will act in the same direction whether the charge on any
single molecule remain upon it or whether it be shared
with other molecules .igainst which it may impinge in its
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flight. The only question was whether the velocity im-

pressed by the electric action could be made relatively

sufficiently great. This depended upon the magnitude
of the electric density at the surface of the electrified

body, and for this reason Righi used a very sharp point for

the discharge. Fig. i shows the arrangements for ob-

taining the electric shadows by Righi's process, a b is

an ordinary retort-stand of iron, and upon it are clamped
three adjustable arms of ebonite. The uppermost of

these carries a short metal rod, pointed below and
terminated above in a metal ball. The intermediate sup-
port carries the object, C, which is to cast the shadow.
The lowermost arm is fashioned as a clip in which can be
held a disk, d, to receive the shadows. This disk is pre-

ferably of ebonite backed on its under side with brass or
tinfoil. In certain cases a metal disk varnished on the

upper surface is used. Fig. 2 shows a favourite form of

object for casting a shadow—a floral or cruciform design
cut from thin metal and mounted on a stem of ebonite or

glass. To produce the shadow-figures a Leyden jar is

charged to such a potential as to be able to yield a spark
of I to 2 centimetres' length. The outer coating is put in

communication with the lower surface of the disk D, and
the knob of the jar communicating with its inner coating
is then brought into contact with the top of the pointed
rod. The jar discharges itself rapidly and almost noise-

lessly. Then there is immediately sifted over the disk,

from a box covered with muslin, some mixed powders of

minium and flowers of sulphur, in the usuil manner of

procuring Lichtenberg's figures. .\ shadow of the inter-

posed object is at once revealed by the powders. If the
discharge has been a positive one, the shadow of the cross

will appear in red surrounded by a neutral region, outside
which there will be a region tinted yellow with sulphur.

The colours will be reversed with a negative discharge.
The shadow is depicted in Fig. 3. The size of the shadow
varies with the distance of the object. Righi recommends
that the object should be three centimetres above the
disk, and the point twelve centimetres, or less, above the
object. The lines of discharge appear to be hyperbolic
in form. If a disk of ebonite only be placed at d, and the
brass disk below it be lowered down, the effects are less

distinct. If a narrow strip of foil or thin brass be placed
below the eb )nite di=k, the shadow becomes compressed
laterally and shows itself only on the region over the strip,

and takes the form shown in Fig. 4. .Similar shadows
can be obtained according to Righi, on metallic disks
covered with non-conducting varnish, but in this case by
the use, not of the Leyden jar, but of an influence
machine. This inethod is identical with one of Holtz's
suggestion. Righi also finds that if the metal disk be
previously coated v/ith a conducting powder, such as
finest zinc filings, minium, or even powdered glass, a
shadow can be obtained. This method affords indeed
very sharp shadows, so that thin wires and even wire
gauze can be projected in shadow on the disk. Righi has
gone still further, and by substituting a sensitive gelatino-
bromide plate, has photographed the shadows produced
during a five or ten minutes' discharge. In this experi-

ment two figures showed themselves : one, the genuine
electric shadow ; the other, the genuine photographic
shadow cast by the opaque object under the faint star of
light emanating from the electrified point above.

If the object whose shadow is to be thus obtained is

itself electrified, a curious effect is observed. If it be
electrified with a charge of the same sign as that of the
point above it, the shadow swells out. If electrified with
a charge of opposite sign, the shadow becomes attenuated.
Connecting the object to earth has the same effect as in

the latter case. The presence of an electrified body on
the right or left of the region in which the discharge is

taking place has the effect of causing the shadow to be
displaced. In fact the presence of such a body alters the
equipotential surfaces, and therefore alters the lines of
electric force in the field. If the discharge takes place
through two points placed side by side at a short distance
apart over two objects respectively beneath them, the two
electric shadows are mutually repelled from the positions

wheie their geometrical shadows lie. Similar observations
of electrostatic influence were made two years ago by
Messrs. Fine and Magie of Princetown, New Jersey.
Much as has been done of late years, especially by the

late Mr. Spottiswoode in conjunction with Mr. J. F.

Moulton, by Drs. De La Rue and Hugo M tiller, by
Crookes, by Goldstein, and others, to elucidate the phe-
nomena of electric discharges, there probably still

remains much to be discovered, and to be e.xplained.

The phenomena of electric shadows are amongst the
matters best worthy of study in this rapidly progressing
department of science. Silvanus P. Thompson

NOTES
We give this week a further instalment of notices of the

strange coloured effects recently observed in the skies, and our

readers in all parts of the world will render a service if they will

communicate any similar facts they may have observed, giving,

as far as possible, accurate dates. In an article in Saturday's

Times, Mr. Norman Lockyer shows that the body of evidence

already to hand connects them with the eruption of Krakatoa

but, to place the matter beyond doubt, further information is

required. The study of direction and of dates, and the facts

touching the variation in the phenomena from August to

December, all point in the same direction.

No one will be surprised, though allmust regret, that his state

of health and advanced years have compelled Prof. Owen to

resign his appointment as Superintendent of the Natural His-

tory Department of the British Museum. Prof Owen's pre-

euinent services to science, pure and applied, are too well known
to require recapitulation in these columns, especially as very

recently we referred to them in detail in connection with his

portrait as one of our " Scientific Worthies." Advanced in years

as he is, the venerable naturalist's interest in science seems as

strong as ever ; to each of the last two meetings of the Royal

Society he contributed an important paper : we hope they will

be by no means the last of such contributions.

We learn with the greate-t pleasure that Prof Sylvester has

been appointed to succeed the late Prof. Henry Smith in the

Savilian Chair of Geometry at Oxford. No more worthy suc-

ces or to the late Savilian Professor could have been found, and

it is satisfactory to know that at last the services of one of our

greatest living mathematicians have been permanently secured

for his native country.

The ceremony ofdistributing the prizes to the successful students

of the Finsbury Technical Collegeand the South London Technical

Art School took place on Monday evening in the Hall of the

Clothvvorkers' Company, Mincing Lane. The Lord Mayor presided,

supported by the President of the Royal Society, the Sheriffs, Sir
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!•'. liramwell.SirF. Abel, tlienevvly-electeJ chairman of the Society

of Arts, and a largenumber of gentlemen iiiteresteJ in promoting

leclmical education, tlie hall being filled with students. The
prizes were delivered by Prof. Huxley, whj afterwards gave an

addi-ess. After speaking of the progress in technical education

which had been made since 1877, and spealiing in high terms of

the system pursued at the Finsbury Technical College, Pr jf.

Huxley said that all his lifehehad been trying to persuade people

that if they wanted to teach physical science it was no use to

attempt to proceed by filling the minds of the students with

general propositions which they did not under.iland, from which

they^wereto deduce details which they comprehended still less.

If they went to the Exhibition Road, South Kensingt m, they

would fee a very splendid pile of buildings which had already

cost 75,000/., and which he sincerely trusted would cost a very

great deal more. That building was the mere bricks and stones

of the Central Institute, and the business upon which Sir

Frederick Bramwell, the Chairman of the Committee, he (Prof.

Huxley), and his colleagues had lately been so largely occupied

was making a soul for this body. It was an i"'mensely difficult

operation, as they were always in danger, like Frankenstein in the

story, of m.aking something which would eventu.ally devour them

instead of being useful to them. Their great anxiety had been to

make it good and useful, so that the great scheme of technical

education might be thoroughly carried into effect. He was per-

fectly sure tfcat ihey had in the system of technological examina-

tion, and in such institutions as Finsbury College, the Kennin^ton

School, and the Central Institution, something which would most

indubitably be the nucleus of a vastgrowth of similar organisations.

I le had not the smallest djubt that, before Ihisgeneration had passed

away, instead of 150 centres at which such examinations were

conducted, they would beciunted by hundreds, anl instead of

the two or three high-class places of technical instruction which

had been enumerated they would be counted in different parts of

this island by the score, and that they vvould have in the Central

Institute the great uniting point for the whole of this network

through which the information and the discipline which were

needful for carrying the industries of the country into operation

would be distributed into every locality in which such indastries

were carried on. He regarded it as even a more important

function of such organisations that they would be places to

which every young artisan of industry and ability could look to

gratify his legitimate ambition. His study of history had led

him to the conclusion that there never had been, and there never

was likely to be, any great cause of widespread social discon-

tent excrpt hunger of some kind or other. There was phy.sical

hunger of the body, and there was intellectual hunger arising in

the minds of capable and energetic men who were prevented by

the accidents of life, or the organisation of society, from taking

the places for which they were fitted. Everything which spreads

a knowledge of technical processes among our industrial classes

tended to fit them to fight better that great battle of competition

in which they had hitherto maintained themselves victoriously in

virtue of the in.vard natural powers and capacity of the race,

but in which the struggle becimc more difficult, not only because

on the continent of Europe training and discipline were supple-

menting whatever might be lacking of energy and capacity, but

because on the other side of the Atlantic there was a people as

numerous as ourselves, of the same stock, blood, race, and

power, who would rnn us harder than any competitors had

hitherto done. If we were to hold our own in this great world

competition, it must be because the native force and intelligence

«ere supplemented by careful training and discipline, such as

were proposed to be given by the system of technical education.

At the meeting last week in connection with the memorial to

the late Mr. Spottiswoode, a committee was formed for the pur-

pose of procuring a portrait or bust for presentation to the Royal

Society, and also to consid- r the question of establishing a

further memorial of his connection with the Society. Prof.

Huxley, Mr. W. De La I- ue, Mr. Bowman, Dr. Evans, the

Astronomer-Royal, and Mr. F. Gallon, were appointed as mem-
bers of the committee.

We have received from the publishers, Mei-srs. De la Rue
and Co., a sample of their pojket-books, dale cards, and pretty

Christmas cards, which each year seem to become more and

more attractive. The pocUet-Look, a sfkialiU which Messrs.

De la Rue have brought to great perfection, is imleed a mullum
in patvo. Not only does it contain the usual almanac, but also

much useful information. The mean ti.i.e of high water in all

|)arts of the world, the length of a degree of latitude and

longi:ude, a table of magnetic elements, which, as inferred

for next year, are declination 18° 12' W., inclination 67° 32',

horizontal force 3'92, vertical force 9 '50, total force lo'27,

a table of specific gravities, the vari ms tables of weights

and measures together with the French measures, the dates

of ecli|)se-, and the mean time of the snn's southing, &c.,

all given with the usual exactness which has caned this

pocket-book to be looked to by many scientific men as a help in

their drily work. The date cards are in all shapes and sizes,

for hanging on an office wall or to stand on the writing table in

the s'.udy. The Christmas cards are now produced with such care

in drawing and colour as to have become veritable works of art,

and it is truly a difficult task to select from amongst the different

series before us iho e which maybe considered to carry off the

prize. Mention mu-t, however, be made of the beautiful etchings

on satin and the col ured drawings of child and bird-life, the

latter particularly .showing both artistic and scientific knowledge,

and it was a happy thought to produce these on such a material

as satin, which gives a wonderful softness and finish to the

pictures, and makes thent suitable for adorning screens, panels,

sachets, and the various dainty trifles which will be eagerly

sought for this Christmas. The hunting series is drawn with

great spirit, and many a child, both old and young, will be

charmed with the n jvcl idea of the introduction of the persist-

ence of vi-ion by building up a hunting scene by the hunters and

hare on one side and the hor.-es and dogs on the other of a rapidly

spun card. Other cards t )0 are arranged to in'roduce Wheat-

stone's principle of the wheel of life. The flower series, which is

drawn with the same delicacy that we noticed in the colouring of

the birds' plumage, is this year enriche I by some Alpine

favourites, which will carry many of us back to our summer

haunts, and cause us to thank Messrs. De la Rue for enabling us

to recall at this inclement season one of the many enjoyments of

our yearly holiday.

The Times of Friday last contains an account of the results

obtained in the Dacca and Iiiternalional, wdiich \vere ^ent out to

take soundings in the Atlantic for the purpose of laying a cable

between Spain and the Canaries. Mr. Buchanan accompanied

the expedition, and his observations on the corals, which seem

to be creating a " coming Atlantis," are of much interer.t. The

precise information obtained about some of the banks which

stud this part of the Atlantic is a valuaMe addition to existing

knowledge on the subject.

The naturalist Petit has returned to France from the Con^o

region, whei'e he has spent several years, especially between the

Gaboon and the Congo. He brings home large collections,

especially in ornithology.

One necessary result of the scattered population of the United

States of America has been the co-education of the sexes. Other

countries have inquired as to the effect of the mixing together of

boys and girls not only in schools but also in classes, and this

has led the Bureau of Education to take the opinions of the
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school officers of 144 towns of less than 7000 inhabitants, and

196 larger cities, as to the good or evil result therefrom. There
is an almost uniform reply in its favour. Only 19 out of the

\\hole number separate the sexes, and only 12 out of these

speak decidedly against it. The general morality and tone of

society in America prevent its having any mischievous effect,

while their innumerable small schools necessitate a large supply

of female teachers ^^•h 1 are the better qualified by their early

competition and parallel education with boys. The Bureau,

however, calls attention to the fact that both advantages may be

absent in an older and more thickly populated country where

concentration and divisiin of labour is more practicable.

The Report of the Manche-ter Public Free Libraries i-; a

very saiisfaclory one, showing that since 1876-77, when the

issues of books had been decreasing for several years, a steady

revival has set in and their circulation has increased more rapidly

than the population. Nothing also speaks so well for the suc-

cessful work, jjresent as well as prospective, of both central and

district libraries as the new cataloi^ues of first one and then

another which have followed each other at aver, ge intervals of

six months only.

On November 22, at aboutg a.m., a remarkable phenomenon

was observed at Alfia in the province of Helsingland. The
weather was mild and calm, and the sky clear, when from the

north the rays of an aurora be^an to deve'op, and soon bathed

the northern heaves s. Down by the eastern horizon a heavy

dark cloud rested, from which a magnificent meteor suddenly

darted forth. It traversed almost the entire heavens, spreading

a deep lurid light over every object, before which even the

aurora paled. The simultaneous observation of a starlight sky,

a flaming aurora, and a splendid meteor in the depth of winter

is described as very striking.

The Revue Positive, which has been edited by the late M. Littre

and latterly by M. Wirouboff, has published its last number. The
reason alleged is the want of intere;t no.v felt in F'rance for

merely theoretical qne-tions, and the success obtained in a number

of special directions by the principles of positive philDSophy. It

has lived fifteen years.

Part hi. Vol. ii. of the Memorie delta Socielu Geografica

Ilaliana is entirely occupied with the w irking out of the zoologi-

cal collections made during the Italian Expedition to Equatorial

Africa. Signor Vinciguerra treats on the freshwater fishe?, M.
A. de Bormans on the Orthoptera, M. C. Oherthiir on the

Lcpidoptera, and M. Lethierry on the Hemiplera ; in all cases

there were new forms to describe, and the rao.^t interesting

Lepidoptera are ilhrstrated on a large folded plate. These

memoirs appeared originally in the Annaii dil Aliiseo Civico di

Storia Nalurale di Genma, but will be useful in their collected

form.

EarthquaIvES are- reported (i) fi'om Steinbruck (Styria),

where a severe shock was felt on November 7 at 3 p.m., and a

second one six minutes later, both in a vertical direction ; (2)

from Kalienbach, near Miillheim, where a loud subterranean

noise was heard, accompanied by a shock on November 11 at

9 p.m. The phenomemn was als5 observed in the surrounding

villages, and was preceded in the daytime by a severe thunder-

storm
; (3) from thenei^hbourhaod of Trawnik (Bosnia), where, on

November 15 at 9.45 p.m., a violent undulatory earthquake was

felt, accompanied by subterranean noise. The phenomenon

lasted five seconds, and its direction was from north-west to

south-east. An earthquake is also reported from Patra (Greece),

where a violent shock occurred on November 14 at 3.40 a.m.

In connection with the Quekett Microscopical Club, six

demonstrations upon elementary subjects connected with micro

scopy will be given at University College, in Class Room No. 8,

at 7.30, on the following evenings :—December 14, 1883,
Cutting Sections of Hard Tissues, by T. Charters White,

M.R.C.S.
; January 11, 18S4, Microscopical Drawing, by J.

D. Hardy ; February 8, the Sponge Skeleton as a means of

recognising Genera and Species, by J. G. Waller ; March 14,

How to Work with the Microscope, by E. M. Nelson ; May 9,

Polarised Light, by Charles Stewart, F.L.S.
; June 13, Staining

Vegetable Tissues, by W. H. Gilburt.

On the Zuiderzee interesting experiments were recently made
with fog-horns of a novel construction. They are sounded by
steam, and are worked after the fashion of Morse telegraphs with

long and sh ni sounds. Two ships were provided with the fog-

horns ; on each there were telegraphists working the horn, and

the signals were distinctly heard and under.^^tood even if the

distance between the ships was such that they lost sight of each

other.

A German Meteorological Society was founded at Hamburg

on November 18 last, when many eminent men of science

were present. Dr. Neumayer was elected president; the object

of the Society was defined as
—" The cultivation of meteorology

as a science and in its relations to practical life." The Society

will support meteorological research and publish a meteorological

serial. At the first meeting I,)r. Hellmann spoke on twilight

phenomena. Dr. van Bebber on barometrical minima with erratic

movement, and Dr. Koppen on his metho I of testing the results

of weather forecasts.

The addition, to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include two Lesser White-nosed Monkeys {Cerco-

pithectis petaiiristci) from West Africa, presented respectively by

the Rev. W. C. Willoughby and Mr. S. E. Sims ; twenty

Barbary Turtle Doves {Turlur risoriiis) from India, presented

by Mr. A. T. Hirsch, F.Z. S. ; two Bearded Titmice {Panuriis

biarmicus), European, presented by Mr. H. D. Astley, F.Z.S. ;

a Water Rail (Rallus aquatieiis), British, presented by Mr. E.

G. B. Meade Waldo ; an Indian Crocodile (Crecoddus palustris)

from India, presented by Sir Joseph Fayrer, K.C.S.I., F.Z.S. ;

two Scaly-breasted Lorikeets ( Triclioglossus chlorolepidotus), from

New South Wales, a St. Thoiias's Conure [Coniiriis xniilho-

h^inus) from St. Thomas, West Indies, four West African Love

Birds {Agapornis pullatia) from West Africa, two Undulated

Grass Parrakeets {Mdopsittacus iindiilatus), a Cockateel (Colo-

psitla nozhe-hollandia:) from Australia, two Indian Crocodiles

[Crocodihis palustiis) from India, deposited ; a Hairy Porcupine

(Sphingurus villoius) from Brazil, on approval ; tw o Cirl Buntings

{Emieriza cirlus), British, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Encicl's Comet.—di Octuber 16 M. Otto Struve presented

to the Imperial Academy of Sciences of St. Petersburg a new
memoir on the motion of Encke's comet, by Dr. Backlund, of

the Observatory at Pulkowa, who has continued the researches

commenced by the late Dr. von Asten. Shortly before the

decease of the latter, in August, 1S78, he had completed a

memoir upon this comet, in which it was proved that the appear-

ances between 1819 and 1858 might be co.nprised, so to say,

under a single formula, adopting one value for the effect of a

resisting medium ; or an acceleration of o"'i04 in the mean
motion in each revolution. Nevertheless the observations at the

different returns were not repre-ented with such a degree of pre-

cision as to exclude a probable error of 9" o for each co-ordinate

of a norinal position, and for certain appearances the agreement

with the formula was so little satisfactory that a suspicion arose

of the existence, besides gravitation and a resisting medium, of

other agents which had affected the motion of the comet. The
su-picion was further incre.ised when it was found by Asten that
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the appearance in 1871 could in no way be included under the
general formula, without admitting thai the resisting medium
had ceased to operate, or that the comet during the revolution
immediately preceding had undergone a sudden retardation
through the intervention of some unknown force. Following up
at first the latter hypothesis, he was able to assign approximately
the time when such perturbation must have taken effect, and
found that at this time the comet was traversing the region of
the small planets between Mars and Jupiter. This circumstance
led Asten to conjecture that the attraction of one of these bodies,
which the comet had encountered, might have occasioned the
retardation.

A similar retardation was indicated again by the last appear-
ance of the comet in 1881, and, following a similar method,
Dr. Backlund was able to fix the time and the approximate
place, which was again found to be in the midst of the zone of
small planets. Thus, as M. Otto Struve remarks in his report
upon Dr. Backlund's memoir, there was reason to think that we
were upon the traces of a very interesting discovery, which
added much to the interest attaching to his new researches on
the last four appearances of the comet, as a complement to the
investigations of Asten for the period 1819-1868. This addi-
tional work has not, however, led to a confirmation of the
above-named hypothesis, but has replaced it by results of a more
piositive character and of greater scientific importance.

Dr. Backlund had found, on following rigorously the rules of
calculation adopted by his jiredecessor, that the last four appear-
ances, and particularly those of 1871 and 1881, could not be
represented without admitting that the acceleration had dimin-
ished considerably, and had even disappeared for the last two
returns. But on a closer examination it was discovered that a
strange error had entered into the combination of the appear-
ance of 1868 with the two preceding ones ; in one of these
revolutions where the observations made after perihelion w ere
combined with those made before the succeeding one, Asten,
though he supposed he had taken into account the resistance,
had in fact not done so. This being rectified, the errors of
1871 and iSSi, which amounted to many minutes, were de-
stroyed in great measure, and the discordances reduced to
tolerable though still unsatisfactorily large quantities. After a
revision of the formulae employed, Dr. Backlund succeeded in

reducing the probable error remaining in each co-ordinate of a
normal position to 4"'i. The introduction of the mass of
Jupiter, according to the determination of Bessel-Schur, further
reduced this probable error to 2"'8, assigning for the accelera-
tion during the period in question o"-o54 for each entire revolu-
tion, and M. Struve considers that Di-. BacKlund's researches
have thus put us in possession of a theory of the comet for its

later returns which leaves little or nothing to be desired.

It has been mentioned that for the period 1S19-186S the
probable error in the normal positions given by Asten anrounled
to 9"-o. Partly, perhaps, the larger error is attributable to the
inferiority of the instrumenal means available in the first half of
the century, but probably in a gr'eater degree to imperfections
detected in the theory adopted for this earlier period, upon which
M. Struve's report enters mto some detail. For this reason Dr.
Backlund has charged himself h ith the constr-uction of a new
theory for the interval 1819-1S68, in which he will be much
assisted by the earlier work of Asten, described as having been
left in admirable order, and thus admitting of being followed
and verified at every step.

While awaiting the results of these further iuvestigations, M.
Struve draws attention to a very singular fact, which will not be
affected by them. He remarks there is no reason to doubt that
the acceleration has much diminihed in the interval between the
mean epochs of the two periods referred to above. He asks :

Is it that the volume of the comet has diminished in the
interval ? The observations afford no trace of such diminution.
Or again,—has the matter of which the comet is composed been
increased ? On this we can say nothing. There i-, further,

the supposition that the so called resisting medium has altered
in density, or again, that the acceleration attributed to the
effect of a resisting medium is produced by forces of a totally
different nature.

All this for the moment must remain enigmatical, but the fact
is established that the acceleration has diminished ; we cannot say
whether this diminution has been produced instantaneously or
gradually ; it is a point upon which the new researches under-
taken by Dr. Backlund may enlighten us.

Encke's comet returns to perihelion in March, 1885.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The eleventh number, 1883, of Petermann's Giographische

Mitthcilttugni opens with a minute account of the archipelago
of Chiloe, by Dr. C. Martin, who in former numbers of the
Mitt/intinigeit, in the /\ifis/a cientifica de Chile, and in other publi-
cations, has already communicated important information on this

part of the earth's surface. The present contribution has special re-

ference to vol. viii., recently published at Santiago, oi\.\\e. Anuario
de la Marina de C/tile. The ne.xt article gives an interesting
sketch of the progress of the knowledge of Kafiristan by Eui-opeans
from 1S29, when it first became known to Elphinstone, down to
the present year, when Mr. McNair, the Indian Government
surveyor, penetrated as far as the Dorah Pass ; and an account
of the present state of the inhabitants ethnographically, etho-
logically, socially, morally, and religiously, according to the
reports of the Rev. Mr. Hughes and other recent visitors. The
third article traces the route of the Russian Embassy of 1878-79
through Afghanistan and the Khanate of Bukhara, following the
descriptions of Dr. J. Jaworski, member of the Russian Geographi-
cal Society, who as physician accompanied the Embassy, and has
recently published an account of the expedition in two thick octavo
volumes in Russian. In a long paper illustrated by a map by
Bruno Hassenstein, which also embraces Dr. Junker's expedition
through those parts, Dr. Emin-Bey prosecutes his travels to the
west of the Bahr-el-Jebel in October and November of last

year. Starting from Bedden, on the White Nile, on October 9, he
penetrated south-westwards a- far as Janda, the extreme southern
post in the Kakuak country, whence he proceeded north-west-
wards through the Fadjelu Land, the station Kabajendi, the
region of the Makraka and of the Abuka, .as far as the station

of Gosa. From this point Dr. Emin-Bey turned south-east-

wards through the Abukaja country, and the Makraka-Ssgaire
stations, and on Noveirber 26 arrived at the station of Wandi.
The Makraka are described as a people dowered, both men and
women, with a remarkable profusion of hair, which by means
of fat, the sap of trees, &c., they sludiDitsly arrange in plaits,

pigtails, &c., producing very surpriiing effects. The name
Makraka, though now universally applied to the people of that

region, was, it appears, not the original name, but, signifying

cannibals, was at first u^ed by the natives to designate a body or

invadei-s of the Iddo race from the south. Dr. K. Zopprit?,

in the next following article, discusses Dr. Emin-Bey 's measure-
ments of heights and atmospherical pressure at Lado.

We have also received the Mittheihingen of the Geographic.Tl

Society in Ilambui-g for 1S80-81. It contains a very copious
account of the Island of Lhios (or Scio) geographically, geo-
logically, ethnologically, and commercially ; a lecture on the

cola-nut, dehvered before the Geographical Society of Hamburg
on January 5 of last year, and an instructive description of the
" sacred " Japanese town of Kioto. Next follows a very care

ful and comprehensive account in 250 pages, by Dr. H. Siegler-

scbmidt, of the results of the North Polar expeditions of this

century. After summing up our knowledge of the North Polar
regions in the year 1S18, the review traces the history of North
Polar investigation since that date, taking stock, in particular,

of our knowledge of East Greenland, Spitzbergen, the Siberian

glacial sea, and other hyperborean tracts. Lastly, it draws up the

total results down to the present date in respect of hydrography,
meteorology, magnetism, astronomy, &c. In the next article

Herr E. R. Flegel gives the first of a series of sketches intended

to comprise (l) the mangrove swamps of the delta of the Niger
;

(2) the mountains of Cameroon ; and (3) the banks of the lower

Niger. In this first sketch we are introduced to the long anil

narrow sandy strip of land rising but little above the level of the

sea, and running parallel with the coast of the Bight of Benin.

The I'eyhandlungcn of the Berlin Geographical Society,

Bandx., No. 7, contains a very copious article on Wisconsin:
and the Zeitschrift of the same society, No. 105, gives the con-

clusion of Dr. Kichthofen's account of his travels in China, as

also, among other valuable papers, a contribution to the ethno-

graphy of the extreme nonh-ea-t of Asia, I y Herr G. Gerland.

We have further received the Bulletin de la Society de Geographie
for the second and third quarters of this year. An article by M.
Grandidier briefly describes the | rovince of Imerina, the central,

as also the most populous and important, province of Madagascar.
The province is mountainous, traversed by numerous water-

courses, entii'ely bare of tree or shrub, or often even of cultivated

plant, scarcely inhabited in the hilly grour.ds, but thickly peopled
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in the valleys. The hills covering most of the country, of
hard and compact red clay, through which blocks of granite

crop largely up, are not fertile. To the west of the capital,

in the very centre of the province, is a large plain, about 30
km. long by as many broad, formerly a Like or marsh, now
an immense field of rice, where emerge hamlets and houses like

so many islets. There is also an interesting account of the

Fuegians. The fluctuations of the Indian population in the
United States are discu-sed by M. de Sem.iUe in an article to

which M. Simonin shortly repl'es. The kingdom of Perak,
the Peninsula of Malacca, is described by M. De La Croix.

Commandant Gallieni, of the French Naval Infantry, furnishes

a'mass of information on the races and populations of the Upper
Niger, while Dr. Audray relates at considerable lenjtli his per-

sonal impressions and reminiscences of Hue during the eighteen

months he passed there at the T'rench Legation. M. Fernandez
also communicates a paper on the Argentine Republic.

The Bulletin of the American Geographical Society has a
paper on the Philippme Islands by Dr. Kneeland, and another
on the currents of the Pacific Ocean, by Dr. Anti^ell.

In an article in the last nuniber of the Bremen Geographical
yoitrnal on the inhabitants of the Chukche Peninsula, in the

north-east extremity of Asia, Dr. Aurel Krause, after a brief

sketch of voyages of discovery and scientific expeditions to that

region, sums u|) the viesvs of the different authorities with refer-

ence to the population of the penin-ula, and endeavours to re-

concile and supplement them with immediate observations of his

own. As the result of bis studies he distinguishes two different

races on the peninsula—the Chukches and the Eskimo.
The Chukches, ag.ain, are either nomadic or settled. The
nomadic Chukches, who are also distinguished by the possession

of reindeer, are scattered over the country to the west of Behring
Strait, as far as Chaun Bay and the sources of the Great and
Little Anjui, and south to the Anadyr River, some 50CO (Ger-
man) square miles of land, with a population hardly numbering
over 2000. The settled Chukches dwell ou the shores of

the Arctic Ocean from Chaun Bay to Behring Straits, and in

some spots on the east coast in villages counting up to forty

huts. There is also a third class of Chukches, intermediary

Ijetween the aristocratic reindeer proprietors and the fi-hers, a

class of merchants. A different race, looked down upon by the

Chukches, occupy the south coast from Point Chaplin (or

Indian Point) to Anadyr, as also parts of the ea--t coast. That
ihese are of the sime race as the Eskimo of the opposite

American coast their mode of living, their language, and bodily

structure testify beyond all doubt, according to Herr Krause,
his opinion on this point differing from that of the Vega staff.

According to Dall the-e Eskimo are slowly drifting south-

wards towards Kamtschatka. The Eskimo on the Asiatic

side of Behring Straits, including those of St. Lawrence
Island and of the Diomedes Islands, .should hardly exceed
2000. An ethnographical map and a list of Chukche and
Eskimo words in connection with the Chukche Peninsula are

appended to this valuable paper.

Dr. Emii, Riebeck of Halle, the well-known traveller, is

preparing for a second African journey, wh ch will be directed

to the Niger. He will be accompaniea by the naturalist Herr
G. A. Krause, well known as an excellent linguist and
mathematician.

THE NOVEMBER MEETING OF THE
NA TIONAL ACADEMV OF SCIENCES "

T7OR the first time in nineteen years, and the second time in

its history, the National Academy held its mid-year meeting
in New Haven, November 13-16. Thirty-three of the ninety-

three members were in attendance, and during its four days'

session twenty papers were presented.

The meeting was conspicuous for the discussion which most of

the papers called forth, and for the general participation of the

members in these discussions. It was interesting also, for the
report of the committee on the solar eclipse of last May, which
included the detailed reports of the expedition to Caroline
Island, undertaken under the auspices of the Academy, by the

principal participants. Profs. Holden and Hastings. It will

turther be remembered by the members from other cities for the

marked hospitalities they received at the hands of their eonfrires

* Science. From advance sheets ; favoured by the Editor.

of New Haven, and for its many social pleasures, culminating
in the brilliant public reception given them by the president.
Prof. Marsh, at his residence. The new buildings recently
finished, or in process of erection, for the furtherance of scientific

research and instruction in Yale College, were also examined
with interest, together « ith the treasures of the Peabody Museum,
where the finely-mounted collections of Profs. Verrill and E. S.
Dana, and the fossil vertebrates of Prof. Marsh, called forth
much admiration.

The generous discussion to which the papers gave rise was
provoked at the very start by the paper of Dr. Graham Bell
upon the formation of a deaf variety of the hitman race, which
had a broad, practical interest, and vxhich consumed the entire
morning session of the first day. Mr. Bell claimed that, from
purely philanthropic motives, we were pursuing a method in the
education of "deaf-mutes " distinctly tending to such a result,

supporting his assertions by statistics drawn from the published
reports of the different institutions in this country devoted to the
care of these unfortunates. They are separated in childhood
from association with hearing-children, and taught what is prac-
tically a foreign language— a practice which isolates them from
the rest of the community throughout their lives, and encourages
their intermarriage. Such marriages were increasing at an
alarming ratio, and with calamitous results. As a remedy for

this danger. Dr. Bell would have the children educated in the
public schools, thus bringing them into contact with hearing-
children in their play, and in instruction wherever they would not
be placed at a disadvantage, as in drawing and blackboard ex-

ercises. He would also entirely discard the sign-language, and
cultivate the use of the vocal organs, and the reading of the li; s.

The report on the f olar eclipse covered a variety of topics, and
will fill some hundred and fifty printed pages. In presenting it.

Prof E. S. Holden merely touched upon the principal points,

and gave the leading results, in much the same form as they have
already been given in this journal. The objects of the expeditijn
w ere successfully carried out ; and Prof. Holden regarded his

special work—the search for a pos-ible planet interior to Mer-
cury—as proving the non-existence of the siuall planets reported
by Profs. Watson and .Swift.

Dr. C. S. Hastings read in full the greater portion of his re-

port upon the spectroscopic work, which concluded with a critical

review of the generally-received theories of the solar atmosphere,
and suggested, instead, that the corona was a subjective pheno-
menon, largely due to the diffraction of light.

The presentation of these reports occupied the entire morning
session of Wednesday, and their discussion the greater part of
the afternoon se-sion.

In criticising the current use of the word " light " in physics,
Prof. NewC'imb opened a long and interesting discussion. He
urged that photometric measurements wcie comparatively value-

less, because they estimate a part only of the radiant energy of

the sun ; whereas the quantity uhich should be determined was
the number of ergs received per square centimetre. Prof.

Langley, however, asserted that it would be impossible to esti-

mate the radiant energy received from the stars with our present

appliances ; iiot all the stars combined would produce deflection,

even in so sensitive an apparatus as the bolometer.
Another feature of marked interest "as Prof. Rowland's ex-

hibition of photographs of the solar spectrum, obtained by his

new concave gratings, by which he had prepared a map of the

spectrum much more detailed than heretofore secured, and free

from the defects of scale found in previous photographs.
Prof. Asa) h Hall communicated the results of his researches

upon the mass of Saturn, based upon new measurements of the

distances of the outer satellites. He determines the mass of

the sun to that of Saturn to be as i to 1/3482.
Prof. Bre«er took the occasion of the Academy's meeting in

the city of his residence to exhibit samples of his experiments
of many years' duration upon the subsidence of particles in

liquids. They showed the action of saline and organic matter,

of acids and of freezing, upon the precipitation of sediments.

Most of the samples had been undisturbed for five or six years,

and showed varying degrees of opalescence, resulting from the

suspension of matter in the fluid.

We have mentioned only the more important papers, or those

which provoked a fuller discussion than usual. The following

complete list will show how largely the physical side of science

predominated at the meeting. In astronomy, besides the reports

on the eclipse of May 6, papers were read by A. Hall, on the

mass of Saturn ; by S. P. Langley, on atmospheric absorption
;
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and b/ O. T. Sheniiaii (|jre-ent by invitation), on personality in

the measures of the diameter of Venus : in mathematics, by
S. Newcomb, on the theory of errors of observation, and pro-

bible results : in physics, by S. Newcomb, on the use of tlie

word " light "
; by \V. U. Brewer, on the subsidence of particles

in liquids ; and by H. A. Rowland, on a new photograph of the

solar spectrum : in meteorology, by E. Ijoomis, on the reduction

of barometric observations to sea-level : in geol igy, by T. S.

Hunt, on the Animikie rocks of Lake Superior ; by J. D. Dana,

on the stratified drift of the New Haven region ; by B. Silliman,

on the mineralogy and litholojy of the Bodie mining district

;

and l)y J. S. Newberry, on the ancient glaciation of North
America: in chemi-try, by W. Gibbs, on phospho-vanadates,

arsenio-vanadates, and antimonio-vanadates, and on the existence

of new acids of |
hosphorus : in physiological chemistry, by

R. H. Chittenden (present by invitation), on new primary

cleavage forms of albuminous matter : in palaeontology, by J.

Hall, on the Pectinida; and Aviculida; of the Devonian system ;

and by O. C. Marsh, on the affinities of the dinosaurian reptiles :

and in anthropology, by A. G. Bell, on the formation of a deaf

variety of the human race ; and by J. \V. Ponell, on marriage

institutions in tribal society.

The report of the Committee on Glucose, appointed by the

President in conformity with a request from the Governmen
,

was accepted by the Academy, and uill be transmitted to Con-

gress with tiie President's report. This will also embody the

proceedings of recent meetings of the Acidemy, the rep )rt of

the Committee on Alcohol, and that on the eclipse of the sun,

together with the thinks of the Academy to the Secretary of the

Navy and the officers of the Hartford for their cooperation in

the expedition to Caroline Island. It will also include an ex-

pression of the approval of the Academy of the efforts now
making to secure a system of uniform time.

The next slated session of the Academy will be held in

"Washington in April next, and it is prubalile that the following

mid-year seFsion will be held in Cambridge.

RIPPLE-MARKS^
TN the first series of experiments a cylindrical vessel, like a Hat

bath, with upright sides, was placed on a table, which was

free to turn about a vertical axis. Some fine sand was .strewn

over the bottom to a depth o( about an inch, and water was

poured in until it stood three inches deep ever the sand. It was

found that rotational oscillation with a jerking motion of small

amplitude gave rise almost immediately to beautiful radial

ripples all round the bath. If the jerks were of small amplitude

the ripples were small, and if larger they were larger. The
radiating ripples began first to appe.ir at the outer margin of the

baih and grew inwards ; but the growth stopped after they had

extended to a certain di-tance. If the jerking motion was

violent, ri])ples were not formed near the circumference, and

they only began at some distance inwards.

An analysis of the observations was made on the hypothesis

that the water remained still, when the bath oscillated with a

simple harmonic motion. The problem was to find vihether A,

the wave-len'^'th of ripple (in inches) was directly ]iroportional to

V, the maximum velocity of the water relatively to the bottom

during the oscillatory motion ; also to lind the values of '<-\ and

v„. the least and greatest velocities of the water compatible with

the formation of ripple-mark.

It apjiears that, for the particular sand used, r'l is half a foot

per second, and v„ a foot per second ; and ihat the wave-length

of ripple, A, is •00245!-; when v is measured in inches per minute.

The several results were as fairly consistent with one another as

could be expected. The hypothesis that the water as a whole

executes a simple harmonic oscillation relatively to the bottom is

iifit, however, exact, and does not give the maximum velocity of

the water in cmtact with the sand relatively thereto. The
quantity called v is not in reality the maximum veloc'ty of the

water in contact with the bottom relatively thereto, but it is

6283 times the amplitude multiplied by the frequency. Thus

we cannot conclude that a current of half a foot per second is

just sufficient to stir the -and. In the state of oscillation corre-

sponding to V, it is probable that part of the water at the bottom

is moving with a velocity much greater than half a font per

second relatively to the sand.

' " On ihe rormatir-n nf Ripple-m.irk in Sand." Abstract of a pajier by
G H. Darwin, F.K.S. I'lumian Professjr and Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge, read before the Royal Society on November 22, 1883.

It was after making these experiments that what appears to

be the key-note of the whole phenomenon was discovered.

A series of ripples extending inwards for some distance having
been made by oscillation, and the water having come to rest,

the bath was turned slowly and nearly uniformly round. The
uniform current flattened the tops of the ripples, but made the

lee-side steeper.

It was conjectured that there would be eddies or vortices on
the lee-side, and in fact minute particles lying on the surface of

the sand w ere observed to climb up the lee-slope of the ripples

apparently againsl stream. This proved conclusively the exist-

ence of the suspected vortices.

If when the hath was at rest a sudden motion was given in

one direction, the sand on the lee-side of each ripple was ob-

served to be churned up by a vortex. By giving a short and
sudden motio)i the direct stream might be seen to pile up the

sand on the weather-side and the voitex to pile it up on the lee-

side. The sand so displaced formed two little parallel ridges,

that on the lee-side being a little below the crest of the ripple-

mirk.
For the purpose of examining the vortices a glass tube was

drawn out to a fine point and fitted at the other end with a short

piece of india-rubber tube. With this a drop of ink could be
squirted out at the bottom of the water. This method was
adopted in all sub equent observations, and it proved very

valuable. It may be worth mentioning that common ink, which
is heavier than water, was better than aniline dye.

A drop of ink was placed in the furrow between two ripples :

as soon as the continuous stream passed, the ink was parted into

two portions, one being sucked back apparently against stream

up the lee-side of the ripple-mark, and the other being carried

by the direct stream towards the crest. These points being

settled, it remained to discover how the vortices were arranged

which undoubtedly must exist in the oscillatory formation of

regular ripples.

The observations v/ere made in two ways, first with a glass

trough so arranged that it could be gently rocked by band, and

secondly with an ocillaiing sheet of glass.

When the trough is half fillel with water, and sand is

sprinkled on the bottom, it is easy to obtain admirable ripple-

marks by gently rocking the trough.

When a very small quantity of sand is sprinkled in and the

rocking begins, the sand dances backwards and forwards on the

bottom, the grains rolling as they go.

Very shortly the sand begins to aggregate into irregular little

floccnlent masse-, the appearance being something like that of

curdling milk. The position of the masses seems to he solely

determined by the friction of the sand on the bottom, and as

soon as a grain sticks, it thereby increases the friction at that

place.

The aggregations gradually become elongated and rearrange

themselves. As soon as the formation is definite enough to

make the measurement of the wave-length possible, it is found

that the wave-length is a'lout one-half of what it becomes in the

ultimate formation.

Some of the elongated patches di-appear, and others fuse

together and form ridges, the ridges then become straighter, and

finally a re^jular ripple-mark is formed, with the wave-length

double that in the initial stage.

If, after the formation of regular ripples, and the deposition of

a drop of ink at the bottom, a very gentle oscillation be started,

the layer of ink on the crest of a ripple becomes thicker and

thinner alternately, swaying backwards and forwards; then a

little tail of ink rises from the crest, and the point of growth

oscillates on each side of the crest ; the end of the tail flips

backwards and forwards. Next the end of the tail spreads

out laterally on each side, so Ihat a sort of mushroom of

ink is formed, the stalk of the mushroom dancing to and

fro. The height of the mushroom is generally less than a

millimetre.

The elongated hollows under the mushroom are the centres of

vortices, and the stem is the upward current. If the ink be

thick, these spaces are clouded, and the a]>pearance is simply

that of an alternate thickening and thinning of the ink on the

crest. The oscillations being still gentle, but not so gentle as at

first, streams of ink from the two mushrooms on adjacent crests

creep down the two slopes into the furrow br-tween the adjacent

ridges, and where they meet a column of ink begins to rise from

the part of the water w hose mean ])osition is in the centre of the

furrow. r
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The column is wavy, and the appearance is strikingly lilie that

of smol^e rising from a fire in still air.

The column ascends to a height of ?ome five, ten, or parhaps

twenty times the height of the ripple-marks, according to the

violence of the agitation. It broidens out at the top on each

side, and spreads out into a cloud, until the appearance is exactly

like pictures of a volcano :n violent eruption ; but the broad flat

cloud dances to and fro relatively to the ascending column. The
ink continues to spread out laterally and begins to fall on each

side. In this stage if the ink is not thick it is often very like a

palm-tree, and fir the sake of a name this appearance is called

an ink tree. The branches (as it were) then fall on each side,

and the appearance becomes like that of a beech tree, or some-

times of an umljrella. The branches reach the ground, and then

creep inwards towards the stem, and the ink, which formed the

branches, is sometimes seen a cending again i'l a wavy stream

parallel to the stem.

Perhaps a dozen or twenty oscillations are requisite for making
llie ink go through the changes from the first growth of the tree.

The descending column of a pair of trees comes down on to

the top of the mu.-hroom, hut the successful manufacture of the

tree necessitates an oscillation of sufficient violence to render the

simultaneous observation of the mushroom very difficult.

With violent os:;illation, when the stem of the tree is much
convoluted, it cannot be as erted that the mushroom vortices

exist, and the author is inclined to believe them to be then

evane-cent.

Each side of the ink tree is clearly a vortex, and the stem is

the dividing line between a pair, alo'ig which each vorlex con-

tributes its share to the ascending column of fluid. The vortex

in half the tree is clearly in the first place generated by the fric-

tion of the vortex in its correlated mushroom, and is of cour e

endued with the opposite rcation. The ascending stem of the

tree is a swift current, i>ut over the mushroom the descending

current is slow until close to the mushroom, when the current is

seen to be imjielled by pulses.

If the adjoining crests are of unequal height, the steal of the

tree is thrown over sideways away froin the higher crest ; and
indeed it requires care to make the growth quite straight. The
ink in the stem ascends with a series of pulses, and it is clear

that there is a pumping action going on which renders the

molim of each vortex intermittent, and the two halves of the

tree are pumped alternately.

The amount of curvature in the stem of the tree depends on
the amplitude of the o dilation of the water.

The ink is propagated along the convolutions of the stem of

the ink tree, but the convolutions are themselves propagated

upwards, and each convolution corresponds to one oscillation.

The motion of the ink along the convolutions soon becomes
slow, but the convolutions become broader and closer. Thus
the upper part of the tree is often seen to be most delicately

shaded by a series of nearly equidistint black lines.

In the transition from the mushroom stage to the tree stage it

appeared that it was very frequent that only half the ink tree

was formed.
If the agitation is very gentle, the sand on the cre-ts of the

ripple-iiiarks i- just moved to and fro ; with slightly more am-
plitude, the dance is larger, and particles or visible objects, such

as minute air-bubbles in the furrow also dance, but with less

amplitude than those on the crests. The dance is not a simple

harmonic motion like that of the main body of the water rela-

tively to the bottom, but the particles dash from one elongation

to the other, pause there, and then dash back again.

As the amplitude further increases, the furrows are completely

scoured out, and the sand on the crests is da-hed to and fro,

forming a spray of sand dancing between two limits. With
violent agitation, thi^ dance must have an amplitude of more than

half a wave-length. If the agitation be allowed to subside, the

dance subides, and when the water is still the ripple-mark is

left symmetrical on both sides. With extremely violent oscilla-

tion, all the water becomes filled with flying dust, and it is no
longer possible to see what is happening. This seems to be the

condition when the agitation is too strong for the formation of

ripple-mark. It is probable that the rush of water sweeps away
the existing ripple-mark, and there is then no longer anything to

produce a systematic arrangement of vortices.

The author illustrates the dance of the vortices by a succession

of figures.

It is hardly possible to explain the series of changes in words,

but W'e may here state that the mechanism by which the ripples

are made and maintained depends on the fact that the upward
current of a pair of vortices lingers over the ripple crest, and
then darts across with extreme rapidity to the adjoining crest.

Thus each pair of vortices is associated with two crests, spend-
ing nearly half the time over one, and half the time over the
other.

As above stated, it has seemed that only one of each pair of
tree vortices is set up at first, and the author is disposed to regard
this as the tran-ilional state from the mode of ojcillation, which
produces the h.alf wave-length with small height of ripple-crest,

to the fundamental wave-length with considerable height.

The results of the observations may be summarised as

follows :—
The formation of irregular ripple-marks or dunes by a current

is due to tlie vortex which exists on the lee of any superficial in-

eqnality of the bottom ; the direct current carries the sand up
the weather slope and the vorlex up the lee slope. Thus any
existing inequalities are increased, and the surface of sand
becomes mot led over with irregular dunes. The velocity of the

water must be greater than one limit and less than another, the

limiting velocities being dependent on the average size and den-

sity of the iiariicles. Existing regular ripple-mark is maintained

by a current passing over it perpendicular to the ridges. A slight

change in form ensues, the weather .slope becoming less steep

and the lee slipe steeper. The ridges are also slowly displaced

to leeward. The regular ripple-maik may also thus 1 e somewhat
prolonged, so that although a imiform current probably cannot

form regular ripple-mark, yet it may increase the area over which
it is to be found.

Regular ripplemark is formed by water which oscillates rela-

tively to the bottom. A pair of vortices, or in s >me cases four

vortices, are e tablished in the water ; each set of vortices cor-

responds to a single ripple crest and the vortices oscillate about

a mean position, changing their shapes and intensities periodic-

ally, but not with a simple harmonic motion.

The successive changes in the vortex motion, whilst ripple-

mark is being establi-hed, and when the amplitude of oscillation

over existing ripple-mark varie-, are cowplev, and we must refer

the reader to the original paper for an account of the phenomena.
It is important to note that when once a fairly regular ripple-

mark is established, a wi .e variability of amplitude in the oscil-

lation is consi-tent with its maintenance or increase. No explana-

tion of ripple-making can be deemed satisfactory which does not

satisfy this condition.

The last section gives some account of the valuable papers of

MM. Ilunt,^ Casimir de Candolle,- and Forel'' in this field.

The author agrees in the main with these observers, but con-

siders that some of their conclusions are open to criticism.

He next remarks that it is not easy to understand pre-

cisely the mode in which the oscillation of the water over the

undulating bottom gives rise to vortice-, but that there are

familiar instances in which nearly the same kind of fluid motion

must occur.

In the mode of boat propulsion called sculling, the sailor

places an oar with a flat blade through a rowlock in the stern el

the boat, and, keeping the handle high above the rovilock, waves

the oar backwards and forwards with an alternate inclination of

the blade in one direction and the other. This action generates

a stream of water sternwards. The manner in which the blade

meets the water is closcly similar to that in which the slopes of

two ri| ple-mnrks alternately meet the oscillating water ; the

sternward current in one case, and the upward current in the

other are due to similar causes. We may feel confident that in

sculling, a pair of vortices are formed with axes vertical, and

that the dividing line between them is sinuous. The motion of

a fish's tail gives rise to a similar rearward current in almost the

same way. These instances may help us to realise the ripple

-

making vortices.

Lord Raylei'jh has considered the problem involved in the

oscillations of a layer of vortically moving fluid separating two

uniform streams.' At the meeting of the British Association at

Swansea in 1880 Sir William Thomson read a paper discussing

vol

' On the Formation of Ripple-mark." Proc. Roy. Sac, Apri

Archivis lit! Sciences Physiques et Naturellis Geneve, Ni

Marclr 15, 1883. " Rides form^es," &c.

3 " Les Rides de Fond." Arcttives des Scii

Geneve, July 15, iH33.
* " On tlie Slability or Instability of certain Fluid M^

Math. Sec. (February 11, 1880), vol. xi. p. 57.

Physiqttes et Naturelles

Proc. Lond.
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Lord Rayleigh's problem.' He showed that, in a certain case

in which the analytical solution leads to an infinite value, there

are waves in the continuous streams in diametrically opposite

phases, and that the vortical stratum consists of a series of oval

vortices. The uniform current flouing over existing ripple-mark
exhibits almo>t a realisation of this mode of motion, one of the

streams of fluid bein^j replaced by the sandy undulations. The
same lond of motion must exist in air when a gust of wind blows
a shallow puddle into standing ripples.

It seems probable that what is called a mackerel sky is an
evidence of a mode of motion also closely similar to that de-
scribed by Sir William Thomson. M. de Candolle's suggestion
that cirrus is aerial ripple-mark may then be regarded as sub-
stantially correct.

If two horizontal currents of fluid exist one above the other,
the liyer of transition from one to the other is dynamically un-
stable, but it is probable that if a series of vortices be inter-

pohled, so as to form friction rollers as it were, it becomes
stable. It is likely that in air a mode of motion would be set

up by friction, which in frictionless fluid would be stable.

The formation of clouds is probably due to the saturation with
moisture of one current and the coldness of the other.

The direction of striation and velocity of translation of
mackerel clouds require consideration according to this

theory.

It appeirs that if a mackerel sky be formed beween two
aerial currents, the striations are parallel to that direction in

which the two currents have equal component velocities, and the
component velocity of the clouds parallel to the striations is

equal to the component velocity of either current in the same
direction.

The resultant velocity of the clouds is equal to a half of the
resultant velocity of the two currents and the component velo-
city of the striations perpendicular to themselves is the mean of
the components of velocity of the two currents in the same
direction.

The account which is given in this paper of the formation of
ripple-marks shows it to be due to a conplex arrangement of
vortices. The difficulty of o'lservation is considerable, and
perhaps some of the conclusions arrived at may require modifi-
cation. It is to be hoped that other etperimenters may be
induced to examine the question.

The reader is referred t) the origi lal for the fij^ures, which
are necessary to an adequate explanati )n of the phenomena and
conclusions.

NOTE ON DEAFNESS IN WHITE CATS'
'T'HIS curious occurrence has lon^ been a matter of interest to

me, originally because ca's have ahv-ays been very favourite
pets in my household, and still more because the occurrence
am m^st them of deafness was used by Mr. Darwin in his first

edition of "Animals and Plants under Domestication" as an
illustration of correlated variability. He was under the impres-
sion that white cats with blue eye; were invari.ably deaf.

I had collected a number of observations which I had person-
ally made, and I found ihat some white cats « ere deaf which had
the ordinary yellow eyes, and that some white cats with blue
eyes could hear perfectly well. 5 have never heard of deafness
in any but a white cat, and all the deaf uhite cats I had per-
sonally examined were males. Therefore, in N.iture, 1873,
I published a brief note pointing out Mr. Darv\in's error. In
his second edition .Mr. Tlarwin established two cases of deafne-s
m female white cats, so that the conclusions of b^th of us were
upse-, and this wholesale destruction of theories has been com-
piled by the birth in one of my feline families of a white
kitten, fem.ale, with perfectly yell nv eyes, and absolutely deaf.
She lived with us for two years, and her mi-fortune was quite
permanent. My conclusions from the facts observed by myself
now may he formulated in this «ay, that congenital deafness is
not known to occur in any animal bnt the cat, though I am not
quite sure but that one white mouse I had some years ago was
deaf, and that no cats but those entirely white are ever deaf. As
female cats are far more common than males (and this seems
to be true of white cats as well ar. those of other c ilour.-), and
as I have known only one deaf female cat for some twenty
deaf males, I think I may assume that deafness is more com-
mon among males than among females. The colour of the

I u^Vu",' ~°r"i,''" ."','880, pp. 45-(S, and see correction on p. 70.Head before the Birmingham Philosophical Society, October 1 r

eyes has evidently nothing to do with the deafness, though it has
with the colour of the fur, and .>^eems to be dependent on the
sime process—an arrest of development. The eyes of nearly all

kittens are blue for some weeks after birth, and the sime cause
which arrests the pigmentation of the fur arrests in a very
much smaller number the pigmentary growth in the eye. I

have been told of two cases of complete absence of pigment
in the eyes of two cats (albinism) as is seen so commonly in

rabbits, guinea-pigs, rats, and mice, but I have not been able
properly to authenticate them. These cats were said to be not
deif.

In 1872 I obtained a cat from Hertfordshire as an example of
the polydactilism which is very common there, and when he
arrived I found that he was white, that he had one eye a bright
blue and the other a bri.;ht yellow, and that he v\as profoundly
deaf. He was by far the most interesting cat I have ever
possessed, and must be well remembered by many members of
this Society ^ho have favoured my h.iu e with their presence as

"Old Pud;.(e," poseised of all the feline virtues, and many of a
more human ty|)e—and free from vice of every kind. He lived
with 'us for eleven years, and died last winter of peritonitis.

Whilst living with us we made many observations concerning
his deafness, and I easily determined that it was purely tympanic
—that is, he was deaf to impressions conveyed through the air,

but his inte'liience could be reached by impressions conveyed
through solid media. When I wanted him to come to me I gave
a peculiar --harp stamp on theflojr, and he immediately responded
to the signal, even if be was on a chair or table. It is very

remarkable that this ccmgenital deafness is in no way associated

in the cat with mutism. Human deaf-mutes generally are those
in whom deafness is cochlear as well as tympanic, and the result

of such disease as scarlet fever in very early life. One other
peculiarity he had is that for about fouryeirs he suffered from
occasional lits of epilepsy of a very severe kind. They came on
always durinij his sleep, and for their fir^t indication had the

painful peculiarity that the cat seized the tip of his tail and bit

it off, and in this way his tail was shortened considerably.

Every kind of white animal I have kept as a pet has been the
subject of epilepsy, and the association is suggestive when we are

told, as I have been frequently, that the disease is unknown
amongst negroes.

I sent the body of my old cat to Prof. Flower for the purpose
of having an inve-tigation made into the cause of his deafness.
Prof. Flower had a most careful investigation of the cinditi3n of
his ears made by two mo^t competent investijalors—Dr. Cum-
berbatch and Dr. Heneage Gibbs. The result, briefly stated, is

that all the structures in the ears were mrmal save the tympanic
membranes, in which there were triangular gaps extendmg from
the roof to just below the centre, the bases of the gaps being
directed upwards, and their anterior side being formed by the
handles of the mallei. The gaps appeared to be congenital, and
were quite symmetrical ; all the other apparatus of the ears was
normal, and the audito-y nerves were of normal size and
structure.

The only congenital defect kmwn in the human tympanum
is a very minute aperture, of rare occurrence, and due to the

patency of the fissure of Kivinus. The tympanic deficiency in

the white cat seems to be in no way associated with this form of

arrest.

The re-ults of the observation are interesting, though the
subject may perhaps be regarded as trivial, as by it the point

raised by Mr. D.arwin is finally established. It really is a case,

and a very well marked one, of correlated variability, and its

great interest is that the three .structures affected—the fur, the

iris, and the tympanic membrane—have a common origin from
the epiblast. Had the defects observed in this cat been cochlear,

the difficulty of understanding them would have been very great,

as the structures of the internal ear arise from the mesoblast,

according to Balfour. Lawson Tait

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The recent recommendations of the General
Board of Studies have .all been passed. These include the
appointment of a Professor of Pathology next term, of Readers
in several subjects, including Comparative Philology and Botany,
of University Lecturers in connection with Special Boards, in-

cluding Medicine (four). Mathematics (five), Bi dogy and Geo-
logy (six). History and Archeology (five). Moral Science (one).
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and of a number of Demonstrators and Assistants. Plans for

new buildings for Comparative Anatomy, Botany, and Mechanism
are to be obtained.

Dr. Besant will lecture on Analysis (Schedules II. and III.)

during two terms ; Mr. Pendlebury on Analytical Optics,

next term, and on Lapl.ace's and Beisel's Functions in the

Easter Term ; Mr. Webb on Elementary Rigid Dynamics in the

Easter Term, and on Higher Dynamics in the Long Vacation.

Inasmuch as the Uuiverity Table at the Naples Zoological

Sation has been constantly occupied by students of animal

morphology, and there are students mphy^iology and botany for

whom study at Naples is very desirable, it is proposed to extend

the advantages of s udy to students of biology generally. Dr.

Dohrn has unofficially expressed his willingiie-s to receive, when
desired, two members of the University at a time for a payment
of 100/. instead of 75/. a year.

It is hoped that the new Biological and Physical Laboratory,

connected with Newnham College, which is being fitted up in

Downing Place, may be ready for uie by the beginning of next

term. The nearness of the site to the new museums \vill enable

students of Neivnham to attend professors' lectures there and
carry out practical study at the laboratory with the least possible

loss of time.

With regard to the statement made last week that " St.

John's does not as yet open any of its advanced lectures

to other than its own students," we are informed that the

advanced lectures have for a long time been open to members of

the University, and lectures are provided in some subjects not

lectured on elsewhere. The sentence in the report was to the

effect that the list for next year was not yet issued. It has now
appeared, and no less than six courses of open lectures are

announced for the remainder of the academical year.

New Zealand.—The Queen has been pleased to direct Supple-

mentary Letters Patent to be passed under the Greal Seal granting;

and declaring that the Degrees of Bachelor and Doctor in Science

granted or conferred liy the University of New Zealand shall be

recognised as Academic distinctions and rewards of merit, and
be entitled to rank, precedence, and consideration in the United

Kingdom and in the Colonies and Possessions of the Crown
throughout the world, as freely as if the said Degrees had been
conferred by any University of the United Kingdom.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The American Naturalist for November, 1S83, contains:

—

ThePre-cambrian rocks of the Alp;, by T. Sterry Hunt.—The
achenial hairs of Townsendia, by G. Macloskie.—The hiberna-

cula of herbs, by Aug. |. Foerste.—The hair-sac mite of the

pig, by Prof. K. Ramsay Wright.—The geology of Central

Australia, by Edward B. Sanger.—The number of segments in

the head of winged insects, by A. S. Packard, jun.

Gegenbaur's Morphologisches yahrbuch, Bd. ix. , Heft I, con-

tains:— Researches on marine Rhipidoglossa, by Dr. Bela
Haller, No. i (plates i to 7).—On developmental relationships

between the spinal marrow and the spinal canal, by Dr. W.
Pfitzner.—Contribution to the comparative anatomy of the

posterior limbs in fishes, part 3, Ceratodus, by Dr. M. Davidofif

(plates 8, 9).—On some anatomical marks of distinction

between the house dog and the wolf, by Prof. H. Landois.

Riviita Scientifico-Industriale, October 23, 1SS3.—On the

influence of static electricity on the needle, by Prof. Michele
Cagnassi.—Experiments with the radiometer (continued), by
Prof. Constantino Rovelli.—On the conditions which determine
the least and greatest deviation of a ray passing through a prism,

by Prof. G. Buzzolini.—On the employment of copperas in

testing iodides blended with alcoholic bromides and chlorides,

by Dr. Alfredo Cavazzi.—On the advantages that may be de-

rived by medical jurisprudence from entomological studies,

especially in determining the approximate date and cause of

death, by P. Megnin.—Note on the Titanophasnti fayoli, anew
fossil insect f jund in the carboniferous formations of Commentry,
AUier, by the Editor.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, November 15.

—

" On SceparnoJoii ranisayi,"
a fossil mammal from Australian Pleistocene deposits, by Prof.

Owen. The first indication of this species was transmitted to

the author, in iSSi, in the form of casts of detached teeth, all

representing an anterior incior, the most entire specimen being

5i inches in length, 35 mm. in breadth, with uniform thick-

ness of 8 mm., the tooth, slightly curved, with periistent

pulp-cavity at the base, and a sharp chisel-shaped cuttinLr margin
at the opposite end. The author deferred notice of this indica-

tion in hope uf receiving a specimen of the tooth itself. This was
needed in order to make the requisite microscopical researches as

to structure, the wombat and some small ro^ients alone possess-

ing, in Australia, evergrowing scalpriform incisors, but markedly
differing in shape as well as size from the fo.ssil. Prof. Owen
was favoured by receiving, in the present year, from the bed of
King's Creek, (Queensland, a tooth, identical in character with
the cast, and the present paper records the results of his scrutiny

of structure. They led to the conclusion of the former existence
in Australia of a mammal with rodent upper incisors, as in the

wombat, but of distinct shape, and indicative of a species as

large as a tapir. The microscopic characters of both dentine
and enamel weighed in favour of the marsupial affinities ot

Sceparnodon. The author referred to the fact that the first

indication of the genus Thylacoleo was a single carnassial tooth

submitted to him in 1S33 by Sir Thomas Mitchell, and a similar

evidence of Diprotodon was an incisi>r brought by the same
explorer from the caves he hid discovered in the district named,
after the Colonel's old commander, " Wellington Valley."

At the same meeting Prof. Owen gave a minute description

of a fosil humerus which had been transmitted to him by Mr.
Ramsay, F.L.S., who had discovered it in the breccia cave in
" Wellington Valley. " The bone was partially mutilated, but

gave sufficient evidence of its having come from a Monotreme,
with so close a conformity, save in size, w ith that of the existing

Echidna hyotrix, as to lead to its reference to an extinct species

of that genus. It, however, far surpassed it in size, exceeding,

as it did, the corresponding bone in the larger Monotrematous
ant-eaters \^hich have been found living in New Guinea.
Drawings of the subjects of both ) aper- accompanied the text.

Geological Society, November 21.—J. W. Hulke, F.R.S.,
president, in the chair.— ihe following communications were
read :—On the skull and dentition of a Triassic mammal [Trily-

lodon longitvns, Ow.) from South Africa, Ijy Prof. Owen, C.B.,
F.R.S. The specimen described in this paper formed part of a
collection containing remains of some of the known South-
African Triassic reptilian genera, and agreed with them in its

mode of fossilisation. It was submitted to the author by Dr.
Exton, of Bloemfontcin. The specimen is a nearly entire skull,

wanting only the hinder part, ai.d it mt-a'^ures about 3^ inches in

length, from the broken end of the pariet.il crest to the point of

the united premaxillaries. The upper surface shows the anchy-
losed calvarial portions of the panetals, and the frontal bones
divided by a suture ; the contiguous angles of these four bones
are cut off, so as to leave an aperture, occupied by matrix, which
may be a fontanelle, or a pineal or parietal foramen. The
frontals form the upper borders of the orbits, which are bounded
in front by the lacrymal and malar bones, and \\ere not com-
pleted behind l)y bone. Each frontal is narrowed to a point at

the suture between the nasal and maxillary. The nasals are

narrow, but widen in front to form the upper border of the

exterior nostril, which is terminal, and is completed by the

premaxillaries. The maxillaries are widened posteriorly, then
constricted, and again wide.ied before their junction with the

intermaxillaries. The teeth include a pair of large round
incisors, broken off close to the sockets and showingalarge pulp-

cavity, surrounded by a complete ring of dentine, which is

covered by a thin coat of enamel on the front and sides. At
2 mm. behind each of these teeth is the socket of a smaller

premaxillary tooth ; this tooth apparently had a thin wall and a

pulp-cavity relatively larger than in the anterior tooth. It is

separated by a ridged diastema from the series of six molar teeth

on each side, the first of v\hich has a sub-triangular crown with

the base applied to the second tooth. The latter and the four

following teeth are nearly similar, subquadrate in form, with the

crowns "imi reused by a pair of antero-posterior grooves,

dividing the grinding surface into three similarly disposed ridges,

and each ridge is subdivided by cross notches into tubercles. Of
these there are, in the second to the fourth molar inclusive, four

tubercles on the mid-ridge, three on the irmer ridge, and two on
the outer ridge." The author discu-sed the relations of this new
form of mammal, especially as indicated by the structure of the

teeth, which he showed to resemble those of Microkstes, from
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the Keuper of Wurtemberg and the Rha;tic of Somersetshire,

and those of the Oolitic genus Stereognathus, the former having
on each tooth two muUituliercuIate ridues, and the latter three

ridges, but with only two tubercles on each. The fossil presents

no characters to show definitely whether the animal it represents

was a placental or a non-placental mammal.—Cranial and
vertebral characters of the crocodilian genus Plesiosuchiis, Owen,
by Prof. R.Owen, C. B., F.R.S. In this paper the author,

with the view of showing that the Kimmeridgian Steneosaurus

iiiaindii, Ilulke, really forms the type of a distinct genu^, dis-

cussed the characters by which Cuvier divided the fossils referred

by him to the Crocodiles into three principal groups, to which
Geoffroy St.-Hihire gave generic names, and those by which the

latter author afterwards distinguished his genus Steneosaurus,

including Oolitic forms, from the Liassic genus Teleosaurus.

From his exposition of these characters the author concluded
that the above-named species does not belong to Steneosaums,
Geoff, and he proposed to make it the type of a new genus,
Plesiosuchiis, characterised by the convergence of the frontal

bones to a point nearer the apex of the skull tlian in Steneosaurus,

by the extension of the gradually attenuated nasal bones into a

point penetrating the bind border of the nostril, and by other

peculiarities of the skull, teeth, and vertebra;. The author
pointed out that this form, like Steneosaurus, helped to bridge
over the space between the Liassic Teleosaurs and the Tertiary

and recent Crocodiles, even approaching nearer to the latter than

the older Oolitic type.—On some tracks of terrestrial and fresh-

water animals, by Prof. T. McKenny Hughe.s, M.A., F.G.S.
The author's observations have been made on certain pits in the

district about Cambridge which are filled with the fine mud
produced in washing out the phosphatic nodules from the
" Cambridge greensand "—a seam at the base of the chalk marl.
As the water gradually dries up, a surface of extremely fine

calcareous mud is exposed. This deposit is often very finely

laminated, and occasionally among the laminas old surfaces can
be di-covered, which, after having been exposed for some time
to the air, had been covered up by a fresh inflow of watery mud
into the pit. The author described the ch.aracter of the cracks
made in the process of drying, and the results produced when
these were filled up. He also described the tracks made by
various insects, indicating how these were modified by the degree
of softness of the mud, and pointed out the differences in the

tracks produced by insects with legs and elytra, and by Annelids,
such as earthworms. The marks made by various worms and
larva; •v\hich burrow in the mud were also described. Marks
resembling those called Nereites and Myrianites are produced liy

a variety of animals. The groups of ice-spicules which are

formed during a frosty night nlso leave their impress on the mud.
The author concluded by expressing the opinion that Cruziana,
Nereites, Crossopodia, and Palaochorda were mere tracks, not
marine vegetation, as has been suggested in the case of the first,

or, in the second, the impression of the actual body of ciliated

worms.

Anthropological Institute, November 27.—Prof. Flower,
F. R.S., president, in the chair.—Dr. J. G. Garson read a pajier

on the cranial characters of the natives of Timor-Laut. The
osteological remains described in this paper were obtained by
Mr. H. O. Forbes from the district of Larat, and consist of a

series of eleven skulls and crania. The four male skulls are all

of a round form, and resemble one another in general appear-
ance ; of the females, five correspond in form to the male skulls

in being short and broad, but the sixth differs markedly from the
others in being narrow in proportion to its length.—Mr. \\. O.
Forbes read a paper on the ethnology of Eastern Timor, re-

ferring especially to the great intermixture of race that has taken
place, and to the occurrence of a red-haired, blue eyed race

in the interior; to the numerous dialects, many of them unin-
telligible at a short distance from the district in which they
are spoken ; to the religious rites of the people of certain

regions, conducted by a priest in what is called the Uma Lulik
( ir Taboo House) with an intricate and imposing ceremonial ; to

their marriage ceremonies and customs, which in some districts

remind one of the Australian totem .system in the occurrence of
husliand clans and w ife clans ; to their death and burial rites ; to

their system of law and justice, under which, though the chief
was king and judge, each freeman had the right—or took it—of
|.rivate war, retaliating on the wrong-doer with his own hands
for loss in his property or person. " Eye for an eye " ran their

code, like our own Old English one, "and life for life, or for each
jfair damages." Mr. Forbes had directed special inquiries into

the alleged habit of the Timorese in intentionally arlificially

distorting their infants' heads. No such custom was found to
prevail in the districts traversed by him.

The Victoria Institute, December 3.—A paper on recent
Egyptological res arch in its Biblical relatinns was read. In it

the author, the Rev. H. G. Tomkins, described the results up
to the present of those researches which are now being made in
Egypt, alluding in warm terms to the assistance rendered him
in the preparation of his summary of these results by M. Naville
and Prof. Maspero.

The Institution of Civil Engineers, November 27.—Mr.
Brunlees, pre-ident, in the chair. —The paper read was on the
new Eddystone lighthouse, by Mr. William Tregarthen Douglas.s,

Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

Cambridge
Philosophical Society, Nov. 26.—The following communi-

cations were made to the Society :—On ihe mea-u'ement of elec-

tric currents, by Lord Rayleigh. The author referred to the method
of measuring currents by the silver voltameter a- suitable for

currents from 05 ampere to 4 amperes, and staiel that the elec-

trochemical equivalent of silver as determined at 'he Cavendish
Lab iratory was I'lig X 10-^. A second method was described,
snited for larger currents ; it cond>ts in balancing the difference
of potential between two points in the circuit throUL;h which the
current is running against the effects of a standard cell working
through a large resistance such as lo.oco "hms. The author
suggested as a third method the use of the rotation of the plane
of polarisation of light pass'ng thri ugh a piece of heavy glass,

round which the current circulates in a coil of thick wire. A
current of 40 amperes will produce a rotation of 15° if the coil

have one hundred turns.—On the measurement of tem|.erature
by water-vapour pressure, by Mr. W. N. Shaw.—On some
measurements of the well-known dark rings of quartz, by Mr.
I. C. McConnel.—On the origin of segmentation in animals, by
Mr. A. Sedgwick.

Edinburgh
Royal Society, December 3.—The Rijht Hon. Lord Mon-

creiff, president, in the chair.—This beinur the opening n.eeting
of the loist session, it had been the intent'on of the Pre-ident to

give a Review of the Hundrtd Year's Histu-y of the Society
;

but, on account of his indisposition, the meeting permitted its

postponement. Mr. Robert Gray, one of ihe vice-pre^dents,
occupied the chair during the remainder of the evening.— Prof.
Turner communicated a paper by Prof Haycnfr on the limita-

tions in time of conscious sensati'in. The paper contained the
result of e-perinients on the limitations in tine of tactile and
thermal sensation-, and dealt also with the lim tations in the case
of the different senses —Prof. Tait read a paper hy Mr. VV. F.
Petrie on the old English mile. The old mile was longer than
the present, and consisted of 5000 feet of 13 inches. It seemed
to be identical with the old French mile. The furlong had no
connection originally with the mile, w hich was modified to suit

the former.—Mr. Patrick Geddes read a communication on the
re-formation of the cell theory. In a sec md paper, in order to

explain muscular contraction, he advanced an hypothesis based
on the existence of surface tension in fluids.

Dublin
Royal Society, November 19.—Section of Physical and

Experimental Science : G. Johnstone Stoney, F. R.S., vice-

president, in the chair.— Prof. W. F. Barrett read a paper
on hearing-trumpets and an attempt to determine their rela-

tive efficiency by physical means. With the view of ob-
taining a steady and comparable source of sound of a pitch

and quality resembling the human voice, a reed pipe was
inclosed in a padded box with an opening on one sitie, and
blown by a steady current of air from a hi -Ider, a manometer
showing the jire^sure, which was kept con ta'it. The distance

at which sound fmm this source cea ed to be audible was noted,

and in cases of slight deafness a sliding shutter was added. In
other arrangements devised by the author, the principle of inter-

ference of sonorous waves was utilised, the degree of deafness
being estimated by the departure from complete interference.

An induction balance, in wdiich the iiitcrruptiT was a C tuning-

fork, was also tried ; as nlso a siren drivrn by a falling weight
and blown by a current of air at constant pressure : but none of

these arrangements were so simple and uniform as the reed. An
attempt wa- made to test the value of ear-trumpets by means of

a sensitive flame. The flame was, however, les sensitive than
the ear to sounds of the pitch of the human voice. The author
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contended that the main object of a hearing-trumpet should be

clearness, not loudness, and for this purpose the portable whis-

jiering tube was undoubtedly the best for conversation. For

otherpurposes the principles laid down by Lord Kayleigh should

be more generally adopted, the telescopic jointed instrument of

gradual slope being the nearest approach to theory.—Prof. G.

F. Fitzgerald, F.R.S., read a paper on the quantify of energy

communicated to the ether by a variable current. The auth ir

shows that an alternating electric current, if it produces radiations

of the nature of light, as it would do upon the most probable

interpretations of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory of light,

would radiate energy equal to m" x N'' x 10--' ergs per second,

where ?n is the magnetic moment of the current and N is the

number of its alternations per second.—W. E. Wilson exhibited

a simple form of reflecting spectroscope with a diffraction

grating, which was described by Howard Grubb, F. R.S. By
employing a pair of mirrors, by which the light is twice re-

flected, the necessity for having an instrument of inconvenient

length is avoided.— K. J. Moss, F.C.S., exhibited a remarkable

specimen of crystallised stibnite from Japan. The crystallo-

graphic characters of similar specimens have recently been de-

scribed by E. S. Dana. Mr. Moss found that this stibnite may be

regarded as practically pure antimony tersulphide ; a very minute

trace of iron is the only impurity present in appreciable quantity.

Sectii"^n of Natural Science : Prof. V. Ball, F.R.S., in the

chair.—H. St. John Brooks, M.B., read a paper on the oste-

ology and arthrology of the haddock (Gadtis icglefinus). The
chief feature of this paper was a description of the articulations

of all the bones and the attachments of the various ligaments.

The author drew attention to the beautiful arrangement of the

articidations of the upper jaw of fishes which is seen to great

advantage in this form. Ligaments passing from the palate

bones to the premaxilla; of the opposite side are crossed by
others passing from the ethmoid to the maxillae, the whole form-

ing a lattice like arrangement. By these ligaments the compo-
nent parts of the upper jaw are kept in contact with a nodule of

cartilage, which lie-- between them and the ethmoid.—Prof. V.
Ball, F.R.S., exhibited and drew attention to a conglomerate

of quartz pebbles which is found at the base of the chalk in

certain parts of the county of Antrim, and which appeared to him
to be inconsistent with a deep-sea origin. He also exhibited

bones of red deer, ox, pig, fragments of pottery and flint flakes,

&c., from a kitchen midden at White Park, Bray, Co. Antrim.

Among -pecimens recently contributed to the Geological Museum,
samples of spherical phosphorite from Southern Russia were
exhibited. One of them, which had been sliced, shows a

beautifully radiated internal structure ; this, it is hoped, will be
figured and published with details shortly.—Dr. W. Frazer

read a note on bones and shells obtained from drainage

cuttings at Sandymount.—G. Johnstone Stoney, F. R.S,, ex-

hibited cores of limestone found in the drift overlying Cam-
brian slates near Greystones, Co. Wicklow. Water percolates

through the drift, and, on reaching the Cambrian slates, makes
its way horizontally through the lowest layer of the drift,

corroding the limestone boulders, \\hich form one of its con-

stituents ; cores of solid limestone are frequently found of some
fantastic form in the heart of a friable mass which remains in

the part of a boulder that has been acted on by water charged

with carbonic acid. This shows that the corrosion is still actively

progressing, and that the drift is here undergoing a change
which is rapid from a geological point of view. The water abo
washes away the fine particles of clay, and the result of the

change is to alter a clay drift containing a great number of lime-

stones with some stones of otiier kinds into a gravel containing

chiefly these other stones.—A. G. More, F.Z.S., exhibited as a

specimen recently acquired by the Natural History Museum the

mountain Goat (Mazama atncrlcana) from the Rocky Moun-
tains. This animal is remarkable for the abundance of its soft

white hair ; it has the general appearance of the goat, and its

horns somewhat resemble those of the chamois.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 3.—M. Blanchard,

jjrcsident, in the chair.—Note on the universal hour proposed

by the Conference in Rome, by M. Faye. The author urges

several objections against the adoption of Greenwich astrono-

mical time and meridian, calculating the longitudes from o to

24h. east, which might be convenient for navigation and astro-

nomical purposes, but unsuitable forrailways, telegraphs, govern-

ment offices, and the public generally. For the formula, uni-

versal time = local time - (L -f I2h.), where L indicates the
longitude c.ilculated east from Greenwich, he proposes to substi-

tute, universal time = local time — L. The formula would thus
be simplified by the suppression of thi last term, and, instead of
Greenwich astronoinicil time, the civil hour would be adopted
as the universal hour. Thus would be avoided the inconvenience
of disagreement between local and univeral time, which would
otherwise be felt precisely in the most densely peojiled regions

of the globe.—Remarks on M. Piarron de Mondesir's so-called

mechanical problem of the two chains, by M. H. Resal.

—

On preventive inoculation with artificially developed charbon
germs attenuated by the method of rapid heating, by M.
A. Chauveau. Of a large number of sheep inoculated with
germs heated to -I-

80° C, not one succumbed, although
further tests showed that the germs themselves had lo»t none
of their prolific vitality.—Summary reports on the results of the
French mission to Cape Horn : astronomial observations by M.
H. CourcelleSeneuil ; terrestrial ma\;netism, magnetic registers,

and photographic work, by Lieut. E. Payen ; magnetic observa-
tions made at Orange Bay by M. Le Cannellier ; resuinc of the

meteorological observations made at Orange Bay between Septem-
ber 26, 18S2, and September i, 18S3, by Lieut. J. Lephay.—On
the absorption line produced by diluted blood in the violet and
ultra-vialet region of the spectrum

;
photographic reproduction

of this line in solar light, by M. J. L. Soret.—On the secular

variation in the direction of terrestrial magnetic force at Paris

(continued), by M. L. Descroix.—Description of an "aero-
plane " constructed for the purpose of furthering aerial naviga-

tion, by M. deSanderval.—Su|)plement to a previous note on M,
Tisserand's formula connected with the celestial mechanism, by M.
Radau.—Determination ofthe mutual distances of the three masse,
in the mechanical problem of the three bodies, by M. A. Lind-
stedt.—Tlieory of the ricocheting action of spherical projectiles

on the surface of the water, by M. E. de Jonquieres.—On the

theory of Abelian integrals, by M. E. Goursat.—On a theorem
of Riemann connected with the functions of independent n vari-

ables admitting 2k systems of periods, by MM. H. Poincare and
E. Picard.—On the geometrical curve of the fourth degree with
two double points, by JL Humbert.—On the integration of a
homogeneous rational function, by M. C. Stephanos.—Measure-
ment of the difference of potential of electric layers on the surface

of two liquids in conta t, one illustration (continued), by MM.
E. Bichat and R. Blondlot.—On M. De ains' optical experi.

ment : determination of the optical constants of a birefractive

crystal of one axis, by M. Lucien Levy.—Researches on the
stability of solidified superfused sulphur, by M. D. Gernez.

—

On the artificial production of spessartine (manganesiferous
garnet), by M. Alex, Gorgeu.—Experimental researches on
the development and accumulation of saccharine (the phe-
nomenon of " saccharogenie "} in beetroot, by M. Aime
Girard,—On the acetate of biprimary bichloretted ethyl

(rif'H--CO /^^ )'
obtained by the reaction of the mono-

chloretted chloride of acetyl on monochlorhydric glycol, by M.
Louis Henry.—On the condhions suitable for accelerating the

oxidation of siccative oils, by M. Ach, Livache,—On copper as

a preservative against infectious diseases, and on the absolutely

harmless character of the p iwders of this metal employed by
workers in copper, by M, V. Burq, From his further researches

the author maintains, against recent statements to the contrary,

that copper undoubtedly possesses certain prophylactic ]3roperties

against several infectious maladies, and especially against

cholera,—Construction of the scapulo clavicular cincture in the

series of Vertebrates, by M. A, Lavocat.—On the se.xual

and larval polymorphism of the plumicole Sarcopidae, by
MM, E. L. Trouessart and P. Megnin.—Researches on the

physiological properties of maltose (continued), by M. Em.
Bourquelot.—On the Adapisorex, a new genus of mammals
occurring amongst the Lower Eocene formal ioris of the neigh-

bourhood of Reims, by M. V. Lemoine. — On the dis-

covery of the genus Equi-etum in the Kimmerid^e clays of

Belleme, department of Orne, by M. L. Crie.—On the quater-

nary lignites of Bois I'Abbe, near lipinal, by M, P. Fliche,

—

On the remarkable sunsets observed at Paris and elsewhere in

France on November 26 and 27, by M, L, Renou, The author

considers that this phenomenon may be connected with a condi-

tion of the atmosphere which recurs on the same day every year.

Electric disturbances have been regularly observed between
November 26 and 28 ever since the shower of meteors, which,

occurred on November 27, 1872,
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Berlin

Physical Society, November 16.—The experiments with a

view to determining llie neutral point in the speetrmn in the

case of the colourbh'nd, which Dr. Kiinig communicated to the

Society in March last, have since been further prosecuted

by him. With the help of the apparatus, formerly de-^cribed,

consisting of a prism, a movable collimator, and a telescope

directed towards the prism's edge. Dr. Konig hud now succeeded

in determining in thirteen difft-rent cases of colour-blindness the

place of the spectuim at which these colour-blind persons felt

the impression of while— of the place, namely, which ap-

peared to them exactly of the same hue as would a surface

covered with magnesia and shone upon by the light of white

clouds. Each measurement was carried out eight times, and

then the average taken, by which it appeared that the error

in the single measurement was confined probably between
± O'og and ± o'5 millionths of a millimetre. Measure-

ments carried out with an individual for the second time

after an interval of fourteen days, showed likewise the same
exactness. In the case of the thirteen colour-blind persons

who were examined, among them being both red- and green-

blind, the neutral point lay between ,9l'7 and 5047 millionths

of a millimetre, wave-length. If the persons so examined
were ranged in accordance with the wave-lengths of their

neutral point, it was found that within the limits above specified

they formed a fairly continuous series in which red- and green-

blind persons took their places indi-criminately, a result in per-

fect agreement with former conclusions. In his first investiga-

tions into the subject. Dr. Konig had further found that the

intensity of light exercised an influence on the situation of the

neutral point, and had now further prosecuted this question by
experiments on three individuals. For the graduation of the

intensity of light he made use of two Nicol prisms in front

of the c Uimator tube, and found, in the case of all three

individuals, that with increasing intensity of light the neu-

tral point approached closer to the violet end of the spec-

trum. Let the wave-length be taken as abscissa, and the

intensity of light as ordinate, then would the cin-ve of

the neutral points form no straight line, and would, under
great increase of intensity, mount upwards almost perpen-

dicularly.—Prof. Schwalbe had in the summer of this year,

as in former years, visited several glacial cavities, a branch
of inquiry in which he particularly interests himself. In these

investigations he took special note of the cold winds issuing from
fissures and clefts of the places in question. At Questenberg,

for example, iu the Southern Harz, he found a place where from a

fissure in a steep gypsum wall of about loo feet high, and having
a southern situation, a wind issued with a temperature of 3° C,
while the temperature of the air immediately surrounding it was
20° C. warmer. The temperature in the stone fis-ures was found
'ly him to be still lower, the thermometer often showing zero

there, while in the cavities themselves the temperature he had
generally observed (in July) was 5° C. Prof. Schwalbe brought
out the fact of the great diffu-ion of such glacial cavities. Be-
sides two in the Harz, he had this summer counted as many
as twenty to twenty-five glacial cavities, mostly quite unknown
hitherto, in the Karst Mountains on the southern frontiers of

Carniola. With regard to the explanation of this phenomenon
he still held by the view formeily set forth by him, that the
cold vas caused by the water which had been cooled to 4° C.
filtering through the porous stone, and he deemed a resumption
of Herr Jungk's experiments on the cooling of the trickling

water necessary to a definite decision on the cause of glacial

cavities.

Physiological Society, November 23.—In the cortex of
the vertical lobe of the brain. Prof. Munk had, as is known,
demonstrated that the separate groups of voluntary muscles had
each of them a definite central area whence their movements
could be induced. One part of this cortical area was recognised
as the centr.al seat of the muscles of the nape and neck, and
after these two groups had been topically distinguished. Prof.
Munk conjectured that the voluntary muscles of the larynx and
jaws would be found to have their centre in the section of the
membrane appropriate to the jugular muscles. Dr. H. Kranse
had put this conjecture to exjjerimental proof, and found it con-
firmed. On bending back a dog's epiglottis and drawing for-

ward its tongue, the larynx could very readily be observed by
daylight, and when the jugular part of the cerebral membrane was
irritated by moderate electrical currents, he invariably noticed the

rise if the larynx, the movement of the chorda- vocales to a place

situated in the middle between expiration and phonation, the

rise of the palate, the contraction of the constrictor pharyngis,

and movements of the hindermost parts of the tongue. That
the part of the membrane in quc-tion was the centre of the

laryngeal movements was further confirmed by experiments of

extirpation which were performed successfully on both sides

with ten dogs. The part of the membrane was experimented
on in this way first on one side and then on the other, and after

all inflammatory symptoms had disappeared, and the cerebral

wounds were cicatrised or in process of cicatrisation, it was
found that eight dogs had entirely lost the capability of bark-
ing, and, on attempting to bark, uttered either no sound or

only a hoarse whine, such as new-born puppies emitted. In the

case of the two dogs which after the operation continued capable

of barking, it appeared that the excision had been made too far

on the outside, or not deep enough. Seme dogs which after

the operation were no longer capable of barking were, after

several days, killed, when Dr. Krause searched for the nerve
passages, which, in consequence of the removal of the cor-

tical part, were degenerated. In the ganglion mamillare he
found a part of the nerve fibres in a collapsed, discoloured, and
degenerated stale, and concluded that the fibres extending from
the membranous centre of the larynx to its motory nerves passed

through this ganglion. At the invitation of the President, Prof.

Munk gave a brief (Ian of the topogi-aphy of the membrane of

the cerebrrm, on which were projected the different sensible

and motory nerves of the separate parts of the body. On a

drawing of the cerebral surface he showed the particular sites

which were the centres of seeing, hearing, feeling, and motion
for the muscles of the eyes and the ear, for the face, tongue, nape,

neck with larynx and throat, and for the thorax. A particular

locality was also pointed out for the muscles of expiration and for

those of inspiration. The centres for the extremities had not

yet been experimentally demonstrated, but no doubt they were
situated on the inside in the large fissure of the cerebrum,

where, on account of the unavoidable profuse bleeding which
occurred, operations were impracticable.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 20,

MERRIFIELD'S " TREA TISE ON
NA VIGA TION "

A Treatise on Nn'i'i«ation for the Use of Students. By
John Merrifield, LL.D., F.R.A.S., F.M.S. (London:
Longman and Co., 1SS3.)

THE autlior of this volume having been engaged for

many years in preparing candidates for the different

examinations into which navigation enters, has felt the

want of a text-book embracing all that the different

examining boards embody under that head, and has

endeavoure'l, and we think successfully, to supply that

want by the present treatise.

The work, although entitled "A Treatise on Naviga-

tion," deals only with one part, viz. that particularly

relating to what is generally known under the name of

dead reckoning, and does not touch on astronomical

observation, which we presume Mr. Merrifield classes

under the head of nautical astronomy, but which is really

the most important part of navigation. The title there-

fore is somewhat misleading. Neither do we agree with

the author's definition of theoretical and practical navi-

gation ; what Mr. Merrifield terms practical navigation,

viz. the management of the ship, making and shortening

sail, steering, &c., is usually known as seamanship. The
theory of navigation is surely the proving that by the

application of certain problems the particular position

occupied by a vessel can be accurately ascertained

;

whilst the practice is the actually finding the ship's place

by means of the instruments necessary to give the data

required by the theory.

But although some small points in the work may be

selected which may perhaps offend the practical navi-

gator confident in his own ability, and consequently too

much inclined to look down on the instructions of school-

men, to whom he is far more indebted than he is generally

disposed to admit, to the student this work will be found

most useful : the chapters are well arranged, the exercises

at the end of each chapter are pertinent to the preceding

text, and require him to digest the text in order to answer
them satisfactorily. We propose, however, to offer some
remarks and suggest some additions which the author
may perhaps consider should another edition of his work
be required.

In the description of the compass one type only has
been selected—that in use in the mercantile marine. No
account is given of the instruments used in the navy or of

Sir William Thomson's invention. This is certainly a
defect in the work, as if one instrument can be considered

as of more importance than another, in the navigation of

a vessel, it is the compass. Without it, notwithstanding
all the other improvements which have taken place in

navigation, we should be in much the same position as

the seamen of old, who were afraid to venture out of

sight of land. In fact we have always thought that the

education of naval men so far as regards the compass,
and magnetism generally, has been very much neglected,

and its vast importance has hitherto not received that

attention, in treatises on navigation, it deserves. Mr.

Vol. XXIX.—No. 738

Merrifield has made a great stride in advance, as he
treats, in his ninth chapter, of the coefficients and the

means of correcting the compass for the local attraction

of the ship. This is a subject of great importance in the

present day : all navigators should be able to adjust their

own compasses, and should have the means of doing so

at their disposal, as a compass might be disabled in any
vessel, and in war-ships, particularly, a general action

might cause the loss of the correcting magnets of every

vessel in the squadron, when, unless some officer on

board could replace them, and correct the compasses, the

fleet might be placed in a most critical position, more
especially in thick weather or when entangled amongst
shoals. We doubt if the latter contingency has yet excited

any attention, yet its importance will be at once seen if

we suppose that one ship only in a squadron has had her

compass disabled in action and that subsequently thick

weather prevails. Such a ship endeavouring to obey the

signals of the admiral might either fall into the enemy's

hands or by fouling vessels in her own squadron tem-

porarily render them unfit to renew the engagement.

Whilst considering this contingency, it might perhaps

be as well to draw attention to the fact that, in addition

to our ironclads, many large steam-vessels are now fitted

with sirens in place of the ordinary steam-whistle. It

would therefore seem expedient that some definite means

should be enforced to prevent their signals being mistaken

for the sirens sounded in foggy weather from lighthouses

and lightships.

In describing the mode of correcting the compass for

the effect of local attraction no notice is taken of the

method of doing so by a single magnet— often adopted in

the navy. We are, however, glad to see that Mr. Merri-

field refers the student to the works of Sir George Airy

and Sir Frederick Evans, to both of whom sailors owe a

debt of gratitude. That we are able to navigate our large

iron ships and armour-plated vessels with the same facility

as the old wooden ships of the past is due almost entirely

to their labours, combined with those of the late Archibald

Smith, F.R.S.

In the chapters on the various methods of finding the

position of a ship by dead reckoning, known as the

"sailings," we do not find much improvement on the

works of the older writers except in one particular

—

Mercator's sailing. This, which is the most accurate

method of dead reckoning, is treated of in a separate

chapter, and the formula for calculating the meridional

parts for the spheroid, as well as the sphere, is now for

the first time published in " A Treatise on Navigation,"

the only work of the sort in which we remember to have
seen it before being Galbraith's " Surveying." It is true

that Riddle, in a note, refers the student to Gauss's

paper, published in the Philosophical Magasine for 1828,

and Mendoza y Rios, in his tables, gives the meridional

parts for the spheroid as well as the sphere, but does not

say what compression he used in the calculation : Mr.
Merrifield, however, seems to be the first to give the

subject that prominence in "A Treatise on Navigation"
we think it deserves, more especially now when the

steamers running from England to the United States are

reaching the extraordinary rate of 450 miles a day, and it

is no unusual thing to be two or three days without ob-

taining astronomical observations. It therefore becomes
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necessary to use the most rigorous means to calculate

the position by dead reckoning, so that the errors of

steering, &c., may not be augmented by errors in calcu-

lation. Such being the case, we regret that Mr. Merrifield

has omitted from the chapter on traverse sailing the

warning given in Raper that, especially in high latitudes,

the differences of longitude should be found on each

course, instead of the departures being lumped and the

difference of longitude found from the result.

In the chapter on soundings and tides (No. 10), Mr.

Merrifield has published the system of the late Sir Francis

Beaufort for ascertaining the height of the tide at any

moment provided we know the range and time of high

water. This is the method generally adopted by sur-

veyors when circumstances prevent their having a tide

pole on shore, and is traditionally known amongst them,

though not hitherto published. It is fairly accurate when

the diurnal inequality is inconsiderable, and we can re-

commend it as being sufificient for all practical purposes

in finding the depth of water to be added to the soundings

on the chart in places like the Bristol and Irish Channels,

where it is necessary, owing to the large ranges, to take

the state of the tide into consideration in judging the

position by soundings in foggy weather, or in calcu-

lating when a bank or flat can be safely crossed. The
fact that in rivers or harbours certain winds affect the

height and that atmospheric pressure also has an influence

over tides may be safely ignored in the open sea, as their

combined influence would probably never exceed half a

fathom, but a range of from three to five fathoms can

never be lightly considered by the careful navigator.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Farm Insects. Being the Natural History and Economy

of Insects Injurious to Field Crops, and also those

which Infest Barns and Granaries, with Suggestions for

their Destruction. By John Curlis, F.L.S. Pp. 540,

with 16 Coloured Plates, Royal 8vo. (London : John
Van Voorst, 1883.)

This is simply a reissue of Curtis's classical work ; it had

long been " out of print" in booksellers' phraseology. It

remains the best book on economic entomology that has

appeared in this country, and has certainly served as a

model for the Reports of various State entomologists on

the other side of the Atlantic. No other author here has

gone into the question of special injurious insects with the

same care and minuteness, and it may be said that (with

the exception of certain Reports issued in America)

there is no similar collective work faithfully illustrated by
the author's own pencil. The plates and woodcuts are in

Curtis's best style, and if he had been an entomological

artist only, his work would have remained unsurpassed.

Opinions may be divided as to the desirability of re-

issuing such a work " untouched," when so many years

have elapsed since the publication of the chapters in the

Proceedings of the RoyalAgricultural Society that formed

its basis. Much and valuable additional information has

been obtained since the original articles were written, and
very much alter.ition in nomenclature has resulted from

the efforts of systematists to place this branch of entomo-
logical science on a sounder footing, but the facts remain
practically unaltered, and there is the charm of a certain

originality in the author's style that any radical reconstruc-

tion might 'lave destroyed.

Nevertheless we do think it a pity that some one could

not have been found with sufficient knowledge and courage

to re-edit the book and bring it down to date. On the

other hand, this process might have resulted in the work
being no longer " Curtis's Farm Insects." Its value would
be destroyed if rewritten, even by the most experienced,
and we think the only practicable method of dealing with

it in an absolutely new edition would be by means of

copious annotations, not by recasting the whole.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor docs not hold hitiisclf responsible for opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return^

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

\The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letter

i

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible ot/icrwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting and novelfacts.'\

Evolution of the Cetacea

I AM glad to be able to assure Mr. Searles Wood that I have
long been familiar with the specimen ca.]\ed Talaocctus sedgwicki,

preserved in the Woodwardian Museum at Cambridge, and have
repeatedly examined it with much interest. It is undoubtedly
Cetacean, and allied to the genus Bahtnoptera, as Mr. Seeley
demonstrated, though differing in smaller size and some other

characters from any existing species. As, however, the light il

throws upon the evolution of the Cetacea is very small com
pared to the time that would have been taken up in discussing

its bearings, I did not think it worth while to allude to it

in a lecture of which the length was necessarily limited.

It is, after all, a mo^t unsatisfactory fragment, as its geological

age is, and probably always will remain, a matter of doubt.

Allowing, however, the utmost antiquity assigned to it, my argu-

ment would rather be strengthened than weakened. Mr. Searles

Wood seems to have missed the fact that my chief contention

was against the prevalent view that the Cetacea have been de-

rived from the Carnivora through the Seals. Any evidence which
throv\'S back their origin in time and derives them from some
more generalised type of mammals would militate against this

view. No one can suppose that the Ungulata originated at the

commencement of the Tertiary period, as we know that they

were then ali-eady differentiated into great and distinct .sections.

Their primitive ancestry must therefore be looked for far back
in Mesozoic times. That I thought the Cetacea existed before

the Tertiary period I distinctly intimated by suggesting, as an
explanation of the absence of their remains in the chalk, that

they might then have been inhabitants of great inland waters,

but having had so many warnings of the fallacy of negative

evidence in geology, I do not yet despair of the discovery of

a veritable Cretaceous whale. W. H. Flower

The Java Eruption

I HAVE been greatly interested in your note on M. Renard's
researches as to the composition of the volcanic material ejected

during the recent eruption of Krakatoa. The ashes, as stated,

are those of a magma that would have produced an andesite

with rhombic pyroxene. Now such an andesite occurs at so

many points, and in such immense masses, round the great

Pacific "circle of fire," that one is temptfd to ask if it may not

specially characterise this important volcanic region. I will,

with your permission, briefly refer to some published, and one

or two unpublished, facts with regard to the distribution of this

andesite (called hypersthene-andesite by Whitman Cross and
Iddings, and brouzite-andesite by F. Becke) round the Pacific

circle.

In the Neues Jahrbuch for 1881 {Beilage Band i88i, 467)
Dr. Oebbeke describes, under the term augiteandesite, a rock

from the Sierra de Mariveles, Luzon. Owing to the kindness

of the author, I have a section of this rock before me as I write,

and I have little doubt that the strongly pleochroic mineral is

mainly, if not entirely, a rhombic pyroxene. Augite, however,

is also present.

Passing to the other side of the Atlantic, we have recent evi-

dence to show that a rock of the same type occurs along the line

of the Rocky Mountains and the Andes.
\\\ Bulletin No. \ of the U.S. Geological Survey {\%%l), Mr.

Whitman Cross describes a hypersthene-andesite from Buffalo

Peaks, Mosquito Range, Colorado.
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In the American Journal of Science for September, 1883,

Messrs. Hague and Iddings prove that the four great volcanic

peaks of Mount Rainvier, Mount Hood, Mount Shasta, and

Lassen's Peak, rising to heights of from 10,500 to 14,444 feet

above sea-level in California, Washington Territory, and Oregon,

are mainly composed of andesitic lavas and tuffs, in vifhich

hypersthene i^ the prediminating bisilicate.

In the Geological Magazine for July, 1SS3, Mr. Waller de-

scribes a similar rock from Mont-errat, and I have just analysed

one for Prof. Bonney from Old Providence Island in the Carib-

bean Sea. Prof. Bonney also informs me that he has found the

rhombic pyroxene in the anlesites brought by Mr. Whymper
from Pichincha and Antisina.

It must not, however, be supposed that the rock is limited

either to the Pacific region or to the Tertiary and Recent periods.

M. Fouque has shown that hypersthene occurs in the Santorin

lava of 1866.

Niedzwiedski described a hypersthene-andesite from Steier-

mark in 1872. Mr. Whitman Cross and myself have recognised

the rhombic pyroxe'.e in many well known Hungarian rocks, in

which it had previously been regarded as au'^jite. Lastly, thanks

to kind assistance rendered by Prof. Rosenbusch, I have been
enabled to show that some Palceoznic lavas and tuffs of the

Cheviot region are of es-entially the same type (Geol. Mag.,
March, June, and August, 1883). J. J. Harris Teall

12, Cumberland Roarl, Kew

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs

Prof. Tait's admir.able remarks on the moral obligation laid

upon "every society whose memoirs are worthy of appearing in

print" to disseminate its publications must have awakened a

cordial response in the minds of many whose lot is cast in some
provincial cily or outlying Ijcal college. It is only too true that

the volumes of the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions are

"almost inaccessible" to many like myself, who often find

themselves tantalised by the desire of consulting some of the

classical masterpieces of research or analy-is therein enshrined,

which, therefore, are not to be consulted without a pilgrimage to

Cambridge or to London. Vet I hardly understand why Prof.

Tail should—save for the occasion of reviewing the happily ex-

humed memoirs of Prof. Stokes—have chosen the Cambridge
Transactions as the one instance of " inaccessibility," since it is

at least equally to be regretted that a memoir published in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh—and there are

masterpieces of research and amiysis by the score irrevocably

buried therein—equally necessitates a pilgrimage on the part of
the provincial reader. I, for one, shall be extremely glad if Prof.

Tail will act upon his own prescription—that simple, easy cure

—

and consider himself "bound to disseminate as widely as

possible " the memoirs which he has himself consig ed to those
very inaccessible Transactions. I doubt, indeed, if even Prof.

Tait has realised the difificulty besetting a would-be reader of
original memoirs and researches, who is compelled to journey
from one .-hore of England to the other in order to consult the
Edinburgh Transactions, the Cambridge Transactions, the
Comptes Rendus, the volumes of Poggendorff's Annalen, or
those of the Annates de Chemie et de Physique, or the memoirs
of any one of the five great Academies of the European
Continent. Silvanus P. Thompson

University College, Bristol, December 14

Deer and their Horns
Thf, (luestion is often asked, What becomes of the horns shed

ajfery year in tlie deer forests ? the number picked up or found
hardly accounts for all those which have been shed. It is said
that the deer themselves eat them. It is difficult to conceive how
a deer, with its toothless upper jaw, can eat a hard bone—for
such is a shed horn—but it seems probable, nevertheless, that
they do so. I picked up a horn recently in the deer forest at
Dunrobiii which appears to show that it has been in great part
eaten away

;
and this, I think, was the opinion of the members

of the Zocjlogical Society to whom I exhibited it last Monday.
On inquiry from the head-keeper at Dunrobin, Mr. James Inglis,
I find that it is the general belief that the deer do eat°the
shed horns, whilst the appearance of the specimen here re-
ferred to, confirms the popular belief. The marks on it are
such as would be made by the broad incisors of the lower jaw,
and the appearance generally suggests that the horn has been

gnawed and mumbled by the cutting teeth of the lower and the

toothless gums of the upper jaw. It would appear, therefore, I

think, that deer do eat some at least of the shed horns, and this

Red deer's liorn, eaten (by other deer?), picked up in deer forest, Suther
land, 1883. A young stag's from.

is rendered the more probable by the fact, according to Mr.
Inglis, that there are no foxes or other animals in this ]iarticular

forest to account for the mischief. J. Faykkr
December 8

" I BEG leave to inform you that I am unable to say from per-

sonal knowledge whether it is the stags or hinds that eat the

shed horns in the forest. I have never seen either eatuvj Iiorns,

but I have no doubt they do so, probably both stags and h^rds.
" I have never known dogs to eat deer-honis, and we hnve no

foxes in our forest, and very rarely any dogs are to lie seen

in it; 'even although they should eat them,' the i umber of

pieces we find all the year round, nearly all partially eaten,

leaves no room to doubt that no other animal could have eaten

them. I think they commonly eat them after they have been
lying exposed to the weather for some time ; the horns are then
softer from exposure.

" In eveiy case that I have seen, they commence at the top or

point of the horn, and eat down towards the root or burr ; the

latter part is often left uneaten. As soon as I can collect a few

specimens I will send them to you.
" We often find burns entire without any marks of teeth on

them, but those are mostly not long shed. I have also got hirns

that had apparently lain for years without any marks on them.
But of course no one would expect all the shed horns to be
eaten.

" I am sorry that I cannot give you more information, ,nnd I

am also sorry that as yet I have not been able to collect more
information than I know myself, but when I have any fiesh

evidence I will let you know. "James Inglis
" November 18

"

Sprengel on the Fertilisation of Flowers

In Nature, vol. xxix. p. 29, is a letter from Prof. H.agen
of Cambridge, Mass., calling attention to the fact that .Sprengel's

treatise on the structure and fertilisation of flowers >' a^ not

unappreciated in his own day. Now it so happened that only a

week or two before reading this I took up by chance the " In-

troduction to Physiolog'cal and Systematical Botany," by Sir

James Edward Smith, the American edition, dated 1814. On
p. 208 the author says :

—
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" S piengel has ingeniously demou-trated, in some hundreds
of in t-ince-, how the corolla serve«; as an attraction to insects,

indicating by various marks, sometimes perhaps by its scent,

where they may find honey, and accommoilating them with a
convenient re ting-place or shelter while they extract it. This
elegant and ingenious theory receives cimfirmation from almost
every flower we examine. Proud man is disposed to think that

Full many a fluwer is b m to blush unseen."

because he has not deigned to explore it ; but we find that even
the beauties of the most sequestered wilderness are not made in

vain. They have myriads of admirers, attracted by their charms
and rewarded with their treasure-, which very treasures would
be useless as the gold of the miser to the plant itself, were they
not thus the means of bringing insects about it."

It seems to me that this is a pretty decided indorsement of
Sprengel's views. \V. Whitman Bailey
Brown University, Providence, Rhode Island, U.S.A.,

December 4

Salt Rain and Dew
I SENT Mr. H. N. Draper's letter (Nature, vol. xxix. p. 77)

to my father-in law. Dr. Petzholdt, of Dorpat University, who
has made a special study of South Russii, Caucasus, Russian
Turkestan, &c., and his reply is that it is a fact long known to
chemists that the aqueous vapour in the atmosphere due to the
evaporation of sea and salt-lake waters invariably contains
chloride of sodium, which is precipitated to the ground by rain
and dew. Dr. Petzholdt is not aware, however, that the pheno-
menon is more striking on the coasts of the Caspian and Aral
than in other localities. In the Aniialm der Chemie nml Physik,
vol. XXXV. p. 329, Liebig writes :

" All the rain water which fell

in Giessen (Hesse) during two years, in seventy-seven rainfalls,

contained salt." F. Gillman
Quintana 26 (Barrio Arguelles), Madrid, December 6

Lunar Rainbow

About 6.20 this evening I was fortunate enough to observe a
fine lunar rainbow. Previous to its appearance there was a halo
caused by a band of cirro-strati, which gradually developed into

a crescent-shaped rainbow, which, after disappearing for a minute
or two, again was observed, only circular, finally fading aw.iy as
the clouds dispersed about 6.40. C. H. Romanes

Beckenham, Kent, December 1

1

At 1.30 on the morning of the I2th inst., during the progress
of the storm, I looked out of the window in a north-easterly
direction and observed a beautiful lunar rainbow. The arc at
first was complete, and faint traces of prismatic colours, especially
on the outside, were noticeable. A portion in the middle having
for a moment disappeared, the complete arc again again became
vi.ible, but with only a whitish colour. M. F. Dunlop

Greenwich, December 15

PROFESSOR NILSSON
'T'HE oldest naturalist in the world, as respects both
-*• age and the priority of his writings, has now left it.

S. Nilsson of Lund, in Sweden, was born in 1787, and
therefore was nearly a centenarian at the time of his
death. His earliest publication was in 1812, being a
paper on the various methods of classifying the Mam-
malia ; and in every subsequent year he enriched the
s :ientific literature of his own and other countries. The
Annals and Magazine of Natural History and the Re-
ports of the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, for instance, contained several articles from his
experienced pen. He especially devoted himself to the
fauna of Scandinavia, and became the pioneer of that
host of naturalists who have so ably distinguished them-
selves by similar researches and publications. He was a
zoologist, pateontologist, anthropologist, ethnologist, and
antiquary. Nihil tctigit quod non ornavit.

His works consisted chiefly of scattered papers ; but
ir\ 1822 he published his " Historia Molluscorum Suecias
Terrestrium at Fluviatilium," which has still a standard

reputation. As it did not include the marine or Baltic Mol-
hisca, the gap was twenty-four years afterwards more than
filled up by the eminent Prof. Lovdn ; and that depart-
ment of the Scandinavian fauna has now, through the
continual labours of the late Prof. .Sars and his no less

eminent son, Dr. Uanielssen, Mr. Herman Kriele, the
Fraulein Esmark, Dr. VVesterlund, the late Mr. Malm
and his son. Prof Steenstrup, the late Dr. Morch, Dr.
Berg, Dr. Collin, and many other conchologists, received
as great a degree of attention as has been bestowed on
any region of the earth's surface and its circumjacent
seas.

The subject of this memoir was, at the last-mentioned
date (1822), Regius Professor in the Academy of Lund,
and the Director of the Museum of Natural History there.

One of his former pupils, Prof. Otto Torell, is well known
to all naturalists by his exploration of Spitzbergen, and
his present position as the Director of the Geological
Survey of India.

We ought to be thankful in recollecting that other

veterans of science are still among us, viz. Professors Owen
and Milne-Edwards at the age of eighty-three, and Dr.
Isaac Lea, in his ninety-third year. The study of natural
history is evidently conducive to longevity.

J. GwvN Jeffreys

SEMITICO-OCEANIC LINGUISTICAFFINITIES
T^O the Transactions of the Royal Society of Victoria
^ for May, 1883, the Rev. D. Macdonald contributes

a paper, in which he endeavours to establish the identity

of the Oceanic and Semitic languages. This is announced
as an iinportant discovery both ethnologically and from
the theological standpoint. It clears up, we are told,
" the hitherto impenetrable mystery surrounding the

origin of the Oceanians," because "the Semitic language
could only have been carried into Oceania by Semites
from the Semitic mainland." It also disposes of the new-
fangled " evolution theory," which draws support " from
the existence of savages and the supposition that they are
descended from ' hairy quadrupeds,' . . . for it shows, as

to one of the greatest bodies of savages, that they are

descended from the most renowned and civilised people
of antiquity." Certainly these are weighty conclusions,

which, if established, would fully justify the further infer-

ence that " this discovery is more important on the whole
than that of the Assyrian or Euphratean inscriptions

deciphered of late with such marvellous ingenuity."

By " Oceanic " the writer understands all the languages
except the Australian current in the Indo-Pacific insular

world. These he evidently regards as constituting a
single linguistic family, the Malayo- Polynesian, "com-
prising the Malagasy, Malajran, Polynesian, and Melan-
esian, better called the Papuan." His philology has thus

not got beyond the days of Forster and Marsden, or the

earlier writings of Prof Whitney, all of whom are appealed
to in support of this now exploded theory. The readers

of Nature need scarcely be reminded that from the

Malayo-Polynesian must henceforth be detached all the
strictly Papuan and Melanesian tongues, as constituting

a fundamentally distinct order of speech, itself doubtless

embracing many stock languages. Hence the same
reasoning process that establishes the identity of Semitic

and Oceanic would also establish the identity of Semitic
with any other stock languages wherever spoken. The
process thus proves too much, that is, proves nothing.

Although Semitic is here compared generally with the

whole of the heterogeneous " Oceanic " group, it is re-

markable that Efatese is taken as the chief point of com-
parison, not that this is claimed to be a typical member
of the Oceanic group, but merely because it happens to

be the dialect with which the writer is most familiar.

Now in Efate, a small island about the centre of the

New Hebrides, there is a good deal of linguistic con-
fusion, strictly Polynesian (Sawaiori) dialects being
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spoken at the Polynesian settlements of Mel and Fi),

while Melanesian idioms prevail elsewhere. But from
the examples adduced, and especially from such agglutin-

ating forms as mitaitgu, iiii/diiia, mitana = my, your, his,

eye {mdta - eye), it is obvious that the Efatese in ques-

tion is not an Oceanic (Malayo-Polynesian) dialect at all,

but a strictly Melanesian tongue affected by Oceanic in-

fluences. The language on which the author mainly
relies is consequently useless as a point of comparison
between the Semitic and Malayo-Polynesian families.

The actual relation between these two families is again
stated to be "that of an ancient to a modern language,

as Latin to French, Saxon to English. This implies that

we shall find the Oceanic, as compared with the Semitic,

characterised by phonetic and grammatical decay, &c."
Doubtless there is in Oceanic, as in all linguistic groups,

abundant evidence of decay. But, as compared with the

Semitic, it must be regarded not as a modern, but as an
almost infantile, form of speech. Semitic stands in some
respects on a level w ith, if not even on a higher footing than,

Aryan itself, as regards its grammatical evolution, whereas
in Malayo-Polynesian the verb is not yet clearly differen-

tiated from the noun. Thus even in Samoan most of the

so-called verbs are merely nouns modified by detached
relational particles, and, like the adjectives, forming re-

duplicate plurals. Compare iwfo — to sit, pi. iio/w/o,

with tele = great, pi. ietele. This instance alone will

satisfy the ordinary linguistic student of the prodigious
gulf that separates the Oceanic from the Semitic with its

highly complicated system of verbol conjugation.

And how does the writer propose to bridge over this

gulf ? Mainly by a string of words taken without method
from any given Oceanic language, and compared with
any member of the Semitic group to which it may happen
to bear some faint resemblance in sound if not in sense.

No attempt is of course made to establish some general
preliminary system of "lautverschiebung," without which
all such comparisons are absolutely destitute of any scien-

tific value. They resolve themselves mainly into ono-
matopoeic forms, the common property of all articulate

speech, or into some of those numerous etymoiogitsl
curiosities which can always be found by the diligent

seeker, but which are such terrible pitfalls for the unwary.
Most of the Hebrew terms themselves are moreover

taken either in secondary and later forms, or else in

secondary and later meanings, forms and meanings which
are consequently useless for the purpose of comparison
between the organic Semitic and Oceanic languages.
Thus the Efate mitakit = to fear, is compared with the
Hebrew thig. But this Jag, or rather daag (J^S^, Jer. xvii.

8), is a comparatively modern form of an older ddab
(SN'l), whicli primarily means to melt, and which neither

in sense nor sound shows any further resemblance with
the Melanesian mitaku. This is only one instance from
among many. The further back these supposed paral-
lelisms are traced, the more divergent become the lines,

until at last they fade away into parabolic curves, and
leave the gulf between these linguistic systems more im-
passable than ever.

Mr. Macdonald does not expressly mention the " lost

tribes." But it is on these flimsy grounds that, in a
slightly incoherent concluding sentence, he claims to have
rediscovered in the South Seas a lost Semitic people,
" their language full-orbed and in all its living vigour' !

A. H. Keane

AMERICAN WHEAT-'
T^HIS is a pamphlet issued by the Chemical Division
*• of the Department of Agriculture, U.S., and is

further specified as Bulletin No. i. It may be described

• " An Investigation of the Cnmpo.sition of American Wheat anti Corn."
By Chaford Richardson, Assistant Chemist. (Washington Printing Office,

as an elaborate monograph upon the composition of

American wheat, and the subject is handled with great
thoroughness, although the value of the result obtained
falls considerably short of being startling. It is a
speci.iien of painstaking analytical work which may form
the basis for generalis .tions of value in the hands of

able agriculturists and statisticians.

The variation in the composition of the wheat grain
itself as aft'ected by climate is rendered evident, and a
comparison is instituted between the composition of
European, American, Egyptian, and Au-tralian wheats.
The author in the first place produces elaborate tables of
analysis, showing the composition of numerous varieties

of wheat. Secondly, he considers the composition of the
typical or average wheat of each of the .American States.

Lastly, he compares American wheats with those pro-

duced in other quarters of the globe. Among this mass
of analyses it is difficult to arrive at conclusions, and
there is some danger of falling into error. Mr. Clifford

Richardson finds that American wheats are drier than
European wheats in the proportion of lo'zy to 14 per cent,

of moisture. The percentage of dry matter is conse-
quently much higher, and the grain is proportionately
more valuable. The carbohydrates average 72 per cent,

instead of 68 per cent, as in the case of English wheat
for example. The amount of fibre is also less in American
wheats. The ash constituents are most abundant in

wheat from newly cultivated tracts, and on old worn out
lands both the ash constituents' and nitrogen are con-

sidered to have diminished.

American wheat is, however, deficient in albuminoids to

a degree which appears to disconcert Mr. Richardson
more than we think it need. In American wheat we
evidently have a small gram, specially free from fibre

(bran), peculiarly dry, very rich in carbohydrates and oil,

but deficient in albuminoids. European wheats some-
times contain I9'5 per cent, of albuminoids, and ordinarily

13 per cent. American wheats contain upon an average
II '95 per cent, of albuminoids, but in Oregon and on the

Pacific coasts only S'6 per cent. Mr. Richardson seems to

overrate the importance of this fact. He appears to be in

doubt as to the true importance of the albuminoids when he
says, "Thealbuminoids are regarded, (?«(//>v^rt^/v rightly,

as the most valuable part of the grain." He might, how-
ever, have been led by his investigations to doubt how
far a high percentage of albuminoids is the best indica-

tion of quality in wheat. First, Australian and Egyptian
wheats are both somewhat deficient in albuminoids, and
are yet known to be remarkably fine. He also notices

that while Oregon and Californian wheats contain com-
paratively low amounts of albuminoids, the grains are

large and handsome. He further points out that the pro-

portion of albuminoids in spring wheats is higher than in

winter wheats, although he fails to notice that all wheat-
growers know that winter wheat is better than spring

wheat. Having concluded that American wheat is at

fault in this particular, he endeavours .to explain why
such is the case with a view to remedying the defect. So
far from being a fault, the richness of American wheats
in starch, and the comparatively smaller proportion of

glutin, appears to us as indicative of its high quality.

"Tail" corn contains more glutin than "head" corn,

and badly matured grains are usually rich in this

important constituent. A little consideration as to the

constitution of a grain of wheat will show that the glutin is

not the best criterion of value. The outside layers of the
grain contain the glutin, and then honeycomb cells in-

close the starchy interior. This outer portion of the

kernel is the first to ripen while growth still continues
along the axis and in the centre. The fully matured
grain, in fact, becomes like a well-packed trunk, thoroughly
stuffed out, and this with starch grains. It we are cor-

rect in thi= view of the maturing of the grain, the per-

centage of glutm must diminish in proportion as starch is
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deposited, and increases in relative weight. We are dis-

posed to think that the carbohydrates, and not the albu-
minoids, must be taken as the tru; criterion of quality in

wheats, and that, judged by this test, the Americans have
MO need to fear that their wheats are inferior to those of
Europe.
The author finds a difficulty fp. 33) in accounting for

the small proportion of water in American wheats. Any
agriculturist would have been able to tell him that well-
developed, thoroughly matured, and well-harvested wheat
always contains a less proportion of moisture than wheat
in an opposite condition. It is due partly to simple
drying, but also to the fact that good wheat is thoroughly
filled up with starch cells (carbohydrates), and that there
are no fissures left for moisture or air to lurk in. Well-
fed meat contains less water than badly-fed meat for the
same reason, viz. the thorough filling up of the internal
spaces with fat cells. A little attention to the structure
of the wheat grain would have enhanced the value of Mr.
Jlichardson's monograph.
The fact that unripened and badly matured wheat is

often rich in glutin is well known to chemists, and we are
disposed to think that the richness of European wheat in
this constituent is partly due to the fact that it is often
defectively matured.

After treating e.xhaustively upon the composition of
American wheat, the author proceeds to treat of flour
and bread, and lastly of other cereals and maize. The
painphlet certainly repays the trouble of perusal, and
indicates the vast pains which is now being taken by the
United States Government in order to bring scientific

(knowledge to bear upon its most important industry. The
wheat production of each State is watched with minute
care, and the quaUty of the produce is subjected to
analysis. It is gratifying to notice that Canadian wheat
is in all respects equal to that grown in the United States.

John Wrightson
College of Agriculture, Downton, Salisbury

THE REMARKABLE SUNSETS
SINCE our last number appeared the view that the

recent wonderful sunrise and sunset phenomena have
really been due to the terrible eruption of Krakatoa in

August last has been confirmed in the most definite

manner. Material brought down by rain in Holland and
snow in Spain has oil microscopic examination proved to

be identical with actual products of the eruption brought
from Krakatoa in the ordinary manner.
The following letter to the Times from Mr. Joseph

McPherson, a:i eminent geologist now in Madrid, must
be read in connection with the letter from Holland
given below:—"Desirous of obtaining positive proof of

the brilliant theory put forth in your columns relative to

the cause of the remarkable appearances at sunrise and
sunset which have for many days excited public attention,

I have this day analysed some fresh-fallen snow with the

following results, namely, that I have found crystals of

hypersthene, pyroxine, magnetic iron, and volcanic glass,

all of which have been found in the analysis lately made
at Paris of the volcanic ashes from the eruption of Java."

This being so, every fact connected with the displays

instead of losing really gains an additional interest, and
now that we know we are in presence of the work of the

upper currents each date becomes of great importance.
The extraordinary fact now comes out that before even

the lower currents had time to carry the volcanic products

to a region so near the eruption as India an upper cur-

rent from the east bad taken them in a straight line %nA

the Seychelles, Cape Coast Castle, Trinidad, and Panama
to Honolulu, in fact very nearly back again to the Straits

of -Sunda ! The 5th of September is now fixed from two
sources as the date of the first appearance of the strange

phenomena at Honolulu.

Mr. Bishop thus writes to the Salunlay Press (published
at Honolulu, September 22), which has been forwarded
to us by the courtesy of the Hawaiian Consul at
Glasgow :

—

" 1 first noticed these peculiar appearances on Wediies-
day the 5th inst. at 7 p.m., so long after sunset that ordi-
narily no trace of colour remains on the western sky.
The sky, from south-west to west, was then co\'ered w-ith

a lurid red and dull yellow glow, much resembling that
produced by a distant conflagration. This extended to

an altitude of 15° or 20°. I continued to distinguish the
light till 7.25."

He then proceeds :

—

" 1 would note three peculiarities of the phenomenon,
distinguishing it from ordinary sunset reflections, and
unlike anything I remember to have observed before : (i)

It appears to be a reflection from no cloud or stratum of
vapour whatever. (2) The peculiar lurid glow as of a
distant conflagration, totally unlike our common sunsets.

(3) The very late hour to which the light was observable
—long past the usual hour of total cessation of twilight.

To this may be added (4) that the centre of brilliancy was
more or less to the south of west."

Mr. Bishop at once ascribed the phenomena to Krakatoa
dust, and suggested more vivid appearances along the lino

Honolulu, Ladrones, Manila, Sunda. Of course he knew
nothing of the line Panama, Trinidad, Cape Coast Castle,

Seychelles, Sunda.
In a subsequent communication Mr. Bishop tells us

that the after-glow remained brilliant for some time, being
very brilliant on September 30. The haze stratum wa^
visible as a continuous sheet at a height far above that

of the highest cirrus, a slight wavy ripple being noticeable
in its structure, always perfectly transparent and invisible

except under certain conditions. A conspicuous circle oi

15° to 20° radius was observed during several days, "a
misty, rippled surface of haze, with faint crimson hue,
which at the edges of the circle gave a purplish tint

against the blue sky."

He notes that Capt. Penhallow, of the Hope, observed
these phenomena in lat. 24" N., 140° 29' W., on Sep-
tember 18.

The following notes as to the eruption itself we take
from the Straits Times, as dates and times are men-
tioned :

—

" In the afternoon of .Sunday, August 26, a rumbling
sound was generally heard at Batavia, coming from the

west, like that of far distant thunder varied by strong
detonations, the concussion from which shook and rattled

doors and windows on all sides . . . especially when on
the night between August 26 and 27 these phenomena
steadily became more violent until I a.m., when a detona-
tion was experienced which brought about such a concus-
sion that the gaslights here were all as it were extinguished

at the same moment. Many persons, anxious for their

wives and families and for life and limb, hence forbore

to sleep and awaited the morning in great excitement.

Morning broke, but the sun, instead of shining with that

clear brightness which characterises the morning hours in

the East, concealed itself, and the whole sky seemed over-

cast. At 7 a.m. on that day, August 27, the first showci
of ashes was noticed here, from which it was inferred that

wdiatever might be the volcano at work in the neighbour-

hood, the outburst must assuredly be appalling when ashes

in showers could be noticed even in distant Batavia. The
ash showers fell heavier, and before the hour of midda\
had struck the whole of Batavia was enveloped in thick

darkness. From the lack of sunlight the temperature fell

several degrees. People shivered with cold, their dis-

comfort being heightened by anxiety, especially when
lamplight had to be used at midday. Like a mountain a

great sea wa\e came rushing on along the whole coast ol

West Java, forced its way into the rivers, thus causing

them instantly to rise several yards and overflow their
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banks. Indescribable was the confusion into which

prahus, steamboats, and tambangans were thrown in the

lower city, and no pen can depict the confusion m old

Batavia, resulting in especially the natives and Chinese

seeking safety bv a general flight. To give some idea of

the tidal waves which agitated the sea and rners, we need

only sav that at Tanjang Priok, in particular, the water

rose ten feet within a few minutes, that it not only wholly

overflowed a portion of Lower Batavia quite suddenly,

but also bore fully laden prahus of twenty-five lasts and

e\en more capacity ashore like straws. This phenomenon

was repeated at 2 p.m., but not so violently. However

great was the force exerted by this heavy flow, there came

a moment, after it had raged its utmost, when the water

in masses of immense height suddenly ebbing away

vanished, and left the river beds and sea bottom a while

dry. Meanwhile, the thick, heavy, and oppressive atmo-

sphere, charged with sulphurous fumes, began to clear up

somewhat in spite of the cold. It became lighter, and by

the increasing light people beheld a sight seldom certainly

witnessed here in the course of centuries. The streets,

or rather the roads, the trees, and the houses, were covered

with a wholly white layer of ashes, and presented in the

land of the sun a genuine Dutch winter scene. In the

meantime,vwhen, later in the day the distant detonations

had ceased and rumbles had become fainter, no one had

yet the least idea of the havoc wrought by this strange

natural phenomenon. By that time Anjer had been

flooded and devastated by tidal waves ; with few excep-

tions its inhabitants had been drowned in a moment of

time, and on its site in the course of that disastrous

Monday nothing but an extensive muddy morass could

be seen." Editor

We have received the following communications :

—

Early in the morning, on December 13, between four

and five o'clock, a violent tempest from the north-west

arose. The temperature in the course of the morning
was rather low, viz. 4^ C, and, especially between six and
seven, the wind was accompanied by showers of rain,

intermingled with hail. This rain was of a peculiar

nature, every drop, after having dried up, leaving behind

a slight sediment of grayish coloured substance. This
was most distinctly to be seen on the panes of windows
turned towards the west or the north-west : the spots

with which these panes were dotted did not leave the

least doubt about their having been caused by the fallen

rain.

The streamlets of rain, having evaporated, left on the

whole surface of the windows the said grayish matter
behind, so that there can be no doubt but the rain itself

had conveyed from the upper air the above dust.

The magnificent "cloud-glow ' which, on several pre-

vious evenings, had also been obseived hereabouts, and
which has been attributed by meteorologists—with good
right, no doubt—to the volcanic ashes due to thecatastrophe
of Java, made us suppose that the substance observed by
us on the windows could not but be of the same origin.

We took it for granted that whirlwinds, when the storm
set in, had brought the dust down to the lower regions of

the atmosphere, where it mingled with the falling rain.

Consequently we proceeded to examine microscopically
the sediment, in order to compare it with original ash
from Krakatoa, which had been sent to the Agricultural

Laboratory at Wageningen to have its value as plant-food

ascertained. The result of this examination was that

both the sediment and the volcanic ash contained (i)

small, transparent, glassy particles, (2) brownish, half
transparent, somewhat filamentous, little staves, and (3)
jet black, sharp edged, small grains resembling augite.

The average size of the particles observed in the sedi-

'oect was of course much smaller than that of the con-
stituents of the ash. These observations fortify us in

our supposition, expressed above, that the ashes of

Krakatoa have come down in Holland.

Wageningen, December 14 M. W. Beyerinck

J. VAN Dam

With every spare cranny in Nature filled with vol-

canic dust, and the whole discussion in far abler hands

than mine, I should be loth to trouble you, were there not

one point in connection with the recent optical pheno-

mena which has, as far as I know, escaped observation,

and which may possibly be worthy of consideration. I

allude to the connection between the sky-glows and the

phenomenon commonly known as " Rayons de Crepuscule."

To the latter phenomenon I have incidentally had

my attention much drawn, having been for many years

engaged in a set of cloud observations for a special pur-

pose. This appearance has already been described, and

to some extent discussed, in the pages of Nature and

elsewhere. Several other phenomena, some of theni

occurring while the sun is above the horizon, seem to

have been confounded under the same name. That of

which I now write consists of red rays converging

to a point near the horizon opposite to the sun's

position, usually at between fifteen and fifty minutes

afier the sun has set or before it has risen. On
rare occasions I have seen these belts in the evening

ext. nding past the zenith so as to converge towards the

position of the sun beneath the western horizon. The

inter-^paces of these rays (which, as has long ago been

explained by Mr. Lockyer, are the shadows of hills 01

clouds beyond the visible horizon) are often of a comple-

mentary blue-green. The colour of the rays is similar to

that reflected at an earlier hour in the evening, or at a

later in the morning, from the most elevated cirri. This

]5henomenon seems to be in itself almost entirely inde-

pendent of any weather conditions, occurring under

utterly diverse states of the atmosphere. It possesses

one remarkable characteristic. It is far more common,

in Europe in the month of November than at any other

period of the year, although the prevalent state of our

November skies is scarcely such as to favour its visibility.

To this characteristic I called the attention of some scien-

tific friends several vears ago, amongst whom I may
mention the name of Robert H. Scott, F.R.S. I have

thought that the "Rayons de Crepuscule'" were some-
what more common in the years when the November
meteors were most abundant. But if this prove to be

the rule the exceptions are numerous. There are long

periods during which there are no "Rayons de Cre-

puscule'' or in which if they occur our view of them is

entirely obstructed. I have always supposed that

the fall of meteoric dust determines the condensation andJ

congelation of the vapour which exists in those strata

from which these red rays are reflected, just as London
smoke determines the formation of spherules of fog. The
solsr rays are thus reflected from ice spiculae suspended,
in the atmosphere, rather than^ as I understand Prof..

Briicke to imply, from the atmosphere itself. Are there
any reasons for doubting the possibility of the existence

of much water vapour at a far greater elevation than
this stratum? This would ordinarily remain in the vapour
state, being above the ordinary range of the pulverised
meteorites.

Now the same orange-red glow in the east, from ten to<

twenty minutes after sunset, by which I have usually been.
able to predict the appearance of " Rayons de Cre'pus^ule,''

has been almost constantly visible at that hour through-
out the present period. Further, this has been followed
slightly on one, and vividly on two, of those evenings
when the succeeding glow was most remarkable, by the
^^ Rayons de Crepuscule" themselves. And the rays of
red light emerging on several occasions from the effulgent

glow in the west appear to me closely to resemble
western continuations of very elevated "Rayons de
Crepuscule."
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Ecce itcruin. Here we come back to Krakatoa. Grant-
ing the distance to vvliich tlie vapoar and dust were ejected

from tlie bowels of Krakatoa to have been so great that

the more rapidly rotating surface of the carlli brought
Panama under this vapour and dujt in the space of less

than a week, we have a gigantic pepper-box capable of

condensing and congealing vapour which had long re-

mained undisturbed in its serene heights. We do not
need to call in the known currents of the atmosphere to

explain the dispersion Poleward and therefore eastward
of the volcanic matter, gravitation alone accounting for

the transmission of the particles down the inclined isobaric
planes.

To my theory of ice spiculse it has been objected that

these ought to produce halos. So, whenever the recent
phenomena have been most strikingly developed, they
have done. Yesterday was the third occasion during this

period when, from 2.15 to 2.50 p.m. the sun was sur-

rounded by a remarkable halo, the sky at the time being
totally devoid (in the neighbourhood of the halo) of any
visible upper clouds whatsoever. Cumuli passing the
halo appeared green. The halo was followed by a splendid
glow in the evening, and again this morning.
December 15 W. Clement Ley

Ik you are not yet suffering from a plethora of letters on
this subject, I should like to add a few remarks to those
which have been already made.
On Thursday, December 6, I witnessed one of these

gorgeous sunsets in company with a friend, from the top
of Rusthall Common, near Tunbridge Wells. Like Mr.
Rollo Russell, I noticed that the peculiar lasting glow
came from a lofty stratum of pale, tibrous, nearly trans-
parent cirriform haze, which was almost invisible as the
sun set, but afterwards came gradually into view, at first

white in colour, and then gradually changing to orange,
pink, and iinally red, the change to pink occurring at

4.25 and to red at 4 45.
We also observe! a strange reactionary effect produced

by this glow, viz., that long after the red tints had faded
from the ordinary cirrus in the western sky and from some
snow-shower cumuli in the east, ihey were both rfelighted
by the glow which had meanwhile increased in the west.
On Friday, this retlection on to low clouds all over the

sky from the undoubtedly lofty stratum in the west was
more noticeable, and it at once stru:k me that persons
who had not observed the entire process of the extinction
of the real reflection of the sun by these clouds, and their
subsequent reillumination by reflection from the upper
glow (as Miss Ley terms it), might erroneously be led to
attribute this secondary illumination to their reflection of
direct sunlight. On this ground alone, I should be rather
inclined to accept with a little hesitation the observation
on which Prof. Helmholtz bases his calculation, viz.,

that the clouds which were illuminated by the sun were
45^ above the horizon two hours alter sunset.

Nothing that I saw on either Thursday or Friday at
all favoured such a fact. On the contrary, there was some
positive evidence in favour of the reflecting medium being
situated at a much more moderate altitude. In the first

place, judging by an eye often engaged of late in taking
vertical angles with a theodolite, 1 should say that on both
days (when the sky was very clear and the stratum which
ernitted the glow was unusually well defined) the maximum
height of the glow-stratum was not more than from 10°

to 12° above the horizon.
Moreover the interval between when the ordinary cirrus

ceased to glow and this upper stratum began to glow
corresponded very much more with a height of from ten
to thirteen miles than with such an enormous height as
forty miles.

Miss Ley has, I believe, already calculated the height of
the stratum to be thirteen miles, and I think this height is far
more probable than one of forty miles. Besides, can we

imagine either vapour, or volcanic dust, or a mixture of
both, to be capable of remaining in suspension in air of
such tenuity as must exist at such an altitude ? More-
over, I think it must be admitted that whatever be the
cause, whether meteoric dust, or impalpable pumice carried
over by the upper anti-trade currents from the Java eruption,
the reflection arises from a definite stratum and not merely
from an atmosphere filled throughout with such dust.
Possibly, as Mr. Edmund Clark suggests, the dust may act

as a nucleus for the condensation of any vapour that may
exist at such a high level, and it is possible that just as we
findcertaindefinite positions at which condensationoccurs,
and therefore clouds float, at lower altitudes, so there may
be some particular height at which condensation is

determined in these upper regions, thus accounting for

the definiteness of the reflection and the presence of the
cirrus haze to which it app.irently belongs.

Thus, Dr. V'ettin of Berlin has recently shown that the
clouds have a marked tendency to float at certain defined
levels, which can only be supposed to result from the
action of certain physical causes regarding whose nature
we are at present entirely ignorant.

The name of the cloud and the corresponding elevation

in feet are as follows :
—

Name of stratum Height in feet

Lower cloud 1,600
Cloud 3,800
Cloudlets 7,200
Under cirrus 12,800
Upper cirrus 23,000

Now we see that these heights increase very nearly in a
geometrical ratio, with 2 as the common factor, so that we
might anticipate a tendency for cloud to be formed
(assuming that the empirical relation held good) at an
elevation of about 46,000 feet, or a height of nearly nine
miles. It would be at least interesting to find that the
average height of the reflecting layer in these recent
sunsets lay at about this elevation.

Another circumstance which favours the notion that the
dust would be carried from the tropics, and float above,
and not below, this level is that, while at all lower eleva-

tions the polar currents predominate, it is just about this

same level that the equatorial or southerly air-currents

begin to exceed those which have a northerly component
in strength and frequency. Thus, according to Vettin,

the following figures represent the relative volumes (.') ' of
air carried by the equatorial and polar currents at different

altitudes over Berlin :

—

Equatorial Polar Height in feet

I From 41,000 feet up
305 226 ' to the extreme limits

( of the atmosphere.

253 228 41,000
206 222 23,000
164 212 i2,Soo

loS 131 7,200

92 118 3,800

83 158 1,600

This table, I think, makes it easier to understand how
the dust should have been transported over to extra-tropical

regions from the neighbourhood of Java, and why it

should appear only in the very high strata.

E. Douglas Archibald

Gilbert White of Selborne, in one of his letters

(Ixv., to the Hon. Daines Barrington), describes the

"amazing and portentous phenomena" observed in the

summer of 17S3. " The sun at noon looked as blank as

a clouded moon, and shed a rust-coloured ferruginous

light on the ground, particularly lurid and blood-coloured
at rising and setting. The country people began to look

^ I have not the copy of the Zeitschri/t by me just now, and am only
quoting from memory. I cannot therefore be sure whether it is volumes or
frequencies. For the purpose in hand either would do equally well.
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with a superstitious awe at the red lowering aspect of the

sun ; and indeed there was reason for the most enlightened

person to be apprehensive, for all the while Calabria and
part of Sicily were torn and convulsed with earthquakes,
and about that juncture a volcano sprang out of the sea

off the coast of Norway."
Those who are familiar with the letters and poems of

Cowper will remember his references to the same pheno-
mena in that year, as in "The Task," Book ii.

—

" Fires from beneath, and meteors from above .

Portentous, unexampled, unexplained.
Have kindled beacors in the skies ; and th' old

And crazy earth has had her shaking fits

More frequent, and foregone her usual rest."

Mrs. Somerviile, in her " Physical Geography," traced
the origin of these atmospheric phenomena to the great
eruption of Skaptar, one of the volcanoes in Iceland,
which broke out May 8, and continued till .August, send-
ing forth clouds of mingled dust and vapour, which
spread over the whole of northern Europe. Mr. Hender-
son, in his work on Iceland, and Dr. Daubeny in his
work on volcanoes, also describe this eruption, and the
enormous quantities of volcanic dust sent by it into the
atmosphere.

Mr. Norman Lockyer ascribes the recent abnormal
sunrise and sunset phenomena to the clouds of volcanic
dust from the great eruption of Krakatoa on September
2. The different effect caused by a tropical eruption and
one in northern legions would be such as Gilbert White
observed, and what we have lately witnessed. In the
eruption of 1783 the stratum of dust and vapour must
have been at a low level compared with that of iScJj.

We know in a general way the course of the circulation

of the atmosphere, as we do that of the ocean : the tluw

of currents from the Poles to repla;e the ascending
volume of air in the equatorial zone, which gradually
diffuses itself in the upper regions of the atmosphere.
But of the direction and velocity of these lofty strata we
know little in detail

;
just as we have variations and uir-

e.xplained diversions even of oceanic currents, but in the
atmosphere to far greater extent. From Humboldt and
Arago we have been taught to believe that the pumice
and vapour clouds from volcanoes are raised to enormous
altitudes, and the dispersion of these may be too irregular
to admit of calculating the exact time after a tropical
eruption when atmospherical phenomena would appear
in particular localities. The fact remains that abnormal
atmospheric effects have resulted from the presence in

upper regions of the air of pumice dust in unusual
quantity.

In some regions of the earth these phenomena have
been frequently observed, as on the coasts of Peru, where
we would expect a large amount of volcanic dust to be
present. In Ellis's "Voyage to the Sandwich Islands,"
he describes just such appearances as we have been re-

cently seeing. " Towards evening and in early morning
I have seen clouds of every hue in different parts of the
heavens, and such as I had never seen before : for in-

stance, rich and perfect green, amber, carmine; while
the hemisphere round the rising and setting sun has been
one blaze of glory." Similar sunlight effects are de-
scribed by Bishop Heber in his narrative. " Besides
tints of crimson, flaine-colour, &c., there were large tracts
of translucent green in the immediate neighbourhood of
the sinking sun, and for some time after sunset ; with
hues such I have never seen before, except in a prism,
and surpassing every effect of paint or glass or gem."
These effects were such as aqueous vapour alone could
not have produced, and were doubtless due to foreign
matter in the upper regions of the atmosphere.

In the meteorological observations of Luke Howard
there are several records of similar abnormal sunlight
effects when the sky was " deep blood-red after sunset,

with hues passing through crimson and a gradation of
lighter reds and orange and flame colour." Whether
these appearances can be connected with particular

volcanic disturbances or not, they seem to have been due
to the presence of foreign matter in the upper strata of
the air ; and there are rarely periods when some volcanic
region is not in active eruption.

On more than one evening in December the metallic-

green colour of the moon attracted general notice. This
was not due to the laws of complementary colour, for it

remained when not a vestige of red or crimson could
affect the vision. Mr. Edward Whymper states that the
peculiar hue recalled to him the same appearance as
witnessed by him in South America when the atmosphere
was charged with volcanic dust.

James Macaulay

In 1880, when travelling in Southern Algeria, I was
talking with some colonists about a simoom, when a
Frenchman present exclaimed " C'est la premiere fois

que j'ai vu le soleil bleu." Upon interrogation I was
assured by the whole company that the sun, seen through
the fine dust of a Sahara wind, had a decidedly blue
colour. I do not know whether this is always the case
when a storm is blowing from the desert ; but the fact,

even if not a regular one, throws some light upon the
East-Indian green sun. It confirms evidently the opinion
that the green colour and the remarkable weakness
of the sun's light, as observed in India, were due to

volcanic dust from Krakatoa. An eruption like that

of August must throw up into the highest layers of the

atmosphere dust not only in enormous quantities but also

of extraordinary fineness. .And I ste no difficulty in

assuming that this dust, transported by air currents over
Africa and Europe, was the cause of the "lemaikable
sunsets,'' the more so, as the latter phenomenon is

evidently a wandering one. At Constantinople the first re-

markable sunset was observed on November 20 (splendid),

and suosequently we saw the same t:low of the heavens in

the morning and evening of the first five days of December,
though partially masked by clouds. Afterwards the ob-
servation was rendered impossible by bad weather.

Constantinople, December 12 Dr. Budde

I HAVE read with great interest the accounts of the

extraordinary sunsets we have had lately. I have watched
all the effects most carefully for the last fortnight, and it

may be of some interest to you to hear my account. The
fir-t time I noticed anything very odd was on the evening
of the 24th. I was then calling on a (riciid who lives on
this lake, and it was dark enough to have candles, when
on looking up at his studio window I saw three or four

masses of cumuli piled up against each other, and all of

unusual, or rather I should say unnatural, colour. I said

to my friend, " Well, I never saw such a sky or clouds, it

is exactly like an old master p cture, liKe a rich Titian

sky." ... 1 said this because what oiiijht to have been
blue sky was quite a rich green, and some of the clouds

rich amber, others red brick colour, and others a yellow

green. There was a high wind ; the^e clouds were in the

north, or nearly opposite the sunset, and very near. I

was startled, because I knew some of the colours to be
unnatural, especially at that time of day (4.30); itwasnota
green or an amber I had ever seen, and 1 have watched the

sky very carefully for many years. Then, about a week ago,

I saw the same effect again, and on looking round towards

the sunset my eye caught the crescent moon ; it was of a

pale blue i^ieen. Two evenings before this, I was startled

on looking up from my book (and some time after candles

had been brought in) to see quite a red glare behind the

"Old Man"; as it was almost night, I thought it was some
large fire, but on going out I saw that it was merely a

glare from the sunset ; and more to the cast near the

horizon there were lurid masses of red cloud very far off
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showing through bars of nearer gray cloud. I thought of

running into Rusi<in's study and telling him to look, and
went as far as his door, but then deemed it better not, as
the efTect was of so lurid and awful a nature, I thought it

might put him off his work ! My next scene was one
morning ; finding the room very dark, I suddenly discovered
the maid had shut the shutters ; 1 got up to open them,
and to my astonishment saw Coniston Old Man all red,

but with no shadows ! I was all the more astonished
because it was still much too dark for any light on the
" Old Man " at all ! and I can assure you it really looked
alarming. I have of course often seen the mountain red
and orange, but never before sunrise. I concluded that
this glare was caused by some very bright reflection from
the rising sun on the sky above, and bright enough to
make the mountains all red. I watched this more or less

until nine o'clock, when at last the usual shadows ap-
peared, the mountain getting I suppose some real sun-
light. Then my last effects have been two extraordinary
after-glows a few evenings ago. It seemed to me that
about half an hour before sunset the sun began to shine
through some extraordinary vapour capable of being illu-

mmated very much more than the ordinary atmosphere,
so much so that we had faint cast shadows from it on our
lawn

; there was no sign of the sun or even where he was,
as this vapour was so equally illuminated. It lasted long;
and when candles had been in some time, there was still

a band of intense rose colour on the western horizon.

Arthur Severn
Brantwood, Coniston, Lancashire, December 9

This atmospheric phenomenon still continues morning
and evening to excite admiration. Its eftects, however,
on the colour of the sky disappear at an earlier hour than
has hitherto been the case ; on the morning of Wednesday,
the 5th inst., the southern heavens were resplendent with
richest and most brilliant colours, to attempt the descrip-
tion of which would be somewhat puzzling. It seems as
if of late the grandest displays occur before sunrise. The
afternoon effects were remarkable less for richness of
coloration than for the lustre of the light which arose in

the west after sunset and for the predominance over the
whole sky of opalescent white colours. The reflection of
the light on church towers and buildings brought out the
architecture in strong and startling relief. There was,
however, at 4.15 p.m. a colour display, and on this occa-
sion the moon for a short time was again changed to a
hue of emerald green. On the 6th, before sunrise, the
phenomenon reappeared in a mantle of lurid red colour.
The display passed through the usual changes of colour
and disappeared when the sun rose. In the afternoon
the glow at 4 p.m. reappeared, followed by the usual
brilliant radiance ; the colours were, however, sea-greens,
opaline whites, and bright grays till 4.30 p.m., when a
blood-red colour overspread the western sky. The glow
faded sooner than usual. The morning of the 7th though
splendid was less grand in character than the displa\- of
the previous morning. At 4 p.m. a rosy hue suffused a' few
light clouds that rested on the sky. At 4.15 pearly whites

'

and niauves and grays prevailed. Just at this time an irre-
jgularly shaped vaporous mass of an exquisite tint of lake

foi med in the west 45° above the horizon, and gradually
spread to a point near the horizon. At 4.30 the usual orange-
coloured arc appeared in the west, and'for a few moments

\

the light emitted was almost dazzling. The display was
somewhat evanescent. On the 8th, before sunrise, the
sky was enriched with various hues of red, carmine, green,
and yellow. At 3 p.m. there was a detached cloud canopy
coloured with a deep rose, but changing to an orange
hue

; 5 p.m. dense cloud canopy with red radiance visible
through the clouds. On the 9th a dense cloud canopy
shut out observation. At 4 p.m. a bright yellow glare
coloured the horizon of the western sky. This was fol-
lowed by the orange-coloured radiance, but the display

I was fugitive. The morning and afternoon of the loth

I

were unfavourable for observation owing to a dense cloud
canopy, but a yellow-coloured light in the sky was per-
ceptible. On the I ith the sky before sunrise was brilliant

' with colours pink, blood-red, yellow, and green. At 8 a.m.
for a few moments the sun appeared of a green colour.
This afternoon's effects were very beautiful. At 3 p.m. a

I
yellow glow prevailed : this gave way to a remarkable
streak of a vivid green colour extending along the horizon
from north-west to south-west ; above this was a vaporous
mass reaching to within a few degrees of the zenith.
Beyond this mass and overspreading the zenith the colour
was mauve. In the eastern sky the colours were reds,
mauves, and blues. This evening the moon again shone
with a green light. The glowing arc of orange-coloured
radiance which evening after evening shone in the western
horizon seems to have ceased to be apparent here. The
effects of the splendid sky coloration in causing the flame
of gas lamps to appear white, or rather in fact to resemble
the electric light—noticed by Mr. Sydney Hodges at
Ealing—was at this place a striking feature of the displays.
A destructive hurricane from the north-west set in at 11

p.m. on the nth inst., and was of greater violence than
any that has occurred here from that point for these
forty years. The night was moonlight, with flying scud.
In the night, between one and two o'clock a.m., during
the height of the hurricane, the phenomenon of paraselene
or mock moon was visible. The false disk was well de-
fined, equalled the moon in size, but was less brilliant, and
was some 4^^ or 5° from the true moon

;
prismatic hales

were visible during the night. The wind blew in terrific

gusts, striking houses and buildirgs almost with the force
of a battering ram. Before sunrise on the 12th a red
glare suffused the sky, and at half-past eight a.m. the sun
appeared of a dark green colour, and remained of this

colour for several minutes. The violence of the hurricane
subsided towards four a.m. During the lulls of the storm
there were on one or two occasions tremors that I could
not connect with the vibration of the house from the effect

of the wind, and which seemed to me to be earth tremors.
In the afternoon the glow appeared in the west in the
5hape of a mass of aluminous yellow body some 25° above
the horizon, which sank gradually below the horizon, and
left a clear sky. On the morning of the 13th the only
colour visible was a deep yellow, and that colour prevailed
in the vicinity of the sun throughout the day. Thermo-
meter again rose to 50", barometer falling. In the after-

noon of that day, cloud obscuration shut out observation.
December 14.—.\t sunrise, owing to the denseness of

the prevailing cloud canopy, observation was not possible"

At 10 a.m. the canopy broke up and dispersed, and, ex-

cept along the eastern horizon, the sky became blue and
clear. At 1 1 a.m. a broad, colourless stream of remark-
able moving vapour or cloud haze, and rayed, nebulous
cirri of a very filmy structure, issued from a point occu-
pied by a few clouds of the stratus type on the western
horizon, and travelled across the zenith eastwards. The
motion of the vapour and cirri was rather fast as it swept
across the sky. The quick-changing forms were most
astonishing, some being of a leaf structure, some pointed
rays, some curled, others horizontal bars. The forms ofboth
haze and cirri were most fantastic. The stream continued
to flow till after 2 p.m. I have never before observed
anything like it. At 3.15 p.m. there was a wide-
spreading green sky space about 20' in altitude on
the western horizon. Above it gradually in the clear

sky, a rich russet glow, with no definite outline, became
developed, and continued to prevail. A 4 p.m. a pink
glow coloured some clouds resting on the western sky
and flushed the entire horizon. Towards 5 p.m. the russet

colour gave way to a smoky yellow tint, and soon after-

wards the light disappeared. Cloud- tortus during the

day took the most weird and fantastic forms. Imagining
that the phenomenon was on the wane, I was surprised
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to witness a display so brilliant and imposing. On this

day the thermometer rose to 54^. At 8 p.m. there was a

rather broad band of green light round the disk of the

moon. It seemed to me that neither the sun nor the

moon during the days and nights of the 12th, 13th, 14th,

and 15th gave the usual light.

December 15.—The sunrise this morning was of a most
impressive character. From just before sunrise till 8 a.m.

the eastern sky was flushed with blood-red colour. At 8

a.m. the sun again shone with a most beautiful green

light for a few minutes. The room in which the observa-

tions were made has two windows, one facing east, the

other south, and the marvellous spectacle was witnessed

of a flood of crimson glare fillmg the east window, while

through the south window poured a volume of dazzling

green light. This afternoon there was a thick cloud

canopy, and rain fell, but a yellow glare penetrated the

clouds on the south and west. At 4 p.m. through a cloud

rent could be seen the bright pink, russet green, and
yellow colours of the glow. The thermometer registered

44'-

December 16.—The glare was visible this morning, but

no colour other than smoky yellow was visible. After-

noon the glare verj' powerful, but at 3.45 pale yellow was
the only colour. This, however, prevailed in the west,

but extended round the whole horizon. The spoked ray

feature, however, was greatly developed.

The steel coloured radiance which glowed in the western
sky at 3.30 p.m. at the time of closing my letter was fol-

lowed from 4 till shortly after 5 p.m. by the fiery glare

which has been a marked feature of the red sky dis-

plays during their prevalence. The sky effects were
much the same as on the previous afternoon, except
that the nebulous matter was traversed by fan-shaped
pointed rays, and its structure presented a billowy

appearance.
December 17.—Glare at sunrise as on other mornings

of late, the coloration less grand and brilliant. During
the morning a stream of filmy cirri issuing from the

point in the heavens occupied by the sun and travelling

across the zenith till after midday. 3.30 p.m.—Steel

coloured glare, followed at 4 p.m. by the development of

the usual fiery glow in the western sky, traces of which
remained till 6 p.m.

In the " Notes" in Nature for the 6th inst. (p. 135) is

a record of a fall, on the night of Nov. 17, at Storelvdal,

Norway, of layers of gray and black dust. This was the

day of the date of a fall of discoloured rain near
Worcester. Recent accounts announce the visibility of

the phenomenon in America, where its cause is ascribed
to meteoric dust. Reports of falls of ashes on land and
shipboard tend rather to strengthen the volcanic dust
theory. According to the ".-Xnnals of Philosophy," vol. ii.,

the sun appeared of a blue colour in April of the year
(821 in England. It seems from other sources that there
were in February of that year a violent volcanic eruption
in the island of Bourbon, and in June of the previous
year a destructive outbreak in Gunung Api.

Worcester, December 17 J. Ll. Bozward

The following observations of the remarkable " ylow "

that has lately been attracting such universal attention at

sunrise and sunset may be of use for comparison with
similar phenomena observed in other parts of the world.
They relate to the phenomenon as observed at sunrise on
those occasions when the atmospheric conditions and
other circumstances have been favourable for obtaining
good observations, though I may state that, even when
cloudy, and no clear blue sky visible, the red glow has
frequently made itself apparent through the clouds.
December 4.—6.40 a.m. The whole eastern sky

between the east-north-east and south-west, for an alti-

tude of 15', was of a pale pink; at 7.15 it had in-

creased in altitude to 45", and near the horizon was

of a deep crimson. At 7.30 it began to fade away,
changing to a yellowish pink, and at 7.45 it had
disappeared, excepting a slight crimson haze having an
altitude of about 10°, and confined to that portion of the

horizon at which the sun was about to make his

appearance.
December 12.—6.30 a.m. A narrow belt of brilliant

crimson clouds about 5° wide skirted the horizon between
the north-east and south-south-east ; at 7 it had con-
siderably decreased in brilliancy, and reached an altitude

of 15", and at 7.30 it had become of one uniform pink
colour, and now reached the great altitude of 60°. It now
began gradually to fade away, changing to a yellowish

pink, and rapidly decreasing in altitude until by 7.45
it had entirely disappeared, leaving a clear blue sky,

which at 7.50 became tinged with the ordinary sunrise

tints.

December 13.—6.50 a.m. A bright yellow glow
having an altitude of 15^, appeared on the horizon,

extending from the east-north-east to the south-east ; at

7.20 it had increased in altitude to 60'^, the upper
portion being of a pink colour, giving to the blue sky
immediately adjoining a sickly green tint. At 7.50

the pink glow near the zenith had disappeared, and the

yellow glow near the horizon had changed to pink ; it had
now decreased in altitude to 10°, and extended no further

than between the east and south-east points of the horizon.

As the sun rose above the horizon it again changed to

yellow.

December 17.—7.15 a.m. The clouds which up to this

time had overcast the sky cleared away, although a very

brilliant display of the " glow " was to be seen. The entire

eastern sky between the east-north-east and south-south-

east for an altitude of 75^ was of a beautiful pink, excepting

immediately on the horizon, where it was yellow. At
7.45 the glow disappeared, leaving a clear blue sky
until 7.55, when the usual sunrise tints made their

appearance.
From the foregoing remarks it will be seen that the

"glow" in this locality has generally made its appearance
ih. 20m. before sunrise, and excepting in one instance

(December 4) it has disappeared ten minutes before the

sun has made his appearance above the horizon.

Dalston, E , December 18 B. J. Hopkins

I HAVE observed the " after-glow" here (Madrid) since

November 30, when it fir^t came under my notice. The
effect was particularly fine on the 2nd inst., the atmo-
sphere being perfectly clear, and the moon (new, two and
a half hours behind the sun) quite brilliant, as also the

stars. At 4.24 (Madrid time) the sun went down, and
we had a fine, but not unusual, golden sunset effect which
lasted about fifteen minutes. At 5 the sky was gradually

lit up again, say 100 miles north and south of sun

point on the horizon, and some 45° of arc above, the

colour varying from pink-red to crimson, less intense on
high, but with a defined semicircular boundary againsf

blue sky, which at this period assumed a greenish tir',

as did also the moon without losing her brillianc /.

But I did not observe any " streaks of Polar auroral

light," mentioned in Mr. Bozward's letter; the crim-

son fan (shall I say ?) was uniform, and maintained

its intensity till six o'clock, though it gradually receded ;

the moon at the same time recovering her silvery appear-

ance ; and at 6.15, that is one hour and forty minutes

after sunset, all was over. At 6 p.m. the barometer

(4-inch height aneroid by Ladd) marked 705-50 mm.
(say 27'8o inches ; Madrid is 655 metres above the sea),

and the thermometer (Casella, K.O., No. 9538), shel-

tered, 4 metres above ground, stood at 10° Cent.

On the 3rd inst. the effect was somewhat different,

owing to slight haziness, coupled with delicate ripples of

cirrus above, a few streaks of heavy cloud down on

horizon, and slight breeze from south-west ; but the
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whole phenomenon on the 4th inst. was the most in-

structive. These are my notes :

—

4.34 p.m. sundown ; usual sunset effect, golden

;

massive horizontal streaks of neutral tint cloud, from 5° to

20' above horizon, with intervals, coloured Indian red
;

cirrus above light crimson. 4.50, all over, clouds no

longer illuminated, sky on horizon dull >cllow. 5 p.m.,

yellow band turned pale i;>ren ; lav clouds remaining quite

dark (not illuminated), upper transparent cirrus pink or

light \>v,r^\e, gradually fading off into blue atmosphere,

which remained decidedly blue although the moon and haze

circle round her (= four moon diameters) were decidedly

greenish. 5.15, purple fan receded or contracted some-
what, and more crimson in colour ; .green tint on horizon

fainter. 5.25, upper purple tint quite gone ; light down
on horizon bright red like conflagration (or iron heated

to redness) ; inoon greenish ; lieai'y cloud streaks guile

dark; and here 1 will say that although I noticed in

Madrid a very slight breeze from north-west, all clouds

remained to all appearance perfectly stationary from

beginning to end. 5.35, at this moment the lower clouds

(say to 20° above horizon) were reillujninated as at sun-

set from beneath (Indian red), after remaining forty-five

minutes in total shade. At 5 45 this new illumination began
to fade, and the red glow on the horizun had ri^en some-
what, and was dusky. 5.50, only a few red streaks under the

clouds; glow as before, apparently more intense, owing to

increasing darkness. 6.0, glow dull, and low down on hori-

zon, nearly all on the north side of the sun's setting point.

6.15, all over. Barometer 702 mm. (say 27"65 in.);

thermometer 12° C.

Since December i the whole phenomenon, without

losing intensity, has become reduced in extent, z>. the fan

of light (so to speak) is getting smaller, especially in the

direction of its length on the horizon. Yesterday (5th) I

noticed the same reilluniination of cloud ; to-day we had
heavy clouds and rain at the time, and barometer 699 mm.
and thermometer 6" 5 at six. F. GlLLMAN

Quintana 26 (Barrio Arguelles), Madrid, Dec. 6

There has been a very fine "glow '' this evening, with

the delicate rose tint which is so unusual. 1 observed the

bands at C and D very strongly marked, and also a faint

band at about a, and another about half way between

C and D. This is the best marked evening glow that we
have had here since about the end of last week.

Dublin, December 14 J. P. O'REILLY

SiGNOR Denz.'V, Director of the Central Cibservatory

at Moncalieri, writes that these sunsets were seen from

November 25 to l;ecember i, and again from December4
to December 7, throughout the whole of Italy from the

Alps to the extremity of Calabria, and everywhere with

great intensity. A vast number of reports have been

received at the Central Observatory, generally to the

same effect. So vivid was the glow, that by many ob-

servers it was taken for an aurora borealis, the prevailing

colours oscillating between red and deep orange, and
afterwards passing through all the tints to the most deli-

cate pink. During the evenings of November 28 and 29

nearly the whole sky was lit up, and the phenomenon was

followed first by storms, fogs, and rain, and later on by

snow. Observed with the spectroscope, the light pre-

sented nothing but the usual absorption lines of the

vapour of water, but very intense. Before dawn and after

sunset the zodiacal light was seen very distinctly.

Numerous letters have appeared in the Times on the

sunsets during the past week :

—

Mr.G. J. Sy.mons sends the following extract from the

Meteorological Report from Adelaide Observatory, South

Australia, for C)ctober, 18S3 :
—"On every clear even-

ing during this month, and the last fortnight of

September, a peculiar phenomenon has been apparent

in the western sky. Shortly after sunset a red glow

will make its appearance, at an altitude of about
50°, being very faint at first, but as the brightness of
the sky near the horizon dies away with the receding
sun, the red glow will e.xpand downwards, becoming at
the same time more brilliant, until at last the whole
western sky will be lit up with a beautiful light, varying
in colour from a delicate pink to a most intense scarlet,

and the spectacle presents a most brilliant appearance.
The upper part will then gradually fade away until the
colour is noticeable only 7 or 8° above the horizon, at
which time the light is at about its brightest. Afterwards,
a secondary glow will sometimes make its appearance at

an altitude of about 50", and gradually spread downwards
until the sky is again lit up. In the secondary pheno-
menon the colours are generally more delicate. The
whole thing will fade away about 8 p.m. This pheno-
menon has been noticed all over the south eastern portion
of this continent, from Port Augusta (lat. 32° S.) to Mel-
bourne ; and in India the sun has at times presented a
most peculiar appearance, being green at rising, then
gradually changing to a blue at noon, and inversely from
noon to sunset. Various theories have been started to

account for the phenomena.''
Col. Stuart-Wortlev states that in 1862 he spent a

year in South Italy on purpose to study the formation of

clouds by the aid of photography. " During that time I

spent some time at Naples while the great eruption of

that year was going on, and was struck with the unusual
colours of the sunsets during and after the eruptions. I

still have photographs of both sunrises and sunsets in-

dorsed with memoranda as to unusual and exceptional

colours." Four years ago, while sailing in the Pacific,

Col. Stuart VVortley was much struck with the fact that

very frequently the whole vault of heaven was overspread
with magnificent and glorious colouring, and that in the

higher regions of the air colours were found that were
never seen at the horizon or below a certain height.

"Now, this exceptional magnificence and peculiarity of

colouring only occurs in certain latitudes and in well-

defined belts, and I venture to suggest that, seen in the
light now thrown on the subject by Mr. Norman Lockyer
and others, the constant stream of volcanic matter thrown
nut by the great volcanoes in the mountain ranges of

South .America, and possibly from elsewhere, form an
almost permanent stratum of floating matter, carried in

certain directions and kept in certain positions by alter-

nating currents in the higher regions of the air, and that

to this stratum of volcanic matter much of the excep-
tional colouring found to be associated with sunrises and
sunsets in portions of the Southern Pacific Ocean is due."

Mr. W. H. Preece writes :

— " I think 1 can add one
link to Mr. Lockyer's chain of reasoning. If we assume
that the mass of volcanic matter projected with such force

into the atmosphere in the Straits of Sunda was highly

electrified, then it must have been electrified with the

same sign as that of the earth—viz. negative. Therefore,

when the force of projection had exhausted itself, the

cloud of matter woula be subject to two other forces be
sides gravity— the repulsion of the electrified earth, and
the selt-repulsion of each particle of electrified dust. The
first would determine the tenuity of the cloud, for the

lighter the particles the further they would be repelled,

and the heavier the particles the quicker they would
descend. It is quite possible to conceive that they might
be so minute and so highly electrified as to reach the

utmost confines of our atmosphere, where they would
remain as long as they remained electrified. The second
repulsive force would cause the particles to spread out

continuously in a horizontal plane until they would cover

an area determined only by their quantity. When we
take into consideration the movements of the atmosphere
and the rotation of the earth, I see no reason to doubt

that an immense cloud of highly electrified matter, pro-

jected into the atmosphere in Java, could spread itself in
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the higher regions of the atmosphere over an area equal

to that of Europe. That this is not fanciful is proved by
the behaviour of smoke. 1 have often watched when at

sea, on a still, calm day, the black s:noke of some passing

bteamer rise to some determined height, and then

gradually spread itself at an equal and constant distance

from the sea like a great flat pall. I have also seen on
land the smoke from some manufacturing shaft blown
gently by the wind follow the curves of the land, remain-
ing always at the same distance trom the ground, but

gradually spreading outwaris in every direction. I have
also seen two lines of smoke refuse to coalesce, but re-

pelling each other exactly as they ought if they were
similarly electrified. That smoke is, therefore, negatively

electrified I firmly believe, though I have never tested it.

Now, that this wonderful atmospheric disturbance was
accompanied by extraordinary electrical disturbance was
shown, not only by Capt. Watson's observations near the

spot, but by Prof. Smith's records at Madras, and hence
it requires no great stretch or the imagination to conceive

electricity playing a great part in the recent gorgeous
display of atmospheric eflects."

In reference to Mr. Preece's letter, Mr. Crookes
writes:—" In a paper read before the Ro>al Society in

1879 I showed that at a rarefaction of the millionth of an
atmosphere two pieces of electrified gold leaf repelled one
another at a considerable angle for thirteen months with-

out loss of charge. Therefore at a rarefaction of a
millionth (corresponding to a height above the earth's

surface of about sixty-two miles) air 1= a perfect non-
conductor of statical electricity, without interfering with

the mutual repulsion of similarly electrified particles.

U'hen we bear in mind that the specific gravity of gold is

five or SIX times that of the rock whose disruption formed
the dust in question, and that the size of the individual

particles of dust is certainly many thousand times smaller

than my gold leaves, there is every reason to believe that

electrified dust, once projected fifty or sixty miles above
the earth's surface, might remain there for many years.''

Bishop Bromb^", writing to the Times, says that in a

letter from a member of his family at Hobart, Tasmania,
the writer speaks admiringly of "the loveliest after-glow

which was spread over the sky on the other side of the

water where the sun had set.'' This was written on
October J2 by one who was ignorant that similar pheno-
mena haa been obstrved in other parts of the world.

Another correspondent of the Times states that in a
letter dated " Uuem, September 74, 1883," Hicks Pasha
wrote:—"By the way, have you in England noticed a
large black spot on the sun .'' Today, when it rose, it

was of a pale green colour, and we saw through our
glasses an immense black spot on the lower half of it.

What does this portend ? 1 feel sure there must be some
notice of it in the papers in England.'
Sheriff Rampini of Lerwick, Shetland, writes that

the sunsets have been observed in these northern islands.

Mr. G. F. Burder of Clifton sends the following

extract from a letter from a passenger travelling from San
Francisco to S>dney, three days after leaving Honolulu.
The writer sa) s :

—"On Wednesday, September 5, we
witnessed a most curious phenotiienon. The sun set

perfectly blue, and ne.\t morning it rose a flaming ball of
blue The blue light was reflected in our cabins."

tiN November 30, at 4 p.m., another remarkable sunset
was observed in Stockholm. A correspondent states that

the western sky became covered with an intense purple
after-glow, having the appearance of an enormous distant

conflagration, which nearly reached the zenith, and lasted

for an hour, even after it was dark, and the stars were
visible. On the morning of December i a similar intense
light was observed at sunrise. The colour was, however,
then more yellow. The phenomena have also been
observed in the north of Sweden, in Gothenburg, in

Christiania, and in Copenhagen.

THE KRAKATOA AIR-WAVE
ON Thursday last Mr. R. H. Scott communicated a

paper to the Royal Society giving a map and tabular

statements concerning certain barometric disturbances
observed towards the end of August last.

The obvious correspondence of the forms and times of

occurrence ot the barometric disturbances, described in

Mr. Scott's paper, at once suggested to General Strachey
that they were due to a common origin, and the great

volcanic eruption at Krakatoa in the Straits of Sunda
appeared to supply a probable efficient cause. General
Strachey therefore took up the question from this point

of view, and at the same meeting communicated a paper,

of which the following is an abstract :

—

'

' Any shock of sufficient violence might be expected to produce

an atmospheric wave, advancing from the place where it was
caused in a circular form round the globe, at first expanding until

it had gut half round the earth, and then again contracting till

it was again concentrated at the antipodes, from which again it

would be thrown back, and so pass backwards and forwards till

it was obliterated. It might have been expected that such a

wave would travel v\ith the velocity of sound, being probably

of the same nature as that "hich causes sound, though

the vibrations had not the peculiar character that affects our

organs of hearing. It has, however, been suggested to me that

the wave may rather have had the character of a solitary wave
produced in a liquid, the velocity of whica in the air would not

materially differ from that of sound.'
" A rough examination of the facts at first made known by the

observations recorded in Great Britain indicated that there was

p7-ima facie strong evidence in support of this view, and that the

phenomena would be approximately explained by the passage

round the earth of a series of waves travelling at the rate of

about 700 milc^ an hour in opposite directions from the place

where the volcanic crujlion occurred. The records since pro-

cured from other places, and the more c ireful examination of the

facts, have quite confirmed this conclusion.

"Although we may expect to obtain additional data from

other parts of the giobe, which will make the investigation of

tins somewhat remarkable phenomenon more complete, yet those

we now have are sufficient to justify an attempt being made to

bring the more important facts before the Royal Society without

further delay.
•' The following table shows the stations from which the records

have been received of which u~e has been made in this discussion,

with certain particulars of their geographical position, and of

their distances inea ured on great circles, from Krakatoa, the

place of eruption :

—

Distance frjm Kraka
toa, measured on a

great circle

Toronto :
W

Valencia
j

,,

Coimbra , ,>

Armagh
, ,,

F.dmouth ,,

Glasgow ; ,,

Stonyhiirst ..1 ,,

Aherdten ,,

Kew
I ,1

Green" ich

Paris

Brussels

St. Pet rsbarg ..

Krakatoa

79 15
10 IS

8 24
6 39

5 4
4 It)

2 28

4 20

30 zo
105 22

N. 43 40

,, 51 55

,> 40 '3

., 54 21

,, 5'J 9

.. 55 53
,. 53 5'

,, 57 10

,, 51 28

,. 5J 29

„ 48 50

.. 50 5

1

-. 59 5"^

S. 6 9

to e
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"As the earlier disturbances, on August 27 and 28, extend

over several hours, it became necessary to fix on certain

sufficieiitly well defined points in the curves representing the

barometric pressure, from which to measure the epochs of the

passage of successive disturbances. The first and second of the

series are, in almost all the curves, well defined and generally

similar in form, commencing with a distinctiise, which is again

followed by a diNtinct fall, the fall being shorter than the ri-.e.

These features are followed by a less definite rise succeeded liy a

shallow fall, after which there is again a rise, which gradually

passes into the more regular trace.
" The third Mv\ fourth of the disturbances can be traced in all

the curves, but they no longer exhibit the same characters, and
are usually nothing more than a sudden sharply defined rise,

though in front of some of these there is a more or less distinct

trace of a hollow.

"The fifth and sixth of the series become less distinct and are

lost at several stations, being usually rises ; while a seventh

faint disturbance, as a shallow hollow, can be traced in a few of

the curves, after which nothing can be distinguished.
" By a comparison of the time intervals between the first and

third, the third and fifth, and the fifth and seventh disturbances,

and assuming (which the facts seem to justify) that the velocity

of the wave has remained unchanged in its passage from east to

west, it would appear that the first well-defined rise in the first

of the series corresponds to the rises which are prominent in

those succeeding it. And the same conclusion has been drawn
from an examination of the second and fourih compared with

the fourth and sixth of the .series.

"Adopting these conclusions, the times of the successive pas-

sages of the initial ri-e have been measured from the curves,

suitable allowance having been made where the rise was difficult

to trace, or, as sometimes happened, a hollow appeared corre-

sponding in position with the hollows in the earlier form of

the disturbances. There is, of course, some doubt attaching to

these measurements, but their general consistency seems to indi-

cate that they mry be accepted as fairly representing the facts

under discussion.
" The following table gives the results of these estimates of the

times at which the successive waves passed the several stations,

reckoned from midnight of Aug. 26, in Greenwich mean time':

—

Toronto
Valencia
Coimbra
Armagh
Falmouth
•Glasgow
Stonyhurst ....

Aberdeen . . .

.

Kew
Greenwich
Paris

Bru sels

St, Petersburg

Times of passage of wa

I. II. III. IV,

m. h. m.!h. m.
io6r 30I

5o|62 5,87 55
30 62 401

40.62 15187 45
25162 15

96 10 124 25

201124 30
97 45!i24 30

62 20;S7 35197 30
62 25187 40
62

30J87
20

62 30(

0,62 50I

0562 55 86 45 98 40!

30163 50.84 4o|

97 30124 5

98 30
98 0|I24 5

" From these figures are deduced the intervals between the
succe-sive pass.ages of the waves from east to west, and from
west to east, respectively, or of the times of travelling round (he

earth, which are .shown in the next table, for all stations

excepting Toronto.
" From the re-ults thus obtained it would follow that the wave

travelled round the earth from east to west in 36h. S7m., being
at the rate of '1026 hour for one degree of a great circle of the

earth, and from west to east in 35h. 17m., being at the rate of
098 h >ur for one degree. From the velocities thus determined
the probable time of the origin of the wave has been calculated

from the known distance of e.ich place from Krakatoa, the time
occupied in the passage of the wave from Krakatoa to the place

of observation, ar.d the observed time of ihe passage of the waves,
" The mean value thus obtained from the waves moving from

east to west for the time of the origin of the disturbance at

Intervals occupied in travelling round the earth.

Valencia ..

Coimbra ..

Armagh
Falmouth ..

Glasgow ..

Stonyhurst
Aberdeen .,

Kew
Greenwich
Paris

Brussels

St.Petersbrf

Mean ex-
'

eluding

Toronto

I.

to
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counts for no trace of it being found, though the wave coming
from the eastward on the morning of that day, just before the

cyclone had arrived. No. VII., was discernible. .

" There is no definite statement, io far as I am informed

at present, of tlie true time of any particularly severe shock

IT explosion at Krakatoa excepting that whieli is contained in

the letter of Mr. Watson (published in Nature, December 6,

1S83), whose ship was within a few miles of the volcano on the

morning of August 27. He refers to an unusually severe explo-

sion as having occurred at llh. 15m. a.m. local time, which is

nearly 45 minutes later than the time, gh. 32m., arrived at

in the foregoing discussion. The point of the disturbance (as

iiidicated by the barograms) which has been taken as the front

of the wave is the highest point of the first abrupt rise of the

trace, and is perhaps, on an average, not far from one hour after

the first signs of disturbance, the increase of pressure having
been very rapid during the interval, but broken into two or three

steps or oscillations. During the following half hour there is

Usually a large decrease of pressure, succeeded by another abrupt

rise lasting about half an hour. Then follow a fall of about an
hour, then a rise of an hour and a half, and then a fall of an
hour and a quarter. The whole length of the disturbance on
ihe time scale is between five .and six hours, corresponding to an

actual distance of between 3500 miles and 4000 miles. The
length of the first main wave of the disturbance is about one
hvur on the lime scale, or about 700 miles in length over tlie

earth's surface.

"In the present position of our knowledge of the facts, it

can only be surmi-ed that the shock of iih. 15m. a.m. of

August 27, oLserved by Mr. Watson, corresponds to the second
main feature of the disturbance. That the wave which forms
the first feature would have originated at lih. 15m. a.m. is

apparently incon^istent with the observed velocities, which it

has been shown are remarkably consistent, and indicate without
much doubt an origin at gh. 32m. a.m.

**The barometric disturbance at Mauritius noted by Dr.Meldrum
is said to have begun soon after II a.m. local time. The dis-

tance from the volcano to Mauritius being about 3450 miles,

the wave at the rate of 674 miles per hour would have reached

the island in 5h. 7m. Taking the great shock at 2h. 32in.

Greenwich mean lime, as before reckoned, the wave would
reach Mauritius at 7h. 39m. Greenwich me.an time, or adding
the .allowance for difference of longitude, 3h. 50m., the local

time would be llh. 29m., which agrees satisfactorily with the

facts as recorded.
" In conclusion, it may be noticed that the sea-waves produced

by this volcanic disturbance, assuming the time of its occurrence

to have been 2h. 32m. Greenwich mean time on August
27, vere propagated with an approximate velocity of 4S0
miles an hour to Mauritius, of 430 miles an hour to Port

Elizabeth near the Cape of Good Hope, and 420 miles to Galle,

and a somewhat slow'er rate to Aden. The details of the occur-

rence of these waves on the coasts of India will shortly be laid

before the Society by Major Baird, who has informed me that

the velocity of the wave between Galle and Aden was 378
miles an hour, and the lengths of the great waves from 2iS7

to 630 miles."

"P.S.—December 15. Since the above was read before the

Royal Society a copy of the barometric trace from New York
has been received, which shows disturbances very similar to

those recorded at Toronto, and at times which are quite in

accordance with the general conclusions stated in the paper."

NOTES
In connection with the resignation of Prof. Sylvester of his

Chair in the Johns Hopkins University, we find that it

was resolved at a meeting of the trustees held October i,

"That as thi-i resignation is doubtless the result of mature

reflection on the part of Prof. Sylvester, it is hereby accepted,

but that in doing so the Board of Trustees cordially extend to

him its hearty thanks for the invaluable services which he has

rendered to the University, and also its profound sense of the

great ability, the conscientious fidelity, and untiring energy with

which he has discharged the arduous duties of his Chair, thereby

elevating the science of mathematics to its proper plane, not only

in this [institution but in this country." It was also resolved

"That Prof. Sylvester be appointed Professor Emeritus in the

"ohns Hopkins University."

It may be remembered that at the recent Geodetic Congress

the French delegates opposed the adoption of Greenwich as the

universal meridian, though M. Faye was in favour of the adop-

tion of Greenwich time. At the meeting of the Paris Academy
on December 3, M. Faye, whilst supporting the proposal that

the universal time should be that of Greenwich, stipulates for the

civil hour instead of the astronomical hour, and for the counting of

longitudes from oh. to I2h. positive towards the east and negative

towards the west, instead of from oh. to 24h. reckoned towards

the east, but leaving it to astronomers and navigators to employ

at discretion for the universal time that according to civil or

astronomical reckoning, as may seem best.

A MEETING was held in Sheffield last weekjfor the purpose of

carrying out, in connection with Firth College, a proposed

technical department having reference to the trade of the district.

Among those who spoke were Mr. Mundella and Dr. Sorby, and

we need not say that all agreed as to the desirability of establish-

ing such a department, and the necessity of educating our cap-

tains, as well as our privates, of industry, in the principles of

their crafts. For that, Mr. Mundella insisted, is the true

technical education. He gave the experience of a friend who

has just been visiting the United States, and inspected the means

for technical education existing there ; the distinct conclusion

was "that there is more skill and intelligence in American

industrial pursuits than there is in our English industrial pur-

suits." It is much that we know our weakness and are taking

means to remedy it. No doubt the Firth College will soon have

a well equipped technical department.

The Lecture Arrangements at the Royal Institution before

Easter, 1S84, are as follows :— Prof. Dewai-, six lectures (adapted

to a juvenile auditory) on Alchemy (in relation to modern science),

commencing on Thursday next (December 27) ; Mr. R. S. Poole,

two lectures on the Interest and Usefulness of the Study of Coins

and Medals ; Mr. A. Geikie, five lectures on the Origin of the

Scenery of the British Isles ; Prof. J. G. McKendrick, five lec-

tures on Animal Heat : its Origin, Distribution, and Regulation ;

Prof. Ernst Pauer, six lectures on the History and Development

of the iSIusic for the Pianoforte, and its Predecessors the Clave-

cin, Harpsichord, &c. ; Prof. Tyndall, six lectures on the Older

Electricity, its Phenomena and Investigators ; Prof. Henry

Morley, six lectures on Life and Literature under Charles I. ;

and Capt. Abney, six lectures on Photographic Action, con-

sidered as the Work of Radiation. The Friday Evening Meet-

ings begin on January 18, Prof. Tyndall on Rainbows. The

discourses on tlie other evenings will probably be as follows :

—

Rev. T. G. Bonney, the Building of the Alps ; Prof. Ma
MUUer, Rajah Rammohun Roy ; Mr. G. J. Romanes, the Dar-

winian Theory of Instinct ; Prof. Thorpe, the Chemical Work

of Wohler; Sir Frederick Bramwell, Loudon (below bridge)

North and South Communication ; Prof. Hughes, Theory of

Magnetism (illustrated by experiments) ; Mr. C. V. Boys,

Bicycles and Tricycles in Theory and Practice ; Mr. J. N.

Langley, the Physiological Aspect of Mesmerism ; Mr. Walter

Besant, the Art of Fiction ; Prof. O. Reynolds, the Two

Manners of Motion of Water (shown by experiments).

Every one must wish well to the scheme for an Institute for

East London, to the meeting in connection with which last

Friday at the Mansion House the Pre.-ident of the Royal Society

gave the benefit of his experience as an East End doctor forty

years ago. The demand for such commodities as the Institute

would furnish is strong enough ; eminent men of science who

have lectured ic Whitechapel on their special subjects tell us
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that the largest obtainable place of meeting in the district is

invariably crowded.

A MEETING and conversauone will be held under the auspices

of the National Association of Science and Art Teachers, in the

Manchester Technical School and Mechanics' Institution on

Saturday, December 22. Prof. Roscoe, F.R.S., will take the

chair. It is expected that a large number of science and art

teachers will be present, including visitors and delegates from

the Liverpool, Birmingham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne branches

of the Association. It has been arranged on this occasion to

bring togetlier for exhibition a collection of apparatus, inodels_

text-books, diagrams, and appliances of a new and interesting

nature bearing upon the study of science and art. We have no

doubt the meeting will be a successful one. The Association is

Calculated to be of great service to science teachers, and deserves

encouragement. Prof. Huxley is president, and the secretary is

Mr. W. E. Crowther, Technical School, Manchester.

AT the last meeting of Superintendents of National Education

at Washington, Prof. Bickmore described the lectures on natural

history which he now gives every Saturday to school teachers,

and the first history of these lectures. The authorities of the

Natural History Museum wrote to the Board of Education in

New York suggesting that a select few of their teachers should

come to hear an informal address upon the objects there exhibited.

Sets of these lectures were attended first by those few, then by

fifty, then by over one hundred teachers. They are now given

to a full hall every Saturday. No continued systematic series of

illustrations could be met with, so a photographer was employed

to take transparencies of specimens and copies of various illus-

trations bearing upon the subject to be exhibited by the oxy-

hydrogen light. Another lantern is also used to throw light

upon the written lists and diagrams or upon objects which are

arranged in pigeon-holes, upon each one of which exactly the

lecturer can throw the light as it is wanted.

After some interesting reflections U| on the wonderful strides

in population revealed by the last United States census. Dr.

Harris pointed out to the same meeting how partial would be

the value of any special technical educaiion that might be given

to a whole school. He urged that mechanical inventions were

everyday throwing out of work "hands" that had acquired

manual dexterity. Education of the brain to directive intelligence

is the great want. The large development of invention is set

down to the study of natural science ar.d of the phenomena of

physical processes. On the other hand, the relish, by many

students at least, for manual instruction leads the authorities at

Boston to report that "manual training is so great a rilief to the

iteration of .school work that it is a positive benefit rather than a

detriment to the course in the other studies."

We learn from Trondhjem that the starling has been seen for

the last two winters in the north of the Trondhjem Aoit, silting

on the roofs of houses at Christmas time, notwithstanding the

cold, which was considerable for the season. In the present

year some of the birds are again to be seen after their usual

period of migration.

Naturen reports that Prof. Heiberg of Christiania has demon-

strated the presence in the air passages and pulmonary substance

of hares of a form of strongylus, both barren and charged with

ova, which would appear to be the cause of an otherwise unex-

plained mortality among these animals in the autumn of last

year in the district of Eidsvold in Norway.

Several Russian writers have of late been drawing attention

to the fact that the Japanese seas harbour various species of fish

which are poisonous. Dr. Sawtscherks even suggests that ships

going to these waters ought to be provided with descriptions and

representations of these suspected fish, of which twelve varieties

would appear to belong to Tetrodon, 7". inermis, the Japanese
" Kanatuka," being reported as especially venomous. Accord-

ing to Dr. Guldrew, one Japanese fish, known as Fuku, is so

poisonous that death follows almost instantaneously after eating

only a moderate-sized bit of the flesh. The Japanese are for-

bidden by law to eat this fish, but it is nevertheless not unfre-

quently the cause of death among the lower classes, who believe

it to be possessed of certain marvellous properties, on account of

which they risk the danger of being poisoned.

It is evident that we have much yet to learn respecting insects

which habitually go through their early stages in sea water. In

the current number of the Anurican Naturalist (December,

1883) is a account by A. W. Pearson of the larva of the

Dipterous family StyatiomyiiJiC that was found by him beneath

Zostera on the beach near the mouth of the Merrimac River.

With a few exceptions all marine insects are either Coleopterous

or Dipterous, and it is the latter order especially that shows itself

the most diversified in point of larval adaptation to extraordinary

conditions.

M. TiLLO publishes in the last number of the livestia of the

Russian Geographical Society the results of very accurate

measurements he has made of the lengths of the rivers of Russia

in Europe. The measurements have been made on theten-versts-

to-an-inch map of Russia, and present great differences with

those which were published by General Stielbitsky in his work,

" Superficie de I'Europe ; " these last have been made on a map

of a much smaller scale (sixty versts to an inch), and contain

several errors. The figures of M. Tillo are, on the average, by

26 per cent, greater than those of M. Strelbitsky, showing thus

the error which may ensue from measurements made on smaller

maps ; several rivers, as the Kama, Dnieper, Dniester, and Oka,

are, in M. Strelbitsky's measurements, respectively by 200, 285,

3CX), and 315 versts too short; whilst the ten versts' map has

given to M. Tillo a length of the Dnieper only by one-twentieth

shorter than the three-versts-to an-inch map. The chief rivers

of Rus ia appear now with the following lengths: Volga, 2108

miles (the verst being taken equal to o 663 miles), L) ral, 1480

miles; Dnieper, 1329; Don, 1124; Kama, 1117; Petchora,

1024 ; and Oka, 915 miles.

In the same periodical, M. Woeikof points out that the tea

tree and the bamboo could be advantageously cultivated in

Russian Transcaucasia. The most northern point where he has

seen the tea tree in Japan is Akita, clo.-e by the western shore

of Niphon, under 39° 45' N. lat. ; and he has been told that it

is grown even at the frontier of Amovori, under the fortieth

degree of latitude. The average temperature at Akita would be,

according to ineteorological observations at Niigaia and Hako-

dade, about ii°'5 Cels. for the year, zero in January, 23'°5 in

July, and 24°'5 in August. The tea tree grows very well also

in the valleys at Ponevara, under 38° N. lat., 900 feet above

the sea-level, where the average yearly temperature is no more

than 12°, and that of January no more than 0°, whilst every yean

there falls a deep snow. As to the bamboo tree, it is cultivated

under 39° 10', 500 feet above the sea-level, on the western slope
;

and under 38° 35', 400 to 450 feet above the sea level, on the

eastern slope. In the western parts of Transcaucasia, between

Batoam and Tuap e, the average yearly temperature varies from

13° to 15°, and that of January is between 4'''5 to 6°'5. Both

are thus higher than those of Japan. The summer is, perhaps,

a little colder, but this dilTerence would hardly exercise any

influence. Even in the interior of the country, up to the Great

Caucasus ridge, and east to that of Meakhi, the average tem-

peratures at places up to 1000 feet above the sea-level would

allow the culture of the tea tree. As to the rains, they are quite
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sufficient in Western Transcausia, vvhibt in the eastern parts of

the country irriu;ation would be necessary.

L'Aslroiiomie states in its last number, in reference to a recent

note in Nature, that Admiral Mouchez has drawn up a

memorial praying for the removal of the Paris Observatory from

its present position, but that he has not yet presented it to the

Council of the Observatory, but will do so at an early period.

It is not the first time that the idea has been started. The
proposal was made in 1S6S, and a Commission appointed to

report on the matter. The scheme was objected to strongly by

Leverrier, and finally rejected after a very sharp discussion.

The Swedish frigate VatiaJis has just started on a cruise

round the world. King Oscar's second son participates in the

cruise, as well as Dr. Hjalman Stolpe, who has Leen commissioned

by the Government to collect materials for the nucleus of a

National Kthnographical Museum in Stockholm. The frigate,

whose mi.-sion is chiefly scientific, will call at many places of

interest, as, for instance, the Straits of Magellan, the Marque,-as

and Sand « ich Islands, the remarkable Maiden Island, &c. A
Swedish merchant, M. Fiirstenberg of Gothenburg, has cantri-

buted 600/. for the purchase of objects of scientific value.

M. BoURDALOU, having published in 1864, in his work^
" Nivellemer.t General de la France," that the average level of

the Mediterranean is by 072 metres Ijwer than that of the

Atlantic, this result was received with some distrust by
geodesists. General Tillo points out now, in the last issue of

the Russian Izveslia, that this conclusion is fully tupported by

the results of the most accurate levellings made in Germany,

Austria, Switzerland, and Spain, which have been published

this year. It appears from a careful coiiipari-on of the mareo-

graphs at .Santander and Alicante by General Ibanez, that the

difference of levels at these two places reaches 066 metre, and

the differences of level at Marseilles and Amsterdam appear to

be O'So metre when compared through Alsace and Switzerland;

the Comptcs Rendtis de la Commission PermanenU del'Association

Giodisiqiie Internationale arrive at 0757 metre from the com-

parison with the Prussian levellings, whilst the fifth volume of

the " Nivellements der Trigonometrischen Abtheilung der

Landesaufnahme " gives o'Sop via Alsace, and 0'832 via Switzer-

land. The diilerenee of levels at Trieste "and Amsterdam,

measured z-id SiUsii and Bavaria, appears to be 0*59 metre.

Each of these four results (072, o'66, o'8o, and o'59), having a

probable error of o" I metre, their accordance is quite satisfac-

tory, and we may admit thus that the average level of the

Mediterranean is in fact lower by 07 metre than that of the

Atlantic.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomolgus i )

from India, presented by Mr. J. L. Waldon ; a Night Heron
(Nyclicoiax griseus), European, presented by Mr. N. H. Fenner

;

two Barbary Turtle Doves ( Turtur risontis) from North Africa,

presented by Miss Stewart ; four Ring-hals Snakes {Sepedon

hamachetes], a Hoary .Snake {Coronella cana) from South Africa,

presented by the Rev. G. H. R. Fi,k, C.M.Z.S.; a Black-faced

Kangaroo (Maciopiis jnelanops i) frjm Australia, a Broad- nosed

Lemur (I/apaLmiiy siiniis i ) from Madagascar, an Exanthe-

matic Monitor
{
Varanii. e.xanthematicus) from West Africa,

purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Mass of Saturn.—Prof. Aja;.h HjU has communi-

cated to the Royal Astronomical Society a note upon the mass
of Saturn deduced from observations of the outer satellite

Jafetus, made with the 26-inch refractor at the Naval Observa-
tory, Washington, in 1S75, 1S76, and 1S77. The mean distance

of the satellite from its primary, reduced to the mean distance of

the latter (9'53885), was found to be 5i5"-522 from 128 obser-

vations. For the periodic ti.ne of Japeuis Prof Hall compaied

his ortn observatioi.s with one by Sir W. Herschel on Sept. 20,

1789, and with Sir John Herschel's observations made at the
Cape of Gojd Hope in 1837. The resulting sidereal revolution
's 79'33ioi52 days. Hence the mass of Saturn iu units of the

sun's mass is Bes!-el, from heliometr.c measures of the
3482-2

great satellite Titan obtained a value of - — , which has been
3501-6

siuce used in nearly all calculations where the mass of this planet
enters

; Jacob, from obtervations of Tttan made at Mad'as in

if , which it will te seen closely
3487-2

approaches that given by Prof. Hall. The value deduced by

- , and therefore is

3529'S6

[856-58, i.iferred a mass

ipproaches that given b

Leverrier fi-om the theory of Uranus is

the smallest of all.

Close Double-Stars.—M. Perrotin has published in the
Astroiwiiilsche Nachricliten further mea ures of double-stars made
at the Observatory of Montgros, Nice, amongst which are some
of the close binaries. In July last he thought 72 Ophiuchi
(rather a problematical object) might be elongated in the direc-

tion no", bat in the following month it appeared single under
good conditions of atmosphere. Of the closer stars we find

—

Positiun Distance

7) Corontc Boreal. s ... 1883-564 ... 156-00 ... 0-610

2 193S -595 --• II2'95 -• 0750
f hquulei -640 ... 285-57 -- o'973
0.2. 395 '667 ... 95-30 ... 0-690

Po»Ns' CoMEi'.—-The following approximate places of Pons'
comet are deduced from the provisionally corrected elements of
MM. Schulhjf and Bossert :

—
At Cranwich Midnight

,R.j _, R-A. Decl. Log. distance from
' *

h. in. s. . , Earth Sun
Dec. 31 ... 21 39 4 ... -h23 54-9 ... 98263 ... 9-9585
Jan. 2 ... 21 53 26 ... 20 45-2

4 --• 22 7 37 ... 17 22-8 ... 9-S09S ... 9-9409
o ... 22 21 31 ... 13 49-5
8 .. 22 35 3 ... 10 7-5 ... 9-8029 ... 9-9249
10 ... 22 48 9 ... 621-0
12 ... 23 o 44 ... -I- 2 33-2 ... 9-S065 ... 9-9111
14 ... 23 12 45 ... - I 12-2

16 ... 23 24 10 ... 4 52-7 ... 9 8201 ... 9-9002
iS ... 23 34 58 ... 8 249
20 ... 23 45 8 ... II 47-7 ... 9-8414 ... 9-8928
22 ... 23 54 41 ... 14 59 s

24 •- o 3 37 --• 17 59'9 -- 9'8678 --- 9'8894
26 ... on 57 ... 20 48 2

28 ... o 19 44 ... -23 25-1 ... 9-8966 ... 9-S901

The intensity of light is at a maximum in the middle of
January. The comet will be nearest to the earth on January 9,
dis.ance 0-634, or rather less than two-thirds of the e.irth's

mean distance from the sun. At its last appearance in 1812 it

did not approach the earth within about 1-35.

Tempel's Comet, 1867 II.—M. Raoul Gautier of Geneva
is engaged upon a revision of the orbit of this comet, which, it

may be remembered, experienced great perturbations from a
near approach to the planet Jupiter during the revolution 1867-
73- It may probably arrive at perihelion again about May,
1885. If there should still be unpublished observations of this

comet, it would be desirable to communicate them at once to

M. Gaiitier, that they may be brought to bear upon his investi-

gation.

De Morgan's Five Figure LoGARiTHMS.^There is a report
that the five-figure tables of logarithms of numbers and trigono-

metrical functions published "under the superintendence of the
Society for the Diffusion of U.seful Knowledge," but which are
usually known as De Morgan's Table-, are out of print, and
that there is no present intention of a further issue. If this be
the fact, it is much to be regretted : they are by far the most
convenient five-figure tables that we posses-, on the score of size

and legibility, and have been widely utiliied in astronomical
calculations. Lalande's Tables, the stereotype edition of Firmin
Didot, are good, and the same may be said of Gauss's, where it

is of advantage t.) have two degrees on one opening ; but we
neverthele.-s unhesitatingly give the preference to "De Morgan."
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PROBABLE NATURE OF THE INTERNAL
SYMMETRY OF CRYSTALS

COME studies pursued by the writer as to the nature of mole-
cules have led him to believe that in the atom-grou]iings

which modern chemistry reveals to us the several atoms occupy
distinct portions of space and do not lose their individuality.
The object of the present paper is to show how far this con-
clusion is in harmony with, and indeed to some extent explains,
the symmetrical forms of crystals, and the argument may there-
fore in some sort be considered an extension of the argument for
a condition of internal symmetry derived from the phenomena of
cleavage.

If we are to suppose that crystals are built up of minute
masses of different elements symmetrically disposed, it is natural
t

)
inquire in the first place uhat very symmetrical arrangements

of points or particles in space are possible.
It would appear that there are but Jive, which will now be

described.

If a number of equal cubes are built into a continuous mass
(Fig. i), a system of points occupying the centres and angles of
these cubes will furnish an example of one of these symmetrical
arrangements. In this system each point is equidistant from
the eight nearest points, and if a number of equal-sized spheres
be stacked on a base layer arranged so that the sphere centres
when joined form a system of equal squares, a side of w hich
bears to the diameter of the spheres the ratio 2 : ^^,'3 (see
plan a), the sphere centres in such a stack will also furnish an
example of this first kind of symmetry (Fig. 2).
A second kind of synmietry will be presented if one-half the

pomts in the first kind be removed so that we have only those at
the cube centres, or only those at the cube angles. In this
system each point is equidistant from the six nearest points, and
if equal-sized spheres be stacked upon a base layer, arranged so
that the sphere centres when joined form a system of equilateral
triangles, a side of which bears to the diameter of the spheres the
ratio v'2 : I (see plan l>) ; and if the layers be so placed that
the sphere centres of the fourth layer are over those of the first,

those of the fifth over those of the second, and so on, the sphere
centres in such a stack will also furnish an example of this second
Ivind of symmetry (Fyr. 3).
A third kind of symmetry will be presented if again one-half

the points be removed, i.e. so that when cubes of two colours
arranged in such a way that each cube is surrounded by cubes of
the other colour are used (see Fig. i), we have only the points
at the centres of the cubes of one colour. In this system each
|ioint is equidistant from the twelve nearest points, and if equal-
sized spheres be stacked upon a base layer in which the spheres
are in contact, and whether they form a square pattern (see
plan (-), or a triangular one (see plan </)—prrvided that, if tri-

angular-pattern layers be employed, the sphere centres in the
fourth layer must be over those in the first, those in the fifth
over those in the second, and so on—the sphere centres (the
arrangement being tlie same in either case) will furnish a second
example of the third kind of symmetry (Figs. 4 and 4a, the
latter showing a stack with the angle removed to display the
triangular arrangement).
A fourth kind of symmetry, which resembles the third in that

each point is equidistant from the twelve nearest points, but
wh:ch is of a widely different character from the three former
kind,, is depicted if layers of spheres in contact arranged in the
triangular pattern (plan d) are so placed that the sphere centres
of the third layer are over those of the first, those uf the fourth
over those of the second, and so on. The symmetry produced
IS hexagonal in structure and uniaxal (Figs. 5 and 5a).
A fifth kind of symmetry, and this completes the number of

very symmetrical arrangements possible, resembles the second
kind of symmetry in that each point is equidistant from the six
nearest points, and bears the same relation to the fourth kind
(Fig. 5) as the second (Fig. 3) bears to the third (Fig. 4) ; that
IS to say, it may be regarded as produced by the insertion of
additional points in positions midway between points arranged
in the fourth kind of symmetry. It is depicted if triangularly
constituted layers identical with those depicting the second kind
. f symmetry (plan /-) are deposited in the following way (Fig 6):
-—First place three layers as though to produce the second kind
of symmetry; then place the fourth with its sphere centres over
those of the second layer ; then the fifth so that the third, fourth,
and fifth, like the first, second, and third, are in the second kind
of symmetry

; then the sixth with its sphere centres over those

of the fourth and second ; and then the seventh, so that the fifth,

sixth, and seventh layers are also in the second kind of sym-
metry ; and so on. The symmetry produced is, like the last,

hexagonal in structure and uniaxal.
The writer believes that every one of the various symmetrical

forms presented by crystals can be shown to be consistent with
the subsistence of an arrangement of the atoms of the crystallising
compound in one or other of these five kinds of symmetry at the

Plan a.
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Fig. 4. PLin c.

lime 'f/wn cryslallisation begins ; and proposes to show that a
relation subsists between the atomic composition of very many
bodies and their crystal forms in harmony with this conclusion,

To proceed then to facts, we notice first that, as a rule, com-
pounds consisting of an equal number of atoms of two kind»
crystallise in cubes.

The following may be mentioned :

—

Potassic chloride, KCl.
Potassic bromide, KBr (sometimes elongated into piism.s,

or extended into planes).
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Potassic iodide, KI,
Sodic chloride, NaCl.
Sodic bromide, NaBr.
Sodic iodide, Nal (anhydrous above 40° C.)-

Ca;si_ chloride, CS.Cl.
Plumbic sulphide, PbS.
Argentic chloride, AgCl.

When we have named lithic chloride, crystallising above 15°

Pi-n/,

in octahedra, we have mentioned most of the compounds con-

sisting of two elements in equal proportions known tu us in a
crys-.alline state.

Mercuric sulphide, Hg . S, which crystallises in six-sided

prisms, is an apparent exception, but if we were guided
by the gaseous volume of mercury in determining its

atomic weight, we should have to write the compound
HgoS.

Other apparent exceptions are :

—

Zincic oxide, ZnO, crystallising in six-sided prisms.

Cadmium sulphide, CdS ; and
Glucina, GO, crystallising in minute six-sided prismatic

crystals.

Now three out of our five possible kinds of internal symmetry

have three axes or directions at right angles to each other, in

reference to which they are disposed in the same symmetrical

manner, and two kinds, the first and second, admit of a very

symmetrical arrangement of two kinds of particles in equal

numbers (see Figs. 2 and 3). Snrely this coincidence is very

significant, and at lea t suggests the probability that when a

compound consists of two kinds of chemical atoms in equal num-
bers, these atoms are symmetrically placed according to either

the first or the second kind of internal symmetry.

We ol)serve next that the third and fourth kinds of symmetry

(Figs. 4 and 5) readily lend themselves to the symmetrical

arrangement of particles of two kinds present in the proportion

I : 2. For, as already pointed out, these two kinds of sym-

metry may either of them be produced by piling up layers

of spheres placed triangularly in contact (see plan d), and

spheres of two colours present in the proportion of 2 : i can

be arranged in a most symmetrical manner in layers of this kind

(see plan e).

As to what varieties of position of bi-coloured layers of this

kind with respect to one another are possible, consistent with

great symmetry, we have concluded that, apart from the ques-

tion of arrangement of colour, there are but two, viz. the third

and fourth kinds of symmetry (Figs. 4 and 5) ; but taking colour

into account a greater variety is possible. Thus a little con-

sideration shows us that, while all the possible ways of depositing

the second layer produce a practically identical result, a choice

of six different equally symmetrical results is presented in de-

positing the third layer, in all of which the spheres of the less

numerous colour form files of sphere, in contact running through

the layers, and three of which belong to the third kind of sym-

metry and three to the fourth.

To specify these : We may have the less numerous spheres of

the third layer placed with respect to those in the second and

first :—
(I) So that the three spheres of each of the files just above

alluded to range in line, the lines joining their centres forming

a series of parallel straight lines crossing the planes of the layers

obliquely. This arrangement belongs to the third kind of

symmetry.

(2 and 3) So that the centres of these three spheres, when
joined, form a slightly obtuse angle ; a different result being

produced as the angle is made to the right or to the left. This

pair of arrangements belongs also to the third kind of symmetry.

(4) So that the less numerous spheres in the third layer are

vertically over those in the first. This a'rangement belongs to

the fourth kind of symmetry.

(5 and 6) So that, as in (2) and (3), the tri,jlets of spheres

form a system of equal obtuse angles, but the angles now being

very obtuse. There are here, as in (2) and (3), aright-handed and

a left-handed arrangement. These belong to the fourth kind of

symmetry.
The deposition of the third layer, by the necessities of sym-

metry, determines the deposition of succeeding layers, and it

follows therefore from the above that six different equally sym-

metrical arrangements of spheres of two colours present in the

proportion 2 : I are possible in the third and fourth kinds of

symmetry.
As to (l) the parallel files of the less numerous spheres cross-

ing the first three layers will extend through subsequent layers.

As to (2) and (3) every three continuous layers will display

the less numerous sphere centres placed to form the same

angles as are presented by the triplets in the first three layers,

and consequently these sphere centres lie on spirals which are

right-handed or left-handed as the case may be ; the less numer-

ous spheres in the fourth layer being vertically over those in the

first, those in the fifth over those in the second, and so on.

As to (4) the less numerous spheres in the fourth layer must

lie vertically over those in the second, those in the fifth over

those in the third, and so on; and thus the files of spheres in

contact running through successive Jayers form a series of similar

zigzags.

As to (5) and (6) the sphere centres, as in (2) and (3), lie

either on right-handed or on left-handed spir.als ; in this case

the less numerous spheres in the seventh layer being vertically
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(iver those in the first, those in the eighth over those in the

second, and so on (Figs. 5 and 517).

When we inquire whether the symmetrical arrangements just

traced are in harmony with the facts respecting compounds of

two l<inds of atoms in the proportions i : 2, we find some very

important evidence.

Thus uater, H.>0, crystalhses in six-sided prisms or in rhombo-
hedra ; forms both of which are compatible with one or other

of the above symmetrical arrangements.

And the following most interesting concurrence of facts indi-

cates that the symmeti ical arrangements in the fourth kind of

symmetry above described (see Figs. 5 and 5a) are tho^e of

the atoms of quartz.

(n) Quartz consists of oxygen two atoms, silicon one atom ;

just the proportions in these arrangements.

{b) it has the property of circular polarisation, from which it

has been proved that its molecules must have a spiral arrange-

ment, and, since some crystals have the property of rotating in

one direction, some in the opposite, that this spiral arrangement

is right-handed in some crystals, lelt-handed in others.

(c) It crystalhses in six-sided prisms terminated by six-sided

pyramids, a form derivable, as we have seen, from the arrange-

ments before us.

As to this last point, just a word of explanation why we must
not look for the angles exhitited by our model arrangements to

be identical with the angles made by the pyramid faces in quartz.

It is a matter of common observation that the process of

crystallisation is generally associated with change of bulk,

and if v\e suppose this change to arise from expansion,

or contraction, generally expansion of the ditferent kinds of

atoms, and that these different kinds have difftrciit decrees

of expansion, we see that a mass symmetrically arranged
in the manner supposed will in crystallising expand or contiact

more in some directions Ihan in others, and while we should look

for a similar change in the direction of each of the three trans-

verse subordinate axes of the crystal, we should look for a

different change in the direction of the principal axis. And
thus, supposing the mass when liquid immediately before it

began to crystallise to have hid the internal symmetry which has

been depicted, it is evident that the unequal chan e of dimension

in different directions might suffice to bring about such an incli-

nation of the faces of the terminal pyramids to the sides of tbe

prism as is actually found to exist.

In support of this explanation we have the fact that crystals

not of the regular system have been found to expand unequally

in different directions when subjected to heat.

Farther evidence in support of the theories here submitted is

found in the fact that, with scarcely any exception, the com-
pounds we are now considering do not crystallise in the reguUr

or cubic system.' William Barlow

( To be continued.

)

THE HELVETIC SOCIETY OF NATURAL
SCIENCES

'VHE sixty-sixth session of this Society was held early in the

month of August of the present year in the city of Zurich.

The proceedings cf the various Mathematical, Physical, Chemi-
cal, Zoological, Botanical, and Medical Departments are some-

what fully reported in the Aic/iives des iiciences Physiques et

Niilurdles, Geneva, October 15. On August 6 a preliminary

meeting was held of the delegates of the Lantonal Sections and
Special Comu^ittees, and next day the session was formally

opened in the Town Hall under the presidency of Prof. Cramer.

The two ensuing days were devoted to the work of the several

Sections, all of which were well attended by numerous Swiss and
foreign savants, brought together by the double attraction of the

Helvetic Society ana the National Exhibition, which was also

held this year in Zurich.

In the Mathematical Section, over which Prof. W. Fiedler pre-

sided, the chief papers were those of Prof. Geiser (Zurich), on
surfaces of the third degree; of Dr. Kudio (Zurich), on the

geodetic lines traced on surfaces of the second degree ; of Prof.

Fiedler (Zurich), on the inter ectiun of equilateral hypcrboloids

revolving on parallel axes.

In the Physical Section, presided over by Prof. R. Clausius,

^ With regard to calcic fluoride (fluor-spar), which appears as an exception,

it may be remarked that a different at.-niic weight for calcium which would
enable us to write the compound CaF would enable us to get over a difficuhy

with regard to another compound cf calcium, as we shall see presently.

M. F. A. Forel (Morges) communicated the result of his re-

searches made todeiermine the limits of variation of temperature
in the waters of Lake Geneva. According to his thermometrical
soundings, the diurnal variatijn is perceptible down to a depth
of from 10 to 15 metres; the summer variation from 60 to 100
metres. Excepiional winters like that of iSyg-bo are felt as
low as 334 metres. Since that year the temperature of the
water at these great depths has been raised on an average about
half a degree Centigrade.

Some preliminary results of his researches on the refraction
ai.d dispersion ot crystallised alums were communicated by M.
Charles Soret of Geneva. By means of his completely reflecting

refractonieter, described in the Archives for January, 1883, the
author has determined the indices of refraction for the principal
lines of the solar spectrum from a to G inclusively for six

sulphuric alums with alumina ba^e.

Prof. Clausius read a paper of practical importance on the
theory and proper method of construction of dynamo-eleciric
machines. Some curious experiments were made by M. C. de
Candolle of Geneva, showing how ripples are formed on sandy
surfaces at the bottom of the sea. F rom these experiments it

re ult» that the phenomenon is produced by the friction of a
liquid mass against any substance more viscous than itself.

Hence the sand maybe regarded as forming with the water a
vi-cous mixture, on the surface of which the friction of the pure
liquia develops ripples in the same w ay that the friction of the
air develops rippiles on the surface of the water itself.

Amongst the other memoirs in the Physical Section the most
noteworthy were thoac of Prof, H. F. \\ eber (Zurich) on liquids

and gase.s as heat coiiductors ; an experimental demonstration of

the second principle of the mechanical theory of heat, byM.
Kami Pictet ; on the determination of the ohm, by Prof. H. F".

Weber ; on the results ot the observations and researches made
in the laboratory of the Lausanne Academy on atmospheric
electricity, by M. Henri Dufour of Lausanne. The author de-

scribed several successful attempts made by him to reproduce
artificially the cleciiic piherromena observed in the terrestrial

atmosphere.

The Chemical Section was opened, under the presidency of

Prof. Wisliccnus, by Prof. V. Meyer's memoir on the nature

ol the chemical elements according to recent research. The
author leans to the vievis of Mendeleeft and Lothar Meyer, who
regard the properties of simple bodies as the periodical functions
of their atomic weights. The fact that MendeleeH was able to

predict the existence of gahium and scandium, and correctly

determine their atomic weights, was adduced in support of the

theory that all the elements are merely different compound forms
ot one primidve sub^tance. Hence, although hitherto baftled,

the attempts now being made to decompose them may result in

the experimental determination of one absolute primordial

substance.

Prof. F. Krafft (Basle) presented some higher alcohols of the
series C„H„„ + 20, acciimpanying them with some remarks on
the synthesis of alcohols in general. A resiimi was given by
Prof. Louis Soret (Geneva) 01 hi^ researches on the absorption

cf the ultra-violet rays by various substances of animal origin.

The author dwelt on the great importance of thl^ branch of

spectral analysis to chcnii-try, and concluded with a brief

description ot the method and appliances used by him in his

original re.-earchcs.

(Jther valuable chemical papers were those of Dr. M.
Ceresole (Lausanne), on acetacetic acids; of Prot. V. Me)er on
the apparatus used in determining the densities of gases at very

high temperatures ; of Prof. Schulze, describing the researches

made by tiim jointly with M. J. Barbieri on phenylamidopro-
pionic acid, which is obtained by heating albuminoid substances

with chlorhydric acid ana chloride of tin ; of Prol. Wislicenus

(Wurtzburg), on the relation of the optical rotatory power of

carburets ol hydrogen, on the existence of an atoui of asymmetric
carbon, and on the products of the reaction of dichloride of

phtalyle on the sodic combination of maloiiic ether ; Prof. G.
Lunge (Zurich), on the formation of sulphuric acid in lead

chambers; Dr. lirech (^Stuttgart), on a lamp fed by ether of

petroleum. This lamp, constructed by C. C. Lilienfein, of

Stuttgart, consists of a metallic receiver containing the ether of

petroleum, and connected with a liunsen burner slightly modified

in consequence of the liquid nature of the combustible.

In the Zoological Section Prof. C. Vogt, president, the pro-

ceedings were opened by a communication from Prof. il. Fol

(Geneva), on the physiological origin of the individual in the
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higher animals. M. H. GoU of Lausanne, presented a contri-

bution to the natural hi tory of the sedentary nnd migratory
coregones of Lake Neujhatel. Memoirs were received on the
Arachnidce of Switzerland by Prof. Pavesi of Pavia ; on ihe

fauna of Guatemala, by Dr. Otto Stoll of Zurich ; on some
new species of Medusae from the Red Sea, by Dr. Keller of

Zurich ; on the Pela-gio fauna of the Swiss lakes, by Dr. Othmar-
Emile Tmhof of Zurich ; and on the influence of the physico-

chemical environments on ihe devel-pment of the tadp le of the

edible frog, by M. E. Vnng of Geneva. From experiments
made by mixing marine salt in various proportions with the

natural freshwater element, M. Yung arrived at the conclusi' n
that, the mure saline the water, the slower is the development
of the tadpole, all transformations ceasing in solutions nf 9/1000,
and death foil 'wing in a few hours in solutions of 10/1000,

In the Botanical Section, Prof. Cremer, president, valuable

memoirs w-re received from Prof. O. Heer of Zurich, on the

Glacial flora of Switzerland, and on the fossil flora of

Greenland. These were the last page< contributed to science

by the distinguished savant, who had scarcely finished the

revisal of the proofs when he died suddenly at Lau-
sanne, on September 27. A series of hybrids between the

Primula auricula and Primula viscosa, showing an uninterrupted

series of forms intermediate between these t«o specie^, was
exhibited by Prof. Favart of Lausanne. He also showed that

the Cardamine fossicola, Godet, hitherto classed with the C.

pratennSy Lin., should be grou'ied with the C. matthioli,

Moretti. .S'^me remarks were made by Prof. Schnetzler of

Lausanne on a mon-trosity of the Chinese primrose, and on the

relation between an aerial alga {Chroolepus timbrinus) and a

lichen {Pyremula^-p.) M. C. de CandoUe described the results

of his attempts to determine how far any light may be thrown
on the disputed origin of the Cytisus adami by the anatomical
structure of its leaves. This plant, which suddenly made its

appearance in the nursery of Adam at Vitry, near Paris, early in

the pre ent century, and which is remarkable for producing red

and yellow blossoms mo.-tly on separate branches, is usually

regarded as a cross obtained by grafting the Cytisus purpureus
on the C. laburnum. But M. de Candolle c includes that it is

not a hybrid, but simply a degenerate variety of the C.

laburnum.
In the Medical Section, Prof, von KoUiker, president, Prof.

Klebs of Zurich read a remarkable paper on the transformations

of the human species, which he regards as mainly the result of
pathological influences.

Valuable communications were also made on the centres of

origin of the optic nerves and on their relation to the cerebral

cortex, by Dr. C. von Monakow of St. Petersburg ; on the re-

lations existing between the excitability and vulnerability of
certain muscular groups, by Prof. Luchsinger of Berne ; and on
the mechanistu of the ruminating process, by the same author.

The report on the Geological Section was unavoidably post-

poned to the November issue of the Arciiv s.

NOTES FROM THE OTAGO UNIVERSITY
MUSEUM

IV.

—

Oti the Structure of the Head in " Palinuru!," with special
reference to the Classification of the Genus ^

HTHE genus Palinurus was divided bv Milne-Edwards into
two groups or sub-genera—one, the " Langoustes ordi-

naires," containing species in which the antennulary flagella are
short, the bases of the antennse approximated, and the rostrum
present ; while the other, or " Langoustes longicornes " (Panu-
lirus. Gray ; Senex, Pfeifier), contains species in which the an-
tennulary flagella are short, the antenna: widely separated at
their proximal ends, and the rostrum absent.

In this classification, which is still in the main adopted by
systematisLs, no notice is taken of the stridukiting organ, first

mentioned, I believe, by Leach, in P. vulgaris, and described
at length by Mobius, and later by myself, in the same species.-
This unique sound-producing apparatus is present in all the
" Langoustes longicornes" which I have yet examined, as well
.as in P.^ vulgaris and P. trigouus among the " Langoustes ordi-
naires"

; while in all the remaining members of the latter group
Abstract of a paper taken as read at a meeting of the Otago Institute,

beptember 12. 1883, and to be published in the next (i6th) volume of the
Transactions of tlie New Zealand Institute.

' Leach, •• Malacostraca podophthalmata Brilanniar" : Mobius, Archiv
far Naturgeschichte, 1867: T. J. Parker, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1878, p. 442.

which have come under my notice {e.g. the common New Zealand
species, P. lalaudii a.n(i P. edtvardsii) there is no trace of it.

There is also great diversity among the " Langoustes ordinaires"
in the development of the rostrum, the true size of which can
only be seen in a longitudinal vertical seciion of the head (see

Fig. I). In P. lalandii and other non-stridulating species, the
rostrum (A, r) is well developed, and bears comparison with that

of HomaruSy while in P. vulgaris (B, r) it is a mere spiniform
tubercle meri'ing special description only from its i>osition.

P z'ul^aris, moreover, has no tiace of procephalic processes,

which are present, though small, in P. lalandii (A, pc.p).

Fig 1 ,
—K. Longitudinal vertical section of the head of Palinurus edwardsii

;

B, of /*. vutxaris .- C, of P. intemiptus. as. antennulary sternum ; at^,

articular cavity for antennule : at', for antenna ; ex, unanchylosed part

of inner wall of coxocerite ; o.s, ophthalmic Sternum ; r, rostrum; /c. A
procephalic process.

The woodcut shows that as regards both the rostrum and the

antennulary sternum (the fixed part of the stridulating organ),

P. vulgaris (B) approaches far more nearly to the "Langoustes
longicornes," as represented by P. interruptus (C), than to the

non-stridulating "Langoustes ordinaires," as represented by/".

edwardsii (A).

On the other hand, all the brevicorn species examined agree in

the imperfect fusion of the coxocerites or proximal segments of

the antenna. A transverse section taken immediately in front

of the renal apertures shows that a small portion of the adjacent

or inner walls of the coxocerites in P. lalandii, P. vulgaris, &c.,

are merely in apposition, whereas in the longicorn species con-

crescence is complete.

A-suming that the Palinuridie are derived from an Astacoid

or Homaroid ancestor through some such intermediate form as

Palinurellus, one cannot but conclude that the species wliich

have no stridulating organ, a well -developed rostrum, procephalic

processes, and imperfectly fused coxocerites, come nearest to the

parent stock, and that those in which the stridulating organ is

developed, the rostrum and procephalic proce.ss'-s absent, and the

coxocerites completely united with one another, have diverged

most from that stock, and present us with the extreme of modi>
fication of the Palinuroid type.

This view is expressed in the following phylogenetic table :

—

P. lalandii
P. edwardsii
P. hiigellii

P. tutnidus

ulgaris

• Rostrum large
: enough to cover

ophthalmic
sternum

PeJate processes of i

clasp base of rostrum; '

other characters as in

Rostrum re- ; Rostrum atrophied
duced to a

;
coxocerites perfectly

—small spini- -fused ; antennulary
form tubercle

\ flagella elongated ;

: antennulary sternum.
widened

: Stridulating organ
i
developed ; rostrum

;
duced ; procephalic

\

processes atrophied;
;
other characters as

X. Parent Spi-'cies.

No stridulating or- ,'

gan ; rostrum well de-
\

veloped ; procephalic :

processes present ; ;

fectly fused : anten- '

nulary flagella short
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In a natural classification cif t'ne genus the most fundamental

separation appear, to me that along the duttsd line ab dividing

the non-stridiilating from the stridulating species. This division

once made, the stridulating species fall into two natural sub-

divisions, expressed in the table by the line c d, which divides

the brevicorn from the longicorn forms.

I think the niDit convenient classification is obtained by
dividing the species along the two lines ff/', ci/into three sub-

genera, one identical with the "Languustes longicornes " of

Milne-Edwards, the others formed by splitting up the " Lan-
goustes ordinaires " into species with and species withiut a

stridnlating organ.

The following table embodies the proposed arrangement :

—

Genus Palinurus, Fabr.

A. Stridulating organ absent ; rostrum well developed, clasped
by paired pedate jirocesses of the antennulary sternum ; pro-

cephalic processes present ; coxocerites imperfectly fused
;

antennulary (lagella short (sub-genus Jasus, T.J. P.).

P. iaiandii, P. cdwardsii, P. hiigdlii, P. tumidus.

B. Stridulating organ present ; rostrum variable, bnt rarely

(? never) as well developed as in (A) ; pedate clasping pro-

cesses absent ; procephalic proces-es absent.

a. Antennulary sternum narrow below, bases of anten-
nules being hidden, in a view from above, by bases
of antennie ; coxocerites imperfectly fused; anten-
nulary flagella short (sub-genus Palinurus).

a. Rostrum well developed, covering ophthalmic
sternum. P. tiigonus.

p. Rostrum reduced to a small spiniform tubercle;
ophthalmic sternum uncovered.

P. vulgaris.

l>. Antennulary sternum broad below, bases of antennules
being visible from the dorsal aspect ; coxocerites per-
fectly fused ; antennulary flai;ella long (sub-genus
Panulirus, Gray ; Senex, PfeifTer).

P. interruptus, P. fasciatiis, &c. , &c.
Dunedin, N.Z., October 2 T. Jeffery Parker

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Bulletin ofthe Belgian Royal Academy of Sciences and Btlles

Lettres, October 4.—Obituary notices of the late M. Joseph
Plateau, by MM. i)uprez, Valerius, and Liagre.—Second com-
munication on the discovery of the fossil iguanodon at Bernis-
sart, by P. J. Van Beneden.—Researches on the absolute furce
of the muscles of the Invertebrates ; Part I. Absolute force of
the adductor muscles in the lamellibranch molluscs (four illustra-

tions), by M. Felix Plateau.—Note on a new optical illusion, by
H. Valerius.—Remarks on the action of lightning conductors
constructed on the Melsens system, by H. Valerius.—Arith-
metical and algebraic theorems, by E. Catalan.—Note on tlie

pelvisternum in the Edentates (ten illustrations), by Prof. Paul
Albrecht.—Funeral oration of M. Henri Conscience in Flemish
and French, by M. Pierre Willems.—Memoir on the biblio-

graphy of international law before the publication of Grotius's

"Jus belli et pacis " (1625), by Alphonse Rivier.—Confession
de Poete, a poem, by Charles Potvin.—Some traits of the .social

life of the Celestial Empire. How history is manufactured in

China; civil and military decrees, by Ch. de Harlez.—Reports
on the competitive ]3apers sent in on the subject of Gretry, a
critical study of his life and works. The prize, a gold medal
of the intrinsic value of 32/., was awarded to M. Michel Breuet
of Paris.— Reports on the competitive papers received on the
subject of realism, its definition and influence on contemporary
painting. The essay by M. Henry Hymans, a member of the
Academy, was pronounced the best. But the prize, also a gold
medal worth 32/., was not awarded to him, owing to his failure

to comply with the conditions of the competition.—Discourse
on the annual exhibition of paintings, by M. Fetis The prize
of a thousand francs for the best cartoon on the subject of help
for the wounded on the battle-field, as a decorative piece for a
military hospital, was awarded to M. Henri Evrard, of Saint
Gilles-lez-Bruxelles.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 6.—"The Wavelengths of A, a,
and of some Prominent Lines in the Infra-Red of the Visible
Spectrum." By Capt. Abney, R.E., F.R.S.

M. Fievez has recently sent the author a map of the solar

spectrum from C to A ("Aunales de I'Observatoire Royal de
Bruxelles," nouvelle serie, tome v.) inclusive, and as part of tliis

region is one which he is measuring, he examined the new publi-

cation with great interest. Photography and eye measurements
do not coincide in the detail of the grouping of the little a grou)>,

or from there as far as A, and A itself is shown by M. Fievez's

map as wanting in some details which appear in the photographs.
The wave-lengths of the different lines from above " « " to A
are not tho e given by Fievez, when comparison photographs o
the 1st order of the red with the 2nd of the ultra-violet weref
taken on the same photographic plate, or when the 2nd order of

the red is compared with the 3rd order of the green taken in a
similar manner. Prof. Rowland's concave gratings were em-
ployed for this compari'on. Cornu's map was used as a reference

for the ultra-violet wave lengths, and Angstrom's map for those

in the blue and green.

Description of
line
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C. Sliarp.—On a deduction from the elliptic-iutegral formula

y = .-.in (A -^ B -^ C . . .), by Mr. ]. Griffiths.

Linnean Society, December 6.—Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,

pie-ident, in the chair.— H.H. Maharajah of Travancore, and

Messrs. C. A. B.arber, E. Bostock, H. Friend, J. Hannington,

;. S. Hicks, J. Richardson, R. Tate, and H. Tisdall were

elected Fellows of the Society.—Mr. B. Daydon Jackson ex-

hibited a specimen of "Mexican whisks," known also in the

London market as " chien-dent," which are now imported in con-

siderable quantity from the vicinity of La Puebla in Mexico. It

is believed to be derived from a species of Aiidropogon, but is

in bulk coarser than the similar material from Southern Europe
from Andropogon gryllus, and finer than the species oi Pamcum
used in India for brushes.—Mr. Arthur Bennett exhibited a

specimen of Carvx ligeyka gathered by Mr. Cunnack on the

Scilly Isles (Cornwall), and lielieved by him to be a sterile form
of C. armaria, but identifitd as C. ligcriia by Prof, liabington,

and therefore new to science. Mr. Bennett also drew attention

to locally so-called "vegetable hedgehogs," these being agglo-

merated larch leaves (having some resemblance to a rolled

hedgehog) found in the Shropshire meres.—A large number of

Lepidoptera from the district of Georgetown, Colorado, and a

few from Missouri were exhibited by Mr. Ernest Jacob, who
had collected them while engaged in the U.S.A. Geological

Survey in the above districts, 18S0-81. —A series of dried plants

from Australia were shown on behalf of Mr. James Robertson.

—Mr. Charles Darwin's paper on instinct (noticed in our last

week's issue) was then read by the Zoological Secretary, and an
important discussion followed, in which Mr. Wallace, Profs.

Huxley, Allman, Mivart, Foster, Lankester, Mr. McLachlan,
Mr. Seebohm, and others took part, '"'"'i

Zoological Society, December 4.—Prof. W. H. Flower,

F. K.S., president, in the chair.—Mr. Philip Crowley, F. Z. S.,

exhibited and made remarks on an egg of a Bower-bird from
Southern New Guinea, supposed to be that of Chlamydodcra
ceniniventris

.

—.Sir Joseph Fayrer, F.Z.S., exhibited a shed
deer-horn, apparently gnawed by other deer, and made remarks
on this subject.—Mr. Sclater exhibited, on the part of Dr.
George Bennett, F. Z.S., four skins of a species of Paradise-bird

of the genus Dnpanornis, obtained in the vicinity of Port

Moresby in Southern New Guinea. Mr. Sclater considered this

form to be only subspecifically different from D. albertisi of

North-eastern New Guinea.—Mr. W. Burton, F.Z.S., exhibited

a supposed hybrid between a male blackcock and a hen pheasant.

—Mr. R. Bowdler Sharpe gave descriptions of some new species

of Flower-peckers, viz. :

—

Diciruni szilacnse, from the Sula

Isl inds ; D. pulchrius, from South-eastern New Guinea ; and D.
tristrami, from the Solomon Islands. The author added some
critical notes on other species of Dic(VU7)t and Prio7iockiliis.—Mr.

J. B. Sutton read a paper on the diseases of monkeys dying in

the Society's Gardens, on which he gave many interesting details.

Mr. .Sutton called special attention to the prevalence of the

belief that monkeys in confinement generally die of tuberculosis,

and showed that such is not really the case.—Mr. H. O. Forbes,

F.Z.S., read a paper describing the 1 eculiar habits of a spider

{Thoinisus decipkns) as observed by him i 1 Sumatra.—A second

paper by Mr. Forbes gave an account of s:>me rare birds from
the Moluccas and from Timor Laut. To this the author added
the description of a new species of Ground-Thrush from Timor
Laut, which he proposed to call Geocichla machiki, in acknow-
ledgment of services rendered to him by Dr. Julius Machik in

Sumatra.—A communication was read from Prof. J. von
Haast, F. R.S., containing notes on Zipkius {Epiodo7i) noz'a-

zealanduc, in continuation of a former paper read before the

Society on the same subject.—A second communication from
Prof. Haast gave a description of a large Southern Rorqual
(P/iysalus (BalcciiopUra) australis) which had been washed ashore
dead on the New Brighton beach about five miles from Christ-

church, New Zealand. Prof Haast was doubtful as to the

distinctness of this animal from Balanoptcra mtisculiis .o( the

Northern Atlantic.—Mr. G. French Angas, C.M.Z.S., read
some notes on the terrestrial MoUusca of Dominica collected

during 3 recent visit to that island.

Mineralogical Society, December 11.—The Rev. Prof.

Bonney, president, in the chair.—The following papers were
re.ad :—On some specimens of lava from Old Providence Ishnd,
by the President.—On the evidence of the occurrence of nickel
iron with Widmanstatten's figures in the basalt of North Green-

land, by Prof. K. T. V. Steenstrup.—Note on a new mode of

occurrence of garnet, by H. Louis.—A chemical examination of

the Greenland telluric iron (translated from " Medelel er fra

Gronland," Heft 4, 1883), by Joh. Lerenzon.—At 9 p.m.
(pur-uant to notice) the meeting was made special, and the

members of the Crystallographical Society were elected members
of the Society, a portion of the rules relating to election being

for the time suspended.

Dublin

University Experimental Science Association, Nov. 13.

—Prof. V. Ball in the chair.—On the magnetophone, by Prof.

Fitzgerald. A new form of the instrument was exhibited by
W. V. Dixon. In this a diaphragm removed from a telephone

is placed in close proximity with one extremity of a bar magnet,
at the other extremity of which small masses of soft iron fixed

radially on an 'axle are rotated. A note is produced at the

diaphragm.—On the phenomena attending pressure on sensitive

plates, by W. Hogg. Experiments confirmatory of those de-

scribed by Capt. Abney were made, and enlarged photos of the

developed marks shown. Similar experiments on sensitive

albuminised paper were descril:>ed by P. M. Crosthwaite ; the

use of paper allowed of considerable pressiu*e being applied.

—

On compound locomotives, by F. Trouton.—On the identifica-

tion of minerals by means of their specific heats, by J. Joly.

—

On the deposition of metallic copper in cracks, by N. M'J.
Falkiner,—Experiments gave results similar to those obtained

by Becquerel

.

Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society, November 27.

—

H. E. Roscoe, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—On the fungus

of the salmon disease

—

Saprolegnia ferax, by H. Marshall Ward,
M.A., Fellow of Christ College, Cambridge.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 10.—M. Blanchard,

president, in the chair.—Note on a new compound of rhodium,
by M. H. Debiay.—On the quantities forming a group of nonions

analogous to the quaternions of Hamilton, by M. J. Sylvester.

—

Summary report on the geological, botanical, zoological, and
anthropological work accomplished by the French mission to

Cape Horn, by Dr. Hyades. In the southern islands of the

Fuegian Archipelago the prevailing rocks were found to be schists

and granites great ly weathered wherever unprotected by vegeta-

tion. The dwarf Antarctic beech is limited to an altitude of

400 metre-, the Fagus beluloides to 300, forming with the Drimys
and Berberis a forest zone with a humid soil poor in vegetable

humus, and covered with mosses, heaths, and a considerable

variety of small plants. The marine flora abounds in all kinds

of algae (the most common being the Macrocysiis pyrifera),

affording a shelter to numerous zoophytes. Annelids:, mollusks,

Crustaceje, and migratory fishes of eight or ten species. Of the

shell-fish, which abound on most of the seaboard, all the large

species are edible. Although poorer than the marine, the land

fauna include^ several species of Coleoptera, Lepidoptera, Arach-

nidas, some forty species of birds, but no reptiles or frogs. The
mammals are represented only by one species of fox, two rodents,

and an otter, besides the domestic dog. The natives all belong

to the Tekeenika stock of Fitzroy, called Yahgans by the present

English missionaries. They speak an agglutinating language

current from the middle of Beagle Passage to the southernmost

islands about Cape Horn. About 1000 words of this language

were collected, including some abstract terms, such as tree, flower,

fish, shell. The numerals get no further than three, although the

natives count also on the fingers. Over a hundred anthropometric

observations were taken on individuals of all ages and both sexes.

Good photographs were also obtained of a large number of

Fuegians, besides numerous castings of all parts of the body,

some skeletons, and a great variety of ethnological materials.

—

Note on the Phylloxera gallieola, by M. F. Henneguy.—Obser-

vations on the new planet 235 made at the Observatory of Paris

(equatorial of the west tower), by M. G. Bigourdan.—Observa-

tion of the spectrum of the comet Pons-Brook^-, 1812, at the

14 inch equatorial (o'37S m.) of the Bordeaux Observatory, by

M. G. Rayct.—On the form of the expressions of the mutual

distances in the problem of the three bodies, by M. A. Lind-

stedt.—On the number of the permutations of « elements pre-

senting s sequences, by M. D. Andre.—Note on a theorem of

Liouville, by M. Stieltjes.—New demonstration of two theorems
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of M. Kertrand, by M. Georges Ossian Bonnet.—Forn^ulas giving

the eleclric resiftarce of the circuit employed in the Edison
system of electrical lighting, by M. G. Gueroult.—Observations

relative to a method of studying earlh currents, in connection with

a communication recently made by M. Ulavier, by M. V. Larroque.

—Researches on the solidification of juperfufed sulphur (second

part), by M. P. Gernez.—Determinalion of the equivalent of

aluminium by means of its sulphate, by M. H. Bauhigny.—On
the formation cf acetylene at the expense of the iodoform, by
M. r. Carereuve.— New researches on the susceptibility of the

eye to differences of luminous intensity, by M, Aug. Charpentier.
— Cholera, small-pox, typhoid fever, and charbon amongst the

coppersmiths of Villedieu, by M. Bochefonlaine. Although the

whole atmosphere of the place is, so to say, saturated with copper,

nine of the inhabitants of Villedieu, all engaged in the copper
industr)', fell victin s to cholera in 1849. Considering the differ-

ence of population, this would represent a mortality of 5700 in

Paris. Nearly half of the population was attacked by. small-pox
in 1870, and a fatal case of charbon occurred in 1865.—On the

existence and distribuiion of eleioine in the bucco oe-ophagian
raucous menibrane of mammals, by ^^. L. Ranvier.—On the

genus Vcjquia, a fossil yew f..und in the Aachen formations of

Tournai, by M. C. Eg. Bertrand.—On a luminous phenomenon
ob.=erved after sunset at Amiens on 'everal evenings about the

end of November and begiining of December last, by M.
Decharme. The author fetls inclined to attribute the-e effects

to the aurora borealis. Details of similar manifestations observed
in other places were quoted from a rec nt number of Nature.

Berlin

Physical Society, November 30.—Dr. Kayser placed be-

fore the meeting a concave grating sent by Prof. Rowland to the
Physical Institute, explained the principle of this apparatus, and
exhibited a photograph of the normal spectrum produced by
help of the grating, as also a negative prepared by Prof. Row-
land, on which Dr. Kayser was able with the naked eye to count
between the two H lines over seventy fine lines, among which
some appeared to form groups, so that by means of a microscope
many n ore lines ^till would be distinguishable.—Prof, von
Helmhfltz next gave a minute report of the continuation of the

experiments he had instituted with a view to explaining galvanic

polarisation according to thermodynamic principles. Suppose
that an electric current passed through a liquid completely free

of gas, then would the gases generated by decomposition of the

electrolyte be first absorbed by the liquid, and only after the

latter was saturated to a degree corresponding with the pressure

of gas resting on it would the development of gas begin. The
previous solution of gas in the liquid was the expression of an
attraction or of a molecular energy between the water and the

gas, which acted in the same direction as did the electromotive

energy which decomposed the electrolyte at the electrode. The
absorption of the gas, therefore, agreeably with the teaching of

the matbeuiatical theory, increased the electromotive energy,

and all the more so the less gas the liquid contained. This
accorded with the experience derived from experiments that the

convective current w as so much the stronger by how much the

less gas the f^uid had absorbed. If the liquid already contained

gas in solution, a part of it would escape at the surface by a kind

of dissociation, and form above the liquid an atmosphere the

pressure of which corresponded with that of the momentary
saturation of the liquid. This dissociation of the solution repre-

sented a work which could reciprocally be applied to the con-

version ot gas to a liquid state; that is to say, supposing the

conditions were -uch that the temperature of the system was main-

tained througbout unaltered, the whole process was a reversible one.

With thi- consideration let one .start from any normal condition

whatsoever, from atmospheric pressure for example, then it w as

the teaching of the theory that the v>ork was all the greater the

less was the quanti'y of gas in solution, and in the case of very

small gas volumes the work would be endless, that is to say, in

every fluid were ili-solved minute quantities of gas which could

no longer be discharged. If the electrolytic fluid contained

oxygen in solution, as in fact was regularly the case, the

oxygen would be drawn by convection tow-ards the oxygenous
electrode, and there augmented by the oxygen which had been

i

electrolytically separated, and after loss of its electricity be-

come neutral. The gas would now begin to diffuse itself

towards Ihi: other, the hydrogenous electrode, and this difllusion

would pri iduce the polarisation current which, just as much as

the diffusion stream, was opposed to the electrolytic current and

convection. The quantity of oxygen in the fluid and its diffii-

sion might be illustrated by a curve which ascended from the
hydrogenous electrode as its zero point rectilinearly to the oxy-
genous electrode, and so long as the electromotive force
remained the same at the electrodes a state of equilibrium was
maintained between electromotive force, convection, polarisation
current, and difl'usion ; a state of equilibrium w hich was disturbed
when the current w.is interrujited for however short a time. The
theory of these processes taught, what experience confirmed,
that a much greater electromotive force was required after the
interruption to re-establish electrolysis than was before needed
to continue the process. If the fluid were saturated with gas to

a degree corresponding with the pressure of gas resting on it,

the gases generated by electrolysis escaped. .Seeing, however,
that the degree of saturation was dependent on the pressure of
gas, therefore, with the increase of gas pressure, the electro-

motive force which caused the development of gas would like-

wise have to be increased. It was now sought to ascertain the
least rlectromotive force that was sufficient under a definite

pressure to cause a development of gas, and the experiments
made with this object in view showed that the developtnent of
the fir-t bubbles had to overcome a cinsidera'ile resistance, and
therefore demanded intenser currents than were needed for later

gas bubbles. When, by a definite current through an extended
metallic wire, gas was developed in an electrolyte, by lessen-

ing the electromotive fjrce it w.as possible to produce only
single gas bubbles at one point of the wire. The same amount
of electromotive force which was sufficient to produce this

effect was not, however, equal to the generation of bubbles from
the out-et. To effect this latter result, a much stronger current

would have to be employed. All these processes and relations

here briefly indicated were mathematically calculated, and the
results of the experimentsinvariably coincided with the teachings
of the theory.
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VORTEX RINGS

The Motion of Vortex Rings. By J. J. Thomson.

(London : Macniillan and Co., 1S83 )

BOTH as regards the interest of the subject and the

treatment it has received at the hands of the author

we do not doubt that the essay before us is destined to

take a foremost place amongst the essajs which have

been called forth, or at all events distinguished, by the

Adams Prize.

The fact that these essays are upon set subjects pre-

cludes the possibility of the prize being awarded for a

distinctly original conception. It is almost a necessity

that the subjects chosen should involve the e.xtension of

some mathematical investigation which has already been

carried a certain length.

The subject of the present essay is distinctly of this

class ; it involves an e.xtension of the investigation of the

theory of vortex motion in an ideal fluid, founded

by Helmholtz and continued chiefly by Sir William

Thomson.

At the time Helmholtz conceived the fundamental

principle, ideal hydrodynamics had no other interest,

besides its mathematical interest, than it derived from

the somewhat casual explanations it affords of the pheno-

mena met with in the motion of actual fluids. Helm-
holtz's investigation had some relation to the observed

phenomena of actual vortices, particularly to the pheno-

mena of smoke rings, of which it afforded a general

explanation. But between the fundamental equations

which Helmholtz gave and their application to an actual

vortex ring certain integrations were necessary, and

these integrations presented mathematical difficulties.

If we consider the line of smoke which forms the ring as

indicating the portion of air in which vortex motion

exists, we may say that the difficulties of integration at

which Helmholtz stopped arise from the thickness of this

line of smoke, or, calling this the circular core of the ring,

from the finite area of the section of this core. Helm-
holtz contented himself with applying his theory to an

indefinitely thin core ; and the fact that the results of a

theory based on a frictionless fluid would only have an

imperfect relation to the motions of viscous fluids,

together with the fact that such rings, although they may
be produced by artificial apparatus, are short-lived, and
have no existence in the general motion of fluids, offered

but little inducement for farther prosecution of the

subject. The case however was altered when it was con-

ceived by Sir William Thomson that the atoms of matter

may be such rings moving in a perfect universal fluid.

Smoke rings, although their behaviour seems to have

suggested the idea, could not, owing to the viscosity of

the air, by any means be made to afford an experimental

verification of the capabilities of such an hypothesis.

The only way was to integrate Helmholtz's equations, and
thus arrive at the theoretical behaviour of such rings.

Unfortunately the mathematical difficulties are such that

there is little hope of obtaining a complete theory of

vortex rings having cores of any finite area. Sir William

Vol. XXIX.—No. 739

Thomson, however, started an approximate theory as a

step towards this ; he succeeded in approximately inte-

grating the equations for rings the cores of which had

sections finite but small compared with the openings of

the rings, and with such rings it appears that his theory

can be tested as regards matter in the gaseous state.

To do this, however, it is necessary to do more than

work out the theory of a single circular ring having a

core of circular section. The phenomena of gases depend

on the internal vibration of the atoms and on the influence

which they exert on each other by collisions or otherwise.

It was necessary therefore to obtain the theory of the

vibrations of these rings, also of the effect of what may
be called collisions.

Sir William Thomson took many steps towards the

theory of vibrations. But the theory of collisions was

left for Mr. J. J. Thomson.

Mr. Thomson has notj however, confined his attention

to the point set for the prize, but, starting from the founda-

tion laid by Helmholtz, has recast the theory to his own
method.

Having deduced general expressions for the momentum,
moment of momentum, and energy in a mass of fluid in

which there is vortex motion, which expressions are better

adapted for his purpose than any previously obtained, he

proceeds to the theory of a solitary vortex ring subject to

the same limitation as that treated by Sir William

Thomson, i.e. the diameter of the core small compared

with the opening of the ring, but of more general shape,

in that it may have any small deviation from the circular

form. He obtains results which, where they correspond,

agree very approximately with those previously obtained

by Sir William Thomson.

The author then proceeds to the immediate subject of

the essay—the action upon each other of two rings.

In dealing with this subject he introduces another im-

portant limitation, i.e. that the rings shall not approach

each other by a distance which is large compared with

the openings of the rings.

With this limitation, by means of a very powerful piece

of mathematical work, the theory of the mutual action of

such rings is deduced, both as regards mean motion and
vibration ; and he has thus carried the theory of vortex

atoms to such a stage that in certain general respects it

can be applied to the theory of gases.

The essay, however, does not end here, for, although

outside the set subject, the author proceeds to consider

the theory of "linked rings." This term does not seem

well chosen, for it conveys the idea of rings liiiked as in a

chain, whereas what it is used to express is a ring of

which the core is compounded of several separate cores

wrapped in a spiral manner round each other like a ring

composed of twisted wire.

In the treatment of this branch of his subject he has-

been no less successful than in the earlier parts.

From the general scheme of his essay it is clear that

the author has had in his mind as a general object the

verification of the vortex atom theory ; and although he
avowedly refrains from going at length into such a vortex

atom theory of gases as might be built upon his work,

he adds a chapter at the end in which he discusses

certain results of his work, which may be applied without

further calculation to the vortex atom theory of gases.
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It is this chapter which will excite the most general

interest, for although the fact of this still very incomplete

theory being found consistent with observed gaseous

phenomena would not afford a crucial test of its fitness to

explain the phenomena of solids and liquids, still its

failure to explain the phenomena of gases would appear

to be crucial as regards its unfitness as an atomic theory.

The fair and cautious spirit in which Mr. Thomson
discusses his results cannot be too much admired,

although we may not bo quite able to realise the truth

of his reasoning.

The most general and important phenomenon of gases

is that sometimes called ]5oyle's law—that the product of

the volume and pressure of any fixed weight of gas varies

directly as the amount of heat, /.(. kinetic energy, in

a gas.

Accordingly Mr. Thomson calculates the product of

the pressure and volume which would result in the case

of a vortex atom gas. This he finds equal to two terms,

one being the kinetic energy multiplied by a constant, the

other a certain quantity which involves the squares of

the velocity of the medium at the boundary surface. To
fit Boyle's law this second term must vanish or nearly so.

Mr. Thomson argues that it does so vanish, because the

surface being at rest the velocity of the fluid at it must be

small. This argument we entirely fail to follow, possibly

owing to some misapprehension on our part ; but it seems
to us that a vortex being near a solid surface is no reason

for supposing the tangential velocity of the fluid small,

while if the gas consists of vortex atoms so must the solid

surface, and there is nothing to show that the mean
square of the velocity within the solid and at its surface

will be less than in the gas.

Passing on from Boyle's law, with the explanation of

which he is satisfied, the author next turns to the pheno-

mena depending on the velocity of the gaseous molecules.

As this seems to us the most interesting part of the dis.

cussion, we quote the passage in full :
—

"According to the vortex atom theory, as the tempera-
ture rises and the energy increases the mean radius of

the vortex rings will increase, but when the radius of a

vortex ring is increased its velocity is diminished, and
thus the mean velocity of the molecules decreases as the
temperature increases ; thus it differs from the ordinary
kinetic theory, where the mean velocity and the tempera-
ture increase together. It ought to be remarked, how-
ever, that though in the vortex atom theory the mean
velocity decreases as the temperature increases, yet the

mean momentum increases with the temperature.
" The difference between the effects produced by a rise

in temperature on the mean velocity of the molecules will

probably furnish a crucial experiment between the vortex

atom theory and the ordinary kinetic theory of gases,

since all the laws connecting the phenomena of diffusion

with the temperature can hardly be the same for the two
theories. In fact, if we accept Maxwell's reasoning about
the phenomenon called ' thermal effusion ' we can see at

once an experiment which would decide between the two
theories.

" The phenomenon is this, if we have a porous dia-

phragm immersed in a gas, and the gas at the two sides

of the diaphragm at diflerent temperatures, then when
things have got into a steady state the pressures on the
two sides of the diaphragm will be different, and Maxwell,
in his paper 'On Stresses in Rarefied Gases' {Phil.

Trans. 1879, pa^t '• P- -55), gives the following reasoning
to prove that, according to the ordinary theory of gases,

the pressures on the two sides are proportional to the
square root of the absolute temperatures of the sides.

He says :

—

"'When the diameter of the hole and the thick-

ness of the plate are both small coinpared with the length
of the free path of the molecule, then, as Sir W. Thomson
has shown, any molecule which comes up to the hole on
either side will be in very little danger of encountering
another molecule before it has got fairly through to the
other side.

" ' Hence the flow of gas in either direction through the
hole will take place very nearly in the same manner as if

there had been a vacuum on the other side of the hole,

and this whether the gas o 1 the other side of the hole is

of the same or of a different kind.
" ' If the gas on the two sides of the plate is of the same

kind but at different temperatures, a phenomenon will

take place which we may call thcr>na[ effusion. The
velocity of the molecules is proportional to the square
root of the absolute temperature, and the quantity which
passes out through the hole is proportional to this velocity

and to the density. Hence, on whichever side the pro-

duct of the density into the square root of the temperature
is gieatest, more molecules will pass from that side than
from the other through the hole, and this will go on till

this product is equal on both sides of the hole. Hence
the condition of equilibrium is that the density must be
inversely as the square root of the teiuperature, and since

the pressure is as the product of the density into the
temperature, the pressure will be directly proportional to

the square root of the absolute temperature.'

"If we were to apply the same reasoning to the vortex

atom theory, we should no longer have the velocity pro-

portional to the square root of the absolute temperature,
but to some inverse power of it, and the above reasoning
would show that if p and p' be the pressures, t and t' the
temperatures on the two sides of the plate, pip' = (tji')'",

where in is a cjuantity greater than unity. Thus accurate
investigations of the phenomenon of thermal effusion

would enable us to decide between the vortex atom and
the ordinary kinetic theory of gases. These experiments
would, however, be difficult to make accurately, as we
should have to work with such low pressures to get the

mean path of the molecules long enough that the pressure

of the mercury vapour in the air-pump used to rarefy the

gas might be supposed sensibly to aft'ect the results. In

the theoretical investigation, too, the effects of the boun I-

ing surface in modifying the motion of the gas seem to

have scarcely been taken sufficiently into account to

make the experiment of the crucial test of a theory ; and
it is probable that the theory of the dift'usion and viscosity

of the gases worked out from the laws of action of two
vortex rings on each other, given in Part II. of this essay,

would lead to results which would decide more easily and
more clearly between the two theories.

" The preceding reasoning holds only for a monatomic
gas which can only increase its energy by increasing the

mean radius of its vortex atoms ; if, however, the gas be
diatomic, the energy will be increased if the shortest dis-

tance between the central lines of the vortex cores of the

two atoms be diminished, and if the radius of the vortex

atom is unaltered the velocity of translation of the mole-

cule will be increased as well as the energy ; thus for a

diatomic molecule we cannot say that an increase in the

energy or a rise in the temperature of the gas would
necessarily be accompanied by a diminution in the mean
velocity of its molecules."

With the argument here used we have no fault to find,

but it does seem to us that the author has fallen into some

confusion between the experimental phenomenon of

thermal transpiration through porous plugs and the theo-

retical idea of " thermal effusion." It has probably

escaped Mr. Thomson, but the experiment he suggests
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was included in the general investigation, made by the

writer of the present review/ by which the phenomenon
of thermal transpiration was discovered, and although it

still appears that these are the only experiments on this

subject, yet they conclusively prove that the difference of

the pressure on the two sides of the plate is proportional

to the square roots of the absolute temperatures. So far

then it would seem that the crucial experiment has been

made and that the verdict is against the vortex atom
theory ; but this is not so, for, although the experiment

Mr. Thomson suggests has been made, it is definitely and

experimentally shown in the same investigation that the

action of the porous plug is entirely different from that

which Maxwell calls thermal effusion, being due entirely

to the tangential action of the walls of the passages, and
further this tangential action is in strict accordance with

the present dynamical theory of gases. This experiment

with the porous plug, then, aftbrds no te=t whatever in the

way suggested by Mr. Thomson. Mr. Thomson has, we
think, been unfortunate in his choice of tests ; and we
would suggest the velocity of sound as affording a crucial

test for which the experimental worlv is already done. It

appears to be an almost obvious deduction from the

vortex atom theory that the velocity of sound must be

limited by the mean velocity of the vortex atoms ; and
since Mr. Thomson has shown that this mean velocity

diminishes with the temperature, while experimentally it

is found that the velocity of sound increases as the square

root of the temperature, it appears that the verdict must

be against the vortex atom theory. However the vortex

atoms are very slippery things, and we should like to hear

Mr. Thomson's opinion before adopting one of our own.

Besides discussing the theory of gases, Mr. Thomson
goes somewhat fully into a vortex atom theory of chemical

combinations ; in this he raises many points which will

doubtless be of great interest should the hypothesis

survive the crucial test by the theory of gases which this

essay now for the first time renders possible.

Of the mathematical interest of the essay we can only

say that to those who can appreciate it this will be found

to be very great. OSBORNE Reynolds

OUR BOOK SHELF
Krystallographische Uiitcrsuchungen an homologen und

isomeren Reihen. Von Dr. A. Brezina. I. Theil.

Methoden. (Wien, 1884.)

This very useful volume forms an introduction to the

author's crjstallographic investigations which earned the

prize of the \'ienna Academy. It deals exclusively with

the principles and the methods employed in those inves-

tigations, and constitutes a complete storehouse of the

formula required in the study of crystals, and of the best

means of applying those formula'. The following subjects

are successively treated : the optical principles involved

in the goniometer ; the practical use of the instrument,

and the errors to which it is liable ; the criticism of

probable errors of observation ; stereographic projection
;

all possible cases of trigonometrical calculation, including

the method of least squares ; and a slight sketch of the

use of the polarising apparatus.

An important feature of the book is the illustration of

methods by the actual measurement of seven crystals of

a triclinic substance. The readings of the goniometer
scale are first given, and from these the reader is led

' " Certain Dimensional Properties of Matter in the Gaseous State," Phil.
Trans. 187&, Part II.

through the entire series of processes : stereographic
projection, assignment of indices, calculation of ele-

ments, and recalculation of angles, each given in its

place as an example of the principles and formulte em-
ployed. This practical illustration is a far more effectual
means of recommending the methods to the reader than
mere verbal description.

It will probably be found that these methods of calcu-
lation are the most valuable part of the book ; they are
so systematically arranged and tabulated that the various
steps may be distinguished at a glance, and any numeri-
cal error must be detected at once, while much labour is

saved by the methodical order in which the operations
are conducted.

It is to be presumed that the laborious process of cal-

culating the angle between each pair of faces from the
elements by means of the general formula is given as an
e.>cercise in the method of least squares rather than as
an example of the course to be actually adopted in any
but rare cases.

One subject, however, of some importance is barely
touched upon ; namely, the criticism of images obtained
from crystal faces on the goniometer, and their interpre-

tation. Both in the descriptive paragraphs and in the
above-mentioned illustration, all measurements of the
same angle upon different crystals are assumed to be
equally good, so that their arithmetic mean is adopted as
the observed value, whereas the difficulties presented by
multiple images seem to deserve treatment in a boo'.c

which deals so exhaustively with the practical side of the
subject. It is to be regretted also that the discussion of

optical properties and measurement has been almost
crowded out of the work. H. A. M.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold hi)nse}f responsible for opinions expressed

by his eorrespondcnis. Neither can he undertake to return^

or to correspond with the writers of rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

{The Editor urgently requests cort espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so griat

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting and novel/acts.'\

The Remarkable Sunsets

Speaking of Virginia City, the great silver mining centre of
Nevada State, I said, in "An Engineer's Holiday," that it "lies

among the foothills of the Sierra, at an elevation of 6200 feet,

on the eastern face of Mount Davidson . . , surrounded by innu-

merable interlocked mountains, conical iu outline, red-browu in

colour, and perfectly bare of all vegetation. These stretch, as

far as the eye can reach, to where the snowy tops of the Hum-
boldt peaks stand against the sky, and the terrible sterility of

the scene is enhanced rather than relieved by the thin meander-
ings of the Carson River, whose cour. e is marked by a narrow
green line. This is the only sign of water visible in the arid

panorama, whose bare, red cones are steeped all day in dust-

haze, and lighted for a few minutes at sunset by an ' Alpen-
glow ' which dyes the countless peaks in as countless gradations

of rosy light."

It certainly did not occur to me, when I wrote the above
three years ago, that the finer and higher particles of the drst;

haze which obscures the dry air of the American desert may
have been concerned in producing the splendid sunset effects

which I witnessed at Virginia City ; but this, after our recent

experiences, seems very probable. D. PiDGEON
Holmwood, Putney Hill, December 22

I HAVE received a letter, dated December 5, from Mr. Joseph

Moore, of New Garden, North Carolina, U.S.A., in which he

informs me that "the phenomena at both sunset and aunrise have

been unusual in more than a dozen instances here during the

autumn. Only ihe night before last we had an extraordinary

sunset. The sky bore all the tints of which you speak, but I do
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not remember to have noticed the cirrus cloud in more than one
instance. The sunsets have been subject for remark in quite a
number of the papers." I inclose also a newspaper, the Olive
Brnticli, of Hancock, Minnesota, U.S.A., which has been
forwarded to me by anolher correspondent, containing a notice
of the sunset of November 10.

Richmond, Surrey, December 22 F. A. R. Russell

In a letter dated Tokio, October 3, describing a tour in the
interior of Japan, Prof. Tames Main Dixon writes :

— '
' During

the two or three days at the end of August we enjoyed fine dry
weather, but the sun was copper-coloured and had' no bright-
ness. It was capital weather for travelling, but rather inex-
plicab'e. When we got to Nikko, the people came to us to in-
quire if some catastrophe were impending, for the appearance of
the sun foreboded evil. We laughed at their fears, and assured
them all was right. However it seems that if the appearance of
the sun foreboded no evil, it was a wonderful sign of the greatest
earthquake and volcanic catastrophe on record. The fearful ex-
plosion of Krakatoa, in the Straits of Sunda, took phace on
August 26, and there seems httle reason to doubt that the mon-
soon had carried the volcanic dust along with it, the dust
obscuring the sun. The distance is nearly 3000 miles."

Lewis Campbell
St. Andrews, December 22

Peripatus

Dr. von Kennel, in a note on the " Development of Peri-
patus," which appeared in a recent number of the Zoolo(ischer
Ameigtr, and has been translated and printed in your columns,
has thrown some doubt on the accuracy of the observations
recorded in the late Prof Balfour's memoir on the " Anatomy
and Development of PcHpaliis capensis (Quart. Journ. Micro.
Sci., April, 1883). We trust that you will give us, as the editors
of that memoir, this opportunity of making a few brief state-
ments in reply to the .somewhat unusually outspoken criticisms
contained in his preliminary note.

Dr. von Kennel entirely omits to mention in his paper that
Prof. Balfour's researches refer to a Cape species of Peripatus
(P. capensis), whilst the species which he has worked at are
'West Indian, and differ considerably from Peripatus capensis.

Considering the fact, well known to embryologists, that there
are numerous instances of great discrepancies in the embryonic
history of closely-allied forms, it seems to us strange that the
only explanation, suggested by Dr. von Kennel, of the differ-

ences between his results and those recorded in Prof. Balfour's
memoir should be that the latter are absurdly erroneous.
The remarkable attitude which Dr. von Kennel has assumed

in this matter must have been obvious to all competent zoologists.
We offer these remarks mainly because his statements have
appeared in a journal which has a wide circulation amongst
readers who are not so well able to judge of the merits of the
case.

We are able to state in conclusion that the results enumerated
on pp. 256, 257 of Prof. Balfour's memoir have been confirmed
by Mr. Sedgwick on a large number of fresh and well-preserved
embryos of Peripatus from the Cape, obtained since the publica-
tion of the memoir. H. N. Moseley

A. Sedgwick

[The translator of Dr. von Kennel's "Note on the Development
of Peripatus," to whom we submitted the above letter, writes to
us that, "though with a large experience in such matters, he is

quite unable to see anything ' unusually outspoken ' in Dr. von
JCenr-el's criticisms ; h.ad any such occurred, he would have
passed them over; nor does he find any foundation for the
statement that Dr. von Kennel explains the results of Prof.
Balfour's memoir as 'absurdly erroneous.' Dr. von Kennel,
at the beginning of his note, only asserts that his observations
cast some doubt on those of Balfour, apologetically adding that
his material was immensely richer than Balfour's, and at the
conclusion of his Note he simply calls attention to the discre-
pancies between his observations and Balfour's illustrations."

At the translator's reque-t we quote the original of the two
critical paragraphs with the translations, so that the many com-
petent zoologists who are among.st our readers can judge whether
the latter adds to or takes from the spirit of the former.

—

Ed.
Nature.

" Ich thue dieses haupt^achlich deswegen, weil die durch
Moseley und Sedgwick publicirte Abhandlungaus dem Nachlass
Balfour's einige Abbildungen von Embryonen und Schnitten
durch solche enthalt, deren Genauigkeit ich nach meinem
reichlichen und ausgezeichnet conseivirten Material und nach
den Beobachtungen am frischen Objecte etwas anzweifeln muss,
deren Deutung vollends die Probe nicht halt."

" I do this chiefly because the treatise published by Moseley
and Sedgwick from the posthumous notes of Balfour contains
some representations of embryos and cross-sections of the same,
upon whose accuracy in details I, with my rich and well-pre-
served collection of specimens, and observations on fresh objects,

must cast some doubt, and the interpretation of which does not
bear investigation."
" Ich enthalte mich hier, um nicht weitlaufig zu werden, jeder

Discussion, mu's jedoch noch einmal darauf hinweisen, wie wenig
Balfour's Abbildungen und die Schilderungen der Ilerausgeber
mit den hier mitgetheilten Thatsachen stimmen."
"I here abstain for the sake of brevity from all discussion,

but must, however, call attention to the fact how little Balfour's
illustrations and the descriptions of the Editors agree with the
facts as they are here given."]

A New Rock
During my visit last .summer to Lake Sagvand, in the

Balsfjord, near the city of Tromso, I discovered a new enstalite-

bearing rock, which forms entire little hills. It is composed of

light yellow-green enstatite, mixed with magnesite. The mag-
nesite, which is entirely free from luiie, is partly white, partly

dirty grey in colour, in which latter state it contains a little

oxidulated iron, and appears then distinctly crystalline, with

rhomboidal planes of cleavage. The rock is greatly interspersed

with little grains of chromite, which are found in the enstatite

as well as the magnesite. Here and there small grains of pyrite

also appear. The substance is perfectly free from olivine, at all

events neither olivine nor serpentine has been discovered under
microscopical analysis.

The rock must be considered a new petrographical species.

I have named it "Sagvandite," from the place where it was first

discovered. It appears with a strong reddish-brown colour on
its uneven surface, where the magnesite is completely washed
out, so that the enstatite alone remains. The rock is not slaty,

and must so far be said to be of massive structure.

When I have had an opportunity of thoroughly analysing the

new substance, I propose to give a complete description of it

in Nature. Karl Pettersen
Tro:iiso Museum, Finmarken, Norway, December

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs
In his notice of the Reprint of Prof. Stokes' papers in

Nature for Dec. 13 (p. 145), Prof. Tait, with characteristic

incisiveness, speaks of the "almost inaccessible" volumes of the

Cajubridge Philosophical Transactions, and proceeds to offer an
" easy cure " for that simple though grave malady. I think if

Prof Tait had taken the trouble to make the inquiry he would
have found that very few societies are so liberal in the free dis-

semination of their publications, and that the number of

universities, prominent societies, or libraries which do not

receive them gratis, or merely in exchange, is very small.

December 14 W. M. HiCKS

The question so pointedly at [issue between Mr. Hicks and
myself is one which can be settled by statistics only. Nature .|

would do a real service to science by collecting statistics as to

the numbers of different centres (home, and foreign, separately)

at which the Transactions of various scientific Societies were
freely accessible in 1883 (say) ; and also the corresponding num-
bers in 1853. The Royal Society regularly publishes such infor-

mation in its Transactions, so does the Royal Society of

Edinburgh.
I have been a Fellow of the Cambridge Philosophical Society

for about 30 years ; and, during that time, I have received from
the Society some fasciculi (of Proceedings only) certainly not

amounting to a dozen in all :—and I am not aware that my case

is an exceptional one.

Mr. Hicks writes as if he thought I was bringing an accusa-

tion. Surely the figure, of malady, which I was careful to

employ, cannot be so construed. P. G. Tait
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THE " TALISMAN'' EXPEDITION^
A T the public meeting of the five Academies on

I- »- October 29, 1S82, I had the honour of reporting

on the explorations of the Travailkur, and I announced

that this year a new scientific campaign would be under-

taken in the Atlantic. The Minister of Marine, respond-

ing to the desire expressed by his colleague, the Minister of

Public Instruction, and by the Academy, had, in fact, issued

the necessary orders to have the Talisman equipped for this

purpose. The Talisman is an excellent ^crew steamer,

provided with a good spread of canvas, sufficient to make
good way without the aid of its engines. For several

months it was placed in dock at the Rochefort Arsenal,

where the naval engineers undertook to refit it for the

service to which it had been appointed. The old hempen
ropes intended for raising the dredges were replaced

by a steel cable of great strength and flexibility, capable

of a strain of about 4500 kilogrammes, and worked by

two steam-engines. One of these set in motion the enor-

mous bobbin on which the cable was wound. The other,

a still more powerful engine, was intended for raising the

dredges.

Large bag-nets, or trawls, with an opening of two or

three yards, advantageously replaced the heavy drags we
had formerly used. The soundings were executed by
means of an apparatus perfected by M. Thibaudier, naval

engineer, and so disposed as to prevent the motions of

the vessel from in any way affecting the tension of the

steel cable, which was arrested by an automatic break as

soon as the sounder touched the bottom.

In order to gauge the temperature at great depths I had
an apparatus constructed by which a mercurial thermo-

meter (Negretti and Zanibra) could be turned over at any
moment. At the same time the capillary extremity of a

glass tube, where a vacuum had been made, and into

which the sea water then rushed, broke, supplying per-

fectly pure specimens, capable of being preserved for any

length of time by soldering the tubes. Our friend. Colonel

Perrier, had kindly lent me a Gramme machine, which

generated the electricity for some Edison lamps, so dis-

posed as to light up our apparatus, or, when needed, to

penetrate to depths not exceeding 35 metres. At my
request the command of the Talisman had been intrusted

to M. Parfait, frigate captain, who had held the same
position the year before on board the Travaillcu}-? I

may here be permitted to express to the officers of the

Talisman the feelings of gratitude inspired in us by
their devotion. They cooperated with us with unflagging

zeal, and for whatever success attended our mission we
are indebted to them.
On May 30, the scientific mission ^ met at Rochefort,

and on June i the Talisman set sad. The voyage of

1883 may be divided into several distinct stages. Our
object was to study the coast of Africa as far as Senegal,

then the waters of the Cape Verde, Canary, and Azores
Archipelagos, volcanic lands which- could not fail to

supply us with interesting materials. Lastly, we hoped to

be able to devote our attention to the Sargassum Sea, its

fauna, and the nature of its bed.

The sea bed stretching westward of Morocco and
the Sahara is extremely uniform, r.o longer presenting

those rugged reliefs that had so impeded our operations

on the coast of Spain. On the contrary, the slope is here

so gentle that at greater or less distances from the land
it was always possible almost infallibly to light upon the

' Preliminary Report on the Talisman Expedition to the Atlantic Ocean
By M. Alphonse Milne -Edwards, President of the Subm.irine Dredging
Commission. Communicated by the author.

- The staff ccnsisted of M. Antoine and M. Jacquef, lieutenant, of MM,
Gibory and Bourget, midshipmen, of M. \'incent, d ctor of the first class, of
M. Huas. assistant doctor, and of M. de Plas. chief mate.

3 The mission consisted of M. A. M.lne-Edwards. Member of the Institute,
President, of M. de Folin. MM. Vaillani and Perrier, professors in the
Museum, MM. Marion and Filhcl, professors in the Faculty. M. Fischer,
assistant naturalist in the Museum, MM. Ch. Brongniart and Poirault, added
as assistants.

needed depths. In these waters we made about 120

dredgings, and in a few days we had determined the

bathymetric distribution of the local fauna with sufficient

accuracy to enable us to indicate the levels explored from
the contents of our nets.

At 500 or 600 metres live numerous fishes, such as

Macrurus, Malacocephalus, Hoplostethus, Pleuronectes,

as well as prawns of the genus Pandalus, belonging to

a new species with a rostrum pointed like a sword ;
some

Peneae, Pasiphaw, a few small crabs ((Jxyrhynchidte,

Portunids, Ebalida»), pink Holothurians, some rare

specimens of Calveria, that soft Echinoderm discovered

in our waters by the naturalists of the Porcupine^ and
previously known in the fossil state ; several very large

sponges, such as .\skonema and Farrea.

At greater depths, from 1000 to 1900 metres, fishes

still abound,' and often formed the bulk of our captures.

They were generally of a dull colour, with gelatinous

flesh, and their skin covered with a thick mucous coating.

Several had phosphorescent spots, serving to give them
light in the dark regions they inhabit. Here Pandali
give place to the new genus Heterocarpus, and to gigantic

blood-red prawns with enormously long antenna, which
were new to science and may be placed in the genus
Aristeus. The Nephropsis make their appearance at this

level. They are blind, coral-tinted Crustace^e, who seem
to be distributed over a wide geographical range, for

they have been found on the other side of the Atlantic

in the Caribbean Sea, and a closely allied species has been
fished up at a great depth near the .Andaman Islands.

The blind Polycheles, which in the present epoch repre-

sent the Jurassic Erjons, burrow in the mud, leaving

nothing visible except their long hooked nippers, adapted
for seizing the passing prey. Some crabs are still found,

such as Maiadfe (Scyramathia, Lispognathusi, a new
species of Homolia, and Lithodes, hitherto supposed to

be peculiar to Arctic and Antarctic seas. Lastly, numerous
forms were also observed of the genus Galathea, several

of which have their eyes transformed to spines. Sponges
are extreinely common, most of them with siliceous

skeletons. We brought up great numbers of Rosella,

Holtenia of several species, the rock crystal-like beards
white as snow were buried in the mud, the sponge mass
alone emerging ;'some Aphrocallistes, with solid skeletons
of the most elegant form. Calveria became more nume-
rous ; Holothurians of the genus Loetmogone, and other
species of the same family, crawled on the bottom in the

midst of Asteria, (.iphiuria, and Brisinga. The nets often

returned filled with so much treasure that they could not
all be classed within the day.

While rounding Cape Ghir and Cape Nun, some 120
miles from the coast, the Talisman spent several days in

exploring a very regular bank at a depth of about 2000 to

22oometres. It was on this ground that on .Aug. 2, 1882,

the Travaillctiy had captured the curious fish described
by M. V'aillant under the name of Eiirypliarynx peli--

c'lrn anil's, and two specimens of which were taken this year.

Our prizes were again of great value. Magnificent
sponges, allied to those that have been described under
the name of Eiiph-ctclla subcrca were here found mingled
with large violet Holothurians of the genus Benthodytes,
and with other species of the same genus, remarkable
for their dorsal appendices. A Calveria, distinct from
those found at lesser depths, some Brisinga;, Polyps of

rare beauty (Flabellum, Stephanotrochus;, a Democrinus
and a Bathycrinus, not yet described, very numerous
Crustaceae, nearly all new to us and belonging to the

group of the Galathea; (Galathodes, Galacantha, Elas-

monotus), completed the list of invertebrates. The fishes

were very varied, and their study will furnish new facts

of the greatest interest to science. Amongst the most
remarkable I may mention Melanocctiis johnsoni, Bathy-

' To Macrurus are here added the follo\\ ing genera : Bathynectes,
Coryphenoi'des, Malacocephalus, Balhygadus, Argyropeiecus, Chauliodus,
Bathypterftis, Stomias. Malacosteus, Alepocephakie.
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trochtes, a Stomias with phosphorescent spots, and
several Malacostei.

Between Senegal and the Cape Verde Islands our
trawls reached depths varying from 3200 to 3699 metres,
and brought up most of the preceding species besides
many others (Crustaceans, MoUusks, Zoophytes, Sponges)
which had never elsewhere been met.
These last takes brought to a close the first part of our

programme, and on July 20, after ninety-one days of naviga-
tion, we cast anchor in the Bay of La Praia, at Santiago
in the Cape Verde Archipelago. This volcanic group de-
tained us a few days, and while zoological, botanical,
and geological excursions were being made ashore, the
Tiilismaii was searching the irregular beds on the coasts
for marine animals, and especially for the red coral, which
for some years back has formed the object of an active trade
in these islands. I will not dwell on these in-shore explora-
tions, nor on those of the islet Blanco, where we were able
to study on the spot the large Saurians {Macroscincus
coctci) which seem limited to this isolated rock.

All these details are recorded in the report which I

have addressed to the Minister and which will soon be
published.

In the deep waters of the Cape Verde Archipelago life

displays a surprising energy. Our nets came up over-

flowing with specimens after a single plunge. We cap-
tured at one take more than 1000 fishes belonging mostly
to the genus Melanocephalus, about 1000 Pandali, 500
prawns of a new species of the genus Nematocarcinus,
with disproportionately long claws, as well as many
other species.

On the evening of July 30 the Talisman took a north-

westerly course in the direction of the Sargassum .Sea. I

need not enter into details on this part of our journey, and
it will suffice to say that we nowhere met those dense
floating masses of vegetation mentioned by the old

navigators. The Gulf weed was seen in isolated patches
drifting either with the marine or atmospheric currents,

and harbouring a whole pelasgic population, whose colours

harmonised admirably with those of the alga; that afforded

them a refuge. Our naturalists made a careful study of

these forms.

The soundings of the Talisman in this region show in a
general way that, starting from the Cape Verde Islands, the
marine bed falls regularly as far as about the 25th parallel,

where it attains a depth of 6267 metres. Then it gradually
rises towards the Azores and the 35th parallel, where it is

about 3000 metres. Tliese results are far from agreeing
with the curves indicated on the most recent bath) metric
charts. The bed of the Sargassum Sea seems formed of a
thick layer of a very fine mud of a pumice nature, cover-

ing fragments of punnce and volcanic rocks. Here there
would appear to stretch, at over three miles from the surface

of the ocean, a vast volcanic chain parallel with the ."Xfrican

seashore, and of which the Cape \'erde Islands, the

Canaries, Madeira, and the .Azores arc the only parts not
submerged. The submarine fauna is poor, consisting of
few fishes, some Crustaceans, such as Paguri, which
lodge in colonies of Epizoanthus, prawns of the genus
Nematocarcinus, Pasiphare, a few mollusks (Fusus,
Pleurotoma, and Leda), which scarcely sufficed to repay
the time required for such deep dredgings. Not that our
captures did not again become abundant towards the
northern limit of the Sargasse Sea, when the depths
shrank to 3000, 2000, and 1500 metres. It was here that

we took the giant of the family of the Schizopodes, a
Gnathophausia of a blood-red colour measuring nearly
25 centimetres in length. ^

A short delay at Fayal, and again at San Miguel in

the Azores, enabled us to compare the volcanic phenomena
still active at certain points with those we had studied on
the summit of the Peak of Teneriffe. The analogy is very
striking between the rocks, the gaseous products, and the

^ Onathophausi/i goiiaik, new speciss.

sulphur deposits of the two islands. From what is now
taking place on the surface of the ground, an idea may
be formed of the submarine convulsions which have
covered the bed of the Sargassum Sea with pumice and
igneous ro:;ks.

The return voyage from the Azores to France was
effected under the most favourable conditions, and we
were able to make daily dredgings in depths of from 4000
to 5000 metres. These difficult operations, very skilfully

carried out by Captain Parfait, brought us an extremely
valuable harvest. Under this tremendous pressure, in

perfect darkness, and without a trace of vegetation,

animal life is still vigorous. Large fishes of the genus
Macrurus, as well as some Scopeli and Melanoceti seem
to be here far from rare. .Some Pagurcs and Galatheas of

new form, a gigantic Nymphon of the genus Colossendeis,

some unknown Ethusa;, besides Amphipods and Cir-

rhipeds represent the Crustacean group. But this

abyssal fauna owes its peculiar physiognomy to the

number, variety, and size of the Holothurians.

The marine bed is carpeted throughout this region

with a thick white mud, composed almost exclusively of

Globigerini, and covering pumice deposits and fragments
of various kinds of rocks. Some of these rocks brought
up in our nets bore the impress of fossils, amongst others

of Trilobites. But what still more surprised lus was to

find at a distance of over 700 miles from the European coast

pebbles polished and striated by the action of ice. The
sharpness of the stris excludes the supposition of trans-

port by the currents. The presence of these pebbles is

probably due to the action of the icebergs, which in

the Quaternary epoch advanced further southwards than at

present, and which, by melting in the region of the

Atlantic comprised between the Azores and France,

deposited on the bottom of the sea the stones carried oft

from the glacier beds and conveyed to this distance from
Europe.
On August 30 we dredged for the last time on the steep

slope by which the oceanic depths are connected with the

Bay of Biscay, and our captures added to the fauna of the

French waters a large number of new or interesting

species.

It was high time to return to Rochefort. Our casks and
cases were full, our alcohol exhausted. This voyage^has
furnished us with unrivalled materials for study, mate-
rials which must now be put in order. The Minister of

Public Instruction has recognised their importance, and
has supplied me with the means of beginning the publi-

cation of the results. It is my intention to place before

the public the collections that have been made during the

explorations of the TravailUur and Talisinan. These
treasures will be exposed in a special exhibition, which
will be held in one of the halls of the museum towards

the beginning of January.

MUSIC AND SCIENCE '

IT would seem that Science, like History, may at times
repeat itself: for in this bright little pamphlet we

have a revival of the Old World controversy, which dates

from the days of Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and Euclid.

The author takes, however, for its text, a somewhat de-

clamatory and atl captandum modern passage from the

Revue tie Paris, which declares, with an emotional

warmth totally uncalled for under the circumstances, that

harmony is not a science, and that music is an art, " but

a divine art." To appreciate thoroughly the question in

debate it is necessary to go back to the sense of the

original Greek words

—

upfiovia and novo-Urj. The former

means "mathematical agreement" ; the second "artistic

culture." It is with their " second intentions," or

acquired and more limited meanings, that we now have
' "La Miisic.i e vina Scienza." Saggio Acustico fisiologico Del Dott.

Prnno Crutti. Pp. S5 Luigi Battel Editore. (Parma, 1883.)
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to deal. I5 music, in the English sense of the word,
which no wise differs from the Italian, an art or a science?

It is clearly both ; but the art, liova-Ut], so far predominates
in public acceptance and cultivation over the science,

I'lpfiovia, that the latter is, and has been for many centuries,

in danger of succumbing altogether. Indeed, though
excellently begun by Euclid in his " Sectio Canonis,'' it

remained all but unadvanced until the recent researches

of Helmholtz. It is to Aristotle that we owe the general

test by which to distinguish an art from a science ; a test

so satisfactory and so neat, that it produces the effect on
the mind of a mathematical demonstration ; a form of

proof which is too often only a roundabout way of re-

stating a self-evident proposition. Aristotle said that art

at its best only works by "rule of thumb"'; and states

that Texi'i is governed by rules. When these rules arc

found to rest on recognised laws, the art becomes an
fTno-Tij/iT), or science. This observation, made two thousand
years ago by the shrewdest of all shrewd observers,

remains as true and as fresh as on the day when it was
promulgated. To no branch of human learning does it

apply with such force and directness as to music. For
perfection in this art has always been, is now, and must
continue to be, confined to a few sensitive, delicate, finely-

strung natures, which differ from those of their fellow-

creatures in possessing a peculiar technical power and
organisation such that they instinctively reproduce, and
as it were consonate to the musical conceptions of other

minds. In all other respects they may be self-indulgent,

unbusinesslike, unpractical ; even, as indeed not uncom-
monly they are, over-sensitive and disagreeable. Types of

this class are Beethoven, Cherubini, Mozart, Weber, and
Berlioz. In them, in fact, the full development of artistic

perfection has eaten up all other good qualities, and left

no time or inclination for what Plato calls " the practice

of virtue." The world at large, secretly conscious of its

special inferiority, and always willing to discharge itself

of an unwelcome responsibility, too commonly looks upon
these exceptional natures as representing the whole, and
not only the artistic and executive fide of music. But the

other exists notwithstanding ; and its fuller cultivation

will tend much to restore the balance so disturbed. In

this respect the little book of Dottore Crotti has special

value. It deals with the foundation of rhythm and of

music, and with the strange and hitherto unexplained
emotional difference between the major and minor scales,

which in the Italian are prettily and correctly named
Giu'a and Triste respectively. The ratios of musical in-

ten'als and their combination are fully treated, and with

some features of novelty, especially as concerns their

physiological effects on the ear. The great fact, so much
forgotten in this century since the brilliant jigs of the

Rossinian school have become popular, that it is the bass,

and not the treble or melody, which is tixed and funda-

mental, is stated with abundant emphasis, and distinction

is made between the characters of repose and of move-
ment in different kinds of music. The assumption that

the scale is founded principally on the fractions repre-

senting the major and minor tones with only a simple
semitone of -jf seems hardly sufficient to meet theoretical

requirements ; but otherwise there is much of interest

comprised within the 55 pages of which the pamphlet
consists. It has the merit, moreover, beyond the his-

torical point already noted, of bearing out its title of
" acoustico-physiological," and of adverting to the mental
or receptive side of musical impressions more than occurs
in some modern treatises. W. H. Stone

THE REMARKABLE SUNSETS
'X*HE following letter has been sent to IVIr. Norman
' Lockyer :

—

The remarkable sunsets which have been recently

witnessed upon several occasions have brought to my

recollection the still more remarkable effects which I

witnessed in 1880 in South America, during an eruption
of Cotopaxi; and a perusal of your highly-interesting letter

in the Times of the 8th inst. has caused me to turn to my
notes, with the result of finding that in several points they
appear to have some bearing upon the matter which you
ha\-e brought before the public.

On July 3, 18S0, I was engaged in an ascent of Chim-
borazo, and was encamped on its western side, at 15,800
feet above the sea. The morning was fine, and all the
surrounding country was free from mist. Before sunrise,

we saw to our north the great peak of Illiniza, and twenty
miles to its east the greater cone of Cotopaxi, both without
a cloud around them, and the latter without any
smoke issuing from its crater—a most unusual circum-
stance ; indeed, this was the only occasion on which we
noticed the crater free from smoke during the whole of
our stay in Ecuador. Cotopaxi, it should be said, lies

about forty-five miles south of the equator, and was distant

from us sixty-five miles.

We had left our camp, and had proceeded several

hundred feet upwards, being then more than i5,ooo feet

above the sea, when we observed the commencement of
an eruption of Cotopaxi. At 5.45 a.m. a column of smoke
of inky blackness began to rise from the crater. It went
up straight in the air, rapidly curling, with prodigious
velocity, and in less than a minute had risen 20,000 feet

above the rim of the crater. I had ascended Cotopaxi
some months earlier, and had found that its height was
19,600 feet. We knew that we saw from our station the

upper io,coo feet of the volcano, and I estimated the
height of the column of smoke at double the height of

the portion seen of the mountain. The top of the column
was therefore nearly 40,000 feet above the sea. At
that elevation it encountered a powerful wind blowing
from the east, and was rapidly borne for twenty
miles towards the Pacific, seeming to spread very
slightly and remaining of inky blackness, presenting tfe
appearance of a gigantic inverted 1 , drawn upon an
otherwise perfectly clear sky. It was then caught by a
wind blowing from the north, and was borne towards us,

and appeared to spread rapidly in all directions. As this

cloud came nearer and nearer =0 of course it seemed to
rise higher and higher in the sky, although it was actually

descending. Several hours passed before the ash com-
menced to intervene between the sun and ourselves, and
when it did so we witnessed effects which simply amazed
us. We saw a green sun, and such a green as we have
never, either before or since, seen in the heavens. We
saw- patches or smears of something like verdigris-

green in the sky, and they changed to equally extreme
blood-reds, or to coarse brick-dust reds, and they in an
instant passed to the colour of tarnished copper or shining

brass. Had we not know'n that these effects were due to

the passage of the ash, we might well have been filled with
dread instead of amazement ; for no words can convey the
faintest idea of ihe impressive appearance of these strange
colours in the sky, seen one minute and gone the next,

resembling nothing to which they can be properly com-
pared, and surpassing in vivid intensity the wildest effects

of the most gorgeous sunsets.

The ash commenced to pass overhead at about mid-
day. It had travelled (including its detour to the west),

eighty-five miles in a little more than six hours. At 1.30

it commenced to fall on the summit of Chimborazo,
and before we began to descend it caused the snowy
summit to look like a ploughed field. The ash was
extraordinarily fine, as you will perceive by the sample I

send you. It filled our eyes and nostrils ; rendered eating

and drinking impossible ; and reduced us to breathe

ing through handkerchiefs. It penetrated everywhere,
got into the working parts of instruments, and into,

locked boxes. The barometer employed on the summit
was coated with it, and so remains until this day,
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That which passed beyond us must have been finer still.

It travelled far t(i our south, and also fell heavily upon
ships on the Pacific. I find that the finer particles do not

weigh the 1/25,000 part of a grain, and the finest atoms
are lighter still. By the time we returned to our en-

campment the grosser particles had fallen below our level,

and were settling down into the valley of the Chimbo,
the bottom of which was 7,000 feet beneath us, causing it

to appear as if filled with thick smoke. The finer ones
were still floating in the air, like a light fog, and so

continued until night closed in.

In conclusion, I would say that the terms which I have
employed to designate the colours which were seen are
both inadequate and inexact. The most striking features

of the colours which were displayed were their extra-

ordinary strength, their extreme coarseness, and their

dissimilarity from any tints or tones ever seen in the sky,

even during sunrises and sunsets of exceptional brilliancy,

They were unlike colours for which there are recognised
terms. They commenced to be seen when the ash began
to pass between the sun and ourselves, and were not seen
previously. The changes from one hue to another, to

which I have alluded, had obvious connection with the
varying densities of the clouds of ash that passed ; which,
when they approached us, spread irregularly, and were
sometimes thick and sometimes light. No colours were
seen after the clouds of ash passed overhead and sur-

rounded us on all sides.

I photographed my party on the summit of Chimborazo
whilst the ash was commencing to fall, blackening the
snow furrows ; and, although the negative is as bad as
might be expected, it forms an interesting souvenir of a
remarkable occasion. Edw.-^rd Whymper
December 21

A'OTES
The announcement that Prof. Flower has accepted the

appointment of .superintendent at the Natural History Museum,

vacated by the resignation of Prof. Owen, is premature, though

we believe that steps are being taken to secure Prof. Flower's

services for that important appointment.

We regret to have to record the death of M. Yvon Vil-

larceau, one of the astronomers of the Paris Observatory and

a member of the Academy of Sciences for more than twenty

years. M. Yvon Villarceau had been a pupil of the Ecole

Central des Arts et Manufactures, and was regarded as one

of the most eminent of French mathemaiicians.

It has been arranged by H.M. TrawUng Commissioners that

Prof. Mcintosh, of the University of St. Andrews, will proceed

systematically at intervals (probably once a fortnight) to the

trawling grounds on the ea.-t coast of Scotland for the next six

monihs, and unJerlake certain investigations concerning the

grounds and their inhabitants. Each trip will probaV '.y occupy

about two days. The Granton General Steam-Fishing Lorji.

pany's steam-trawler Wallace, which is fitted with all the recent

appliances for such work, and is a swift and powerful steamer, will

be used for the mvestigations, which will be at once commenced.

An experienced long-line fisherman and trawler from St. Andrews

(Alex. W. Brown) will accompany the professor as assistant.

The friends of the late Mr. W. A. Forbes, the Prosector

of the Zoological Society of London, have decided to collect

his most important papers in a memorial volume, and the

following gentlemen have been appointed to act as a committee

for this purpose :—Prof Flower-, Prof. Bell, Mr. H. H. Johnston,

Mr. Mivart, and Mr. Sclater. The committee find that Mr.

Forbes's papers can be most suitably republished in a form similar

to that adopted in the memorial volume of the memoirs and

pai:ers of Mr. Forbes'.s predecessor in the Prosectorial office (the

late Prof. Garrod). Following the precedent of the"Garrod

Memorial Committee," they propose to ask for subscriptions of

one or more guineas, and to give to subscribers a copy of the

work for every guinea subsci-ibed. Mr. Sclater will edit the

Forbes Memwal Volume, Mr. Johnston will prepare a bio-

graphical notice and portrait, and Mr. F. Jeffrey Bell, 5, Radnor

Place, Gloucester Square, W., will act as Secretary and

Treasurer.

The appointment of a Japanese student as assistant to the

Professor of Anatomy at Berlin has been approved by the

Minister of Public Worship.

Mr. Francis Elgar, Consulting Naval Architect and

Engineer in London, has been unanimously elected by the

Glasgow University Court to the John Elder Chiir of Naval

Architecture.

An expedition is at last beinj organised under the auspices of

the Bri'ish Association to proceed to Mount Kilimanjaro, the

snow clad peak of Eastern Equatorial Africa. The party will

be under the charge of Mr. H. H. Johnston, who has recently

re;urned from the Congo. The prrty will leave England at the

beginning of March.

Heavy indeed is the burden of educating laid upon the

Southern States ! With only one half at school of a population

the illiterate proportion of which, among bith whites and

negroe--, is increasing, and in some States this increase of illiter.acy

greater among the whites than among the negroes ; with the

negro, the non-taxpaying element, increasing fastest, notwith-

standing white immigration ; with trades destroyed, and properly

in consequence reduced in value 40 per cent., and in some States

still fallrng in value; with the franchi-e, nevertheless, given to

this increasing body of ignorance ; evil indeed may be the result

to a republic if the whole Union does not assist to correct it.

Emancipation was a national act, and the nation ought to meet

the inevitable consequence. So urges Dr. Haygood, in the

United States educational circulars referred to last week, with

the warning that no white men will agree for long to be voted

down by a majority of illiterate blacks and whites.

Oh Thursday, at 9.21 p.m., a shock of earthquake was felt

in Fiinfkirchen, a town in the south of Hung.ary, not far from

the confluence of the Danube and Drave. The shock lasted

two seconds, and was accompanied by a loud underground

rolling noi.se. At the same time a similar earthquake and noise

occurred at Bares, a place to the south-east of the former, on the

banks of the River Drave. Both shocks moved northwards.

An earthquake shock was also felt at Lisbon at 1.30 a.m. on

the 22nd inst., but did not excite much notice. A second

shock, which lasted twelve seconds, occurred two hours later
;

being accompanied by subterranean rumblings, it awoke the

entire population, and caused a panic among the inhabitants

in the narrow streets. The seismic wave passed from north-

west to south-east.

The fourteenth Animal Report of the Botanic Garden Board

of New Zealand (1883) contains valuable information as to the

ravages of certain scale insects [Coccidir) in the colony. They ap-

pear to be principally of two kinds : one is an herya, nearly related

to the sugar-cane pest of Mauritius, &c., the other a Mytilaspis

allied to the common "apple scale" {M. pomorum). The

/«/-_j/a is called the "wattle blight," but appears by no means

to confine its ravages to the wattle trees. According to Mr.

Maskell, it is the Mytilasfis that is the more serious, for it over-

runs in countless millions all kinds of fruit and other trees (fortu-

nately it appears to be enormously infested and detroyed by a

parasite). With regard to remedies, there is a li'.tle vagueness

in the Report, owing apparently to the confusion of the tw.)

insects. The first portion speaks only of the Atrja, and stales

that Mr. F.ngle of Nelson had completely destroyed it by the
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application of kerosene and fi^hoil. Subsequently Mr. ^Ia^kcll,

dealing with the two species, saya that a mixture of kejojene and

linseed oil (one-third or one-fourth of the former) as recom-

mended by Mr. Comstock in America, had bseii perfectly

successful so far a= regards the Myliiaspis, which he dies not

regard as serious in its probable effect upon wattles (//caiw), but

very serious tvith respect to fruit and utoer trees. On the other

band, he considers all remedies useless against the Iccrya of the

wattle other than the radical oneof cutting down and destroying

the affected' trees. No indication is given, however, of the use

of a force-pump in distributing the kerosene ; if this were u.ed,

the remedial agent might be distributed to a greater height than

would be possible by mere hand application, and m )reover it

might be made to penetrate dense hedges, &c., the interior of

which it would be impossible to drench by hand labour. The

improved form of application, as a " kerosene emulsion,"

recommended by Pr, f. Riley and Mr. Hubbard, did not appear

to be known in New Zealand at the time the Report was drawn

up. Any way it is satisfactory to hear that the judicious appli-

cation of kero.sene will certainly destroy scale insects without

necessarily damaging the plants.

The same Report speaks very hopefully of the ultimate suc-

cess of attempts to cultivate hops in the province of Wellington
;

in Nelson success has been already secured. The great araw-

back is the expense of providing the necessary pultn^ and much
stress is laid upon the necessity for cultivating oak, ash, birch,

and species of Eucalyptii: for that purpose. Of the indigenous

poles, those oi Myrsine invilld are said to be the most durable.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past «eek include a Toque Monkey (Macacus pikatiis'i ) from

Ceylon, presented by Mr. J. H. Barker ; a Macaque Monkey
(Mcuactis cynomolgus S ) from India, presented by Mr. Douglas

;

a Common Marmoset (HapaU jacchns) from Brazil, presented

by Mrs. Archer ; a Moorhen (Gallirnda chloropus), British,

presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn ; a Gannet {Sula bassana),

British, presented by Mr. J. C. Baxter; two St. Thomas's

Conures {Conurus xantholi£7nas) from St. Thomas, We t Indies,

presented by Mr. C. Wallis Enslie ; two Fringed-lipped Lam-

preys {Petrofnyzon bmnchialis)^ Bii'i-h, presented by the Rev.

F. T. Wethered ; a Pied Wagtail (Motadlla luguhris), British ;

a Slaty Egret {.4n/c'3 ^«.''rtr/j), European, purchased.

\INTERNAT10NAL POLAR OBSERVATORIES
T l^EG to inclose you an extract from a letter just received from

Prof. Wild, President of the International Polar Com-
mittee, and which gives information as to the several expeditions
which conducted observations in the circumpolar regions durin"
the twelve months ending August 31, 1883.

Robert H. Scott
" I take this opportunity of stating concisely what I have

hitherto learnt as to the present condition or the return of the
various expeditions.

" I. The United States—Point Barrow.—The Expedition was
to have returned in the summer of 18S3. Definite information
ns to its return has not yet been received.

'

"2. England and Canada—Fort Rae, on the Great Slave
Lake.—According to a communication received from Mr. Scott,
dated November 21 last, the Expedition has .safely returned to
England.

"3. United States—Lady Franklin Bay.—The attempts to
relieve the Expedition this summer by ship have, like those of
last year, failed owing tj the unfavourable conriilion of the ice.

(Extract from newspapers.)
"4. Denmark—Godhavn, in- Greenland.—According to a

communication from Captain Hofifmeyer, dated December 8,
the Expedition has safely returned to Copenhagen with a rich
store of observa'ions.

"5. Germany—Cumberland Sound (Davis Strait).—Accord-
ing to a communication received from Dr. Neumayer, dated

' We believe this patty anived at San Francisco some weelts ago —Ed.

November i, the Expedition has safely returned to Hamburg,
having completed its task in a satisfactory manner.

"6. Comit Wilczek's Station (Austria)—Jan Mayen, in Mary-
mu.-s Bay.—The t xpedition has safely returned to Vienna, having
completely carried out its programme. A short report of its

operations has been published by M. von Wohlgemuth, the Chief
of the Expedition.

"
7. S\\ eden—Spitzbergen (Cape Thord.'en, in the Ice Fjord).

— Dr. Rubenson states that the Expedition has safely returned

to Stockholm.
"8. Norway—Bossekop, near Alten.—From a letter from

Prof. Mohn, dated September 7, the Expedition stopped work
on August 31, having completely carried out its proijramme,
and on September 17, according to a repoit in Aa uren (October,

1883) it safely returned to Christiai.ia.

"9. Finland— Sodank)la.—The Expedition completed its

task for the fir.-t year, but, according to a communication from
Prof. Le J Strom, dated August 5, the ol servations will be
continued another year, as the government of Finland has

provided the funds for the purpose.
" 10. Russia—Nova Zembla (MoUer Bay).—The Expedition

returned to St. Petersburg in October with a rich store of

observations.
" u. Holland—The Kara .Sea.—The Expedition could not

reach its original place cf destination. Port Diets on, but was
surrounded by ice in the Kara Sea, and has, according to a letter

from Prof. Buys Ballot, dated October i, safely returned to

Utrecht, having under the circumstances only imperfectly carried

out its programme.
" 12. Russia— Mouth of the Lena (Sagastyr).—The Expedi-

tion, which suffered from storms during the passage do«n the

Lena, was not properly established until October 20, 1882 ; from

that date it has been able to carry out all the work laid dow n in

the programme. It will continue its observations for another

winter.
" 13. France—Cape Horn (Orange Bay, Terra del Fuego).

—

According to a report from Prof. Mascart, dated November 17,

the Expedition has returned safely to Paris, with a rich store of

materials.

"14. Germany—The Island of South Georgia (Moltke
Harbour).—This Expedition has al-o safely returned, according

to a communication from Dr. Neumayer.
"Of the fourteen Expeditions, therefore, three will continue

their observations f.jr about another year (Lady Franklin Bay,

Sodankyla, and Lena delta) ; the continuance of a fourth (Point

Barrow) is at present unknown, the other ten have safely

returned."

MOVEMENTS OF THE EARTH''
III.

—

Rotation of the Earth

"T^HE several ideas concerning the movements of the earth
-* which were introduced in the last lecture will in the present

one have to be dealt with in greater detail.

It was then agreed that if the whole expanse of the heavens

were to travel with a perfectly equable motion in one direction,

such a motion for instance as would result from all the stars being

fixed to a solid transparent substance like those crystal spheres that

the ancients really be ieved to exist ; or if, on the other hand, the

earth herself, instead of being free to turn as she listed with

varying velocity in any direct! m, really went with perfect con-

stancy in the direction oppo ite to the apparent ruotion of the

stars, the visible effects w ould be the same in both cases, so that

an appeal to our eyes would n .t suffice to enable us to say

whether the earth moved or whether she remained at rest while

the celestial sphere revolved around her.

Under these circumstances what is to be done ? It has been

seen how, both w ith regard to the measurement of space and the

measurement of time ftr astronomical purposes, those interested

in the physics and beauties of the various classes of celestial

b( dies cutside our own earth have picked and chosen now one
bit of physical science and now another to help them in their

inquiries; and with regard to this very important question,

"Does the eaith move or is she at rest?" we shall see how
very beautifully and perfectly the question has been answered

by the application of certain mechanical principles.

The majoiiiy of people, I suppose, have some acquaintance,

however slight, with machinery—with steam engines for in-

^ Continued from p. 69.
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stance ; and it is a familiar fact liovv ven' important a part is played

in the steam-engine by the flywheel. Why should that be? Why
should this llyuheel be ,^0 important that it is only quite recently

that mechanicians have learned to do without it ? For this reason :

if a mass of matter such as a flywheel is once made to revolve, it

will retain that motion for a long; time, resisting any tendency to

an increase or decrease of its velocity. It. is in consequence of

this property which the revolving flywheel possesses that an
engineer is able to get over the dead points in his engine, whilst

Fig. 27.—Rapidly rotating wheel gjprortcd at

it also acts in preventing the engine making too sudden a start.

In addition to this, when we have a ma.'S of matter in the con-

dition of the revolving flywheel it has feme very peculiar

qualities, only observed when luchan^ass of matter is in motion.

If, then, we have a wheel .'o arranged that a very rapid rota-

tion is being; inij arted to it, it does not behave as it would when
at rest. These properties possessed ly a rofat ng tody can be
well shown by an instiiiment known as the gyroscope, of which

we shall speak more fully later on. It consists essentially ol a

^^'NiiD

Fig. 28.—Rotating disk of gyroscope, cc, knife edges ; A A, ED, adiusting
weights.

disk to which a very rapid lotation can be imparted by a train

of wheels or by other means. If the disk be set rotating', it is

found to possess those curious qualities of which I have spoken.

If whilst rotating at a high velocity it be placed in the position

.shown in Fig. 27, it will not fall, but will take on a movement
of revolution round the stand.

F'rom considerations suggested by this and other similar ex-

periments, Foucault poinied out that it might be demonstrated
whether the eatth moved or whether she remained at rc-t. It

struck him that the problem should be attacked somewhat in

this manner :

—

Su.ipose the earth to be at rest, and that either at the north
or south pole a pendulum, suspended so that its point of support
had as little connection with the earth as possible—so that it

should, in fact, like the rotating flywheel, be independent of ex-

ternal influences, were set vibrating^ Then an observer at the

north or south pole would note that the swinoing pendulum {the

earth being considered as at rest) always had the same relation

to the objects on his horizon. But, said Foucault, suppose that

the earth does move. Then the swing of such a pendulunj
would not always be the same with regard to the places on the
observer's horizon. Let the earth be represented by a globe.

Suppose it to rotate from west to east. Place it with the north

pole uppermost, and set the pendulum, whose point of support is

disconnected from the rotating earth, vibrating. Then the

pendulum will appear to travel from left to right as the earth

rotates from right to left beneath it. Now suppose the pendulum
to be suspended in the same way at the sruth pole, right and
left now being chani^ed. The earth of course rotates in the same
direction as before, but the pendulum now appears to change the

plane of its swing from right to left. At the equator the earth

simply rotates straight up and straight down beneath the

swinging pendulum.
From these considerations it became evident to Foucault that,

if there were any possibility of demonstrating the movement of

the earth by means of the pendulum, the demonstration would
take this form. Provided it were possible to swing a pen-

dulum so that it should be as free as pes ibie from any influence

due to the rotation of the earth, and take that pendulum to the

north pole, it would appear to make a complete swing round the

earth in exactly the same time that it really takes the earth to

make a complete rotation beneath it. At the south pole ex-

actly the same thing would happen except that the surface of the

earth would appear to move in the opposite direction to what it

did at the north pole. Now it will be perfectly clear that if we
thus get a pendulum appearing to swing one way on account of

the true motion of the earth at the north pole and in the opposite

direction on account of the true motion of the earth at the south

pole ; at the equator, as we found in dealing with our model earth

and model pendulum, it will not change the plane of swing either

way, that is to say, the time taken by a pendulum to make a
complete swing will be the smallest possible at the poles, whilst

at the equator it will be infinite.

At all places, therefore, between either pole and the equator
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the period of swing will bedifierent, and the time taken to make
a complete swing will increase or decrea-e as the equntor is

approached or receded from. So much for theoretical considei'a-

tions. Can they be put to the le»t of e\periment, and an answer

obtained from nature herself? The fact is that this idea of

Foucault's is so beautifully simple that anybody can make the

experiment providing he has the means of using a very long

pendulum. This pendulum must be rigidly, but at the same
time very independently, supported.

Beneath the pendulum, in contact with the earth, and therefore

showing any movement of rotation which the latter may possess,

is a board, on the centre of which the pendulum nearly rests.

From the central point of thi-; board lines are described show-

ing so many degrees from the central line over which the pendulum
bob s\\ ings. "fhese preliminaries being arranged, let the pen-

dulum be started. This is done by drawing it out of the vertical

and ly.ng it by a thread which is burnt when it is desired to

start the experiment.

Then, in consequence of that quality the exi-tence of which
was revealed to us by the rotating disk and which is possessed
by this vihratinj pendulum, and in consequence of the precautions
which have been taken to prevent its swing being interfered with
by the mstion of the earth or other perturbing iiilluences, it

should be found, if Foucault's assumption be correct, that the
earth is movi -g lieneath the pendnUim. And if all the conditions
of the experiment have been complied with it is found that the
pendulum moves over the scile as the earth rotates beneath it.

That then is one demonstra'i jn of the existence of the earth's

rotation.

The question now arises whether there be any other method
of determining the same thing. There i-=, but in an.swering the
question in the affirmative it must be said that this second method
is neither so simple nor so satisfactory a-' the first.

We owe it also to the genius of this same man, Foucault. It

depends upon the same principles and is connected with the
same series of facts as the other. But befoie proceeding to

Fig. 30.—Transit instrument t

discuss this second experiment it will be well to consider these

two tables, which have been taken from Galbraith and Haughton's
"Astronomy," because they show not only what the swinging
pendulum should do if it behaves properly, but also what the

gyroscope, the instrument used in the second experiment, should
do if it behaves properly.

The first table is called

Hourly Motion of Pendulum Plane.

Place
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the third the observed motion per hour, and the fourth the calcu-

1 ated motion. The table has been so drawn up that it begins with

l>laces nearest the earth's equator and passes gradually to others

further away, going from Ceylon at b" N. lat. to New York at

40° N. lat.. New Haven at 41°, and ending with Aberdeen at

57°. At the first-named place it will be seen that the pendulum
.swings through less than 2° per hour, whilst at Aberdeen it swings

through nearly 13°, which is an approximation, at least, to the

statement I have made, that, since the rotation of the pendulum
plane will be most rapid at either pole, the further from the

equator we swing it the greater will be the number of degrees

passed over per hour.

To turn now to the gyroscope. We shall expect, if we succeed

in imparting to it a rotation which is independent of and un-

affected by the earth's rotation, that the angular change shown
by it will be the same as that indicated by the pendulum, or, in

other words, that the number of degrees passed over will be the

same in both cases.

In the gyroscope, that portion which corresponds to the

swinging part of the pendulum i^ the heavy disk seen in Fig. 28,

to which a very rapid rotation can be imparted. This disk is

mounted upon the horizontal circle shown in the figure, which
circle in its turn is mounted in a vertical one suspended by a

bundle of raw silk fibres which depend from the little screw
shown at the top. by means of which the vhole system can be
raised, so preventing the vertical circle from resting its whole
weight upon the piivot below, the use of which is not so much to

support the apparatus as to guide it in its movements.
Now ij order that the rotation of the disk shall be uninfluenced

by the motion of the earth a great number of precautions have
to be taken. The first of these is to insure that the whole of

the appaiatus shall be perfectly free to rotate, and that, however

e> epiece.

much the silk fibres supportirgthe vertical circle may be screwed
up in order that it may not rest its weight upon the pivot, its

molion shall not be interfered with— that there shall be no twist

in the thread. This is the first precaution ; and, when this has

been done, a condition of things is obtained in which the apparatus

is perfectly free to move round a vertical axis represented by the

.silk fibres prolonged. Then, having fulfilled this condition, the

next matter of importance is to see that the disk is perfectly free

to move on the horizontal axi-. For this purpose the wheel
which holds the two extremities of the axis of the rotating disk

is armed with counterpoise weights (see Fig. 28), two in a

horizontal plane, A A, and two in a vertical plane, of which one
is seen at B.

Then the knife edges, c c, which are exactly in the plane

of the centre of motion of the whole system, are made to rest

on two steel plates mounted on a separate stand, in order
to ascertain if the moving parts are perfectly balanced, the

perfection of balance being determined by the slowness with
which it oscillates up and down. But this is not all

;

it must not only fe so adjusted by these weights, A A, that

the ring shall remain horizontal, but it must be so perfectly

balanced by the two weights, one of \\hich is seen at B in

Fig. 28, that if a considerable inclination be made from the

horizontal it will be taken up equally on Ijoth sides. Finally,

the instrument must be so adjusted that when the two delicate

knife edges are placed on the two steel plates in the outer ring

(see Fig. 28) the ring carrying the disk shall be perfectly free

to move and have its centre of molion exactly identical with the

centre of motion of the outer ring and of the disk itself. Then,
"hen all these precautions have been taken, and the disk is set

rotating with considerable velocity by means of a multiplying
w heelwork train, we have, as far as the mechanics of the thing are

concerned, an experiment juat like the other, with this import-
ant diffeience, however, that, whereas the pendulum experiment

always succeeds, much trouble is often experienced in experi-

menting with the gyroscope. But, when the multiplicity of the
conditions necessary to the success of the experiment is considered,

this is not surprising. If, however, all the conditions have been
adhered to, the pointer with which the instrument is fitted

(see Fig. 29) ought to niove over the scale at exactly the same
rate that the pendulum moves over the scale beneath it. But
even supposing that the pointer of the gyroscope does move over
the paper and in the right direction when the apparatus rotates

one way, this is not enough. The demonstration of the validity

of the result given by it is that an equivalent deviation is obt.iined

when the apparatus is turned about in every possible direction.

The first test of course is to rotate in the opposite way, then, if

all the adjustments have been properly made, the deviation ob-

tained will be the same in amount and direction as before, and it

may be taken that the result obtained is then really due to the

earth's rotation.

With this reference to the most important points connected
with the gyroscope, we may bring our inquiries under this head
to a close. So many men have worked with the instrument in

so many lands, and under such rigid conditions, that there can

be no doubt that the rotation of the earth is demonstrab'e by it,

although certainly its verdict is not anything like so sharp, or so

clear, or so ea-ily obtained, as that given by the pendulum.
Our appeal to jihysics has at once put out of court the old

view of the arrangement of the universe, which placed an im-

movable earth at its centre. How Copernicus w as the first to

point out that this old view was incorrect, and that it was the

earth \\ liich moved, and how Galileo was persecuted because he,

in times much less for tuna' e than our own, had the courage to

say so,— these are familiar points in the history of the discovery

of the earth's rotation.

Having then demonstrated the existence of this particular

movement of the earth, we must now proceed to a consideration

of the rate, directim, and results of the movement,—connect

in fact the pendulum of Foucault with that of Huyghens, and
regard the physical pendulum as giving an important use to the

experiments of Galileo and of Huyghens in which they caused it

to act as a controller of time.

Turn back to our two tables. They are not without interest

at the present moment. In the first table, " Hourly Motion of

Pendulum Plane," the observed motion of the pendulum plane

per hour is connected with the latitude of the place at which it

swings, varying as that varies; and therefore the observed motion
ill any latitude ought to give the same value for the earth's

rotation, the closeness of wh'ch to the real value will at the

same time be a measure of the accuracy of our pendulum
observations.

Let us endeavour then to find out in what time the earth must
go round in order that the pendulum plane may vary (say)

A° P'^''
hour in Ceylon, w^^" in Dublin, and so forth.

Taking our clock as being divided into twelve hours, each

hour into sixty minues, and each of these again into sixty

seconds, it is found (see Table 2) that the value for Ceylon is

23h. 14m. 20s., and for Dublin 24h. 14111. 7s., the mean value

ol the observations at the various places mentioned in the

table being 23h. S3m., so that according to that table the

earth rotates on its axis in a few minutes less than twenty-four

hours.

Now although such an approximation to the real value may
suffice for the great mass of mankind, it is not an astronomical

way of dealing with the question. We have seen the circum-

ference of a circle divided first into degrees, then into J degrees,

next into seconds, ai d finally into tenths of seconds ; by the

application of electrical principles, time has been even more
finely divided, and the ques'ion naturally arises. Are there any

means of determining the exact period of the earth's rotation ?

There are means of doing this. In the last lecture occasion

was taken to point out that the stars are infinitely removed from

the earth ; the stars being so infinitely distant, a slight change

in their position will not be perceptible to an observer on the

earth, and the place of a star to-day and its place to morrow are

the same so far as relates to any parallactic change of position.

This being premised, it w ill lie clear that, in order to get out

the exact period of the earth's rotation, one only has to make an

observ.ation of any star on one particular day (such observation

being of course made with a clock), and repeat the observation

when the star is in the same position on the succeeding day.

The time which elapses between the observations must be the

time taken by the earth to make a complete rotation. But it
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will be asked, How are these observations made, and how is it

known when the star is in the same position when the second

observation is made ?

For this purpose a transit instiument is used (see Fig. 30).

This differs from an ordinary telescope, being so mounted as to

move only up and down, and is armed not with simple cross

wires, but with an odd number of parallel and equidistant

vertical wires crossed by a single horizontal wire. It is also

usually pro. ded with a circle to give declination. If from any

part of the earth an observation be made on any particular star

on one day, and then another observation made on the same star

when it is in the same ]3osition the next day, as has been said,

the interval between the two observalions must be the time

taken by the earth to move round once.

By having such an arrangement as exists in the transit instru-

FiG. 12.—Showing that the true horizon of a pole is the equator.

ment, by which it can swing in the plane which coincides with the

axis on which the earth turns, any star may be chosen for the

observation. Suppose, for instance, the instrument be pointed to

the north pole star, then, in consequence of the tremendous
distance of the stars, the axis of the telescope is practically

coincident with the axis of the earth. But suppose another star

to be observed, it will be quite clear that we may make the

observation on it, or any other star we choo=e. When the

instrument is upright it points to the zenith. A star in the

zenith may therefore be selected for the observation.
'- It is observed when crossing the central wire of the instrument
one day, and noted again when it crosses that wire on the

succeeding day. But the observer does not limit his observation

to the one central wire, in order to ascertain when the star is in

the centre of the field. If he did so, he might miss his observa-
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crystal there is an ideal or root form proper to one or other of

the five kinds of internal symmetry which have been presented,

from w hich root form the actual form can be derived by a proper

proportionate increase nf dimension in one or more directions.

It is evident thit, while our path must become more and more

intricate as we endeavour to establish in the cases of more

complex compounds relatione similar to those abive traced, the

reference of who'e classes of analogous forms, differing only in

their angles, to one root form, removes a very important difficulty,

and the wide api'licability which it confers on the five kinds of

internal symmetiy with u hich we started appears in the fact that

there is no crystal form which cannot be thus referred to an

approjiriate root form in harmony with one or other of these five

kinds of internal symmetry.'
One more ca^e maybe mentioned in which a probable internal

symmetry can be assigned to a compound in harmony with its

actual cry^tal form ; it is a mire diflicult one.

The molecule of Ictland or calc-ipar is usually believed to

consist of one atom of calcium, one atom of carbon, and three of

oxygen. We shall, however, take a liberty, and suppose that the

atoms of calcium or the atoms of carbon have but half the mass

attributed to them ; that in the formula of this compound we
should write either two .atoms of calcium or two atoms of carbon

in place of one.-

Making this supposition, we observe that if the calcium and
carbon atoms were alike we should have six atoms, three of one

kind, three of another ; in other words, we should have equal

proportions of two kinds of atoms, from which, since the form
of Iceland spar is but little removed from a cube, we naturally

argue that just before crystalli^ation its atoms were arr.mged

according to the fir.-t or second kind of internal symmetry ; these

two kinds being, it will be remembered, those in harmony with

the cubic form which admit of very symmetiical arrangement of

particles of two kinds present in equal numbers.
Since Iceland spar is auniaxal crystal, the arrangement of the

three kinds of atoms, whatever it is, must be symmetrical about

one axis only ; and we shall now endeavour to show that the

atoms can be thus arranged in either the first or second kind of

symmetry.
We will show first that they can be -bus arranged in the

second kind.

Where there are but two kinds of particles present in equal

numbers, symmetry require; that the alternate layers of this

kind of symmetry (see Fig. 3) shall consist entirely of similar

kinds ^nd therefore in the case before us, one set of alternate

layers will represent oxygen atoms ; the other, atoms of c:ilcium

and carbon. Now particles present, as we suppose the calcium

and carbon atoms to be, in the proportion i : 2 can be ((uite

.symmetrically arranged in these layers (plan/), as the sphere

centres were in the layers depicting the fourth kind of symmetry
(plan <;), and therefore the only question remaining is the relative

disposition of the layers of calcium and carbon atoms with

respect to one another.

Now the spheres in alternate layers of the second kind of

symmetry considered alone have the relative arrangement of the

third kind of symmetry (Fig. 4), and in determining the rela-

tive disposition of the calcium and carbon atoms, we may
therefore neglect the oxygen atoms, and treat the case as belong-

ing to the third kind of symmetry. The two spiral arrange-

ments in this kind of symmetry, in which the less numerous

sph-res in the fourth layer are vertically over those in the first

(see anlc), have the necessary symmetry about a single axis,

and if the calcium and, carbon atoms have one of these arrange-

ments, the requirements of the case are entirely met.

^..We will now show that the three kinds of atoms can also be

arranged symmetrically about a single axis in the first kind of

symmetry.
One half the spheres depicting this kind of symmetry will in

this case reiiresent the oxygen atoms, and the remaining half the

atoms of calcium and carbon (see Fig. 2), and, as previously

noticed, the arrangement of either half will be that of the second

kind of symmetry. It follows that the question of the relative

disposition of the atoms of calcium and carbon is simply the

question of the symmetrical arrangement about a single axis of

atoms of two kinds present in the proportion 2 : I in the second

* The very symmetrical form the pentagonal dodecahedron is not in

harmony with either of the five kinds of symmetry, nor is it found in

crystals.
- It has already been remarked that the crystal form of fluor-spar favours

the supposition that calcium has half the atomic weight usually attributed

kind of symmetry (Fig. 3). And since the layers of spheres
depicting this kind of symmetry have a triangular arrangement
(plan b). It is evident that this can be accomplished here ju.-t as
in the former case.

In tither of the two arrangements just described we have only
to suppose that when the sym-jietrically placed atoms change
volume at the time of crystallisation the dimensions transversely
to the axis of symmetry are increa-ed relatively to those in the
direction of this axis, and we have an obtuse rhombohedron
where formerly we hal a cube. And the significant fact that

the angle of a rhombohedron of calc-spar diminishes when the
crystal is heated supports this theory of its production. Per-
haps the arrangement of the atoms according to the first kind of
internal symmetry is the more probable of the two, as this would
give the cleavage directions coincident with the directions of

layers of similar atoms (oxygen).

An important fact supporting our conclusions is that certain

definite relations as to their proportions which are found sub-
sisting between the allied forms taken by crystals of the same
substance are found inherent in one or other of the five kinds of

internal symmetry.
Thus it is well known that if a particular substance is found

crystallised in hexa,;onal pyramids of various kinds—that is,

whose sides have various different degrees of inclination to the

b.ase—the number of kinds is strictly limited, and they are strictly

related to each other. If x be the side of the hexagonal base of

the pyramid and y the height for the same substance, while x
remains constant, y has not more than fourteen different values,

seven related thus : c,\ c,\c, \ c, \ c, -j-V c, jV <^ I ^'"-l ''^^ other

seven sin lilarly related thus : d, \d, hd, \ d, 5 d, y'n d, y'5 d ;

and c bearing to d the ratio 2 : ^^'3.

Now, if we turn to the fourth kind of internal symmetry
(Fig. 5) to ascertain the possible varieties of inclination of the

sides of hexagonal pyramids which c.in be depicted, we find that

the greatest possible height to which we can build a hexagonal
pyramid of equal spheres is exactly double the height of a tetra-

hedron with the same side as the hexagonal base of the pyramid.
Thus, if twenty-five spheres form each side of the hexagonal
base, giving twenty-four equal distances betvieen the sphere

centres in any one side, we find that the highest possible pyramid
has forty-nine layers of spheres giving forty-eight equal spaces

between consecutive layers.

If we call this height f,.it is evident that pyramids corresponding
with the first of the above series of actually observed forms will

have respectively

—

49 layers of balls, giving 48 spaces between consecutive layers.

37 ., ,, 36
25 .. ,, 24
13 .. ,, 12

7 „ ,. 6

5 .. » 4
4 ., ,, 3

We find, moreover, that such a series can be readily depicted,

and that, upon examination, no additional terms appear ad-

missible.

Again, a further inspection of the stack of spheres shows us

that w ith the same heights— that is, with the respective numbers
of layers just enumerated—we may, in place of the base layer

which forms a hexagon whose sides have twenty-five spheres

each, have a base derived from this in which each of the six

spheres at the angles becomes the centre of a side, the outline of

the base layer being now a larger hexagon described about the

hexagon which bounded the former base layer. The sides of

this new base thus bear to the sides of the old the ratio subsisting

between the side and the perpendicular of an equilateral triangle,

i.e. the ratio 2 : 1/3. And finally, since the distance between
the planes containing the centres in successive layers bears to the

distance between centres in the same layer the same ratio which
the perpendicular from the angle of a tetrahedron upon its

opposite face bears to its edge, that is the ratio \'2 : v'3> it

follows

—

That the two allied series of possible altitudes of hexagonal
pyramids thus formed, if we take t/ie same length of side a for

both, will be

—

First Series

?dla-^-^a- ^a- "-il a; ^ a ^ a ; ^ a.

^i\ ' 2sl2 ' V3 2^/3 4-^^3 6\/3 8^3
Second Series

\'2.a
; I \'2 a ; J •/2 . a ; i\/2 a ; IV2 a ; i\, y/z a ; ^\ V2 . a.
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Surely the fact thus established, that each term of a series of

relative altitudes of the hexagonal pyramids in which a particular

.-ulistance crystallises always has to some term of the series ihu-^

theoretically derived a particular ratio peculiar to the substance,

constrains us to conclude that the above fourteen "root" forms

are tho=e to which all crystal forms involving regular six-sided

pyramids are referable, and that the actual forms are produced
from the " root " forms by difference in the degree of expansion

in the direction of the axis of the crystal as compared with other

directiiin~ at the time of crystallisation.

Other allied forms, as allied octahedra or rhombohedra, can be

in the same way connected with some one of the five kinds of

internal symmetry.
The peculiarities of (r;y'i/ij/-^™«/'»;^ displayed in twin crystals

can be shown to favour the supposition that we have in crystals

symmetrical arrangement rather than symmetrical shape of

atoms or small particle-. Thus if an oct.ahedron be cut in half

liy a plane parallel to two opposite faces, and the hexagonal
faces of separation, while liept in contact and their centres coin-

cilent, are turned one upon the other through 60°, we know
that we get a familiar example of a foiTn found in some twin

crystals. And a stack can be made of layers of spheres placed

triangularly in contact to depict this form as readily as to depic'

a regular octahedron, the only modification necessary being for

the layers above the centre layer to be placed as though turned

bodily through 60° from the position necessary to depict an octa-

hedron (compare Figs. 7 and 8). The modification, as we see,

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

involves «o diparttire from the condition that each particle is

equidistant from the twelve nearest particles.

Before closing, a few words may l^e said on the bearing of the
conclusions of this paper on isomorphism and dimorphism

.

First, as to isomorphism.
The conclusion that there are but five kinds of internal sym-

metry possible, three of w hich indicate a cubic form, evidently
accords with the fact that not only the simplest combinations

—

those in which two kinds of atoms are present in equal propor-
tions—but also many very complicated compounds crystallise in

cubes.

Out of the regular system we generally find that for the angles
of crystals of different compounds to be the same there nrast be
some resemblance in their atom-composition, and the explanation
suggested is that the atoms which are common to two iso-

morphous compounds, e.g. the carbon and oxygen atoms in calc-

spar and spathic iron ore, have similar situations in the two
different crystals, and that the change of bulk which occurs when
crystallisation takes place is due to a change in these atoms only,
the atoms not found in both remaining /(TmjVv.

There are, however, some cases which do not at first seem to

be met by this view—cases in which the atom composition of
isomorphous compounds has only a very parlial similarity. Am-
monia compounds may be specially mentioned. Thus, ammonic
sulphate, (NH3)2H„S04, is isomorphous with potassic sulphate

The following suggestion would seem to enable us to suppose
that in this, as in other cases of isomorphism, the phenomenon
i< referable to the passivity of s >me of the atoms in the change
of bulk which accompanies crystalli-ati on. Let us write am-
monic sulphate 'hus (NH:j)2H„S04, and let us suppose that the
symmetrical arrangement is such that the groups, (NHj), just

occupy places which might, without altering the .symmetry, be
filled by additional groups H^SO^ ; that, in other words, the
relative position of the groups H.^S04 which are present in the

symmetrical arrangement is precisely the same as it would be if

the entire mass consisted of these groups instead of consisting
partly of NUa groups. If now, in a^ldition to supposing that
in both compounds the active atoms in the process of crystallisa-

tion are the sulphur and oxygen atoms, and these only, we sup-
pose that the expansion of some of the atoms of the active kind
checks the expansion of others ; that only a certain proportion
of these atoms expands, we perceive that we may have both the
same amount and kind of atom expansion in the two cases, and,
as the natural result, isomorphism.

Next, as to dimorphi.sm.
It is evident that a very small change is requisite to convert

one kind of internal symmetry into another. Thus we have
already had occasion to notice that the only difference in depict-
ing the third and fourth kinds of ,symmeti-y is that for the former
the centres of the spheres in the first and fourth layers, those in

the second and fifth, and so on, range vertically, while for the
latter the centres in the first and third, in the second and fourth,
and so on, range in this way.

In the ca-e of a dimorphic compound consisting of two kinds
of atoms in the proportion of 2 : i, e.g. water, H.,0, we
have only Jto suppose therefore that the same layers of atoms
which under one set of conditions produce hexagonal prism-, are
by some alteration in conditions arranged in the slightly difierent

way necessary to produce rhombohedral forms. Other cases ot

dimorphism are probably to be accounted for much in the saoic
way.
Thus the following interpretation of the fact that calcic

carbonate, which we have seen crystallises in obtuse rhombo-
hedra as calc-spar, sometimes crystallises in six sided trimetric

prisms as aragonite may be offered.

We have already endeavoured to show that the first or second
l.ind of internal symmetry is that proper to calc-spar. We will

now endeavour to show that the fifth kind of internal symmetry
(Fig. 6) is proper to aragonite.

Alternate layers of spheres (plan b) will represent the oxyten
atoms, and the other alternate layers the calcium and carbon
atoms ; the central layers of the triplets above alluded to, viz.

the second, the fourth, the sixth, &c., being the o.xygen layers
;

tbe calcium and carbon atoms in the remaining layers will be
symmetrically arranged (plan/). From the fact of the crystals
being trimetric, the layers containing the last-named atoms,
which, considered apart from the o.xygen layers, are in the fourth
kind of symmetry, probably have the arrangement above de-
scribed, in which the less numerous spheres form zigzags, the
stack in this case having a different symmetry about three axes
at right angles to each other (Fig. 6).

The fact that the dimorphic varieties of the same substance
have different densities is in harmony with the supposition that
different sets of the atoms are concerned in the different cases

;

that the active atoms which produce one form are not those, or
those only, which produce the other.

It is not always necessary to refer two incompatible crystal

forms of the same .substance to two different kinds of internal

symmetry : for example, from the third kind of internal sym-
metry we can produce square-based octahedra, and we can also

produce right-rhombic prisms, and in accord with this we have
the well-known fact that right-rhombic prisms of sulphate of
nickel, N2S047H.,0, when exposed to sunlight are molecularly
transformed, and, though they neither liquefy nor lose their form,
when they are broken are found to be made up of square-based
octahedra several lines in length. William Barlow
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upon and in the vicinity of some pre-Cambrian Rocks (the so-

called intrusive masses) in Anglesey and Carnarvonshire, by
Henry Hicks, M.D., F.G.S. In a former paper the author had
maintained that there was no evidence to show that the so-called

intrusive granite in Anglesey had altered the Cambrian and
Silurian rocks in its immediate vicinity, or that they h.id been
entangled in it as described, but that it seemed to be a rock of

metamorphic origin, varying much in its general apiearance at

different points. He contended that, instead of being an in-

trusive granite, as .supposed by the officers of the Survey, it was
in all probability the oldest rock in Anglesey. The basal Cam-
brian conglomerate in contact with it is in an unaltered condi-

tion, and at Llanfaelog contains an extraordinary proportion of
well-rolled pebbles, identical in mineral composition with the
so-called granite immediately below. Fragments of all the
varieties of rock found in the granitoid axis are recognisable in

the conglomerate, and in precisely the same condition as in the

parent rock. Fragments of the various schists of the area were
also present ; so that he thought there cannot be the shadow of

a doubt that the so-called granite and the met,amorphic schists

are older than the conglomerate, and therefore pre-Cambrian.
The view maintained by the Survey that the schists are altered

Cambrian and Silurian strata, and the granitoid rock an intrusive

granite of Lov\er Silurian age, is consequently quite untenable.
In Carnarvonshire equally conclusive evidence was obtained
from many areas. Fragments of the Dimetian (Twt Hill type)
occurred abundantly in the basal Cambrian conglomerates at

Dinas Dinorwig, Pont Rothel, Moel Tryfane, and Glyn Llifon.

Quartz-felsite pebbles in every respect identical with the varieties

found in the so-called intrusive ridges between Bangor and
Carnarvon, and to the north and south of Llyn Padarn, were
found on the shores of the Menai Straits, in the railway-cutting

at Bangor, at Liandeiniolen, Dinas Dinorwig, Llyn Padarn, and

^Isewhere. This evidence, supplementary to that previously
furnished by Prof. Huglies, Prof. Bonney, and the author, is

conclusive as to these areas, since the basal Cambrian con-
glomerates, which are in contact with these supposed intrusive
m.asses, are composed .almost entirely of rocks identical with the
latter ; and this could not pos-ibly be the case if the granitoid
masses had been intruded among the conglomerates after their

deposition.—On some rock-specimens collected by Dr. Hicks in
Anglesey and North- West Carnarvonshire, by Prof. T. G.
Bonney, F.R.S., Sec.G.S. The author stated that pebbles in

the blocks of conglomerate collected by Dr. Hicks to the north
of Llanfaelog were practically undistinguishable macroscopically
and microscopically from the granitoid and gneissic rocks which
occur ill siiii between that place and Ty Croes, and that the
matrix contained smaller fragments, probably from the same
rock, with schist bearing a general resemblance to members of
the group of schists so largely developed in Anglesey, and with
grits, .argillites, &c. Pebbles of granitoid aspect in the Cam-
l>r:an conglomerate near Dinas Dinorwig, ktc, bear a very cbi^e

resemblance to the Twt Hill rock, and are associated with
abundant rolled fragments of rhyolite resembling those already
described from the Cambrian conglomerate and the underlying
conglomeratic beds and rhyolites. Two pebbles of rather
granitoid aspect in the Cambrian conglomerate by the shore of
the Menai Straits, near Garth, prove to be spherulitic felsite,

.somewhat resembling that already described by the author from
Tan-y-maes. He pointed rut that the evidence of these speci-

mens collected by Dr. Hicks, added to that already obtained,
led irre-i>tibly to one of two conclusions—either that, when the
Cambrian was formed, an area of very ancient metamorphic
rock was exposed near Ty Croes and in the Carnarvonshire
district, or that the rhyolitic volcanoes were so much older than
the Cambrian time that their granitic cores were already laid

bare by denud.ation. Hence, in either case, the existence of
Archaean rock in North Wales was proved. To one or other of
these conclusions he could see no po-sible alternative, and he
considered the former to be (even if some of the granitoid rock
were granite) far the most probable.—On some post-Glacial

ravines in the Chalk Wolds of Lincolnshire, by A. J. Jukes-
Browne, F.G.S.

Edinhurgh
Mathematical Society, December 14.—Mr. Thomas Muir,

pre-ident, in the chair.—Mr. J. S. Mack.ay read a paper on the
medioscribed circle of a triangle with its analogous and asso-

ciated circles viewed from their centres of similitude.—Prof.

Chrystal stated some propositions in geometry for which he wished
proofs.—Mr. Muir made a communication on determinants with
/-termed elements.—The Secretary gave a new construction by
the Rev. G. McArthur for Euclid ii. 9, 10; and Mr. James
Taylor Dollar proposed for solution a theorem in elementally

geometry.
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THERMAL CHEMISTRY
Thermochemische Untersuchungcn. Von Julius Thomsen,

Dr. Phil, et Med., &c. Volumes I., II., and III.

(Leipzig : Johann Ambrosius Bartli, 1882-83.)

A PAPER was published in this journal a short time

ago calling attention to " The Backward State of

Chemistry in England" (vol. xxviii. p. 613) ; the writer

regrets that so little attention is paid to the chemistry of

the carbon compounds, and that so much time is spent in

our chemical schools in elementary and routine instruc-

tion. In the second of these regrets I can thoroughly

sympathise ; our so-called students of chemistry are be-

coming mere machines which perform, and generally

perform badly, mechanical processes knowa as qualitative

and quantitative analyses. We hear complaints from

physical laboratories that practical physics is taught in

an unsystematic manner; we sometimes have comparisons

drawn between the desultory methods of teaching pursued

in these laboratories and the orderly and systematic

courses of practical chemistry conducted in the work-

rooms of the sister science. But I am afraid it is rather

the chemist who is to be pitied : his method is too

methodical; it seems to succeed because it neglects the

really scientific aspects of chemistry. Chemistry is a

great branch of science ; but what is the so-called prac-

tical chemistry of the schools or the examination .'' It is

but a wear)' round of dull repetition ; it consists of obtain-

ing black precipitates, and yellow precipitates, and colour-

less precipitates, precipitates which are soluble and those

which are insoluble ; it occupies itself with filtering and

washing, and drying, and burning, and weighing ; it has

little or no connection with the problems which belong to

the science of chemistr)-. But when the author of the

article to which reference has been made attributes the

backward state of chemistry in England to the compara-

tively small amount of attention which is given to organic

chemistry, I find myself unable to agree with him. I

think we are apt to be dazzled by such things as the

synthesis of indigo, or the artificial manufacture of

alizarin : we forget to inquire whether the study of

organic chemistr)- has in recent years added any great

general principle to chemical science. The conception

of the valency of elementary atoms is certainly an out-

come of the study of the carbon compounds, or rather of

the application of the atomic theory to this study ; but

have we not of late made too much of this conception ?

has it not rather stopped than aided inquiry? is it not

time we had given up our "bonds," our "units of

affinity," which are chiefly remarkable as being change-

able almost at pleasure ? Organic chemistry, as pursued

in the German laboratories, it seems to me, has almost if

not quite entered on the same path as that which his led

qualitative and quantitative analysis to so sad a fall : it is

in danger of ceasing to be a branch of science and of

becoming an art of manufacture. Any student who goes

through the course of preparation of organic compounds,
systematised so well in the laboratories of the German
universities and elsewhere, is ready to manufacture new

Vol. XXIX.—No. 740

co'Tipout.ds by the score; the difficulty consists in not

making such compounds. There are whispers abroad
that he who is not in the trade is regarded by the German
professors as "no chemist."

I think the evil lies deeper : we are so anxious to act

that we have no time to think. The chemist may gain a
kind of reputation by making new compounds ; the

process requires no thought, no scientific training, no
originality. It has also something to be said in its favour.

Nature is so vast that we can scarcely hope to gam any
accurate knowledge save by attacking the problems in

detail. In chemistry, as in other branches of science, we
must be content to gain "a series of small victories" over

nature. But in fighting nature in detail we are apt to

lose sight of general principles by the help of which alone

can empiricism become science. I think that in che-

mistry, and more especially perhaps in organic chemistr)',

we are specialising too much : we are trying to solve large

and complex problems by a series of small attacks all

delivered from the same point. What then is the remedy ?

I would answer : Vary the points of attack ; remember
that the victory is to be gained only by boldness, and that

it is emphatically worth gaining. Do not let chemistry

remain the battlefield of the Philistines, but enliven it

with the true spirit of science, with that spirit which will

not believe that the universe is a " rubbish-heap of con-

fused particulars," but will rather regard it as a vast

organism in which while " everything is distinct yet [is]

nothing defined into absolute independent singleness."

That the points from which the problems of chemistry

may be attacked are many is witnessed by the book
before us. Why is there no handbook of thermal che-

mistry in English ? Will not some one at least translate

Naumann's "Handbuch"? M. Thomsen has for years

been known as one of the two great workers in the field

of thermal chemistry ; his contributions to this branch of

science have been numerous and important ; we cannot

be too thankful that he has gathered these contributions

together, and arranged and digested them in this series

of volumes, which must remain as the groundwork of the

science. Three volumes have appeared, and a fourth (to

treat of organic compounds) is promised. Let me try to

give soine account of one or two points in Thomsen's
work.

The notation of thermal chemistry is simple : Let r =
the thermal value (stated in gram-units) of a chemical

change ; if the change consist in the formation of a

definite quantity of a compound X^ Y^ Z^—made up of

a parts of X, b parts of Y, and c parts of Z—then

r = [X% Y", Z=] -f ;
1

if the same compound is produced in presence of a large

quantity of water, then

r = [X^ Y^ ZS Aq] + ;

if the same substance already formed is dissolved in an

unlimited quantity of water, then

r = [X-' Y" Z'^, Aq] -f.

The general expressions for the production and decom-
position of a compound X_, Y,, are

(i)X, + Y,= X,Y„ + (X%Y^');
and

(2)X,Y, = X, + Yl,-(X^Y'').

Th iinsen always wri'es the in Jlces above tiie elenienMry symbols when
these symbols occur in thermal equations
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If the compounds X Y and Z V react to produce X Z and

Y V then

r=[X,Z]+[Y,V] -[X,Y]-[Z,V].

These equations illustrate the methods by which the

thermal vakie of a chemical change can be indirectly

calculated. The total loss of energy by a chemical sys-

tem in passing from a definite initial to a definite final

state is independent of the intermediate states ; assum-

ing, as we may do for most purposes, that the total loss

of energy is measured by the quantity of heat evolved, it

follows that the total thermal change accompanying a

chemical change depends only on the initial and final

states of the system. Hence, if we have series of reac-

tions beginning with the same materials in the same con-

dition, and ending with the same products in the same
condition, and if all the thermal changes in one series

may be measured, and all except one in the other series

may be measured, it follows that we can calculate the

thermal value of the unknown member of the second
series of changes. Thus, it is required to determine the

thermal value of the synthesis of 46 grams of formic

acid (CHjjO.,). Twelve grams of carbon, 2 of hydrogen,

and 48 of o.xygen combine to produce 44 grams of carbon

dioxide and 18 grams of water: but the same quantities

of the same materials might theoretically be combined to

produce 46 grams of formic acid, and then from this, 44
grams of carbon dioxide + 18 grams of water would be
produced. The following are the thermal values of the

various parts of these two series of changes :
—

[C, 0=] = 96,960 gram-units + ;
[H^, O] = 68,360 + ;

[CH'O-, O] = 65,900 + ;

but

[C, O^] + [H2, O] = [C, H=, 0-] -f [CH^O=, O] = 1 65,320 -f
. . [C, H^ 02] = [C, 0=] + [H^ O] - [CH^'O^ 0] = 99,420 +.
Such calculations sometimes become very complex •

corrections must frequently be introduced for quantities

of heat evolved or absorbed during purely physical

changes which form integral parts of the cycle of chemical
change under investigation.

The thermal study and comparison of classes of chemi-
cal changes leads to the conclusion that a chemical change
which is accompanied by considerable loss of energy to

the changing system will generally occur, unless prevented

by the action of forces external to the system. This
generalisation, vague though it be, helps to explain many
classes of chemical reactions, e.g. the action of con-

centrated and dilute solutions of hydriodic acid on
sulphur, and on many hydroxyl-containing carbon com-
pounds ; and the action of sulphuretted hydrogen in

precipitating certain metallic sulphides in the presence of

acid, and others only form alkaline liquids.

Thomsen has devoted much time and care to the

thermal investigation of the mutual actions of acids and
bases : the greater part of his first volume is devoted to

this inquiry. The " heat of neutralisation of an acid by a
base " is defined as the number of gram-units of heat

evolved on mixing equivalent quantities in grams of

the acid and base in dilute aqueous solution, the products
of the action being also soluble in water. Thomsen
employs a solution of 2 NaOH (grams) in about 200 H^O
(grams) as the standard base : he measures the thermal
values of the following reactions :

—

r2NaOH Aq, 2H.\ Aq] in the case of a monobasic acid.
[2NaOH .\q, H.,X Aq] „ „ dibasic
[2NaOH Aq, ^HjXAq] „ „ tribasic
[2NaOH Aq, iH.iXAq] „ „ tetrabasic „

The commoner acids may be broadly divided into four

groups, according to the values of the " heats of neutrali-

sation." This value is for Group I. about 20,000 gram-
units; II., about 25,000 ; III., about 27,000; and IV., about
30,000 gram-units. The study of heats of neutralisation

has led Thomsen to the conception of the avidity of an
acid, i.e. the striving of one acid to displace another from
its combination with a base. Thus, when equivalent

quantities of NaOH, HNO3, and H^SO^ are mixed in

dilute aqueous solutions, two-thirds of the NaOH com-
bines with the HNO3, and one third with the HjSOj ; the

avidity of HNO3 for NaOH is said to be twice as great

as that of HjSOj for the same base. HNO3 in aqueous
solution is therefore a stronger acid than HjSO^.
Measurements of the heats of neutralisation of mono-

basic, dibasic, «-basic acids has led Thomsen to classify

some of these acids in ways difterent from those gene-
rally adopted in the text-books. His results as regards
dibasic and tiibasic acids may be thus summarised :

—

Dibasic Acids
Group I. Typical formula R H., e.g. SiFc . H,
„ II. „ „ RfOH)., £-.?. S0o(6H),
„ III- „ „ R(0H)H.^.^. S02(0H)H.

Tribasic Acids
Group II. Typical formula ^{OU^^.c.g. C4H504(0H)3.

„ HI. „ „ HR(OH)H.f.^^.HP03(OH)H.
These e-xamples will serve to show the suggestiveness

of the results of thermal chemistry. Thomsen's three

volumes teem with suggestions : his results throw light

on such questions as are connoted by the expressions

allotropy, molecular compounds, classification of elements
and compounds, isomerism, and affinity.

It is in examining the subject of chemical affinity from
the point of view of thermal chemistry that one becomes
aware of the complexity of the problems included under
this expression.

From the following numbers,

[H, CI] = 22,000 + ;
[H, Br] = 8440 -f ;

[H, I] = 6050 -
;

it might be concluded that the affinity of chlorine for
hydrogen is much greater than that of bromine, and that
the affinity of iodine for hydrogen is much less than that
of bromine. But these thermal equations are not com-
parable; at ordinary temperatures chlorine is a gas,
bromine a liquid, and iodine a solid ; hence, on this

ground alone, no precise conclusions can be drawn from
the above data regarding the relative affinities for hydro-
gen of the three halogen elements. Again, looking at the
numbers,

[C, O] = 28,600 -f; [C, O-'] = 97,000 -f

,

it might be said that when oxygen combines with carbon
in quantities of 16 grams at a time, the union of the
second parcel of 16 grams is attended with evolution of

much more heat than accompanies the addition of the

first parcel of 16 grams. But measurement of the heat of

oxidation of carbon monoxide, [CO, t>] = 68,400+, at

once negatives this conclusion, and rather points to the

nu mber 68,400 Xi 136,800 as representing the thermal

value of the transaction, C -t- Oj = COj, where C repre-

sents 12 grams of gaseous carbon.
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In the ordinary chemical notation almost every chemi-

cal change is represented as much simpler than it really

is ; no indication is given of the fact that in most cases

an excess of one or other of the reacting substances must
be used. Thus the reaction usually written

AgCl + HI (gas) = Agl + HCl

would more correctly represent the distribution of the

reacting bodies were it written

*-AgCl + yHI=;i-AgI+yHCl + (.r-l)AgCl + (jr - l)HI.

If it is assumed that in the thermal study of a chemical

reaction allowance is made for all the purely physical

changes which accompany the chemical change, for the

influence of the masses of the reacting substances and

for the possible formation and decomposition of molecular

groups during the reaction, there yet remains the con-

sideration that heat is lost or gained to the system in the

decompositions and formations of elementary molecules,

which decompositions and recompositions may form parts

of the entire change under examination. Thus, take the

comparatively simple reaction

2H2O + Cl4 = 4HCl + O2;

expanded thermally we have

r = 4[H, Ci] + [O, O] - 2[H-, O] + 2[C1, CI].

Even the apparently most simple case, the union of two

elements, is more comple.x than at first sight appears.

[H-, C1-] = 44,000 -j- simply tells that 2 grams of hydrogen

combine with 71 grams of chlorine, and that 44,000

gram-units of heat are evolved. But if we wish to apply

these data to questions concerning the affinity of chlorine

for hydrogen, we must remember that affinity is the name
given to the stress between atoms when regarded from

the point of view of one kind of the reacting atoms.

Hence, remembering that the molecules of hydrogen and
chlorine are diatomic, we must amplify the equation

[H-, Cl^] = 44,000 -f, and write it thus—

r = 2 [H, CI] - [H, H] - [CI, CI] == 44,000 + ;

but the value to be assigned to two of the terms in this

equation are unknown. Until we are able to assign ap-

proximate values to the thermal changes accompanying
the decompositions of elementary molecules and the

combinations of elementary atoms, we shall not be in a

position to apply thermal data to the subject of affinity,

provided, that is, we use this term in its most precise

meaning.

The statement of Berthelot in the " Essai de M^-
canique Chimique," that the quantity of heat evolved in

a reaction measures the sum of the physical and chemical

changes which occur in that reaction, and furnishes a

measure of the chemical affinities, is evidently untrue if

we assign any ])recise meaning to the term "affinity."

But if we use this term in a wide sense as summing up
the various actions and reactions (other than those which
are purely physical) which together constitute any given

chemical change, then we may perhaps say that thermal
measurements of comparable reactions are also relative

measurements of the affinities of the reacting substances.

It is in some such sense as this that the term "affinity "

is used by Thomsen in his thermal researches on the

relative affinities of the non-metallic elements (vol. ii.).

It is worthy of remark that Thomsen's arrangement of

the commoner acids in order of relative affinities agrees

very well with that given by Ostwald as the result of

his investigations conducted on altogether different lines

and by very different methods.

If thermal measurements of chemical changes really

represent the sums of various partial changes, some ofwhich
have a positive and others a negative value, then it

becomes doubtful whether any practical result is to be

looked for from the application of Berthelot's imv of
luaximum -nior/c, which runs thus :

—

"Every chemical change, accomplished without the

addition of energy from without the system, tends to the

formation of that body or system of bodies the produc-

tion of which is accompanied by evolution of the maximum
quantity of heat."

Thomsen puts this "law'' in a somewhat different

form : he says, " Every simple or complex reaction of a

purely chemical kind is accompanied by evolution of

heat." Thomsen explains that by a purely chemical

process he means one which is accomplished without

addition of energy from sources external to the system,

and consists in the " striving of atoms towards more stable

equilibrium.'' But there are, I think, two principal ob-

jections to this statement. Actions " of a purely chemical

kind," as thus defined, do not actually occur except as

parts of cycles of reactions wherein are included changes

not of a ''purely chemical kind." And, secondly, we
have at present no means of measuring the thermal values

of those purely chemical actions

—

i.e. on Thomsen's view,

atomic actions—but are obliged to include their values in

the total value assigned to the complete cycle of operations

which we term a chemical reaction.

Thomsen has it is true attempted to assign thermal

values to the decomposition of the molecule of carbon

into atoms and the recombination of atoms of carbon to

form molecules. The pages of Nature are scarcely

suitable for a detailed discussion of Thomsen's methods ;

it seems to me, and I think to some others who have

tried to follow Thomsen's arguments, both in the second

volume of his " Untersuchungen " and also in the original

papers in the Berichtc and elsewhere, that these argu-

ments really bristle with assumptions, and that a com-

parison of the results deduced by Thomsen with the

actual calorimetric measurements obtained by himself

and others is sufficient to throw grave doubt on the

validity of those assumptions on which his arguments are

based. One general result which appears to me to follow

from Thomsen's investigation is that the time has come
when we may with great advantage give up such expres-

sions as " the carbon atom has four bonds," " such or

such atoms are held by double links," and indeed the

whole of that unscientific pseudo-dynamical nomenclature

whi h has grown up around the vague and indefinable

conception of atomic bonds.

There are many other points of interest in Thomsen's-

"Untersuchungen"; but I have said enough I trust to

show the importance and the remarkable suggestiveness

of these volumes ; and also to establish the statement

that the great advances of the future in chemistry are to

be looked for, not so much in the domain of organic

chemistry as in the application of the methods and

generalisations of the science of matter and motion to

the problems which we call chemical.

M. M. Pattison MuiR
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A SCIENTIFIC CATALOGUE
Bernard Quaritch's General Catalogue. Part II. Natural

History and Science. Part III. Periodicals, Journals,

and Transactions. (London: 1881-83.;

TN few instances that a political economist could hold

up as an example is the function of the merchant in

the processes of supply and demand so clearly and simply

displayed as in that of Mr. Bernard Ouaritch, the wealthy

merchant in the book trade. He is especially a merchant-

man seeking goodly pearls, whose great qualification

must be that he knows the e.xact demand for, and the

exact scarcity of, what is to be bought and sold. His

catalogue does not aim at completeness as did the one

which we noticed lately. Scarcely more than one-tenth

of the titles carefully entered in Mr. Friedlander's lists are

to be found here ; but these make a collection, and a very

large one, of books brought together by "natural'' selec-

tion with the same good results in this case of intelligent

working, as in the more automatic world around us.

Many eminent men in various branches of science have

first selected books bearing upon their own subject;', and

then, on the dispersion of such libraries, Mr. Quaritch

selects those works which have a higher value through

their own superior merit, or the often doubtful though

highly-prized recommendation of rarity. Accordingly

Mr. Quaritch's catalogue is considerably like the sum
total of British legislation. Each item of it was the

supply of an existing want according to the best light of

the time of its production. While circumstances, how-

ever, have changed and fresh laws have been devised to

meet the changed circumstances, old laws have remained

upon the statute book, and the existing code contains at

the same time both inconsistent repetitions and grave

deficiencies, and lacks both symmetry and completeness.

While the catalogue of Mr. Friedlander shows the German

love of both these good qualities and the scientific tastes of

the compiler, that of Mr. Quaritch does not profess to be

complete in any sense ; it is a list of an immense stock

of books brought together, as their former possessors

ceased to require them, by a shrewd man of business who

knew their market value. Hence in examining these

bound up volumes which contain the many rich prizes of

scientific literature constituting Part II. and Part 111. of

a new " General Catalogue," one is not surprised to find

that a book like Agassiz's " Nomenclator Zoologicus" is

to be found in four different places in one of them ; that

five copies of Owen's "Odontography" are offered, and

a variety of copies of many others.

In Friedliinder's catalogue we had to complain of too

much classifying ; not because classification is not of

extreme value as a ready guide to the contents of a

catalogue or library, but because many books refuse to

fall under one head only, however discreet may be the

arrangement. Mr. Bernard Quaritch's catalogue is just

the reverse. In these volumes there is no attempt at

either alphabetical or subject-divisions of the whole

collection ; different divisions are lists of books purchased

at particular sales. A concise index makes up perhaps

in the best way for this utter confusion of subjects, 'i'he

table of contents, to which one would look first in trying

to understand such a catalogue, is not printed in a way

to clearly express the arrangement of those titles which

are classified in subjects. A list of thirteen natural

history headings follows " Egypt and North Africa " in

exactly the same way as a nearly similar list of fourteen

follows "The British Isles," but the former has nothing

to do with Egypt as the latter had to do with the British

Isles.

But Mr. Quaritch is the great connoisseur in a difterent

class of books from the works which draw our attention

in his catalogue. This class it would hardly come within

our province to notice, were it not for the evidence given

here, on the one hand, that costly books are purchased

now as much as of old by the " patron " of literature, and

on the other, that scientific w-orks of original value and

present scarcity are bought up by mere book collectors

or bibliolaters, who would in many cases fret while one

of their precious volumes was being turned over for con-

sultation, lest it should end in a crack in its beautiful

binding ! Mr. Quaritch labours abundantly, and not

without love, we think, for these purchasers. Here are a

few of the feminine pomps and vanities with which he

tickles the ears of bibliomaniacs:—" Grolier binding,"

" variegated leathers," " gold scroll tooling," " purple

morocco super extra," "veau fauve," "veau marbre,"

"arms and cypher of ," "vellum fly-leaves,"

"large paper," "tall copy," "magnificent specimen of

bibliopegistic skill." Here is a titbit :

—" First Aldine

edition, very large, fine copy, in blue morocco, gold tool-

ing, silk lining, vellum fly-leaves, gilt gaufri^ edges, by

Bozerian."

A distinguishing feature in Mr. Quaritch's catalogues

are the valuable notes appended to nearly all the most

important of the works he offers. These notes as to the

scarcity, completeness, market value, and often the his-

tory of the book testify to both the extent of his business

and the minute accuracy of his knowledge of it. They

are a mine of valuable information to any one whose

business is in books, either commercially or as a librarian

intrusted with the care and also the completion of import-

ant collections. In few cases will a book only professing

to be a stock-list itself command a price in the market.

Mr. Quaritch's catalogues command a high price, and

the new edition of his general one, of which seven parts

are now out, and which will probably not be completed

for another year, if it should be the last which our veteran

publishes, will doubtless remain for some time to come a

standard work upon literature.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ The Editor does not hold hwtseif responsible for opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken 0/anonymous communications.

{The Editor urgently requests con espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of commuttications containing interesting and novelfacts.']

Elevation and Subsidence

For several months past articles ai.d letters have appeared in

N.\TURE on the subject of subsidence and elevation of the

earth's crust by addition and removal of weight. In this con-

nection also much has been said in regard to the history of the

idea. I wish therefore to draw attention to the fact that in 1S59

I read a paper before the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science on the subject of the " Formation of Continents
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and Ocean Basins," in which, after giving the views of Ilerschell

and Airy, I bring out this idea very prominently, and illustrate

it by many diagrams. An abstract of thi-^ ptiper, by Sterry

Hunt, was publi-hed in the Canadian A'aiiiralist, vol. iv.,

'859, p. 293, and reference to it will be found in the " Royal
.Society Catalogue," vol. iii. p. 919.
A very brief outline of the j aper is as follows :— I make two

assumptinns : (i) an internal liquid with flo.ating crust
; (2) the

crust of continental areas more conductive and therefore cooling

and thickening more rapidly than that of oceanic areas.

It is evident that under these assumptions inequalities

would commence first on the under .surface of the crust

by additions there, making convexities beneath the conti-

nental and concavities beneath the oceanic areas. But by
flotation these inequalities on the under side next the liquid

would be reproduced on the upper side next the atmosphere,

and by this means alone continents would grow continually

higher, and ocean beds deeper. Now add to these erosion. By
cutting down continents and filling up the seas erosion wou^d
tend coistantly to destroy these inequalities, while flotation

would tend as constantly to reproduce them. Thus according

to this view the continents rise partly by additions beneath and
partly ly removal above, and similarly the ocean beds sink

partly by increased concavity beneath and partly by additions

above. But evidently if unequal thickening should stop, flo'a-

tion could only partly restore the inequalities destroyed by
erosion.

Except the absirac' above referred to, the paper was never
publi-shed, and in February, 1865, it was destroyed, along v ith

much else, by Sherman's army. My reason for not publishing

more fully was that I soon became dissatisfied \\ith it ; for about
that time the views of Hopkins and Pratt on the solidity of the

earth began to attract attention, and I became convinced that

dynamical geology must be reconstructed on a basis of a solid

eartli. But now that the idea of a sub-crust liquid or semi-

liquid layer is becoming prominent (a condition which would not

probably interfere with the substantial solidity of the earth in

its astr 'Uomical relations), it seemed to me important that this

long forgotten paper should be brought forward merely as a part

of the history of the subject.

Now a few words on the subject of the communications referred

to in the beginning of this letter. It seems to me that some of

your con-espondents have gone too far in regarding unloading by
erosion as a cause of elevation. Evidently there must be Fome
other and more fundamental cause, or erosion could not act.

Evidently erosion can only partly restore an elevation produced
by some other cau-e. Erosion is primarily an effect of eleva-

tion, only in this a^ in so many other cases the effect may react

as a cause, to maintain the elevation. For ex.imple, the Colorado
plateau region has been raised since Cretaceous times about
20,000 feet, but the maximum general erosion has Leen only about
12,000 feet. The erosion has been, therefore, the consequence,
not the cause, of elevation, for it is impossible that the cause
sho'.ild lie so far behind the effect. I give this one example
because it is on so large a scale, but every mountain range
furnishes an example of great ere ion as aa effect of elevation

produced by other causes. That loading and unloading the

crut is a cause of subsidence ai:d elevation there is little doubt,
but that there are other and far more important causes is certain.

Berkeley, Cal, December 3 Joseph LeConte

Red-deer Horns

In continuation of my remarks on the eating of shed deer-
horns by other deer, I have to add that six shed horns in various
stages of erosion have been sent to me from Sutherlandshire.

They each bear well defined teeth-marks on the gnawed por-
tions, and this leaves little if any doubt that the popular belief

that the horns are eaten by deer is founded on fact. The
accompanying interesting letter from Mr. James Inglis, which
gives the evidence of two experienced stalkers, both most intel-

ligent and reliable men, is further confirmation of a curious
though m doubt very natural habit of the deer, which finds in
the lime-salts of the horn a necessary element of nutrition. You
will observe that Inglis believes the deeru.se the molars in eating
the bone, and this seems probable enough, as they apparently
al.vays begin al the points and eat towards the beam and burr, a
method of proceediig by which they can bring portions of the
horn within the action of the molars. J. Fayrer
December 27, 1SS3

"... I send a few red-deer horns that have been parti.ally gnawed
by deer in the forest. I asked the .stalkers to keep a look out
and see if they ould find any deer eating horns, and am glad to

say that they have been able to put the matter beyond all doubt.
"Donald McRaesaw with his glass a stag, in Dunrobin Glen,

eating a horn ; he went to the place where he saw him eating it,

and found it partially eaten. I send it with the others. You
will find a ticket on it to distingui-h it from the rest.

" Duncan McPherson s.iw with his glass a hind, last week,
eating a horn also ; he did not find the horn, but he saw her (the

hind), quite plainly, w'ith it in her mouth, gnawing away at it

near the point.
" Deer have no incisors in the upper jaw, but they have grinders

or molars in both upper and lower jaws, formidable enough
to eat any horn, and I have no doubt that it is with their molars
that the horns are eaten.

" A shepherd in the parish of Lairg has a cow that eats all the
bones she can find, and goes miles for the-m, and eats them up,
shank bones and all ; ribs are eaten easily, and seem to give no
trouble whatever. " J.^mes Inglis

" December 24, 18S3
''

On the Absence of Earthworms from the Prairies of the
Canadian North-West

Not by any means the least remarkable of the very notable
series of works which Mr. Darwin h.as give-i to the world is that

which came last from his pen but a short time previous to his

lamented death. Dealing, as it docs, with eftects which, when
looked at in the detail, are exceedingly small and insignificant,

bu^, when viewed in the aggregate, are shown to be of surpris-

ing importance, the "Vegetable Mould and Earthworms" must
certainly rank as a most strikingly inlere.ting work.

It is not my desire to call in question the conclusions at which
Mr. Darwin has arrived with regard to the action of earthworms
in culiivating the soil, but I wish to piint out that in one exten-

sive portion of the earth's surface, to which much attention has
of late been directed on account of its agricultural capabilities,

earthworms do not exist. I refer to the vast region commonly
known as Manitoba and North-West Territories. My friend,

Mr. E, E. T. Seton, of Carberry, Manitoba, was the first to

point out to me that this enormous country mu^t l)e regarded as

forming an exception to Mr. Darwin's generalisations, on account
of the total absence from it of every kind of earthworm, and,
having lately returned from a visit to Ihnse re.'ions, I can add
my tetimony to his in this p.articular, as well as in the matter of

the amazing, innate fertility of the soil, which has been the
wonder and remark of all travellers for years past, but which,
in this case, obvi .u ly cannot be attributed to the action

of worms, .sii.ce these do not exi t there. In addition
to my own ob-ervations, I have the testimony of num-
bers of intelligent settlers, most of whom had been seve-

ral years in the country, but all of whom unhesitatingly
assured me that such a thing as an earthworm was tmknoun.
Further, Mr. Leo Rogers, son of Mr. Thos. Rogers of Man-
chester, « ho has spent several years with the engineers of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway, has informed me that ea-thworms are un-
known between Winnipeg and the Rockies. This being the case,

it does not seem reasonable to suppose that they exist anywhere in

the huge territorystill further to the north, and comprising upwards
of 3,oco,ooo square miles of land, or something like one third of

the entire North American continent, and which may therefore

be regarded as forming an exception to Mr. Darwin's statement

(p. 120), th.it " Worms are found in all parts of the world, and
some of the gc'i-cra have an enormous range. They inhabit the

mo t isolated islands; they abound in Iceland, and are knovi'n

to exist in the We-t Indies, St. Helena, Madagascar, New
Caledonia, and Tahiti. In the Antarctic regions worms from
Kerguelen Land have been described bv Ray Lankester, and I

have found them in the Falkland Islands. How they reach such
isolated spots is at present quile unknown." In connection with
the statement (p. 121) that " Worms throw up plenty of castings

in the United States," it may be pointed out that the boundary
line (the 49th parallel) is to some extent a natural one, from
which the rivers run both north and south. Further, I have
been assured by friends, and have also seen with my own eyes,

that earthworms abound at Toronto and in other parts of Ontario.

This being the case, an interesting inquiry arises as to the cause

of the absence of worms from the North-West, and I can only

suggest two probable reasons—the great cold of winter and the
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prevalence of prairie fires in spring and autumn. Personally I

favour the latter, though both causes may in part he answer-
able. If worms abound in Iceland (65° N. lat.), in Ker-
guelen Land (50° S. lat.), and in Toronto (43 '4° N. lat.,

mean winter temperature 275° ¥.), why should they not also

occur at Winnipeg (50' N. lat.)? Certainly the mean winter
temperature is very low, being about 8° F., and the mean
minimum for eleven years — 4oJ° F. I made special inquiries

as to the depth to which the soil in Manitoba becomes fiozen
in winter. This is often as much as five or six feet, but only,

I believe, in the more exposed places, and certainly as a
rule it is thawed again in the spring. I do not think this would
render the ground uninhabitable by w orms when they are able to

exist in Iceland. Mr. Darwin says nothing as to the effect of
frost on worms except (p. 26) that "worms are sensitive to a
low temperature, as may be inferred from their not coming out
of their burrows during a frost"; but he states (p. no) that

they are easily able to descend three or four or even seven or
€ight feet below the surface. It would be interesting to ascer-

tain whether worms inhabit equally cold portions of the Old
World.

But the agency which I believe has caused the absence of
earthworms from the North-West is, as already stated, the
prairie fires which annually sweep over enormous portions of
the country, totally consuming the grass, and converting it into

a black ash. This, it might well be imagined, would for months
together completely deprive any worms that formerly existed of
that variety of decaying vegetable matter that composes their

food ; and assuming that fires have annually passed over large
portions of the prairies for scores of generations (as seems in

every way probable), it appears to me only reasonable to sup-
pose that this cause would effectually have exterminated the
worms from the country or have prevented them occupying it.

It is my belief (as I shall elsewhere state more fully) that the
very fertile, fine, black, powdery, and almost soot-like soil from
one to three feet thick, even the open, treeless natui'e of the
prairies themselves, and the absence from their surface, so far as

my observation goes, of every single species of moUusk, while
many species abound in all the ponds, lakes, and streams, ore all

in a large degree, if not entirely, due to the action of the fire. If

this view ultimately turns out to be correct, it will be further

seen that the very means which has deprived the soil of the
North-West of that natural cultivation which the soils of most
other countries enjoy has, at the same time, liberally supplied it

with a manure resulting from the charred ashes of the grass

which is annually burned. My friend, Mr. T. Rogers, who has
taken much interest in the absence of worms from the North-
West, and is inclined to attribute it rather to frost than to fire,

though he suggests that the "alkali "may possiljly have had
something to do with it, has already brought the subject before
the Literary and Scientific Society of Manchester, where he seems
to have met with a good deal of incredulity.

As anothei' evidence of the absence of worms, the numerous,
large. Glacial boulders that strew the prairie ; around Brandon
and elscAvhere may be cited. These, had worms exi-ted, would
doubtless have long ago been lowered beneath the surface, as

also the skulls and other bones of buffaloes, which so abound on
;the prairies, and most of which have evidently lain there a long
-while. Nevertheless some of these have been buried in the course
of time, as one gentleman told me that he had sometimes turned
them up from a depth of two or three inches beneath the surface

when ploughing. Their burial may have been accomplished by
the wind drifting soil over theiri, or by the working of gophers.
Of these peculiar little animals two species are very abundant
•on the prairies, where they make extensive burrows, which it

seems possible may to some extent accomplish the natural cnli-

vation of the soil in the way Avornis are accustomed to do it

elsewhere. Some more suggestive remarks on this point may
be found in a paper by Mr. .Seton, published in the Report of

ithe Manitoba Department of Agriculture for 1S82, and which
may I'e studied with advantage. RoBT. Miller Chuisty

Chignal St. James, near Chelmsford, December 20, 1S83

Magnetic Dip in South China and Formosa

While engaged on a meteorological mission in China I

availed myself of the opportunity to make the following deter-

minations of the magnetic dip. The observations in Hong Kong
were made at the public gardens, the Ob ervatory being not yet

ready. On October to I observed at the British Consulate ; on
November 3 at ihe English Presbyterian Missions Compound,
Swatow. In Amoy I observed at the residence of the Commis-
missioner I.M. Customs, in Takow (Formosa) at the Custom
House, and at the South Cape (Formosa), near the magnificent
fortified lighthouse. It is to be feared that the observitions on
the coast of China are slightly vitiated from local attraction, the

rocks consisting of ferruginous granite. Southern Ferposa is

built up of coral, raised in places to a great height, no doubt
through volcanic action. Slight earthquakes are of common
occurrence in Formosa, whereas along the coast of China they
are rare and of no importance except to the seismologist.

Place Da Local M.T. Dip,

Hong Kong ... 1S83, Nov. 5 ... 5 g p.m. ... 32 17

• • ,, ,, 9 • 5 4 .. • 32 19
Swatow ,, Oct. 10 ... 5 24 ,, ... 34 23

,, Nov. 3 ... II 25 a.m. ... 34 17

Amoy ,, Oct. 14 ... 3 50 p.m. ... 36 45

., >, 16 ... 5 10 ,, ... 36 50
Takow ,, ,, 24 ... 2 45 ,, ... 32 54
South Cape ... ,, ,, 27 ... 40,, ... 31 24

... „ ,, 28 ... 4 30 ,, ... 31 27-5

... ,, ,, 29 ... 3 20 „ ... 31 24-5

W. DOBERCK,
Hong Kong, Nov. 10 Government Astronomer

THE ORIGIN OF CORAL REEFS
Ty EGARDING this interesting geological problem,
-l- »- which has recently beeii discussed in N-fVlURE, we
are enabled through the kindness of Mr. Murray, of the

Challciii^cr Commission, to publish a letter which has
been addressed to him by Dr. Guppy from the Pacific.

The importance of this communication will be recognised
in the confirmation it supplies of the inference that coral

reefs start upon a platform of limestone composed of the
remains of foraminifera, &c., and are themselves of no
great thickness. Dr. Guppy will no doubt continue his

researches, and we may hope to obtain from him precise

data regarding the average thickness of the coral rock,

the lithological difference between it and the underlying
limestone, the structure of the limestone, whether any
succession of organisms can be detected in it, and
whether at any point the underlying volcanic rock can be
seen which would afford a measurement of the thickness
of the calcareous deposits. The effects of denudation
and their relation to height above the sea will no doubt
also receive his attention.

" Sliortlands Islands, Solomon Group,
^^ August 7, 1883

" During the twelve months I have spent in this group of

islands—serving as surgeon on board H.M. sunxying-ship
Lark— I have been tiiuch interested in and have devoted
considerable attention to the raised coral formations in

various islands ; and as my observations may be of

service towards confirming the views which you have
advanced with reference to coral islands and reefs, I will

state briefly the results of my observations.

"Excluding the large continental islands, I will refer

for the sake of brevity to the numerous small islands of

this archipelago, those of volcanic, and those of cal-

careous formations. Confining myself to the islands of

calcareous formation, I will pass over the numerous small
islands which are entirely comi^osed of coral detritus,

sand, and shells, and have been formed by the materials

thrown up by the waves at the present sea-level ; and
will restrict niy remarks to a very common t_\ pe of islands

in this group, with gently sloping and rounded profile,

having an elevation varying perhaps between 100 and 1 100

or 1200 feet, and composed in bulk of an impure earthy o>

argillaceous limestone', usually bedded, and almost alwajs

foraininiferous, now and then rich in other pelagic

organisms, such as Pteropods. On this rock rests the
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coral limesioiic, ^Yhich forms but a comparatively tbin

cru5t, and has been altogether removed from most of the

higher regions by sub-aerial agencies. However, I have

observed the raised coral rock still preserved at consider-

able heights above the sea, and in two localities at eleva-

tions of 900 feet.

" Amongst the sub-group known as the Shortland

Islands, 1 came upon beds of this itnpurc calcareous rock

(beneath the raised coral rock) abounding in Ptcropods,

mostly Hyalaa, and large foraminiferous tests, mingled

with shells, some of them of shallow water habit.
" I am, &c., " H. B. Guppy"

A FORGOTTEN EVOLUTIONIST

A BOOK has lately come into my hands a ^t.\\ words
about which may possibly interest some of the

readers of Nature. Its title is " Histoire Naturelle des

Fraisier>" ; the author was A. N. Duchesne, and it was
published at Paris in 1766. It must be, I suspect, an un-

common book, for there is no copy in the litirary of the

Royal Gardens at Kew. And this library, comprising as

it does the contributions of many collectors who allowed
little to escape them, is remarkably complete; Mr.
Daydon Jackson has in fact found in it more than a
thousand publications the titles of which are not to be
met with in the last edition of Pritzel's well-known
" Thesaurus."
The scarceness of a botanical book is not perhaps in

itself a matter of any great moment, and i bought the

book out of a provincial sale catalogue without expecting
it to be particularly interesting, though I knew Du-
chesne's name as an authority on the cultivated forms of

the strawberry. I very soon, however, came to the con-
clusion on looking over it that it was a very remarkable
production indeed, and in a scientific sense at least a
century in advance of its time.

Duchesne's book is in fact the record of a purely bio-

logical study of a small group of plants. The significance

of work of this sort has only been thoroughly recognised
since the publication of the " Origin of Species." Just as

"ith C. K. Sprengel, whose book was also written in the
last century (1793), the world has had to roll on far into

another hundred years before it was ready to do justice

to this kind of research. There is a curious incongruous-
ness between the freshness and modernness of the ideas
and the faded type and musty paper in which they are
embalmed.
Duchesne plunges at once into the business of his

book in the first line of the preface with a straight-

forward simplicity not unworthy of Mr. Darwin. I will

attempt a translation of the first paragraph :

—

"The wish to see if it were possible to raise from seed
a plant which scarcely ever produces any has led me by
a happy chance to the production of a new race, which
made its appearance at Versailles in 1761. This circum-
stance induced me to more closely devote myself to the
study of strawberries, and led me to another discovery.
I found that they are not all truly hermaphrodite ; forms
exist, in fact, which are sexually differentiated.' And I

have succeeded in the past year, 1765, in fertilising, by
means ofone set ofplants, individuals ofanoiher sort, which
are cultivated as a matter of curiosity, and are constantly
sterile. ( )nc, amongst others, has produced fruits of
great beauty; M. le Marquis de Marigny has obiained
for me the honour of having this submitted to the king,
and it is to be raised in the Versailles Gardens by ray
method. This unexpected success has still more re-
doubled my ardour to make further observations."
The race so produced, which Duchesne called Le

Fraisier dc Versailles, or Fragaria monophylla, is un-

'Ihis must be one of the first observations of the tendency tf plants
with hermapbrocl.te flowers to pass into the ditcnous state. The fact is now
well established. (See Darwin's " Forms of Flowers," pp. 278-309)

doubted ly a very curious plant. All its leaves are per-

manently unifoliate ; i.e. instead of bearing three leaflets.

as is ordinarily the case with strawberries, the petioles

bear but one. Duchesne observes that this is also the

case with the first leaves of all seedling strawberries.

Fragaria monophylla may be therefore regarded as a

form which always retains the juvenile, and never arrives

at the adult, foliage, and this peculiarity remains constant

in subsequent generations. The effect of crossing, as a

potent stimulus to variation, could not but have power-

fully impressed Duchesne in so striking a case as this,

and further observations seemed to have led him to

account for the common characters which otherwise

diverging forms exhibited as best accounted for by a

common ancestral origin. The study of geographically

separated species, however, necessarily led him to see

that something more than crossing was needed to account

for variation m every case. In discussing Fragaria
virginiana, a nati\'e of North America, which is the

origin of the race of Scarlets, Duchesne speculates as to

its derivation from the wild F. vesca of Europe, and
attributes the divergences from this type to t le eflect of

North American soil and climate.

His work on Strawberries, where he was dealing

mainly with races, led him to speculate with regard to the

higher groups of species, genera, and orders. His results

seem to me, for the time, so extraordinarily bold, and
therefore historically so interesting, that I quote the first

portion of the Recapitulation, pp. 219-221, entire, in the

original French :

—

"J'ai d^ja dit, a I'occasion du Fraisier-ananas, qu'il

etoit tr^s-diffic'le de ranger en ligne droite les diverses

Races d'une meme Espfece, de mani^re qu'on put passer

de I'une a I'autre par gradations de nuance. Cela est

peut-etre aussi impossible, que de ranger en ligne droite

les Especes, les Genres, et les Families ; par la raison

que chaque Race, comme chaque Espece, chaque Genre,

ou chaque Famille, a des rapports de ressemblance avec

plusieurs autres.
" L'ordre Genealogique est done le seul cjue la nature

indique, le seul qui satisfasse pleinement I'esprit ; tout

autre est arbitraire et vide d'iddes. J'ai eu soin, a

chacune des Races de Fraisiers, d'indiquer ce qui m'a
paru vraisemblable a cet ^gard; mais je n'ose me flatter

d'avoir toujours rencontri^ juste. II faudroit, pour le bien

faire, avoir des connaissances certaines et precises du
pays natal de chaque Fraisier, ou bien, du tems 011 il a

ete dlevd de graine, et de quel autre Fraisier provenoit

cette graine
;

j'ai fait voir combien on manquoit encore

de lumieres sur tout cela.

" C'est par cette raison que je me suis permis de donner

mes conjectures ; en voici les r^sultats ; la forme d'.^rbre

genealogique les rendra encore plus sensibles, et en fera.

mieux saisir I'ensemble."

It is certainly startling to come upon a phylogeny of

the most modern type in a book more than a century old.

It was not till after I had gratified myself with a study

of Duchesne's remarkable speculations that it flashed

across my mind that attention had already recently been

called to them ; and I found, in fact, that Prof. Alphonse-.

de CandoUe, in a short paper put together with the feli-

citous erudition of whicli he seems to possess so inex-

haustible a store, had already, in May of last year,' stated

most of the points on which I have dwelt above. And he

mentions that, on the occasion of a visit to Mr. Darwin
in 1 8S0 he told him of the existence of the book, which.

he describes, justly enough, as "a very curious work,

older than that of Lamarck, but to which no one had
ever referred except fur points of secondary interest."

I know little about Duchesne himself De Candolle

says that he was a horticulturist and Professor of Natural

History, and that his knowledge was as varied as it was
" ' Darwin cor.side'id au point ce vne des causes de son succes," &c.,

Arc/ikiS ,ics .'.tAuu-s, Ma;-, !i32.
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sound. No one, nevertheless, ever seems to have paid
the smallest attention to his evolutionary theories. Even
Silvestre, who pronounced his elos:i; at a public meeting
of the Sociifte Royale d'Agriculture in 1827, abstains from
the slightest reference to them.
While in his experiments and his mode of drawing

conclusions from them Duchesne strongly recalls the
method of Mr. Darwin, the parallel cannot be carried
further. In so far as he obtained a glimpse at the
modern doctrine of evolution it was in the form after-
wards formulated by Lamarck. Of the part played by
the struggle for e.Kistence in the matter I find no trace in
his writings. W. T. Thiselton Dyer

TEACHING ANIMALS TO CONVERSE
lY/TR. DARWIN'S notes on Instinct, recently published
'-' by my friend Mr. Romanes, have again called our
attention to the interesting subject of instinct in animals.

Miss Martineau once remarked that, considering how
long we have lived in close association with animals, it is

astonishing how little we know about them, and especially
about their mental condition. This applies with especial
force to our domestic animals, and above all of course to

dogs.
I believe that it arises very much from the fact that

hitherto we have tried to teach animals rather than to

learn from them,—to convey our ideas to them, rather
than to devise any language, or code of signals, by means
of which they might communicate theirs to us. No doubt
the former process is interesting and instructive, but it

doesvnot carry us very far.

Under these circumstances it has occurred to me
whether some such system as that followed with deaf-

mutes, especially by Dr. Howe with Laura Bridgman,
might not prove very instructive if adapted to the case of
dogs.

Accordingly I prepared some pieces of stout cardboard,
and printed on each in legible letters a word such as
" Food," " Bone," " Out," &c. The head master of one
of the deaf and dumb schools kindly agreed to assist me.
We each began with a terrier puppy, but neither of us
obtained any satisfactory results. My dog indeed was
lost before I had had him long. I then began training a

black poodle, " V'an " by name, kindly given me by my
friend Mr. Nickalls. I commenced by giving the dog
food in a saucer, over which I laid the card on which was
the word " Food,'' placing also by the side an empty
saucer, covered by a plain card.

"Van' soon learnt to distinguish between the two,
and the next stage was to teach him to bring me the
card ; this he now does, and hands it to me quite prettily,

and I then give him a bone, or a little food, or take him
out, according to the card brought. He still brings some-
times a plain card, in which case I pcint out his error,

and he then takes it back and changes it. This however
does not often happen. Yesterday morning, for instance,
" Van" brought me the card with " Food" on it, nine
times in succession, selecting it from among other plain

cards, though I changed the relative position every time.

No one who sees him can doubt that he understands
the act of bringing the card with the word " Food " on it

as a request for something to eat, and that he distinguishes

between it and a plain card. I also believe that he dis-

tinguishes for instance between the card with the word
" Food" on it and the card with " Out " on it.

This then seems to open up a method, which may be
carried much further, for it is obvious that the cards may
be multiplied, and the dog thus enabled to communicate
freely with us. I have as )et, I know, made only a very
small beginning, and hope to carry the experiment much
further, but my object in sending this communication is

twofold. in the first place I trust that some of the

readers of Nature may be able and willing to suggest
extensions and improvements of the idea.

Secondly, my spare time is small and liable to many
interruptions; animals also we know differ greatly from
one another. Now many of your readers have favourite
dogs, and I would express a hope that some of them may
be disposed to study them in the manner indicated.
The observations, even though negative, would be

interesting; but I confess I hope that some positive
results might follow, which would enable us to obtain a
more correct insight into the minds of animals than we
have yet acquired. John Lubbock
High Elms, Down, Kent, December 20, 1883

THE FRENCH DEEP-SEA EXPEDITION
OF 1883

T HAVE just returned from a very short visit to Paris,
•' made for the purpose of inspecting the Mollusca
which were procured during last summer's deep-sea ex-
pedition in the French Govermnent steamer Talisman.
The expedition was under the scientific charge of Prof.
.Alphonse Milne-Edwards. For the opportunity of this

inspection I was indebted to the kindness of my friend
Dr. Paul Fischer, whose reputation as a conchologist is

so well known.
The course of the expedition was along the Atlantic

coasts of Spain, Marocco, Sahara, Senegal, Cape Verde
Isles, the Canaries, and Azores ; and the time occupied
was three months. More full and accurate particulars
will very shortly be given by Prof. A. Milne- Edwards to

the Academy of Sciences, and be i-ublished in their

Coinptes Rcitdits. The collection will be exhibited next
month to public view. The greatest depth explored
was about 2200 fathoms. The trawl was mostly used.
Life was plentiful everywhere. As was the case in the
Porcupine, CJialUnger, and other expeditions of the same
kind, many animals (especially Crustacea) at the greatest
depths were highly and brightly coloured, some of them
having large eyes, and others being blind or eyeless.

There was an abundance of hitherto unknown forms
(genera and species) in every department of zoology

—

fishes, Mollusca, Polyzoa, Crustacea, Annelids, Echino-
derms. Polyps, Corals, Foraminifcra, and Sponges
Among the Mollusca were some remarkable cases of the
wide distribution of species in respect of space as well as
of depth. For instance, boreal shells, such as Fusits
islaiidicus and F. bcruicicnsis, which inhabit northern seas
at moderate depths, viz. 50 to 80 fathoms, were found living

off the coast of Marocco, and the latter species even
below the tropic of Capricorn, at depths of from 450 to

2200 fathoms. Lima excavdta, considered a peculiarly

Norwegian species, was likewise obtained off the Moorish
coast, of a very large size ; it was recorded by Prof.

.Seguenza as a Pliocene fossil of Sicily and Calabria,

under the name of Lima gigantea. In the Porcupine
Expedition of 1S70 fragments were dredged off Cape St.

\'incent; and in the tV/f^/Av/^tv Expedition this fine species

was obtained from :o to 175 fathoms off Western Pata-

gonia and Japan. A bivalve (Scrohicit/aria longicallus),

which in northern seas inhabits moderate depths, was
procured in many places by the Talisman, at depths
varying from 350 to 1429 fathoms. It occurred living in

thedeepcit dredgings of the /"on /(//wf Expedition of 1869,

off the coast of Brittany, at a depth of 2435 fathoms.

Many Mollusca {e.g. Pecten vitretis, Limopsis mimtta,
Dentaliuin agile, Trochus ottoi, Cohimbella haliaeti, and
Scap/iander punctostriatus) seem to inhabit the depths
of the North Atlantic in every part, from one side to the

other. The smaller shells in the Talisman collection

have not yet been picked out. The Marquis de Folin

will, with his usual care and industry, undertake that

part of the work, which will occupy some time ; he has

requested me to examine and name those species which
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are known to me. I understand that another deep-sea

expedition will be made by our enterprising neighbours

next summer, being the fourth in consecutive years.'

December 21, 1SS3 J. GwYN Jeffreys

THE SUN MOTOR AND THE SUN'S
TEMPERA TURE

THE annexed illustration (Fig. i) represents a per-

spective view of a sun motor constructed by
the writer, and put in operation last summer. This
mechanical device for utilisins; the sun's radiant heat

is the result of experiments conducted during a
series of twenty years ; a succession of experimental
machines of similar general design, but varying in

detail, having been built during that period. The leading
feature of the sun motor is that of concentrating the

radiant heat by means of a rectangular trough having a
curved bottom lined on the inside with polished plates so
arranged that they reflect the sun's rays towards a cylin-

drical heater placed longitudinally above the trough.

This heater, it is scarcely necessary to state, contains the

acting medium, steam or air, employed to transfer the

solar energy to the motor ; the transfer being effected by

Ericsson's Sun Motor, erected at New York, 18

means of cylinders provided with pistons and valves re-

sembling those of moiive engines of the ordinary type.

Practical engineers as well as scientists have demonstrated

that solar energy cannot be rendered available for pro-

ducing motive power, in consequence of the feeblene s of

solar radiation. The great cost of large reflectors and
the difficulty of producing accurate curvature on a large

scale, besides the great amount of labour called for in

' PS.—In NatI're of December 20 (p. 172), I overlooked the misprint

of India f^r Siveden.—J. G. J. .

preventing ihe polished surface from becoming tarnished,

are objections which have been supposed to render direct

solar energy practically useless for producing mechanical

power.
The device under consideration overcomes the stated

objections by very simple means, as will be seen by the

following description : —The bottom of the rectangular

trough consists of straight wooden staves, supported by

iron ribs of parabolic curvature secured to the sides of the

trough. On these staves the reflecting plates, consistirg
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of flat window glass silvered on the under side, are
fastened. It will be readily understood that the method
thus adopted for concentrating the radiant heat does not
call for a structure of great accuracy, provided the wooden
staves are secured to the iron ribs in such a position that

the silvered plates attached to the same reflect the sokr
rays towards the heater. F^ig. 2 represents a transverse
section of the latter, part of the bottom of the trough, and
sections of the reflecting plates ; the direct and reflected
solar rays being indicated by vertical and diagonal lines.

Referring to the illustration, it will be seen that the
trough, II feet long, and 16 feet broad, including a
parallel opening in the bottom, 12 inches wide, is sus-

tained by a light truss attached to each end ; the heater
being supported by vertical plates secured to the truss.

The heater is (i\ inches in diameter, 1 1 feet long, exposing
130 X 9'S = 1274 superficial inches to the action of the
reflected solar rays. The reflecting plates, each 3 inches
wide and 26 inches long, intercept a sunbeam of 130 X

180 = 23,400 square niches section. The trough is sup-
ported by a central pivot, round which it revolves. The
change of inclination is effected by means of a horizontal
axle—concealed by the trough—the entire mass being
so accurately balanced that a pull of five pounds applied
at the extremity enables a person to change the inclina-
tion or cause the whole to revolve. A single revolution
of the motive engine develops more power than needed
to turn the trough, and regulate its inclination so as to
face the sun, during a day's operation.
The motor shown by the illustration is a steam-engine,

the working cylinder being 6 inches in diameter, with
8 inches stroke. The piston rod, parsing through the
bottom of the cylinder, operates a force-pump of 5 inches
diameter. By means of an ordinary cross-head secured
to the piston-rod below the steam cylinder, and by ordi-
n ay connecting rods, motion is imparted to a crank
sluilt and fly-wheel, applied at the top of the engine

frame ; the object of this arrangement being that of
showing the capability of the engine to work either pumps
or mills. It should be noticed that the flexible steam-
pipe employed to convey the steam to the engine, as well

as the steam chamber attached to the upper end of the
heater, have been excluded in the ilkistration. The
average speed of the engine during the trials last summer
was 120 turns per minute, the absolute pressure on the
working piston being 35 lbs. per square inch. The steam
was worked expansively in the ratio of i to 3, with a
nearly perfect vacuum kept up in the condenser inclosed
in the pedestal which supports the engine frame.

In view of the foregoing, experts need not be told that

the sun motor can be carried out on a sufficient scale to

benefit very materially the sun-burnt regions of our
planet.

With reference to solar temperature, the power deve-
loped by the sun motor establishes relations between
diffusion and energy of solar radiation which show that

Newton's estimate of solar temperature must be accepted.
The following demonstration, ba:ed on the foregoing
particulars, will be readily comprehended.
The area of a sphere whose radius is equal to

the earth's mean distance from the sun being to

the area of the latter as 2i4'5- : i, while the reflector of the
solar motor intercepts a sunbeam of 23,400 square inches
section, it follows that the reflector will receive the heit

developed by "-""^ = o'5o8 square inch of the solar
2r4-5-

surface. Hence, as the heater of the motor contains

1274 square inches, we establish the fact that the re-

flected solar rays acting on the same are diffused in the
ratio of 1274 :o'5oS = 2507 : i. Practice has now shown
that, notwithstanding this extreme diffusion, the radiant
energy transmitted to the reflector by the sun is capable
of imparting a temperature to the heater of 520' Fahr.
above that of the atmosphere. The practical demonstra-
tion thus furnished by the sun motor enables us to deter-

mine with sufficient exactness the minimum temperature
of the solar surface. It also enables us to prove that the
calculations made by certain French scientists indicating

that solar temperature does not exceed the temperatures
produced in the laboratory are wholly erroneous. Had
Pouillet known that solar radiation, after suffering a two-
tJwnsand-five-hund7-cd-and seiicn-fold diftusion, retains a
radiant energy of 520° Fahr., he would not have asserted
that the temperature of the solar surface is 1760° C.
Accepting Newton's law that " the temperature is as the
density of the rays,'' the temperature imparted to the
heater of the sun motor proves that the temperature of

the solar surface cannot be less than 520-" X 2507 =
1,303,640" Fahr. Let us bear in mind that, while attempts
have been made to establish a much lower temperature
than Newton's estimate, no demonstration whatever has
yet been produced tending lo pror'f that the said law is

unsound. On the contrary, the most careful investiga-

tions show that the temperature produced by radiant heat
emanating from incandescent spherical bodies diminishes
inversely as the diffusion of the heat rays. Again, the
writer has proved by his vacuum-actinometer, inclosed in

a vessel maintained at a constant temperature during the
observations, that for equal zenith distance the intensity of
solar radiation at midsummer is 5°88 Fahr. less than during
the winter solstice. This diminution of the sun's radiant
heat in aphelion, it will be found, corresponds within
o 40 of the temperature which Newton's law demands.
It is proposed to discuss this branch of the subject more
fully on a future occasion.

The operation of the sun motor, it will be well to acid,

furnishes another proof in support of Newton's assump-
tion that the energy increases as the driisi/y of the ra\s.

The foregoing explanation concerning the reflection of

the rays (see Fig. 2), shows that no augmentation of
temperature takes place during their transmission from
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the reflectoi- to the heater. Yet we find that an increase
of the number of reflecting plates increases proportionably
the power of the motor. Considering that the parallelism

of the rays absolutely prevents augmentation of tempera-
ture during the transmission, it «ill be asked: What
causes the observed increase of mechanical power? Ob-
viously, the energy produced by the increased density of
the rays acting on the heater. The truth of the Newtonian
doctrine, that the energy increases as the density of the
ra)s, has thus been verified by a practical te;t which
cannot be c|uestioned. It is scarcely necessary to observe
that our computation of temperature— 1,303,640° Fahr.

—

does not show maximum sobr intensity, the following
points, besides atmospheric absorption, not having been
considered :— (i) The diminution of energy attending the
passage of the heat rays through the substance of the
reflecting plates

; (2) the diminution consequent on the
great amount of heat ridiated by the blackened surface
of the heater ; (3) the diminution of temperature in the
heater caused by convection. J. Ericsson

A CHRISTMAS VISIT TO BEN NEVIS
OBSERVATORY

A LTHOUGH I have no tale of perilous adventure or
-'* hair-breadth escape to tell the readers of Xaiure,
yet I think that they will be interested to hear of the pro-
gress that is being made in the first British attempt at the
cultivation of high-level meteorology. This interest
will be all the greater that the hearty encouragement and
support that the Ben Nevis experiment has received from
all parts of the United Kingdom has given it the character
of a national undertaking.
As most of the readers of N.\ture doubtless know, the

observatory is at present in the experimental stage. A
good road to the top with bridges and waterways has been
made, and a part of the building erected sufficient to
shelter the observers. It was judged wise to build as
little as possible, until experience should have taught us
the peculiar difficulties to be contended with in the some-
what novel circumstances presented by the summit of Ben
Nevis in winter time. For, although several high level

meteorological observatories, and indeed many other
human habitations, already exist at much greater heights
above the sea, yet there is probably no spot at present
inhabited all the year round that presents climatic vicissi-

tudes so remarkable. When winter is over, the directors
will have a full report, with practical suggestions from the
superintendent, Mr, Omond,to guide them in their further
operations. Still it was thought well that some of the
governing body should see with their own eyes the state of
the obser\-atory. and the work of the observers during the
cold season. Accordingly two of them (Mr. John Murray
and myself) made a visit of inspection on December 26th,
of which I propose to give a few particulars.

•Accompanied by Mr. Maclean, the contractor for the
road and observatory buildings, we started from Fort
William about 9.30 on Wednesday morning. At first the
sky was dark and gloomy, and it was thought that Ben
Nevis was to give a specimen of his worst weather. It

was not cold howe\'er : in fact it was oppressively warm
during the first thousand feet of the ascent from the farm
of Achantie where the new road begins. This, coupled
with the fact that the pony which one of the party rode
up the first 2500 feet of the hill somewhat forced the
pace, made it a little uncomfortable for the two pedestrians.
The newly made road, loosened by the frost, and sodden
by the rain and melting snow, was in places very heavy.
Up as far as the little lake (Loch an Meall aut Suidhe),
however, the roadway had suffered no substantial damage,
except that the fall of a large stone had carried away a
small piece of the margin ; and all the bridges and water-
ways were found in excellent condition. This is very
satisfactory, for the snow has already been down to Fort

William
; and recently a very rapid thaw has carried it so

completely away, that on the 26th very little was met
with under 3000 feet. The test has thus been tolerably
severe and yet up to 2600 feet or so the road on the, 26th was
in far better condition than it was on the day of the opening
ceremony. About the altitude just mentioned, a part of
the road had been badly ploughed up by a spate of water
from the melting snow ; higher up still, the damage seemed
to be less, but it was not so easy to judge, as the roadway
was there gradually lost in the overlying snow.
As the party rose in height, the temperature of the air

and the ardour of the pony alike fell, and then the walkers
were left to the full enjoyment of their climb. During
the latter part of the first 3000 feet, the mist had been so
thick that the pony and its rider could scarcely be dis-
cerned a few yards oft'; but several hundred feet higher,
after the road had been finally lost sight of in the snow'
and all the p,irty were on foot, we suddenly emerged about
noon from the gloom of the mist into the brightest of
daylight. Overhead the sky was blue, a fresh light breeze
was blowing, and the reflected sunlight was shining in
silvery masses on the undulating surface of the frozen
snow. We soon reached Buchan's Well, the position of
which had been marked by a wooden pole ; but the well
itself was completely hidden by a deep snow-drift, which
filled the hollow in which it lies. From this spot to the
top, the ascent was made almost straight over the snow.
At times it was steep and slippery, but the surface was so
hard that we rarely sank over the ankles. Two of us
were rough shod, one having a few cricketer's spikes
screwed to the soles of his boots, the other a pair of
steigeisen (climbing irons), the use ofwhich he had learned
several years ago during some excursions in the Tyrolese
Alps. Mr. Maclean, who had not taken these precautions,
fell once or twice, but fortunately without being hurt in
any way. When near the last slope we descried
Mr. Omond hacking away most assiduously with an ice-
axe to prepare a way for us, a needless precaution as far
as the rough-shod members of the party were concerned.
The view from the plateau on the summit was magnifi-

cent. All round there floated a billowy ocean of white
mist, from which rose masses of the same, piled up m
places like mountain ranges, and through which rose here
and there black mountain peaks (prominent among these
.Schiehallion). Away towards Fort William was stretched \
black curtain of mist in striking contrast with the snow-
whiteness of the upper layer. Down in Glen Nevis a
similar mass was seen, rolled and twisted by the air-
currents into the most fantastic shapes. So grand was
the spectacle that one of our party insisted that we had
before us the model from which Dante had drawn his
vision of the entrance to hell.

The summit reached, the directors naturally looked
around for the building, whose site they had chosen
some five months before, and upon whose construction
they had expended so much anxious thought. There was,
however, nothing to be seen but two small dark-looking
stumps rising a little over the surrounding snow-flat, and
alongside of these a little mound of snow. The stum]5s
turned out to be the chimney and ventilator on the ro if

of the observatory, and the mound was a portico built I y
the observers with blocks of frozen snow to protect 1.

snow staircase which had been carried down the side ot
the house to the doorway. After descending under the
translucent canopy and stumbling for a little in the un-
familiar darkness of the passage, we entered the main room
of the observatory, which for the present serves as sitting-

room, kitchen, and office combined. Here we found the
table laid for our lunch ; and very soon we were comforting
ourselves with hot coffee, cabin biscuits, and excellent
Danish butter from the stores of the establishment. The
whole ascent had occupied a little over three hours and
a half

The little room in which we sat contained the American
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stove which heats the whole observatory, and on which
the snow melting and all the cooking is done by John
Duncan, the second assistant obser>'er and housemaid.
(In one of the walls is the combined sideboard and
crockery and instrument cupboard; against another stands

a small bench with a vice ; and on a third is the telegraph

instrument, Mr. tunond's desk and book-case, and the

drawers in which are kept the records of the observatory.

Out of the sitting-room open the three bedrooms for the

observers, which resemble very closely the cabins on
board a ship ; indeed the whole establishment has an
intensely nautical air about it, and the visitor steadies

himself instinctively now and then, and wonders that the

roll never comes.
The rest of the building is occupied with a coal

and oil store, and a storeroom in which are kept the

cabin biscuits, dried potatoes, tinned soups, meat, and
vegetables, lime juice, and medicine chest ; which Mr.
Omond calculates will support the three observers till

June.
The afternoon and evening we spent in watching the

observers at work, in dining (which we did very comfort-

ably off the Christmas cheer, viz. roast turkey and plum
pudding, provided for the inhabitants of Ben Nevis by a

thoughtful friend), and in eager discussion of plans for

the present and future work of the Observatory. The
routine of the observatory at present consists in hourly

observations of the barometer, protected thermometers,
dry and wet bulb and ma.ximum and minimum, wind-

direction and pressure, rain, snow, sleet or hail, mist, fog

or haze, clouds lower and upper, amount, species, and
direction, sunshine recorder, miscellaneous, thunder,

lightning, haloes, auror;e, meteors, &c., nature and pre-

cise time of occurrence of. The self-registering baro-

graph and thermograph now added to the collection of

instruments are working very well, and will be invaluable

for the record of sudden changes. The protected thermo-

meters and the thermograph are attached to a ladder

fixed in the snow. As the level of the snow rises and

falls, they are moved from step to step, so as to keep
them as nearly as possible to the regulation distance of

four feet from the surfae. A measurement from the top

of the ladder to the surface gives the depth of the snow,

which at present varies from six to ten feet at different

parts of the summit of the mountain.

Any detailed account of the winter climate of Ben
Nevis would be premature and out of place in this notice

;

but Mr. Buchan has kindly furnished me with an analysis

of the meteorological phenomena on Christmas and the

following day which were in several respects remarkable.

At I A.M. of Christmas day, temperature was 37^ o

from which it steadily fell to 3i°-5 at 11 a.m., the air all

the time being quite saturated and loaded with dark, gloomy
mist, with a barometer steadily rising. The wind was
moderate from north-west till 3 .'V.M., when it changed to

west-south-west. About noon the mist pall cleared

away and the sun shone out with great splendour. P'rom

this hour to miinight, the following most remarkable

observations were made (see table).

Except a few cirrus clouds which appeared about one,

three, four, and ten o'clock, the sky was cloudless

throughout, and during the evening the stars sparkled

with unwonted brightness in the dark blue sky.

These remarkable atmospheric conditions were strictly

confined to the higher region of Ben Xevis. Fog or cloud

covered the lower hills and filled the valleys all the after-

noon ; it rose sometimes as high as the " plateau of

storms," but was mostly below 3000 feet on Ben Nevis,

and d.ring the time no other hill showed itself through

the sea of cloud. The sunset of the ;5th, as well as the

sunrise of the 26th, was very beautiful. On the 26th

pressure remained high and steady, win! south-westerly,

sky generally clear, and temperature and humidity equally
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bedrooms for the use of inspectors or others on temporary
business, and for the convenience of scientific men who
may wish to make a visit to the observatory for the

purposes of scientific research.

For reasons sufficiently explained, the staff has scarcely

had time as yet to go beyond the mere routine of obser-
vations above mentioned ; but none of the valuable
suggestions which Mr. Omond and the directors have
received have been lost sight of. A beginning has
already been made in the collection of meteoric dust ; in

fact Mr. Murray carried down with him a portion of the

residue obtained by melting considerable quantities of

surface snow. This is now being examined, and we
shall doubtless hear by and by whether it is all of purely
local, or partly of volcanic or cosmic origin.

It is intended, as soon as proper arrangements can be
made, and the concurrence of the Post C'ffice authorities

obtained, to commence a series of simultaneous observa-
tions on earth currents along the cable from the summit
of Ben Nevis to Fort William, and along a telegraph line

from Fort William to some other station not far above sea-

level. By means of this horizontal and vertical explora-

tion we hope to obtain some interesting data (either

positive or negative) regarding the origin of the variations
of terrestrial magnetism, aurora^, &c. The cable will

also be turned to account for observations on atmospheric
electricity. These plans are mentioned partly to show
that the directors are fully alive to the manifold uses to

be made of their stronghold upon Ben Nevis, partly to

incite scientific men generally to favour us with their

suggestions for the full utilisation of the observatory, not
only for meteorology, but for physical science in general.

It would take too long to dw-ell at length on all the
interesting casual observations recorded in Mr. Omond's
log, a detailed account of which will probably be given
hereafter by Mr. Omond himself. It may be interesting,

however, to allude to the frequently occurring pheno-
menon which he calls " Glories." The shadow of the
head or hands of the observer is frequently seen on the
clouds in the valley to the north-east surrounded by a
halo of colour. The phenomenon appears to be akin to,

or identical with, the mist phantom so well known under
the name of the " Brocken Spectre." The occurrence of
this phenomenon is by no meins so rare in this country
as many suppose. The writer of this notice saw it to perfec-
tion three years ago in Skye. A party of four or five of us
were standing on Sgur-na-Panachtich, 01 eof the CuchuUin
peaks ; we were lojking down on the dark rock basin of

Coruirk, in which was floating a cloud of mist. The sun
was low behind us ; and, projected on the mist, we saw
what appeared to be gigantic dark shadows of ourselves
completely outlined with a glory of rainbow colours.

Each could see his own spectre best, but also those of
his neighbours more or less distinctly. The figures

imitated every motion we inade, and, when we whirled
our alpenstocks over our heads, the antics of the phan-
toms were most weird and awe-inspiring.
We spent the night of the 26th at the Observatory.

During the first watch, that is, up to about one o'clock in

the morning, we sat up, and went out with the observer
when \\i made his hourly observations. The air felt quite
mild, although the temperature was about the freezing
point ; the sky was perfectly clear, and the stars shone
brilliantly. Mr. Omond brought out his telescope, and
we lay down on the snow and examined Jupiter and his
satellites, filled our eyes with the beauties of the Pleiades,
and exhausted our little stocks of astronomical know-
ledge by naming such constellations as we happened to

know.
The staff had insisted on providing each of us with

a bed ; we thus had good opportunity of testing their
sleeping accommodation, which turned out to be excel-
lent. Next morning we rose to see the sun rise, and
were richly rewarded. About eight o'clo.k a ribbon of

bright crimson appeared behind Schiehallion, which de-

loped a gorgeous succession of tints ending in copper
colour and brick red, under the gradually rising sun ; to

right and left appeared the peculiar green colours so

marked in the recent remarkable sunsets, to which the

Ben Nevis sunrise showed a great resemblance. The
greater part of the horizon was clear, and we had a view
of the surrounding mountains seldom, if ever, equalled in

summer time for beauty of colour. Ben More, the range
of Glencoe, the Perthshire Hills, the whole length of the

Caledonian Canal, the Cuchullin Hills, could all be seen
v/ith perfect distinctness. The white snow on the black-

blue hilltops, and the bright red of the withered heather
and bracken lower down, afforded contrasts of colour to

be seen at no other season. Some of the hillsides shone
in the sunlight like bronze. Others glowed like the

richest velvet, and the valleys were filled with the subtle

blue haze that gives such a charm to the scenery of the

weit of Scotland.
We naturally congratulated Mr. Omond on the weather

he enjoyed on Ben Nevis ; but it appeared that the treat

was as great for him as for us. .Since he began his seclu-

sion on November 1 1, there had been just three fine days
—the day on which he went up, Christmas day, and the

day following, all the rest of the time the most he had seen

was an occasional glimpse of a snow-covered mountain-peak
through a hole in the mist. Our good fortune had been
great ; and, although it might have suited the main pur-

pose of our visit better to have been detained by mist and
sleet, or to have seen the observatory in the process of

being buried in a snow-drift, we resigned ourselves with a

very good grace to what the Fates had sent us.

After sharing the regulation breakfast of tinned mutton
and coffee, we went out once more to see the observers at

work. We then had an opportunity of seeing the pre-

cautions which they find it necessary to take in tem-
pestuous weather wdien they have occasion to go near the

edge of the narrow plateau on which they live. For
sanitary reasons it is necessary to carry all the refuse of

the observatory to a considerable distance, where it is

thrown over a cliff. In winter, when this cliff is covered
with a treacherous cornice of slippery snow, and the wind
blows so hard that the head of a meat tin thrown to wind-
ward is often carried right back to leeward of the moun-
tain, the footing at the edge is anything but secure. On
such occasions two of the observers go abreast with the

pail of rubbish between them, and each is roped to one
who goes beHind with an ice-axe to steady him in case of

accident.

By 1 1 o'clock the barometer had begun to fall, and the

humidity of the air had greatly increased. Mr. Omond
therefore warned us that, unless we were prepared to

incur the risk of detention, we had better depart. Accord-

ingly we packed up our trophies, consisting of the residue

above mentioned, pregnant with the potentiality of cosmic

and volcanic dust, a bundle of Mr. Onnnd's daily sheets,

and a little shrew that had been killed on the previous

evening, the first of a colony of these animals who, with

several weasels, had taken up their abode in the outer

dry stone wall of the observatory. As might be expected,

animal life is very scarce in winter on the top of Ben
Nevis. No deer or ptarmigan had been seen, only the

tracks of foxes, which abound in certain parts of the hill.

The only living things we had seen in the snow-covered
part of the hill were large numbers of a dipterous fly,

which we found every now and then crawling on the sur-

face of the snow.
Having bidden fa'rewell to Mr. Omond and his com-

panions, and wished them good luck and a continuance

of their present good health and spirits during the rest of

the winter, we commenced our descent at 11.30. The
bottom was reached, after several halts to enjoy the

magnificent view, in about the same time as it had taken

us to ascend.
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In such weather as we had the ascent of Ben Nevis is

decidedly more pleasant and less fatiguing than in

summer. It is well, however, to warn the readers of
Nature that our case was exceptional, and that under
adverse circumstances such an enterprise is likely to be
both unpleasant and dangerous. G. Chrvstal

I

THE REMARKABLE SUXSETS
'NFORMATION with regard to these beautiful pheno-
• mena and their cause is rapidly being collected, and

at the same time the opinions of those who have given
most attention to them are being stated, both here and on
the Continent. Among the latter we may refer to a me-
moir presented by Prof. Forel to the Societe \'audoise
des Sciences Naturelles, on the 19th of December. At
the beginning of the displays in Switzerland, M. Forel
ascribed them to those causes which produce the ordinary
after-glow so beautifully visible in mountainous countries,
and at first he considered that the meteorological conditions
were such as to favour this view. Further inquiry, however,
he now states has made this hypothesis absolutely unten-
able. One of his arguments is that the glows which first

appeared in November and then decreased to 3rd Decem-
ber, regained a maximum on the 24th and 25th. Now
from the 22nd to 26th December, Switzerland was the
centre of a maximum of atmospheric pressure, the
barometer being higher there than in any of the surround-
ing countries. Exactly the opposite held in November, and
this confirms him in the idea that meteorological factors
alone do not suffice to explain the glows. He also
describes the dates and tracts of the chromatic pheno-
mena observed, and considers that their origination in
Krakatoa is a simple and sufficient explanation. La
Nature for the 29th ult. contains an interesting com-
munication from AI. Van Sandick, an Engineer des
Fonts et Chaus~des, at Pedang, who was an eye witness
of the later stage of the eruption. He was on
board the Govcnior-General Loudin, and was close to
Krakatoa on August 26th. His communication is ac-
companied by a very detailed map, showing the changes
which have supervened not only in the Straits themselves,
but also on the neighbouring coasts of Java and Sumatra,
but we shall return to this important letter.

The new observatory on the summit of Ben Nevis has
been utilised for the collection of snow, with a view of
determining whether or not it contains any dust particles.
This has been forwarded to Mr. John Murray of the
tViffZ/Vv/ivr Commission by Mr. Omond the superintendent
of the obser\-ator)-. We may hope to hear soon whether
the results are positive or negative on this special point of
inquiry. Wc have to call attention to the important letter
of Mr. Macpherson published below. We learn from the
\\'cekly British Colonist, published at Victoria, British
Columbia, that the sunsets made their appearance there
on November 27th. Long after sunset the light in the
sky became more fervent in colour, till at last the waters
in the harbour and straits borrowed the splendid crimson.
Darting and rapidly moving blood-red rays of light were
seen shooting far into the sky, suggesting an aurora. A
letter from St. Raphael, on the shores of the bay of San
Francisco, dated December 4th, refers to the magnificent
sunrises and sunsets. The date of their commencement
is not stated. From Kiakhta, on the Mongolian frontier,
we learn that the glows there began on December nth,
and terminated on the 25th.
The glows were seen some time before November 6th

at Kalim Pong, twenty miles north-west of Darjeeling.

We have received the following further communications
on this subject :

—

The body of evidence now brought in from all parts of
the world must, I think, by this time have convinced Mr.
Piazzi Smyth that the late sunrises and sunsets do need

some explanation, more particular than he was willing to
give them. With your leave I should like to point out
from my own observations and those of others that,
" given a clear sky " and the other conditions put by Mr.
Smyth, the sunrises and sunsets of other days, however
bright and beautiful, have 710I given anv such effects as
were witnessed, to take an instance, here on Sunday
night, December i6th. I shall speak chiefly of the
sunsets.

(l.) These sunsets differ from others, first in their time
and their place or quarter. Sunset proper is, I suppose,
the few minutes between the first dipping and the last
disappearance of the sun's disk below the true horizen ; the
pageant or phenomena we call sunset, however, includes
a great deal that goes on before and after this. The re-
markable and specific features of the late sunsets have
not been before or at sunset proper : they have been
after-glows, and have lasted long, very long, after. To
take instances from your number of the'l3th ult., Mr. F. A.
R. Russell notices that on November 2Sth, the sun having
set at 3.55, one after-glow lasted till 5.10, and was then
succeeded by another " reaching high above the horizon."
The day before he mentions the after-glow as lasting to
5.20. On the 29th a " foreglow " is reported as seen in
London from 5.30 to 7.30, that is more than two hours
before sunrise, which was at 7.43. On December ist,

sunset being at 3.53, Mr. Russell observed an after-glow
till 5.35 ; on December 4th the first dawn at 6.5, the sun
rising at 7.50 ; the next day dawn at the same time, sun-
rise 7.51 ; that evening, sunset being at 3.50, he observed
not a glow only but " spokes of rays from the glowing
bank " at 4.45, thatis to say, sunbeams, visible in the shape
of sunbeams, 55 minutes after sunset. Mr. Johnston-
Lavis speaks of the after-glow at Naples as at a
maximum an hour after sunset Here at Stonyhurst on
December i6th, the sun having set at 3.49, the glow was
observed till 5.50. Now winter dawns and after-glows do
not last from an hour to two hours, and still less so day
after day, as these have done. The recent sunrises and
sunsets then differ from others in duration.
They differ also in the quarter of the heavens where

they are seen. The after-glows are not low lingering slips

of light skirting the horizon, but high up in the sky,

sometimes in the zenith.

I have further remarked that the deepest of the after-

glow is in the south, whereas the sun below the horizon is

then northing. I see that other observers take notice of
the same.

(2) They differ in their periodic action or behaviour.
The flushes of crimson and other colours after ordinary
sunsets are irregular, not the same nor at the same time
for two days together ; for they depend upon the acci-

dental shapes and sizes and densities of the cloud-banks
or vapour-banks the sun is entering or freeing himself
from, which vary and can never be alike from day to day.

But these glows or flushes are noticed to be periodic

before sunrise and after sunset. Mr. Russell furnishes

exact estimates of the intervals of time, which he finds to

be the same day after day.

(3) They differ in the nature of the glo-dj, which is both

intense and lustreless, and that both in the sky and on the
earth. The glow is intense, this is what strikes every

one ; it has prolonged the daylight, and optically changed
the season ; it bathes the whole sky, it is' mistaken for

the reflection of a great fire ; at the sundown itself and
southwards from that on December 4, 1 took a note of it as

more like inflamed flesh than the lucid reds of ordinary

sunsets. On the same evening the fields facing west

glowed as if overlaid with yellow wax.
But it is also lustreless. A bright sunset lines the

clouds so that their brims look like gold, brass, bronze, or

steel. It fetches out those dazzling flecks and spangles

which people call fish-scales. It gives to a mackerel or

dappled cloudrack the appearance of quilted crimson
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silk, or a ploughed field glazed with crimson ice. These
effects may have been seen in the late sunsets, but they
are not the specific after-glow ; that is, without gloss or

lustre.

The two things together, that is intensity of light and
want of lustre, give to objects on the earth the peculiar

illumination which may be seen in studios and other well-

like rooms, and which itself aftects the practice of painters

and ma}- be seen in their works, notably Rembrandt's, dis-

guising or feebly showing the outlines and distinctions of
things, but fetching out white surfaces and coloured stuffs

with a rich and inward and seemingly self-luminous
glow.

(4) They differ in the reffidariiy of their colouring.

Four colours in particular have been noticeable in these

after-glows, and in a fixed order of time and place

—

orange, lowest and nearest the sundown ; above this, and
broader, green ; above this, broader still, a variable red,

ending in being crimson ; above this a faint lilac. The
lilac disappears ; the green deepens, spreads, and en-
croaches on the orange ; and the red deepens, spreads,
and encroaches on the green, til! at last one red, varying
downwards from crimson to scarlet or orange fills the west
and south. The four colours I have named are mentioned
in Lieut. G. N. Bittleston's letter from Umballa :

" The
sun goes down as usual and it gets nearly dark, and then
a bright red and yellow and green and purple blaze comes
in the sky and makes it lighter again.'' I suppose the
yellow here spoken of to be an orange yellow, and the
purple to be what I have abo\e called lilac.

Ordinary sunsets have not this order ; this, so to say,

fixe'd and limited palette. The green in particular, is low
down when it appears. There is often a trace of olive

between the sundown and the higher blue sk\', but it never
develops, that I remember, into a fresh green.

(5) They differ in the colours themselves, which are im-
pure and not of the spectrum. The first orange and the
last crimson flush are perhaps pure, or nearly so, but the
two most remarkable glows, the green and the red, are

not. The green is between an apple-green or pea-green
(which are pure greens) and an olive (which is a tertiary

colour) : it is vivid and beautiful, but not pure. The red
is very impure, and not evenly laid on. On the 4th it

appeared brown, like a strong light behind tortoiseshell,

or Derbyshire alabaster. It has been well compared to

the colour of incandescent iron. Sometimes it appears
like a mixture of chalk with sand and muddy earths. The
pigments for it would be ochre and Indian red.

Now the yellows, oranges, crimsons, purples, and greens
of bright sunsets are beautifully pure. Tertiary colours
may of course also be found in certain cases and places.

(6) Tliey differ in the texture of the coloured surfaces,

which are neither distinct cloud of recognised make nor
yet translucent mediums. Mr. Russell's observations
should here be read. I have further noticed streamers,
fine ribbing or mackerelling, and other more curious
textures, the colour varying with the texture.

In ordinary sunsets the yellows and greens and the
lower reds look like glass, or coloured lic|uids, as pure as
the blue. Other colours, or these in other parts, are dis-

tinct flushes or illuminations of cloud or landscape.
1 subjoin an account of the sunset of the i6th, which

was here ver\' remarkable, from my own obsen-ations and
those of one of the observatorj- staff.

A bright glow had been round the sun all day and
became more remarkable towards sunset. It then had a
silvery or steely look, with soft radiating streamers and
little colour

; its shape was mainly elliptical, the slightly

longer axis being vertical ; the size about 20° from the sun
each way. There was a pale gold colour, brightening and
fading by turns for ten minutes as the sun went down.
After the sunset the horizon was, by 4.10, lined a long
way by a glowing tawny light, not very pure in colour and
distinctly textured in hummocks, bodies like a shoal of

dolphins, or in what are called gadroons, or as the Japanese
conventionally represent waves. The glowing vapour
above this was as yet colourless ; then this took a beautiful
olive or celadon green, not so vivid as the previous day's,
and delicately fluted : the green belt was broader than the
orange, and pressed down on and contracted it. Above
the green in turn appeared a red glow, broader r.nd burlier
in make ; it was softly brindled, and in the ribs or bars
the colour was rosier, in the channels where the blue of
the sky shone through it was a mallow colour. Above
this was a vague lilac. The red was first noticed 45°
above the horizon, and spokes or beams could be seen in

it, compared by one beholder to a man's open hand. By
4.45 the red had driven out the green, and, fusing with the
remains of the orange, reached the horizon. By that
time the east, which had a rose tinge, became of a
duller red, compared to sand : according to my observ-
ation, the ground of the sky in the east was green
or else tawny, and the crimson only in the clouds. A
great sheet of hea\-)- dark cloud, with a reefed or
puckered make, drew off the west in the course of

the pageant : the edge of this and the smaller pellets of
clond that filed aero s the bright field of the sundown
caught a livid green. .At 5 the red in the west was
fainter, at 5.20 it became notably rosier and livelier ; but
it was never of a pure rose. A faint dusky blush was left

as late as 5.30, or later. While these changes were going
on in the sky, the landscape of Ribblesdale glowed with

a frowning brown.
The two following observations seem to have to do

with the same phenomena and their causes. For some
weeks past on fine bright days, when the sun has been
behind a big cloud and has sent up (perspectively speak-

ing) the dark crown or paling of beams of shadow in

such cases commonly to be seen, I have remarked, upon
the ground of the sky, sometimes an amber, sometimes a
soft rose colour, instead of the usual darkening of the

blue. Also on moonlight nights, and particularly on
December 14, a sort of brown or muddy cast, never
before witnessed, has been seen by more than one
observer, in the sky. Ger.^rd Hopkins

Stonyhurst College, December 21, 1SS3

The remarkable phenomena after sunset which, ac-

cording to N.\TURE, were seen in the second half of

November in England, Italy, at the Cape, and a little

earlier in many parts of Asia, could be observed almost
all over .Austria and Germany. I saw them myself in an
especially distinct appearance here on November 22 and
29. Soon after sunset on November 22 (at 4.30 p.m.), a
crimson glow was seen in the direction of south-west,

and while everybody was supposing that some large

printworks lying in that direction were on fire, the glow
was getting more intense, and at 5 p.m. the whole of the

western sky assumed a bluish purple hue which rose up
to the zenith while the sun was sinking lower, so that the

glow could be attributed only to an atmospheric pheno-
menon. About an hour after sunset the colour of the

sky was almost violet, with which the phenomenon
disappeared.
According to German papers, a phenomenon of this

kind and intensity was never before observed in Central

Europe. Dr. As^mann, director of the Meteorological

Observatory, Madgeburg, attempts to explain these phe-

nomena by the reflection of sunlight from the upper

strata of our atmosphere, highly saturated with aqueous
vapour, owing to its comparatively high temperature.

The phenomenon could not be attributed to electrical

causes, as at that time not the slightest magnetic dis-

turbance could be observed at the Prague Observatory.

In the spectrum of this light uncommonly strong " rain

bands" were seen. As the sun was about i8j° below the

horizon when the phenomena began (before sunrise) or

ceased (after sunset), the reflection was calculated to
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have taken place at a height of about fifty English

miles.

Does it not strike you that the glow was observed at

earlier periods the more we advance towards the east

—

the source of the late Java eruptions ? li. Brauner
Bohemian University, Prague, December 18, 1883

The late splendid sunsets which have so vividly

attracted the attention of men of science and of the

general public were so remarkable and of so long a dura-

tion in the clear atmosphere of the Castilian tableland,

where sunsets are usually dull, that they have not failed

to impress observers with the notion that they were due
to other causes than those of common atmospheric re-

fraction and reflection.

When the phenomena had already lasted four or five

days, I read Mr. Symons' letter, published in the Times
of the 1st inst., and I thought that possibly evidence
might be obtained towards the confirmation of this theory

if the sediment of fresh fallen snow was thoroughly in-

vestigated ; for if the dust of Krakatoa was really reflect-

ing in the higher regions of the atmosphere the sun's

rays, some of it must necessarily be descending towards
the earth.

Luckily on the 7th of this month, and when the pheno-
menon was at its height, and had already lasted for about
eight days, there was a fall of snow at Madrid, of which 1

naturally profited, submitting it to a thorough investiga-

tion, the results of which, I think, will throw some light

on so remarkable a phenomenon.
The snow analysed was obtained from what had fallen

on some zinc plates before the exposed windows to the

north of my house, which is situated at the extreme north
end of the town, where there are no buildings facing it, and
also from what my friend Dr. Francisco Ouisoga gathered
from the windows of his house, situated about a mile to

the south-east of mine ; and in both the same substances
were found.
The snow yielded about a litre of water, which, when

the sediment had collected, was decanted, and the solid

part dried at a temperature below that of boiling water.

The dry powder was then tested for magnetism and
it was found to be extremely magnetic. It was then
incinerated on platinum foil to a bright red heat so as to

destroy organic substances, and the remaining dust was
then submitted to microscopical investigation. The
greater part of it is made up of what probably is the

natural dust of the atmosphere of Madrid ; of particles of

mica, generally brown, and similar to that of the Guadar-
rama range, and in various states of decomposition,

splinters of quartz and felspar, the greater part uf it ortho-

clase, some small fragments of tourmaline, magnetic iron,

and fragments of diatoms. Besides these mineral sub-

stances, which may probably be traced to the rocks
forming the vicinity of the capital, some others were
found for the presence of which it is difficult to account.

The most remarkable are small particles of a foliated

mineral of a yellowish colour, perceptibly dichroic, and
which between crossed Nichols is extinguished when the

cleavage traces are parallel to the principal section of the

polarising Nichol ; the interference colours being of

bright blue, and red, and yellow colours. Treated by
boiling hydrochloric acid for twenty minutes, not a trace of

action was perceived. These characters are all referable

to a rhombic pyro.xene, and judging from its dichroism

this substance may be taken for a hypersthene, which
has besides a most striking resemblance to volcanic

hypersthene. In addition to this mineral, small particles

are found which appear to be referable to common
pyro.xene of a yellowish colour, of active action in

polarised light, and the extinction not taking place

parallel to what seem to be the edges of the prism.

Besides these minerals some corpuscles are found of

hardly any action on polarised light, and sometimes full

of globular concretions and other kinds of microliths,

which, if seen in products of a volcanic region, I would
not hesitate in considering of volcanic origin.

These are the principal substances which an investiga-

tion of the sediment of the snow which fell in Madrid on
the 7th inst. have revealed, and though 1 am far from
asserting that what appears to be foreign to the atmo-
sphere of this part of the world is referable to the dust of

Krakatoa, if further analyses in other parts of the world
should show these same substances floating in the atmo-
sphere, there would be powerful reasons for inferring that

the gorgeous sunsets of the past months have been
brought about in conseciuence of that stupendous display

of the volcanic forces of our globe.

It is already a remarkable coincidence that hypersthene
should have been found both by MM. Daubrde and
Renard in their respective analyses of the ashes collected

in the vicinity of Krakatoa. JOSEPH M.\CPHERSON
Madrid, December 22, 1883

Complying with the request contained in your "Notes"
of December 13 (p. 157), I would say that the appear-
ances, already fully described by so many of jour corre-

spondents, commenced here on December i. On that

day I made an entry in my note-book as follows :
—"Per-

fectly calm at sunset, with a light haze of a rose tint

rolling away from overhead towards the west-south-west

horizon. The colours of the sky were a very pale green, red,

gold, and pink ; and, as the light faded away, the south-

west was one mass of deep rich red. The crescent moon
(a little over eighteen days old) in the refractor was of a
pale green colour, and the bright limb seemed to extend
to an extraordinary distance round the dark body. Baro-
meter falling."

Again :
" December 2.—Sky clouded over by i p.m.

Sunset, as seen between breaks in the clouds, was again
of a deep rich red. Barometer steady."

" December 3.—Rainy and very dull. Barometer
steady."
" December 4 — Sunset, as seen through the clouds

along the horizon, was again of a deep red colour, gradu-
ally shading off into a pale rose tint towards the zenith.

The moon, Fomalhaut, and Vega seemed to float in a
pale rose sea ; whilst thin fleecy clouds as they drifted

across the moon's face were of a beautiful pale green.

This appearance— as did that on the ist—lasted for about
an hour and a quarter after sunset ; the rest of the sky
being covered with clouds, some faintly reflecting the
various tints. Barometer falling."

I should not omit to mention that the stmrises were
also, more or less, of similar character. Since the 4th
we have had very bad weather

;
gales from both north

and south, heavy rains, and snow. Yet the sky, when
occasionally glimpsed at sunset, seems to bear traces of
the same appearances. W. E. J.

Constantinople, December 21, 18S3

In addition to the remarkable sunsets which have led

to such a large amount of correspondence in N.ATURE
and elsewhere, there is another and possibly a related

phenomenon to which my attention has been directed

during the last few weeks. From country friends I learn

that the nights, in the absence of the moon, and even
when cloudy, have been remarkably light for the time of
year. I cannot profess to have witnessed this phenome-
non myself, living as I do in the midst of London, where
the perpetual glare of gas renders any satisfactory esti-

mate of the atmospheric luminosity quite hopeless. It

would be interesting, however, to learn whether other
observers more favourably located have noticed this

efl'ect. It occurred to me that the phenomenon might
perhaps be connected with the volcanic dust theory of

the sunsets, being, in fact, a result of the slight phos-
phorescence of this dust. Whether the latter exhibits

any degree of phosphorescence could be readily deter-
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mined by those who are fortunate enough to possess a
specimen, by means oF Becquerel's phosphoroscope.

R. Meldola
21, John Street, Bedford Row, W.C, Dec. 31, 1SS3

In corroboration of what Messrs. Beyerinck and Van
Dam noticed at Wageningen in connection with the late

storm, I write to tell you that on the morning of
December 12, after the heavy rain which accom-
panied the gale had ceased, the windows of my houie,
which is isolated and e.xposed, were covered with a
grayish sediment, just as your correspondents describe it.

It will be interesting, now that attention has been drawn
to the fact, to know if the phenomenon, the result no
doubt of dust brought down by the rain, has been
observed elsewhere. F. M. Burton

Highfield, Gainsborough, December 24, 1883

I SUBMIT to you two slides of dust from windows, de-

posited during the storm of December 12. When the
contained salt crystals are dissolved by adding distilled

water, the appearance much resembles that recorded in

Nature of December 20. The material, scraped from
windows cleaned just before the storm, where the original

drop-marks are still unaltered, was put on the cleaned
slides, and a drop of distilled water added. Should my
surmise be confirmed, and any of )our readers desire to

have specimen slides, I would forward a limited number
on receipt of sixpence each to cover postage and trouble.

Descriptions I ha\e received from America, either in

letters or newspaper cuttings, show an identical sequence
of appearances. At Poughkeepsie, on the Hudson, the
fire engines weie called out on the morning of November
27, and "this spectacle has been witnessed every clear

evening for several days past, generally between a quarter
past fi\e and si.\ o'clock." A letter from Dorset, Vermont,
November 29, describes "a very unusual exhibition in

the skies for the past three or four evenings. It has been
clear, and the colouring intense, from flame to a delicate

pink, and the clouds off at a distance would look light

green. ... It gave an impression of an intense fire the
other side of the West Mountains, and colouring the entire
sky."

J. Ed.mund Clark
York, December 22, 1SS3

The accompanying extract may be of service to you.
Sapporo is in the northernmost island of Japan (Yeso), in

lat. 43' N., and long, {circa) 141° E. As the telegraph
ramifies through all parts of Japan, it is improbable that

any considerab:e local eruption would have taken place
to account for the phenomenon without news of it having
also reached the Offitial Gazette. Robert Beadon

II, Lee Park, Lee, Kent, December 14, 1883

Extract from Japan Weekly Mail (published in Yoko-
hama) of October 20, 1883. (The Official Gazette is the
Government gazette published in Japanese.)—" The
Official Gazette states that, since the 13th inst., a con-
stant haze has pervaded the atmosphere of Sapporo, and
that the sun and moon are of a blood red colour. Clouds
of ashes fall continuously. The phenomenon is ascribed
to some volcanic eruption."

NOTES
Prof. Owen has received the honour of K.C.B. as an

acknowledgment of his en.inent services for sixty years to science

and the public interests.

Prok. W. H. Mackintosh has been electtd to the Professor-

ship of Comparative Anatomy in Trinity College, Dublin, vice

Prof Macalister, F. R. S., who resigned on his appointment to

ihe Anatomy Chair at Cambridge.

Ly the death of the well-known mathematician, the Rev. W.
Rolerts, M.A., the Rev. Richaid Townscnd, M.A., F.R.S.,

becomes a Senior Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, thereby

vacating the Professorship of Natural Philosoi,hy held by him
since 1S70.

The vacancy in the Professorship of Geology and Mineralogy
in the Universily of Dublin has Leen filled hy the election of

Prof. SoUds, of University College, Bristol. This appointment
will give great sati-faction, ai.d will afford Mr. SoUas large

opf ortunities for palceontological research ; the large collections

of fossil plants and vertebrates in the museum in Dublin remain-
ing to this day almost unknown.

The Swedish Government intend to establish a botanico-

physiological station in the north of Sweden for the study of the

fli'ra and the diseases of the crops in that part of the country.

The Finnish Government have ordered a steamer to be
Sjtcially built in Sweden for the scientific researches about to

be prosecuted in the Baltic.

M. HouzEAU, who was only recently appointed director of

the Brussels OLscrvatory, has resigned his post, and it is reported

that M. de Koi.kolly of Gzalla Observatory, Hungary, will

succeed him.

Prok. Maurice Levy has been nominated member of the

Paris Academy of Sciences in the Section of Mechanics.

The Piince of Wales, as Prisident of the Society of Aits,

has transmitted to Lady Sierr.ens the resolution parsed after the

death of Sir WiUiam Siemens, hy the Council of that Society,

and in doing so has expressed his own appreciation of Sir

William Sicmens's labours.

Science had quite a field-day in Perth on December 20, when

the Natural History Society of the Fair City formally opened

its museum. Prof. J. Geikie of Edinburgh, who was for

some time president of the Society, opened the proceeding

with an address in which he pointed out what such a local

mu-eum should be. Other speakers followed, and from the 20th

to the 23rd was an almost continuous conversazione, in vhich

exhibitions, demonstrations, and lectures were given. T he

electric light played a prominent part, and the objects brought

tOi^ether for the ins' ruction and enjoyment of the many visitors

represented all departments of science. The enterprise of the

Perthshire Society is exceptional, and they have reason to he

proud of their museum, reading, lecture, and other rooms, all of

which, we have no doubt, will be put to excellent practical uses.

The meteorological observ.alions taken during October, 1883,

at St. Ignatius' College, Malta, by the Rev. Jiaines Scoles, S.J.,

have been received. For the month the means were—pressure,

30'2S3 inches; temperature, 67°'98 ; daily range, lo°"2

;

elastic force of vapour, 0'49S inch, and humidity, 76 ; rainfall,

2 67 inches, and days of rain, 12; velocity of wind per hour,

84 miles ; sky, a third covered with cloud ; temperature of sea,

72" o, with a monthly range of 4°'o; and thunderstorms and

other electrical phenomena on the 4th, loth, nth, I2tb,

13th, iSth, 26th, and 30'.h. Atmospheric pressure was thus

fully a fourth of an inch below the mean, temperature 3°'4

lower than usual, and rsinfall about half an inch less. This

Society has peculiar facilities for prosecuting meterroh gical and

other reiearches through its widely scattered seminaries and col-

leges, and we have the greatest pleasure in noting the increasing

readiness with which its services are given to science.

-Mr. H. H. Johnston will give a discourse on "Kihma-

njaro, the snovvclad Mountain of Equatorial Africa," at the

Royal Institution, on Friday evening, January 25. Prof.

Bonney's discourse en "The Building of the Alps," announced

Lr that evening will be given on April 4.
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Herr Steineger has been so fortunate as to secure eleven

crania and numerous bones of the extinct sea-cow, Rliytina

stelleri, which have been forwarded to the Smithsonian Institu-

tion at Washington.

A SPLENDID meteor was seen at Frankfort-on-the-Maine on

December 8 at 6.45 a.m. It moved from west to east, and

illuminated the whole neighbourhood.

A Times correspondent writes from Iceland that reports of a

volcanic eruption in the interior were current last year, and were

founded on peculiar appearances of ihe sky, and especially on

the observation from some of the remote inland farms of columns

of smoke or vapour rising in the far distance. Nothing definite

has, however, been ascertained as to these phenomena. An un-

usually large number of scientific men, geologists, botanists, and

philologists, chiefly German and Swedish, have this year visited

Iceland and investigated its structure, flora, and language ; and

at present Prof. Sophus Tromholt, well known in .scientific

circles by his researches as to the aurora borealis, is pursuing

these investigations here, and in'ends to remain all the winter, as,

from the clearness of the atmosphere and the frequency and

brilliancy of the aurora, Iceland is exceeJin^ly well suited fjr

his observations.

The extensive collections of American Coleoptera made by

the late Dr. J. L. LeConte, containing an immense number of

original types, become the properly of the Museum of Compara-

tive Zoology of Cambridge, Mass.

The French Societe des Electriciens has completed its

arrangements, and has been divided into six sectijns:—Theo-

KCtical electricity, M. Marie Davy pre ident ; Dynamo-electrical

machinery, transmission of force to a distance, distribution of

energy, M. Tresca president ; Electric lighting, M. Du Moncel
president; Telegraphy and telephony, M. lllavier president;

Electro-chemistry and electrotherapy, M. Jamin president.

When Arago was director of the. Observatory of Paris, the

dotation of this establishment was less than 4000/. a year. This

sum was greatly increased when Leverrier was appointed by

Napoleon III., and before his death it had reached 10,000/.

Now the sum allotted is about 16,003/., although the meteoro-

logical department ha^ been set apart as a special service.

The Italian Geographical Society awards its great ^'old medal

to Count Pietro Antonelli, in cmsideratinn of ihe important

results of his last journey to Sh^a.

From advanced sheets of the Proceedings of 'the Anthropo-

logical Society of Washington, Col. F. A. Seely of the United

States Patent Office, we learn from Science, publishes a pamphlet

entitled " An Inquiry into the Origin of Invention." The
author is accustomed, day by day, as new claims for patents

come before him, to eliminate the successive steps in the classes

of machinery until he reaches the fundamental idea. This is

the plan pursued in tracing backward the whole subject of in-

vention to its sources in the mind of primitive man. The subject

is illustrated, fir-t, by the story of the steam-engine, and then by
the examination of the bow and arrow and other implements of

the lower races. The author rejects Prof Gaudry's Dryopithe-

cus, and aftirois, " Obvi msly, archseolo^y can find no trace of a

remoter age than that of stone ; but I mistrust that the thoughtful

anthropologist will accept the evidence of earlier ages, one of

which, taking one of its perishable materials as the type of all,

we may call the age of wood. Still farther back must lie an
age, as indefinite in duration as any, when man existed in his

rudest condition, without arts of any kind, except such as he

employed in common with i .wer animals ; and this is the true

primitive period.
'

We liave received the report for the years 1880 and 1881 of

the administration of the artistic and scientific collections in the

Royal Museums of Dresden. The Zoological and Anthropologi-

cal Museum was visited by 61, 129 persons in 18S0, and by 65,455
in 18S1. An index to Rcichenbach's ornithohigical works has

been prepared by the director. Dr. A. li. Meyer, who has alsj

issued an important work on the picture-writings of the Eastern

Archipelago and Pacific Islands. The staff of this museum now
consists of the Director, Th. Kirsch, curator, L. Romer and

J. C. G. Wilhelm, first and second conservators, C. A. Kippe,

pre.iarer of specimens, a scientific assisiant, and two attendants.

The zoological and anthropological collections were enriched in

the years 1880 and 1S81 by 2242 specimens of the higher animals,

and 17,753 of insects, by 237 anthropological and 1 351 ethno-

graphic objects, including 6l crania and 56 photographs and

drauings of human types from various quarters. The library

attached to this departJient was increased by 332 works, includ-

ing donations from the British Museum, Smithsonian, and other

sources. The .systematic catalogue of the fishes was completed

in three volumes, with alphabetical index of the 294 genera, 726
species, and 2901 .specimens contained in the collection. The
ntsts, to the number of Soo, were also rearranged and catalogued,

and progress was made with the catalogues of the birds (froui

No. 168S to 2948) and insects (Hjmenoptera concluded, Diptera

thoroughly revised, of Coleoptera three families arranged and

catalogued).

Messrs. Bailli^re and Co.- of Paris have issued the first

number of a new scientific weekly. Science et Nature, profusely

illustrated.

M. Ell. M.-MLLY has brought out, in two volumes, a " Histoire

de I'Acadtmie Imperial et Royal de Bruxelles," from which so

much good work has emanated. The history abounds in interest.

F. Hayez of Brussels is the publisher.

Spain does seem to be progressing in the right direction. We
have the second voluitie of Mr. F. Gillman's very useful and care-

fully compiled " Enciclopedia-Popular Illustrada" (Madrid),

with a large atlas of plates. Also the first number of La Indus-

tria Ibericj, a weekly paper devoted to the industry and science

of the whole peninsula, wdl printed, and, to judge from the first

number, judiciously edited.

Messrs. Charles Griffin and Co. announce the following

scientific publicatiDns as forthcoming:—"A Manual of Gee
logy," by Robert Etheridge, F.R.S., and Prof. H. G. Seeley,

F.R.S. ; "A Manual of Chemistry," by Prof. Dupre, F.R.S.,

and Dr. H. Wilsjn Hake ; "A Manual of Botany: the Mor-

phology, Physiology, and Classification of Plants, for the Use

of Students," by Prof. W. R. M'Nab; "A Pocket-book of

Electrical Rules and Tables, for the Use of Electricians and

Engineers," by John Munro, C.E., and Andrew Jamieson, C.E.^

F.R.S. E.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Rhesus JMonkey [Macacus rhesus) from

India, presented by Miss P. Crabtree ; a Campbell's Monkey
(Cercopilhecus campbelti) from West Africa, presented by Mr.

Walter van Weede ; an Alligator {Alligator viississippiensis)

from the Mississippi, presented by Mr. Thick ; a Ring-tailed

Coati (Nasua rtifa) from South America, deposited.

PHYSICAL NOTES
M. E. Reynier has described, in VElectricien, a research

made by him on the maxima and minima of electromotive force

of certain batteries in which polarisation taUes place. These he

calls "single-electrolyte" batteries, instead of "single-fluid"

batterie-, following a suggestio 1 of the late M. Niaudet. The
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difference consists in the rel live size of the electrodes. For
example, in the case of a zinc-copper cell containing a siifgle

electrolytic fluid, the maximum cell is made with a kathode of

sheet copper folded and curved, presenting 300 times as much
surface as the thin copper rod which serves as anode, whilst in

the minimum cell the pr portion is reversed, so that the polarisa-

tion at the surface of the copper attains at once its maximum
value. The value of the E.M.F. of the cells when filled with

dilute sulphuric acid, and having the zinc amalgamated, was
I '072 vjlts maximum, and 0*272 volts minimum. Many other

electrolytes were examined by M. Keynier. The electromotive

force w.is measured upon a galvanomet'ir of high resistance.

M. Reynier has suggested a modification of his maximum
cell to serve as a standard of electromotive force—namely, a cell

having a very large copper electrode, and a very small amalga-

n^ated zinc electrode, immersed in a solution of seasalt. Accord-
ing to M. Keynier, this battery ha; an E.M.F. of 0S2 volts, and
maintains this value within I per cent, even when the circuit was
loosed for tvio hours through a resistance of 820 ohms. M.
Reynier prefers this combination to one containing sulphate of

zinc in solution, because of the liability of the latter salt to

contain free acid.

M. Henri Becquerel has been pursuing his researches upon
the infra-red rays of the spectrum. For the investigation of this

region there are four methods, the first of them involving the

use of a line-thermopile and a rock-salt prism ; the second,

Abney's photographic method ; the third, Langley's method,
with bolometer and a reflecting diffraction grating ; the fourth,

that of Becquerel, depending upon the discovery that the infra-

red rays have the effect of extinguishing the glow of a phosphor-
escent body exposed previously to ultra-violet rays. M.
Becquerel finds that water, for example, gives in the region to

which this method is applicable three well marked absorption-

band-, having wave-lengths respectively of 930, loSo, and 1230.

The newest result of Becquerel's researches is worth more
than passing mention. He finds that there exist in this wholly

invisible region of the spectrum bright-line spectra—equally in-

visible, of course—just as in the visible parts of the spectrum,

ob ervable in the radiations of hot vapours. Thus, incandescent

soriium vapour prints upon the jjreviously " insolated " phosphor-
escent substance two well-marked lines (wave-lengths 819 and
109S), corresponding to two bright lines hitherto unknown. The
extent of the region which is capable of being explored by this

novel process is from wave-length 760 to 1300, or exceeding in

extent that of the whole of the visible and ultra violet rays.

An interesting experiment is described in the Zeitschrift des

elektrotechnisclten Vereim, in Vienna, by Prof, von Waltenhofen,

made by means of Noe's thermo-electric generators. If a cunent
from a voltaic battery has been sent for a few moments through

one of these generators, it is capable of yielding a ciischarge like

a secondary battery. This effect is so far a mere repetition of a

well-known experiment of Peltier, and is due to the change of

temperature at the junction, called the Peltier effect. But von
Waltenhofen observes that the effects are different according to

the sense of the charging current. In one case, with increasing

chargii g currents the discharge currents also increased, and were
always in the opposite sense to that of the charging current.

But when the charging current was reversed, it was found that

with increasing charging currents the discharge currents at first

increase, then attain a maximum, then decrease to zero, then

actually recommence in the converse sense, namely, in the same
sense as that of the charging current. Prof, von Waltenhofen

is disposed to attribute this aramalous result to the lack of

symmetry in the di>position of the alternate soldering; of the

generators, and to their alternately unequal resistance causing

alternately unequal developments of heat due to resistance.

In proof of the law of proportion between the thickness of a

square vibrating plate and its pitch, Dr. Elsas gives the follow-

ing neat experiment. Let three plates he cut from the same
sheet of material, of the same size and form. Cement two of

these together so as to produce a plate of double thicknefs

Then, on exciting the single plate and the double plate by
communicating to them respectively the vibrations of two tuning

forks whose pitches are as I : 2, the jjlates w ill be excited in

identical manners, as will be seen by dusting sand upon them,
the clang-figures being identical.

Lord Rayleigh has reprinted for private circulation in

pamphlet form several of his most valuable optical papers,

including those on the manufacture, reproduction by photo-
graphy, and theory, of diffraction-gratings, and those on colour-

mixtures.

Lord Rayleigh has also reprinted some of his papers on
electricity and on absolute pitch, from Nature and from the

Reports of the British Association, in a convenient pamphlet
form.

The question whether condensation of steam is a cause of
electrification has been examined afresh by S. Kalischer in the
Physical Laboratory at Berlin. According to the views of Fara-
day, this is a cau-e of electrification, and upon the alleged

phenomenon Prof. Spiing has founded a theory of the origin of

thunderstorms. Landerer thought he had heard sounds in the

telephone due to condensation of moisture on the linewirej.

Kalischer has in vain repeated the experiment. He has also

examined, by means of the quadrant electrometer, whether any
such electrification could be observed from the deposit of mois-
ture upon the surface of a vessel containing ice or some artificial

cooling mixture. The whole of the results were negative.

Amongst the many recent suggestions for primary batteries is

one due to MM. Lalande and Chaperon, in which oxide of copper
is used as a depolarising agent. The oxide, in powder, is placed

in or on a sheet of copper or iron. The positive element is zinc,

and the exciting liquid caustic potash. A zincate of potash is

formed by the solution of the zinc. The cell is absolutely in-

active when the circuit is open. When closed, the current is

remarkably constant. According to Hospitaller, the electro-

motive force is O'gS volt. It must of course be closed from the

air, to prevent absorption of carbonic acid by the potash. The
reduced copper is reoxidised by simple exposure to the air.

In a series of studies on the copper voltameter, published in

the Repcrtoriiiin der Physik by Dr. H. Hammerl, the following

conclusions are formulated :— i. The material condition of the

surface of the electrode, that is to say, whether it is covered
with a bright copper film or not, has no influence on the amount
of the depo-it. 2. The changes of concentration of the copper
solution, brought about in the voltameter by the current itself,

cannot be sufficiently prevented by stirring. 3. Heating the

fluid to boiling causes the deposit to come down almost com-
pletely in the state of cuprous oxide : it is partially oxidised

even at temperatures h' tween 40° and 60° C. 4. The greatest

permissible strength of current, for which the deposit may be
safely assumed to be a measure of the current, is about 7 amperes
per square decimetre of the cathode surface.

THE EVIDENCE FOR EVOLUTION IN THE
HISTOR V OF THE EXTINCT MAMMALIA ^

T^HE subject to which I wi^h to call your attention this morn-
ing requires neither preface nor apology, as it is one with

the discussion of which you are perfectly familiar. My object

in bringing it before the general session of the Association was
in view of the fact that you were all familiar with it in a general

way, and that it probably interests the members of sections

which do not pursue the spec'al branch to which it refers, as

well as those w hich do ; also, since it has been brought before

us in various public addresses for many years during the meet-

ings of this Association, I thought it might be well to be intro-

duced at this meeting of this Association, in order that we
might not omit to have all the sides of this interesting question

presented.

The interests which are involved in ii are large : they are chiefly,

however, of a mental and metaphysical character ; they do not

refer so much to industrial and practical interest-, nor do they

involve questions of applied science. They involve, however,

questions of opinion, questions of belief, questions which .Tffect

human happiness, I venture to say, even more than questions of

applied science ; certainly, which affect the happiness of the

higher grades of men and women more than food or clothing,

because they relate to the states of our mind, explaining as they

do the reasons of our relations to our fellow-beings and to all

things by which we are suiTounded, and the general system of

the forcts by which we are surrounded. So it has always ap-

peared to me : hence I have selected the department of biology,

and have taken a great interest in this aspect of it.

I A lecture by Prof. E. D. Cope of Philadelphia, given in genera

session before the American Association for Advancement of Science at

Minneapolis, August 20, 1883. Stenographically reported for Science.
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The doctrine of evolution, as taught by the biologists of to-

day, has several stages as grounds or parts of its presentation.

First, the foundation principle is this : That the species of ani-

mals and of plants, the species of organic beings, as well as the

various natural division^ into which th;se organic being; fall,

have not always been as we see them to-day, but they have been
produced by a process of change which has progressed from age
to age through the influence of natural laws ; that, therefore,

the species which now exist are the descendants of other species

which have existed heretofore, by the ordinary processes of re-

production ; and that all the various structures of organic beings
which make them what they are, and which compel them to act

as they now act, are the result of gradual or sudden modifica-
tions and changes during the periods of geologic time. That
is the first phase or aspect which meets the naturalist or
biol igist.

All ither phase of the question relates to the origin itself of
that life which is supposed to inhabit or possess organic beings.
There is an hypothesi. of evolution which derives this life from
no-life, which derives vitality from non-vitality. That is another
branch of the subject, to which I cannot devote much attention

to-day. There is still another department of the subject, which
relates to the origin of mind, and which derives the mental
organisation of ihe higher animals, especially of man, from pre-

existent types of mental organisation. This gives us a genealogy
of mind, a history of the production or creation of mind, as it is

now presented in its more complex aspects as a function of the
human brain. This aspect of the subject is, of course, interest-

ing, and upon that I can touch with more confidence than upon
the question of the origin of life.

Coming now to the question of the origin of structures, we
have by this time accumulated a vast number of facts which
have been collated by laborious and faithful workers, in many
countries and during many years ; so that we can speak with a
good deal of confidence on this subject also. As to the pheno-
mena which meet the student of zoology and botany at every
turn, I would merely repeat what every one knows—and I beg
pardon of my biological friends for telling them a few well-
known truth--, for there may be those present who are not in the
Biolo Tical Section—th it the phenomena w hich meet the student of
biology come under two leading classes : iheone is the remarkable
fidelity of species in reproducing their like. "Like produces
like," is the old theorem, and is true in a great many cases

;
just

as coins are struck from the die, just as castings are turned out
from a common mould. It is one of the most wonderful pheno-
mena of nature, thit such complex organisms, consisting of so
many parts, should be repeated from age to age, and from gene-
ration to generation, with such surprising fidelity and precision.
This fact is the first that strikes the student of these sciences.
The general impression of the ordinary person wou'd be that
these things must continue unchanged. When I began to study
zoology and botany, I was remarkably surprised to find there
was a science of which I had no conception, and that was this

remarkable reproduction of types one after another in succession.
After a man has had this idea thoroughly assimilated by his honest
and conscientious studies, he will be again struck with another class
of facts. He will find, not unfrequently, that this doctrine does
not apply. He will find a series of facts which show that many
i'ldividuals fail to coincide with their fellows precisely, the most
remarkable variations and the most remarkable haif-w-ay atti-

tudes and double sided aspects occurring ; and he will come to
thecmclu Idu, sooner or later, that like does not produce like
with the same precision and fidelity with w hich he had sui>po<ed
it dil. So that we have these two classes of facts,—the one
relating t >, and expressing, the law of heredity ; the other, which
expresses the law of metamorphosis. I should not like to say
which class of facts is the most numerously presented to the
student. In the present fauna we find many groups of species
and varieties before us ; but how many species we have, how
many genera we have, and families, we cannot definitely sl.ate.

Th; more precise and exact a person is in his definition and in
his analysis, the more definite his science becomes, and theinore
precise and scientific his work. It is a case of analy^is and
forms. What the scales are to the chemist and the physicist,
the rule and measure are to the biologist. It is a question of
dimensiMi, it is a question of length and bre.adth and thickness,
a question of curves, a question of crooked shapes or simple
shape;,—rarely simple shapes, mostly crooked, generally bi-
lateral. It require! that one should have a mechanical eye, and
should have also tonething of an artistic eye to appreciate these

forms, lo measure them, a id to be able to compare and weigh
them.
Now, when we come to arrange our shapes and our measure-

ments, we find, as I said before, a certain number of identities,

and a certain number of variations. This question of variation

is so common and so remarkabl", that it liecomes perfectly

evident to the specialist in each department that like doe> not

at all times produce like. It is perfectly clear, a'ld I will

venture the assertion that nearly all the biologists in this room
will bear me witness, that variability is practically unlimited in

its range, unlimited in the number of its examples, unlimited in

t'le degree to which it extends. That is to .say, the species vary

by failing to retain certain characteristics, and generic and other

characters are found to be absent or present in accordance with

some law to be discussed further on.

1 believe that this is the simplest mode of stating and explain-

ing the law of variation : that some forms acquire something

which their parents do not posess ; and that those which acquire

something additional have to pass through more numerous stages

than those which have not acquired so much had themselves

passed through.

Of course we are met with the opposite side of the case,— this

law of heredity. We are told that the facts there are not ac-

counted for in that way ; that we cannot pass from one class of

facts to the other class of facts ; what we find in one class is

not applicable to the other. Here is a question of rational pro-

cesses, of ordinary rea'ion. If the rules of chemistry are true

in America, I imagine they are true in Australia and Africa,

although I have not been there to see. If the law of gravitation

is effective here, I do not need to go to Australia or New Zea-

land lonscertain whether it is true there. So, if we find in a

group of animals a law sufficient to account for their creation,

it is not neces.sary to know that others of their relatives have

gone through a similar process. I am willing to allow the

ordinary practical law of induction, the practical law of infer-

ence, to carry me over these gaps, over these interruptions.

And I state the case in that way, because this is just where some
people differ from me, and that is just where I say the simple

question of rationaliiy comes in. I cannot believe that nature's

la\\s are so dissimilar, so irregular, so inexact, that those which
w e can see and understand in one place are not true in another

;

snd that the question of geological likelihood is similar to the

question of geographical likelihood. If a given process is true

in one of the geological periods it is true in another ; if it is true

in one part of the world it is true in another ; because I find

interruptions in the series here, it does not follow that there need
be interruptions clear through from age to age. The assumption

is on the side of that man who asserts that transitions have not

taken place between forms which are now distinct.

We are told that we find no sort of evidence of that transition

in past geological periods ; we are assured that svc'i changes
have not taken place ; we are even assured that no such sign of

such transition from one species to another has ever been ob-

served,—a most as'.onishing assertion to make to a biologist, or

by a biologist ; and such persons have even the temerity to cite

special cases, as between the wolf aiid the dog. Many of our

domestic do^s are nothing but wolves, which have been modified

by the hand of man to a very slight extent indeed. Many dogs,

in fact neaily all dogs, are descendants of w'ild species of various

countries, and are but slightly modified.

To take the question of the definition of species. Supposing
we have several species well defined, say four or five. In the

process of investigation we obtain a larger number of individual ,

many of w hich betray characters which invalidate the definitions.

It becomes necessary to unite the four or five species into one.

And so then, because our system requires that we shall have
accurate definitions (the whole basis of the system is definitions

—

you know the very comprehension of the subject requires defini-

tions), we throw them all together, because we cannot define all

the various special forms as we did before, until we have but one
species. And ihe critic of the view of evolution tells us, "I
told you so ! There is but one species, after all. There is no
such thing as connection between species; you never will find

it." Now, how many discoveries of this kind will be necessary

to convince the world that there are coi.nections between
species ? How long are we to go on finding connecting links,

and putting them together, as we have to do for the sake of the

definition, and then be told that we have nevertheless no inter-

mediate forn.s between species? The matter is too plain for

further comoient. We throw them together simply because our
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definitions require it. If we knew all the known individuals which
have lived, we should have no species, we should have no genera.

That is all there is of it. It is simply a question of a universal

accretion of material and the collection of information. I do not

believe that the well defined groups will be found to run
together, as we call it, in any oae geological period, cer-

tainly in no one recent period. We recognise, however, that

they diverge to a wonderful extent ; cne group ha-; diverged at one
period, and another one has become diversified in a different

period ; and so each one has its history, some beginning farther

back than others, some reaching far back beyond the very begin-

ning of the time when fossils could be preserveil. I call attention

to this view because it is a very easy matter for us to use words
for the purpose of confusing the mind ; for, next to the power
of language to express clear ideas, is its power of expressing no
ideas at all. As we all know, v\e can say u.any things whicli we
cannot think. It is a very easy thing to .^-ay twice two is equal

to si.x, but it is impossible to think it.

I would cite what I mean by variations of species in one of is
phases : I would just mention a genus of snakes, Ophibolus,
which is found in the United States. If we take the species of

this snake genus as found in the Northern States, we have a good
many species well defined. If we go to the Gulf Slates and
examine our material, we see we have certain other species wtU
defined, and they are very nicely defined and di-tinguished. If

now- we go to the Pacific coast, to Arizona and Xeu- Mexico, we
shall find another set of species well defined indeed. If we take

all these different types of our specimens of different localities

together, our species, as the Germans say, all tumble together

;

definitions disappear, and we have to recognise, out of the pre-

liminary list of thirteen or fourteen, only four or five. That is

simply a case of the kind of fact with which every biologist is

perfectly familiar.

When we come to the history of the extinct forms of life, it

is perfectly trae then that we cannot observe the process of

descent in actual operation, because, forsooth, fos^ils are neces-

sarily dead. We cannot perceive any activities because fossils

have ceased to act. But if this doctrine be true we should get

the series, if there be such a thing ; and we do, as a matter of

fact, find longer or shorter series of structures, series of organisms

proceeding from one thing into another form, which are exactly as

they ought to be, if this process of development by descent had
taken place.

I am careful to say this, because it is literally true, as we all

must admit, that the system must fall into some kind of order or

other. You could not collect bottles, you could not collect old

shoes, but you could make some kind of a serial order of them.

There are no doubt characters, by w hich such and such shoes

could be distinguished from other shoes, these bottles from
other bottles ; but it is also true that we have, in recent forms

of life in zoology and botany, irrefragable proofs of the meta-

morphose', and transformations, and clianges of the species, in

accordance with the doctrine which we commenced with.

We now come to the second chapter of our subject. With
the assumption, as I take it, already satisfactorily proven, of

species having changed over into others—in considering this

matter of geological succession or biological succession, I bring

you face to face with the nature and mode of the change, and
hence we may get a glance, perhaps, at its laws.

I have on the board a sketch or table which represents the

changes which took place in certain of the mammalia. I give

you a summary of the kind of thing which we fi d in one of the

branches of palaeontology. I have here two figures, one re-

presenting a restoration, and the other an actual picture, of two
extinct species that belong to the early Eocene period. One
represents the ancestor of the horse line, Hyracotherium,

which has four toes on his anterior feet, and three behind ; and
the other, a type of animal, Phenacodus, which antedated all the

horse series, the elepjhant series, the hog, the rhinoceros, and all

of the other series of hoofed animals. Each presents us with

the primitive position in which they first come to our knowledge
in the history of geological time.

I have also arranged here a series of some leading forms of

the three principal epochs of the Mesozoic times, and six of the

leading ones of the Tertiary time. I have added some dates to

show you the time when the faunce which are entombed in those

lieds were discovered in the course of our studies ; and you will

easily see how unsafe it is to say that any given type of life has

never existed, and assert that such and such a form is unknow-n

;

and it is still more unsafe, I think, to assert that any given form

of life properly defined, or that a specific intermediate form of
life, will not be found. I think it is much safer to assert that
such and such intermediate forms will be found. I have fre-

quently had the pleasure of realising anticipations of this kind.
I have asserted that certain types w ould be found, and they have
been found. You w ill see that I attend to the matter of time
closely, because there have been a great many things discovered
in the last ten or fifteen years in this department. In these
forms I give the date of the discovery of the fmna in w hich they
are embraced.
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There are now something near 2000, and we are augmenting

them all the time. I have found many myself : if they were

distributed through the days of the year I think in some years I

should have had several every day. But the accessions to know-

edge which are constantly being made make it unsafe to indulge

in any prophecies that, because such and such things have not

been found, therefore such and such things cannot be ; for we find

such and such things really have been and really are dis-

covered.

The successive changes that we have in the mammalia have

taken place in the feet, teeth, and brain, and the vertebral

column. The pans which present us the greatest numl)ers of

variations are those in which many parts are concerned, as in the

limbs and feet. In the Lo«er Eocene (Puerco) the toes were

5-5. In the Loup Fork fauna some possess toes but I-I. Prior

to this period no such reduction was know n, though in the Loup
Fork fauna a very few species were 5-5. Through this entire

series we have transitions steady and constant, from 5-5, to 4-5,

to 4-4, to 4-3, to 3-3, to 2-2, to l-i. In the Puerco period

there vxas not a single mammal of any kind which had a good
ankle-jfint, which had an ankle-joint constructed as ankle-joints

ought to be, with tongue and groove. The model ankle-joint is

a tongue-and-groove arrangement. In this period they were all

perfecily flat. As time passes on, we get them more and more
grooved, until in the Loup Fork fauna and the White River

fauna they are all grooved. In the sole of the foot, in the

Puerco fauna, they are all flat ; but in the Loup Fork fauna the

sole of the foot is in the air, and the toes only are applied to the

ground, with the exception of the line of monkeys, in which Ihe

feet have not become erect on the toes, and the elephant, in

which the feet are nearly fiat also, and the line of bears, where
they are also flat. As regards the ungulation between the small

liones of the palm and of the sole there is not a single instance in

which the bones of the toes are locked in the Lower Eocene, as

they are in the later and latest Tertiary.

When we come to the limbs, the species of the Puerco fauna

have short legs. They have gradually lengthened out, and in

the late periods they are nearly all relatively long.

( To he continued.

)

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, Dec. 13, 1883.
—" On the Figure of Equi-

librium of a Planet of Heterogeneous Density," by G. H.
Darwin, F.R.S., Plumian Professor of Astronomy in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge.

If a rotating planet be formed of compressible fluid, the

strata of equal pressure are of equal density, and the ellip-

ticity of the strata increases from the centre outwards. Since

!t is supposed that the earth consolidated into its present

form from a fluid or semi-fluid condition, the determination of

the arrangement of internal density and of the law of ellipticity

in such a planet is often called the problem of the figure of the

e.arth. When the law of compressibility of the fluid is known,
the laws of density and ellipticity are determinate, but the differ-

ential equations involved are of such complexity that only one
solution of the problem is well known, viz. that associated with

the names of Legendre and Laplace.'

In this solution the modulus of compressibility varies as the

square of the density, but the assumption of this law appears to

have been dictated more by the necessity of solving a certain

oifferenti.al equation than by physical considerations.

The comparison of the solution of the problem with the ob-

served facts with regard to the earth may be made in several

ways. The constant which determines the rate of the earth's

precessional motion gives us information with regard to the

arrangement of density in the interior, and the ellipticity of the

surface is determined by geodesy and by the amount of a certain

i nequality in the moon's motion. Now, in order that the solu-

tion of the problem of the earth's figure may be satisfactory, the

same arrangement of internal density must give the observed
amounts both to the precessional constant and to the ellipticity

of the surface.

Laplace's solution is highly satisfactory in this respect ; and at

the same time it makes the mean density of the whole earth about

^ The late M. Roche seems to have also solved the prohlem in 1848, and
his paper isfublished in the Memoirs 0/ the Academy of ilonlfellier.

twice as great as the density of the surface stratum. The density

of rock is about 2"8, and that of the whole earth is about
5-6.

In this state of our knowledge another solution of this cele-

brated problem possesses some interest, even if its results are

not quite so satisfactory as those of Laplace's theory.

In the present paper such a solution is ofl^ered. The law of
compressiljility of the fluid is such, that the modidus varies as a

power of the density, which power may range from negative
infinity to |. When the power is zero, we have constant com-
pressibility ; and when the power is unity, we have the same law

of c impressibility as in a gas.

The solution is expressible in a far simpler algebraic form
than that of Laplace, and it differs froai his solution in

placing a far larger proportion of the mass of the planet in

the central regions.

It is remarkable thit this solution affords for the case of the

earth a correspondence between the precessional constant and
the surface ellipticity equally good with that of Laplace. To
obtain this correspmdence we have to assume the compressibility

of the fluid to he nearly constant.

The density of the surface layer appears however to be 3'7,

and this is considerably greater than that of ordinary rocks.

This result tells adversely to the acceptability of the proposed
solution, but the discrepancy is not so serious as might appear
at first sight. It appears from pendulum experiments on the

Himalayan plateau and on the Andes, that there is a consider-

able deficiency of density underneath those great ranges. This
woukl favour the view that our continents are a mere intu-

mescence of the surface layers. In this case there must be a

somewhat abrupt change in the law of density at only a few
miles below the surface. The theory of the earth's figure can

take no account of a sudden change of density on passing into

a swollen superficial layer, and the value of the surface density to

be used is that which is to be found immediately below the

swollen part.

The author therefore points out that whilst the solution now
offered cannot be held to be quite as satisfactory as that of

Laplace, yet its inferiority is not of a kind to render altogether

unacceptable the contention that it may be somewhere near the

truth.

Linnean Society, December 20, 1S83.—Alfred W. Bennett*

M.A., in the chair.—Messrs. N. Cantley, W. Dobson, F. (}•

Smart, and Rev. R. Thoni were elected Fellows of the Society

—Mr. S. O. Ridley exhibited and made remarks on a series of

177 verticil .sections of sponges collected in the neighbourhood
of Point de Galle, Ceylon, by Dr. W. C. Ondaatje, F.L.S., and
transmitted to England by him in letters. They are in most
instances sufficient for the identification of the genera and some
species.—Mr. F. Maule Campbell showed the web of a spider

{ Tegenaria guyonii) which had been spun in the centre of a

pasteboard cylinder, the peculiarity being the manner in which
the solid part of the web was medially swung, whereas in this

species of spider it is more usually on the sides of objects.—

A

paper was read by Mr. F. O. Bower on the structure of the

stem of Rhytichopetaluni montatmnt. The plant is a native of

Abyssinia, growing in districts 11,000 to 13,000 feet above the

level of the sea. It differs from its ally Lobelias in being perennial.

Internally it is succulent when young, but afterwards the surface

becomes scarred as the leaves drop off', and exteriorly is hardened

by a thick corky deposit. Rhyncltopetalutn, the author shows
in detail, has certain peculiarities in the arrangement of the

tissue of its leaf bundles, since the cortical system does not con-

sist of branches of bundles of the leaf trace, but are cauline

bundles, in this respect differing widely from such forms as

Lathyrus casuarina, many Begonias, &c. Rhyiicliopttalunt,

moreover, has the cortical bundles running obliquely, and
forming a regular four-sided meshed network related to the

leaf bases and bundles of leaf trace. In these respects it

approaches Cycas, in which latter the bundles of the acces-

sory cortical system are not so regular and are almost vertically

arranged. Some Cycads and Rhynchopetaltim also agree in the

exterior appearance of their stem, so that palreontologists might

be deceived in their judgment if two well-preserved specimens

were examined by them.—A communication was read on
the auditory ossicles of Rhytina stelleri by Alban Doran.

This was based on skeletons obtained by the Vega expedi-

tion, and shown at the late International Fisheries Exhibition

by the Swedish Government. The author arrives at the conclu-
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>ion that the malleus of Rhytina is Iir^er ihan in ATanatiis, and
iherefire it is the largest and bu]l<iest ma'leus to lie found in the

" hole section of the animal kingdom where such a lione exists,

that in the characters of its body it resembles Manatiis rather than

Ifalicore, and that in the manubrium it differs frjm the other

Sirenia, and is far more generalised. The incus is of the

Maiialus type, and so is the stapes, which is also the largest and
bulkiest stapes to be found in any animal.—A paper on the
organs of secretion in the Hypericace;x% l>y Mr. J. R. Green,
WIS read. He concludes (i) that the vieiv advocated Ijy Link,
Martinet, and De Bary, of the lysigenons origin of the reser-

voirs of ethereal oil in these plants is the correct one ; (2) that

there exists in many parts of the platvts a series of ducts or
I r.issages differing only slightly from these reservoirs, the differ-

ences being that they are not globular and isolated, but are gene-
rally connected more or less intimately with each other, and that

iheir secretion is not a clear ethereal oil, but a viscid or resinous

liquid, the points of agreement being those connected wiih their

development and function: (3) that at least in some species

there is also a series of schizogenous ducts confined to certain

portions of the phloem ; (4) that the dark glands which have
I'Cen described are in intimate relationship with the filirovas-

cular system ; (5) that the formation of resin and kindred secre-

tions in these plants is confined to the parts where metabolism
is active, and where there is a primary meristeni. That all such
]iarts give evidence of such formation with the exception of
t'^e roots.—A paper on the glands of Copvosma biti^riana,
t>y Mr. Walter Gardiner, was read. These glands are
externally well developed and very typical. The so-called
siipular body is placed immediately behind each leaf, and in

t' e young condition the stipule arches over the leaf, and the
glands with which it is provided secrete copiously a mucila-
ginous fluid, which bathes and surrounds the young leaf structure.

As to the development of the glands, they arise as protrusions of
the stipule parenchyma, which are covered by an epidermis.
^.ach epidermal cell then rapidly grows out at right angles to
tlie protuberance. In Coprosma the glands are situated on the
s'des of the stipules, but it more usually occurs in other genera
that they are distribute I over the inner face of the base of the
stipular organ.—The last paper tal;en was on the development
of starch grains in the laticiferous cells of the Euphorbtaceje, by
M. C. Potter. It is pointed out that while the discovery of the
existence of starch-forming corpuscles had been made by
Kruger, yet he had failed to interpret their function, which Mr.
Potter's researches now fully prove in the case of the Euphor-
biacea:, where the development of rod or spindle-shaped gr.ains

of starch lying within cell protoplasm has been clearly

demonstrated.

Chemical Society, Dec. 6, 1SS3.—Dr. Perkin, president,
in the chair.—The following gentlemen were elected Fellows :—
F. A. Blair, T. J. Barr, C. I- Baker, L. Briant, R. G. Durrairt,
Kamchundra Datta, L. L. Garbutt, A. E. Hams, T. Hart, w'.
Irwin, S. Johnson, R. lackson, H. C. Lee, W. H. Martin c'
E. Potter, B. M. K. Ro_Ters, C. W. Stephens, P. H. Wright,'
H. A. Wetzel, and W. G. Whittam.—The following papers
were read :—On the constitution of the fulminates, by E. Divers
and M. Kawakita. When moist mercury fulminate is treated with
much strong hydrochloric acid, hydroxyammonium chloride and
hydrocyanicacid are formed ; if :hefulminate bedry, no pru^sicacid
is formed. The carbon is completely converted into formic acid.
No oxalic acid is produced.—Theory of the constitution of the ful-

minates, by E. Divers.—On Liebig's production of fnlminating
silver without the use of nitric acid, by E. Divers and M. Kawa-
kita. When nitrous acid is passed into an alcoholic solution of
nitrate of silver, cr}-stals separate ; these are not, as Liebig
stated, fulminating silver, but nitrate of silver.—Note on the
constitution of the fulminates, by H. E. Armstrong.—Experi-
mental investigation on the value of iron sulphate as a manure
for certain crops, by A. B. Griffiths. The author obtained from
an experimental plot of land manured with ferrous sulphate fifty-
six bushels of beans ; a similar plot in its normal state gave
thirty-five bu.-,hels. The ash of the plants also cmtaiied more
iron and ])hosphoric acid in the first case.

Physical Society, December 8.—Prof. G. Carey Foster, in
the chair.—New members -.—Major McGregor, R.E., Mr. James
Walker, M.A., Mr. W. B. Gregory, B.A.—Prof. .Silv.anus P.
Thompson, D.Sc, read a paper on ihe .static induction telephone
as an instrument of research. The author had empl lyed Dol-

bear's telephone in investigating the action of influence machines
such as those of Holtz and Wimshurst or Toepler. This was
done by holding the end of a wire (connected to one terminal of
the telephone) near the electrified pai-ts of the machine, for

example the "carriers" in the Toepler apparatus. The carriers

induced a change in the telephone, whose other terminal was to

earth, as they passed, and the pitch of the note heard in the tele-

phone increased with the speed at which the machine was
driven. Useful results were obtained leading to modifications
of some machines. The same telephone was also applied to the
measurement of capacities of condensers arranged like the resist-

ances of a Wheatstone balance, and the telephone taking the
place of a galvanometer. For the "divided coil" of the
balance Prof. Thompson" substituted a double condenser, or
rather two condensers, so joined that the earth-plates were
separate, while the other plates were in one. This device w as

made from two gla^s tubes with tinfoil round their outsides and
a brass tube sliding into both interiors in such a way that the
relative capacities of the two condensers thu-i combined could be
altered by sliding the tube between them. A modification
of this plan was suggested by Mr. Starling, the author's
assistant, which was analogous to Prof. Foster's arrangement of
the Wheatstone balance, that is to say, six condensers were used,
the two^extra ones being included lietween the battery connec-
tions and the sliding tube. The battery was in this case an
induction coil having no condenser, as a discontinuous current is

necessary to give sounds. The author also showed that the
Dolbear telephone could be used instead of the quadrant electro-

meter in such experiments as those of Mr. J. E. H. Gordon on
specific inductive capacity. The author also showed how he
had applied it to explore the equipotential surfaces round cou
ductors charged statically by an induction curr. nt. With two
w-ires from the terminals of a telephone silence is produced when
both ends are on the same equipotential surfices ; and sounds
when they are not.—Prof. Thompson then read a note on a new
insulating stem. This consisted of a glass tube with one end
blown into a flat foot, which was planted on the bottom of a
glass bottle and cemented there by a little wax iiaraffin. The
upper and open end of the tube served to hold the stems of brass
plates, or other electrified bodies. Paraffin oil or strong sul-

phuric acid could be used in the bottom of the bottle. A cap
of rubber or percha made to slide up the stem served as
a dust cover.— Prof. Thompson next made a communica-
tion on the first law of electrostatics, and illustrated his re-

marks with experiments showing how a series of floating

magnet poles of like name repelling one another tend to produce
equal distribution of the poles. Prof. Thompson, arguing from
the second law of electrostatics (inverse squares), sought to ex-
plain the first law in a rational manner, on the hypothesis of self-

repelling molecules, which tend to uniform distriliution. When
there is a surplus in one part and a deficit in another, the mole-
cules are urged towards each other, i.e. attract. This was
shown by putting a surplus of floating magnets at one part of the
basin. By the movements of these magnets when confined by
barriers, and with surplus and deficit purposely m.ade, the author
imitated the effects of a Leyden jar, induction, a battery current,

&c., the motions and arnangement of the poles illustrating the
hypothetical behaviour of electricity. The author was led by the
hypothesis to infer that either the ether is electricit)', or that the
ether is electrified, and the former seemed the simpler conclusion.

—Dr. Monkman showed some experiments illustrating the
attraction and repulsion of bodies in motion. The attraction of
a light bal need body to a vibrating tuning-fork was shown ; al-o

the attraction between tv/o di^ks of paper revolving parallel and
in the same direction. The author showed that two smoke-
rings travelling ahre-st in the same direction attracted each
other, and that two paper rings revolving in the same direction

close together attract, while if revolving in opposite directions

they repel.—Mr. Walter Baily exhibited his new integrating

anemometer in action by means of a small electric motor, which
took the place of the Robinson cups. The apparatus sums up,
or integrates, the wind velocities on the lines of the four cardinal
points. An electric counter is attached.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 17, 1883.—M. Blanchard,
president, in the chair.—Preliminary report on the expedition
of the Talisinatt to the Atlantic Ocean, by M. Alph. Milne-
Edwards.—On the preparation and manner of employing arti-
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ficially developed virus attenuated by heat, intended to be used

in prophylactic inoculations against charbon, by M. A. Chauveau.

—On the remarkable sun-.et'^ observed during the months of

November and December, 1883, by M. P. de Gasparin. The
author considers that these luminous effects cannot be due to

falling stars, and must be referred to the solar light acting on an

atmosphere charged with particles of matter whose nature has

not yet been determined.—On thedeterniinalionof elasticfirces,

by M. Fontaneau.—On the processes adopted by M. Mandon
and M. Aman-Vigic in the treatment of vines affected by phyl-

loxera, by M. F. Henneguy. The process of Dr. Mandon,
which consists in saturating the sap with a solution of

phenic acid, appears to h.xve little or no effect on the parasite.

That by M. Aman-Vigie, an injection of a mixture of vapours of

sulphur and sulphuric acid into the ground, has been tried on too

limited a scale to warrant any definite judgment as to its efficacy,

but the experiments already made do not appear to have proved

very beneficial, because tlie vapours of sulphuric acid do not

penetrate to a sufficient depth into the ground, and evaporate

too rapidly.—Observations of the Pons-Brooks comet made at

the Paris Observatory with the bent equatorial, by M. Perigaud.

—Observations of the planet 235 Carolina and of the Pons-

Brooks comet made at the Paris Observatory (west equatoreal

in the garden), by MM. Henry.—On the multipliers of linear

differential equations, by M. Halphen.—On a point in the theory

of elliptical functions, by M. Lipschitz.—On a theorem of M.
Liouville in mathematical analysis, by M. Stieltjes. In continua-

tion of his previous paper, the author here shows how the

theory of elliptical functions leads to the theorem of M. Liou-

ville.—On algebraic equations, by M. H. Poincare.—Demon-
stration of the fundamental properties of the system of geodesic

polar coordinates, by M. G. Ossian-Bonnet.—On a method of

generating the ovals of Descartes proposed by Chasles in his

"Apercju Historique," by M. Maurice d'Ocagne.—On the

measurement of the specific heats and variations of temperature
of two bodies in contact, by M. Morisot.—On a practicable

method available for the photometric comparison of the usual

source; diversely coloured, by M. J. Mace de Lepin.ay.— On the

influence of colour on the sensitiveness of the eye to different

degrees of luminosity, by M. Aug. Charpentier.—Researches on
the permanence of the solidification of i^uperfused sulphur (con-

tinued), by M. D. Gernez.— Second note on chromic selenite
;

preparation of biselenite, by M. Ch. Taquet. The author has

obtained a biselenite of chromium by the action of nitric acid on
neutral selenite. It is almost insoluble in water, but soluble in

acids, and decomposable by heat.—Note on the action of

bromium on pilocarpine (CooHj^AzjOj), by M. Chaasling.—On
emetics of mucic and saccharic acids, by M. D. Klein.—Third
note to serve as a contribution to the history of the formation of

coal
;

genus ArthropilJis, Goeppert, by M. B. Renault.—On
the artificial reproduction of schistosity and slate layers, Ijy M.
Ed. Jannettaz.— Experiment relative to the mode of formation

of bauxite and gypsum, by M. Stan. Meunier.—On the glaucous

amphibolic schists of the island of Groix, by M. Barrois.—On
an anorthite rock di covered at Saint Clement, Canton of Saint-

Anthene (Puy-de-D6me), by M. F. Gonnard.—On the fall of

cosmic dust, by M. E. Young.—On the coincidence of the

recent phenomenal after-glows with the passage of the cosmic
meteors, by M. Chapel.

December 24, 1883.—M. Blanchard, president, in the chair.

—The President announced the painful loss sustained by the

Academy in the person of M. Yvon Villarceau, member of the

Section for Geography and Navigation, who died after a short

illness on December 23. Funeral orations on the deceased

savant were pronounced by Col. Perrier in the name of the

Academy, by M. Faye in the name of the Bureau of Longitudes,

and by M. Tisserand in the name of the Paris Observatory.

—

Separation of gallium (continued) : separation from terbium,

ytterbium, and the earth provisionally called y, by M. de
Marignac, from scandium and fluor, by M. Lecoq de Bois-

baudran.—Ob ervations of the comet Pons-Brooks, made at the

Observatory of Algiers by MM. Trepied and Rambaud.—Ob-
servations of the same comet made at the Lyons Observatory
(Brunner equatorial of o'l6o metre), by M. Gonnessiat.—On a

special development of the perturbing function

(r- - 2 rr cos i/ -I- / 2)
°

by M. O. Backlund.—On the purely trigonometrical series

connected with M. Linstedt's new solution of the problem oi

three bodies, by M. 11. Poincare.—On the generation of geo-
metrical surfaces, by MM. J. S. and M. N. Vanecek.—On the

gauging of galvanometers, by M. E. Ducretet.— Researches on
the permanency of the solidification of superfused sulphur (con-

tinued) ; production of a new crystallised variety of sulphur, by
M. D. Gernez.—On the decomposition undergone in the presence
of water by the acid phosphates of the alkaline earthy bases, by
M. A. Joly.—Determination of the neutralising heat for

the fluorhydric acid of the alkaline and alkaline-earthy

bases, by M. Guntz.—On the krealines and kreatinines,

fourth note, by M. E. Duvillier.—Action of ammoniacal
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AMERICAN GEOLOGY
Twelfth Annual Report of the United States Geological

an.i Geographical Survey 0/ the Territories. In Two
Parts, with Atlas of Maps, &c. By F. V. Hayden,

U.S. Geologist. 8vo. (Washington : 1S83.)

THERE is a singular fascination in American geology.

Its features are as a whole so massive and colossal,

their infinite detail so subordinated to breadth of effect,

their presentation of the great elements of geological

structure so grand, yet so simple and so clearly legible,

that they may serve as types for elucidating the rest of the

world. The progress of sound geology would assuredly have

been more rapid had the science made its start in the Far

West of America, rather than among the crumpled and

broken rocks of Western Europe. Truths that have been

gained on this side of the Atlantic by the laborious gather-

ing together of a broken chain of evidence would have

proclaimed themselves from thousands of plateaux,

canons, and mountain ranges, in language too plain to be

mistaken. No doubt much has been gained by the mere

toilsomeness of the search after the truth. A possession

is more valued when it has been hard to obtain, and the

cjualities which its capture has called forth and strength-

ened could probably be educated in no other way.

Nevertheless, no European geologist can visit these

western regions without realizing more or less distinctly

what an amount of time has been wasted here over

questions about which there should never have been any

discussion at all. This impression is renewed by every

new geological memoir which brings to us fresh revela-

tions of the scenery and structure of the Western Terri-

tories. It is especially deepened by a perusal of the

volumes of which a brief notice will here be given.

It may be in the recollection of readers of Nature
that after some inquiry and discussion it was discovered

by the Congress of the United States that various inde-

pendent Surveys, under different Government departments,

had been engaged among the Western Territories, and,

having no connexion with each other, had, to some
extent, duplicated the mapping of the same ground ; and
that at last in the summer of 1879 a law was passed

whereby these various geological and topographical

Surveys were abolished, and a new single organization

was created under the name of the " Geological Survey of

the United States." (Jne of the Surveys thus abolished

was known as " the U. S. Geological and Geographical

Survey of the Territories," under Dr. F. X . Hayden as

Geologist in charge. The publications of this Survey

comprised a voluminous series of annual Reports and

Bulletins, quarto volumes of elaborate and well illus-

trated Memoirs, and Geological Maps and Sections.

Many thousands of square miles of country had been

examined by the staff, and had been mapped and de-

scribed in such a way as to lay out the broad features of

wild regions for the first time, not only for the assistance

of the geologist or geological surveyor who might after-

wards care to fill in the details and improve the mapping,

but for the guidance of future settlers in the far west, and
of the Central authorities who have charge of the public
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lands. When, at the bidding'of Congress, Dr. Hayden's
Survey organization ceased to exist and his staff dispersed

in search of other occupations, the work done in the year

1878 had not been published, while several important

works were in progress. A small appropriation was
granted to enable him to bring out his last Report and to

complete other office-work of the Survey. This grant

was exhiusted in the summer of 1882, leaving five quarto

volumes still unpublished though far advanced towards
completion. These have been handed over to the Director

of the Geological Survey, to be finished and published

under his auspices. The final Annual Report, however,

being the twelfth of the series, has at last been issued, the

delay in its appearance having arisen from the scattering

of the staff and their employment in other avocations, but

partly perhaps (though he makes no mention of it) to the

prolonged indisposition under which Dr. Htyden has

been labouring ever smce his retirement from official life.

Dr. Hayden's Report for 1878 is a most fitting tennina-

tion to the series which it closes. 1 1 consists of two massive

octavo volumes with an atlas of .Maps and Panoramas,

and is profusely illustrated with plates. It is of course

impossible to give any adequate notice of this elaborate

work within the limits permissible in these pages. But a

mere outline of its contents may afford some idea of the

nature and importance of this latest contribution to

American Geology.

The first volume opens with a Prefatory Letter from

Dr. Hayden himself, stating briefly the arrangement of

the work under his supervision during the last year of its

progress. One of his parties was charged with the primary

triangulation of the entire area to be surveyed, and made
satisfactory progress, among the Wind River and ad-

jacent ranges westwards . to Henry's Lake, where its

operations were unfortunately cut short by Indians who
crossing its trail, carried off all its animals and a portion of

its outfit. Not far to the north lay the Yellowstone Park

—

an area perpetually exempted from settlement by special

Act of Congress. That wild tract, surrounded by rugged

mountains, formed a natural retreat for bands of hostile

Indians when pursued by troops. Only the year before,

the Nez Perces, retreating from (general Howard, broke

into the region, killing and plundering as they went. No
wonder the surveyors should excuse any shortcomings in

their work by pleading "that peculiar mental condition con-

sequent on the uncertain and exaggerated rumours relative

to the movements of the hostile Bannacks by whom the

country was said to be overrun, but of whose presence we
saw no more than the traces of some days' old trails."

Next year, the writer of these lines, having previously heard

similar wild rumours, passed over some of the same

ground, but actually encountered an armed party, and will

always remember the " peculiar mental condition," which

the dust-cloud of the approaching red-skins awakened.

.A second division of the staff made a detailed survey

of the Yellowstone Park, obtaining materials for a Map
of it on the scale of one inch to a mile. Mr. W. H.

Holmes, attached to this party, had excellent opportunity

for wielding that facile pencil to which geological science

is so much indebted. Dr. A. C. Peale and Mr. Musbach

made a detailed study of the thermal springs for which

the region is now so famous.

A third division surveyed the previously little known but
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magnificent snowy range of the Wind River Mountains,

in which three true glaciers were observed—the first known
to occur east of the Coast Range of the Pacific border.

The Report of these various surveys and of palveonto-

logical and natural history researches connected with

previous explorations is divided into two parts. Taking
the second part first, we have a stout volume of some
500 pages with 80 plates, besides figures, maps, and
sections entirely devoted to the Yellowstone Park. A
good deal has been written on the wonders of this region,

chiefly in previous Reports of Dr. Hayden's Surveys, and
sometimes in considerable detail, as, in Professor Com-
stock's Report, accompanying Captain Jones' Recon-

naissance published in 1875. But no such minutely

circumstantial narrative has ever appeared as that now
issued.

An exceedingly erroneous general impression is con-

veyed by the word " Park '' which has been applied to

this region and which has received the sanction of an

Act of Congress. The tract comprises an area of

upwards of 3500 square miles, most of it being forest

covered and of a rugged mountainous character. Some
of the peaks rise to between 10,000 and 11,000 feet above
the sea. Between the lower ridges, open glades of park-

like woodlands make one half forget for a while the great

altitude and remoteness of the region, till the true

character of the place is recalled by some pine-trunk

deeply scored by a passing bear or by a herd of
" antelopes " or an occasional " elk " scampering across the

sunshine into the gloom and silence of the surrounding

forest. Through this region, the Yellowstone Ri\er and
its tributaries, draining a series of lakes, flows northward
till it enters a profound canon in which, at times unseen

and unheard, it chafes the feet of volcanic precipices

until, emerging amid a series of glacier moraines, it

passes out of the " Park " into the Territory of Montana.
The Monograph of this deeply interesting region now

published by Dr. Hayden is composed of three unequal

sections. The first of these, by Mr. W. H. Holmes,

treats of the general geology. It is no disparagement to

the author to saj- that the most valuable part of his

Report is to be found in his admirable sketches. He adds

some interesting particulars, indeed, to what was already

known of the geology of the district. For example he

has worked out in greater detail the structure of Cinnabar

Mountain which forms so striking a feature in the ascent

of the Yellowstone above the second canon, likewise the

geology of the remarkable volcanic plateau of which one

sees a section from the camping ground at the Mamnioth
Hot Springs. The beautiful unconformability under the

sheet of rhyolite which forms so impressive a feature in

that landscape stands out with admirable clearness in

Mr. Holmes' drawings. Evidence is supplied of the

diminution of the Yellowstone Lake. A reference,

tantahzingly brief, to the interesting glacial problems of

the district concludes this short Report. The author

was too well and busily employed with his pencil to find

time for much independent geological observation. But

it is matter for hearty congratulation that before he was
n"io\'ed away into the vaster domain of the Grand Canons
of the Colorado, where he has since done such service to

the United States Geological Survey, he was enabled to

spend long enough time in the Yellowstone region to

produce the series of pictoral illustrations which enrich

Dr. Hayden's final Report. His trained eye and power
of rapid and accurate sketching greatly contributed to the

perfection of the map of the Park.

The second and by much the longest section of the book
is devoted to the Hot Springs of the Yellowstone Park, and
is from the pen of Dr. A. C. Peale, who spent about two
months in the district making detailed observations of

the geysers and other thermal waters. He describes more
than 2000 springs and seventy-one geysers, and illustrates

his descriptions with so numerous a series of plates that

every minute detail and \ariety of form in the gejsers and
sinter accumulations is vividly brought under the eye. Dr.

Hayden justly remarks that this preliminary work ought
never again to be necessary. Short of an actual inspection

of the geysers and basins themselves, nothing could give a

clearer idea than these plates do of the extraordinary forms

assumed by the deposits from the thermal waters. The
strange coralloid and sponge-like aggregations are excel-

lently depicted in lithographs which have obviously been
reproduced from photographs. Dr. Peale's Monograph
consists of three parts, the first devoted to a descrip-

tion of the geysers and thermal springs ; the second

to an account of the principal gej'ser regions of the

world for purposes of comparison ; the third to thermo-

hydrology, in which he discusses the general characters

of thermal waters, their chemistry and deposits, and
the theories of geyser action. The premature dis-

banding of the Survey pre\ented the completion of this

essay on the scale originally intended. But Dr. Peale

may be congratulated on having made a most useful

addition to the literature of the subject. Not the least

of its merits is the copious bibliography which is given in

an Appendix.

The third section of the volume, by that able carto-

grapher Mr. H. Gannet, deals «ith the topograph)-, and
gives an interesting resume of the various reconnaissances

and surveys which have resulted in the present detailed

map of the Yellowstone Park.

The other volume, forming Part I. of the Reportfor 1878

is divided into two sections. One of these, relating to

geology and palaeontology, contains a series of Reports by
Dr. C. A. White on the invertebrate palseontology of the

Western States and Territories from the Carboniferous to

the Tertiary rocks, and is accompanied by forty-two Plates

of Fossils. Some sections have a special interest, in par-

ticular that in which the author discusses the fossils

of the much disputed Laramie group, and sustains his

previously expressed opinion that this group should be re-

garded as transitional between the Cretaceous and Eocene
formations of the West. The abrupt cessation of the

Survey, by depriving Dr. White of an opportunity of com-

pleting some of his work by further collect ion, has materially

crippled him in the preparation of these further contri-

butions to a subject which he has already done so much to

elucidate.

Mr. Orestes St. John supplies a report on the Wind
River District Basin, and Mr. Scudder reprints with

additions and alterations the report on the Tertiary Lake-

basin of Florissant, Colorado, which has already appeared

in the Bulletin of the Survey, and which made known th(>

extraordinary abundance of insect remains preserved in

the lacustrine deposits of that locality.
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The second section of the vohniie is devoted to Zoology,

and consists of two Reports—one of them an invaluable

monograph by Mr. A. S. Packard, jun., on Phyllopod

Crustacea, recent and fossil, illustrated with thirty-nine

plates and a coloured map showing the zoological provinces

of North America. This memoir will be welcomed by all

who take interest in the investigation of genealogies and

of the history of distribution in the animal kingdom.

Dr. R. W. Shufeldt concludes the volume with an essay

on the osteology of various .American Birds, likewise

copiously illustrated with woodcuts and with lithograph

plates.

From this outline it will be seen how well Dr. Hayden
has sustained to the last the character of the .Survey under

his charge. During his tenure of office he proved himself

to be endowed with rare powers of organization and ad-

ministration and to possess wide views of the scope of a

survey which, like his, was to break ground for the first

time in new and unknown territories. He might have

been simply an explorer, anxious to find out the sources

of rivers, the positions of passes, the heights of peaks, and

the trend of mountain-ranges. He might have been a

mere geologist, desirous of adding some thousand miles of

new area to formations already known or of discovering

formations such as have no precise parallel elsewhere.

He might have been only a topographer, caring chiefly

for the accuracy of his triangulations and levellings. He
might have been a botanist or zoologist, eager to add new
species to the known flora and fauna of the earth's sur-

face. In one sense Dr. Hayden was none of these ; in

another sense he combined the fun tions of them all. In

later years his executive duties appear to have left him
little opportunity for carrying on original research himself.

But he had sympathy with all the pursuits just named,

and had the faculty of choosing good men for prosecuting

them. He had force of character enough to succeed in

battling his way and getting his appropriations from

Congress, and he had the perseverance to press forward

his operations, keeping his fellow-labourers together and

publishing with their aid a series of volumes of which the

United States may well be proud.

The consolidation of the various Surveys under one

organization was an inevitable and entirely justifiable

step on the part of Congress, and the United States

Geological .Survey could not be under more energetic and
skilful direction than that of its present estimable chief.

Major Powell, with the cooperation of such leaders in

geological enterprise as Mr. Gilbert, Captain Dutton, and
their colleagues. Nevertheless, it may be permitted to a

geologist on this side of the Atlantic, who looks disin-

terestedly but not unsympathetically upon the progress

of events on the other side, to express his regret that

it should not have been possible to find a place where

scope might have been afforded for the talents of one who
had done such good service to geology as Dr. F. V.

Hayden. Arch. Geikie

OUR BOOK SHELF
Attraction el Gravitation d'apn's Newton. Par Mme.

Cldmence Royer. Extracted from the Review " Philo-
sopliiepositive" Pp. 23. (Pans, 1883.)

It is very surprising to find what is, in most other
respects, a really well- written and able dissertation on

the question of action at a distance marred at the very
outset by an almost inexplicable blunder.

Madame Royer has evidently read much, and lays down
with great clearness the distinction between Newton's
Theory of Gravitation as a mode of grouping together

under one simple law the whole phenomena of physical

astronomy, and the assumption handed down from
old Greece, of a mutual attraction exerted upon one
another by any two portions of matter. She shows that

Newton everywhere expresses himself in the most explicit

terms against the notion of distance-action. But she also

points out the curious distinction between Newton in the

Principia, the pure mathematician and physicist, who
constructs no hypotheses and declares that the mode in

which gravitation is produced is one which he has not

been able to discover from the phenomena themselves
;

and Newton in his Optics, the bold speculator, who
discusses the possible characteristics and properties of

the medium by which gravitation may be produced.

This is, on the whole, so well done that we are posi-

tively amazed to find the all-important property of matter,

Inertia, absolutely and entirely ignored. From a psycho-

logical point of view, the following remarks, by such a

writer as Madame Royer shows herself to be, are of the

very highest interest and curiosity :

—

" Qu'est ce en effet que la notion de masse, .si ce n'est celle

d'un corps Heja considere comme pesant? Un corps sans pesan-

teur serait-il une iiiasse? en aurait-il les proprietes mecaniques ?

Une masse, supposee absolument isolee dan- I'espace, aurait-elle

un poids? Evideiunient non, pui-que le poids ne nait que des

rapports de grandeur et de di>tance des masses. Dire que le

poids ou la masse est prop jrtionnel k la quantite de matiere ou de

substance, c'est aftii'mer une chose que nous lie savons pas, que

nous ne pouvons absolument savoir d'ancune maniere. Tout ce

que nous Savons c'est que, considerant des corps deja pesants, en

vertu de leurs relations de quantiie et de distance, leur pesanteur

croit en raison de ces qu.intite- et en raison inverse de ces

distances, sans que leurs quantiles, comme matiere, soient

alterees, de facon que des masses douliles out une tendance deux

fois plus forte a tomber I'une vers I'autre, ce qui fait qu'elles

s'approcht-nt en realile avec la meme vitesse [sic), et que si leur

distance devient moitie moindre, elles s'approchent quatre fois

plus vite I'uue de I'autre.

" Maii comme I'unique moyen que nous ayons de mesurer la

grandeur de ces masses est de les jjeser, nous restnns dans I'im-

possibilile absolue de dire si des masses de meme poids, en

meuie relation de distance avec d'autres masses pesantes, con-

tiennent, oui ou non, la meme quantite de matiere."

Evidently Madame Royer, in reading the Principia,

has failed to notice, not only the definition of Vis insita

but also, those important pendulum experiments by which

Newton satisfied himself of the exact proportionality of

weights to masses, in any one place. Here we see, in no

doubtful manner, the evil effects of an education in which

athletics have no part. No one, man or woman, who has

had experience of Indian clubs or of dumb-bells, could

for a moment doubt that we have another mode of dis-

tinguishing mass, besides weighing.

Elcctrotechnisches yahrbuch von der Electroiechnischen

Gesellschaft in Frankfurt am Main. (1883.)

All over Germany are springing up electrotechnical

societies, in emulation of those in Berlin and Vienna,

fulfilling a kindred part to that played in Great Britain

bv the much older Society of Telegraph Engineers

and Electricians. The volume published by the Frank-

fort Society—the first of its Proceedings—<zon\.2^\x\i several

papers of interest. Amongst these may be noticed two by

Dr. Th. Stein of Frankfort, on the measurement of small

intervalsof time by the photographic electric method ; and

on certain modern electro-chirurgical apparatus, especially

modifications of the influence machine of Holtz. In the

first of these papers Dr. Stein describes an apparatus tor

photographing the pulsations of the heart, &c., as con-

veyed by a Marey's tambour to an apparatus which at
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the same time causes a record from an automatic tuning-
fork interrupter to be imprinted side by side on the photo-
graphic plate. In Ur. Stein's second paper, he describes
the use of a small Ueprez electromotor to drive a small
fan, by which warm, dry air is caused to circulate round
a Holtz machine, which by this means is always ready
for action. In some historical notes by Herr Holthof,
dealing with the early stages of telegraphy, there comes
out the interesting point that, so early as 1854, an import-
ant improvement had been made in the suggestion of

Bourseul for an ele^rtric telephone. An anonymous writer,
signing himself " L." in the pages of " Didaskalia,'' gave
in that year, under the title of " Elektrische Telephonic,"
an account of Bourseul's crude notion, and added some-
thing not to be found in Bourseul's suggestion, namely,
the use of an eleciroma'jnet in the receiver to actuate the
disk of thin metil to which the listener was to apply his

ear; the description of the instrument—which, it seems,
never reached anything beyond an anonymous suggestion
—reads like a description of a Bell telephone, of which
it is a remarkable foreshadowing. It is remarkable that
Reis, who was at that time resident in Frankfort, should,
when using an electromagnet in his subsequently invented
telephone, have stopped short of the use of a disk in his

receiver in place of the bar armature he employed. It is

l-iretty clear he did not know of " L.'s" suggestion. The
remainder of the papers in the "Year-book" deal chiefly

with telegraphic and fire-alarm apparatus. The Frank-
fort Society is to be congratulated on the value of the
papers communicated to it during its short e.xistence.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
{The EdilorJoes not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests cor> espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance ez'en

of communications containing interesting and no"'el facts.']

What are the Saccopharyngoid Fishes ?

In December of la-t year M. Vaillant c immunicated to the
P'rench Acndemy of Sciences a notice of a remarkalile deep sea
fish, to whicli he gave the name Etirypharynx pelecanoides. He
« as in great doubt as to the rel.itions of this form, but concluded
that "of all fishes it i. to Malarostcus niger," placed in the
family Scopelida; by zoologists, that he was most inclined to

a|iproximale the new type. Five specimens of a nearly related

form, to which Mr. J. A. Ryder and myself have given the

name Gaslrostomus bairdii, were obtained by the United States
Fish Commission steairer Albatross, in the summer and autumu
of the present year. The largest of these specimens is nearly
two feet long, and an anatomical inve tigalion reveals some very
remarkable peculiarities of structure, which have caused Mr.
Ryder and myself to differentiate the two forms, Ga-trostomus
and Eurypharnyx, in a distinct order of fishes to which we have
given the name Lyomcri.
The Lyoneri are fishes with five branchial arches (none modi-

fied as branchiostegal or pharyngeal) far behind the skull ; an
imperfectly ossified cranium, deficimt especially in nasal and
vomerine element-, articulatuig with the first vertebra by a basi-

occipital condyle alone; with only two cephalic arches, both
freely movalile, (i) an anterior dentigerous one, the palatine,

and (2) the suspensorial, consisting of the hyomandibular and
quadrate bones ; without opercular elements ; without maxillary
bones, or ditinct posterior bony elements to the mardible, with the
.scapular arch imperfect (limited to a single cartilaginous plate)

and remote from the skull ; and with separately ossified but im-
perfect vertebrae. Whether other than the two genera mentioned,
Eurypharynx and Gastrostomus, belong to this order is not en-
tirely certain, bul there is little doubt, in the opinion of Mr. Ryder
and myself, that the family Saccopharyngida; also belongs to

the order, and it is for the purpose r.f caMing attention to tliis

doubtful and still little known type, that in behalf of Mr. Ryder
and myself I address the present communication. No satisfac-

tory information has been given as to the Saccopharyngida-,
except by Dr. MitchiU in 1824, and bv Dr. Harwood in the
Philoiopliical Transactions for 1827. The plate published in

the volume cited represents the head of Ophiognathus with the
moiitli closed as w ell as open, and the differences in the relation
of the poterior angles of the mouth to the axis indicate that

Ophiognathus (as well as Saccopharynx) has a movable suspen-
sorium, and would therefore exliibit the Lyomerous peculiarity of
structure. It appears from Dr. Giinther's "Catalogue of the
Fi-hes in the British Museum " (vol. viii. p. 22), that in 1870
there were two specimens of a Saccopharyngoid fish—probably
the Ophiognathus ampullaceus— in the British collection. (It is

possible that the so-called young mentioned in thj Catalogue
may be a Eurypharyngoid.) The question whether that species

belongs 10 the Lyomeri can therefore be readily settled nega-
tively or affirmatively. Assuming that the family Saccopharyngi-
da; belongs to the order, the t«'0 families would apparently be
distinguishable as follows :

—

The Eurypharyngid;i; are Lyomeri with the branchio-anal
portion much shorter than the rostro-branchial ; with the tail

very elongated and moderately attenuated backwards ; the head
flat above and with a transverse ro tral margin, at the outer
angles of which the eyes are exposed ; with the palatine jaws
excessively elongated backwards and the upper parallel, and
closing against each other as far as the articulation of the two
suspens":orial bones ; with minute teeth on both jaws ; the dorsal

and anal fins well cleveloped, and continued nearly to the end of
the tail, a d w ith minute narrow pectoral fins.

The Saccopharyngida; appear to be Lyomeri w ith the branchio-

anal portion much longer than the rotro-branchial ; the tail

excesdvely elongated and attenuated; the cranium unknown ; the

eyes antero lateral ; w iih the palatine bones moderatelv extended
backwards (in comparison wdih the Eurypharyngidce), and ap-
parently not closable agiinst each other ; with enlarged teeth in

one or b jth jaws ; with the dorsal and anal fins feebly developed,
and with pectorals small but bread. Saccopharynx is considered
by Dr. Giluther to con ist of "deep-sea congers," but evidently

it is not at all related to the congers or any other allied fishes.

I can assure English naturalists that no type of fi-hes will

more fully reward investigation than the Saccopharyngid^e, and
it is to be hoped that some master ofapplied anatomy, like Profs.

Huxley or Lankester, may deem an examination of the specimens
in the British Museum worthy of their attention. A few of the

many remarkable peculiarities of organisation of the type have
been described in an article "On the Anatomy and Relations

of the Eurypbaryngidae," by Theodore Gill and John A. Ryder,
in the Proceedings of the United States National Museum for

1883 (pp. 262-273I, and a full monograph will appear later.

May we hope for information respecting Saccopharynx in time

to correlate it with that on Gastrostomus? Theo. Gill
Cosmos Club, Wasbi- gton, December 18, 18S3

The Mildness of the Season

As the flowering of plants at this time of the year is perhaps

the best indication of the mildness of the season, I send you a

list of the plants from which I and a friend gathered one or

more flow ers on the 24th and 26:h inst. I have given the list

of each day's gathering separately. Those on the 24th were
gathered between this city and Hinton Charterhi use, once noted

for its Carthusian monastery. Those of the 26th were gathered

between Bath and Bradford-on-Avon, a very old town which
contains the remains of a Saxon church and one of the finest

tithe barns in England. Viator
Bath, December 27, 1883

List of Plants from whicJt Flowers were gathered on December 24
Draba verna (Spring Whitlow Grass)

Primula acaulis (Primrose)

Veronica officinalis (Com. Speedwell)

Bcllis perennis {Dai^y)

Centaurea scabiosa (Greater Knapweed)
Ulcx eiiropieus (Com. Furze)

Achillea millefolium (Com. Yarrow)
Crepis virens (Smooth Hawk's Beard)

Lamium album (White Deadnettle)

Fragaria v sea (Wood Strawberry)

Gathered on December 26

Ranunculus rtpcn. (Creeping Crowfoot)

Cheiranthus rAw7(Com. Wallflower)
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Ceraslium saiiidicandrtim (Little Mouse-Ear Chickweed)

,, tri-uiale (Le-ser do.)

Areiian'tt Icnuifolia (Fine leaved Sandwort)

Piiiipinella saxifraga (Com. Burnet Saxifrage)

Paslinaca sativa (Wild Parsnip)

Torillis aiilhrisais (Upright Hedge Tarsley)

Senaio vulgaris (Con. Groundsel)

,, :rj'/z'a//r«x (Mountain do.

)

Crepis virens (Smooth Hawk's Ijeard)

Hypocharis radicata (Long-roited Cat's Ear)

Taraxacum dens-leonis (Dandelion)

Veronica hedcrifolia (Ivy-leaved Speedwell)

,, polila (Gray Procumbent do.)

„ agrcstis (Green do. do.)

Lamium pnrpiireiiin (Red Deadiiettle)

„ fl//'K/« (White do.)

Rumex crispus (Curled Dock)

River Thames—Abnormal High Tides

In a letter in Nature of November 2, iSSa (p. 6), I gave a

review of exceptional tides from i860, and attempted to trace

the causes thereof ; it appeared that from 1S60 to 186S inclusive

the computed maximum ri^e above "Trinity St.andard " of high

water for sprmg tides was 6 inches, and the actual range excess

was 3 feet 6 inches above thit standard.

From 1869 to 1S82 the greatest computed elevation at high

water was 2 feet I inch, and the maximum rise 5 feet above

"Trinity" at Westminster, viz. on January 18, 1881, and again

on October 28, 1S82, the same height was attained—in each case

resultant on a great north-east gale. On November 14, 1882,

the afternoon tide marked 2 feet 5 inches above "Trinity,"

or 2 feet 4 inches ab ve computed height—resultant again on

a north-i.ortheast gale. Since then, during the last thirteen

months, there have been no very exceptional tides until last

springs.

The fi.lbwing abstract table gives the more salient results for

the present year :

—

High Waters referred to " Trinity"

J883 Computed Observed DiiTerence Wind

Jan.
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of latitude is great ; and (f) when the two places under considera-

tion are on dikfferent sides of the Equator. In these cases M cr-

eator's sailing should be u-ed." And again, on p. 104, when
speaking of a ship's journal (which I considered the right place

to introduce it), I give this camion :
—

" As longitude by inspection depends on the middle latitude,

the cases in which it should not be used as explained under
middle-latitude sailing should be attended to : and if the latitude

be high, or the distance made good be great on a small course,

then correct longitude can only be obtained by finding the posi-

tion of the ship by Mercator's sailing on every change of course."

John Merrifield
Navigation School, Plymouth, December 22, 1S83

[I WAS, of course, aware of the existence of the paragraphs
mentioned by Mr. Merrifield, but they do not seem to meet the

point raised, viz. that no notice was taken in the chap'er on
Traverse'Sailing of the necessity of finding the difference of

longitude on each course in high latitudes, although the subject

is incidentally referred to at p. 104. There will ilcubtless

always be differences of opinion between the writer and reviewer
of a book, but it seems to me that, in teaching, the theory should

be unassailable. Whether in ])ractice it is necessary to apply all

the corrections required should be left to the judgment of the

practitioner. Mr. Merrifield has reversed this order, having
omitted certain rules from the instructions on Traverse Sailing,

but mentioned them casually in a paragraph preceding the cojjy

of the log.

—

The Reviewer.]

AN AMERICAN ROTHAMSTED
TLTALF a century has elapsed since Sir John Lawes
'• ^ commenced at Rothamsted Park, in Hertford-
shire, the unique series of experiments the results of
which have produced so salutary an effect on agricultural
practice. The inquiries were at the outset restricted to

determining the influences of various kinds of manures,
and these led to the institution, in the year 1843, of sys-
tematic field experiments which are still in progress.
Wheat and barley have been grown on the saine land for

forty-one consecutive years, oats for twelve years, turnips
for thirty years, potatoes for nine years, meadow herbage
for twenty-eight years, while beans, clover, sugar-beets,
and mangel-wurzel have likewise been grown more or
Icoo continuously, and all under the varied influences of
the different manurial agents. The influence of soils and
manures on the composition of crops, the relations of
botanical characteristics to the soil and to manures, the
physical and chemical properties of the soils themselves,
the transpiration of water by plants, the question as to
whether plants assimilate free nitrogen, the composition
of rain and drainage waters,—these are some of the chief
problems which have been the subjects of research. Not
less noteworthy are the experiments which have been
made with animals, such as the determination of the re-

lation of quantity and kind of food consumed to increase
in live weight, the proportion and relative development
of the difterent organs of farm animals, the composition
of the animals in difterent conditions as to age and
fatness, the cotnposition of the solid and liquid excreta
in relation to that of the food consumed, and the conip si-

tion of the ash of animals in different conditions and
variously fed.

Valuable and highly appreciated as are the many pub-
lished results of the Rothamsted researches, yet their
significance could not fail to be greatly enhanced were it

possible to compare them with similar e.xperiments carried
on elsewhere. But the efficient equipment of an agricul-
tural experiment station like that at Rothamsted is a very
costly afifair, and, unless State aid can be relied upon, it

can hardly be undertaken save through the munificence
of private individuals. The splendid example set by the
founder of the Rothamsted station in this country has
stimulated an American gentleman to establish in the
State of New York an experimental farm which is already
well on the way towards becoming another Rothamsted.

The credit of this enterprise is due to Mr. Lawson Valen-
tine, who thi-reby realises " a long-cherished plan for

doing something towards the progress of American agri-

culture," and at the same tiine providing a pleasant
country home conveniently near his place of business in

New York City.

Houghton Farm, Orange County, is within two hours'

railway journey of Nevv York City, and occupies an area
of 600 acres. In the summer of 1879 the proprietor

secured the services of Dr. Manly Miles as director of

the projectei experiments, and after a period of eighteen
months, during which the fields were laid out and drained,
the experiments were begun. Since the summer of 1881

the experimental work has been carried on as a distinct

department, quite separate from that of the farm proper
on the one hand, ancl from that of the residential portion

of the estate on the other. Thus the pi esent plans as to

Houghton Farm are, in the words of the proprietor, the

following :— i. That the farming operations be carried on
in accordance with the best known methods, and under
the best possible organisation and management, with a
view to educating and enlightening others by furnishing

valuable examples and results in practical agriculture.

2. That there be a scientific department devoted to agri-

cultural investigation and experiment, and that such de-

partment be of the higheat order, so as to command the

respect, interest, and co operation of the leading scientific

minds of this and o;her countries. 3. That Houghton
Farm be a comfortable, healthful, and attr.ictive home
for the family of its proprietor, and affoid large hospitality

for friends and guests.

Two distinct though closely related and parallel lines

of investigation are recognised. Firstly, the purely scien-

tific work of the laboratory to gain a knowledge of the
elements of animal and vegetable nutrition, and of their

relations under known definite cond.tions. Secondly,
accurate and well planned experiments in the feeding of

animals and in the growth of crops to answer the various

practical questions that arise in the management of the

farm, and to determine the agricultural value of the facts

and theories that arc presented as the result of purely
scientific investigations. E.xperiments under this second
head demand, on the part of those who conduct them, an
extended knowledge of practical farming, as well as the
trained skill and ability for original investigations that are
required in researches in pure science.

As the system of growing the same kind of crop on
the same land for a continuous series of years, in the
manner followed at Rothamsted, appears to be the only
one that can be reliel upon to give consistent and
trustworthy results, this method has been adopted at

Houghton Farm. But besides wheat, barley, and oats,

the staple American cereal, Indian corn, forms the sub-

ject of a special series of experiments. Indian corn is

successfully cultivated over a very wide area ; it much
exceeds in aggregate value any other crop grown in the
United States ; it is of great importance as a cleaning

crop ; and the large amount of cattle food of good quality

it is capable of yielding, together with the value of the
manure produced per acre when it is fed on the farm, all

point to this crop as the one a series of systematic ex-

periments upon the cultivation of which will yield results

of greater practical interest to American farmers than
will experiments with any other field crop.

The first report on the experiirents with Indian corn
has already been published, with considerable elaboration

of detail. Some interesting results have been est iblished,

particularly those on the influence of drainage, on the

employment of barnyard manure, and on the character
and quality of the grain.

Prof D. P. Penhallow, the botanist and chemist at the
station, has issued no less than four reports last year
and this. These deal respectively with the meteoro-
logy of the district in which the farm is situated, based
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<in observations extending over a perio i of six consecutive

months; with soil temperatures, a series of observations

embracing a similar period ; with the normal condition

(f vegetable structure with reference to cell contents
;

and with "peach yellows," a disease attacking peach
trees. To do justice to any one of these memoirs would
really require a separate notice, but the mere mention of

them will serve to indicate some of the channels into

M-hich the energies of this new centre of research are

being directed. In connection with the meteorological

work, however, it is worth noting that daily bulletins

were issued, the predictions being made for twenty-four

hours from noon to noon. The whole number of predic-

tions made was 210, of which only rg per cent, proved
incorrect, so that the bulletins came to be depended upon
and ser\-ed a most important purpose for the time during
which they were issued. All the reports are printed in

.in attractive form, and special pains appear to have been
bestowed upon the diagrams and coloured plates.

To the names that have already been mentioned it is

necessary to add that of Mr. Henry E. Alvord, who
has undertaken the duties of general manager. Mr.
Alvord's name is already familiar to agriculturists on this

side of the Atlantic, particularly in connection with Ame-
rican dairy farming, and his association with Houghton
Karm is another guarantee, if one were needed, of the

t'loroughly business-like manner in which the new e.xperi-

ment station is to be conducted.
From this brief sketch it will be seen that there exist at

Houghton Farm potentialities whose development can
hardly fail to exercise considerable influence on the agri-

cultural practice of the future. Those who have studied

tlie Rothamsted results will be glad to compare with them
llie results deduced from the Houghton Farm experiments,

and each station will be benefited by comparing notes

with its friendly rival, while the valuable work which
j

English agriculturists associate with the names of Lawes,
(".ilbert, Pugh, Masters, and Warington will, it is to be
hiiped, find a parallel in the discoveries we shall con-

fidently look fur from the transatlantic station. 1 ntention-

ally planned, in many details, upon the same lines as

Rothamsted, there ij one point in which the new station

specially resembles its English prototype, and it is con-
t:uned in the words, " Visitors are always welcome at

Houghton Farm." W. Fream

advantages over those of the ordinary quadrant electro-
meters. In these, when the quadrants consist of four
pieces of flat brass borne each on an insulating pillar, it is

difficult to set them so that they shall be all exactly in

one plane ; and when, as in some of the more delicate
instruments, the quadrants are made of a hollow box slit

into four parts, there is found the further difficulty of
arranging the quadrants so that the needle can be taken
out and replaced. These difficulties are, to a large extent,
obviated in Dr. Edelmann's form of instrument ; for the
inner surface of the cylinder, which constitutes the four
quadrants, can be turned perfectly true after the quadrants
have been screwed to the ebonite rings ; and there is no
difficulty at all in lowering the needle into the cylindrical
cavity within the quadrants, or in lifting it out. The
needle itself is of the form shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and

A
EDELMANN'S ELECTROMETER

MONGST the many forms of electrometer that

derive their origin from the quadrant electrometer
of Sir William Thomson is that of Edelmann, which is

very extensively used in the physical laboratories of the
Continent. Dr. Edelmann, whose name it bears, is not
only proprietor of workshops in Munich, which are
r.ipidly winning renown for the excellence of the instru-

ments which they turn out, but also holds the post of
Jirivdt-docent in the Polytechnicum of Munich.

In the parent instrument of .Sir \V. Thomson, and in

most of the modifications of that instrument which go by
the names of Branly, Kirchoff, Mascart, &c , the quadrants
are literally four quadrants cut from one plane circle;

and in most of these instruments the needle is of the flat

dumb-bell or lemniscate form which Sir W. Thomson
hi nself gave to it. Dr. Edelmann has, however, taken a
departure in quite another line, his instrument being very
ajipropriately named the "cylinder-quadrant"' electro-
meter. The three accompanying figures show the essen-
ti d parts of the instrument. The quadrants, marked
r. in Fig. i, and a, b, e, d in Fig. 2, are formed by
taking a metal tube, furnished with flanges above and
below, and slitting it into four parts by four equidistant
cnts parallel to the axis of the tube ; the four pieces being
then set in their proper places by being screwed to two
Tmgs, R and S, of ebonite. This arrangement has some

consists of two portions of metal (w \v) cut from a
cylinder, united above and below, and hung by a single

fibre of small torsion from an adjustable head, F, above.
A mirror, .f, is attached above the needle, and a platinum
vane, P, below it dips into a vessel, T, containing sulphuric
acid. To give directive force to the "needle" a small
magnetic needle, n s, is attached to it. This device was
indeed used in some of Sir W. Thomson's early instru-

ments, though subsequently abandoned in favour of the

bifilar suspension usually adopted. It is of course under-
stood that the opposite pairs of quadrants are, as usual,

connected together. Electrodes, A, b, pass through the

metal plate, 11, which covers the instrument, and are con-
nected with the quadrants as shown in Fig. I. An outer

jar of glass surrounds the instrument and is fixed to the

under side of the plate M by a bayonet point. The plate

11 itself is very substantial, and is provided with three

levelling screws which rest in V-grooves in a strong ring-
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shaped support of cast zinc, L l, which is screwed to the
laboratory wall like a bracket.

It will be seen that Dr. Edelmmn has discarded the

Leyden jar, replenisher, an 1 gauge, which phy so im-
portant a part in Sir W. Thomson's electrometers.
Instead of these a Zamboni pile, or a battery of 200 small
well insulated voltaic elements, is used. These are made
of test-tubes filled with common water, and having small
zmc-copper pairs placed from cell to cell. It is difficult

to believe that either of these dispositions is an improve-
ment on the replenisher-jar-gauge arrangement, though
either may be somewhat cheaper. Nor is it likely that
the presence of the ebonite rings R and S will add, in the

long run, to tlie satisfactory working of the instrument

;

for, as is well known, this substance when exposed to
light decomposes at the surface, and becomes covered
with a conducting-film of acid. The insulation of the
quadrants ought not to be risked by such a doubtful
device. It ought to be mentioned that a cylindrical
arrangement of quadrants had been previously employed
by Silow in an instrument for investigating the dielectric

capacity of liquids : but to Dr. Edelmann is due the
credit of having applied this arrangement for the con-
struction of these electrometers, which in consequence of
their many good points are becoming so popular for
laboratory work both in Germany and elsewhere.

GLEANINGS FROM THE REPORTS CONCERN-
ING THE ERUPTION OF KRAKATOA

T DO not propose to give here an abstract of all the
• reports which I have gathered, but I only wish to
state some important data which might be u-efulto those
who wish to become acquainted with the full particulars
concerning the eruption. Therefore I have mentioned
the authorities fro n which 1 ha\ e taken ihe following
statements, in order that the reader who wishes for more
circumstantial reports may find them easily.

I regret to say that I have not been able to find any
reports from Tjiringm and the lighthouse-keepers of
Java's First Point and \'lakke Hoek. 'in the beginning of
I ictober an engineer of the mine-service was sent to
K'rakatoa to examine the island, and he is expected now
to bring in a scientific report about the eruption ; it is to
be hoped he has in-isted that everything referring to the
citastrophe should be circumstantially recorded.

I. Data referring to the time anterior tei the Eruption.—
In a report which was published in the /aTa Coiirant (the
paper of the Dutch Government), which was brought
from Batavia by the mad of August 25, it was slid :

'' There
are now t«o craters on Krakatoa, 3 km. distant from
each other, whxh are continually wording. The western
crater is at the foot of Mount Perbuatan (working since
May 20) ; the eastern crater working since a more recent

date (which is unknown to me) at the foot of Mount
Dannan. The outlines of the top of Mount Perbuatan
are changed

; the outlines of the beach are also altered
by some increase of land along the shore. The trees
which covered the island are burnt for the greater part."

As to what occurred before and during the eruption
of August 26 and 27 I particularly took the data :

—

(i) From the report of the Berhice, Capt. I.ogan, from
New York (A7W/7W 7'(7« den Dag, October 11): August
26 at 2 p.m. she was off V'lakke Hoek, 20 miles to the
south ; she got sight of the light of Java's First Point
August 28 at 12 p.m. Since August 26 at 4 p.m. she had
only little sail ; 28, at 4 a.m., maintopsail was set ; after-

wards at noon she set full sail and made for First Point.

Therefore she was during the eruption near a line which
joins Java Head and the point where she was August
26 at 2 p.m.

(2) From the report of the Charles Bal (Nature,
Dec. 6, p. 140) : She passed Prince's Island August 26, at

9 a.m. ; Krakatoa seen at 4.15 p.m., north half east, 10
miles distant. At 1 1 p.m. the inland became more visible,

west-north-west, 11 miles distant; August 27 at 6a.m.
she set sail, passed lighthouse Fourth Point at 8 o'clock,

Anjer at 8 30; passed Button Island at 10.15.

(3) From the report of eye-witnesses, who were at

Anjer during the catastrophe {Niemcs '<'an den Dag,
October 1 1 and 14).

(4) From a report written by a passenger (an engineer)
of the Goi/verneiir Loudon {liMlch Indian steamer, 761 reg.

tons, 190 h.p.) [Nieuw. Rotterdam. Court., t'ctober 23, by
Mr. van Sandick) : She was off Anjer August 26 at

3 p.m. ; went to Telok Betong, where she arrived at

7 p.m. ; remained there till next morning at 7 o'clock.

After a wave had destroyed Telok Betong she made for

Anjer, but before she had left the bay darkness came on,
and she was compelled to lie there till August 28 in the
morning.

(5) From the report of eye-witnesses at Telok Betong
{Nieuws van den Dag, November 3 and 13).

Moreover, I took a few particulars from the reports of

Katimbang {A'teun's van den Dag, October 16) (Lam-
pongs, at the foot of the Radjah Bassa), Binuangan
(Nicuw. Rotterdam. Court., October 23) (at the bottom of
the Semangka Bay), and Pulu Merak {Niti/ws van den
Dag, October 10).

Though e.g. on the Island Bali strong detonations
were heard in the morning of August 26, the reports
of Telok Betong and Anjer say : Fine weather, no ex-
traordinary detonations in the afternoon. Berhice reports :

Sky dark at 2 o'clock, threatening at 4 o'clock ; at 6 p.m.
thunder and lightning. Cn board the Charles Bal At

4 15 an eruption at the east of Krakatoa was observed
;

the masses which were dri\ en forth to the east had the
ap|.earance of a furious squall. Anjer reported : At
6 o'clock quite dark ; at Telok Betong at 6 p.m. slight

rain of ashes ; at the sa.ne time Berhice experienced ashes
pouring down at once ; it was quite dark. Fall of ashes
and daikness continued the whole evening. About this

time the commotion of the sea began also. At Anjer,
between 6 and 7 p.m , several vessels were carried by the
wave to and fro in the harbour (canal), but the sea did
not flow o.er. From Merak is reported, August 26, at

7 p.m. or 7.30 p.m. : Heavy detonations, violent shocks
(but no earthquakeV Waves swept away the Chinese
camp

; caused much damage. In the night (I could not
find out at what o'clock) fiery phenomena were seen in

the direction of Krakatoa, shocks of earthquake, waves.
The Controleur, who was at Katimbang, related :

" August
26, 7 p.m., several prows thrown on the beach, waves, but
the sea did not flow over, nor did the waves grow higher."

The London came to anchor off Telok Betong at 7 p.m.
Rough sea, boats could not communicate. They observed
that there was something wrong, but could not make out

what it was. The Dutch baik Marie, which was there
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also (there are two vessels of the same name, Marie and
Maria, in the list, the one, Marie, of 570, the other,

Maria, of 790 tons) reported : At 7.30 currents observed

in different directions, some small vessels lost their anchors,

ten persons saved from being drowned. From Telok

Betong is reported : By 6.30 sea quite calm, level of the

sea I metre lower than pier, a moment afterwards i

metre above it
;
people who were at the end of the pier,

about 1000 metres distant from the shore, had to walk
back through the water, which was done without acci-

dents. Meanwhile the Charles Bal was in a fearful

situation since 5 o'clock. She reports :

—"At 5 p.m. sky

darkening, detonations stronger, pumice- stones pouring

down, rather big pieces, had to cover skylights. At 6

p.m. big pieces ceased, small pieces, ashes, &c., con-

tinued. Terrible night. After 7 p.m., at Anjer, heavy
detonations were heard, the ground was groaning, thun-

derstorm ; by 930 calm, slight rain of ashes. After this

the sea was very calm. After midnight some waves were
obser\-ed, which were not violent. Lloyd's agent at

Batavia wrote under date of October 16 {Scotsman,

November 24) :
—" But we know now that the village of

Sirah, six miles below Anjer, was partially submerged at

I o'clock on Sunday night, .'\ugust 26. This I had from
the head man himself, who at the time reported it at once.

... At Anjer, however, nothing was felt and no alarm
was experienced." At Katimbang a noise was heard of a

far-off wave at 10 o'clock, and the Europeans and natives

went to a higher place. During the night the waves were
heard causing an awful devastation. At Telok Betong.
by 10 o'clock, several vessels were thrown on the beach
(among which the steamer Berouw, draft r75 m., 4 guns,

30 h.p., 4 Europeans, 24 natives), houses swept away,
people drowned, &c. ; towards midnight calm.
From this it seems to me that no extraordinary detona-

tions were heard nor any phenomena seen which could
have startled the inhabitants, who, however, had been
accustomed for three months to the noise of Krakatoa.
Meanwhile the outburst continued. The Berbice re-

ported :— .-Xt midnight ashes increased, pieces of pumice-
stones, thunder and lightning increased, fireballs fell on
deck and were scattered about, fearful roaring, copper at

the helm got hot ; hehnsman, captain, and several sailors

were struck by electric di-charges ; sad over the hatches
to prevent fire, helm tied, crew sent below, captain and
master kept guard ; 27th, at 2 a.m , all hands to shovel

ashes into the sea (were about 3 feet thick lying on deck).

In a still worse situation was the Charles Bal. Lightning
continued ; saw a light at 1 1 p.m., supposed it to be the light

of the Fourth Point (.'Vnjer lighthouse) ; layby ; Krakatoa
visible in west-north-wesi, 1 1 miles distant ; wind strong
south-west, chains of fire appearing to descend and
ascend between the sky and the island, while on the
south-west end there seemed to be a continued roll of

balls of white fire ; the wind, though -trong, was hot
and choking, sulphurou-, with a smell as of burning
cinders, some of the pieces falling on us being like iron

cinders, and the lead from a bottom of 30 fathoms came
up quite warm. From midnight to 4 a.m. (27th) wind
strong, but very unsteady between south-south-west and
west-south-west, impenetrab!e darkness continuing, the

roaring of Krakatoa less continuous, but more explosive
in sound, the sky one second intense blackness, and the
next a blaze of fire ; masthead and yardarms studded
with corposants, and a peculiarly pinkish tlame coming
from the clouds, which seemed to touch the mastheads
and yardarms."
On the morning of August 27, by 6 o'clock, as is re-

ported from Binuangan (Semangka Bay), the sunken
cliffs were visible; a little while afterwards a wave came
and returned, but another followed, which did much
damage ; soon (?) after tliis it became quite dark, mud
and ashes poured down ; several waves followed till late

in the evening ; darkness continued till next morning.

From Anjer is reported that it was about 5 o'clock when
the first wave came. One of the persons who were saved
said :

" 1 went out about 5.15. After having talked with

several persons, I saw the wave, still far off, rapidly
making way towards us. I ran away, was followed by
the wave, fell down quite exhausted, but happily on a
hill, where the water could not reach me. Before my
eyes all the houses along the beach were destroyed."
Another person reported :- " I was early at the beach
(early, after Indian habit, might be at 5 o'clock). When
I returned home 1 heard a cry, 'The flood comes.' C n
looking round I saw a high wave which I could not
escape ; I was lifted from the ground, but caught hold of

a tree. Then I perceived several waves, which followed
the first ; the place where Anjer had been before was
covered by a turbulent sea, from which some trees and
roofs of houses were still peeping out. After the wave
bad flowed off, I left the tree, and found myself in the

midst of the devastation. The Chinese camp was not yet

destroyed." A third person, who was still in bed at 6
o'clock, was lifted up by the wave and carried to a hill.

All agree that after g a.m. it became dark, and a pouring
down of mud and ashes commenced (darkness till next
morning), (S:c. From Merak it is reported that in the

morning all European officers were in their houses ; when
the first wave came they were not afraid, and would not

yet go to the hills. The Berbice reported :
" Till 8 o'clock

it was, as before, quite dark, afterwards worse." The
Charles Bal : "August 27, 6 a.m , being able to make out

the Java shore, set sail. Passing Fourth Point Light-

house at 8, hoisted our signal letters, but got no answer.

Passed Anjer at 8.30, name still hoisted, close enough in

to make out the houses, but could see no movement of

any kind ; in fact through the whole straits we have not

seen a single moving thing of any kind on sea or land."

I must confess I am here at a loss. It is possible that

the Charles Bal passed Anjer after the first wave had
annihilated most of the living beings and before the fol-

lowing waves had finished the destruction of buildings,

though it would be strange if at the lighthouse all the

people had been killed before the building was destroyed.

Moreover, it seems strange to me that the captain should

not have seen the devastation nor remarl. ed the tidal

waves When they came on, the ship was very near

them, and even if we suppose that the waves had been
shot like a projectile from Krakatoa on to Anjer, it would be
astonishing that such a considerable mass of water should

not at all have been perceived, or not described if it had
been. We learn from Anjer (and from Telok Betong)
that it was seen from the beach like a black wall, and it

must have had a considerable height, for it covered all

the houses and trees which were near the beach ; now an
ordinary house might at least be ten or twelve metres
high, and the shaft of a cocoanut tree has also a con-

siderable length. Loudon reports : August 27, in the

morning fine weather, at 7 a.m, an immense wave came
on ; the Loniion, under steam, turned her head to it, was
lifted up, but kept well ; now the wave rushed on to the

beach, and before the eyes of the passengers and crew of

the Linidou, houses disappeared ; the Beroirw (which had
been thrown on the beach on the evening of the 26th)

was lifted up and carried a few kilometres into the land.

The place where Telok Betong had been before was
changed into a violent sea (except the buildings on the

hills). Three other waves followed at short intervals.

Since it was supposed that the cable had been destroyed,

the steamer intended to go to Anjer to report the

catastrophe. Before she could get out of the Lampong
Bay it darkened. The mate of the Marie reports :

August 27, in the morning the sea was calmer, but

queer weather, sky threatening, prepared the third

anchor. At once we saw an immense wave at the

horizon making rapidly its way on to us ; we spiked up
the hatches, and after having done it the first wave struck
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the vessel, and threw it on the beach ; after the wave
had flowed oft", the Marie was literally on dry sand

;

one could have walked around the vessel. Part of

the crew left the ship. Froai the barracks at Telok
Betong, on the Talang Hill, about twenty-five

metres above the level of the sea, an eye-witness wrote :

.At 6.20 I went to Kampong (village) Kankong, about
1400 metres distant from the barracks, to see the destruc-

tion which the wave had caused the night before. After
I was there 1 saw a wave rushing on to us ; we hastened
to the hills, the villigers following us. When I had
reached the barracks, I saw Kampong Kankong had dis-

appeared, and so had the other villajjes near the beach,
liefore the darkness began the water rose. .At Katimbang
they perceived in the morning what damage had been
done—by little and little it became dark.

At 10 o'clock it was so dark aboard the London that

not even outlines of the ship or persons were visible ; she
stopped for eighteen hours. Rain of mud covered the

deck o 50 metre thick. Needle of the compass violently

agitated ; barometer extremely high ; breathing difficult

through damp ; some people got unwell and sleepy.

After the darkness began the sea became violent, the
wind increased ; at last it was a hurricane. Then several

heavy seas came, some of which came across and almost
capsized the vessel. The flash of lightning struck the

Loudon seven times, went along the conductor, but, when
still above the deck, sprang over into the sea. This was
accompanied by a dreadful crackling. At such moaients
the vessel and the surroundings were brightly lighted; it

was a fearful sight, everything being covered with a

grayish mud. During all this time the Loudon was
under steam, steaming slowly at two anchors. St.

Elmo's fires at the masts and yards. August 28, at

4 a.m., feeble moonlight (moon's rise at Batavia, August
28, at 2.15 a.m ) at the horizon. After the sun had come
up she tried to leave the biy. It seems worth attention

that during all these fearful hours no detonations were
heard aboard the Loudon (this is expressly mentioned in

the report).

At Merak an immense wave came by 9 o'clock from the
west and rushed to the east. The European who alone
escaped went to the hills, while darkness surrounded him.
The mate of the Marie writes:— By 10 a.m. (August 27)
three heavy seas came after each other

;
quite dark ; at

once a fearful detonation. Sky in fire, damp. By
3 p.m. three seas again, after this the sea quite calm.
Dark till ne.\t morning, then (28th) Marie was found
afloat again. From the barracks ( Telok Betong) it is

reported :--By 9.30 a.m. a downpour of ashes, later stones
and mud ; about half an hour afterwards the level of the

water was only I or 2 metres below the top of the hill.

Now it was taken into consideration to give up the

barracks and retire to a higher point. In the night the

rain of mud ceased by little and little, the sky cleared up,

stars appeared. When, at Katimbang, it had become
quite dark, fearful detonations, like thunder and reports
of guns, were heard. By 11.30 pouring down of stones
began (the biggest as large as a fi^t). Half an hour
.ifter, 12 o'clock, it became quite dark; heavy rain of

.ishes soon afterwards, hot ashes (during a quarter of an
liour), then cold ashes; darkness continued (it is not
Slid when it dawned). From the Charles Bal is re-

potted: "At 1 1.
1 5 there was a dreadful explosion in the

direction of Krakatoa, now over thirty miles distant. We
saw a wave rush right onto the Button Island, apparently
sweeping right over the south part, and rising half way
tip to the north and east sides This we saw repeated
twice, but the helmsman says he saw it once before.

The same wave seemed also to run right on to the Java
shore. At the same time the sky rapidiy covered in, the
wind strong from south-west by south ; by 11.30 we were
inclosed in a darkness that might almost be felt, and at

the same time commenced a downpour of mud and sand.

&c., v/hich put out the side lights. At noon the darkness was
so intense that we had to grope our way about the decks,
and although speaking to each other on the poop, yet

could not see each other. This horrible state and down-
pour continued till 1.30, the roarings of the volcano and
lightnings being something fearful. By 2 p.m. we could
see some of the yards aloft, and the fall of mud ceased.

(Here the explosion an I the beginning of the darkness
are reported about two hours later than from Lampong
Bay or from Anjer, and still more astonishing is it that

nothing is said about the wave which aimihilated Merak).
At 5 p.m. the sky cleared up in the north-east, but till mid-
night sky dark, now and then ashes falling. Though the

vessel was sixty-five to seventy miles distant from
Krakatoa, the roaring of the volcano was still audible."

From the Berbice is reported : At 1 1 a.m. (27th) strong
wind south-east ; at 3 p.m. high wave (about 20 feet high)

struck the vessel so hard that the chronometers were arrested.

Thunder, &c., continued, and the hands of the barometers
were violently agitated between 28 and 30 inches. At 6 p.m.
no change, sea relatively calm, lightning allowed us to see

the vessel surrounded by a sea of pumice stone ; at mid-
night, weather calm, lightning more remote. August .:8, at

4 a.m., calm, maintopsail set. Darkness continued. At
8 a.m. they saw daylight again. Weather calm and
bright, Ship covered with ashes about 8 inches thick.

During the eruption about 40 tons of ashes were thrown
overboard; more sail set; had full sail at 12 o'clock,

and went straight on to Java Head. Floating pumice-
stone diminished the speed of the vessel. At midnight
light of First Point was seen ; when they passed Prince's

Island they saw banks of pumice-stone 18 to 24 inches

thick. In the afternoon they passed between Krakatoa
and the Java shore. As far as they could see the island

was by two gaps divided into three parts. The sea was
covered with pumice-stones and floating corpses.

I continue the report of the Loudon :—Ashes and
pumice-stone were still falling, but only slightly ; the

vessel was near the shore; it was a dreadful sight, tree^

buried under ashes and mud, the sea covered with

pumice-stone and driftwood. Near Pulutiga the entrance
of the bay was obstructed by islands of pumice-stoi:e, like

cliffs ; they formed a bri'Jge between Pulutiga, Sebuku,
and the mainland. Since the channel of Lagundi Strait-,

seemed comparatively open, the Loudun made for it, but

she met there with an island of pumice-stone, about 3 ni.

thick ; she went aher-d against it, the pumice-stone g-ive

way, and though there were some difficulties at the

pumps, the Loudon got free ; now it was resolved to go
to Anjer, the vessel came to the Sunda Straits, west (i.i

the report is said east, which seems a slip to me), then

south of Krakatoa ; when this island was at larboard (I

think it means when the Loudon went to the north, pass-

ing between Krakatoa and the Java shore, for after

having left the Lagundi Straits, she continually had
Krakatoaon the larboard) it was seen that the greaterpart

of the island had disappeared ; there was a steep cratei-

wall, the peak as it were cut into two. In the wall \2s^ti

cracks filled with smoke were rennrked. In the sea

between Krakatoa and Sibessie several volcanic retfs were

seen, there, as it seemed, volcanic powers were still at

work. At eight different places columns arose, which,

after having originated in a dark point, grew larger, got

as it were a white bordering, arose to a considerable

height, and gave way to another column. It could not

be made out whether these phenomena were waterspouts

or volcanic eruptions.

It is known that the detonations were heard all over the

Dutch colonies and further ; I only beg to record that at

.Achcen, 5r N. lat., they were so distinctly heard that mili-

tary forces were sent out, since it was supposed that a fort

had been attacked. It may be interesting to see a re-

port from Padang Panjang, which runs as follows :

August 27, 8.30 a.m., at once a heavy explosion, a single
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thick cloud of smoke arose (from Mount r4erapi o' 20' S.

lat., 100° 28' E. long. Greenwich) drove directly away ; now
smoke arose from a point at some distan:e from the crater,

uncertain whether it originated in ejeete I matters, or

whether there were fumaroles. After five minutes the

same phenomena were observed ; afterwards it was per-

fectly quiet. At 10.50 a.m. hollow groaning; another

column of smo'<e arose ; ashes falling eastward ; two

columns of smoke During all this time a fearful noise

was heard from afar, which became stronger after 11 am.
Dr. B. Hagen wrote to the editor of the Ausland

{Atisland, No. 46) fromTandjong Morawa(Deli, Sumatra,

almost 1000 kin. distant from Krakatoa) : In the after-

noon (27th) thick white clouds were seen coining from
the volcano Sipaiak (or Guming Balerang), more than

30 km. distant to south-west.

From Menggala (130 km. from Telok Belong to the

north-west) is reported : Slight concussion of the air, rain

of ashes, darkness. From Sukadana (105 km. from
Telok Betong to the north-east) is reported : Much
damage done by falling ashes and stones.

During the eruption there were still two vessels near
the Sunda Straits the reports of which are to be men-
tioned. The Anncslcy (Tiiiies, weekly edition, Oct. 12),

Capt. Strachan, from Singapore, August 27, for Mauritius :

At 10 a.m. it was so dark that they had to light all the
lights. Barometer rising and falling j inch to i inch in

the minute. Ashes and pumice-stones Vailing. Towards
the night ashes stopped, but it was as black as night.

August 2S, they passed the Sunda Straits, and heard
from the liglithouse-keeper (Java's First Point) that he
had had fearful weather. Had some of the ashes as far
as 100 miles clear of Java Head.
The hopper barge 7V^(?/ made from Batavia for Merak,

August 27, early in the morning. On the way they met
with ashes and stones pouring down ; it became quite
dark, sea rough ; came to anchor by 12 o'clock ; dreadful
weather ; she dragged her anchor. Towards 3 o'clock
the sky cleared up, then went on till 5 p m. In the night
they saw a biight light in the south and west, many
flashes of lightning, and balls of fire ; several sea-quakes

;

at once sea like glass. In the morning (.August 28), when
It dawned, the Tet^a/ was off St. Nicholas Point ; now
she entered the straits ; they saw the devastation. At
Dwars-in-dcn-Weg the sea had still deepened the deep
places which were there before ; Saleier and Tempora
had disappeared ; the height of the waves at Merak was
estimated from 30 m. to 40 m. by the chief of the works
at Merak {Xicuws van den Dag, October 10).

The Prins Hendrik, a Dutch man-of-war (2000 tons,

400 h.p„ 5-5 m. draft, Sguns, 229 Europeans, 53 natives)
was sent to the Sunda Straits for the safety of the vessels
arriving there f A'/W/rcj van den Dag, November 17). She
first went to Vlakke Hoek, but could not communicate on
account of the pumice-stone ; another vessel succeeded
in communicating (September 3), and found of the men
of the lighthouse (5 Europeans, 14 coolies) 10 natives
dead, 3 Europeans and 4 natives wounded. The base
of the lighthouse is 2-5 m. above the level of the sea ; the
first (iron) floor was broken, the lodgings near the light-
house swept away. The Heiidtik observed that the north
part of Krakatoa had disappeared ; from the part which
remained, from Verlaten and Lang Island, and the new
ones (Calmeyer and Seers), smoke continually arose

;

now and then, by night, a flame was seen. September 16,
the Hcndrik tried to enter Semungka Bay. They found
a place where the sea was not covered with pumice-stone,
but landing was impossible, the breakers being too
strong

; next day a boat was sent again, which was beset in
the floating masses. The pumice-stone around the Hcndrik
was now 5 feet thick, and one could stand on it. The
boat had at last to be given up, the crew (being one
lieutenant, Dutch Navy, two boatswains, fourteen sailors)
went on shore. The Hendrik tried to leave the bay, but

could hardly turn round ; a condenser exploded, and they
had to come to anchor. As far as they could see, the sea

was covered with pumice-stone. After thirty hours t^^e

engine had been repaired and cleared, and after much
trouble the steamer got out of the bay.

Though the reports which I have mentioned are far

from being complete (I shnll try to complete them), I

think they are sufficient to draw some conclusions :

—

I. As to the height of the wave, we have seen that the

first waves at Anjer were more than 10 metres high
(August 27, 6 a m.). At Merak the height of the most
destructive wave (by 9 o'clock) is estimated at 30-40
metres by the engineer himself, and Mr. McCoU (the

Scotsman, November 24) estimated it to be 135 feet

(about 41 metres). At Telok Betong (Talang hills) it was
about 23 or 24 metres, but here it was not properly speak-

ing a wave, but it seems that the water in Lampong Bay
was dammed up as it were. I suppose that the bay by
the first waves was filled, and the mass of water broke
here the force of the explosion, and the wave bywhi:h
the latter was followed was turned to the east (fro 11

Merak the wave came from west). In general 1 do not

suppose that we may speak about ''waves" in the ordi-

nary sense. Besides the previous commotions, which
were of course very strong, I suppose that by the explo-

sion (let us say August 27, 9.30) an immense mass of

water was driven to the north, and escaped as far as it

could into the Java Sea
;

probably other concussions
followed, and afterwards the mass flew back (this was th^i

wave the Bcrbicc met with at 3 o'clock), and went intu

the Indian Ocean. If this supposition be true, I think

\'lakke Hoek lighthouse was also struck by the wave in

the afternoon (which, of course, I do not know). That
the water was really dammed up, we learn also— though
the effect was not so strong—from the report from Telok
Betong about August 26. The men, being on the pier,

had to make their way home through the water, which at

the time was rather high, and they coidd never have done
it if there had at that moment been a flowing off of the

wave. From different reports it results that the waves
produced their effect in a certain direction, and not

around (e.g. destruction in the night 26th to 27th,

Sirah, south of Anjer; 26th, in the evening, destruction

at Merak, only slight commotion at Anjei).

2. The barometer. From the Bcibice it is reported:

28 to 30 inches, violently agitated. Annestey : rising
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and falling \ to 1 inch in half an hour. Prinses Wilhel-

mina at Tandjong Piio'< : 789 763mm. (Xicitw. Rotterd.

Nov. 26) (789 seems a misprint, Xicuuis '<'on den Dag\\?L%

750, perhapi it should be 759). Loudon : extremely high.

3. Compasses. Spun round {Loudon).

4. Degree of darkness. From all reports results that

there was a moment when "no outlines of ship or men
were seen." From the report of the Aniicslcy results that

the darkness continued after the downpour of ashes had
ceised, therefore the darkness is not depending on the

pouring down of ashes ; it is sufficient that the sunlight

be intercepted by a thick cloud of ashes. From the

Bcrbice is reported :— Darkness from 26th, p m., to 28th,

a.m. From all other places is reported :— Bright, August
27, from 6 to 9 a.m., and 28th, from 6 a.m.

5. .After having read the reports, the question arose to

nic, Was the mul ejected from the crater, or were the
ashes, &c., mi>:ed with rain or sea water.'' I think ihe

latter ; 1 remember, at least, that in 1863 (an eruption of
the Merapi, Java, took place) 1 came into a slight down-
pour of ashes. I was travelling on horseback, and after

some time a thunderstorm came on. All around me, which
had been ashes before, was changed very soon into mud.
In the report of the Berbicc the "rain of mud" is not
mentioned, but it is said that the yards were covered with

a " crust," because a slight rain had met the ashes,

which, however, on deck were still "ashes," because, I

suppose, the rain was not hard enough to change such a
thick layer into a "crust."

6. Detonations, though they were heard in Saigon,
Smgipore, Acheen, Ceylon, &c., were not heard on board
the l^oudoii. I think this might be explained by the
thunderstorm, the pouring down of mud into the sea, and
the hurricane (which in Lampong Bay did more damage
than the wave itself).

7. The part of Krakatoa which has disappeared sank
jjrobably August 27 ; at least in the report from the
Liiudon the island is described as it is now. F'rom the
Hciincc, however, it is reported :—Saw it divided in three

parts (29th) ; but probably they saw the remains of Kra-
katoa, Verlaten Island, and Lang Island, which before,

when seen from the east, appeared as one island.

8. Sibessie was from the sea to the top buried under
ashes (all people killed).

9. The floating pumice-stone was, in the Lampong Bay,
in September, 14 feet thick ; in the Semungka I3ay it was
very strong too. Probably, if circumstances are favour-

able, new islinds are to be formed ; though at the end of

October steamers came to Telok Betong, in November a
hopper-barge was, during eleven days m the Lampong
Bay, beset by pumice-stone.

Besides this I beg to record :
—

10. After the eruption of Krakatoa in the Indies
many volcanic phenomena were observed, and they
prophesied an eruption of Mount Merapi (Java) for

February next. Whether they had heard of Mr.
Delaunay's prophecies I am unacquainted with.

11. Up to November i they counted 32,635 persons
killed by the eruption, &c. For the burial of the corpses
the Government had spent 6000/.

When the Survey under my direction (1868-69) was
busy connecting the triangles of Java with the Sumatra
coast, the peak of Krakatoa was also chosen for a point.

Whether there were several hills on the island I cannot
say, for when I saw Krakatoa it was covered with a
splendid vegetation, and in such a case it is not so easy to

judge of the configuration as it is when the trees are
burnt, but I dare say there was only one peak.

I 'f the results of the Survey I keep only a map, of which
I inclose a rough copy. From this it results that the signal

was a little to the north of 6' 8A' ; Kuyper puts it in
6" 9', which is certainly wrong ; he inserts also a peak in

the centre of the island (622 metres), and says it had
disappeared

;
this is, I am sure, a mistake. If the

military survey (which was at work r.ow) had not yet

finished its work so far as to give a map of Krakatoa
(though perhaps they have not undertaken a survey of
the island, since administratively it belongs to the

Lampongs, and not to Bantam), it might perhaps be
useful to consult the notes of the Gcogrnpliische Du'ns/,

which are deposited in the Archives, and a sketch of the

Sunda Straits, which I offered in 1875 to the Minister of

the Dutch colonies. E. Metzger
St itlgart, January

NOTES
We regret to learn that Mr. C. W. Merrifield died at Brighton

on New Year's Day at the age of (ifly-six.

Many of the friends of the late Dr. Hermann Mliller in this

country will be glad of the opportunity of testifying to their

respect for his memory and their sense of the value of his work

by contributing to the fund which is being raised to establish a

" Miiller Foundation." In the first instance the proceeds will

be used to assist the widow of Dr. Miiller during her lifetime,

and aftern-irds as an endowment to some poor and deserving

student at the Public School of Lipp.stadt desirous of devoting

himself to natural science. An influential Committee has already

been appointed on the Con'inent, including the name of Prof.

Haeckel. The movement, we are rure, will commend itself to

many of our readers, who m.iy send their subscriptions either to

Herr Stadtkaemmerer Wilhclm Thurmann, Lippstadt, or to the

care of the Editor of Nature.

Five hundred pounds in prizes are offered by Mr. Francis

Gallon for extracts from the family records of competitors.

They are to be sent him before May 15, drawn up according to

the conditions and under the restrictions published in his recent

book, "Record of Family Faculties" (Macmillan and Co.,

2s. 6ii.), which contains full explanations, together with sufficient

blank forms for the records of a single family.

M. BouLEY has almost unanimously been appointed Vice-

President of the Paris Academy of Sciences for 1884, and

President for 1885.

Earth tremors seem to have been of almost daily occurrence

in Tasmania recently. Mr.
J.

R. Hurst of Longwood, near

Moorina in the north-east of the colony, sends to the Launccstmi

Examiner of November 12a record extending from August 31 to

October 20, 1883, noting the occurrence of several daily, some

of them so serious as to lie alarming. In a note in its issue of

November 19 the Examiner says :
— " The vibratory motions of

the earth's surface which have been so frequent for several

months past still continue with a periodicity which is at least

remarkable. Ordinary tremors now scarcely arrest attention,

but occasionally a quivering of unusual .severity startles those

«ho happen to no' ice it, and reminds them that there are forces

in operation in nature which are mysterious and appalling. One
of these occurred yesterday afternoon about six minutes to three

o'clock, which was felt in every part of the town, and set

windows and farniture rattling. Some persons fancied that they

could detect a distinct undulatory motion. The shock lasted for

twelve or fifteen .'•econds. It may be mentioned that the whole

of yesterday was very stormy—frequent and heavy showene of

rain, with thunder and hail, and a very low liarometer. Last

evening the mercury began to rise."

Prok. J. P. LiCHERDOrOL writes from Bucharest, Roumania,

that on January I, at 6.13 a.m., two horizontal shocks of earth-

quake, from north to south and vice versi, were felt there, and

were preceded by a loud noise, as of a distant train coming from

the north. The fu.niture was .slightly shaken and crackings

were heard. The atmosphere was calm, but charged with a very
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thick and persistent fog.—Earthquake shocks were also felt

during Sunday week in various parts of France. At Argeles

(Hautes Pyrenees) there w.ts one in the early morning, a second

at nine o'clock, and a third about mid-day. At Dorignies, an

industrial hamlet near Douai (Nord), the shock was sufficiently

strong to cause real alarm. It occurred between six and seven

in the evening. Houses shook, their timbers cracked, and glass

and earthenware in cupboards were shattered.

The Hungarian astronomer, Herr von Konkoly, who is men-

tioned as the future director of the Brussels Observatory, is ex-

expected to arrive there in about a week, for the purpose of

explaining to the Science Department of the Belgian Academy

his recent discovery relative to the cometary spectrum.

We under.stand that Messrs. McLachlan and Fitch, having

been appointed by the Entomological Society of London a com-

mittee for the purpose of examining, and reporting upon, certain

vine-roots forwarded by the Government of Victoria, through

Kew, find as the result of their examination that the Phylloxera

is present in considerable numbers on the roots, which were those

remaining in the ground after the vines themselves had been

destroyed.

A TELEGRAM has been received from Prof. Hull, F.R.S.,

the chief of the Geological Expedition to the Holy Land,

announcing the safe arrival of himself and his party at Gaza,

where they are at present detained in quarantine. A letter,

dated December 2, w as also received from him a few days ago,

which has been brought by camel post vid Naklhl from Akabah,

where the party arrived on November 27. In this letter Prof.

Hull writes:—" We had every reason to be satisfied with the

conduct of our Towarah Arabs. We spent three days in the

neighbourhood of Jebel Musa, and made the a cent of the

mountain, from the top of which Major Kitchener toDk angles

to .several prominent points: while on the same day Mr. Hart

ascended Mount Catharina, a feat hitherto unperformed in one

day, and was rewarded by finding several plants—represen-

tatives of colder climates. From Jebel Musa to Akabah we

took the upper route, partially explored by Palmer. This

has enabled us to add considerably to the accuracy of the

geology and topography of the district ; we have also taken

a considerable number of photographs. On Saturday week

we traversed a magnificent gorge cut through granite cliffs and

extending for several miles, which, we believe, has not hitherto

been described. It commences at the head of the Wadyel Ain.

We found the escarpment of the Tih much more broken and

indeterminate than is represented in the maps, owing to the

existence of several large faults or dislocations of the strata which

traverse that district in a generally northerly and southerly direc-

tion, and we have finally determined the position of the leading

line of fracture to which, at least, this po lion of the Wady el

Arabah owes its existence. Our course through to the Dead

Sea by the valley is barred, owing to a blood feud between two

tribes. We have, however, contracted with one of the tribes to

be escorted as far as the Wady Musa and Petra, after which we

shall strike o(f w-est across Tih Plateau to Gaza. This will

enable us to do the greater part of the work in the Wady
Arabah which we proposed. We are all in good health, and

have made excellent collections to illustrate the botany, geology,

and zoology of the district."

The budget of the Ministry of Public Instruction in France

reaches the unprecedented sum of six millions sterling. Half

of this sum is absorbed by the primary and infant schools. The

dotation for astronomy and meteorology is 40,000/., exclusive

of municipal credits voted by Marseilles, Toulouse, Bordeaux,

Lyons, for their astronomical observatories ; Besan9on, Cler-

mont, Paris, and Toulouse, for Besan^on, Puy de Dome, Mont-

souris, and Pic du Midi meteorological establishments. The

National Library of Paris receives 30,000/., and other public

libraries in Pari=, 11,000/; National Archives, 8000/. The

pecuniary grants given to learned men amount to 8000/.; voyages

and missions, 11,000/. ; College de France, 20,000/. ; Superior

Normal School, 20,000/. ; National Institute, 28,800/. ; Aca-

demy of Medicine, 3000/. ; School of Hautes Etudes, 19,000/. ;

Faculte d'fitat (Universities), 400,000/. ; Grammar Schools

(Lycees), 319,000/. ; Museum (Jardin des Plante-), about

40,000/.

The following arrangements have been made for the meetings

of the Society of Arts. The papers to be read at the ordinary

meetings will be :—Electric Launches, by A. Reckenzaun ;

Science Teaching in Elementary Schools, by William Lant

Carpenter ; Coal Gas as a Labour-Saving Agent in Mechanical

Trades, by Thomas Fletcher ; Sanitary Progress, by B. W.

Richardson, F.R.S. ; The Progress of Electric Lighting, by W.

H. Preece, F.R.S. ; Forest Administration in India, by Dr.

Brandis, F.R.S. ; Reclamation of Land on the North-Western

Coast of England, by Hyde Clarke ; Water Regulation in

England, by General Rundall ; Telpherage, by Prof. Fleeming

Jenkin, F.R.S.; New Process of Permanent Mural Painting

(invented by Adolph Keim, Munich), by Rev. J. A. Rivington ;

Slate Quarrying, by W. A. Dariiishire. At the meetings of

the Sections the following papers will be read :—Foreign and

Colonial Section—Canada as it will appear to the Briti>h Asso-

ciation in 1884, by Joseph G. Colmer, Secretary to the High

Commissioner for Canada ; The Portuguese Colonies of West

Africa, by H. H. Johnston ; Reflections on Chinese History,

with reference to the present situation of affairs, by Demetrius

G. Boulger ; Borneo and its Products, by B. Francis Cobb

;

The Rivers Congo and Niger as Entrances to Mid- Africa, by R.

Capper. Applied Chemistry and Physics Section—Manufacture

of Gas from Limed Coal, by Prof. Wanklyn and W. J. Cooper ;

The Upper Thames as a Source of Water Supply, by Dr. Percy

F. Frankland ; Cupro-Ammonium Solution and its Use in

Waterproofing Paper and Vegetable Tissues, by C. R. Alder

Wright, F.R.S. ; Economic Applications of Seaweed, by

Edward C. Stanford. Indian Section—State Monopoly of

Railways in India, by J. M. Maclean ; The New Bengal Rent

Bill, by W. Seton-Karr ; Trade Routes in Afghanistan, by

Griffin W. Vyse ; The Existing Law of Landlord and Tenant

in India, by W. G. Pedder. The courses of Cantor lectures will

be on Recent Improvements in Photo-Mechanical Printing

Methods, by Thomas Bolas ; The Building of London Houses,

by Robert W. Edis, F.S.A. ; The Alloys used for Coinage, by

Prof. W. Chandler Roberts, F.R.S., Chemist of the Royal

Mint ; Some New Optical Instruments and Arrangements, by J.

Norman Lockyer, F.R.S.; Fermentation and Distillation, by

Prof. W. Noel Hartley.

The Portuguese explorers, Senhores Capello and Ivens, have

just sailed for West Africa. They proceed first to Loanda,

thence northward to Zaire. It is expected that they will be

absent for about two years.

M. Achard's continuous electric brake has been worked suc-

cessfully in competition with the Westinghouse and other systems.

The electricity is obtained by a dynamo worked by the train

itself, and can give light for .signals and other purposes, when

worked by the engine. The sliding valve of locomotives for

admitting steam has been replaced by a piston, which renders

similar service. A large diminution of friction and wear results

from this improvement. The economy in coals is stated to have

been 5 per cent.

Dr. Nachtigal, the well-known African traveller, who is

now German Consul-General at Tunis, has received the gold

medal for Art and Sciences from the Grand Duke of Mecklen-

burg-Schwerin.
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Thk membera of the International Polar Commission will

meet in Vienna early in May next, where preparations for this

meeting are already being made.

The death is announced of Dr. Wilhelm Gintl, an eminent

telegraph engineer, and formerly director of all Austrian tele-

graphs. He died at Prague on December 22, 1883, aged eighty

years.

Lieut. Wohlgemuth, the leader of the Austrian Polar

Expedition, has read a paper on the results of the Expedition at

the last meeting of the Viennna Geographical Society ; 124

aurora: were observed, amongst which about ten were cro«'n-

shaped. Amongst the old lava streams and in the crevices of

the numerous craters of the island of Jan Mayen, Lieut.

Wohlgemuth found traces of a still progressing volcanic activity,

and three times observed well-marked subterranean shocks.

A SERIES of ornithological observatories has been established

throughout Austria-Hungary at the instance of Crown Prince

Rudolf, with a view of paying special attention to the migrations

of birds, as well as to their breeding habits. The work done

by these stations is satisfactory enough ; yet it has been found

that a complete insight into the periodical movements of birds

cannot be obtained so long as similar stations are not spread over

the whole globe. The subject Is to form one of the principal

topics for discussion at the approaching Ornithological Congress,

which will be held under the auspices of the Crown Prince at

Vienna 0.1 April 16 next and the following days.

At Cobern, near Coblenz, a Franconian burial-ground has

been discovered, containing many objects of interest, such

as ornaments, weapon, glass and clay vases, stones with

iii.=criplicns, &c.

The Turin Acade^ny of Sciences has given a prize (4S0/. ) to

Mr. Hormuzd Kassam for his <Ji->coveriei in the domain of

A-syrian and Babylonian antiquities.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey (Macacus siniciis 9 ) from

L.dia, presented by Madame Kettner ; two Rhesus Monkeys

[Macacus rliesus i 9 ) from India, presented by Mr. G. Glyn

Pctre, F.Z.S. ; a White-throated Capuchin [Ceius albifions 9 ),

a Crab-eating Opossum {Didelpit) s cancrivira) from the West

Indies, presented by Lady Brassey, F.Z.S. ; a Common Genet

{Gmetta vulgaris) from West Africa, presented by Capt. A.

North Daniel ; a Canadian Porcupine {Etithizm dorsatus) from

North America, presented by Mr. A. Glidden ; a Kink.-ijou

(Cercoleptes caiidivolvuhis] from Brazil, presented by Dr. Byres

Moir ; a Ring-hals .Snake (Sepedon lucmachates), a Robben

Island Snake (Coronella phocarum), an Egyptian Cobra [A^nia

hije), a Rhomb-marked Snake (Pianimop/iylax rhombcatus), a

Many-spotted Snake (Coronella mullitnaculata"), a Hissing Sand

Snake (Psammop/iis sibilans), a Smooth-bellied Snake (Hoinalo-

sonia luirix), a Spotted Slo^'-worm [Aconlias jtieleagris) from

South Africa, presented by the Rev, G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ;

two Gold Pheasants (ThaumaUa picta 6 9) from China, two

Common Peafowls (Pavo cristaius i 9 ) from India, deposited ;

five Knots [Tringa canulus), a Common Guillemot [Loiiiz'ia

Iroile), British, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Solar Motion in Space.—The recently published

volume of the Afemoirs 0/ the Royal Astronomical Society contai ns

a paper by Mr. W. E. Plummer, of the Oxford University Ob-
servatory, on the Motion of the Solar System. The data on
which the author has founded his discussion are the proper
motions of the stars in the southern hemisphere, as determined
by Mr. Stone in the Cape Catal )gue. The work is therefore

a repetition and extension of the inquiry conducted by the late

Mr. Galloway, and it would [appear that the necessity of a re-

discussion was suggested to Mr. Plummer by the disco'dances
between the values of the proper motions there em])lcyed and
those given by Mr. Stone. To illustrate the uncertainty in the
result, particularly when based upon an in-ufificient number of

stars, the position of the apex of the solar system is first derived
from the same list of stars as that used by Mr. Galloway, but
with improved values of the proper motion. The more tru-t-

worthy result from these restricted data places the apex in the
constellation Ophiuchus some thirty degrees south of the gene-
rally received position.

Incorporating, however, all the southern stars whose known
proper motions exceed one-tenth of a second (which raises the
number of stars employed to 274), a more accordant re-ult is

obtained. If the apparent magnitude be adopted a-^ a criteri m
of distance, and the irregularities of proper m itiin be supposed
due to the peculiar motions of the stars ihemselve-", the co-

ordinates of the apex are a = 270" S', S = -H 20° 20', and the
annual motion of the sun, viewed from the mean distance of the

first magnitude stars, subtends an arc of 1
" '690. Unfortunately,

if the correctiims computed on this supposition be applied to the

individual proper motions, the sum of the squares of the residuals

is slightly larger than the sum of the squares of the original

motions.

.Selecting as a second hypothesis the suggestion that the dis-

tances of the stars vary inversely as their proper motions, the
position of the apex is given in a = 276' 8' and 5 = -I-

26" 31',

and the annual motion of the sun seen from the distance of stars

w'hose annual proper motion is about l"'5 seconds of arc, is

o"'926. Introducing the necessary corrections, the sum of the

squares of the proper motion in R. A. is reduced from I24""9 to
70"

'4, and in declination from 54" '6 to 39" '3, a result that tends

to support the reality of the second hypothesis.

The Late M. Vvon Villarceau. — Antoine-Fran93is-

Joseph-Yvon Villarceau was born at Vendome on January 15,

1S13. He first studied in the local college, and subsequently

went through the course of instruction at the Conservatoire in

Paris, where, in 1S33, he gained a first prize. In the same year

he priceeded to Egypt v-ith elicien David, and joined the

missi jn under Enfa;itin : in this way his attention was directed

to engineering. Returning to France in 1837 he was admitted

to the Ecole Centrale, which he left in 1840, being then first in

the Mechanical Section. Already possessed of an independent

fortune, in the years immediately following he was chiefly

occupied with mathematical studies, with the view to qualify

himself for the higher branches of mechanics and astronomy.

In 1845 his firt memoir upon comets, which w'as judged
worthy of insertion in the " Recueil des Savants Etr.angers,''

brought him under the notice of Aragi, who, impressed with

the originality of his idea';, offered him, in 1846, a place at the

Observatory of Paris, to which establishment he was attached

until the close of his life, at first as assistant, a-jd since 1854
as titular astronomer. \'illarceau was the author of a large

number of memoirs upon mech.anical and geodetical sub-

jects, amongst others, on the stability of locomotives in

motion, and on the theory of arches, accompanied by extensive

tables and numerous practical applications, on the theory of

the gyroscope of Foucaolt, and the compensation of chrono-

meters ; he made geodetical determinations in France between
1861 and 1865, which led to several important deductions.

Amongst his earlier astronomical work was the development

and application of a new method of investigating the orbits

of the revolving double stars, which he api lied to ri Corona-

Borealis and other binaries ; this was followed by a memoir
on the determination of the orbit of a planet, founded oi\

the method of Laplace. In 1S51, on the discovery l>y

D'Arrest of the short-period comet which bears his name,
Villarceau determined the orbit rigorously, and by means
of his predicted places the comet was again observed, in

1S57, by Maclear at the Cape of Good Hope. It was upo.i

his plans that, while Leverrier was in direction of the Ob-
servatory of Paris, the great equatorial in the west tower,

which constituted a notable advance in the construction of such

astronomical instruments, was erected. Villarceau died on

December 23. At the funeral discourses were delivered by Col.

Perrier in the name of the Acrdemy of .Sciences (of which Vil-

larceau had t)een a member, in the Section of Ilydro^jraphy and

Navigation, since 1867) ; by M. Faye in the name of the Bureau

des Longitudes ; and by M. Tisserand in that of the Paris

Observatory.
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THE ENGLISH CIRCUMPOLAR EXPEDITION^

ON April 14, 1882, I was informed tliat I was appointed to

the command of the Circumpolar Expediiion. I at once

proceeded to London, and was occupied until the day of sailing

in ijractice with the magnetic instruments at the Kew Observa-

tory, and the purchase of stores, &c., for the ex; edition.

On May i Sergeant F. W. Co >k.sley, Royal Horse Artillery,

and Gunner C. S. Wedenby, Koyal Artillery, and on May 6

Sergeant Instnic or of Gunnery J.
English, R.H.A., reported

themselves to me, and commen;ed attendance at Kew for

in^truction.

Journey to Fort Rae.—We sailed from Liverpool on May II,

and arrived at Quebec on the 23rd. Here I spent some days,

finding that the steamer for the north did not leave Winnipeg

till June 10, and my party was very kindly afforded quarters m
ihecitadel by Lieut. -Col. Cotton, commanding the Canadian

Artillery at that p'ace.

Having obtained a free ) ass for our baggage on the Grand

Trunk Railway, I ^tarted at once for Winnipeg, proceeding by

the lakes, that being the cheaper route, and the one which, on

the whole, exposed the instruments to the least knocking abont.

We reached Winnipeg on June 9, and left on the following

day by the Saskalcheivait steamer. On June 26 we reached

Carlton, where it was necessary to enga,'e carts to take our

baggage to Green Lake, a distance of 140 miles.

On the 29th th - carts w ere taken across the river, and on the

30th we started for Green Lake, which Me reached on July 9,

having been delayed by the extreme badne>s of the road. The
heat of the weather aLo rendered a long halt necessary in the

middle of the day, and the flies 1
revented our animals from

feeding properly, incapacitating them for long marches or fast

work, and on one occision forcing us to halt for a whole day,

the oxen being so worried by them as to be ui.able to march.

At Green Lake we entered upon the system of water commu-

nication that forms the only roadway in the north, and by way

of Portage la Loche, and the Clearwater and Athabasca River-,

we reached Fort Chipewyan on July 30. Here we had to await

the Mackenzie Kiver boats, there being no other means of

reaching Fort Rae, and it was not until August 17 that we were

able to start on this hst stage of our journey. We reache I

Great Slave Lake on the 22nd, on the evening of which day a

gale arose which stove in and sunk our boat, damaiing most of

our provi>iins. Fortunately we were able to repair the boat,

but it was not until the 2'5th that the weather allowed us to

proceed, and on the 27th we were again detained by a fresh

storm, so that it was not until 10 p.m., on August 30, that we
arrived at Fort Rae.

Fort AV-.— Fort Rae i^ situated in lat. 62° 38' 52" N., and

long. 115° 43' 50" \V., at the south-west extremi'y of a peninsula

that juts out from the north-east shore of a long gulf running in

a north-westerly direction for more than 100 u iles from the

northern shore of the Great Slave Lake. It is almost entirely

surrounded by water, as shown in the annexed plan. The for-

mation is limestone. The land rises to a height of some

200 feet, and it is covered in part with mos-, in part with pines

and scanty bru-hwood. A few vegetables are grown in the

summer in ihe garden attached t > the Roman Catholic Mission,

bat for food the inhabitants chiefly depend upon the produce of

the nets, and on deer, which are brought in by the Indian

hunters attached to the post.

On arriv.il it was found that the magnetic instruments required

a good deal of jetting to rights, their boxes being filled with

water and the fittings loosened, so that not a single in-lrument

was quite in working order. There was, moreover, no building

ready for their reception, so that it was not possible to keep

August 31—September I, as a term day, but we succeeded in

getting the meteorological instruments in position so as to

commence obseivalions with them at midnight on the 31st.

We were fortunate in finding a building that admitted of con-

version into a magnetic observatory, it only requiring a floor,

fireplace, door, and windows to be habitable. This work was

at once commenced, and on September 3 the declinometer, on

the 4ih the bifilar, and on the 6th the vertical force magnetometer

were mounted in their places. This observatory was finished

on September 10, and anoher one commenced for a^troiiomical

and absolute magnetic observations, the continual «dnd rendering

out-door observations unsatisfactory.

> " Rep irt on the Circumpolar Exped.t on to Fort Rae," by Capt. H. P.

Dawson, R.A. Communicated t-j the Royal Society by Prof. G. G. Stokes,

Sec.R.S.

The men of my party were accommodated in the house of one

of the sub-officers of the fort, and I had a room in the house of

the Hudson's Bay Company's officer in charge.

The in-trumen's, on the whole, suffered but little from tho

journey. One barometer and one thermometer were broken,

and the object glasses of the telescopes of most of the magnetic

instrmients were nearly opaque, the cement joining the two

lenses having, from som'e ciuse or o'her, melted on the journey.

Our provisions were more damaged, 190 lb-, of sugar, 30 lbs. of

tea, all our rice, and most of our baking powder having been

destroyed.

The oberva'. ions were then carried on without interruption

until August 31, 18S3.

Ma^iielic Obsetvatioiis.—The balance magneto ojeter was the

only magnetic instrument whose performance was not s.atisfactory,

as not only did it frequently get out of adjustment, but in times of

mr.gnetic disturbance it o'ten vi .rated through so large an arc

that exact reading was impossible. The other instruments were

remarkably free from vibration, and there was never any difh-

culty in reading them, but it was found necessary to extend the

scale of the biiilar on the side of decreasing force, owing lo the

great movements of this instrument.

The greatest magnetic disturbance was 0,1 November 17, 18,

and 19, 18S2, when all the instruments moved at times beyond

the limits of their sca'es. On the first of these days the differ-

ence between the extreme easterly and westerly positions of the

declinometer magnet exceeded 10°.

Aurora.—Aurora was ol>served on almost every clear night,

and was usually attended by more or less magnetic disturbance.

It did not appear to me, however, that the two phenomena stood

in the relation of cause and effect, but rather that they were both

due to a common cause. The most marked instance of connec-

t.on between the t^o phenomena consisted in a rapid decrease

in both vertical and horizontal magnetic forces which attended a

sudden outburst of aurora in the zenith. This was observed on

several occasi ms. The bifilar almost always showed a reduction

of horizontal force during a display of aurora. I al-o think that

the declinometer magnet tended to point towaids the brightest

part of the aurora, but that [sic) I have not yet had time to make

that careful comparison of the auroral and magnetic observations

which will be required to decide this point. It was found im-

po.sible to obtain pholo.Ljraphs either of the aurora or of its

spectrum-—the latter invariably presented the characteristic yel-

lowish gi-een line, and occasionally, but rarely, several other

bright lines were visible for a few moments towards the violet

ei-.dof the spectrum, and once a bright band was seen in the

l' was also unsuccessful in my attempts to measure the height

of the aurora, chiefly from the want of a well defined point to

measure to, al-o from the fact that some hours were required to

prepare for this observation, whereas the appearance of a suit-

able aurora could not be predicted, and was, in fact, not of

frequent occurrence, and then often only lasting a few seconds.

For this observation two stations some miles apart should be

connected by telegraph and occupied for many days, or even

week-, in succession.

Although I laid attention to the point, I never heard any

sound from the aurora save on the occa ion mentioned in a

former memorandum, but I made many inquiries on the subject

from residents in the country, both English and French, and

their statements agree so well, b ,th with one another and with

what 1 myself heard, that I am forced to conclude that the

aurora is at times audible, and that on these occasions it appears

to b , and probably is, very near ihe earth.

Meteorological Obseri'aticvs.—Wnh. regard to the meteorological

observations, the station was somewhat unfavourably placed for

observations of wind, on account of the hill to the north-east,

but as w inds from this quarter were rare, the effect on the re-

sults will not be great, especially as one of the anemometers was

on an island in the lake, in an enti'-ely open situation.
^

The anemometers did not work quite satisfactorily, bemg at

times choked by ice ; but I hope by the comparison of the two

satisfactory results may be attained.

The wind was usually either south-east or north-west ;
and

when it blew from the fomier quarter, the motion of the U]oper

clouds often showed the existence of a north-westerly current.

The hair hygrometers were found to be useless out of doors in

cold weather, on account of the formation of ice on the hair.

The earth thermometers were read every alternate day : the

observations were interrupted by a carcajou, or other animal.
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which extracled the thermometers from their tube for the sake
of the fur in which it has been found necessary to envelop
them, and brolte them all ; other thermometers were, Iiow-

ever, substituted, and the observatims continued. It was
found impossible to obtain the temperature of the soil at a
greater depth than four feet, on account of the rocky nature of
the ground.

A series of observations of terrestrial radiation was made by
means of a thermometer placed on the surface of the snow, but
the almost continual wind detracts much from the value of these
readings.

I was told by the residents of the country that the year was an
unusually dry one, and cercainly the rainfall is remarkably small

;

they also said that the winter was particularly mild and free

from storms, which, from all account--, and from the journals
kept at the fort, seem to be both frequent and severe ; as it wa=,
we only experienced one, in P'ehruary.

Ailronomieal Obseiialiotis.—My first determination of the
longitude was made by means of lunar distances, and time was
found by the meth d of equal altitudes, but after the observatory
was finished both these points were determined by transits, and
the first value of the longitude found to be more than a minute
in error. The latitude was determined by transit observations
in the prime vei tical, ar d is probably within a few seconds of
the truth. The longitude may be ten seconds in error. The
time was generally correct to within three or four seconds.
A more solidly constructed transit instrument would have been

desirable, as it was found that in the cold weather it required so

much force to move the telescope of the tran-it thecdolite on its

axis that there v\ as great ri k of disturbing the adjustinents of

this instrument, composed as it is of so many part^.

Food, £r'c-.—Our supply of provi-ions proved quite sufficient. I

had brou:ht enou;^h flour to admit of my issuing the usual ration
of J lb. per diem, and tobacco i lb. per month to each man.
We also had a supply of Chollet's preserved vegetables, and a
reserve stock of bicon, besides tea and sugar. Of the latter we
were somewhat short, owing to the loss sustained on the journey
up. We usually had fresh meat throughout the winter ; in the
summer we were occasionally reduced to dried meat. During
the journey there and back «e chiefly lived on pemmican. The
Rev. Pere R(jure, of the Roman Catholic Mission, most kindly
furnished us witii fresh vegetables and potatoes throughout the
summer.
The c induct of the men under my command was everything

that could be desired. They took great intere-t in the observa-
tions, and (jij their best to carry them out with accuracy and
punctuality, and were always contented and cheerful, in spite of

the inevitable dicomforts of their winter quarters and the

occasional hardships of the journey.

Re/iirn Journey.—We were rnnning great risks of being
overtaken by the winter, and therefore lost no time in our
departure.

The last hourly observation was made at midnight on
August 31, 1883, after which the ii struments were dismounted
and packed, their cases having been previously arranged in

readiness outside the observatory. The remainder of the

l'^gg'''gs "'^5 already in the boat, so that by 2.30 a.m. on
.September I we were en route, and reached P'ort Chipeuyan on
.September 17, and Portage la Loche on October 4, having
experienced some delay in surmounting the rapids of the Clear-

water, the hard frosts having frozen all the small tributary

streams, thus considerably lowering the water in the river.

The boat awaiting us on the south side of the portage was
fr zen in, but fortunately the wind changed and the ice broke

up before our arrival. Had it been otherwise, we mast ha\e
wailed until the rivers were thoroughly frozen and travelling

with dog-trains possible. In that case we should have been
compelled to abandon our instruments and baggige.

On the 2ist we reached Carlton on the Saskatchewan, where
we were detained a day, the man engaged to transport our

baggage across the prairie having refu ed to proceed. Am' her

man was engaged, and on October 31 we reached the railway at

Qu'Appelle, arriving at Winnipeg the following day. We were
fortunate in crossing the prairie with so little dilliculty, as at the

same time last year it was covered with three feet of snow.

At Winnipeg I remained a couple of days to adjust accounts

with the Hudson's Bay Company, and on Novemlier 4 we started

for Quebec, going by rail via Chicago. We reached Queliecon

the 8th, and Liverpool on November 20.

In conclusion, I have to acknow ledge the .assistance received

from the officers of the Hudson's Bay Company, who spared no
trouble in carrying out my wishes especially Chief Commissioner
Grahame at Winnipeg, Chief Factors MacP'arlane and Camsell
in charge of the Athabasca and Macl^enzie River Districts re-

spectively, and Mr. King in charge at Fort Rae. To their
hearty cooperation the success of the expedition is in great part
due.

Results 0/ Expedition.—The following is a list of the observa-
tions taken at Fort Rae, the re-ult of our year's work there,
which I have now the honour to lay before the Royal Society :

—
Mag IIelic

Hoiirl}—
Declination from September 3, 1882, to August 31, 18S3.
I lor. Force ,, 4, ,, ,,

Vert. Force ,, 6, ,, ,,

Term Day—
In accordance with programme laid down by St. Petersburg
Conference— from September 15, 1882, to August 15, 1883.

Occasional—
Absjlute observations of Hor. Force Dip and Dec'.iralion.

Meteorological
Hourly—

Barometer from Sept. i, 18S2, to Aug. 31, 1S83.
Dry and Wet Bulb Therms. ,, ,. ,,

Anemometer
,, ,, ,,

Wind, Clouds, and We.ather ,, ,, ,,

Aurora (when visible) ,, ,, ,,

Hair Hygrometer (when in working order).

Terrestrial Radn. (occasionally in clear weather).

Daily—
Max. and Min. Solar and Terrest. Radn. Thera.s.
Rain Gauge.

Earth Thermometers every tw'o days.

THE EVIDENCE FOR EVOLUTION IN THE
HISTORY OF THE EXTINCT MA.UMALIA '

^OMING to the vertebrae as a part of the osseous system, I

^^ will mention the zygapophyses, or anter.--posterior direct

processes, of which the postuior looks down and the anterior looks
up. They move on each other, and the vertebral column bends
from side to side. In the lower forms of mammals they are always
flat, and in the hoofed mammals of the Puerco period they are all

flat. In the Wasatch period we get a single group in which the

articulation, instead of being perfectly fl t, comes to be rounded
;

in the later pericds we get them very much rounded ; and finally,

in the latest forms, we get the double curve and the locking
process in the vertebral column, which, as in the limb, secures

the greatest strength with the greatest mobility. In the first

stages of the growth of the spinal cord it is a notochord or a
cylinder of cartilage or softer material. In later stages the 1 ony
deposit is made in its sheath until it is perfectly segmented.
Now all the Permian land animals, reptiles, and batrachians

retain this notochord w ith the beginnings of osseous vertebrie in

a greater or less degree of complexity. There are some in South
Afi'ica, I believe, in which the ossification has come clear through
the notochord, but they are few. This characteii tic of the Per-

mian appears almost alone—perhaps absolutely alone as regards

land animals. There is something to be said as to the condition

of that column from a mechanical standpoint, and it is this :

that the cord exists, its osseous elements di-po-ed about it ; and
in the batrachians related to the salan anders and the frogs, these

osseous elements are arranged under the sheath in the skin of

the cord, and they are in the form of regular concave segments,

very much like such segments as you will take from the skin of

an orange—parts of spheres, and having greater or less dimen-
sions according to the group or species. Now tlie point of

divergence of these segments is on the side of the column.

They are placed on the side of the column where the segments
separate—the upper segments rising and the lower segments
coming downward. To the upper segments are attached the

arches and their articulations ; and the lower segments are like

1 A lecture by Prof. E. D. Cope of Philadelphia, given in gener;i

session before the American Association lor Advancement of Science at

Minneapolis, Avigust 20, i88r. Stcnographically reported for Sciertce.

Continued from p. 230.
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the segments of a sphere. If you take a flexible cylinder and
cover it v\ ith a more or less inflexible skin or sheath, and bend
that cylinder sidewi-e, you of course will find that the fractures

<'f that part of the surface «ill take place alon^ the line of

the shortest curve, which is on the side ; and, as a matter of

fact, you have breaks of very much the character of the segment-;

of the Permian batrachia. It may njt be so symmetrical as in

the actual animal, for organic growth is symmetrical so far as

not interfered with ; for, when we have two force*;, the one of

gi-owth and the other of change or alteration, and they contend,

you will find m the organic being a quite symmetrical result.

That is the universal rule. In the cylinder bending in this way,
of course the .-.horte.st line of curve is right at the centre of the

side of that cylinder, and the longest curve is of course at the

summit and ba^e, and the shortest curve will be the point of

fracture. And that is exactly what I presume has happened in

the case of the construction of the segments of the sheath of the

vertebral column in the Literal motion of the animl swimming
always on one side, and which at least has been the .tctuil c u;e

of the disposition of the osseous material in its form. I have
gone beyond the state of the discussion in calling attention to

one of the forces which have probably produced tliis kind of

result. That is the st ite of the vertebral column of many of

the vertebrata of the Permian period.

I go back to the mammalia, and call attention to the teeth.

The ordinary tooth of the higher type of the mamma'ia, whether
hoofed or no', with some exception-:, is complex with crets or

cusps. In cutting the complex grinding surfaces we find they
have been derived by the unfolding ex ensions of four original

cu-ps or tubercle-'. They have besn flattened, have been
rendered obli(|ue, have run together, have folded up, have be-

come spiked, have descended dee(Iy or have lifted them- elves,

so that we have teeth of all sorts and kinds, oftentimes very
elegant, and sometimes very effective in mechanism. In many
primary ungulate--, the primitive condition of fuur cmical
tubercles is found. In pa- sing to older periods we find the
mammalia of the Puerco period, m hich never have more than
three tubercles, wi;h the exception of three or four specie's. In
the succeeding periods, however, they get the fourth tubercle on
the posterior side. Finally, you get a complicated sei-ies of
grinding or cutting apparatus, as the case may be.

Last, but not least, we take the series of the brain. No
doubt the generalisation is true, that the primitive forms of
ma.umalia had small brains with smioth hemispheres; later

ones had larger brains with tomplet hemispheres. In general,

the carnivora have retained a more simple form of brain, while
herbivorous animals have retained a most complicated type of
brain. The lowest forms of mammalia display the additional
peculiarity of having the middle brain exposed, and the hemi-
spheres or large lobes of the brain, which are supp sed to be
the seat of the mental phenomena, are so reduced in size at the
back end that y> u see the middle brain distinctly, thou^^h it is

smaller than in reptiles and fishes. It is beyond the possibility

of controversy that these series have exi-ted, and that they have
originated in simplicity, and have resulted in complication ; and
the further deduction must be drawn, that the process of succes-
sion has always been toward- greater effectiventss of mechanical
vork. There are cases of degradation, as in the growing defi-

ciency in dentition in man. There is no doubt that a large
number of people are now losing their wisdjm-teeth in both
jaws.

We are now brought to the question of the relations which
mind bears to these piinciples. The question as to the nature of
mind is not so complex as it might seem. There is a great deal
of it, to be sure ; but on examination it resolves itself into a few
ultimate forms. An analysis reduces it to a few principal types
or departments—the departments of intelligence and of emotions
(with their m-^dified smaller forms, likes and dislikes), and the
will, if such there be. Those three groups, proposed by Kant,
are well known, and adopted by many metaphysicians ; and they
stand the scrutiny of modern science perfectly well in both men
and the lower animals. But the question of the material of the
mind, the original raw stuff out of wh-eh mind was made, is one
which is claiming attention now from biologist, as it always has
done from physiologists proper and physicians. This is sensi-
bility, mere simple sensibility, unmodified sensibility, or co..-

sciou-ness. Sensibility, in connection with memory, is sufficient

for the accomplishment of wonderful results. It is only neces-
sary to impress the sensibility wiih the stimuli which this world
affords, whether from the outside or the inside, to have the

record made, and to have the record kept. Among wonderful
things this is perhap; the most wonderful : that any given form
of matter should be able to retain a record of events, a record

which is made during a state of sensibility for the most part, a

greater or less degree of sensibility, which is retained in a

state of insensibility, a:id is finally returned to the sensibility by
some curious process of adhesion, and the results of impresses

which are found on the material tissue concerned.
And these simple elements of mind are found in animals. No

zoologist who has perception or honesty, nor any farmer or

breeder, nor any person who has charge of animals in any way,
can deny sensibiliiy to all the lower animals at times. The
great stumbling-block ir. the way of the thinker in all this

field is the great evane. cence of this sensibility: the great ease

with which we di sipate it, the readiness with which we can
deprive a fellow-being of his sense, is a stumbling-block in

more ways than one. While it is a question of the greatest

difficulty, nevertheles-;, like other departments of nature, doubt-

less it will ultimatelv be explained by the researches of physio-

logist-'. I only need to call attention to the fact as an important

factor in evolution.

Of course, if these structures are suggested, affecting the

mechanical apparatus, the question arises whether they were
ma e ready to hand, whether the animal, as soon as he got it,

undertook to use it, and whether he undertook to use the

organism under the dire stimuli of necessity, or amended through

ages these modifications in his own structure. We ate told by
some of our friends that law implies a Lawgiver, that evolution

implies an Evolver ; the only question is. Where is the Law giver ?

where is the Evolver? where are they located? I may say, it is

distinctly proven in some directions, that the constant applica-

tions of force or motion in the form of strain-', in the form of

impacts and blows, upan any given part of the anim.al organism,

do not fail to produce results in change of structure. I believe

the changes in the ungulates to which I have called your atten-

tion are the result of strains and impact^, precisely as 1 have
shown }ou the manner of the fracture of the vertebral column of

the primitive vertebrates of the Permian period. This would
require long di-cussion to render clear ; nevertheless I verdure to

make the assertion that this series of structiu-es is the result

of definite and distinct organic forces, directed to special

ends. We have yet to get at the conflicting forces which
have produced the results w e see. Mechanical evolution will

give us a good deal to do for some time to come. Of
course, if motion has had an effect in modifying structure,

it behoves us to investigate those forces which give origin to

motion in animals. Fir.-t in onier came the sensii ilities of the

animal, which we have traced to simple consciousness ; stimuli,

upon notice of which he immediately begins to move. The
primary stimulus of all kinds of motion is necessarily touch. If

'

a stone falls upon the tail of some animal which has a tail, he

immediately gets out of that vicinity. If a jellyfish with a

stinging ap])ar..tu- runs across an eel which has no scales, the

eel promp'ly removes. External applications of unpleasant

bodies will always cause an animal to change his location. Then
he is constantly as-aulttd by the dire ei.emy of beasts, hunge",

which is an instinct which is evidently universal, to judge froai

the actions of anima's. This seems to have fa hioued, in large

1 art, all forms of life, from the least to the greatest, from the

most unorganised to the most complex. Each exercised itself

for the purpose of filling its stomach with protoplasm. Then
come the stimuli, which should be included under the class of

touch, changes of temperature. No animals like to be cold or

too hot ; and when the temperature is disngreeable the tendency

is to go a« ay from that locality. Among primary instincts must
be included that of reproduction. After that comes the sen.sa-

tion of reistance, or, carried to a high degree, of anger: when
an animal's interests are interfered with, its movements resisted,

it prompts to the most energeiic displays. So you see it is a

matter of necessity that mental phenomena lie at the back of

evolution, alvvays provided that the conned ing link of the argu-

ment— that motion has ever affected stiucture—be true. That
is a point which of course admits of much discussion. I have

placed myself on the affirmative side of that question ; and, if

I live long enough, I expect to see it absolutely demonstrated.

Of couse the development of mind becomes possible under

such circumstances. It is not like a man lifting himself up by

his boots, which it would be if he had no such thing as memory.
But with that memory which accumulate-', which formulaies first

habits, and then structure-, especially in the sjft, delicate
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nervous ti-sue, the developmsnt of the mind as well as the ma-
chinery of the mind becomes perfectly possible. We develop

our intellect through the accumulation of exact fact-:, through

the collation of pure facts, no matter whether it be a humble
kind of a truth—as the knowledge of the changes of the seasons,

which induces some animals to lay up the M'inter's store

—

whether il he knowledge of the fact that the sting of the bee is

very unpleasant, or knowledge of the fact (of which the ox, no
duubt, IS thoroughly aware) that the teeth of the wolf are not
pleasant to come in contact with, or whether it be the complex
knowledge of man. When the cerebral matter has become
larger and more com; lex, it receives and retains a much greater

number of impressions, and the animal becomes a more highly

educated being.

As regards the department of emotions or passions, it is also

much stimulated by the environment. Animals which live in a
state of constant strife naturally have their antagonistic passions

much developed, while amiable, sympathetic sentiments are

better and more largely produced by peace-loving animals.

Thus it is that the various departments of the mind have the

beautiful results which we now find in the human species.

There are some departments of the mind which some of our
friends decbne to admit having had such an origin. The moral
faculty, for instance, is excepted by many from tliis series. But the

reasons why they object to its production in this way are, to my
mind, not valid. The development of the moral faculty, which
is essentially the sense of justice, appears to them not to fall

within the scope of a theory of descent or of evolution. It con-

sists of two parts. First is the sentiment of benevolence, or of

sympathy with mankind, which gives us the desire to treat them
as they should be treated. It is not sufficient for justice that it

is unmixed mercy, or benevolence, \\liich is sometimes very in-

jurious, and very often misplaced. It requires, in the second
place, the criticii-m of the judgment, of the mature intellect, of

the rational faculty, to enable the jiosses'or lo dispose of his

sentiments in the proper manner. The combination of rational

discrimination and true judgment with benevolence constitutes

the sense of justice, which has been derived, no doubt, as a sum-
mary of the development of those two departments of the mind,
the emotions and the intellect.

It is said that a sen^e of justice could not be derived from the

sen-e of no justice ; that it could not have been derived from the

state of things which we find in the animals, because no animal

is known to exhibit real ju-tice: and that objection is valid as

far as it goes. I suspect that no animal has been observed to

show a true sense of justice. That they show sympathy and
kindness there is no question ; but when it comes to real justice

they do not display it. But do all men display justice ? Do all

men understand justice ? I am very ^ure not. There are a good
many men in civili-ed commui>itie-, and there are many tribes,

who do not know what justice is. It does not exist as a part of

every mental constitution. I never lived among the Buhmen,
and do not know exactly what their men*al constitution is ; but

in a general way the justice of savages is restricted to the very

smallest possible circle—that of their tribe orof their own family.

There is a class of people who do not undrrstand justice. I do
not refer to people vNho know what right is, and do not do it

;

but to the I'rimitive state of moral character, in which, as in

children, a sense of justice is unknown. 1 call attention to the

fact because -ome of our friends luve been very nmch afraid that

the demonstration of the law of evolution, physical and meta-

physical, would result in danger to society. 1 suspect not. The
mode in which I understand this question appears to me to be

beneficial to society, rather than injurious ; and I therefore take

the liberty of appending this part of the subject to its more
material aspect.

To refer to another topic, and that is to the origin of li^'e, the

physical basis of life. The word " life" is so complex that it is

neces-ary to define it, and so to define it a«ay that really the

word "life" does not retain its u-ual definition. Many pheno-

mena of life are chemical, physical, mechanical. We have to

remove all these from con ideration, because they come within

the ordinary laws of mechanical forces; but we have a few

things left which are of a different character. One is the law of

growth, which is displayed in the processes of embiyonic succes-

sion; secondly, the wonderful phenomena of sensibility. Those

two things we h ive not yet reduced to any identity with the

ordinary laws of force. In the phenomena of embryology the

phenomena of evolution are repeated, ordy concentrated in the

tarly stages through which animals have to pass. .So whatever

explains the general phenomena of evolution explains the
phenomena of embryology.
What is the nature of physical sensibility ? In this planet it

is found residing only in one form of matter which has a slightly

varied chemical constitution, namely, protoplasm ; so called

from a ph\sical standpoint. Now this world, .as you all know,
has passed through many changes of temperature. Its early

periods, it is probable, were so very hot that protoplasm had a
very poor chance. The earth has passed through a great many
changes of temperature, many of which would not permit the

existence of protoplasm. Again, can we assume for a moment
that this little speck in the great universe is the only seat of life ?

I suppose scarcely atiy scientific man will venture to do so. If,

therefore, life exists in other jiarts of this great universe, does it

necessarily occupy oodies of protoplasm in those different,

remote spheres ? It would be a great a sumption. It is alto-

gether improbable. The cerla-nty is that in those planets which
are in proximity to the sun's heat there conld be no protoplasm.

Protoplasm in the remote planets would be a hard mineral, and
near the sun it would be dissipated into its c impment gases. So
that, if life be found in other parts of this universe, it must reside

in some different kind of material. It is extremely probable that

the physical conditions that reside in protoplasm might be foui.d

in other kinds of matter. It is in its chemical inertness and in

its physical constitution that its adaptation to life resides ; and
the physical constitution necessary for the sustentation of life

may be well :uppo-ed to exist in matter in other parts of the

universe. I only s ay the door is open and not closed : any one
who asserts that life c.vnnot exist in any other material basis thin

protoplasm is assuming more than the world of science w'ill

permit him to assume. And that it is confined to this single

planet, and not in the great systems of the universe,—that

assumption will not for a moment be allowed. Therefyre the

subject is one which allows us a free field for future investiga-

tion : it is by n ) means closed in the most important laws

which it presents to the rational thinker. I hope, therefore,

if the evidence in favour of this hypothe-is of the creation

of living forms be regarded as true, that no one will find in it

any ground for any very serious modification of existing ideas on
the great questions of right and wrong, which have long since

been knov\n by men as a re-ult of ordinary experience, and with-

out any scientific demonstration whatsoever.

THE REMARKABLE SUNSETS
\S7E have received the following further communications on

this subject :

—

Referring to Mr. Meldola's letter in your last number

(p. 224), I beg leave to state that I likewise observed an astoni-hing

atmospheric Iumino.sity, out ide of this town, at 2-3 a.m. in the

moonless and fogjjy night of January 1-2. It is reported that

in these dajs the " I'amerungserscheinungen " have again been

very striki g at many places in Germany. Here the state of ihe

atmosphere has of late been unfavourable for observing these

phenomena; their most brdhant display, a "red glow" of

oextraordinary extent and intensity, I witnessed on the morning

of December I, beginning about two hours before sunrise.

The view that these luminosities are caused by volcanic dust

acting as nuclei for the condensation of vapour in the liigher

strata of the atmosphere will have suggested to many of your

readers the probalility of so-called cosmical dust being often

derivable from similar terrestrial sources. To me it has, more-

over, recalled an hypothesis on the origin of meteorites, put forth

some twenty years ago in an elaborate treatise by Mr. P. A.

Kesselmeyer of Frankfort-on-the-Maine (" Alihandlungen der

Senckenbergischen Naturfor.-chenden Gesellschafc," vol. iii.).

Mr. Kesselmeyer contends for the derivation of meteorites from

condensation of metallic and other vapours issued from vol-

canoes ; he distinctly supposes those of Eastern Asia as chief

sources, and, among other ingenious reasons for these views, he

particularly insists on remarkable statistics of geographical and

seasonal distribution of stone-falls (Nature, vol. xvi. p. 558).

I am well aware of the momentous difficulties of this hypo-

thesis, which fails to explain why such masses of vapour (or

dust), after travelling for enormous distances, become cc nden-ed

into sclid bodies. On the other hand, there appears to me not

to be such a contradiction to astronomical theories as might

seem at first sight ; the view in question would merely involve

the .assumption that there are fireballs and fireballs: those which
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precede the fall of meteorite-; being of a distinct nature from

those which accompany the periodical swarms of shooting stars,

and tliereliv manifest their cosmical origin. As far as I know
there does not exi:-t a connection, which might be expected by

the Usual theory, between these periodical swarms and increased

frequency of stone-falls ; on the other hand, it is evident that

the laie extraordinary manifestations of volcanic activity mu^t

fiu-nish a crucial te.-t for the hypothesis in que^tion ; if it were

right, there mu-t be expected an augmented fall of meteorites to

follow this period of dust-spreading. D. Wetterh.^n
Freiburg, Badenia, January 5

Amongst the many interesting points for consideration in

connection with the late sunset phenomena is the very general

prolongation of twilight produced by them, doubtless from the

reflection of the sun's rays from clouds or diftused vapour at

a more than ordinary elevation, after the sun hid set to

all at a lower level. In reference to this subject, Mr.

I",. Douglas Archibald states that he estimated the height of a

glowing stratum [i.e. diffused clouds) as from ten to thirteen miles ;

that Miss Ley, from calculation, had given thirteen miles as the

height of a similar cloud, and in continuation he says :
— " I

think this height is far more probable than forty miles, as calcu-

lated by Prof. Ifelmholtz. Besides, can we imagine either

vapour, or volcanic dust, or a mixture of both, to be capable of

remaining in suspension in the air of such tenuity as must exist

at such au altitude?'' (Nature, December 20, 1883, p. 176).

To this question I would reply by another, and ask if we can

imagine vapour or volcanic dust to be capable of remaining in

suspension in air of some 17,000 limes less density than water,

as at thirteen miles, high, that is about the calculated compara-

tive density of the two.

Or I will go farther, and ask if any one can imagine that

water, w hich is about S60 times heavier than the air at sea-level,

can be suspended in the atmosphere without the aid of some
buoyant power.

A theory on the cause of rain, storms, the aurora, &c., which
I submitted to the British Association at the Glasgow Meeting,

1S40 (<ee Repor;), was briefly as follows :

—

"That, as electdcity cnats the surface of all bodies, occupies

space, and has no weight, in evaporating, the minute particles of

water take up electricity in accordai ce with their surface and
temperature, and are buoyed up into the atmosphere by it, where,

if condensed {i.e. cooled), their capacity for electricity is reduced,

and the surcharge is retained or passes away in accordance with

the conducting or non-conducting state of the atmosphere. I

cannot go further into particulars in this paper, but I may say

that I have no knowledge of any phenomenon connected with

the cause of rain which is not explicable in accordance with the

theory, although forty years' exertion has not enabled me to

bring it fairJy under con ideration.

In my first paper I suggested, as a test for the theory, that

conductors should be raised from the earth to the regions of the

clouds, under tte idea that the withdrawal of electricity by this

means would produce rain in temperate, and the aurora in frigid

regions. And I hold that 1 am fully borne out on both these

points by Prof. Lemstrbm's grand auroral experiment ; as, on
the connection beiuij made between the wirewoik on the top of

the mountain and the earth at the foot of it, electric currents

were observed, the aurora became visible, and the formation of

ice on the wiresvork was so heavy as to break it down ; thus

showing that rain w-ould have fallen if the experiment had been

tried in a lower latitude. I hold also that the experiment already

proves that electr.city is the buoyant power of vapour in the

atmosphere.
With respect to the undoubted great elevation :if vapour and

volcanic dust thrown up by the Java eruption, I have long been

led to believe that electricity coats the surface of bodies in ac-

cordance with their temperatures, and that the non-burning

property of superheateil metal is from the intense force with

which electricity coats the surface, and thus the hand is not

actually in coniact wi h the metl when placed upon it ; and in

the case of effluent high-pressure steam, I believe Ihe particles

are so completely wrapped up in their coatini;s of electricity

that they do not touch the object the steam impinges on. bear-

ing these points in mind, it may easily be imagined that par-

ticles of dust or water as vapour, when cast up from a volcano,

may be at the highest conceivable temperalure, and charged

with electricity in a like degree, and that, being driven up by
currents of hea ed air, the particles may rise to an elevation far

above that of ordinary vapour, and may remain suspended there,

more or less, in accordance w-ith the non-conducting condition

of the atmo^phere at such elevations. G. A. KowELL
Oxford, January 2

Amongst the many int- resting questions raised by the discus-

sion on the recent sun-ets, not the least interesting is the questici:

of the upper cu rents of the atmosphere. Mr. Norman Lockyer,

in bis article in the Times of December 8, w rites of the pre-

sumed translation of volcanic dust round half the equatorial

circumfeience of the eatth in six days as being in accordance
with our actual knowledge of these currents. There are

probably many readers of Nature besides my.^elf who would
be glad to be referred to the observations upon which this

staiement is founded.

An opinion prevails that, in the rotation of the earth about its

axis, th.' higher parts of the atmosphere must to a certain extent

lag behind, thus producing an ea-.t wind relatively to the surface

of the earth ; and if we allow ourselves to adopt this view, we
may ea^ily imagine tliat in the equatorial regions there may
exist an upper current from the east having sufficient velocity to

meet the case supposed. But can thi, view be justified ? Is it

not more re isonable to consider that the whole of the earth's

atmosphere rotates with the earth as if it were part and parcel

of it ? It is difficult to see why it should not do so, unless we
suppose a resisting medium occupying the inter- planetary

spaces.

It is certainly remarkable how well (on t'ne volcanic hypothesis)

the entire observations of the coloured sunsets and associated

phenomena agree with the supposition of an east wind sweeping

round the earth with hurricane speed in the upper regions of the

a'mosphere. Not only the obseri-ations from the Mauritius,

Cape Coast Castle, Brazil, and the West Inflies, but eve 1 those

from the Sandwich Islands and from Au-tralia, may be made to

harmonise with this theory, and the dust from Krakatoa may be

said to have made " a g rdle round the earth " in a fortnight. But

in case the theory should prove to be inadmis-ible, it may be

worth while to inquire v/hether some of these earlier observa-

tions may not find their exp'anation in an earlier eruption of the

same volcano. The first erup ion of Krakatoa is said to have

occurred on May 20, 'and it is evident that long before the

date of the great eruption (August 26) enormous quantities of

material had been ejected, vast fields of floating pumice having

been met with in the neiglibouring seas at various times between

July 9 and August 12. George F. Burder
Clifton, Januat)' 7

OiNE feature of the recent sunrises I have not seen described,

viz. a large and striking pink semicircle opposite the sun,

having a bluish centre. 1 have only twice seen it well marked,

viz. on November 27 and December 15. This seems to be one

distinct mark of difference between these sunrises and ordinary

ones, inasmuch as I never saw it before, though possibly this

may be partly owing to the phenomenon only lasting a few-

minutes at each time. On November 27 it was at its height at

7.4^ a.m. At 7.50 there was only a trace of it left. On
December 15 it was at its height at 8.6 a.m. At 8.4 it was

very faint, and by 8.16 it had again become so, and wa- whitish.

At 8.6 a.m. the north-western sky was darkish to an altitude of

about 5°, and light pinkish purple thence to lo" : so far the

appearance was quite ordinary ; but on the darkish sky rested

the broad half ring, which was pink, but the inner part inclining

to salmon-c-jloured. Being much brighter than the pinkish

purple, it ob-cured it where they crossed. I estimated the radius

of its outer edge at about 25°, and therefore ils apex was about

30° in altitude. Within the ring was a bluish-white semicircle

of about half the radius of the pink semicircle ; which was thus

12° or 13° in width. The sky beyond was blue. The pheno-

menon seemed to be an ordinary cirrus, though this w as of au

indefinite lype ; the spaces between its wisps were pretty blue in

all parts of the north-western sky, but partook somewhat of its

colour. On November 27 there did not appear to be any cirrus,

but the semicircle must have been on the film which has been so

remarkably coloured during sunrise and sunset. I have noticed

traces of this semicircle on one or two other mornings, but so faint

that I should not have noticed it if I had not looked for it. I

presume that it is of the same character as the pink circle

with green or blue centre that has been visible round the

sun by day. This al-o is a phenomenon which I never

ob-erved previous to last month ; it was most striking about

the 26th, but continues to be seen almost daily. This.
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favours the volcanic dust theory ; for it is strange that I should

never have noticed it before, if it is of common occurrence
;

still we know that a phenomenon is more easily seen again after

it has once been observed, than seen in the first instance. Can
these pink rings be accounted for optically ? If they could,

would it not throw much light upon the cause of the fine sun-

rises and sunsets ?

With regard to the height of the film which has caused these,

I should like to ask whether it is considered proved that the

sun is actually shining on it so far into the twilight, or whelher
the glow may not be caused by reflection from bright sky upon
which the sun is really ^hining. The after-glow among the

Alps is clearly caused in this latter way, and not by the sun
shining upon the mountains them elves. At the same time, the

appearance of cirrus clouds dark against the bright sky, as oc
curred this morning at ab rat 7.40 a.m., seems to point to the

film being far above them. Thos. Wm. Backhouse
Sunderland, December 19, 1S83
P.S.—This morning the pink half-ring was again conspicuous,

only the inner half was nearly white ; within was the blue,

darkish, as before. It was at its best at 8.10 a.m.
December 20, 1883 T. W. B.

I learned from a Dutch paper (but I forget from which) that

a b'.ue sun was observed at Paramaribo in the beginning of

September (I think it was the 2nd or the 6th).

Stuttgart, January E. Metzger

The following letter appears in the Times of Tuesday :

—

" A shower of matter having ' a white sulphurous appearance

'

is reported from the vicinity of Queenstown, Cape Colony,
towards the close of November. The appended paragraph,
giving an account of the phenomenon, ii extracted from a Kim-
berley (Griqualand West) newspaper of December i. Taken
in connection with the description in your correspondence
columns of December 25 of a somewhat analogous shower at

Scutari, the paragraph is certainly interesting, and, perhaps, of

value to physicists investigating the cause of the recent celestial

phenomena. " Walter Clark
" Edinburgh, January 3
" ' We were informed yesterday of the occurrence at Glen

Grey, about twelve miles from Queenstown, of a phenomenon
which, while it lasted, nearly terrified the white and native

population out of their wits. On t he afternoon of Wednes-
day a thick sho\\'er of matter, presenting a white sulphurous
appearance, fell in the valley in which this village is

situate, and, passing right over it from east to west, covered
the entire surface of the country with marble-sized balls

of an ashy palenes;, which crumbled into powder at the

slightest touch. The shower was confined to one narrow
streak, and while it lasted, we are told, the surrounding atmo-
.sphere remained unchanged and clear, as it had been before.

Great noises accompanied the shower, and so frightened the

people working in the fields, who at first were under the impres-
sion that it was a descent of fire—the white substanc- glistening

in the sun—that on perceiving it they fled into their houses for

shelter No dam.ige was ciused by what fell, and upon ex-

amination of the substance afterwards it was found to be jier-

fectly harmless. At fir.-t the little balls were soft and pulpy, but

they gradually became dry and pulverised, crumbling at the

touch. We have before us a piece of earth on which one of

them fell, and the mark left behind resembles a splash of lime-

wash or similar matter. It does not smell of sulphur.'
'

Mr. JohnTebbutt, of Windsor Observatory, N.S.W., writes
as follows to the Sydney Ha aid

:

—The appearance presented by
our evening skies fir some weeks past has been the subject of

general remark. Last evening, the 14th, the sky was almost
cloudless after sunset, and the usual brick -red light again made
its appearance along the west-south-west horizon. It was re-

flected apparently from an almost invisible and gauze-like cloud
in the higher regions of the atmosphere. About seven o'clock

the red glow was at its maximum, when a solitary cUud, whose
apparent surface did not exceed ten squire degrees, presented
tself above it at an altitude of 25°. This cloud, which was at

first white, quickly changed to a beautiful green, its borders
being of a deeper tint. Of all the cloud phenomena that I have
witnessed, it was one of the m"st remarkable. It retained its

green colour for the space of about ten minutes, being all the
time subject to much internal commotion. It soon afterwards

resolved itself into several cloudlet.s, and finally disappeared.
Two or three other small clouds were visible at the same time,

and about the same altitude above the northern horizon, but
the.se were of a gray colour throughout. The eastern sky about
the moon was of that deep blue which is frequently observed to

surround her when rising during the winter oppositions. .Shortly

after the dispersion of the green cloud, the ruddy glow gave
place to the ordinary pale gray of the tvilight, but by half-past

seven o'clock the western sky became .suffused with red, but this

time of a clearer and more aurora-like tint. It did not appear,
as in the former case, to be reflected from hazy cloud, and it

extended much higher in the sky. This repetition of the ruddy
glow on the sime evening is a phenomenon which I had wit-

nessed on several occasions during the present month. I re-

member that many years ago (probably Iwenty-five) a somewhat
similar patch of red light used to make its appearance regularly

after sunset in the west-north-we-t. This phenomenon occurred

previously to the commencement of my regular meteorological

observations in 1S63, and was, I think, contemporaneous with a

very dry winter. That the pre-ent ruddy skies are not merely a
local phenomenon is obvious from the fact that they have been
regularly observed during the past three months over a consider-

able portion of the Indian Ocean.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The following appointments have been made
in accordance with Grace No. 19, confirmed on December 6
Last :—J. H. Randell, B.A., Pembroke College, Assistant De-
monstrator in Physics ; J. C. McConnell, B.A., Clare College,

Assistant Demonstrator in Physics ; R. H. Solly, Demonstrator
in Mineral. )gy, and .\ssi.tant Curator of the Museum ; Walter
Gardiner, B.A., Clare College, Demonstrator in Botany ; A.
Sheridan Lea, M.A., Trinity College, .Senior Demonstrator in

Physiology ; W. D'Arcy Thompson, B.A., Trinity College,

Junior Demonstrator in Physiology; A. Harker, B.A., St.

John's College, Demonstrator in Geology. Baron Ana'ole von
Hiigel has been appointed Curator of the Museum of General
and Local Archaeology.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The American yournal of Science, December, 1883.—Some

points in botanical nomenclature, a review of " Nouvelles
kemarques sur la Nomenclature Botanique," par M. Alph.
de Candolle, Geneva, 1883, by Asa Gray. The main object of

this very valuable contribution to the vexed suViject of botanic

nomenclature is to enforce the principles and supplement the

data supplied by M. de Candolle in his epoch making work.
His doctrines are on the whole cordially accepted, and often

very ably illustrated, while here and there some useful sugges-

tive remarks and criticisms are offered on matters of detail upon
which diversity of opinion and practice still prevails. —Pre-

carboniferous strata in the Grand Canon of the Colorado.

Arizona, by Charles D. Walcott. The results are here embodied
of over two months' careful examination especially of the Kaib.ah

Division of the Grand Cail m and lateral gorges undertaken

during the winter of 1882-3. The author, an active member of

the United States Geological Survey, concludes that the Grand
Caiion and Chuar groups correspond to that of the Keweenawan
of Wisconsin, both being referable to the Lower Cambri.an.

Jointly with the Paradoxides horizon of Br.aintree, Massachusetts,

and St. John's, New Brunswick, the olenellus of Nevada,
Vermont, New York, and Newfoundland, and the Pi.tsdani

series of Wisconsin, New York, Canada, &c. ; they constitute

the Cambrian age as so far determined in North America.

—Contrioutions to meteorology, nineteenth paper, with three

plates, by Prof. Elias Loomis. This paper deals at some length

with the barometric gradient in great storms. The results

c mfirm in a general way the accuracy of Ferrel's formula :

—

^ _ 1076 4 (2« cos if/ -I- !<) sP
cos / ( I -f -0040 P'

'

where G denotes the barometric gradient in millimetres pel

degree of a great circle, or sixty geographical miles. But it is

shown that the effect of friction is considerably greater than was
supposed by Ferrel. —A brief study of Vesta, by M. W. Har-
rington. The auth ir considers it probable that this asteroid has a
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diameter of over 500 miles, that she resembles the moon in he''

albedo, hence lacUs an appreciable atm. sphere and water, tha'

the irregularities of her light indicate a very rouyh surface and

rotation on her axis ; lastly, ihat what is true of Ve^ta is likely

to be true, mtilalis mutandis, of the other asteroids. —On a new
form of selenium cell and some electrical discoveries made by

its use, by Charles E. Fritts. This new form of selenium cell

has the following properties :— (i) its resistance can be made as

loH- as desired, do^n to nine ohms ; (2) the light is made to

strike the cell in the same plane as the current ; (3) it is far

more sensitive to light than any before known, one cell having

had fifteen times is high resistance in dark as ordinary diffused

daylight in a room, bince the paper was written, the author

announces the discovery of a new form of selenium, quite

CJlourless and transparent, obtaii ed und' r conditions excluding

everything but selenium.—The Ischian earthquake of July 28,

1883, by C. G. Rockwood, jun. The author concludes that this

disturbance had its orgin in a rupture taking place along an old

volcanic fissure running roughly north and south, and extending

r.ailially under the northern slope of Mount Epomeo ; and that

the cau-e of the increaed tension resulting in this ru ture must
be referred to the residual volcanic activity which Ischia shares

with the adjacent mainland, rather than to any merely local

subsidence, as suggested by Prof. Palmieri.

Annalen dcr Pliysik iiiiJ Cheinie, Ed. xx. No. II, 1883.

—

R. Clauius, on the theory of dynamo-electric machines. This
is a remarkably clear and able paper, dealing with the funda-

mental points in the theory of dynamo- electric machines in a

masterly way, and introduces several new notions requiring the

determination of the arbitrary constants in different machines.
The questions of self-induction and mutual induction between
diiTereiit segments of the armature receive special attention. The
author promises a further paper with applications of the equa-
tions.—L. Sohncke ani A. Wan^erin, on interference-pheno-

mena in thin and pirticnlarly in wedge-shaped films. This
paper is a continuation of one in last month's issue, giving new
fundamental formuk'e for Newton's rings and other interference-

phenomena of thin films.— B. Hecht, on the determination of

the axis-ratios of the elliptic paths in elliptic polarisation in

quartz. A discussion of furmulre of Cauchy, Lommel, Voigt,

and lamin, in reference to the .-luth-r's experiment"^.—W. Vuigt,

on the theory of light : a polemic again-t llerr Lommel respect-

ii g the latter's views on the possible intermolecular friction of

the luminiferous ether.—H. Wild, on the api^lication of bis

photometer as a spectrophotometer ; this instrument, constructed

by Hermann and Pfister, of liern, contains a slit, a calc-spar

rhnmbohedron, a Foucault prism, a second rhombohedron, a

selenite plate, a Nicol prism, a pair of adjustable gkass prisms, a
5-prism Amici direct-vision prism, and sundry lenses. The light to

be examined has to pass through these successively.— Researches
on forced vibrations of plate- ; part ii., on vilirations of square
plates, by A. Elsas. This paper, which is accompanied by a set of

forty-nine figures, is in continuation of a previous research on
forced vibrations of round plates. The author points out that we
already have the w;ll-known researches of Chladid and Wheat-
stone on the figures due to natural vibrations of such plates.

The aim of this research was to ascertain whether Savart's rule,

that the forms of the forced vibrations merge into one another
by a perfectly continuous series of modification^', is true for

square plates; whether the figures corresponding to forced

vibrations agree with those of the free vibrations of the same
pitch ; and whether the legitimacy of Wheatstone's method of

superposition is confirmed or disallowed. The most important
of all the results is that it is impossible for a square plate to

vibrate in response to any time whatever, higher than its own
fundamental, that may be forced upon it.—On Boltzmann's
theory of elastic reaction, by Prof. E. Riecke ; a mathematical
discussion of Boltzmann's equations.— On aqueous solutirin^", by

J. A. Gro5han=. A discussion of the dependence of the density

of the solution on the quantity and molecular CDnslitution of the
soluble substance.— Measurement of the quantity of electricity

pi'oduced by a Zamboni's pile, by Prof. E. Riecke. The values
were calculated from currents iraver.-ing a long-coil galvano-
meter and a very high resistance.—On the galvanic-temperature
coefficients of steel, rod-iron, and cast-iron, by V. Strouhal and
C. barus. For steel this coefficient diminishes as the hardness
of tempering increases, while the specific resistance increases
with the hardness. Glass-hard steel has about three times the
specific resistance of soft steel.—On the relation between vis-

cosity and electric resistance of solutions of salts in various

solvent media, by E. Wiedemann. There appears to be no such
relation as has been conjectured to exist.—On Arabian measure-
ments of specific gravity, by E. Wiedemann.—Simplifications in

experimenting with the air-pump, by K. L. Bauer, suggests the

expedient already well known in England, of placing a sheet of

soft caoutchouc under the receiver of the pump instead of

greasing its rim ; also similarly between the edges of the

Madgebui-g hemispheres. Gutta-percha paper is suggested as a

substitute for bladder to be burst by air-pressure.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Chemical Society, December 20, 1883.—Dr. W. H.
Perkin, F. R.S., president, in the chair.—The following gentle-

men were elected Fellows of the Society:—W. P. Bloxam, A,
Cobb, J. C. Chambers, A. E. Ekin--, F. P. Haviland, F.

Keeling, W. H. R. Kerry, J. J.
Pilley, M. Percy, J. Phillips,

A. W. Rogers, W. J. Saint, G. Smith, A. Smithells. The
following papers were read:—Researches on the gums of the

arabin group, by C. O'Sullivan. Part I. Arabic acid ; its com-
positi-'U, and the products of its decomposition. In this most
important paper the author has studied the action of dilute

sulphuric acid upon arable acid. The arable acid was prepared

by the method of Neubauer, and the sulphuric acid was allowed

to act for various lengths of time from fifteen minutes to several

hours. The molecule of arabic aciJ, CjdHjjjO-j, is broken
down, a series of eleven acids of gi".adually decreasing molecular

weight (differing by CgHj^Os) having been isolated, and the

barium ^alts formed and analysed ; the lowest acid is CoaHajOg.,,

and is comparatively stable; these acids the author calls o, J8,

&c., arabinosic acids. Simultaneously a series of sugars having

the compo ition C6fri..O|j is formed of gradually decreasing

optical activity, v\hi>-h the author names a, ;8, 7, and 5 arabino e.

Arabic acid is 1 he chief constituent of all the la;vorolatory gums,
but other acids are present which bear a simple relation to

it. In a future piprr the author promises an account of the

dextrorotatory and optically inactive gums, the acids of which
are built up in the same manner as arabic acid.—On the decom-
position of ammonia by heat, by W. Ramsay and S. Voung.
This decomposition commences about 500", and is nearly equal

in extent with porcelain, glas», iron, and asbestos, but at 780°

ammonia is almost completely decomposed by passing through

an iron tube. Copper, when heated, is not so active.—On the

halogen compounds of selenium, by F. P. Evans and W. Ram-
say.—On the preparation of pure chlorophyll, by A. Tschirch.

This ."-ubstance is obtained by the action of zinc du t on

chlorophyllan (Bot. Zeit., 1882, 533) ; its spectrum is identical

with that given by living leaves.

Zoological Society, December 18, 1883.—Prof. W. H.
Flo«er, F.R..S., president, in the chair.—Dr. F. Leuthner read

an abstract of a memoir which he had prepared on the Odonto-
labini, a subfamily of the Coleopterous family Lucanid;"e, re-

markable for the polymorphism of the males, while the females

remained very similar. The males were stated to exhibit four

very distinct phases of development in their n andibles, which
the author proposed to term "priodont," "amphiodont," "meso-
dont," and "telodont." These forms were strongly marked
in some species ; but in others were c nnected by insensible

gradations, and had been treated by the earlier authors as dis-

linct species. The second part of the memcir contaim.d a

monograph of the three known genera which constitute the

group Odontolabi'.i.—Mr. E. B. Poulton, F.Z.S., read a me-
moir on the structure of the tongue in the Marsupialia. The
tongues of species of nearly all the important groups of thi- sub-

class were described in detail. It was found possible to classify

the toniiues in three divisions. Of these, Habnattit-us was the

type of the lowest, Plialaiigista of the intermediate, and Pera-

vicles of the most advanced, division.—Mr. J. Wood-Mason,
F.Z.S., read a paper on the Embiidae, a little-known family cf

insects, on the structure and habits of which he had succeded in

making >ouie investig.ations during his recent re-idence in India.

He came to the conclusion that the Embiida; undoubtedly
belong to the true Orthoptera, and are one of the lowest terms

of a series formed by the families Acridioidese, Locustids,

Gryllida', and Phasmatidte.— Mr. G. A. Boulenger, F.Z.S.,

read an acount of a collection of frogs made at \'urimagua?,

Huallaga River, Northern Peru, by Dr. Hahnel. The collec-

tion contained examples of eighteen species, eight of which were
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regarded as new to science.—Mr. W. F. R. 'Weldon read a
paper on some points in the anatomy of /'rtii'«!Vt);>/'«-Kj and its

allies. An account was given of the air cells of the Flamingo,
which were shown to differ from those of Lamellirostres, aid to
agree with those of Storks (i) in having the prasbronchial air-

cell much divided, (2) in the feeble development of the posterior
intermediate cell, and (3) in the great size of the abdominal cell.

The pseudopiploon was also shown to differ fron thit of Lamel-
lirostres, and to agree with that of Storks, in exten-ling back to

the cloaca. A detailed comparison between the muscles,
especially those of the hind limb, gave the same results. The
larynx, however, being Anserine, and the skull intermediate,
the position expressed by Huxley's term " Amphimorpha" " was
considered fully justifiable.—Mr. Sclater read a paper, in which
he gave the description of fix apparently new species of South
American Passeres.

Anthropological Institute, December 11, 1883.—Prof.
Flower, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—The election of Mr.
E. W. Streeter was announced.—Mr. Walton Haydon exhibited
some photographs of North American Indians.—A paper by
Mr. A. W. ILiwitt, on some Australian ceremonies of initiation,

was read by I 'r. E. B. Tylor. The ceremonies described by the
author are common to a very large aggregate of tribes in the
south-eastern part of Australia, and as himself an initiated
person, Mr. Howitt has had unusual opportunities of observa-
tion and of ibtainiiig information from the Blacks. When it

has been decided that there is a sufficient number of boys ready
for initia'ion, the headman sends out his messenger, who travels

rourd to the headmen of the same totem, who then communicate
the mes.sage to the principal men of the different totems which
form the local groups. The messenger carries wiih him, as the
emblems of his mission, a complete set of male attire, together
with the sacred humming instrument, which is wrapped up in a
skin and carefully concealed from women and children. The
ceremonial meeting having been called together, that moiety of
the community which called it prepares the ground and gets all

ready for the arrival of the varions contingents. Mr. Howitt
then described at length the procession from the camp to some
retired and secret place where the ceremonies are to be per-
formed, each novice being attended by a guai-dian, who fully

explains to him all that is said or done. A camp is formed
when the spot is reached that has been fixed upon for the site

of the tooth-knocking-out ceremony, which was fully described
by the author in the latter part of the paper.—Dr. R. G. Latham
read a paper on the use of the terms " Celt " and " German."

Geological Society, December ig, 1883.—J. W. Hulke,
F.K.S., president, in the chair.—Rev. W. R. Andrews, Robert
James Frecheville, and Rev. Philip R. Sleeman were elected
Fellows of the Society.—The following communications were
read :—On some remains of fossil tishes from the Yoredale
series at Leyburn in Wensleydale, by James W. Davis, F.G.S.—Petrological notes on some North-of-England dykes, bv J. 1.

H. Teall, M.A., F.G.S. The author described the 'strati-

graphical relations and the structure, macroscopic and mi ro-

scopic, ofa number of dykes which cccur in the north-cast of
England, giving analyses. He pointed out that they fell into
four more or less distinct groups : (i) the Cleveland dyke and
that of Acklington

; (2) the Heth and its related dykes; (3) the
dykes of Heblnun, of Tynemouth, of Brunton, of Hartley, and
of Morpeth; (4) the High Green dykes. Groups (i) and (3)
resembled one another in specific gravity and chemical composi-
tion, as did (2) and {4), the percentage of silica in the first two
(except in the Morpeth dyke) varying from 57 to 59, and the
specific gravity being about 27 or 2'S, while the others had a
silica percentage of from 51 to 53, and a rather higher specific

gravity. The former present some microscopic differences, the
latter are very closely related. The Cleveland, Ackling-.on, and
Heth dykes have been examined at intervals far apart, and
exhibit no variation or relation to tlie surrounding rocks ; so that
evidently they have not taken up any appreciable portion of the
material through which they have broken. The dykes of
Group (3) being probably pre-Tertiary (the author does not
himself find it possiljle to distinguish igneous rocks by their
geologic age) would be termed melaphyres on the Continent

;

but those of (2) and (4) are nearer to the group of diabases. The
Cleveland dyke (Group i) is almost certainly of Tertiary age,
and its structure and composition entitle it lo the name of an
augite-andesite.—The Droitwich brine springs and saliferous
marls, by C. Parkinson, F.G.S.

Edinburgh
Royal Society, December 17, 1883.—Robert Grey, vice-

pre.sirlent, in [the chair.- -Prof. Tait communicated a paper by
Mr. A. Campbell, containing the results of additional experi-
ments on the Peltier effect. The results agreed closely with
their values as calculated from the thermoelectric diagram.

—

Dr. Sang read a paper on the problem of the lathe band, and on
problems therewith connected.—Prof. Tait read a note by the
Astronomer-Royal for Scotland, on Brewster's line Y in the
infra-red. The object of the note was to point out that this line,

which had been ascribed by some recent observers to air, and
therefoi e omitted from the spectrum, is a true solar line, which
has been found to be due to sodium.—Mr. John Murray read a
communication by Mr. P. H. Carpenter, on the Crinoidea of
the North Atlantic between Gibraltar and the Fariie Islands ;

with notes on the Myzostomidas, by Prof. T. von Graff, Ph.D.—Mr. R. W. Felkii', F.R.G.S., gave a very interesting account
of the Madi or Moru tribe, from which ihe flower of the Egyptian
army has been drawn.—A paper was also read, on the structure
of the pitcher in the seedling of Nepenthes, as compared with
that in the adult plant, by Prof. Alexander Dickson, M.D.
Prof. Dickson gave the results of his examination of Nepenthes
seedlings lately raised in the Edinburgh Royal Botanic Garden.
One of the most important points to which he drew attention was
in connection with the annulus or rim of the pitcher orifice. In
the seedlings this structure is seen even in the pitcher leaf imme-
diately succeeding the cotyledons, and a row of cushion- or
button-like glands is to be found just within its inflexed edge.
From observing these glands. Prof Dickson was led carefully to

examine the annulus in the adult plant, with the result of bis

discovering their representatives in a remarkable series of gigan-
tic glands. If the inflexed rim be examined, there is to be found,
just above its free edge, a single line of small orifices, alternating
with the ridges of the corrugated annulus and with their tooth-
like prolongations, when these are pre-ent. On dissection, each
of these orifices is seen to be the outlet of a canal-like fossa,

from the bottom of which a cellular, nipple-shaped body or
mammilla projects. This uiammilla is the free apex nf a gland,
the great bulk of which is immersed in the parenchymatous sub-
stance of the annulus. These glands vary in length, according
to the species, from 1/37 (N. atnpullaria) to the enormous
measure of 1/12 of an inch {N. destillatoria, N. phyllamphora,
&c.). Prof. Dickson could not speak definitely as to the func-
tion of these glands, but thought that they probably secrete

honey, affording to the insect the last drops just as it is on the
brink of destruction ! Sir J. D. Hooker, in his address on
insectivorous plants delivered at the Belfast meeting of the
British Association, had spoken of the pitcher rim as secreting

honey, but without making any reference to these remarkable
marginal glands.

Birmingham

Philosophical Society, December 13, 18S3.—PecuHar
absorption of a compound of iodine by aluminium, by Dr. G.
Gore, F. R.S. This paper contains a statement of the discovery

of a peculiar fact by the author, viz. that when a sheet of

aluminium was simply immersed in a solution composed of

'72 grains of pure iodic acid dissolved in 3^ ounces of distilled

water, it absorbed as much as 16 per cent, of its weight of a

foreign substance, and emitted a strong odour of iodine. It

retained its metallic appearance, although it had become pecu-
liarly rough by corrosion. When struck by a hard substance it

emitted a less metallic sound. In several similar experiments
the plates gained much more in weight by absorption than they

lost by corrosion. By examining the edges of the sheets undir
a microscope, the sheets were found to be partly disintcgi-ated

into thin layers. A variety of other methods were tried, in-

cluding electrolytic ones, to produce the same effect, but in no
instance did the metal emit much odour of iodine, or appear to

have absorbed freely a foreign substance. With aluminium
immersed in dilute hydriodic acid containing dissolved iodine,

similar though much less conspicuous effects of disintegration

and emission of odour of iodine were, however, observed. By
immersing a sheet of the metal in a solution of bromic acid, the

metal did not appear to absorb much bromine. A partial in-

vestigation was made of the phenomena. By washing the sheets

with water, the water became strongly coloured by iodine, and

continued to do so after many washings. Although, after having

been washed and dried, they continued to emit a strong odour of
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iodine, they did not by immersion in carbonic bisul,jhide at

6j° F., during thirty-six hours, yield any iodine, or impart any

c.ilour to that liquid ; the absorbed substance was not, therefore,

si'iiple iodine. A flat sheet of aluminium varnished on one side,

and then immersed in aqueous iodic acid, did not assume a

curved shape. A chemical analysis of the absorbed substance

has not yet been made.—Reduction of metallic solutions by

means of ga^es, &c., by Dr. G. Gore, F.R.S. This paper is a

record of a number of instance=; in which various solutions of

metals were reduced lo the metallic state by contact with gases,

and different organic compounds. The solutions chiefly em-
ployed were those of palladium, iridium, platinum, gold, silver,

and mercury, and less frequently those of copper, lead, iron,

manganese, chromium, vanadium, and telhtrium. The ga=es

used wfre hydrogen, carbonic oxide, coal ga--, and crude acety-

lene. The organic compounds included both liquid and solid

substances ; the liquids were amylene, petroleum, benzene,

Persian naptha, xylol, toluol, carbolic acid, " petroleum ether,"

mesilylene, and liquid chloride of carbon, and the solids were

jjarafiin, ozokerite, naphthalene, anthnicene, chrysene, elaterite,

sojid chloride of carbon, &c. By contact with gases the metals

were generally reduced in the form of films upon the surface of

the liquids, as well as in that of precipitated powder ; some of

the films produced, both by the contact of gases and by that of

non-miscible liquids, were remarkably beautiful, and of a sur-

prising degree of thinness. Amongst the most conspicuous

instances of reduction were the following; :—a solution of pallaiiic

chloride was rapidly reduced by carbonic oxide, hydrogen, coil

gas, and amylene. One of terchloride of gold was quickly

decomposed and reduced by coal gas, carbolic acid, and amy-
lene. The mot beautiful films were those produced by a

s jlution of terchloride of gold, with coal gas or with amylen-.
Solutions of chloride of palladium were usually more rapidly

decomposed than th'ise of chloride of gold. The films of metal
thus produced might prove of service in some optical and other

physical invetigati ins. It is worthy of consideration also by
geologists, whether the reduction of metals to the native sta'e in

the interior of the earth may not in some cases have been effected

by contact of their solutions with liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons
derived from coal and other mineral substances of organic origin.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, December 31, 1883.—M. Blanchard,
president, in the chair.—Action of heat on aldol and paraldol,

by M. Ad. Wurtz.—On a white rainbow (Ulloa Circle) observed
at Courtenay (Loiret) on the morning of November 28, by M.
A. Cornu. This extremely rare phenomenon occurred under
atmospheric conditions closely analogous to those described by
Uravais in the Jourit. de I'Ecole Polytech., xxx. p. 97. The
radius appears to have been much shorter than that of the
ordinary rainbow.— Mi.-sion to Cape Horn : Summary report on
the researches made in natural history and anthropology by the
Romattche, by Dr. Hahn. In the north-eastern islands of Tierra
del Fuego acquaintance was made with the Ua people, who
present several remarkable peculiarities. Although living on
frienely terms and even intermarrying with the more southern
V.ahgans, they seem to be related in stock and speech rather to
the continental Patagonians. They appear even to exceed them
in stature, and thus to rank as the vei-y tallest race on the globe.
— Note on the tidal curves registered between November, 1SS2,
and September, 18S3, by the maregraph at Orange Bay, Cape
Horn.—Observations of the Pons-Brooks comet at the Obser-
vatory of Nice (Gautier-Eichens equatorial), by M. Perrotin.
— Spectroscopic .study of the Pons Brooks comet made with the
reflector of 0-50 m. at the Observ.atory of Algiers, by M. Ch.
Trepied. The following results were obtained :

—

Comet Flame of

o alcohol
Reading for line D 1318 ... —
First green line (less refrangible) ... 13'92 ... I4'C9
Second green line I5-I2 ... 15-20
Blue line 1676 ... 1704

showing that in its visible parts the spectnim of the comet is

identical with that of a flame of alcohol.—On the multipliers of
the linear diflerential equati ms, by M. Ilalphen.—On a means
of determining the factor of integrability, by M. W. Maximo-
vi-ch.—On the generation of surfaces, by MM. J. S. and M. N.
Vanecek.— Reply to M. Larroque's observations on the experi-
ments recently made in connection w ith the study of earth cur-
rents, by M. E. E. Elavier.—On the temperature obtainable by

means of boiling oiygen, and on the solidification of nitrogen,

by M. S. Wroblewski. Reserving a description of his process,

the author .announces as a first result an approximate temperature
of -186° C. When subjected to this intense degree of cold,

nitrogen became silidified, falling like snow in crystals of a re-

markable size.—On the maximum of silubility of soda, by M.
E. P.mchon.—On an incomplete oxygenised monamine (oxallyl-

diethylcnine, by M. E. Rob ml.—On the fluorides of sodium, by
M. Guntz.—Researches on ptomaines and analogous compounds,
by M. A. Gabriel Pouchet.—Action of copper on the health of

persons engaged in the copper industries ; histoiy of a workshop
and of a village, by M\f. A. Houles and de Pietra-Santa. The
history of this village (Tarn, Durfort) extends over a period of

a hundred years, and tends to shiw that c:)ppersmiths (forgers,

braziers, ttc.) are on the whole as l^ng-lived if mt nnre so than
the agricultural population of the same distr cl.—On the anatomy
of a human enbryo in the fourth week, by M. H. Fol.—On a
new species of the genus Megaptera (Mcgtptfra inciica) from the
Bay of Bassora, Persian Gulf, by M. P. Gervais.—On a rare
siiecies of Dolphin (On-a gladiator, Grav = Ddpkinus orca.

Fab.) recently captured oft" Trepjrt. Seine-Inferieure, by M. H.
Gadeau de Nerville.—On the vitelline nucleus of the Araneidte,

by M. A. Sabatier.—New ophidological discoveries, by M.
Lichtenstein.—On a phenomenon accompanying the red after-

glow of the sunsets of December 26 and 27, 1883, at Tortosa
(Spain), by M. Jo'e J. Landerer.— Terrestrial physics: the

Krakatoa catastrophe ; velocity of the earthquake wave-, by M.
Erington de la Croix. From observations made in Ceylon,
Mauritius, and other places, the earthquake wave of August 27,

1883, seems to have been propagated acrow the Indian Ocemi
at the prodigious velocity of about 550 m. per second, or 2000
km. per hour.

Berlin

Physiological Society, December 7, 1883.—Prof. Waldeyer
brought before the Society the results of investigations pursued
by Herr Koganei in his Institute into the histogeny of the retina.

It was known that the retina was a development of a vesicular

projecting flap of the brain {Hen' irstiilpiing des Ge/iirns), and
that this membrane of the eye consisted in its early stages
of fusiform cells. Whether there were other cells besides con-
tained in it, how they were developed, and how the different

constituents of the developed retina «ere diflferentiated, were, on
the other hand, all matters of debate. Herr Koganei had now
found that in the earliest stages this membrane of the eye
was composed of two series of cells, one of fusiform cells on the
distal side of the membrane, the other of round cells supplied
with caryokinetic nuclei on the proximal side. The fusiform
cells were called "fundamental," the round cells "prolific,"
these latter alone multiplying, as they did, by scission, and fur-

nishing the whole material for building up the retina. The
increase in retina elements proceeded therefore altogether from
the proximal side, whence the newly-produced cells intercalated
themselves into the layer of fusiform cells, all which phenomena
entirely corresponded with those of the brain, it likewise growing
only by multiplication of cells on the ventricular side. The
differentiation of the fusiform cells into separate retina layers
began after the ocular chamber was formed by the invagination
of its most anterior part which becomes transformed into a
double saucer shaped form, or rather it was only the inner-
most saucer which became the retina, while the outer saucer
was converted into the pigment layer, the cells of which were
filled w-ith pigment. The difterentiation followed a law of
quite universal application. In every case it began on the
distal side, which, on the invagination of the ocular cham-
ber, became the inner side, and advanced gradually to the
outer side of the retina. It began consequently with the
oldot fusiform cells, and passed gradually over to the later-

formed fundamental cells. As analogous to this was next
recognised the membrana limitans interna, with the supporting
fibres of Midler. These formed themselves out of the innermost
layer of the oldest fusiform cells, which ranged themselves
strongly out in a longitudinal direction, and became flattened on
their inner end. The basal lamin.r; [Ftusplatten) of these cells

impinging on each other formed the membrana limitans. Then
the layer of ganglion cells appeared, and, almost simul-
taneously, the layer of optic fibres intervening between the
layer of ganglion cells and the membrana limitans. The
mode by which the ganglion cells were developed was
through the rouniing of the fusiform cells and their emission of

offshoots. With regard to the layer of nerve-fibres it was a^ctr-
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tained that they devslopel themselves out of continuations of

the ganglion cells. Whether and in what manner they cnme
later into confluence with the optic fibres proceeding from the

brain was a point which mu^t be reserved for further investiga-

tion. Prof. Waldeyer deemed it not impossible that the optic

fibres growing out of the ganglion cells penetrated into the brain,

and there merged into the central ganglion. Thereafter was
developed the so-called molecular layer. This name had been

given to it in consequence of its finely granul.ar appearance

under slight enlargement. With the povvrful amplification

which was now customary it was, however, at the present day,

universally recognised as consisting of an extremely fine network
of the most delicate filaments. In the middle of this layer Ilcrr

Koganei had found a series of round cells which, having
issued from fundamental cells, formed the mother-cells of this

layer. Since it was now InovAn that cellular protoplasm con-

sisted of a reticular coating and fluid contents, it became intel-

ligible how, from the protoplasm of the series of m ither-cells

occupying the middle zone, the fine fibrous net of the molecular

layer was formed by more vig )rous developoicnt of the proto-

plasmic coating and the proportionate reduction of the liquid

contents. In the further development of the embryonal retina

there now appeared the internal granular layer with the median
granular layer, followed, shortly after, by the external granular

layer. Both granul.ar layers developed themselves from the

fusiform fundamental cells through the latter 1)ecoming round
.ind partially emitting continuations. In this manner they

formed themselves into ganglion cell-', as the granules of the

granulir layer must be considered. The median granular layer

was in the highest probability a layer of fibre-nets intercalating

itself, like those of the molecular layer. In the granular layers,

liesides round and gan;.;lion cells, fu-iform cells were also met
with. These fusiform cells, by vigorous longitudinal growth,
developed themselves into supporting fibres (Sliilzfasirii),

flattened themselves at their extreme ends, and by superitnposi-

tion of their terminal lamina? torn ed the membrana limitans ex-

terna. On the development of this last membrane the ganglia or
granules of the granular Layer began to send continuations outwards
striking through the membrana limitans, which, therefore, very

soon appeared occupied with the little blunt endings (Stidiipfchcii).

These again grewto be granular interior members of the rods

and pins that, finally, developed the hyaline external members
which were powerfully refractive and cylindrical, or cone-shaped,

the la t members in the series of the development of retina ele-

ments. At this point the fact, ofsupreme importance to the physio-

logist, was established, that new-born animals only began to see

when the exterior members of the rods and cones were deve-

loped. From the foregoing observations, Prof. Waldeyer
deduced an important general conclusion, which had equal

applicability to the brain as to the retina. The development of

the retina demonstrated that all its morpholojic.il constituents,

the ganglion cells, the nerve fibres, and the supporting fibres were
developed from the same fundamental cells. The supporting
fibres of the retina, and in like n anner the neuroganglia of the

brain, must consequently be classed as belonging to the nervous

system, and having nothing in common with the ligamental

tissue. They were nervous apparatus, which only did not per-

form nervous functions. In the case of regenerative processes,

however, they played an important part. It was known that

highly differentiated tissues were not capable of regeneration,

which was therefore impossible in the case of ganglion cells and
nerve fibres. Supporting fibres and neuroganglia, on the other

hand, were cap.able of regeneration, and, being developed from
neurously constituted cells, were also capable of undertaking
nervous functions or of furtherdifferentiating themselves for those

higher functions. This highly important question deserved a very
thorough investigation.

Vienna

Imperial Academy of Sciences, October 11, 1883.—On
the genetic formation of the flora of New Zealand, by C. von
Ettingshausen.—On i.sobutyl-biguanidine, by A. Smolka.—On
the Diatomaceje collected by the Austro-Hungarian North Polar
Expedition in Franz-Josef Land, by A. Grumov.—On gravita-

tion, by A. larolimek.—On the comet discovered by Brooks, by
E. Weiss.—On some spectral analytical researches carried out
with the large refractor of the Vienna Observatory, by C. H.
Vngel.

October 18, 1883.—On the theory of diffusion of gases

;

part ii., dealing with the diffusion of a gas into itself, by L.
Boltzmann.—On the quantity of work which can be obtained by

chemical combination, by I.. Boltzmann.—On the forms and
chemical composition of the scap iliih series, by F. Tschermak.

Octo'^ier 25, 1S83.—On roemerite, botryogen, and natural

magnesia iron vitriol, by T. Blaas. — Ichlhyological contributions,

(thirteenth paper), by T. Steindachner.

November 8, 1883.— Contributions to general nerve- and
mu-cle-physiology ; xii., on the change of the electromotor
behaviour of muscles produced by electric irritation, by E.
Hering and W. Biedermann.—Supplement to his paper on the

quantity of work v\ hich can be obtained by chemical combina-
tion, by 1.. Boltzmann.—On a series of new mathematical prin-

ciples, by O. Simony.—Report on the French Expedition sent

to the Manihiki Islands to observe the solar eclipse of May 6,

1S83, by T. Palisa.

November 16, 1883.—On the role of the inferior asteroids,

by F. Chapel.—On the intercellular spaccs of the epithelium of

the Polmonata, by A. N.ilepa.—On the axis of the tail of the

comet 1827 III., by T. von Hepperger.
November 22, 1883. —Contribution to general nerve- and

muscle- physiology ; xiii., on Du Bois Keymond's researches

on the secondary electrical phenomena of muscle, by E. Hering.

—On the genetic formation of the flora of Ilong Kong, by C. von
Ettingshausen.—Contributions to the theory of respiratory intier-

vation (fourth communication), by Ph. Knoll.—On the species,

sub-species, varieties, and hybrids of the section Ptamica of the

Achillea genus, by A. Heimerl.—Contributions to the kno.<'lelge

of the fishes of the Adria, by E. Steindachner and G. Coloni-

batovic.—Contributions to the knowledge of the chemical com-
position of starch-granules, by B. Bruckner.

December 6, 1883.—On a vertebral syno-tosis in Salamandra
maculosa, .Saur., liy T. H. List.—On the mechanism of the

distant action of electrical forces, by T. Odstrril.—Calculaii

m

of the altitude of the pole and of the azimuth at the Krem--
miinster Observatory, by W. Tmter.— Report on his geological

researches carried out in the western Balkan and the adjacent

regions, by F. Toula.—Determination of the orbit of the Russia
planet (232), by N. Herz
December 13, 1883.—Histological and physiological studies

on the organ of taste, by O. Drasch.—On the satellite curves

and satellite planes, by G. Kohn.— Stru^'gle of physical axioms,

by T. Schlesinger.
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FA?4IL V RECORDS
Record 0/ Family Faculties. By Francis Gallon, F.R.S.

(London : Macmillan and Co., 1S84..)

jJfe-History Album. By Francis Gallon, F.R.S. (London:

Macmillan and Co., 1884.)

MR. GALTON is indefaligable in his zeal lo promole

the cause of eugenics. His mosl recenl efforls in

this direction have resulted in the publication of two

quarto books, which respectively bear the titles above

given, and which betoken no small amount of labour on

the part of their author. Feeling the importance of cast-

ing a wide net for the capture of facts bearing on the

science of eugenics which he hopes to inaugurate, Mr
Gallon has here presented to the public a formidable

array of blank forms or tables, lo be filled up by any one

who may have caught a spark of his own enthusiasm in

the new cause. And not only so, but, lo stimulate the

energies of a blind and foolish generation, he has offered

rewards or prizes lo the e.xtenl of 500/. for the best writing

up of the Records of Family Faculties. Lest any of our

readers, however, should be induced from sordid motives

alone lo invest a few shillings in the purchase of this

curious book, we think it is desirable to warn them at the

outset that if they intend to write for one of Ihe prizes

they must know a good deal more about their family

history than was known even by the writer of the book,

which begins—" This is the book of the generations of

Adam." For, as far as it appears from his preface, Mr.

Gallon would not award even the least of all his prizes to

any one who could prove direct descent from Adam
;

nay, it would be useless to prove such descent even from

any particular gorilla. For, we are expressly told, " no

countenance is given to the vanity that prompts most

family historians to trace their pedigree to some notable

ancestor. . . . We sho\ild remember the insignificance of

any single ancestor in a remote degree. . . . One ancestor

who lived at the time of the Norman Conquest, twenty-

four generations back, contributes (on the supposition

of no intermarriage of kinsfolk) less than one part in

16,000,000 to the constitution of a man of the present

day.'

What Mr. Galton wants, therefore, is not the record of

a long pedigree, but an accurate and detailed account of

a short one. And this is just what makes his tables so

difficult to fill up. We must not only know all about our

father and mother and grandfathers and grandmothers,

but also about our father's father's father, father's father's

mother, father's mother's father, father's mother's mother,

mother's father's father, mother's father's mother, mother's

mother's father, and mother's mother's mother. Even
this, indeed, is not enough to satisfy Mr. Galton ; for,

" besides the direct ancestors, the brothers and sisters of

each of them have also to be taken into account," and

are accordingly all provided for in the blank tables. Ob-
viously not many of us could answer any of the following

questions touching, say, a mother's father's mother's

brother:— Date and place of birth, occupation, residences,

age at marriage, ditto of spouse, number and ages of sons

and daughters, mode of life, height, colour of hair and
Vol. XXIX.—No. 742

eyes, general appearance, degree of strength, perfection

or imperfection of special senses, mental powers, personal

character, favourite pursuits, artistic aptitudes, minor

ailments, graver illnesses, cause and date of death, and
age at death.

The impossibility, however, of any one competitor filling

up all the tables is of course no argument against setting

the questions. The same questions are submitted to all the

competitors, and those who can answer most or best will

receive the 500/. Perhaps a few years hence, when Mr.

Henry George shall have effected his social revolution in

this country, our aristocratic families (who are favourably

handicapped in their knowledge of ancestry) will be

thankful to assist the science of eugenics upon the terms

now offered by Mr. Galton.

The " Life-History Album " is, in size, date, and general

appearance, a companion to the " Record of Family

Faculties." It runs to 72 pages, which are arranged for

entries in five-yearly periods from birth to 75 years of

age. We can imagine the melancholy aspect of a man
who in the year 1959 sits down to fill up the last page of

a copy of this album, the first page of which is now being

begun by his parents. What a retrospect will lie before

his dim and saddened gaze ! Every tooth that he gained

in childhood, and every tooth that he lost in age has been

duly chronicled ; all the fluctuations in his weight, health,

and strength are recorded ; he can trace the dawn and

rise of all his bodily and mental powers from infancy ta

manhood, and can measure with the most painful nicety

their continuous decline from manhood to old age. He
has before him a little picture gallery of fifteen photo-

graphs taken at five-yearly periods, to impress upon him

with yet more cruel vividness what a wreck he has

become ; and now there is no further page whereon to

continue the record so long and so faithfully kept. Even

the interest of Mr. Galton in all that he was to be and all

that he was to do has come to an end ; he has literally

turned over the last page of his life, and if his poor old

eyes do not drop a tear upon the closing tragedy, it car>

only be because his zeal for science has devoured every-

other emotion.

But although this aspect of the matter is irresistibly-

suggested by the close of the album at 75 years of age,

without even the provision of a blank page for any further

possibilities (with trembling fingers these might, indeed,

be pasted in), we must remember that the evil here lies

in the fact of mortality. So long as a man is alive, it

may be useful to him in many ways—apart from eugenics

—to have such a physical record of his life thus kept from

his earliest days. No doubt the sooner it is begun the

more value it will subsequently have ; but Mr. Galton

virtually tells us that, as in the Pilgrim's Progress, so in

the pilgrimage of life, " better late than never " in making

a beginning.

In order to show some of the personal, as distinguished

from any scientific, advantages which may reasonably be

expected to arise from keeping such a biological history

of one's self, we shall conclude by quoting an extract from

Mr. Gallon's own exhortation.

" To the Owner 0/ this Book
" I. It will show whether, and in what way, your health

is affected by the changes that take place in your resi-

dence, occupation, diet, or habits.
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" 2. It will afford early indication of any departure from
health, and will thus draw attention to conditions which,

if neglected, may lead to permanent disorder. Without
such a record, the early signs of disease, which are com-
monly slight and gradual, are very likely to pass unrecog-

nised, and thus the opportunity will be lost of seeking

advice at the time when preventive or curative measures
can be most successfully taken.

"3. A trustworthy record of past illnesses will enable

your medical attendants to treat you more intelligently

and successfully than they otherwise could, for it will give

them a more complete knowledge of your 'constitution
'

than could be obtained in any other way. This know-
ledge is so important that life itself may in many illnesses

depend upon it.

" 4. The record will further be of great value to your

family and descendants ; for mental and physical charac-

teristics, as well as liabilities to disease, are all transmitted

more or less by parents to their children, and are shared

by members of the same family. ' The world is beginning
to percei\-e that the life of each individual is in some real

sense a prolongation of those of his ancestry. His cha-

racter, his vigour, and his disease, are principally theirs.

. . . The life-histories of our relatives are, therefore,

more instructive to us than those of strangers ; they are

especially able to forewarn and to encourage us, for they
are prophetic of our own futures.'

—

(Fortnightly Revieiu,

January, 1S82, p. 31)."

We have now said enough to show the general character

of these original publications. We ought to add, however,

that they may be purchased separately, and therefore,

notwithstanding the prizes offered for the best Records

of Family Faculties, we think it probable that the " Life-

History Albums" will have the better sale. They are

ine.vpensive to buy, and, apart from the trouble of writing

iliem up at intervals, require for their keeping no other

kind of expenditure. George J. Romanes

SIAM
Temples and Elephants : The Narrative of a yourney

through Upper Stain and Lao. By Carl Bock.

(London : Sampson Low, Marston, and Co., 1884.)

THE expedition undertaken by Mr. Bock in 1881-82

to the Indo-Chinese mainland was practically a

continuation of his previous rambUngs in the Eastern

.Archipelago, a graphic account of which he has given us

in his " Head-Hunters of Borneo." Of both the main

object appears to have been rather archaeological and

ethnographical than strictly scientific, and of both the

incidents and results have also been somewhat analogous.

In each case some hitherto unvisited tracts were explored,

or at least traversed, each was marked by a striking

absence of any stirring adventures " by flood or field,"

both yielded, besides some additions to our geographical

and ethnological knowledge of the regions in question, a

considerable amount of " curios and treasure-trove " ; but

the cjuest of the "tailed people" proved as bootless in

Further India as it had in Borneo.

In other respects "Temples and Elephants," although

far less profusely illustrated, compares not unfavourably

with "The Head-Hunters." It is uniformly written in

surprisingly good English, and it gives us for the first

time a tolerably clear account of the region of the water-

p.irting between the head waters of the Menam'and the

Middle Mekong basins, and indeed of the whole course

of the Menam almost from its source to the Gulf of Siam.

The source itself was not actually reached, but it was
ascertained with some certainty to lie altogether within

Lao territory, or about 20' N., 99° E., and not further

north in the Shan States, as shown on all recent maps,

even that accompanying vol. viii. of Reclus' " G^ographie

Universelle." By taking boat at the now ruined city of

Fang, and sailing down the Me-Fang and Me-Kok, the

Mekong was reached just below Kiang-sen, where, a

thousand miles from its mouth, it was found to be still a

magnificent stream " twice as wide as the Menam at

Bangkok." This was the furthest point reached, and on

the return route the narrow but rugged water-parting was

crossed by a pass 2000 feet high leading down to the

Meping, as the Upper Menam is here called Hence-

forth the rest of the journey was made entirely by water,

proving that for small craft the Menam is navigable

almost from its source to its mouth. Even the dangerous

rapids near Mutka, above the Lao and Siamese frontier,

were successfully run by the ingeniously constructed

boats specially adapted for navigating this section of the

great Siamese artery.

All the chief towns in this basin were visited, and

a very full account is given of such important but

almost unknown places, as Raiieng (Rahein), Lakhon,

Lampoon (Labong), Cheng-raai (Kiang-mai), Muang-Pau

(Prau), and Kiang-hai), all except Raheng lying within

the western Lao domain. Raheng, the northernmost

town in Siam proper, appears to be the centre of a very

considerable trade with the surrounding lands, and some

strong arguments are urged in favour of the projected

railway between that place and the capital. Such a line

would present no engineering difficulties, running as it

would through an almost perfectly level country ; it might

be cheaply constructed by Chinese coolie labour, avail-

able on the spot ; it would run through the most densely

peopled districts in Siam, and would at once open up

a vastly productive region, whose almost boundless re-

sources are now lying waste.

" The agricultural resources of the district of which it

[Raheng] is the centre and natural outlet are extremely

rich. Its timber alone is sufScient to insure prosperity :

but it has further sources of wealth in the varied indi-

genous products of the country, and still more in the

entirely undeveloped resources of its fertile soil. All that

it wants is a railway to carry the products of the country

at all seasons and without delay to the markets of the

world, and to enable it to receive the large imports which

an increasing population would at once necessitate

"

(P- 137)-

But most readers will probably turn most eagerly to

the chapters devoted to the habits and customs of the

Karians (Karens), Mussus (Mossos), Ngiou (Shans), and

especially of the Laosians (Laotians, Laos), whose politi-

cal and social institutions, domestic life, religion, arts, and

daily pursuits are here very fully described. The remarks

on all these subjects will be found both interesting and

valuable to the ethnologist, because mainly the result of

personal studies made on the spot by a shrewd and expe-

rienced observer. Mr. Bock speaks of the Laos as of a

finer type, fairer, and better-looking not only than the

Malays but even than the kindred and more civilised

Siamese. They are described as of superior physique,

lighter complexion, with good, high foreheads, more
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regular features, and nostrils not so dilated as those of

their neighbours. A curious peculiarity is the power of

bending the elbow the wrong way, and similarly distort-

ing the wrist joint, so that the hand can be bent over till

the back of it touches the arm. This, however, does not

appear to be the result of any special conformation of the

joints, but rather of a long and severe course of training,

in which " force is often resorted to in order to distort

nature's handiwork" (p. 321). It will be remembered
that one of the distinctive features of Krao, the little

specimen brought from Bangkok by Mr. Bock, was a re-

markable pliancy of the joints, extending even to the

toes, which were almost as prehensile as those of the

higher apes.

.Amongst the illustrations is a curious design by a

native artist (unfortunately " invested with artistic merit

"

by the English engraver) representing a scheme of the

universe, with Mount Zinnalo, the Meru of the Hindus,

as the centre. Above all is the outer darkness, or

Buddhist yV/z-^/^zwrt, usually supposed to involve extinction,

or at least absorption in the divine essence, but which

our author agrees with Mr. Alabaster in identifying

rather with the highest heaven, a place of perfect

happiness or repose. But however this be it is obvious

that the Laotian Buddhism has been otherwise profoundly

modified by the older cult, on which it has been en-

grafted, and from which it still takes its colouring. This

older cult was little more than a universal spirit-wOrship,

probably the first distinct stage in the evolution of all

religious systems. Hence " the desire to propitiate the

good spirits and to exorcise the bad ones is the prevailing

influence on the life of a Laosian. With ' phees ' to

right of him, to left of him, in front of him, behind him,

all round him, his mind is haunted with a perpetual

desire to make terms with them, and to insure the

assistance of the great Buddha, so that he may preserve

both body and soul from the hands of the spirits, and,

by making merit either in almsgiving, in feeding the

priests, in building temples or prachedees, he may ulti-

mately attain supreme happiness" (p. 19S). At Muang-
Fang the people are shown a telescope, whereupon they

immediately ask, " Can you see the spirits through it ?

"

And when it is reversed so that everything seems to fade

away in the distance, they are hugely delighted at such a

wonderful instrument, which has the power of making all

things—spirits of course included—near or far off at the

will of the owner !

Then these spirits, some of which, such as the phee-ka,

are very baneful, require to be thwarted by all sorts of

counter-charms, conjurings, exorcisms, spirit-dancings,

and other devices of the professional medicine-men, and
even of "paid mediums." For this institution—some-
what of an anachronism in the West— still flourishes in

the Far East, where almost every family has its private

mediums, who are consulted on all urgent affairs, and
who, when required to question the spirits, work them-
selves into a state of ecstasy, and utter short, incoherent

sentences, regarded as the oracles of the spirit world.

Amongst the illustrations are a coloured engraving by
the author, giving a good idea of the " white elephant

"

visited by him at Bangkok, and a hfe-size portrait of the

enlightened young King of Siam, to whom the work is

dedicated. There are also an index and a small sketch-

map of the route followed, in which the geographual

nomenclature is, as usual, at variance with that of the

text. Thus we have Kiang-mai, Toune, Me-ounng,

Chandaw, for Cheng-mai, Tunn, Me-wang, and Shand;iu

respectively. A. H. Keane

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor Joes not hold himself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected tnanuscripts.

J\lo notice is taken ofanonyvtous comftiunications.

[The Editor urgently requests corjespotidents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comi'iunications containing interesting and noz'elfacts .'\

The Remarkable Sunsets

Altiioi gh the prevailing mist and fog do not make the

summit 1 Ben Ncvi? as a rule a favourable situation for viewing
sunsets, yet, when clear and fine, ihe colours of the sky shine out
with fa greater clearness and [.mrity than at lower levels. For
about a week at the end of last month we had fine weather, and
the colours of the sky before sunrise, after sunset, and even
during the day, were of the most extraordinary character.

On December 30 before sunrise the lower sky to eastward,

between a cloud-bank and a thin dark band of stratus, was pale

green, above tlie stratus it was yellow, passing into red higher

up. This arrangement of colour was not observed again ; on
other days the sky was red or yellow at the horizon, passing into

green and blue higher up At sunset on tlie 30th the colours

were of the most gorgeous description—dark smoky red below,

passing into blue and violet without any intermediate shade of

green.

Similar colours have no doubt been seen as well at lower levels

at sunrise and sunset, but here we see the sky round the horizon

coloured in the most wonderful manner all day long—usually a

copper red under the sun, and a peculiar dirty green at the

opposite azimuth. But it is impossible to give any idea of the

exceeding beauty and weirdness of the tints at sunrise and sun-

set—the whole sky near the sun gleaming with constantly
changing m.asses of colour, indescribable tints of red and green
mingled in wild confusion.

On December 31 the thin edge of the crescent moon (three

days old) vvas bright green, but I have not observed any unusual
colour in the sun itself R. T. Omond

Ben Nevis Observatory, January 9

I BEG your acceptance of the two inclosed clippings from the

Saturday Press of this city, together with an advance sheet from
Thrum's Hawaiian Annual for 1884, which contain nearly all

that has been put into print here about the wonderful "after-

glow " which has excited such attention in =0 many parts of

the globe. In the first communication of September 19, 1

recorded the important date of September 5, when the first and
most brilliant display was observed, being moved thereto by the

arrival of the news of the Java eruption, whose proximity in

time seemed to lend especial importance to the phenomenon.
In the second notice is recorded an observation of like pheno-
mena in lat. 24° 06' N.,long. 140° 29' W., Iioo miles east-north-

east of us, from the log of the bark Hope, Penhallow, master, on
September 18.

In my article in the Hawaiian Annual, the record is brought
down to November 25, during which month the glow continued,

somewhat diminished. Since then it has again increased in a

marked degree. I have also been enabled to definitely connect

ourselves with Melanesia and Micronesia. Brig Hazard,
Tierney, master, arrived from those parts on December 5.

Capt. Tierney is reliable and intelligent. He reports to me
that on September i, when off the south-west coast of New
Ireland, about kit. 5° S., long. 152° E., he first observed the

"glare," as he termed it ; and again on September 3 off New
Hanover, two degrees further west. It was identical in cha-

racter with what he has seen since arriving in Honolulu. It

would seem to have been rather less brilliant than was first

observed here .September 5, as described in the inclosed clipping.

During his voyage from New Hanover, sighting Ascension,

calling at tlie Marshall Islands, and thence to Honolulu,
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over ninety days in all, the "glare" was of constant occumme.
By the arrival of O.S.S. Mariposa from San Francisco, Decem-
ber I to S, I am happily able also to trace a continuous line of these

phenomena hence to that point. They were not observed there

until about November 2 j. Two of our leading citizens who came
down by the A/arifosa assure me that the appearances there were

identical with ours, and further that they were of freijuent

recurrence during the whole passage. We thus prove a con-

tinuous chain of these phenomena from New Zealand to

California.

Permit me to call special attention to the very peculiar corona

or halo extending from 20° to 30° from the sun, which has been

visible every day with us, and all day, of whitish haze, with

pinkish tint, shading off into lilac or purple against the blue. I

have seen no notice of this corona observed elsewhere. It is

hardly a conspicuous object.

The long continuance and extending diffusion of this haze or

dry fog seems to justify expectation that it may become visible

around the globe, and give ample opportunity for investigation.

Although not seen in San Francisco until November 23, it

was brilliant in Santa Barbara on October 14. A rapid upper

current seems to have borne it in a belt within the tropics in a

very few days, leaving a slow diffusion to extend it to the tem-

perate zone. Australia is perhaps an example of this.

I tru<t this letter may be a useful contribution towards a

complete history of the diffusion of this very peculiar element

around the globe. A good record of dates of earliest appear-

ances might contribute something to our limited knowledge of

currents in upper strata of the atmosphere.

Honolulu, December 14, 1SS3 Sereno E. Bishop

[We have already referred to Mr. Bishop's letters in the

Honolulu journal, but give here the following extract from his

article in the Hawaiian Annual

:

—
" It now seems probable that the enormous projections of

gaseous and other matter from Krakatoa have been borne by the

upper currents and diffused throughout a belt of half the earth's

circumference, and not improbably, as careful observation may
yet establish, even entirely around the globe. This implies an

amount of matter discharged tliat seems incredible. We learn,

however, that the ocean was thickly and closely covered with

floating pumice for hundreds of miles from the crater. A
steamer 150 miles distant reports her barometer falling and

rising half an inch every two or three minutes ! This almost

incredible statement implies a terrific undulation of the atmo-

sphere, such as could only be produced by a vast and continuous

jet of gas projected upwards beyond the limits of the atmo-

sphere, and driving the air in vast waves in every direction. So
abnormal and gigantic a force may well have propagated not

only its tidal waves as it did across the Pacific, but it may also

have transmitted its portentous and lurid vapours to belt the

globe with flaming skies."]

For the last two months these appearances have in this

province excited no small wonder and admiration, not unaccom-

panied in some cases with awe and dismal forebodings of im-

pending calamity. As an example of what has been witnessed

in greater or less intensity almost every morning and evening,

about an hour before sunrise and after sunset, I may instance

what was ob-erved on the evening of the 29th and morning of

the 30th ult. The ground from my residence rises towards the

south and west, and the city of Fredericton lies towards the

north-ea-', "n a flat loo feet lower, and at a distance of half

a mile or more. On the evening in question, at an hour

after sunset, the red glow in the sky was very conspicuous, and

seemed to light up the whole heavens, so that the houses in the

city were distinctly seen by the reflection from their sides, and

the intf-rvening snow appeared of an orange colour. It was
bright enough to suggest the impression of a second sunset.

Next m irmng at an hour before sunrise the deep red glow was
equally decided. W. Brydo.n'e-Jack

Frcdeict •n, New Brunswick, January 3

In respmse to your note in N.vruRE of December 13, 1883

(p. 157). I I 'eg to inform you that the recent red sunsets have

been e-peciaily observed by me on the following occasions:

—

Nove liber 30, 1SS3, lasting until 5.30 p.m. ; barometer at

I .'clock 30'22 inches, at 9 p.m. 30'I0.

January 2, 1SS4, lasting until 7.30 p.m. : barometer at I p.m.

30-4S, at 9 p.m. 30-43.

January 3, 18S4 ; Barometer at I p.m. 3030, at 9 p.m.

3023.
On several other occasions the same phenomenon has been

observed in a less degree. Ad. Wentz'l, Jun.
Krasnicza Wola, Grodzisk, near Warsaw, January 1

1

The "red glow" has again been very brilliant here on the

evenings of January 9 and 10, as well as on the morning of
January 10. On the following morning, January 11, th« sky
being likewise very clear, I confidently expected another display,

but to my astonishment no trace of red did appear, the sun
rising after an ordinary twilight of pale yellow. During the

night a strong south wind had set in, which prevailed through
the whole day, with extraordinary transparency of the air. In

the evening clouds arose in the west, at first showing the red
marginal colouring of ordinary sunsets, but later on there came
again, distinctly higher than even the cirri, a very brilliant aud
lasting red luminosity.

It would be interesting to know whether at other places too

the phenomena in question had been, as it were, suspended on
the morning of January 11, in spite of a cle.ir sky, or whether
such a suspension had occurred on other days under similar

meteorological circumstances. D. Wetterhan
Freiburg, Badenia, Jauuar)' 12

The last two days and nights here have been very fine with

sunrises and sunsets as already described. This evening especially

the colours were most brilliant, and did not fade away until at

least an hour after sunset. It may interest those who are trying

to account for this extraordinary appearance of the sky to know
that here it has been followed by excessive rain and very bad
weather. During December we had 9'57 against an average for

the last twenty-two years of 4-46 inches. The greatest December
raiufall registered at our Scutari Cemetery was 1036 in 1S62,

the least being one inch in 186S. A printer's error makes me
speak, in my letter of December 21, of a crescent moon
"eighteen " days instead of i'8 day old. W. E. J.

Constantinople, January 1

1

Dust Atmosphere of China

In the remarkable work on China by V. Richtofen, he give,,

(vol. i. p. 97) the following description of the dust atmosphere

of the Loes country, China, whicli, it seems to me, bears upon
the question of the influence of dust on the appearance of the

sun and sky, the question now under discussion.
" All these, and other similar operating causes, give rise to

that dust atmosphere (Staubatmospharc) so characteristic of Cen-
tral Asia, and still more particularly of the Loes District. Even
during nearly complete calms the air is often for many days
yellow and opaque. The view is completely hemmed in, and
the sun appears merely as a dull bluish disk. More markedly is

this character presented by these peculiar dust-storms so well

known to travellers visiting Tien-tsin and Peking, and even
more so to those who travel in the interior of the north-western

provinces of China. The wind then blows from Central Asia ;

when it acquires motion, everything becomes coated with a fine,

yellowish dust coating.

"In Shensi, where the atmosphere is but rarely clear and
transparent, the whole landscape has a yellow tint ; streets,

houses, trees and crops, even the traveller one meets on the

road, and the air itself, one and all are yellow-coloured."

He also cites Johnson's "Journey to Ilchi, the Capital of

Kotan " {R. Geo^r. Soc. x.xxvii. 1S67, p. 5), as bearing on this

same character of those dry, dusty atmospheres.

Dublin, January 7

'

J. P. O'REILLY

Electric Shadows

On reading Prof. Thompson's communication to Nature of

the 13th ult. (p. 156), giving the result of Prof. Righi's researches on

the production of electric shadows in air at the ordinary pressure,

I at once endeavoured to repeat the experiments with such

simple means as were at hand. Two sticks of sealing-wax stuck

to a small iron stand sufficed to support a long, big headed pin

and the screen or object for casting the shadows. Instead of a

plate of ebonite I used a cake of resin of six inches diameter,

which selves ordinarily for the production of Lichtenberg's
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figures ; and from subsequent experiments it would seem that the

resin server the purpose almost as well as ebonite as far as clear-

ness of definition is concerned. A melal plate, which may or

may not be insulated, formed a base for the resin. I mention

these details since the ebonite rods and plate are not so well

within every one's reach, on the score of greater expense and the

necessity of having them specially constructed for the experi-

ments. A plate machine of some size (iS-inch plate) seems neces-

sary, as J find that, un'ess the Leyden jar is charged to rather

high potential, no shadow is formed, and, further, that the sharp

definition of the shadows increases with the charge of the jar.

The screen used was a design, cut out in cardboard and tinfoil

pasted over it, very similar in shape to that given in Fig. 2 in

Prof. Thompson'.s paper, and the shadows obtained were sub-

stantially similar to that in Fig. 3. But here a small point not

before recorded cime out :— If the pin, from whose point the

discharge is made to take place, be slanted in any direction,

which is easily done with the sealing-wax holder by simply

heating, the shadow of the object then lengthens out curiously,

just as do the shadows formed by an object intercepting light rays

as the obliquity of incidence is increased.

The new feature, however, which appeared from my experi-

ments, and which is not recorded by Prof. Thompson, although

very likely the experiment may have been done before, is as

follows :—Instead of starting with the resin plate in a neutral

condition, T gave it a rather strongs negative charge by nibbing

it vigorously w ith a fox's brush and disch-irging the Leyden jar

as before on to the pin, using precisely the same object to cast the

shadow as before. Its character now, however, was completely

altered, appearing as I have endeavoured to represent it in the

figure. A simple cross, having little resemblance as to outline

with the object, was the result. The red-lead of course was
picked out by the negatively-charged resin under the object and
piled up to form the cross, which was much more strongly red,

as one would expect, than the former shadow. There was also

a rather wide neutral region around the cross, considerably more
than in the former experiments. It seems to me that this effect

is something more than the attenuation of the shadow spoken of

by Prof. Thompson, where the screen is electrified independently.

Since the subject is one of considerable interest, perhaps it may
be useful to show that any one having access to a fairly good
electrical machine can repeat and possibly extend Prof. Right's

investigations. \V. F. Smith
17, Colville Mansions, W.

Cosmic Dust

I FOUND in the Nietiws van dm Dag of December 28, 18S3,

that a violet sand had been found in the dunes (probably near

Scheveningen). The paragraph runs as follow s :—When seen

imder the microscope (feeble magnifying) the ordinary yellow

sand seemed to be composed for the greater part of almost w hite

transparent grains, among w hich were a few light yellow, and
pink, and single black grains The violet sand, however,
showed almost all the grains imbibed by a light violet tint, and
moreover it contained a very great number of black glittering

^ains. An idea which occurred to me made me take up a

small magnet, and on stirring with it in a glass full of the sand,

the ends w ere covered by feathers formed by the black grains quite

the same as the feathers which are formed on putting a magnet
into filed dust. Proliably I had there grains of a combination of

iron ; of the latter there was a great deal in it. Now this is the

question : Are these grains of the same kind as those which the

naturalists have found and gathered on the snow-fields in the
Polar regions, thus called cosmic dust ?

Stuttgart, January E. Metzger

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs

I THINK it would promote scientific information if it were
more the custom for those who need copies of papers to make
direct application for them. Authors are usually provided with
separate impressions for distribution, but .ire often much in the

dark as to how to turn them to the best advantage. The bulk of

such copies usually find their way to men of established scientific

position who have worked at the subject of the paper in past

years, but have perhaps ceased to take interest in it ; while
those who are actively engaged upon the subject, if they do not
happen to have already published matter of importance, are left

unprovided for.

1 believe that most authors would willingly send copies of

their memoirs to younger men, known to be engaged in scientific

work, who should make application. But there is one rule

which must be observed with the utmost stringency—otherwise
I should feel that the evil of the present suggestion outweighs
the good— viz. t/ie applicant must never expect a ti'Hlten aitstuer,

Cambridge R.

^A^eather on Ben Nevis and Snowdon

I WAS much interested with the account of a visit paid to the

Ben Nevis Observatory on December 26, 1883, described in

Nature of January 3 (p. 219), more particularly as the weather
experienced on the summit was almost identical with that on
.Snowdon at the same time. I ascended Snowdon on December
23, 25, and 26 from the wet, east, and north, and a neighbour-

ing mountain, Glyder F.Tch, on the 24th. The views from the

summit on the 25th and 26th can be best described by the fol-

lowing quotation from NATURE (p. 219), referring to Ben
Nevis :

— " The view from the summit was magnificent. All round
there floated a billowy ocean of white mist " (extending from the

slopes of the mountain to the horizon north, south, east, and
west), " through which rose here and there black mountain
peaks." " Overhead the sky w'as blue,'' and the sun shone bril-

liantly. The upper surface of the ocean of clouds was on the

25th about 2COO feet, and on the 26th icco feet, above sea-level.

On the 24th I ascended Glyder Fach through about 2500 feet of

mist, and, to again quote from Nature (p. 219), on reaching the

ridge '* suddenly emerged from the gloom of the mist into the

brightest of daylight. Overhead the sky was blue, a fresh light

breeze was bluwing" from the north-vest. I here noticed a

curious phenomenon. I became suddenly aware, w-hilst standing

in the sunlight on the ridge, that the air was full of an exceed-
ingly minute dust driven by the w ind from the north-w est and de-

scending at .in angle of about 40°. The fall ceased quite suddenly
one or two minutes after I noticed it. The impression left on my
mind was that anything popularly spoken of as dust would be

exceedingly coarse compared with it. There was no snow on
the ground.

The phenomenon known under the name of the " Brocken
Spectre," mentioned by Mr. Chrystal, may frequently be seen

from the summit of .Snowdon by any ore not afraid of a little

mist. T. SiNGTON
Kersal Moor, Manchester, January 7

Teaching Animals to Converse

J. S. B. seems to h.ive -misunderstood Sir John Lubbock's

idea. It would be no great test if draw ings were made, as the

dog would see so little difference. Thus a dog of mine knows
instantly whether he may go out with my housekeeper or not

according to whether she wears her hat or her bonnet. In the

first instance he knows she is going where he may go, and he is

on his feet barking with joy as soon as she appears. If she has

the bonnet on, he knows it to be church, or a visit to friends in

the country, where he cannot go, and, like the " eldest oyster
''

(I quote from memory), he "winks his eye, and shakes his hoary

bead." If dr.iwings of hat and" bonnet were m.ade, he would

know them at once.

Some years since I had a remarkably clever Skye terrier,

whose wisdom was at the time shown in a letter to the Times.

This dog I taught as follows. When I went out it was quite

sufficient to say " Ves " or "No" in an ordinary tone; but

wanting to take him beyond that, I taught him very quickly to
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know the two words when printed on cards, YES or NO, and
after a few weeks' teaching he never mistook them. I have no
time now for much teaching ; if I hart, I am sure it could be
done with tlie dog I now have. The intelligence of cats is

greatly underrated. My wife's favourite cat follows her every-

where, and comes when called wherever she may be. Cats, too,

are very grateful for kindness. When I went into the Malakhoff
I found a cat on whose paw a bayonet had fallen and pinned it

to the ground. I released it and took it home, and it always
followed me all over the camp till the end of the war. And this

cat did as follows. I took her to a doctor of the nearest regi-

ment for two mornings to have her foot dressed. The third

morning t was away on duty before daylight, and the cat w ent

herself to the doctor's tent, scratched the canvas to be let in, and
then held up her paw to be doctored. The intelligence that can
be developed in almost any animal depends in most cases on our
treatment of it. H. Stuart Wortley

South Kensington Museum, S.W., January 14

Circling to the Left in a Mist

One generally reads that persons walking without landmarks
perform a large circle and cut their old tracks again. This
circling, as far as my present knowledge goes, is to the left.

My present theory is that in most persons the right leg is the
stronger and the more forward to step over any obstacles, and
hence that it slightly outwalks the left ; this theory involving as

further consequences that those in whom the left leg is the
stronger would circle to the right, while those ^^h^se legs are of

equal strength would either keep straight on or would wander
either way indifferently. I imagine this " outwalking " of one
leg by the other to be similar to the manner in which a body of
troops wheels to one side or the other.

In the following I use the expression "right-legged." By this

I mean that the right leg is that chosen to kick with, jump
from, <S:c.

My negative evidence is as follows :

—

1. I myself am right-legged, and in a mist I always circle to

the left. I have only come across cases similar to my own in

these respects. On the other hand, my left arm has been trained

(by always rowing on the bow-side) to be stronger than my right

for rowing purposes ; and in sculling I always circle to my right

side.

2. Those savages of whom I have read that they could keep
a straight course without any landmark were also represented as

using both arms (and legs ?) impartially.

I have given the above evidence chiefly to show how weak it

is, in the hope that some of your readers will try to collect data
of the following nature from any of their acquaintance \\ ho have
had experience in the matter :

—

(a) To which side, if any, do they circle ?

(b) Are they right- or left-armed, right- or left-legged ? or are

the two sides equally strong?
It might also be interesting to learn from boating friends if

they have observed any connection between the side on which
they have been accustomed to row and the side to which they
circle in sculling ; such connection as that indicated above.

Finally, I may suggest that more mi;^ht be known on the
question of the heredity of right- or left-sidedness ; and as to

whether persons are often right-armed but left-legged, &c. But
it must be remembered that tendencies of this nature are often
" educated out " in childhood. W. Larden
Cheltenham College

THE PORPITID.E AND VELELLID^
pROFESSOR ALEXANDER AGASSIZ has quite
-' recently (July) published an important contribution
to our knowledge of the morphology and embryology of
these families of marine Hydrozoa. This appears as one
of the quarto memoirs of the Museum of Comparative
Zoology at Harvard College, and is illustrated with twelve
plates. While at the Tortugas, during March and April,
1 88 1, examining the structure of the coral reefs, Prof. A.
Agassiz took advantage of every possible opportunity of
exploring the surface fauna of the Gulf Stream, and when
not otherwise occupied he devoted his time to comjilcting
the notes and drawings «hich he accumulated regarding

Porpita and \'elella under less favourable circumstances
at other points of Florida, at Newport, and on board the
Blii/ce. These notes are now published as forming the
principal points in the natural history of a small and
litnited group of oceanic hydroids, interesting from their

affinities on the one hand to the Tubularians, with which
V'ogt, KoUiker, and .^gassi^ were inclined to associate

them, End on the othtr hand with the Siphonophora;
proper, with which they have, however, but little in

common. Mr. C. O. Whitman was sent this spring to

Key West to complete this memoir, and especially to in-

vestigate anew the whole subject of the structure and
functions of the so-called yellow cells ; but although he
spent six weeks at Key West, he was unable to accom-
plish the object of his trip, as not a single \'elella 1

appeared at Key West during the whole of his visit.
J

Under these circumstances Prof. A. Agassiz thought it I

advisable to at once publish his drawings and notes, com- J
pleting the descriptive part when the necessary prepara- I
tions can be finished. The Florida species of Velella (F. \
miitica, Bosc) is inuch larger than the Mediterranean
form {V. spiralis); specimens measuring nearly four

inches in length are not uncommon. On plate i is

figured in profile and from above and below a huge \'elella

nearly five inches in length, and in all the glories of its

metallic colouring. Thousands of this species are brought
by favourable winds and tides into Key West Harbour

;

they are usually seen in large schools, and although
capable of considerable independent movement by means
of their tentacles in a smooth sea, yet are they practically

at the mercies of the winds and currents. Even mode-
rate waves destroy them in vast numbers. When kept
in confinement they soon die, and are rapidly decom-
posed. The dead floats are thrown ashore in enormous
numbers. The large central polypite of the system is the
main feeding mouth, but the smaller lateral polypites feed

also to a limited extent. All these are connected at their

base with the general vascular system, through which as in

the polypites the fluids are rapidly propelled by the action

of cilise lining the inner walls. At the base of the polypite

there are, according to its size, from five to eight clusters

of Medusse buds : the small ones already contain the

peculiar yellow cells so characteristic of the free Medusa;.
The young Medusa; have a vtry striking resemblance to

such Tubularian Medusa as Esuphysa and Ectopleura.
It has like them a row of lasso cells extending from the
base of the tentacles to the abactinal pole. The yellow
cells are arranged in clusters along the sides of the four

broad chymiferous tubes, as well as on the surface of the
short, rounded, conical, rudimentary proboscis. The
young Medusa; move with considerable activity by sudden
jerks. The air-tubes branch much less frequently than is i

the case in the Mediterranean species. AH the Velellse 1

floats examined were left-handed. |
The Florida species of Porpita (/". Unneana, Less.) is

nearly related to but is larger than P. lueditcrranea. It

is capable of a considerable control over its movements, and
is not stranded at all in the same numbers as is A'elella.

If upset by wind or waves it can, by the great size

and power of its numerous long marginal tentacles

force itself back again into its normal position. It does
this by bringing its tentacles together over the disk
and throwing up the free edge of the mantle slowly

in a given direction, then expanding the tentacles of one
side far over in the opposite direction beyond the central ^

part of the disk, it readily changes the centre of gravity,

and so tilts the overturned disk back again. Round the base
of a large central polypite are five to six rows of small,

stout, flesh-coloured, feeding and reproductive polyps
;

these have a slightly rectangular head capable of con-

siderable expansion, with four clusters of lasso cells. -\t

their base are to be found Medusa; buds in all stages of

development. When the clusters of these are well deve-

loped they completely fill the space between the small
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polypites, giving to the ring which they occupy on the
lower surface of the float, a dark yellowish tint from the

colour of the yellow cells, found along the rudimentary
proboscis of the Medusa: buds, as well as along the

chymiferous tubes. The large marginal tentacles are of

a bluish tint, their knobs of a darker colour. The
smaller polypites occupy on the lower surface that

portion of the mantle which covers the ring formed by
the so-called white plate of Kolliker round the base of

the single central polypite. Sometimes these polypites

are seated in cavities of the white plate, and sometimes
projections of this latter will be found to e.vtend far up
into the lower part of the small polypites. This white or

pinkish plate consists of an irregularly anastomosing
system of needles and spurs, or of bars of greater or
smaller size, leaving a series of narrow openings for the

passage of the tubules. Prof. A. Agassiz suggests the

alliance of Porpita with the Hydrocorallinee, basing this

suggestion on the presence of the white plate, and of its

peculiar structure, which reminds him of the porous
structure of the corallum of Sporadopora, Allopora,

Millepora, and although, of course, not having the
regular horizontal floors of the latter, yet possessing,

like these genera, large pits, the whole mass being
riddled with passages and openings, forming the spongy
mass of the white plate. If this homology be correct, it

shows far-reaching affinities in the Porpitidae. The Plates,

twelve in number, give a great number of anatomical
details, and there are full-sized and coloured representa-

tions of the two species described.

HUGHES' NEW MAGNETIC BALANCE
ANEW magnetic balance has been described before

the Royal Society by Prof D. E. Hughes, F.R.S.,

which he has devised in the course of carrying out his

researches on the differences between difterent kinds of

iron and steel. The instrument is thus described in the
Proceedings pf the Royal Society

:

—
" It consists of a delicate silk-fibre-suspended magnetic

needle, 5 cms. in length, its pointer resting near an
index having a single fine black line or mark for its zero,

the movement of the needle on the other side of zero

being limited to 5 mms, by means of two ivory stops

or projections. When the north end of the needle and
its index zero are north, the needle rests at its index zero,

but the slightest external influence, such as a piece of

iron I mm. in diameter 10 cms. distant, deflects the

needle to the right or left according to the polarity of
its magnetism, and with a force proportional to its power.
If we place on the opposite side of the needle at the same
distance a wire possessing similar polarity and force, the
two are equal, and the needle returns to zero ; and if we
know the magnetic value required to produce a balance
we know the value of both. In order to balance any wire
or piece of iron placed in a position east and west, a
magnetic compensator is used, consisting of a powerful
bar magnet free to revolve upon a central pivot placed at

a distance of 30 or more cms. so as to be able to

obtain delicate observations. This turns upon an index,

the degrees of which are marked for equal degrees of
magnetic action upon the needle. A coil of insulated
wirC; through which a feeble electric current is passing,
magnetises the piece of iron under observation, but, as
the coil itself would act upon the needle, this is balanced
by an equal and opposing coil on the opposite side, and
we are thus enabled to observe the magnetism due to the
iron alone. A reversing key, resistance coils, and a
Daniell cell are required."
The general design of the instrument, as shown in a

fomewhat crude form when first exhibited, is given in the
figure, where A is the magnetising coil within which the
sample of iron or steel wire to be tested is placed, b the
suspended needle, C the compensating coil, and M the

magnet used as a compensator, having a scale beneath
it divided into quarter degrees.
The idea of employing a magnet as compensator in a

magnetic balance is not new, this disposition having been
used by Prof, von Feilitzsch in 1856 in his researches on
the magnetising influence of the current. In von
Feilitzsch's balance, however, the compensating magna

was placed end-on to the needle, and its directive action

was diminished at will, not by turning it round on its

centre, but by shifting it to a greater distance along a
linear scale belovv it. The form now given by Hughes to

the balance is one of so great compactness and conveni-

ence that it will probably prove a most acceptable addition

to the resources of the physical laboratory.

WINTER LIFE AT SPITZBERGEN
THE following is an extract of a report by one of the

personnel of the Swedish Aleteorological Expedition
of the wintering at Spitzbergen :

—

One of the deepest fjords of Spitzbergen is the Ice

Fjord on the w'est coast. On a map of the islands it will

be seen, some fifteen miles from the mouih, to split into

two smaller ones. The promontory which divides the

two is Cape Thordsten. It is formed of slate rocks some
2000 feet in height, from which in some places precipices

descend perpendicularly into the sea, and in others

valleys slope down into the plain. The latter is furrowed
by streamlets and deep ravines, while the rocks around-

are the breeding places of every sea bird of the Arctic

fauna, as, for instance, the seagull, the auk, the rodge, and
the Uria grylle. In the plain reindeers graze, and on the

mountains ptarmigans and snow-sparrows breed. The
plain is covered with grass, rather strongly interspersed,

with moss, but here are to be found many plants and
flowers, such as Polynwnium puleiielluni, Dryas ortope-

itila, the white and red saxifrage, the Spitzbergen poppy,
and the common buttercup.

In the plain close to the mountain the huts are situated

which now bear the name of " Smith's Observatory," from
the munificent equipper of the expedition. The buildings

were erected here some ten years ago by the Ice Fjord

Company, which was formed for the utilisation for guano
of the coprolite deposits found in the adjacent mountains.

On July 21, 1882, the vessels of the expedition arrived

here, but it was at that period doubtful whether we should

establish our station here, as the mountains around con-

tain a large quantity of hyperite, a mineral which it was
feared would aft'ect the magnetical instruments. We
found on landing a line of metals up the hill, with

a gradient of 45°, a winch being fixed at the other end for

its working. Here was also, still intact, the little

dwelling house on four poles, alongside which we found

the material required for the building of a new house as

stated in works on Spitzbergen. Near to the house is a
cross raised with the following inscription : Her hviler

Stdvet af 15 Mand, som dode her i Foraaret 1873. Fred
med deres Stdv. This is the epitaph to the Norwegian
fishermen who sadly perished here ten years ago.
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We found by experiments that the mineral in question

did not affect the magnetic instruments, and decided

therefore to estabhsh the station here. We had a hard

time to get everything in readiness, as, for instance, the

building of the magnetic hut and the thermometer cage,

by August 15, when the observations were to begin, but

on August 22 we had so far advanced that both mag-
netical and meteorological observations could be prose-

cuted simultaneously.

The view from the observatory was grand. Heavy
clouds generally cover the sky, driven hither and thither

by strong gales ; below the sea roars, with ice floes float-

ing on its crest, while thousands of sea birds wheel in

the air. Suddenly the clouds part, and the sun comes
forth, the snow-white peaks flash in the rays, the stony
ridges become purple, and down below the dark gloomy
sea assumes the colour of the sapphire.

On August 23 the sun set for the first time, and on
October 23 it did not appear. Already, on August 31,

the ground became covered with snow, but early in Sep-
tember, and towards the middle of October, it again
iliawed, and it was not until October 21 that the snow
remained. The birds now began to leave, and the

Tringa i/iariliiiia were last seen on August 20. The
brent geese soon departed in flocks, and flew cackling

southwards out of the fjord. The last was seen on
September 13. On October 14 we saw an eider, and
some specimens of Procillaria glacialis, and on October
21 a snow-sparrow appeared at the station. From that

date none of the migratory fauna was seen until the

spring. Quite alone, however, we were not, as the moun-
tain foxes soon appeared, and were not the least shy.

Ptarmigans were plentiful, too, in the ravines, where they

feasted on Polygonum seed. On October 26 we shot the

first two reindeer at Sauriehook, but it was not until the

spring that they came in any numbers.
Our work progressed too. We had first of all to fix

the anemometer and the weathercock on the mountain
above the station, or Soo feet above the sea, and to con-

nect it with the observatory by a telegraph wire, as the

readings were to be made by electricity. Then there was
a workroom to be constructed, and the astronomical

observatory for the passage instruments to be erected.

On October 3 the wire to the anemometer v/as ready, and
the hut carried up to the top of the mountain, where it

was fixed. On October 25 the astronomical observatory

was finished. It was now so dark that no work could be

done outdoors, and on October 23 it was necessary to

light up at 3 p.m., on October 28 at 2 p.m., and on
N ovember 2 light was necessary throughout the day. The
Polar night had set in.

From October 23 until February 18 the sun remained
below the horizon; thus for a period of 118 days and
nights. At first it was not quite dark at noon, but from

November 11 it was a night throughout. On November
12 a thin layer of ice appeared on the Ice Fjord, which

gradually increased in thickness, but it was afterwards

broken up and again formed several times during the

dark winter. It was only when the light came back that

the ice formed in a bridge across the fjord.

Now the island was in darkness and perfectly deserted.

The terrible winter storms had commenced, and it was
16° C. below freezing-point. And the snow ! Snow on the

mountains, snow on the plain, snow on the huts, snow
covers the little windows, snow comes in through the

chimney, and even the thermometer cage cannot exclude

the tiny, pointed crystals which penetrate even a keyhole.

In such an hour it was a delightful sensation to seek the

hearth in the library !

Again I stand by the shore. The clouds have cleared

away ; only one enormous mass, which we never saw
lifting, lies over the mountains across the fjord. The sky

s clear, the oce in roars below, there is no ice ; the moon
js abiMt to piss hsr meridian.

.Slowly one long tidal wave after another comes rolling

towards the shore ; they gather into one tremendous
wave, which, striking the lofty rocks, sends its spray a
couple of hundred feet into the air. Then it recedes
with a deep sigh, leaving two or three magnificent ocean
alga;, each a yard long, on the shore.

When the moon is absent, it is, however, pitch dark,
provided there is no aurora borealis. The aurora borealis

was observed throughout the winter, when it was clear,

and in every form and position.

Now a faint arc appears far down on the south horizon.

Below it is a dark segment. Slowly it travels towards
the zenith, increasing in intensity. It is perfectly sym-
metrical, and both its points almost touch the horizon,

and strike east and west as the arc moves upwards.
No streamers can be made out in it, and the whole forms
one continuous layer of light of a strange transparent

yellow colour. The arc is broad ; its size is three times
that of the rainbow, and its edge, which is far more
defined than that of the rainbow, forms a strong contrast

to the dark sky of the Arctic heavens. Higher and higher

the arc travels ; in the whole display there is a solemn
rest, and only here and there a wave of light suddenly
leaps upwards. Above the snowy fields yonder it begins

again to get clearer. Still it is far from the zenith, and
already another arc separates itself from the segment in

the south, and by degrees others follow. All of them now
travel towards the zenith, traverse the point and descend
on the northern horizon, while some rapidly recede to

where they originated. Seldom, however, does the aurora

appear in this regular and defined form.

In the corner of the horizon lies a light cloud-mass.

Its upper rim is illuminated, and from this a luminous
band is quickly developed, which spreads east and west,

increases in intensit)-, and travels towards the zenith. The
colour is the same as that of the arc, but the intensity is

greater. In a constantly changing play the band slowly

alters, but remains continuous m form and plane. Now
It is interlaced into several plaits and folds, but through-

out there is an undulatory motion which throws waves of

light through the bind in its entire stretch from right to

left, or -iiice versa. Again it unfolds itself and forms into

draperies and festoons, which are lost in the depths of

the horizon.

On another occasion the band assumes quite a different

form. It then consists not only of luminous matter, but

also of solitary streamers ranged in a parallel plane, all

pointing to the magnetic pole. In each of the streamers

the intensity is, through the light-waves which follow in

rapid succession, greatly increased, which gives the

streamers the appearance of being in a constant leaping

motion, while the two edges, green and red in colour,

move wave-like up and down, according to the play of

the coursing waves of light. Often the streamers prolong

themselves throughout the entire band ; they stretch even

as far as the magnetic pole, and then remain at rest.

They are sharply defined, but fainter in light than the

band itself, and do not lie close together. They are yellow

in colour, and appear like millions of fine threads of gold

thrown across the firmament. Again a thin veil of light

creeps over the starry heavens, and the golden threads of

which it is woven stand clearly out from the background,

while its \o\s<tx garniture is formed of a broad, intense,

yellow-white border with a thousand filaments in a slow

but constant motion.
Again it appears in a third form. Throughout the day

bands of every form and grade of intensity have been drift-

ing over the sky. It is eight o'clock in the evening, the hour

when the aurora borealis reaches its greatest intensity.

At the present moment only a few groups of streamers

stand in the firmament, while down in the south, just

above the horizon, lies a faint band which is hardly

noticed. But suddenly it begins to move upwards with

great rapi'lity, spreads its folds out east and west, the
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light-waves begin to leap in it, and long, solitary pillars

shoot towards the zenith. At this moment there comes
life into the sky. From every quarter of the firmament

streamers come rushing with the speed of lightning to-

wards the zenith. The little, fiery tongues whirl round,

or sway to and fro, appearing as though they were Cupids

in golden mantles with borders of purple. They dart

and leap in vain to reach the zenith ; they begin to move
wave-like, slower and slower ; they seem to get tired, still

they whirl on towards the north, when suddenly they lose

in intensit)', and, in a fraction of a second, vanish !

It is again dark and cold ; a thin veil of light again

begins to form over the star-covered sky. This is as the

aurora appears in its grandest form, and any description

of it would fail to give even an idea approaching its real

majesty and even grandeur.
In addition to the meteorological and magnetic obser-

vation?, those of the aurora borealis were also made during
the Polar night by means of the well known theodolite, and
from October the electricity of the air was also e.xamined.

On the two agreed dates, the 1st and 15th of every month,
the magnets and the aurora were examined and registered

every fifth minute, and during one hour, every twentieth

second. Besides these observations, meteors and shoot-

ing stars were watched and carefully noted, attempts

made to measure the quantity of the snow, measurements
of the aurora borealis effected, along with astronomical
determinations of hour and place, absolute magnetic
measurements, simultaneous observations every twentieth

second of the magnet=, the aurora, and the electrometer,

and researches on the moisture of the air, and the nightly

radiation, while the temperature of the snow was ex-

amined at various depths.
Already in October the remarkable depressing influence

which darkness exercises on the human mind, with which
every one who has wintered in the Arctic regions is familiar,

began to be manifest. In that month it was, however,
felt only slightly, but with November it rapidly increased,

and at the end of December it had reachecl " the first

stage of insanity." This influence caused a remarkable
dislike to conversation, accompanied by great lassitude.

When lying down, phantoms of the scurvy crept over
one's mind, and the thought uppermost was that here,

next to us, the bodies of fifteen brave men were found in

a horrible condition ten years ago. The best cure for

this was, we found, an exhausting walk, a good dinner,

and a few glasses of lime-juice accompanied with the

cheering thought that our expedition formed one of the

moments in the great work of the human race.

The moonlight during midwinter was very remarkable,
and imparted in the day a transparency to the air which
we had never seen before. The greatest mountains did
not oppress the eye, but seemed to assume a lightness

which made them appear as if they were floating on the

dark background.
On February 19 the sun was to reappear, but already

on January 23 it was so light that we could read fine print

out of doors, and on February 8 we could, at 11 a.m.,

read the thermometers in the cage without a lantern. On
February 19 the sun came at last. During these days the

scenery was magnificent. On the light sky clouds of

every shape floated, coloured in the loveliest tints by the

sun's rays, while over the whole was cast a hue of purple
and gold.

In the beginning after the sun's return, aurorte were
still seen in the night, but on March 25 we saw the last

of this phenomenon. Eventually on April 19 the sun
became circumpolar, and from that date we had perfect
daylight.

We often noticed during the spring a thick, cold haze
lying over the landscape, in which mock suns and some
other optical phenomena were frequently seen, caused by
the reflection of the sun's rays in the ice-crystals.

I he fjord was in the light period entirely covered with

ice, and, as the sun reappeared, even the open leads which
could be seen between the ice-floes became covered wiih
thin ice. Only far out on the horizon above the fjord a
' water cloud," bespeaking open water, could be seen,
and the increase or decrease of this we watched with
great interest.

The migratory birds now began to arrive, and the Pro-
cellaria glacialis was already seen on February 7. On
April 13 the first snow-sparrow came, soon after followed
by the auks, the rodges, and the seagulls. The ptarmi-
gans, which had lived in flocks during the winter, now
began to separate, and preferred the mountains to the
plains.

The observations were steadily continued, and the
particular object of the researches of the meteorologist
at this period was the radiation from the snow's sur-

face. We thus believe we have discovered that the ther-

mometers in the cage did not give the true temperature
of the air, which was to be tested by means of a " swing "

thermometer, i.e. a thermometer fastened to a cord, and
then swung rapidly round, as such a thermometer will

give the air's exact temperature as near as possible.
Under these observations, which were made every hour,
it, however, often happened that the cord broke, and the
iubtruraent suffered injury. In order to avoid this a
mechanism was constructed, driven by hand, which kept
the thermometer in a constant rotary motion, and from
May 4 until the end of the month, when the thaw set in,

this thermometer was read every hour. Another subject
also investigated, from February 15, was the temperature
of the snow on the surface and at three different depths.

Daring the light period three hydrographic magnetic
excursions of research were made on the ice in the
Ice Fjord, viz. on April 19, April 24, and May 24. The
longest of these, the one on May 24, extended six miles
from the shore, and it was very difficult work to drag the
sleigh over the rough ice. The results of the same were
several absolute magnetic measurements, observations of
the temperature of the sea at various depths, and testings

of the saltness of the water. The greatest depth found
was 250 metres.

At the same time, while the snow still remained on the
ground, several topographical works were effected. A
base some 600 metres long was measured between the uni-

versal instrument and a pole south of the same, while
two signal posts were erected on two crests south-west
and north-east of the station, and three miles apart.

Afterwards the greater base was determined by means of

triangular measurements from the smaller, in order to

serve as a basis for further work. In addition to this

there was built, on the sun's return, an astronomical
observatory for the universal instrument, which was
finished on February 14, and finally a magnetic hut was
built for the Wrede's variation instrument, finished on
May 19.

There was, during the dark period, one question which
was much discussed, and which we were anxious to test,

viz. whether the Polar night has the effect of turning the

complexion white. On January 23, therefore, when it

was light enough to see out of doors, we assembled in

the open to examine our faces, and the concensus of

opinion was that the darkness had not affected the skin
in the least.

In the end of May the thaw set in in earnest, and soon
mosses and shrubs came forth. In the beginning of

June the fjord was still covered with ice, but by the nth
it commenced to open towards the sea, and by the 21st it

began to break up and drift. On July 4 the fjord was free

from ice.

The fauna now began to appear : thus already on
June 2 the red blossoms of Saxifraga oppositifolia came
out from the snow; on June 11 Salix polaris was in

bloom, as well as Draba luahlenbergii, and soon the

plains were covered with flowers.
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At that time some exceedingly interesting experiments

in horticulture were commenced. A small garden was
first formed by breaking up the layer of turf on the sur-

face, to enable the sun to thaw the frozen earth under-

neath, and in this manner sufficient mould was obtained

to lay out proper beds. In these were then planted seeds,

among others radishes brought from Sweden, while seve-

ral species of the Spitzbergen fauna were planted here.

Both flourished remarkably, as did also the rye and oats

which we planted here. The latter grew well, although

slowly, and were, at the end of July, six to eight centi-

metres long. Their growth was measured every fifth day,

while studies of the sun's chemical influence on the same
were simultaneously prosecuted.

The migratory birds continued to arrive : thus on

June 2 the brent geese put in their appearance, and in

great flocks took possession of the innumerable lagoons.

They were, however, very shy, and comparatively few
were shot. Of wild reindeer several were shot, and one
Polar bear was seen, but escaped.

At last on June 26, at 4 p.m., the first reminder of the

outside world appeared in the shape of a fishing smack,
but, although every effort was made to attract attention,

she passed northwards. On July 8 an expedition was
despatched to Cape Staratschin, the "general post-office"

of Spitzbergen, which brought back news, letters, and the

literature of the civilised world for a whole twelvemonth,
the period of our isolation.

Shortly afterwards we had several calls of Norwegian
hunters, among whom may be mentioned the well

known Capt. Kjeldsen, of the Ishjiirnen, who participated

in the Payer-Weyprecht expedition of 1S72, and in the

Austrian to Jan-Mayen, 1882-83. He made the remark-
able report that he had found the sea at the Norse
Islands early in July this summer entirely free from ice,

not even seeing the ' ice-blink," i.e. the light reflected

from new ice formed out of sight. This was in the exact

spot where the Swedish expedition was compelled to

return on account of enormous pack-ice, at the same
period in 1882. He was of the opinion that a steamer
would have been able to penetrate very far north of the

Seven Islands this summer.
In the middle of August the relief boat Urd arrived,

and, after having cleared the houses, and nailed up the win-

dows and doors, we went on board, and steamed out of the Ice

Fjord on August 25, having for a period of exactly 400 days,

contributed our quota to International Polar research.

THE WEIGHTS OF BRITISH NOBLEMEN
DURING THE LAST THREE GENERATIONS

IT is of considerable interest to know in an exact way
the amount of change that may have occurred in our

race during recent generations. 1 therefore send the fol-

lowing results concerning the changes in weight, which

I have calculated from data obligingly furnished to me by

Messrs. Berry, of 3, St. James's Street, London. Messrs.

Berry are the heads of an old-established firm of wine
and cofiee merchants, who keep two huge beam scales

in their shop, one for their goods, and the other for the

use and amusement of their customers. Upwards of

20,000 persons have been weighed in them since the

middle of last century down to the present day, and the

results are recorded in well-indexed ledgers. Some of

those who had town houses have been weighed year after

year during the Parliamentary season for the whole period

of their adult lives. I examined two of the ledgers at my
own house, and was satisfied of their genuineness and
accuracy ; also that they could be accepted as weighings

in "ordinary indoor clothing" unless otherwise stated.

Much personal interest attaches itself to these unique

registers, for they contain a large proportion of the his-

torical names in our upper classes.

I have ventured to discuss only a small and definite

part of this mass of material, and I selected the nobility
for the purpose, because the dates of their births could
be easily learnt, which had to be done in order to con-
nect the years in which they were weighed with their
ages at the time. They formed a more homogeneous
group than one that included younger brothers and men
about town, who marry late and lead less regular lives.

I therefore begged Messrs. Berry to find a clerk for me
who should make the required extracts under their direc-
tion in an anonymous form for statistical purposes. I

also asked to be furnished with an alphabetical list of the
persons weighed, that I might know generally with whom
I was dealing, and that each schedule should bear a
reference to the folio whence it was extracted, so that,

whenever verification was needed, the original might be
referred to. All this was done, and I am in possession
of 139 schedules referring to as many different persons,
namely, 109 peers, 29 baronets (who were added as

makeweights), and i eldest son of a peer. They were
born at various times between 1740 and 1830, or there-
abouts. Each schedule gives the age and year of the
several weighings, the highest and lowest weights re-

corded in that year, and a copy of such remarks as were
entered at the time about the dress. An age-weight
trace similar to those in Figs, i and 2 was plotted on a

Spi-cimens of the Age- U'cig/it Ci of Individuals

Fig. 1 —One-fourth of the Series are more irregular than this SpeciiT
(The Upper Quartile.)

Fig. 2.—One-fourth of the Series are less irregular than this Spedmen.
(The Lower Quartile.)

large scale on each schedule. My best thanks are due to

Messrs. Berry for their careful oversight of the tedious

clerical work and for the intelligent assistance they gave
in having it satisfactorily accomplished.

The age-weight traces differ widely and in many ways :

(i) in the annual range of weight, (2) in its fluctuations

from year to year, (3) in the age at which the weight

reaches its maximum, (4) in the bluntness of the cul-

minating point.

The annual range is shown in Figs, i and 2 by the

short, V rtical lines that connect the upper and lower

contours. The top of each line corresponds to the

highest weight recorded in the year to which it refers,

and the bottom of the line to the lowest. I find the

average annual range in my whole series of cases to be

6 lbs., and that, in the successive decades extending over

ninety years, it has decreased prettily steadily from 7 lbs.

to 5 lbs. This points to an irregularity in the mode of

life that was greater two or three generations back than

now, and we shall shortly see that it is by no means a

solitary indication of this well known fact. It would

be interesting to learn how much annual irregularity in the

weight of an adult is consistent with perfect health.
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The only evidence I know that coulJ thro^v much light

upon it is summarised in a Parliamentary paper on prison

discipline/ whence it appears (p. 54) that a certam

amount of irregularity is normal among prisoners, that

thev are heavier in summer than in winter, and that the

changes are abrupt ; also, that fluctuations in weight,

bearing no sort of proportion to previous changes of diet,

are of constant occurrence.

I calculated a rough numerical measure of the irregu-

larity of each trace for the purpose of classifying them.

I did so on the same principle that one might adopt to

measure the discursiveness of a rambling path, in com-

parison with that of a straight turnpike road between the

same points, namely, by finding the proportion that the

length of the one bore to the other. I measured the

trace and also the general sweep of the trace with a map-

maker's " perambulator," divided one by the other, and

corrected each result on the principle that a fluctuation

of 12 lbs. in a man of 16 stone should not count more

than one of 9 lbs. in a man of 12 stone. I also exercised

some judgment in my measurements, to avoid the error

of deahng with ups and downs in the trace that were

apparently due to the fragmentary character of the ob-

servations (sometimes only one record in a year, and

sometimes two), as if they were real fluctuations. Each
available trace was marked on this principle, and the

traces were classified according to their marks. Figs, i

and 2 are the "quartiles " of this class.

.^gc-Wcight of Brit.bh Noble
generatic

One quarter of all the traces are more irregular than

Fig. I, one quarter are less irregular than Fig. 2, and the

remaining two quarters lie between them. The "median"
trace occupies the half-way position ; it is unnecessary to

reproduce it here, as an imaginary interpolation between
Figs. I and 2 will suffice.

I next divided the traces into three divisions. A, B, and
C, according to the dates of birth of the persons they re-

ferred to. It happened that each division covered a

period of thirty years, so A, B, and C may be taken

to represent three successive generations, born respect-

ively between 1740 and 1769, 1770 and 1799, 1800 and
1829. The numbers of traces available for the present

purpose were 21, 22, and 26 respectively. It appeared
that the most irregular trace in Group C would rank only

as the seventh in Group B, and as the fifth in Group .A,

and yet C contains the greatest number of cases.

There can be no doubt that the dissolute life led by the

upper classes about the beginning of this century, which
is so graphically described by Mr. Trevelyan in his " Life

of Fox," has left its mark on their age-weight traces. It

would be most interesting to collate these violent fluctua-

tions with events in their medical life-histories; but,

failing such information, we can only speculate on them,
* Copies of correspondence between the Secretao' of State for the Home

Department and the Inspector of Prisons, &c. . and the Report of a Com-
mittee, Ac Ordered to be printed May 20, 1864.

much as Elaine did on'the dints in the shield of Launce-

lot, and on looking at some huge notch in the trace,

may hazard the guess, " Ah, what a stroke of gout was

there !

"

The age at which the weight reaches itsmaximum is earlier

in the earlier generations. I attempted eye estimates,

and found it comparatively easy to form them in respect

to the traces of the earlier period, where the culmination

was usually distinct, and found that it frequently occurred

at an early age ; the number of times in which it took

place in the successive decades of life in those days being

as follows : under the age of 29, 2 cases
; 30-9, 5 cases

;

40-9, 6
; 50-9, 7 ; 609, 12

;
70 and upwards, 2. In the

latter generations the culminating point was frequently too

indistinct to be localised, so that I am unable to offer a

corresponding statement for comparison that would be

trustworthy. In short, the development of the latter

generations was more regular.

The clearest evidence of the different age-weights in the

three generations. A, B, and C, is obtained by comparing

their Means. The following is a brief numerical abstract

of them to which the number of cases upon which each

mean is based is added in a diflerent type below it. The
figures in parentheses are doubly meaned results, those to

the left being derived from observations made at the ages

of 26 and 28, and those to the right from observations at

68 and 72. For purposes of comparison I subjoin the

weights of the professional classes, extracted by interpo-

lation from the table, published by the Anthropometric

Committee of the British Association in their Report, 18S3,

p. 40. The number of observations on which these are

based, are given in a form that does not admit of strict

comparison with those of my series. They are 24, for

observations at the ages 30-35 ; 24, for 35-40 ; 44, for

40-50 ; 13, for 50-60
; 5, for 60-70.

Mean Weights at Various Ages
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speed at which the latter was continually rising. The
steadiness of the rise of the latter from early manhood to

late years is very striking ; it is almost in a straight line.

1 have not sufficient data to justify me to say when its

curve culminates ; I have closed it at 70 with a dotted
line.

It is only necessary to add that the ledgers of Messrs.
Berry are a quarry from which, with some labour, much
further information of the kind just given might be drawn.
Perhaps the publication of this paper will suggest methods
of treating them that have not occurred to myself.

Francis Galton

THE ERUPTION OF KRAKATOA^
" O I^TEEN volcanoes now working between the spot

'--' where Krakatoa was before and Sebesie." Such
was one of the first reports which was sent by cable to

Singapore, and which we heard at Pontianak. Never
before had we been so longing for news from Java, for

when H.M. ship Hydrograaf steamed into the Padang-
Tikar River, we heard heavy detonations and explosions
like far-off shots, so that we were alarmed about Java.
As we expected, our ship was soon ordered to survey the
Sunda Straits. This survey was finished at the end of
October, and the reader will probably feel interest'jd to

know what really has happened there.

Krakatoa has not entirely disappeared, while, till now,
no new volcanoes are visible in the neighbourhood.
But the report that new islands were said to have

Fig. I.—Krakatoa during ihe erupti in of May, after a draning of the
Military Survey Bureau, Batavia.

arisen between Sebesie and Krakatoa is easily to be
explained, for the new islands are like a mass of smoking
and steaming rocks, and if seen from afar they ma\
easily suggest the idea of a great number of working
volcanoes. But, when looked at closely, it appeared that

the masses of rock were composed of hot pumice- stone,
mixed with eruptive masses. In them there were a

great many cracks and splits, in which, by the heavy
breakers, steam of water was continually generated.
The northern part of the island has entirely dis-

appeared. At what is now the northern edge the peak
rises nearly perpendicul.irly from the sea, and forms a
crumbled and rugged wall, and shows a vertical cutting
(which is more than Soo metres high) of Krakatoa.
Where was land before, there is now no bottom to be

found
; at least we could not fathom it with lines of 200

fathoms (360 metre?) long. When we had quite cahii
weather, and steamed slowly and cautiously to and fro

along the base of the peak, or had turned oft" steam and
let the ship drift, and were busy in measuring the depth,
we could distinctly see the difterent strata and rocks of
the bare, opened mountain. Only here and there a slight
trace of melted volcanic matter was to be seen, which,

By M. C. v.-m Doom, officer in comna-id of H.M ship //j',/n>fr,i,./
Translated (an i parlially abridged) by E. Metzger from Ei^en Haard,
i88i. No. 51.

after half of the mountain had crumbled away, had
flowed over the wall, which is still there. What remains
of the slopes is covered with a grayish-yellow stuff
(which, as plainly appears, had been in a melted or fluid
state), full of cracks or splits from which steam is con-
tinually coming out.

In the same way steam is also coming forth from the
deeper cracks of the steep wall, which is still remaining.
.Sometimes this is accompanied by slight explosions ; at
tli.it time clouds of brown dust fly up from the cracks,
and stones roll down which are often so big as to disturb
the sea around the entire base of the mountain. Our

entire survey of the north of Krakatoa suggested the idea
that we were above a crater which had been filled with
water and quenched by it, and this idea was still strength-
ened on observing that the decrease of depth, south of
Sebesie, had principally been caused by matters which
were cast out and flung away.
Almost in every place here the lead came up from the

bottom, filled with black sand or carbonised dust, some-
times mixed with pulverised pumice-stone and little black
stones, which apparently had been in a red-hot or melted
state. Moreover, the soundings were very different, and
the new rocks resemble clods of substances which, when

Fig. 3.—Peak of Krakatoa after the eruption

in a melted or very hot state, had contact with water.
Probably such a whimsical shape of the rocks above the
sea-level suggests the state of the bottom of the sea in

the neighbourhood. The stones were still too hot to

allow us to discover whether massive stones are under
the pumice-stone also. It was not difficult, it is true, to

knock off large pieces of these rocks by a hatchet or a
chopper, but when a big block fell unexpectedly down,
ihe sailors had often to flee on account of the gases
which suddenly arose. The knocked off pieces which
were brought on board were still warm after they had
been in the boat for an hour.

As is to be seen from the map, a great part of the
lost ground of Krakatoa is found again at the bottom of

the sea, a few miles to the north at least, if we suppose
that no undulations of the ground took place. After
Iiaving passed the limits to which the matters were
thrown out, one finds the same soundings as were found
before, and the decrease of depth is so local that the idea
of an upraised bottom is dissipated at once. If such an
elevation had taken place, it certainly would be remarked
o\er a far greater extent and be more regularly ascending
and descending. The firmer and stronger part of the

crater wall, the peak of Krakatoa, which is still there.
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remained standing when the lower and feebler part

dropped down, and the water found its way into the

fearful boiling pool. We cannot wonder therefore that

then a quantity of steam came forth (of which we are not

able to form an idea), which caused a strong explosion.

The movements of the sea which followed it caused tidal

waves, the destroying force of which was experienced in

such a fearful manner at the coast of Bantam and the

Lampongs.
It is also worth mentioning that a change took place

in the figure of Verlaten Island ; the area is now triple

what it was before, though it is plainly visible that large

pieces of the beach were there knocked off a short time

ago.

Lang Island, in size and formation, has remained
almost unaltered. The sight of these islanf s, which were
formerly covered by a luxurious vegetation, is now very

melancholy. They are now buried under a mass of

pumice-stone, and appear like shapeless clods of burst

clay (i.e. covered with cracks). After a torrent of rain,

the coming forth of steam is sometimes so dense that

these islands, when seen from afar, appear like hilly

ground covered here and there with snow. If looking at

these spots with the telescopes, one can plainly see that

these white specks are formed by a great number of

clouds, which issued like steam from the fissures.

Sebesie is also covered with ashes up to the top—859
metres—which appear like a grayish-yellow cloth. But
it seems that the cover is already less thick here, for here

and there one sees the stumps of dead trees peeping out

from the crust.

Sebuku shows a dreadful scene of devastation. Perhaps
all that lived here is not so completely destroyed as was
the case on the southern islands, but the sight of the bare

Tyfo.ntchius Co.s

Krakatoa and neighbouring islands bef.re and afu-r the eruption, from official surveys

fields of ashes, alternating with destroyed woods, the

trees of which are all either dead or uprooted, gives one
a still better idea of the destructive powers which were
here at work. It is not until we come to the small islands

northward of Sebuku that our eyes are gladdened by
little specks of green.

I do not try to describe the scene of destruction and
misery which we saw at Anjer and the villages along the
coast. The papers have already reported the full par-

ticulars, and therefore I do not care to repeat melancholy
facts which are already known.

It w-as a dreadful narrative which was related to us by
a native, a lighthouse-keeper of Fourth Point, one of the
few men at the lighthouse, who by a wonder was saved.
When the wave approached, all fled to the tower (the

light was 46 metres above the sea), which, though
shaking, resisted the violent waves for a long time. It

was a terrible moment, when at last an enormous rock,

which was swept away by the stream, crushed the base of

the tower, which then fell down. The man who was
saved saw his wife and his children drowned before his

eyes. He related this fact in the very resigned way of a

Javanese, and considered it the most natural thing in the

world that he was now obliged to light the interim light,

which was erected as soon as possible.

It has been almost a month that we have been in the

Sunda Straits, and even in this short period we could

observe that the coasts of Bantam commence to revive.

From many places from the heavy rain the ashes are

washed down, and a fresh green appears again. Even on

the beach young cocoanut trees and banana trees are

shooting out between the chaos of dead trees, blocks of

rocks, &c.

Off Batavia, October 23, 18S3
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CHARLES IVATKINS MERRIFIELD, F.R.S.

MR. CHARLES WATKINS MERRIFIELD.F.R.S.,
who died at Hove on the ist inst., at the coin-

pai-atively early age of fifty-six, was a native of Brighton.

Having entered for the Bar, he in 1847 received from the

then Marquis of Lansdovvne an appointment in the Edu-
cation Department of the Privy Council Office. Though
called to the Bar in due course, he never practised, but

was speedily promoted to the office of an Examiner, the

duties of which he discharged with marked attention and
success, while finding time for other work which made
for him a name among men of science. Though well

versed in Greek and Latin, as well as in the classic

authors in French and Italian, both of which languages
he wrote well and spoke fluently, the bent of his mind
was decidedly towards the more exact sciences. He was
an early member of the Royal Institute of Naval Archi-

tects, of which he was for many years Honorary Secre-
tary, receiving a handsome testimonial on his retirement
in 1875. Some mathematical papers he had contributed
to the Transactions of some of the learned societies, and
especially some memoirs on the calculation of elliptic

integrals in the Philosophical Transactions, led to his

election as a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1863. In

1867 the Government established the Royal School of

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering at South
Kensington, and Mr. C. W. Merrifield, at the request of

the authorities, accepted the office of Vice-Principal. He
only intended to take this as a temporary measure, but as

the result of the lamented death of Mr. Purkiss, who was
to have been Principal, Mr. Merrifield was appointed to

that office. On the transfer of the Institution to Green-
wich in 1873, he resumed his office of Examiner in the

Education Department. Mr. Merrifield was a frequent

attendant at the annual meetings of the British Associa-
tion, and filled the office of Vice-President of its Section
of Mechanical Science at the Brighton meeting in 1875,
and was President of the same Section at the Glasgow
meeting in the following year. He served on many im-
portant committees of that Association ; one of these
was the committee whose report on the stability, propul-

sion, and seagoing qualities of ships in 1869 was drawn
up by him, and another was the committee for reporting
on Babbage's celebrated analytical machine. Mr. Merri-
field was a member, and in due course became President,
of the London Mathematical Society, and he held the

office of Treasurer until he was compelled by his health

to resign it in 1882. To some of the leading scientific

journals and periodical publications his contributions,

extending from 1853, have been very numerous ; they
may be found in the publications of the Royal Society,

the Philosophical Ulcii^a^inc, the Assurance Magazine,
the Messenger of Mathematics, &c. His acquaintance
with mathematical arithmetic, methods of interpolation,

and tabular work in general, was very wide and complete.
Mr. Merrifield edited many of the works in the Text-
books of Science published by Messrs. Longman, and
himself wrote a successful treatise on arithmetic and
mensuration as one of that series. Some of his papers
on the difficult and scientifically interesting subject of sea
waves were translated into Italian for the Rii'ista

Marittima, in which they appear, and a footnote to

one of them, after bearing testimony to the author's

extensive knowledge and excellence of style, expresses the

satisfaction of the editor at his adding to these qualifi-

cations that of "writing correctly our language." He
was closely connected with the Association for the Im-
provement of Geometrical Teaching from its foundation,
and took an active and leading part in the work of the
Association. Mr. Merrifield served on several important
Royal Commissions, including one on the seaworthiness
of ships, of which the Duke of Edinburgh was President.
During the last few vcars he frequently sat as scientific

assessor to Mr. Rothery in the Wreck Court. A part of

his unofficial work consisted of the conduct for many
years of the mathematical part of the May examinations
of the Science and Art Department. All his arrange-
ments for this purpose were completed in 1882, when,
in April of that year, he was prostrated by an attack of
apoplexy. He had so far recovered as to give hopes that
his hfe might be spared for some years, but on October 18
last he was seized with a third attack, from which he
never rallied.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF PRUSSIA
"T^HE Report of this important Survey for 1882 has just
* been issued as a well-printed octavo volume with

maps, sections, and plates of fossils. The first division is

devoted to an account of the operations of the Survey in

the field. These were conducted in the Harz, where the
keen-eyed Lossen still wields his powerful hammer among
the eruptive rocks of that classic region ; where, also. Dr.
von Groddeckand Herren Halfar, Dames, Branco, and von
Koenen bore a share ; in northern and eastern Thuringia
and the Thuringerwald, where ten geologists were engaged

;

in Hesse-Nassau, with a force of five surveyors; in the
southern part of the Rhine province, where Herr Grebe
was at work; in Silesia, where the Survey was commenced
by Dr. Dathe ; in the Berlin district, where the superficial

deposits and agricultural features were mapped, and the

special geological and agricultural map of that district,

consisting of thirty-six sheets, was completely surveyed
;

in the low grounds about Stendal and Gardelegen, in the

plain of the Lower Elbe, and further east in West and
East Prussia ; and lastly among the diluvial and alluvial

formations to the north-west of Halle.

In the course of the year eighteen sheets of maps and
sections were published, including fourteen of the geologi-

cal-agricultural survey of the Berlin district and four

sheets of the map of older formations. The total number
of sheets now published amounts to 109. There were
likewise issued in 18S2, besides the Annual Report, three
parts of the Transactions of the Survey : viz. an account
of the Coal-basin of Lower Silesia and Bohemia, by
A. Schiitze ; descriptions of the Regular Echinids of the
North German Chalk, by C. Schliiter ; and a monograph
of the species of Homalonotus in the Lower Devonian
rocks of the Rhine, by C. Koch.
The plan of operations for 1883 included further

surveys in the Harz, Thuringia, and the Thuringer-
wald, Hesse-Nassau, Rhine province, Silesia, and the
great lowlands of Prussia.

The most important feature of the Annual Reports of

the Prussian Geological Survey is the series of papers
by members of the staff and others, with illustrative

coloured maps and sections. Of these papers no fewer

than twenty-two are published in the Report for 1882,

including four by geologists not attached to the staft',

and arnounting in all to nearly 700 pages, with 23 plates

of maps, sections, and fossils. Among these the following

important communications may be cited :
—

" The Kulm
of the Upper Harz," and " The Kersantite Dyke of the

Upper Harz," by A. von Groddeck ;
" The Fauna of the

Taunus Quartzite of the Rhine," by E. Kayser :

' Pre-

glacial Freshwater Formations in the Diluvium of North
Germany," by K. Keilhack ; "The Variolite-bearing

Kulm Conglomerate of Hausdorf in Silesia,'' by E.

Dathe ;
" New Borings in East and West Prussia," by

G. Berendt and A. Jentzsch ;
" The Lower Devonian

Rocks of the Siegerland and their Associated \'eins," by
H. Schmeisser ; "The Trough of Eifel Limestone of

Hillesheini," by E. Schulz.

NOTES
Professor Sylvester has been elected a Foreign Member

of the Royal Academy of Sciences of Gottingen, of which he
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was previously a Corresponding Member. Science, in speaking

of Prof. Sylvester's departure from America, says:—"Prof.

Sylvester's departure removes from the University not only the

most distinguished scientist but the most interesting personality

connected with it ; and his absence will make a gap in the

general life of the University no less than in his own department.

It is somewhat noticeable that no American college has con-

ferred an honorary degree upon him during his residence in lliis

country."

At a meeting on Tuesday, in connection with the memorial

(0 the late ^fr. Spottiswoode, Mr. De La Rue stated that he

believed a portrait would be painted by Mr. John Collier, and

that it would be placed along with those of other presidents of

the Royal Society, in the Society's rooms.

The death is announced, in his fifty-third year, of Mr. John
Henry Dallmeyer, the well-known optician.

Dr. Johnston-Lavis writes to us from Naples, Jan. 10 :

—

" For some six days the seismographs at the Vesuvian Obser-

vatory have been in a disturbed state, and on Monday, January 7,

at 1.48 p.m., a distinct shock was registered. As the sirocco

was blowing, the mountain was enveloped in fog and cloud, so

that on Wednesday morning when the news arrived at Naples

of an eruption during the night it was received with half incre-

dulity. The volcano appears to have commenced its violent

throes about I a.m. on the 9th, when there issued a stream of

lava which has flowed down the north-north-west side of the

cone and crossed the Atrio del Cavallo. Tho?e who were for-

tunate enough to look towards the mountain at about 2.30 a.m.

on Wednesday morning describe the sight as splendid. Tlie

maximum explosive violence was at about 10 a.m. We passed

the afternoon and evening on the mountain between the obser-

vatory and the lava stream, but were paralysed by the quantity

of cloud, which prevented a near approach. To-day the view of

the mountain has cleared up, but the activity seems to have

much diminished. I hope to visit and photograph the crater

to-morrow, when I will send more details." The Standard's

Naples correspondent, writing on the llthinst., says:—"The
violent eruption of Vesuvius has come to a sudden close. The
new mouth, which had opened just below the old crater, and

from which a large stream of lava issued, flowing down the

north-eastern side of the mountain, has to-day ceased to be

active. On examination of the old crater, a fissure can be seen

directed in a straight line to the new mouth. No signs of

similar activity have been experienced since 1875, and a much
stronger eruption is now looked for by Prof. Palmieri."

We understand that Prof. Mcintosh, who has undertaken

some investigations for the Trawling Commission, is about to

institute inquiries at St. Andrew's in coimection with the Fishery

Board for Scotland, in order to throw some light on the habits

and time of spawning of the sole, turbot, and other flat fiah.

These investigations are intended to enable the Fishery Board, by
artificial cultivation or otherwise, to increase the supply of

these important and much-esteemed fishes, and bring them

within the reach of the general community more than is at

present possible, owing to their being in great part imported

from Grimsby and other fishing stations, and where, the supply

being often very limited, the prices are extremely high. In this

and other work we believe the Fishery Board is making arrange-

ments to provide Prof. Mcintosh with tanks and other appliances,

so that, in addition to assisting the Board in its scientific investi-

gations, he will be better able to prosecute his inquiries for the

Trawling Commission. It is anticipated that, while the sole and

other flat fish are being studied at St. Andrew's, the herring and
its allies will be investigated in a laboratory to be formed by the

Fishery Board at North Berwick. Besides Prof. Mcintosh, it is

expected that Prjf. McICendrick of Glasgow, Prof. Stirling of

Aberdeen, and Prof. Schafer of University College, London,

will assist in these investigations. It is also interesting to note

that, in addition to this work which it is intended to undertake,

the fishery ofiicers of the Board, at its twenty-six stations on the

coasts of Scotland, and the Board's cruiser Vigilant, are engaged

with great success in collecting materials for the Board, which,

when examined, will go far to clear up many of the mysteries as

to the food of fishes. The materials collected are being sent

from time to time to the University of Edinburgh, where they

are examined by Prof. Cossar Ewart, the convener of the Scien-

tific Investigition Committee of the Fishery Board, and by Mr.

J. Duncan Matthews, one of the laboratory assistants.

The thirty-seventh annual general meeting of the Institution

of Mechanical Engineers will be held on Thursday, January 24,

and Friday, January 25, at 25, Great George Street, West-
minster. The chair will be taken by the President at half-past

seven p.m. on each evening. The following papers will be read

and discussed as far as time will admit :—On Thursday, 24th,

Experiments on Friction : Report of the Research Committee

(adjourned discussion) ; On the Consumption of Fuel in Loco-

motives, by M. Georges Marie, of Paris ; on Friday, 25th, On
the Physical Conditions of Iron and Sleel, by Prof. D. E.

Hughes, F.R.S. ; On Portable Railways, by M. Decauville, of

Petit-Bourg, Paris ; On the Moscrop Engine Recorder, and the

Knowles Supplementary Governor, by Mr. Michael Longridge,

of Manchester.

We are glad to see t'nat Dr. Doberck's enterprise is meeting

with the approval it deserves in Hong Kong and China. " Dr.

Doberck, the Government Astronomer, who arrived at Hong
Kong a few months ago," the Hong Kong Free Press of Nov. 6

says, "has since been most usefully employing his time in visit-

ing the different coast ports and Formosa, and returned from

the latter yesterday. He has, we understand, verified a number

of instruments belonging to the Imperial Maritime Customs of

China, and has studied the geographical conditions of the coast

as bearing on meteorology, a very necessary matter in order to

arrive at accuracy in discussing observations. We are glad to

learn that the Chinese Imperial Maritime Customs Authorities

evince a strong disposition to cooperate with the Hong Kong

Observatory in the matter. It is of the first importance, in

order to be able to arrive at any definite results so as to be able

to forecast the weather, and compile a reliable weather table,

that the meteorological observations conducted at different ports

on the China coast should be made at the same hour, in the

same manner, and by instruments corrected to the same standard.

It is to be hoped therefore that Sir Robert Hart will allow his

able staff to take part in this work, and that monthly registers

will be kept at all the treaty ports from Newchwang to Pakhoi

and transmitted to the Hong Kong Observatory, which, by

situation, is best fitted to become the centre of such a system.

The Observatory in this colony is on a very modest scale, and

the vote for its maintenance is a mere trifle when the good that

is to be gained from it is considered, and we trust that the efforts

of the astronomer will not be paralysed by too great attention

to economical consider.itions on the part of the local government.

The Inspector-Gener.-il of Customs has always displayed a most

laudable desire to promote improvements in lighting the coast

and facilitating navigation ; and he will, we hope, see his way

to promote the success of Dr. Doberck's work by cooperating

with the Hong Kong Observatory. The Sicawei Observatory

has done some good work, but its operations have necessarily

been limited owing to the absence of reliable observations at the

ports. What is expected from the Government Astronomer is

that ultimately he may be able not only to give forecasts of the

weather but to furnish such a guide to mariners as would render
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it possible to make voyages and to avoid typhoons or bad

weather. The vahie of such a service is not measurable by mere

money ; it means greater tecurity to life and property, fewer

risks to shipowners, and a diminution of loss to underwriters.

It would, in short, have an appreciable effect on commerce

generally, and the business of this great shipping port in par-

ticular." We trust that this just and accurate view will prevail

among those in a position substantially to help Dr. Doberck in

his valuable work.

Professor Forel (Morges) writes in the Gazette de Lausanne:

—We are again passing through an earthquake period. On
December 18, 1883, at 6.25 a.m., a shock was observed at

Neufchatel ; on December 22, at 3 a.m., another one at Cor-

taillod, and at 4 a.m. at Neufchatel and Cortaillod. On
December 17 and 18 earthquakes were noticed in various parts

of Italy, and on December 22, at 3.39 a.m., one at Lisbon.—

A

rather violent shock, followed by another an hour afterwards,

was noticed at L.iibach on December 31 at 3.30 a.m.— At

Sadikli, near Brussa, an earthquake caused some destruction on

January 3, fortunately unattended by loss of life.—The Siberian

newspaper Ssibir reports that at Korssa Kowskoje .Sjelo on Lake

Baikal no less than nine earthquakes occurred during the month

of September last, i.e. on the 3rd, yih, 12th, 14th, 17th, 20th,

24th, 27lh, and 30th of that month (old stylt;)-^A sharp shock,

causing some alarm, was also felt at Messina at 11.30 on the

night of the 13th inst., but no damage was done.

At 5.25 p.m. on January 11, at Fort William, a ball of

light, shaped like a pear, with the broad end downwards, was

seen as if suspended midway between Ben Nevis and the Cale-

donian Valley. It descended till near the surface of the earth,

and then it burst, lighting the whole valley. In colour it

resembled the electric light. Mr. W. Gunn writes from Berwick-

on-Tweed :
—"On January II, at 5.33-34 p.m., I saw a remark-

ably brilliant white meteor—certainly as bright as Venus—rather

low down in the sky to north-north-west. Apparent motion about

in a line from Vega towards a point in the horizon nearly verti-

cally below the end of the tail in Ursa Major ; seen for two or

three seconds moving slowly ; seemed to largely and suddenly

increase in size and brightness just as it was lost to view behind

some trees. Perhaps this was the bursting seen at Fort William.

"

The list of lectures to be delivered before the Association

Scientifique de France has been published. They will be de-

livered as usual at the Sorbonne, under the control of M. Milne

Edwards, president of this association. Some of them will be

delivered by members of the council of the Association Fraiiijaise,

a rival institution, and it is pretty certain that the two societies

will be incorporated into one single body. The Association

Scientifique is the older of the two, and was created by

Leverrier about twenty years ago.

We learn from Science that Mr. H. M. Wilson, in charge of

one of the topographical parties in Prof. A. H. Thompson's

Wingate division of the U.S. Geological Survey, surveyed, during

the season of 1883, about ten thousand square miles in North-

western New Mexico and North-Eastern Arizona. The area

covered by his work lies between parallels of latitude 36° and

37°, and extends from meridian 109° to 111°. He also worked

some smaller detached areas outside of the limits thus indicated.

This region has hitherto remained a terra incogtiita, partly on

account of its aridity and barren condition, and partly on account

of the difficulty of traversing it. So little has been known of it

that within the area surveyed by Mr. Wilson a small mountain

range has been indicated as occupying two places on the same

map. On the engineer's map of 1879 it is called Calabesa

Mountains in the northern place, and Squash Mountains in the

southern ; and on the Land-Office Map for 1882 both are it di-

cated without names. Mr. Wilson's work proves that they are

one and the same, occupying a position very close to that assigned

to the Squash Mountains.

News has been received in Berlin from the African traveller.

Dr. Richard Bohm, dated July, 1883, from Qua Mpar.i, on the

western shore of Lake Tanganyika, near the estuary of the

Lufuku River. Dr. Bohm and his companion, Paul Reichardt,

seem to have settled there for some time. Before reaching Qua
Mpara they met with considerable difficulties, having to combat

the natives, by whom Dr. Bohm was seriously wounded. He
left the Belgian station Karema at the end of June, and reached

Qua Mpara on July 8. There he was seized by a fever, yet he

retained sufficient energy to complete his zoological investigations

(principally ornithological) and to forward the results to Europe.

All his collections and his scientific instruments were unfor-

tunately destroyed by fire on the Mto ja Ugalla. Dr. Ebhm,
however, set to work again and commenced making new collec-

tions, which he left at Karema in safe keeping. Amongst other

things he is reported to have discovered a beautiful freshwater

Medusa, with a broad, umbrella-shaped body and numerous long

and short prehensile filaments ; he found it in Lake Tanganyika.

At the same time a report from Herr Paul Reichardt was received

describing in detail the Soko so well known to readers of Living-

stone. The animals live together in herds of from six to twenty

individuals, and build nests on trees at an elevation of 8-19 m.,

the nests measuring from I- 1 •2 m. in diameter. Reichardt found

groups of nests in which he counted over fifty separate nests.

Up to the time of sending the report Reichardt had not succeeded

in securing a speciiien.

In the Bolletino of the Italian Geographical Society for

December, 1S83, Sig. Colini continues his valuable notes on the

information supplied by Cavaliere Lucioli on the topography and

ethnography of the Upper Amazons regions. The paper is

accompanied by a large map of the lluallaga and Ucayali river

basins, based on Petermann's South America, but corrected and

supplemented by fresh data furnished by Lucioli. The position

of a large number of tribe-;, many hitherto unknown, is deter-

mined along the banks of the head waters of the Amazons, and
to these is added a list of about sixty others, supplied by Dr.

Colini from the old records and the writings of recent explorers.

But it is obvious that many of these are mere duplicates or even

triplicates of the same tribes due to careless transcription, ignor"

ance, change of tribal designations, and other sources of con-

fusion. Thus Carapacho and Picambio are only older names of

the present Caribis and Remos of the Middle Ucayali. So with

the Amalmaca=, Chuntagurus, and Tambas of the older writers,

who may be safely identified with the modern Amahuacs, Chon-

taguiros, and Campas respectively. Nor, as Colini rightly

remarks, are these names always distinctly tribal, but the desig-

nations of mere clans, or small family groups, or members of

larger divi.-ions. These are continually shifting their locality,

disappearing, or becoming absorbed in more powerful groups,

another fruitful source of perplexity in the ethnical terminology

of the Amazons regions. But, after m.aking all due allowance

for this uncertain nomenclature, there still remains a surprising

number of really distinct tribal groups scattered along the banks

of the Huallaga, Napo, Ucayali, and other Amazonian streams,

groups differing from each other always in speech and frequently

in habits, usages, and physical type.

On January 26 the Berlin Wissenschaftliche Central Verein

and Humboldt Academy will celebrate the fiftieth anniversary

of its foundation.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey (Macaciis sinicus 6 ] from

India, presented by Mr. C. .S. Norman ; two Great Kangaroos

{Macrofus gigatileus S 9 ) from New South Wales, presented
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by the Zoological and Acclimatisation Society of MelbDurne ; a

Dorsal Squirrel {Sciunis hypopyirhus) from Central America, a

Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacaliia galeiila) from

Australia, twenty-five Indian Crocodiles (Crocodihis palnstris)

from India, deposited.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Parallaxes OF Southern Stars.—We learn from Mr. Gill,

II. M. Astronomer at the Cape, that he has completed a memoir
on the parallax of some of the principal southern stars, founded

upon observations by himself and Dr. Elkin ; the memoir con-

tains investigations on parallax of

( o Centauri (two series with different comparison-

1 stars) ; Sirius ; € Indi ; Lacaille 9352 (Gould's star

J
with proper motion of 7") ; 0- Eridaui, and j8 Cen-

( tauri.

( a Centauri (two series with different comparison-

By Elkin \ stars from Gill's) ; Sirius ; € Indi (also with different

( stars)
; f Tucani ; e Eridani and Canopus.

Mr. Gill's important memoir has been communicated to the

Royal Astronomical Society, and its publication will doubtless

be awaited with much interest by astronomers.

The laige proper motion of Lacaille 9352 was detected by
Dr. Gould, and announced in No. 2377 of the Astronomische
Nachrichten. The annual P.M. in arc of great circle is 6"'96

in the direction 79°2. It is a star of 7'5 m. in Piscis Au-trinus :

Mr. Stone's place for iSSo'o is in

R.A. 22h. 58m. 5-43S., N.P.D. 126° 32' 4o"o.

In only one instance has the existence of a larger proper
motion been discovered, viz. in that of the well known 6'7m.
Grooiubridge 1830 in Ursa Major, where the amount is 7"'o5.

£• Eridani, 44 m., is in R.A. 3h. 15m. 8i6s., N.P.D. 133° 31'

46" 8 for 1880, according to Stone, who attributes to it an
annual proper motion of 3"'o in the direction 75^'S. f Tucani,

a fourth magnitude, is in R.A. oh. 13m. 48'6os., N.P.D. 155°

34' 49"'o for 1880, with an annual proper motion of 4"'35 o" ^"
angle of 74° 'S, by Stone's values.

Mr. Gill expects to be in England early in February, to super-

intend a lar^e amount of official printing, for which he brings

copy with him.

Po.\s' Comet.—For a few evenings this comet will form a

pretty conspicuous object as it descends in the south-western sl.y ;

after it cea-es to be visible in Europe observations may be con-

tinued at the observatories of the other hemisphere for several

months. On March 26 the theoretical intensity of light will be

ten times, and a month later, five limes, greater than at the

beginning of September, when the comet was discovered through
the diligent scrutiny of the heavens, followed up by Mr. Brooks,

who found it considerably beyond the limits of the sweeping
ephemerides then in the possession of observers. Mr. S. C.

Chandler has conjectured that a meteor-stream may be connected
with this comet. MM. Schulhof and Bossert's orbit for 1884
gives the radiant in R.A. I97°'8, Decl. + (>T"i-

The Minor Planets.—The Birliner Astronomischcs Jahr-
buck for 1886 contains elements and approximate ephemerides
for the present year of 231 of the known members of this

extensive group, only four therefore being omitted in the absence
of the necessary data. In addition there are twenty-six accurate

opposition-ephemerides. Four of these small planets approach
the earth, within her mean distance from the sun, in 18S4. At
the end of December No. 132 .Etkra, situate in the vicinity of

a Orionis, will approach the earth within O'Sf, and shining as a

star of the ninth magnitude, will afford another favourable

opportunity for the investigation of solar parallax, on the method
advocated by Mr. Gill.

SCIENCE IN RUSSIA '

'l''HE Memoirs (Zapiski) of the Novorossian Society of
A^atitra/ists, at the University of Odessa, founded only

in 1873, have already reached their eighth volume, and contain
a good deal of valuable work. Confining our analysis to the

last three volumes, we notice in them the following papers :

—

In the domain of geology Prof. Sintsoff contributes several

» Memoirs 0/ the Novorossian Society of Natnratists {Zapiski Novo-
rossiyslcago Obscliestra Esfcshoispylotetey^, vols, vi., vii., .-ind vHi.

Odessa.

papers. One of them is an elaborate monograph on the sponges
from the chalk of Saratoff. Revising his former work on the

same subject, and taking advantage of the well-known work of

Prof. Zittel, as well as of new extensive collections, M. Sintsoff

creates a number of new species and four new genera : Mtcan-
droptychiuHi, which he proposes to substitute for those of Cello-

ptychium, Elhcridgia, and Tremabolites ; Laiyriitt/wlites, closely

allied to Plocoscyphia ; Polyscyphia, akin to the preceding

;

and Zittelispoiii^ia. The author describes (with figures) seven

species of the first, four species of the second and the third, and
one species of the fourth, as well as the following species :

—

Cucttlispoiii^ia triloba, Trautschold, Craticularia cylindrica,

Mischl. ; two species of Ventriculites, two species of Coscino-

pora, Leptophragma simplex, T. Smith, Actiitosiphonia radiata,

Fisch , and the new species Hallirhoa peskowi and Isoraphinia

cavata.—The same author contributes a seco.id paper on Meso-
zoic fossils from Simbirsk and Saratoff (the first paper having
appeared in vol. iv. ), and describes the following species :

—

Ammonites longispinus and culetanns, Scalaria dupiniatia, var.

rhodani, Astarte bcaumontii, Panopcea iteocomiensis, and as

new species Aporrhais striata-carinata, Niicula siibarduen-

nensis, and Lucina neutralis.—A third paper by the same
author contains a description of the following Tertiary fossils of

Novorossia :

—

Dreissena rostriforinis, Desh., Hydrobia niathildie-

formis, Fuchs, If. dimidiata, Eichw. , Valvata variabilis,

Fuchs, Neritina danubialis, Pfeif., var. liturata, Eichw., TV.

prevostricina, Partsch., and N. capillacea, Brusina, from the

Pliocene ; Trochus rollandianus, d'Orb., P/iasianel'a kischi-

ncrviie, d'Orb., and as new species Trochus ininutus, semi-

striatus, and elegantulus, Hydrobia substriatula, Amnicola
cyclostomoides, and Valvata pseudo adeorbis, from the Miocene.

All these fossils are represented in the plates.—M. Prendel con-

tributes a paper on the geological structure of the districts of

Elizabethgiad and .^le.tandria, in the government of Kherson.

The rocks are granites, mostly as schists, and considered by
the late Barbot-de-Marny as a product of metamorphism of sedi-

mentary rucks, and very siall patches of Iluronian schists,

covered with numerous isolated islanrls of Eocene. The whole
is covered with the "White Sands," where M. Prendel has

found a stem of Cuprcssonoxylum scvirzovi, Merklin (Miocene ?),

and with loe.sp, which contains, besides the usual fossils, remains

of Arctomys bobac, which does nut now extend in Russia south

of 52''-54^ N. lat.—The same author contributes (vol. viii.)

another paper on Ih,; crystalline rocks on the Bazavlouk and
Saksagan Rivers, right tributaries of the Lower Dnieper. The
paper is accompanied by a map of coloured sections of micro-

scopic specimens of crystalline rocks.

The chief papers in these Memoirs are however devoted

to comparative anatomy and zoology. Without attempting to

summarise their varied contents, we can merely enumerate

most of them. All are profusely illustrated with plates. In

the sixth volume we notice a preliminary communication by
Madame Olga Mechnikoff, on the anatomy of cartilaginous

fishes ; and a note, by Prof. H. Mechnikoff, on the larva of the

Anisoplia.—M. Repyakoff contributes an elaborate paper on
the morphology of the Bryozoa. Without attempting to determine

the place that the Bryozoa; ought to occupy in systematic classi-

fication, the author devotes his special attention to the relations

between the tno great subdivisions of the Endopr..ct and Ecto-

proct Bryozoa;, and his paper is a valuable contribution to the

work undertaken by Nitsche, Hatschek, Joliet, and Barrois.

—

M. Zabarinsky contributes a paper on the morphology of the

Hydra.—In vol. vii. M. Buchinsky publi-hes a paper on the

development of the earthworm, devoting his special attention

to the devel ipment of its mesoderm and of its nervoiLS system.

—In vol. viii. M. Krasilschik contributes an elaborate paper on

the development of the Polytrema, and the place it occupies with

regard to other Flagellatre ; M. Repyakoff publishes a note on

the larv.e of the Polygordius flavocapitalus ; M. Depp, on the

life of the Macropodes ; and M. A. Kovalevsky, on the deve-

lopment of the Chiton.—In physiology we notice the researches,

by M. Spiro, into the development of bile, being the result of

various experiments, and accompanied with tables showing the

dependence of its amount upon the food.

In botany we find the researches by M. Rishavi on the de-

velopment of the organs of reproduction in Dasya elegans

(vok vi.) ; a list of lichens collected on Mount Castel in the

Crimea, and determined by Dr. Brutann in Dorpat (vol. vii.)

;

and a work, by M. Kojernikoff, on the anatomical structure of

'he cn:-il'a in flowers. The author has extended his researches
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to a great numlier of flowers, and has come to the conclusion

that, however yreat the analogy between the petals and the

leaves, still the former have a series of well-established anatomi-

cal features which enable us to characteri'^e them as well as any
i>ther part of the plant. Some of their anatomical features can

be explained by the physiological function of the organ, whilst

the others have no connection with them, and the explanation

of these peculiarities must be sought for elsewhere—says the

author—in the yet unknown internal structural form of the plant

as also, perhaps, in the position occupied by the flower in the

whole of its organic life.

In chemistry and physics we notice two papers, by M. Tana-
tar, on the fumaric and maleinic acids (vol. vi.), and on their

compounds with chlorite (vol. viii.) ; by M. Klimenko, on the

lactic and propionic acids (vol. vi.) ; by M. Melikov, on the

compounds of acrilic acid; and by M. Geritch, on electrical

phenomena observed during the diffusion of several liquids.

A paper of general interest, intended to show some relaiions

between animals and plants at their lowest degrees of develop-
ment, is contributed by M. .Shmankevitch (vol. vii.). When
the Flagellate, Anisonema acinus^ Bliitochli—having a relatively

high organisation—is cultivated for many generations in a

medium which is slowly modified, for instance, in sweet water
to which a certain amount of lake salt is added, its structure is

modified, in proportion as the concentration of the solution of
salt is increased. The individuals become less developed, their

size diminishes, and the feeding-canal loses its former develop-
ment. Numberless intermediate forms betvi'een the Anisonema
acinus and its new, less developed representatives, make their

appearance, as well as between these and the still lower Aniso-
nema sulcatum, which would be thus but a lower organised
variety of the former. When the concentration of the medium
in which the Anisonema lives is carried on side by side with a
change of temperature of the medium, the transformation goes
further on, and the lowest Anisoneniu are transformed on the
one side into algje-like organisms, and in another direction into

organisms which seem to belong to the category of fungi. The
individuals not only become smaller, but they give rise also to a
progeny long before reaching their full size. Under the influence

of the sun's rays the uncoloured Flagellatse acquire a new physio-

logical function, and develop chlorophyll. " We see thus," the
author says, "the beginnings of two kingdoms, animal and vege-

table, radiating from one common stem. We see the transforma-

tion of one of them into the other, not only in its morphological
features, but also in its physiological functions, under the direct

influence of physical and chemical agencies. The saline solutions,

as compared with sweet water, diminish the size of the lower
organisms, and at the same time they contribute towards the

development of chlorophyll in the sweet-water algje, thus giving

them, so to say, a more vegetable character, together with an in-

creased productivenes." And further : "While descending from
the Anisonema sulcatum to a unicellular alga, we see the regres-

sive development, a simplification of organisation; ^\e descend
towards the plants containing chlorophyll. . . . While descend-
ing from the same Anisonema on another branch, we enter

into the region of such lower organisms which, under the

influence of another medium, do not develop chlorophyll, and
having no nutrition from the air, find their food from the sub-

stratum ; they could be described as parasitic Rhizopodre, and
his the more as from the fungoid form we can ascend, under some
circumstances, not only towards the Amceba-Iike uncoloured
Flagellata, but also towards the moving Monad. On the

contrary, by reversing the physical agencies, we can arrive, from
the unicellular alga, as well as from the fungoid form, to

an uncoloured form having the structure of the Anisonema^
The researches of A. Giard, Cienkowsky, and Famintzyn,
and some observations by Ray Lankester, seem to be, in the

author's opinion, in accordance with the above.

PROFESSOR HAECKEL ON THE ORDERS OF
THE RADIOLARIA '

[The following translation of a recent paper of mine, by
Miss Nellie Maclagan, has been revised by myself.

—

Ernst
Haeckel.]
"T^HE "Outline of a Radiolarian System founded on Studies

of the Challenger Radiolaria," published by me in the

jfenaische Zeitschriftjiii- A'atu>~wissenscha/i(m. xv. pp. 418-472),
* " Separat-Abdriick aus den Sitzungsberichten der Jenaischen Gesellschaft

fiir Medicin. und Wissenschaft." Jahrg. 1883. Sitzung. von 16 Februar.

shortly before starting for Ceylon in October, 1881, gave a very
short survey of the systemalii. results of the researches which I had
been carrying on since 1876 among the inconceivably rich
Radiolarian material of the C/iallenger collection. At that time
I distinguished in tliis Rhizopod class seven different orders (p.

421) and 24 families, containing in all 630 genera (" Prodromus
Systematis Radiolarium," I.e., pp. 423-472). I was able even
then to distinguish no less than 2000 new species, and this goodly
number has since been considerably increased. Further investi-

gations corroborated all the principal essential points of the
views then briefly given as to the morphologico-phylogenetic
conditions of relation among this Protista class, liut I gradu-
ally came to simplify my views as to the relation of the
principal groups, and have now reduced the seven orders
to four, which makes the complicated system much more com-
prehensible.

The systematic arrangement of the 15 families, given in my
" Monographic der Kadiolarien," 1862 (following Johann Midler,

who first broke ground in his treatise, 1858) was essentially

improved by Richard Hertwig, whose admirable work on the
" Organismus der Radiolarien," 1S79, thoroughly explained for

the first time the difficult histology of these Protista, and definitely

determined their unicellular nature, despite all peculiar modifi-

cations of the cell structure. On the ground of important differ-

ences discovered by him in the structure of the membrane oi the

central capsule, and the consequent varying comportment of the

passage of pseudopodia, Hertwig distinguished the following

six orders {I.e. \i. 133) :— I. T/ialassicolleir, monozoic uninuclear

Radiolarians, having the capsule membrane pierced on all sides

:

skeleton siliceous, irregular, or wanting. 2 Sphttrozoea, polyzoic

multinuclear Radiolarians, having the capsule membrane pierced

on all sides : skeleton siliceous, irregular, or wanting. 3.

Peripylea, monozoic uninuclear Radiolarians, having the capsule

membrane pierced on all sides : skeleton siliceous, consisting of

fenestrated spheres or modified fenestrated spheres or disks. 4.

AeantJiometrea, monozoic uninuclear Radiolarians, having the

capsule membrane pierced on all sides : skeleton non-siliceous,

consisting of twenty spicules arranged according to J. Miiller's

law. 5. Monopylea, monozoic uninuclear Radiolarians, the

capsule open on one side, and with a peculiar porous area :

skeleton siliceous. 6. Tritylea, monozoic uninuclear Radio-
larians ; capsule membrane double, with one principal and two
accessory openings; skeleton siliceous, formed of tubes.

As I found that the imporlant differences in the structure of

the membrane of the central capsule and the con.'^equent passage
of the pseudopodia, discovered by Hertwig in the comparatively
limited material at his disposal, were corroborated in their mot
essential points by my researches among the wider world of the

Challenger Radiolaria, I adopted his sclieme in my " Con-
spectus Ordinnm Radiolarinm Classis," iSSr {I.e. p. 421), but

with this difference, that I divided Hertwig's Splurrozoea into

tHO orders

—

Sy>nbelaria and Syncollaria. The latter, Syneol-

laria, includes the families of the Sphitroizoida in the wider

sense, and, from the absence or incompleteness of the skeleton,

corresponds as a polyzoic group to the monozoic Thalassieollea,

whilst the former, Symbelaria, includes the family of the Col-

lospharida in the wider sense, and by its spherical, reticulate,

siliceous skeleton corresponds as a polyzoic group to the mono-
zoic Peripylea.

Recent researches, which have brought to light an immense
number of new, hitherto unknown Radiolarians belonging to

the last-mentioned groups, have, however, convinced me that the

distinction between the monozoic (solitary) and the polyzoic

(social) Radiolarians is of much less importance than v as for-

merly supposed. They are as insignificant and of as little value

in forming a system as the differences between monozoic Hy-
dropolyps (e.g. Hydra, Myriothela) and polyzoic Hydropolyi^s

{Tnbularia, Coryne), or as the difltrences between solitary In-

fusoria {Vorlicella, Prichodina) and social Infusoria (Ca«/;«;««;,

Epistylis). According to Hertwig, the essential difference

between the two groups is that the solitary Thalassieollea are

uninuclear, the .social Sph.erozoea {= SyniMaria) multinucUar.

Nevertheless, the central captule in all Radiolaria (without ex-

ception) is uninuclear at an early stage and multinuclear later

on. We would require to be more exact about this distinction,

inasmuch as in the Sphierozoea ( = as in the Acanthometrea) the

division of the simple nucleus into a number of nuclei 'sjiore

nuclei) takes place at a very early period, whilst in the Thalas-

sieollea (as in the other Radiolaria) it only takes place later on.

This relative modification i'^, however, of no standard value
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for the systematic distinction of the orders, and is, moreover,
subject to various exceptions.

Among the new Uadiolaria of the groups above mentioned
(Hscovered in the Chalhngc-r collection, there were, moreover,
mouozox and polyzoic species whicli correspond completely,
even in the specific characteristics of the skeletal form. For
c-vample, a monozoic Thalassoxanihium has precisely the same
characteristic spicules as the common cosmopolitan Sfhu:rozaum
functaium, but whilst in the latter the small polyzoic central

capsule incloses a large central oil globule and numerous small
peripheric nuclei, in the former the central capsule, w hich is three
times as large, incloses a single, large central nucleus and nume-
rous small peripheric oil globules. The complete identity of
the characteristic skeletal form might even lead us to sup-
pose that a kind of alternation of generation may take place
between the tw'o f^irms. In the same «ay, a social Collosphara
corresponds completely to a solitary Cenosphara, the polyzoic
Airospkara to the monozoic Conosphicia, and so forth.

On the ground of these observations—the importance of which
I shall explain in detail in my work on the Challenger Kadio-
laria— I consider the distinction between monozoic and polyzoic
Kadiolarians (which I contrasted in 1862, according to Miiller, as

Monocytlaria and Pol 1 cyttaria) as practically unimportant, and
for the present connect the polyzoic families in the system imme-
diately with the monozoic. In this way the number of the six

<.>r seven groups is reduced to four, as I refer all the groups thus
formed to Hertwisj's Peripylea. As I have already shown (1S81,
I.e. p. 421), these may be again divided in pairs into two principal
groups or sub-classes—into Holotiypiuta and Merotrypasta. The
Holotrypasta (Acuiitharia and Peripylea, the latter including the
Collodaria, Symbelaria, and Syncollaria] includes all Radiolaria
in which the capsule membrane is pierced on all sides by fine

pores, and the pseudopodia consequently radiate equally on all

sides. The Merotrypasta (Monopylaria and PluTodaiia) include
all those Radiolaria in which the membrane is pierced at one
side either by a single area of pores or by openings confined to

a few spots, so that the pseudopodia project from the central

capsule as a single bunch or as slightly separated bunches.
The high standard importance of the central capsule for the

proper conception of tlie Radiolaria to which I first drew atten-

tion in my monograph, 1S62, has since been recognised by
Hertwig and most other investigators of these Protista, but
recently disputed by Carl Brandt (Moiiatsb. Berlin. Akad. 18S1,

p. 391). As I reserve the detailed reasons for my opinion for

my work on the Challenger Radiolaria, I shall now merely re-

mark that my more recent researches have fully corroborated
my former views, and that in all true Radiolaria the central

capsule is separated by a distinct membrane from the extra-

capsularium (or external gelatinous soft part). The so-called
'

' freshwater " Radiolaria {\\ hich, from'absence of the membrane,
are not Radiolaria but Helizoa) do not of course furnish any
counter-proof. Brandt's erroneous assertion rests upon the ex-

tremely limited amount of material inve^tigated by him. Care-
ful investigation enabled me to discover the capsule, even in all

sjJecies which he regards as "without capsule." In isolated

species, however, the capsule membrane is somewhat late in

forming a definite boundary between the capsule and the gela-

tinous sheath (sometimes just before the formation of spores),

whilst in other cases it usually takes places at a very early stage.

I therefore maintain now, as formerly, that the chief character

of the class is the differentiation of the unicellular body into two
essential, principal component parts, viz. the inner central cap-
sule with nucleus and membrane, and the outer gelatinous sheath
w ith matrix and forest of pseudopodia. On the other hand, it

is immaterial whether " yellow cells " (or " zooxanthella ") are
present or not. I found them wanting in many cases, though
they are usually jiresent. I therefore agree with Cienkorosky,
and regard the symbiosis of these unicellular Algae as an acci-

dental and not an essential phenomenon. They are in no way
riecessary for the nourishment of the Radiolaria, though they
may be important agents in the matter.

Meantime I am convinced that the four orders of the class

Radiolaria, .^ran//M;rW, Spiimellaria, N'assellaria, and Phceodaria
rejiresent four distinct, perfectly natural, principal divi-ions. In
each of these four orders the numerous forms belonging to it,

despite their astonishing variety, may be referred by morpholo-
gical comparison to a common primitive form, w hich may there-

fore be regarded as their ancestral form in a phylngenetic sense.

Tliis iihylo^rpn^tic view of the four orders ns distinct monophy-
leiic groups IS justified by the fact that the remaikable and ex-

tremely complicated relations of all the forms of each common
ancestral group have the .=ame natural, strong phylogenetic sig-

nification as they have in the comparative anatomy of the Verte-

brata or of the Articulata. Biitschli was therefore in the right

at the close of his admirable dissertation on the skeletons of the

Cyrtida (1S81, I.e. p. 538), where he lays stress on the fact that

the complicated phylogenesis of this section, so rich in specific

forms, may be regarded as an excellent argument in favour of

the doctrine of descent, and that in this way those pains-

taking investigations of the microscopic, world (which many
"exact physiologists" consider mere morphological trifling)

come to be of real importance.

I. The Acantharia, which are distingui-hed from the three

other orders by their organic acanthine skeleton—they never

have a true siliceous skeleton—correspond on the whole to the

Aeanthonielree of J.
Miiller (including, however, part of the

Haliomma), and to the Acanthometrees of Hertwig, which he

divides into Aeanthometrida and Aeanthophraetida. I hold the

remarkable Aetinelius to be the ancestral f>rm of this order. It

was first described by me in 1865, but I have lately found seve-

ral forms closely allied to it, partly Astrolophida, partly Litho-

lophida, in the Challenger collection. In Aetinelius the spheri-

cal central capsule is pierced by numerous simple, radial spicules

(without definite numljer and arrangement) meeting in the centre

of the capsule. Aetinelius may be held to have arisen inmie-

diately from Aetinosphariuni by the hardening of the firmer axial

fibres in the radial pseudopodia of the latter into radial spicules.

Aetinelius is the common ancestral form, on the one hand, of

the whole Aetinehdir (Astrolophida and Litholophida), all with

indefinite number and arrangement of the spicules, and, on the

other hand, of the remaining Aeanthatia, in which twenty

radial spicules are invariably arranged acc.jrding to J. Midler's

law in five four-rayed zones. The oldest of these are the Acan-

thonida (or Acanthometra in the more limited sense) from which

the Dorataspida and Diploconida having shells are derived later

II. The Spumellaria, by which I understand Hertwig's Peri-

pylea, Thalassicollea, and Sphiirozoea, had been previously united

with tolerable accuracy by Ehrenberg, on the ground of observa-

tions made by him on the skeletons of the fossil Radiolaria of

the Barbadoes, and opposed to the Nassellaria as Polydictya or

Polycystina eomposita. His Spyridina (our Spyroida) belongs,

ho.vever, to the latter, not to the former. All Spumellaria

(which may also ultimately be termed Peri])ylaria or Peripylea)

have—in contradistinction to the Nassellaria and rhreodaria—

a

central capsule pierced on all sides by fine pores, and agree in

this respect with the Acantharia, from which, however, they

are distinguished by the absence of the acanthine skeleton. All

Spumellaria may be easily referred to a common ancestral form

—to Actissa, the simplest: form of the ThalassicoUida. An in-

teresting species belonging to Aetissa w as accurately described

by HerH\'ig in 1S70, under the name Thalassolampe primordialis

(" Organismus," p. 32, taf. iii. fig. 5). It has neither the extra-

capsular alveola of Thalassolampe nor the intracapsular alveola

of Thalassicolla. I observed another species of the genus, which

I shall describe later in detail, as Aetissa princeps in Ceylon,

1S81. ^r/iVj-a certainly represents the simplest possible Radio-

larian form, in a mea-ure the actual embodiment of the simplest

ideal type of this wholeRhizopod class. In a phylogenetic sense it

may therefore claim to be regarded as the ancestral form not

only of all Spumellaria, but perhaps also of all Radiolaria. All

Collodaria (ihe solitary ThalassicoUida and Thalassosphajrida, the

social CoUozoida and Sphasrozoida) are derived immediately

from it, then all Sphierellaria. The ancestral group of the

latter section, which is richest of all in specific forms, is the

Spheroida (or Spharida], and, first among them, the Mono-
sphserida, furnished with a simple, fenestrated spherical shell.

From the latter all the others, viz. Pylonida, Zygastida, Discoida,

and Lithelida, can be derived without difficulty.

III. The Nassellaria, which correspond on the whole to

Hertwig's Monopylea, had already been defined by Ehrenberg as

Monodyeta or Polycystina solitaria, in contrast to his Spumellaria.

His definition was correct on the whole, though the Spyridina

(our Spyroida), which he places among the latter, belong rather

to the former. Hertwig was the first to determine correctly the

essential characters of this large order, so wonderfully rich in

forms, viz. the simple area of pores at one pole of the capsule

I

axis, 1879 {I.e.), and I would therefore have retained his name,

I Monopylea or Monopylaria, for the entire order, had it not been

equally suitable to jiart of the Phseodaria. I therefore prefer
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Ehrenberg's older nomenclature. Like Hertwig, I regard the

skeletonless Cystidium inerme, discovered by him (/.<-. pp. 87,

136, taf. vii. fig. i) as the ancestral form of the order. Cys-

tidium inerme is distinguished essentially from Actissa by the

restriction of the capsule pores to a single area, and the con-

sequent monaxonous fundamental form of the central capsule.

All other Nassellaria are derived from Cystidium by the

devel jpment of a characteristic siliceous skeleton. Hertwig

assumes that there are at least two or three entirely different

original forms for the Nassellaria skeleton, viz. a sirnple

siliceous ring (Lit/iocircus) fir the Cricoid skeleton of the

Acanthodesmida and Zygocystida, and a triradial siliceous

fr.imework consisting of three spicules united at one point

(/'(»i,W(77«/'//a) for the Plagiacanthida and Cystida (I.e. p. 126,

&c.). I then endeavoured to refer these two fundamental forms

to a single form, as I made out the combination of the simple

siliceous ring and the triradial framework in many Cystida and
Spyroida (or Zygocystida). In my "Pridromus " (October, 1881,

/.(-. pp. 423-444) I divided the Nassellaria order into five

fanilie;, and placed the Pleclida (with triradial siliceous frame-

work) as the common ancestral group. From it I derived first

all the Cystida, from these again the Botiyoida and Spyrida

( = Zygocystida), and from the latter the .Slephida (— Cr'i-

ciidea). At the same time, and quite independently of my re-

searches, Biitschli was busy with the same morphological

problem, and arrived at essentially the s.inie conclusion, except

that he reversed the phylogenetic series of the forms. In his

admirable treatise on the skeletons of the Cystida (also dated

October, 1881, published in the Zeit. f. ivissen. Zoohgie, 1882,

bi. 36, p. 485) he tries to prove the morphological connection

of all Na-sellaria (his Cricoidea), but regards the Slefhida

( = .4 anthodesmida) as the primitive ancestral form, not as

the last degenerated scion, an opinion which I myself for-

merly shared (compare Hertwig, 1879, p. 126). Which of

these two opinions is correct cannot bedetermined at present. Im-
portant facts favour my present view, that the triradial siliceous

framework may be the common ancestral form of all Nassellaria

(Triflagia, Plagiacanthd). Again, other important facts favour

Biitschli's view that this ancestral form may be the simple

siliceous ring (Ltthocircus, Monostephus). Finally, there are

good grounds for supporting Hertvvig's opinion, that both these

ancestral forms (the triradial and the annular) may have ari en

independently from the skeletonless Cystidium. I shall discuss

this diflicult and intereUing question at length in my work on
the Challenger Radiolaria.

IV. The Pha:odaria were only known up to 1876 by three

types described by me in 1862 (Auloeantha, Aulosplutra, Ca'lo-

dendrum). By the discovery of numerous forms in the Clial-

lenger collection this has since acquired an importance of which
we had no previous idea, as those Kadiolarians far surpass

all others both in size and singularity of form, as well as in

peculiar comliinations of structure. In my preliminary paper on
the Phreodaria, 1S79 (Jena. Naturwissen. .Silzungsb., December
12) I distinguished 10 families with 38 genera, a number which

has since been increased considerably by the continuous and
astonishing discovery of new forms. As in the majority of

these the skeleton is composed of hollow, siliceous tubes (differ-

ing therefore from tha* of all o'her Radiolarians), I termed the

while order Pansolenia, 1878 (" Protistenreich," p. 102). This

ninie, however, suits all members of the family as little as the

name Tripylea, proposed by Hertwig, 1879. On the other hand,

the present name Plueodaria indicates the common charac-

teristic of the whole order, the peculiar ph,rodium, a voluminou;,

dark body of pigment, lying excentrically outside the central

cap-ule. The latter is, moreover, universally distinguished by

its d luble membrane and by the pecul'ar opening furnished with

a radiated operculum, which lies at the pole of the axis, and may
therefore be termed the principal opening. In addition to it

there are usually (though by no means invariably) two small

accessory openings, lying one beside the other at the opposite

(aboral) pole. Sometimes there are more than two, whilst at

other limes they are entirely wanting. Despite the extraordinary

diversity of the peculiar, and often very complicated siliceous

skeleton, all Phccodaria may likewise be derived from a common
ancestral form— the skeletonless Pluvodina.
The further phylogenetic question, whether all the hypothetic

primitive forms already mentioned of the four Radiolarian

orders can be refeixed to a single common primitive form, may
now in all probability be decided in the affirmative. From
Aetissa the parent form of the SpnmcUaria, the ancestral form of

the three other orders may be derived without difficulty. Aeti-

niliu!, the ances'ral form of the Acantharia, may have arisen

from Actissa by the thickening of part of the radial pseudopodia

into acanthine spicules. Cystidium, the probable ancestral furm
of the Nassellaria, may be derived from Aetissa by the pores ofthe

capsule membrane, originally developed equ.illy and on all sides,

becoming restricted to a single distinct porous area. Phieodina,

the ancestral form of the Ph;Eod.aria may have arisen in a similar

way from Actissa by the porous area becoming replaced by a

single, simple opening, or small, additional, accessory openings,

still being left, whilst at the same time the capsule membrane
became double, and the pigment mass of the phaiodium de-

posited excentrically round it. Whilst, on the one hand, the

simplest Spumellaria form, Actissa, maybe easily accepted as the

ancestral form of all Radiolaria, AetinospJuehum and Actino-

phrys .show, on the other hand, how it may be derived fro'n

the simplest Rhizopoda.

(
To be continued.

)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Thf. Technical Schools in connection with the University

College, Nottingham, will be formally opened by Sir Frederick

Bramwell on the 24th inst.

Mr. J. T. Dunn, M.Sc, Demonstrator in Chemistry at the

College of Science, Newcastle, and formerly Demonstrator in

Physics, has been appointed Science Master and Director of the

Chemical Laboratory in the High School for Boys, Gateshead.

In the Gateshead High School, which opened in May 1883,

there are already about 175 boys, and it is intended that all the

boys shall learn Physics and Chemistry at some period of their

school course.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
yournal of Franklin Institute, vol. cxvi. No. 696, December,

18S3.—The cheapest point of cut off, by W. D. Marks. Par-

tially based on, and in criticism of, a previous paper by Mr.

Hill,—Experiments upon non conducting coverings for steam

pipes, by Prof. J. M. Ordway. In this research calorimeters

are used, consisting of sheet-brass vessels so shaped that they can

be clamped together outside the steam pipe, inclosing a known
length of it and of its covering. Of more than fifty substances

tried, simple hair-felt with a cheap cover of burlap proved best ;

seventeen other compositions owed their efficiency to hair.

Asbestoi hard pressed was a very bad material ; it was non-con-

ductive only in the downy state when full of air.—Pressure attain-

able by the use of the " Drop Press," by Prof. R. H. Thurston.

These presses appear to be very efficient for forging hot iron.-

—

The theory of turbines, by Prof. R. H. Thurston. This is the

first part of an abstract of a most valuable mathematical discus-

sion of the subject.—A new valve-motion, by Carl Angstrom.

This is a so-called "radial" valve-motion, resembling those of

Brown, Marshall, and Joy.—A simple and sensitive thermostat,

by Dr. N. A. Randolph, designed for incubation and other

experiments in the physiological laboratory. The adjustment is

obtained by the more or less closing of the orifice for the gas by

the expansion of alcohol causing mercury to rise toward the

orifice.

Annalen der Pliysik und Chemie, xx. No. 12 (a), December,

1S83.—On the condensation of carbonic acid on smooth surfaces

of glass, by Prof. R. Bunsen. The condensation of the gas

goes on for years, in spite of continual changes of density and

pressure. In three years each square centimetre absorbs, at

standard pressure and temperature, 5'I35 cubic centimetres of

the g.rs, about two-thirds of this amount being absorbed during

the tir.,t year.—Density proportions of normal salt solutions, by

C. Bender.—The law of rotational dispersion, by E. Lommel.—
A simple method of investigating the thermo-, actino-, and piezo-

electricity of crystals, by Prof. A. Kundt : consists in applying

Lichtenberg's powder.—On the measurement of electric forces

by means of the electric mill, by D. Kaempfer.—On the ques-

tion whether the condensation of steam produces electrification,

by S. Kalischer.—On the influence of the hardness of steel on

its magnetisability, by V. Strouhal and C. Barus : also, on the

influence of annealing on the retentivity of the magnet, by the

same authors. These are two very elaborate and important
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papers, coverinj; the ground of many previous scattered re-

searches. The first gives the curious result that, to obtain the

highest possible degree of magnetisation, short magnets should

be tempered glass hard, but long magnets should be at the other

extreme of softness. The second research gives the result that

the mo.'t constant magnets are those which, after fairly hard

tempering, are annealed for twenty to thirty hours by heating in

a steam bath, then magnetised, finally heated in steam for five

hours more.—Correction, by A. Guebhard, relative to his elec-

trochemical figures.—Use of the method of "Schlieren" for

investigating intrui-ions in quartz, by A. Kundt.—On absolute

measure, by Prof. C. Bohn.

Journal de Physique, t. ii. No. 23, November, 1S83.— A.
Potier, on the experiments of Wroblewski and Oltzewski on the

liquefaction of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic oxide.—B. Elie,

electrodynamic and magnetic potentials in elasticity.—A.

Terquem, description of a new cathetometcr of M. Dumoulin
Froment. This cathetometer is divided into two parts—

a

vertical standard scale mounted on three levelling feet, to be set

up near the apparatus, and a levelled observing telescope sliding

upon another vertical stem to be set up at a distance, this second

part of the apparatus being just an ordinary cathetometer with-

out a scale.—Bichat and Blondlot, influence of pressure on the

electric ditTerence between a liquid and a metal in contact.

—

KrouchkoU, on immersion currents and on those due to the

movement of a metal in a liquid, and on currents of emersion.

—

E. H. Hall, abstracts (by M. Leduc) of papers on so-called

rotational coefficient.—Aug. Righi, on Hall's phenomenon.
Righi finds this phenomenon to be 5000 times as strong in bis-

muth as in gold. The process by which his film of bismuth,

only o'079 mm. in thickness, was procured is not stated.—H.
Rolti, on Hall's phenomenon in liquids.— H. Koch, on magneto-
electric rotations.

BidUtim de la Socieie d'Anthropolos^e de Paris, tome vi. fasc. 3,

Paris, 1883, contain :—A paper by M. Hamy, on the interpreta-

tion of an inscription on the Mexican stone tablet in the Museum
of the Trocadero, supposed by him to refer to the foundation, in

1483, of the temple of the great Aztec divinity, Hiutzilopochtli.

—On the special frequency in criminals and in the insane of an

anomalous medial occipital fossa, by Prof. Lombroso.—On the

significance of the interlaced hearts common in the ornamenta-

tion of rings, crosses, &c., in use in La Bretagne and La
Vendee, by M, Bonnemere, who regards them as of medixval

origin, and connected with marriage, while Madame Clemence
Royer showed that they were of modern design, and religious

in character, representing the hearts of Jesus and the Virgin, as

symbolised in the convents of the Sacre Cceur.—A communica-
tion from Madame Clemence Royer, setting forth her claim to

be regarded as the first person who pointed out that Lamarck
was the true father of the theory of evolution, she having ex-

pounded his doctrines in a course of lectures on philosophy

given by her in 1859-60.—On the explorations of the Grotto des

Cottes in Poitou, by M. de Rochebrune. The finds exhibit

fossil bones in great abundance, well-cut flints, and a human
skeleton, which has been submitted to M. de Mortillct.—On the

Chellean deposits of Temifine, in Algiers, by M. le Dr. Tom-
masini. These contain remains of so-called Elephas atlanticus.

—On Prof. Putnam's recent explorations of Kjokkenmoddings,
mounds, ash-pits, and stone-graves in Maine, Ohio, and Tennes-

see, by M. de Nadaillac.—On a more correct mode of classifying

the colour of the eyes and hair in reference to the determination

of ethnic characteristics, by M. Ikow.—On the " Er Fousen,"
or pit-graves in St. Pierre-Quiberon, in La Bretagne, by M.
Gaillard.—On the anthropomrtric determination of the principsl

races of France, by M. le Dr. Collignon. A detailed and
exhaustive treatise, in which the author, after setting apart a

distinct group of Frenchmen, considers the rest of the French
nation, somewhat arbitrarily, under four heads— Celts, Cimri,
" Lorrainians," and so-called " Medilerraneens." Under the

latter term he treats of those south-western races of France,

whose chief source of origin is the Eastern Pyrenees, and who
designate themselves as Catalans.—On the craniometric study of

plagiocephalics, by M. le Dr. Manouvrier, bearing on the

question af cerebral asymetry as a characteristic of superior

brain-capacity.—On anomalous muscles in man, by M. le Dr.
Testut.—Note on the various objects of fetish from Upper
Ogooe, by M. Delisle. In the discussion to which the com-
munication gave rise, M. de Mortillet maintained the view, to

which he has frequently given expression, that in Africa
originated the use of iron for industrial purposes, while the

African was the only savage who knew how to extract and work
the metal. In the iron projectile arms from the Congo M. de
Mortillet believes we have analogous weapons to those seen in

the hands of the Assyrian kings when represented as engaged in

lion-hunting.—On the decrease of the population in France, by

M. Lagneau. This decrease was known to amount to seven for

every hundred inhabitants in twenty-six Departments, although

there were only eight of these in which the deaths exceeded the

births.—On the " Questionnaire de Sociologie et d'Ethno-

graphic" of the Society, drawn up by MM. Hay, Hovelacque,
and Vinson, and submitted by them to their confrires.—On two
crania found in the Department de la Drome, by M. le Dr.

Delisle. One of these is dolichocephalic, and similar to the

Cro-Magnon type ; the other is brachiocephalic.—On the

dangers of premature exercise of the higher intellectual faculties

and of the physical powers in relation to the present excessive

academic requirements and early term of military service in

France, by M. Dally.—On M. Testut's elaborate prehistoric

chart of La Dordogne, by M. Hamy.—On the practices and
superstitions which prevail in Arlois and Picardy in connection

with bees, by M. E. T. Hamy. Such practices in no way differ

from those described in the " Georgia-," excepting in as far as

concerns the aspersion of the hive with holy water by the modern
peasant bee-cultivator. In Artois, as in Berry, when the

master of the house dies his hives must be covered with black,

and the fact of his decease whispered to the bees to avert their

otherwise inevitable death.—On some cephalometric determina-

tions on the living subject in Greece, by M. Apostolides. He
consiners that the people of the Peloponnesus have best preserved

the dolichocephalic type of the ancient Greeks, as shown in the

crania of tombs belonging to the fourlh century B.C.—The first

part of a paper by M. de Ujfalvy on the " Kafirs-Siapochs," or

" Black-roted " tribe of the Hindoo-Koosh.

Archives of the Physical a?id Natural Sciemes, Geneva, Nov.

15, 1883.—Researches on the absorption of the ultra-violet rays

by aqueous and vitreous humours, albuminoids, and other sub-

stances, by M. J. L. Soret.—On electrolytic condensers, by Dr.

C. E. Guillaume.—Sixty-sixth session of the Helvetic Society of

Natural Sciences held at Zurich in August, 1883 : Report on the

Geological Session, president, Prof. Suess of Vienna. Papers

were read on the structure of the Alps, by the President, who
rejected the theory of upheaval, denying the existence of any
natural motive power capable of raising lofty mountain ranges ;

on the old glaciers of the northern slopes of the Alps, by M.
Alph. Favre ; on the climateric zones during the Jurassic and
Chalk epochs, by Prof. Neumayr of Vienna ; on the Kimmer-
idge formations of the Vaude Alps, by M. Schardt of Mon-
treux ; on the fossils of the same geological area, by M. de

Loriol ; on the physical and chemical changes undergone by
rocks subject to glacial pressure, by Prof. Miihlberg of Aarau

;

on some specimens of spath fluor recently found in the dolomitic

limestones of Trolerengraben, Valais, by M. Ed.de Fellenberg ; on
the hydrographic system of the Jura range in the canton of Neu-
chatel, by M. Jaccard ; on the mollasse and glacial formations

of Upper Suabia, by M. Probst of Essendorff'; on the gypsum
formations of Vorarlberg, by M. Chavannes ; on a sectional pro-

file of the Schlossberg in the Titlis range, showing the geologi-

cal dispositions of the limestone rocks of the twelfth sheet

in Dufour's map, by Dr. C. Moesch of Zurich ; on the

fauna of the coal and limestone formations in the Permim
system of Bohemia, by Dr. A. Fritsch ; on an ancient post-

Glacial lacustrine basin in the Soleure district, formed by three

concentric frontal moraines, slight traces of which still ; urvive

in the Aar valley, by M. Alph. Favre ; on the earthquake at

Ischia, by Prof. Suess.

Nachrichten of the Royal Society of Sciences and of the

University of Gdttingen, July 30, 1883.—On some historical docu-

ments connected w ith the history of Bavaria during the fourteenth

century, by Ludwig Weiland.—Remarks on Jacobi's theory of

elliptical functions, with special reference to his logarithm of

theta functions (continued), by A. Enneper.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 20, 1883.
—"Note on the Consti-

tution of Chlorophyll." By Edward Schunck, F.R.S.

The author having for some time been engaged in examining

the derivatives of chlorophyll, the question of the constitution of
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that body presented itself. Whatever chloropliyll may be from

a physiological point of view, for the chemist it is simply an

organic colouring matter. The colouring matters occurring

naturally in the organs of plants and animals are of several kinds.

The greater number Ijelong to the class of so-called glucoside^,

i.e. bodies which b. decomposition with acids or ferments yield

some kind of gUlco^e or sugar as one of the products. The
author was led to suspect that chlorophyll might turn out to be

a "lucoside, its general properties being such as characterise that

class of compounds. To prove this by direct experiment was

almost impossible, on account of the difficulty in preparing

chlorophyll in a state of purity ; but the authorj describes some
exjieriments made with solutions of chlorophyll, which tend to

show that when decomposed with acids it does behave as a

ghicoside, splitiing up into glucose and other bodies, the phyllo-

cyanin and phylloxanthin of Fremy being] products that are

formed at the same time.

Mathematical Society, January to.—S. Roberts, F.R.S.,

vice-president, in the chair.—-Messrs. U. Brockelhank and

A>utosh Mukhopadhyay were elected members, and Messrs.

Fortey and Heppel admitted into the Society.—The Chairman

spoke upon the late Mr. C. W. Merrifield's mathematical work

and upon his services to the Society, and concluded his remarks

by reading the words of a vote of condolence with the family of

tlie deceased which the Council had requested the President to

communicate to them.—Mr. A. Buchheim stated an extension of

Pascal's theorem to space of three dimensions, and communicated

a paper on the theory of screws in elliptic space. His special

object was to shovi' that Grassmann's " Ausdehnungslehre " sup-

plies all the necessary materials for a calculus of screws in elliptic

space, and that Clifford was apparently led to construct his

theory of biquaternions by the want of such a calculus.—Mr.

H. Fortey read a paper on contacts and isolations, a problem in

permutations.—Mr. Tucker presented a paper by Prof. H. Lamb
on the induction of electric currents in cylindrical and spherical

conductors, and spoke on a group of circles which are connected

with the "triplicate-ratio" circle.

Edinburgh

Royal Physical Society, December 19, 1S83.—Dr. R. H.
Traquair, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—The following office-

bearers were elected for the year 1883-84, viz. Presidents,

Dr. R. H. Traquair, F.R.S., B. N. Peach, F.R.S.E.,

F.G.S., r- A. Harvie-Brown, F.R.S.E., F.Z.S. ;
Secretary,

Robert Gray, V.P.R.S.E. ; Assistant Secretary, John Gibson;

Treasurer, Charles Prentice, C.A., F.R.S.E. ; Librarian,

J. T. Gray, M.A. — The following papers were read,

'viz. :—Notes on the genus Gyracanthus, by Dr. H. Traquair,

F. R.S.—On a specimen of Pecopteris in circinate vernation

v^ ith remarks on the genera Spiropteris and Rhizomopteris of

Schimper, by Robert Kidston, F.G.S.—On a new species of

Schutzia from the calciferous sandstones of Scotland, by R.

Kidston, F.G.S.—On the structure of Sarcodictyon, by Prof.

W. A. Herdman, F.R.S.E.—Notes on the islands of Sula

Sgeir or North Barra and North Rona, with a list of the birds

inhabiting them, by Mr. John Swinburne. Specimens of eggs

from the islands were also exhibited.—Mr. J. A. Harvie Brown,

F.Z.S. , exhibited, with remarks, a specimen of the Little Gull

(Lanis minuhts), shot in the island of North Uist.—Mr. Hoyle

exhibited, with remarks, a skeleton of the extinct Moa (Vinoriiis

didiformis).—Dr. Traquair exhibited a specimen of the Osprey

(Paiidion haliaetus), shot in Midlothian —Prof. Arch. Geikie,

F. R. S., was elected an honorary Fellow of the Society.

Mathematical Society, January 11.—Mr. Thomas Muir,

F. K.S.E., president, in the chair.—Prof. Chrystal delivered an

address on surfaces of the second order, in which he advocated

strongly the study of the properties of these surfaces from the

surfaces themselves. The address was illustrated by a large

number of beautiful models in wood, plaster, cardboard, and

thread.—Prof. Tait communicated an analytical note, and one

or two geometrical problems were discussed.

Dublin

Royal Society, December 17, 1883.—Rev Dr. S. Haughton,

F.R.S., in the chair —On the Ringhals or Cape Cobra, by M.

G. R. O'Reilly. The author briefly describes some of the

habits of this snake [SiTpedon lutmacliates), called " ipimpi " by

tlie Kafirs. He is peculiarly subject to fear, but, when com-

pelled, fights savagely. Raising one-third of his length perpen-

dicularly, and with expanded hood, he advances, dashing his

head repeatedly to the ground and hissing furiously. Sh luld he

come close enough, he strikes repeatedly, not open-mouihed,
but only with the point of the fangs that protrude lightly

downwards over the lower lip. But little poison is intrr, luced

into the superficial wound produced in this way, and such wounds
are not nearly so often fatal as those produced by the puff-adder.

There is, however, a time when the Ringhals is much more to

be dreaded. When driven to an extremity, he sometimes sub-

sides into a kind of swoon, and lies as if dead with his mouth
somewhat gaping, but woe to the man who should curiously ven-

ture his finger therein ; it would be instantly locked as in a vice,

the fangs would be buried in the flesh, and the poison would
flow unceasingly. He will not let go, but, like a tiuUdog, will

allow himself to bs beaten to death rather than relinquish his

hold. When he finds fatigue coming on, he exerts himself to

hold the faster, and each new exertion causes the deadly venom
to flow more and more. By degrees fatigue overcomes him, and
incli by inch, from the tail upwards, his rausclei lose their

rigidity, till at last after perhaps a quarter of an hour, finding him-
self unable to hold on any longer, he lets go. Then if again

attacked he fights anew, apoarently as fresh as ever ; but if

allowed a little peace he will lie still a few moments, and then

calmly glide away to feast again on the frogs in the sedges, or

sun himself once more by the heated rocks on the hillside.

—

On more convenient equivalents for converting British into

metrical measures than those hitherto in use, by G. Johnstone
Stoney, D.Sc, F.R.S. Capt. Clarke's determination of the

length of the British yard in metrical measure, made at South-

ampton in i865 for the Ordnance Survey (see Philoiophicil

Transactions for 1867), differs by a small amount from that

which had previously been made by Capt. Kater, and it is note-

worthy that the iftuall difference between these excessively care-

ful determinatio s is greater than the difference between Capt.

Clarke's determination and the very simple equivalent.

The yard = 9I4'4 millimetres
;

so that the outstanding error which will be incurred if this very

convenient number is a^lopted is of an amount which is inap-

preciable in ordinary good scientific work. It is less than the

expansion produced in iron standards of length by one degree of

temperature. Again, the pound avoirdupois differs, according

to Prof. Miller's determination (which is the mo;t elaborate we
possess), from the simple equivalent.

The pound = 453 '6 grammes,

by only one-quarter of a grain avoirdupois in a kilogramme.
This is about 1/70 of the correction which would have to be

made in weighing water in order to reduce its apparent weight

to its weight in vacuo, and is of small account even in carefully

conducted scientific work. The value of the gallm, which fol-

lows from Capt. Clarke's determination of the metre, is

I '000027 times that adopted in Dowding's Metrical Tables, and
differs from the simple equivalent,

The gallon = 4544 cubic centimetres,

by an amount which is less than a cubic centimetre in ten litres,

an error which is inappreciable ; measures of capacity )iot

admitting of being compared so closely as weights and measures

of length. Hence we may take as our fundamental units

—

The yard = 9i4'4 millimetres,

with an error of less than a fifth-metret ' in the metre, on the

authority of Capt. Clarke ;

The pound = 453"6 grammes,

with an error of one-quarter of a grain avoirdupois in a

kilogramme, on the authority of Prof. Miller ;

The gallon = 4544 cubic centimetres,

with an error of less than one cubic centimetre in ten litres, on

the authority of the best previous determinations corrected by

Capt. Clarke's. It is a truly remarkable circumstance that the

first of these numbers happens to be divisible by 3- and 2^, the

second by 2' and 7, and the third by l^. Divisors more con-

venient could hardly have been chosen for dealing with the

disorderly way in which Briti.sh measures are subdivided. They

furnish the following tables, which may be safely re-

commended :

—

' By metrets are to be understood decimal subdivisions of the metre. The
fifth-metret is the fifth of these, or the hundred-thousandth of a metre. It

is about the diameter of one of the red disks in human blood.
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Table 1.

—

Measures of Length.

The yard = 9I4"4 millimetres.

The foot = 304-8 ,,

The inch = 25'4 ,,

Table W.— Weights.

The ponnd = 453'6 grammes.
The half-pound = 226S „
The quarter pound = II3'4 „
The ounce = 2S'35 ,,

The grain = '0648 ,,

[This last Ogives the gramme = 15 '43210 grains, a number
Mhich it is singularly easy to recollect.]

Table III.

—

Measures of Capacity

The gallon = 4544 cubic centimetres.

The quart = 1136 ,,

The pint = J68 „
The half pint =284
The noggin = 142 ,,

'The fluid ounce = 28-4 ,,

If any person using these tables -.vishes to carry refinement
farther, he may do so by subtracting one in every hundred
thousand after using Table I., Iiy subtracting one in sixty

thousand after using Table II., and by subtracting one in ten

thousand after using Table III. These corrections will carry
accuracy to the limit of Prof. Miller's and Capt. Clarke's
determinations.—R. J. Moss, F.C.S., showed an experiment
illustrating the use of Rohrbach's heavy liquid—a solution of

baric and mercuric iodides. Minute garnets occm-ring in Dublin
granite were separated from the roughly pulverised rock in a
state of purity, and in quantity quite sufficient for an exhaustive
analysis.

Sydney

Linnean Society of New South Wales, October 31, 1883.
—The President, C. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S., in the chair.—The
following papers were read :— Occasional notes on phnts indi-

genous in the immediate neighbourhood of Sydney, No. 5, by
Kdward Haviland.^Notes on the temperature of the body of
the Echidna hystrix, by N. de Miklouho Maclay. This is a

detailed account of some experiments made by the writer at

Brisbane in July, 1S79. He found, after observations carefully

made on two occasions, that the average temperature of the
body of the Echidna is 25^ C, equal to 78° F., or very little

more than that of fish, and about 25° under that of mam-
mals generally.—On the Plagiostomata of the Pacific, part ii., by
N. de Miklouho Maclay and William Macleay, F. L.S. The
continuation of a paper by the same authors, written some years
back, on the genus Heterodontus. The present paper gives de-
.'criptions and illustrations of a new species from Japan, named
Heterodontus japonicHs.—Notes on some reptiles from the Her-
bert River, Queensland, by William Macleay, F.L.S. In this

paper, after enumerating all the Reptilia contained in the collec-

tion sent to him by Mr. Boyd from the Herbert River, Mr.
Macleay descrities as new a lizard, Tiaris lioydii, and three
snakes, Tropidonotiis angusticeps, Dendtophis hilorealis, and
Herberlophis pluinbeHS, the latter a new genus allied to Coronella.
—Notes on some customs of the aboriginal tribes of the Albert
District, New South Wales, by C. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S., presi-

dent. The President read some notes furnished him by Mr. W.
H. J. Slee, the Government Inspector of Mines, regarding a
singular ceremony which the aboriginal tribes of the Mount
Poole district perform, when, as is often the case in that arid
region, they netd rain. Occasionally pieces of the fibrous
variety of gypsum. Satin-spar, are found by the natives, who
highly value them and call them "rain-stoues," for they believe
that the Great Spirit uses them in producing rain. The Presi-
dent exhibited one of the " rain-stones " which had been secured
by Mr. Slee, who witnessed the ceremony when performed two
years ago by the Mount Poole and Mokley tribes.—On the brain
of Grey's whale {Kogia greyi), by William A. Haswell, M.A.—On a new genus of fishes from Port Jackson, by \Vm. Macleay,
F.L.S. This paper consists of the description of a large fi>h

taken a few days ago in a seine net at Watson's Bay. It is of
the family Cirrhitid,r, and somewhat allied to the genus Chilo-
dactyhis. The generic name given to it is Psilocraiiium, from
its naked head, and ihe specific name Coxii, in honour of the
President of the Commissioners for Fisheries of New South
Wales. This fish was exhibited by Mr. Morton, Assistant
Cuntor, Australian Museum.

Royal Society of New South Wales, October 3, 1883.

—

Hon. Prof. Smith, C.M.G., president, in the chair.—Two new
members were elected and thirty-five donations received.—

A

paper by H. Ling Roth, F. M.S., on the roots of the .sugar-cane,

was read.—Mr. H. C. Rus-ell exhibited a modifioHion r,f

Faure's bichromate battery.—Mr. Russell exhibited several new
photographs of the sun taken by him at the Sydney Observatory.
November;, 1883.—H. C. Russell, F.R.A.S., in the chair.

—One new member was elected and eighty-eight donations
received.—A paper, on irrigation in Upper India, was read by
H. G. McKinney, M.E.—Prof. Liversidge exhibited portions of

a fossil crocodile from the Flinders River in Queensland, and
other fossils.

November 14, 1883.—Hon. Prof. Smith, C.M.G., president,

in the chair.—An adjourned meeting was held, and a i-aper,

by Mr. A. Pepys Wood, on tanks and wells of New South
Wales water supply and irrigation, was communicated by Mr.
Warren, C.E.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, January 7.—M. Rolland, president,

in the chair.—M. Bouley was elected vice-president, and MM.
H. Milne Edwards and Eecquerel added to the Central Com-
mittee of Management for the year 18S4.—The President re-

ported on the papers, memoirs, and documents of all kinds issued

by the Academy and received from various sources during the;

year 1883. The changes that took place amongst the members
and correspondents during the same year were announced.— Re-
port on the hydrographic explorations of the Roinanclie in Tierra

del Fuego, by M. F. Martial. The work accomplished com-
prised three distinct parts—(l) the regular triangulation of a

portion of Beagle Passage and of several islands, besides twenty

plans of various roadsteads ; (2) the survey of the north-weslern

branch and about half of the south-western branch of Beagle
Passage and the Ildefonsus Islands

; (3) exploration of the

north-west extremity of Talbot Passage, of the west side of the

archipelago from Cook Bay to Black Head Cape, and of the

various channels connecting Brecknock Passage with Whaleboat
and Darwin Sounds.—Report on the climate of Cape Horn, by
M. J. Lephay. Appended to the report are various meteorolo-

gical tables showing the temperature, barometric pressure, at-

mospheric currents, direction and velocity of the winds observed

at the station of Orange Bay from September 26, 1S82, to

August 31, 1883.—On the spectrum of the Pons-Brooks comet,
by JL Ch. Trepied.—Spectroscopic observations made at Nice
on the Pons-Brooks comet, by M. ThoUon.—Observations at

Marseilles on the same comet (one illustration), by M. E. L.

Trouvelot.—On certain doubly periodical functions of the second
species, by M. E. Goursat.—On the application of Vander-
monde's notation to the representation of hypergeometrical

polynomes in a condensed form, by M. Radau.—Calculus of the

contact arc of a flexible, spiral, metallic rod, according to any
given conditions, on a circular cylinder, by M. H. Leaute.

—Note on the action exercised on polarised light by the

cellulose solutions in the Schweizer reagent, by M. A. Levallois.

—On the compound heat of the soluble fluorides and the law of

substituted thermic constants, by M. D. Tommasi.—Some new
sulphuretted salts derived from the trisulphuret of phoshorus, by
M.G. Lemoine.—On the law of free surfaces in vegetable anatomy,
by M. C. Eg. Bertrand.—On the modifications presented by the

muscles after severance of the nerves communicating with them,
by M. J. Babinski.—On progressive atrophic myopathy (here-

ditary myopathy beginning in infancy with the muscles of the

face, without change in the nervous system), by MM. L.

Landouzy and J. Dejerine.—Researches on some recent pretended

infallible specifics against hydrophobia (second note), by M. P.

Gibier. Garlic and pilocarpine (active principlesofjaborandi), tested

on rats and cats, were found to be powerless to prevent thedevelop-

ment of rabies.—Note accompanying the photographs of natural

size of two children delivered by the operation of paratomy in

cases of extra-uterine pregnancy by M. Championniere, of the

Tenon Hospital, by M. Just Lucas Championniere.—Observa-

tions on the remarkable sunsets and dawns observed at Campan
during the month of December, 18S3, by M. Soucaze. No solu-

tion of the phenomenon is offered ; but to the volcanic theory it

is objected that the effects should be permanent if due to the

permanent presence of minute igneous particles in the atmo-

sphere.

Berlin

Physical Society, December 14, 1883.—Prof. Bornstein

described an apparatus for measuring the momentum of
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the wind, constructed and set up by him in -• the High
School of Agriculture. Hitherto, as is well known, in order

to compute the momentum of the wind, people had either

regi>tered its velocity by means of the Roljinson anemometrical

scale, or its ])ressure by means of the so-called pressure table.

The cross-cup instrument laboured, however, under this disad-

vantage, that it was incapable of folhowing a rapid change of the

wind's velocity, being neither able, under an increase of velocity,

to pi^ss at once to the duly accelerated pace, nor in the case of

an abrupt abatement of the wind's speed, to fall back, till after

a considerable time, to the commensurately slower rate. Tiie

pressure-table, again, was attended with this disadvantage, that

on each occasion it had to be placed in the direction of the wind,

and in the case of a relief of pressure, performed o-cillations of

its own, which registered themselves on the writing apparatus.

Prof. Bernstein's insirument consisted e.ssentially of a ball,

126 mm. diameter, affixed to a vertical descending rod,

which by an axle-system, at four-fifths of its length, was
rendered freely movable on all sides. To the lower end of the

rod was fastened a long wire, likewise movable on all sides,

and su'ipended inside a tube 4 metres long. At a still greater

distance was placed a quadrilateral vertical prism, movable
between rollers, so that each lateral movement of the ball

became converted into an up and down movement of the prism.
To the prism there hung a frame with a pencil, which marked in

curves on a passing strip of paper the movements produced by
the pressure of the wind on the ball. At the Io«er end, again,

there was fixed a horizontal plate, by way of a damper. Several
of the curves described by this measurer of wind-pressure were
shown by Prof. Bornstein, among others that of December 4, a

day distinguished by a very low mininmm (730 mm.), which
passed over Kurope from west to east. The observer perceives

ill this curve a very great rise of the wind's momentum during
the day, then at about seven to nine in the evening he see? the
curve descend al.nost to the line of zero, remounting thence in

the later hours of the night to its maximum. This showed that

the centre of the barometric minimum had passed exactly over

Berlin, two periods of intense wind-momentum being separated

by a lull of considerable duration.—Dr. Konig added some
supplementary notes to the address recently delivered by him
before the Society, setting forth the results of his investiga-

tions into the state of the colour-blind (-ee Nature, vol. xxix.

p. 168). Among other things he read a passage in Goethe's
"Theory of Colours," showing that Goethe had already exa-

mined a colour-blind person, regarding whom he was of opinion
that he was blue-blind, or akyanoblcpt. From Goethe's state-

ments, however, it was plain tliat the individual in question was
red-blind, and it would accordingly appear that this was the first

real observation of a case of colour-blindness.

Physiological Society, December 21, 1883.—Prof. Fritsch

gave a demonstration of the model of a brain, prepared accord-

ing to the directions of Prof. Aeby in Zurich, and acquired by
the Physiological Institute. By means of differently coloured

wires and of coloured balls of different sizes, it shows the situa-

tion of the cerebral ganglia, and the course of the nerve-fibres in

connection with them. The nerve cords and the ganglia per
taining to them are without exception of the same colour. The
connections between the spine and the separate sections of the

cerebrum and cerebellum, the cerebral cavities and fissures, come
out very clearly in the skilfully fashioned model.—Dr. Falk
spoke of the transference from mother to foetus of corpuscular
and chemical poisons, and brought prominently to notice the

different results yielded by observations on man and experiments
made on animals with a view to obtaining knowledge on this

subject. Infectious diseases, such as small-pox, syphilis, <S:c., were
conveyed from the mother. Other diseases, such as inflamma-
tion of the spleen, were not so conveyed. With respect to

chemical poisons, the case was likewise various. The statements
of different authors respecting the oxide of carbon did not agree.

Dr. Falk had quite recently had occasion to dissect a woman
who died from the poison of oxide of carbon. Her body dis-

played all the symptoms characterising this form of death,
sho A ing in a singularly perfect manner the bright colour of the
skin, of the muscles, and of the blood. The dead foetus of the
deceased woman, which was of eight months' growth, bad, on
the other hand, normally coloured muscles and dark blood, in

which neither chemical reagents nor spectral analysis discovered

a trace of the oxide of carbon. A case having, however, been
el-ewhere observed of the passage of the oxide of q^rbon into

the blood of a foetus six months old. Dr. Falk conjecttlred that

the age of the embryo, more particularly the greater or less thick-

ness of the partition dividing the mother's system of blood-vessels
from that of the child, formed a considerable item in the account.
This point he would study by experiments on (he osmosis of
gases.—Dr. Blaschko communicated the results of his investiga-

tions into the structure and embryological development of the outer

sliin in the palm of the hand of man and apes. On the under
side of the epidermis he not only found protuberances corre-

sponding with the regular furro vs visible on the surface, but,

answering to the prominences of the surface, were .also found
protuberances on the under side connected with the former by
transverse swellings. The study of the histological development
of the outer skin further taxight Dr. Blaschko that the epidermi-,

with its protuberances and depressions, was first fully formed
before the cutis came into shape, attaching itself to the epider-

mis.—Dr. .Salomon has endeavoured to fill a gap which was
yet perceptible in our knowledge of the urine of domestic
mammalia. In particular there existed but four analyses of the

urine of the pig, which, as an omnivorous animal, stood
specially near to man, and of these four, three were of earlier

date than 1S45. These four analyses, moreover, all concurred
in denying that the urine of s\^ ine contained any uric ac'd, a
circumstance very remarkable in face of the fact of the universal

diffusion of this substance among all the other higher animals
that had yet been examined. Its place was supposed to be
supplied in the pig by guanine. As the result of his examina-
tions, Dr. Salomon found that in all cases the urine of swine
contained uric acid, and that in no inconsiderable quan-
tities. The proportion of uric acid in the urine was, in swine,

as I to 150; in man, i to 50. Guanine, on the other hand,
could not be indisputably proved to be present in the urine of

swine ; but a crystalline substance, very closely related to guanine,

and showing simil.ir reactions, was found ; lactic acid, the pre-

sence of which in s\a ine had been maintained, could not be
discovered, although succinic acid, which comes ne.ar to it, was
found. Creatine and creatinine, as also other xanthine sub-

stances, were likewise searched for in the urine of swine.—In
connecti™ with this subject, Dr. A. Baginski stated that in the

urine of a diptherit'c child suffering from nephritis he had found
a substance very nearly related to guanine,'as also xanthine, both
in perfectly perceptible quantities. Both these substances, how-
ever, decreased in quantity with the abatement of the disease.
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THE ALPS OF NEW ZEALAND
The High Aips of New Zealand; or, A Trip to the

Glaciers of the Antipodes, -with an Ascent of Mount
Cook. By William Spotswood Green. (Macmillan,

1883.)

THE laborious explorations of Dr. Julius von Haast

and his associates, undertaken in 1862 and subse-

quent years, had, as their results, an excellent sketch map
of the New Zealand Alps, and a general knowledge of

their topography and geology. It was also made evident

that, although the summits did not attain the elevation of

many in the Swiss Alps, yet, as they were steep and pre-

cipitous, as they rose from valleys comparatively low, and

as the snow line descended far below its ordinary level in

the Northern .Alps, there would be considerable difficulty

in scaling the higher peaks. No real attempt on these

was made till the year 1881, when Mr. Green decided to

try his hand at mountaineering in New Zealand.

It was of course necessary for any one contemplating

glacier excursions to take guides from Europe. Mr.

Green was fortunate enough to secure the services of

Emil Boss and Ulrich Kaufmann, both well knovra guides

from Grindelwald. His narrative shows that he could

not have made a better choice—the two men proved to

be not only first rate mountaineers, but also pleasant

and trustworthy companions, always uncomplaining and

unselfish.

Mr. Green must have begun his journey under an un-

lucky star. Small-pox broke out on board among the

forecastle passengers before they reached Table Bay. On
arriving in Australia, all were put in quarantine for some

three weeks, where, we may add, the arrangements for

the reception of the unfortunates appear to have been

disgracefully bad. Then, when Mr. Green escaped from

this bondage just in time to catch the New Zealand

steamer, it happened to be full, so that altogether more

than a month of valuable time was lost.

At last, after touching at one or two spots on the

western coast of the Southern Island, Mr. Green landed

at Christchurch, and, after a brief consultation with Dr.

von Haast, hastened to push up the country towards

Mount Cook. The physical structure of the Southern

Island is comparatively simple. A map of it bears some

resemblance, except for the smallness of the scale, and

the greater height of the mountains, both relative and

absolute, to the southern part of the Scandinavian penin-

sula. The watershed—that of the Southern Alps—lies

comparatively near to the western coast, and runs roughly

parallel with it ; between these is a mountain land,

pierced with beautiful fjords, especially towards the

south, and covered with dense and generally impenetrable

forest; on the eastern side, between the main range and the

sea, is a comparatively level district ; a zone of lakes

borders the mountain region, similar to that on the

southern flank of the European Alps ; and the lowlands

extend far into the recesses of the peaks. The Tasman
valley, for example, which runs up to the glacier of the

same name in the very heart of the chain beneath the

peak of Mount Cook, is described by Mr. Green as an
Vol. XXIX.—No. 743

immense flat, from which the mountains rise as from a

shore. The end of the glacier being 2400 feet above the

sea, the average fall of the river is about 25 feet to a

mile. Mount Cook, which attains an elevation of 12,349

feet above the sea, is the culminating point of the

Southern Alps, but there are several fine peaks near it

which are not very much lower. A grand group of

glaciers descends from these, of the beauty of which Mr.

Green speaks in enthuiiastic terms.

The mountains of New Zealand are of great interest

to the student of physical geography. The latitude of

Mount Cook corresponds with that of Florence in the

northern hemisphere, but the mean annual temperature

of the Southern Island is 10° lower than that of corre-

sponding latitudes in Western Europe. There is, how-

ever, much less difference between the extremes. For

instance, the mean summer temperature of Dunedin

(lat. 45° 50') is 57°'2, the mean winter y^'-j F. The
rainfall on the eastern coast is much the same as on

the English lowlands, being 33 inches at Dunedin and

25 inches at Christchurch ; but on the western coast, at

Hokitaka, it is 118 inches. Thus the snowfall on the

mountains is heavy, and the line of permanent snow is

full three thousand feet lower than on the Alps. Hence
the glaciers descend far below the level of those in

Switzerland, coming down on the western side at one

place to within 670 feet of the sea-level, while on the

eastern they terminate at about 2000 feet ; on this side

however, the limit of perpetual snow is about 750 feet

lower than on the western. On the whole the area covered

permanently by ice and snow in the Southern Alps is

about 160 square miles, or 20 more than tha; in the

Bernese Oberland. The Great Tasman Glacier is eighteen

miles long, thus exceeding the Great Aletsch by three

miles ; further it is two miles wide at the end, while the

other does not exceed a mile in any part.

The Southern Alps present another very singular fea-

ture. To the south of Mount Cook the chain is severed

by a singular flit-topped pass—named after Dr. von

Haast—the ill-marked summit of which is only about

1600 feet above the sea
;
yet to the south of it again the

mountains rise rapidly, and attain elevations of full ten

thousand feet. Thus a depression of a couple of thousand

feet would convert the Southern Island of New Zealand

into two mountainous islands, divided by a narrow

channel, just as the Raftsund parts Hindo and Vaago in

the Lofotens.

The Alps of New Zealand are more ancient than those

of Europe, as they were probably uplifted in Jurassic

times. The oldest rocks—granites (or possibly in part

granitoid gneisses) appear on the western side ; these are

overlain by crystalline schists, to which succeed slites,

grits, &c., of Silurian and later ages. Probably when

this district is fully surveyed the New Zealand Alps will

be found to consist of a series of Archasan rocks overlain

by sedimentary deposits of considerably later date. The
highest rock on Mount Cook appears to be a quartzite,

and Mr. Green mentions the occurrence, lower down the

mountain, of some volcanic tuffs.

For Mr. Green's adventures during the ascent of

Mount Cook we must refer readers to his volume. Suffice

it to say that this proved to be no easy task. The diffi-

culties were twofold : those of conveying the necessaiy
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svipplies of food and covering to a sufficiently elevated

bivouac, and those presented by the mountain itself.

The former of course will be overcome as the country is

opened up, but it is evident that Mount Cook is equal in

difficulty to most of the first class Alpine peaks. Mr.

Green first attacked it by the southern ridge, but, after

reaching a height of 7500 feet, found that route im-

practicable. An attempt was then made to reach the

norlh-eastern face of the mountain by a route which also

had to be abandoned. Mr. Green then mounted by a

ridge on the left bank of the Hochstetter Glacier, and,

after bivouacking at a height of about 7000 feet, succeeded

in attaining the summit by a circuitous and difficult climb

near the ridge connecting Mount Cook with Mount

Tasman. His usual ill-fortune pursued him. The
weather was bad, as it seems often to be in these parts

—

and the approach of night compelled him to return

without actually setting his foot on the very highest point.

The ascent however was practically accomplished, only

a slight detour to avoid a crevasse and a little more
plodding along a snow ridge remained ; but even the

quarter of an hour or twenty minutes which this would

have added to the expedition could not be spared. The
summit of Mount Cook is not the place on which to spend

a night in bad weather, nor is it a peak which can be

descended in the dark. As it was, notwithstanding their

utmost exertions, the travellers were compelled to halt for

the night at an elevation of some 10,000 feet above the

sea, on a ledge so dangerous that they dared not sleep

— even one at a time !

Mr. Green afterwards visited the neighbourhood of

Mount Earnslaw, a high peak south of Haast Pass, but

his usual ill-fortune pursued him, and the weather pre-

vented him from doing more than make a reconnaissance.

We lay down this volume with regret that the Fates

were not kinder to Mr. Green in giving him the oppor-

tunity of writing a longer tale of adventure. He tells

his story so well and pleasantly that we regret he could

not carry further his explorations of New Zealand peaks

and glaci'ers. He is evidently a close observer and

devoted student of nature, so that without any attempt at

book-making he has contrived to incorporate with his

narrative many interesting facts relating to the natural

history and physiography of these remarkable islands,

which raises his work far above the level of an ordinary

book of travel. T. G. Bonney

DOBSON'S ''MONOGRAPH OF THE
INSECTIVORA "

A Monograplt of the Insectivora, Systematic and Ana-

tomical. By G. E. Dobson, M.A., F.R.S. Parts I.

and II. 4to. Pp. 1-172, 22 Plates. (London : Van
Voorst, 1882-83.)

THE Insectivora constitute an order of Mammals at

the same time but little known and of great scien-

tific interest. Until recently they were not considered an

attractive group. Small in size, shy and retiring in

habits, difficult of capture, none of them of commercial

value or capable of domestication, they have received

little notice even from professed zoologists, and to the

general public their existence, except in the case of two

or three of the commonest species, has been almost un-

known. The fact, however, on which Prof. Huxley
insisted many years ago, in his lectures at the College of

Surgeons, that in this order we find some of the most
generalised members of the Eutherian or placental

Mammals, little-modifi;d representatives of what appear

to be ancestral forms, whose study is an excellent intro-

duction to a knowledge of the more modified or specialised

members of the class, has done much to elevate them in

the eyes of naturalists who are seeking the key to unlock

the history of the evolution of the Mammalia. Mr
Dobson, whose excellent work in the Chiroptera is familiar

to all zoologists, has done well then to take up the Insect-

ivora, and to give us, for the first time, a thoroughly

reliable and exhaustive monograph upon them.

Aided by wisely-bestowed grants from the Government

Fund administered by a committee of the Royal Society,

and with the assistance of numerous scientific friends, he

has been enabled to collect abundant materials, and
publish the results of his investigations in a copiously

illustrated form. To facilitate comparison and avoid

repetition, Mr. Dobson commences with a detailed account

of the anatomy, paying especial attention to the myology,

of two species, Gymniira rafflesidcnA Erinaceus europatis,

which have been selected, the former as the nearest

representative of an undifferentiated Eutherian, and the

latter as being a well-known species, easily obtainable for

examination. With these the anatomy of the species

subsequently described is compared and contrasted.

With regard to the general classification of the group, a

knowledge of which can of course only be obtained from

a thorough examination of their structure, Mr. Dobson
has wisely reserved his views until the work is completed,

adopting provisionally that which has been gradually

elaborated by Peters, Mivart, and Gill.

The two first parts of the work already issued contain

the families Erinaceider, Centetidcs, Solenodontida, Pota-

mogalida, ChrysO(.h!oridce, and Talpida, each family,

genus, and species being treated of fully, both anatomic-

ally and zoologically. The difficult group Soricidcz, as

well as the Macroscelida, Tupaiidce, and the aberrant

Galeopithecida-, will form the subject of the third and
concluding part. If this part should be, as we have every

reason to believe it will, equal to its predecessors in

thoroughness of detail and beauty of illustration, we shall

have a work which will do great credit to its author, and
rank among those solid contributions to knowledge which

form landmarks in the progress of science.

W. H. Flower

OUR BOOK SHELF
Manual of Mathematical Tables. By the Rev. J. A.

Galbraith and the Rev. S. Haughton, F.R.S. (Lon-
don : Cassell, Petter, and Galpin.)

" Now what so pleasing can there be, if a man be mathe-
matically given, as to calculate or peruse Napier's
logarithms, or those tables of artificial sines and tangents,

not long since set out by mine old collegiate, good friend,

and late fellow- student of Christchurch in Oxford, Mr.
Edmund Gunter, which will perform that by addition and
subtraction only which heretofore Regiomontanus's tables

did by multiplication and division?" We shall not take

up the cudgels against quaint old Burton, but will simply
say that, for those to whom the subject is a "pleasing"
one, here is an exceedingly handy and neatly got up
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manual, whose raison d'etre is justified by its having
reached a fourth edition. If our readers are " philo-

sophers," they will not require an account of what logar-

ithms are (see Mr. Glaisher's excellent description in the
" EncyclopiEdia Britannica," vol. .\iv.) ; if they are not,

with Mr. Squeers we say, " Then I am sorry for you, for

I sha'n't be able to explain them."
The tables, are in the main, five-figure tables, except

that the logarithms of looi to iioo are given to seven
places, and in the case of the logarithms of numbers ex-

tend to the logarithm of loooo. The other tables are

logarithms of sines and tangents to every minute of the

quadrant, and Gauss's sum and difference logarithms.

Besides, there are a capital introduction, tables of useful

constants with their logarithms, and solutions, by trigono-

metrical tables, of quadratic and cubic (.i"^ ± px + q = 0)
equations. There are no tables of natural sines and tan-

gents. We have no hesitation in commending these

tables to a still wider public than they have already
reached. R. T.

Frmciples of Theoretical C/ieinistry. By Ira Remsen.
(Philadelphia ; H. C. Lea's Son and Co., 1883.)

IJNFORTUN..VTELV for some years past we have been
treated with an immense number of "books" on che-
mistry in England of a most mechanical type : books in

which no reasoning theory is apparent. A dry epitome
of facts in a most unpalatable shape, embellished here
and there with formulae of various kinds, graphic, sym-
bolic, empiric, or glyptic, but in very rare cases any
attempt at showing the learner, easily, how these ideas of

chemical constitution, represented by formuke, are clearly

arrived at. If a student is unable to see, m his mind,
how the formula H^SOj represents a knowledge of the
constitution of sulphuric acid, he had much better only
know its percentage composition, as it may otherwise
lead him wrongly.

From the style of the present work, and some others
we have recently seen from the other side, our cousins
are taking up chemistry in a more philosophic manner
than ourselves. And it is easy to see whence this view
comes. Considering that we own a Dalton it is strange

that the development of chemical theories is so lightly

treated in English text-books. Are English students so

superficial or so under the domination of Exams, that a
work like Kopp's " Entwickelung" is too much for them?
This very condensed little work, just over 200 pages, is

intended for somewhat advanced students who have a
basement of facts to build upon. It commences with a
general discussion of atoms and molecules, which is con-
tinued in a very simple and clear manner, with the excep-
tion of a few nauish words like chemism. The chapters

on atoms and molecules and on valency are about as

clear and simple as they can be made, and the same may
be said in regard to the opening chapter on carbon com-
pounds. The author has evidently a reasonable notion
of the value and permanence of a chemical theory, and
no exception can be taken to the manner of discussion or

expression. Speaking, for instance, of Avogadro's hypo-
thesis, the author says :

" It is at present almost uni-

versally accepted by chemists, some, indeed, going so
far as to speak of it as a law." It is certainly one of the
best additions to the list of j'/wa// chemical books that has
been made for some time.

Studies in Micrographic Petrography. (Ady and Hen-
soldt, 7, Muchell Road, Nunhead, S.E.)

The growing interest taken in this country in the study
of petrography is well shown by the rapidly increasing

facilities offered for the prosecution of this branch of

science. The most recent of these has just appeared under
the foregoing title. It is to consist of the issue of two dozen
microscopic slides of characteristic minerals and rocks

prepared by Mr. Hensoldt of Wetzlar, with illustrative

drawings and descriptive text by Mr. J. E. Ady, who is

already favourably known for his microscopic prepara-

tions of British rocks. The first number of the " Studies "

is devoted to " Eozoo/i, Led Beg, Sutherland." It con-

tains two lithographic plates illustrative of the so-called

eozoonal structure of a limestone in the north of Scot-

land, and four pages of descriptive text. The author

gives a brief reference to the literature of the subject,

and an account of the microscopic structure of some
portions of the limestone in question, which he regards

as akin to that of the Canadian Eozoon, but as bemg of

inorganic origin. We are afraid his sketch is too slight

to have much weight in the controversy regarding Eosoon.
His effort to extend the opportunities of petrographical

investigation, however, and to popularise this fascinating

but difficult branch of geology is praiseworthy, and we
hope that his " Studies" may meet with such success as

may induce him to continue them.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[T/ie Editor does not holdhimself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests con espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comii, unications containing interesting and novelfacts
."l

The Remarkable Sunsets

The numbers of Nature for October, which are the latest to

be seen here at \\\i<- date, contain in the correspondence accounts

of the green appearance of the sun in India. Some solar phe-

nomena observable at present and during the whole of the past

month are probably related to these, and yet are sufficiently dis-

tinct to deserve a separate description. They have, indeed,

attracted the attention of everybody here by their novelty and
spectacular magnificence, and to some have an ominous signifi

cance in connection with recent seismic disturbances.

In November and December we have in this part of Japan a

remarkably clear atmosphere, and this year has proved no ex-

ception. The ijreat snow-capped muuntain, Fujii, some ninety

miles away to the west, is beautifully defined to view both at

sunrise and sunset on most days, although during the greater

part of the year—the warmer part that is—it is rare to catch a

glimpse of ir.

The phenomena of which I wish to record a description occur

everv day before and after sunset and sunrise, and serve to ma-
terially lengthen our day. In this latitude, although not in the

tropics, the shortness of the twilight is very noticeable as com-

pared with that of England, but at present at least an hour and

a half elapses between the moment of sunset and that of the dis-

appearance of the last of its rays, and this, with the same time

betu een dawn and sunrise, causes our day to be very appreciably

lengthened.

On some d.iys there is round the sun, even while it is still

high, a considerable area of silvery glare, 40" to 50" in diameter,

and bordered by a lurid reddish-brown or purplish-brown halo.

A similar lurid turl)idity lies in the horizon, and as the sun

descends the halo blends with this below, while above the sun it

attenuates and disappears, the silvery glare remaining undi-

minished. When the sun sets there is still a nearly circulir area

of this intense glare with a diameter of about 12°. On other

days there is before sunset only a thin silvery light round the sun

diffusing away from it, and only about and after the setting is

the more defined area of strong light strikingly visible, and on

these days the horizon also shows little of the dull redness men-

tioned aljove. Besides the above peculiarities, the sun preserves

its whiteness much more than usual, so as to be only golden

orange when setting.

Now follow the more remarkable phenomena. The white

glare, or patch of .silvery light, gradually sets, spreading out

along the horizon as it does so, and passing through the sunset

colours until little more than a red line one or two degrees det p
remains. This happens at about twenty minutes after .sunset.

At this moment, on the gray curtiin of twili^;ht appears a white

luminosity, which rapidly intensifies over the sunset, and shades

away over almost half the visible hemisphere. The brightne
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over ihe sunset becomes vividly brilliant, and at the same time

delicately coloured. Over a somewhat depressed circular area,

about 12° high and 15° broad, it assumes a pale green tint.

Above this comes an equally dazzling pale yellow-orange, and
again aljive this a soft rose colour melts away to the zenith. The
revival of the light, or return from commencing twilight, is pecu-

liarly -triking. Buildings become brillianily illuminated, and
strung shadows are cast. All this outglow occurs in no more
than live minutes, and now continues for about a quarter of an

hour, but the brilliancy gradually contracts in area and sets v\ith

a magni ieent display of sunset colours reaching some 120° round
the h irizon, until, by fifty minutes after sunset, this light has also

gone down to a red line of abiut 2° elevation. I should not

have omitted to say that the green light passes to yellow.

By this time night has fairly well come in the eastern half of

the heavens, but already another but more delicate silvery

whitenin; begins to show itself on the western curtain, and this

also diffuses very rapidly up to the zenith and round to north and
south. It also then goes throuf;h a process of contracting, in-

tensifying to considerable brightness, and gradually passing

through the sunset colours. Night is now full—with or without
moonli,'ht, according to date—and from the west, or rather from
a point well to the north of it, spreads a delicate but brilliant

light, having an almost perfect resemblance to the burning of a

vast distant city. The last crimson light of this reflection does
not di-appear till an hour and a half after sunset.

The pheno nena I have attempted to describe cannot possibly,

I think, lie explained otherwise than as being the effects of re-

flection, and that from a canopy many miles above the earth's

surface. The matter of this canopy is highly transparent,

for not only are moon and stars brilliantly clear, but in the

crescent moon the dark surface of its sphere was on some nights

in both months visible and so distinct as to have been noticed

independently I ly several persons. (It has been suggested that this

greater visiUdity of the dark surface of the moon may be due to

a stront»er reflection 'rom the present atmosphere of the earth.)

The reflecting matter mu-r, I suppose be water, but in what
form an 1 under what conditions it is there so high up day after

day in varying weather, it is difiicult to me to conceive. We
have had wet days intervening, cloudy days, and very windy
days, but on all occasions, e.xcept during rain, the phenomena
have Neen visible with strange uniformity.

Not counting the setting of the silvery glare twenty minutes

after sunset, which ought perhaps to be done, there are, it will

be seen, two reflected sunsets following the true one. In the

morning before -unrise the same phenomena in inverse order

are perhips still more remarkable to see. Indeed the whole
phen linena, night and morning, have a most unnatural and
magical appearance, very different from those of the ordinary

sunset and sunrise.

One oiher phenomenon, also of reflection, has yet to be
mentioned. Rarely with much distinctness, but always to be

noticed, there appears high up in the east, just after the silvery

glare fallowing the sun has set, and lasting only a few minutes, a

dim image uf the white glare and the western horizon just after

sunset. It is of a delicate rosy light, with a grayish central

part.

I am informed that somewhat similar appearances are being

seen in Shan hai. Edward Divers
Imperial Japanese College of Engineering, Tokio,

December 12, 1883

If ihe red sunsets are to be attributed to smoke and dust in

the atin sph.-re from volcanic eruptions, as seems likely from

the caniributions in the last number of NATURE at hand

(Decern iier 20), then it becomes important to take into account

other eruptions which may have happened simultaneously with

or shic-that of Krakatoa on August 27, 1883. In any discus-

sion -fit ospheric currents as fixing the dates of the appear-

ance . f ihese sunset phenomena at difterent places this is of

special 1 p .rtance, in order that no confusion may arise in

tryiiii; t j reconcile places and dates that may refer to dust and

ashf-'^*' 'U ht fro u entirely distinct eruptions. For this reason

i seni "u the following extracts.

Tin- i.r t H fiom the U.S. -ignal Service Monthly VVaUha-

Revic:>' lur October, 1883, and is as follows :

—

" Unalaska, Alaska, October 22, 18S3

" E.\ wive Officer, Signal Service, U.S.A., Washington, D.C.

>' IK,— I forward by this m^iil a sample bottle of sand that

fell (hiring the storm of October 20, 1883.

" At 2.30 p.m. the air became suddenly darkened like night,

and soon after a shower of mixed sand and water fell for about

ten minutes, covering the ground with a thin layer. The
windows were so covered that it was impossible to see through

them.
"This sand is supposed to have come either from the Men-

kushin or the new volcano adjacent to Bogoslov. The former is

at a distance of about nineteen miles south-west, but for years has

only issued forth smoke or steam. The latter is a new one,

which made its appearance this summer, and burst out from the

bottom of Behring Sea. It has been exceedingly active, as it

has already formed an island from 800 to 1200 feet high.

"According to the report of Capt. Anderson, the discoverer,

who sails one of the company's vessels, and who went within

2000 yards of it, it presents a most magnificent sight. The fire,

smoke, and lava are coming out at many crevices, even under

the water line. Large boulders are shot high in the air, which,

striking the water, send forth steam and a hissing sound.
" Bogoslov is about sixty miles from here, in a westerly direc-

tion. The new volcano is about one-eighth of a mile north-west

of it. "I am, Sir, very respectfully,
" S. Applegate,

" Sergt. Sig. Corps, U.S.A."

The other extract is from a recent paper as follows :

—

" San Francisco, Cal., December iZ, 1883
" Prof. Davidson received from Alaska to-day the particulars

of the volcanic disturbarces there in October last, near the

entrance to Cook's Inlet. On the morning of October 6 a settle

ment of fishermen on English Bay Inard a heavy report, and,

looking in the direction from whence the sound came, immense
volumes of smoke and flame were seen to burst forth from the

summit of Mount Augustine. The sky became obscured, and a

few hours later great (|uantities of pumice dust began to fall,

some of it being fine and smooth, and some gritty. At half-past

three o'clock on the same day an earthquake wave thirty feet high

came rushing in over the hamlet, sweeping away all the boats

and deluging the houses. The tide at the time being low saved

the settlement from utter destruction. This wave w as followed

by two other wavts eighteen feet high, which were succeeded at

irregular intervals by others. The ]3unuce ashes fell to a depth of

five inches, making the day so dark that lamps had to be lit.

At night the surrounding country was illuminated by flames from
the crater. Ordinarily Mount Augu tine is covered with snow,

but this year it is completely bare. Upon examination after the

disturbai.ces had subsided, it was found that the mountain had
been split in two from base to summit, and that the northern

slope had fallen to the level of the surrounding cliflfs. Simul-

taneously with the eruption, a new island made its appearance in

the passage between Chernaboura Island and the mainland. It

was seventy- five feet high, and a mile and a half long. So
violent was the volcanic action that two extinct volcanoes of the

Peninsula of Alaska, lying to the westward of the active volcano

Iliamua, 12,000 feet high, burst into activitj', and emitted

immense quantities of smoke and dust. Flames were visible at

night. It is stated that the wives of a party of Aleut Indians,

who were engaged in otter-hunting in that locality, became
afraid of the subterranean noises, and refused to stay, returning

to their homes. None of those who remained can be found."

The approximate positions of some of the points mentioned in

these reports are as follows :

—

Lat. Long.

Iliamua 6o-i N. ... I53*-: W.
Mount Augustine... 59'5 N. ... 153-5 W.
Unalaska 53-9 N. ... 166-5 W.
Bogoslov 54'oN. ... i68-o W.

Here we have the record of (i) a new volcano which appeared

near Bogoslov some time during the summer, and had been con-

tinuously active and thrown up an i-land 1000 feet high up to

some time in October
; (2) an explosive eruption of Mount

Aui;ustine on October 6, which split off the whole side of the

volcano and distributed ashes to a depth of five inches many
miles away, and started a wave in the ocean about thirty feet

high ; and (3) of a shower of sand and water on October 20 at

Unalaska, which probably arose from some fresh or renewed

eruption of a neighbouring volcano.

Many of these pihenomena resemble those reported from

Krakatoa, though on a smaller scale. It is not necessary to

point out that a continuous eruption of a new volcano for weeks
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or months would prob.ibly eject as much or more dust and ashes

than accompanied the Krakatoa co-vulsion, though not to so

great a heiijht. If, however, Mr. Preece's theory of electric

repulsion of the dust particles be true, then the finest of them,

if highly electrified, might rise to great heights, independent of

the force of ejectment from the volcano.

In this connection it is well to remember that there njay have

been many other volcanic outbursts during the last few months, of

which we have not yet heard, and perhaps never may. The whole
chain of islands from Java to Alaska, including the Philippines

and Japan, is full of volcanoes, .and seems to be a fensitive seam
in the earth's crust. A convulsion like that of Krakatoa is

likely to be accompanied or followed by others along this line,

the northern portion of which is only visited by otter-hunters.

Without presuming to question the theory as to the rapid

transmission of Krakatoa dust by the upper currents of the

atmosphere until we see the evidence on \\hich it rests, it oc-

curred to me that the above considerations might possibly

modify or supplement it in some degree.

Referring tD the remarkable results deduced by General

Strachey, showing an atmospheric wave travelling three times

round the globe from the Krakatoa eruption, \\^hich seems to be
of even more scientific interest from a physical point of view
than the transmission of the dust and ashes, and which deserves

a thorough and careful re-examination when the data are in

fro'n all available barometric records, I would say that I have
been kindly alIo\\'ed ti examine the barometric records of the

Signal Office here at Washington, and I find no trace of any
such disturbance following the reported Alaskan eruptions of

October 6 and October 20. In connection with the record of

the waves following the Krakatoa catastrophe there are some
interesting points w hich I vvisli to examine more carefully before

discussing them. H. M Paul
Washington, January 8

Referring to Mr. Burder's letter in Nature of Janu.ary 10

(p. 251), is it so certain that, if there be no resisting medium in

interplanetary sp.ace, the whole of the earth's atmosphere mns(
"rotate with the earth as if it were part and parcel of it"?

Take a stratum of the atmosphere at, say, forty -five miles in alii,

tude at the equator. According to the received theory, this

ought of course to move with a velocity greater than that of the

surface of the earth immediately below. But each succ ssive

inferior stratum moves with less velocity. And thus they mu-t
tend to retard the superior strata with which they may be as-

sumed to be in contact. Of course the merging of stratum

into stratum is gradual, but this does not affect the amount of

friction and retardation.

In like manner, imagine a section of the atmosphere taken

al ^ng the equator. Sections taken along successive parallels

of dtclination north and .south would tend to retard the veloc.ty

of this central layer.

These t«o causes combined might have a considerable effect

in retarding the velocity of the upper atmosphere in equatorial

regions. And it seems to me doubtful whether the upper atmo-
sphere near the poles would be actually carried round with each
terrestrial rotation. The rarity of the upper regions of the

atmosphere and the lessened force of gravity \NOuId both help
towards the result indicated, inasmuch as they would tend to

make the atmosphere less rigid.

As J am writing, I venture to make another sugge-tion.

Gilbert White mentions that in the summer of 1 783, when, as

at present, the atmosphere was filled with dast consequent on
volcanic eruptions, and " a peculiar haze or smoky fog prevailed

for many weeks in this island and in every part of Europe, and
even beyond its Hants," " all the time the heat was so intense that

butchers' meat could hardly be eaten the day after it was l.illed,

and the flies swarmed so in the lanes and hedges that they ren-

dered the horses half frantic, and ridmg irk.some." May not
the present May-like weather be due to a like cause? Sweet
violets, primroses, wallflowers, roses, and several other flowers

are now blooming in my garden under the Clevelmd Hills.

Had the halos round the moon seen here last and the pre-

vious night any possible connection with the dust in the atmo-
sphere? I computed the diameter of the inner dirty white to

be twice, the dirty orange ov.e and three-quarters, and the outer
green three and a quarter times the moon's apparent diameter.

John Haweli.
Ingleby Greenhow Vicarage, Yorks, January 15

I THINK a few notes relating to the recent sunsets may still

have an interest for some readers of Nature. Notwithstanding
the length of time these remarkable phenomena have been appa-
rent, the sunsets of January 1 1 and 12 were as brilliant as regards

the j(r(';/(/ after-glow as any that have preceded them, the final

glow having lasted on the 12th till 5.55 ; while the sun set that

evening at 4.12.

The pink halo so often seen of late could not be discerned that

day though the sky was cloudless ; but it has been often visible

when clouds partly obscured the jun, or portions of the sky, and
could then be recognised between them, separating the blue of the
remoter sky from the whitish light surrounding the sun, as a ring-

formed glow of a strong pink colour.

These broad pink balos have been less commented on than the
splendid sunsets which have invariably succeeded them, but they
have been nearly as persistent in their presence. You have had
so many accounts of the succession of colours and effects of the
two after-glows, that I will not allude further to them here ; but
as I have retained a record of many remarkable sunsets and sun-
rises which I observed in Wales in former days (possibly the very
same mentioned by Prof. Piazzi Smyth iu Nature, December 13,

18S3, p. 149, as observed by him thirty years ago), and as I care-

fully noted m them the time and hour of the changes in the sky
down to that of the complete extinction of the after light, it may
interest others than m.yself to compare displays of that date with
those of this winter.

What is worthy of especial interest is the great difference

between the periods of prolongation then and now of the illu-

mination of the western sky, showing that the second after-glow

of recent sunsets is a phenomenon di-tinct from and additional

to those belonging to normal sunsets.

The following table exhibits the two series of observations

made in 1855, 1S56, 1857, and in 1883-84 respectively :

—

Second

after-glow

in

1883-84,

which

begins

as

the

first

after-glow

sets
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oljserved to about one hour after the first after-glow had disap-

peared lielow the horizon. The exact moment of thi-; disappear-

ance has been more difficult to determine than in the earher

oliservations where darl<ness followed ; as recently the heavens
and the earth have been reilluminated jnst as the natural night

would have begun. T. Story-Maskelyne
Salthrop, January 13

As the "halo" exactly opposite the sun, reported by Mr.
T. W. Backhouse in Nature, January to (p. 251) may
prove to be of considerable importance, I beg to add my
observations of it on the 12th. I had noticed a mass of ruddy
colour under the given conditions, previously, but had not
detected its sti-ange nature. The sunset on the nth was very
fine. The 12th, until after sunset, was cloudless, except for the

hazy masses which seem to precede every sunrise, and, more
especially, sunset, at present. Our sunshine record is an un-
broken scorch from 9. 15 a.m. to 2.52 p.m. (sun seen clear of

horizon at 8.26, and touched at 4.0) ; I doulrt if, previously, we
have recorded even five hours in early January. At 7.45 a.m.
on the 1 2th (sun rose at 8.22) the cloud-glow had turned to

silvery gi-een below, and rose from 15° to 30° i 1 the south east.

At 7.47 the rose reached 60°, but was fainter. I first noticed
the " halo " at 7.52. It was then so well defined that, calling a
lady's attention by asking what she saw there, she spoke of it as

"abroad rainbow." Position, by compass, 30° north of west.

It was a semicircle situated 10° above the horizon, standing on
the dark gray arch of dawn, Jupiter being on a line with the base
of the left end of the rosy arch. The inner arc of this measured
10°, and the outer 24° in radius, but it spread out to 30° at the
base. The centre was of the same blue as the sky to the right

and left of the rosy semicircle, above the gray. The base,

sinking faster than Jupiter, spread out so that, at 8 o'clock, the
arch havmg now broken above, its outline was rather like a
railway chair. The base now reached from west-north-west to

north-north-west by north. After sunset there were signs of a
similir phenomenon, but clouds prevented certainty.

Is no\. fijiy miles an undMestiniate for the altitudes of the

light-reflecting material? If Mr. Symons is nearer the mark
in his suggestion (100 to 200 miles), then mure than half of

the eastward velocity of the original erupted dust is accounted
for by retardation, due to matter having velocity belonging
to an earth radius of 4000 miles, revolving in a circle of 4100 to

4200 miles radius. Would it need an eruptive force of more
than two to four miles per second (six to twelve limes greater

than a cannon ball) to attain tuch altiiudes? The constant
uprush would minimise the air-resistance enormously.

Vork, January 14 J. Edmund Clark

P.S.—January 15.—This morning, at 7.47, the "halo " began
to form, but was not nearly as perfect as on the I2th. The arch
(upper part only) v\as rayed, as if it were the opposite point of

siuht for rays from the sun. All over before 8, or fully twenty
minutes before sunrise.—J. E. C.

With reference to Herr Wetlerhan's inquiry as to the absence
of the sky-glow in a clear sky at other places than Freiburg on
the morning of January 11, I find that at San Remo, in Northern
Italy, where I spent the week ending on that day, a similar
falling ofif of effect occurred at the same time. The sunri-e was
"very fine, but nothing to compare with the sunset of yester-

day," and "the filmy streaks were very thin, and stretched this

morning from south-west by south to north-east by north."
Nevertheless there was the strange bluish- white glare above the
eastern horizon, casting shadows, and a thin pink film up to

about 75° at 28 min. before sunrise. The sunset glow of this

day and of the day before was magnificent, the procession of
colours beginning about 15 min. after sunset, and lasting a full

hour. I see that your Constantinople correspondent also

mentions the sunset of the nth as a remarkably fine one. The
air on the loth, not the nth, as at Freiburg, was wonderfully
transparent at San Remo, the whole range of Corsican moun-
tains, over eighty miles distant, standing out sharply for 15
min. before and after sunrise, and the sun himself bursting forth
in great splendour from below the sea line.

London, January 19 F. A. R. Russell

Unconscious Bias in Walking
Some ten or twelve years ago I made some experiments upon

the subject of Mr. Larden's letter in Nature (Jan. 17, p. 262),

namely, unconscious bias in walking. Tho experiments were;
not numerous, but they left no doubt in my mind as to the cause
of divergence from a straight path. My n >tes were sent, at my
father's suggestion, to the late Mr. Douglas Spalding, who was
about to undertake experiments on the curious power which
animals have of finding their way. I rather think he made
some trials with pigs, but I believe he never published anything
on the subject. In stating my results I am compelled therefore
to rely on memory only.

I began «iih walking myself, and getting various friends to
walk, with eyes shut in a grass field. We all walked with
amazing crookedness in paths which were not far removed from
circles. I myself and Mr. Galton on the first trial described
circles of not more than fifty yards in diameter, although we
thought we were going straight, and afterwards I was generally
unable to impose a sufficiently strong conscious bias in one
direction to annul the unconscious bias in the other. I believe
we all diverged to the right excepting one of us who was strongly
left-handed.

I then got eight village schoolboys, from ten to twelve years
of age, and offered a shilling to the boy who should walk
stroightest blindfold. Before the contest, however, I dusted
some sawdust on the ground, and after making each of the boys
walk over if, measured their strides from riglit to left and left to
ri^;ht. Ihey were also made to hop, and the foot on which they
hopped was noted ; they were then made to jump over a stick,

and the foot from which they sprang was entered ; lastly, they
were instructed to throw a stone, and the hand with which they
threw was noted. Each of these tests was applied twice over.

I think they were all right-handed in throwing a stone, but I

believe that two of them exhibited some mark of being partly
left-handed. The six who were totally right-handed strode
longer from left to right than from right to left, hopped on the
left leg, and rose in jumping from that leg. One boy pursued
the opposite coarse, and the last walked irregularly, but with
no average differ, nee between his strides. When told to hop, he
hopped on one leg, and in the repetition on the other, and I

could not clearly make up my mind which leg he used most in

jumping. When I took them into the field, I made the boys
successively take a good look at a stick at about forty yards
distance, and then blindfolded them, and started them to walk,
guiding them straight for the first three or four paces. The
result was that the left-legged boys all diverged to the right, the
right-legged boys diverged to the left, and the one who would
not reveal himself won the prize. The trial was repeated a
second time with closely similar results, although the prize-

winner did not walk nearly so straight on a second trial.

I also measured ihe strides of myself and of some of my
friends, and found the saaie connection between divergence and
comparative length of stride. My own step from left to right

is about a quarter of an inch longer than from right to left, and
I am strongly right-handed.

Comment on the-e experiments seems needless, and they
entirely confirm Mr. Larden in his view.

It seems to be generally held that right-leggedness is commoner
than the reverse ; this I maintain to be incorrect. I believe that

nine out of ten strongly right-handed persons ai-e left-legged.

Every aciive effort with the right hand is almost necessarily

accompanied by an effort with the left leg, and a right-handed
man is almost compelled to use his left leg more than the other.

I lielieve that Sir Charles Bell considered that men were gene-
rally right-legged, and sought to derive the custom of mounting
a horse from the left side from the fact that the right leg is

stronger than the other. I suggest as almost certain that we
mount on that side because the long sword is necessarily w orii

on the left, and would get between our legs if we went to the
off-side of the horse. Some of your readers may perhaps be
able to tell us whether the Chinese do not wear their short

swords on the right and mount their horses from the right.

I will not hazard a conjecture as to why the rule of the road
in Great Britain, and inside of the towns of Florence -and of

.Salzburg (?), is different from that adopted by the rest of the

world. For an armed horseman the English rule is, I presume,
more advantageous, both for attack and defence.

January 20 G. H. Darwin

The question whether a man will walk to the right or left in

a mist, in darkness, or if blindfolded, has led to n.i Utile con-
troversy and dispute. Almost every conceivable reason has had
its advocates for the fact that some men persi-tently turn to tlie
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left-, and others to the right, when walking without the aid of

sight. I am familiar with some ambidextrous men, and about

the same number of left-handed men, but I cannot recall asingle

instance of a left-legged man, and think they must be somewhat

rare. In the present question it might, perhaps, be well to put

aside peculiarities of the arms—as occupation and education enter

very largely into the method of their use—and confine observations

to the legs alone. Mr. Larden has, 1 think, very nearly arrived

at the solution of the problem with his definition of right or left

strong-legged men circling to the right or left respectively. I

take exception, however, to his referring the peculiarity to the

strength of the limb, and think the following suggestion may
aSbrd help in the matter, being founded upon observations, and

providing a reas ni for circling in walking in either right- or left-

legged men :— It has been frequently remarked of late years that

short-leggedness on one side or the other is of common occur-

rence—the cause is doubtless attributable to a retardation in the

growth of the limb caused by one or more of the many illnesses

to which we are subject in the earlier years of our life. Except-

ing when the retardation in the growth of the limb is consider-

able, it produces no inconvenience, and the possessor of a limb

shorter than its fellow- by some tenths of an inch may never be

aware of the deficiency. To apply this fact to the question (it

is another matter why the left leg is more frequently the short

one), Mr. Larden's strong leg should correspond to my 1 aig leg.

The long leg makes a longer step in proportion to the difference

in its length over its fellow. If the right be the longer leg, as

is oftener the case, the walker w ill circle to ihe left, and vice versa.

In my experiments I fixed a drawing-pin into the sole of each

boot, 'elected a hard, level, untrodden piece of s.and on the sea-

shore, about 250 yards in length, and used a measuriug-tape

which would take ten or twenty paces in one measurement for

obtaining the difference in length of the paces ; the drawing-pins

afford a definite and precipe mark in the sand. To insure a good
and regular stait I always allowed my man a few yards start with

his eyes open and fixed on the distant mark. lie then, without

stopping, put over his head and face a cardboard cylinder open
at the top. This allows the eyes to be open, whilst effectually

preventing any lateral vision. I think this, small detail as it is,

important, as a bandage tied round the head acro.^s the eyes is

sometimes unpleasant and often confusing.

97, Adelaide Road Thos. Hawksley

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs

Prof. Tait's letter in your issue of December 27 (p. 196)

raises two questions of interest to the Cambridge Philosophical

Society. Prof. Tait states that during the last thirty years he
has received very few of the publications of the Society. I

cannot find from the records of the Society that Prof. Tait has

ever expressed the wish to have the publications sent to him.

The Cambridge Philosophical Society, like the Royal Society of

London, the Royal Astronomical Society, and, I believe, other

scientific societies, sends its publications to all Fellows who claim

them within a reasonable time from the date of issue. Any
Fellow- requesting that allpnblicaiions may in the future be sent

to him receives them as they appear. The second point is the

free distribution of copies. I find that at the present date the

Transactions or Proceedings of the Society, or both, are sent

either gratis or in exchange for other publications to the following

number of centres :

—

Home
London 16

Rest of England 16
Scotland 8
Ireland 6
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most of the meteors was blue, or the colour of electric light. A
number of the meteors curved suddenly round just before dis-

appearing. Numbers of meteors were seen dropping into black

clouds, others seen dropping out of them down to the horizon.

Mossvale, PaiJey, lanuary 14 Donald Cameron

BRITISH APHIDES'
ENTO.MllLOGISTS are fond of attaching themselves

to some special group of insects—bees, beetles, or

butterflies ; but there are very few, we believe, who take

an interest in collecting the winged or wingless forms of

the Aphides. One is very apt to overlook the value of

the work of a mere collector, but it comes home to us when

amid a group so large, and so important from an econo-

mic point of view, as this of the plant lice is, we find

only some half a dozen of our British naturalists collect-

ing specimens of the species or making observations on

the marvellously strange habits of their heterogeneous

forms. Under these circumstances it was most fortunate

that a society like the Ray Society was in existence, for

the number of those interested in the subject of the his-

tory of British Aphides would have been too miserably

small to have justified any publisher, no matter how ener-

getic, from publishing an account of these insects
;
but,

thanks to the Ray Society, we have, as the works published

by them for their subscribers for the years 1875, 1877,1880,

and 1 8S3, four handsome octavo volumes by Mr. G. Bowdler

Buckton, F.R.S., which seem well entitled to their desig-

nation of a " Monograph of the British Aphides." These

volumes, besides the text, contain over 140 plates, of

which ten are devoted to anatomical details, and the

rest to coloured portraits of the species both in their

immature and various mature forms, and in some few

instances there are representations of the various para-

sites which feed on them. It is to be specially noted

that these figures are both drawn and lithographed by

the author, and certainly a more interesting series of

life-like figures of Aphides is nowhere to be found.

While it seems true that the Aphides are not general

favourites of the collector, it is also true that no group

of insects has attracted more attention. For nearly a

century and a half the mysteries of their growth and

development have been laboriously inquired into, and

the researches of R&umur and Charies Bonnet in the

eighteenth, and those of Huxley in this our nineteeth cen-

tury, have not exhausted all the marvels of these strange

forms. Their historv makes them in many ways attrac-

tive. Thus, to those interested in the details of embryo-

logy, these Aphides present questions for solution of the

greatest importance, an 1 concerning which there is still

no absolutely settled opinion. Even the brilliant inves-

tigations as to this branch of the subject by Hu.xley still

left work to be done. To the general naturalist they

present a source for abundant study—not only their

varied and often strange forms, but their curious habita-

tions and the defences which they seem to have against

liosts of different insect foes ;
while to the practical

economist they have an immense interest when he thinks

that by their success in the struggle for life they cause

distress to human nations, often bringing about decrease

in the amount of our food material and an increase in the

amount of our taxation. To name the Hop Fly or the

Vine Aphis is to at once illustrate our meaning.

It is not our intention to write a criticism on Mr.

Buckton's learned monogniph ; it pleases us better to

introduce it to our readers as a scientific work full of many

easily read and wonderful histories of our native species

of plant lice— one that the reader will not lay down in a

hurry when he once takes it up ; one in which, open where

he will, he shall find something in it to interest and

attract him. In order that we may in some measure

' " Monoeraph of the Britiih Apliid=s." By Gejrge Uowdler Buckton,

F R S., &c. Four volumes ; beiug the volumes issued by the Ray Society

of London to their subscribers for the years 1875, 1877, 1880 and 1883.

prove this we will give a brief sketch of the chief subject-

matter of these volumes. Passing over the disquisition

as to the origin and meaning of the word "aphis," we
have a general history of the group ; included under this

heading we find a sketch of their anatomy, an account of

the most noteworthy contributions to their history by the
early writers, and a sketch of what is known i.s to their

metamorphoses and their very strange reproduction.

This is followed by the classificatory portion, in which
full diagnoses are given of the genera and species.

Mr. Buckton would account for the want of activity in

our entomologists in their study of this group by the

confusion into which the group has fallen with reference

to its synonomy. One species of Aphis possesses no less

than thirty synonyms, while in another case the same
name has been given to no less than six different species

of the group. There is this further difficulty in their

study, that the distinctive characters are far less marked
than in most other insects. As to colour, not only are

the young sometimes in this respect quite unlike their

parents, but their hues vary with the hour, and even the

adult forms may undergo as great a change in their tints

as the autumn leaves amongst which they nestle.

The family itself belongs to the order of the Hemi-
ptera and to the sub-order Homoptera, where it is located

between the families Coccidae and Psyllidje. Among
the anatomical peculiarities it may be noted that the

winged forms are provided with no less than three dif-

ferent kinds of eyes—ocelli, compound eyes, and supple-

mentary eyes. The larvae of some have eyes ; in others

the eyes are quite rudimentary ; while in some subterra-

nean forms they are absent. Though all the winged forms

have ocelli, yet their nocturnal habits are not marked. All

the Aphides are suctorial in their habits ; as the source of

their food varies so does the structure of the mouth parts,

especially the rostrum and setae. In Stoinaphis quercis,

feeding in the alburnum of the oak, the rostrum is nearly

twice the length of the insect, and the set;e are much
longer ; and in the genera Lachnus and Schizoneura, in

the young forms, the rostrum projects beyond the end of

the abdomen, and is carried as if it were the tail of the

insect ; while in the young of Cherincs laricis the long

and delicate seta; are coiled into a spiral, which would
seem to act as a kind of spring cable by which the insect

moors itself so to its feeding ground that it is not easily

dislodged by the rough winds of early spring as they play

among the larch branches. The punctures are not made
by the rostrum, which seems only to act as a sheath, but

by the seta;, which can be seen to lance open a number
of the parenchymatous cells, and so cause a plentiful flow

of cell-contents.

On the question as to the function of the cornicles, the

author does not agree with Kaltenbach that they are

organs connected with the respiratory apparatus, but

rather regards them as the external terminations of ex-

cretory ducts. As to honey-dew, the remarks of Kirby

and Spence, ascribing it to a secretion of .Aphides, is

accepted as true by almost all who have written on the

subject—including the author—though others, among
whom may be mentioned Liebig, Sir J. Hooker (1873),

Boussingault (1872), still combat this view.

The chapter on the bibliography begins by alluding to

the work of the celebrated anatomist and philosophical

lens grinder, Leuwenhoek, in 1690, glances at that of

Reaumur (i737). Charids Bonnet (i779), I^e Geer (1778);

the more modern writings of Schrank, Hausmann,

Burmeister, Harting, Kaltenbach, Kyber, Morren,

Leuckart, von Siebold, Ratzeburg, and Koch among the

Germans ; Passerini among the Italians ; Signoret, Bal-

biani and Claparede among the French writers ; New-
port, F. Walker, Haliday, and Huxley among the English

writers on the subject.

Aphides are to be found almost everywhere throughout

I
Britain. Some are hardy enough to thrive on the stony
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heaths of Scotland and Northumberland, whilst others

will live almost in the reach of the spray on the sea-

shore ; terrestrial and aquatic plants are alike subject to

their attacks. Some feed on succulent herbs, others on
hard timber trees ; others again on the roots of flowering

plants. Sometimes the white water lily (iVi'/«///a'(7 a/^^^)

is almost destroyed by the myriads of Rhohilosiphum
rivmph(j:ce -.vhich crowd on its leaves and ilo\sers. Wii'Ie

certain trees and shrubs appear to be attacked exclusively

by their own peculiar Aphis, other trees give nourish-

ment indiscriminately to numerous species. Thus the
oak is attacked by at least six, the willow and birch by
eight, and the conifers by the same number. Some
families of plants are free or almost free from them, such
as the Gentian and Irid families. But one species of

the large group of the ferns is as yet known to be
attacked by them ; indeed the cryptogams are as a
general rule very free from Aphides ; but we have known
a species of Marsilea to swarm with them.
The migration of the Aphides is still involved in some

mystery, and we seem to have as yet no certain know-
ledge of the winter habitats of numerous species which
seem to occur only during a few weeks of midsummer,
such as Siplionopliora milhfolii, which may be found
from July to September, and then entirely eludes our
notice for the rest of the year.

The peculiar habits of the species opens an im-
mensely interesting subject : some are almost sedentary,
others are fairly active ; some form receptacles which
strangely mimic fruits ; some if disturbed drop to the ground,
others run to the opposite side of a leaf or twig; some
throw up their hind legs when alarmed, which action
gives a signal to the rest of the colony, which responds
by going through the same performance ; some assimilate
their colours to their food plants, so as to be difficult to

perceive. An interesting phenomenon in connection with
these insects is their dimorphism. Thus the early spring
form of Chi-rines laricis is different from that of all her
progeny till the last, and the same is the case with Aphis
inali. These variations often relate to size and colour,

but often also to considerable change in form and modifi-

cation of parts. The most extraordinary instance occurs
in Chaiiophorus aceris, "the early spring forms of which
occasionally are so diverse that they have been described
as belonging to not only different genera but even to dis-

tinct families. Thus Mr. Thornton, the original disco-

verer of this strange insect, gives it the name of Phyl-
lopJiorus testiidinatus ; afterwards Mr. L. Clark called it

Chelymorpha testudo, placing it between the Aphididte
and the Coccidie.' But a nearly equally striking example
occurs in the dreaded Phylloxera vilis, which has two
entirely different habits of life and form. In one it is

active and winged ; in the other it is apterous and sub-
terranean.

We would have liked more ample information as to

the geographical distribution of the group. We read that

"it is confined to the more temperate regions of the
globe," and "that as we approach the tropics it appears
to give way to such forms as Coccus.'' Over the whole
continent of Europe they are spread, and across Europe
into the Amur district of China. They abound in North
America ; seem not to be indigenous in New Zealand,
though in this country, according to Prof. Hutton, im-
ported species were often very destructive to the crops

;

and nothing is said as to their occurrence in Australia or
the Cape of Good Hope district.

Mr. Buckton divides the family into four sub-families

:

Aphidinae, Schizoneurinas, Pemphaginas, and Chermesins.
. Volume i. is taken up with an account of the first half-

dozen genera of the first sub-family, and is illustrated

with three plates of anatomical details, and forty-two
coloured plates of species. Among the more famihar
species whose life-histories are given are the Rose Aphis
{Siphonophora roscE), the Wheat Aphis {S. i;rathiria),

the destructive Hop Fly {Phorodon humiili), the Cherry
Aphis [Mysus cerasi), and the Peach Aphis {M. persicce),
this last one of the most beautifully coloured of our native
species.

yolume ii., with forty-eight plates, concludes the de-
scriptive details of the genera and species of the sub-
family Aphidiua: with seven-jointer" antennce, including
the ^-pe-;,;. .,

. :Jiis. Full L^ails are given of that
troublcbOiii.. ,,isect Rhopalosiphuin dianthc, the Aphis
'iiastaior of Smee, which feeds on almost every cultivated
plant, often swarming on the potato, turnips, pinks, not
to mention hyacinths, tulips, and oleanders, but which the
author agrees has nothing to do with the production of
either the potato disease or clubbing in crucifers. Forty-
five species of the genus Aphis are enumerated, and a very
useful analytical table of these is appended. No less than
seven synonyms are quoted to A. riimicis, Lin., which
commits such destruction often on the bean and turnip
crop, and which is not very particular as to its food plants.
Seven species of the genus Chaitophorus are described',
and a full account is given of the very extraordinary
dimorphism existing in C. aceris. In this volume we
have accounts of the aphidivorous HemerobiidiE and
Hymenoptera.
Volume lii., with twenty-seven plates, contains the

description of the forms of the sub-family Aphidins with
six-jointed antennie, of the sub-family Schizoneurinse, and
of some of the forms of the sub-family Pemphiginse.
Among the more familiar species we have here the Aphis
{Pieroeallis tilice) which abounds on the lime tree, and so
bedews it with its sweet secretion ; the Beech Aphis
(Phyllaphis fagi), so well known as often covering the
leaves of the beech tree with its white cottony or rather
waxy fluff; the Sallow Aphis {Lachims viminalis), which
sometimes swarms on our willows. The "American
hX\'^\\\.'' {Schizoneura laiiigera) on our apple trees is an
introduced species, apparently from America. It appears
that they descend into the soil in winter and attack the
roots of the apple trees. 5". lanuginosa is the aphis which
produces the wonderful fig-like galls on the elm tree.
The^e galls are about the size of small green figs, with a
small opening at their summits ; they contain thousands
of the plant lice. In 1866 Mr. McLachlan, travelling in
the south of France, gathered a number of these galls,
which were in extreme profusion— elm trees twenty feet
high being one mass of galls— with the intention of bring-
ing them home

; but they made such an awful mess from
the viscid liquid in the galls, that he was compelled at
last to throw them away. Pemphigus lactucarius is the
species found living in little earth cavities in the vicinity
of the roots of various plants. If a stump of lettuce be
pulled up in spring, these "downy flocks" will be very
often detected.

The last volume, with twenty-four plates, concludes
the account of the species of Pemphigina?, and gives de-
scriptions of those of the sub-families Chermesinje and
Rhizobiinas. Mr. Buckton agrees with Passerini, and
retains Chermes among the Aphidids. The Greek verse
on the title page of this volume having caught our eye we
are reminded how little the families treated of in it are'the
subjects of parasitism; the reason why seems obscure : with
these forms the big and little fleas seem to lie down to-
gether, not causing each the other any alarm. The FirAphis
(Chermes abietis) is the maker of the curious cone-like
galls of the spruce, and a closely related species is often
very destructive to larch plantation'^. Of the genus Phyl-
loxera two native species are described, and a full account
of the Vine Aphis {P. vitis) now introduced into our
hothouses is also given. In this account we have a very in-
teresting and important communication from that eminent
entomologist, Jules Lichtenstein, in which he gives a
summary of his views on the metamorphoses of the plant
lice. This volume has appended to it chajters on Aphides
in their economical relations to ants; on the reproduc-
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tion of Aphides ; on the biology and morphology of
Aphides; on the antiquity of the Hemiptera, and par-
ticularly with regard to the Aphidinje as represented in

the sedimentary rocks and in amber; diagnoses of the
Aphides found in amber are given, with figures ; and we
have also an account of those known to occur in a fossil

state in America. Directions for the mounting and pre-

servation of Aphides are given, and we find a very com-
plete bibliography of authors who have treated about
Aphides, and a very excellent general index.

In conclusion it only remains for us to congratulate the
author on the very successful accomplishment of this
important work, which is certain to excite an interest in

this marvellous group of insects, and the Ray Society on
being the medium of publishing the most beautifully
illustrated work on the Aphides that has as yet appeared.

EARTHQUAKES AND BUILDINGS

A COMPLETE discussion of the effects which earth-
-^*- quakes produce upon buildings would form a

treatise as useful as it would be interesting. Not only
would it involve a discussion of the practical lessons to

be derived from the actual effects of earthquakes, but it

would include deductions based on our present knowledge
of the nature of earthquake motion. Such knowledge is

obtained from the records of seismographs.
In the following few notes I intentionally overlook this

latter portion of the subject, and confine myself to a few
ol the more important practical conclusions respecting
the effect of earthquakes on buildings, which may be of

value to those whose mission it is to erect buildings in

earthquake countries.

With regard to the situation of a building, it is

sometimes observed that after an earthquake it is

the portion of a town situated on low ground which has
principally suffered, whilst adjoining portions on hills

may have practically withstood the disturbance. In 1855
this was the rule governing the distribution of ruin in

Tokio. The reverse, however, has been the rule in

Yokohama. Speaking generally on this point it may
be said that there is no universal rule,—each small area
in an earthquake region having its special rule. As a
site for a building, theory seems to indicate that soft earth
or marshy ground, which would absorb much of the

momentum communicated to it, and therefore act as a
buffer between a building and a shock approaching
through other strata, would prove a safe foundation.
This seems also to have been an old opinion, for we read
that the temple of Diana was built on the edge of a marsh
to ward off the effects of earthquakes, but experience has
repeatedly shown us, as in the case of Tokio and Manila,
that swamp-like ground, as an earthquake palliative,

has but little effect. On the other hand, hard rocky
strata, where the amplitude of motion is small, but the
period quick as compared with the motion in the inelastic

material of the plains, has, as was markedly illustrated in

1755 at Lisbon, and in 1692 at Jamaica, proved the better

foundation. Places to be avoided are the edges of cliffs,

scarps, and cuttings. For emergent waves, these are free

surfaces, and from their faces materials are invariably

shot off, much in the same way that the last car in an
uncoupled train of carriages may be shot forward by an
engine bumping at the opposite end.
As foundations for a building there are two types. In

one, which is the European method of building, the
structure is firmly attached to the ground by beds of

concrete, brick, and stone. In the other, which is illus-

trated in the Japanese system of building, the structure

rests loosely on the upper surface of stones or boulders.

As an indication of the relative value of these two forms
of building, it may be mentioned that in Yokohama, in

1S80, many of the European buildings were more or less

shattered, whilst in the Japanese portion of the town
there was no evidence of disturbance.
The houses, like the foundations, are also of two types.

In the European house built to withstand earthquakes,
of which there are examples in Tokio and San Francisco,
and for which in America patents have been granted, we
hare a building of brick and cement bound together with
hoop iron and numerous tie rods. A building like this,

which from time to time is jerked backwards and for-

wards by the moving earth, to which it is secured by the
firmest of foundations, is expected to resist the suddenly-
applied and varying stresses to which it is exposed by the
strength of its parts. This type of structure may be
compared to a steel box, and it its construction involves
any principle, we should call it that of strength opposing
strength. Some of the buildings in Caraccas, which are
low, slightly pyramidal, have flat roofs, and which are
bound along their faces with iron, belong to this order.

These so-called earthquake-proof buildings, with the ex-

ception of their chimneys, have certainly satisfactorily

withstood small earthquakes in Japan. As to how they
would withstand a disturbance like that at Casamicciola
is yet problematical. LTnfortunately these structures are
very expensive.

The second type of building may be compared to a
wicker basket. This is certainly as difficult to shake
asunder as the steel box type, and at the same time is

not so expensive. The Japanese house belongs to this

type. It is largely used on the west coast of South
America; and in Manila, since the disaster of 1S80,

it has rapidly been replacing the heavy stone form of

structure. Briefly, it is a frame house with a light roof
of shingle, felt, or iron. As put up in Japan, its stability

chiefly appears to depend on the fact that it is not firmly

attached to the earth on which it rests, and that its

numerous joints admit of considerable yielding. The
consequence is that, whilst the ground is rapidly moving
backwards and forwards, the main portions of the build-

ing, by their inertia and the viscous yielding of their

joints, remain comparatively at rest.

A house that my experience suggests as being aseismic,
and at the same time cheap, would be a low frame build-

ing, with iron roof and chimneys supported by a number
of slightly concave surfaces resting on segments of stone
or metal spheres, these latter being in connection with
the ground. Earthquake lamps, which are extinguished
on being overturned, would lessen the risk of fire, while
strong tables and bedsteads would form a refuge in case
of sudden disturbances.

In earthquake towns the streets ought to be wide, and
open spaces should be left, so that the inhabitants might
readily find a refuge from falling buildings. Brick chim-
neys running through a wooden building, unless they
have considerable play and are free from the various

portions of the building, are exceedingly dangerous. In
consequence of the vibrational period of the house not
coinciding with that of the chimney, the former by its

sudden contact with the latter when in an opposite phase
of motion almost invariably causes an overthrow. In
iSSo nearly every chimney in the foreign settlement in

Yokohama was overthrown in this manner, and the first

alarm inside the houses was created by a shower of bricks

falling on beds and tables. Since this occurrence the

chimneys in Yokohama have had more or less play given

to them where they pass through the roofs.

Chimneys with heavy tops, like heavy roofs, must be
avoided. Another point requiring attention is the pitch

of a roof. If this is too great, tiles or slates will be readily

shot off. Archways over openings should curve into their

abutments, otherwise, if they meet them at an angle,

fractures are likely to be produced.
If for architectural reasons, or as a precaution against

fire, it is necessary to have buildings which are sub-

stantial, their upper portions ought [to be as light as is
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consistent with the requisite strength. Hollow bricks,

light tiles, with papier-maM for internal decorations,

have been recommended as materials suitable for super-

structures. .At the present time the city of Manila, partly

through Government interference, and partly through the

desire of the inhabitants to reduce the chances of farther

disasters, presents a singular appearance of light super-

structures rising from old foundations. Iron roofs are

visible in all directions, whilst on the massive basements
of old cathedrals and churches upper stories of wood,
with cupolas and spires of corrugated iron, have been
erected.

.Although the suggestions embodied in the above notes

are few in number, it is hoped that they may be of some
practical value. Without extending them, they show us

that, even though we may not be in the position to escape

from earthqualces by forewarning ourselves of their ap-

proach, we can at least mitigate the effects of these

disasters by proper construction. John Milne
Tokio

THE LATE ERUPTION OF VESUVIUS

OUR visit to the crater of Vesuvius on January II,

1884, was a most interesting one. In my former

letter I gave the rough details of this new eruption as

well as could be ascertained from the base of the cone.

The lava that issued on Tuesday night continued to flow

till Wednesday evening, but seemed to have arrested its

progress about 10 o'clock that night, when I was in the

Atrio del Cavallo. This stream proved to have welled

out at the base of the little cone of eruption and to have
flowed across the solid lava plain in the crater of 1872,

and then to have poured down the north-north-west

slope of the cone till it reached the Atrio, across which it

extended but little. Within the crater of 1872 we have a

somewhat conve.x plain of lava, which is continuous with,

or, more properly, overlaps, the crater edges, except for

a short distance on the south-south-west side. The north-

east part of this is covered by the remnants of the crater

of January, 1882. Within this were a series of crater

rings that have since filled up to a certain extent the

cavity of 1882. For some time the vent has travelled

south, so that the present cone of eruption overlaps the

crater ring of January, 18S2, on its south side, whereas
there is a deep crescentic fossa between the present cone
and the north crater ring of two years since. The vent

was giving forth great volumes of vapour, and there was
an almost continuous fountain of fragments of molten
lava, which often attained the height of one or two
hundred yards. As a consequence much filamentous

lava, often as fine as cotton, was raining around the

crater, and as we sat there eating our lunch, it was so

covered with these rock fragments, that it required a long

climb on foot to make such a gritty meal palatable. The
ejectamenta are composed solely of lava in detached
pieces, ejected in a plastic state with a few bombs, con-

sisting of older solid lava fragments partially fused and
rounded on the surface, which is varnished irregularly by
the fluid magma that enveloped them. This indicates

that the lava is very near the top of the chimney, which
must be full, as it has been for some time. Photography
was no easy matter amidst this fiery bombardment, for

such was the abundance of the ejectamenta that we could

see how rapidly the cone of the eruption was growing. 1

made a rough calculation of the quantity of new material

expelled, and 1 think six cartloads in four seconds as

quite a fair estimate. The lava that had flowed was solid

and cold enough to allow my dog to cross it with ease,

though through a few cracks it was seen to be still incan-
descent, and a green staff thrust in immediately blazed.

The lava that was flowing in the direction of Pompeii is

still doing so in one or two points, apparently at the

same rate and place as two weeks since.

Altogether this eruption seems to be of very little

importance, and during the last four years there have
been many similar ones. Prof Palmieri, in the Corriere

del Mattiuo of January II, prophesies a great eruption,

but on what grounds it seems difficult to make out.

No one would deny that such could occur and is not im-
probable ; but there seems to be no more reason now than
two months since.

The smoke or vapour yesterday had, when seen by
reflected light, the same colour as usual, namely, a
salmon tint. The sky was very clear, and I looked at
the sun through this vapour, bearing in mind the recent
remarkable sunsets and green suns. The transmitted
light ranged from a burnt sienna brown to a dirty orange,
having much the same colour as when we look through a
dark London fog. I noticed that the light that traversed
the vapour column and fell on the opposite escarpment of

Monte Somma was of a colour that would be obtained by
mixing a mauve with about equal quantities of brown.

Naples, January 13 H. J. JOHN.STON-LAVIS

THE EGYPTIAN SUDAN AND ITS
INHABITANTS

AS some degree of vagueness seems still attached to

the term Sudan, it may be well to state at once that

it is simply the Arabic equivalent of the older and more
intelligible expressions, Nigritia, Negroland, which have
in recent times somewhat unaccountably dropped out of

use. In its widest sense it comprises the more or less

fertile zone lying between the -Atlantic on the one hand
and the Red Sea and Abyssinian Highlands on the other,

and stretching from the Sahara and Egypt Proper south-

wards to the Gulf of Guinea, the still unexplored Central

Equatorial regions, and further east to Lakes .Albert and
Victoria Nyanza. This vast tract, which may on the

whole be regarded as the true domain of the African

Negro race, is commonly and conveniently divided into

three great sections:— (i) H'es/e/n SuJan, comprising

roughly the basins of the Senegal and Quorra-Binue
(Niger) with all the intervening lands draming to the

Atlantic; (2) Cciilral Sudan, comprising the basins of the

Komadugu and Shari with all the lands (Kanem, Bornu,

Baghirmi, Wadai) draining to Lake Chad; (j) Eastern

Sudan, comprising everything east of Wadai, that is

mainly the Upper and Middle Nile basin.

Politicall) , this third section, with which alone we are

here concerned, has for some years formed part of the

Khedive's possessions, hence is now more generally

known as Es:yptia)i Sudan. Until 1882 it formed a

single administrative division under a Governor- General

resident at Khartum. But in that year a sort of Colonial

Office was created for this region, which was placed under

a Cabinet Minister and broken up into four separate

departments or divisions, each under a Hukumdar, or

Governor-General, directly responsible to the Minister for

Sudan at Cairo. The various provinces hitherto forming

the single administration of Egyptian Sudan thus became
distributed as under :

—

West Sud.\n, comprising Darfur, KorJofan, Bahr-el-

Ghazal, and Dongola, with capital Fasher.

Central Sudan, comprising Khartum, Senaar, Berber,

Fashoda, anl the Equator (Hat-el-Istwa), with capital

Khartum.
East Sudan, comprising Taka, Suakin, and Massowah,

with capital Massowah.
Harrar, coinprising Zeyla, Berbera, and Harrar, with

capital Harrar.

The complete development of this scheme has been

somewhat rudely interrupted by the successful revolt of

the " Mahdi," who has for the moment wrested the

greater part of the country from Egyptian control. But

should this arrangement be carried out after the restoration

of order, a further element of confusion will be introduced
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into African geograpliical nomenclature, for we sliall tlien

have tliree political subdivisions of Egyptian Sudan bear-

ing the same names as the three above described physical

subdivisions of the whole region.

These however are matters of detail, with which states-

men do not usually concern themselves, and apart from
the terminology the projected arrangement in this in-

stance really recommends itself both on geographical and
ethnological grounds. Thus the provinces of Darfur,
Kordofan, and Dongola, forming the bulk of " Central
Sudan," present a certain physical uniformity in the
somewhat steppe-like character of the land, destitute of

forest timber and covered mostly with prickly grass,

scrub, gum trees, mimosas, and other thorny plants. It

is intersected by no large streams, and generally open

except towards the west, where the Marrah range forms
a water-parting between the few rivers and intermittent

torrents flowing south-east to the Nile and south-west

through the Bahres-Salamat to the Shari. The inhabitants

also are of a somewhat homogeneous character, the

aborigines belonging mainly to the old Nuba stock almost
everywhere interspersed with nomad and slave-hunting
Arab tribes. This region communicates with the Nile

through two historical caravan routes, one running from
El Obeid north-north-east to Khartum, the other from
Fasher north-east to El Dabbeh above Old Dongola.
Through these outlets the produce of the land—gums,
ivory, ostrich-feathers, and slaves—have for ages been
forwarded down the Nile to Egypt, the natural emporium
of East Central Africa.
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Semite ;

NUBAJ <

Main Division';

Tibbu : Paele ; Zoghawa ; Wanyanga
Bishari \ Hadendoa ; Hallenga ; Ababdeh

;

(Bcja) ] Beni-Amer
Danakil : Adaiel ; Dahimela, &c.

Saho ; Bogos ; Habab
Somali : Idar ; Isa ; Mijarten, &c.

,,-s , \ Yeiu : WoUo ; Mecha, &c.
(Urma) j

Kababish ; Sheygieb ; Robabat, kz.

N. and N.W. Darfur
Between Red Sea and Nile,

i5°-25° N.
Between Abyssinia and the

coast, io°-l5° N.
Massowah district

Gulf of Aden Coast

E. and S. of Gojam

Homran ; Rekhabin ; Alawin

"I

Homran ; Hamr, El-Homr ; Ha-
banieh, &c.

I Ziaieh ; Babemid
; Dembela ; Lasta,,. ... fTigre : I

^^""-'"'"'''tHarraH

, . J, J-Kenus; Mahasi ; Dongolawi
(mixed) J

' "

True Nuba -f
'^^''^°

'
^""'^"

' '^"'^J'J rue ^«»«-^ jebel Nuba ; Tumali
J^ur: Fur; Konjara ; Fongoro, &c.

/ Takruri
Sub-Nnbii { \ Barea ; Base (Kunama)

Funj ; Hamagh

Sudanese: Birkit ; Masalit; AbuSarib, &c.
(Shilluk ; Dinka ; Nuer
Fallaugh; Kumkung; Ninak, &c.
Krej ; Bongo (Dor); Mittu (Moro)

I Bari ; Madi ; Lur ; Latulca

Waganda ; Wanyoro ; Wasoga ; Wagamba
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Hamite is here equivalent to the Kushite of

some writers ; but is taken in a wider sense,

answering to the African Division of the

Mediterranean or Caucasic anthropological

type of mankind. For the removal of the

Tibl)u from the Negro to this connection,

see Nature, IMarch i, 1883 ("North
African Ethnology "). Most of these are

zealous Muhammadans.

W. from Nile between The ./Jrni .?««//« are recent intruders, mainly

Dongola and Khartum
Senaar

Kordofan and Darfur

N. Darfur
N. and E. Abyssinia

E. from Shea

Nile Valley from Egypt to

Old Dongola

Kordofan

Darfur
Gallibat

Taka (Mareb Valley)

Senaar

Darfur
White Nile and B. el Arab
Sobat basin

About W. tributaries White
Nile

B. el Jebel, N. of Lake
Albert Nyanza

Extreme S. frontier, N.
side Lake Victoria Nyanza

via Isthmus of Suez and Egypt ; the I/tm-
yaritis are intruders from prehistoric times

from South Arabia viA Strait of Bab-el-

Mandeb. The former are all fierce Mu-
hammadans, the latter mostly monophysite
Christians.

The Nubas hold an intermediate positio'i

between the Negro and Hamite ; but the

speech is distinctly Negro, and has no con-

nection with the Fulah of West Sudan, as

has been supposed by Fr. Miiller and
others. The Kordofan Nubas represent

the original stock .ind are mainly pagans ;

those of the Nile are Negroid and a his-

torical people. Christians from the sixth to

the fjurteenth century, since then Muham-
madans of a mild type. They represent

the Uaua of the Old Egyptian records, the

Nuba of Strabo, and the Nubatcs of later

times.

Most of the^e Negroes have been reduced in

recent years, and are still virtually pagans.
Some, such as the Mittu, Krej, and Bongo,
are of a red-brown rather than a black

complexion, but the type is Negro, although

the speech of all except the 1 'inka shows
grammatical gender. They are very brave
and fierce, but easily controlled by firmness

and kindness.

The Bantus have not been reduced, although

included in the Moudirie de I'Equateur of

Messedaglia's official " Carte du Sudan"
(Khartum, 1883).

east and the Libyan desert on the west. It is thus prac-

tically useless for navigation, and the communications
with the upper provinces have to be maintained by diffi-

cult caravan routes subtended like arcs to the curves of

the stream, or radiating from Berber near the Atbara
confluence to Suakin on the Red Sea. But south of these
drear)- solitudes the Atbara basin itself, comprising parts

of the Berber and Taka provinces, is a inagnificent sub-
tropical land, the flower of the Khedive's possessions,
diversified with a varied succession of dense woodlands,
rich pastures, and well-watered arable tracts. Hence the
route traversing this region from the Nile, through Kas-
sala to the Red Sea at Massowah, although much longer,

will be found far more practicable than the more northern
highway to Suakin. Like the land itself, the inhabitants
of this division present a great diversity of type, the
narrow valley of the Nile being occupied by Nubas from
the Egyptian frontier to the Old Dongola, and thence on
the left bank by Kababish Arabs to Khartum, while the
whole region between the Nile and Red Sea, and from
Egypt southwards to Abyssinia, is the almost exclusive
domain of the great Hamitic Bishari nation. Along the
northern frontier of Abyssinia these come in contact at

various points with Arab, Amhara, and Tigr^ peoples,
and in one instance even with an isolated Negroid or

Nuba tribe, the Bas^ (Kunama) of the Khor-el-Gash
(Mareb) Valley.

The fourth division of Harrar, with its three provinces

of Zeyla, Berbera, and Harrar stretching along the

northern verge of Somaliland eastwards to Cape Gardafui,

is practically separated from the rest of Egyptian Sudan
by the intervening "Empire" of Abyssinia, and will be
totally severed whenever that state resumes possession of

its natural outport of Massowah. It is mainly an arid

strip of coastlands fringing the Red Sea and Gulf of

Aden, and inclosing the recently-founded Italian and
French settlements on Assab Bay and at Obokh on the

Gulf of Tajurrah. With the exception of the small

Amharic inclave at Harrar, the whole of this division is

inhabited by peoples of Hamitic stock and speech—Saho
and Danakil, between the Red Sea and Abyssinia, Idur,

and other Somali tribes along the Gulf of Aden.
Egyptian Sudan thus stretches north and south across

nearly twenty-four degrees of latitude from Egypt to the

equator, or about 1650 miles, and west and east across

twenty-two degrees of longitude from Wadai to the Red
Sea at Massowah, or from 1200 to 1400, Within these

limits it has a total area of at least 2,500,000 square miles,

with a population that cannot be estimated at less than

12,000,000. Of these probably three-fourths are of pure
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or mixed Negro descent, and mostly pagans or nominal
Muhammadans. The rest belong to various branches of
the Semitic and Hamitic stocks, and are nearly all

Muhammadans of a more or less fanatical type. In his
valuable "Report on the Sudan for 1S83" Lieut.-Col.

Stewart remarks: "Besides the main division of the
people into Arab and Negro, they are again subdivided
into a number of tribes and sub-tribes, some sedentary
and others nomad. Of the Negro tribes all are sedentary
and cultivators, but the Arabs are for the most part
nomads or wanderers, each tribe within certain well-
known limits. All these Arab tribes are large owners of
cattle, camels, horses, and slaves. These last, along with
the Arab women, generally cultivate some fields of doora
(a kind of millet) or corn, sufficient for the wants of the
tribe. The Arab himself would consider it a disgrace to
practise any manual labour. He is essentially a hunter,
a robber, and a warrior, and, after caring for his cattle,
devotes all his energies to slave-hunting and war ''

(p. 8).
This presents a fairly accurate picture of the natural

relations of the people in all respects except as regards
the main division into two ethnical groups—Arab and
Negro. Frotn what has been already stated it is obvious
that this is a totally inadequate distribution. It is another
and signal instance of that official ignorance or disregard
of the racial conditions that has ever been such a fruitful

source of political troubles and disasters in lands governed
or controlled by foreign administrators. As a matter of
fact, Egyptian Sudan is a region of great ethnical com-
plexity, and so far from being occupied by Arabs and
Negroes alone, there are scarcely any Arabs or Negroes
at all anywhere east of the Nile between Khartum and
Egypt. To designate as Arabs the tribes at present blocking
the Suakin- Berber route, as is currently done, betrays a
depth of ethnological ignorance analogous to that of the
writer who should group Basques, for instance, and Slavs
in the same category. The Arabs thenihelves are com-
paratively recent intruders, although it is possible that
some, such as the Beni-Omr, now fused with the Funj
and Hamagh Negroid peoples of Senaar, may have found
their way across the Red Sea into the Nile basin in
pre-Muhammadan times. But the Bishari tribes about
Suakin are the true autochthonous element, lineal
descendants of the Blemmyes and other historic peoples
whose names are enrolled in Greek, Roman, and Axumite
records. But these and other points will be made clear
by the above synoptical table, with accompanying map, of
the East Sudanese races and tribes.

Khartum, the centre of administration for all these dis-
cordant elements, has been brought within the sphere of
civilisation since 1819, when it was occupied by the
Egyptian troops under Ismael Pasha. At that time it

was a mere outpost of the Hamagh kingdom, Senaar
;

but, thanks to its convenient position at the confluence
of the two Niles midway between the Mediterranean and
the equator, it soon rose to importance under the strong
government of Mehemet Ali. Under Khurshid Pasha
(1826-37) its skin and reed hovels were replaced by sub-
stantial brick houses, and at present it is by far the largest
and most flourishing place in Central Africa, with a mot-
ey population of over 40,000, including the garrison
roops. Here considerable quantities of goods in transit
are always in deposit ; here are resident many Euro-
peans interested in the African trade, and in the more
philanthropic work of African culture and exploration.
Khartum has thus become inseparably associated with all

the work done during the last half century towards de-
veloping the material resources of the land and raising
the moral status of its inhabitants. At its mention, the
names of Petherick, Beltrami, Schweinfurth, Baker, Gor-
don, Marno, Junker, Linant de Bellefonds, Emin Bey,
Gessi, and many other heroic pioneers in the cause of
African progress, are irresistibly conjured up. Such names
plead silently but eloquently for its preservation to civili-

sation in the better sense of the 'word, and make us feel
how great a crime against humanity would be its aban-
donment to barbarism and the villainous Arab slave-
dealers of Central Africa. A. H. Keane

NOTES
We understand that subscriptions to a memorial to the late

Mr. F. Hatton are being asked for in a paper in which
the name of Prof. Huxley is mentioned as one of the committee

and an intending subscriber. We are authorised to state that

the name of Prof. Huxley has been employed without his

knowledge.

We have received the following subscriptions on behalf of the

Hermann Miiller Fund :—Prof . W. H. Flower, F.R.S., \l. ;

Mr. W. E. Hart, \l. ; K., 10^.

Mr. Frank E. Beddard, M.A., of the University of Oxford,

Naturalist to the Challeitgcr Commission, has been selected out

of thirteen candidates for the post of Prosector to the Zoological

Society of London, in succession to the late Mr. W. A. Forbes.

Mr. Beddard was a pupil of the late Prof. RoUeston, and for the

past year has been employed on editorial and other work con-

nected with the issue of the official reports on the scientific results

of the Challenger Expedition. He has also been intrusted with

the examination and description of the Isopcda collected by the

Expedition, and has the reputation of being a most promising

and enthusiastic naturalist.

Among other legacies in the will of the late Sir William

Siemens are 1000/. each to the Scientific Relief Fund of the

Royal Society and the Benevolent Fund of the Institution of

Civil Engineers.

The Cunningham Medal of the Royal Irish Society was pre-

sented on the 15th inst. to Mr. John Birmingham of Tuam, for

his "Contributions to the Advancement of Knowledge in

Astronomy."

Mr. Archii!ALD Geikie, F.R.S., Director-General of the

Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, will give the first of

a course of five lectures on the Origin of the Scenery of the

British Isles, on Tuesday next (January 29), at the Royal Insti-

tution of Great Britain.

In January, 18S3, one of the officers of the Geological Survey

of Ireland, Mr. E. T. Hardman, was selected to proceed to

Western Australia for the purpose of taking part in an explora-

tion of the Kimberley district of that colony. He took the field

ill April last, and continued on active service in the bush until

near the end of September, having in this interval travelled at

least 1500 miles, and having obtained materials for a first geo-

logical sketch-map of about 12,800 square miles of country. He
has determined the sequence of formations which begin with

certain quartzites, schists, and other metamorphic rocks, which

he classes provisionally as altered Lower Silurian, but which

may be of Archsean age. These are succeeded by limestones

and sandstones with gypsum, &c., which are referred to Upper
Carboniferous horizons. Certain basalts and felstones occur, the

age of which is uncertain. The youngest deposits are Pliocene

sands, gravels, conglomerates, and marly limestones ("pindar"

of the natives) overlaid by river gravels, extensive plains of

alluvium, and, along the sea-coast, by raised beaches.

Mr. Barnum's so-called white elephant arrived safely last

week at the Zoological Gardens from Burinah, and has already

attracted many visitors. Prof. Flower, writing to the Times,

says :
—" The Burmese elephant now deposited in the Zoological
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Society's Gardens, Regent's Park, is apparently not quite full

grown, being between 7 feet and 8 feet in height, and has a well-

formed pair of tusks about 18 inches in length. It has a remark-

ably long tail, the stiff bristly hairs at the end of which almost

touch the ground. The ears are somewhat larger than in the

ordinary Indian elephant, and are curiously jagged or festooned

at the edges, whether as a natural formation or the result of

early injuries it is difficult to say. It is chiefly remarkable, how-

ever, for a peculiarity of coloration which is quite unlike that of

any elephant hi'lierto brought to this country. • In this elephant

the general surface of the integument is quite as dark as, if not

darker than, that usually seen in its kind, being, perhaps, of

rather a more blui-h or slaty hue. There are, however, certain

definite patches, disposed with perfect bilateral symmetry, in

which the pigment is entirely absent, and the skin is of a pale

reddish brown or 'flesh colour.' These patches are of various

sizes, sometimes minute and clustered together, producing only

an indistinct mottling of the surface, sometimes in large clear

spaces, but which are mostly, especially at their edges, dotted

over with circular pigmented spots of the [irevailing dark colour

about half an inch or more in diameter, which give a remarkable

and even beautiful effect. The largest and clearest light-coloured

tract is on the face, extending from the level of the eyes to the

base of the trunk. . . . The animal is not a pale variety of

the ordinary elephant, as some have supposed the so-called

' White Elephant ' to be, but one characterised by a local

deficiency of the epidermic pigment, in symmetrically disposed

patches, and chiefly affecting the head and anterior parts of the

body. It does not result from any disease of the skin, as has

been suggested, but is doubtless an individual congenital con-

dition or defect."

In Cosmos les Mondes for January 19 Prof. P. Guy describes

the remarkable sunrise witnessed by him at Perpignan on

January 8. From his bedroom window, looking southwards, he

noticed a sudden flash, which lit up the whole room, and which

was followed by a lovely pale light diffused throughout the

southern sky from horizon to zenith. This was at 4 a.m., and

consequently could not have been produced by the clouds

reflecting the light of the moon, which had set at 2.42 a.m.

The luminous matter presented a milk-white appearance, not

unlike that of the Milky Way, and scarcely more intense. So

transparent was it that the stars remained perfectly visible

without any diminution of their brightness through the vapours

which seemed to cause the effulgence. Mars and Jupiter, visible

near the zenith, were encircled by a halo like that often visible

round the moon. Along the southern horizon there stretched a

dark band formed by clouds at an elevation of about 15°, the

upper edge of which was lit up intermittently by the action of

successive waves of light resembling the sheet lightning so often

seen in summer. About 4.45 a.m. the light gradually faded

away, afier which the sky became overcast and quite dark.

The local and intermittent light. Prof. Guy thinks, was obviously

due to electricity, to which with less certainty may also be attri-

buted the more general manifestation. The upper regions of the

atmosphere contain a large quantity of electricity, as shown by the

potential increasing with the increased altitude. To its presence

are probably due such faint and phosphorescent diffusions of light

as are here described, and have often been observed elsewhere.

After more than a fortnight's working without the slightest

hitch of any kind, the experiment of the direct electric lighting

of one of the District Railway trains between Kensington and
Putney may, it is stated, be fairly looked upon as a distinct

success. The fitting of the Putney train is of a rather hetero-

geneous character, being a collection of plant procurable without

special manufacture, the whole consisting of a launch boiler, a

small Willan's three-cylinder steam-engine, running at 500 revo-

lutions, and driving direct off its own shaft, a Siemens' shunt-

wound dynamo supplying current for 50 Swan 20-candle power

incandescent lights. In addition there are two water-tanks, and

a coal-box, the whole being placed in a separate van, and this

tentative an-angement has this advantage—that by the removal

of the van to other lines more extended trials can be made on

longer trains, as in the present case only 30 of the lamps are

employed for the actual service of the train, the remaining 20

being kept lighted in the van itself. The effect on the train is

very brilliant, although the arrangements are not what are ulti-

mately proposed—namely, to place a small high-speed engine

and the dynamo on the tender and take steam from the loco-

motive itself, and so dispense with the attendant now required

in tlie special van.

The fiftieth anniversary of the birth of Philipp Reis, the

inventor of the telephone which bears his name, was celebrated

by the Elektrotechnische Gesellschaft of Frankfort on January 7

by a special meeting in the afternoon, followed by a banquet, to

which the son of the deceased inventor and a number of his

surviving scientific friends and comrades were invited. A
memorial discour.-e was pronounced by Herr Postrath Grawinkel,

dwelling on the inventions of Reis and his now generally admitted

claims. At the banquet a speech was made by Dr. Petersen,

president of the Physical Society of Frankfort, on behalf of that

body, at whose session in 1 86 1 the telephone first saw the light.

The speeches and toasts lasted till after midnight.

We mentioned last week that the Scottish Fishery Board on

the recommendation of Prof. Cossar Ewart had taken steps to

utilise the abundant machinery at their disposal for collecting

material that will assist in solving some of the important fish

problems. As a firstfruit of this organisation a splendid speci-

men of a torpedo was forwarded to the University of Edinburgh

by the fishery officer at Wick on Saturday last. Prof. Ewart

exhibited this, apparently the only torpedo ever found off the

Scottish coast, at the last meeting of the Royal Physical Society

of Edinburgh (January 16). After giving a short account of the

torpedo group. Prof. Ewart mentioned that the specimen exhi-

bited was taken about five miles off Lybster, that it was 28 inches

in length and 19^ inches across the pectoral fins, and that it

belonged to the species hebetans, several specimens of which have

been found in the English Channel. This torpedo will in all

probability be presented by the Fishery Board to the Edinburgh

Museum of Science and Art.

The members of several scientific societies in the east of

Scotland having had under consideration the advantages that

would result from a federation of the various societies, believing

that thereby the value of their scientific work would be greatly

increased and their objects promoted, have determined to call a

meeting of delegates from the various scientific bodies in the east

of Scotland, to be held at the Perthshire Natural History Museum,

Perth, on Saturday, February 9 next. At this meeting it is pur-

posed to consider the question of federation, and how it may best

be carried out, and also to adopt a constitution, and to arrange

for a first general meeting. Some of the advantages of such an

association are thus briefly stated :—(l) Increased value of work

by having an aim in common ; (2) Increased zeal amongst mem-

bers by definite work being put before them ; (3) Improvements

in metho 1 of carrying out excursions; (4) Increased facilities for

intercourse amongst members of the different societies. The

idea of a federation of societies is not a new one. In England

the societies of three large districts have formed associations,

with excellent results ; and though in Scotland no unions of a

similar nature have yet been formed, the joint meetings (inaugu-

rated by the Inverness Scientific Society) of some of the northern

societiei, which have taken place annually during the past two

or three years, have been a step in the same direction.
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The Geographical Society at Antwerp has given a reception

to the distinguished geographer. Dr. Chavanne, editor of the

Mittheilun^en of the Vienna Geographical Society. He has

undertaken the task of drawing up a complete map of the Congo
territory, showing the stations of tlic African Association. He
will leave for the Congo at the beginning ot next month.

The firit maps ot the AI^., im -iiivt-y hive been published

and presented to the Taris Academy by Col. Perrier.

The largest ice cavern in Carniola has lately been discovered

by Prof. Linhart of Laibach, having hitherto been known only

to a small circle of woodcutters and hunters. It is now called

the Friedrichstein Cavern, and can be reached in about two to

three hours from Gott^chee. The upper aperture is large and
rectangular, the back is formed by a limestone rock rising some
So metres perpendicularly ; there is also a colossal gate fringed

by icicles some metres in length. The sides are very steep. The
area of the cave is about 450 square metres, nearly circular in

shape, the level ground being covered with ice several feet deep.

Altogether the cave seems to offer one of the grandest aspects

imaginable.

News about the Russian expedition to Western Africa under

Herr Schulz von Rogosinski was communicated at a recent

meeting of the Berlin Geographical Society. The expedition

has investigated the district north and east of the Cameroon
Mountain?, and discovered a large native settlement or town,

Kumba by name, on the Mungo River east of the mountains
mentioned. They intend to penetrate still further to the east.

Dr. Pauli and Dr. Passavant of Ba^le have started also for the

same districts on an exploring tour. A letter was aUo read,

dated Ibi, September 30, in which Robert Flegel makes some
official business communications.

The additions to the Z0ologic.1l Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Black-handed Spider Monkey (Aides

geoffroyi) from Central America, presented by Mr. Colin Wm.
Scott ; two Yellow-bellied Liothrix {Liothrix hiteus) from
India, a Goldfinch (Cardnelis elegans), British, presented by

Mrs. Edwards ; an Indian Elephant (Mottled Variety) {Elephas

indicus i ) from Burmab, a Slow Loris [Ny cticebus tardigiadiis)

from Sumatra, a Gray Ichneumon {Ua-pestes griseus) from India,

deposited ; a Rufous-necked Wallaby (Halmaturus ruficollis) from

New South Wales, a Brush Bronze-wing Pigeon (/"/ia/i £'%a«j)

from Australia, received on approval ; an Axis Deer (Cervus axis),

three Brown-tailtd Gerbilles {Geibillus crythrurus), a Babirussa

(Babirnssa al/urtis), bjrn in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
A Southern Comet.—A telegram from Melbourne ad-

dressed to Prof. Krueger of Kiel, editor of the Astronomische
Nach ichten, notifies the discovery of a small comet on January
12 in R.A. 22h. 40m., and N.P.D. 130° 8', and consequently
in the constellation Grus. It is stated to be moving quickly to

the south-east.

Possibly this comet may add to tlie very small number of

cases where one of these bodies has been telescopically discovered
in the other hemisphere, and the elements of the orbit have wholly
depended upon southern observations. We can call to mind
only two such instances : (i) the comet of 1824 detected by the
late Carl RUmker at Parramatla, and observed there by him
and by fir Thomas Brisbane, the founder of that observatory,
and Governor of the Colony. The orbit was first calculated by
RUmker, and has lately been more completely investigated from
the Parramatta observations by Dr. Doberck ; (2) the comet of

1833, discovered by Uunlop (Rumker's successor) at Parramatta
at th* end of September, and ob.erv^d there from October i

to 16 : orbits by Henderson, Peters, and Hartwig.

Pons' Co.met.—For the convenience of readtrs who are

observing in the southern hemisphere we subjoin an ephemeris

of this comet, deduced from the provisionally corrected ellipse

of MM. Schulhof and Bossert. The positions are for Greenwich
mean noon :

—

Decl.R.A.

Feb. 5 .
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sule membrane spherical, pierced on all sides by innumerable

fine pores. Extracapsularium, a voluminous gelatinous sheath,

without phseodium, usually without zooanthclla. Skeleton always

intracapsular, consisting of acanthine spicules, which meet in the

centre of the central capsule, and pierce the membrane.

lA. Sub-order I. Acanthometrce, J. Muller, 1858. Acan-
tliaria, in which the acanthine skeleton is c imposed merely of

r.adial spicules, but does not fuim a fenestrated diiell.

Family i. Actinelida, Hkl., 1865. Skeleton composed of a

varyinjj number of spicules, not distributed according to J.

Muller's law i^Astrolopkida^ LUholophida)

,

Family 2. Acanthonida, Hkl., 1S81. Skeleton composed of

twenty radial spicules, distributed regularly according to J.

Midler's law, in five quadriradiate zones {Acanthometrida,

Acanthcstaurida, Acaittholonchida).

IB. Sub-order II. Acanthophracta;, Hertvvig. Acantharia,

in which the skeleton is composed of twenty radial spicules

regularly distributed according to J. Muller's law, and forming
a fenestrated or solid shell round the central capsule by means of

connected transverse processes.

Family 3. Dorataspida, Hkl., 1862. Fenestrated shell,

spherical, spheroidal, or ellipsoidal, simple or double (Phract-

aspida, Spharocapsida, P/trac/opelmida.

Family 4. Diploconida, H., 1S62. Shell shaped like an
hour-glass or a double cone, having in its axis a pair of strong

spicules running in opposite directions {Diploconus),

2. Order II. Spumellaria, Ehrenberg (= Peripylca -I-

T/ialasiicollea + Sphwrozoea, Hert»\ig, 1879 = Splnerellaria

-t- Collodaria 4- Polycytlaria, Hkl., 18S1).

Central capsule originally (and usually permanently) spheri-

cal, more rarely discoid or polymorph<jus. Nucleus usually

divided only immediately before the formation of spores into a

immber of small nuclei. Capsule membrane simple, pierced on
all sides by innumerable fine pores. Extracapsularium a volu-

minous gelatinous sheath, without phreodium, usually with

zooxanthella. Skeleton consisting of silicium, or of a silicate,

originally usually forming a central reticulate sphere, later

extremely polymorphous, more rarely rudimentary or entirely

wanting.

2A. Sub-order III., Collodaria, H., iSSi (sensu amplion),
Spumellaria without skeleton, or with a rudimentary skeleton

composed mainly of detached siliceous spicules scattered outside

the central capsule.

Family 5. ThalassicoUida, H., 1862. Skeleton entirely

wanting. Central capsules living solitary, monozjic [Aclissa,

Thalassolampe, Thalassicolla, &c.
Family 6. CoUozoida, H., 1862. Skeleton entirely wanting.

Central capsules tocial, thickly embedded in a common gela-

tinous body, polyzoic (CoUozoum),
Family 7. Thalassosphierida, H., 1862. Skeleton composed

of numerous detached spicules, scattered round the solitary

central capsule. Monozoic (TAalassosp/itera, Thalaaoxanihium,
&c.).

Family 8. Spha:rozoida. Skeleton composed of numeroui
detached spicules, scattered round the social central capsules, or
embedded in their common gelatinous body (Sp/iarozoum,

Rhapidozoum),
2B. Sub-order IV. Spheerellaria, Hkl., 1881. Spumellaria

having a reticulate or spongiose siliceous skeleton, forming a
single connected plexus of siliceous fibre, originally evolved
from a simple fenestrated sphere.

Family 9. Sphaeroida (vel Sphceridca, H., 1879. " Protis-

tenreich,"p. 103 ; "Prodromus," 1881, pp. 448, 449). Skeleton
either a simple fenestrated sphere, or composed of several con-

centric fenestrated spheres, with or without radial spicules.

Central capsule solitary, monozoic. The family of Spumellaria
richest in specific forms {MonospAuria, Diosphwria, Triospharia,
Telraspharia, Polyspharia, SpongosphiCiid).

Family 10. Collosphoerida, H. , 1S62. Skeleton either

simple reticulate spheres, or composed of two concentric
reticulate spheres, severally inclosing the spherical, social,

central capsules. Polyzoic (Acrospharidj, Clal/iro^p/iarida).

Family 11. Pylonida, Hkl., 1881 {"Prodromus," p. 463).
Skeleton subspherical, ellipsoid, or polymorphous, distint^uLsh^d

by large fissures or gaps, which break through the originally

spherical or ellipsoidal fenestrated shell, at definite p-.iuts.

Fenestrated shell, simple or composed concentrically, with or
without spicule . Geometrical fundamental form with three

unequal, equipolar axes, perpendicular one to another {Pylocas-

pidUy Pylophonnida).

Family 12. Zygastida, Hkl., 1881. Skeleton an ellipsoidal

or almost cylindrical fenestrated shell prolonged in the direction

of one axis and constricted annularly in the middle, perpendicu-

lar to the said axis, often articulated liy repeated annular stric-

tures. One or two concentric, small, fenestrated shells, often

inclosed in the middle. Both poles of the principal axis equal
(Arliscida, Cyphinida).

Family 13. Li'JicHd.i, Hkl. \''Monogr. Prodrom." l88i,p. 46.-1).

Skeleton spheroidal or irregular, composed of a small, central,

fenestrated sphere, and of series or heaps of chambers piled

round it, sometimes spirally or axially according to definite,

complicated laws, sometimes quite irregularly (P/wrticida, Sor-

eumida, Spiretimida).

Family 14. Discoida (vel Discidm, Hkl., 1879, " Protisten-

reich," p. 103, " Prodrom." p. 456). Skeleton flattened like a disk,

originally circular, lenticular, later often polymorphous by
means of peripheric processes ; sometimes distinctly composed
of rings, sometimes spongiooC {^Plusodiscidaf Coccodisciduy Poro-

discida, Spon^odiscida).

3. Order III. Nassellaria, Ehrenberg (= Monopylea,
Hertwig, 1S79 ; Monopylaria, HUl., 1881).

Central capsule originally invariably uniaxial, oval, or conical,

with two different poles of the axis ; at one pole the character-

istic porous area through which the whole of the pseudopodia
project like a bush. Nucleus usually divided late, immediately

before the formation of spores, into numerous s.nall nuclei.

Capsule membrane simple. Extracapsularium, a voluminous

gelatinous sheath without phsodiuui, usually without zooxan-

thellae. Skeleton consisting of silicium or of a silicate, originally

(it is probable universally) a ring or a triradiate framework of

spicules, later extremely polymorphous, usually forming a di-

pleuric fenestrated shell (wanting only in the simplest form,

Cystidium).

3A. Sub-order V., Plectellaria, Hkl. Nassellaria, in which

the skeleton consists of a simple siliceous ring or of a triradiate

framework of spicules, usually furnished with processes forming
simple or branched spicules. The branches of the latter may
be united into a loose plexus, without, however, forming a cham
bered fenestrated shell. The s'l^eleton is entirely wanting only

in the simplest form (Cyslidium).

Family 15. Cystidina, Hkl, nov. fam. Skeleton entirely

wanting (Cystidium).

Family i5. Plectoida (vel Plagonida.), Hk'., 1881. Skeleton

originally composed of three spicules or siliceous rods, radiat-

ing from one point (near the mouth of the central capsule), the

latter often ramifying into loose plexus (Plagonida, PUctanida).

Family 17. Stephoida (vel Stephaitida), Hkl., 1S81. Skele-

ton originally (?) forming a simple siliceous ring (with or without

spicules), later often several connected siliceous rings or a loose

plexus, not, however, developed into a regular fenestrated shell

Monoshphida, Parastephida, Dyosttphida, TriosU-phida).

lb. Sub-order VI. Cystellaria (Hkl., 1881). Nassel-

laria, having a chaoibered (usually dipleuric) fenestrated shell,

the primary foundation of which consists either of a simple

ring (like the Stephoida), or of a triradiate framework (like the

Plectoida), sometimes of a combination of both. Primary

foundation sometimes entirely lost.

Family 18. Spyroida (vel Sphyridina, Ehrenberg). Skeleton

dipleuric, forming a fenestrated twin-shell, the two halves of

which (right and left chamber) are connected by a vertical ring,

lying in the median plane. At the upper (aboral) pole of the

longitudinal axis, usually an occipital apical thorn, at the lower

(oral) pole an oscular netuork, with four (rarely three, five, or

more) operangs, and three (rarely more) spicules, (Triospyiida,

Diorpyrida, Tdiaspyrida, Penta^pyrida, Polyspyrida, Peri-

spyrida, Plcurospyridd) — Zygocystida.

Family ig. Botryoida (Hkl., 1881 = Polycystida, 1862).

Skeleton an irregular fenestrated shell, composed of several

unequal chambers, piled usually irregularly (rarely in definite

order varying from that of the Cyrtida) round a primary

capitulum (derivable from the twin shell of the Spyroida), with

or without spicules (Pyloboiiyida, Cannobolryida).

Family 20. Cyrtida, Hkl., 1S62. Skeleton, dipleuric (at least

originally), consisting either of a primary capitulum (derivable

from the twin-shell of the Spyroida ?) or (usually) of one or

more chambers, joined to the oral pole of the said capitulum in

the longitudinal axis. Osculum sometimes open, sometimes

reticulate. Usually three radial spicules (one median and two

lateral), rarely four or mjre spicules, or none at all (having

undergone retrograde formation ?). The family most rich in
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specific forms of all Nassellaria [Cystocorida, Cystopilida, Cysto-

phoiinida, Cyslocapsida, CystoperiJa, Cyslophatuida, "Prodrom.,"
1881, p. 426).

~^ 4. Order IV. Ph^odaria, Hkl., 1879 (= PansoUnia,
Hkl., 1878 = Tripylca, Hertwig, 1879).

Central capsule always uniaxial, sometimes almost spherical,

sometimes lenticular or oval, always w ith two different poles of

the axis. At one pole invariably the characteristic principal

opening witli radiated operculum, from which the bush of pseudo-
podia project through a tube ; at the other pole, frequently (though
not invariably) ti\o or more accessory openings. Nucleus
usually only late divided into numerous small nuclei. Capsule
membrane double. Extracapsularium usually (or always '/) with
zooxanthella; distinguished by \he p/utodium, a voluminous body
of pigment lying excentrically in the gelatinous sheath round
the principal opening. Skeleton always extracapsular, consist-

ing of silicium or of a silicate, usually composed of hollow tubes,

polymorphous (wanting only in the most simple forms, Phaodina,
&c.).

4A. Sub-order VII. Ph;eocystia, H1<1., 1879. Ph^^odaria,
without skeleton, or with a rudimentary skeleton formed merely
of detached siliceous tubes (or of reticulated pieces of silex)

scattered outside the central capsule.

Family 21. Phreodinida, Hkl., 1879. Skeleton entirely

wanting [Pliaodhia, Phicodella).

Family 22. Cannorapbida, Hkl., 1879. Skeleton consisting
of detached hollow tubes or reticulated pieces of silex, de-
posited tangentially round the central capsule (Cannoraphis,
Thalassoplnneta, Diclyocha).
Family 23. Aulacanthida, Hkl., 1862. Skeleton consisting

of a superficial pallium of fine tangential tubes and a number of
strong radial spicules (simple or branched) which pierce the
mantle {Aulocantha, Aulospathis, Auhmpliis, Aulodendruni,
&c).

4B. Sub-order VIII. Phajogromia, Hk)., 1879. Phseodaria
with a dipleuric single-chambered shell having a large opening,
usually armed with one or more teeth at the basal pole ; besides
the primary, often several secondary openings.

Family 24. Lithngonida, Hkl., nov. fam., single-chambered
dipleuric shell, with solid wall of peculiar crystalline structure,

like porcelain {Lithogromia, Tuscarora).
F.amily 25. Challengerida, John iWurray, 1876. Single cham-

bered shellsj varying greatly in form, with porous glass-like

wall, and very fine, perfectly regular, hexagon,al pores (resembling
the structure of diatoms) {ChalUngeria, GazelUtta, Porciipiiiia,

Sec).

4c. Sub-order IX. Phseosphjeria, Hkl., 1879. Phteodaria
having a spherical, or subspherical, fenestrated shell, usually

consisting of one single, rarely of two concentric spheres ; some-
times with a large principal opening, sometimes without

;
partly

with, partly without, radial spicules. Beams of the reticulum
sometimes solid, sometimes hollow.

Family 26. Castanellida, Hkl., 1879. Fenestrated shell,

spherical, simple, composed of solid rods, having at one point a
large principal opening (often armed with a corona of spicules),

with or without radial spicules (Castanella, Castanidium, Sec).

Family 27. Circoporida, Hkl., 1879. Fenestrated shell, spheri-

cal, subspherical, or polyhs-dric, composed sometimes of reticu-

late plates, usually with hollow, radial spicules, always with one
large, principal opening, and with several detached porous arese

(Circoporus, Porostcphanus, Porospathis, &c.).
Family 28. Sagenida, Hkl., nov. fam. Fenestrated shell,

sometimes spherical, sometimes subspherical or polymorphous,
forming a spongiose plexus of solid beams, without principal

opening {.Sagcna, Sagemdium, Sic).
Family 29. Aulospha^rida, Hkl., 1S62. Fenestrated shell,

spherical, more rarely subspherical or polymorphous, composed
iua peculiar fashion of hollow tubes, usually with hollow, radial

spicules, without principal opening {Aulosphara, AulopUgma,
&c.).

Family 30. Cannospheerida, Hkl., 1879. Fenestrated shell,

spherical or subspherical, double. The inner (medullar layer)

composed simpily of solid beams, the outer (cortical layer) of hol-
low tubes with radial spicules at the nodes of junction; both
layers connected by hollow, radial rods {Cannosphcem, Calo-
cantha, Sec).

4D. Sub-order 10. Pha;oconchia, Hkl., 1S79. Pha:odaria,
having a bivalve fenestrated shell, composed Uke that of a mussel,
of two convex, separate, perforated valves, with or without
hollow, radial tubes.

Family 31. Concharida, Hkl., 1879. Fenestrated shell, with
out radial spicules, composed of two smooth, hemispherical or

lenticular valves, the edges of which usually catch one an
other by rows of teeth (Concharium, Conchidium, Conckopsis.

Sec).

Family 32. Ccelendrida, Hkl., 1862. Fenestrated shell com
posed of two hemispherical or lenticular valves, having pro

cesses in the form of large, hollow, radial spicules, usually

dendritically branched at their apical, centre points or at the

two poles of the transverse axis of tlie shell (Ca-lodeiidrum,

Ccclothamna, &c.).

Differential Characters of the Four Orders of Radiolaria

Holotrypasta

Radiolaria having the capsule membrane pierced on all sides.

I. ACANTHARIA. II. SPUMELLARIA.

Central capsule originally

spherical.

Homaxonous.

Cafisule membiane pierced

equally everywhere by in-

numerable fine pores.

{Peripylea).

Skeleton acanthine.

Zooxanthellas usually (or in-

variai ly ?) w anting.

Without phceodium.

Merotrypasta

Radiolaria having the capsule membrane partially pierced.

Central capsule originally

spherical,

Homaxonotis.

Capsule membrane pierced

equally everywhere by in-

numerable fine pores.

(Peripylea).

Skeleton siliceous.

Zooxanthellae usually present.

Without phffiodiuro.

III. Nassellaria.

Central capsule oval or

conical.

Monaxonous.

Capsule membrane with a

single area of pores at the oral

pole of the principal axis.

(Alonopylea).

Skeleton siliceous.

Zooxanthellai' usually present.

IV. Ph.«odaria.

Central capsule oval or sub-

spherical.

Monaxonous.

Capsule membrane with a

single simple principal

opening and often several

accessory openings.

(Tripylea).

Skeleton siliceous.

Zooxanthellae usually (or in-

variably ?) wanting.

Always with phseodium.Withovit phajodium.

Conspectus Ordiniim et Familiarum Radiolarium classis

Genus typicum

I. Ordo:
Acantharia
Holotrypasta
skeleto acan-

II. Ordo:
Spumeliaria
Holotrypasta
skeletu defi-

cienle aut
siliceo poly-

morpho

I. Acanthometra f i.

(sinetesia) I2.

I

II. Acanthophracla ("3.

I

(testa compJeta) \ 4.

III. CoIIodaria
(sine testa)

\l

Actinelida Actinelius

Acanthomda Acanlhonia
Dorataspida Dorataspis
Diploconida Diploconus

ThalassicoUida Actissa
Collozoida Collozoum
Thalassosphaerida Physeniatium
Sphaerozoida Sphaerozoum

IV. Sph:

III. Ordo: ,

Nassellaria ' V. Pie.

Merotrypasta
[^

(sine test;

membra
capsula; s

phci, sii

phaeodi

Tellaria

npleta)

ellaria

corapleta

VI. Cyrlellaria

(testa completa)

IV. Ordo:
PhKod.-iria

Merotrypasta
mcmbtana

capsula: dup-
plici, cum
phaeodio

1=5.

IX. Phaeospharia
(testa globosa aut

'

subglobosa)

X. Phjeoconchia
(testa bivalva)

Sphasrida
. Collosphaer
, Pylonida
, Zygartida
. Litheiida
, Discoida

, Cystidina
Plectoida
Steph;

, Spyroida
, Botryoida
. Cyrtida

Phaeodinida
Canr.orhaphida
Aulacanthida
Lithogromida
Challengerida
Castanellida
Circoporida
Sagenida
Aulospbaerida
Cannosphffirida
Concharida
Coelodendrida

Phorraospha
Collosphaera
Tetrapyle
Didyniocyrtis
Porodiscus
Lithelius

Cystidium
Plagiacantha
Lithocircus
Dictyospyris
Botryocyrtis
Diciyophimus

Phaodina
Thalassoplancta
Aulacantha
Lithogromia
Challengeria
Castanella
Circoporus
Sagena
Aulosphaera
Cannosphaera
Concharium
Coelodendrum
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12. Zygartida

Hypothetical Anckstral Tree of the Radiolaria (18S2)

14. Discoida . 30. C.iiinospha.iida

II. Pylonida 32. Ccelodendrida

29. Aulosphrerida

13. Lithelida

2S. Sagenida

27. Circaporida

10. CoUosplirerida

31. Concbai'ida

26. Castanellida

4. Diploconida 20. Cyrtida

9. Sphaeroida 19. Botryoida

3. Dorataspida 18. Spyridina

17. Steplianida

Acanthonida 8. Sphx-iozoida 16. Plectoida

6. Collozoida 25. Aulacaiithida

I
:

I

7. Thalasso-
[

22. Cannorhaphida
sphasrida

25. Challengerida

24. Lithogromida

I. Actinelida 5. ThaIas';icollida 15. Cystidina 21. Phreodinida

Actinelius
(ancestral form

of the

Acantharia)

Actissa
(ancestral form

of the

Spumellaria)

Cystidium
(aiictstral form

of the

Nassellaria)

Phseodina

(ancestral form of the

Phseodaria)

Actissa
(common ancestral form of all Radiolaria)

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—The following courses of lectures and instruction

ID Natural Science will be held during the present term. In the

Department of Physics Prof. Clifton lectures on "The Distribu-

tion of Potential in a Circuit," and on the Galvanometer. Mr.
Heaton lectures on Elementary Mechanics. Practical instruc-

tion in Physics is given daily by Prof. Clifton and Messrs.
Heaton and Walker in the Clarendon Laboratory. At Christ
Church Mr. Baynes lectures on the Kinetic Theory of Gases, and
gives practical instruction in magnetic and electric measurements.
At Balliol Mr. Dixon lectures on Elementary Heat and Light.

In the Chemical Department Prof. Odiing continues his

course on the Naphthalene Compounds. The Courses on
Organic and Inorganic Chemistry are continued by Dr. Watts
and Mr. Kisher. At Christ Church Mr. Vernon Harcourt has a
class for Quantitative Analysis.

Prof. Story-Maskelyne continues his course on Crystallo-

graphy, and Prof. Prestwich concludes his course on Dynamical

Geology, and lectures on Stratigraphical Geology.

In the Department of Morphology practical instruction is

given by Prof. Mo-eley and Messrs. Robertson and Hickson on

Human and Comparative Anatomy. Prof. Moseley lectures

on the Comparative Anatomy of the Vertebrata, Mr. Hickson on

the Elements of Animal Morphology, Mr. Jackson on Mimicry

and Parasitism, Mr. Poulton on Descriptive Histology, Mr.

Morgan on Odontography, and Mr. Barclay-Thompson on the

Anatomy of Amphibia and Reptilia.

In the Department of Physiology (which is much cramped for

room pending the erection of new buildings) Prof. Burdon San-

derson lectures on the Nervous System, while practical instruc-

tion is given liy the Professor and Mr. Gotch on the Elementary

Physiology of the Nervous System and of the Sense Organs,

and by Mr. Dixey on Histology. At Magdalen Mr. Yule has

a class for instruction in Practical Physiology.

The new Reader in Anthropology will give a course of six

lectures on the Development of Civilisation and the Arts of Life.
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Candidates for the Professorship of Botany are requested to

send i'l tlieir applications to the Kej^istrar of the University on
or before January 26. The stipend is 700/. a year, and a house
rent free in the liotanic Garden.
New College oflers an Exhibition in Natural Science (Chemis-

try or Biology). The examination commences May 6.

Cambridge.—The following are the principal courses in

Natural Science during the present term :

—

Mathematics.—Prof. Adams, Lunar Theory, commencing
January 31 ; Mr. Turner (Under Plumian Professor), Instruction
in the Use of Astronomical Instrument.s, January 30; Mr. Mol-
lison. Vibrations and Sound, January 24 ; Mr. S'tearn, Hydrj-
dynamics, January 25 ; Mr. Hobson, Fourier's Series and Con-
duction of Heat, January 28 ; Mr. Thompson, Electromagnetism,
January 25 ; Mr. Glazebrook, Wave Theory of Light, January
24 ; Mr. B.all, Algebra and Determinants, January 25 ; Dr.
Besant, Analysis, January 23 ; Mr. Pendlebury, Analytical
Optics, Januiry 23.

Chemistry.—Prof. Liveing, General Course, January 24 ;

Prof. Dewar, Organic Chemistry, January 28 ; Mr. Main,
General Course, Jainiary 28 ; Mr. Pattison-Muir, Carbon Com-
pounds, January 2$; Non- Metals, January 26; Mr. Scott,

Elementary ^Organic Chemistry, January 25 ; Mr. Lewis,
Catechetical Lectures, January 25 ; Mr. Heycock, Chemical
Philosophy.

Practical Chemistry.—Mr. Sell and Mr. Fenton, Demonstra-
tions in Quantitative Analysis, January 25.

Physics.— Lor.l Raylei jh. Acoustics, January 26 ; Mr. Trotter,

Electricity and Magnetism, January 24 ; Physical Optics, January
24 ; Mr. Atkinson, Ileat, January 25 ; Mr. Glazebrook, Ele-
mentary Physic-, January 25 ; Mr. Shaw, Elementary and
Advanced Physics, Hydrostatics and Heat, January 25.

Mechanism.— Prjf. Stuart, Theory of Structures, January 29;
Mr. Lyon, Statics and fljdrostatics, January 29 ; Rigid Dy-
namics, January 30 ; Mr. Ames, Elementary Mathematics for
Students of Mechanism, January 30.

Geology.—Principles of Geology and Stratigraphy (advanced).
Prof. Hughes, January 24 ; Dynamical Geology, Mr. Roberts,
January 24 ; Pala:ontology and Petrology, by Demonstrators,
January 26.

Botany.—General Elementary Course, Mr. Vines, January 24

;

Anatomy of Plants, Mr. Gardiner, January 25 ; General Bio-

logy of Plants (advanced), Mr. F. Darwin, January 26 ; Mor-
phological Botany, Mr. Hicks, January 26.

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy.—Geographical Distribu-

tion of the Vertebrata, by Prof. Newton, January 30 ; Element-
ary Biology, Mr. Vines and Mr. Sedgwick, January 25 ; Prac-
tical Morphology, Mr. Sedgwick, January 24 ; Morphology of
Sauropslda, Mr. Gadow, January 23.

Biology.—Elementary, Mr. Vines and Mr. Sedgwick, J.anuary

25-

Anatomy and Physiology.— Osteology, Prof. Macallster,

January 25 ; Physiology, Prof. Foster, January 24 ; Anatomy
of the Digestive and Circulatory Organs, Prof. Macalister,

January 24 ; Chemical Physiology, Mr. Lea, January 25 : Phy-
siology of the Circulation, Dr. Gaskell, January 24 ; Practical

Work, Dissection, under the supervision of the Professor and
Demonstrator, in the Dissecting Room.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Bulletin de la SocUli dcs NattiralisUs de Moscou, annee 1883,

No. 2.—Researches into the compounds of the acetylenes,

by A P. Sabaneeff. The author has studied these imper-
fectly known compounds, namely, di-brom-acetylene, .and the
double compounds of acetylene with bromine and chlorine,

and with chlorine and iodine. He has discovered a new
method of preparing larger quantities of the former by acting
with zinc on an alcoholic solution of the four-brom-ace'ylene,
and describes its various reactions.—On the periodical changes
of level of the ocean, by H. Trautschold (in German). The
author, who already in 1869 supported the idea that the geo-
logical changes are due, not to the rise of the continents, but to

the falling of the level of the ocean, finds in the disposition of

the series of deposits of all .ages up from the Silurian, on the
plains of Russia, new and very intere-ting .arguments for his idea.

He maintains that the level of the ocean was falling from
the Silurian epoch to the end of the Trias, when the seas had,
around the now Russian plains, nearly the same shape as now.

The level of the ocean rose, however, during the Jurassic
period, retiring again about the end of the Chalk period.—On
the bastard of the Anas crecca with Anas boschas, by Dr. N.
Sewertsoff, with a coloured plate (in German). The most inter-

esting bastard of the nearly two extremes of the ducks (relatively

to their size) has been shot in the province of Ryazan. The
Russian ornithologist describes its features at length, and adds
some remarks on the b.astards of the ducks generally.—Mono-
petal plants of Radde, by Ferd. von Herden (continued).—De-
scription (in German) of the Veronicas, Castillejas, SipJ2onoslcgia,

Plilhdrospermum, and Omphalotrix.—A Mastodon tooth, note
by H. Trautschold.—On the photographic photometry of fixed

stars, by Ed. Lindemann (in German).—Materials for the fauna
of Hemiptera of Russia, by W. Yakovleff, being a description,

in Russian, of several new species.

Rivista Sctentifico-Indtistj-iale, October 31.—A detailed account
of the electric exhibition held in September at Lodi, by Prof.

Alessandro Volta.—Programme of the anthropological section of
the Italian exhibition to be held next year in Turin. Amongst
other attractions there will be a large collection of typical Italian

skulls of all dates and from every part of the peninsula.

Materials will also be brought together for studying the history,

ethnography, language, and present condition of all the foreign

communities (Albanian, Greek, Catalonian, Slav, German,
Rumansch, French) settled in various parts of the country.

Rendiconti del R. Istiluto Lombardo di Scienze e Letten,

November 29, 1883.—On Lagrange's general expression of the

force necessary to produ-;e a tautocronous motion regarded as a

function of space and velocity, by Prof. C. Formenti.—Geolo-
gical notes on the Alps of the provinces of Reggio and Modena,
by D. Pantanelli.—On the first traces of a national debt in the

Byzantine Empire, by Z. von Lingenthal.—Unimetalism and
bimetalism, by Dr. A. Villa Pernice.—Meteorological observa-

tions in the Brera Ob'ervatory, Milan, during the month of

September, 1883.

A^aclirichten of the Royal Society of Science! and of the

Vniversity of Goltingen, August 22, 1883.—Contributions to the

study of spermatozoa and their evolution (preliminary paper),

by Dr. A. von Brunn.—Researches on the action of glycol

on orthophenylendiamin, orthodinitrobenzine, and sulphuric

acid.

November 7.—On the meteorological relations of Gottingen,

by Hugo Meyer.—Optical researches on the substance (cal-

careous spath) into whicli crystals of ar.agonite become decom-
posed under the action of heat, by C. Klein.—On t'ue age of th;

iron ores at Hohenkirchen, by A. von Koenen.—On the theory

of modular equations, by A. Hurwitz.^On the relations between
solar and atmospheric electricity, showing how the latter is

referable to the former and allied causes.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, November 22, 1S83.— " Some Relations of
Heat to Voltaic and Thermo-Electric Action of Metals in

Electrolytes," by G. Gore, F.R.S., LL.D.
The experiments described in this paper throw considerable

light upon the real cause of the voltaic current. The results of

them are contained in twenty tables; and by co'nparing them
with each other, and also by means of additional experiments,

the following general conclusions and chief facts were obtained.

Whe'i metals in liquids are heated, they are more frequently

rendered positive than negative in the proportion of about 2"8 to

I'o ; and whilst the proportion in weak solutions was about 2 '29

to fo, in strong ones it was about 3^27 to I'o, and this accords

with their thermo-electric behaviour as metals .alone. The
thermoelectric order of metals in liquids was, with nearly every

solution, whether strong or weak, wilely different from the

thermo-electric order of the same metals alone. A conclusion

previously arrived at was .also confirmed, viz. that the liquids in

which the hot metal was thermo-electropositive ir. the largest

proportion of cases were those containing highly electro-positive

bases, such as the alkali metals. The thermo-electric effect of

gradually heating a metal in a liquid was sometimes different

from that of sii idenly heating it, and was occasionally attended

by a reversal of the current.

Degree of strength of liquid greatly affected the thermo-

electric order of metals. Increase of strength usually and con-
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sideiably increased the potential of metals thermo-electro-
negative in liquids, and somewhat incl•ea^ed that of those potitive
in liquids.

The electric potential of metaU', thermo-electro-positive in

weak liquids, was usually about 3 87 times, and in strong ones
I '87 times, as great as of those which were negative. The
potential of the strongest thermo-electric couple, viz. that of
aluminium in weak solution of sodic phosphate, was '66 volt for
100' F. difference of temperature, or about 100 times that of a
bismuth and antimony couple.

Heating one of the metals, either the positive or negative, of

a voltaic couple, usually increased their electric difference,

making most metal more positive, and some more negative;
whilst heatinJ the second one also, usually neutralised to a large
extent the effect of heating the first one. The electrical effect

of heating a voltaic couple is nearly wholly composed of the
united effects of heating each of the two metals separately, but
is not however exactly the same, because whilst in the former
case the metals are dissimilar, and are heated to the same
temperature, in the latter they are similar, but healed
to different temperatures. Also, when hean'ng a voltaic pair,

the heat applied to two metals, both of which are previously
electro-polar by contact with each other as well as by contact
with the liquid ; but when heating one junction of a metal and
liquid couple, the metal has not been previously rendered electro-

polar by contact with a different one, and is therefore in a some-
what different state. When a V' iltaic combination, in which the
positive metal is thermo negative, and the negative one is thermo-
positive, is heated, the electric potential of the couple diminishes,
notwithstanding that the internal resistance is decreased.
Magnesium in particular, also zinc and cadmium, were greatly

depressed in electromotive force in electrolytes by elevation of
temperature. Reversals of position of two metals of a voltaic

couple in the tension series by rise of temperature were chiefly

due to one of the two metals increasing; in electromotive force
faster than the ether, and in many cases to one metal increasing

and the other decreasing in electromotive force, but only in a
few cases was it a result of simultaneous but unequal diminution
of potential of the two metals. With eighteen different voltaic

couples, by rise of temperature from 60° to 160° F. , the electro-

motive force in twelve cases was increased, and in six decreased,

and the average proportions of increase for the eighteen instances
was 'lo volt for the 100° F. of elevation.

A great difference in chemical composition of the liquid was
attended ly a considerable change in the order of the volta-

tension series, and the differences of such order in two similar

liquids, such as solutions of hydric chloride and potassic chloride,

were much greater than those produced in either of those liquids

by a difference of 100° F. of temperature. Difference of strength

of solution, like difference of composition or of temperature,
altered the order of such series with nearly every liquid ; and
the amount of such alteration by an increase of four or five

times in the strength of the liquid was rather less than that

caused by a difference of 100° F. of temperature. Whilst also

a v.ariation of strength of liquid caused only a moderate amount
of change of order in the volta tension series, it produced more
than three times that amount of change in the thermo-electric
tension series. The usnal effect of increasing the strength of
the liquid upon the volta-electromotive force was to considerably
increase it, but its effect upon the thermo-electromotive force
was to largely decrease it. Thedegiee of potential of a metal
and liquid thermo-couple was not always exactly the same at the
same temperature during a rise as during a fall of temperature ;

this is analogous to the variations of melting and solidifying points
of bodies under such conditions, and also to that of supersatura-
tion of a liquid by a salt, and is probably due to some hindrance
to change of molecular movement.
The rate of ordinary chemical corrosion of each metal varied

in every different liquid ; in each solution also it differed with
every different metal. The most chemically positive metals
were usually the most quickly corroded, and the corrosion of
each metal was usually the fastest with the most acid solutions.
The rate of corrosion at any given temperature was dependent
both upon the nature of the metal and upon that of the liquid,

and was limited by the most feebly active of the two, usually
the electrolyte. The order of rate of corrosion of metals also
differed in every different liquid. The more dissimilar the
chemical characters of two liquids the more diverse usually was
the order of rapidity of corrosion of a series of metals in them.
The order of rate of simple corroMon in .any of the liquids

examined differed from that of chemico-eleclric and still more
from that of thermo electric tension. Corrosion is not the cause
of thermo-electric action of metals in liquids.

Out of fifty -eight cases of rise of temperature the rate of
ordinary corrosion was increased in every instance except one,
and that was only a feeble exception—the increase of corrosion
from 60° to 160° F. with different metals was extremely variable,

and was from 15 to 321 '6 times. Whether a metal increased or
decreased in thermo-electromotive forte by being heated, it in-

creased in rapidity of corrosion. The proportions in which
the mo^t corroded metal was also the most thermo-electro-
positive one was 65'S7 per cent, in liquids at 60° F. and 69' 12
in the same liquids at 160° F. ; and the proportion in which it

was the most chemico-electro-positive at 60" F. was 84 '44 per
cent., and at 160" F. 8077 per cent. The proportion of cases
therefore in which the most chemico-electro-negative metal was
the most corroded one increased from IS'5'J '0 I9'23 percent,
by a rise of temperature of 100° F. Comparison of these pro-
portions shows that corrosion usually influenced in agreater degree
cheniico-electric rather than thermo-electric actions of metals in
liquids. Not only was the relative number of cases in which
the volta-negative metal was the most corroded increased by rise

of temperature, but also the average relative loss by corrosion
of the negative to that of the positive one was increased from
3'ii to 6'32.

The explanation most consistent with all the various results

and conclusions is a kinetic one :—That'metals and electrolytes are
through' lut their masses in a state of molecular vibration. That
the molecules of those substances, being frictionless bodies in a
frictionless medium, and their motion not being dissipated by con-
duction or radiation, continue incessantly in motion until some cause
arises to prevent them. That e.ach metal (or electrolyte), when
unequally heated, has to a certain extent an unlike cla^s of mo-
tions in its differently heated parts, and behaves in those parts
somewhat like two metals (or electrolytes), and those unlike
motions aie enabled, through the intermediate conducting por-
tion of the substance, to render those parts electro-polar. That
every different met.al and electrolyte has a different class of
motions, and in consequence of this they also, by contact alone
with each other at the same temperature, become electro-polar.

The molecular motion of each dilterent substance also increases
at a different rate by rise of temperature.

This theory is equally in agreement with the chemico-electric
results. In accordance with it, when in the case of a metal and
an electrolyte, the tw o classes of motions are sufficiently unlike,
chemical corrosion of the metal by the liquid takes place, and
the voltaic current, originated by inherent molecular motion
under the condition of contact, is maintained by the portions of
motion lost by the metal and liquid during the act of uniting
together. Corrosion therefore is an effect of molecular motion,
and is one of the modes by which that motion is converted into
and produces electric current.

In accordance with this theory, if we take a thermo-electric
pair consisting of a non-corrodible metal and an electrolyte (the
two being already electro-polar by mutual contact), and heat one
of their points of contact, the molecular motions of the heated
end of each substance at the junction are altered ; and as
thermoelectric energy in such combinations usually increases by
rise of temperature, the metal and liquid, each singly, usually

becomes more electro-polar. In such a case the unequally heattd
metal behaves to some extent like two metals, and the unequally
heated liquid like two liquids, and so the thermo-eleciiic pair

is like a feeble chemico-electric one of two metals in two liquids,

but without corrosion of either metal. If the metal and liquid

are each, when alone, thermo-electro-positive, and if, when in

contact, the metal increases in positive condition faster than the
liquid by being heated, the latter appears thermo-electro-

negative, but if less rapidly than the liquid, the metal appears
thermo-electro-negative.

As also the proportion of cases is small in which metals that

are positive in the ordinary thermo-electric series of metals only
become negative in the metal and liquid ones (viz. only 73 out
of 286 in weak solutions, and 48 out of the same number in

strong ones), we may conclude that the metals, more frequently

than the liquids, have the greatest thermo-electric influence, and
also that the relative largeness of the number of instances of
thermo-electro-positive metals in the series of metals and liquids,

as in the series of metals only, is partly a consequence of the

circumstance that rise of temperature usually makes substance

—metals in particular—electro-positive. These statements are
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also consistent with the view that the elementary subbtances lose

a portion of their molecular activity when they unite to form
acids or salts, and that electrolytes therefore have usually a less

degree of molecular motion than the metals of which they are

partly composed.
The cuiTent from a thermo-couple of metal and liquid, therefore,

may be viewed as the united result of difference of molecular
motion, first, of the two junctions, and second, of the two heated
(or cooled) substances ; and in all cases, both of thermo- and
chemico-electric actinn, the immediate true cause of the current

is the original molecular vibrations of the substances, whilst con-
tact is only a static permitting condition. Also that whil-t in

the case of thermo-electric action the su-taining cause is molecu-
lar motion, supplied by an e.\ternal source of heat, in the case
of chemico-electric action it is the motion lovt by the metal
and liquid when chemically uniting together. The direction of
the current in thermo-electric cases appears to depend upon
which of the two substances composing a junction increases in

molecular activity the fastest by rise of temperature, or decreases
the most rapidly by cooling.

Zoological Society, January 15.—E. W. H. Holdsworlh,
F.Z.S., in the chair.—The Secretary exhibited, on the part of
Mr. H. Whitely, an inmiature specimen of the Night-Heron
(Nycticorax griseiis), which had been shot in Plumstead Marshes,
Kent, in Decemlier last.—A communication was read from
Mr, J. C. O'Halloran, Chief Commissioner and Police Magis-
trate for Rodriguez, accompanying a specimen of a large lizard

found only in that inland, and very rare there. The specimen
had been identified by Mr. Boulenger as Phelsuniu lu-vtoni,

belonging to the family Geckotidse.—Sir Joseph Fayrer exhibited
some additional specimens of the horns of deer gnawed by other
deer, in confirmation of previous remarks on the subject.—Canon
Tristram, F.U.S., exhibited and made remarks upon some speci-

mens of species of the genus Packycephala, \\hich appeared to

have been ignored or wrongly united to other species in a recently

published volume of the Catalogue of Birds of the British

Museum.—Mr. W. F. R. Weldon read a paper in which he gave
a description of the placenta in Tetraceros quadricorms. The
author showed that this placenta is intermediate between that of

Moschus and that of the typical Bovidse, having few cotyledons
with diffuse vascular ridges between them. Associated with
this primitive character is a uniserial psalterium.—A second
paper by Mr. Weldon contained some notes on the anatomy of

a rare American monkey, Callithrix gigot, which had recently

died in the Society's Gardens. The author gave a description
of the external characters, and the principal viscera were cora-
)iared with those of C. moloch and of Mycetes.—A communica-
tion was read from Mr. E. J. Miers, F.Z.S., giving an account
of a collection of Crustacea from the Maurhius, which had been
forwarded to the British Museum by M. V. de Robillaid. In
the collection was an example of a new species of Callianassa,

proposed to be called C. mariensi.—Mr. Francis Day read a
paper on races and hybrids among the Salmonidfe, and exhibited
a series of specimens of young salmon and hybrid Salmonidae
reared at Sir J. Gib-on Maitlaud's Howie-town Fish Establish-
ment.—Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell read a paper on the generic position
and relations of /;'<•/«'«««//»« tumidtis of Tenison-Woods, from
the Australian seas, which he showed to belong to a different

genus, proposed to be called Anomalanthus.

Chemical Society, January 17.—Dr. W. H. Perkin, presi-

dent, in the chair.—The following gentlemen were elected Fel-
lows :—B. H. Brough, G. Daubeney, C. C. Hutchins.m, W.
S. Kilpatrick, E. Matthey, H. Peile, J. Pallister, R. Romanis,
S. G. Rawson, F. M. Rogers, W. Robinson, T. Stenhouse, W.
O.Senier, J. A Voelcker.—The following papers were read :—On
camphoric peroxide and barium camphorate, by C. T. Kingzett.
In 1863 Brodie described the formation of camphoric peroxide by
triturating camjihoric anhydride with barium peroxide in the
presence of ice-ctld water. The author has repeated the above
experiments, and concludes that no camphoric peroxide is

formed, but that the anhydride is first converted into camphoric
acid, which decomposes the barium peroxide, yielding camphor-
ate of barium and peroxide of hydrogen.—On the decomposition
of silver fulmmale by hydrochloric acid, by E. Divers and
Michitada Kawakita. Formic acid and hydroxyammonium
chloride are formed, as is the case with mercury fulminate, but
the authors have only been able to obtain two-thirds of the cal-

culated quantity (.f these bodies. Some ammonia and hydro-
cyanic acid are also formed.—Supplementary note on Liebig's

production of fulminating silver without the use of nitric acid,
by E. Divers and Michitada Kawakita. The authors have suc-
ceeded in preparing the fulminate, but only when the reaction
was allowed to proceed for some time. The solution was then
warm, and always contained nitric acid.—On hyponitrites, Ijy

E. Divers and Tamemasa Haga. The authors criticise the recent
paper of Berthelot and Ogier, and give an account of fre>h inves-
tigations, which confirm the formula originally proposed by
Divers, AgNO. They have not been able to obtain hyponitrite,
either by the method proposed by Mencke, i.e. heating potassium
nitrate with iron filings, or the method proposed by Zorn, in

which ferrous hydrate is used as the reducing agent.

Royal Meteorological Society, January 16.—Mr. J. K"
Laughton, F. k.A.S., president, in the chair.—The Secretary
read the Report of the Council, which showed that the past
few months mark a very important epoch in the hi-tory of the
Society. In October the Council received the intimation that

Her Majesty had been graciously pleased to grant the Society
permission to assume the prefix "Royal." In consequence the
Society has become, and will henceforth lie called, the Royal
Meteorological Society. In December the Fellows made certain
alterations in the by-laws by which the annual subscription has
been increased. The Report also showed that the Society is

doing a great deal of practical work, not only by holding meet-
ings and publi^hing the papers read at the same, but also by the
establishment of a large number of observing-stations, w hich are

regularly inspected, so that the results obtained from them may
be strictly uniform and comparable. The number of Fellows is

549 and of honorary members 19, thus making a total of 568.

—

The President then delivered his address, in which he referred

to the experiments made by Mr. Saxon Snell, Mr. Bertram, and
Mr. Hele Shaw, with the object of determining the coefficients

of Biram's anemometers ; as yet these can scarcely be con-
sidered quite satisfactory, for, though made with the utmost
care, they give results differing from each other by nearly 25 per
cent, and from the known truth in opposite directions. The
reduction of barometric readings to sea-level is another problem
of great interest and importance, the solution of which is far

fiom perfect, and, as applied to the converse determina-
tion of altitudes, has been pronounced by Mr. Gilbert,

of the U.S. Geological Survey, to be beset with diffi-

culties " so numerous and so baffling that there is no
reason to hope that they will ever be fully overcome." In
many cases, too, the reduction, even if correct, implies an
accunmlation of air in places where no air exists ; and isobars

so drawn, traversing mighty mountain ranges such as the Rocky
Mountains or the Himalayas, or elevated plateaus such as those
of Central or Eastern Asia, convey an impression which may
easily lead to serious mistakes. The great achievement of the

year is unquestionably the gathering in of the observations taken,

by international agreement, at nine Arctic stations, in which,
amidst circumstances of more or less discomfort, parties continued
through a full period of twelve months. With one station

established by the United States on the shores of Lady Franklin

Bay, it has been found impossible to communicate ; this was
established in the summer of 1881, and no trustworthy news
has since been received. Preliminary reports have been pub-
lished from the English station at Fort Kae on the northern shores

of the Great Slave Lake ; from the German station in Cumber-
land Sound ; from the Austrian at Jan Mayen, and from some
of the others ; but the principal interest attaches not to the

observations taken separately but to the collation and com-
parison of the whole, which may be expected to lead the way
towards problems of the greatest importance to meteorology.

In the present day one science is so mixed up with a number of

others, and so involved in them, that it is impossible to separate

them, or to define the exact limits of each. Many of the

problems of meteorology belong as much to geography, or at

times even to experimental physics, and an address which speaks

of the progress of meteorology is perhaps apt to appear in some
degree discursive. It is that the true student of nature, whilst

limiting his detailed work to one particular direction, must

consider her kingdom as a grand and comprehensive whole, one

and indivisible.—The following gentlemen were elected the

officers and Council for the ensuing year :—President : Robert

Henry Scott, F.R.S. ; Vice-Presidents: Hon. Ralph Aber-

cromby, Edmund Douglas Archibald, M.A., John Knox
Laughton, F.R.A.S., William Marcet, M.D., F.R.S. ; Treasurer :

Henry Perigral, F.R.A.S. ; Trustees: Hon. Francis Albert

Rollo Russell, M.A., Stephen William Silver, F.R.G.S. ;
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Secretaries : George James Symons, F.R.S., John William
Tripe, M.D. ; Foreign Secretary: George Mathews Whipple,
F.R.A.S. ; Council: William Morris Beaufort, F.k.A.S.;
George Chattcrton, John Sanford Dyason, F.R.G.S., William
Ellis, F.R.A.S., Charles Harding, Richard Inwards, F.R.A.S.,
Baldwin Latham, F.G.S., Robert John LecUy, F.R.A.S.,
Edward Mawley, F.R.H.S., Cuthbirt E. Peek, F.R.G.S.,
Capt. Henry Toynbee, F.R.A.S., Charles Theodore Williams,
M.D.

Anthropological Institute, January 8.—Prof. Flower,

I'". R. S., pre-ident, iu the chair.—The election of the following

new members was announced :—Rev. E. S. Dewick, M.A.,
F.G.S., Prof. A. Macalister, M.D., F.R.S., and Mr. Oldfield

Thomas as ordinary members. Dr. E. T. Hamy and Dr.

Hermann Welcker as honorary members, and Mr. Lucien Carr
and Dr. A. B. Meyer as corresponding members.—The Pre-

sident stated that Mr. Francis Galton had offered 500/. in prizes

to those who should before May i, 1884, furnish him with the

best extracts from their family records accordin'^ to the form
prescribed in his " Record of Family Faculties," published by
Macmillan and Co., and he urged all members of the Anthropo-
logical Institute to give Mr. Giilton every assistance in their

power.— Mr. H. H. Johnston read a paper on the races of the

Congo and the Portuguese colonies in Western Africa. The
author stated that Western Tropical Africa, between Senegambia
to the north and the River Cunene, offered a vast studying

ground to the anthropologist, wherein types of nearly every well-

marked African race might be observed. After detailing many
of the various races, he proceeded to describe tlie Bushmen
north of Cunene, which he characterised as about the lowest

type of men, but, of the five or six specimens which came more
particularly under his notice, he remarked that their mental
ability was strangely at variance with their low physical

characteristics. The Hottentots were much finer men than
the Bushmen as regarded height and build, but ihey ex-

ceeded the latter in baboon-like licentiousness. The western
slopes of the Sheila Mountains were peopled by a tribe

called the A-ndombe, a sturdy race of carriers, which extended
a-; far north as Benguela. Referring to the races of the lower
Congo, Mr. Johnston observed that they depended almost
entirely upon vegetable diet, whilst they were remarkable for

their initiation ceremonies. Traces of phallic worship were
noticed, especially in the interior, and more particularly in

the neighbourhood of Stanley Pool. A Congo market was
exceedingly interesting, and was held for about four or eight

days. The natives would often go 100 miles to attend one of

these markets, the woaien generally being the keenest traders.

Between Stauley Pool and the coast there is only one great
leading tongue spoken, though this has several dialects. This is

the Congo language, one known to and studied by Europeans
probably before any other Bantu tongue. It bears many signs

of Portuguese influence.

Geological Society, January 9.—^J.
W. Hulke, F.R.S.,

president, in the chair.—Patrick Doyle, Alfred Harker, Rev.
Frederick Hastings, Rev. John Milne-Curran, and William
Ford Stanley, were elected Fellows ; Prof. G. Capelliiii, of
B jlogna, a Foreign Member, and M. Alphonse Briart, of Mons,
a Foreign Correspondent of the Society.—The following com-
munications were read :—On the volcanic group of St. David's,
by the Rev. Prof. J. F. Blake, F.G.S. The result of the
author's examination of the rocks in the district of St. David's
which have been designated Dimetian, Arvonian, and Pebidian,
is that they belong to one volcanic series, whose members are
tliose usually recognised in eruptive areas, and whose age is

anterior to and independent of the true Cambrian epoch. The
independence of this series and the Cambrian is shown by the
nature of the junction at all points of the circuit that have b en
seen. The supposed i-ocline west of the granitic mass cannot
\>'. verified on an examination of the coast-section, there being
great irregularity and gentle synclinals not far from where fhe
apex of the isocline should be. With regard to the nature of
the rocks which thus antedate the Cambrian, the author was
unable to recognise any true alternations in the materials of the
granitic axis, though the rock is a pecul ar one in the arrange-
ment of its constituents. The felsitic rocks arc not independent
of the granite, as they surround -it on all sides, the line along
the north and south being specially traced. They are also often
intrusive into the ashes, and hence can have no definite strike.

Attention was drawn to the highly acid character of the whole

series, and to the small size of the centres of eruption, and it

was suggested that such centres have ontinually decreased iu
number and increased in magnitude during geological time.
On further discoveries of vertebrate remiins iu the Triassic
strata of the south coast of Devonshire, between Budleigh
Salterton and Sidmouth, by A. T. Metcalfe, F.G.S. The
author gave a brief strati^raphical account of the Triassic rocks
of the coast. He then described some vertebrate remains, con-
sisting chiefly of portions of jaw-hones with teeth in line,

probably of Labyrinthodonts, found in the upper sandstones
( U>sher's classification) at High Peake Hill, near Sidmouth, by
H. J. Carter, F. R.S. At numerous places between Budleigh
Salterton and Sidmouth, Mr. Carter and the author had found
a large number of isolated bone fragments. Such fragments had
been submitted to a microscopical examination by Mr. Carter. In
some specimens the bone structure was visible throughout ; in
some the bony portion had been partially removed and replaced
by an infiltration of mineral matter ; in others the removal of
the bony portion was complete. From these facts the author
drew the conclusion that a comparative abundance of vertebrate
life was maintained during the Triassic period ; and that the
rareaess of Triassic fossils was due not so much to the paucity
of animal life during that period as to the fact that Triassic
strata afforded no suitable conditions for the preservation of
organic remains.

Edinburgh

Royal Physical Society, January 16.—J. A. Harvie-
Brown, F.R.S.E., president, in the chair.—The following com-
munications were read :—On intra-epithelial capillaries in Oli-

gochteta, by F. E. Beddard, F.R.S. E.—On the geognosy of

the Harz Mountains, part I, by H. M. Cadell, B.Sc., of the
Scottish Geological Survey. 'The writer stated that there was
still some room for original investigation in that quarter, not-

withstanding the great attention the German geologists had
bestowed on the region. The Germans had not yet learned the
art of detailed structural geological mapping and section-drawing
as carried out in the British geological surveys, and many of
their so-called geological maps were nothing more than mere
petrographical pictures. The writer then went over the various
formations of the Harz, and noticed the fact that graptolites

were found at the top only of the lowest or Hercynian rocks,

which he suggested might be cited as an example of one of
Banaudes' "colonies." The older or "core rocks" of the
Harz tenninating in the Kulm were overlaid in violent uncon-
formability by the border rocks, beginning at the coal measures
and extending upwards to the Trias and Cretaceous systems. He
agreed with those who consider the loess an "ieolian " deposit
swept as dust into sheltered valleys and nooks by the vrind, and
thought that water had had nothing directly to do with its

origin. The paper was illustrated by the exhibition of rocks
and metallic minerals from the region described.—Prof. Cossar
Ewart, F.R.S. E., exhibited, with remarks, a large torpedo
recently caught in a trawl off" Wick, and believed to be the only
specimen of the kind ever found north of the English Channel.
The specimen exhibited was 28 inches in length and rgj inches

across the pectoral fins, and belonged to the species hebetans.

Sydney
Linnean Society of New South "Wales, November 28,

1883.—C. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S., F.L.S., president, in the
chair.—The following papers were read :—Some fishes of New
Britain and the adjoining islands, by Charles W. De Vis, B.A.
The names of the new specimens described are

—

Serranus
perguttaiiis and cruenttis, Mtsoprion JIavirosea, Tetraroge vestita^

Acanthurus zebra, Ryjukichtkys novi^-britannuz, Harpage
rosea (a new genus of the Berycida;), Salarias aquipinnis,
AmphiprioK arion, Poniacentrus onyx and notattis, Nesiotes

ptirpurascens (a new genus of the Labrida;), Exoastus longibarba,

Arius armiger, Hirpetichthys cobra, (a new genus of the

Murienidae), Tetrodon insulariitm and Itruis.—Some results of
trawl fishing outside Port Jackson, by William Macleay, F.L.S.
In this paper are given—(l) An account of two trials of a large
beam trawl in forty to fifty fathoms water, by the order of the

Commissioner of Fisheries ; (2) a list of the fishes captured ; and
(3) descriptions of two new species—a skate, Raia australis, and
a gurnard, Lepidotrigla mulhalli. Mr. Macleay eonsiders the result

promising on the whole.—Baron Maclay read a note on the
" Barometro Araucano" from the Chiloe Islands. He stated

that this remarkable instrument had been shown to him among
a number of other curiosities by Capt. C. de Amezaga, of the
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Italian corvette Caracioh, who informed him that it wai used

by the natives of the Chiloe Islands as a kind of barometer to

foretell the approach of either dry or wet weather. This
" Barometro Araucano, " which consisted merely of the shell of

a crab, pronounced by Mr. Haswell to be one of the Anomiira,
probably of the genus IJthodes, is most peculiarly sensitive to

atmospheric changes. In dry weather it remains nearly white,

but, with the approach of moisture, small red spots appear on
the shell, increasing in number and size with the increase of

humidity, until during the wet season it becomes completely red,

Paris

Academy of Sciences, January 14.—M. RoIIand in the
chair.—On the researches of M. Guntz in the thermo-chemistry
of the fluorides, in reply to the strictures of M. Tommasi, by M.
Berthelot.—On a process of anaesthesis by the method of titrate

mixtures of vapours and air ; its application to the human sub-

ject in the form of vapours of chloroform, by M. Paul Bert. The
chief advantages of this process are stated to be : delirium

always slight, somefimes altogether absent, even in adults ; abso-

lute and regular insensibiPty obtained in six to eight mimites
;

quiet sleep ; normal breathing, circulation, and temperature ; no
symptoms of nausea ; normal and perfectly reassuring appear-
ance of the patient while asleep ; constant and always very pro-

tracted consecutive ana^sthesis
;
great economy in the outlay for

chloroform.—Generalisation and strictly mechanical demonstra-
tion of Joule's electrical formula, w = iey, by M. A. Ledieu.
—On the preparation in large quantities of artificial virus

attenuated by rapid heating, by M. A. Chauveau, By this pro-

cess sufficient virus for the prophylac'ic inoculation of from
4000 to 8000 sheep may be rapidly prepared in the same reser-

voir.—Observations of the Pons- Brooks comet made at the
bent equatorial of the Paris Observatory, by M. Perigaud.—On
the genus of some entire functions in mathematical analysis, by
M. Laguerre.—On the geometrical curve known as Pascal's

"lima9on,"by M. A. Genocchi.—On linear differential equa-
tions with doubly periodical coefficients, by M. G. Floquet.

—

On the adiabatic expansion of the vapour of water, by M. P.
Charpentier.—On the agreement of experience wilh the general
theoretic law regulating capillary surfaces, especially in its

application to water confined between two moistened plaques,

vertical and parallel, by M. Quet.—On a new method of deter-

mining the magnetic inclination by means of the induc-

tion compass, by M. Wild.—On the observation of earth
currents who~e intensity is shown to be subject to secondary
fluctuations depending on the degree of moisture and tempera-
ture of the zone comprised within the circuit, by M. Larroque.

—

Determination of the intensity of combustion in some acetones
and in the two ethers of carbonic acid, by M. W. I.ouguinine.

—

On the phenomena of chemical dissociation, by M. Isamhert.
Here the author endeavours to resume the results of his experi-

mental researches on dissociation in a simple theory based on
the thermic data, by means of which alone it is possible to

appreciate chemical phenomena.—On the preparation of the
sulphate of the sesquioxide of pure chromium, by M. H. Bau-
bigny.—Explanation of a method for determining the density of
liquid oxygen, by M. Menges. The author obtains the equation

V dd = —!—L, where d = the density of the liquid gas, z' = its

W - Wj

volume, V = the volume of the gaseous portion, all known
quantities.—On colloidal ferric ethylate and ferric hydrate, by M.
Ed. Grimaux.—On a chloruretted silicate of manganese, by M. Al.
Gorgeu.—On the influence of plastering on the composition and
the chemical properties of wine, by M. L. Magnier de la Source.
The plastering process with chemically pure sulphate of lime has
the effect of decomposing not only the cream of tartar, but also

the neutral organic combinations of potassium which are present
in a very considerable proportion in the perfectly ripe grape.

—

On the presence of the diamond in some graphic stone occurring
near Kellary, Madras Presidency, by M. Chaper.—On the fossil

Echinida; of the Eocene formations at Saint-Palais (Charente
Inferieure), by M. G. Cotteau.

Berlin

Physical Society, Januaiy 4.—Prof. Neesen briefly commu-
nicated the contents of a paper sent in by Herr Friedrich C. S.

Midler, describing three apparatus used in connection with the
delivery of lectures : a tangent compass, a galvanometer, and
a rheostat. These in^trumenls were intended to take rapid
measurements, and to render them visible to a large audience.

Following up this subject. Prof. Neesen gave a short account of
the contrivance by which in his lectures he measured the mutual
attraction of two magnets by means of scales. In conclusion,

he reported experiments instituted by him with a view to deter-
mining the influence of magnetisation on electrical conducting
power. In these experiments he had made use of a magnetic
substance of high specific resist.ance, a solution of chloride of
iron. Two equal tubes were filled with the same solution, and
inserted as the two branches of a Wheatstone bridge into the

circuit of a galvanic battery ; the two other branches being so
arranged that the galvanometer stood at zero. The electrodes
in the tw o tubes consisted of iron plates, and were exactly alike.

The tubes, that is, the fluid conductors, had in the different experi-

ments different shapes and different diameters. The contents of
the one tube were then magnetised either by a magnetising spiral

or by a powerful electromagnet, and the galvanometer was
observed during this process of magnetisation. The result of

the experiments was in every case a negative one. Very slight

deflexions were indeed observed in the galvanometer needle in the

case of the experiments with the magnetisiu'j spiral, but these

proceeded from the slight heating of the fluid, an effect

which, notwithstanding the solution of chloride of iron was sur-

rounded by a casing of circulating water, had not been wholly
avoided. In those experiments, on the other hand, in which the

magnetisation was made by means of the electromagnet, the

needle remained invariably at rest.—Prof. Rceber di-cussed and
explained the principle of experiments made on the Rhone and
reported in the Comptes Rendus. These experiments had for

their object the towing of ships by means of ropes wound round
the whole vessel.—Dr. Koenig gave a short preliminary com-
munication on the experiments, which, in cooperation with Dr.
Dietrici, he had made, with a view to determining the precise

position of different spectral colours and the sensitiveness of the

eye for distinguishing colours. At the next meeting of the

Society he would speak at greater length on the subject, illus-

trating it by numerical data.
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THURSDAY, JANUARY 31, 1S84

THE INDIANS OF GUIANA
Among the Indians of Guiana: being Sketches chiefly

Anthropologic from the Interior of British Guiana.

By i.verard F. Im Thurn, M.A. Oxon. (London :

Kegan Paul, Trench, and Co., 1883.)

GENERALLY speaking, the books of travel on which

anthropologists have to depend for information as

to the less cultured tribes of mankind are descriptions of

a country and its exploration, with a chapter or two on

the natives. Here the plan is reversed, the main book
being a treatise on Caribs and Arawaks, to which is pre-

faced a short but lively description of the forests and

savannahs of Guiana, with their plants and animals,

forming as it were a frame in which to set the human
picture. When Mr. Im Thurn first went to Guiana in

;877, he spent much of his two years' stay in wanderings

among the Indians, and before the end of 1S81 went back

to the colony, where he is now Resident Magistrate of

the Pomeroon District. Such appointments are much to

be commended, on the one hand as putting the indigenous

tribes under the control and protection of an official

thoroughly conversant with native character and custom,

on the other hand as placing a scientific man in intimate

relations with the fast disappearing culture of the lower

races.

The question to what races these native tribes of

Guiana belong has occupied Mr. Im Thurn, with results

which are not only interesting in themselves but have a

bearing on larger problems of anthropology. We too

readily take it for granted that the lower barbarians have

no history beyond two or three generations of old men's

memory. In the present district, however, something far

beyond this seems to be made out. The native tribes of

Guiana fall into two divisions. One group is made up of

the Arawaks, Warraus, and Wapianas ; and these, though

unintelligible and hostile to one another, are united by a

common feeling of aversion to the Caribs, who, native

tradition says, came from the West India Islands. These

Caribs, who form the other group of tribes of Guiana, are

in appearance, language, and customs similar to those

of the West Indies, so that we have here a case of

native tradition asserting that certain tribes of a coun-

try w^ere invaders from another region, though the

Carib immigration thus remembered took place per-

haps three to five hundred years ago. The present

author is so convinced of the reality of this event that he

calls the Caribs in Guiana " stranger " tribes to dis-

tinguish them from the "native" tribes. Long ago as

the invasion happened, Mr. Im Thurn points out that the

industrial arts of the two races have not yet become

blended. The Arawaks and other native tribes continue

to make their hammocks of palm fibre, not taking to the

use of cotton thread for hammock-weaving, although the

Caribs brought this art so long ago with them from their

islands, and have practised it in Guiana ever since. What
is still more curious is that the rude method of making
thread by rolling palm or grass fibre into a twist with the

palm of the hand on the thigh, may be commonly seen in

Guiana, although the use of the spindle for spinning

Vol. XXIX.—No. 744

cotton is also usual. The explanation of this coexistence
of a savage and a more civilised art is no doubt that the
old native tribes were "thigh-twisters," but the new-

stranger tribes were spinners, and the descendants of

both have more or less kept up their hereditary methods
(pp. 171, 287).

Among matters bearing on the history of civilisation

which struck Mr. Im Thurn was the custom of building

houses on piles. This may be seen in its primary form
among the Warraus (p. 203) ; although quiet times and
security from enemies make it no longer worth their while

to build actually out in the waters, they still build many
pile-huts in the swamps. These miserable huts have been
described as standing on a platform of interlaced stems of

the manicole palm, supported on tree trunks five or six

feet high, with a notched trunk serving as a ladder, to

which, when the waters were high, the canoe was made
fast. The motive of building in such a situation is

intelligible enough as a means of safety from enemies
but next we come to an extension of the practice requiring

explanation :

—

" A most remarkable fact is that houses on piles are
not unfrequently built, for no apparent reason, on the
savannah ; and this is done not by any special tribe, but
occasionally by Arecunas, Macusis, and by other Carib
tribes. They stand not in swamps but on dry ground,
sometimes on top of a hill. Except that they are much
larger, they are exactly like the Warrau houses already
described ; and it is a noteworthy fact that the platform
on which the house stands is, as in the case of the
Warrau houses, made of the stems of manicole palms
{Euterpe oleracea), though this moisture-loving palm is

very locally distributed in the savannah region, and the
Indians fetch it from long distances, although other
apparently equally suitable material is at hand. It is

probable that these savannah pile-builders revert to a
form of house which they saw—and perhaps used—on
the coast land, when they first reached the mainland from
the islands."

This explanation of pile-houses on land as due to sur-

vival of the once purposeful habit of building them in the

water is the more interesting from its correspondence

with a theory based on similar facts on the other side

of the globe. Prof. Moseley, describing New Guinea
(" Notes by a Naturalist on the Challenger" p. 396) points

out that the pile-dwellings must have been first built in

the water for protection and afterwards were continued on

land. Pushing the argument further, he suggests that the

pile-house on dry ground was converted into a two-story

dwelling by filling in the spaces between the poles with

leaves or mats, so that the lower part might serve as a

storehouse or cowhouse. In this way Prof. Moseley

accounts for the Swiss peasant's chalet as derived from

the watery home of the ancient lake-dweller, the present

balcony representing the old platform to which the lake-

men climbed up from their canoes. When the present

remarks find their way into Mr. Im Thurn's hands, it is

to be hoped that he will test this ingenious view by the

evidence within his reach.

Mr. Im Thurn's researches into the religious ideas of

the Guiana tribes disclose a remarkable theological con-

dition. To so acute a student of the theory of religion it

must have been an exciting occupation to live in daily

mental contact with Animistic conceptions at once so

primitive and so vivid. In any future discussion of
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Animism, the results obtained by hi n must take a

ppQmin^nt place.' Few, if any, Europeans have had

such perfect opportunity of seeing the idea of soul

originate in the evidence of the senses in dreams, as

interpreted by childlike, savage philosophy. Dreams
ai-e, to these rude people, events of real life, in which

the spirits or phantoms of other men come to them in

sleep, or are seen when the sleeper, in like manner, leaves

hii own body lying and goes forth into the dreim-worlJ.

Both these conceptions are illustrated in the following

slopes of what occurred to our traveller :

—

''It becomes important, therefore fully to recognise the

complete belief of the Indian in the reality of his dream-
life, and in the unbroken continuity of this with his

working life. It is easy to show this belief by many in-

tidents which came under my notice. For instance, one
morning when it was important to me to get away from
a camp on the Essequibo River, at which I had been
detained for some days by the illness of some of my
Indian companions, I found thit one of the invalids, a

young Macusi, though better in health, was so enraged
against me that he refused to stir, for he declared that,

with great want of consideration for his weak health, I had
take 1 him out during the night and had made him haul

the canoe up a series of difficult cataracts. Nothing
could persuade him that this was but a dream, and it was
some: time before he was so far pacified as to throw him-
self sulkily into the bottom of the canoe. At that time
we; were all suffering from a great scarcity of food, and
hunget having its usual effect in producing vivid dreams,
similar effects frequently occurred. More than once the
men declared in the morning that some absent men,
whom they named, had come during the night and had
beaten. or otherwise maltreated them ; and they insisted

upon much rubbing of the bruised parts of their bodies.

Another instance was amusing. In the middle of one
night I was awakened by an Arawak named Sam, the

captain or head man of the Indians who were with me,
only to be told the bewildering words, ' George speak me
very, bad, boss; you cut his bits !

' It was some time
before I could collect my senses sufficiently to remember
th<^t 'pipits ' or fourpenny-pieces are the units in which,

among Creoles and semi-civilised Indians, calculation of

mOnfey, and consequently of wages, is made : that to cut

bit^ frtfeans to reduce the number of bits or wages given :

a:hd ta understand that Captain Sara, having dreamed
thst'ijtis subordinate George had spoken insolently to

lli^^l,,the former, with a fine sense of the dignity of his

ofjicflj'pow insisted that the culprit should be punished
in r^ar life " (p. 344).

• iii^atiless clear is the train of native argument by which

the motion of soul e.xtends itself from man to the other

ahimals, which in the view of the rude Indian are beings

differiiBg indeed from man in bodily form and strength,

bot-jeomparable with him in ways and cunning, creatures

talkfln^ among themselves in their own languages, not

more) unintelligible to him than are the languages of sur-

roiindtng tribe; of men. Indeed the peai-man or magician

ofijhis own tribe, carrying into fraudulent effect this real

beli«f,.holds converse in his hearingwith birds and beasts.

Wla.itdrude men think of the intelligence of animals is

well illustrate! by a custom which came under .Mr. Im
Thiam's own notice. " Before leaving a temporary camp
in: thd. forest, where they have killed a tapir and dried

theuoipeat on a babracot (stage of green sticks for

. '&^-*paper bv .Mr. Iiii Thurn. embodying much of this rescirch, will be
^^AyXf^i^'i Jout-nalo/ tfu Anthfopological Institute.

.ini tflllSSj.— i. 13. T.
ithr apology printed in Na M.ay 3

smoking meat over a fire), Indians invariably destroy

this babracot, saying that should a tapir passing that

way find traces of the slaughter of one of his kind, he

would come by night on the next occasion when Indians

slept at that place, and taking a man, would babracot

him in revenge."

Not to discuss here the spirits of rocks, waterfalls, and
objects generally, which animate the Indian's world, men-
tion may be made of those particular phases of Animism
which underlie the proceedings of the native magicians,

as to which Mr. Im Thurn has brought some picturesque

and instructive facts into view. To understand these

ideas, it has to be borne in mind that by the native law o(

vengeance, when an injury has been done (or believed to

have been done)to a man, his nearest relative,as his avenger

{keiiaima), sets himself to follow and slay the wrongdoer,

or, if he cannot be found, one of his relatives. Thus every

Indian lives in constant dread that a kenaimamaybe fol-

lowing him like a shadow through the forest till he can catch

him sleeping or hel[)Iess, strike him down, and rub deadly

poison into his flesh, or dislocate his limbs. All this

really happens, but the Indian extends the idea into his

spirit-world, and, with a rude but sufficient philo-

sophy, finds a cause of all sickness and death in attacks

by the spirits sent by the imaginary kenaimas, which

enter into the bodies of beasts of prey to attack their

victims, or poison them, or, embodied in worms or insects,

or any other small objects, pass into their bodies, and

cause aches and pains. Against these spirit-foes the

Indian has a protector, the magician or /tvj/-man. This

personage's craft is based on the same Animistic theory as

that of his dupes, as is plain from the training for the

profession which he undergoes, fasting, wandering in the

forest, and drinking large draughts of tobacco-water, till

he can work himself up into morbid passions of excite-

ment, in which his intercourse with the spirits is carried

on, partly no doubt in knavish imposture, but partly also

in genuine belief. The methods by which this practi-

tioner drives out disease-spirits from his patients were

actually experienced by Mr. Im Thurn, who had the luck

of getting a peai-man to operate on him for a slight head-

ache and fever. A company of some thirty people,

mostly attracted by the prospect of so novel a perform-

ance as peai-ing a white man, were assembled in the

house of the doctor, the entrance was closed, the

fires put out, and all lay in their hammocks, our

traveller being especially warned not to set foot on

the ground, for the kenaimas would be on the floor, and

would do dreadful things to him if they caught him.

Much like his analogue the professional medium at a

modern seance, the peai-man made the patient promise

not to stir out of his hammock, nor look, nor lay hands

on anything that might touch him. For a while all

was still, till suddenly the silence was broken by a

burst of indescribable and really terrible yells and

shouts, which filled the house, shaking walls and roof,

sometimes rising rhythmically to a roar, which never

ceased for six hours. Questions seemed to be thundered

out and answers shouted back, with no pause in the

sound. A little Macusi boy, who had slung his hammock
close to Mr. Im Thurn's, whispered to him that it was the

peai-man roaring his questions and commands to ihe

kenaimas, who were \clling and growling and shouiiug

%
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their answers. Every now and then, through the mad
din, there was a sound, at first low and indistinct, and

then gathering in volume, as if some big winged thing

came from far toward the house, passed through the roof

and then settled heavily on the floor : and again, after an

interval, as if the same winged thing rose and passed

away as it had come. As each of these mysterious beings

came and went, the air, as if displaced by wings, was driven

over the patient's face. They were the kenaimas coming

and going. .As each came, his yells were first indistinctly

heard from far off, but grew louder and louder until, as he

alighted on the floor of the house, they reached their

height. The first thing each did was to lap up some of

the tobacco-water, with an ostentatious noise, from the

calabash on the floor. But while he lapped the peai-man

kept up the shouts, until the kenaima was ready to

ansvver. When each kenaima had given an account of

itself, and had promised not to trouble the sick man, it flew

rustling away. They came in the form of tigers, deer,

monkeys, birds, turtles, snakes, and of Ackawoi and
Arecuna Indians. Their voices were slightly different in

tone, and they all shouted in voices which were supposed

to be appropriate to their forms, but, oddly enough, all

hoarsel) . It was a clever piece of ventriloquism and
acting. The whole long terrific noise came from the

throat of the peai-man, or perhaps a little of it from his

wife. The only marvel was that the man could sustain

so tremendous a strain upon his voice and throat for si.x

long hours. The rustling of the wings of the kenaimas,

and the thud which was heard as each alighted on the

floor, were produced by the magician skilfully shaking the

leafy boughs brought in for the purpose, and then dashing

them suddenly against the ground. This Mr. Im Thurn
discovered by the boughs accidentally touching his face,

when he seized some of the leaves with his teeth. At
the crisis he seemed to feel a hand laid on his face.

The effect of all this upon him was very strange. Before

long he passed into a kind of fitful sleep or stupor,

probably akin to mesmeric trance. Incapable of voluntary

motion, he seemed to be suspended somewhere in a
ceaselessly surging din. Now and then when the noise

all but died away, and the peai-man was supposed to

have passed out through the roof and to be heard from a

great distance, he awoke to half-consciousness, but as the

magician came back and the noise grew again he fell back
into stupor. At last 'towards morning, when the noise

ended, he awoke thoroughly, and finding the entrance un-

barred, rushed out to find relief in the rain and storm. His
head was indeed anything but cured of its ache, but the

peai-man insisted that he must b; cured, and asked for

payment, producing a caterpillar, which he declared was
the kenaima which had caused the pain, and which he
had e.xtracted when he touched the patient's face.

.Accordingly he received a fourpenny looking-glass as

his fee, and was satisfied.

These extracts will give an idea of the goodness of the
material contributed by Mr. Im Thurn to the study of the

lower phases of human thought. In conclusion, a few
words may be said as to his suggestions on the interesting

problem how an explorer may reach the plateau-top of the

precipice-walled Roraima, and settle the question what
ancient and modern animals and plants have survived and
ilevcloped there, and whether there may be any truth in

fancies of strange human tribes dwelling there, cut off for

ages from their fellow-men. In the far west of Guiana or

over the Brazilian boundary, where the savannah, itself

rises 5000 feet above the sea, Roraima springs from it in

perpendicular sandstone cliffs 2000 feet high, topped by a

flat tableland apparently forest-covered, and wfeenCe
waterfalls pour down. Round the whole circumfetertce .

the cliff-wall is said to be perpendicular, but this is niere.

conjecture, for no traveller has ever been round it. The -

summit may prove accessible from the other side, and at

any rate enough is known of the fauna and flora of the

district tc make it certain that a naturalist whoghould-
accomplish the circuit would be well rewarded by. dis-

coveries, even if he failed to reach the top. There iA\a

way as yet untried, which Mr. Im Thurn is convinced

will prove more practicable than those by which Roraima
has been hitherto approached. He recommends going up
the Potaro as far as possible by boats, and thence stutkiog

:

across the savannah on foot. The journey is one Of.diffi-';

culty and privation, which Mr. Im Thurn warns jany

explorer against undertaking without fully weighingothe
difficulty and cost. Perhaps we may hear some day of

himself, as the leader of a well-equipped expedition,,

making the attempt. E. B. Tylor

THE COLLECTION OF DEERS' HORNS AT
THE ROYAL CASTLE OF MORITZBURG

Die Hirscligeweih-samnilung im Konig/iche/i Schlosse zu
Moritsburg bei Dresden, iiiit allerhochster Ge/tehmigung
uitd Unterstiitzung Seiner Magestcit des Kbnigs Albert
von Sachsen. Herausgegeben von Dr. Adolf Bernhard
Meyer, K.S. Hofrath und Director des K. Zoologischen

Museums zu Dresden. (Dresden ; Wilhelm Hoffmann,
1883.)

'n^HE King of Saxony's Hunting Lodge of Moritzbiirg
J- lies some three hours' journey north from Dresden;

it is built on an island in a little lake embowered amid
the Friedewald. It was built between the jears 1542 and
1589, under the Electors Moriiz (1541-1553), August
(1553-15S6), and Christian I. (1586-1591), after the plans-

of the first of these Electors, apparently by the architect

Hans von Dehn-Rothfelser, and it has been enlarged and
renovated from time to time chiefly under the Electors.

John George I. (1611-1656), and John George IV. (1691-

1694), and August II. King of Poland (1694-1763). It

contains some two hundred rooms and seven halls, in

which latter are arranged the series of pictures relating to

hunting, and a collection of horns of all sorts. For this

latter the Castle may thank the celebrity which it has
among all sporting characters and zoologists. The walls

of the large Banqueting Hall, which is 2025 m. long,

1050m. wide, and ii'6om. in height, are adorned with a

collection of seventy-one noble horns of deer, of which
none are under four-and-tweiUy points ; while in the

Audience Hall is preserved a collection of forty-two more
or less extraordinary or monstrous horns, amongst which
is the celebrated pair with sixty-six points.

It was a happy thought of Dr. A. B. Meyer, the inde-

fatigable Director of the Royal Zoological Museum at

Dresden, to publish an illustrated catalogue of this collec-

tion, which, with the gracious approval and assistance of

the present Kmg Albert of Sa.\ony, has assumed the ii.rni
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of a splendid folio volume, with 30 plates, in which from
1 to 26 contain figures of all the remarkable horns from the

Banqueting Hall, and from 27 to 29 represent some of

the more interesting of the monstrous horns, while on
Plate 30 we have a most extraordinary instance of a pair

of horns—one of ten, the other of twelve, points— which
had during life got inextricably interlocked with one
another. The finest and most characteristic pairs of horns
were selected for these photographs, which are by a new
process most excellently reproduced on the plates. As a
frontispiece to the text we have a photograph of a quaint

sketch of the Castle.

About 1861, Dr. Meyer informs us, acting under the

direction of Grand Marshall H. von Freisen, a catalogue

of the seventy-one horns in the Banqueting Hall, with

measurements in inches, was compiled, but unfortunately

some of the identifications cannot be regarded as certain.

It is strange that, in spite of the great care with which
this collection of horns has been kept, there seems to be
no record of when and whence the very ancient ones
canie to Moritzburg. Even the Archives of the place

are nearly silent about them. Dr. Meyer has in this

quite luxurious catalogue done what he could to rescue

all that is known about the collection from oblivion, and
he promises at some future time to give the history of the

remaining two-thirds as a continuation of this work.

^' OUR BOOK SHELF
Guide to Methods of Insect Life, and Prevention and

'Remedy of Insect Ravage. By Eleanor A. Ormerod.
Pp. 1-167, Svo. (London : Simpkin, Marshall, and Co.,

-1S84.)

The text contains the substance of ten lectures delivered
for the Institute of .Agriculture. At p. 7 there is an
Italicised remark to the eft'ect that " insects always begin

fife by being produced ly a femaie." This may be re-

garded as an indication of the presumably ultra-ignorant

class for whose benefit the lectures were prepared. But
v,-e prefer to think that far too low an estimate of the
knowledge possessed by our agriculturists has been made,
and doubt not that, by a majority of them, the remark
will be taken as the reverse of complimentary. The book
is exceedingly well got up, and in a very attractive style,

and will no doubt become popular (on account of the

multitude of illustrations. For the agriculturist purely, it

seems to us that it goes either not far enough or too far

;

it is too ''showy" for practical purposes, and often, un-
wittingly, too abstruse. The copious illustrations are
mostly excellent, and many of them are original (among
the very few very indiiTerent figures, that of the " Bee-
parasite " may be cited). But the necessity for many of
the figures in a book apparently intended for the agricul-

tural class may be doubted, and some have evidently
been introduced for effect. That American bogey (or

'fraud") the"Colorado Beetle," is honoured by the repro-
duction of his portrait, and the Phylloxera is dismissed
with only dishonourable mention. The general informa-
tion is sound, but occasionally vague, as in the definitions

of the terms "larva" and "pupa," and in the apparent
assumption that respiration is exclusively effected by the
external air being conveyed to the trachea; by means of
spiracles. The " Glossary " will no doubt be found very
useful to the majority of the readers of the book, but some
terms (e.g. " Telum") appear wonderfully abstruse, as
used in a work in which it was necessary to explain that

' insects always begin life by being produced by a
female."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[The Editor does not holdhimself resfonsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications

.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comiininications containing interesting and novelfacts.']

The Remarkable Sunsets

On Friday, the nth inst., the weather was very remarkable
;

it recalled to our minds, though on a smaller scale, the storm of

December 12, 1S83. In the afternoon, about three o'clock, the

wind arose with violence, and great squalls alternated with rela-

tive calms. The movements of the clouds were also very curious.

Layers of air of different elevation floated in various directions,

and the lower very lo"-hanging clouds which moved at the

same level had, at different points of the sky, an unequal and
changing rapidity. The wind beneath was, at 6 p.m., west-

south-west ; the lower clouds came from the west, the more
elevated, on the contrary, from the north-north-west, so there is

no doubt that whirlwinds blew that day in the upper air. The
sun had set with a very fine after-glow, and in the ensuing night

and morning there fell, now and then, showers of rain occasion-

ally accompanied by snow and hail. Besides, the night before

a macrnificent halo had been observed around the moon, so

Fig.i.

L

i::{3) (^Vvt

:. I.—Sediment and residue of an evaporated drop of rain, fallen January
12, 1S84, on a window-pane, rt a a, particles of the ash; ^i, drops of

hygroscopic matter: c c c, crystals of^ common saltj and andesitous

al ; (/(/, drops with salt crystals.

that the presence of ice crystals on January II, in the higher

regions of the atmosphere, is certain. In consequence of the

low temperature, the air in those regions must have had a great

density, and so, apparently, there must have been a great chance

that the whirlwinds on Friday had moved the heavy, cold air

from above downwards.
That this was really the case seems to proceed from the fact

that during the night of January II and 12 the rain had brought

down on my windows the same sediment as that of December 12,

though in smaller quantity. The identity of this sediment \vith

the ashes of Krakatoa will now be beyond doubt to any one who
has read the numerous communications in N.\TURE on the re-

markable sunsets. Why I wish to refer to this affair once more
is that at the microscopic examination of the dust of January 12

I found in it a relatively great quantity of complete individual

crystals, partly soluble, partly insoluble, in water, which had
remained unobserved by me in December.

After having scraped the dust off the window-panes and put

it on the slide in a drop of oil, I made a drawing of the crystals
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by means of the camera liicida, magnifying there 400 times, as

represented in Fig. 2.

The crystals, as seen in Fig. 2 a, evidently exi^t in common
salt ; thi*: follows from their solubility in water, their crystalline

form, and their reaction in the flame. They are found in so

:jreat a number in the residuum of every drop of rain that we
oome to the conclusion that the^e little crystals must be found as

such in those regions of the atmosphere whe'e the dust is floating,

the air containing there hardly anything else but ice, and surely

little liquid water.

In Fig. 2 1^ we see the crystals insoluble in water. They are

uncoloured and perfectly transparent, and may be considered
lo be the crj'stalline form of the ande itous mineral of which
the ashes consist for ihe greater part.

The res'duum of the evaporated rain-drop of Januai-y 12

showed itself about in the manner seen in Fig. i. If the

window-pane is used as a slide and the du t examined
directly with the microscope, one will find there a great number
of little drops (bh. Fig. I), in mo^t of which a very fine sediment
i< seen of the constituents of the ashes ; in a fevv drops, however,
there are to be found crystaU of common salt {dd)\ further,

many loose crystals spread over the whole space [c<). Probably

^V>^

>Fis.2.

Fig. a (x 400).—Crystalline matter in the residue of- Fig. i. .4,cryit.ils

of common salt : B, crystals of the andesitous mineral, insoluble in «ater.

the little drops are due to the presence of some hygroscopic
matter such as MgCU or CaCl, around some salt crystals.

I specially at the lower end of the whole drop assemble the
larger, glassy, black and brown particles of the ashes.

The above prove? that during the last few vveeks crystals of a

ji.rrticular nature were floating in the air, and will perhaps ex-

plain the appearance of mock suns described by some of the
c' iservers of the after-glow.

In a sample of original ashes from Krakatoa, when examined
in oil, I only found very few salt crystals, and the completely
outgrown andesit us crystals not at all. I am, however, con-
vinced that with I mger research I should have found the latter,

and others seem t > have discovered them indeed, but they are
without doubt veiy rare. So it seems to me that it m.ay be
taken for granted that in the atmospheric dust the proportionate
number of completely formed crystals is larger than in the
natural ashes, and the presence of so much common salt in the
upper air during these days is surely a remarkable fact.

Wageningen, January 14 M. W. Beyerinck

The atmospheric appearances frequently seen during the last

few months, principally at sunrise and sunset, from the similarity

of some of the manifestati jns to auroral appearance, have led
some persons to suspect cmneciion of the phenomena with
magnetism.

Hitherto auroral exhibitions have, at Greenwich, been in-

variably accompanied by considerable magnetic disturbance, and
the absence of such disturbance on days on which the recent re-

markable atmospheric phenomena have been seen at Greenwich
seems conclu^ive as to the question of direct connection with
magnetisn. The Astronomer-Royal has therefore thought that
a brief statement of the circumstances in this respect might be
of interest to your readers. It appears that, either at sunrise or
sunset, unusual atmospheric appearances were seen at Greenwich
on November 8, 9, 13, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, December i, 2, 4, 5,
6, 7, II, 17, and January 12 last. Of these day , on November
13 and January 12 the magnets were quiet, and on November 8,

9, 25, 26, 29, December 4, 5, 6, 7, and 17 very quiet; on
November 27, 28, December i, 2, and 11, there was a little

motion. The whole peri id was quiet generally as regards mag-
netic activity

; only at one time during the period from November
8 to January 12 was there any noteworthy disturbance, which oc-
curred on the days from November 19 to 22, and in no cise was
it in any degree remarkable. William Ellis

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, January 26

On p. 157 of your current volume you ask your "readers in

all parts of the world" to coainiunicate facts relative to the
singular sunsets which have been seen.

Until seeing your request I had made no note of dates, but as

far as I can trust my memory the " after-glow " was noticed here
early in September, 18S3. On one night it lasted about two
hours after sunset. The phenomenon of " Contrast-Farben"
mentioned by von Helmholtz in Nature, December 6, 1S83, p.

130, I have noticed most markedly on two occasions—once in

October, and again on December 28 or 29, 1883. During this

year the sunsets on January 5, 9, 12, and 13, have been accom
panied by the "after-glow."
About 12 o'clock on the I3'.h I saw a peculiar colour in the

neighbourhood of the sun, which on closer inspection was seen
to be in the form of an ellipse, the major axis being in the plane
of (he meridian. The length of this axis was about 50°. The
sun was situated nearer the upper extremity of this axis, in

breadth about 20°. The colour of this ellipse was a pale reddish-

violet ashen (if you can imagine such a combination). The sky
at the time was a deep blue, except in the ellipse. I suppose
the violet tinge was due to a combination of the red of what at

evening forms the " after-glow " and the blue sky. There were
a few clouds slowly moving from the west, and as one of these
approached the sun, when within about 6 diameters of the sun,

the edge nearer the sun becane coloured a faint yellow; then
followed (ale pink, dark pink, green, th-n again dark pink in

bands ; as the cloud floa'ed over the sun's disk one saw the
bands of co'our continuous, forming a halo. The clouds were
of a fleecy texture; I believe they were "cirro-stratus," not,

however, as open as what we call a "mackerel sky," and so

tenuous that they did not appreciably diminish the sun's bril-

liancy. The sunset on this day (January 13) was followed by a

mo.st intense "after-glow," but of only short duration. The
pink colour was at first in three broad rays, extending about 50°

from the point at which the sun disappeared, the central ray
almost vertical, one of the others on each side between the

central ray and the horizon. Afier a short time the intermediate

spaces became coloured red and then the colour ceased.

The colour itself when most marked I can best describe as

that of burning cyanogen gas, a deep peach blossom. I have
noticed that the brilliant after-glows here have been preceded
by a dazzling glow, elhptical in shape, in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of the sun, tlie outer edge of this ellipse being com-
paratively dull and marked, and not having the same colour as

the sky a little further removed. The eastern horizon I have
also seen tinged pinkish before the colours make their appear-

ance in the west, and so marked has this been that I have
regarded it as a sign of the coming after-glow.

I may add that for the last ten days the ground has been
covered with snow, and the temperature during the early part of

last week quite low, from 15°- 20° F. during the day. During
the end of the week the temperature was about 32° F.

I have \\ ritten thus at length, hoping that there may be some-
thing of interest to you. Should you find anything it will give

me pleasure ; should you not, this will at least show you that

some of your distant readers would like to aid you in paths which
are not their own. W. G. Brown

Univeisity of Virginia, U.S.A., January 15
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The brilliant iDorning and evening glows have not yet left ih.

In, connection with a letter of one of your correspondents of

December 20, 1883, it may he interesting to add that the year

17S3, which was characterised by a fearful eruption of Skaptar
Jokul in Iceland, and liy remarkable sl(y-colour phenomena
similar to those we have lately had, was al o the year in which
the last gnat eruption of Asama Yama in Japan took place (^ee

Tfansacliotis of llie Asiatic Society of jtaj>a», vol. vi. part ii.

p. 327). Asama Yama is the greatest aeti-jc volcano in Japan
In connection also with the unusual quantity of aqueous vapour
with which the atmosphere has been charged, as proved by the

spectroscopic observations of Prof. Michie Smith and others,

and the facility that dust particles give for the formation of

clouds, and therefore also of sirow, it may be interesting to note
that the beginning of the present year has been characterised by
the greatest fall of snow that the oldest inhabitants here have
known for thirty years. The minimum temperature reached this

winter (
- 28° C. on the morning of Decemlier 23 in the neigh-

bourhood of the college) is also the lowest for Kingston dining
the same period. Prof. Goodwin is now engaged in analysing the
snow in order to find out whether similar impurities to those
found in Europe and in Java are present.

:.i , D. II. M-\RSII.\I.L

Queen's University, Kingston, Canada, January ij

Circular Rainbow seen from a Hill top

In the Philosopliical Magazine for January, 1S84, p. 61, is an
interSsting article by Prof. Tyndall describing experiments made
t<y ptoduce circular rainbows by artificial light and artificial mist,
his attention having been attracted to the suliject by an observa-
tion made in the Alp^ on one occasion when the shadow of his

•i body was projected at night time on to mist by a lamp behind
him, and w.as seen to be surrounded by a luminous circle, or halo
of light I was so fortunate as to see lately identically the same
effect produced with remarkable beauty and completeness in

liroad daylight from the summit of a Welsh hill. Staying last

week' for a couple of days at Fen-y-Gwryd, near Snowdon, in

company with a friend, we walked one morning up the Glydr-
Vach. The rain was steadily descending as we left the little inn,

• and the thick mist swathed the hill-sides in obliterating folds. Just
as we K'ached the summit at noon a slight breeze thinned away
the mist in front of the sun, and a burst of sunshine illuminated
the hill-tops. Clambering on to the natural cairn which crowns
the summit, we looked down into the valley, in which lies the
-small lake Llyn Idwal. Along the valley the wind drove masses

/ -of thin mist and scud, and on this we saw to our surprise the
in shadow of the summit with our own sharply-marked shadows pro-
'j/irjeeted on it. We waved our arms, and the mystic figures replied
i:-)by waving theirs. Surrounding these immense shadowy figures we
V'Could see two concentric rainbows completely circular, the centre

'; being the shadow of our heads. The colours of the inner rain-
.' bow were in the order of the primary bow, and the outer was a

'. 'Secondary and more faintly-tinted rainbow. During all this

' lime the sun was shining brightly on our backs ; when the wind
cleared away the mi-t completely in the valley, the shadows and
tlie -rainbows vanished, liut reaopeared when fresh mas es

of vapour were blown into the line of our shadows. A very
rough attempt at determining the angle subtended by the diameter
of the primary bow seemed to show that it was much less than
go^ in fact not probably above 20°. This interesting appearance
lasted only for a few minutes, as the wind drove up fresh mist
in front ot the sun, and the rainbow-circled phantoms disappeared.
,Jt would be interesting to know if any of your readers have ever

-11 observed a similar jihenomencn. It has, I believe, been seen
': byballoonists when the altitude of the sun is great and a layer
•J ''of tuist and cloud lies beneath. Sh.adows thrown on mist are

com'mon ; but this rainbow addition was new, not only to nie, but
to liy friend, and his mountaineering experience has been very
considerable.

J. A. Fleming
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" Unconscious Bias in Walking

Mr. Larden's letter in your issue of the 17th inst. (p. 262)
, regawiiu'j "circling to the left in a mist," and the re|ilies of

, MhStI's. G. H. Darwin and Hawksley, have opened an inlerest-

h-'inS<l»estion, and one which seems to be but imperfectly under-
(IjiStood'.i The true explanation of this vexed question has for

.some, years appeared to me to be that to which it is attributed Ij.

Mr. Ilaivksley, namely, ine<|uality in the length of the legs. A

few years ago I ni.ulc .some investigations on the length of the
lower limbs in man, the results of which were published in the

Journal of Anatomy and Physiotoj^y, vol. xiii. p. 502 (1S79). 1

found that of seventy well-authenticated skeletons which I ex-

amined, the lower limbs were equal in length in only seven
instances, or in 10 |ier cent. ; in twenty-five instances, or 35'8
per cent., the ?/;'/// limb was longer than the left, while in thirty-

eight instances, or 543 per cent., the left limb was longer than
the right. The left leg I found not only to be more frequently

longer than the riglit, but the difference in length lietween the
two limbs is greater on an average when the left is the longer.

Inequality in length is not confined to any particular age, sex, or
race, but seems to be universal in all respects. My observations
corroborated those of several American surgeons made on the
living subject. The result of one limb being longer than the

other will naturally be that a person will unconsciously take a

longer step with the longer limb, and consequently will circle to

the right or to the left according as the left or right leg is the

longer, unless the tendency to deviation is corrected by the eye.

The left leg being more frequently the longer, circling should, if

this theory of its being due to inequality of the limbs be correct,

take place more frequently to the right than to the left. This is

precisely what we find to obtain, and in this respect Mes.srs.

Larden, Darwin, and Hawks'ey's observations agree with some
I made myelf on this question. The diameter of the circle

formed by thnse circling to the right should, if my observatimi^

on the skeletons be correct, be less than that made by those

circling to the left, since the difference in length between the two
limbs is greater when ihe left is the longer.

To determine the comparative lengths of the right and left

arms I made observations on fifty skeletons (the first fifty of

those measured to estimate the length of the lower limbs), the

results of which I hope to publish soon. In thirty-six of these

skeletons, or in 72 per cent, the right arm is longer than the

left ; in twelve, or in 24 per cent., the left arm is the longer
;

and in two, or 4 per cent., the arms are of equal length.

On comparingthese measurements ofarm and legin the fifty skele-

tons the right arm and left legoxs longer than the left arm and right

leg in twenty-three instances, or in 46 per cent. ; the le/t arm
and right leg are the longer in six instances, or 12 per cent. ; the

right anil and right leg are longer than those of the left side of

the body in thirteen instances, or 26 per cent. ; the latter are the

longer in four instances, or 8 per cent. ; while in the remaining

four skeletons the legs are of equal length but the right arm is

longer than the left in two instances, and the arms are equal in

two cases, but the left leg is the longer in one of those and the

right in the other.

Asymmetry of b: th upper and lower limbs, then, is the rule,

and not the exception, as might naturally be supposed. Not
knowing the histories of the persons whose skeletons I mea-
sured, I am unable to throw any light as to the connection
between the proportions of the limbs and right- and left-

handedness.

The particular causes of inequality in the length of the bones of

the right and left sides of the body will probably always be more or

less a matter of theory. The general cause is, as Mr. Hawksley
states, owing to more rapid growth of the one linib than the other.

I do not think in the majority of instances it can be atiributed to

" illnesses to which we are .subject in early life," as he surmises.

Asymmetry is almost invariably found throughout the whole
skeleton, for example it is extremely rare to find a skull the two
sides of which are absolutely symmetrical. In the limbs it is

perhaps more easily attributable to the blood-supply beini;

greater to one bone than to another. The nervous sy.-tem may
also have to be taken into account as a cause.

J. G. Garson
Royal College of Surgeons, London, January 26

I .-^M left-handed and left-footed ; that is, if there is aiiythin.;

to do that requires strength or skill, the left hand is always

used ; in football-i-daying, or anything requiring the use of the

foot, the left foot gets the work to do.

I remember being once lost in the woods in America whiK'

trying to make a short cut home, and, after walking a go- '

many miles, came upon my own snow-shoe track"on its left side ;

thus my bias had been from right to left.

In a bitter cold day with thick snowdrift and a gale of wind

on our " left front,'' as a soldier would say, somi; men were on

a sledge journey on Ihe Arctic coast in 1847. It w,as important

I
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t ) reach a certain point, and each of the party in turn (including

nn Esquimaux) took the lead, but all failed to keep the correct

course beyond a minute or two. so that the cons-tant stoppages

necessary to comult the compafs were tryin/ to the hands; in

fact one of the native dogs, protected by a thick fnr, faiily suc-

cumbed to the C"ld, and the poor thing had to be abandoned to

its fate.

We at last thought of placing an Esquimaux boy of about

fourteen as leader, and he managed to keep a straight course

with wonderful accuracy, although he walked crab-fathion, side-

ways, so as to protect his face from ibe bitter blast.

Is Mr. Larden's theory correct, namely, ''that those in whom the

left leg is strongest would circle to the right ?" I think not, be-

cause accniding to my idea it is the leg /icw which one steps, and

not the leg that lakis Ihe step or that is placed in advance that im-

part> the impetus ; so that a strong left leg would cause the step

with the right foot to be longest, and tlie person would circle to

the left. ° John Kae
4, Addison Gardens, January 26

With reference to the letters by Messrs. Darwin and Hawksley
in the current number of Nature (p. 2S6), I may say that I am
very strongly " left- legged " (also strongly rii^ht-handed), but so

far as I am aware there is not the .-lightest difference in the Itii^lhs

of the two limbs. I became aware of the peculiarity "hen a

child, by noticing thai on a slide the other boys used to go right

foot first, and I left foot. Subsequent attempts to break myself

of the habit only resulted in my coming iguiiminiou-Iy to grief,

and if I tried now >o leap a ditch right foot first 1 would tumble
headling into it instead of clearing it. The next time 1 find

occasion to kick 1 will try to remember which foot whs used.

It is right to state, how ever, that in my case I think there has

probably e.sisted from infancy a very slight natural weakness of

the right ankle. Attempts with me to walk a straight line with

the eyes shut seem invariably to result in my swerving to the

lefl, which appears to be contrary to Mr. 1 arv\in's experience.

Lewisham, January 25 K. McLachlan

Might n^t the longer step taken by 01, e leg be explained as

follows :

—

Most people when standing at ease habitually throw their

weight on one leg ; but, « hichever it be, its movement is more
likely to disturb the balance of the body. It would therefore

be more quickly replaced on the ground, and a shorter ctep

would result.

The unequal steps would not necessarily eftec'. a circular

course, as may be easily shown by experiment. A divergence,

say, to the right would be caused by the left leg swinging in its

step towards the right, and such would be its natural movement
if the body inclined to the right. Now a person who constantly

.stands more on the right leg than the left would have that

inclinatioir in his walk, in spite of the alternate removal of

the burden from each leg. Thi, tendency to lean towards the

right would be still further e couraged by the ancestral or indi-

vidual use of the walking-stick in the right hand.
The suggestion o' Mr. G. H. Darwin (January 24, p. 286)

that lh2 mounting a horse on the left side may be accounle 1 for

by the sword is strengthened by the freedom of the sword-arm
requuing that Ihe left hand be u-ed to grasp the reins, which is

the first act in m .unting. There would be a mo.nentary want of
control over the horse if, under the-e circumstances, it were
mounted from the right side. K. M. Camphkll

Rose Hill, Hoddesdon, January 28

In a letter to you about ai.other subject Mr. G. H. Darwin
suggested last week that the British rule of the road for riding

was justified by the advantage of having your sword hand towards
a stranger, but why then should the rule of the road in walking
be, what I understand it to be, the rever,£ of the rule in riding?

I would suggest that perhaps the rule in riding is adopted from
the rule in driving, and that the la'ter results from the fact that
a driver may be assumed to carry his whip in his right hand and
therefore to sit to the right if there be Iw on the driving seat,

and that when he is so seated he can see better how he is passing
another vehicle if our rule is adopted.

This, like Mr. Darwin's suggestion, would leave us without
explanation why most nations have adopted a rule the reverse
of ours.

It would perhaps be hardly scientific to say it isibecau.<e.'

Englishmen are always right and foreignei's always wrong,' nor
would it be much more so to say that it is because English drivers"

like to make a close shave and foreigners as a rule givejflii'

obstacle a wide berth, for the latter fact, if it be an observed-

fact, maybe the effect, not the caue, of the rule of the road.'

Can it be that the foreign rule was adopted where it wascus-'
tor»;ary for the driver to sit alone on his stat and could thcreftrc"

see equally well on both sides, and at the same lime wished tn|

have freedom to use his whip. Stephen A. MARSHAtL' '

J/olJ .,1/1

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs ,,-j/a (/oil

When, in reviewing Prof. Stokes' Reprint, I spoke bf "the"
almost inaccessible volumes of the Cambridge PhilosopHicdl''

TriiiisactioNs," I was referring cj-^/f.f/)' to Ihe lyansacliims Oiil'jf^'

and to the period 1845-54. 1 hat there are tio7ii 120 " centres'" ilt'

which " '1 ran: actions ox ProccaiiiigSy or both" are accessible; isiir

interesting and important fact, but wholly beside the questiofi'

raised by my remark. [I leave out of account copies sent 't'6'

Honorary Fellows ; for these are not more accessible than! thbste"

obtained by Ordinary Fellows.] ' ' ', '

The question at isue between the Secretary of the SoeietV'

and myself is :— What was the state of matters in 1854? Mr.
Glazebrook gives me data for the present time, and for l86g;n

only. From these it is rot pos-ible to obtain more than 'an"

approximate answer to the question. But, in default of furtber

data, I assume that (in accordance with the published statistics

of similar Societies) the number of Hon. Fellows of the C.P.S.''

has not charged since 1854; and that the increase of "centres"'

from 1854 to 1869 was nearly the same as from 1S69 tothe
present lime. It follows from Mr. Glazebrook's data that the

number of "centres" in 1854 must have been about 40 only.

But I referred to Transactions sXont, not to " Tramnciion'"

or Proceedings, or both." To obtain a rough idea of the correc-

tion to be made on this account, I take the numbers for the
'

Royal Society of Edinburgh [\'i\\\\ \sV\<^ I am best acquainted,'

and which are at least as large as those for the Royal Society).

In Mr. Glazebi-ook's form of statement, these numbers are at

present

Hon. Fell .ws 56
Total number distributed 343

Deduct the fii'st number, and there remains 287. But of

these "centres" 96 (one-third, say) receive Proceedings oxAy.

Hence it would appear that, in 1854 and previous years, to

which alone I referred, the Cambridge P/iilosophical Tran^<f.c:.

tions were to be found at some 27 " centres " only ; say, ijP al.^

hon.e and 17 abroad. Surely this would much more than jtt^tify

the term "almost inaccessible" !
, , , . :

I cannot recollect having made any application for the,,

C.P.S. 's publications, though I have often asked Cai)al);;idg<?,;

friends why I did not get them regularly. But, according,, tc/;

Mr. Glazebrook's view, I should either have received all,

or none.

The state of matters, in the three Edinburgh "centres" to

which Mr. Glazebrook alludes, is at present as follows :— , ,,^

All three " centres " have the Z/'ir/Mar/w/u complete ;_exc^pf,,

the University Library, which w'ants vol. xiii. parts i an4 2;.,,

The Advocates' Library has not the Proceedings; thelipy^L
."'ociety wants vols. i. and ii., all but a few pages; an?} ,t!i?,

University Library wants vol. iv. parts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Thus.one,

"centre" has no ProceeUpgs, another has almost half, aiid .tji^j

third three-fiurtbs. ^ .,.•;/:,..

I ir.ujt, in concludingliepeat my hope that Nature maj,dcp(,

a new and great service to science by collecting full statistics a^-

to the "centres" at which the publications of the various

scientific Societies are accessible. P. G. Tait
,

College, Edinburgh, January 26

Water in Australia

REl--£KRlNr, to my letters in Nature of May 12, 1S81, and

March 30, 1882, on the underground water supply of Au.stralia,

it is interesting to observe that the search for it is being actively

carried on by some energetic colonists, and that their efforts are'

successful. The following extract from The Queenslander'b{'

May 26, 1 883, shows what can be done :

—

' •

"The subterranean waterflow now proved to exi.st beneath the'

vast arid plains of the west has been lapped at yet another-
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point, and the discovery of another invaluable spring of fresh

water is the result. Recently we have had many discoveries to

record, all tending to encouraue the search for underground

water, on the supply of which the pastoral industry of tliis dis-

trict so much depends ; but none has been of more vahie to the

discoverers or has tended more to encourage others to persevere

in spite of difficulties. This latest di^covery was made last week
in the country known as the Pack-Saddle, forming the western

portion of Messrs. Donelly and Co.'s Gnalta run. The well

was started in the summer of 18S1, but had to be abandoned
some time after for want of water for the use of the men, and
Mr. Donelly « as urged to choose another site. He persisted,

however, in continuing the original work as soon as surface

water was available, and he has now come upon a practically

inexhaustible spring. The flow was cut at 272 feet in a properly

slabbed 6 feet X 3 feet shaft, and during the night following

the water rose 172 feet, or within 100 feet of the .surface.

The discovery is worth every penny of io,coo/., as it renders

immediately available a large tract of good country hitherto dry

and therefore comparatively useless. There is another fine

well on Gnalta, from which 30,000 sheep have been watered in

the dry season, and that discovered last week promises to be as

good, if not better."

In my first letter I pointed out as one evidence of the under-

ground water the growth of huge gum trees where there was
no visible supply. In a recent number of the Scientific Ameri-
can it is stated that, on clearing out a well, the owner was sur-

prised to find the bottom covered with a dense mass of fine,

fitH'ous roots, which were traced to a Eucalyptus growing at a

distance of fifty yards. The large Eucalypti are trees of re-

markably rapid growth, \ihich implies the absorptio'i of large

quantities of water. By what subtle .sense did that root find

out where water could be had, and travel so far to get it ? Dar-

win has shown that there is some kind of irritability in the

growing points of plan.ts, and tliat it is sometimes communicable
to distant parts. We shall probably come in time to admit that

there is a nervous current in plant-, though without visible

nerves ; and that this rudimentary system of sensation is accom-

panied by rudimentary desires, and even by rudimentary ideas,

which guide the growing points in their search for the desired

olijects. F. .T. MOTT
Birstal Hill, Leicester, January 20

Deafness in White Cats

This subject has been of much interest to me, and otologists

as well as evolutionists must feel indebted to your contributor in

Nature of December 13, Mr. Lawson Tait, for his efforts to

determine the cause. May 1 be permitted, however, from an
otologist's point of view, to draw attention to a possible source

of error in conducting researches of this kind when deducti ius

are made, as they were in this instance, from acoustic experi-

ments mainly ? I allude to Mr. Tail's method of determining

the hearing power of the animal experimented on, namely, his

cat, " Old Pudge," and the conclusions that he has drawn from

the results obtained; thus he infers that purely "tympanic"
deafness, consisting in an entire failure of the tran.-mitting

mechanism of the middle ear to respond to aerial undulations of

sound, existed in the case of " Old Pudge," because ,the concus-

sion produced by stamping on rthe floor could be heard by that

animal, whilst the voice was not heard. Abnormal hearing of

this kind, I am convinced, by no means establishes the fact that

inner ear trouble does not exist, since such deaf-mutes as are

believed to be defective in this regard are very sensitive to grave

or deep tones—thunder, for example, being painful even to

them. Pudge's cochlear (inner ear) functions were believed to

be serviceable, inasmuch as he could use his voice ; but such

evidence cannot be accepted as conclusive, for absolutely deaf

persons, who have been deprived of both "tympanic" and
"cochlear" functions, are yet capable of making noises, and
often of learning to speak after a fashion. Another point is also

of interest in this connection : the ears of Pudge, it is said, were
found to be normal in every respect, both as to their transmitting

and perceptive functions, with the exception of the absence of a

triangular gap from either tympanic membrane. In reference to

this it may be said, in the first place, that it is diflicult to under-

stand how the delicate mucous membrane lining the tympanum
retained its "normal" condition under such expomre; and, in

the second place, these defects could scarcely be the cause of

absolute deafness, since it is a well-known fact that quite good

hearing often remains in the human suliject where, from disease,

much greater loss in the tympanic membrane has bjen sustained

than was found to exist in the hearing organs of Pudge. Alto-

gether it seems probable that in certain white cats great con-
genital deafness may exist, and that the animal, on finding aerial

transmission of sound to be imperfect, comes finally, like man
under similar circumstances, to disregard its use entirely, and
place its reliance solely on sound that can be felt, as it were.

Moreover, is it not probable also that the trouble, in some degree
at least, may lie in the perceptive centre of the brain ? It is a sig-

nificant fact that in Pudge at lea-t some disease of the nervous
centres existed, since he v\as the subject of epileptic convulsions.

Samuel Sexton
12, West Thirty-fifth Street, New York, January 3

FURTHER DISCOVERIES IN THE FLORA OF
A^CIENT EGYPT^

SINCE my last communication on the Flora of Ancient

Egypt (Nature, vol. xxviii. p. 109) I have made
some interesting new botanical discoveries in connection

with the mummies of the twenty-first dynasty, found at

Deir-el-Bahari in July, 1881, which I will now describe in

soine detail ; the objects having been forwarded to the

IVIuseum of the Royal Gardens, Kew.
In the coffin of the Princess Nzi-Khonsu of the twenty-

first dynasty there was a large number of well-preserved

wreaths, in which I found three species of plants of the

ancient flora not previously authenticated by specimens.

Besides wreaths of the leaves of Miinusops Schimperi
and the petals of Nymphica cantka, already described

from examples found on the mummy of Ramses II., there

were on the mummy of the Princess Nzi-Khonsu, daughter

of Tontonthuti, numerous floral wreaths composed as

follows : (0 folded leaves of a willow {Salix safsaf) strung

on threads of the leaves of the date palm, and serving as

clasps
; (2) perfect flowers of the corn poppy [Papaver

rhceas) ; (3) complete flower-heads of a corn flower (Cen-

tau7-ca depressa) ; and (4) complete flower-heads of a

composite (Pun's coronopifoiia).

The flowers of Papaver ?-/ia'as equal in size those of

the small form one has an opportunity of seeing in such

abundance in the Mediterranean region in the spring

months as a weed in cornfields, by roadsides, and on

walls. In order to prevent the petals from falling, the

flowers were picked in an unopened condition ; and in

drying in the vault the petals had shrivelled and shrunk

up into a ball, to which circumstance is due the fact that

in examining the moistened flowers all the inner part:

appear before the eyes in a Avonderful state of perfection.

Not a stamen, not an anther is wanting ; nay, one might

almost say that not even a pollen-grain is missing. Rarely

are such perfect and well-preserved specimens of this

fragile flower met with in herbaria. The colour, too, of

the petals is maintained in a high degree, as in dried

specimens of the present day. It is a dark brown-red,

that leaves a deep stain on the paper where the flowers

have been soaked. The very caducous sepals were want-

ing in the flowers examined ; but all the peduncles were

thickly beset with the characteristic, horizontally-spre.id-

ing, bristly hairs. The petals are destitute of the dark

spot on the claw which is common to many varieties of

the species. The naked ovary is shortly obovate in shape,

or, in some of the very young flowers, cylindrical, though

never so much elongated that one could doubt its belong-

ing to the genuine variety described by Boissier in his

" Flora Orientalis." The stigmatic disk is obtusely and

broadly conical ; and the rays vary in number from eight

to ten. The edge of the stigmatic disk is bordered with

orbiculate, auriculate, white appendages incumbent upon

it. The anthers are oblong, twice as long as broad, and

This article was sent by the author. Dr. G. Schweinfurth, to Sir Joseph

Hooker, together with the botanical objects described tlierein. The original

is in German, and the translation here given is as nearly hteral as possible.—

\V. liOTTING He.MSLEV.
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the filaments subulate. The smallness of the flowers

^2| cm. in diameter), the broad petals, the red colour,

the bristly peduncles, the 8-10 stigmatic rays, the oblong

oval anthers, the subulate filaments, &c., point conclu-

sively to the determination of the plant a.s Papave?- rhceas,

var. geiuiina.

At the present time this species is found nowhere in

Upper Egypt, and also appears to be absent from the

whole Nile Valley, while it is met with in abundance near

Alexandria and on the Mediterranean coast as a weed in

cornfields.

The flower-heads of Ccntimrca depi-essa, the involucral

part of which is 15 to 17 cm. in diameter, belong to a

form that is now met with in Persia and .Afghanistan
;

whereas in many countries—Greece, for instance—only

small-headed varieties seem to occur. The peduncle
served, as in the poppy flowers, to fix the heads in the

garlands, which was not always the case in the ancient

floral wreaths.' Two or three of the leaves are still left

on many of the specimens. They are narrow-linear,

almost sessile, and exhibit, besides the arachnoid-canes-
cent pubescence characteristic of the species, the peculiar

prickle-like tip, which is several millimetres long, and
serves to distinguish C. deprcssa from its only allies C.

cyanus and C. cyanpides. From most of the leaves, how-
ever, this brittle appendage has fallen, in consequence of

repeated handling of the wreaths. Close under the base
of the flower-heads appear some linear bracts, shaped like

the upper leaves of the stem. In the ancient specimens
these bracts were present in unequal numbers, from two to

seven, and often wanting altogether. They do not overtop
the whole involucre. This character was rather against the

correctness of the identification, for such bracts are not
usually present below the heads ofC depressa, though they

are in C. cyaiiocdcs, which difters very much in having
pappusless achenes. But I have seen a recent specimen
(.Afghanistan, Griffith, 3294.) having one or two leafy bracts

at the base of each head. In the recent forms of Cm-
taiirea depressa, the lanceolate teeth of the membranous
margin of the inv-olucral bracts arc sometimes colourless,

sometimes brown at the base. In the flower-heads of the

twenty-first dynasty these teeth are deep brown in the
middle, with a white margin and a white tip, and they
are here, as the specific character requires, a little shorter

than the breadth of the bract. The three or five teeth at

the tips of the bracts are grown together about half their

length. On the lowermost bracts of the involucre the

teeth are quite decurrent and colourless ; on the upper
they are more limited in number—from eleven to fifteen

—

and only towards the tip. In consequence of the in-

cautious handling of the wreaths when the coffin was
opened, the beautiful ray- flowers, which in this species
are exceptionally large, are mostly fallen away. In many
heads, however, they are still attached, and exhibit a
dark violet colour, similar to recently-dried specimens.
The lobes of the limb of the corolla are broad, almost
ovate and acuminate. \'ery well-developed achenes occur
in the ancient flower-heads, affording indubitable evi-

dence of the correctness of the determination of tlie

species. The achene is light in colour, shining, slightly

laterally compressed, and oblong-ovoid in shape. The
areole incloses half the length of ihe achene, and at the
base there are a few small hairs, as in recent specimens
from Schiraz (Kotschy, 302), Afghanistan (Griffith, 3294),
and from Sber (C. Koch), while others from Asia 2^Iinor

are quite naked. = The intermediate bristles of the pappus
are one-fourth longer than the achene, the inner ones
half as long. The long prickly tips of the upper leaves,
the large, broadly-lobed ray-flowers, and the achene
bearing a pappus exceeding it in length, prove that the

\shiiua. agypliaca with li.-ilf ol

» his diagnosis cf the species ha

' Thus, f

Ih-j calyx cu
- H.ooker,

•' basal areole bearded.

example, only flowers cl

IF were used.
Fl. Brit Ind.,"iii. p. 3S5

flower-heads of the mummy-wreaths belong to Centaurea
depressa. This species is wanting in the present flora of

Egypt as well as in that of the contiguous countries. It

novv occurs as a cornfield weed in all parts of .Asia Minor,
Armenia, Perda, Afghanistan, Beluchistan, and West
Thibet ; and Prof. Heldreich found it around Tripolitza,

in Arcadia, and in the Attic Plain, near Hergellon. In
the last-named country the species flowers in April.

There are no localities for this plant in Syria and Pales-

tine to my knowledge. Specimens of this Centaurea
from ancient Egyptian wreaths are preserved in the
museum at Leyden.^ It is not stated, however, from
what epoch they date.

Many of the wreaths of the mummy of Xzi-KhonsU
consist entirely of willow leaves and the flower-heads of

Picn's corotiopifolia, Asch.- The numerous features in

the parts of the flower-heads which characterise this

species are easily seen in the ancient specimens, and not
a single peculiarity is apparent by which it might be dis-

tinguished from the recent small form with low-spreading

branches, now so common on the outskirts of the desert.

The indumentum of the involucral bracts is particularly

well preserved. The bracts themselves are long lanceo-

late with an undulated membranous naked edge, and taper

off into a long point ; while on the outside along the mid-
rib they are furnished with one to three rows of spreading

bristles, glochidiate at the tip, and between these a white

arachnoid felt—the same kind of tomentum clothing the

peduncles. The achenes of the ray are smooth and
cylindrical, more or less curved, as thick at the tip as in

the middle, and crowned with a pappus of short persistent

bristles cohering about half their length. The achenes of

the disk are broadly club-shaped, somewhat constricted

at the tip, and provided between the ten angles with two
rows of small round tubercles. The pappus consists of

bristles plumose at the tips and is deciduous, and exceeds
the achene in length five times.

The dissimilarity of the inner and outer achenes of the

ancient Egyptian Picris at once shows that it belongs to

the section Spifzelia, Schultz Bip. The smallness of the

flower-heads and the nature of the indumentum prove
that it belonged to the small desert form, stiil common
about Thebes, and not to the large-headed, otherwise

hairy, varieties {Picn's lyrata and P. pilosa), only found
in the neighbourhood of .Alexandria, and on the coast of

the Mediterranean Sea. The ultmiate inflexion of the

involucral bracts over the ripening achenes (" phyllis

demum carinatis, incurvis") is perceptible in many of the

flower-heads from the ancient wreaths.

Picris coronopifolia belongs to that set of desert plants

which are usually only found on the border of the desert

as far as the waters of the Nile reach by infiltration. It

is not met with in the valleys and channels of the lower

desert strips any more than among the weeds which follow

cultivation in the black earth of the Nile alluvium. It

generally grows associated with Crepis senccioides, Leon-
todon /tispidaiuin, Picris sulpkurca, Lotus pusiiliis, &c.,

which likewise belong to the flora characteristic of the

borders of the desert. The flowering time of these plants in

Middle Egypt is Alarch and April. In February they only

begin to develop, and it may be assumed that the flora of

Thebes is from two to four weeks in advance of that of

the neighbourhood of Cairo. From the occurrence of the

flowers of Picris coronopifolia in ihe wreaths of the

mummy of Nzi-Chonsu we may conjecture that the solemn
rites of placing this princess in the vault took place in

March or April. The assumption that it took place in

February or May would be doubtful, and it is very

' According t.) Prof. P. Ascherson in Zcitschri/t /iir Ethnohgie, ix.

Jahrg.. 1S77, and Dr. W. Pleyte in 2 liylage lO! ds 3iste Jaarver-gadering

der Ned.-Bat. Vereeniging. 29 Juli, 1882.
- Boissier. in his "Floa i rientalis." lii. p. 740. reduces this species to

Cnpis radiaUi (= C. siiiceioides, Uel.), ar.d this is done by many oiher

authors. Piois lyrata, Del., and P. pilosa. Del., can only be regarded as

varieties of/", coronofi/olia, Asch. (.Lcantoiim coraiiopi/otuuii, Desf.).
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unlikely to have happened in any other months of the

year. At Thebes the floral carpet is quite dried up and
destroyed as early as April, and in the district of Cairo
ill May, so that there would have been great diffiouUics

attending the collection in one day towards the end of

April of the la-'ge number of flower-heads requisite fur the

preparation of the wreaths of Nzi-Chonsu. And as far as

the other flowers of these wreaths are concerned February
to March are the only ad nissible months. This applies

especially to the fl )wers of the poppy, which evea in

.'Mexandria disappear towards the end of April.

If we are able, from our knowledge of t'le sea .on; of

the present Ejyptian vegetation, to limit the i.iterment

of a mummy to a short scries of month;, it follows there-

from the fact, that in the case of the date of the funeral

rites attending the placing of a mummy in the final tomb
being originally indicated in the inscription on the coffin

or elsewhere, light might be thrown on the theoretical

determination of the relative Sothis (Sirius) periods. In

chronological determinations, which, as far as concerns
ancient Egypt, anterior to the time of the twenty sixth

dynasty, are still open to grave suspicion, the aid thus pos-
sibly attainable is not to lo; despised. We know from the
hieroglyphical writings, the temple inscriptions and orna-
mental pictures of the temple, that the ancient Egyptians
had a great predilection for their gardens ; and we learn

from the narratives of their criisides in distant countries
that they gave a prominent place to foreign vegetable
productions, even in their triumphal processions. Amongst
objects met with in the funeral repasts and in the offering-,

in the tombs there are, moreover, so many product-, of
evident foreign origin, that we cannot be surprised at

finding that miny of the flo.vers and leaves employed in

the composition of the funeril wre iths and garl mds
could not h ive belonged to the native flora of the country,
but must have been cultivated e.xpressly for the purpose.
This may, then, hwe been the case with Ccn/ar/rci
dcpicssa, which, like Alcca ficifolia and Delpliiiiiuiii

orioitale, suggests Western Asia, and especially the
countries of the Upper Euphrates. ."Xs far as Papxver
rha-as is concerned, it may aho b; assumed thit it w.is

cultivated by the ancient Egyptians on account of its

brilliantly coloured flowers, although this does not
exclude the possibility, independently of any necessity
for a change in the climat; to have taken place in the
interval, that the common poppy was not such an extra-

ordinary rarity in the cornfields of that period as it is at

the present time.

Among the mummies of the twenty-first dynasty dis-

covered at Deir-el-B ihari, there may lie hidden a
number of plant remiins still unknown to me; as a
careful search through the coffins, especially as far as

those mummies are concerned which are still preserved
with their wrappe s intact, was for many reasons neces-
sarily postponed. The garlands, particularly, in those
coffins, composed as they are of various leaves and
flowers, may be expected to furaish many novelties to the
ancient flora of Egypt. .'Vmong a few fragments of the
wreaths of Mimusops leaves and Nympha?a petals that
have reached the Natural History Museum of Milan
there accidentally appeared a detached corolla of a Jas-
mine, which may belong to Jasininiiin saiiibac, a species
still commonly cultivated in Egyptian gardens. The
Egyptian Maseun in the Cairo suburb of Boulak con-
tains in addition a number of plant remains of authenti-
cated species taken from earlier exploration; of tombs
that would go :o enrich the flora of ancient Egypt.

In the spring of last year Ur. Maspero discovered in

the well-kiiown burying-placo of Nofert Sekeru, near
Sheykh AbJel Gurna, Thebes, an unopened vault of later

date, in which was a well-pre-erved femile mummy of
the Gre.:o-Roma:i period. This mummy is swathed from
head to foot in wreaths of the leaves of Mimusops, with-
out any flowers. These leaves are larger (eight centi-

metres without the petiole), becau ,e fully grown, than
those in the older garlands. The petioles are broken oflf

short, and the whole construction of the wreaths is of a
much ruder and more careless des-eription. Specially

interesting in this mummy is a wreath around the fore-

he id composed entirely of the leaves of OU-a cn,op<£ii.

These leaves are also folded and threaded edge to edge
with the tips directed upwards

; but the mode in which
they are sewn together ia different fro n the other wreaths,
being done by a coarse string of a fibrous material as yet

unknown- The Leyden Museum possesses similar funeral

wreaths of olive leaves,' and in the Berlin Museum there

are some bundles composed of branchlets of the olive tree.

Whether the " wreath of justification " mentioned in the

obituary of Osiris was such a w eath of olive leaves, or

whether under this designation the garlands of Mimusops
and willow leaves which encircled the neck and breast of

the mummies were intended has not yet been ascer-

tained.

Moreover, Theophrastus, Pliny, and Strabo authenticate

the presence of the olive in Upper Egypt. According to

Theophrastus (iv. 2, 9) the olive tree grew in the Theban
province. According to Strabo (xvn. § 293) olive trees

were only found in Fajum and in the vicinity of Alex-

andria. Now the olive tree flourishes in Lower and
Middle Egypt, and very old trees exist in Fajum and in

the Oaees.
In a special glass case in the Egyptian museum at

Boulak is a variety of objects which formed the funeral

repasts and offerings in a vault at Dra Abu Negga
( Thebes) of the twelfth dynasty {2200 to 2400 B.C.)

Among them are the following vegetable products :

grains of barley = and wheat; tubers oi Cypcrus esculentiis ;

kernels of Mimusops Schi/npe?-i; fruits of Punica gra-
vattiiu, Ficus Carica, Balanites agyptiaca, Hyphane
thcbaica, Medenia argun ; a water-tiask of Lagen iria

Tiilgaris ; two cones of Pinus Pinea ; a mess oi Lens
csciiliiita; two see's o^ Faba vulgaris, ^\iii one seed of

Cajatuis indiciis; a broom made of Ccriiana pratciisis ; a

bowl full of capsules of Lintiin luniiile intermixed Hith

pods of Si/tapis arvensis, var. Allionii. Among the

pi ints here cited the Linum deserves special considera-

tion, for, notwithstanding our ample knowledge of its

cidtivaiion, thanks to the records of the early authors,

botanists who have busied themselves with the investiga-

tion of the vegetable remains of ancient Eg>pt have
hitherto not been able to determine with certainty the

species of Linum cultivated.

Linum capsules of the twelfth dynasty exi^t in a very

good stJte, together with the calyx and ptdicel, the latter

two centimetres long. They are all closed, al. hough the

seeds appear to have attained perfect maturity. The
length of the capsules reaches 8 millimetres, and the

breidth 675 millimetres; and the seeds are 5 mm.
long. The dimensions given are very little inferior to

those of the capsule of the Linum, cultivated in Egypt at

the pre ent day. In external characters it is so like the

capsule of the flax now cultivated, that one detect-; no
difference at first >ight ; and it is only after cutting the

seed through th-it one becomes aware of the change
wrough' in the course of 4000 years. The proportionate

.^ize of the seed, which is much narrowed upward-;, but

above all the numerous long weak hairs which occur on
the inside of the partitions of the cip ule, leave no doubt

as to the ancient flax belonging to the kind e.<clusively

cultivated still in Egypt and Abyssinia, the Linum
IiumiU', Mill. (syn. Linum usitatissiiuiim, Linn., var.

crcpi/iins, Schiibl. and Martens).

Another coincidence in the ancient and modern Linum

' Ui-ry belong, according to Dr. Pleyt--, to a mummy of the time ni

Osorkon (twenty-sec nd dynasty). See ah - De Cmdolle, ' Physlolog.e,

"

p 69^
mu«uni is also p.-tserved a bowl rcntain'l

i.f the fif.Ii dynasty (3300 to 3500 years
broken ears of barh y
c ) wh ch was found
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cultivation is the presence among the ancient capsules of

numerous seed-vessels of a species of mustard which is

still the commonest and inost flourishing weed in every

tlax field in Egypt. The pods of mustard are almost

spherical in shape with a long point, and are seated on

pedicels a little less than half the lengih of the whole pod.

Judging from the shape describe"', the pods must belong

to one of ihe two varieties, common in Eg>pt, of Sinapis

an'ensis, I.inn., namely, 5. Allionii, Jacq., and 5. turgida,

Del., for the common form of this species is distinguished

by elongated pods. .As the two varieties named can only

be distinguished from each other with certainty by the

degree of rutt ng cf the leave~, it would be difficult

to decide to which of the two the pods of the twelfth

dynasty belong were it not for the circumstance that as 6'.

Allionii, Jacq. (characterised by the long-pointed much-
divided leaves), is the prevailing form at the present time in

Middle Egypt,a probability offersitself that theancient pods
belong to this form. On the other hand Sinapis arvensis,

Linn., var. turgida, Linn., affects the winter cornfields.

It may be assumed that this species of wild or colonised

mustard answers to the Sinapis to which Pliny refers (lib.

xi.v. 54 [8]), as a plant commonly met with under such

conditions, and of which he asserts that the Egyptian was
the best for yii Hing oil, and that the .Athenians called it

Napy, others Thapsi, and others again Saurion.

Lentils, as far as I kr.ow, have not hitherto been
authenticated fr. m the ancient graves. Hiny (lib. xviii.

31) mentions them as a product of Egypt, where two
kinds of them were cultivated. The lentils of the twelfth

dynasty appear in consequence of boiling and subsequent
shrivelling to have lost a considerable part of their bulk.

They are 3i mm. in diameter, while the recent ones
average 4*.

From Ceruatiii pratensis, a characteristic composita of

the banks of the Nile, which has hitherto only been found
in Nubia and Egypt, the ancients made those hard hand
brooms, still met with in every part of Egypt, and used
for sweeping out the houses and espei ially the privies

;

for which purposes they are offered for sale in all the

markets. The Egyptian department of the [British Museum
contains a similar specimen.

Furthermore, the two pine cones [Finns Pima) noted
belong to a species not previously known from the ancient

Egyptian relics. Like Parnielia furfuracca and the

juniper berries [yiiniperus p/iiznictits), they point to the

commercial relations that existed between Egypt and
Greece, Asia Minor and Syria. The pine cones which
were found in a large basket filled with numerous kinds
of fine liren thread, fruits of the Doum palm ar d a

smaU calabash of Lagenaria, are small and unripe, the

scales clinging close together. It is evident that only
such of these rare norihern exotic fruits as were unsuit-

able for the table were put in the offerings.

Atnong objects not previously authenticated from an-

cient Egypt are the legumes Faba vulgaris and Cajanus
indictis. linger' suggests that the broad bean {Faba)
was probably not found in the tombs because it was re-

garded as unclean.- The two seeds in question were
found amongst dried grape-skins and matters of that

kind. In shape and relative size they fully correspond to

the vr.riety cultivated on a large scale in Egypt at the

present day. They are smaller, rounder, and thicker

thn the European brjad bean.'' The dimensions of the
ancient beans are 10, S, and 6i mm.

Pliny (lib. xviii. 12 [30]) says of the broad bean that

it was used in funeral solemnities ; hence the priests ate

none, &c. Perhaps the presence of the broad bean in

the offerings of the twelfth dynasty had a meaning similar
to that which it had for the Romans.

' Silzmigsl'erichte ilcr A'ais. Akade7inc Jcr ll'iss., Hieii., 1859, Eand

^ Comrare " Herodotus," ii. p. 37.
3 The .Tuthor most likely alludes to the variety called "field " or " hoise-

bean '•
in this country.—W. B. H.

Among the funeral offerings of the ancient Egyptians
often occur mes-es of a pap of roughly cut or coarsely

ground grain of barley. They are in small earthen bowls,

placed on the floor of the vault like the other offerings.

In Prof Maspero's opinion these messes of barley, which
are in no way suitable for human nourishment, answer to

the Mola {Mola salsa) offerings of the Romans of earlier

epochs ; and I would h-^izard an explanation of the pre-

sence of the broad beans in the offerings of the twelfth

dynasty as an example of a possible analogy between
ancient Rome and ancient Egypt. For, supposing the

correctness of Hcrodotus's account that the ancient
Egyptians regarded the broad bean as unclean, that they
ate it in no shape or form, and that iheir priests could

not bear the sight of it, some explan.ition for its presence
must be found. The single seed of Cajanus indicus found
with the broad beans in no way differs from the Upper
Egyptian variety with yellow flowers. The plant, which
is cultivated and wild all over India, as well as in all

parts of tropical Africa, is nowhere cultivated in Egypt,
though it occurs here and there in a wild state in Upper
Egypt. It is certainly one of the oldest cultivated plants

in the world, a fact further attested by its discovery ia

the ancient tombs. G. Schweinfurth

METAMORPHISM AMOXG DEVONIAN ROCKS
'T^HE tract of Devonian rocks which stretches through

-'- the north of France and Belgium, and across Rhenish
Prussia into Westphalia and Nassau, has furnished ample
materi.ils for geological disquisition. Among the problems
which it presents to the observer, not tVe least important
is the remarkable metamorphism of certain bands or
areas of its component strata. Dumont first called atten-

tion to this feature in the Belgian Ardennes. It was sub-

sequently shown by Lessen to be extensively developed
in the Taunus. More recently the question has been
attacked anew with all the appliances of modern petro-

graphy. M. Renard has subjected some of Dumont's
original localities to a critical revision, which has resulted

in a confirmation of the accuracy of that remarkable
geologist's observations. The latest contribution to the
literature of the subject is a paper {Annals Soc. G^ol.

du Noui, vol. X. p. 194) by Prof. Gosselet, who at first

refused to admit the metamorphism contended for by
Dumont and corroborated by M. Renard, but who now
comes forward with independent evidence in its support,

from another locality. He describes the arkose of Haybes
and of Franc- Bois de Vdlerzies on the frontier of Belgium
as having undergone such a metamorphi.-m as to be no
longer recognisable. M. Barrois reports that on examin-
ing microscopically some sections of the altered rocks, he
found among them bi-p)ramidal crystals of quartz with
liquid inclusions and movable bubbles, as in the quartz of
peg'i-atite. These crystals have been broken in silu, with
conchoid; 1 fractures, and the surrounding paste appears
as if injeited into them. This paste is composed of small
irregular quartz-grains like those of schists, and is co'oured

by fibrous chlorite, so arranged ; s to impart a more or
less schist like structure. The chlorite, arising from
alteration of biolite, is predominant in some specimens,

while the quar. z-grains prepmderate in others. M.
Barrois compares this altered arkoie with some porphy-
roids and some granitic veins in Briitany recently studied

by him. Prof Gosselet shows that these crystalline inter-

calations are portions of the true Deior.ian strata, and
he accounts for their highly altered condition by what he
terms a metamorphism by friction. .A portion of the

Devonian rocks has slipped down between two faults and
has undergone gre.-.t lateral pressure, ai d has in conse-

quence been heated sufficiently that me:amori.hism has

been determined in it. The extent of change has been
proportionate to the degree of pressure. The metamor-
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phosed arkose is provisionally referred to the Gedinnian
division of the system.

M. Renard is understood to be at work upon a detailed
memoir on the metamorphosed rocks of the Ardennes, in

which their chemical constitution and microscopic cha-
racters will be fully described.

THE RECENT STORM
'HP HE great and destructive storm of Saturday and
^ Sunday last may almost take rank as a historical

event, seeing that on the Saturday evening atmospheric
pressure fell considerably lower in Scotland than is known
ever to have occurred in these islands since the barometer
became an instrument of observation. This remarkable
barometric fluctuation, as observed at Edinburgh, is shown
by the following observations made on those two days, the
observations being reduced to 32° and sea level :

—
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The Cambridge University Press announces for publication

"A Treatise on the General Principles of Chemistry," by

M. M. Pa;tison Muir, M. A. This book is intended to give a

fairly complete account of the present state of knowledge re-

garding the principles and general laws of chemistry ; it is ad-

dressed to those students who have already a considerable

acquaintance with descriptive chemistry, and it is hoped that by

such students the book will be found complete in itself. An at-

tempt is made to treat the chief tlieories of modern chemistry

to some extent from an historical point of view, and to trace

the connection between the older theories and those which now

prevail in the science. Full references are given to all memoirs

of importance. The first part treats of the atomic and molecular

theory, and the application thereof to such objects as allotropy,

isomerism, and the classification of elements and compounds ;

fairly complete accounts are also given of the methods and more

important applications of thermal, optical, and other parts of

physical cheuistry. The second part is devoted to the subjects

of chemical affinity, relations between chemical action and los'^es

or gains of energy, and the various questions suggested by the

expression "chemical equilibrium."

At the weekly meeting of the Society of Arts on Wednesday

last week, under the presidency of Sir John Lubbock, a paper

was re.id by Mr. W. L. Carpenter, on " Science Teaching in

Elementary Schools." The chairman said the -ubject under

consideration was one of very great importance. The Duke of

Devonshire's Commission had reported that the neglect of science

and modern langu.ages in our schools was a national miifortune;

and though, no doubt, there was some improvement since that

time, almost the same might be said now. Considering how
much science had done, and was doing for 'us, the general,

though happily now not universal, neglect of it in our schools

was astonishing. If we did not avail ourselves to the utmost of

the resources of nature, our great and growing population would

become more and more miserable, and they would be distanced

in the race by foreign nations. Mr. Carpenter said his object

was not merely to draw attention to the crying need for element-

ary scientific instruction in our primary schools, but also to point

out how such instruction could best be given, and to show that

that could he done, and had been done on a large scale, with

extraordinarily beneficial results to the children thus taught, with-

out any more expenditure of time than at present. The one

great mistake which vitiated the whole organisation of English

education was the conception of intellectual training as the

acquisition of information rather than as the development of the

f.rculties. He pointed out the enormous value of science teaching

in quickening the intelligence, as well as the very great practical

value of the knowledge imparted. The special feature of the

Liverpool School Board system was that the science demonstra-

tions and experiment> were given not by the ordinary staff of the

school, but by a specially-appointed expert, whose sole duty it

was to go round from school to school, giving practically the

same lesson in e.ach one until all had been visited, and abandon-

ing altogether the u-e of text-books by the scholars. The results

of that system were (l) the general quickening of the i.tellec-

tual life of the school
; (2) the sending of a large number of

lads to science classes after leaving school ; (3) the finding out

of lads of exceptional scientific ability, and setiing them on their

r lad ;'(4) the attracting the attention of the ordinary teachers to

science and to the results of teaching it. He concluded by

urging that instruction in some branch of elementary science,

preferably mechanics or physics for boys, and domestic economy

for girls, should form a necssary part of the education of every

child who remained in a public elementary school above Stand-

ard IV., that such instruction should be oral, that such teaching

should be given during the ordinary school hours, and that such

alterations should be made in the scale of grants under the new
Code as should encourage the teaching of elementary science.

Our readers may remember that some years ago Lieut. Julius

von Payer, one of the discoverers of Franz Josef Land, gave up

the sea for the brush ; but he has carried his Arctic enthusiasm

into art. He has for years been engaged on a series of four

pictures illustrating the last expedition of Sir John Franklin,

and according to the Times Paris Correspondent, the last of

them, entitled "Starvation Cove," is just completed. Lieut.

Payer has taken the greatest pains to acquaint himself with the

minutest details of the expeditions of the Erebus and Terror,

their formation and equipment, and the pictures will at least be

interesting. We hope they may be exhibited in this country.

The catalogue of the scientific books in the Reference De-

partment of the Nottingham Free Library spins a list of about

750 titles out into a catalogue of nearly 40 pages, with between

50 and 60 entries upon each, and among them .are a good collec-

tion of the most important yournals and Transactions. To a

library the wide circle of whose frequenters forbids its shelves

being thrown open to them all, it is doubtful whether a small

collection of works widi a full subject-catalogue is not of greater

advantage than a large accumulation of books of which the

librarian only is aware. But instead of giving any reference at

all to the subjects treated in these books and papers, there is only

given here the name of each -writer and the heading under which

his production may be found. This can be of little use to any

student and none at all to the majority of those using a free

library. A supplement of something less than 200 titles is added

now, but the collection is so small at present that it is beneath
'

criticism as to its deficiencies.

A TELEGRAM from Constantinople, Jan. 23, states that during

the previous fortnight shocks of earthquake, varying in .severity,

have been felt throughout the district of Kalah-Jik, in the pro-

vince of Castambul. Some of the minarets of the mosques have

fallen in. Shocks also continue to be felt in Central Asia. One
occurred at Tashkend a few days ago. A correspondent, writing

from Vierno to the Turkestan Gazette, states that they have been

lately very frequent, and somewhat severe at Cosh. Several

shocks have also been recently experienced at Tiflis.

The Naples Correspondent of the Standard writes :
—"Prof.

Silvestri, Director of the Observatory on Mount Etna, reported

on the 15th inst. that frequent movements of the soil had taken

place at Nicolosi and all the other villages near the site of the

eruption of last March. Beides this, within a zone of about

60 km. in extent, the villages of Riancaritta, Aderno, Bronte,

Maletto, Randazzo, Linguaglossa, and Piedimonte have experi-

enced during the last few days subsultory and undulatory shocks

;

the most remarkable occurring on the evenings of the loth and

14th inst. The oscillations moved in a north-easterly direction,

along the mountain chain of Pilori, and were distinctly but

slightly felt at Castiglione, Rovara, Castroreale, a'ld as far as

Messina. No damage was done, but at Randazzo and Lingua-

glossa, where the shocks were stronger, the people were much

alarmed. At Catania, only the instruments of the Observatory

registered the perturlmtion coincident with the alove-mentioned

shocks."

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include three Bonnet Monkeys (Macacus siniciis

6 9 9) from India, a Toque Monkey (Macaeus pileatus) from

Ceylon, an Arabian Baboon {Cynocephalus hamadryas 6 ) from

Arabia, an Indian Gazelle (Gazella bennetti i India, pre-

sented by Capt. Spencer Stanhope ; two Bonnet Monkeys

{Macaeus sinicus i 9 ) from India, presented by Mrs. St. John

Mi'chell ; a Huanaco {Lama huanacos ? ) f o 1 Peru, presented
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liy Mr. J. \V. Filth; four Il^vest Mice I^Mus minutus), Urilisli,

jresrnted by Mr. G. T. Rope; a Greater Sulphur-crested

Cotkr.too [Ccca/ua ga/in'/a) from Australia, presenttd by Mr.

•George Wood ; a Great Grey Shrike (Lanhis excubitor), British,

^jresented by Master Arthur BIyth ; two American Flying

Squirrels {Sa'iiroplerus voliicella) from Norih America, presented

by Mr. F. S. Mostly, F.Z.S. ; a Cape .\dder (
Vipcra alropus) from

.South Africa, presented liy Mr. C. B. Pillans ; a Black Tanager

{Tachyphonus mulahuciis), a White-throated Finch {Spermophila

/iliigitlaris), a Tropical Seed Finch {Oryzoboi us torridus), a

Common Bra [Boa constricloi^, a South African Rat Snake

(Spiloici varuibilis) from Si uth America, a Cheila Eagle (Spi-

Jtvnis ch(ela) from Ceylon, two lUiger's Macaws {Ara maracana)

from Brazil, a Common Guillemot (Lomvia troile), British, ]
ur-

ihased ; two Brown-tailed Gerl illes {Gerbidus eryth7'uius), born

in the Gardens^

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The first report (.f Prof. Hvill, dated from Gaza, January i,

h.is been received. It is necessarily brief, the details being

re erved for the full report to f jUow, but it announces the

sucee s of the expedition =0 far. The professor has made a

complete geological furvey of the Wady Arabah and the Pead
Sea, with a traverse acrors Sruthern Pa'estine. Capt.

Kitchener, R. E., who accompanied him, has made a trigono-

jnetricil survey. Akabah he found to be laid down too far

70Uth ; the south part of the Dead Sea as shown on the maps,

IS quite out of its true shape and position, and the I.isan has to

be -shifted three miles. From Gaza, when the rest of the party

were in quarantine, Capt. Kitchener rode back to Fgypt,

accompanied by four Arabs only. He took a previously un-

known route, particulars as to which will follow, and arrived

at Ismadia after a ride of 200 miles. He was everywhere well

yeceived by the Aral s, who took him for a cousin of Sheikh
Abdullah (the late Prof. Palmer), whose memory is still revered

among them, and who?e murder they still deplore. They are

rilso reported to be deeply impressed with the energy and perti-

«>acily of Sir Charles Warren's pursuit of the murderers. As
regards the other members of Prof. Hub's party, Mr. Hart is

reported to have made large additions to the flora ; Mr. Law-
rence has l;ei t a continuous series of mete rological observations,

and Mr. Gordon Hull has obtained a hundred phoiog aphs,

Sarge and sm;ill. Prof. Hull had still to extcute tv o traverses

of the country, in v\hich he is no doubt at present engaged.

The complete reports, both of himself and Capt. Kitchener,

will he extremely important. They will probably be published

in the jour; al of the Society.

W'E have received the ninth issue of the Geo^raphisc/ies

Jahiiitcb. In the present volume, the reports v\hich appeared

in the first six publications on the additions successively n ade to

oiii knowledge of extra- European parts cf the earih are re-

sumed; the new .A.frican annexations to geography being dis

Xosed of by Prof. K. Zbppritz, the Asiatic by Dr. Hans Lullies,

a-nd the Polar by Herr W. Withmann. Two important depart-

meats in geograjihy find for the fir.-.t time distinct places as-i.i;n d
.hero in ih-: jre-ent number

;
geographical onomati^l gy and

theoretic cartography. The former has indeed but very recently

been recognised as 'he independent and important province of

gei-graphy it really is. The first and as yet only comprehensive

scientific work on the subject is that by its reviewer in the

^^esent Jahrhiuh, Pref. J. J. Egli, " Versuch einer Allge-

iMeioen Geographischen Onomatologie " (Leipzig, 1S70-72),

«ssay towards a general geographical onomatology. The name
of a ] lace is either immediately c'escript-ve of its phy^ieal fea-

tures ("nature-names," as Prof. Egli calls this cla's) or descrip-

.ti-i?e of some historical or other conu' cion between t' e place

and its earlier or later inhabitants or discoverers ("culture-

iiimes"), in either and every case is significant and intere ting and
ai organic part of its gergraphy.— Pro*^. Sigismund Giinlher, in

fii^ masterly review of theoretic cait- graphy, first gives a brief

yet clear an 1 comprehensive " hist ry of the development of

Geometrical cartography,'' taking notice more partieularly of

jji^dern woiks on the subject, and then estima'es recent works
< n pre jeciion.— Prof, von Oppober, reporting the (Progress made
in Europe" n measurement of degrees, summarises the transactions

of the sixth General Conference held on the subject at Munich,
September 13-16, 18S0. He calls special attention ti the results

deduced by von Bauernfeind from taking the measurement of the
zenith simultaneously at Dubra and Kappelleiiburg, in which the
same anomalies came to light as those pointed out years before
by von Bayer. These anomalies are entirely par.-dlel with iho e
which appear in taking barometrical measurements of heights,

and voii Bauernfeind attributes tbeni to the circumstance that the

1 egistered temperatures at given places form no correct criterion

of the temperatures of the intern-ed-ate air-strata, the tempera-
tures at the given places being to a certain extent determined by
purely local influences. These conclusions are confirmed 1 y
Oppolzer's studies in astronomical refaction, in which analo-
rous anomalies are to be explained by the fact that the universal
law of diminution of temperature with ascent is modified in the
lowest air-sirata by local causes. In clear 1 ights, e.<;., the tem-
perature in the lowe t atmospheric strata invariably rises with
a'cent up to a certain moderate height. During the day, on the
other hand, in correspoiiding conditions, temperature diminishes
with ascent at a rate considerably above the average. These
facts afford Oppolzer a very simple cxplana'inn of hitherto

puz/Iing phenomena.—In the review of geographical meteoro-
logy by Prof. J. Hann is presented a great treasure of data as to

rainfall, nebulosty, atiuospheric presures, winds, &c. —In a

map by Remon of the nebulosities of different parts of Europe
and North Africa, the extremes are given at 2o' in the Algerian
.Sahara, and 68° in the north-west of Europe. Cloudiness in

general diminishes southwards and eastwards, as compa-ed widi
the centre of Europe.—Space allnvs only of the bare men'ion
of the review of the geography of plants by Prof. Drude ; e)f

animals, by Prof. Scbmarda ; of ethnology, by Prof. Gerland ;

of deep sea exploration, by Prof, von Boguslawski ; of the struc-

ture of the earth's surface, by Prof, von Fritsch ; and of the

meih- d of geogrrphy, by Prcf. Wagner.

We understand that the expedition w ith which Mr. Wilfrid
Pcwe'l has urdertaken to explore New Guinea wi'l leave this

country about the beginning of March. It wi!l consist of Mr.
Powell, with four or five Europeans, including a naturalist and
a geologist, and the work of traversing the thousand or twelve
hundred miles which have been mapped out for the route is

likely to occupy ever a year. Mr. Powell has chartered a small

screw steamer, in which ihe party will proceed upthe Ambcrneli
river, a large stream in Dutch territory, on the north c^ast. The
explorers will proceed up this river in a sterm launch as far as

they can get. The Uunch will then return to the steamer, anfl

the parly will strike in a south-westerly direction aero s the high
central range of moun'ains which runs from east to west, called

the Snow Mountains, or the Finisterre Mountains. When this

difficult task has been accomplished, Mr. Powell will march to

the east coast, where he w-ill hope to find his screw steamer in

Astrolabe Bay. After refitting, he will again strike westwaiels,

across the south-east corner of the island, to Port Moresby.
Mr. Powell will thus explore the country from nf rth to south,

avoir ing the Fly Kiver, or any other portion which has been
visited by Europeans.

The Si. Pelers'urger Ziitung has received news from Khar-
toum about Dr. Junker. Herr Bohndorf, Dr. Junker's com-
panion, has arrived at Khartoum, and reports that Junker is still

in the Niam Niam country, ard that his researches are favouriibly

progressing.

The last is ue of the Bulletin of the St. Petersburg .-Kcademy

I f Sciences contains a 'etter of M. Bunge, the medical officer of

the Lena polar me'eor. logical station. The country r round the

station is but little fitted for coUecting. It is a fl.rt region,

period'cally covered by the tide, and there may be ro ques'ion

about sea-flora or sea-fauna to be found in the creeks that inter-

sect the grtund. The ice hear s-imetimes makes his appearance,

as a'so the wolf, the fox, especially Caiiis lagopiis, of whieh

the neighbouring Yakuts catch about 300 eveiy year; the

Mus'ela hn-iiiin;a is not very rare. The Yakuts do not know
lemuiings, but one :pecies at least, the M\oJes /nrquatus, in-

hab ts the fitlta. The reindeer come in large flocks in the

summer, returning to the forest region in the autumn. They are

killed when passins; the streams, shooting being prohibited by

the Yakut community. One ^gocerus monlanus has \ eeu jjer-

ceived, f on) a great distance, within thedel'a. Walruses, some-

times seals, and dol| bins also enter the meuth of the Lena. .Vs

to the birr's, M. Purge gives a list "f loi species he has cb-

served or shot dull g his j urney. The water inverlebrata are
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VI ry poorly representel i i the Lena. As M. Bunge gives great

nttenti >n to tie collecting of skulls of a liinal-, his collec-

1 11 promi- es to be of great value, as also his c jUeclion of

aia 1 skulN t.iken from the cjftins that dot the tundra—
V.ikuls merely putting ihem on the surface between a fev

. ;h i-lanlvs. ! is worthy of notice that, whilst having many
ortunilics for visiting the siclc Yakuts in the neighbourhood,

Ijunge has not yet noticed a single case of scurfy; it is quite

i:n noivn among them.

We h.ivc received a separate copy from the forthcoming

number of the h-.cs'ia of the Russian Geographical Society of a

notice of the re narkabl- Ru-.sian expeditions to the Pamir,

cairied on during list suaimer. It is sufficimt to ca t a glance

at the map that accompanies this note t5 ascertain that "the
Koof of the World " has now been quite deprived of the veil of

m\stery that covered it for centuries past. M.my years since

Russian travellers penetrated into i', and studied detached portions

as they followed the course of the rivers which led 1 1 these

gigantic plateaux, inclosed between still higher mountains. Pur-

sui ig his researches for several consecutive years. Dr. Regel aid
hi- companions have explored the v.illeys of the Panj and of its

nu nerous tributaries, penetrating as far south as Sist (37° N.
lat ) and as far east as the sources of Shakh-dere, 12° 5 >' E.

Ion;. An immense bend to the west of the Panj River beneath

Kala-vamar, due to the presence of a high chain of mountains

running norih east, and a wide Like, Shiva, 11,000 feet high,

situated to the west of this bend, discovered by Dr. Regel, c^m-

siderably modify our former maps of the western part of the

I'ainir region. But the expedition of last summer, which c in-

sisted of MM. Putiata, of the ge leral staff, Ivanoff, g.:ologi-t,

and Bendersky, topo^'rapher, throws quite a new light on the

still less known eastern Pamir. Ihe expedition has literally

covered, with a network of surveys the whole of this reg'oj fro.n

39° 3°' ^'- '^'- ' ' 'he sources of the Vakhan-daria, in 37° 10',

and from 72° 10' to 75° 20' E. long., penetrating thus t\vi;e t.i

the foot of the Mu^tag-aga, or Tagarina Peak. The great Pa:nir

chain, between the Shakh-dere and the Upper Panj has be.n
cros ed at four pi ices, 100 miles distant, and the Ru,ssian surveys

h.ive been brought into connection with those of the pundit

M. S. The expedition seems to have established that the

pu'idit M. S. was misled, and that the A'i-;u is really the

ufiper part of the Murghab. The other results of this expedi-

tion are also very important : not only a map on the scale of five

Vers s to an inch of the whole of this wide region has been
drawn, but also the heights of a v ry great number of pjinis

have been determi icd by barometrical and trigonometricil

measurement- ; large geological and botanical collections hav.:

been brought in, as well as many drawing , and a dictionary of

the Shugnan language. Detailed reports will follow, the f jrc-

going information being due to a preliminary letter of M.
Ivanoff.

.\ TELtGRAM from Nerchinsk, in Siberia, states that M.
Joseph Martin, the French traveller, passed through that place

recently on his way to Irkutsk. M. Martin has (says a

Renter's telegram) explored the country from the Lena to the

Anuir, and has crossed the intervening Stanovi Mountain range
lie has collected a large amount of ge 'graphical and geological

information concerning the rcgi ai which he has traversed.

Mr. Sciiuver, the Dutch African explorer, has been murdered
at Ijahr Gazal, in South Kor lofan.

According to the latest number of the Annalen dei- Hydro-
graphic iind ma'itimen AhtcorologU the greatest depth of the

Atlantic is 8341 metres ; this was found in 19° 39' 10
" N. lat.,

and 60° 26' 5" W. long. The next greatest depressio 1 of the se.^

bcttom is ill 19° 23' 30" IS". 1 t , and 66° 11' 45" VV. long., where

7723 metres were found.

THE AIMS AND PROSPECTS OF THE STUDY
OF ANTHROPOLOGY^

'I'llOSE who are present at this meeting need scarcely be
•* reminded of the importance of the subject w hich is our

c mmon bond of union, that which is defined in the prospectus
of the Institute as " the promotion of the science of mankind

» A.ldress delivered at the ann'.ver-ary meeting of the AnthropoKigic.il
Institute of Great Er.lain and Ireland, January 22, 1884. by Pr jf. Flower,
LL.D., F.R.S.. P.2 S., &c., President.

by the accumulation of obse."vations bearing 0.1 man's past

history and present state in all part* of the globe."

Bu' those present are a very small frac.io.i indeed of tbe

persons in this country to who.n this great subject is, or should

be in some one or other of its various divisions, a matter of

deep in erest, and as it is possible that the words which it is my
privilege and duty as your president to address to you on this

occasion may be read by some who are not yet so much coiiversant

with the ai-ns of anthropilogy and the means for its cultivation

which this Institute afijrds as those who have taken the trouble

to come here this evening, I hjpe that you will pardon me if 1

bring before yju SJme general considerations, perhaps familiar

to all of yju, regarding the scope and value of the science the

advancement of which v\ e have at heart. .-

One of the great difficulties wi:h regard to making aiiilfaro-

pology a special subject of stuJy, and devjting a special ca'gan-

isation to i's promotion, is the multifarious nature of the

branches of knowledge comprehended under the title. This

very ambition, which endeavours to include such an extensive

range of knowledge, ramifying in all directions, illustrating and
receiving ligh' from so many other sciences, appears oftert to

overleap itself and give a looseness and indefinitenesys to the

aims of the in lividuil or the institu'.ion proposing to ealtivate it.

The old term ethnology has a far more limited and definite

meaning. It is the study of the difi'.-rent peoples or races who
compose the varied population of the world, including their

physical charocters, their intellec'.ual and moral djvelopment,

their languages, social customs, opinions, and beliefs, their

origin, history, migrations, and present geographical distribu-

tion, a id their relations to each other. Th-se subjects may be
treated of under two aspects—first, by a consideratio.i of the

general laws by which the modifications in all these characters

are determined and regulated ; this i. called general ethnology :

secondly, by the study a.^d decription of the races themselve-s,

as di-tiiiguished from each other by the special manifestalio.is of

these characters in them. To this the term special elhnolc^y,

or, more oft;;n, ethnography, is applied.

E'hnology thus treats of the resemblances and differences of

the moJific tions of the hu uan species in their relations to- each

other, but anthropology, as now understood, ha. a far wider

sc ipe. It treats of manKinI as a whole. It investigates his

origi.i and hi. relations to tbe rest of the uoiveise. It invokes

the aid of the sciences of zoology, compaiative anatomy, and
phy iiology ; and the widsr the range of know ledge met with in

other regions of natural structure, and the more abundant the

terms of comparison known, the less risk there wi.l be of error

in a'.tcmptiiig to esti orate the cistinctioas and resemblances be-

tween man and his nearest allies, and fixing his place in the

zoological scale. Here we are drawn into contact with an im-

mense doaiaiii of knowledge, including a study of all the laws

wjich modify the conditions under which organic bodies are

manifested, which at first sight seem to have little bearing upon
the particular study of man.

Further.norc, it is not only into man's bodily structure ami its

relation to that of the lower animals that we have to deal;, the

moral and intellectual side of his nature finds its rudiments in

them also, and the difficult study of comparative psychology,

now attracting much atte ition, i, an important factor in any

complete system of anthropology.

Ill endeavouring to investigate the origin of mankind as a
whole, geology must lend it- assitanc^ to determine the com-
p.ira ive ages of the strata in which the evidences of his exist

ence are found ; but reearches into his early hi,tory soon trench

upon totally different branches of knowledge. In tracing the

progress of the race from its most primitive condition, thi;

characteristics of its physic il structoi-e and relations wi,th tbe

lower animal, rre soon left behind, and it is upon evidence of a
kind peculiar to the human species, and by which man is So

pre-eminently distinguished from all other living bei.igs, that our

conclu.ions mainly rest. The study of the works of our eatUes,!

known forefathers, " prehistoric archeology," as it is common y
called, although one of the mos' recently developed branches of

knowledge, i. now almost a science by itself, and one which i..»

receiving a great amou it of attention in all parts of the ci.iliseii

woikl. It investigates the origin of all human culture, endea-

vours to trace to their c.mmon beginning the sources of all our

arts, customs, and history. The difficulty is what to include and

where to stop ; as, though the term " prehistoric " may roughly

indicate an artificial hne between the p.ovince of the anthropo-

logist and that which more legitimately belon_;s to the aichaiolo-
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gist, the antiquary, and the historian, that the studies of the one

pass insensibly into those of the other is an evident and neces-

sary proposition. Knowledge of the origin and development of

particular existing customs throws immense light upon their real

nature and importance, and conversely, it is often only from a

profound acquaintance with the present or comparatively modern
manifestations of culture that we are able to interpret the slight

indications afforded us by the scanty remains of primitive

civilisation.

Even the more limited .subject of ethnology mn^t be approached
fnim many sides, and requires for its cultivation knowledge
derived from sciences so diverse, and requiring such different

mental attributes and systems of training, as scarcely ever to be
found combined in one individual. This will become perfectly

evident when v e consider the various factors or elements which
constitute the difterential characters of the groups or races into

which mankind is divided. The most important of these are

—

1. Structural or anatomical characters, derived from diversities

of stature, proportions of different parts of the body, complexion,

features, colour and character of the hair, form of the skull and
other bones, and the hitherto little-studied anatomy of the ner-

vous, muscular, vascular, and other systems. The modifications

in these structures in the different varieties of man are s> slight

and subtile, and so variously combined, that their due apprecia-

tion, and the discrimination of what in them is essential or

important, and what incidental or merely superficial, requires a

long and careful training, superadded to a preliminary know-
ledge of the general anatomy of man and the higher animals.

The study of physical or zoological ethnology, though it lies at the

basis of that of race, is thus necessaiily limited to a compara-
tively few original investigators.

2. The mental and moral characters by which different races

are distinguished are still more difficult to fathom and to describe

and define, and although the subject of much v,ague statement,

as there are few people who do not consider themselves com-
petent to give an opinion about them, they have hitherto been
rarely approached by any strictly scientific method of inquiry.

3. Language.—The same difficulties are met with in the study

of language as in that of physical peculiaiitie-', in the discrimina-

tion between the fundamental and essential, and the mere acci-

dental and superficial resemblances, and in proportion as these

difficulties are successfully overcome will be the results of the

study become valuable instead of misleading. Though the sci-

ence of language is an essential part of ethnology, and one

which generally absorbs almost the entire energies of any one

who cultivates it, its place in discriminating racial affinities is

unquestionably below that of physical characters. U>ed, how-
ever, with due caution, it is a powerful aid to our investigations,

and in the difficulties with which the subject is surrounded, one

which we can by no means afford to do without.

4. The same may be said of social customs, including habita-

tions, dress, arms, food, as well as ceremonies, beliefs, and laws,

in themselves fascinating subjects of study, placed here in the

fourth rank, not as possessing any want of interest, but as

contributing comparatively little to our knowledge of the natural

classification and affinities of the racial divisi ins of man. When
we see identical and most strange customs, such as particular

modes of mutilation of the body, .showing themselves among
races the most diverse in character and remote geographically,

we cannot help coming to the conclusion that these customs

have either been communicated in some hitherto unexplained

manner, or are the outcome of some coomion element of

humanity, in either of which cases they tell nothing of the

special relations or affinities of the races which practise them.
This subject of ethnography, or the discrimination and

description of race characteristics, is perhaps the most prac-

tically important of the various branches of anthropology.

Its importance to those who have to rule, and there are

few of us now who are not called upou to bear oar share

of the responsibility of government, can scarcely be over-

estimated in an empire like this, the population of which is

composed of examples of almost every diversity under which
the human body and mind can manifest itself. The physical

characterestics of race, so strongly marked in many cases, are

probably always associated with equally or more diverse charac-

teristics of temper and intellect. In fact, even when the physical

divergences are weakly shown, as in the case of the different

races which contribute to make up the home portion of the

empire, the mental and moral characteristics are still most
trongly marked. As it behoves the wise physician not only to

study the particular kind of disease under which his patient is

suffering, and then to administer the approved remedies for such
disease, but also to take into careful account the peculiar idiosyn-

cracy and inherited tendencies of the indivirlu.al, which so greatl •

modify both the course of the disease and the action of remedies,

so it is absolutely necessary for the statesman who would govern
successfully, not to look upon human nature in the abstract and
endeavour to apply universal rules, but to consider the special

moral, intellectual, and social capabilities, wants, and aspirations

of each particular race with which he has to de.al. A form if

government under which one race would live happily anl
prosperously would to another be the cause of unendurable misery.

No greater mistake could be made, for instance, than to apply to

the ca e of the Egyptian fellah the remedies which may be desir-

able to remove the difficulties and disadvantages under which the

Birmingham artisan may labour in his struggle through life. It

is not only that their education, training, and circumstances arc

dissimilar, but that their very mental constitution is totally

distinct. And when we have to do with people still more widely

retnoved from ourselves, African Negroes, American Indians,

Australian or Pacific Islanders, it seems almost impossible to

fin 1 any common ground of union or modus vivendi ; the mere
contact t f the races generally ends in the extermination of one
of them. If such disastrous consequences cannot be altogether

averted, we have it still in our power to do much to mitigate

their evils.

All these questions, then, should be carefully studied by those

who have any share in the government of people of races alien to

themselves. A knowledge of their special characters and rela-

tions to one another has a more practical object than the mere
gratification of scientific curiosity ; it is a knowledge upon which

the happiness and prosperity, or the reverse, of millions of our

fellow-creatures may depend.

It is gratifying to find, then, that there are in our own country

—for on this occasion I will not speak of what is being done
elsewhere—many signs that the prospects of a thorough and
scientific cultivation of anthropology in its several branches

are brightening.

I may first mention the publication of the final Report of the

Anthropometric Committee of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, of which formerly the late Dr. W.
Farr, and recently our vice-president, Mr. Francis Galton, have

been chairmen, and in which Mr. Charles Roberts, Dr. Beddoe,

Sir Rawson Rawson, and some other of our members have

taken so active a part. '1 his Report, and those which have from
time to time been issued by the Committee during the progres

of the work, contain a large mass of valuable statistical infor-

mation relating to the physical characters, including stature,

weight, chest girth, colour of eyes and hair, strength of arm, &c.

,

of the inhabitants of the British Isles, illustrated by maps and

diagrams. Excellent as has been the work of the Committee,

there is still much to be done in the same direction, and larger

numbers of observations even than those already obtained arc

in many cases necessary to verify or correct the inferences drawn

from them. This is thoroughly acknowledged in the Report,

which .states in one of the concluding paragraphs that " th

Committee believes that it has laid a substantial foundation for

a further and more exhaustive study of the physical condition of

a people by anthropometric methods, and that its action will

prove that it has beer useful as an example to other scien'ifij

societies and to individuals in stimulating them, as well a»

directing them in the methods of making statistical inquirie.-,

relative to social questions."

It is satisfactory to learn that many portions of the work thus

inaugurated will be carried on by bodies specially interested in

particular departments, as the Collective Investigation Commit:ee

of the British Medical Association, and the Committee of the

British A-'sociation for collecting photographs and defining the

characteristics of the principal races of the United Kingdom, a

subject in which Mr. Park Harrison is taking so deep an intere.-t.

It should be mentioned that the criginal returns upon which

the reports of the Committee are b.ased, includirg much informa-

tion which has not yet been analysed and tabulated, on account

of the time and labour such a process would involve, as well as

the instruments of investigation purchased with funds supplied

by the British Association, have been, by the consent of the

Council of the Association, placed under the charge of the

officers of this Institute.

It is very satisfactory, in the next place, to be able to record

that our great centres of intellectual culture are gradually
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waking up from that state of apathy with which they have

hitherto regarded the subject of anthropology.

In Oxford the impulse given by the genius and energy of RoUes-

ton has begun to bear fruit. The University has taken charge of the

grand collection of ethnological objects most liberally offered to

it by our former presi lent, General Pitt-Rivers, and has under-

taken not only to provide a suitable building for its reception

but also to maintain it in a manner worthy of the scientific

discernment and munificence displayed by the donor in collecting

and arranging it. Furthermore O.-iford has .-howu her wisdom
in affiliating to herself the most learned of English anthro-

pologists in the viidest sense of the word, one of the few

men in this country who has made the subject the principal

occupation of his life. I need scarcely say that I r^fer to

another of our former presidents, Mr. E. B. Tylor. By con-

ferring a Readership in Antliropology upon him Oxford has

instituted the first systematic teaching of the subject yet given in

any educational establishment in this country, and it is a great

credit to the oldest University that it should thus lead the way
m one of the most modern of sciences. It is, however, only a

beginning; the whole of the great subject is confined to the

teaching of one individual with modest stipend, and not admitted

to the dignity of the professoriate. In the Ecole des Hautes
fitudes at Paris anthropology is taught theoretically and practi-

cally in six different branches, each under the direction of a pro-

fessor who has specially devoted liimself to it, aided, in some
cases, by several assistants.

In Cambridge also there are many hopeful signs. The
recently. appointed Professor of Anatomy, Dr. Macalister, is

known to have paid much attention to anatomical anthropology,

and has already intimated that he proposes to give instruction in

it during the summer term. An Ethnological and Archieological

Museum is also in progress of formation, w'hich, if not destined

to rival that of Oxford, already contains many objects of great

value, and a guarantee of its good preservation and arrangement
may be looked for in the recent appointment of Baron Anatole
von Hiigel as its first curator.

Perhaps in no place in the world could so varied and
complete an anthropological collection be expected as in

the national museum of this country, which should be the

great repository of the scientific gleanings of the numerous
naval, military, exploring, and mercantile expeditions sent

out by the Government or by private enterprise for more
than a century past, and penetrating into almost every region

of the globe. Our insular position, maritime supremacy,
numerous dependencies, and ramifying commerce, have given us

anusually favourable opportunities for the formation of such col-

lections, opportunities which unfortunately in past times have
not been used so fully as might be desired. There is, however,
a great change coming over those who have charge of our
national collections in regard to this subject. Thanks to the

ioresight and munificence of the late Mr. Henry Christy, and
the well-directed energies of Mr. Franks and his colleagues, the

collection illustrating the custom--, clothing, arts, and arms of

the various existing and extinct races of men, in the British

Museum, is rapidly assuming an importance which w-ill be a sur-

prise to those who see it for the first time arranged in the large

galleries formerly devoted to mammals and birds. Even the
grand proportion of space allotted to this collection in the re-

arrangement of the Museum is, I am told, scarcely sufficient for

its present needs, to say nothing of the accessions which it will

doubtless receive now that its importance and good order are
manifest.

A national collection of illustrations of the physical characters
"f the races of men, fully illustrated by skeletons, by anatomical
.-pecimens preserved in spirit, by casts, models, drawings, and
photographs such as that which exi>ts in the Museum d'Histoire
Naturelle at Paris, is still a desideratum in this country. The British

-Museum till lately ignored the subject altogether, and in the be-
ginning of the century actually expelled ."-uch specimens ofthe kind
,;s had accidentally found their way within its walls. Recently,
uowever, skulls and skeletons of man have been admitted, and
>ince the removal of the zoological collections to the new building
at South Kensington their importance as an integral part of the
series has been recognised, and their exhibition in the osteological
gallery will doubtless stimulate the growth of what we may trust

v\-ill be ultimately a collection worthy of the nation, although
unfortunately, from causes too well known, the difficulties of
procuring pure examples of many races are gi-adually increasing,
and in some cases have become well-nigh insuperable. The

museum contains at present 407 specimens illustrating human
osteology, of which 10 are skeletons more or less complete.

In the meantime the College of Surgeons of England has done

much to supply the deficiency. During the last twenty years it

has let few opportunities pass of attracting to itself, and there-

fore saving from the destruction or lapse into the neglected,

valueless condition into which small private collections almost

invariably ultimately fall, a large number of specimens, now,

it is to be hoped, placed permanently within the reach of scien-

tific observation. The growth of this collection may be illustrated

by the fact that, whereas at the time of the pubUcation of the

Catalogue in 1S53 it consi-ted of iS skeletons and 242 crania, it

now contains 89 more or less complete skeletons and 13S0

crania, nearly all of which have been added during the last

twenty years. This is, moreover, irrespective of the great col-

lection of Dr. Barnard Davis, purchased in iSSo by the College,

which was thus the means of preserving intact, for the future

advantage and in-tructiou of British anthropologists, an invalu-

able series of specimens otherwise probably destined to have

been dispersed or lot to the country for ever. This collection

consists of 24 skeletons and 1539 crania, making, with the

remainder of the College collection, a total of 3032 specimens

illustrating the osteological modifications of the human species.

These are all in excellent order, clean, accessible, and cata-

logued in a manner convenient for reference, although somewhat

too crowded in their present locality to be readily available for

observation.

Large as is this collection, and rich in rare and interesting types,

it is far from exhaustive ; many great groups are almost or entirely

unrepreseiited even "by crania, and the series of skeletons is (with

the exception of one race only, the Andamanese) quite insuf-

ficient to give any correct idea of the average proportions of

different parts of the framework. In fact, such a coUecti n as

would be required for this purpose must be quite beyond the

resources of, as well as out of place in, any but a national

museum.
The collections illustrating anatomical anthropology in the

University museums of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh, and

Dublin have all greatly increased of late, but for the reasons

just given they can never be expected to attain the dimensions

required for the study of the subject in its profoundest details.

The small, but very choice collections formed by the officers of

the medical department of the army, and kept in the museum
of the Royal Victoria Hospital at Netley, and that of the navy

at Haslar Hospital, are, I believe, in a stationary condition, but

in good preservation. Our own collection, which also contains

some valuable specimens (notably the complete skeleton of one

of -the extinct Tasmanian aborigines, presented by the late

Mr! Morion Allport), and which durinj the past year has

been catalogued for the first time by Mr. Bloxam, has not been

added to, owing to a feeling which the Conned has long enter-

tained, and which induced them to part with the ethnological

collection, that a museum, entailing as it does, if worthily kept

up, a very considerable annual expense, is not within the means

of the Institute, at all events not until the more pressing claims

of the library and the publications are fully satisfied.

This leads me to speak, in conclusion, of the work accom-

plished during the past year by the Institute, and of its present

position and future prospects.

I must first refer to that portion of the retrospect of the year

which always casts a certain sadness over these occasions—the

losses we have sustained by death. Happily these have not

been numerous, and do not include, as has been the case in

many former years, any from whom great work in our own
subject might still have been expected. Though we were all

proud to number William Spottiswoode, the President of the

Royal Society, among our members, and though we all honoured

him for his accomplishments in other branches of science, and

loved him for his work as a man who rose high above his fellows

in his chivalrous sense of honour and simple dignity of de-

meanour, we could not claim him as a worker at anthropology.

Lord Talbot de Malahide's antiquarian pursuits frequently

verged upon our own subjects in their proper sense, and he was

often present at our meetings, and a very recent contributor to

our journal. He had, however, reached the ripe old age of

eighty-two.

From the list of our honorary members we have lost

a still more venerable name, that of Sven Nilsson, Pro-

fessor in the Academy of Lund. He was born on . larch 8,

1787, and died on November 30 of last year, and was therefore
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well on in hi<; ninety-seventh year. Hi; long-continued and
laborious researches in Iht zooloj>y, pal.eontology, anlhropolojjy,

and antiquities of liis native land gave liim a high place among
men of science. Among a lio^t of mi lor contributions he was
the author of a standard \\ ork on the Scandinavian fauna ; l)ut

that by which he was best known to us is the book of which the

English Iransla'-ion, edited by Sir John Lubbock, bears the title

of "The Primitive Inhabitants of Scandinavia; an Es«ay on
Comparative Ethnography, and a Contribution to the History of

the Development of Mankind."
Tlie niimlier of our ordinary members has been fairly kept

up, the addi-ions liy election having slightly exceeded the losses

hy death and resignation ; but a larger increase in the future
will he necessary in order to carry on the operations of the
Institute in a successful manner, especially under the new con-
ditions to which I shall have to advert presently. Even by the
most careful management our treasurer has not succeeded in

bringing the expenditure of the year quite within our oidinary
incom:.
The journal, I am glad to report, has been brought out with

exemplary punctuality, under the able and energetic supervision
of our director, Mr. Rudler. To this part of our operations I

think we may look with unmixed satisfaction, the number,
character, and variety of the communications contained in it

being quite equal to those of former years.
With regard to our future, the next year will probably be one

of the most momentous in our annals, as we have determined
upon a great step, no less than a change of domicile. It was
ascertained in the course of last summer that we could only
remain in our present quarters at an increased rent upon that
which we had hitherto paid, and we therefore considered
whether it would be possible to obtain as good or better accom-
modation elsewhere. It happened fortunately that the Zoo-
logical Society was about to move into new freehold preuii es

at No. 3, Hanover Square, and would have spare rooms avail-

able for the occupation of other >ocieties. A committee of the
Council was appointed to examine and report upon the desira-

bility of moving, and negotiati ms were entered into with the
Council of the Zoological Society which have ended in our
becoming their tenants for the future. We shall have for the
purposes of our library, oflice, and Council meetings, two con-
venient rooms on the second floor immediately above ihe
library of the Zoological Society, ai d for the purpose of storing
cur stock of publications a small room on the basement. We
shall also have the use of a fir more handsome and commodious
meeting room than that which we occupy at the present moment,
and in a situation which is in many respects more advantageous.
Let us trust that this change may be the inauguration of an era

of prosperity to the In-titute, and of increased scientific activity

among its members.

THE FORMATION OF SMALL CLEAR SPACES
IN DUSTY AIR^

fN the introduction a few remarks are made en the growing
interest in everything connected with dust, whether it be the

organic germs floating in the air, or the inorganic particles that

pollute our atmosphere. Prof Tyndall's observations on the

dark plane seen over a hot wire - are referred to. Lord Uay-
leigh's recent discovery of the dark plane formed under a cold

body ^ is described, and attention called to Dr. Lodge's experi-

ments described in a letter to Nature, vol. xxviii. p. 297.
The experiments described in this paper weie made in a small

dust-box, blackened inside, glazed in front, and provided with a

window atone side. P'or illumination two jtts of gas inclosed in

a dark lantern were u-ed. The light entered the dust-box by
the side window and could be condensed on any part of the

inside of the box, by means of two lenses fixed in a short tube,

and loosely attached to the front of the lantern. Magnifying
glasses of different powers were used for observation. The dusls

experimented on were made, some of hydrochloric acid and
ammonia, some by burning sulphur and adding ammonia, some
by burning paper, magnesium, or sodium. Calcined magnesia
and lime were also used, as well as ground charcoal. These
three last substances were stirred ujj by means of a jet of air.

' Abstract of a paper read to Ihe Royal Society of Edinburgh, January 21,

i88.». by .Mr. John Aitken.
" ' E: ays en the Floating-Matter in the Air," p. 5. (Longmans, Green,

and Co., 1881.)

For testing the effects of slight difference of temperature, tubes

in s^ine form or other were generally used. These tubes were
closed at the front, | rojec'.ed through the back of the dust-box,

and were brought cl »e to the glass front for observation under
strong magnifying powe'. The tubes were heated or cooled by
circulating water through them, in a small tube pas^ing through

their interior.

Suppose the ex|)eriments to be begun 'by introducing a R.und
tube into its place in the dust-box and then filling the box with

any du^t, everything btirg then left for some time so that all the

apparatus may acquire the same temperature. If the lijjht be

now allowed to fall on the Vjox, and be quickly brought to a

focus on the tube, it will be found that the dust is in close con-

tact with it on the top and sides, but uuJcnimth there will he

seen a clear space. Close examination w ill show the 1 articles

to be falling on the upper surface of the tube, and coming into

contact with it, while underneath a clear space is formed by the

particles falling out of it. If the tube is now slightly cooled, a

downward cnrreiit is formed, and the currents of dustless air

from below the tube meet under it, and form a dark plane in the

centre of the descending current. It is shown that gravitation

can, under favourable conditions, produce this separation of the

dust quickly enough to keep up a constant supply of dustless

air. No increase of effect is produced by a lower temperature.

A temperature of - 10" C. makes the dark plane thinner, be-

cause it increases the rate of the descending current and carries

away the purified air more quickly.

A form of apparatus was arranged to get rid of this separating

effect of gravitation. It consisted of an extremely thin and flat

piece of metal. This test-surface was placed ver/Ually in the

dust-box. The air in pa-ising over this piece of apparatus was
not caused to take up a horizontal movement at any part of its

passage. The result was that even with a temperature of

- 10" C. the dust kept close to its surface, and no dark plane

was formed in the descending current. The dark plane in the

cold descending current seems, therefore, not to be an effect of

temperature, but is the result of the action of gravitation on the

]5articles under the body. A dark plane was, however, observed

when working with this flat surface when cooled, but it was not

formed in du^ty, but in foggy air, and was found to be due to

the evaporation of the fog particles when ihey approached the

cold surface.

If a very little heat, instead of cold, is applied to the round
tube in the previous experiment, then the dark space under the

tube rises and encircles the tube and the two currents of clear

air unite over the tube and form the dark plane in^the upward
current. But in addition to this heat has been found to exert a

repelling effect on the dust. This was prove! by putting the

thin vertical test surface in the dust-box and heating it, when it

was found that the dust was repelled from its surface, and a

dark plane formed in the ascending current, neither of which
effects was obtained with cold. The dust begins to be repelled

with the sl'ghlest rise of temperature, and the dark space in

front of the test-surface becomes thicker as the temperature rises.

An experiment is then decribed in which air flowing up between
wo parallel glass plates is caused to pass from side to side

of the chaimel by the repelling action of heat at different

points.

Fur testing the effects of higher temperatures a platinum wire

heated by mi.ans of a battery vas used. The (ilatinum wire was
bent into a U -shape, the two legs being brought close together.

This wire was fixed in the dust-box with the bend to the front,

and the legs iia^flie same horizontal plane, the two copper

wires to which it was attached beij g carried back\\ards and out

of the box. By this arrangement a clear view was obtained all

round the wire, and other advantages secured. Experimenting
w'i h this apparatus it was found that every kind of dust had a

different sized dark plane. Willi magnesia and other inde-truc-

tible dusts it was very thin, with the sulphate dust it was much
thicker, and with the sal-ammon'ac du t thicker still. So thick

was it with the two latter kinds of du^t that the dark planes over

the two legs expanded and foimed one plane. As the particles

could be seen streaming into the dark space under the wires, it

was obvious that these large dark plai es were not caused by

repul-ion, but by the evaporation or by the disii.tegration of the

dust particles. When making the experiment in a mixture of

different kinds of dusts, the hot wire was surrounded by a series

of zones of different brightness, and having sharp outlines. The
size of the diflicrent zones v as determined by the temperature

necessary to evaporate the different kinds of dust present, and
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out^ide these zones was another, caused by the evaporation of

the writer from the particles.

'l"heconcIu>ions arrived at from these experiments are ihat the

downward dark plane is produced by thi-i separating action of

gravitation, in the space under the cnkl body, and that the

upward dark plane is produced (i) by the separating action of

gravitation, (2) by the repulsion due to heat, (3) by evaporation,

and (4^ by disintegration.

The effect of centrifugal force is considered. It is pointed out

that as the air, in its passage over a body .such as a tube, curves

as much in one direction as it does in another, therefore any

centrifugal elTect produced in the one part will be reversed in

the other, .^n experiment is described in which an air current

is cau'ed to curve through i8&° in its passage round the

edge of a thin plate, and without any curving in the opposite

direction, but no decided centrifugal action could be detected.

The motiins of the dust particles produced by the repuMon of

the hot surface su.gested that electricity might play some part in

these phenomena. Experiments were made to test this. The
hot body was insulated and connected with an electroscope ; but

no electrical disturliance was observed, nor could any electrifica-

tion be got from the dust and hot air streaming up from the hot

wires. The effects of electrification «ere studied by in-ulating

and charging the hot surface. The effect was found to be the

apposite of the heat effect. If the potenlial is slight, and the

temperature high, the heat is able to keep the dust off the sur-

face of the b 'dy and the dark plane district, but if the temperature

falls, or the potential is increased, a point is reached when the

electrical attraction overcomes the heal effect, and the dust

particles break in upon and destroy the dark space.

It was observed that after the dust particles were electrified

they tended to deposit themselves on any surface near them, and
experiments were made to determine the best conditions for

purifying air in this manner. It was found to be best done by

cauing as rapid a discharge of electricity as possible, by means
(if points, surfaces being placed near them to increase the electri-

fication of the dost, and to augment the rate of the currents of

air which were driven from the points. The e surfaces became
places on which the du-t deposited itself before lo ing its charge.

A large flask was found to be rapidly cleared of a cloud of dust

liy means of a point—the dust being almost entirely deposited

on the inside surface of the flask. If the end of the conductor

in ihe flask terminated in a sphere, but little effect was produced.

Electricity has also been found capable of depositing the very

fine du-t of the atmosphere. The air in a large flask was puri-

fied much more quickly by means of the electric discharge than

it could have been by means of an air-pump and cotton-wool

filter.

It is shown that a wet and hot surface repels dust more than

twice as strongly as a hot dry one. From this it is concluded

that the heat and moisture in our lungs exert a protecting influ-

ence on the surface of the bronchial tubes and tend to keep the

dust in the air which is ebbing and flowing through them from
coming into contact with their surfaces. This was illustrated by
placing a hot and wet surface in a current of dense smoke, where
il remained some time without receiving a speck of soot, while

a similar surface, but cold, was blackentd with the smoke. It

is pointed out that on account of the irregularities on the surface

nf the tubes, and of the more violent movements of the air in

the lungs, and on account of curves and | rojecling edges, the

jiroteclion in the lungs is not perfect. .Still it is thought that

this repelling aclion at these surfaces must have some influence,

and it .'eems possible it may explain some clinatic effecis, as it

is evident that the lungs will be much belter protected in such
places as Davos Platz, where the air is cold and dry, and the

repelling forces at a maximum, than at places like M.ideira,

where the air is w-arm and moist and these forces are at a mini-

mum. This point can, however, only be determined satisfactorily

by anatomical examinations of lungs which have lived under
the different conditions.

In the experiments it was observed that dust not only tended
to move away from hot sui faces, but also that it was attracted by
cold ones, .and attached itself to them. To study this effect

gla^s plates were put in different positions near the hot platinum
11 ire. Very beautilul impressions of the dark plane can be
obtained by placing a piece of glass vertically and transversely

over the hot wire. The hot air in flowing over ihe glass, deposits
its dust on the surface of the plate leaving a clear line in the
middle, indicating where the dustless air of the dark plane had
passed. In this w.ay the dust is trapped on the glass to which it

adheres with seme firmness, and not only the impressions fut
the dark planes themselves may thus be preserved.^

Other experiments to study the repulsion and attraction of hot

and cold surfaces were made by placing glass plates on both

sides of the hot vvire. An interesting result was obtained when
the plates were about I mm. apart. U.^ing magnesia powder,
the particles could be seen ri-ing in the current, and approaching
the hot wire ; they were then observed 10 be violently repelled

towards the cold sin face, to which they adhered. If there was
sufficient difference of lemperalure, not a single particle of dust
was carried by the current past the hot wire.

A thermic filter is then described. In this filter the air is

passed through the space formed between two concentric tubes.

One tube is kept cold by a stream of water, and the other heated
by means of steam or a flame. This instrument was shown in

aclion ; one end of the filter wa5 connected with a glass flask,

in which the condition of the air was tested. So long as the

difference of temperature was kept up, and the current not too

rapid, the air passing through it .-hovved no signs of producing
cloudy condensation on the pres-ure being reduced, ^howing
that the filter had trapped all, even the invisible dust particles.

Some experiments on the effect of diffusion on the distribution

of dust at the surface of a diaphragm are described. When
carbonic acid diffuses into a space, the du-t comes clo>e to the

diffusing surface, but if hydrogen is the diffusing gas, a clear

space is formed in front of the diaphragm.
An explanation is then offered of the repulsion of dust by

hot surfaces and its attraction by cold one-. It seems possible,

Ihat the dust might be I'epelled in Ihe same way as the vanes of

a Crookes' radiometer, by a radiation effect. That this was not

the true explanation was, however, proved by placing in the

dust-box a polished silver flat test-surface, one half of which
was coated w ith lamp-black, when it was found that the dark

space in front of the lamp-black was not any thicker than that

in front of the polished metal. It is thought that the repul-ion

i- due to the diffusion of the hot and cold air molecules. The hot
.«urface repels becau-e the outward diffusing molecules are hot,

and have greater kinetic energy than the inward moving ones ;

and as the side of the dust particle next the hot surface is

homljarded by a larger number of hot molecules than the other

side, it is driven away from the hot surface. The attraction of

a cold surface is explained by the less kinetic energy of the

outward ihan of the inward diffusing molecules. Some experi-

ments are referred to, to show that Ihe rate at which gas mole-
cules diffuse indicate that this diftusion el'lect is sufficient to

account for the repulsion and allraclion of the dust.

If the explanation here given is correct, then the dust is

repelled in the same w ay as a vane of a radiometer w hen placed

in front of a surface fixed inside the radiometer bulb, and hotter

than the residual gas, the principal part of the energy pro-

ducing Ihe motion being transferred from the hot surface to the

repelled surface by the kinetic energy of the molecules, and not

by radiation.

In illutration of the tendency of dust to move from hot and
to deposit itself on cold surfaces, the following experiments
were made. Two mirrors, ore hot and the other cold, fixed

face to face and close to each other, were placed in a vessel

filled with a dense cloud of magneia, made by turning mag-
nesium wire. After a short time the mirrors were taken out and
examined. The hot one was quite clean, while Ihe cold one
was white with magne.^ia dust. In another experiment a cold

metal rod was dipped into fome hot magnesia powder ; when
taken out it had a club-shaped mass of magnesia adhering to its

end, while a hot rod attracted none.

This tendency of dust to leave hot surfaces and attach itself

to cold ones explains a number of familiar things, among others

it tells us why Ihe w alls and furniture of a stove-heated room
are always dirtier than those of a fire-wanned one. In the one

case the air is warmer than Ihe surfaces, and in the other the

surfaces are warmer than the air. This effect of temperature is

even necessary to explain why so much soot collects in a chimney.

It explains something of Ihe peculiar liquid-like movements
of hot powders, and perhaps something of the spheroidal

condition.

For practical applications, it is suggested that this effect ot

temperature might be made available in many chemical works

for the condensation of fumes, and that it might also be used

^ Specimens of these trapped dark planes we
some of them made of white powder deposited

of charcoal deposited on opal glass.

shown at ih^ meetings,

blackened glass, ethers
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for trapping sont in chimneys. A small trap of this kind was

shown. It consisted of a fall metal lube or chimney, .surrnunded

liy another tube slightly larger. The products of combustion

are taken up the centre tube .nnd down the intervening space.

The heat of the "a^cs is thus made to do its own filtering.

This apparatus being placed over a smoky lamp, it trapped out

most of the soot, and deposited it on the inwde of the outer

tube. This arrangement of apparatus is too delicate and trouble-

some for general use, and it is suggested that, as by simply

cooling gases in presence of plenty or surface much of its dust

is deposited, it might be possible and advantageous under

certain conditions to purify air by heating and cooling it a

number of times, which could be done at a small expense by

means of regenerators.

Experiments were also made by discharging electricity into

the smoke in a chimney. This also produced a marked diminu-

tion in the blackness of the escaping smoke. The supply of

electricity of sufficiently high potential is however a difficulty

for the present.

A VAST DUST ENVELOPE^
C CIENTIFIC men have evinced extraordinary interest in the
'-' wonderfully brilliant sunsets that have for some time pa^t

been observed in different parts of the w-orld. Various theories

have been advanced, but all are agreed that the real cause is not

yet definitely determined. At the I>l-evo^rt House yesterday, a

Tribune reporter spent a couple of hours with Prof. S. V.

Langley, astroiomer at Allegheny Observatory, Allegheny, Penn.

His views upon the topic of the transmissibility of light through

our atmosphere are stated below :

" At first I supposed the sunset matter a local phenomenon,
but when the reports showed it to have been visible all over the

world, it was obvious that we must look for some equally general

cause. We know but two likely ones, and the-e have been

already brought forward. One is the advent of an unusual

amount of meteoric dust. While something over ten millions of

meteorites are known to enter our atmosph(?re daily, which are

dissipated in dust and vapour in the upper atmosphere, the total

mass of these is small as compar. d with the bulk of the atnin-

sphere itself, although absolutely large. It is difficult to state

with precision what this amount is. Hut severa' lines of evidence

lead us to think it is approximately not gi-eatly less than 100
tons per diem, nor greatly more than 1,000 tons per diem.

Taking the largest estimate as still below the truth, we must
suppose an enormously greater accession than this to supply

quantity sufficient to produce the phenomenon in question ; and
it is hardly possible to imagine such a meteoric inflow unaccom-
panied with visual phenomena in the f rm of 'shooting siars,'

which would make its advent visible to all. Admitting, then,

the possibility of mete iric influence, we must consider it to be
nevertheless extremely improbable.

" There is another cause, which I understand has been sug-

gested by Mr. Lockyev—though I have not seen his article

—

which seems to be more acceptable—that of volcanic dust ; and
in relation to this presence of dust in the entire atmosphere of

the planet, I can offer some little personal experience. In 187S
I was on the upper slopes of Mount Etna, in the volcanic wa-tes,

three or four hours' journey above the zone of fertile ground. I

p-issed a portion of the winter at that elevation engaged in

studying the transparency of the earth's atmosphere. I was
much impressed by the fact that here, on a site where the air is

supposed to be as clear as anywhere in the world, at this con-

siderable altitude, and where we were surrounded by snow-field-

and deserts of black lava, the telescope showed that the air was
filled w ith minute dust particles, wdiich evidently had no rclatiin

to the Ijcal surroundings, Ijut apparently formed a portion of an
envelope common to the whole earth. I was confirmed in this

opinion by my recollection that Prof. Piazzi Smyth, on the Peak
of Teneriffe, in mid-ocean, saw these strata of dust rising to the

height of over a mile, reaching out to the horizon in every
direction, and so dense that they frequently hid a neigh'iouring

island mountain, whose peak rose above them, as though out of

an upper sea. In 1881 I was on Mount Whitney, in Southern
California, the highest peak in the Uniied States, unless some
of the Alaskan mountains can rival it. I had gone there with

' From the New York Daily Trilti
rof. Piazzi Smyth.

, January 2. Communicated by

an expedition from the Allegheny Observatory, under the offki.il

direction of General Ilazen, of the .Signal Service, and had
camped at an altiiude of 12,000 feet, with a special object of
studying analogous phenomena. On ascending the peak of

Whitney, from an altitude of nearly 15,000 feet the eye boks
to the east over one of the most barren regions in the world.
Immediately at the foot of the mountain is the Inyo Desert, aid
on the east a range of mountains parallel to the Sierra Nevada-,
but only about 10,000 feet in height. From the valley the

atmosphere had appeared beautifully clear. But from thi-

aerial height we looked down on what seemed a kind of level

dust-ocean, invisible from below, but whose depth was six 01

seven thousand feet, as the upcer portion only of the opuosite

mountain range rose clearly out of it. The colour of the light

reflected to us from this dust-ocean was clearly red, and il

stretched as far as the eye could reach in every direction,

although there w-as no special wind or local cause for it. It wa-
evidently like the dust seen in mid-ocean from the Peak of

Teneriffe—something present all the time, and a permanent
ingredient in the earth's atmosphere.
" At our own great elevation the sky was of a remarkably deei>

violet, and il seemed at fir t as if no dust was present in this

upper air, but in getting, just at noon, in the edge of tbchadov.
of a ran^e of cliffy which rose 1,200 feet above us, the sky im-

mediately about the sun took on a whitish hue. On scrutinising

this through the telescope it w.as Ibund to be due to myriads of

the minutest dust particles. 1 was here at a far greater height

than the suaimit of Etna, with nothing around me except granite

and snow-fields, and the presence of this dust in a comparatively

calm air much impressed me. I mentioned it to Mr. Clarence
King, then Director of the Uniied States Geologcal Survey-,

who was one of the first to ascend Mount Whitney, and he
informed me that this upper dust was |

robably due to the ' loess
'

of China, having been borne across the Pacific and a quarter of

the way around the world. We were at the summit of the con-

tinent, and the air which swept by us was unmingled with that

of the lower regions of the earth's surface. Even at this great

altitude the dust was perpetually present in the air, a d I betam<
confirmed in the opinion that there is a permanent dust shell

inclosing the whole planet to a height certainly of abut three

miles (where direct observation has followed it), and not improb-

ably to a height even greater ; for we have no reason to suppose

that the du^t carried up from the earth's surface stops at the

height to which we have a-cended. The meteorite , which arc

consumed at an average height of twenty to forty miles, must
add somewhat to this. Our observations with special appar.ilus

on Mount Whitney went to show that the red rays are trans-

mitted with greatest facility through our air and rendered i-

extremely probable thit this has a very large share in Ihe colour-

of a cloudless sky at sunset and sunrise, these colours depending
largely upon the average size of the dust panicles.

" It is especially worth notice that, as far as such observation,

go, we have no reason to doubt that the finer du t from the

earth's surface is ccirried up to a surprising altitude. I speak

here, not of the grosser dust particles, but of tho-e which are

so fine as to be individually invisible, except under favouring

circumstances, and which are so minute that they might be an

almost unlimited time in ettling to the ground, even if the atmo-

sphere were to become perfectly quiet. I have not at hand any
data for estimating the amount of dust thrown into the air by such

eruptions as these which recently occurred in Java and Alaska.

But it is quite certain, if the accounts we have are not exaggerated,

that the former alone must have been counted by millions of tons

and must in all probability have exceeded in amount that con-

tributed by meteorites during an entire year. Neither must it

be supposed that this will at once sink to the .surface again.

Even the smoke of a conflagration so utterly insignificant, com-
pared with nature'.s scale, as the burning of Chicago, was,

according to Mr. Clarence King, perceived on the Pacific Coast;

nor is there any improbability that I can see in supposing that

the eruption at Krakatoa may have charged the at uosphere of

the whole planet (or at least of a belt encircling it) for months
with particles sufficiently large to scatter the rays of red light

and partially absorb the others, and to produce the phenomenon
that is now exciting so much iiublic interest. We must not con-

clude that the cause of the phenomenon is certainly known. It

is not. But I am inclined to think that there is not only no

antecedent improbability that these volcanic eruptions on such

an unprecedented scale are the cause, but that they are the most
likelv cause which we can assi jn."
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THE ORIGIN OF THE SCENER V OF THE
BRITISH /SLANDS'

'1"*HE insular position of Britain, which we are accu>tomed to

regard as an essential and aboriginal feature of the country,

is merely accidental, and has not always been maintained. The
intimate relationof Britain with the Continent is well shown by the

Admiralty charts. If the west of Europe were elevated 200ft.

—

that is, the height of the London Monument—the Straits of Dover,
half of the North Sea, and a large part of the English Channel
would be turned into dry land. If the elevation extended to 600ft.

—that is, merely the united heights of St. Paul's and the Monu-
ment—the whole of the North Sea, the Baltic, and the English

Channel would become land. There would likewise be added
to the European area a belt of territory from 100 to 150 miles

broad, stretching to the west of Ireland and Scotland. A vast

plani would unite Britain to Denmark, Holland, and Belgium,

and would present two platforms, of which the more southerly

would stretch from what are now the Straits ot Dover northward
to the northern edge of the Dogger Bank. The steep declivity

separating the two plateaux is doubtless a prolongation of the

Jurassic and Cretaceous escarpments of Yorkshire. It is trenched

at either end by marked depressions, of which the western is a

magnificent valley through which the united waters of the Rhine
and Thames %\ ould flow between the Dogger Bank and the York-
shire cliffs. The eastern gap would allow the combined Elbe

and Weser to escape into the northern plain. Possibly all those

rivers would unite on that plain, but, in any case, they would fall

into a noble fjord which would then be revealed follouing the

southern coast line of Norway. Altogether an area more than

thrice that of Britain would be added to Europe. By a total ri e

of i,Soo feet, Britain would be united to the Faroe Islands and
Iceland ; while the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans would be separ-

ated. From its position on the oceanic border of a continent,

Britain has been exposed to a great variety of geological change.

Ill such a position marine erosion and deposit are most active,

and a slight upheaval or depression, which would have no senible

effect in the interior of a continent, malves all the difference

between land and water. Moreover, there appears to be a tend-

ency to special disturbance along the edge of an ocean. America
affords the most marked proofs of this tendency, but in the

structure of Scandinavia and its prolongation into .Scotland and
Ireland there appear to be traces of similar ancient ridging up
of the oceanic border of Europe.

There is a remarkable cjnvergence of geological formations in

Britain, each carrying with it its characteristic scenery. The
rugged cr>'stalline rocks of Norway reappear in the Scottish

Highlands ; the fertile Chalk, with its smooth downs and gentle

escarpment, stretches across to us from the north of France ;

the great plains of North Germany, strewn with the debris of

the northern hills, extends into our eastern lowlands ; even the

volcanic plateaux of Iceland and Faroe are prolonged into the

Inner Hebrides and the north of Ireland.

The present surface of Britain is the result of a long, compli-

cated process in which underground movements, though some-
times potent, have only operated occasionally, while superficial

erosion has been continuous, so long as any land has remained
above the sea. The order of appearance of the existing features

is not necessarily that of the chronological sequence of the rocks.

The oldest formations have all been buried under later accumula-

tions, and their re-emergence at the surface has only been brought

about after enormous denudation. In its general growth, Britain

like the rest of Europe has, on the whole, increased from the north

by successive additions along its southern border. The oldest

upheavals ridged up the Palaeozoic rocks into folds running north-

north-east and south-south-west, as may yet be seen in Scotland,

in the Lake Country, and in \Vales. By a later series of folds

the younger Palaeozoic rocks were thrown into north and south

and east and west ridges, the latter of which still powerfully

alTect the topography in southern Ireland, and thence through
.South Wales and Belgium. An east and west direction was
followed by the more important subsequent European disturb-

ances, such as those that upheaved the Pyrenees, Jura, and Alps.
Some of the latest movements that have powerfully affected the

development of our scenery were those that gave the Secondary
rocks their general tilt to south-east. It is very doubtfiU if any

irt of the existing topography can be satisfactorily traced back
eyond middle or older Tertiary time. The amount of erosion

Abstract of the first of five lectures by Archibald Geikie, F, R. S.. Director-
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of some of the hardest rocks of the country since that date has
been prodigious, as may be seen in the fragmentary condition of

the volcanic plateaux of ihe Inner Hebrides.

The main topographical features of Britain may be arranged
as mountains, tablelands, valleys, and plains. All our moun-
tains are the effect oferosion on areas ofjland successively upheaved
above the sea. In the development of their forms, the general

outlines have been mainly determined by erosion independent
of geological structure ; while the details have been chiefly guided
by structure, but partially also by the rate [and kind of erosion,

Ruggedness, for example, has re.-ulted primarily from structure,

but has been aggravated by greater activity of erosion. The moun-
tainous west, with a greater rainfall and steeper slopes, is more
rugged than the mountainous east. The tablelands of Britain

are of two orders— i, those of deposit, which may be either (a)

of sedimentary rocks, horizontal or nearly so, as in the millstone

grit and Jurassic plateaux of Yorkshire, or (t>) of volcanic rocks,

as in the wide plateaux of Antrim, Mull, and Skye ; 2, those

of erosion, where, as the result of long-continued degradation,

a series of plicated rocks has been cut down into a more or less

uniformly level surface, as in South Wales. By the elevation of

such a surface into a high plateau, erosion begins anew, and the

plateau is eventually trenched into a system of ridges and
isolated hills, as has happened in the Highlands. The valleys

of Britain are the result of erosion either {a) guided by geological

structure, as in what are called longitudinal valleys, that is,

valleys which run along the strike or outcrop of formations, as

the Great Glen and Glen Spey in Scotland and the valleys of the

Trent and Avon in England; or (li) independent of geological

structure, as in the transverse valleys which embrace the great

majority of British examples. Our plains have been produced

by the spreading out of detritus by the operation of rain and
rivers, as in river terraces and alluvial plains ; by the sea, as

in raised beaches ; or by land-ice and floating-ice, as in the

glacial drifts of the Lowlands. The existing watershed of

Britain is profoundly significant, affording a kind of epitome of

the geological revolutions through which the surface of the

country has passed. It lies nearer the west than the east coast.

The western slope being thus the steeper, as well as the more
rainy, erosion must be greater on that side, and consequently

the watershed must be slowly moving eastward. Probably the

oldest part of the watershed is to be found in the Highlands,

where its ttend from north-north-east to south-south-west was
determined by the older Palaeozoic upheaval. Its continuity has

been interrupted by the dislocation of the Great Glen. After

quitting the Highlands it wanders across the Scottish Lowlands
and Southern Uplands, with no regard to the dominant geological

structure of these districts, as if, when its course was originally de-

termined, they had been buried under so vast a mass of superin-

cumbent rock that their structuredid not affect the surface. Running
down the Pennine Chain the watershed traverses a region of

enormous erosion, yet from its general coincidence w'ith the line

of the axis of elevation, we may perhaps infer that the anticline

of the Pennine Chain has never been lost under an overlying

sheet of later undisturbed rocks. The remarkable change in the

character of the watershed south of the Pennine Chain carries us

back to the time when the great plain of the Secondary rocks of

England was upraised with a gentle inclination to east and south-

east. The softer strata between the harder escarpment-forming

members of the Jur.assic series and the Paljeozoic rocks of the

Pennine Chain were worn away, and two rivers carrying off

the drainage of the southern end of that chain flowed in oppo-

site directions, the Avon turning south-west and the Trent north-

wards. By degrees these streams moved away across the

broadening plain of softer strata as the escarpments emerged
and retreated. At the same time streams collected the drainage

from the uprising slope of Secondary rocks and flowed south-

eastward. Successive lines of escarpment have since been

developed, and many minor watersheds have arisen, while the

early watershed has undergone much modification, these various

changes pointing to the continuous operation of running water.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, December 13, 1883.
—"Experimental Re-

searches on the Electric Discharge with the Chloride of Silver

Battery." By Warren De La Rue, M.A., D.C.L., Ph.D.,

F.R.S., and Hugo W. Muller, Ph.D., F.R.S.
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Second Pos'Ickh'I 10 I'art IV. "Phil. Tka.ns.,'' I'Ara' II.,

\'ui.. ci.xxiv.

Striking Dislaiia:—In a 1 ost-ciipt to Part IV. of our re-

searches,' we .stated that, with 14,400 cells, partly of the rod

form, partly of the chloridein-|)i>\vder form, the length of the

spark between paraboloidal points was 07 inch (i7'8mm.),
and bet'ieen a point .and di,k 0'62 inch (I5'7 mm.), and that

it does not appear, therefore, that the law of the spark beini; a^

the square of the number of cells lulds good beyond a certain

nu-nber.

These results were obtained at the Royal Institution ; since

the removal of the battery to our laboratory we had not, at the

date of the poitscript to Part IV. of our researches, charged up
the "hole of it. Recently, however, \\e have put the battery in

thorough order, by scraping the zinc rods ' of the cells already

charged up and added newly made up cells to liring up the total

to 15,000 cells, all of the rod form.

Having ih' whole 15,000 cells in perfect order, we thought
th.ot it would be desirable to make fresh determinations of the

striking distance, increasing the potential a thousand cells at a

'^|nill?wi»pH!lil|!!p|!insJ!!ii;F:l;i"
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From these curves were deduced the mi::i'ii

I , II., III. in C.G..^. u.iits.

Table I.— Tiuo Disks

;;iven in Tables

Table II.

—

A Paraboloidal Point and a Disk

K.M.F. in

volts
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noted (hat vegetable fossils from the same formation and
locality presented a similar jet-black colour, and glistening

petrified fractin-e. The paper details a series of comparisons
with known recent and fossil Saurians. The size and striated

exierior of the teeth ^uggested, at first, crocodilian affinity. But
closer comparisons, aided by application of the microscopic test

to the tissue^ if both the bone and tooth, led to a conchision of

the affinities of the fossil reptile represented by the fragment of

mandible and attached parts of teeth. It was equal in size to

the extinct horned lizard Mfgalania, which had an armature
of the mouth like that of a tortoise. Notiosaiirus was a toothed
and pleurodont lizard, like the large existing Hydrosauriis of

Australia, but of more than twice its size.

Linnean Society, January 17.— Sir John Lubbock, Bart.,

president, in the chair.—Mr. A. S. Pennington was elected a

Fellow of the Society.—Pr. R. C. A. Prior exhibited and made
remarks on a series of useful timbers from British Guiana.
These were all hard woods, among which may be mentioned the

"greenheart" (Nectandra rodiei); the "ducalibolly," a rare,

red wood used in the colony for furniture ; "wamara," a very

hard wooded tree sixty feet high, used by the natives for clubs,

&c. ; "letterwood" {Brosiinuni aubletii), useful for inlaying

and making very choice walking sticks; " hyawabolly " (Ow-
fhalobiiim lambi^rti), a rare tree of twenty feet high, knoivn
commercially as zebra wood.— Mr. H. N. Ridley drew attention

to a fasciated branch of holly from Herefordshire, in which
certain of the leaf-branches were curiously interwoven.—A pre-

sumed portrait of Linnaeus, in oil. vas exhibited on behalf of
Mr. F. Piercy.—A paper was rea 1 by Mr. J. G. Baker, viz. a

review of the tuber-bearing species f Solannm. As they stand

in De CandoUe's " Prodromus " aid other botanical works, the

tuber-bearing Solanums are estimated as belonging to twenty
distinct species. Mr. Baker thinks that not more than six of

those are really distinct, viz. (i) Solamim tuberosum, a native of

the dry, high regions of the Andes from Chili northwards to

Venezuela, reappearing in other varieties in Mexico and the

Rocky Mountains ; (2) S. magiia, an inhabitant of the damp
coasts of Chili, as far south as Tat. 44° to 45° ; (3) 5'. commersoni,

a low-level plant of Uruguay, lately introduced as a novelty

under the name of j'. ohrcndii ; (4) 6". cardiophylliim, a little-

known species from the Mexican highlands; (5) S. jamesii, a

native of Mexico and the Rocky Mountains ; and (6) S. axycar-

turn, a native of Central Mexico. The two last have the tubers

very small. All our cultivated races of potato belong to .S.

tuberosum ; 1 ut the plants gathered by Darwin in the Chonos
Archipelago, and that experimented upon by Solme at Chiswick,

are both J', maglia. The author attributes the deterioratiiin of

the potato partly to its being cultivated in too humid climates,

and partly to the tuber having been unduly stimulated at the

expense of the other organs of the plant. There are many
hundred species of Solanum known which do not produce

any tubers, but maintain their ground in the world by
their seeds alone, and he urges that, in order to ex-

tend the power of climatic adaptation of potato species,

(2), (3), and (4) should be brought into cultivation and
tried both as pure specific types and as hybridised with

the numerous forms of S. tuberosum.—The next paper read

was by Mr. A. D. Michael, on the " Hypopus " question or

life history of certain Acarina. From a careful series of experi-

ments and observations he concludes that true " Hypopi ' are

not adult animals, but only a stage, or heteromorphous nymphs
of Tyro«lyphus and allied genera. Nor do all individuals

become "Hypopi," which latter .stage takes place during the

second nymphal ecdysis. It seems a provision of nature for the

distribution of the species irrespective of adverse conditions.
" Hypopi" are not tiuly parasitic, nor confine themselves to any

particular insect. A new adult form described is called Ijy the

author Disparipes bombi, and he believes there are other species

of the genus. Donnadieu's bee parasites are admitted to be

adults, though it is uncertain if they are identical with Dufour's

Trkliodactylus.—Dr. M. C. Cooke made a communication on

the structure and affinity of Spharia pocula. Its position has

hitherto been unquestioned, since originally described by
Schweinitz in 1S25. Dr. Cooke, however, shows from micro-

scopical examination that structurally it is Hymenomycetal, and
not Ascomycetal, being allied to the genus Polyporus or Poro-

thelhtm. He designates it as Polyporus (Mesopus) poeuliis,

Schwein., allied perhaps in habit to P.ptndulus, but in substance

to P. rhipidium.—A paper by Mr. W. Joshua was read, viz.

notes on some Burmese Desmidieo:, in which he figures and

describes new and interesting species.—Novitates Capensis \\as
the title of a paper by Mr. Henry Bolus, and mainly confined to
diagnoses of new or rare orchids from South Africa.

Institution of Civil Engineers, January 22.—Sir Frederick
Bram^vell, F.R.S., vice-president, in the chair.—The paper read
was on the adoption of standard forms of test-pieces for bars
and plates, by Mr. William Hackney, 13.Sc, .'\ssoc.M.Inst.C.K.

Edinburgh
Royal Society, January 7.—T. Stevenson, C.E., vice

president, in the chair.—Papers were read on the approximation
to the ro.ts ot cubic equations by recurring chain fractions, by
Mr. E. Sang, and on the researches of M. E. de Jonquieres on
periodic continued fractions, by Thomas Muir, M..\. The
author showed that the results which M. de Jonquieres is from
time to lime communicating to the French Academy are merely
particular casts of a more general result which he communicated
to the Society some years ago.—A paper was also read on new-
forms of nerve-terminations in the skin of mammals, by S.

Hoggan, M.l!., the latter being communicated by Prof. Turner.
—A second paper was laid on the table on a diagnosis of the
phanerogamous plants of Socotra, by Prof. Bayley Balfour.—

A

communication \^as read on the Tunicata of the Porcupine Ex-
pedition by Prof. Herdman.—An arrangement of the metals in

an electro-frictional series was submitted by A. Macfarlane,
M.A., D.Sc. As the result of a large number of quantitative
experiments, he found that the arrangement of the metals
according to the amount of negative electricity produced upon
them by a constant amount of friction (without abrasion) is as

follows:—Gold, 181; platinum, 136; tin, 126; silver, 102;
copper, ICO ; lead, 62 ; nickel, 59 ; brass, 59 ; iron, 56 ;

aluminium, 50 ; zinc, 45 ; magnesium, 43 ; antimony, 38 ;

German silver, 32 ; bismuth, 22.
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JURASSIC ROCKS UNDER LONDON

ON two previous occasions ' the attention of the readers

of Nature has been directed to the facts which

have been revealed by deep borings in search of water

under London. In the first of these communications it

was shown how completely the predictions of geologists,

as to the nature, succession, and thicknesses of the dif-

ferent strata under London had been verified ; and in the

second the question of the possibility of finding workable

coal-seams beneath the metropolitan area was discussed

at some length.

Quite recently, however, a new boring has been put

down within the London Basin, which has made known
so many new facts of surpassing interest to the geologist,

and has at the same time furnished them with new data,

tending to modify their former conclusions on some im-

portant problems, that it may be well to recur to the

subject in the pages of this journal, and to give a short

account of these remarkable discoveries.

The growing wants of the town of Richmond in Surrey

have caused the local authorities of that place to seek an

augmentation of their water-supply by carrying to a much
greater depth a well which had some years ago been put

down into the Chalk. This has been done by boring by

Mather and Piatt's flat-rope system, the work being done

under the direction of Mr. C. Homersham, C.E., and at the

present time a depth of 130S feet has been attained. Not
only is this well actually a few feet deeper than the famous

well at Kentish Town, which was carried 1 302 feet beneath

the surface, but, commencing as it does near the level of

the Thames, it reaches, reckoning from the Ordnance

datum line, a level more than 150 feet lower than that

of any well hitherto sunk within the London Basin.

Up to the present time only insignificant supplies of

water have been obtained, but it is to be hoped that as

the work is carried on this spirited enterprise may meet
with the success it so well deserves. To the student of

London geology it has already afforded a number of facts

of wonderful novelty and interest.

The succession of strata found in this well was as

follows :

—

feet

Made ground and gravel 10

London Clay 1 60
Woolwich and Reading .Series ... 60
Thanet Sand 23J

- Chalk with flints |

Grey Chalk \ 671
Chalk Marl

\

Upper Greensand 16
I Gault 201J

Neocomian (?) lo

Great Oolite 874

New Red Sandstone and " Marl " 60 +
The lines indicate unconformable breaks in the series

of strata, and the lapse of enormous periods of time

between the deposition of the beds which they separate.

Down to the base of the Gault the order and thick-

See Nature, vol. xvi. p. 2, and vol. xxv. pp. 311, 361.

Vol. XXIX.—No. 74

Tertiary,

243 i feet

Cretaceous,

8884 feet

nesses of the several formations was exactly what would

be predicted by any geologist conversant with the details

of London geology. Some very interesting facts concern-

ing the divisions of the Chalk strata under London have,

however, been made out for the first time by the study of

the admirable series of "cores" brought to the surface

during these boring operations.

But it is with respect to the strata found lying beneath

the Gault that the greatest amount of interest has been

excited among geologists.

The Gault clay has at its base the usual band of phos-

phatic nodules, the so-called " coprolites," and beneath

this was found a series of beds, ten feet in thickness, the

nature of which is peculiar, while their age is somewhat

probleinatical.

These beds appear in fact to consist of materials derived

from the wearing away of the rocks on which they repose,

but include fragments of other rocks evidently brought

from a distance. They contain many " derived fossils,"

greatly fractured and waterworn, but very few of its

organic remains are of the age of the deposit itself,

and serve to fix its geological age. From a considera-

tion of the whole of the evidence in this case, how-

ever, this series of rocks, ten feet in thickness, may be

referred with considerable probability to some part of the

Neocomian period. Unfortunately the typical Lower

Greensand was wholly wanting, and the expected supplies

of water from this source were therefore missed.

But immediately beneath this peculiar and somewhat

puzzHng stratum, deposits of great interest to the geologist

were encountered. They consisted of thick beds of oolitic

limestone, with some subordinate beds of clay, fuller's

earth, and sandstone, the whole having a thickness of

87i feet. A few fossils, for the most part very imperfect,

were found in the limestone, but one of the clay bands,

when carefully washed, proved to be veritable "El Dorado"

to the paleontologist. It was seen to be crowded with

specimens of Brachiopods, Bryozoa, Echinoderms, and

other organisms, all of them in the most exquisite state

of preservation. It is evident that these organisms which

flourished upon the floor of the sea were killed and over-

whelmed by a sudden influx of muddy sediment. The
species found in this interesting bed of clay, which is only

six inches in thickness, are similar to those which occur

in the Bradford Clay of Wiltshire, and the Calcaire de

Ranville of Normandy. It is evident, therefore, that the

deposit which contains them is of the age of the Great

Oolite. These great oolite strata are found to rest directly

on the Trias,— the Inferior Oolite, Lias, and Rhaetic being

absent.

Now no strata of the age of the Lower Oohtes were

before known to exist under the London Basin, though it

is but fair to remember that Mr. Godwin-Austen, in his

celebrated essay on the probable existence of coal under

London, distinctly pointed out the possibility of the exist-

ence of such deposits.

In the boring which in the year 1878 was put down at

Messrs. Meux's Brewery in the Tottenham Court Road

some anomalous strata about 64 feet in thickness -were

found lying between the Gault Clay and the Devonian

rocks in which that boring terminated. From some

obscure casts of fossih detected in these beds, they were,

at the time of their discovery, referred to the Neocomian.

Q
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But a careful re-examination of the question shows that,

hkc the beds above described at Richmond, they certainly

belong to the Great Oolite, though they were deposited

under shallower water conditions than their equivalents at

the latter place, and were perhaps, in part at least, of

estuarine origin.

The Trias is another formation which has not hitherto

been certainly detected under London. It is true that

some geologists think that the rocks reached in the

Kentish Town and Crossness borings belong to that for-

mation, but this identification is disputed by some very

eininent authorities. Although no fossils have been found

in the red and variegated strata of the Richmond boring,

yet their mineral characters are such as to leave scarcely

any room for doubt that they belong to some part of the

" Poikihtic" or New Red Sandstone system. They con-

sist of coarse and finegrained sandstones, often exhibiting

fal'-e-bedding, which alternate with red and variegated

clays or " marls." It will be of great interest to geologists

if it can be determined upon what member of the Palaeo-

zoic rocks these Triassic strata repose.

The result of the deep boring at Richmond is to show

that while the water-bearing strata of the Lower Green-

sand do not extend so far northward as Richmond, other

unexpected deposits do exist beneath that town. During

portions of the Triassic and Jurassic periods the great

Palaeozoic ridge, stretching between the Mendips and the

Ardennes, was in part or wholly submerged, and thus we
find deposits of these ages along its flanks. The relation

of the Great Oolite under the central and southern metro-

politan district are strikingly similar to those of the Lower

Oolite in the Boulonnais. Taking into consideration the

proved thickness of the Upper and Mi idle Oolites in the

" Wealden boring " at Battle, we most ne prepared to find

the Palaeozoic axis, with its possible coal-beds, at a con-

siderably greater depth beneath the surf.ice in the southern

half of the London Basin than had hiiherto been an-

ticipated.

Although no beds of Middle Oolite age have as yet

been found under the London Basin, ) et, that strata of

this period were originally deposited there, we have a very

interesting and curious proof. Among the beds of the

Lower Greensand of the North Downs, biiween Sevenoaks

and Farnham, we often find deposits consisting of such

coarse materials as almoat to merit tS- name of con-

glomerates. These consist in great part of waterworn

fragments of hard and sub-crystaUine rocks, evidently

derived from the great Palaeozoic ridge )\ ing to the north.

Mingled with these pebbles are great numbers of exces-

sively eroded but sometimes still recogni -.ible fossils evi-

dently washed out of beds of Lower s^nd Middle Oolite

age. The former, as we have just show> m, have now been

detected under London ; but such is n't the case with

the latter, which may not improbably a\e been wholly

removed by denudation before the depOMtion of the Cre-

taceous strata.

In one of the articles referred to at tiie . ommencement
of this notice, it was pointed out that i.i.l only might coal

be found at workable depths under l.oidon, but that,

when discovered, this coal would pnibably be of the

anthracite variety. Now although no bcisof coal have

hitherto been found in place beneath the metropolis,

yet the Richmond boring has yielded striking and un-

mistakable evidence as to the presence and nature of

the coal-seams under the London Basin. In several

of the deposits pebbles of coal-measure sandstone
with fragments of anthracite have been detected. From
this interesting fact it may be justly inferred that while

the beds in question were being deposited on the flanks

of the old Palaeozoic ridge, portions of that ridge con-

sisting of Carboniferous strata and containing seams of

anthracite rose above the level of the sea and yielded the

fragments mentioned. That the source of these fragments

was not very distant may be inferred from the brittleness

of anthracite, which certainly could not have travelled far.

Thus at last the prediction of geologists has been verified,

and coal has been found under London, though as yet

unfortunately not in situ. John W. Judd

MENTAL EVOLUTION IN ANIMALS
Mental Euolution in Animals. By G. J. Romanes, M.A.,

LL.D., F.R.S., &c. With a Posthumous Essay on

Instinct, by Charles Darwin. (London : C. Kegan
Paul & Co., 18S3.)

T N the present volume Mr. Romanes redeems a part

* of the promise which he gave us in his "Animal

Intelligence." He traces in its main outlines the deve-

lopment of mind in the lower animals. The other part of

the promise, to follow the course of mental development

in man, will be fulfilled in another work. We think it

well that the author has thus divided his task. Each
division is of sufficient magnitude to require a separate

volume ; and though as an evolutionist Mr. Romanes would

of course maintain the continuity and identity of the pro-

cess of mental evolution from its first obscure manifesta-

tions in the lower grades of animals up to its highest

present point of attainment in civilised man, he would

probably allow that the two stages of the process, the

sub-human and the human, are sufficiently ditferencedby

the difference in the degree of complexity of the factors

involved. To this it may be added that the detailed

study of each of these two stages of mental life requires a

body of knowledge of its own, a special modification of

psychological method, and a particular kind of psycho-

logical interest.

In the present work the author has to face a much
more difficult task than that which he undertook in his

earlier volume. This no doubt had its difficulties. For

in what we call the "observation" of mind, whether in

our fellow-men or in the lower animals, a process of in-

ference is involved ; and when the action to be psycho-

logically interpreted is far removed from the ordinary

types of human action, this process is one of peculiar

dilticulty. But in the earher work inference or interpre-

tation played a subordinate part. Here, however, it

becomes the main problem. In order to connect the facts

ascertained and to present a systematic view of mental

life as a whole, we must have clear notions respecting

the nature of mind in general, as well as of its several

phases, which we mark off by the names of the faculties

perception, imagination, &c. It is not too much to say

that in carrying out the task of tracing the evolution of

mind in the lower region an inquirer needs to combine

the special aptitudes of a naturalist with those of a

psychologist.
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Readers of the earlier writings of Mr. Romanes are well

aware that he possesses a considerable skill in psycho-

logical analysis ; and the present volume amply justifies

the high expectations in this respect which his other works

had excited. He shows acuteness and now and again

subtlety. But ingenuity is invariably kept in check by

that too uncommon quality, sound common sense. He
does not strain after originality, but rather takes pleasure

in affiliating his views on the doctrines of recognised

masters of the science. The reader has throughout the

conviction that the writer has a disinterested enthusiasm

for his subject, and cares much more for adding to the

store of %yell-ascertained truth than for adding to his own
reputation as a contributor to this result. In all this he

seems to have caught something of the spirit of his

favourite master, Charles Darwin, of whose valuable

work in animal psychology the present volume is to so

large an extent a continuation.

At the very outset Mr. Romanes has to face a question

which makes unusual demands on the inquirer's sobriety

of judgment. What are we to include under the head
of mind? How far down in the zoological scale can we
confidently maintain that mind is to be found ? And by
what criterion are we to ascertain its presence ? The
student of psjchology need not be reminded that even

competent writers have grown confused in seeking to

demarcate the area of mental phenomena, whether as

presenting themselves in connection with a single organ-

ism, or with the sum of organic beings. A trained psy-

chologist like G. H. Lewes used the terms " sensibility
"

and " sentience" in a way that left his readers perplexed

as to whether he was speaking of a psychical phenomenon
properly so called, that is, a mode of feeling, or simply

of a physiological phenomenon, actions of the nervous

system or nervous processes. Mr. Romanes has steered

clear of this confusion. He rightly criticises Lewes's use

of the term "sensation," and confines it to its proper

subjective signification. Mind being thus coextensive

with feeling or states of consciousness, the author pro-

ceeds to lay down a criterion for ascertaining its presence

in any given case. It is as follows :
—" Does the organism

learn to make new adjustments, or to modify old ones, in

accordance with the results of its own individual expe-

rience .' " Otherwise expressed, it is the manife^tation of

choice, choice being proved by " the antecedent uncer-

tainty of adjustive action." In laying down this test,

however, Mr. Romanes is careful to point out its imper-

fections. " It is not rigidly exclusive, either, on the one
hand, of a possibly mental character in apparently non-
mental adjustments, or, conversely, of a possibly non-

mental character in apparently mental adjustments."

That is to say, it is a rough test sufficient for practical

purposes, and eminently in accordance with the dicta of

common sense.

After a brief account of the structure and function of

nerve-tissue, and of the growing complexity of nerve-

structures as evidenced by the double result, compound-
ing of mental elements and compounding of muscular
elements, the writer proceeds to discuss what he terms
the root-principles of mind. He has already told us that

the criterion of mind is choice. He now considers what
is involved in the simplest type of choice. Being a
mental quality, it must have its physiological correlative.

This the author takes to be what he variously calls "the
power of discriminating between stimuli irresfiec/ive of

tlicir relative inecluiiiical intensities" the power of " selec-

tive discrimination," of "discriminative excitability," &c.

It is illustrated by the capability of a sea-anemone which

had been surrounded by a turmoil of water, after a time

of expanding its tentacles on contact with a solid body.

This implies the discrimination of qualitatively unlike

stimuli. Each of the organs of special sense has as its

function " the rooting out, selecting, or discriminating

the particular kind of stimulation to which its responsive

action is appropriate." This power of discrimination is

regarded as the root-principle of mind. This doctrine

has a certain resemblance to the theory of Mr. Spencer

and Dr. Bain, that the feeling of difference is the funda-

mental mode of consciousness. But the author is very

explicit in saying that the discrimination he speaks of is

a physiological and not a psychological property. Indeed,

he allows that it manifests itself in plants, that is to say,

much lower down in the scale of organisms than mind

can be supposed to reach. It may, however, occur to the

reader that the property is not even peculiar to organic

structures. Does not a piano manifest just this selective

discrimination (to qualitatively unlike stimuli) when its

several strings pick out and resonate to the appropriate

vibrations of a composite mass of sound ? And is it not

easy to conceive an artificial mechanism showing such

discrimination in a far higher degree than the lower

grades of animals .'' It maybe urged, further, that what

choice, as previously defined by Mr. Romanes, requires

as its correlative is a germ of conscious discrimination.

A new adjustive action, not provided for by the inherited

nervous structures, seems to involve some vague con-

sciousness of a difl'erence between the new and the old,

the exceptional and the usual, circumstances. Mr. Romanes
might not improbably meet these difficulties by saying

that in calling this physiological discrimination the root-

principle of mind he simply means to single out the most

important property of nerve-structures, the development

of which up to a certain point is an antecedent condition

of the appearance of mind or consciousness. But even

then it would be hard to see why this was exclusively

erected into the root-principle of mind to the disregard of

another property, retentiveness or memory, which Hering

and others have shown to be a property of all organic

structure, and the importance of which, indeed, the

author seems to allow later on in his work.

In order to com(jlete the author's account of the physio-

logical conditions of mind it is necessary to add that he

supposes consciousness to arise when the time occupied

by the nervous process, or the interval between sensory

stimulation and muscular action reaches a certain magni-

tude. Mere complexity of nervous actions does not in-

volve consciousness, as we may see in the case of highly

compound refle.xes. To use the author's graphic language,

consciousness involves as its immediate physiological

condition a ganglionic "friction" or "state of turmoil."

This increase of time " implies that the nervous mecha-

nism concerned has not been fully habituated to the

performance of the response required." As more complex

organisms are evolved, and the stimuli playing on them

become in consequence more varied, this insufficiency of

mechanical arrangements and consequent rise of gang-
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lionic friction become more and more marked, and the

insufficiency is met by the activity of the higher centres

in "focusing many and more or less varied stimuli,"

which function involves a higher manifestation of the

aptitude of discrimination, and as a consequence of this

a psychical accompaniment or consciousness.

The author now proceeds to sketch out his general

scheme of mental evolution by the aid of a somewhat
elaborate diagram. By this last, w\nc\v is of a tree-like

form, we see how out of excitability, the distinguishing

property of living matter, there arises, by a double root,

contractility, the property of nerve-fibres, and discrimina-

tion, the property of ner\'e-cells, first reflex action, then

conscious or voluntary. In branch-like appendages of

the stem are represented the successive grades of

intellect on the one side, and emotion on the other.

To this are added at the sides two finely graduated scales

giving the products of emotional and intellectual develop-

ment. Opposite the numbered divisions of these scales

appear the names of those classes of animals, species or

larger groups, in which the particular products first

distinctly present themselves. Finally the corresponding
stages of mental development of the human individual are

appended in a parallel scale. It is only fair to Mr.
Romanes to say that in thus seeking to mark out by
definite stages or levels the progress of mind in the
animal series, he is fully aware of the impossibility of
assigning hard and fast lines of demarcation. His psy-

chological knowledge tells him that the several faculties,

sensation, perception, &c., are not absolutely distinct one
from another, but involve common psychical functions.

And his clear sense of the limits of our insight into the

mind of the lower animals keeps him from dogmatically

asserting that a particular faculty or product of mind is

not present below a certain zoological level.

Having thus mapped out his ground, Mr. Romanes
goes on to investigate its several divisions in detail.

The order of treatment is as follows ;— (i) sensation, (2)

perception, (3) pleasures and pains, memory and asso-

ciation of ideas, (4) perception, (5) imagination, (6)

instinct, (7) reason, (8) animal emotions. This does not

seem a very good logical arrangement of the subject, or

one which grows naturally out of the diagram. It

appears, moreover, to make too much of the intellectual

side of the animal mind, and too little of the emotional.

This strikes one in the cursory treatment of pleasures

and pains along with memory, cSic, and in the somewhat
meagre review of the emotions in the final chapter. The
same thing is seen, too, in the elaborate discussion of

instinct, in which the highly interesting emotional
element in the phenomenon is hardly touched on.

But it is, perhaps, ungracious, in view of the interesting

and valuable material with which the author here sup-

plies us, to complain of what he has not given us. To
touch on only one or two points of interest, the account
of the development of the several varieties of sensation

from their simplest rudiments is full and instructive.

The fundamental fact in memory, namely, retentiveness,

is clearly seized, and it is satisfactorily shown that

different grades of memory, e.g. mingling of traces of
past sensations with present ones, recalling of absent
sensations by association, precede the apparently simple
but really complex act of perception.

1

The facts brought forward in proof of the existence of

imagination, that is the power of mentally picturing absent

objects, even low down in the scale of animals, are in-

teresting and conclusive. The presence in dogs, horses,

asses, &c., of what the author calls the third degree of

imagination, where the image is not suggested by external

objects present at the time, is ingeniously maintained by
the facts of dreams, delusions, and evidences of pro-

longed anticipation, e.g. of the stable by the homeward-
journeying horse, and recollection, e.g. of the lost master

or mistress by the pining dog.

The piece de resistance in the volume is, as we might
expect, the discussion of the perplexing subject of

instinct. To this no fewer than eight chapters are

devoted. Here Mr. Romanes shows himself at his very

best. We see that he has mastered the wide range of

facts involved, and keeps the many varieties of the

phenomena steadily in view. We see, too, that he has

pondered long and well on his facts, reading what has

been said by others on the subject of his meditation.

Finally we recognise his thorough sobriety of judgment,

freedom from one-sidedness and from everything like

speculative extravagance. Mr. Romanes begins by

showing that instinct is clearly marked off from reflex

action, not merely by the degree of its complexity, as Mr.

Spencer says, but by its accompaniment of conscious-

ness. Then he proceeds to illustrate perfect instincts,

in which the actions are perfectly adapted to the

circumstances of life for the meeting of which the in-

stincts exist, and imperfect instincts, in which the

adjustment to the circumstances of the animal's life is

less perfect.

This prepares the way for the main problem, the

explanation of the origin and development of instinct.

There have been two chief theories propounded to meet

the case. On the one hand, G. H. Lewes, and also with

him apparently Wundt and others, conceive of instinct as

a kind of " lapsed intelligence " analogous to the eflfect

of habit as operating during the development of a single

human life. Just as we come to do things in a mechanical

and semi-conscious way as the result of having frequently

done them with full consciousness, so actions of the lower

animals carried out with conscious design at first may,
as the result of long continuance in succeeding genera-

tions and the operation of the principle of heredity,

ultimately become instinctive. In opposition to this view,

a more humble origin has been assigned to the pheno-

menon. According to this theory, instinct does not

involve intelligence in any stage of the action. Its origin

is merhanical. The germ of instinctive action is due to

accidental variations which have become fixed and per-

fected by natural selection. With this view we may take

that of Mr. Herbert Spencer, that instincts grow out of

reflex actions when these reach a certain degree of com-
plexity, and only involve consciousness in their later

stages of development. Mr. Romanes combines these

different theories. He allows a certain weight to Mr.

Spencer's hypothesis as serving to explain the lowest

type of instinctive action occupying the border land

between reflex and instinctive actions proper, that is those

accompanied by consciousness. But fully developed

instincts can only be accounted for by the principle of

variation and natural selection, and by that of lapsed
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intelligence. In the first place, what the writer calls

primary instincts, including those of many low animals

and certain instincts of higher animals, e.g. incubation,

arise by the action of the first cause. This is proved by

the fact that purposeless habits, tricks of manner, e.g.

the trick of barking round a carriage showing itself in

certain varieties of dogs, occur and are inherited. In the

second place, secondary instincts, including many of those

of the higher animals, eg. dread and shunning of man, or

other enemies, were originally intelligent actions, and
illustrate the principle of habit or lapsed intelligence.

This pr iposition, again, is established by showing first,

that " intelligent adjustments when frequently performed

become automatic in the individual, and next that they

are inherited till they become automatic habits in the

race," eg. in the tendency of certain breeds of dogs to

" beg."

In combining both these principles in his theory of

instinct, Mr. Romanes follows his master, Mr. Darwin,

and he has derived much assistance from the valuable

essay on instinct by that writer, which was written for the
" Origin of Species," but, having been withheld from that

publication for want of space,now appears for the first time

as an appendix to Mr. Romanes' volume. But the author

has elaborated the theory sketched out by Mr. Darwin.

More particularly he has illustrated at great length how
the two causes may combine. He shosvs how on the one
hand, primary instincts may come to be put to better

uses by intelligence, and, on the other hand, secondary
instincts may be modified and put to better uses by
natural selection. The effects of domestication illustrate

most clearly this conjoint action of the two principles.

With respect to the comparative importance of the two
causes, Mr. Romanes seems inclined to look at natural

selection as the chief agency, intelligent adjustment
being regarded as an auxiliary agency, the chief function

of which is to supply to the controlling principle of

natural selection an additional class of variations which are

from the first adaptive. Mr. Romanes supports his theory

by a cumulative chain of argument of very great strength,

and he orders the successive steps of it in such a way as

to make the reader feel its full force. His main positions

seem to us unassailable. The only point we feel inclined

to criticise is the limitation of the action of intelligence

in the instincts of animals low down in the scale The
author appears to argue on general grounds that these
must to a large extent be due to the working of natural

selection. But the facts of intelligent modification of

instinctive actions cited by him, eg. in the case of the
constructive actions of bees, &c., appear to show that the
animals concerned possess a considerable measure of
genuine sagacity. And while it is no doubt difficult, as
the author remarks (p. 191), to attribute to an animal so
low down in the scale as the larva of the caddice fly a
power of consciously reasoning, it seems, on the other
hand, hard to understand how, by the mere play of natu-
ral selection unaided by any rudiment of conscious dis-

crimination and adaptation of means to ends, this little

creature could have acquired the habit of either lighten-
ing its floating case by attaching a leaf to it or weighting
it by attaching a small stone according as it becomes too
heavy or too light. But the author shows himself so

completely the master of his subject, that the reader feels

disposed to accept his conclusions in the very few in-

stances in which his individual judgment leans the other

way. J.^MES Sully

OUR BOOK SHELF
An Introduction to the Study 0/ Heat. By J. Hamblin

Smith, M.A. (London : Rivingtons, 1883.)

Though the author states in the preface that " he has
endeavoured in this book to explain the elementary facts
connected with the theory of heat so far as a knowledge
of them is required by the University of Cambridge in

the general examination for the ordinary B.A. degree,"
it will be found that he has succeeded in producing a
book which is not only admirably adapted to help a stu-

dent who is preparing for this or any other elementary
examination, but which, from the simple nature of the
language and the clearness of the descriptions, may be
read with advantage by those who have no examination
to pass, but who may wish to understand something of
the science of heat for its own sake.

The text is composed of short numbered paragraphs,
in each of which the author deals with one new fact only,
a plan eminently adapted to save the student confusion.
These paragraphs may be taken as model answers to

imaginary examination questions.

Over two hundred questions are given on those parts
of the subject, such as expansion, calorimetry, conduct-
ivity and hygrometry, which admit of being put in simple
numerical form. Many of these are essentially exercises
in arithmetic, and must irresistibly remind the reader of

the unlikely questions which he used to have to answer at

school. In the questions on thermometers, for instance,
an observer seems to have noted the sums, differences,

products, &c., of the readings of every kind of thenno-
meter in his laboratory, without noticing what those read-
ings were, and then, when too late, to have met with the
necessity of finding from his observations the tempera-
tures which the instruments actually indicated. However,
though observations of such a kind are rarely made, the
exercises which they furnish will of necessity make those
who work them out absolutely familiar with the funda-
mental principles of the subject. C. V. B.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editor does not kotdhhnseljresponsiblefor opinions expressea

I'y his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken ofanonymous cofurnunfcations.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his spact is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comii. unications containing interesting and novelfacts.l

The Ear a Barometer

At ,t time when I frtquently went betv\ een Peterborough and
London by the Great Northern Railway express trains, I found
that the sudden compression of the air produced on entering a
tunnel was not only perceptible by the ear, but even unpleasant,

and that this unpleasant sensation remained till the open air was
reached, when it suddenly ceased. Of course it was natural to

.suppose that the noi.se was the primary cause, but I satisfied

myself that this had nothing to do with the effect, for on swal-

lowing after entering the tunnel the sensation ceased, but
recurred in the opposite sense on leaving the tunnel, when a
second operation of swallowing removed it. This showed clearly

that what was observed was real.

As far as I remember there was, as measured by the sensation,

an increa'se of pressure, at first sudden, and then gradually rising

for a second or two on entering, and a corresponding gradual

and sudden decrease on leaving a tunnel.

I did not at the time have the opportunity of taking an aneroid

with me to measure the amount of the compression, but intended

to try an air thermometer which I thought would be more
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sensitive to a sudden change of pressure than even the most
delicate aneroid.

It is strange that so few people have noticed this sensation in

the ears; besides Mr. Unr.-ice Darwin I do not know of any one

wlio I may say has been disturbed by it,

During the gale on the 22nd and 23rd inst. it occurred to me
to try w hether I could get an idea of the pressure that could be
felt by the ear. My rorim faces west, and the wind was beating

against the windows ; so after shutting the door I opened one of

the windows suddenly during a furious gust, at which a small

gas-flame bobbed nearly out, and the same instantaneous sensa-

tion was plainly felt. On shutting it again the gas-flame started

up, but the inverse sensation was not perceptible. The gas-flame

stood at apparently the same height with the window shut or

open. Its movements were simply due to the starting and stop-

ping of an extra draught in the chimney. On examining the

meniscus at the top of the column in a mercurial barometer, the

change of pressure was plainly visilile, not hy a rise and fall of

the whole column, but by a change of curvature which was very

marked w hen the window was opened during the stronger gusts.

A pocket aneroid showed the same thing perfectly, rising, as

far as I could judge, about 1/150 inch in general, but during one
very furious blast 1/20 inch ; on that occasion only did the

shock on the ears seem at all comparable with what I remember
to have felt in the tunnels.

It is not necessary to wait for a gale in the right direction to

test the ears. I found that if a friend charged the door with
his whole strength, much the same compression was produced as

by the average gusts of wind. Of course the compression w ill

depend partly on tlie contents of the room, which were, in the
case in question, about 2500 cubic feet.

It is probable that the change of pressure noticed by the ear
is greater than that shown by the barometer, for the in tantaneous
effect on the gas flame was enormous, while the permanent action
was barely perceptible ; on the other hand, the aneroid showed a

permanent displacement with only a very slight recoil. The
greater mobility of the gas doubtless corresponds to the great

sensibility of the ear.

If the actual change of pressure felt by the ear is 1/150 inch,

which corresponds to a charge of level of six feet, it might be
expected that a sensation would be ob-erved on running up or

down stairs. This I have not noticed, the change of pres.sure

being so gradual.

I need hardly add that descending a mine at the high speeds
common in the collieries is most pamful to me, and is only ren-

dered bearable by continuously swallowing.

The very great and apparently unrecognised difference that

there seems to be in the sensibility of the ears of different indi-

viduals may be an excuse for occupying so much of your valuable
space with what is in other respects a long and uninteresting

letter. C. V. Boys
Physical Laboratory, South Kensington

The Remarkable Sunsets

In Nature for December 20, 1883, Dr. James Macaulay has

collected {pp. 176, 177) some recorded instances of the wide
distribution at former periods of volcanic du.st. Perhaps the

following may be worth adding. It is to be found in that extra-

ordinary repertory of curious information and suggestion, the
" Philosophical Notes" to Darwin's "Botanic Garden" (part ii.

3rd edition, 1791, p. 167). W. T. T. D.

The Rev. Mr. Sterling gives an account of a darkness for six

or eight hours at Detroit in America, on October 19, 1762, in

which the sun appeared as red as blood, and thrice its usual

size : some rain falling covered white paper with dark drops
like sulphur or dirt, which burnt like wet gunpowder, and the

air had a very sulphureous smell. He supposes this to have
been emitted from some distant earthquake or volcano {PInl.

Trans, v. liii. p. 63).

In many circumstances this wind [the Ilaimattan] seems
much to resemble the dry fog which covered most parts of Europe
in the summer of 1780, which has been supijosed to have had a

volcanic origin, as it succeeded the violent eruption of Mount
Hecia and its neighbourhood. From the subsidence of a white
powder, it seems probable that the Haimatlan has a similar

origin, from the unexplored mountains of Africa. Nor is it

improbable that the epidemic coughs which occasionally traverse

immense tracts of country may be the products of volcanic

eru:tions: nor impossible that at some future time contagious

miasmata may be thus emitted from subterranean fissures in such
abundance as to contaminate the whole atmiphere and depopu-
late the earth (Darwin's "Botanic Garden," part ii. 3rd edition,

1791, p. 167).

We had the sunset display again to-night, but the after-glow
was much less proIon<Jed, .suggesting that the stratum of dust and
crystals is slowly settling down. But repeated flashes of light-

ning and peals of thunder, in a place where storms, at the usual
time of year for them, are very mfrequent, seem to suggest also

the question whether the ash is not brought within the sphere of

rain-clouds rather by loss of electricity than the influence of
surface-gales. At the same time the large fluctuations of pres-

sure .seem to tell, on the contrary, that the whole column is

affected to unusual altitudes. .Since I have been a reader of

journals I have seen nothing more enthralling in its interest than
the contributions made, week by week, to Nature on this

subject from all parts of the world. It marks an era in obser-

vation from which we may hope great things in the future.

Bregner, Bournemouth, February 2 Henry Cecil

Referring to the latter part of Mr. Hawell's letter in

Nature, January 24 (p. 285), there seem to be several different

ways in which volcanic dust might affect the temperature, and
though all of them seem likely to have but small effect, the
quantities they affect are .'0 vast that a very small percentage

may form a very considerable quantity.

1. The volcanic gases would form at first a stratum much
warmer than would be natural to the heights at which they

would rest, and would thus retard the outward flow of heat from
the earth.

2. The volcanic dust, forming an unusually high stratum of

opaque matter, w ould. intercept rays from the sun that would
be otherwise lost to the earth.

3. The volcanic dust would act as a screen to prevent the

earth losing heat by radiation, while it would also (4) act as a

screen to prevent tlie : un's rays reaching the earth ; but in so

doing would make the dust stratum warmer, ard so would aid

cau-e No. i.

The indirect effects, as influencing evaporation and condensa-

tion, and the formation of clouds, are probably greater than the

direct, but ai'e more difficult to analyse.

December 3.— I have noticed that December 3 was generally

remarl.ably cloudy. Here, however, it was conspicuous as the

day on which all the most marked features of the sunsets cul-

nniiated. At 4. 45 the green and pink glows covered the western

half of the sky, and the test of the sky was filled with a purple

glow of liKe character, while the crescent moon w-as green.

These glows had to a great extent faded at 5 ; and though the

phenomenon lasted late, I can give no more detail*, as I took

no notes, not being able to give it continuous attention.

37, The Square, Ripon, January 28 W. \V. Taylor

Christian Conrad Sprengel

Steaking of Christian Conr.id Sprengel's discoveries, Dr.
H. A. Hagen says (Nature, vol. xxix. p. 29) :

—"In Germany
these discoveries were well known to every naturalist during the

whole century. Certainly between 1830 and 1870 at every

university in Prussia the same facts were taught as well-known
facts of the highest importance, and of course known by every

student." From the complete want of papers relating to the

facts observed, and the theories proposed by Sprengel in the

German botanical and entomological periodicals published before

the time of Darwin, strangely contrasting with the profusion of

such papers in modern botanical literature, one might have been
led to a very different conclusim, viz. that Sprengel had fallen

into almost complete oblivion in Germany also, and that hardly

any professor in any of the universities of Prussia and of

Germany in general duly appreciated and taught his discoveries

before Darwin's time. And this, I think, is really the case.

Certainly at the University of Berlin in 1841, neither Lichten-

stein, in his lectures on zoology, nor Kunth in those on botany,

ever spoke of Sprengel and his work, nor did Erichson in his

course on entomology. At the University of Greifswald, in

1842, the professor of natural history, Hornschuch, never men-
tioned Sprengel's discoveries. In 1848 my brother, Hermann
Miiller, began the .study of zoology aid botany at the University

of Halle, where he never heard of Sprengel, with whose work
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be became acqnainted only much later through Dan\ in's books.
Thus it appears that between 1840 and 1850, in three at least of

the six universities of Prussia, Spren^el's \\<^x\. had fallen into

the most complete oblivion. Now it is improbable in the highest

degree that the several professors of natural history in these

universities sh .uld have ceased, unanimously and at the very
same time (1S41) lo teach what, between 1830 and 1840, they

had taught "a^ well known facts of the highest importance."
Hagen's statement, therefore, needs s?me further proof before

it can be accepted.

If in Germany Sprengel's discoveries had been "well known
t>i every naturalist during the whole century," the opinion that

his treatise had been unduly neglected until it was, as it were,

re-discovered by Dar«in, could never have prevailed, as it

appears to do, among German bitanists, and Prof. Eduard
Strasburger could never have written the following lines, with
which I may appropriately conclude this letter: "Until i860
and some years afterwards in any catalogue of old botanical

l)Ooks, the work of Conrad Sprengel, published in 1793, 'Das
eiitdeckte Geheimniss der Natur im Bau und in der Befruchtung
der Blumen ' might be found at the price of about 15 sgr.

{\s. 6(/.), and I myself bought it there at that price as a curiosity,

lor the sake of its strange title. In the 220th cat.ilogue of

Friedlander (1S73) the price of the same book is 3 thlr. 20 sgr.

(lU.) This rise in the price of Sprengel's book shows very
strikingly the change through which in the meantime it has
passed in our appreciation. Fur only during the la:-t ten

years, after it had remained wholly unnoticed for nearly seventy
years, the old book has come to be duly valued. It was Charles
Darwin, who by his excellent book on Orchids . . . revived
ihe questions treated by Sprengel " (y£-«««• Z/to«/;»- .?t7/««^,

1S74, article 140.) Fritz MiJLLER
Blumenau, Santa Catharina, Brazil, December 15, 1883

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs

Prof. Tait appears to have misunderstood my object in

writing the letter published in your is-ue of January 24 (p. 287).

It refers distinctly to his letter of December 27, and not directly

t'l the review which began the correspondence. In that letter

Prof. Tait stated publicly that he had n t received certain pub-
lications of the Cambridge Philosophical Society. I desired,

as secretary, to explain that it was not due to the neglect of the

officers of the Society. He also says :
— " Nature would do a

real service to science by collecting stati>tic5 as to the numbers
of different centres ... at which the Transactions of various

scientific societies were freely accessible in 1883 (say) and also

in 1853." It was in my power to give the statistics for " Tians-
actions or Proceedings or both" for the year 1S83 ; in answer to

I'.art of Prof. Tait's suggestion I did so. There is no reference

in my letter to the year 1854, so that Prof. Tait is not correct in

staling (Nature, January 31, p. 311) that the question between
us is, " What was the state of matters in 1854?" The year

1869 was the earliest for which, with the data ready lo hand, I

could obtain the numbers, I therefore gave statistics for that

year in addition ; I had no knowledge of what may have been
Ihe case in 1854, and I said nothing al)0ut it. Prof. Tait re-

ferred to a malady and suggested a cure. I merely wished to

show that the cure had already been applied. My remarks were
addressed solely to that point, and were not " beside the ques-
tion." Prof. Tait, in your last issue, has an elaborate argument
to prove that about one-third of the centres receiving publica-

tions receive Proceidings only. In this he is entirely mistaken.
At present the number of such centres is 6 ; in 1854 it was
o. The history of the case is as follows. Until the year

1843 the Cambridge Phdosophical Society published no Proceed-
ings. Between that year and 1864 short accounts of the papers
read and of the discussions were published in the Phil.

Mag., and separate coines were supplied to Ihe Society. In

1864 these were collected, and form vol. i. of the Pro-
ceedings. At the time they were not circulated separately

;

circulation was given them in the Phil. Mag. In that year
the arrangement with the Phil. Mag. came to an end, and
notices of the same kind v ere printed by the secretaries

and distributed to resident Felloius. Almost without an ex-
ception all the important papers published by the Society
appeared in the Transactions. There was no need therefore to

circulate Proceedings, and it was not done. This practice was con-
tinued upto 1876, when thesecond volume of the Proceedings was
cloed, and a new system begun. Thus up to 18760// centres re-

ceiving publications necessarily received Transactions, and as a
matter of fact nothing else. A few copies of vols. i. and ii. of the
Proceedingshayesmceheen issued. Vol. iii. of the/';-i;(-«Vi//K^jwas

commenced in 1876, and both it and succeeding volumes contain
in full the .-horter <u- the less important communications made to

the Society, as well as abstracts of matter published in full in

the Transactions. Vols. iii. and iv., then, of lhe/'/(;ctwr'/«^xhave,

as a general rule, been sent with the Transactions, and Ihe
centres have usually, since 1S76, received both. Within the last

few years, how ever, 6 centres have been added to the list which
receive the Proceedings only. Thus in 1883 (omitting the
honorary Fellows) 114 centres received Transactions only, or
Transactions and Proceedings, in most cases the latter, and 6
received Proceedings only ; while in 1853 all the publications
distrilitited were Transactions. I do not jiretend to know what
the number of centres w as at that date, and my first letter made
no direct reference to it. Nothing in that letter, however,
supports the arguments adduced by Prof. Tait to prove that "it
follows from Mr. Glazebrook's data that the number of centres in

1854 must have been about 40 only."

R. T. Glazebrook,
Secretary of the Cambridge Philosophical Society

Cambridge, February 4

Brooks' Comet

I SEND you a sketch of Brooks' comet, in which an attempt

is made to represent a remarkable change which took place in

the comet about January 13. On that evening the well-

defined and almost circular envelope which is represented

in the figure was entirely wanting w hen the comet was seen on
previous occasions. The nucleus was much more condensed

and star-like than at any time before. The envelope was of

nearly uniform brightness, with a perfectly defined outline,

which was easily measured. It seemed to be produced by two
fan-shaped emanations from the nucleus, which, curving back-

ward toward each other, met at the outer edges, leaving a darker
elliptical space on each side of the nucleus, the space on Ihe

north side being the darker, and the iireceding fan-shaped por-

tion having an extensi-jn on the north side. A line drawn
through the middle of the dark spaces would be perpendicular

to the axis of the tail.

The diameter of this envelope was i' 20", while the diameter
of the outer nebulous envelope, as far as it could be readily traced,

was about 6' 9". The spectroscope showed a bright continuous

spectrum, which was surprisingly strong in the red, which com-
vdetely masked any lines. As the comet had not been seen here

for several days previous to the I3lh, thi^ appearance may have
been of considerable duration. Clouds prevented another view
until J'anuary 17, when the inner envelope had entirely lost its

sharp outline, and Ihe following portion had disappeared, leav-

ing a corresponding dark space, while the preceding portion had
increased its angular dimensions and revolved through an angle

of about 60°.

This is the appearance it presented, though the change may
have occurred in a very different manner. The 26- inch equa-

torial did not bring out any additional details. The distance

from the following side of the nucleus to the outer edge of Ihe

inner envelope was about 32", whereas it had been 40" on the

13th, taking half the diameter of the envelope on that occasion

to represent the corresponding measurement on the 17th.

A very marked increase in the length of the tail of the comet

occurred between December 27 and 28. For about one-third

of its length the tail was broad and fairly uniform in brightness ;

from the middle of this broad portion issued two long bright

streams, one being longer and brighter than the other. The total

length was about 4°. W. T. Sampson
Naval Observatory, Washington, January 19

" Mental Evolution in Animals"

The appearance of Mr. Romanes' new book with the above

title reminds me of a reference in his work on "Animal In-

telligence" loan observation of my own. I have intended for

at least twelve months past to write you about the mailer, but as

Mr. Romanes' new book is practically a continuation o his

former work, you will probably not conclude that 1 have

procrastinated too long.

On page 251 of "Animal Intelligence" Mr. Romanes quotes

my story of a skate in the Manchester Aquarium. The fish in
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question, unable to seize a morsel of food lying in the angle
formed by the glass front and bottom of the tank, "raised him-
self into a slanting posture, the head inclined upwards and the
under surface of the body towards the food," and, by waving
his fins, caused a current in the water which lifted the food
straight to his mouth. Mr. Romanes adds that this observation
is practically worthless " from the observer having neglected to

repeat the conditions in order to show that the movements of the
tish were not, in their adaptation to these circumstances, purely
accidental."

I quite agree with Mr. Romanes that such observations should
be tested in every possible way, and I should have been only too
glad to repeat the conditions of this and other ob ervations had
I Ijeen able to do so. The fact is, however, that as neither the
directors nor the curator of the Manchester Aquarium were
willing to call in the aid of those extra attractions which you
London people seem to have successfully employed in the case
of the Westminster institution, the Manchester Aquarium came
to an untimely end, and thus my observations were cut short.

There are, however, two comments which I should like to

make. On p. 351 of "Animal Intelligence'' (the coincidence
in the numbering of the respective pages may help the reader's
memory), Mr. Romanes quotes a story by Mr. J. S. Hutchinson
concerning a Polar bear at the " Zoo." A bun was thrown into
a |iond, and fell "at the angle" beyond the reach of the be.ar.

Tile animal thereupon "commenced .stirring the water with its

paw, so that it established a sort of rotatory current whicii
eventually brought the bun within reach." This story was
coaimunicated to Mr. Romanes privately, and my skate story
wa published in your columns four years before Mr. Romanes
IHibjshed his book (see Nature, vol. xix. p. 160). No repeti-

tion of the conditions is mentioned in the case of the bear, yet
Mr. Romanes speaks of the story as "a most remarkable obser-
vation." In justice to Mr. Romanes I must add that he appears
to accept the bear story as a proof of intelligence in that animal
because it corroborates a similar story communicated to Mr.
Darwin by another observer. I feel, however, that I have a
right to back my skate against either of the bears named, for the
following reasons. Had I repeated the conditions in the case of
the skate with precisely the same result, it would have appeared as

though the skate acted in obedience to inherited habit, or
instinct, and even the similar conduct of the bears suggests this

inference in their case. On the other hand, had a second trial

with the skate failed, it would not have been proved that the
first case was accidental, and therefore not the result of a
"happy thought" on the part of the skate; for it might still

have been contended that the skate, like a man, might display
presence of mind on one occasion, and not on another, and the
chief interest of the incident lies in the assumed spontaneity of the
action. Finally, if Mr. Romanes will reflect upon theattitude of the
li^h as described in my narrative, I think he will see that the move-
ments could not be " purely accidental." For, from the position
of the .skate's eyes, it follows that, when in the slanting posture
described, he could tio longer see the food. Vet he opened his

mouth and adroitly caught it, the wiving of the fins and the
opening of the mouth l3eing necessarily rapidly consecutive
actions. This fact seems to me to show that he expected the food
to rise in the way in which it did rise. F. j- Faraday

Manchester, January 21

Your correspondent seems to think that I had some particular

spite against his skate, and quotes my indulgence to a bear as

proof of inconsistency. But the two cases are very different,

liven apart from the uncjnscious corroboration to which he
alludes (and which as evidence of a fact I consider better than
even verification by the same observer), we must remember that

the stirring of water for a long time in the .same direction with its

paw is not quite so habitual an ac'ion on the part of a bear as is

the ordinary swimming movement on the part of a skate. As
for any difficulty which the skate miyhave had in seeing the
food approach its mouth, surely the fact of its opening its mouth
when the food was near enough to grasp is no better evidence of
design than of accident. In either case, under the conditions,

and more especially the " attitude," describerl, the seizure of the
food at the proper moment can only be ascribed to the sense of
smell, which in the skaie is so highly developed. Lastly, why
does your correspondent begin by saying that verification would
have been desirable, and end by arguing that it would have been
ofnouse? Even if the exj-eriment had failed on repetition, he
says, his inference would not thereby have b;en negatived. If

this is so, assuredly there would have been no object in repeating
the conditions. I once told a terrier to fetch me the ace of
hearts from a pack of cards, and he did it. I happened pre-
viously to have known that the ace of hearts was the top card.

Suppose I had repeated the experiment fifty times, and the dog
had every time brought the wrong card, should I have been
justified in attributing the first success to a " happy thought " ?

George J. Romanes

The Storm of January 26

I SEND you inclosed particulars of the great storm of January
26 and 27 as observed at Newport, opposite Dundee. Another
observer six miles to the north-east of Newport took readings
which corresponded almost exactly with those at Newport for the
fall, but were thirty to forty minutes later for the rise. They
were as follows, being reduced and corrected :

—

2.15 p.m. Saturday, 28'429

3.15 ,, ,, 2S'2l8

4-'S >. >> 2S036
6.IS „ ,, 27-834
8. IS „ „ 27-598

10.15 >> >> 27-406

Dundee, January 30

II p.m. Saturday, 27 385
ii'S .. .. 27-385

3 a.m. Sunday, 27-665
6 ,, „ 27-922

9 .. ,, 28-143
II ,, ,, 28230

David Cunningham

Ozone at Sea

During my voyage hither from Lonion in the Maranoa, via

the Canal, and calling at Malta, Aden, and Colombo, I was
surpri-ed at the low values for ozone as registered by Moffat's

tests, which I pinned to the "uprights" in .Stevenson's thermo-
meter screen. I tried periods of exposure varying from half an
hour to twenty-four hours, and the highest value noted was but

56 for eight hours (scale o to 10). The test papers, however,
were always tinted, more or less, sometimes to 3-0 in half an
hour, whereas tests exposed at the same time and examined when
eight hours had elapsed, only gave 4-6. At Ben Nevis and Fort
William, and in the moorlands of Staffordshire I have recorded
far higher ozone values than at sea under the same force of
wind and like periods of exposure. From my long experience
of these te^ts I cannot consider them satisfactory ; but in the

absence of a more reliable method I would strongly suggest that

they would give results more inlercomparable if uniformly exposed
for an agreed hourly period, especially at the various land
stations. CLEMENT L. Wragge

Adelaide, South Australia, December 22, 1S83

Meteor

^^ 9-55 p.m. on Sunday, January 27, I saw a meteor start

from a point in Taurus, near to Saturn, and fall vertically a
distance of 20°, and then burst with a brilliant flash, giving oft"

several colours th.at almost instantaneously died aw.ay. The
meteor was visible about three seconds, and increased greatly in

brightness from the time first seen until it burst. It was the

most brilliant meteor I ever saw, and its greatest brightness

much exceeded that of Venus. E. Howarth
Museum, Sheffield, February 5

Ravens in the United States

Our Natural Histories say Riiveiis are common all over the

United States, but I have never met any one who was aware of

having ever seen one. Are they common in Westchester County,
near the Hudson, and confounded with crows ?

New Vork, January 11 Manhattan

Unconscious Bias in Walking

The thought has occurred to me that "unconscious bias in

walking " may be the result of inequality in the length of the

lower limbs caused by the manner in which young children are

carried. Each person appears to nurse solely on one arm ; I

think the right is more frequently employed. I have noticed
when a child is held in the arm the side which is nearer the nurse
appears to be in a somewhat cramped and unnatural position,

the leg more or less bent, while the outer side is comparatively
straight and free. Would not this, while preventing the full play
of the muscles of the inner leg, tend to arrest to some extent its
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proper development at a time when growth is very rapid, and
thus cause that difference in the length and strength of the limbs

remarked by your correspondents? Sara S. Owen
4, Soames Street, Grove Park, S.E., February 2

ON THE HEIGHTOF THE A URORA BOREALIS
IT is with pleasure that I respond to the invitation of

NATURE to give an account of the work of the

Danish Meteorological Station, which was maintained,
under the international scheme, at Godthaab in Green-
land, in 18S2-83, and of which I had the honour of being
the chief. I intend, in the present article, to confine

myself to the aurora borealis.

The results, which have been obtained from calcula-

tions of the height of the aurora borealis in the temperate
zone, which lies south of the so-called auroral belt, all

agree in fixing the minimum height of the aurora very
high, as the auront seem to be confined to the part of the

atmosphere where its density is only a fraction of that at

the surface of the sea. However different the value may
have been of the heights of the aurora; observed outside

their true zone, the average of the minimum heights is

hardly under two hundred kilometres. On the other hand,
the observations in the Arctic regions show that the

aurorse may descend to much lower elevations above the

earth's crust, and that they may even reach down into

regions of the atmosphere where the density is about the

same as on the surface of the sea.

Dr. S. Fritz has thus, at Ivigtut in South Greenland,
in February and March, 1872, ineasured aurorse the

lower edges of which were only from 50 to 200 metres
above the level of the sea, while in nearly every mono-
graph of the aurora borealis cases are cited in which the

aurora; appear to have reached much further down in

the atmosphere. I may further mention some instances,

which have, by the bye, not been made public before, ob-

served by the eminent zoologist. Prof. Steenstrup, and
which he has permitted me to publish here.

During Prof. Steenstrup's sojourn in Iceland, 1839-40,

he saw, on several occasions, auror;e which hid the top of

the mountain Esia, some 600 metres in height, lying

behind Reykjavik. He further states that he has seen
auroral streamers between the masts of a ship, in such a
manner that they disappeared where there were sails, and
reappeared where the space was free. The Professor
asserts even that on one occasion, on January 28, 1840,
when walking between Reykjavik and Bessastad with the
chief magistrate, Herr Tvede, and Judge Jonasson, he, as

well as these two gentlemen, saw auroral streamers ap-
pearing between themselves. The phenomenon was not
a solitary one, but occurred three or four times during
this walk, and in spite of the pedestrians keeping about
a yard from each other.

Although many estimates of the low descent of auroras
in the Arctic regions may have been due to optical illu-

sions, specially through irradiation, one cannot, even
from a casual observation of this magnificent phenome-
non, but come to the conclusion that, while some aurorae
lie in the same great, indefinable distance from the ob-
server as those observed in the temperate zone, there are
others whose whole appearance has the character of
being a phenomenon of a purely local nature. During
our stay at Godthaab this point had my special attention,

as it appeared to me of importance to demonstrate by
measurements as accurate as possible whether this sub-
jective impression answered to the true facts.

To this end the Danish international station at Godt-
haab, 64- 10' 36" N. lat. and 51^ 40' o" E. long., has,
during October and December, 18S2, effected a series of
measurements. The site of the station was particularly
suited for the solution of the problem, as it lies just at
the northern border of the great Arctic auroral belt, i.e.

in a place where the aurora^ appear with all the
peculiarities which distinguish them in their true zone.

The distance between the two points of observation,
separated by the Godthaab Fjord, was 5-8 kilometres, and
the direction between them coincided with the magnetic
meridian. The two instruments need for the measure-
ments, exactly similar in construction, were arranged as
universal instruments. Instead of a telescope, a tube was
employed, which had in one end a small opening, and in
the other a metal cross of very fine wires. In order that
the errors in the observations should not affect them very
much, measurements were only made in the vertical
plane between the two points of observation. The placing
and reading of the instruments were effected by means of
pre-arranged fire-signals, and only those measurements
of which the reading signals were instantaneously an-
swered, and for which the time of reading exactly coin-
cided, were recorded. Only the lower edges of the auroral
bands were measured, as these are nearly always the
moat clearly defined.

We have, during our evenings of observation, measured
the height of thirty-two auroral bands. The subjoined
figures, showing the result of these, demonstrate that the
lower edge of the band certainly descends very low. Thus
of the thirty-two auror;B measured by this method ten
only had a parallax under i', for six the parallax was
between i^ and 2°, four had a parallax of between 3" and
4°, two one between 5^ and 6°, four one between 7^ and 8°,

while we measured six of 10°, 14°, 15", 17°, 85°, and 143°
respectively.

Leaving the aurora; whose parallax was under 1° out
of the calculation, I have found the following heights for
the other twentv-two lower edges :

—
I
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assistants, observed, at 9.45 p.m., an aurora appearing as

a lustrous green light behind the nearest hills. The top

of the mountain, " Sadlen," 1200 metres in height, was
distinctly seen aboiv the lustrous plane. The phenomenon
rapidly disappeared. M 10.45 a light was seen in the

south, which resembled that of dawn, and contracted

into a faint shining cloud, oblong in shape, which oscillated

slowly before the mountains " Hjortetakken" (1200 metres)

and " Store Malene" (800 metres) at a distance of 8 to 12

kilometres from the station. The tops of the two moun-
tains were distinctly seen a/wve the luminous cloud, while

at times small but intense spots of light developed them-
selves in it. When the cloud, at 11.45 p.m., had moved in

front of the mountain " Lille Malene," the light became
more intense, and had the appearance of a lustrous white

cloud of smoke rolling up the hill to north-east. When
the cloud travelled over the hill, the light became yellow,

and was bordered by a coloured rim. At 11. 10 it shot

three faint red streamers up towards the zenith, and then

the whole disippeared.
The following phenomenon was observed by the writer

of these lines:— Dn November 14, 1882, at 6 a.m., I

observed an auroral band without streamers through
Vega, the Great Bear, and the Twins, while another
stood parallel with this further west. From the " Store

Malene" I now saw a peculiar shining white cloud

descend into the fjord below. It descended in long,

straight, shining bands. In a few minutes the mountain
in question, as well as " Hjortetakken" were completely

hi Iden in the cloud. A little further cast the cloud pos-

sessed greater intensity, while on the plain at the foot of

the hill on which the observatory stands, two luminous
gatherings were seen, which seemed to rest on the snow,
with a strongly phosphorescent light. These two gather-

ings, which were at first isolated, now came in contact

with the above described cloud with long luminous bands
radiating from the latter. By opening the slit of the

spectroscope as much as possible and simultaneously

keeping foreign light from the eye, I beheld the auroral

line faintly but clearly definei. The cloud now beg.in to

disappear without oscillation, when suddenly a number of

horizontal openings formed in it, through which the

mountain stood forth. In the next second all had
di,appeared.

I admit that, as regards the last described phenomenon
of the lustrous cloud, it might be explained as being

caused by the reflex of the aurorx which were simul-

taneously visible ; but such an explanation is not appli-

cable to the one first described. It would be very

interesting to learn if other observers have noticed this

form of the aurora. Ada.m P.\ULSen
Copenhagen

TffE EFFECTS OF THE WEATHER UPON
DEATH RATE AND CRIME IN INDIA

t^OME time ago a very interesting series of articles, by
•^ Mr. Buchan, upon the connection between certain

meteorological conditions and the zymotic diseases, as
illustrated by the mortuary returns of the London district,

appeared in .Nature. Happening to have undertaken,
at the request of the provinci.d superintendent of census
operations, certain investigations concerning the life

statistics of the population of the North-West Provinces
and Uudh, just about the time when Mr. Buchan's articles

ajjpeared, it occurred to me that it would be worth while
to see whether any similar concomitant variations of
meteorological conditions and causes of death could be
detected m India. The results arrived at are so curious,

and at the same lime so definite, that I think they may
be of interest to readers of this journal.

At starting, however, it should be observed that, though
the mortuary returns of the province with which I

am connected are probably the best in India, they are

still very far from complete. The agency employed for

registration is that of the village chaiikiddr or watchman,
who is supposed to take note of all births and deaths

which occur in his village (aiding his memory, if neces-

sary, by variously cut notches on a stick) and to report

these weekly at the nearest police station. From such
an agency nothing like an exact account of the causes of

death can be expected ; hence in the detailed tables given
below I have confined my attention to the four most
obvious causes—sniall-pox, cholera, suicide, and wounds.
Even as regards the number of deaths registered a con-

siderable defect may confidently be anticipated, owing to

lapses of memory on the part of the chaukidAr. This
defect has been found by Dr. Plauck, the Sanitary Com-
missioner, to amount to about 20 per cent, of the whole
on the average of a large number of cases personally

examined by him in various parts of the province. The
proportion thus obtained is confirmed by a comparison of

the deaths actually registered with the death rate arrived

at in the last census report. During the five years,

1878-82 (the only ones for which complete returns are

obtainable), the deaths registered appear, from figures

supplied by Dr. Plauck, to have numbered 7,311,013.

The average population during the five years having been
about 45,000,000, this gives an annual death rate of 32^5

per thousand. Now in Mr. White's report on the census

of 1 88 1 it is shown that the distribution of the population

according to age, and the observed death rate among
certain tribes and castes suspected of practising infanti-

cide, and therefore placed under strict police surveillance,

point to 40 per mille as the probable rate of mortality for

the general population. The unrecorded deaths therefore

amount on the average to 7 5 out of 40, or 19 per cent, of

the total—almost exactly the same defect as Dr. Plauck
arrived at by his personal investigation of special cases.

It follows that, though the returns collected by the rude
illiterate agency cinployed are not strictly accurate, the

totals arrived at probably on the whole bear a nearly con-

stant proportion to the true number of deaths, the popu-
lation dealt with being sul'ficiently numerous to eliminate

any individual peculiarities of the agents.

The death rate varies enormously from year to year, as

may be seen from the table of the total number of deaths
recorded, here given in full :

—

Number of Deal/is from all Causes Re^^isterci in the North- West
Provinces and Oudh during the Five Years 1878-82

1S7S 1137,161 140,173 143,760
1S79 75.3''7; 6^,837, 71.874
1880,116,366 72,030, 69,250
1851

I

95,226
1852 114,220

91,011' 97,829
92,4721 96,596

Total 538,360458,523-479,309

April

157,326 136,867 120,767 91,677
87.302100,040 83,802: 73,120

72,534 76,622, 78,200 56,502

124,831 115,683 86,083 81,609

107,628 119,714 114,382 122,110

549,621 548,926483,234425,018

Annual total

1S78 113,701 120,6071138,997 127,6561 93,032 1,521,724

1879 1131,702 I96,I35'429,IIS369,390233,795 1,914.499
1880 74,127 87,618' 91,218 99,459 93,264! 987,190
i88i 86,316 io9,837|iS.', 519 180,683 151,846! i,402,473

1882 151,779 159,604 i56,o65'i28,040 122,5171 1,485,127

Total 557,625673,8011996,914 905,228^694,454 7,311,013

The deaths recorded average a little under a million

and a half per annum, but in 1880 they were less than

a million, and in 1879 nearly two millions. In that

disastrous year one district or county, that of Aligarh,

lost nearly half a million of its po l.ttion. The chief

difierence between 1879 and 1880, from the meteorological
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point of view, was that in 1879 the monsoon rains were
unusually heavy, while in 1880 they were so scanty that

for a long time gf^ve apprehensions were entertained of

another famine, like that which followed the drought of

1877. The year 1877 (which does not appear in the

table) was an extraordinarily healthy one, but the effect

of the scarcity produced by the drought of that year is

seen in the high mortality of the first six months of 187S.

The first rough generalisation suggested by the table is

that dry years are healthy and wet ones unhealthy. That
this is generally true is well known to residents in the

country. Among the natives also I have heard it said

that one must choose between health plus famine and
abundance plm fever. It would nevertheless be false to

infer that in India mortality is due to rain ; for we have
only to compare the figures for the several months to see

that on the average, and in almost every single year, the

month in which fewest deaths occur is July, which
happens to be just the rainiest month of the twelve. Rain
is no doubt one of the indirect causes of death ; but it

seems to produce unhealthy effects by increasing the

humidity of the air and hastening the growth of rank
vegetation, which, decaying at a time of the year when
the air is almost perfectly still over the Indian plains,

produces that noxious condition of the lower atmospheric
strata known by the name malaria. Compared with the

deaths from malarial fevers, those due to cholera, small-

pox, and other epidemics count almost as nothing.

Hence, though these epidemics have their particular

seasons of maximum and minimum, their effect is com-
pletely hidden in the general mortahty table under the

great annual variation which culminates in October and
November.

Besides rainfall, atmospheric humidity, and wind velo-

city, other meteorological causes which presumably have
some effect upon health are the mean temperature and
the daily range of temperature—the last, according to the

prevalent opinion amongst Indian medical men, who are

fond of attributing almost every ailment to nocturnal

chills, being a most important cause. The next table

gives approximate monthly mean values of all these

meteorological elements for the North-West Provinces

and Oudh, exclusive of the Himalayan districts, which
are very sparsely populated.

Mean Values of Certain Climatological Factors in the North- West
Provinces and Oudh

Month
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to be dryness. The number N, for the unattainable

conditions assumed, comes out negati\e.

Another disease which tlie village watchman may be

trusted to recognise in most instances is cholera. Cases

of severe diarrha:a are doubtless frequently returned as

cholera, but this does not sensibly iinpair the value of the

registers, since the two diseases are usually prevalent

about the same time. The mortality from cholera is

subject to an annual variation quite as distinct as that of

small-pox, but there are two maxima, in April and August,

with a slight diminution between these months. The
averages for the five years are :

—

Feb. March April May June

1304 9027 6541 63^4

July Aug. Sent. I'd Xuv. Pec.

5735 8129 4839 4665 1514 426

From the records of the army, police, and jail depart-

ments, extending over a longer scries of years, it appears
that the n-axiraum niortahty from cholera usually occurs

in the rainy season. The secondary maximum in April

becomes the principal one in this table on account of the

excessive prevalence of cholera in April 18S0. This
epidemic was popularly attributed to the immense number
of Hindu pilgrims assembled at the great religious fair of

Hardw.-ir, the disease having been caught from some in-

fected persons in the crowd and spread abroad over the

country as the pilgiims returned to their homes. The
Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of India,

however, does not accept this view, but seems to attribute

the disease or its dissemination to some occult atmospheric
influence. Whatever may ultimately prove to be the

nature of the disease, there can be little doubt that in the

North-West Provinces it is to a great extent dependent
upon heat and moisture, being ahnost unknown in the

cooler months of the dry season. To estimate the

relative effects of these two atmospheric conditions, we
may employ the formula

—

n-N+al-^^h;
the letters having similarsignifications to those mentioned
with the previous formula. Combining the months in

groups of four, commencing with December, we get three
equations which give the following approximate results :

—

a = 281
; /3 = 45 ; N - - 20,076. The principal effect

is that due to high temperature ; while at the tempera-
ture assumed for A'— zero F.—that number comes out
negative. That is to say, in a perfectly dry atmosphere
cholera would disappear at a temperature considerably
above freezing, about 70° F., in fact, if we may judge
from these tables. In the cold weather months, indeed,
cholera never assumes epidemic proportions in the North-
West I'rovinces ; but when the poison, whatever it may
be, is widely disseminated, as in the beginning of 1S82,

after the great mela or religious fair at Allahabad, it

remains nearly quiescent, manifesting itself only in a few
sporadic cases until the commencement of the hot weather
in April, when it breaks forth with alarming rapidity.

Deaths by violence are also, as a rule, unmistakable.
In the Sanitary Commissioner's tables two causes of
death are given which both come under this head—
suicide and wounds—the latter presumably including only
the results of murder and manslaughter, as there arc
separate headings for accidents and wild beasts. The
average numbers of these deaths recorded each year
are

—

Jan. Feb. March April May June
Suicide ... 105 109 196 26S 246 24S
Wounds ... 105 94 loj 119 125 12S

376

19S

Total .
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Ur. Agardh points out that the organs with powers of

motion, observed by Derbcs and SoUer, are scarcely to

be referred to the Florideffi, because in their eruption

from the plant, as well as in their movements, they have

an appreciable analogy with the organs of Prasiola,

described by the author in a new species, P. cornucopia

(see Table III., fig. 74, '-'J,g)-

On the other hand. Dr. Agardh shows that the chief

consideration which induced some algologists to remove
Bangia and Porphyra from the Ulvacere to the Florides

was derived from the quaternate division of the cells,

which was thought to be analogous to the quaternate divi-

sion of the tetraspores in the Floridese. He points out

that Janczewski and Thuret had observed that it was not

tetraspores. but octospores, which resulted from the divi-

sion in Porphyra ; and he calls attention to the fact that

the so-called octospores are themselves repeatedly divided

into new generat'ons of tetraspores and octospores, in

the same manner as the cells or cell-contents in Prasiola,

Tetraspora, Palmella, Monostroma, Ulva aureola {Ilea

fiilvescens), and some species of Enteromorpha divide
;

thus showing an analogy with these plants rather than
with the Florideffi.

The author observes that if the organs of Porphyra be
considered analogous with the tetraspores of the 1- lorideae,

these organs, according to some authors, should possess

different functions, the tetraspores being deemed neutral in

the Florideae, but the octospores se.xual in Porphyra. If,

he says, those organs which in Porphyra are called anthe-

ridia agree with the antheri Jia ot the Floridea? ; if, also,

those 4-partite organs which constitute spores are to be
compared with the tetraspores of the Floridea; ; there

still remain in Porphyra and Bangia no organs which can
be considered identical with the capsular fruit of the

Floridea;. If, therefore, those organs which form the

principal characteristic of the Florideae are absent, it is

evident that Bangia and Porphyra are far inferior to the

Fioridea;, and that very distant affinities must be sought
for them. Moreover, if those organs which are neutral in

the Floridere become sexual and female in Porphyra, this

rather seems to indicate divergence than affinity.

With regard to J'angia, Dr. Agardh observes that the

filaments of this plant growing together in patches, as
already observed by DiUwjn and others, always vary in

thickness and in appearance, and that this difference of
appearance may have suggested the idea that they were
of various kinds (male and female filaments). According
to Dr. Agardh, these difl'erences are merely differences of

age
;
and the so-called special organs are to be considered

rather as different states during the evolution of the
fructification, than as distinct organs.

Reviewing the statements of different algologists with
regard to the fructification of these plants, the author
shows from their published works that much difference of

opinion existed among them. Thus, according to Derbcs
and Solier, those organs in Bangia which they con-
sidered as male are said by them to be endowed with
lively motion ; while Thuret and Reinke, referring to the
same organs, say that they are motionless. Again, the
author observes that Janczewski, alluding to the octo-

spores of Porphyra, says that they have an amceboid
motion ; Thuret, on the contrary, states that they are
motionless.

After quoting Thuret's description (" Etud. Phyc") of
the processes of fructification in Porphyra, Dr. Agardh
cites the following passage referring to the antheridia :

" La division s'arrete plus tot pour les spores et se pro-
longe davantage pour les antheridies ; mais il n'y a pas
de difference fondamentale dans le procedd On en a la

preuve dans les cas anormaux, deja mentionni^s par M.
Janczewski, ou le contenu d'une meme cellule primitive se
change, partie en spores, partie en corpuscules males.' ' So
remarkable does this statement appear to Dr. Agardh
that he quotes it also in the note to p. 26, where he thus

comments on it :
" Quomodo ii, qui hoc observarunt,

sibimetipsis persuaserint eam partem contentus, qua;

organis perhibitis foemineis constaret, sub stadio evolu-

tionis panlo posteriore in organa mascula non transmu-

taretur, mihi non liquet."

Leaving this subject to the consideration of algologists,

the more general features of the work may now be noticed.

Dr. Agardh arranges the UlvaceK under the following

genera: i, Goniotrichum ; 2, Erythrotrichia
; 3, Bangia ;

4, Porphyra
; 5, Prasiola ; 6 ? Mastodia

; 7, Monostroma ;

8, Ilea: 9, Enteromorpha; 10, Ulva; and II, Letter-

stedtia.

Of these genera Mastodia and Letterstedtia are natives

of the Southern Ocean. Ilea, of which one species only

is known, 1. fiilvescens {Ulva aureola, C. Ag.), is a small

tubular plant which grows at the mouths of some Swedish

rivers. The cells of which it is composed are arranged in

series of fours, as in Prasiola, but the colour is dusky as

in Dictyota.

The other genera, of which many species are natives ot

these shores, will have more interest for British algo-

logists. Prasiola marina, Crouan, which Dr. Agardh
unites with P. stipilala, has been recently found in Scot-

land and in Devonshire ; and the Ulva calophylla of

Greville, and Ulva crispa, have been removed to Prasiola.

Of the twenty species of Monostroma, five, namely, M.
hullosuin, .;/. laceratum, M. quaternarium, M. latissiiniim,

and M. witlrockii have been found on our coasts. To
these Dr. Agardh adds another species, M. lactuca

(U. lactuca, C. Ag.), which he considers identical with

M. undulatum of Thuret, and probably with M. pulchriim,

Farlow, of the east coast of North America. While thus

transferring the specific name lactuca to a Monostroma,

the author excludes it from Ulva, where it has been a

sourse of confusion.

With regard to Porphyra, Dr. Agardh agrees with Dr.

Greville in considering P. linearis as a distinct species ;

and he mentions P. ainethystea as a native of England.

Harvey had stated that the latter had been found on the

west coast of Ireland, but the plant appears to have been

unknown to him, and has not been found until recently,

when Mr. G. W. Traill met with it on the east coast of

Scotland. Tiie arrangement of the cells in the plant is

very beautiful.

In accordance with the views of most algologists, P.

7/ulgaris and P. laciiiiata are united bj- the author ; but

he has changed the name of the plant to P. umbilicalis

(" L. Sp.," ed. 2, 1633), of which he describes several

forms. In his views of the structure of this alga, L>r.

.Agardh is at issue with Janczewski and Thuret. The
last-mentioned authors state that the vegetative structure

of the plant is always monostromatic, and that it is in the

fruitful parts only that the cells are arranged in two series.

Dr. Agardh, on the contrary, says that the alga is at all

times distromatic. A reference to Plate II., fig. 61, /, will

show that the two strata seen in the transverse section do

not exhibit that subdivision of the cells which consti-

tutes the fruit.

Dr. Agardh agrees with M. le Jolis in removing the

Ulva linza of Harvey to Enteromorpha, where it takes

the name of E. liii::a. Of Ulva, seven spicies only are

enumerated. Under U. rigida there are no fewer than

twenty-four synonyms. While, hoA-ever, the author de-

serves thanks for clearing away so many reputed species,

he describes many forms of this very generally distributed

alga.

Enough has now been said to show the interest this

work should have for algologists. It is illustrated by

four plates, beautifully executed, containing 124 figures.

-Although the title is Swedish, the work is written in Latin.

Of Rabenhorst's " Kryptogamen-Flora," Nos. 4, 5, and

6 of Part II., in which the marine algifi are described

by M. Hauck, have recently appeared. Numbers 4
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and 5 treat of the Florides, which are concluded in the

sixth part. Then follow the Phaeophyceae ; but before

touching on these, a few points relative to some of the

Florideae call for observation.

M. Hauck tells us that in Gelidium the cystocarps

are of two kinds— (1) those in which the placenta is basal,

and have consequently only one series of gemmidia
;

(2) those in which the placenta is central, on both sides

of which the gemmidia are placed. M. Hauck does not

seem to be aware that the former were long ago separated

by Dr. Agardh from Gelidium^ under the name of Ptero-

cladia, the typical species of which is Pt. lucida, a very

common alga in the Southern Ocean. The Gelidiiiiii

capillaccum, described at p. 190, is a true Pterocladia, and
has been described as such by M. Bornet under the name
of Pt. tapillacca. M. Hauck mentions this name among
the synonyms of G. capillaceum, and at p. 191, fig. 82,

he gives us copies of M. Bornet's figures of the cystocarps

of this plant, and also of Gelidium ; thus showing the

characteristic differences between the two algse ; it is

therefore surprising to find that M. Hauck still retains

the old name of the plant, and places it under the genus
GeUdium.
The cystocarpic fruit of Dasya fitnicea, apparently

unknown in the Adriatic, was found on our southern
coast as long ago as 1S59. Before that time a specimen
bearing cystocarps was collected by Miss Catlow in

Jersey, and Dr. Harvey gave to it the provisional name
of Dasya catloivoicc. There is considerable difiference in

the aspect of the plants which bear cystocarps and those
which bear stichidia ; so much so, that they have been
taken for distinct species. British specimens of this

plant are much larger than those of the Adriatic.

M. Hauck describes the tetraspores oi Mclobesia coral-

Una as " zueitheilig," and he refers to Solms' " Coral-

linenalgen des Golfes von Neapel," Table III., fig. 23.

Now, on turning to this figure in the work of Graf Solms,
it will be seen that the tetraspores are 4-partite. It is

true that they have been described by MM. Crouan and
Areschoug as dipartite, but, according to the observa-
tions of M. Roscnoff in his very interesting " Recherches
sur les Melobcsices," p. 45, there seems good reason to

believe that, although tetraspores are often found divided
into two parts only, the complete number is four.

With regard to M. iiiacrocaipa, M. Hauck is apparently
right in uniting itvvith M. pits/u/a/a, and also in consider-

ing J/, corticifonnis as a synonym of M. mevibraiiacta.

In a former number of his work, M. Hauck had stated

that the tetraspores of Nemaleon were unknown. They
had, however, been described by Dr. Agardh in " Sp.

Gen. et Ord. Algarum," vol. ii. p. 417, and again in the
" Epicrisis," p. 507 ; but the author did not, in either

work, state in which species he had found them. Some
uncertainty, therefore, existed on this point ; and Thuret
was of opinion that up to his time there had been no
trustworthy record of the discovery of the tetraspoies of
Nemaleon. It would have been easy to solve the doubt
by an appeal to Dr. Agardh, who is always ready and
willing to impart information, but no one seems to have
thought of adopting this course. The writer is glad to

be able to mention, on the authority of Dr. Agardh, that

he (Dr. Agardh) found tetraspores on a plant of A'ci/ia-

leon iniiltifidtim from Copenhagen, but he had met with
them only once. It is hoped that this statement will

finally settle the question.

The description of the second division of the marine
algK, Phaaophycew, is begun at p. 282 with the Fucoidea:;
these are followed by the Dictyotea;, and after these fol-

low the Pha;ozooaporea'. Each order is preceded by a

careful description of the structure and fructification of
the plants included in it, and an enumeration of the
genera ; in the case of the Phreozoosporea?, a short dia-

gnosis of each family is inserted. We are glad to see,

from the long list of synonyms appended to the descrip-

tion of many plants, that M. Hauck has greatly dimin-
ished the number of species, especially of those from the

Adriatic.

British algologists will find in the later numbers of this

work, as well as in those which preceded them, much
that is interesting and instructive. The succeeding num-
bers will be welcome. It is hoped that they will be fol-

lowed by a good index, which will add very much to the
value of the work. Mary P. Merrifield

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FROM
BEN NEVIS

A WEATHER REPORT from the Ben Nevis Ob-
-^*- scrvatory is now published daily, which gives the

observations made at 9 a.m. and 9 p.m., these being the

hours adopted by the Meteorological Societies of the

Briti•^h Islands, to which are added the highest and lowest

temperatures, the amount of rain and snow in all cases

where it is possible to measure it, the height of the snow
on the plateau, measured by the snow gauge, the hours of

sunshine, taken directly from the sunshine recorder, and
the quantity of ozone, droughts, changes of wind, auroras,

glories, halos, electrical and other phenomena, recorded
as they occur. The record is strictly one of observations,

and as these are made at the usual observing-hours,

British meteorologists and all persons interested in the

weather are thus afforded the means of comparing their

own observations with those made at Ben Nevis Observa-
tory, which is by far the most valuable high-level station

we possess, as furnishing data of the first importance in

the study of the weather changes of Europe. In the

winter climate of the Ben, the problem of hygrometric
observation is beset with formidable difficulties. With a
view to the practical solution of these it is part of the

winters programme that Mr. Omond conduct a series of

investigations with a hygrometer of a novel description

specially designed by Prof. Chrystal for the purpose. In

the meantime, and until the problem be solved, the word
"Sat," meaning saturation, is entered in the wet bulb
column in all cases when the wet does not read lower

than the dry bulb, it being evident that in such cases the
air is all but, if not altogether, saturated. Indeed, a
saturated atmosphere at all temperatures may be almost
regarded as a persistent feature in the climatology of the

Ben. Occasionally, how-ever, as recently happened about
Christmas and the New Year, a sudden change sets in, the

clouds clear away, the sun blazes out in a sky of mar-
vellous clearness, and a dryness of air comes on such as

is rarely if ever experienced at lower levels. In these

circumstances the dry and wet bulb readings separate

to a degree so extraordinary that Glaisher's tables are no
longer of any use in calculating the humidities of the air.

As the periods of sudden and intense dryness of the

atmosphere are intimately connected w-ith the anti-cyclonic

systems prevailing at the time in north-western Europe,
it is not improbable that a careful record and study of

them will lead to a more exact forecasting of some of

our most important weather changes.

By and by the observations, combined with those made
by Mr. Livingstone at the low-level station at Fort William,

will furnish the data for ascertaining what is the normal
distribution of pressure, temperature, and humidity in

the stratum of the atmosphere between the top of Ben
Nevis and the level of the sea at its base. These being

once determined, all deviations therefrom, whenever
occurring, will be readily seen. When the departures

from the normals to subsequent changes of weather have
been further investigated and their relations more accu-

rately determined, the h'gh expectations formed regarding

the part to be played by the high-level station on Ben
Nevis in contributing important data towards the fore-

casting of the weather of the British Islands will doubt-

less be realised. It must not, however, be forgotten that
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this intensely practical problem is an excessively difficult

one, requiring for its successful prosecution no small

expenditure of time, labour, thought, and money.

NOTES
The Royal Society at their last meeting elected the following

five savants foreign members :—Anton de Bary (Strasburg),

Carl Gegenbaur (Heidelberg), Leopold Kronecker (Berlin),

Rudolph Virchow (Berlin), Gustav Wiedemann (Leipzig).

We are inforuied that it has been arranged that Sir William

Thomson will give, at Johns Hopkins University during the first

twenty days of October next, eighteen lectures on "Molecular

Dynamics."'

Captain W. J. L. Wharton, R.N., at present in command

of H.M. surveying vessel Sylvia, has been selected to succeed

Capt. Sir F. Evans, K.C.B., as Hydrographer to the Navy.

On Tuesday afternoon, at Oxford, Convocation witnessed in

the Sheldonian Theatre the most excitirg scene that has been

en.icted m the University since ihe opposition to Dean Stanley

as Select Preacher. Last summer Convocation passed by a

small majotity a vote of lo,coo/. for a new physiological labora-

tory. The vote was opposed by the anti-vivisectionists and by

some on the ground of economy. A memorial got up by Mr.

Nicholson against vivisection having produced no effect on the

Council, the opponents of Prof. Burdon Sanderson determined

to oppose the decree brought before Convocation on Tuesday

for empowering the sale of stocks for the 10,000/. voted last

June. The decree was supported by the Dean of Christchurch,

Dr. Acland, and the Warden of Keble, and was oppcsed by

Prof, Freeman and Mr. Nicholson. After a stormy debate the

vote was carried by 1S8 votes against 147. The result was

received with enlhu-iasm, and Oxford is to be congratulated on

it. To what shifts Dr. Sanderson's opponents were put

may be seen from what the Times calls " the most astonishing

speech " of Mr. Freeman the historian, " who afforded a curious

example of the confusion of thought into which even intelligent

men may be led by an over-ind.ilgence in sentiment. It would

be as reasonable, said Mr. Freeman, for the historian to illus-

trate the fesiivities of Kenilworth by an actual bull-baiting as for

the physiologist to experiment upon living animals. Mr. Free-

man, in his zeal to establish the scientific character of the his-

torian, forgets the difference between description and discovery,

and ignores the fact that the physiologist, at least under the

existing law, makes bis experiments not for the instruction of

I
upils, but with a view to discover what is as yet unknown. A

uiore curious article in the indictment against vivisection we have

njt met with since the celebrated letter in which Sir George

Dujkett told the Koyal Commission that he had no evidence to

give, but that he considered vivisection 'an abomination introduced

froui the Continent going hand in hand with Atheism.'" The

Tuius in its leader on the subject treats it sensibly and moderately.

"All those who are open to argument have been long ago con-

vinced that science cannot proceed on her beneficent way without

the aid of experiments, some of which must be painful ; and

those who are njt open to argument, and those who believe, like

some of the wiseacres wnose opinion is on record, that 'medical

science has arrived probably at its extreme limits,' are not likely

to be convinced by anything that can be said or by any facts that

can be brought against them. Parliament, on the recommenda-

tionof one of the strongest Koyal Commissions ever appointed,

has legislated in the matter, and physiological experiment is now
under limitations as severe as it is possible for it to be consist-

ently with any kind of progress in discovery. Abuses are of

the rarest occurrence. Men like Dr. Sanderson are not only

humane, but they ate conscious that public opinion is awake on

the matter, and their discretion as to what should be done and
what should not is absolutely to be trusted. It is to be hoped
that the sensible action of Convocation will not only encourage

the Waynflete Professor to proceed as >his scientific conscience

may guide him, but will convince the well-meaning but irra-

tional opponents of scientific freedom that further action on
their part would be not only vexatious but unsuccessful."

By the election of Dr. J. H. Gilbert to the sep.arate chair of

Rural Economy, Oxford has gained a man of European reputa-

tion, whose advent to the professoriate all parties will welcome.

Dr. p. P. C. HoEK, of Leyden, writes to inform us of the

death of Prof. Dr. H. Schlegel, Director of the Royal Museum
of Natural History at Leyden, on January 17 last. Schlegel

w^as born in 1S04 iu Altenburg (Saxony). It was intended to

make him a brazier, but on his paying a visit to Vienna about

1824, his love for natural history was awakened. He came to

Leyden in 1825, and tried to obtain an appointment as traveller

for the Museum of Natural 'History, of which Dr. Temminck
was then superintendent. He did not receive that appointment,

but stayed in the Museum as preparator. He remained in this

position until he was nominated conservator in 1839. He was

appointed to the post of Director of the Museum in 1858 after

the death of Temminck. Schlegel was doctor Jwiioris causa of the

Leyden University, member of the Royal Academies of Sciences

of Amsterdam and Berlin, &c. The Leyden Museum of Natural

History, well known to every zoologist, has become under

Schlegel's superintendence one of the richest in existence. For

descriptive zojlogy, and especially that of the vertebrata,

(reptiles, birds, and mammals), Schlegel was a first authority ;

the number of pipers and monographs published by him in these

groups is very considerable, and their scientific importance

great.

The death is announced of M. Richard Cortambert, fils, at

the age of forty-eight years. He was attached to the geographi-

cal department of the National Library, and, in company with his

father, had published many geographical works.

ADMlliAL MouCHEZ read a paper before the Paris Academy
of Sciences at the sitting of February 4, in which he stated that

it was impossible to make any observations with large instru-

ments in the old establishment at present the headquarters of

French astronomy. He proposes to erect a new observatory on

a site in the vicinity of Paris. Admiral Mouchez states, more-

over, that to find the money required it would be advisable to

sell the new grounds which were annexed to the Observatory in

the time of Leverrier. The extent of this land is about 28,000

square metres, and the Admiral states that the sale might realise

4/. per metre. This ground u as given to the Government by the

City of Paris, which sold it for the nominal price of 4/. ; it is

supposed tliat the Municipal Council will oppose the scheme,

which has come to light quite unexpectedly.

By the last mail from Iceland we have received a communica-

tion from Dr. Sophus Tromholt, dated Reykjavik, middle of

December, in « hioh he informs us that the weather had till then

been mild and very unfavourable for his researches, in con-e-

quence of vvhicla he defers to the next mail giving to Nature an

account of his studies in the island. By the same mail apparently

the reports which have lately been circulating in the Scandinavian

press of terrific eruptions in the island have also arrived. It is

stated in private letters that in November two enormous columns

of smoke were seen in the direction of the great Vatnajokull, and

that ashes had fallen iu the Seidi^fjord. According to the direction

it seemed as if this eruption was far more easterly than thit

occurring in the spring. In connection herewith it may be of

interest to call attention to the note published in Nature (vol.

xxix. p. 135), in which it is reported that on the night of
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November 17 the snow in the valley of Storelo, in Central

Norway, between 61° and 62° N., became covered with a layer

of gray and black dust. It is, however, remarkable that Dr.

Tromholt's communication contains no reference whatever to any

volcanic eruption.

With reference to the Krakatoa eruption, Prof. Alph. Milne-

Edwards read at the Paris Academy of Sciences, on January 28,

a letter from a correspondent in Reunion, in which it is stated

tliat the intensity of the sky-tints was always greatest where the

showers of volcanic ashes had been observed. Thus the path

of the volcanic cloud can be traced step by step, and its trajec-

tory found to be that of an ordinary cyclone. M. Wolf showed

how a study of the curves registered by the barometer establishes

two atmospheric waves starting at the same time from Krakatoa,

one towards the east and the other towards the w est ; the former to

reach us had to traverse 11,500 kilometres, and the latter 13,500.

M. Wolf showed that the r.ate of progress was that of sound,

and on the basis of this and the di^tances, he found the eruption

to have taken place on August 27, at llh. 43m. a.m.

The Birmingham Town Hall was crowded on Sunday night,

January 27, to hear a lecture from the Rev. W. Tuckwell on
" Natural History for Working Men." He dwelt upon the

difiference between the homes of the working man and his em-

ployer, the first being destitute of the beauty and the resource

with which the latter overflowed. One resource at any rate he

could recommend to them in the study of natural history.

Illustrations were drawn from the modification of the sap in

their window-plants, the rise of the fluid in their trees, the struc-

ture of the spiders' webs on their walls, the transformation of

insects in their water-butts; from the heavenly bodies within

their gaze, Mars with his polar ice-caps, Jupiter with his moons,

the sun with his spots, the moon with her craters, the nebular

clusters, and the falling meteoiites, to show that enveloping and

pressing on us everywhere were miracles of creative and develop-

in» energy, surpa-sing a thousandfold the wonders of human

enterprise, and that we walked amongst them unheeding and

uninquiring. Instances were given of working men who had

been discoverers and happy workers in these subjects, some

unknown to fame, others, like Charles Peach, Robert Dick, and

Thomas Edwards, the heroes of widely read memoirs. Instruc-

tions were detailed for setting up aquariums, collecting fo.ssils

and insects, preserving plants, stuffing birds, buying microscopes

or telescopes with one year's saving from the public-house. A
good museum should be examined ; and a visit to Oxford on the

next bank holiday was proposed. Annual soirees wei-e recom-

mended, at which I he collections and constructions of the past

year might be exhiljited. The lecture ended with a few words

of religious feeling arising out of the subject, which were received

with deep sympathy by the audience. Thanks were proposed

by Mr. Jesse Collings, M.P., Mr. Lawson Tait, and Rev. E. F.

MacCarthy. The lecture will shortly be published.

In connection with the forthcoming International Health

Exhibition, it is desired to illustrate as far as possible the rela-

tions of meteorology to he 1 1th, and for this purpose a special

sub-Committee has been formed. It is hoped that the Royal

Meteorological Society will establish a typical climatological

order station, provide the complete equipment, and supervise

the same. This will be arranged on a level grass space about

thirty feet square, which space will be railed in, and provided

with a gate through which a limited number of the public can

from time to time be admitted. The attendant will take daily

observations from tlie instruments, which will be exhibited in

diagrams, and a copy of them furnished to the editorial depart-

ment of the Exhibition, for oublication in the daily programmes

and also as a co7nmuniquc .0 the press. It is hoped that a series

of large diagrams illustrative of the climatal conditions prevail-

ing in various parts of the world may be exhibited. Besides the

collective exhibit above described, space will be provided for the

exhibition of instruments by manufacturers, inventors, and

others who may desire to show them. Attention is particularly

directed to the fact that the Committee specially invite the

exhibition of meteorological instruments bearing upon the rela-

tions of climatology to public health. The Committee also

appeal to authors of papers upon the relations between health

and disease, rainfall, percolation, evaporation, and flow from

ground, and other subjects embraced by the Exhibition, and
invite them to exhibit diagram^, models, and apparatus illus-

trative of their researches.

Bulletin No. 3 of the Entomological Division of the U.S.

Department of Agriculture (Washington, 1883), when stripped

of the "red-tape" that appears to be even more necessary on

official documents in the States than it is in this country, is of

more than usual interest. The notorious "army-worm" appears

in a new character, viz. as destructive to cranberries, which form

an important feature in the productions of the States. Various

additional enemies to forest-trees are treated on by Dr. Packard.

A long chapter (by Drs. Anderson and Barnard) is devoted to

the
'

' cotton-worm, " in which (in addition to interesting biological

information) elaborate contrivances for distributing arsenical

solutions are described. Dr. McMurtrie contributes an exhaustive

report on the examination of raw-silk "grown" in the States.

From a scientific point of view the most valuable article is a

posthumous one, by the bite Dr. J. S. Bailey, on the North

American Cossida (or "goat-moths"), illustrated by two very

excellent plates.

We cannot speak too highly of the work and management of

the Sheffield Free Libraries. One-quarter of their rate is mort-

gaged to meet the debt incurred at starting ; yet more than one-

seventh of its entire amount is spent in books. Practically this

is more than one fifih of the available income ; and since,

besides the central library, there are three large active branches

as well as a museum and observatory, it shows a careful economy

in the expenses. The committee regret in their report that their

income will not allow them to further increase their premises in

both size and number. In many libraries the income is almost

swallowed up in the expenses of a single costly establishment.

The management of Sheffield, therefore, combined with the

excellence of the collection of books which its catalugue dispkiys,

deserves support from any who feel an interest in intellectual

progress or wholesome and harmless recreation.

The Norwegian naturalist. Dr. S. A. Buch, has been com-

missioned by his Government to prosecute practical scientific

researches as to the herring fisheries of Norway during the

present year, according to the instructions of the Society for

Promoting the Norwegiaa Fisheries in Bergen.

On January 24, at 11.25 p.m., a splendid meteor was observed

at Husqvarna in Sweden. The meteor passed rather slowly in

a southerly direction, leaving a lustrous trail behind about a yard

long. It was nearly the size of an ordinary cheese-plate. After

a few seconds it bur^t with a loud report, emitting a light green

lustre. The fragments seemed to turn red and soon vanished.

With the January number the Austrian Moiiatschrift jiir den

Oi-ieiit has increased its size, and introduced illustrations. It is

also promised that scientific supplements will be occasionally

issued.

Messrs. Hodder and Stoughton have issued a translation

of the first volume (the only one yet published) of Dr. Rein's

work on Japan—"Japan: Travels and Researches undertaken

at the Cost of the Prussian Government "—of which we «ere

able to speak in high terms in reviewing the original German

edition. Altogether it is probably the most solid contribution
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which has been made to a knowledge of Japan and its people ;

tlie translation seems to us to be well done.

The next evening lecture of the Society for the Encouragement

f the Fine Arts will be delivered by Mr. Lennox Browne, at the

rooms of the Society in Conduit Street, on February 14. It will

lie entitled " Science and Singing," ani will be elucid;ited by

xocal and other illustrations.

'^RDt.l <Ctie Addaide Express and Telegraph of December 31,

1883, we learn that Mr. Clement L. Wragge was about to start

an astronomical and meteorological observatory on his own

account on the banks of the Torrens. Observations of the usual

meteorological elements were to be commenced on Jan. i, 1884.

The meteorological instruments comprise mercurial barometers, a

barograph, numerous self-registering and other thermometers by

the lie>t makers and Kew verified ; besides rain-gauges, ozone

tests, rain-band spectroscope, and other appliances used by Mr.

Wmgge at the Ben Nevis Oliservatory. He hopes to train an

assistant, who will carry on the work during any prolonged

absence. The house is to be called the Torrens Observatory,

and is admirably situated on Stephens Terrace, Gilberton, two

miles from Adelaide.

O.N the proposal of M. de Lesseps, the Paris Geographical

Society has decided to publish the biographies of all the French

travellers of the present century.

The jfoitrnal of the Society of Arts for February i contains

two papers of special interest. One by Mr. J. G. Colmer, the

.'-iecretary to the Canadian High Commissioner, tells what the

British Association will find in Canada on its visit in August

ne.xt ; the other is a paper of much practical value, by Mr.

Thomas Fletcher, on coal-gas as a labour-saving agent in

mechanical trades.

We learn from a communic.ition from Orkney that on January

27 at 3 a.m. the barometer fell to 27508, and that the tide was

unusiinlly high. At Dundee the lowest record was 27'3S2 at

10.30 p.m. on the 26th, while the velocity of the wind is given

at from fifty to sixty-five miles per hour. In Orkney a velocity

of eighty-eight miles was recorded by the anemograph.

It appears from the researches of M. Sokoloff that the water

of the Neva at St. Petersburg, at a depth of 9 feet, is very pure

when compared with the water supplied to other large citie-.

The matter in suspension in I cubic metre of water (in September

and October) does not exceed S"5 grm., and sometimes it is so

small as to be less than 0'02 grm. The mineral matter dissolved

varies from 31 'o to 38'! grm., and the organic matters reach but

l8'7 to 22'5grm. The average for August and .September is

20"4 grm. of organic matter and 31 '6 of inorganic ; for October,

21 '7 and 33*9 grm. respectively.

Cap TAIN Stub, Corresponding Member of the Society of Arts

It Smyrna, writes to Mr. Hyde Clarke that " the cold wave
uhich was passing over America reached here last Sunday,

January 21, and for Smyrna the cold was intense. I am told in

cXj osed positions the thermometer went down to 10° below zero.

At the point near the railway station I saw ice one inch thick.

On the 24th the weather became milder."

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past w eek include a Macaque Monkey [Macaciis cynomolgus) from

India, presented by Dr. Harrison Branthwaite; a Bonnet Monkey
(Matticiis si/iicus i ) from India, presented by Mr. E. F. Shortt;

a Quebec Marmot {AreliDiiys tnonax) from Virginia, U.S.A.,
presented by Mr. G. S. White; a Long-eared Owl {Asia otiis)

from Germany, presented by Master Owen Dallmeyer ; a Water
Rail [A'a/tiis ai/iialiciis), British, presented by Mr. T. E. Gunn

;

a West African Python {PytJwn seba) from West Africa, pre-

sented by Capt. J. Grant Elliott ; five European Tree Frogs

(Hyla arborea) from France, presented by Miss E. Brunton; a

European Tree Frog {Hyla arborea). South European, presented

by the Kev. J. Stapledon Webber ; a Rhesus Monkey {Macacus

rhesm) from India, a Common Wolf {Canis lupus), European,

a Fallow Deer (Daina vulgaris 9 ), ^British, two Chattering

Lories {Lurius garruliis) from Moluccas, two Vieillot's Firebacks

(Euplocainus vicilloti i 9 ) from Malacca, deposited ; a Sykes's

Monkey [Ccrcopilhccus albigularis), a Gray-cheeked Mangabey

{Cercocebus albigeiia ¥ ) from West Africa, two Spotted Hysenas

{Hyiena crocuta £9) from South Africa, a Red-vented Parrot

{Pioiius lucnstruus) from Brazil, a Golden Eagle {Aquila chry-

saelos), a Tawny Eagle {Aquila ncevioides), a White-tailed Eagle

{Halia&us albicilla), a Cinereous Vulture {Vultur moimchus),

seven Knots {Tringa canutus), European, a Temminck's Snapper

(Macroclemiuys temmincki) from North America, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Comet of 1664,— " Cette comete de 1664," remarks

Pingre, in introducing the description of it given in his
" ConieLographie," " a singulierenient exerce les presses des Im-
primeurs," and that this statement was ju.-tified will be evident

to any om who may consult Lalande's "Bibliographic," the

catalogue of the library in the Observatory of Pulkowa, or the
" Reperturium der Cometen- Astronomic," by Dr. Carl of
Munich ; in the latter will be found references to some eighty

works, either ti'eating specially upon this comet, or in which it

is noticed in more or less detail. And further, as Madler ob-

serves : " Lubienietsky hat iiber ihn allein eiiren ganzen Quart-

band geschrieben, der freilich fiir unsere Zwecke sich auf einige

Seiten reducirt ;
" the volume here referred to is the first of the

" Theatrum Cometicum."
Thii comet appears to have been discovered in Spain as early

as November 17. Huyghens observed it at Leyden on December
2, 'while the observations of Hevelius at Dantzic, which have
been used exclusively in the determination of the orbit, com-
mencetl on Decembtr 14, and it was generally observed in

France and Italy ab3ut the same time. ^Observations properly
so-called do not appear to have been made in this country, and
on scanning the long list of publications enumerated by Carl we
find, in addition to a notice by J. Ray in the P/ii.'osophical Trans-
actions for 1707, only two works named as having been printed

here : (l) " An Astronomical description of a comet as it ap-

peared ii new Ingland, in the year 1664;" and (2) "The
blazing star, or a discourse of Comets. In a letter from J. B.

to T. C. c.incerning the late comet." Flam^teed was then an
ailing youth, and though given to astronomical exercises he has
no reference to the comet in question. Indeed, in his account
of his early life we read :

"1 had now completed eighteen years,

when the w-inter (that of 1664-1665 ) came on and thrust me
again into the chimney, whence the heat and the dryness of the

preceding sunnirer had happily once before withdrawn me ;" and
he thus attended rather to calculation from Street's "Caroline
Table-, " which he had just procured, than to observations.

The comet was not suffered to remain without notice by
Samuel Pepys, and we find several references to it in his " Diary,"
which it may not be quite without interest to examine. Pepys
records the old style dates, but we reduce them to the present

reckoning. The first notice of the comet is on December 27,

and nins thus : "Mighty talk there is of this comet that is seen

a' nights ; and the King and Queene did sit up last night to see

it, and did it seems. An J to-night I thought to have done so too ;

but it is cloudy, and so no stars appear. But I will endeavour it."

On the night of December 26 the comet would rise in London
just bef jre eleveii o'clock, and would be on the meridian at

two o'clock at an altitude of less than nine degrees, in R.A.
I26'"4, and declination 3o°'o s lUth, distant from the earth o'i93.

The apparent length of the tail (37°) men'.ioned by Carl, assigns

a real lenglh of 43,000,000 miles, if it were in the line of the

radius-vector. On December 31 we read :
" My Lord .Sandwich

this day wi'ites me word that he hath seen (at Portsmouth) the

comet, and says it is the most extraordinary thing he ever saw."

On January 3 Pepys says: "I saw the comet, which is now,
whether worn away or no I know not, but appears not with a

tail, but only is larger and duller than any other star, and is come to

rise betimes, and to make a great arch, and is gone to quite a new
place in the heavens than it was befjre ; but I hope in a clearer
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night something more will be seen." At eight o'clock on the

evening of January 3 the comet was in R.A. 47°'5, declination

i°'5 south, distant from the earth o'276 ; the moon was at full

tuodays previously, so that the tail might have been in great

measure overpowered by her light in the indifferent state of the

sky. Pepys has no farther reference to the comet till March 1 1,

when the "Diary" says: " To Gre>ham College, where Mr. Hooke
read a second very curious lecture about the late comet ; among
other things proving very probably that this is the very same
comet that appeared before in the year i6i8, and that in such a

time probably it will appear again, which is a very new opinion
;

but ail will be in print." We do not remember to have met with
other reference to this opinion of Hooke's, though probably
such must exist ; and it is not easy to explain upon what grounds
he founded the idea. The comet referred to was the third of

l6l8, which, to use Pingre's ])hrase, almost exercised the

printing-press as much as tliat of 1664. It was observed by
Harriot at Sion House, Isleworth, or, as it was then called,

Thistleworth.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
Our readers may have noticed that Dr. Holub had met with

unexpected difficulties at the Cape in the prosecution of his
journey into the African interior, the Cape authorities insisting
on payment of the full duty on the traveller's scientific equipment.
It will be seen from the following communication, which has
been sent us for publication, that the difficulty has been happily
and promptly settled :

—"Downing Street, February 2, 18S4.

—

Sir,— I am directed by the Earl of Derby to acknowledge the
receipt of your letter of the 29th uU., relative to the exploring
expedition undertaken by Dr. Holub in South Africa ; and I

am to acquaint you, for the information cf Sir Joseph Hooker,
that a telegram has been sent to the officer administering the
Government of the Cape of Good Hope, requesting that special
concessions may be made in respect to the Customs duties, and
that support may be afforded to Dr. Holub in the prosecution of
his enterprise. A despatch to the same eftect will follow by the
outgoing mail.— I am, &c. (signed), Robert G. \V. Herbert.
—The Assistant Director, Royal Gardens, Kew."

In the Bolletino of the Italian Geographical Society for January
an account is given of a curious manuscript recently presented to

the Society by Count Pietro Antonelli. It forms a bulkv codex
of 125 sheets of parchment, consisting mostly of formulas and
magic incantations written in the old Giz (Ethiopic) language
with a large admixture of Amharic. Amongst the contents is

also the Aud A'fges't, or Royal Circular, comprising sixteen
circles, each of which occupies a whole page of the codex. All
are divided into sixteen .segments, each containing some text on
the various incidents of human existence, which are aftei wards
expounded in greater detail. Then come thirty chapters, each
divideci into fifteen lines, every one of which contains some sen-

tence or aphorism. The donor has received the King Humbert
gold medal for the scientific work accomplished by him in the
Italian settlement of Assab and neighbouring district. The
same number of the Bolleliiio contains a description of the
interesting coUeciion presented last year to the prehistoric ethno-
graphic museum at Rome by M. van Oordt of Leyden. This
collection comprises a beautiful series of amulets, musical instru-

ments, costumes and all kinds of persoml ornaments used by the
Maronites of the Lebanon, the Druses of Hauran and other
Syrian populations. Some have a considerable intrinsic value,
while others are noteworthy for their rarity and the elegance of
their forms and ornamentation. One of the most remark.able
olijects is the girdle worn by rich Bedouin and Druse brides,

consisting of a broad many-coloured silken sash with a large
silver clasp nearly oval at both extremities. It is opened by
means of a needle, and embellished with conic filigree buttons
and silver chains, from which are suspended little globules,
crescents, and other charms.

The S}diiey Morning Herald of December 27, 1883, says :—
An exploring party, under the leadership of Mr. Charles Win-
nicke, an experienced explorer and bushman, has just made a
succe-sful journey through a large portion of unknown country in
the interior of Autralia. The party was provided with camels
and horses, but the latter were never required. Mr. Winnicke
made a start from Cawarrie station, on the Warburton River, in
latitude 28° S., and traversed the country to the north as far as
latitude 27°, effecting a connection with previous explorations

near Goyder's Pillars. A most remarkable natural feature in the
Tailton Range was discovered by Mr. Winnicke during his

Herbert River explorations. Several long stages without water
were encountered a few days after the party left Cawarrie station,

and a distance of 200 to 300 miles had to be traversed across the
highest sand ridges in Australia before water could again be
obtained. Many more long stages of between 100 and 2co miles
without water were travelled. In many instances the sand ridges,

which were from 300 to 400 feet high, and very steep, had to

be crossed at right angles. Two large rivers and an extensive
range were discovered near the Queensland boundary, and alto-

gether Mr. Winnicke succeeded in mapping about 40,000 square
miles of unknown country, which will help to fill in another large

blank space on the map of Australia.

Mr. O'Neill, who arrived at Mozambique on February 4,
after having traversed 1400 miles of unexplored country, situated

between Mozambique and L.ake Nyassa, has discovered Lake
Amarambu, the existence of which was previously unknown,
and which he declares to be the true source of the Pienda (?)

River. Mr. O'Neill reports Lake Shirwa to be smaller than

has been represented. On his return Mr. O'Neill followed the

Likelungo Valley, which he found to be well populated.

Dr. Ciiavanne will start in a few days on his expedition to

the interior of Africa, undertaken for the Belgian " Institut

National de Geographic." He will employ the first eight months
of his time in drawing up an accurate chart of 'he Congo ; and
then penetrate from Leopoldville to the north to explore the
hitherto unknown districts lying in that direction and the water-
courses. It must depend on circumstances whether he will effect

his return along the Nile, by Zanzibar, or by the Congo. The
provisional chart of the Congo, which was published a short time
since in America, is now sold here.

In vol. xix. of the Izvesiia of the Russian Geographical
Society we find the results obtained by M. Grinevetsky during
his journey across Novaya Zemlya in the spring of 1878. The
country is a plateau, about 450 feet above the sea-level, with
deep valleys in which several lakes are concealed. The rivers

cut deeply into the plateau. The south-eastern winds blov/ freely

on the plain, denuding it of its snow covering. Three different

parts may be distinguished in the southern island of Novaya
Zemlya : the northern part, which is covered by mountains quite
unknown, is bounded on the south by the Pukhovaya River.

The middle part is covered by five or six parallel chains of hills,

the highest summits of which reach 800 feet ; they run north-

west, close to the western coast, having a wide plateau to the
east. The southern part is a plateau not more than 450 feet

high, and M. Grinevetsky doubts very much if there are moun-
tains 20C0 feet high, as has been stated. One observation of

M. Grinevetsky is worthy of notice. It is most probab!e, he
says, that there are two varieties of reindeer in Novaya Zemlya.
One of them inhabits the southern island, and the other, which
does not mix with the former, inhatiits only the northern island ;

it is said by the hunters to be much like that of Spitzbergen.

In fact the Russian hunters have found very ofien on Spitzbergen

a kind of reindeer w ith cut ears, which, they are persuaded,
comes from Novaya Zemlya. In the Report of the Polar Com-
mission in the hvestia of the Russian Geographical .Society

(1871) reasons were given for believing, along with Baron
Shilling, in the existence of an archipelago to the north-west
of Novaya Zemlya (the feebleness of the cold sea current in

Barents Sea, and the large quantities of mud and gravel seen

on the floating ice north-west of Novaya Zemlya). The remark of

the hunters was also referred to, and the opinion expressed that,

if such an archipelago existed, the Novaya Zemlya reindeer really

might cross the sea during favourable years, reach this archi-

pelago, and thence continue their migrations to Spitzl ergen.

The discovery of Franz Josef Land renders this supposition still

more probable, especially if the Franz Josef archipelago extends

farther to the east, which extension seems most probable,

on account of the feebleness of the polar current that enters

Barents Sea, which surely would be much stronger if the space

between Novaya Zemlya and the North Pole were occupied

entirely by an open sea. The observation of M. Grinevetsky

again raises this question : Is it true that the Novaya Zemlya
reindeer afford so many distinct affinities with the Spitzbergen

reindeer as to be considered as belonging to the same sub-

variety ? And if so, how- explain these affinities without ad-

mitting (as the hunters do) that the reindeer in his migrations
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goes from Novaya Zemlya over to Spitzbergen, availing himself

of the archipelagos scattered between the two islands?

In Nos. 9 and 10 of vol. x. of the Transactions oj the Berlin Geo-

sraphical Society, is an address on thewild tribes of Madagascar,

by Herr T. Audebert, who divides them collectively, both those

of Malayan (the Hovas) and those of African descent, accord-

ing to their mode of life, into three classes : the inhabitants (1) of

the coast
; (2) of the woods ; (3) of the grassy lands and steppe-like

wastes of the southern interior. Of all the races the Sakalavi

are first in point of number, power, and civilisation. The
aborigines, or Malaga-y proper, are generally of a dark com-

plexion, though those of direct Arabian descent are very clear-

skinned, with hard features, broad, often also high forehead, eyes

wide apart, nose flat, lips prominent, but not swollen, mouth

broad, with splendid teeth. The long rather woolly hair is worn

in innumeraVjle plaits woven, in the case of the women, into

crowns, vaccine ears, snail-shells, &c., smeared with tallow and

ashes into the hardne^s of stone, and very malodorous. In the

grassy interior cattle-rearing is the principal industry ; on the

coast' fishing and the cultivation of rice. In the woods the

people live on roots, tubercles, and honey.—Next follows an

interesting though brief account of Dr. Stecker's chequered

travels, of nearly three years' duration, through Abyssinia. About

the middle of February, 1881, when Dr. Rohlfs left Debra

Tabor, Dr. Sleeker made his way to the Tana I-ake, which

he travelled round, sending a detailed map of it, executed

on the spot, to the German African Society. At Zabul,

the recently-acquired seat of King John, Dr. Stecker drew a

plan of the' grand and interesting chain of mountains traversing

the eastern part of Abys^ii ia, but both report and map failed to

reach the German Afr'ican Society, whither they were directed.

Dr. Stecker was bent on penetrating into Koffa, but en account

of war tumults and King John's refusal to give him permission,

was obliged to abandon his design. He, however, joined the

three kin^js. King John, the King of Slioa, and the Negus

Tekla Ilamianot into the Eastern Gala lands of Komboltsha,

Antsharo, Tshaffa, Rikke, and Argobba, and was thus enabled

to make first acquaintance with a tract of country never before

trodden by a European.—Some interesting particulars of travels

in South America are taken from a letter of Dr. G. Steinman

to Dr. W. Reiss, dated November 5, 18S3.—The stones col-

lected by Herr P. Gii^sfeldt on the north-west slopes of Acon-

cagua, at a height of from 55CO to 61CO metres have been

analysed by Prof. J. Roth of the Academy of Sciences, and the

result has established beyond all further doubt the fact that

Aconcagua is a volcano.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SCENER V OF THE
BRITISH ISLANDS '

A TRUE mountain chain is the result of a local plication of
**• the earth's crast, and its external form, in spite of some-

times enormous denudation, bears a close relation to the contours

produced by the origmal uplift. Tried by this standard, hardly

any of the heights of Britain deserve the name of mountains.

With some notalile exceptions in the south of Ireland, they are

due not to local but to general upheavals, and their outlines

have little or no connection with those due to underground
movement, but have been carved out of uplieaved areas of un-

known form l>y the various forces of erosion. In the course of

their denudation the nature of these component rocks has ma-
terially influenced the elaboration of their contours, each well-

marked type of rock having its own characteristic variety of

mountain forms. The relative antiquity of our mountains must
be decided not necessarily by the geological age of their com-
ponent materials, but by the date of their upheaval or of their

exposure by denudation. In many cases they cm be shown to

be the result of more than one uplift. The Malvern Hills, for

exam|)le, which from their dignity of outline better deserve the

name of mountains than many higher eminences, bear internal

evidence of having been upheaved during at least four widely

serarated geological periods, the eailiest movement dating from
before the lime of the Upper Cambrian, the latest coming down
to some epoch later probably than the Jurassic period. The
oldest mountain fragments in Britain are those of the Archaean
rocks, and of these the largest portions occur in the north-west

' .abstract of second lecture given at tl
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of Scotland. Most of our mountains, however, belong to up-

heavals dating from Palseozoic time, though the actual exposure

and shaping of them into their present forms must be referred to

a far later period. Two leading epochs of movement in Paleo-

zoic time can be recognized. Of these the older, dating from

before the Lower Old Red Sandstone and part at least of the

Upper Silurian period, was distinguished by the plication of the

rocks in a d.jminant north-east and south-west direction, and the

effects of the e movements can be traced in the trend of the

Lower Silurian ridges and hollows to the present day. In Wales

two types of mountain-form exist—the !-'nowdon type, and that

of the Breconshire Beacons. In the former the greater promin-

ence of the high grounds arises primarily from the existence of

masses of volcanic rocks, which from their superior durability

have been better able to withstand the progress of degradation.

In the latter the heights are merely the remaining fragments of a

once continuous tableland. The Lake District presents a re-

markable radiation of valleys from a central mass of high

ground. It might be supposed that these valleys have been

determined by some radiating system of fractures in the rocks
;

but an examination of the area shows them to be singulai^ly inde-

pendent of geological structure. So entirely do they disregard

the strike, alternations, and dislocations of the rocks among

which they lie that the conclusion is forced upon us that they

have beeri determined by some cause wholly independent of

structure, and before the present visible stracture was exposed at

or could affect the surface. Tliis could only have happened by

the spread of a deep cover of later rocks over the site of the

Lake mountains. The former presence of such a cover, which

is demanded for the explanation of the valleys, can be inferred

from other evidence. The Carboniferous Limestone on the

flanks of the Lake District is so thick that it must have

spread nearly or entirely over the site of the mountains.

But it was overlaid by the Millstone Grit and Coal-measures

so that the whole area was probably buried under several

thousand feet of CarbDniferous strata which stretched con-

tinuously across what is now the north of England. At the

time of the formation of the anticlinal fold of the Pennine Chain

the site of the Lake District appears to have been upraised as a

dome-shaped eminence, the summit of which lay over the tract

now occupied by the heights from Scafell to Helvellyn. The

earliest rain that fell upon this eminence would gather into

divergent streains from the central watershed. In the course of

ages, after possibly repeated uplifts, these streams have cut down

into the underlying core of old Palaeozoic rocks, retaining on

the whole their original trend. Meanwhile the whole of the

overlying mantle of later formations has been stripped from the

dome, and is now found only along the borders of the moun-

tains. The older rocks yielding to erosion, each in its own way,

have gradually assumed that picturesquentss of detail for which

the area is so deservedly famous. The Scottish Highlands like-

wise received their initial plications during older Palaeozoic times

their component rocks having been thrown into sharp fold,

trending in a general north-east and soutli-west direction. But

there is reason to believe that they were in large measure buried

under Old Red Sandstone, and possibly under later accumula-

tions. No positive evidence exists as to the condition of this

region during the vast interval between the Old Red Sandstone

and the older Secondary rocks. We can hardly believe it to

have remained as land dm'ing all that time, otherwise, the

denudation, vast as it is, would probably have been still greater.

Not improb.ably the region had become stationary at a base-level

of erosion beneath the sea ; that is, it lay too low to be effectively

abraded by breaker-action, and too high to become the site of

any important geological formation. The present ridges and

valleys of the Highlands are entirely the work of erosion. When
they began to be traced the area must have presented the aspect

of a wide undulating tableland. Since that early time the valleys

have sunk deeper and deeper into the framework of the laud, the

ridges have grown narrower, and the mountains have arisen, not

by upheaval from below, but Ijy the carving away of the rest of

the block of which they formed a part. In this evolution, geo-

logical structure has played ati important part in guiding the

erosive tool-. The composition of the rock-masses has likewise

been effective in determining the individuality of mountain-forms.

The mountains of Ireland are distributed in scattered groups

round the great central plain, and belong to at least three geo-

logical periods. The oldest groups probably took their rise at

the time of the older Palaeozoic upheaval, those of the north-

west being a continuation of the Scottish Highlands, and those
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fthe south-east being a prolongation of those of Wale^. Later
in date as regards the underground movements that determined
their site, are the mountainous ridges of Kerry and Cork. These
are hical uplifts which, though on a small scale, are by far the

bc<it examples in Britain of true mountain stnicture. The Old
Ked Sandstone and Carboniferous rocks have there been thrown
into broad f dds and troughs which run in a general east and we-t
direction. In some cases, as in the Knockmealdown Mountain,
the arch is composed entirely of Old Red Sandstone flanked

with Carboniferous strata. But in most instances an underlying
wedge of Lower Silurian rocks has been driven through the
arch. As not on'.y the Carboniferous Limestone, but the rest of
the Carboniferous system covered the south of Ireland and
participated in this plication, the amount of denudation fmrn
these ridges has been enormous. On the Galty range, for

example, it can hardly have been le-s but m.ay have been more
than 12,000 feet. The third and latet group of Irish moun-
tains is that of Mourne and Carlingf.rd, which may with some
probability be referred to older Tertiary time when the similar

granitic and porphyrilic masses in Mull and Skye were erupted.
The tablelands of Britain strictly include the mountains, w Iiich

are in gener.al only prominences carved out of tablelands. But
there are still large areas in which the plateau character is well

shown. Of these the most exten.sive and in many respects

the mo«t interesting is the present tableland or plain of

Central Ireland. As now exposed, this region lies upon an
undulating eroded surface of Carboniferous Limestone. But it

was formerly covered by at least 3000 or 4000 feet nio'e of

Carboniferous strata, as can be shown by the fragments that

remain. The present systeai of drainage across the centie of

Ireland took its origin 1 nig before the ancient tableland had
been reduced to its present level, and before some of the ridges,

now prominent, had been exposed to the light. The Moors and
Wolds of Yorkshire present us with a fragment of a tableland
co.iiposed of nearly horizontal Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks.

The Lammermuir Mills and Southern Uplands of Scotland
form a broad tableland which has been formed on a deeply
eroded surface of Lower Silurian rocks.

THE MONK FISH
]\JATUREN has recently supplied its readers with some in-

teresting details concerning the so-called " monk-iish " of
the Sound, which may be regarded as the genuine forerunner of

the sea-serpent of modern times. Its capture and appearance
were deemed worthy of reco'd in Arild Hirtfeld's great " His-
tory of Denmark," published in 1595, while portraits of the
sea-monk embellished the w-orks cf various Scandinavian and
German natural history writers of the middle of the sixteenth

century. Among these, Guiil.aume Kondelet, in his great folio

work, " Libri de Piscibus Marinis," first chimed the special

privilege of giving to the world a facsimile of the authentic
likeness of the monk. This, we are assured, had been taken
from life for, and in the presence of, a nobleman, who had
caused one copy to be made for the Emperor Charles V., and
another for Margaret, Queen of Navarre, by whom it was pre-

sented to the author. Hirtfcld does not profe-9 to have been
brought into such close connection with the original, but he and
the historians, Krag an:l Stephanius, agree in reporting that a

fish, bearing the semblance of a human head with a monk's
shaven crown, and having torn or mutilated limbs indistinctly

defined under a scaly covering, was, in the year 1550, captured
in the Sound, in a herring-fisher's net, and brought to the King
of Denmark, who immediately gave orders that it should be
buried de;p underground, " to hinder indiscreet talk among the

ignorant, whose minds are always perturbed by what is new."
The speedy burial of the monster did not allay the excitement
caused by its apparition, and Kondelet found, to his extreme
annoyance, that his Swiss friend, Gesner, and other philoso-

phers then in Rome, were in possession of other reputed original

likenesses of the monk, differing from his own. This circum-

stance, he admits, inclined him to suspect that the artist had
added "this or that according to fancy to make the fish seem
more wonderful than it was in reality." He even confesses that

some of the portraits have no more resemblance to a human
head than might be detected iu a frog or a toad ; that the ex-

tremities look like fins, and that the so-called monk's gown is

more like a dark seal's skin than a scaly armour. From these

and other corrections, coupled with Gesner's mention of a fish's

tail having formed part of the monk's body. Prof. Steenstru|j

infers that the " monk-fish " was an unusually large specimen of

the Loligo or Squid family, whose caudal extremity, bearing

probably bruises or other marks on the skin, had acquired in

the imagination of the spectators the semblance of a he.ad and
neck with torn-off arms, while the arms of the cephalopod had
served to represent lacerated extremities. A compari-on of the

numerous conflicting conteniforaneous descriptions of the Danish
" sea-monk " and of the later " Kraken" of the old Norwegian
Bishop Pontoppidan might possibly be not wholly useless in

the present day in checking an over ha^ty confidence in the truth

of every fresh tale of encounters with sea-serpents, as recorded

by credulous seafaring men. We may, in the meanwhile, refer

all who are interested in sea-monsters to the July number of

NntitrcUy in which they will find a faithful representation of

Rondelet's monk-fish, while the September number of the same
journal gives reproductions of two characteristic Japanese pic-

tures, in one of which a solitary boatman is battling in a stormy

sea with a formidable creature, evidently a highly magnified

form of octopus, one of whose arms has been severed as it

encircled man and boat, while the other arms are represented

as striving to draw their prey nearer to the huge head with its

protruding eyes. In the second picture, which, if less forcible,

is more realistic, we see in the wondering and terrified expres-

fion of the assembled men and boys the surprise and alarm ex-

cited by the appearance at a fishmonger's stall of two octopus

arms, not unlike suspended serpents. The terror of the spec-

tacle has communicated itself to domestic animals—a dog hiding

himself, while a cat is taking rapid flight up the roof of the

house.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

O.XFORD.—The Examiners for the Radcliffe Travelling Fellow-

ship give notice that the exammation will commence on Feb-
ru.ary 20 at 10 a m. in the University Museum. The Examination
for the Burdett-Coutts Geological Scholarship will commence on

March 3 at 10 a.m.

Mr. Robert Stockdale, of Giggleswick School, has been

elected to a Hastings Exhibitio.n in Natural Science at Queen's

College.

CAMBltlDGE.—The following are the words spoken by the

Public Orator in presenting Dr. Hans Gadow (formerly of the

British Museum), Curator of the Strickland Collection of Birds,

for the complete degree of M.A. honoris causa :^
" Dignissime Domine, U.imine Procancellarie et tota Aca-

demia : Anni proximi sub finem (iuvat recordari) fabulam illam

Ari.-tophanis qua; Aves nominatur cum voluptate maxima propc
omnes spectaviinus. Ilodie vero, ad sludia nostra severiora

redeuntes, nihil auspicatius esse arbitramur, quam annum novum
honore in ilium collato signare qui omnium avium genera et

naturas quasi propriam provinciam sibi sumpsit explorandam.

Ilium igitur senatoribus nostris hodie merito adscribimus, qui

Pomeranise maritinije in parte orientali a gente antiquissima

oriundus in celeberrimis Germania; Academiis zoologije, paheon
tologise, mineralogia', studiis operam suam feliciter impendit

;

qui quarto abhinc anno in Britanniam idcirco est vocatus, ut

aves in Museo Britannico conservatas snmma cura describeret ;

qui in nostra denique Academia nuper non modo de vertebratis

qua: dicuntur animalibus prjelectiones habuit dociissimas, sed

etiam thesauris nostris ornithologicis custcdiendis cum fructu

nostro njaximo est prscposilus. Inter antiquos quidem avium
a volatu cantuque rerum futurarum omina ducebantur ; nos

meliora edocti hodie in hoc viro Procancellarii novi auspiciis

veram avium ^cientiam laude debita exornamus, ex initio tam
felici omnia fausta in futurum augurati. ' Date Candida cives

Oiitina, ct inceptis dcxtera caiitet avis.' Vobis prtesento virum

et de studiis ornithologicis et de Academia nostra optima meri-

tum, Hans Gadow."
Mr. W. F. R. Weldon, B.A., St. John's College, has been

appointed Demonstrator of Comparative Anatomy.
Mr. Francis Galton, F. K.S., has been appointed Rede Lec-

turer for the present year.

Prof. W. J. Sollas, M.A., late Fellow of St. John's College,

First Class "in the Natural Sciences Tripos, 1873, and Mr. P.

II. Carpenter, M.A., Trinity College, First Class in the same

Tripos, 1874, have been approved for the degree of Doctor of

Science. The able original works in Geology and Zoology by

both these gentlemen are familiar to .all students.
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London.—At King's College, Prof. W. Grylls Adams,
F. R.S., will continue the course of lectures on Light, and the

Scientific Principles involved in Electric Lighting, during the

remainder of the session. A course of practical work in Electrical

Testing and Measurement with especial reference to Electrical

Engineering will also be carried on under his direction in the

Wheatstone Laboratory. The lectures will be given once a

week—on Mondays, at 2 p.m.—and the Laboratory will be open
on Wednesday and Friday from i to 4.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The monthly parts of the Journal of Botany for 1S83 con-

tain many useful and interesting papers. Among the more
important must be rea;arded Mr. J. G. Baker's synopsis of the

genus Selagitiella. This is not yet completed, but already ex-

tends to nearly 100 species, many of them now described for the

first time. This is understood tj be an insialment of a complete

monograph by Mr. baker of the Vascular Cryptogams, excluding

ferns, a work eagerly demanded by botanists.—The additions

to the phanerogamic flora of Great Britain are not yet com-
pleted ; and the palm of recent discoveries must be awarded to

Mr. Arthur Bennett. In this year's record he describes and
figures two, one of them, Potamogeloti Griffithii, new to science,

from a lake in Carnarvonshire. The other, Naias marina, is a

native of the "Broads" of Norfolk. This is rendered more
interesting by the discovery, by other botanists, of another spe-

cies of Naias, N. alngmnsis, also during the present year, in

Lanca-hire. It is not many years since the genus was first

found in Britain ; and the only species hitherto known, N.
flexilis, has been gathered only in Scotland and Ireland.—The
structure and distribution of the Characea; are still engaging
attention from Mes-rs. H. and J. Groves and others; and of

this cryptogamic order, another species, Chara Braiinii, has also

been added to the flora of Great Britain.— Mr. H. Boswell also

describes two new British mosses, Bryum gt-mmiparuin, from
Breconshire, and Sphagntim torreyanum, from Shropshire.

—

Messrs. R. M. Christy and H. Corder contribute an interesting

paper on the cross-fertilisation of Arum maculatum.—Numer-
ous other articles and short notices of more local and special

interest fill up the number.

The second part of vol. xiv. of PringshcinCs yalnblicher fiir

vuscmchajtliche Botanik contains two important articles on
cryptogamic botany :—Dr. A. Fischer, on the occurrence of

crystals of gypsum in the Desmidiea; show s that they are of very

wide distribution in the family, as well as in other freshwater

algoe such as Spirogyra, though by no means universally present.

He believes it to be simply a product of excretion in the process

of metastasis, whether present in the form of crystals or dis-

solved in the cell-sap. Dr. O. Miiller, on the law of cell divi-

sion in Meloiira arenaria, offers an important contribution to

the life-history of the diatoms. By a most careful series of

observations he establishes the law that "the larger daughter-

cell of the «th generation divides in the following or (« -h l)st

generation, while the smaller daughter cell always divides only

in the (« + 2)nd generation," by an argument which is too

long to go into here. He deduces from this law the reason of

the comparatively rare occurrence of the auxospores, by which
the original size of the species is restored after the continued

degradation which it necessarily undergoes in the ])rocess of

division.— B. Fritsch contributes aho a paper on coloured

granular constituents of the cell-contents.

The second part of vol. iv. of En^^ler's Botanische Jahr-
biicher for 1883 contains a continuation of its very valuable

review of the more important works on systematic and geo-

graphical botany which appeared in 1882.—The other papers

are :—By T. Wenzig, on the genus Fraxinns.—By F, Moewes,
on hybrids of Mentha arvensis and M. aqualica.—By E.

WarDiing, on the order Podostemacea;.

Archives of the Physical andNatural Sciences, Genct'a, Decem-
ber 15, 1883.—Meteorological resume of the year 1882 for

Geneva and the Great Saint- Bernard, by M. A. Kammermann,
Assistant-Astronomer.—On the ancient lake of the Soleure dis-

trict (coloured map), by M. Alph. Favre. The existence of this

• lacustrine basin confirms the conclusion arrived at by other

geological studies, that during the early postGlacial epoch a far

gre-ter portion of Switzerland was under water ihan at present.

—Descriptive notice of the meteorological observatory installed

on September i, 1S82, at Senilis, canton of Appenzell, 2467
metres above sea-level.—On the periodical oscillations of the

ground, determined by the spirit-level (fifth year, 18S2-S3), by
M. P. L. Plantamour.—On the theory of dynamo-electric ma-
chines, by M, R. Clausius. These machines having in their

practical development outstripped the theory of their construc-

tion, an attempt is made in this elaborate paper to expound a
theory more in harmony with the results already obtained than

are any of the mathematical formulas hitherto employed to

represent them.

Rendiconto of the Sessions of the Accademia delle Scienze di

Bologna for the year 1S82-83. Nov. 19, 1882.—Memoir on the
" null envelopes" of the second class in a given sy>tem of points

affected by given coefficients, showing how, from the general

formula, others may be deduced, rendering more evident the

property of the envelopes, and solving some questions connected
with the momenta of the second order of said system, by Prof.

Ferdinando P. Rufifiani.—On three sicephalous monsters, and
more particularly on the seven-month Janus recently born in

Bologna, by Prof. Luigi Calori.—Note on the extremities of the

motor nerve fibres in the striated muscles of the torpedo ( Tor^

pedo marmorata) treated with bichloride of gold and cadmium,
by Prof. G. V. Ciaccio.—Microscopic researches on the traces

of electric sparks incised on glass, by Prof. Elmilio Villari.

—

On the electric figures of condensers, by the same author.

November 26.—A systematic classification of the genus Puc-
cinia, by Prof. Cocconi and Dr. F. Morini.—On a case of

hypertrophic hepatitis, by Prof. C. Taruffi.—Symptomatic and
anthropometric studies on the cretinism prevalent in the Valle

d'Aosta, Piedmont, by the same author.—Some new researches

on the artificial reproduction of the spleen, by Prof. Guido
Tizzoni.—On the results of the measui'es hitherto adopted to

improve the soil and climate of malarious districts in Italy, by
Dr. Paolo Predieri.—A new contribution to the study of Addi-

son's disease, by Prof. Ferdinando Verardini.

January 14, 1883.—On a fossil cetacean (Orca cetoniensis)

recently discovered at Cetonain Tuscany, by Prof. G. Capellini.

—A study of some reactions of phosphuretted hydrogen gas, by
Dr. Alfredo Cavazzi.

January 28.—On a rapid method for determining the lunar

motions, by Prof. A. Saporetti.—New researches on the ana-

tomy and pathology of the placenta in mammals, by Prof. G.
Escolani.

February 11.—Notes on the history of geodesy in Italy from

the earliest times down to the second half of the present century,

by Prof. P. Riccardi.—Experimental researches on the hyper-

trophy and partial regeneration of the liver, by Dr. V. Colucci.

—On the relative length of the neck in both sexes, and on the

best method of making these anthropometric mea-ureraents, by
Dr. G. Peli.—On the preventive inoculation of contagious

pleuro-pneumonia for cattle by means of intravenous injection

of the virus, by Prof. A. Golti.—Anatomical researches on five

bovine monstrosities, by Prof. G. P. Plana.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 10.—"Experimental Researches on

the Electric Discharge with the Chloride of Silver Battery." By
Warren De La Rue, M.A., D.C.L., Ph.D., F.R.S., and Hugo
MuUer, Ph.D., F.R.S.

Plasticity and Viscosity of Strata.—During our experimenis we
have often been struck by the evident plasticity of strata w hose

form at times becomes modified when they meet with an ol stacle

or are influenced liy other causes, as, for example, the cri ssing

of other strata produced by a separate discharge.

One of our tubes, No. 9, with a residual hydrogen vacuum,

has a diaphragm in the centre \ of an inch, 0-63 cm. , thick, through

the centre of which there is a hole \ of an inch, o'63 cm., in

diameter. To the end of the tube is attached a potash absorp-

tion chamber, the heating and cooling of which causes a change

in the number of strata ; when the number of strata increases

they approach closer and closer to the diaphragm, and occasion-

ally one threads itself through it, as if squeezed through, and its

form is gradually changed thereby.

A tube. No. 368, Fig. i, with a hydrogen residue gives evi-

dence of the viscosity of a stratum.
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At right angles is a tube of smaller diameter ; in this tube is a

stopper having a loop underneath from which is suspended by

two silk fibres, s, a piece of decarbonised iron, n n'. The
stopper when greased turns quite suioothly, and by rotating it

the needle cnn be easily placed in any direction with regard to

the tube.

In the first place the tube was placed in the magnetic meridian,

and the needle of iron wire, « n, in the same direction ; tested

by means of a very small magnet, both ends were equally attracted

and not repelled, showing that the needle had been thoroughly

decarbonised ; this was done by heating it to redness for many
hours in peroxide of iron, prepared by burning its oxalate.

The dischaige w.ns in the first instance passed from the ring to

the point, so that the needle was in the dark space ; no magnetism

h4@>

CCCE

was developed in the needle, which would have been the case if

the discharge had had a spiral motion as we have often observed

and de-cribed to be sometimes the case. It was indeed with the

object of ascertaining this fact that the apparatus had been made.

The needle was now placed at right angles to the tube, and

the point made positive ; after a few trials at different exhausts

a beautiful tongue-shaped stratification was obtained, and it was

then possible by altering the amiamt of the current to make the

apex of a stratum imfiiiige on one or the other end of the needle.

Fig-. 2 and 3 ; on whichever end the stratum touched, that end

was pushed away by it, shoeing clearly that the balance of

forces which hold together the molecules composing a stratum

are sufticient to render it viscous, and unyielding to a small

resistance.

Geological Society, January 23.—R. Etheridge, F.R.S.,

vice-i resident, in the chair.—George Henry Nelson and John

rhilip Spencer were elected FelloAvs of the Society.—The fol-

lowing communications were read :—On the Serpentine and

associated rocks of Porthalla Cove, by J. H. Collins, F.G.S.

—

Outline of the geology of Arabia, by C. M. Doughty. Com-
municated by Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S. The author

described the general outline of the geology of a consider-

able district of the western part of Arabia, over which he had

travelled. It was not in his power to enter into details, espe-

cially as regarded the sedimentary rocks, because the circum-

stances under which his journey was undertaken made it im-

possible to bring back si-eciinens. There was, however, con-

siderable simplicity in the geological structure of the country.

The igneous rocks consisted of granites and basalts, the latter

breaking through the former. The sedimentary rocks, which
are newer than the granites and, in fact, rest upon them, consist

of

—

[a) A yellowish sandstone, with stains of a reddish or greenish

colour and veins (-f ironstone. In this, for example, the rock-

tombs, &c. , of Pctra have been excavated. These substances,

in the author's opinion, may be traced as far as Medina, and
occur all about Kasim. They often weather in a singular way

;

pebbles are scarce in them ; fossils he had ni;t seen, (b) The
limestone contains bands of flint, and appears to be identical

with that which occurs in Palestine, and is, he thinks, probably
of Cretaceous age. (c) Of much later date is a coarse flat gravel

which overspreads a considerable tract of country, as, for

example, at Mount Seir in Edom, altogether about 250 square
miles. The flints are doubtless derived from the limestone, and
are often polished by drifting sand. It occurs on plateaux at

very considerable elevations above the sea, sometimes forming
the highest ground in the neighbourhood ; and sections had
shown this gravel to be more thin 20 feet deep. In it the

author had discovered two or three flint weapons of palaeolithic

type, rude, but very like those of Hoxne or St. Acheul. The
granite by its aspect and mode of occurrence recalls that of

.Sinai. It is cut by dykes of basalt ; and now and then the

author had observed other intrusive igneous rocks, which he
must be content to classify as traps. The dykes of basalt, how
ev?r, were not the only modes of occurrence of this rock ; there

were considerable flows of basaltic lavas and occasional small

craters. These volcanic districts bear the name of Harra ; the

principal are the Aneyrid, the Khaybar, and the Kesshub. The
last lies between Nejd Arabia and the Mecca country. These
masses of lava, &c., are comparatively modern ; eruption,

indeed, has in one or two localities occurred in historic times,

and steam has been seen to issue from certain craters.

Physical Society, January 26.—Prof. Clifton in the chair.

—New member, Yung Free, Secretary of the Chinese Legation.

— Prof. Clifton announced that Lady Siemens had presented a

portion of the late Sir William Siemens's library to the Society.

—

The meeting, which was at first a special meeting to consider the

resolution that it is expedient for the past presidents of the

Society to be permanent vice-presidents, having agreed to this

resolution, was constituted an ordinary meeting, and Professors

Ayrton and Perry described and exhibiied their new ammeters
and voltmeters, also a non-sparking key. The well-known
ammeters and voltmeters of the authors used for electric light

work are now constructed so as to dispense with a constant, and
give the readings in amperes and volts \\'ithout calculation.

This is effected by constructing the instruments so that there is a

falling off in the controlling magnetic field, and a considerable

increase in the deflecting magnetic field. The deflections are

thus made proportional to the current or E.M.F. measured.
The ingenious device of a core or soft iron pole piece adjustable

between the poles of the horseshoe magnet is used for this

purpose. By means of an ammeter and voltmeter used con-

jointly, the resistance of part of a circuit, say a lamp or heated

wire, can be got by Ohm's law. Professors Ayrton and Perry's

non-sparking key is designed to prevent sparking with large

currents. It acts by introducing a series of resistance-coils

determined experimentally one after the other in circuit, thereby

cutting off the spark.—Dr. C. R. Alder Wright, F.R.S. , read a

paper on the electromotive force set up during interdiffusion,

being the result of experiments m.ade by himself and Mr. ( .

Thompson to determine the effect of varying densities of solu-

tions used in voltaic cells on their E.M.F. 's. The observations

were made by constructing the cells of pure materials and
opposing them so that the differential E.M.F.'s could be mea-
sured by galvanometer or quadrant electrometer, when solutions

of different densities were employed. The following general con-

clusions were reached : (l) In any two fluid cells containing solu-

tions of two metallic salts and plates of the respective metals

contained therein, an increase of strength in the solution sur-

rounding the plate acquiring the higher potential in virtue of the

normal action of the cell causes an increment in the potential

difference between the two plates ; and the opposite effect is

I

produced by an increment in the strength of the solution surround-

ing the other plate. (2) A law of summation holds, expressible

thus : the effect of the sum of a series of changes in the strengths

of the solutions in a two-fluid cell is equal 10 the algebraic sum
of the effects of each change severally. The author considered

this law very fully; and pointed out that "diffusion cells "act at

I

least partly after the fashion of thermo-couples transforming into

]
electric energy a certain amount of sensible heat.
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Anthropological Institute, January 22 —Anniversary meet-

ins*.—Prof. Flower, F. K.S., president, in the chair.—The fol-

lowing gentlemen were elected officers and Council for the

year 18S4 :—President: Prof. W. H. Flower, F. U.S. ; vice-

presidents: Hyde Clarke, lohn Evans, F.R.S., Francis Gallon,

F.R.S.. Lieut. -Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S., Major-

Generai Pitt-Kivers, F.R.S., E. B. Tylor, F.R.S. ; director:

F. \V. Kudler, F.G.S. ; treasurer: F. G. H. Price, F.S.A. ;

Council: J. Beddoe, F.R.S. , S. E. B. Bouverie-Pusey, E. W.
Brabrook, F.S.A., C. H. E. Carmichael, M.A., W. L. Distant,

C. I. Elton, B.A., A. W. Franks, F. R.S., J. G. Garson, M.D.,
Prof. Huxley, F.R.S., Prof. A. M. Keane, B.A., A. L. Lewis,

Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M.P., R. Biddulph Martin, M.P., Henry
Muirhead, M.D., J. E. Price, F.S.A., Lord Arthur Russell,

M.P., Prof. G. D. Thane, A. Thomson, F.R.S., Alfred Tylor,

F.G.S., M. J. Walhouse, F. R.A.S.—The President delivered

an address on the aims ar.d prospects of the study of anthro-

pology, which we gave last week.

Edinburgh

Royal Society, January 21.—Robeit Grey, vice-president,

in the chair.— Prof. Crum Brown communicated a paper on
distant vision, by Dr. Maddox. Dr. Maddox finds that accom-
modation for a distant object in the case of most persons is

naturally connected uiih a slight convergence of the optic axes,

so that the intersection of the optic axes is nearer than the object

looked at. At a certain distance, different in different persons,

and probably varying in the same person from time to time, the

optic axes naturally cjnverge at the distance focused for. When
a nearer otjject is looked at, the point of intersection of the optic

axes is beyond the object. Li ordinary vision these differences

between the distance of conver^jence and of accommodation are

not observed, because the effort for single vision easily over-

comes them, and forces the optic axes into the pDrtion corre-

sponding to the accommodation.—Mr. John Aitken read a paper
on the dark plane in dusly air, a full report of which was given

in our last issue.—Mr. Aitken also read a note on the recent

sunsets.

Cambridge

Philosophical Society, January 28.—On the microscopic

structure of a boulder from the Cambridge Greensand found
near Ashwell, Herts, by Prof. Bonney.—On critical or appa-
rently neutral equilibrium, a note on Mr. Greenhill's paper,

Camb. Phil. Proc, 1883, by Mr. J. Larmor.—On the normil
vibrations of a thin isotropic shell, bounded by confjcil

spheroids, by Mr. W. J. Ibbetson.—On the isochromatic curves
of polarised light seen in a uniaxial crystal cut at right angles to

the optic surface, by Mr. C. Spurge.—Tables of the number of

numbers less than n and prime to it, and of the sum of the

divisors of «, and the corresponding inverse tables up to

« = 3000, by Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, January 21.—M. RoUand in the

chair.—Reflections on M. P. Bert's last communication regarding

his new method of anajsthesis in surgical operations, by M.
Gosselin. Although somewhat inconvenient in practice, the

author still considers that the innovation presents certain ad-

vantages, while supplying a fresh argument to those who recom-
mend moderate and progressive inhalation, rather than a large

dose admmistered all at once. In his reply M. Bert submits
that the objections raised to his method on the ground of the
cumbrous nature of the apparatus are greatly exaggerated in the

case of public hospitals. He further urges that it appears to be
the only process in » hich surgeons are relieved of all personal
responsibility in administering anesthetics.—On the preparation
in large quantities of artificial virus (bacilli of splenetic blood)
attenuated by rapid heatnig (continued), by M. A. Chauveau,
Here the author explains the conditions essential to the successful

performance of this important anJ difficult operation. The sub-
ject is treated at length under the following heads :— (i) on the
degree of heat required for the complete attenuation of the arti-

ficial virus; (2) on the heating process ; (3) on the practical value of

this .system of prophylaciic inoculation. —Extract from a letter by
Baron Norden-kjbld on the remarkable optical effects observed
during the last two months at sunset and sunrise in Sweden, pre-
sented by M. Daubree. The author suggests that the pheno-
menon cannot be attributed exclusively to the dust discharged
during the recent eruptions in Sunda Strait. Small particles or

dust contained in the snow which fell near Stockholm at the end
of last December were found on analysis to contain a considerable
quantity of carboniferous matter, which burnt in the dry state
with a flame, and left a reddish residuum containing oxidised
iron, silica, phosphorus, and as much as o'5 per cent, of cobalt
and nickel.—Observations of the Pons-Brookscjmet made at the
Brunner 6-inch equatorial (o-i6om.). Observatory of Lyons (con-
tinued, by M. V. Gonnessiat.—On the multipliers of linear
differential equations, by M. Halphen.—On the approximate
values assumed by an integral polynome when the variable
quantity varies within definiie limits, by M. Laguerre.—Note
on the shading of a sphere, by M. J. Cotillon. The author here
attempts a reproduction of the shaded sphere traditionally said
to have been constructed at the Ecole Polytechnique on the
theoretical indications supplied by Monge.—On the electric
conductibility of greatly diluted saline solutions, by M. E.
Bouty. M. Berthelot, who insists on the importance of
the results obtained by M. Bouty, points out that, according
to the new law established by his nuajerous experiments, the
electric resistance of greatly diluted solutions is determined, not
by the atomic weight, but by the chemical equivalent of the
bodies.—On the repulsion of two consecutive portions of the
same electric current, by M. Izarn.—On the development of the
nacreous crystals of sulphur, by M. D. Gernez.—Determination
of the equivalent of chromium by means of the sesquioxide of
its sulphate, by M. H. Baubigny.—Telegraphic despatch re-
garding the liquefaction of hydrogen addressed to M. Debray
by M. Wrohleu-ski. On this communication, which was
worded : "Hydrogen cooled by boiling oxygen has been lique-
fied by ex|.ansion,'' M. Debray offers some remarks, and shows
how it entirely confirms the remarkable observations made by
M. Cailletet on the expansion of hydrogen.—On the products of
reduction of erythrite by formic acid, by M. A. Henninger.

—

On an aromatic diacetone, by M. E. Louise.—Quantitative
analysis of the moisture of amylaceous substances (starch, fecula,
&c.), by M. L. Bondonneau.—On the classification of the plumi-
cole Sarcoptida; (sub-family of the Analgesiiia;), by MM. E. L.
Trouessait and P. Megnin.—On the Cipolino marble of Facials',
Loire-Inferieure, by M. Stan. Meunier. From a careful study
ot this remarkable calcareous formation theauth.ir considers that
even more than the blue marble of Antrim it may be regarded as
a type of metamorphic rock by contact.—On the nature of the
deposits observed in the water of contaminated wells, by M.
E. Gautrelet. To the organisms examined under the microscope
the author gives the name of Stercogona tetrastoma, and for
several reasons concludes that they are the true typhic microbe.

—

On the remarkable atmospheric disturbances produced by the
Krakatoa eruotion, by M. E. Renou.—On the twnlight effects
observed on December 27 on the summit of the Pny de Dome,
by M. AUuard.—The recent remarkable sunsets and sunrises
compared with those obsei-ved in various parts of Europe during
the summer of 1831, by M. A. Angot.

January 2S.—M. RoUand in the chair.—Spectral study of the
groujj of telluric bands in the brightest rejcions of thesolarspectrum,
which were discovered by Brewster and collectively called a by
Angstrom, one illustration, by M. A. Cornu. A protracted study of
the bandlets of lines :n this mysterious a band has suggested a
practical method for distinguishing by simple inspection the lines
of telluric from those of solar origin. It has also enabled the
author to establish the intimate relation between this group and
the A and B Fraunhofer bands, while the origin of the group
itself must be referred to absorption by the oxygen of the air.
Remarks on Faraday's electrochemical law in connection with
the law discovered by M. Bouty regarding the conductibility of
grratly diluted saline solutions, by M. Wurtz.—On the atmo-
spheric disturbances attributed to the Krakatoa eruption, and on
the stonn of January 26, by M. C. VVolf. The storm was
announced the day before by great oscillations of the magnetic
curves, especially those of the declinometer. The most reinarl;able
feature attending it was its sudden cessation about one o'clock a.m.
when the velocity of the yale fell at once from 38m. to 12m. per
second.—On the physical disturbances that have taken place
during the la-t few months, by M. Faye.—On the period of
most Irequ-nt occurrence of solar spots in recent times, accordino-
to the data supplied by M. R. Wolf of Zurich, by M. Fayet
The maximum (424) seems to have been reached during the first
six months of 1882.-—Remarks on the official topographic chart
of Algeria, scale i : 50,000, the first twelve sheets of which have
been presented to the Academy, by M. F. Perrier.—On the em-
ployment of titrate mixtures of anaesthetic vapours and air in the
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alministra'iion of chloroform, by M. Richet.—Note on the dis-

semination, assimilation, and determination of phosphoric acid

in arable lands, by M. P. de Gasparin.—On the mean m >ve-

ment of the first satellite of Satnrn (Mimas), based on ninely-oiie

observations made at Toulouse since October 24, 1876, by M.
H. Uaillaud.—Observation of the Pons- Brooks comet made at

the Observatory of Meudon (one illustration), by M. K. L.
Tr.nivelot.—On the reduction of a continuous fraction of
a fraction satisfying a linear equation of the first order
with rational coefticients, by M. l.aguerre.—Further rediic-

iion of the limits furnished by Doscarte's rule of signs, by M.
D. Andre.—On the distribution of the potential in liquid masses
limited by two parallel planes, by M. Appell.—Relation between
the power and resistance applied to the two points of attachment
in a continuous spring breal;, regard being had to the elasticity of
the sprinsr, by M. H. l.eiute.—On the reciprocal action of two
electrified spheres, by M. Mascart.—On the Skrivanow electric

pile (pocket model), by M. Vi. Monnier.—On the variations of
electromotor force in accumulators, by M. E. Reynier.—On a
method of determining the longitude of a place, the latitude and
astronomic time being known, by the observation of the true

altitude of the moon at a given moment beforehand, by M. Ch.
Rouget.—Report on the fresh experiments made with the marine
gyroscope on board the ironclad Lc Tiitinii^ m the harbour
of Brest on November 11 and 16, 1883, by M. Edm. iHibois.

—On a new method of preparing the permanganate of barytum,
by MM. G. Rousseau and B. Bruneau.—On ^a nitrous colloid

derived from amid iben/oic acid, by M. E. Grimaux.—On some
remarkable properties of the lutidine derived from coal tar, by
M. Oechsner de Coninck.—On the operculum of thegasteropods,
by M. Houssay.—On the proportion of incompletely oxidised
phosphorus contained in the lu'ine, especially under certain

nervous conditions, by MM. R. Lepine, Eymonnet, and Aubert.
—Researches on the intensity of the chemical phenomena of
respiration in superoxygenised atmospheres, by JI. L. de Saint
Martin.—Researches on abnormal menstrual discharges, by M.

J. Rouvier.—On the barometric disturbances produced by the

Krakatoa eniption (second note), by M. E. Renou.—On the

barometric disturbances observed on August 27, 1SS3, at Mont-
souris, by M. Marie- Davy.—On the causes (i) of the production

of atmospheric electricity in general
; (2) of electricity in thun-

derstorms ; (3) of electricity of sheet-lightning, by M. G. le

Goarant de Tromelin.—On an auroral and crepuscidar display

of light observed at the island of Reunion, in the Indian Ocean,
on September 8, 18S3, by M. Pelagaud.

Berlin

Physiological Society, January 11.—Prof. Kossel discussed

the methods which had hitherto been adopted in order to become
acquainted with the transformations of nitrogenous substances

in the animal body in the course of their passage from the

well-known starting point, the albumen, to the likewise well-

known final products, urea, uric acid, and creatine. The way
which, in the opinion of the speaker, was most likely to lead to

good results was to seek in the tissues the chemical combinations

which, in accordance with their composition, stood midway
between the albumen and its final products. In relation to

this point, the analyses of nitrogenous substances occurring in

the animal body had already yielded seme definite data to

work on. The proportion of carbon to nitrogen (C : N) had,

namely, been found to be, in the albumen, 100 : 30 ; in urea,

100 : 233 ; in creatine, too : 66 ; in hypoxanthine and xanthine,

100:93 ; '"""1 i" guanine, 100 : 116. It appeared evident,

therefore, that the substances creatine, hypoxanthine, xanthine,

and guanine were mediate products in the process of the trans-

mutation of the albumen, with the discoveiy of which in

the tissues Prof. Kossel had been busied. The bases hypo-

xanthine, xanthine, and guanine were not found ia an isolated

state in the tissues, but conqiounded with albumen and phos-

phoric acid into the complicate molecule, nuclein, a subject

to which the speaker had devoted searching inquiry. There
were different forms of nuclein which varied probably accord-

ing to the share the bases had in their composition. .\11 of

them, however, .agreed in having common reactions. Nuclein

had already, by its discoverer, been brought into close relation-

ship with the cell-nucleus, and it would be of great consequence

if it could be conclusively proved that the cell-nucleus consisted

exclusively of nuclein, as in that case the changes of the cell-

nucleus occurring under different physiological conditions would
be accomp.anied by chemically demonstrable quantitative changes

in this nuclein substance. The quantitative analysis of the

nuclein could, namely, be worked out by determining the xan-
thine or guanine ba-es. In thi; case, however, it was necessary
to ascertain b..forehand that the tissue examined contained no
free xanthine or guanine besides the nuclein. A second method
for determining the quantitative nuclein was through deter-

mining the amount of phosphoric .acid in the composition.
Phosphoric acid occurred in the b >dy in three different com-
binations, namely, as inorganic phosphoric salt, in lecithin,

and in nuclein. Inorganic ])hosphoric acid was to be
extr.tcted by diluted acids, lecithinic phosphoric .acid by hot
alcohol. The phosphoric acid then remaining would belong
to the nuclein, and could serve for its quantitative lieter-

mination. Prof Kossel had now ascertained that the blood of

mammalia contained no nuclein, while on the other hand the

blood of birds did. The muscles contained little nuclein, the

brain somewhat more ; still more was found in the liver, ami
most of all in thespleen. Inallthee successi.'e cases the nuclein

substance kept about equal pace with the presence of cell-

nucleus. Nuclein was also, however, to be met with in substances

which contained no cell-nucleus ; in the yolk, fjr example, and
in the milk. Possibly in this case there might be chemical proof
of granules without their having come morphologically to view. In

pathological processes, by which cell-nucleus becomes excessively

developed in tissues which otherw ise contained no cell-nucleus,

as was the case in leucaemia or sarcomatous tumours in the

muscles, Prof. Kossel had invariably found an increase of nu:'.ein

in corresponding qu.intities.—Dr. W. Wolff explained some
microscopical preparations which he had set up in the demonstrat-

ing hall. In one of these preparations was seen a stage in the

development of the nerves in the tail of the larva of a

frog. These nerves consisted of primitive fibres ramifying as

far as the finest fibrelets. At a farther stage cells were seen

attaching themselves to these at the thicker parts. Next ap-

peared the nerve-sheath, and finally the marrow. Other prepara-

ti'ins demonstrated the growth of the bones of frogs which took

place only at the periosteum and at the ends of the diaphyses.

By treatment with chromic acid and with two ditferent aniline

colours. Dr. Wolff had stained the cartilages a beautiful blue,

and the osseous tissue red, and was therefore able readily to

follow the development of the latter.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1884

MR. RUSKIN'S BOGIES

PROFESSOR RUSKIN'S utterances are perhaps to

be taken least serioirsly when he is himself most

serious, and probably he was never more in earnest than

in his jeremiad on modern clouds, delivered at the

London Institution on the 4th and nth inst. Probably

none of the readers of Nature have been terrified by the

storm cloud of the nineteenth century, but should it be

otherwise we hasten at once to their relief. Twenty years

before the date fixed by Mr. Ruskin for the first appear-

ance of his portentous " plague-cloud," the writer of the

present article commenced a series of observations on the

forms and structures of clouds, followed a few years later

by such daily charts of wind and weather as could be

constructed from the data, somewhat meagre, that were

then accessible. As might be expected, cyclone and anti-

cyclone were then as they are now. The dimensions and
densities of the cloud layers have not altered, neither has

our moral degeneracy nor the increased smoke of our

manufacturing towns developed any new form of cloud.

Neither (until the phenomenal sunrises and sunsets of

the last three months) has Nature, in painting the clouds,

employed upon her palette any fresh tints, whatever

artists may have done. Further, we have not observed,

nor met with any one, except Mr. Ruskin, who has ob-

served, that the wind during the last thirteen years has

adopted a "hissing" instead of a "wailing" tone, or

that the pressure anemometer indicates that the motion
of the air has become more tremulous than heretofore.

Admiration ought ungrudgingly to be bestowed on one
who has done good service as an art critic and as a con-

tributor to English literature. The sympathy, moreover,
which, denied to those who are in advance of their age, is

naturally accorded to the archaic type of mind, is en-

hanced by the attractiveness of a personality whose
idealism is as lofty as that of Mr. Ruskin. But we main-
tain that there is a further sentiment which contributed

to the applause which Mr. Ruskin's audiences bestowed
upon him. Speaking generally, "broadly and comfort-

ably," as he would say, Mr. Ruskin is not a representative

man, yet he represents a certain spirit of Philistinism (for it

merits this name), which is far from being unpopular, and
which shows itself in opposition to scientific culture. He
is the spokesman of that mental attitude which misinter-

prets the province of science and affects to misunderstand
the plainest utterances of the physicist. " The first

business," he says, "of scientific men is to tell you
things that happen, as, that if you warm water it will

boil." " The second and far more important business is

to tell you what you had best do under the circumstances
—put the kettle on in time for tea." "But if beyond this

safe and beneficial business they ever try and explain
anything to you, you may be confident of one of two
things—either that they know nothing (to speak of) about
it, or that they have only seen one side of it, and not only
have not seen, but usually have no mind to see, the other.

When, for instance, Prof. Tyndall explains the twisted
beds of the Jungfrau to you by intimating that the Mat-
terhorn is growing flat, or the clouds on the lee side of
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the Matterhorn by the winds rubbing against the wind-
ward side of it, you may be pretty sure the scientific
people do not know much (to speak of) yet either about
the rock beds or the cloud beds. And even if the ex-
planation, so to call it, be sound on one side, windward
or lee, you may, as I said, be nearly certain it will not do
on the other. Take the very top and centre of scientific
interpretation by the greatest of its masters. Newton
explained to you—or at least was supposed to have ex-
plained—why an apple fell \sic\, but he never thought of
explaining the exactly correlative but infinitely more
difficult question how the apple got up there." One
would have supposed that even the lecturer must be
aware that modern science is at least as much occupied
with the last as with the first of these problems. Mr.
Ruskin has not yet done with Prof. Tyndall ;—in other
words, he can nowhere suppress his dislike of scientific

thought. " When I try to find anything firm to depend
on, I am stopped by the quite frightful inaccuracy of
the scientific people's terms, which is the consequence
of their always trying to write Latin-English, and so-

losing the grace of the one and the sense of the other." "
I

am stopped dead because the scientific people use undu-
lation and vibration as synonyms. ' When,' said Prof.

Tyndall, ' we are told that the atoms of the sun vibrate
at different rates, and produce waves of different sizes,

your experience of water waves will enable you to form a
tolerably clear notion of what is meant.' 'Tolerably
clear,' your toleration must be considerable then. Do
you suppose a water wave is like a harp string ? Vibra-
tion is the movement of the body in a state of
tension, undulation that of a body absolutely lax.

In vibration not an atom of the body changes
its place in relation to another ; in undulation not
an atom of the body remains in the same place with
regard to another. In vibration every particle of the
body ignores gravitation or defies it ; in undulation every
particle of the body is slavishly submitted to it." And
more of the same sort. We should not weary the reader
with these quotations were it not too true that much of
the poetry which Mr. Ruskin adores, and much of the art
of which he is the apostle—not a little in short of the
poetry and art of our day—are full of this anti-scientific

Philistinism, whose ideal is ever in harsh contrast to the
real, and which from its antagonism to the facts of Nature
is the great producer of bogies. One has only to go
through any picture exhibition to see plenty of those
clouds which Mr. Ruskin persuades himself occur in
Nature, which, " irrespective of all siipervening colours
from the sun," are intrinsically "white, brown, grey, or
black "

;
" argent or sable, baptised in white, or hooded

in blackness."

We recommend those who sympathise with Mr. Ruskin
to study some of those little books which are beginning
to be the delight of our children. Such readers may never
attain the scientific spirit, yet they may possibly catch a
few chords of that great song in which there is complete
harmony between the Universe of Nature and that of
poetic and artistic sentiment, whose faint beginnings will

alone be heard in this plague-stricken century.

Against cloud-classification the stars in their courses
have hitherto fought, and Mr. Ruskin in his continues-
the battle. Grievous are the wounds which he inflicts
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Let us see how he heah them. ' E\-ery cloud is primarily

definable
—

'visible vapour of water, floating at a certain

height in the air.' " It is thus distinguished from that

"form of watery vapour" which "exists just as widely

and generally at the bottom of the air as the clouds do

on what for convenience' sake we may call the top of it."

Mr. Ruskin hopelessly confuses vapour with water-dust,

and this confusion lend^ him into some amusing diffi-

culties. He asks whether it is ' with cloud vapour as with

most other things, that are seen when they are there, and

not seen when they are not there, or has cloud vapour so

much of the ghost in it that it can be visible or invisible

as it likes, and might, perhaps, be all unpleasantly and

malignantly there just as much when they did not see it

as when they did?" To this he answers "comfortably

and generally " thit '' on the whole a cloud is where we

see it, and not where we do not see it," and that we must

not allo.v the scientific people to tell us that rain is every-

where, but palpable in one place, impalpable in another.

He presently returns to his point. He has defined a

floating or sky cloud, and defined the falling or earth

cloud (which by the way had been altogether excluded by

his first definition from his category of clouds). " But

there is a sort of thing between the two which needs

another sort of definition, namely, mist." The definition

of this intermediate substance, however, Mr. Ruskin does

not supply, being content with asking what difference

there is between clear and muddy vapour. This division

of clouds has at least the merit of brevity, although it is

subsequently complicated by a further division into "two

sorts of clouds, one either stationary or slow in motion,

reflecting unre5olved light, the other fast-flying and

transmitting resolved light. [Really, clouds at a distance

and clouds overhead.] As regards the difference in the

nature of these, Mr. Ruskin merely " hints to us his

suspicion that the prismatic cloud is of finely comminuted

water or ice, instead of aqueous vapour " ;— it is difficult to

understand what he supposes the former kind of cloud to

be composed of.

During the forty years previous to 1 871, according to

the certificate of Mr. Ruskin, the clouds, thus divided

and cross-divided, appear to have behaved themselves in

a peaceable and orderly manner. Even the "thunder-

cumulus " (English-Latin, by the way) did " its mighty

work in its own hour and in its own dominions, not

snatching from you for an instant or defiling with a stain

the abiding blue of the transcendent sky, or the fretted

silver of its passionless clouds'' We may remark that

these "good, old-fashioned, healthy storms" frequently

had rather extensive dominions : e.g. on August 13, 1857,

one of these storms was simultaneously felt over many
thousand square miles, and extended from the Land's

End to John o' Groat's, besides covering a very extensive

district on the north-western parts of the European

continent. The deportment of the great bogy meteor,

"storm-cloud or more accurately plague-cloud," of the

nineteenth century is exceedingly different. From one

part of Mr. Ruskin's description of this phenomenon we

imagined that he might allude to the sheet of stratus com-

monly occurring in winter anti-cyclones, a sheet which

occasionally covers upwards of 60,000 square miles, with

scarcely a rift in its surface, the greatest vertical thickness

of tlie cloud being only 300 or 400 feet. But this illusion was

soon dispelled. For we find that " in the plague-wind the

sun is choked out of the whole of heaven all day long by

a cloud which might be a thousand miles square and five

miles deep." One would scarcely have expected so dense

a cloud mass merely to turn the sun red, but Mr. Ruskin

is angry with it for not doing so: "That thin, scraggy

filthy, raangey, miserable cloud, for all the depth of it, could

not turn the sun red as a good business-like fog did with

a hundred feet or so of itself." Further, it is accompanied

by a terrible wind by which "every breath of air is polluted

half round the world " [sic]. Mr. Ruskin omitted to men-

tion the effects of this plague-wind on agricultural or vital

statistics. " It is a wind of darkness," also " a malignant

wind." Further, " it always blows tremulously, making

the leaves of the trees shudder as if they were all aspens

but with a peculiar fitfulness which gives them an expres-

sion of anger as well as of fear and distress." Further,

" it pollutes as well as intensifies the violence of all

natural and necessary storms." Here again some ex-

planation is sorely needed, since we should much like to

know whether during the plague-wind barometric gradients

become steeper, or whether the force of the wind in rela-

tion to the gradient is greater than usual.

Enough for the present of such bogies ; although we

fear that we have by no means done with them until our

literary men will master the simplest elementary primers.

But not enough of Mr. Ruskin, whom we could ill spare.

His EngUsh is often delicious; always in his most

dyspeptic diatribes amusing. And we can all appreciate

his concluding advice that we should " bring back our

own cheerfulness and our own honesty ; and cease from

the troubling of our own passions," and (not least we

think of all) "the insolence of our own lips." A good

recipe : add a dash of humility and of respect for the

opinions of wiser men ;—and all may yet be well, even

though our return to the paths of rectitude should fail to

dissolve the "raangey" clouds, and quench the fevered

wind of a storm-harried and woe-worn ei'a.

W. Clement Ley

SPINOZA
Ethic. By Benedict de Spinoza. Translated from the

Latin by William Hale White. (London : Trubner

and Co., 1883.)

IF proot were requisite that the standard of value in

philosophy is different from that which obtains in the

estimation of scientific research, it would only be neces-

sary to point to the case of Spinoza. There is probably

no thinker of the nature of whose work there obtain con-

ceptions more hopelessly irreconcilable ; there is certainly

none about whose position there is more general unani-

mity. To refer to the more recent of his English critics,

Prof. Caird and Mr. Frederick Pollock are at one in

assigning to Spinoza most important functions in the de-

velopment of philosophical inquiry. Yet there is scarcely

a single point in his system as to which their respective

interpretations are not mutually exclusive. But as regards

the broad feature which makes Spinozism deeply interest-

ing to students of science in the strict sense there can be

no doubt. The application of the method of geometry to

philosophical problems finds its counterpart in the pre-

vailing, and apparently by no means diminishing, disposi-
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tion to bring certain questions of metaphysics within the

scope of scientific inquiry. That any one should have

rejected the current method of metaphysics in favour of

a geometrical investigation into the nature of God and

existence, cannot be otherwise than significant to persons

who seek to determine the psychological problem of the

nature of consciousness by physiological means. Hence

it is that there are some students who think that, if any

philosophy were possible, it were that of Spinoza, and

others who say that in the work of Mr. Spencer and Prof.

Clifford they find the inheritance which Spinoza left

behind him.

Mr. Hale White has done his difficult work well. The
translation is executed with great care, and the style of

the original has been reproduced with some success.

That English readers of Spinoza have entertained very

loose notions of his real teaching has been due in no

small measure to the very inaccurate translation which

has hitherto passed current. The present volume should

do much to improve the popular conception of Spinoza's

system.

At the risk of repetition of what has already been in-

sisted on in these columns, it is right to contrast the

position of the naturalists who accept Spinoza's applica-

tion of scientific methods to metaphysical questions, with

the procedure of Kant and those who are currently

described as Neo-Kantians. It is the more desirable to

revert to this topic because, although there is much com-

plaint that the Neo-Kantians do little (if anything) more

than repeat Kant's criticism of the naturalist (or, as he

would have described it, dogmatic) doctrine, there is but

little evidence that this criticism has been considered, much
less met. People go on reasoning upon the old lines about

the relation of mind to body and of God to the world as

if Kant (to borrow a phrase from another branch of

learning) had never obtained a rule calling upon them to

show cause why there should not be a new trial of all

such questions. It cannot be sufficiently borne in mind
that at the present time there are only two courses open

in this reference to conscientious thinkers. Either they

must abstain altogether from the discussion of an in-

creasing number of problems which are suggested by

scientific inquiry, or they must be at the pains, however

irksome, to master the nature of the sceptical doubts

which Kant brought to bear upon the possibility of these

problems. And it may be added that to single them out

for elimination is not so easy a task as might be supposed.

Probably the real reason why the study of Spinoza's

ethics is attended with so much difficulty is that the

extraordinary instinct which guides men of the highest

genius in inquiries in new and unknown regions raised

doubts in his mind which the investigations of Kant sub-

sequently exhibited as the consequences of a more pro-

foundly sceptical point of view. That difficulties arise

when men reflect upon the nature of God was for Spinoza,

as for Kant, due to the impossibility of reasoning on such

matters as if they were ordinary facts of experience. In

Spinozism the geometrical method culminated in the

abrupt cessation of thought of this kind, just as in Hume
empiricism ended in the paralysis of speculation. Had
Spinoza pressed his distinction between different kinds of

knowledge further, his system must have become in a

greater or less degree sceptical in its tendencies—sceptical

in the sense in which Kant was sceptical as a preliminary

to reconstruction, or in which, to take the case of a very

recent scientific writer, the late Prof. Clifford was a

sceptic when he completed his analysis of experience with

his theory of ejects. The difference between the three

cases is that Kant clearly saw the origin and nature of

the difficulties raised by himself, and made the inquiry

the preliminary to a radically different discussion of the

issues raised in philosophy and science alike. It were

well if the fact were less left out of account that the rule

obtained by Kant for a new trial of these issues has never

yet been discharged. R. B. Haldane

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
yriu Edilor does not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comiiiunications containing interesting ana novelfacts.
"[

The Krakatoa Eruption

The Council of the Royal Society has appointed a Committee
for the purpose of collecting the various accounts of the v jlcanic

eruption at Krakatoa, and attendant phenomena in such form as

shall best provide for their preservation and promote their use-

fulness.

The Committee invite the communication of authenticated

facts respecting the fall of pumice and of dust, the position and
extent of floating pumice, the date of exceptional quantities of

pumice reaching various shores, observation- of unusual disturb-

ances of barometric pressure and of sea-level, the presence of

sulphurous vapours, the distances at which the explosions were
heard, and exceptional effects of light and colour in the

atmosphere.
The Committee will be glad to receive also copies of published

papers, articles, and letters bearing upon the subject.

Coirespjndents are requested to be very particular in givir?

the date, exact time (stating whether Greenwich or local), and
position whence all recorded facts were observed. The greatest

practicable precision in all these respects is essential.

All communications are to be addressed to

G. J- Symons,
Chairman Krakatoa Committee

Royal Society, Burlington House, W., February 12

The Remarkable Sunsets

The following facts in reference to the unusual surusets, as

witnessed in the United States, will I hope be of sufficient

value to your readers to justify an insertion in the pages of

Nature.
The place fiom which I write is 1063 feet above sea-level,

40" 48' 47" N. lat. and 81° 53' 37" \V. long, from Greenwich.

The main features of the exhibition hrre have been the crimson

glow—the first and after-glow, with other accompanying colours,

closely corresponding with those in England and Europe.

Hence I need not occupy your pages with a special description.

I have on lecord seven cases, nearly all the weather would
permit one to see. These Occurred on November 27, December

9, 10, 25, ard 28, and on January 13 and 17.

The first and second glow have extended in two or three

instances, though faintly, to the zenith, and the first has occa-

sionally been reflected on the eastern sky. On December 28, the

most brilliant exhibition in the series, an arch was formed in the

east, the colours red and yellowish green, very soft, and much
blended. The crimson glow on the sky flooded the western

sides of buildings with an unearthly light, and cast faint shadows
across the snow. The appearance of the after-glow, when the

sun had reached a certain angle in its decline, favours the view-

that it is a reflection of the first. If this be true, it is not neces-
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sary to admit so great an elevation of the reflecting matter above
the earth, and thus removes a serious difficulty in explaining the
glow by known causes.

In no case here has the sun during the day or at setting

appeared green. On December 28 and January 13 Venus has
appeared a beautiful green through the complementary crimson.
This fact becime important only when it was discovered that the
gc-een remainjd after the crimion had disappeared. The light

of th? plaiet Wis struggling through some medium invisible to

the eye, but which arrested the other colour,--.

Aujther important pjint. The glow has been seen without
the slij;hte-;t trace of cirrus clouds behind it. Three times faint
ribbon-like stripes of cirri appeared in the first glow, but in the
second the gorgeous crimson hasgenerally been projected against
the clear blue sky.

The writer has seen no notice of observations on the appear-
ance of the sun and sky during the day, and especially the
afternoon, before the brilliant sunsets.

The peculiar appearance of the atmosphere in the vicinity of
the sun attracted his attention on the day the first remarkable
sun glow occurred. The sky was perfectly clear except around
the sun, which was embelded in a soft haze that extended out
some 6- or 8" on every side. Vet a distant boundary could not
be assigned to the haze, so gradually did it shade into the blue
of the sky. The sun was obscured so that the eye could look at
it for a moment and outline its disk. Covering the sun with the
hand the hize adjacent glowed like a furnace, the light
diminishing rapidly as the eye swept outwards.
Two or three remarks, naturally spring from this appearance.

I. The haz; was not an ordinary cirrus clourl. It had no dis-
tinct bounding surfaces ; it was invisible everywhere except near
the sun. 2. There was, of c:)urse, no more of the matter form-
ing the haze arjund the sun than elsewhere. 3. It was capable
of reflecting intensely the light that fell upon it at a large inci-

dent angle, nearly go''. 4. The reflection of light in a high
degree by any substan.;e at a large incidence would indicate a
liquid. But the clearness of the sky showed the absence of con-
densed vapour. And yet there was something in the air around
the sun—and no more there than anywhere else—which was
then, some three hours farther east, flinging its gorgeous crimson
over earth and sky, and which, three hours later, would drape
the earth and sky of the observer in the same beautiful colours.
And what was that something ? Tliat is doubtless the great
question, and I can only echo. What was it ? If the answer be
"Vapour of water in sime peculiar state," then it is wondrous
strange that water, subject as it always has been to almost every
conceivable change in the air, should rarely if ever before have^
assumed this peculiar state! Besides, the prevalence of this

pheno nenon around the globe, manifesting the same character-
istics everywhere, requires some marked and probably unusual
cause.

As to the volcanic theory, it has some good points. It gives
an unusual explanation for an unusual occurrence.

It might be expected that a convulsion which would ingulf
islands and mountains, and send the throbbings of ocean around
the globe, would leave .some tokens of its presence on the more
sensitive air.

The difficulty of accounting for the suspension of solid particles
for months in air of extreme rarity m.ay be avoided by admitting
the effects to be due mainly to gases ejected in the eruptions.
Most of these being condensible by extreme cold would occupy
definite strata and not rise to an extreme height.
The slaking of Krakatoa aad the admission of sea water to

the awful and fi-ry gulfs below, would, it seems, set free immense
quantities of chlorine from the salt water. As this gas is readily
absorbed by pure water it may have condensed around its mole
cules the vapour of the air, and thus become capable of reflecting
the light in a higher degree.

Of course these are suppositions, consistent as far as we know
with luv ; and they may stand among other probabilities till

clearer light confirms or rejects them.
In a coiimunication to Nature, December 13, p. 149, Prof.

C. Piazzi Smyth advances the idea that one of the conditions of
tlie red sunsets was the dryness of the lower atmosphere. The
hygrometric condition of the air here on the days the crimson
sunsets were seen, is given in the following table, taken from
the monthly reports of the writer to the U.S. Signal Office.

The two columns give the mean temperature of the dry and wet
'bulb thermometers (F.) for three observatio.is each day, at 7.32
a.m , 2.32 and 9.32 p.m.

Dry bulb

November 27 ... ... 29 ... ... 26'8
December 5 ... ... 40 ... ... 38

9 36'6 32
o 36 33
25 29-5 26

>> 28 ... ... 23-6 ... ... 22 '2

January 13 37 33
,> 17 23-2 21-2

A mere inspection of the table shows that the dew point was
high, and the percentage of possible moisture in the air quite
large. Whether this weird and beautiful play of colours around
the dyin^ day is due to watery vapour in the air time will show

;

here it has cerlainly not been due to any dijuieiuy in ihe vapour
of the lower strata. O. N. S i odd.\rd

Wooster, State of Ohio, United States, January 18

Unconscious Bias in Walking
The following little experiment seems lo show that if the

majority of people are, as Mr. Darwin argues, left-legged, they
would circle to the left in a mist, as Mr. Larden says they do.
I would call myself normal, my left leg being the stronger.
That is to say, like the majority, I jump from the left, rest my
weight standing on the left (a glance at a photograph album
shows this to be normal) and generally cross my right over my
left whilst sitting. Having put my-elf in a dark empty room, I
could not satisfy myself as to which way I circled, there not
being .space enough, but when I artificially lamed my.self by
putting a few tin tacks in my slipper, I circled strongly in the
direction of the sound foot. From what ha 1 been said in Nature
on the subject at the time, I expected the for-the-time-being
longer and stronger limb to circle round the other. The fact
seems to be that there is a bias towards ihe stronger, most-leant-
upon limb, irrespective of length. It is worlh'noting that, if the
object causing pain be placed under the inside of, say, the right
foot only, the experimenter will lean on the outside of that foot
and circle to the right.

In the matter of left-leggedness I have requested reveral right-
handed people to feign lameness. Every one of them has limped
with the right foot ; and, on being asked to do so, has found
difficulty in imagining the left lame, and acting as if it were.
May it not be because the right leg is somewhat weaker that
canes are carried in the right hand ?

But although left-leggedness qui strength seems normal, the
reverse seems to hold good qiid skill : one pushes a door to with
the right, feels his way down a dark slair w ith the right, kicks a
football with the right. A friend of mine, a skilful athlete, par-
ticularly known as a jumper, at first expressed astonishment that
there should be any doubt as to the left leg being the stronger.
On reflection he .added: "I'm not sure, however; figures in
skating are easier on the right." This nine figure-skaters out of
ten will assent to. It is to be expected, if my theory is correct.
The right leg is more easily controlled, guided, and kept in posi-
tion—in a word, the more skilful limb ; and at the same time
the left being the better kicker, the impulse is better given.

It seems to me that mounting a horse from the near side is

not a mere fashion (except for the left-handed minnrity). The
stronger leg is put in the stirrup and gives the lift, whilst the
more skilful leg is thrown over the animal's back.

It would be interesting to know which foot it is, if any in
particular, which Indian servants use for prehensile purposes

;

also whether the higher quadrumana are right or left hind-handed.
I have noticed that persons walking in the street dwell longer

on the one foot than on the other, and I remember once arguing
that in-toed persons with a rolling gait were the only peiple who
VI ere not lame. I have been trying to observe this seriously for

some days, and believe it to be so, but as the mind natm-ally

invents a beginning and an end for a continuous motion it may
be imagination. \V. G. SiMPSON

S, Randolph Cliff, Edinburgh, February 6

The Ear a Barometer

The phenomenon described by my friend Mr. Boys, on p. 333,
is pathological, and not physiological. He is clearly suffering

from slight obstruction of the Eustachi.an tube, a canal which
leads from the inner side of the tympanic cavity into the posterior
fauces. Its natural relief is, as he very accurately describes, l>y
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the act of swallowing', which temporarily distends the tube. He
can test its perviousne^s by holding his noie with his finjers and

forcing air into the nasal cavity. Physicians are in the habit of

placing an ordinary stethoscope over the ear, causing the patient

to gj through the act of deglutition, and listening for the "click"

of escaping air. Mr. Boys will see, as a physicist, that, if the

access of air on either side of the tympanum were free, increase

or decrease of atmospheric pressure would make no difference.

14, Dean's Yard, February 10 W. H. Stone

With regard to the letter of Mr. C. V. Boys in Nature of

February 7 (p. 333), I should like to make a remark or two on

the matter, in which I have had practical experience. I am in

the habit of running between Rugby and London daily, and pass

through six diflerent tunnels on the route. The I.eighton tunnel

is divided into three parts, the down fast line being single, and

the space between the rails and the wallsof the tunnel very small.

On entering this, if in the first three coaches next to the ergine,

a sudden expansion of the tympanum is felt. I have been led to

account for this phenomenon as follows ; The engine acting as

a piston forces the air before it through the tunnel, and so causes

a partial vacuum, which extends to the first three or four coaches.

After that the air has had time to rush in and fill the empty
space, and this explanation is rendered almost certain by the fact

that at the end of the train of twelve or fourteen coaches no
aural effects are observable, thus demonstrating that the sudden
propulsion of the air through the tunnel is compensated for before

the middle of the train has entered. In Kilsby tunnel nothing

has been noticed by myself. I account for the pressure altera-

tion in the above manner, the engine and the tunnel-mouth

closely fitting, and so are fairly comparable to a piston within a

cylinder. The effects decrease from the engine to the end of the

train, and are practically unobservable in the last few coaches.

Rugby, February 9 George Rayleigh Vicars

Diffusion of Scientific Memoirs

Allow me a few final words on this curious case. I spoke
of the Trans, C. P. S., 1849-54, in which Stokes' papers were
"buried," as "al.nost inaccessible." This expression was chal-

lenged by the ex- Secretary of the Society, and I replied that the

question could be decided by statistics alone. I itidicated what
statistics were required, and waited some Aveeks for them. The
present Secretary then gave me the less essential part of the

desired information, and I proceeded to make the best I could

of it. Now I am told that I misunderstood his object, and that

he practically admits what his predecessor challenged.

I also stated that my copy of the Proc. was very imperfect,

and that I had not received any Trans. I was then told that

"publications" were given only on application. If si, I

replied, I should have had all, or none. To this there is no
answer. P. G. Tait

Coll. Ediii., February g

Wind Sand Ripples

Some time ago, whilst reading an account in Nature of very

ingenious and interesting experiments by Prof. G. H. Darwin
on sand ripples, my memory was recalled to some very beautiful

sand ripples caused by the action of wind, seen by another
person and myself on the west coast of Ireland, near Bundoran.
The locality was a sand ridge twenty or thirty feet above high-

water mark, and beyond the influence of either sea or river

action ; the ripples extended over a space of twenty yards or

more. At the time there was a fresh breeze, with frequent
squalls, blowing across this ridge. This ripples moved before the

wind at the rate of about a foot in three or four minutes, but

faster during the squalls, retaining all the time (I watched them
an hour or more) perfect uniformity of shape and size. The
distances were roughly measured by sticking up in the sand bits

of wood at, as nearly as could be guessed, one foot apart, in a
line with the direction of the wind. The ripples were about
three inches from summit to .summit, and the depth of trough
three quarters of an inch.

The time was carefully noted wih a watch. The forward
movement of the ripples was evidently caused by the sand being
drifted from their weather sides, and deposited on their lee, and
thus there was a progressive movement to leeward, more or less

rapid according to the increase or diminution of the wind force.

4, Addison Gardens, February 9 John Rae

Animal Intelligence

The following anecdote, received the other day from Russia,

may possibly interest your readers :

—"The following was nar-

rated to me by Mohl's brother, on whose estate it took place.

The carcass of a cow was laid out in the woods to attract the

wolves, and a spring-trap w-as set. Next morning the forester

found there the track of a bear instead of a wolf on the snow ;

the trap was thrown to some distance. Evidently the bear had

put his paw in the trap and had managed to jerk it off. The
next night the forester hid himself within shot of the carcass to

w atch for the bear. The bear came, but first pulled do» n a

stack of firewood cut into seven-foot lengths, selected a piece to

his mind, and, taking it up in his arms, walked on his hind leg;

to the carciss. He then beat about in the snow all round the

carcass with the log of wood before he began his meal. The
forester put a ball in his head, which I almost regret, as such a

sensible brute deserved to live." J. M. Hayward
Sidmouth, February 9

Circular Rainbow seen from a Hill-top

Climbing, several summers ago, with three friends among

the Coolin Hills in Skye, I was fortunate enough to witness

phenomena similar to those described by Mr. Fleming in last

week's Nature (p. 310). Our shadows were apparently thrown

against the precipitous side of a deep corry, distant 200 feet or

perhaps more. They vanished and reappeared as thin mists

passed through the corry, the sun shining contiimously. We
could not see each other's shadows unless close. The distance

apart at which they became visible I d i not clearly remember,

but know it was approximately as one of my friends, Mr. W.
A. Brown, writes:—"So long as we kept a few yards apart

each could only see his own shadow, but when t» o were within

arms' length a double shadow was visible to each, and on

getting still nearer the shadows merged into each other." My
es'.imate of the angle subtended by the diameter of the rainbow

is 15°, that of my friend 10°. He adds, however, "I may be

very far out in this." J. M. White
Spring Grove, Dundee, February 5

Referring to Mr. Fleming's letter in Nature of January

31 (p. 310), I would state that many years ago, before

Pontresina, in the Grisons, was so resorted to as it is now, I

walked up the Piz Languard early one fine morning with an old

smuggler and chamois hunter—the terms are synonymous on the

frontier—named Colani. On the summit of the peak is a ledge

of rock, on which I lay down for twenty minutes' sleep. I had

been asleep but a few minutes when Colani woke me, and, with

excuses and an expression of fright on his face, begged me to

come with him to see something which he had never seen in his

life bef jre. We moved to the w estern edge of the peak. Below

us were some thin clouds of mist curling about like vapour from

a lart^e cauldron. On these clouds appeared a circular rainbow

and within it, as though in a gilded frame, were two figures-^im

fact, the shadows of ourselves.

"There are two of them now," cried Colani, and it was not

until I told him to take off his hat and wave it, as I did mine,

and he saw^ the action repeated by the figures, that he began

to feel assured they were not " Geists." It was not the " Arch

St. Martin," a Romansch name for a rainbow, which had

frightened him, though it was the first time he had seen a circular

one, but the appearance of the dark solitary figure had awaker.ed

his conscience, for some of bis smuggling adventures had nob

been without bloodshed. The details of the phenomenon were-

the same as those described by Mr. Fleming, with the exception,

perhaps, that the figures were more vivid and the whole spectacle:

of longer duration, owing to an unclouded sun.

A similar appearance has lately been seen on the Tonja' t:

Range in Nevada, by Mr. R. A. Marr, of the Coast and Geo-

detic Survey. I subjoin his description of it, taken from a recent-

number of the Mail. T. R. Maynari)

The Black Forest, February 7

"Suddenly, as I stood looking over the vast expanse teneath

me, I saw myself confronted by a monster figure of a man staud-

ing in mid air before me, upon the top of a clearly-defined moun-

tain peak, which had but the thin air of the valley bebw for a

resting place. The figure was only a short distance from me.

Around it were two circles of rainbow light and colour, the outer

e iaintly defined as compared with the inner one, which .-
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bright and clear and distinclly iridescent. Around the head of
the figure was a beautiful halo of light, and from the figure itself

shot rays of colour normal to the body. The sight startled me
more than I can now tell. I threw up my hands in astonish-

ment, and perhaps .«ome little fear, and at this moment the

spectre seemed to move towards me. In a few moments I got

over my fright, and then, after the figure had faded away, I re-

cogni-ed the fact that I had enjoyed one of the most wonderful
]>henomena of nature. Since then we have seen it once or twice
troni Jeff Davis Peal;, but it never created such an impres-ion upon
me as it did that evening when I was doing service as a heliotropcr
all alone on the top of Arc Dome."

The Stjrm of January 26

During this storm there was a remarkable depression of the

barometer, it falling to 26'9, as shown in the accompanying
chart. The lowest depression last year was 2S'2 on Nov. 25.
Lurgyhrack lies in lat. 54" 56' N., and long. 7° 42' W. It is 225
feet above the Ordnance datum level. A nearly similar depres-
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sion was"observe( :he Ordnance
datum level. TI... „ .^^.^„ .„„..„ ^ .lorth-west Ijy

north and east to the south, and from llie latter by west to

north. The storm was succeeded by a fall of snow, which has
now melted away. G. Henry Kinahan

I.urgyhrack, Letterkenny, Ireland, January 29

EARTHQUAKE DISTURBANCES OF THE
TIDES ON THE COASTS OF INDIA

TipCR some years past tidal stations have been esta-
-' blished at various points on the coasts of India,

from Kiirrachee round Ha Cape Comorin and yVdam's
Straits to Calcutta, and on to Rangoon and Moulmein

;

also beyond these points, eastwards at Port Blair in the

Andaman Islands, and westwards at Aden ; but not any-
where in the Island of Ceylon, which happens—unfortu-
nately for the interests of science—to be outside the
administration of the Government of India. At each of
the tidal stations an ob-ervatory has been established,
containing a self-registering tide-gauge, and all requisite
meteorological instruments, with a clerk in charge who
tends the instruments, sets the driving clocks to true
time—usually received telegraphically from Madras—and
sends in daily reports to the supervising officer. That
officer exercises a general superintendence over all the
tidal stations, inspects them periodically, collates and
analyses the observations, and deduces from them the
values of the ''tidal constants'' for each port or point of
observation

; these constants enable future tides to be
predicted, and tide tables to be prepared for the guidance
of mariners

; they are also otherwise valuable, in that they
have thrown light on the question of the earth's rigidity,

and on various other matters of scientific interest.

The operations have been carried on in connection
with the Great Trigonometrical branch of the Survey of
India. Major A. W. Baird, R. E., has been the super-
vising officer from their commencement in 1873 up to the
present time, with the exception of an interval of a little

more than a year, when he was on furlough in Europe,
and Capt. J. Hill, R.E., first, and afterwards Major
M. W. Rogers, R.E., officiated for him.
At certain of the Indian stations the registrations have

twice indicated that the normal tides had been greatly
disturbed by supertidal waves : first, on the occasion of
the earthquake in the Bay of Bengal on December 31,
iSSi ; and secondly, during the volcanic eruptions in the
Island of Krakatoa, between .Sumatra and Java, which
occurred on August 27 and 28 last. The first disturb-
ances do not appear as yet to have attracted much atten-
tion out of India ; a full account of them is given in the
General Report on the Operations of the Survey of India
for 1881-82, and also in the Proceedings of ike Asiatic
Society ofBengaMm March 1883. The second are now
famous all the world over, not merely because of the
havoc they are known to have produced on the spot and
at the time, but also because of the effects they are
believed to have produced on the condition of the atmo-
sphere long afterwards and in far distant quarters of the
globe. A report on the tidal disturbances at Indian
stations which were caused by the eruptions at Krakatoa
has been drawn up by Major Baird, and sent to me for

communication to the Royal Society, and an abstract
of it was read at the meeting of the Societv on January
31-

I now propose to indicate certain points of similarity

and others of dissimilarity between the recorded effects

of the disturbing forces on the two occasions; for fuller

details the reports themselves must be referred to.

The usual effect of an earthquake or volcanic eruption
occurring at an island or under the bed of the sea is the
transmission in all directions of an " earth-wave " and a

"sea-wave"'; the former travels with much greater
rapidity than the latter, and may reach points which the

latter does not reach ; or it may die away and cease at

points far short of those attained by the latter ; which of

the two will travel the greater distance depends generally

on the structure and homogeneity of the strata through
which the earth-wave is transmitted, and on the depth of
water and configuration of the bottom over which the

sea-wave passes.

On the occasion of the earthquake of December 31,

1881, the "centre of impulse" was situated under the

bed of the ocean in the western portion of the Bay of

Bengal ; the shock of the earth-wave was very violent in

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands, and along the entire

length of the Madras coast up to Calcutta, and also far

inland ; it was followed by a succession of sea-waves
which the tidal diagrams show to have arrived after the
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earth-wave, at an interval ranging from half an hour

at Port Blair (in the Andamans), the nearest sta-

tion, to six hours at Dublat (in Sanger Island at the

mouth of the River Hooghly), the furthest station at

which such waves were certainly registered. At Ran-
goon, Moulmein, and various points in the Mergui Ar-

chipelago, the earth-wave was distinctly perceptible,

though its shock was here much less violent ; but no
trace of a sea-wave has been met with at any of the tidal

stations in this quarter ; the belt of islands and shoals

which extends from Cape Negrais to the Island of

Sumatra, practically dividing the Bay of Bengal into two
portions, must have formed a barrier to the sea-waves,

for though great and numerous at Port Blair, they died
awa\ in the deep sea beyond, and in no case reached the

eastern coast line.

The position of the earthquake in the Bay of Beng.al

was necessarily not a matter of observation as at Kraka-
toa ; but it has been inferred by Major Rogers from the

following facts. The moment at which the shock of the

earth-wave was felt happens to have been recorded
with considerable accuracy at three places, two on the
west coast of the Bay, viz. the Madras Astronomical
Observatory and the tidal station at False Point ; the
third on the east coast, Kisseraing, a principal station of
the Great Trigonometrical Survey, where Major Rogers
was actually at the moment observing a distant station in

the field of the telescope of his theodolite. He reports that
" he saw the earthquake before feeling it," for he first

became sensible of its occurrence by noticing the object
which he was observing appear to rise and fall in the

tele-cope ; he immediately examined the spirit-levels of
his instrument, found they were violently agitated, and
made a note of the time. Subsequently he ascertained
that the shock he felt and those recorded at Madras and
False Point must have occurred almost simultaneously.
due allowance being made for the difterences of longitude,
Therefore, assuming the earth-wave to have travelled

from the centre of impulse with the same velocity in all

directions, the centre would be near that of the triangle

joining the three points of observation, but probably a
little to the south, towards the line joining Port Blair and
Negapatam, the stations at which the tidal disturbances
were the greatest.

Having thus ascertained the probable position of the
centre of impulse, Major Rogers proceeded to ascertain
the probable time of the earthquake. Here again he was
favoured by his facts. It so happened that his assistant,

Mr. Rendell, had just completed an inspection of the
tidal station at False Point, and was at work on a line of
levels a few miles away, when he felt a violent shock of
earthquake; he noted the time; the clerk at the station
also felt the earthquake, and noted that the observatory
was much shaken ; afterwards it was found that at the
time recorded by Mr. Rendell the pencil of the tide-gauge
had been vibrating very sensibly on the diagram ; the
vibr.-ition must have been caused either by the shaking of
the ribservatory, or by a forced sea-wave such as is some-
times produced momentarily in shallow waters by a pass-
ing earth-wave. Thegreatsea-wave which was transmitted
from the centre of impulse arrived 3 hours 18 minutes
after .s-ards. Now there can be no question that the
vibration mark on the diagram correctly registers the
moment at which the earth-wa\e reached False Point

;

Major Rogers therefore conjectures, with much proba-
bility, that a similar very prominent vibration mark on
the I'ort Blair diagram registers the moment of the arrival
of the earth-wave at Port Blair ; thirteen minutes after
the time thus registered Major Rogers felt the earthquake
at Kisseraing, and as the distance between the two points
is 400 miles it may be infjrred that the earth-wave
travelled with a velocity of about 1800 miles an hour.
With this velocity, the distance of the assumed centre of
impulse from either of the three surrounding stations,

and the lime of the occurrence of the earth-wave at either
station. Major Rogers calculates the time of the original
disturbance when both the earth-wave and the sea-wave
were initiated. Comparing this time with that of the
arrival of the sea-wave at his stations, he obtains the fol-

lowing velocities for the sea-wave : to Port Blair 360 miles
an hour, to Madras and Negapatam 240, to False Point
180, and to Dublat 120. The average depth of the sea is

known to diminish in every instance of diminished
velocity.

The sea-wave here specifically referred to was the first

and generally the greatest of the supertidal waves ; its

amplitude from trough to crest was a maximum, 36
inches, at Negapatam, and 30 inches at Port Blair ; it

was always positive, the crest preceding the trough and
raising the sea-level. The latter point is to be specially

noticed because the first result of the great eruption at

Krakatoa was the reverse of this, namely, a negative
wave or general lowering of the sea-level at the stations

of observation, as will be shown more fully further on.

Secondary sea-waves followed the first, disturbing the
normal tides for some hours ; their greatest duration was
twenty-five hours at Port Blair, the nearest tidal station

to the centre of impulse. A single earth-wave of a few
seconds' duration is all that appears to have been per-

ceived at the tidal stations
;
possibly, therefore, the whole

of the tidal disturbances were due to a single earthquake.

Proceeding now to the eruptions at Krakatoa, we find

that while there is no uncertainty as regards their locality,

and there is evidence of one great eruption far exceeding
all the others in violence, there is as yet no certain in-

formation of their number nor of the times at which any
of them, even the greatest, occurred. No earth-waves
appear to have reached India ; but sea-waves of more or
less magnitude were transmitted lo all the tidal stations-

on both coasts of the peninsula, and not alone to those
on the east coast, as on the former occasion ; they were
also transmitted far beyond, to Aden, the Mauritius, and
the south-east coast of Africa, as e-hown in Major Baird's

report. Lately it has been announced that traces of the
sea-waves have been discovered at French tidal stations

on both coasts of the Atlantic.

The principal facts set forth by Major Baird are the

following :

—

1. Distinct evidence of tidal disturbance was met with

at twelve of the seventeen Indian tidal stations, including

all which were fairly placed to receive the force of the im-

pulse from Krakatoa ; but, as in the previous instance, no
disturbance was perceived at the stations on the east_

coast of the Bay of Bengal.
2. The first result of the great eruption at Krakatoa

was a negative supertidal wave, or general fall of the sea-

level, at Major Baird's stations and also at the Mauritius.

3. This negative wave was succeeded by a great

positive wave, at an interval ranging from seventy-five

minutes at Negapatam, the station nearest Krakatoa, to

twenty-four minutes at Aden, the most distant station.

4. Supertidal waves of greater or less magnitude were
registered at the Indian stations some hours before the

negative wave of the great eruption, showing that there

must have been antecedent minor eruptions. They
appear at Aden about three hours before the negative

wave, and eighteen hours before at Negapatam, showing
that the explosions were at first comparatively feeble,

affecting only the nearer stations ; but afterwards they
increased in intensity and became sensible even at Aden,
a distance of over 4000 miles.

5. Waves of amplitudes ranging from a maximum of

22 inches at Negapatam to a maximum of 9 inches at

Aden were registered at all the more favourably situated

stations. The first was the positive wave immediately
succeeding the primary negative wave, and it was gener-

ally of a greater amplitude than any i. ther wave, but in a
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few instances it was succeeded by greater waves. The
succeeding waves maintained considerable amplitudes—
not less than half the maxima values— for about twelve
hours, appearing at intervals of one or two hours apart at

all the more prominent stations. They were succeeded
by wavelets gradually diminishing in size, but continuing
for some time, being traceable on the diagrams for

August 29 and 30, the second and third days after the

great eruption. It is noticeable that they ceased first at

Port Blair and Negapatani, the two nearest stations, and
last at Aden, the farthest station.

6. Loud reports, resembling the firing of distant guns,

were heard at Port Blair on August 26 and 27, and being
supposed to be signals from a vessel in distress a steamer
was sent out in search of the vessel ; similar reports were
heard on the 26th in Ceylon.
These facts show that the great eruption at Krakatoa

was preceded by minor eruptions sufficiently powerful to

produce effects which were sensible at a distance of

upwards of 4000 miles ; also that it was probably followed

by minor eruption^, to the influence of which the long-

protracted continuance of tidal disturbance is due.

The time at which the great eruption occurred is still

not known with any precision. Major Baird has endea-
voured to calculate it from the following data : he was
informed by Her Majesty's Consul in Java that the first

great (positive) wave reached Batavia at I2h. lom. local

time on the afternoon of August 27 ; as the distance from
Krakatoa by sea is 105 miles, and the average depth of

the sea about 186 feet, he infers from the table of the
velocity of free tide waves passing over seas of different

depths, in Sir George .'\iry's article on "Tides and Waves''
in the Encyclopedia Mtiro/'oli/:i/iii, that the wa\'e must have
taken about two hours to reach Batavia, and therefore that

it must have started at 10.5 a.m. Krakatoa time, allowing

five minutes for the difference of longitude. Another
estimate has been recently furnished by General Strachey
in a paper—read before the Royal Society—on the "Baro-
metrical Disturbances which passed over Europe between
August 27 and 31 "

; General Strachey connects these

disturbances with the great eruption at Krakatoa, and
infers, from the recorded evidence of the times of transit

of the barometric waves over the European observatories,

that the initial barometric rise occurred at gh. 24m.
Krakatoa time on the morning of August 27. Now we
have seen that the first effect of the great eruption on the

ocean was the production of a negative wave which
preceded the great positive wave by an interval of seventy-

five minutes at Negapatani, and twenty-four minutes at

Aden ; if then we assume that the interval was somewhat
more than seventy-five minutes at Krakatoa itself— as is

to be inferred from the fact that wherever registered it

increases as the distance from the centre of impulse
diminishes—General Strachey's and Major Baird's deter-

minations will be seen to corroborate each other very

closely ; indeed, considering the absolute independence
of the two methods of deduction, the facts of observa-

tion being in one instance derived from the atmosphere,
in the other from the ocean, the coincidence between the

results is very striking.

Major Baird has calculated the velocities with which
the great positive wave travelled from Krakatoa to the

more important of his own stations, and also to Port

Louis in the Mauritius, and Port.Elizabeth in South Africa.'

Startmg with the assumption that the wave left Krakatoa at

io'5 a.m , .'\ugust 27, local tiine, he finds that it attained its

maximum value, 467 statute miles per hour, in transit to

both Port Louis and Port Elizabeth. Considerable

interest attaches to this determination, in that it is identi-

cal with Sir George .'\iry's tabulated value of the velocity

of a free tide-wave passing over an ocean 15,000 feet

deep, which is supposed to be the average depth of the

' For these ports he cm! toys the data t tiblished in Nature, vol. xxviii.

ocean in this direction; moreover, the fact that the same
velocity is obtained for both the ports, and that the nearer
of the two is only 3400 miles from Krakatoa, while the
other port is 5450 miles distant, indicates that there is

probably no material error in Major Baird's adopted time
of starting. The velocity of the wave in all other direc-

tions is less, viz. to Galle 397 miles, to Negapatam 355
miles, and to Aden 371 miles. The velocities are neces-
sarily computed on the assumption of a uniform rate of
progress from the origin to the point reached ; but each
of the slower waves must have coincided with the wave
which impinged on Ports Louis and Elizabeth for a con-
siderable distance in the early portion of its course, and
it must then have travelled with the same high velocity

;

afterwards, on passing over shallower seas, the velocity

must have much diminished, and very possibly it may
have fallen to the smaller velocity values which Major
Rogers has calculated for the sea-waves in the Bay of

Bengal, on the occurrence of the earthquake of December
31, 1881.

The Admiralty chart of the Eastern Archipelago shows
that Krakatoa is situated at the focus of what may be
regarded as a parabolic figure, formed by the contiguous
portions of the coasts of Java and Sumatra ; the axis of

the figure is directed towards the Indian Ocean. Thus
the waves generated by an eruption at Krakatoa would be
mostly propelled towards that ocean, both directly and
by reflection from the coasts ; but near the apex of the
parabola there is an opening, the Straits of Sunda,
through which a great wave passed, carrying widespread
destruction for some distance beyond along the con-
tiguous coasts. This wave may have impinged with great
force on the south-west corner of the Island of Borneo,
which is on the prolongation of a straight line drawn
from Krakatoa through the Straits. But it did not reach
Singapore, where a tide-gauge is established, and which
is within a third of the distance of the nearest Indian
station from Krakatoa ; the Master-Attendant at Singa-
pore reports that the gauge shows " no difference what-
ever in the tide." This is obviously due to the fact that

the wave which passed through the Straits of Sunda had
but a shallow sea to advance over towards Singapore,
and its course must have been greatly impeded by
numerous islands and shoals and the narrow straits and
passages between them. For similar reasons, and be-

cause the axis of the parabola in which Krakatoa is

situated is pointed towards the Indian Ocean, it is

probable that the eflects of the eruptions were not con-
veyed to anything like so great a distance along the
numerous groups of islands to the east and into the

Pacific Ocean. J. T. Walker

THE INDIAN SURVEY^
'T'HIS is the fifth report of the amalgamated Depart-
A ment of Surveys under the Government of India.

It is divided into two parts with an appendix. Part I.

gives a summary of the operations of the great trigono-

metrical, the topographical, and revenue survey parties
;

also of the geographical, geodetic, and tidal, and levelling

operations. Part II. describes the oper.itions at the

Head-Quarters Offices, viz. the Surveyor-General's Office,

the Revenue Survey Office, the Lithographic Ofiice, the

Photographic Office, and the Mathematical Instrument
Department, all in Calcutta ; and of the Trigonometrical

Survey Office in Dehra Dun. Index charts, coloured

maps, and sketches showing the present state of this very

important department accompany this report; to which
is prefixed, as frontispiece, a "Specimen o'i Heliogravure
by Major Waterhouse's Process," which invites the

* '* General Report on the Operations of the Survey of India during the

year 1881-82. " Prepared under the superintendence of Lieut.-General

J. T. W.alker, C.B., R.E , F.R S-. &c., Surveyor-General of India.

iCalcutta. i88j )
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special attention of photographers and engravers. An
appendix, separately paged, of 120 pages, completes the

volume, and consists of extracts from the narrative report

of the executive officers in charge of the survey parties

and operations.

This report is distinguished from previous ones by
announcing the completion of the great triangulation on

the lines originally marked out in 1830 by Col. Everest,

which affords the Surveyor-General, in his introductory

statement, an opportunity of giving a brief but interesting

history of this great undertaking from its commencement
in the vear 1800, in Southern India, by Major Lambton,
on the recommendation of the Hon. Col. Wellesley, after-

wards the Duke of Wellington. The object of this

so-called " Mathematical and Geographical Survey " was
then stated to be "to determine the exact positions of all

the great objects best calculated to become permanent
geographical marks to be hereafter guiJes for facilitating

a general survey of the peninsula," and further, that in

the interests of general science it would have to be
executed with the utmost possible precision, and be
supplemented by astronomical determinations of po?ition,

with a view to the requirements of geodesy.

The operations between the years iSooand 1825 may
be briefly described as consisting of a network of tri-

angulation over Southern India, and through the middle
of which a principal chain of triangles was carried in a

meridional direction from Cape Comorin up to Sironj in

Central India. This chain forms that which is now
known as Lambton and Everest's Great Arc. Col.

Lambton died in 1823, and was succeeded by Col.

Everest, who, two years afterwards, proceeded to Europe,
spending four years in supervising the construction of

new instruments—great theodolites, astronomical circles,

standards of length, and compensation bars for base-line

measurements, for employment in extending and revising

the Great Arc, the importance of which was recognised

by all men of science in Europe.
Returning to India in 1830, Col. Everest recommended

the abandonment of the network system of triangulation

and the substitution instead of what he called the "grid-

iron " system, consisting of meridional chains of triangles

tied together at their upper and lower extremities by
longitudinal chains. The meridional chains were to be
constructed at intervals of about one degree apart, while
longitudinal chains would follow the parallels of Calcutta,

Bombay, and Madras, and thus run at intervals of from five

to six degrees apart. The external chains of the gridiron

would of course follow the British frontier lines and the

coast lines, and all grounded on ten base lines measured
with the Colby apparatus of compensation bars and micro-

scopes. This programme of operations was approved by
the Government of India and Court of Directors, and
has furnished the guiding lines on which the principal

triangulation has been executed during the period of
almost exactly fifty years which has since elapsed. For
geodetic purposes, the amount of principal triangulation

is now ample. Outside the limits of India proper, the

recently completed chain of principal triangles, called the

eastern frontier series, is a valuable contribution to

geodesy and geography.
Thus the great work of the principal triangulation of

Fndia is now an accomplished fact. Commenced in iSoo,

under the auspices of the Madras Government, it was
carried on, almost alone, by Major Lambton, until 1S18,
when the Marquis of Hastings, then Governor-General,
placed it under the control of the supreme Government,
and Capt. Everest was appointed assistant to Major
Lambton. In 1832 additional officers were appointed,
and by the year 1S40, when the northern section of the
Great Arc was completed, the personnel sufficed for the
equipment of six triangulation survey parties, which
number has been uniformly maintained from that time
onwards until gradually diminished on the completion of

the successive chains of triangles. The operations have
been uniformly and consistently supported by successive

Governments of India with equal liberality and con-

stancy, and to whom it must be a source of much satisfac-

tion to know that this great work of permanent peaceful

usefulness will assuredly take the highest rank as a work
of scientific labour and skill.

It is stated that there are 3472 principal s'ations. On
the plains they are constructed in the form of towers,

rising from 20 to 40 and even 60 feet above the ground,
and usually about 16 feet square at base, with an isolated

central pillar for the instruments to rest on. On hills and
mounds and other eminences the central pillar, always of.

masonry, is raised 2 to 4 feet above the ground level, and
is surrounded with a platform of earth and stones. Mark-
stones, engraved with circle and central dot to define

precisely the station point of observation, are inserted at

the surface and at the base of the pillar. The stations,

scattered over 338 Briii-h districts and native states, are

placed under the protection of local officials, each of

whom is required to send annual reports of the condition

of the stations within his district. Repairs are effected

when necessary, and if so maintained by [future genera-

tions of officials, the duration of the stations should be
coeval "with the hills and plains on which they stand,

and be of lasting utility.

The field operations of measurements of base-lines and
angles of the principal triangulation being completed, the

simultaneous reduction of the vast number of such facts,

acquired over all India, by many individuals and during

a period of many years, to a harmonious whole, was
obviously impossible. Thus it became necessary to divide

the triangulation of India proper into five sections ;
and

even then the simultaneous reduction of the numerous
facts of observation collected together in each group was
a work of enormous labour, necessitating, as stated by
the most eminent living authority (Col. Clarke, C. B.,

Geodesy, p. 257), " the most elaborate calculations that

have ever been undertaken for the reduction of triangula-

tion by the method of least squares." The final results

of the first section are given in vols, ii., iii , and
iv. of the ' Account of the Operations of the Great

Trigonometrical Survey of India," published in 1S79

(vol. i. is devoted to base-lines, and vol. v. to pendulum
operations) ; those of the second section in vol. vi., pub-

lished in 18S0, and those of the third in vols. vii. and
viii. will be shortly published. The simultaneous reduc-

tion of the fourth section is now com[.leted. The final

reduction of the last section has not yet commenced, nor

has the recently completed eastern frontier series.

The requirements of geodesy necessitate a:tronomical

observations for the determination of latitude and azimuth

and electro-telegraphic observations for the determination

ofdiffereiicesoflongitude at several stations of the principal

triangulation. These have already been completed to a

considerable extent ; and further operations of this nature

are in progress by two small astronomical parties attached

to the geodetic branch of the department, and by whom
all the operations subservient to geodetic science should

be completed in the course of a few years. .An extensive

series of pendulum observations for investigations of

gravity and the figure of the earth, tiken chiefly at

stations of the principal triangulation, has been completed

and connected with the groups of corresponding observa-

tions in other parts of the globe. Long lines of spirit

levels have been, and are still being carried on in connec-

tion with the principal triangulation, from the sea to the

base-lines in the interior, and from sea to sea across the

peninsula ; they rest on determinations of the mean sea

level, which have been and are being made at tidal

stations on the coasts, and which promise to furnish most

in portant data by means of which our knowledge of the

constitution of the earth's mass may be extended.

Reference can only be here made to the report for most
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interesting information as to the progress of the thirteen

topographical parties, the two Moiizaivar, or village

survey parties, and the six cadastral or field survey

parties, whose duties now include, as an experiment, the

reecording of particulars about each field ; thus reducing

the cost of preparing the '" Record of Rights" for the

Board of Revenue. The geographical reconnaissance

and trans Himalayan explorations are replete with curious

information to every student of nature, and of the habits

and customs of the frontier hill tribes and peoples.

The perusal of this report increases, if possible, our good
opinion of the skill and devotion to duty of the several

officers, and of the marked ability of the administration

of this department by General Walker, and which it is

most pleasing to find so handsomely acknowledged by
the Government of India.

ZOOLOGY AND BOTANY OF ALASKA^
THE United States Revenue cutter Coriuiii went on a

cruise in 1 88 1 to Alaska and the Arctic Ocean.
The main object of the voyage was to search the

various accessible portions of the Arctic coasts for traces

of the Jeannette and two missing whaling vessels

which were lost the same season that the Jeannette
entered the ice. Leaving St. Michael's on June 21,

Behring's Sea was crossed to St. Lawrence Island

and Plover Bay on the Siberian coast ; then the

Cor-u'iii went along this coast through the Straits

and north-wc^t to the vicinity of Nordenskjold's winter

quarters, where a sledge party, which had been left there

earlier in the season to search the coast in that district,

was taken on board ; it then returned to St. Lawrence
Island and St. Michael's. After a short delay it again

proceeded to the Arctic, touching at all the islands in

Behring's Straits, visiting in succession the entire Alas-

kan coast line from Behring's Straits to Point Barrow,
including Kotzebue Sound, and on the Siberian shore

from the Straits to North Cape. It also cruised along

the edge of the ice paci;, visiting Herald and Wrangel
Islands— almost unknown masses of land—and, returning

homewards, some time was spent at Ounalaska in the

Aleutian Islands fitting for the voyage to San Francisco,

which was reached in October.

As one of the re->ults of this cruise, we have a series of

notes and memoranda, medical and anthropological,

botanical and ornithological, published by order of the

House of Representatives at Washington.
The medical and anthropological notes of Alaska are by

Dr. Irving C. Rosse. The health of the ship's crew was
fairly good throughout the voyage, very careful precau-

tionary measures being observed : for the usual habit of

deluging the decks above and below every morning with

w.iter, a system of serapmg and dry scrubbing was substi-

tuted with excellent results, and the decks were only

wetted once or twice a month on fine days. Good water
vras procured nearly everywhere in the Arctic, and it is

noted as of unusual excellence at Cape Thompson and at

Herald and Wrangel Islands. The weather was mostly
wild, with snow and hail ; in the latter part of June at

St. Michael's the sun was found almost overpowering,
although the thermometer registered but 60°. Dr. Rosse
gives a sketch of the diseases peculiar to the aboriginal

population, especially of an epidemic of pneumonia which
prevailed at tiunalaska. He declares " that there is an
absolute consensus of opinion both among the executive

and medical officers of late Arctic expeditions in regard

to the judicious use of alcoholic beverages," and that

though himself of abstemious habits, yet the facts ob-

served "warrant him in testifying to the undeniable good
effects of whisky when served out to the crew after

• Cruise of the Revenue Sleanier Corzuin in Alaska and the North-
west Arctic Ocean in iSSi. Notes anj Memoranda. Medical and Antliro-

pological. Botanical and Ornithologicil. " (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1883.)

unusual fatigue and exposure." On reaching St. Lawrence
Bay, Siberia, a native speaking a little English was at

his own request taken on board ; the bustle and stir

brought on a state of sleeplessness, and his state of mind
was not improved on seeing the collection of skulls on
board, nor by the chaff of the forecastle men, who tried

to persuade him he was to be brought to San Francisco

as an anatomical curiosity. As a result he stabbed him-
self dangerously in the left chest, and then leaped over-

board ; a boat being alongside, he was promptly rescued.

The knife was found to have entered several inches, and
blood and air were escaping from the wound. The
symptoms were such that, writes Dr. Rosse, "the patient

ought to have promptly perished, notwithstanding the

treatment," but in a few days the patient was landed

at Plover Bay, where he recovered sufficiently to start on
foot for his home over a rugged mountain way 150 miles

distant. "Wounds seem to heal uncommonly well in the

Arctic, a fact doubtless owing to the highly ozonised con-

dition of the atmosphere, and the absence of disease

germs and organic dust."

Dr. Rosse's anthropological notes on the natives met
with are of some importance, though his conclusions

based on these may not always be acceptable. Referring

to the prevalence of tattooing among the Esquimaux
women, he gives a figure of strange design seen on the

cheeks of a woman of St. Lawrence Island. Some drawings

of crania are given, but we have failed to find any detailed

account of them.
The botanical notes on Alaska are by John Muir.

There is no line of perpetual snow on any portion of the

Arctic regions known to explorers. Every summer the

snow disappears not only from the low sandy shores and
boggy tundras, but also from the mountain tops ; for

nearly three-fourths of the year the plants lie buried under

it, but they awake up in June and July to a vigorous

growth, and on the drier banks and hills about Kotzebue
Sound, Cape Lisbourne, and elsewhere, many species

show but little climatic repression, growing during the

long summer's day tall enough to wave m the wind, and
to unfold a rich profusion of flowers. A list of the

species found at the following localities is given— St.

Michael's, Golovin Bay, Kotzebue Sound, and Cape
Thompson, where a new species of Erigeron was found

{E. mui?-ii. Gray). On Herald Island sixteen species of

flowering plants were gathered. At Wrangel Island,

from an area of about half a square mile, twenty-seven

species of flowering plants were collected ; they all

occurred in separate tufts, leaving the ground between

them bare and raw as that of a newly ploughed field.

Some portions of the coast, however, farther south,

presented a greenish hue, as seen from the ship, at a

distance of eight or ten miles, owing no doubt to vege-

tation growing under less unfavourable conditions than

at the point the Corivin touched at.

The birds of Behring's Sea and the Arctic Ocean are

described by Mr. E. W. Nelson ; many of the breeding

quarters of North American birds are given, and details

are also added of some of the rarer forms met with. A
fine adult male Siberian Wagtail {Motacilla ocularis,

Swinhoe) was taken at Plover Bay the last day of June

;

it was in perfect breeding plumage. .A specimen of

Laniiis cristatus was picked up dead on Wrangel Island.

Strictly an Asiatic bird, it must have reached this distant

spot during some storm, and died of starvation or

exposure. A fine adult female, in breeding plumage, of

Enriiwrhyiichics pygniaus, was taken at Plover Bay, and

several others were seen. .A specimen of Khodostethia

rosea in immature plumage was obtained at St. IVlichael's,

and reference is made to three fine specimens secured by

Mr. Newcomb during the drift of \\\^ Jeannette. which

are now in the Smi'.hsonian collection, one of which still

retains its extremely rich peach-blossom pink so charac-

teristic of this the most beautiful of the gulls.
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A list of the fishes known to occur in the Arctic Ocean,
north of Behring's Straits, by Tarleton H. Bean, is

appended. The list is based exclusively upon specimens in

the United States National Museum, and is acknowledged
to be incomplete; it only contains twenty-one species,

eight others being added as "properly belonging to the

fauna.' No details beyond the localities where found are

given.

SOUND-MILLS
AFTER the notable researches of Crookes on radia-

tion, which culminated in the discovery of the

radiometer, or light-mill, it was a natural transition of

thought which suggested to several minds almost simul-

taneously the possibility of devising an apparatus which
should rotate under the influence of sound-waves as does
the radiometer under the influence of the rays of light

and heat. Such instruments were indeed devised inde-

pendently about six years ago by Lord Rayleigh, by Prof.

Alfred M. Mayer of Hoboken, by Mr. Edison, the well-

known inventor, by Prof. Mach of Prague, by Dr. A.

Haberditzel of Vienna, and by Prof. V. Dvorak of the
University of Agram (in Croatia). These researches,

though of great scientific interest, have been somewhat
overlooked in the rus'i of scientific inventions during the
intervening years. During the course of the past year.

however, Dr. Dvorak has given to the world, in the pages
of the Zcitschrift der Iiistrumentenkiinde (vol. iii. Heft 4),

a detailed account of his experiments, together with
figures of various pieces of apparatus hitherto undescribed.
We propose to give a resume of the principal points of
Dvor/ik's researches.

Four kinds of sound-mills are described by Dvordk,
two of them depending on the repulsion of resonant-boxes
or cases, and two others on different principles.

The first of these instruments is depicted in Fig. i,

and consists of a light wooden cross, balanced on a needle
point, carrying four light resonators made of gla=s. These
resonators are hollow balls of 44 cms. diameter, with an
opening of 04 cm. at one side. They respond to the

note_£f' ( = 392 vibrations). When the note,§"' is forcibly

sounded by an appropriate tuning-fork, the air in each of

the resonators vibrates in response, and the apparatus
begins to rotate. As a resonator will respond when placed
in any position with respect to the source of sound, it is

clear that one single resonator properly balanced should
rotate

; and this is found to be the case, though, naturally,
the action is more certain with four resonators than with
one.

Before proceeding to the other forms of sound-mill
devised by Dvorak, it miy be well to explain briefly the
cause of the phenomenon, and to describe Dvorak's

particular method of exciting the appropriate sound
Dvordk has pointed out, as indeed has been done else-

where both by Lord Rayleigh and by Prof. A. M. Mayer,
that, when sounds of great intensity are produced, the
calculations which are usually only carried to the first

order of approximation cease to be adequate, because
now the amplitude of motion of the particles in the
sound-wave is not infinitely small as compared with the

lengths of the sound-waves themselves. Mathematical
analysis shows that under these circumstances the mean
of the pressures in the condensed part and in the rarefied

part of the sound-wave is no longer equal to the undis-
turbed atmospheric pressure, but is always greater.

Consequently at all nodal points in the vibrations of the air

in tubes or resonant-boxes the pressure of the air is greater
than elsewhere ; and therefore any resonator closed at

one side and open at the other is urged along bodily

by the slight internal excess of pressure on the closed
end. The apparatus. Fig. i, therefore rotates by reaction,

in the same way as Hero's primitive steam-engine rotated,

though the reaction is due to a different cause.

To produce vibrations of sufficient intensity Dr.
Dvorak employs heavy tuning-forks mounted on rj-

sonant-cases, and excited electrically. For this purpose
he places between the prongs of the fork an electromagnet
constructed on the following plan. Two plates of iron

separated by a sheet of paper are used as a core. They

are cut of such a breadth as to lie between the prongs
without touching them. This core is overwound with

insulated copper wire, as shown at E, Fig. 2, and the

electromagnet is then mounted by a bent piece of wood,
abc, upon the sounding-box, K, of the fork. The wires

are connected in a circuit with a battery, and with the
.

electromagnet of a self-exciting tuning-fork of the same
note. Dr. Dvordk is extremely particular about the

arrangements of the resonant-boxes of bis tuning-forks.

They must not touch the table, the arm a h c being

clipped at about the point /• in a firm support. Moreover
the resonant-boxes themselves require to be specially

tuned, for all are not equally good. Dr. Dvordk points

out that, beside the tone of the fork, and the tone of the

air column in the cavity of the box, there is also a tone

proper to the wood of the box itself, which in most of the

forks used in acoustic researches is too base, the wooden
walls being too thin. To hear this tone the prongs of the

fork should be damped by sticking a cork between them,

and the cavity should be filled with cotton-wool, while the

wooden box is gently struck with the knuckle or with a

corkhanmier. It is important that the wood-tone should

be tuned up to coincidence with the tone of the fork and

with that of the air in the cavity. Dr. Dvordk himself

used the box depicted further on in Fig. 6, in which

drawing f is the socket into which the stem of the fork
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was screwed. The wood was tuned by planing it away
at the top and bottom, while the air cavity was tuned by

enlarging the circular opening in front. In the later

researches the box stood on four feet made of india-

rubber tubing. The note of the fork so mounted was
very strong. At 40 cms. distance it would set the sound-

mill in motion.

Dvorak's second apparatus, a " rotating resonator,"

consists of a short cylindrical box, constructed of stiff

glazed paper, having four projections, shown in plan and
elevation in Fig. 3, each of which bears at its side a short

open tube of paper. It is, in fact, a resonator with four

openings, arranged so that it can be hung upon a silk

fibre. A fine needle projects also below to steady the

motion during its rotation, which occurs whenever the
apparatus is brought near to the sounding-fork. For the
note g the dimensions were : diameter, 7 cms.; height,
3-6 cms.

; diameter of openings, o'6cm.
The third apparatus is the "sound-radiometer" de-

scribed by Dvor.'ik before the Imperial A'iennese Academy
in 1881. Its cause of action is less readily explained,
though its construction is even more simple. Its form is

shown in Fig. 4 D; there being, as before, a light cross
of wood, pivoted by a glass cap upon a vertical needle.
To the four arms of the cross are cemented four pieces of
fine white card, about 008 cm. thick, perforated with
holes which are depressed conically at one side, and
raised at the other. These holes may be made by punch-

/Uv
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ing the card upon a lead block with a steel perforating-
punch of the form shown in Fig. 5, a, the dimensions o:'

which are : ah = 0-38 cm. ; c d = 02 cm. The holes
should be from 06 to 065 cm. apart from one another.
When a card so perforated is held in front of the opening
of the resonant-box of the tuning-fork it is repelled if the
smaller ends of the conical holes are toward the box ; or
is attracted if the wider openings are toward the box. A
better, but less simple, way of perforating the cards is by
the use of the conical steel punch shown in Fig. 5, B, and
the matrix, Fig. 5, c. The angle of the cone is 55", and
the narrow projecting nose of steel is 0-3 cm. The card
should be damped, laid on the matrix c, and the hole

pierced by two or three blows upon the die. Dr. Dvorak
prefers this plan : it throws up a high burr or edge behind
the conical hole, and such perforations are more effective.

The cards may be varnished, and are then mounted upon
the cross. The rotations are more rapid if the cards are

set on oblicjuely in the fashion shown in Fig. 4, E, the

burred sides being outwards. Cards with twenty-five

perforations so mounted rotate briskly when the "mill"
is set in front of the resonant-box.
The fourth apparatus of Dvordk is called by him an

"acoustic anemometer." It is shown in Fig. 6. This is

merely a little " mill " of simple construction, the vanes
being small pieces of stiff paper or card slightly curved.

The sounding-box previously described is placed a little

way from it, and between them is held an ordinary Helm-
holtz's resonator, with its wide mouth, b, turned toward

the box, and its narrow opening, a, toward the mill. From
what has been previously said it will be understood that

the internal increase of pressure in the resonator at a has

the effect of driving a jet ot air gently against the sails of

the mill, which consequently rotates. Dr. Dvorak also

suggests that this two-aperture resonator may be replaced

by one having but one aperture, as shown at R, with its

open side, /, turned towards the mill. This resonator is

formed of a glass ball cut a^-ay at one side and cemented
to a glass plate having a small hole at the centre. It may
be remarked that when the air ejected from the mouth of
this resonator is examined by the method of mixing
smoke with it, and then viewing it through slits cut in a
rotating disk, the currents are seen to consist of a series
of vortex-rings.

A second kind of "acoustic anemometer" may be
made by taking a card pierced with too conical holes,
as previously described, and placing this between the
resonant-box and the " mill." The latter rotates in the
wind which passes through the conical holes.

Space doe5 not admit of a comparison being drawn
between these instruments and those of Mayer, Mach,
and others, which are very closely akin in their design
and mode of action, interesting though such a comparison
might be. Nor can we here compare the a'ltion of these
instruments with the "phonomotor" with which Mr.
Edison literally accomplished the feat of talking a hole
through a deal board. But this remarkable machine was
a purely mechanical toy, which converted the vibrations
of the voice, by means of a very finely-cut ratchet-wheel,
into a motion of rotation round an axis.

SiLv.'iNUS P. Thompson

NOTES
In the last week British science has su^tained a great loss in

the death of Mr. Thomas Cheiiery, the editor of the Times,

During his all too short reign the leading journal of Europe has

been in strict harmony with the real progress of humanity,

instead of being merelya chronicle of "politics" and "society,"

and day by day it has been wonderful to watch uith what con-

tinuous well-balanced vigour and skill the general public has

been made interested in the victories achieved in the domains of

science, literature, and art, as only a daily journal can interest it.
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Never before in thehistory of daily journalism in any country did

science receive the recognition which Mr. Chenery accorded to

it. Mr. Chenery was not only a great scholar, but the nearest

approximation to an admirable Crichton that we have known,

and in this we find the secret of his skill as an editor. So

many-sided was he that whether teaching Arabic at Oxford as

Lord Alinoier's Professor ; taking bis part in the revision of the

Old Testament ; acting as Special Correspondent in the trenches

in the Crimea ; at his post as Editor of the Times or in private

life, he won the admiration of all who knew him by his deep

knowledge and splendid modesty. He was a perfect friend, and

gained the respect and love of all who came into contact with him.

Dr. John Hutton Balfour, Emeritus Professor of Medi-

cine and Bo'aiy in the University of Edinburgh, Regius Keeper

of the Royal Botanic Garden, and Queen's Botanist for Scotland,

died on Monday at Inverleith House, Edinburgh. He was birn

in 1S08. Dr. Balfour was the father of Prof. Bayley B.ilfour,

whose appointment to the vacant Chair of Botany at Oxford we
announce to-day. We hope to say more about the late Prof.

Balfour next week.

The death is announced of the distinguished American geo-

grapher, Prof. Arnold Henry Guyot. He was born at Neuchatel,

Switzerland, on September 2S, 1807. He studied at Neuchatel,

Stuttgart, and Carlsruhe, and at the last-named place formed a

close friendship with Agassiz, with whom he studied natural

science. In a tour through Switzerland in 1S3S he first discovered

the laminated structure of the ice in glac'ers, and showed that the

motion of the glacier is due to the displacement of its molecule-.

Agassiz, Forbes, and others afterwards confirmed these discoveries.

For .seven successive summers Guyot now investigated the distribu-

tion of erratic boulders, tracing them on both sides of the Central

Alps, in Switzerland and Italy, over a surface 300 miles long and

200 miles wide, and delineating eleven different regions of rocks.

The r vertical limits and the laws of their de-cent were deter-

mined by means of more than 3000 barometrical observations
;

and the characteristic species of rock of each basin were tracked

step by step to their source. In the United States he was em-
ployed by the Massachusetts Board of Education to deliver lec-

tures in the normal schools of the State, and before the teacher»'

institutes, and by the Smithsonian Institution to organise a

system of meteorological observations. In 1S55 Guyot was ap-

pointed Professor of Physical Geography in the College of New
Jersey at Princeton, which post he retained till his death. He
was awarded a medal for his researches at the Vienna Inter-

national Exhibition of 1S73.

The Royal Society has appointed a committee, consisting of

Sir F. Evans, Prof. Judd, Mr. Lockyer, Mr. R. H. Scott,

General Strachey, and Mr. G. J. Symons, with power to add to

their number, to collect the various accounts of the volcanic

eruption at Krakaloa, and attendant phenomena, in such form

as shall best provide for their preservation and promote their

usefulness ; and a sum of 25/. has been placed at their disposal

for this purpose. In connection with this we direct attention to

the letter of Mr. Symons in our Correspondence Columns.

The following note has been sent us from the Meteorological

Office :
—" We have received notice of the establishment of a

system of storm and weather warnings on the Spanish coast.

The warnings are based upon ob-ervations received from stations

reporting daily by telegraph to the Marine Observatory at San
Fernando, which is superintended by Capt. C. Pujazon of the

Spanish Navy. This instituti:in also issues a daily weather

report and chart."

The "Johns Hopkins University Circulars " have become an
important medium for communicating briefly the results of

research in all departments in connection with the many-sided
institution which issues them. Doubtless they are to be found

at the leading scientific centres in this country, and are always

well worth looking into. The number for January contains a

brief report of the meetings in connection with the departure of

Prof. Sylvester from America ; how highly he was appreciated

there is evident from the following:—On the afternoon of

December 20 the academic staff of the University met in

Hopkins Hall, by invitation of the President, and after a brief

review by Dr. Story of the mathematical lectures here given

from 1876 to 18S3, and a like review by Dr. Craig of the contri-

butions printed in the American Journal of Mathematics, Prof.

Gildersleeve read the following paper, which, on motion of

Prof. Rowland, was adopted by the meeting as an expression of

their respect and good will. " The teachers of the Johns
Hopkins University, in bidding farewell to their illustrious

colleague. Prof. Sylvester, desire to give united expression to

their appreciation of the eminent services he has rendered the

University from the beginning of its actual work. To the new
foundation he brought the assured renown of one of the great

mathematical names of our day, and by his presence alone made
Baltimore a grcJt centre of mathematical research. To the

work of his own department he brought an energy and a devo-

tion that have quickened and informed mathematical study not

only in America, but all over the world ; to the workers of the

University, whether within his own field or without, the example

of reverent love of truth and of knowledge for its own sake, the

example of a life consecrated to the highest intellectual aims.

To ihe presence, the work, the example of such a master as

Prof. Sylvester, the teachers of the Johns Hopkins University all

owe, each in his own measure, guidance, help, inspiration ; and

in grateful recognition of all that he has done for them, and

through them for the University, they wish for him a long and

happy continuance of his work in his native land ; for them-

selves the power of transmitting to others that reverence for the

ideal which he has done so much to make the dominant

characteristic of this University."

An ascent of Ben Nevis was made on Monday by Mr. C. D.

Cunningham, a member of the Alpine Club, accompanied by

M. Emile Rey, a Swiss guide, and John Cameron, the well-

known guide at Fort William. There were about six inches of

snow on the ground from the commencement of the new road ta

the Red Burn. Here considerable difficulty was experienced in

crossing the Burn and arriving on the top of the opposite bank,

owing to the grea' quantity of snow which had drifted into the

watercourse. From the well to the summit the ground, covered

with deep snow, was hard frozen, making the task comparatively

easy. Mr. Omond and his companions at the Observatory ap-

peared in g03d health and spirits, and entertained the party in

the most hospitable manner. The ascent occupied three hours

thirty-five minutes, and the descent two hours.

The estimates submitted to the Dominion Parliament include

(says a Renter's telegiam from Ottawa) the sum of 25,000 dollai.^

for the expenses connected with the meeting of the British

Association at Montreal this year.

The German Cholera Commission has sent a fifth report from

Calcutta, dated January 5. Dr. Koch seems to have really dis-

covered special cholera bacilli. The Commission was furthec

o:cupied with the investigation into the causes of the great

decrease in cholera mortality in Calcutta, where the percentage

of deaths per thousand has diminished from ten to three. This

diminution is attributed to the improvement of the water supply.

The Nautical Meteorological Office of Sweden maintains at

present nineteen stations at which meteorological observations

are made on a large scale, twenty stations for measuring the fall

of rain and snow, and sixteen hydrographical observatories.

Weather journals were last year received from eleven men-of-war

and fifteen merchantmen. The Meteorological OlTice in London
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having requested that of Sweden to forward as complete journals

as possible of the meteorological phenomena of the Nortli

Atlantic Ocean between Augnst I, 1882, and September I, 1S83,

the Office has made a cai'eful abstract of these journals for this

purpose.

The consistory of the Upsala University has voted a sum of

about 200/. for the purchase of objects of natural history for the

University collected by the savanlt of the Vanadis Expedition

round the world, now taking place.

On January 14 a "green"' moon was observed at Kalmar
in Sweden. At about J p.m., just after the sun had set,

leaving an intense purple glow on the sky—more intense than

the late sun-glows—the moon came out of a layer of heavy
clouds in the east. A few seconds after—the disk being then

perfectly clear—a light haze gathered around it, partly veiling it,

which immediately changed the bright silver colour to an emerald
gi-een. The phenomenon lasted for three minutes, when the

disk again by degrees assumed its former brightness. A similar

phenomenon was observed near Stockholm on January 17 at

about 8 o'clock in the morning. It lasted about three minutes.

The Council of the Royal Meteorological Society have
arranged to hold, at 25, Great George Street, S.W., by permis-
sion of the President and Council of the Institution of Civij

Engineers, on the evening of March 19 next, an Exhibition of
Thermometers. The Committee will also be glad to show any
new meteorological apparatus invented or first constructed since

last March ; as well as photographs and drawings possessing

meteorological interest.

A SPECIAL meeting of the Committee of the Sunday Society

w-as held on Monday afternoon, February 4, at 9, Conduit Street,

W., Prof. W. H. Corfield, M.D., in the chair. The Honorary
Secretary submitted a Report on tlie recent voting as to the future

political action of the Society, from which it appeared that 391
bad voted in favour of making tlie Sunday opening of museums
a test question at elections of Members of Parliament, and that

470 voted against this proposal ; 853 voted in favour of making
the question the subject of an annual motion in the House of

Commons, and only 1 1 voted against this proposal. Resolutions

were subsequently passed pledging the Society to action in

accordance with these results.

Like its better known namesake in the metiopolis, the Royal

Institution, Liverpool, has done much to popularise scientific

knowledge during the present century. So far back as 1820 it

first gave a permanent home to a scientific society in Liverpool,

by admitting the Literary and Philosophical Society to share its

roof, for the purpose, say the Minutes, " of extending the know-
ledge of arts and sciences." Since then the number of societies

with scientific aims lias steadily grown in Liverpool, and the

number of members composing them to some extent increased as

steadily. The accommodation of the Institution is found to be

limited, and the idea of devoting the whole of the available space

for the purpose of meetings is beginning to take definite shape,

and was supported by Mr. Morton, F.G.S., in his presidential

address last week. A vei-y large part of the building is occupied

by the museum, which was formerly the most important in Liver-

pool ; for many years not less than 30,000 persons visited it on
free days annually ; this number was maintained up to 1868-69,

when it all at once fell oft"; last year the number was only 4489,
of whom only 1019 visited the natural history collections. This

diminution of interest was coincident with the opening of the

Free Public Museum. In 1817 the Institution disposed of the

mammalia, reptiles, fishes, Crustacea, polyzoa, and corals in tlie

museum, and it is thought desirable that the remaining collections

of interest and locul characUr should be absorbed into the Cor-

poration Museum. The Institution has schools which are in an
exceedingly prosperous condition, and its library has a large

collection of standard works in natural science.

In a letter on the remarkable sunsets from Mr. S. E. Bishop,

dated Honolulu, January 15, the writer mentions the important

fact that the reddish haze was seen 4000 miles west of Panama
on September 3 from the barque Southard-Hurlbiirt.

The Worshipful Company of Clothworkers has been pleased

to grant a donation of 21/. to the National Health Society, 44,
Berners Street.

A PRorosiTlON ha? been presented to the Municipal Council

of Paris to give the name of Darwin to a new street about to be

opened.

The Hotel Dieu, Paris, having Gramme machines and steam-

engine, the Administration of the Assistance Publiquehas decided

to introduce experimentally the use of Edison incandescent lights

in the halls inhabited by patients. The Hotel Dieu is the largest

and the leading French hospital.

The French Minister of Public Instruction will organise in

Paris an exhibition of the objects which have been collected at

Cape Horn by the Romanche. The collection is composed of

170 cases of valuable specimens of mineralogy, geology, and

zo )logy, as well as living plants which will be acclimatised as far

as possible in French forests.

The International Association of Electricians, of which we
have announced the creation in Paris, will hold its monthly

sittings at the rooms of the Society of Geography. The first took

place at the beginning of this month. Tlie first part of the

Traiisacliotis of the Association has reached us.

A new popular scientific paper has been published in Paris

entitled Le Mouvemcnt Scientifiijuc.

The Aristotelian Society for the Systematic Study of Pliilo-

sophy will meet henceforth in the rooms of the Royal Asiatic

Society, 22, Albemarle Street, W.

Shortly before sunset on Tuesday evening when the whole

of the population of Notaresco, in the Abruzzo, had retired

within doors on account of the intense cold, a shock of earth-

quake was felt, of such severity that the people rushed headlong

into the streets and remained there until after midnight. The
shock was also felt at Atri, Guilianova, Avellino, and Citta

Sant' Angelo. A violent earthquake also occurred on the loth

inst. in the district of Birvari, Province of Bitlis, Turkey. A
large number of houses and other buildings were thrown down.

Mount Etna has, since Saturday, entered into sn eruptive

stage by throwing out ashes from the topmost crater. Strong

earthquake shocks in the districts around the mountain preceded

the outbreak.

An unusually bright meteor was seen in Western Germany on

January 28, about 7.30 p.m. At Barmen its motion seemed to

be from east to west, while at Neuwied south to north w as the

direction. Its brilliancy is generally compared to that of the

full moon.

At the last meeting of the Berlin Anthropological Society,

Prof. Nehring reported on the discovery of a cave near the

village of Holzen (Brunswick), which is of special interest, in-

asmuch as there is strong evidence of cannibalism among the

ancient cave men of that place, the first time that such evidence

is forthcoming concerning the prehistoric inhabitants of what s

now Germany. In Belgium and Spain similar evidence had

been found, but had been dismissed as doubtful. The bone-

remains of the Holzen cave are not completely calcined ; at the
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same time there is proof that the bones were opened :o get at

the marrow. But the strongest evidence of cannibaUsm was

furnished by the arrangement in which the bones were found.

Besides these bones and bone implements, roughly worked

bronzes were found. At a lower level numerous lemming

bones were found, which, with regard to the age of the cavern,

seems to point to the Glacial epoch. In the debate following

Prof. Nehring's report, Prof. Virchow raised tome doubts

regarding the cannibalism of the cave dwellers.

A MEETING of delegates of Natural History Societies in the

east of Scotland (including ihe counties of Fife, Perth, Forfar,

Kincardine, and Aberdeen) was held in the lecture-room of the

Perthshire Natural History Museum, Perth, on Nebruary 9, to

consider the question of federation alluded to in Nature. The

following societies were represented :—Aberdeen Natural History

Society, Alford Field Club and Scientific Society, Arbroath

Horticultural and Natural History Association, Dundee Natural-

ists' Society, Dundee Naturalists' Field Club, Kirkcaldy

Naturalists' Society, Largo Field Naturalists' Society, Montrose

Natural History and Antiquarian Society, and the Perthshire

Society of Natural Science—being all but four of the .Societies

in the abjve mentioned counties. Two of thefe four societies

considered that their objects did not quite entitle them to join

the proposed federation, at least for the present ; and from the

other two no response had been received. After deliberation it

was resolved to federate the societies under the title of "The
East of Scotland Union of Naturalists' Societies." The objects

of the Union are the promotion of good and systematic work by

the various societies in it, and of friendly intercourse amongst

their members; its aflairs are to be conducted by a council of

representative members, two being elected by each society.

The president is to be a man of scientific eminence, connected

with the district ; and it is to hjld aa annual general meeting at

the headquarters of the various societies in rotation, and other

meetings in such places in the district as may be agreed on.

The Union starts with a membership of about 1300. It was

determined that the first general meeting should be held in

Dundee on June 6 and 7 next. Dr. Buchanan White, F.L.S.,

was elected President, and Mr. F. W. Young, F.R.S.E., Hon.

Secretary of the Dundee Naturalists' Society, was appointed

Secretary.

We learn from Science that Mr. Joseph Wharton of Phila-

delphia writes to the Public Ledger of that city (January 22) that

he has found volcanic glassy dust in fresh, clean snow of recent

fall. The snow, melted under cover in the porcelain vessel it

was gathered in, showed at first no sediment ; but after a time,

and aided by a gentle rotatory movement which brought all to

the deepest point, a slight deposit appeared. By pouring off

most of the water, and evaporating the remainder, a little dry

dust was obtained, which, even to the naked eye, showed, in the

sunlight, tiny vitreous reflections. The dust weighed by estimate

a hundredth of a grain, and showed under the microscope the

characteristics of volcanic glas>. It was partly irregular, flat,

and blobby fragments, and partly filaments mjre or less con-

torted, w hich were sometimes attached together in little wisps,

and were mostly sprinkled with minute glass particles. Under

a knife-edge the filaments broke easily and cleanly. The irregu-

lar fragments were of various sizes and shapes, mostly trans-

parent, but, even when examined by strong transmitted light,

showing no trace of crystalline structure. Their diameter was

about that of single filaments of silk. No crystalline particle of

pjToxine, or black crumb of augite, such as observers have

found elsewhere in similar dust, was present ; nor did a strong

magnet stir any particles of magnetic oxide of iron, though they

also have been found in other volcanic dust. It may fairly be

assumed that those heavier minerals, if at first mingled with the

volcanic glass, had been already deposited during the long

voyage through more than ten thousand miles of space and more

than four months of time, while the tenuity of the intrinsically

lighter glass threads (the Pele's hair of Mauna Loa) enabled

them to float farther from the point of eruption.

" The International Conference for fixingupon a universal prime

meridian and a universal system of time has," Science states, " at

length been called by the State Department to meet in Washington,

Oct. I. Diplomatic proceedings are always expected to go on

with a certain dignified leisure ; but the arrangements for the

meeting of this conference have been delayed far beyond any-

thing customary even in diplomacy. The act authorising the

conference became a law in August, 1882. As there was some

doubt whether there would be a sufficiently general response to

the invitation to insure the success of the conference, a prelimi-

nary circular requesting the views of the various governments

interested, and an expression of their willingness to enter the

conference, was issued from the State Department toward the

end of 1882. I'he respDnses w ere in some cases favourable, and

in others negative or undecided. A desire was felt by the

Europeans to have a preliminary discussion of the subject at the

International Geodetic Conference at Rome in October, 1S83.

The feeling at this conference having shown that there would be

little difficulty in the universal adoption of the Greenwich meri-

dian, the final step of calling the conference was taken. Why
so late a date was chosen we are not informed."

The Magdeburg Wetter Verein has been transformed into a

branch of the general German Meteorological Society, which is

under the direction of Dr. Neumayer of Hamburg.

The valuable ethnological collection made by Herr Zembsch

at Apia, for many years German Consul-General at that place,

has been purchased by the Ethnological Museum at Berlin. It

consists of over 500 specimens.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Chacma Baboon (Cynocephalus porcariits 9 )

from South Africa, presented by Col. Gildea ; a Macaque

Monkey (Macacus cynomolgtis i ) a Black Kite (Milviis migrans)

from India, presented by Mr. John M. Hagerman ; a Common
Hedgehog {Eriiineeiu europicus), British, presented by Mr.

Archibald Aitchinson ; a Bonnet Monkey {Macacus sinicus) from

India, presented by Mr. J. Wilson ; a Vulpine Fhalanger (Pha-

langistii indpina) from Australia, presented by Capt. F. R.

Slater ; two Common Jackdaws [Pica riistica), British, presented

by Master Harrott ; a Chanting Hawk {Melierax miisicus) from

South Africa, a Partridge Bronze-winged Pigeon {Geofhaps

scripta) from Ne.v South Wales, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Pons' Co.MET.—It appear, that this comet was sufficiently

conspicuous to atti'act the attention of unscientific passengers on

board one of our mail steamships in approaching Rio de Janeiro

from the south on January 20, while it vas an object of popular

interest in Southern Italy towards the end of that month, accord-

in" to the Naples correspondent of the Times. Observers in the

other hemisphere may be able to follow it for several months

longer ; in the last week in June the theoretical intensity of light

will be equal to that at the date of its discovery by Mr. Brooks.

This comet approaches the orbit of Venus within 0-076 ; that

of Jupiter within 1-98; and that of Uranus within 1-17. The

ascending node falls at a distance of 15-46. During tiie revo-

lution 1S12-1SS4, the calculations of MM. Schulhof and Bossert

show that the approximate effect of planetary attraction upon the

periodic time, at the instant of perihelion passage in the former

year, has been as follows :

—

-' ' Days

Comet accelerated by action of Jupiter 446'49

,, ,, ,, Saturn ... ... 13-96

Comet retarded by action of Uranus '3 '45

,, „ ,, Neptune i'48
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Hence the period of revolution in 1812 has been shortened by
perlurbation to the extent of 445 '49 days. The orbital velocity

of the comet at perihelion is 29'2 miles in a second, at aphelion

it is 3550 feet in the same time.

The Glasgow Catalogue of Stars.—Prof. Grant has just

issued the important catalogue of stars which has been for some
time in active j reparation at the Observatory of Glasgow, and
towards the publication of which the Royal Society has largely

contribute.l from the Government Grant Fund. Its appearance
is too recent to allow of a description of the contents in tlie

present column.

The Variable Star U Geminorum.—Mr. G. Knott,
writing from Cuckfield on the 4th inst., sends observations of a

recent maximum of this star ; his estimates are :

—

Jan. 24, S 10

26, 9 50
27, 8 S3

Jan
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found fi-om the Antiquaries' ^ide of the question in the recent

life of Henry Ersliine ; and it is al-o alluded to in Mr. Ccsmo
Innes' work, where a letter is quoted from the energetic Professor

of Greek couched in terms more forcible than philosophical. But

it is certainly time to bury such feuds when they come to be a

hundred years old. I find, from the minutes of the first

meeting, that the Society was of opinion that the College

Library was an inconvenient place for their usual meetings, and

a committee w as appointed to find one more suitable, apparently

without success, for they continued to be held in the Library

for twenty-tliree years, when the Society migrated to the

Physicians' Hall in George Street in 1807. They afterwards

purchased No. 40, George Street, in which the meetings were

held until they obtained their present rooms in the Royal Insti-

tution. At a subsequent meeting, held on August 4, 1783, it

was resolved that the Society should divide into two classes,

wliich should meet and deliberate separately, to be called the

['hysical Class and the Literary Class, with separate office-

bearers.
" The first president w as Henty, Duke of Buccleuch, who had

rendered great assistance in obtaining the charter. The vice-

presidents were the Right Hon. Henry Dundas and Sir Thomas
Miller, the Lord Justice-Clerk. I forbear to go over the names
of what may be called the original members of the Society. I

include in that term all who were elected within the first ten

years. All the members of the Philosophical were assumed
without ballot ; the rest, to the number of more than 100, were

elected by ballot, and a general invitation was made to the

Lords of Session to join. These were the ordinary resident

members. There was also a list of non-resident members, which
comprised nearly as many. Of the ordinary resident members
there is hardly a name which is not known—I might say con-

spicuous—in the annals of Scotland at that time. Twelve of the

Lords of Session accepted the invitation, including the Lord
President, the Lord Ju tice Clerk, and the Lord Chief Baron of

the day ; upwards of twenty professors, with Principal Robert-

son at their head ; twenly-tHO members of the bar, including

Sir Hay Campbell, the Lo:d Advocate, and of the-e at least

fourteen rose afterwards to the bench. The medical contingent

included Munro, CuUen, Gregoi7, and Home ; and the non-

resident list contained the names of the Duke of Buccleuch, the

Earl of Morton, the Earl of Bute, the Earl of Selkirk, Lord
Daer, James Steuart Mackenzie, the Lord Privy Seal, Sir George

Clerk Maxwell of Penicuik, Sir James Hall of Dunglass, and
many other familiar names. But 1 select from the list those of

the members on whom fell the burden of the real work ; and I

venture to say that no city in Europe could have brought to-

gether a more distinguished circle. They were—Hay Cambell,

Henry Dundas, Joseph Black, James Hulton, John Playfair,

Adam Smith, William Robertson, Dugald Stewart, Adam
Ferguson, Alexander Monro (secundiis), James Gregory, Henry
Mackenzie, Allan Maconochie, and William Miller of Glenlee.

I ought to add to these Sir James Hall of Dunglass, and Sir

George Clerk Maxwell of Penicuik, the last of whom died the

first year. Some of these names are European ; all are cele-

brated ; and these were men who, for the most part, did not

merely contribute the lustre of their names to the infant Associa-

tion, but lent the practical vigour of their great intellectual power
to aid in the first steps of ils progress. And very soon the im-

press thus stamped on the Society began to establish its reputa-

tion in the world, and it took no undistinguished place among
the learned societies of Europe. I find the names of Goethe
and Buffon among the original foreign members ; and although

the events of the next twenty years interrupted our relations with

the Continent, by the time the Society had completed the half-

century there was scarcely a distinguished savant in Europe who
had not joined, or been invited into, our ranks.

" In the Physical Class were four men who rose to great posi-

tions in the scientific world, and to whom the Society was
greatly indebted for their general reputation, and fi.r the vigour

and efficiency with which their proceedings commenced. They
were James Hutton, Joseph Black, John Pla)fair, and Dugald
Stewart. Hutton and Black were then in the zenith of their

fame, and have left a strong impress on the first years of our
Society. I am desirous, in this review of the Society's early

days, to revert with gratitude and respect to the memory of one
whose labours on behalf of the Society were invaluable. Hutton
was an observer and a thinker of remarkable originality and
power. Black, again, was a Frenchman by birth, although his

parents were British, and he was nearly related both to Adam

Smith and to Adam Ferguson. He came to Scotland when he

was about twelve years old, and, long before the institution of

the Royal Society, had risen to the front rank of Euroj-ean

chemists—his discoveries on pneumatic chemistry and latent

heat having laid the foundation of much that is valuable in

subsequent investigations, and opened a course of inquiry pur-

sued with great ability in our own Transactions by Leslie, and

Brewster, and Forbes." Lord Moncreiff having glanced at some
peculiarities of the social meetings of those days between Black,

Adam Smith, Hutton, and others, proceeded to speak of Play-

fair and Dugald Stewart, who by themselves could have raised

to distinction any circle to which they belonged. " Both of them

were men of great versatility, and, within the walls of theKojal

Society, capable of filling a foremost place whether in the fields

of abstract science or in I hose of literature or mental philosophy.

Dugald Stewart's contributions to the Transactions are not so

numerous as those of Playfair ; but no man had more influence

in moulding the tone and cast of thought prevalent among the

cultivated class of his countrymen than that most popular and

most eloquent instructor of youth. But no one can study these

volumes of the Transactions, as I have done, without feeling that,

for the first two decades of the existence of the Royal Society,

Playfair was the soul and life of the irstitution. His vei-satility

and power have impressed me exceedingly, high as v\as the

estimate I had previously formed of him. Profound and

transparently clear, whatever might be the topic, he bears ab .lit

with him a far-reaching vigour which never flags. VVhether it

be the origin and investigation of porisms, or the astrono uy of

the Brahmins, or their trigcnometrical calculations, or meteoro-

logical tables, or a double rainbow, nothing seems too great or

too small for him.
" There are many curious and interesting by-paths, bah of

science and of literature, traversed in these earlier volumes. In

1787 Mr. Geoi-ge Wallace read a paper, which he did net inuline

to have printed in th-^ Transactions, which I regret, for it leialed

to a subject the interest of which has not ceased by the lapse

of nearly a century. Its title was, 'On the Causes of the

Disagreeablene.s and Coldness of the East Wind.' lu the

first volume of the Transactions a very singular problem » as

presented to the Society, through Mr. Adam Smith, alon;^ with

other learned bodies in Europe, by a Hungarian nob.'eman.

Count Windischgratz, and a prize was offered by him of 1000

ducats for the best solution of it, and 500 ducats for an approxi-

mation to a solution. It was a bold effort of philanthropy, for

its object was the abolition of lawyers for the future. The
problem was addressed to the learned of all nations. It was

couched in Latin, but was in substance this :
—

' To find formulx-

by which any person might bind himself, or transfer any property

to another, horn any motive, or under any conditions, the

formulx to be such as should fit every possible case, ai.d be as

free from doubt and as little liable to controversy as the terms

used in mathematics.' I suppose that the prospect here held

out of dispensing for the future with the least popular of the

learned professions inclined the Society to entertain it favour-

ably, for they proceeded to invite solutions of the problem, and

three were received by them. In 1788 we find it recorded m the

minutes that Mr. Commissioner Smith (for so the author of the

'Wealth of Nations' was designated) reported the opinion of

the Committee that none of the three dissertations amounted to

a solution, or an approximation to a solution, of that problem ;

bnt that one of these, with a certain motto, although neither a

solution nor an approximation to a solution, was a work of great

merit ; and Mr. Fraser-Tytler was instructed to inform Count

Windischgratz of their opinion. Whether this meritorious dis-

sertation olrtained the 500 ducats or not, we are not infor.:;ied,

but as lawyers continue to flourish, and legal terminology to

produce disputes as prolifically as ever, it seems clear that the

author had not earned them.

"Now that we have an Observatory on Ben Nevis, our successors

at the end of the next century will know accurately the conditiots

of the climate under which the hundred years have been spent.

There are, however, some details scattered over these volumes

which are sufficiently interestirg, although whether they show any

material alteration in our seasons may te doubtful. The only

cheeriirg fact which they disclose is that the first set of returns

is decidedly the most discouraging, and certainly does not support

the idea that the mean temperature in the olden time was higher

than it is now. There are two sets of returns printed in the first

volume of the Transactions—o\vt kept at Branxholm from 1773

to 1783, communicated by the Duke of Buccleuch, who was the
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first president of the Society ; and the second by Mr. Macijowan,
kept at Hawkhill, near Edinlmrgh, from 1770 to 1776. In the
first, the mean temperature of the ten years is 44° ; in the second,
45"—not a vei-y genial retrospecc. Tilings must have been some-
what discouraging for the farmers in 1782, for a paper is noticed
in the second volume of the Transactions, by Dr. Roebuck, of
Sheffield, who was the manager of the Carron Iron Works,
recommending farmers not to cut their corn green in Octolier,
although there was ice three-quarters of an inch thick at Borrow-
stounness, because corn would fill at a temperature of 43°. Things
looked brighter from 1794 to 1799, for which years we have
results ftirnished by T-layfair. For the first three years— 1794,
'795. '""id 1796—the mean temperature was 48°; and that
although 1795 was one of the most severe winters on record, the
thermometer having stood frequently several degrees below zero,
and a continuous frost having lasted for 53 days. The mean
temperature in 1794, however, was 50°. The account of the great
frost of 1795, which is given in the Transactions, is well worth
referring to. In the next three years the mean temperature was
48°, that of 1798 being 49»-28. Of this year (1798) Playfair savs
that the climate of this part of the island hardly admits of a finer
season. No tables were furnished to the Society, in continuation
of those of Prof. Playfair, until 1830, «hen fortunately Dr.
Barnes of Carlisle communicated to the Society a series of
meteorologica' tables kept at Carlisle for the first twenty-four
years of the century. The results .=eem mainly to concur with
those of Prof. Playfair—the mean temperature for the twenty-
four years being 47°-4547, being 3° higher than the aveiaiie
of the ten years from 1773 to 1783 at Branxholm, and "2'

higher than the mean temperature of the seven years from 1770
to 1776 at Hawkhill. The highest temperature I have noted
in these returns is that of May 1807, when the thermometer
stood at 85" at Carlisle, and the next, that on the 5th of August,
1770, when the thermometer at Hawkhill was at 81°. The two
years of the century in which the mean temperature was the
highest were iSri and 1822, in both of which years it was 49°.
"Of the purely scientific part of the Royal Society's work for

the first fifteen years of its labours, while Hulton and Black and
Playfair and Stewart were in full vigour, it is not too much to
say it was brilliant—full of interest, full of power, and full of
enthusiasm. The first great founders of course gradually waned,
and all such associations are necessarily subjected to alterations
of the tide, but as the tale goes on the mathematical papers
begin to bear the names of John Leslie and William Wallace.
We encounter Walter Scott in 1800, in iSoS the name of David
Brewster, and in 1811 that of Sir Thomas Macdou 'all Brisbane,
whose names adorned and whose labours were in the future the
prop and stay of the Society. Of Scott I need not speak ; hut
of the services rendered by Brewster it is impossible to express
myself too strongly. He, too, like Playfair, had a mind
of rare versatility. He could observe, as well as dra-.v from his
own resources. He could reason as well as describe. He could
build a framework of sound deduction from the most unpromis-
ing hypothesis, and work out with unflaoging spirit the thread
of demonstration, however slender. He was the most prolific
contributor of his day ; nor do I think that any one but himself
in these times could have kept the fire lighted by Ilutton and
Playfair burning so brilliantly. For it is not to be disguised that
in the heat of the Continental struggle an air of languor creeps
over the proceedings. The joyous enthusiasm of 1783 refuses
to be invoked, and is elicited in vain. Nor is it wonderful.
When the Gauls were so nearly at our gates, the safety of our
own commonw^ealth was comparatively our only care. But when
1815 had arrived, and men's minds, set free from the long
anxiety, had again tranquillity lo cultivate the arts of peace, the
energy of the rebound was great, and the history of British
science has been one continued triumph ever since. By the
exertions of Brewster and Brisbane, and many other associates,
our Society again began to flourish, both leading and following
the course of discovery as the stream flowed on. Both of these
men continued to be the pride and ornament of the Society long
after the expiration of the half-century which I have assigned
to myself as my limit, for Thomas Brisbane succeeded Sir Walter
Scott as president in 1832, and survived until i860. Long before
that a new generation had surrounded the veteran philosophers,
and their destiny has been to recount and carry forward dis-
coveries of which even Brewster and Brisbane hardly dreamt.

Enough for the present of thisretrospect, and theslender tribute
I have attempted to pay to the memory and labours of a mascu-
line and powerful generation. That we have built on their

discoveries and learnt even by their errors is quite true ; for the
histoi7 of the second half of the century exhibits science far in
advance of 1783, and even of 1S33. In 17S3 geology was in its

infancy ; pala:ontology was all but unknown. Cuvier was only
then commencing his pursuits in comparative anatomy, which
w ere to end in reproducing the forms of extinct life. The Glacial
epoch had not then been elucidated by the research and genius
of Forbes and Agassiz, and the dynamic theory of heat was still

unproclaimed. The wonders of the photographic art were
unknown even in 1833, for Talbot and Daguerre did not come
on the scene for several years afterwards. In 1S33 the apostle
and disciples of evolution had not broken ground on that vast

field of inquiry. Spectrum analysis and the marvellous results

which it has already furnished and tho^e which it promises have
in our day only heralded the advent of a new science. But
however far in advance of the founders of the Royal Society the
current philosopher may be, there was a robustness and charac-
teristic individuality about the great men of that generation
which we may not hope to see replaced. We may assume

—

indeed, we hope— that the close of the next century will find the
progress of knowledge as far advanced beyond its present limits

as we think that the science of to-day is beyond the point reached
a century ago. We'may be assured that before that time arrives

many surmises, still in the region of hypothesis, will have be-
come certainties, and that many supposed certainties will have
turned out fallacies. Many errors will have been corrected,

many dogmas discredited, many theories confirmed or refuted, at

the bar of ascertained fact, as those of 1783 have been. Yet
even then will our successors, I trust, as we do now, stand
reverently before the memory of our founders. Hapjiy i> the
institution which can show such a muster-roll, and happy the

country which can boast such sons. I take leave of my theme
with the fervent hope and firm conviction that in the century
which we now inaugurate the Royal Society will continue
with success the noble task to which by its charter it is devoted,
of investigating the hidden treasures of nature and ajjpropriating

them to the benefit and happiness of mankind."

INSTINCT
I . Is there a Scii nee of Comparative Psychology '!

" TN the family of the sciences Comparative Psychology may
claim nearest kinship with Comparative Anatomy; for just

as the latter aims at a scientific comparison of the bodily struc-
tures of organisms, so the former aims at a similar comoarison
of their menial structures." These words form the opening sen-
tence of Mr. G. J. Romanes' Introduction to his recently puli

lished volume on "Mental Evolution in Animals," and in a
footnote he is careful to remind us that the phrase "mental
structures " is used in a metaphorical sense. Let us consider
how far a comparison of the mental structures of animals, even
in a metaphorical sense, is possible.

Our knowledge of mind is either direct or inferential: direct

on the part of each individual so far as his own individual mind
is concerned ; inferential so far as the minds of others are con-
cerned. For it is a law of our being that mind cannot come into

direct contact with mind. This fact —that the mental ])rocesses

of our neighbours can never come within the sphere of our
objective knowledge—has long been recognised (see ex. gra.
Berkeley, " Princ. Hum. Know.," §§27 and 145; Kant as
quoted in F. Pollock's " Spinoza," p. 177) ; and the late Prof.

Clifford (see " Lectures and Essays," vol. ii. p. 72) coined the
exceedingly convenient term cjectize as descriptive of that class

of phenomena which belong neither to the subjective nor to the

objective category. My neighbour's mind is not and never can
be an object ; it is an eject, an image of my own mind thrown
out from myself. Into every human being that I meet I breathe
this subtle breath ; and that man becomes for me a living soul.

Our knowledge of mind is therefore partly subjective, partly

ejective. Now it is perfectly obvious that, were I an isolated

unit, shut off from all communication w ith my fellows, no science

of psychology would be possible for me. I might by the analysis

of my own mental processes arrive at certain conclusions with

regard to my own states of consciousness ; I might reach some
.sort of knowledge of the working of myo«nmind. But this

would not be a science of mind. A science of mind only becomes
possible when I am able to compare my own conclusions with

those which my neighliours have reached in a similar luannei-.

By means of language human beings can communicate to each
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olher the results which each has obtained ; and each human

being is nble to submit these results to the test of subjective verifica-

tion^ For human beings therefore a scimce of psychology is

possible just in so far as the results obtained indirectly are

capable of direct verification.

One of the most remarkable results of modern ?cientific inves-

tigation is the establishment of a more or less definite parallelism

between llie phenomena of ejective psychology (thus capable of

subjective verification) and certain objective phenomena of

physiology—a parallelism of psychosis and neurosis. But these

phenomena of physiology are not restricted to the human sub-

ject ; and we therefore have grounds for believing that running

parallel to the neuroses of animals there are certain psychoses.

And it would seem at first sight possible that corresponding to a

science of comparative neurosis we might liave a science of com-
parative psychosis. We must remember, however, that it is

only on the lower mental levels, so to speak, that we know any-

thing approaching to definiteness with regard to the parallelism

of neurois and psychosis. All, therefore, that, as scientific

investigators, we seem to have any grounds for inferring is that

accompanying the neuroses of animals there are in all probability

some kind of psychoses. We may speculate as to the character

of these psychoses—and in the case of the higher mammalia our
speculations are probably by no means worthless—but we cannot
construct a comparative science of these psychoses because the

results we obtain ejectively are inca| able of direct verification.

As a speculation modern constructive psychology has its value

—like other speculations it may give direction to our scientific

investigations—but let us not forget that the invaluable process

of verification is, from the nature of the case, impossible.

To sum up. All our knowledge of minds other than our own
is ejective ; but in the case of human psychology the results

reached ejectively may be verified subjectively. Animal minds
are also ejective ; they are more or less distorted images of our
own minds. But such is the extraordinary complexity of the

human mind— a complexity largely due to the use of language—
that we may well suppose that any conception we can form of

animal consciousness is exceedingly far from being a true con-

ception. The results of comparative psychology—the science

which lias for its object the comparative study of these distorted

images of our own mental processes—are incapable of verifica-

tion. These are the facts which have to be taken into considera-

tion when we seek an answer to the question " Is there a science

of comparative psychology?" Notwithstanding that it has won
for itself a more or less recognised place among the sciences, I

venture to submit that our answer to this question should be an
emphatic negative.

It must be noted, however, that I here mean by psychology
the science which deals with subject and eject. If we include
under psychology the science which deals with the " perpetual

adjustments of special inner actions to special outer actions which
acconijianies increasing evolution of the nervous system," or that

to which Mr. Herbert Spencer gives the name objective psychology
(" I'rin. Psychol.," vol. i. p. 142), our answer will of course be
different. Objective psychology, or the comparative pliysiology

of the nervous system plus a comparative study of the corre-

sponding adjustive actions, has eveiy right to be termed a science

because the results obtained admit of verification. And it is a

science in which Ferrier, Hitzig, Romanes, and others have done
good work.

2. The Place of Consciousness

There would seem to be four hypotheses with regard to the
place of consciousness in the animal world.

1. That according to which consciousness is a motive power
(Free Will).

2. That according to which conjciou-ness is altogetlier absent
(Automatism).

3. Iliat according to which consciousness is a product
(Conscious Automatism).

4. That according to which consciousness is a guide (Deter-
minism).

I. Free IVill.—By free will I here mean the powerof initiating

actions by the mere volition of the self-conscious E^o. The
exercise of free w ill involves an interference ab e.\trd with the
normal w -jrking of the nervous system.

This is not the place for a discussion of free will and deter-

minism. That battle must be fought out within the domain of
human psychology. From its bearing on the question of animal

consciousness, however, I may be permitted to say a few words

on the subject.

The answer which the ordinary believer in free will gives to

the determinist is contained in three words

—

I can choose—and

he thinks that there is an end of the matter. But the real point

at issue lies deeper down, and is involved in the question—- ff7m?

am I? Let us hear the answer which the determinist gives to

this question. I am, he replies, the sum of my states of con-

sciousness at any moment. Apart from the stream of my mental

states I, as a self-conscious individual, have no existence. Tliis

stream of conscious states or psychoses I believe to be the sub-

jective aspect of a stream of nervous states or neuroses. KrA
this stream is rigidly subject to law. But if these states of mind

—under which head must be included states of definite conscious-

ness, states of sub-consciousness, and states of submerged con-

sciousness—if these states of mind, I say, constitute me, then,

since these states of mind determine those which follow, these

following states, and the actions which accompany them, are

determined by me. But at the same time they are part of an

orderly sequence subject to law. The moment I identify inyself

with my states of mind I begin to see clearly that free will in the

common-sense acceptation of the term—that is, a sense of indi-

vidual choice— is perfectly compatible with the doctrine of deter-

minism—that my mind is completely subject to law. The sense

of choice I undoubtedly possess is due to the temporary equi-

librium of motives, and the eventual prevalence of one set of

motives over another set of motives. The freedom^ which every

man is conscious of possessing is freedom to act in accordance

with his own character.

"Freedom," says Kant, "is such a property of the will as

enables living agents to originate events independently of foreign

determining causes." This at first sight seems utterly opposed

to determinism. And yet it contains a central core of truth

which every determinist nill accept. No determinist can deny

that every human being carries about wnth him a special some-

thing, peculiar to himself, which is a most important factor

—

constituted as we are, the most important factor—in determining

his choice in any act of volition. This special something we call,

ejectively, his character, and, objectively, his organisation. Men
are not like inorganic clouds at the mercy of external forces, but

contain the springs of action iu themselves. The brain is not

merely a mass of inert matter ; but a mass of matter cunningly

organised, in which is locked up a vast store of potential energy.

The organism is, moreover, a variable piece of mechanism.

Hence at difi'erent times it reacts differently under the influence

of the same stimulus. And this difl'erence of reaction helps to

fix the idea that the will is absolutely free. On a certain occa-

sion we acted in a certain way. We see on reflection that our

action was not the best. On a similar occasion afterwards we

act differently. And we then imagine that we could have acted

differently in the first instance. But it is clear that tlie two

cases are not alike. Reflection has altered one of the deter-

minants of action, the character. The character having changed,

the action is different. Such a definition as Kant's—the essential

tiuth of which I take to be that a man's actions are the outcome

of his character—is as valuable to the determinist as to any one

else. At the same time "it is inconceivable," as Chaldai

Creskas said long ago [circa 1410), " that two men, being them-

selves of like temper and character, and hiving before them like

objects of choice in like circumstances, should choose differ-

ently" (quoted from F. Pollock's "Spinoza," p. 96).

Determinism simply comes to this—that both on the objective

side and on the subjective side our actions are determined by

law. On the one hand a perfect knowledge of the organism

plus a perfect knowledge of any stimulus and the surrounding

conditions would enable us to say how the orijanism would act

under that stimulus. On the other hand a perfect knowledge of

the character //«i- a perfect knowledge of any motive andthe

circumstances of the case Avould enable us to say what feelings

would result (the actions being the objective side of thefeeUng-).

If by free will it is meant that our actions are the outcome of the

play of a motive-stimulus on our character-organisation, then free

will and determinism are at one.

But this is not what is meant by those who maintain the doc-

trine of free will. What is meant' by them is this—that presiding

alike over our thoughts and actions, initiating, guiding, and inhibit-

ing, there is a certain " masterful entity," the self-conscious Ego.

This Ego, though in no wise connected with our bodily organisa-

tion, has nevertheless the power of interfering with the action of

that organisation. And it is absolutely free, utterly unfettered
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by law. This doctrine I reject : not becau-se I am in a position

to di-prove it, but because I see no reason for accepting it. And
rejecting this doctrine in the sphere of the human mind, I feel

bound to reject it in the sphere of animal intelligence. But I

am not blind to the fact that many of my neighbours do not

reject it in the sphere of the human mind. To them two courses

are open : either to extend it into the sphere of animal intelli-

gence, or not so to extend it. If they do so extend it, they

thereby render the study of animal intelligence incipable of

scientific treatment, even from the objective standpoint, by the

introduction of a factor not subject to law. If they do not so

extend it, they must accept one of the three views next to be
considered.

2. Aiilomatism.—Very little space need be devoted to a doc-
trine that very few believe. Those who accept the doctrine of
the parallelism (or identity) of neurosis and psychosis and add to

this a belief in evolution are logically bound to accept the corol-

Ury that the neuroses of animals are accompanied by some kind
of psychoses wrhich more or les; dimly foreshadow our own
psychoses. Those, however, who reject the hypothesis of evolu-

tion, or at least deny its application to the mind of man, and
who believe in the doctrine of free will as restricted to the human
being, will, not improbably, accept the doctrine of automatism
in animals. In any case it is a theory upon which the study of

organic processes, reflex, instinctive, and intelligent (or selective),

admits of scientific treatment. It is indeed " objective psycho-
logy " plus the dogmatic assertion that consciousness is absent.

3. Conscious Automatism.—"Ma'erialism," says Mr. Romanes,
" is logically bound to argue in this way : We cannot conceive of

a conscious idea, or mental change, as in any way affecting the
course of a cerebral reflex, or material change; while, on the
other hand, our knowledge of the conservation of energy teaches
us .as an axiom that the cerebral changes must determine each
other in their sequence as in a cjutinuous series. Nowhere can
we suppose the physical process to be interrupted or diverted by
the psychical process ; and therefore we must conclude that

th jught and volition really play no part in determining action.

Thoughts and feellu'^s are but indices which show in the mirror
of the mind certain changes that are proceeding in the matter of
the brain, and are as inefficient in influencing those changes as

the shadow of a cloud is powerless to direct the movements of
that of which it is the shadow. . . . This is opposed to

common sense, because we all feel it is practically impossible to

believe that the world would now have been exactly what it is

even if consciousness, thought, and volition had never appeared
upon the scene—that railway trains would have been running
filled with mindless passengers, or that telephones would have
been invented by brains that cjullnot think to speak to ears

that could nit hear" i^Ninelceiith Cenluiy, December, 1882,

p. 879). How far the materialist—the logical results of whose
doctrine are apt to be forced on him fro u all sides—is ready to

accept this particular logical result I leave it for him to say. It

is at any rate a possible view, and, like that of uncmscious
automatism, is one upon whic'i a scientific treatment of organic
processes is admissible.

4 Determiuiim —This view has already been incide itally

given under the heading of the directly opposed d ictrine of
free will. It is the d jctrine of the parallelism (or identity) of
neuroses and p ychoses, which, both in their subjective and ob-
jective aspect^, are rigidly law-bound. Determinisn may be
treated either froii the philosophical or from the scientific

standpoint. Fro a the point of view of the man of science we
may say that consciou<ness is a guide to action and has been a
guide in evoluti )n ; that during the process of evolution there
gradually emerged something distantly related to what we know
in ourselves as consciousness, which at a very early stage of evo-
lution became, so to speak, polarised into pleasurable and pain-
ful

; that those actions which were a-sociated wiih pleasurable
feelings were more frequently performed than tho,e .associated

with painful feelings ; that those organisms in which there w.as

an association between right action and pleasurable feelings
would stand a better chance of survival than th»e in which
the association was between wrong actions and plea-urable feel-

ings ; and that finally those organisms in which conscious
adjustments of all orders were m ire perfectly developed would
be the winners in life's race. Some such deductions as these
would seem to be admissible on the hypothesis of evolution.
With such questions as How have p.ychoses become associated
with neuroses? or Why have psychoses been associated with
neuroses? or How can p.ychosis exercise a guiding influence ou

neurosis ?—with such questions as these the man of science, as

such, has nothing to do. These are questions for the
]ihilosopher, and this is, therefore, not the place to discuss

them. Suffice it to say that we must either accept some such
view as that advocated by Clifford in his m.asterly essay " On
the Nature of Things in Themselves" (" Lectures and Essays,"
vol. ii. p. 71) or be content to confess our ignorance.
Upon this view of the place of consciousness in the animal

kingdom, the study of organic processes, reflex, instinctive, and
intelligent (or .selective), admits of scientific treatment. A
science of "objective psychology" is possible for us ; and a

science of ejective psychology is also possible, but not for us.

3. Tht Lapse of Consciousness

One of the mo-t surely established inductions of psychology
is this : that the more frequently an action is performed the

more perfectly automatic does it become—the more does it tend
to pass into stereotyped reflex action. Actions which are at

first performed with that definite conciousness implied in the

term close attention can, after frequent repetition, be performed
almost, if not alto ;ether, without even indefinite consciousness.

It would seem that after the definite establishment of the nerve
connections necessary for the performa ce of certain actions or

sets of actions the guiding influence of consciousness might be

withdrawn.
This principle is too well known to require illustration here.

I shall therefore content myself with drawing attention to one or

two of its corollaries.

1. Since the same action or set of actions may be performed
with full coTsciousness—a consciousness of the end in view, and of

the means necessary to that end—with indefinite consciousness, or

with a vanishiu'j amount of consciousness, it is impossible for me
to say what amount of consciousness, if any, an .action perforaied

by my neighbour involves. Again and again we see our neigh-

bours perform most compile ited actions—such as winding up
their watches—with so little consciousness as to leave no trace

upon the memory. Abernethy quotes a case of a lawyer writing

out an important opinion in his sleep. Still more impossible is

it for me to say what am unt of consciousness, if any, an action

performed by one of my d n mb companions involves. Decapitated
frogs—in which we have some grounds for believing that con-

sciousness is absent—perform a nu nber of seemingly purposive
actions.

2. Since those actions which are frequently and persistently

performed by the individual have a tendency to pass into the
automatic and unconscious stage, it would seem highly probable
that those actions ^ihio'i have been performed not only by the
individual but by a long line of ancestors whose organisation he
inherits are, or very suon become, completely, or in a very high
degree, automatic and unconscious. Who can say what amount
of consciousness, if any, ii involved in the actions of newly-born
piglings or newly-hatched chicks?

3. It would therefor; seem difficult or impossible to disprove
the hypothesis that all truly in>tinctive actions—in so far as they
are not modified (as they s > often are modified) by a little dose
of reason—are automatic and unconscious. I do not mean to

maintain that hypothesis. But I say that, having regard to the

known phenomenon of the lapse of consciousness, I do not see

how that hypothesis could be disproved.

4. The Psychological Definition of Instinct

"Instinct," says Mr. Romanes in his recently published
" Mental Evolution in Animals "

(p. 159), repeating the definition

given in "Animal Intelligence" (p. 17), "Instinct is reflex

action into which there is imported the element of consciousness.

The term is therefore a generic one, comprising all those facul-

ties of mind which are concerned in conscious and adaptive

action, antecedent to individual experience, without necessary

knowledge of the relation between means employed and ends
attained, but similarly performed under similar and frequently

recurring circumstances by all individuals of the same species."

To such a psychological definition of instinct there seem to

me to be two grave objections. First, there is the general objec-

tion, indicated in the fir-t section, .arising out of the ejective nature

of our knowledge of animal consciousness. Secondly, there is the

special objection raised under the head of " The Lapse of Con-
sciousness." These objections have not escaped Mr. Romanes'
n itice, but I think he underestimates them. "No dou'it," he
says ("Ment. Evol.," p. 160), " it is often difficult, or even
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impossible, to decide whether or not a given action implies the

presence of the mind-element—/.<-. conscious as distinguished

from unconscious adaptation ; liut this is altogether a separate

matter, and has nothing to do with the question of defining

instinct in a manner which shall be formally exclusive, on the

one hand of reflex action, and on the other of reason." But I

venture to think that the difficulties of application are from the

very nature of the case insuperable, and that the definition is

therefore, whatever its logical value, practically of little service.

Again, on p. 17 of his recent volume, Mr. Romanes tells us

that "the only test [of the con-cious choice element] we have

is to ask whether the ailjustments displayed are invariably the

same under the same circumstances of stimulation. The only

distinction between adjustive movements due to reflex action,

and adjustive movements accompanied by mental perception,

consists in the former depending on inherited mechanisms with-

in the nervous system being so constructed as to effect particular

adjustive movements in response to particular stimulations,

while the latter are independent of any such inherited adjustment

of special mechanisms to the exigencies of special circum-

stances." And a little further on (p. 18) he says, " It is enough
to point to the variable and incalculaljle character of mental

adjustments as distinguished from the constant and foreseeable

character of reflex adjustments." All which may be very true.

But it seems to cut away the ground from under his defini-

tion of instinct. f"or surely what he says here of reflex actions

is also true of instinctive actions. Surely in.^linctive actions

"depend on inherited mechanisms within the nervous system

being so constructed as to effect particular adjustive movements
in response to particular stimulations." Surely we may also

point to the "constant and foreseeable character of instiuctive

adjustments."

But though an instinctive action may involve no consciousness

in the individual, it may have involved consciousness, during the

l^rocess of its evolution, in the ancestors of the individual. In

this way, perhaps, we may admit consciousness into our defini-

tion of instinct. But if we hark back to ancestcrs in one case,

we may fairly do so in another. And since the secondary in-

stincts of the individual involved intelligence in his ancestors, we
must import not only consciousness but intelligence into our

definition of instinct. If we admit lapsed consciousness, why
not admit lapsed intelligence ? Our definition will then become :

Instinct is reflex action into which is imported (ance-trally) the

elements of consciousness and intelligence. In which case

instinct and reason run together.

It seems to me, therefore, that the psychological definition of

instinct lacks that definiteness of application which is not merely
desirable but essential. If I might be permitted to paraphrase
Mr. Ron anes I would say, " I am persuaded that if we are to

have any approach to definiteness in the terms which we employ
—not to say to clearness in our ideas concerning the things of

which w-e speak

—

\\.\s," not "desirable to restrict the word
instinct to mental as distinguished from non-mental activity."

And this just because it is so "difficult, or even impossible, to

decide whether or not " instinctive actions " imply the presence

of the mind-element

—

i.e. conscious as distinguished from un-
conscious adaptation."

5.

—

A Physiological Definition of Instinct

" Instinctive actions are actions which, owing to their frequent
repetition, become so habitual in the course of generations that

all the individuals of the same species automatically perform the
ame actions under the stimulus supplied by the same appropriate
circumstances." This physiological definition of instinct, which
is incidentally given by Mr. Romanes {"Animal Intelligence,"

pp. 16-17), i5^> if I mistake not, of more practical and scientific

value than the psychological definition which immediately fol-

lows, and which introduces " the element of consciousness "and
" faculties of mind."
Were it impossible to define instinct in such a manner as to

be formally exclusive, on the one hand, of reflex action, and, on
the other, of intelligent (or selective) action, without having
recourse to the associated phenomena of consciousness, then it

might be advisable to introduce consciousness into our definitions
for the sake of giving them a Ingical status. And Mr. Herbert
Spencer seems to see this difficulty when he defines or describes
instinct as compound reflex action. But, though reflex action
shades into instinctive action, and instinctive action (as seen in
the ])henomena described by Mr. Romanes, under the heading
"The Plasticity of Instinct") into intelligent action, still some

such definitions as the following would .'eem sufiiciei.tly to

answ'er to the demand for formal exclusiveness :

—

1. Reflex Actiotis are actions taking place in, or performed by,

an individual in virtue of his possession of a general type of

nervous organisation.

2. Instinctive Actions are actions performed by the individual

in virtue of his possession of a special type of nervous organisa-

tion, that is, a type of organisation common to his species.

3. Intelligent (or Selective) Actions are actions performed by
an inf ividual in virtue of his possession of an individual nervous
organisation, that is, an organisation special to himself.

If we call the foundation type of nervous organi aticn ^in the
mamm-'lii, for example) a, the special modification of that type
(in all dogs, for example) b, and the individual modification de-

veloped in some individual (say Dr. Huggins's "Kepler") c ; then
reflex acticns are the outcome of a, instil ctive actions the out-

come of a -^ /', and selective or intelligent actions the outcome of
a-\-6 + e.

That there are difficulties in the application of these defini-

tions to special cases I readily admit, but I venture to submit
that they are by no means of so grave a nature as those involved

in the psychological definitions advocated by Mr. Romanes.
I need not say here that such definitions do not by any means

imply the absence of consciousness, since I have devoted a

special section to T/ic Place of Consciousness with the special ob-

ject of showing that the doctrine of determinism, which I accept,

maintains the parallelism or identity of psychosis and neurosis.

6. — The Origin and Development of Instincts

This article has already exceeded the length to which it was
intended to run. On this head, therefore, I must be brief. The
problem of the origin and development of instincts comes to

this—How^ has it come about that certain nervous structures,

and the actions which are their external and obvious manifesta-

tions, are developed in all the members of a certain species ? It

is clear that such a development of certain structures and their

corresponding actions in all the individuals of a particular spe-

cies must ansuer to a widely felt need. The actions answer to

circumstances of frequent occurrence in the life-history of the
species, just as intelligent actions "answer to circumstances of
comparatively rare occurrence in the life-history of the species

"

("An. In.," p. 17). The question is—How far is the equili-

bration direct, i.e. by adaptation, and how far is it indirect, i.e.

by natural selection ? To discuss this question would require a
separate article. I content myself with giving two quotations,

the former from Mr. Darwin, the latter from Mr. Spencer.
" I believe that most instincts are the accumulated result, through
natural selection, of slight and profitable modifications of other
instincts, which modifications I look at as due to the same
causes which produce variations in corporeal structures

But in the case of the many instincts which, as I believe, have
not at all originated in hereditary habit, I do not doubt that they
have been strengthened and perfected by habit

;
just in the same

manner as we may select corporeal structures conducing to fleel-

ness of pace, but likewise improve this quality by training in

each generation " (quoted " Ment. Ev. in Ans.," p. 264). So
far Mr. Darwin. Mr. Spencer says: "The equilibration ol

organisms that are comparatively passive is necessarily effected

indirectly by the action of incident forces on the species as a
whole. But along with the gradual evolution of organisn s

having some activity, there grows up a kind of equilibration

that is relatively direct. In proportion as the activity increases,

direct equilibration plays a more important part. Until, when
the nervo-muscular apparatus becomes greatly developed, and
the power of varying the actions to fit the varying requirements
becomes considerable, the share taken by direct equilibriii n
rises into co-ordinate importance" ("Princ. Biol.," vol. p. 4fS).

It seems to me that we have here substantial agreement as to

the part played by indirect equilibration in laying the foundation,

and the part played by direct equilibration in perfecting the

superstructure. (I venture to think that Mr. Romanes some-
what mistakes Mr. Spencer's position with regard to the " very
subordinate importance of natural selection as an evolving
source of instinct," and with regard to the question of "lapsed
intelligence. ')

7. Conclusion

One or two words in conclusion by w ay of summary.
I. While fully admitting the great interest that attaches to the

study of the inferred mental faculties of the higher brutes, I

believe that, from the ejective nature of the animal mind and the
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necessai'y absence of verification, no science of camparative

psychology, except such as is restricted to " objective psycho-

logy," is possible,

2. Of the four views of the place of consciousness in the

animal world only one—that of fne will—renders the study of

the actions of animals incapable of scientific treatment. Of the

other three I believe determinism to be the most satisfactory.

According to this view both neuroses and psychoses are subject

to law. But from our necessarily ejective knowledge of psycho es,

we are forced to confine our attention (from the scientific point

of view) to the objective phenomena of neurosis, especially as

manifested in conduct. Of the psychoses we can know nothing

V ith certainty ; of the neuroses we may learn a little ; of conduct
we may learn much.

3. From the principle of the lapse of consciousness certain

corollaries may be drawn—(«) that it is difficult or impossible to

say what amount of consciou'-ness, if any, an action performctl

by my neighbour involves ; (b) that it would seem probable that

the lapse of consciousness in the individual is paralleled by a

lapse of consciousness in the species; and (t') that the hypothesis

that instinctive actions are unconscious is incapable of disproof.

4. On the general grounds given in i, and on the special

grounds given in 3, 1 see grave difficulties in accepting the

psychological theory of instinct—that instinct is reflex action

into which is imported the element of consciousness.

5. In accordance with the principle thus advocated a physio-

logical definition of instinct must be sought. Some such definition

as this may be proposed : Instinetive actions are actions per-

formed by the individual in virtue of his possession of a special

type of nervous organisation, that is, a type of organisation

common to his species.

6. The question of the origin and development of instincts

thus Ijecomes a question as to how this special type of structure

has been evolved. It takes its place as part of the general ques-

tion of the evolution of structures—the actions being the external

manifestations of internal structures. To the question as to the

relative importance of direct and indirect equilibration I could

give no definite answer within the limits of this article, and
therefore gave quotations from Darwin and Herbert Spencer.

C. Lloyd Morgan

A NEW OBSERVATORY FOR PARIS
T^HE last number of the' Camples /Ccniliis of the Paris Academy

of Sciences contains a memoir by Admiral Mouchez, urging

the necessity of removing to a separate establishment beyond the

city the chief dep;utments of the Paris Observatory. When the

building was originally erected by Perrault about a mile to the

south of the Luxembourg, the city scarcely reached beyond that

point. But since then it has spread in every direction, com-
pletely surrounding the Observatory with lofty edifices, and

charging the atmosphere with all sorts of gases, smoke, and

other impurities. These altered conditions are all the more in-

juri JUS that, thanks to the progress of astronomical studies, the

power and accuracy of the instruments have to be continually

increased, while a clear and still atmosphere is more than ever

needed for taking observations. The vicinity of the Catacombs
and of busy streets has also rendered the ground less firm than

formerly.

In 1854, and again in 1868, these adverse conditions were
brought before the Government, and discussed in the Academy.
After a careful study of the situation, the Commission appointed

loy the Academy to inquire into the matter unanimously reported

n 1869 in favour of a branch establishment outside of Paris ;

but this suggestion, although fully approved of by the Academy,
was for various reasons alloucd to fall into abeyance.

Since then the evils complained of have been aggravated, in

spite of all the improvements introduced for the purpose of

modifying them. Hence it becomes more than ever indispensable

to carry out the project forthwith, if the Observatory wishes to

maintain its efficiency and keep pace with similar establishments

abroad. The most serious oi)stacles to its legitimate develop-

ment are the disturbed and clouded state of the atmosphere in

the centre of a large city, the constant vibrations of the ground,

and the impossibility of accommodating the astronomers in the

building, as is done in .all foreign observatories. Hence arises

an insurmountable obstacle to the proper organisation of the

night service, while extreme difficulty is felt in improving tlie

existing plant and obtaining other much needed instruments, for

which no suitable position can be found.

Merely to erect the long-contemplated tower and cupola of the
great telescope there would be required a Government grant of
from 20,000/. to 24,000/., besides at least an equal sum to pre-
vent the erection of lofty houses in front of the new grounds
and to purchase the instruments still needed. But even were
such grants obtained, the Observatory would continue to labour
under the serious inconveniences above described. Without,
however, imposing such a bu den on the State, the difficulty

might be met, and the old historical edifice of Louis XIV. pre-
served, by erecting in one of the public domains a new and mag-
nificent observatory furnished with all the improvements and
appliances of modern science. In order to effect this, it would
suffice to alienate about 22,000 square metres of gardens and
open spaces surrounding the present Observatory, and serving
only to isolate it from the neighbouring houses. Sold at the
moderate estimate of from 4/. to 61. per metre, a sum of nearly
120,000/. might be raised, which would be more than sufficient

for the purpose.

After sacrificing enough land for the construction of two new
streets in continuation of the Avenue du Luxembourg, and i-o-

lating the Observatory on all sides, it would still retain the

northern court and a garden on the south 70 to So metres long
by 50 broad. The building would thu- also retain the exact
appearance that it presented when originally constructed by
Perrault. Here might be preserved the Archives, the Bureau
des Calculs, the Museum, and three or four instruments still

capable of rendering some service if placed at the disposition of

the Faculty of Sciences for the instruction of students.

All the plans of some such project as is here proposed have
already been prepared with the greatest care by the able

architect, M. Deharme. They include accommodation for thirty

astronomers and assistants with their families, all the instru-

mental and service rooms, the halls, and an underground gallery,

a structure 300 metres high for the study of the atmosphere, gas

works, a covered gallery connecting all the instniments with the

apartments of the astronomers ; lastly, the great cupola for the

i6m. telescope, at a total cost of 98,350/. Including the price of

the new instruments, fittings, and inclosing wall, this sum would
be raised to 108,000/., which might be obtained by the proposed
sale of lands.

The Council has unanimously adopted this project, demanding
that it be referred to the Academy and to the Bureau of Longi-
tudes, which bodies had already pronounced favourably on
some such scheme in 1854 and 186S. Thus no serious objections

seem to stand in the way of a project by which alone the present

adverse conditions may be removed, and France endowed with
the most complete and finest observatory of modern times.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—The Sherardian Botanical Chair at Oxford has .at

length been filled up by the election of Mr. Bayley Balfour,

Professor of Botany at Glasgow. Mr. Balfour has had a

distinguished career. Passing his student life at Edinburgh,
he finally graduated as a Doctor of Medicine, receiving the

University Gold Medal for his thesis, having previously carried

off first class honours as Doctor of Science in Botany. Two
years were spent in acquiring a jiractical knowledge of the

methods of morphological and physiological research in the

botanical laboratories of France and Germany under Profs.

De Bary and Sachs. We next find him assisting his father, the

Kegius Professor of Medicine and Botany in the University of

Edinburgh, in conducting his classes alike in the lecture-room,

in the laboratory, in the herbarium, and in practical field work.

For four years he was assistant to the Regius Professor of Natura 1

History in the University of Edinburgh, and for six years he

lectured on botany to the students of the Royal Veterinary

College, until finally he was appointed Crown Professor of

Botany in the University of Glasgow. Of good scientific work
done there is an ample record. A valuable paper published in

the Philosophical Transactions gives the result of his labours at

Rodriguez, where he was sent by the Royal Society in 1874
as botanist and zoologist to the Transit of Venus Expedition.

In 1880 we find him making a scientific exploration of the

Island of Socotra, the results of which have been published in

various periodicals, the final report on the botany of the island

Ijeing now in course of publication by the Royal Society of

Edinburgh. Prof. Balfour's wide experience infield, laboratory,

and herbarium, will make him a valuable addition to the Natural
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Science Slaff of Professors in Oxford. As Magdalen College

has under its new statutes added a Fellowship to the endowments

of the Chair, we may congratulate the College on gaining another

addition to its already long list of distinguished Natural Science

Professors who are members of the Society. Profs. Westwood,

liurdon Sanderson, Odiing, Lawson, Balfour, Daubeny, Phillips,

Brodie (now dead), were all mem'iers of the College.

On May 6 an examination will be held at New College to

elect an Exhibitioner in Natural Science. The Exhibition will

))e given for proficiency in Chemistry and Biology.

At Magdalen College an open Demyship will be offered for

Natural Science in June next.

The University College (London) School "Old Boys" annual

dinner will be held this year at the Holborn Restaurant, on

Tuesday, February 19, at 7 p.m. ; George Buchanan, M.D.,
F.R.S., in the cha'ir.

The Central Institution of the City and Guilds of London
Institute in Exhibition Road is now approaching completion,

and the Executive Committee are proceeding to appoint, in the

first instance, four professors to the chairs of Chemistry, of

Engineering, of Physics, and of Mechanics and Mathematics

respectively. The salary attached to each professorship will lie

1000/. per annum, with a prospect of increase depending upon

the number of students in attendance. It is expected that the

appointments will be made during the next few weeks. The
Council of the Institute, at the request of the Duke of Bucking-

ham and Chandos, have consented to lend, during the summer
months, and pending the preparation of the fittings, a portion of

the Central Institution to the Commissioners of the International

Health Exhibition for the display of appliances for scientific and
technical instruction and of the work dune in technical schools

here and abroad.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
"Xwe.yournal of Physiology, vol. iv. Nos. 4 and 5, December,

1883, contains ;—An account of the discussion which took place

in the Physiol0gic.1l Section of the International Medical Con-
gress held in London, 1881, on the localisation of function in

the cortex cerebri. Prof. Goltz of Strasburg, it \\\\\ be remem-
bered, exhibited a dog, and Profs. Ferrier and Yeo a monkey.
The brains of these animals were handed over to a Committee,
consisting of Dr. Klein, Mr. Langley, and Prof. .Schafer. The
report of this Committee is preceded by a memoir on the normal
structure of the dog's brain, by J. N. Langley (plates 7 and 8),

and the report consists of a report on the parts uestroyed on the

right side of the br.ain of the dog operated on by Prof. Goltz,

by J. N. Langley (plates 9 and 10) ; of a report on the parts

destroyed on the left side of the brain of the same dog, by E.

Klein (plate II) ; and of a report on the lesions primary and
secondary in the brain and spinal cord of the Macaque monkey
exhibited by Profs. Ferrier and Yeo, by E. A. Schiifer

(plate 12).

The Journalof the Royal Microscopical Society for December,
18S3, contains :—On some new Cladocera of the English lakes,

by Conrad Beck (plates 11 and 12).—On an improved method
of preparing embryological and other delicate organisms for

microscopical examination, by Edward Lovett.—Gn the relation

>.f aperture and power in the microscope, by Prof. E. Abbe.

—

On a new camera lucida, by Dr. Hugo .'^chroder.—On optical

tube length, an unconsidered element in the theory of the micro-
scope, by Frank Crisp.—Also the usual summary of current
researches relating to zoology, botany, and microscopy.

The American Naturalist for December, 18S3, contains ;—On
the development of a dandelion tlower, by John M. Coulter.

—

Notes on Chittonotus lariis, by C. A. Fernald.—Notes on the
aborigines of Cooper's Creek, Australia, by E. B. Sanger.

—

Zoological gardens, a critical essay by Theodore Link.—The
Copperhead, by Dr. R. E. Kunze.—Experiments with the
antennae of insects, by C. J. A. Porter.—On the position of the
Composita; and Orchidese in the natural system, by J. F. James.—On the habits of certain sunfish, by C. O. Abbott.—Recent
literature, and general notes.

Rrjtie Internationale des Sciences Biologiques, October 15,
1883, contains :—Translations of Mr. \V. S. Duncan's—Pro-
bable region of man's evolution, and of Prof. Huxley's—Living
beings and the method of studying them ; Dr. Hubrecht—on the

ancestral form of the Chordata ; anu Dr. W. G. Parker—on the

people and language of Madagascar.
The number for November 15, 1SS3, contains :—An essay by

Dr. Lanessan, on Buffon : his ideas, his role in the history of

science, his work, and on the development of the natural

sciences since liis epoch, which essay is to serve as an introduc-

tion to a complete edition of Buffon's works, including his corre-

spondence, to be shortly published by Le Vasseur, Paris.

Reniiiconti del Rcale Istituio Lombardo, Milan, December 29,

18S3.—Reports on the work of the various physical, literary,

ethical, mathematical, and political sections of the Institute

during the year 1SS3, by the Secretary.—Meteorological obser-

vations made at the Brera Observatory, Milan, during the month
of December, 18S3.

Nachrichtcn von der K. Gesellschalt da' Wissenschaften itnd der

Universitit zu Gdttingen, December i, 1SS3.—On the formation

of isomerous derivatives of toluol, by P.aul Jannasch.—On the

irreducibility of linear differential equations, by Leo Konigs-
berger.—On the polar repulsion, the coellicient of induction,

and temperature of a magnet, and on the determination of the

moments of inertia through bifilar suspen-ion, by F. Kohlrausch.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 10.— "Extracts from a Report on
the Volcanic Eruption in Sunda Strait by Commander the Hon.
F. C. P. Vereker, H.M.S. Magpie, dated Singapore, October
22, 1883." Communicated by Sir Frederick Evans, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.

. . . On the 18th inst. I entered Sunda Strait, passing east of

Thw'art-way Island. This island had been reported to be split

by the eruption into several portions. This is incorrect.

The island is intersected by low valleys in several places ; these

being covered with tall trees did not show so prominently for-

merly as they do now. The w hole of the vegetation having been
swept aw ay by the tidal wave, the island at a short distance off is

apparently divided, the low necks joining the higher portions

being only visible on close approach.
The -urface of the Strait in this neighbourhood is covered with

extensive fields of floating pumice-stone, often in one to two foot

cubes, through which the ship easily forced her way. . . .

I inclose sketches which I trust will c jnvey the general appear-
ance better than a written description. The whole of the

neighbourhood is covered with greenish yellow mud, and all

traces of vegetation evei-ywhere destroyed.

I communicated personally with the captain of the Netherlands
frigate Queen Emma stationed on the spot, and was informed by
him that the changes are considerably more extensive than was
at first thought, and that Verlaten Island is still in a state of

activity as well as Krakatoa itself.

From observation he thinks that another eruption is impend-
ing, but that Verlaten Island will be the centre of disturbance.

The Netherlands Government vessel Hydrog}-aaf obtained a

sounding of 100 fathoms without reaching bottom, in the centre

of the group and off the cliff falling from Krakatoa Peak.

The two new islands are low mud and pumice banks, their

configuration is continually altering, and I was informed that

they are gradually subsiding. . . .

It is still impossible to examine Lampong Bay, but thejpumice-

stone is now beginning to float out.

The light on Fourth Point (Java) has been temporarily replaced

by one of the 6th order, visible five miles, but beside this there

are no signs of life on the Java shore. The whole coast is covered

with the debris of trees, &c., demolished by the earthquake sea-

wave, and over all lies a thick incrustation of volcanic mud.
During the height of the eruption a terrific whirlwind and

a fierce south-westerly gale, apparently local, was experi-

enced. . . .

Victoria Institute, February 4.—Mr. Ernest Budge, B.A.,

of the Oriental Department of the British Museum, read a paper
upon a new and important inscription of Nebuchsdnezzar the

Great. Two copies of the same text had been brought to England
by Mr. Kassam, one of which was much mutilated, but by a

careful comparison of the texts Mr. Budge has succeeded in gain-

ing a nearly perfect copy of the inscription. It related chiefly to

the restoration of the fortifications of Babylon—the great walls,

gates, and quays along the river bank, which had been thrown
down by the conquering armies of Sowgon, Sennacherib, and
Assurbanipal. It also stated the area of the citadel of Babylon
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was 4000 square cubits. The inscriptions described the restora-

tion of the famous temple of Belus, which was made " bright as

the beauty of heaven," with gold, silver, crystal, and precious
stones; the roof of the "house of the oracle" was of cedar
wood, plated with gold. The King recorded the restoration of

many other public and sacred edifices, and among other.; the
Tower of Hor.'iippa, known as the Tower of Babel, acco'ding to

Babylonian tradition. In concluding the inscription, the King,
in a most beautiful jMayer, commended his pious works to the
keeping of " Merodach, King of Heaven and Earth," to whom
he prayed " for long life, fullness of glory, and a widespread
dominion."

El^INBURGH

Mathematical Society, February S.—Mr. A.J. G. Barclay,
vice-president, in the chair.—A presidential address was delivered

by Mr. Thomas Muir, F. R.S.E., on the promotion of research.

Attention was drawn to the backward state of mathematical
research in Scotland, particularly when compared with the

activity of Germany in the same department. Some of the causes

of this were discussed, and methods were suggested for bringing
about a reforrti.— Mr. H. II. Browning, Glasgow, contributed a
paper on illustrations of harmonic section ; and Mr. Muir com-
municated a theorem regaiding the area of a polygon of 211

sides.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, February 4.—M. Holland in the
chair.—Note on the necessity of establishing a branch of the

Observatory outside of Paris, by Admiral Mouchez.—On a new
application of the mercurial level suggested by M. Renouf for

calculating the altitude of the stars at sea when the horizon is in-

visible, by Admiral Mouchez. This ingenious contrivance, which
is available on land as w'ell as on sea, almost completely removes
the difficulties hitherto experienced in obtaining altitudes within
4' or 5' at night or in foggy weather. The apparatus, made by
M. Hurlimann, mechanician, has been for some time in use on
board the Transatlantic steamers plying between France and the

United States. M. Mouchez describes it as much simpler and
more exact than any other system hitherto invented.—On an
optical phenomenon observed during a fire that broke out at

Joly en January 31, by M. E. Chevreul. For three-quarters of

an hour the light of the street gas presented the complementary
colours of the light of the fire, that is, from yellow-green

to green and bluish, the sensations being referable at once

both to the simultaneous and successive contrast, accord-

ing as the observer beheld bDth lights simultaneously, or

one only at a time.—On Faraday's law regarding an electric

current traversing a series of electrolisable salts during the same
time, by M. Berthelot. The author argues that Faraday's law-

is in general more simply expressed by means of the equivalents

than by the .atomic weights, both for the electro-positive and for

the electro-negative elements.— Reply to M. Richet's remarks on
the method of ana;sthesis by means of the titrate mixtures of

chloroform and air, by M. Paul Bert.—Curves registered by the

mareograph established at Colon (earthquakes at Santander,

Guayaquil, Chios, &c.), by M. de Lesseps, The curves recorded

on October 13 and 14, 1883, appear to have indicated the under-

ground disturbances caused by the earthquakes that occurred on
those dates at Santander on the Atlantic, Guayaquil on the

Pacific, Chios in the Mediterranean, and elsewhere. Vet

nothing abnormal was registered by the mareograph of

the island of Naos, Gulf of Panama.—On the quantities

forming a group of nonions analogous to the quaternions of

Hamilton, by M. J. J. Sylvester.

—

Rc'stimi ol the meteorological

observations made during the year 1SS3 at four points in the

Upper Rhine and Vo.sges districts (Colmar, Munster, Schlucht,and

Thann), by M. G. A. Hirn. Referring to the recent twilight

effects observed at these stations, the author feels justified in con-

cluding that the particles, whether gaseous or in the form of dust,

lit up by the solar rays, were situated, at least to a large exten>,

beyond the terrestrial atmosphere, in any case at elevations

where no traces have ever been observed either of cirrus or

vapour of water.—On the late twilight phenomena, by M. de
Gasparin. The author considers that the chief features of these

phenomena were their rapid appearance from fifteen to sixteen

minutes after sunset, and their constant recurrence in a given

place for a period of sixty-six days.—On an instrument capable

of producing in the same telescope the images of two stars at

the moment when they are at the same altitude, and of fnrthe

determining by a single observation the astronomic time o

the place, its latitude, and exact position for the whole
horizon, by M. Ch. Rouget.—On biquadratic involutions, by
M. C. Le Paige.—On a class of abelian functions and on
a hyperfuchsian group, by M. E. Picard.—Note on the
exact number of variations obtained in the multiplication
of the integral polynome /(;r) by the binome x -f a, by M. D.
Andre.—Transelementation of glyoxal into glycolic acid, by M.
de Forcrand.—On the thermal properties of the numerous oxi-
chlorides of mercury, by M. G. Andre.—Researches on the
formation of the crystallised fluoride of antimony and its disso-
lution either in pure water or in solutions of fiuorhydric acid, by
M. Guntz.—On the heat of tran-.formation of the prismatic
oxide of antimony into octahedric oxide, by M. Guntz.—On the
liquefaction of hydrogen, by M. S. Wroblew.-ki. From the
results already obtained, the author supposes that the tempera-
ture required for the complete liquefaction of hydrogen is about
that which may be obtained by means of boiling oxygen.—On
a case of isomerism of chloronitrous camphor, by M. P.

Cazeneuve.—On the segmentary organs and the podocyst of the
embryos of the slug family, by M. S. Jourdain.—On the
Tongrian deposits at Longjumeau, Department of Seine-et-
Oise, by M. Stan. Meunier.—On some freshwater formations
of the Tertiary period in Algeria, by M. Ph. Thomas.—On the

"

influence of oxygen under increased pressure on the cultivation of
Bacillus anlhracis, by M. J. Wosnessenski.—On the cause of
the twilight effects of 1SS3, by M. G. Tissandier. Accepting
M. Angot's assumption that hypotheses inapplicable to the year
1831 must be rejected for 18S3, the author shows that the
atmospheric conditions of both years resembled each other in

every respect. The circumstances attending the eruptions in the
Sicilian waters in 1831, when the volcanic island of Pautellaria

made its appearance, were completely analogous to those of the
Kj-akatoa eruption in 1883. On both occasions the optical

phenomena were iinmediately preceded by igneous disturbances
ejecting into the atmosphere vast quantities of gaseous products
and fine dust. Hence the probability that to volcanic eruptions
were due the optical manifestations in both yeirs.—On the
twilight effects of the last few months, by M. Perrotin. This
author also argues that the twilights of 1831 prove nothing
against, but rather confirm, the volcanic theory adduced to

account for those of 1883.
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 16

THE MODERN LANGUAGES OF AFRICA
A Sketch of the Modern Languages of Africa, accom-

panied by a Language Map. By Robert Needham
Cust. 2 vols. (London: Triibner, 1S83.)

WHY this work has been restricted to the "modern"
languages of Africa is not apparent, seeing that

there are not half a dozen ancient or extinct African

tongues altogether of which science has any knowledge.

The limitation is the more remarkable that every one of

these ancient tongues is duly recorded and dealt with in

its place, partly lest it should "seem to have been over-

looked," partly seemingly for no other reason than that

the author has forgotten the restriction so needlessly im-

posed upon himself Yet when we are told that Gi'z, the

most important of them next to Old Egyptian, " may be

deemed the Lingua Franca of Abyssinia "
! (p. 88), and

when Rinn's remark on the possible reconstruction of an
Archaic Berber " offering analogies to the languages of

High Asia '' (p. 105) is quoted without comment, one
begins to feel that after all it might have been wise to

have adhered to the restriction.

But Mr. Cust does not profess to be critical or even

scientific, and although in one place science is declared

to be his " sole object," it is elsewhere explained that his

" chief motive " is to assist the missionaries, " the pecu-

liar outcome, the most wondrous development, and the

great glory of the nineteenth century" (p. 461). He
hastens even to assure us that personally he knows
"absolutely nothing" of the subject, and in one not very

clear passage he seems to take the anticipated charge of

"his entire absence of training in any school of com-
parative philology" as "a compliment " (p. 15). Most
people, however, will probably feel that some knowledge
of the principles of comparative philology would at aU

events have been an advantage, if not an absolute sine

qua non, in a writer undertaking to give us " a sketch of

the modern languages of Africa." Anyhow, in the

absence of such a qualification it is the less surprising to

find the hand of the amateur betrayed in almost every

page of the present work, which supplies abundant evi-

dence that it is written by a person sure neither of him-

self nor of his subject. Great vagueness, inaccuracies,

and incoherencies of all sorts, commonplace platitudes

gravely put forward as important truths, the existence

of well-known or historical people, such as the Funj

(Fung) of Senaar, referred to as doubtful, such expres-

sions as " parallels of longitude," " Hervas, the Father of

Comparative Philology " ! and the like, everywhere reveal

an essentially unscientific habit of thought. This is

strikingly manifested in the treatment of the Bantu pre-

fixes, which are described as "an intolerable nuisance,"

as indeed they must needs have proved themselves to be

to a writer ignorant of their very meaning. He refers

(p. 12) to "languages of the Hamitic group, such as IVa-

Galla," where the form should obviously be A7-Galla, IVa

indicating the people, Ki their speech. Hence the diffi-

culty presented by these troublesome particles is perhaps

not unnaturally met by the naive plan of making a clean

sweep of them. Thus we have everywhere Swahili, Suto,

Vol. XXIX.—No. 747

Chuana, Ng'anga (Nyanja), for Ki-S\vahili, Se-Suto, Se-
Chuana, Chi-Ng'anga, and so on ; nor can it be denied
that at least on the score of simplicity this plan may
possibly recommend itself to the ordinary reader.

To a writer ignorant of comparative philology, the
phonetics, structure, and general morphology of the
languages must necessarily have proved equally " in-

tolerable nuisances." Hence this difficulty is also met
by the same simple expedient of elimination, and we are

accordingly quietly warned (p. 15) that "it lies outside

the purport of this sketch to dwell upon the grammatica
peculiarities of languages, or families, and groups of
languages," the object being " to give a sketch of the

whole subject, not to write an account of each language."

Certainly a zoologist might in the satne way undertake to

write a " sketch " of the animal kingdom without reference

to the comparative anatomy, osteology, general morpho-
logy, or other structural "peculiarities" of his various

orders and families. But by so doing he would perform

a remarkable four deforce, if he thereby either added to

his own reputation or conferred any substantial benefit

on his readers.

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that, heavily handi-

capped as he was, Mr. Cust has contrived to produce a

work of value to linguistic students. This he has done
by wisely restricting himself to what may be called the

topography and bibliography of the subject. Abundance
of time and means, industrious habits, and the opportuni-

ties of procuring information afforded by his connection

with a number of learned bodies in England and abroad,

have enabled him to deal with these useful branches almost

exhaustively. Apparently following somewhat on the lines

suggested by the linguistic and ethnological appendi.xes to

Stanford's Compendium, he has collected from all quarters

copious materials bearing on the history, habitat, litera-

ture, bibliography, and classification of almost every

known language and dialect still current amongst the

African aborigines. The bibliographical references, per-

haps the most valuable feature of the work, are reserved

for a very full appendix, containing "a bibliographical

table of languages, dialects, localities, and authorities."

The other materials, generally brought well up to date,-

are distributed over the various chapters devoted to the

"prolegomena" of the subject, and to the several

linguistic families of the African continent. Here the

author unfortunately still follows Fr. Midler's classifica-

tion, apparently unaware that on some material points

this writer's views have lately been completely exploded.

Thus the Tibbu of the Eastern Sahara, although clearly

shown by Nachtigal (Sahara und Sttdan)\.o be essentially

distinct both in speech and physical type from the Negro,

are still grouped with that division. The consequence is

that in the accompanying coloured language-map by Mr.
E. G. Ravenstein, the Negro domain is extended beyond
the Sudan northwards to Fezzan and Tripoli, at least

7° of latitude beyond its proper limits. The nomen-
clature is here also both confused and, as frequently else-

where, at variance with the text. Thus we have " Teda
or Tibbu " instead of Teda or Northern Tibbu, and below

it " Daza or Gora'an " for " Daza or Southern Tibbu."

And in quoting Nachtigal's work why does Mr. Cust go
out of his way to give us a false prosody (Sahdra), where

the author was so careful to write correctly Sahara ?
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A more serious blunder is his retention of the unfor-

tunate "Nubi-Fulah" family, which has no objective

existence, and which he has rashly taken upon himself

even to enlarge. On this subject he writes in the true

style of the amateur:—"This arrangement [an arrange-

ment absolutely unscientific] commends itself to my
judgment from its convenience, as enabling me to pass

on from the confines of the Hamitic language-field, and

sweep into this new group all that is not strictly Biintu,

or which cannot be conveniently treated as Negro "
(p.

142). So in their reports on Egyptian Sudan our officials

"sweep" into the Arab group all that is not strictly

Negro, and vice versd. And so nearer home our popular

ethnographists " sweep " into the " Turanian " group all

that is not strictly Aryan, and so on. The scope that

this sort of thing gives to discursive writing is about as

boundless as is the mischief it does to the cause of scien-

tific progress. In future editions Mr. Cust ought relent-

lessly to exscind this "convenient" Nuba-Fulah group,

and relegate to one of his numerous appendi.xes " all that

cannot be conveniently treated " under any recognised

divisions.

These remarks will apply with equal force to the

" Hottentot-Bushman Group," of which Mr. Cust again

writes :
" Following F. Miiller and T. Hahn, I constitute

a separate group, and take the opportunity of enlarging

its dimensions, so as to sweep in certain tribes speaking

apparently languages which differ entirely from any above

described " (p. 434). It will be seen that Mr. Cust has

constituted himself a sort of African " Spazzacammino,"

sweeping up and down the continent with an airy reck-

lessness which may astonish the groundlings but " can-

not but make the judicious grieve." The result in this

instance is to scatter over the southern half of Africa a

number of tiny little enclaves, all coloured alike and

reaching as far north as Abyssinia, which make Mr.

Ravenstein's otherwise excellent map look like nothing

so much as one of those coloured maps of Scotland with

fragments of Cromarty, Elgin, and the other northern shires

strewn promiscuously over the face of the land. Now in

Scotland these fragments have literally a tribal connec-

tion, but the connection between the African enclaves

—

Tua, Sarwa, Nena, Sania, Akka, Twa, Doko, &c.—is of

a purely negative character. None of them speak Negro,

Fulah, or Bantu idioms ; therefore let us sweep them

together. It is the old joke about elephant and tea-cup,

which are said to resemble one another because neither

can climb up a tree.

Besides the general classification, the whole text will

need careful revision before the book can be accepted as

a standard work of reference on the points with which it

professes to deal. Almost on every other page we read

such statements as these :—There is " nothing savage "

in the Somali nature. There is little doubt that Kanddke

was Queen of Napata on the Middle Nile, and a Hamite.

The very existence of the Niger was unknown before the

present century. The Siwah language is of no import-

ance whatever, &c. The account given (p. no) of the

word Tamashck is hopelessly muddled. It is stated to

have been applied to the people " by the Arabs, and not

by the tribes themselves, who scarcely recognise it, and

call themselves Imoshagh, or Amazirg," the fact being

that Imoshagh and Tamashek are the same word, the

former masculine, indicating the people, the latter femi-

nine, indicating their language. About the closely related

Kabail dialect again, Mr. Cust writes :
' I was unable to

satisfy myself on the subject of this language until I had
personally visited Algeria, Tunisia, and the Sahara, con-

ferred with men on the spot, and seen with my eyes the

conformation of the country" (p. 106). Here there seems
to be some mystification. It is not obvious at first sight

what the conformation of the country has to do with the

language ; and it is still less obvious how a visit to the

Sahara, of which we now hear for the first time, could

throw any light on a language scarcely current within the

frontier of that region.

At the same time it is but fair to state that, with all its in-

evitable shortcomings, it often betrays evidence of extreme

labour profitably bestowed on obscure languages. A good

idea of the general treatment of the subject is afforded

by the subjoined account of the little-known Komdro
group:—"There is no doubt that these languages are

African, and not Malayan, like the Malagdsi. Several

names are recorded, and it is presumed that they are

dialects :— (i) Hinzua, (3) Angazidya, (3) Antilote, (41

Mohilla. Elliot left in manuscript a vocabulary of Hin-

zua, the dialect of the Island of Johanna, compiled by

himself Hildebrandt supplies a considerable one of

Ki-Nzuani compiled on the spot. Casalis in his Suto

[Se-Suto] grammar gives a dozen words picked up by

chance. Bleek in the 'Languages of the Mozambik' gives

words picked up by Peters during a week's residence in

the island. Hildebrandt remarks that this dialect is only

spoken in the Johanna Island, but that the dialects of the

other islands only differ a little. It is never committed to

writing. For purposes of business the people use theSwahili

language in the Arabic character. Steere printed in 1869

a short vocabulary of the language of Great Komdro,
called Angazidya, supplied by the sons of one of the

kings of the islands. Van der Decken remarks that it is

only a dialect of Swahi'li, greatly altered in pronunciation

and affected by the contact of Malagdsi. Gevrez, a

French etnployd in Mayotte, one of the islands, and a

French colony, published an account of the group from

personal knowledge in 1870. He divides the population

into fractions : one-tenth are Arabs, one-tenth are Mala-

gdsi, four-tenths are Antilote—a mixture of Arabs and

Africans, and four-tenths are of the Bdntu family, though

not entirely pure. The Antilote speak a mixture of Malagdsi

and Swahili. Very few in the island speak or write pure

Arabic, but Swahfli, which is the language of the schools,

the towns, and good society. The character used for

writing is a corrupted form of Arabic." A. H. Keane

RECENT TEXT-BOOKS OF DETERMINANTS
Die Anfangsgriinde der Deteriniiianten. Von Dr. H.

Kaiser. (Wiesbaden, 1882.)

Die ersten Elemenle der Determinanten Theorie. Von

Prof. Wilh. Bunkofer. (Tauberbischofsheim, 1883.)

EUments de la Theorie des D^teriiiittanls. Par P.

Mansion. (Paris, 1883.)

Tcoria elemental de las Determinantcs. Por D. Dari'o

Bacas y D. Ramdn Escanddn. (Madrid, 1883.)

THE literary activity of Germany seems to make it

necessary that a new Introduction to Determinants

shall appear at least once a year. What amount of good
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results from this is not quite apparent to an outsider : it

is even probable that there is none, unless the unintended

reflex benefit, in the form of experience in book-making,

which the authors thereby obtain.

Here we have two elementary booklets, one of 40 pp.,

the other of 7.8 pp. ; and a very short examination of

the.n suffices to show that the writers could have spent

their time and energy to much better purpose, if it was

the public that they intended to benefit. What they have

written is probably not worse than what has been in use

for years ; but certainly it is not any better. Indeed

Germany has always had more really good elementary

expositions of the theory of determinants than any other

countr)', and two or three of these have passed through

several editions. Dr. Kaiser and " Professor " Bunkofer

are quite capable men for the work they have under-

taken : on this score little fault can be found. The latter

sketches his "Notes of Lessons," as young English

teachers would call them, with pedagogic ability and
skill ; the former is more wooden, and more unwisely

ambitious, and we cannot, unsupplicated, pardon him for

saying that Gauss in coining the word "determinant"

thereby introduced a definite new idea into analysis, but

he goes about his work in a sufficiently workmanlike

manner, and is on the whole sure of the ground he treads.

We only wish both authors " more power," and next time

a happier selection of subject.

Prof. Mansion's " Elements " is a book of a higher type.

The present edition, however, is the fourth ; and therefore

no detailed examination can be looked for. Suffice it to

say that there is really no better introductory book pub-

lished ; the exposition and arrangement are admirable,

and it has, what so many Continental text-books want^

small collections of suitably graduated exercises for the

learner. There is only one point which it seems desirable

that Prof. Mansion should reconsider, viz. the nomencla-

ture of the special forms of determinants. He employs^

for example, both Sylvester's term " persymmetric " and
Hanker s " orthosymmetric." Should not one of these

immediately receive decent burial, and should not the

latter be that one ? It is not shorter, it is not more de-

scriptive, it is not more accurate in its description than

its rival, and its rival was by several years first in the

field. As for " doppelt-orthosymmetrisch," its author is

simply unconscionable ; it is one of those words which,

as Mark Twain puts it, are alphabetical processions and
have a perspective : we should have been glad if Prof.

Mansion had dealt more summarily with it. In another

instance, that of" skew " determinants, we have confusion

worse confounded. Cayley's first paper regarding them
appeared in Crelle (1846), and was written in French, the

title being " Sur quelques propridtds des determinants

gaiiches." The term gauche (Eng. skew, Germ, schief

Italian gobbo) was at once accepted and employed, as

well it might, by all the standard writers. Of late years,

however, there have been busy times with the mathe-

matical coiners on the Continent, and in consequence we
have as substitutes for " skew "—

" symmetrale,"
"congruente" (not in Mansion),
" pseudosymdtrique."

Surely it is too tiresome and quite unnecessary to wait

until by a process of artificial selection the fittest or un-

fittest of these shall survive. Prof. Mansion's " Elements "

and the German translation of it have deservedly a large

circulation on the Continent, and thus have much power
to propagate good or evil. We would therefore earnestly

ask him to consider whether it would not be better to

recognise throughout his work only one name for each

special form, and to relegate all synonyms to the index.

The last text-book on our list is Spanish. Although it

is the largest (200 pp.) and most pretentious of the four,

we regret that it is impossible to say a good word regard-

ing it. The authors have most manifestly no grasp of

the subject, and advance with a gay step and light heart

through inaccuracy after inaccuracy. Their model unfor-

tunately is Dostor, and equally unfortunately they are

more than faithful to him. At the very outset they show
their hands. The so-called "notation of Cauchy" is not

Cauchy's ; what is really Cauchy's is not attributed to

him; and the "notation of Leibnitz" is more Cauchy's

than Leibnitz's, but belongs to neither. Nor is this wild

start of Book I. redeemed by a good end. On pp. 96-98

five examples of skew determinants are calculated at

length with a complacent unconsciousness of the simple

property which makes all the calculation unnecessary ;

and pp. 99-101 are taken up with the rather epoch-making

definition

—

^

and some perfectly legitimate deductions from it. Book
II. deals with the so-called applications of determinants,

and closely follows Dostor. The most amusing part of

it, as is the case also with Dostor, is the chapter devoted

to "Applications to Trigonometry." Dostor, however, is

outdone on his own ground. For example, after it has

been proved that cos A = {U'' -\- c^ — d')libc, one whole

octavo page is occupied in showing, by means of deter-

minants, that sin |- ^ = sl(s — b)(s — c)lbc. This tour de

force is like that of Hudibras, telling the clock by algebra;

and the moral in both cases is the same.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor Joes not holdhimselfresponsiblefor opinions expressea

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.
[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of communications containing interesting ana novelfacts,'\

Mr. Lloyd Morgan on Instinct

I HAVE read with much interest Mr. Lloyd Morgan's very

able paper on " Instinct " in the current issue of Nature, and I

feel it is desirable, without following him over all the ground
which he has traversed, briefly to consider "hose parts of his

communication which have special reference to my own work.
The broad question with which he begins—viz. : "Is there a

science of comparative psychology ?"— is not a question which I

feel specially called upon to answer, inasmuch as almost every

one who has hitherto written upon psychology has taken it for

granted that there is such a science. Nevertheless I may state

the justification which I am myself prepared to give of this

universal assumption.

When we say that a dog is a more intelligent animal than a

sheep, we do not doubt that we are making as real a proposition

as when we say that the President of the Royal Society is a more
intelligent man than Dick, Tom, or Harry. Now in all cases

where there is a general consensus of feeling of this kind, there is
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an anteceient presumption that the cjmmon sense of which it is

the expression is in the right, and that any ingeniously-c in-

structed armament of scep"icism is in the wronj. We miy there-

fire approach Mr. Lliyd Morgan's ar^unent with the antecedent

))resumption that there mu^t be somethin.; wrong about it some-

where ; and I do not think that it requires much refl;ction to

s;e where the error lies.

According to thearguiientas stated by my critic, there is a true

s:ience of human psychology, because, althiugh my linowledge

of another human mind is no leis ejective than is my liaowled^e

of a do:j's mind, yet "by means of language human beings can

communicate to each other the results which each has obtained,

and each human being is able to submit tlicse rdudts to the test of
subjective verificalioa." But how, let us ask, in its last analysis

is this verifioa'ion obtained? By language, no doubt ; but what
in its last analysis is language? As spoken by my neighbour, it

is for me nothing more than my own interpretation of a meaning
presented by the observable activities of an organism. Therefore,

if on such a basis I am entitled to affirm that such interpretations

as I make are of the nature of " subjective verifications " of con-

clusions drawn from the introspective observation of my own
mind, why am I not entitled to a similar view when the eject of

my cmtemplation is the mind of a dog? The dog cannot speak,

but he can display other activities which, so far as they go, are

quite as valid as a basis on which to construct my " subjective

verification " as are the activities manifested in language. Of
course language is able to convey immeasurably more information

touching the ejective mind than can be conveyed by any other

kind of activity ; but this fact is merely due to the further fact

that language is a system of activities expressly designed for this

very purpose. The higher v.ilue of language in this respect is

therefore nothing more than an expression of the higher develop-

ment of intelligence, which enables the mind to perceive the

desirability of devising a system o'f bodily activities expressly

designed to serve as the vehicle of communication between sub-

ject and eject,—as is proved by the fact that any system of

bodily activities which may be agreed upon (such as gesture, lip-

reading, writing, &c.) are alike available for this purpose. Lan-
guage, then, of any kind is merely a conventional system of bodily

activities which, because znten ied to convey information from
mind to mind, we call signs. But now, the element of intention

on the part of my neighbour is in no wise essential to my ejective

interpretation of his bodily activities, or to what Mr. Morgan
calls ray sulijective verification of them, The involuntary groan
of pain, the p.allor of fear, and a thousand other unintended
" expressions of the emotions," as well as a thousand other un-

intended expressions of thought (e.g. the act of pocket-picking

under the eye of an unseen detective), are, as it is ])roverbially

said, " more eloquent than words."
I submit, therefore, that, although a dog cannot give us any

large measure of ejective information intentionally, or by pur-

posive signs (he does, however, give us some even of this), we
have still abundant material furnished by his other bodily

activities for constructing our ejective inferences. For example,

the dog gives very much the same indications of pain under the

whip that a boy gives under the cane ; therefore the gamekeeper
has no more doubt that he is hurting the dog than the school-

master has that he is hurting the boy—uor would the school-

master be more .satisfied on this point by asking the boy whether
the cane did hurt.

If I have been followed thus far, I should be inclined to go

still further, and to say that in my opinion the " unpremeditated
art " of natural movements (whether in men or animals) is a

surer b.asis on which to build ejective conclusions than is the

more indirect information supplied by intentional gesture or

language, sofar as the low or simple intelligence to which animals
attain is concerned. Poets and moralists are fond of insisting

upon this point as regards young children, where the level of

intelligence may be even considerably .above that of the most
intelligent animal. The immense service of langu.age in ejective

analysis is rendered in those higher and more complex regions of

intellectual life to which man- alone attains. Still, I doubt not

that if animals could speak, so that we could interrogate them
as to their mental operations, we should obtain a great deal of

supplementary information ; only of course this suppo-ition is

an impossible one, seeing that, if an animal could speak, its

intelligence would no longer be "animal intelligence."

On the whole, then, as concerns the question whether there is

a science of comparative psychology, I should say that there cer-

tainly is such a science, in the same sense as there is a science of

human psychology. For it seems to me, in view of the above
considerations, that the argument adduced by Mr. Lloyd Morgan
against the former is quite as applicable against the latter. In

both cases alike our ejective inferences can only be founded on
the observable activities of organisms, and if it is true that of

these observable activities language affords an exceptionally

meaning class, it is also true that where language is absent the

mental processes which stand to be ejectively analysed are of a

comparatively simple nature. I therefore see no reason to recede

from the position which I have taken up in the works to which
Mr. Lloyd Morgan refers, where I observe with reference to the

peculiar standing of psychology (both human and comparative)

among the sciences in the matter which we have been consider-

ing—" although the evidence derived from ejects is practically

regarded as good in the case of mental organisations inferred to

be closely analogous to our own, this evidence clearly ceases to

be trustworthy in the ratio in which the analogy fails ; so that

when we come to the case of very low animals—where the

analogy is least—we feel uncertain whether or not to ascribe to

them any ejective existence " (" Mental Evolution in Animals,"

p. 22). And again, with reference to such objections as that of

Mr. Morgan—"Scepticism of this kind is logically bound to

deny evidence of mind, not only in the case of the lower ani-

mals, but also in that of the higher, and even in that of men
other than the sceptic himself. . . . This is evident because, as

I have already observed, the only evidence we can have of

ejective mind is that which is furnished by objective activities
;

and, as the subjective mind can never become assimilated

with the ejective, so as to learn by direct feeling the mental

processes which there accompany the objective activities, it is

clearly impossible to satisfy any one who chooses to doubt the

validity of inference, that in any case, other than his own, men-

tal processes ever do accompany objective activities" ("Ani-

mal Intelligence," p. 16). And, by parity of reasoning, the

same argument may be used against Mr. Morgan's sceptical

objection to comparative psychology as a science. In whatever

measure he is on principle a sceptic touching the inferences which

this science is able to draw as to the exi-.tence and nature of

animal psychology, in that measure I think he ought in con-

sistency also to be a sceptic with reference to the same points in

the science of human psychology.

Coming now to Mr. Morgan's strictures on my psychological

definition of instinct, I understand that they are made, not with

reference to any defect in my definition as a psychological

definition, but with reference to the possibility of any such

definition whatever. In his view there can, from the nature of

the case, be no psychological definition of instinct ; there can

only be a physiological definition of the cerebral processes which

are concerned in actions termed instinctive. Here, then, is a

broad issue, although it only constitutes a part of the still broader

one which we have just been considering.

I may say first of all that, if we want a physiological definition

of instinct, I do not think that the one which is furnished by

Mr. Lloyd Morgan is valid. This definition is that reflex actions

are due to a general type of nervous organisation, instinctive

actions to a specific type, and intelligent actions to an individual

nervous organisation. Now, this threefold definition presents

none of that "definiteness of application" which Mr. Morgan
implies, nor does it tend, as he supposes, to add any " clearness

to our ideas concerning the things of which we speak." For it

is open to the fatal objection of arbitrarily classifying as in-

stinctive many actions which are now universally regarded as

reflex ; while, conversely, a still greater number of actions now
universally regarded as instinctive \\ ould, under this definition,

become classified as reflex. That is to say, there are, on the one

hand, many reflex actions which we should all feel it absurd to

call insiinctive, and which are nevertheless manifested by only

one species (in our own organisations, for example, we may
mention the "patellar reflex," and the convulsions produced by

tickling the soles of the feet) ; and, on the other hand, there

is a very much greater number of instinctive actions which we
should all feel it absurd to call reflex, but which are nevertheless

manifested by many species of a genus, others by many genera

of an order, and so on, until in such cases as those of nidifica-

tion, incubation, &c., we arrive at instincts general to a whole

class. The truth, therefore, is that a zoological classification,

being made with reference to the whole organisations of animals,

has no such special application to the refined structure of their

nervous systems (which, indeed, we can only appreciate by its

effects on conr!ucl) as would be required for the groundwork of
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Mr. Morgan's physiological definitions of reflex action, instinct,

and intelligence. If we want such a definition it must be made
independently of any zoological classification, and with exclusive

refennre to the foinl whether the adaptive action requires for its

ptrformaiice the operation of the higher nerve-centres— a point

which can only be determined by vivisectional experiment. In

other words, on the side of objective psychology the only

distinction that can be drawn between a reflex and an instinctive

action, is as to whether the action can be performed by tlie lower

nerve-centres alone, or requires likewise tlie cooperation of the

higher nerve-centre-. And this is just what we should expect to

find to be the case on the objective side if, a-; I have endea-

voured to show, the one peculiarity which distinguishes actions

classed as reflex from actions clasFcd as instinctive, consists in the

latter exhibiting in their performance a mental or conscious

element which is not exhiiiited i'l the former.

Now, if the raison d'etre of the term " instinct " is thus to

denominate a class of adaptive actions in which there is a

subjective, or rather let us say an ejective element, I cannot

^ee that anything but confusion is to be gained by forcing this

t^rm into objective implications. Were any term needed to

designate the neurosis of instinctive action, it would be far

better to coin a new one than thus to abuse an old one. I am
fully sensible of the difficulty which often arises in deciding

whether a particular action should be assigned to the instinctive

or to the reflex class ; but, as I observe in "Mental EvoUitio.i

in Animals," "this difficulty does not affect the validity of the

classification any more, for instance, than the difficulty of decid-

ing whether Limulus should be classified with the crabs or with

the scorpions afl'ects the vjlidityof the classification which marks
off the group Crustacea from the group Arachnida."

For the rest, Mr. Morgan's criticism on my psychological

definition of in tinct hang, entirely upon his previous criticism

as to the possibility of a science of comparative psychology, and
as I have already endeavoured to answer the latter, 1 need not

go over the same ground agai i by answering the former. There
are only two points raised by his paper to which this general

answer does not apply, and with these, therefore, I shall

conclude.

The first of these two points is a charge of inconsistency. My
critic observes that, after having said " it is enough to point to

the variable or incalculable character of mental adjustments as

distinguished from the constant and foreseeable character of reflex

adjustments," I go on to define instinctive actions as mental
adjustments whiclr are nevertheless of a constant and foreseeable

character. Now I think, if any one will read my chapter on
"The Criterion of Mind," he will see that this apparent incon-

sistency is not a real one. It would be a real one if the passage

above quoted referred only to this and that particular action of

an animal, apart from all the other actions of tlie same animal,

which, according to my criterion of mind, are competent to

inform us whether or not the animal in question is a choosing and
/e7'd-(-/r-/;/_o- animal. But the passage quoted refers to the whole
constitution of an animal so far as we can know it by obsei-va-

tion of activities, and therefore the question whether this or that

particular activity is to be regarded as mental or non-mental
(instinctive or reflex) requires to be answered by all that we learn

concerning the other activities of that animal. If none of its

activities are other than those of a constant and foreseeable cha-

racter, we have no reason to suppose that it is a choosing or per-

ceiving animal ; but if some of its other activities are indicative

of choice and perception, our knowledge of this fact must be
allowed due weight in any attempt that we may make at classi-

fying this or that paiticular action as reflex or instinctive. The
case, in short, is just the converse of that which I thus state in

the chapter referred to :
—" Many adjustive actions which we re-

cognise as mental are, nevertheless, seen beforehand to be, under
the given circumstances, inevitable ; but analysis would show
that this is only the case when we have in viei\ agents whom we
already, or from independent evidence, regard as mental."
The second point to which I have referred as the only one that

now remains for me to consider, is to the effect that I have mis-

taken "Mr. Spencer's position with regard to the 'very subordinate
importance of natural selection as an evolving source of instinct,'

and with regard to the question of 'lapsed intelligence.'" Here I

can afford to be brief, ina.smuch as any one who cares to do so can
compare my interpretation of Mr. Spencer's writings with the
passages in those writings to which I refer. It seems to me
perfectly clear that, although both the principles in question are
alluded to by Mr. ."Spencer, neither of them holds the same pro-

minence in his theory of the development of instincts from reflex

action as they hold in the theory of Mr. Darwin.
In conclusion, I trust Mr. Morgan may feel that, in writing this

somewhat elaborate reply to his criticism, I am marking as em-
phatically as I can my sense of its ability. And if the general

effect of this discussion is to show that the phenomena of

instinct jiresent peculiar difficulties to any attempt at a funda-

mental analysis, I should like no less emphatically to express

my conviction that such an analysis is not to be facilitated by
closing our eyes upon the entire class of phenomena to which
alone the word is applicable. We may, of course, abstain from
any attempt at such analysis, and devote our attention exclusively

to the physical as distinguished from the mental side of the

subject. Only in this case we may not speak of instinct.

George J. Romanes

"Mental Evolution in Animals"

Mr. Romanes' comment on my communication in Nature
of February 7 (p. 335) is not quite satisfactory. I do not sup-

pose that he has any spite against my skate ; but as he does

not know me, and did not see the incident in the Manchester

Aquarium, I think it is very possible that he may have been

naturally predisposed to underrate the significance of the story.

I do not admit that I can be reasonably blamed for saying that

a repetition of the conditions would have been useful, if pos-

sible, while at the same time pointing out that the result would
mt necessarily have settled the question. Test experiments are

always useful, even if they do not settle the main question.

Mr. Romanes' terrier story was not necessary to make clear

what he means by "accident," and there is no analogy between

it and my skate story. In one case a trained, or at least tamed,

dog did as he was told, and the conditions of success were

prearranged ; in the other, a fish spontaneously did something

for his own advantage. .'\s for the fish smelling the food, this

does not harmonise with the circumstances as I described them,

and had Mr. Romanes seen the incident I do not think this

explanation would have occurred to him ; the whole series of

actions was too rapid, and had too much the appearance of

co-ordination. The propulsion of the food into the ready mouth
was the work of an instant. Ilsd the mouth not been ready, as

the cricketer's bat is the instant the ball leaves the bowler's

hand, the morsel would have been missed. Finally, Mr. Romanes
tells us (" Animal Intelligence," p. 351) that the bear observed

by Mr. Hutchinson was a Polar bear. Now this species is

"almost marine in its habits." It lives upon seal-flesh and also

upon dead meat which it finds floating in the water. It is not

infrequently cast adrift on an ice-floe or an iceberg. It is there-

fore not at at all improbable that the method of fishing described

may be an instinct developed hereditarily. The fact that two
bears behaved in precisely the same manner strengthens this

supposition. Mr. Darwin does not say whether the bear ob-

served by Mr. Westropp in Vienna was a Polar bear or not, but

he observes that the action in question " can hardly be attributed

to instinct or inherited habit," as it would be "of little use tn

such an animal in a state of nature." It seems to me that such

action would be very usefiil to Polar bears in a state of nature.

Manchester, February 11 F. J. Faraday

The Remarkable Sunsets

At (he present stage of the discussion upon the "green sun"

and rosy sunsets it seems to me it would be well to recall atten-

tion to a few facts, for there seems to be a tendency on the part

of some correspondents to allow imagination to carry them
beyond the region of fact into that of fancy. First, then, I

would point out that my observations show conclusively that at

the time of the green sun there was an altogether abnormal

amount of moisture in the upper regions of the atmosphere,

while the ordinary hygrometric observations showed the air ne.ar

the ground to be comparatively dry. I have studied the rain-band

spectrum almost daily for the last six or seven years, and I have

never before known such a long continuance of the heavy rain-

band in a comparatively clear sky—a sky in which there was

only a light haze. At sunset and sunrise the intensity of the

bands was such as I have before seen only from an altitude of

some six or seven thousand feet, and even then rarely. In this

connection it may be well to point out that the spectrum as

observed by Mr. Donnelly (Nature, vol. xxix. p. 132), though,

as remarked by Mr. Lockyer, resembling that observed here in
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some respects, yet differed from it in some important points.

Tlie "low sun-bands " appeared weal: rather than strong, partly

perhaps by contrast with the great intensity of the rainband, and
the rainband itself was easily divided into lines, of which eight are

recorded in my notebook as being seen with a one-prism
spectroscope. The band between /' and F, observed by Mr.
Lnckycr, Mas also seen here, and was found to be one ascribed

to aqueous vapour, W.L. 504. A spectrum almost in all respects
similar to that observed here can be seen by any one who will

examine the absorption jjroduced by a small cloud passing over
the sun as seen with the spectroscope, having a lens in front of
the slit. The contrast with the bright spectrum of the sun sliows
the general absorption in the red very clearly, and if the sun be
near the horizon the other bands will be, in most cases, fairly well
seen.

It is worth noting that we have had an unusually early and
heavy monsoon, ushered in by a remarkable thunderstorm and
folbwed by a period wlien the spectrum sho\\-ed an abnormal
freedom from vapour, the rainband at times being quite invisible.

During this latter period we have had beautiful rosy after-glows,

the .sunlight beingapparently reflected from thin, almost invisible,

cirrus clouds.

If the presence of dust can be proved, these phenomena,
as I previously indicated, can be readily explained in accord-
ance with the facts so beautifully illu-trated by Mr. John
Aitken (Trans. R.S.E., vol. xxx. p. 337), for the dust particles

would condense moisture in the upper parts of the air, and we
would have a light haze, such as was observed here, not suffi-

ciently dense to cause actual clouds, but deep enough to give the
special absorption effects, while the dust it- elf would assist in

producing the general .absorption.

Against the idea of Java dust, however, have to be set a
number of facts of which the f:)llowing are a few :—The maxi-
mum phase of greenness was on the same day (September 10),

all over Ceylon and South India, and as far west as long. 64°

(at sea). The green sun was not seen at Rangoon nor at the
Andaman Islands, though at the latter place the sounds of
the eruption were heard. The first rain that fell here after-

wards was subjected to careful microscopic analysis, and showed
no trace of volcanic du^t. The phenomenon reappeared on
.September 22.

For my own part I think there is strong evidence that the

influence of the Jav.an eruption was an electrical one, and that

that was not necessarily propagated by the actual transference

of matter. Mr. Whymper's very interesting letter is of coarse
by no means conclusive as regards the effects of dus', for it is, I

believe, regarded as virtually proved that the mere existence of

dust in large quantities in volcanic ejecta proves the presence of
an abundance of water vapour. C. MiCHiE .Smith

P.S.—There is a misprint in my letter to Sir William Thom-
son which, as I have seen it twice quoted, ought to be corrected.

It is in vol. xxix. p. 55, line 8, which should read : "After the

electricity had gone to negative." CM. S.

The Christian College, Madras, January 23

Since the end of October, when I first observed an unusual
red glow for a considerable time after sunset, I have been a

close observer of the atmospheric phenomena so fully described
by your correspondents. For some time past they have ap-

peared with little of their former brilliancy, until the evening of

the 7th inst., when there was a remarkably fine display, equal-

ling in many respects those of December. Of this 1 shall par-

ticularly mention but one feature which I had seen three times
previously, but never displayed with such intensity and clearness

of definition. At 5.30, when the after-glow was at its maxi-
nmm, a lovely crimson arc appeared opposite it in the eastern

horizon, in every respect .as described by Mr. Divers in his

letter dated from Japan, which appeared in Nature of January
24 (j). 2S3). I may remark that I have observed here, from
November 10 to this date, but latterly with much diminished
intensity, every one of the phenomena he so giaiahically de-

scribe.s. A. C.
Roscommon, February 1

1

"The Indians of Guiana"

In the notice of Mr. Ini Thurn's work on the Indians of
Guiana, in the current volume of N.-\TURE (p. 305), Mr. Tylor
writes: "What is still more curious is that the rude method Of

making thread by rolling palm or grass fibre into a twist with
the palm of the hand on the thigh may be commonly seen in

Guiana, although the use of the spindle for spinning cotton is

also usual." As such a fact appears to be curious to so eminent
an anthropologist as Mr. Tylor, it may be of interest to some of
your readers to learn that this mode of twisting fibres is still by
no means uncommon in India, though spinning must there have
been familiar to the natives for unnumbered generations. I have
frequently seen Hindus of various castes twist a mass of jute-

fibre into a compact and firm rope of considerable length,

between the palm of the hand and the inside of the thigh, and
by the same means they will frequently produce long pieces of

strongly coherent twine when the need for it arises. From my
experience, which, though confined to a small geographical area,

comprehended an acquaintance with both Hindus and Moham-
medans imported into the tea-districts from almost every part of

British India, I should suppose that this custom of twisting fibres

into rope and twine is universal throughout the country, though
doubtless it is resorted to rather as a makeshift than as a regular

mode of manufacturing twisted cords. That such a means
should be resorted to by the wild tribes of the north-eastern

frontier is by no means strange, though these have acquired not

a little skill in spinning and weaving cotton, but that so primitive

a method should still prevail amongst peoples so highly cultured

as the Hindus and Mohammedans of India often struck me as

remarkable.
While noticing Mr. Tylor's interesting article, I cannot refrain

from questioning the justice of the supposition that pile-dwellings

on the land are due to the "survival of the once purposeful

habit of building them in the water." That in New Guinea
such is the case there can be little doubt, as Dumont d' Urville

and Mr. Wallace, as well as Prof. Moseley, have remarked.

And that Mr. Im Thurn's supposition with regard to the natives

of Guiana is also correct there can hardly be a doubt. But
these two cases scarcely seem to me sufficient upon which to

generalise, even when added to Prof. Moseley's pretty and
ingenious view as to the origin of the Swiss chalet. As has

been pointed out to me by my friend Mr. W. E. Jones,

F. R.I.B.A., Lecturer on Architecture in the Bristol University,

a somewhat similar development of single-storied into two-storied

dwellings is to be traced in the stone buildings as well as in the

less substantial dwellings of Western Asia, between the twentieth

and the twelfth centuries B.C., and though of course it is not

impossible, it certainly seems improbable that a race of ancient

lake-dwellers should have perpetuated on sandy plains a practice

which must altogether have ceased to be useful long before it

reached a region so far removed from its original home. And in-

deed it seems to me that pile-dwellings may be observed in

localities in which it is scarcely possible that the practice could

have originated in lake-dwellings, or in any dwellings of any

sort erected in water, whether fresh or salt. I allude more par-

ticularly to the r.aised dwellings of the Nagas, Kukis, Cacharis,

Khasias, and other hill-tribes of the north-eastern frontier ol

India, in the midst of which I lived for several years. That
these people should ever have dwelt so near the sea that they

acquired the habit of erecting pile-dwellings therein seems to

me highly improbable when it is remembered that their racial

and linguistic affinities place them undoubtedly in that great

Mongolian group of which the Thibetans and Burmese are ex-

amples ; and that therefore they may be regarded as immigrants

from more Eastern Asia, rather than as tribes which have been

gradually driven back from the Bay of Bengal by the encroach-

ing civilisation of the Hindus. Nor does it .seem probable that

their pile-dwellings were originally erected in lakes amongst the

hills, for in fact the lakes nowhere exist. There are indeed ex-

tensive li/:eeh or marshes, which during the rainy season some-

times contain a good deal of water. But these bheels are, during

at least a portion if not the whole of the year, so pregnant with

fever and ague that I cannot believe that they were ever em-

ployed, as were the lakes of Switzerland and Italy, for the

protection of the habitations of man. Yet these north-eastern

frontier tribes for the most part build their houses upon piles.

These are generally of bamboo, and so of course are very perish-

able, but occasionally small timber is employed. The floor or

platform (of coarse bamboo matting) is seldom raised more than

from twenty-four to thirty inches above the ground, though, if my
memory serves me, I have occasionally seen it raised as much as

between six and seven feet. Beneath this platform a good deal

of lumber generally accumulates, and the poultry and pigs fre-

quently congregate for shelter, but I think I never saw an
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instance of the lower portion of the erection being inclosed by
matting to form a "ground floor." Were these pile-dwellings

confined to the low, flat lands upon which the Bengali delights

to place his paddy-fields, it would be obvious that they were

adopted for the purpose of obtainirg a dry, wliolesome floor,

and security against unanticipated floods. But so far is this

from being the case that only very rarely is a Naga or Kuki
village to be found on low-lying ground, and generally they are

to be seen upon the slides and even the summits of considerable

elevations, where any danger from floods is quite out of the

question. Again, it might be supposed that these elevated dwell-

ings ^^ ere adopted as a protection against wild animals but for

a curious practice occasionally observable amongst the hill-men.

This is the habit of building upon the steep side of a hill in such

a manner that the back of the dwelling rests directly upon the

ground, while the front is supported upon piles which are of a

height sufficient to render the floor, throughout its length, hori-

zontal. Such a plan as this reduces the protection afforded from
vermin and wild animals to a minimum, and seems to justify the

belief that the fear of these creatures at least could have little or

no influence upon the architectural habits of the hill-tribes of

this part of India ; and I long ago came to the conclusion that

here at least the object of the pile-dwellings was simply to attain

in the easiest way a floor which should be exempt from the damp
exhalations of a tropical soil. James Dallas

"Probable Nature of the Internal Symmetry of Crystals"

Under this head Mr. Barlow has pulilished in Nature of

December 20 and 27, 1S83 (pp. 1S6 and 205) an interesting and
ingenious memoir. The subject being very important, but also

very difficult and intricate, a discussion of the new theory may
perhaps contribute to render our ideas a little more precise.

Whilst Haiiy, Frankenheim, Delafosse, Bravais, and others

think a crystal built up of mere congruent particles, which may
be either the chemical molecules or rather certain aggregates of

them, Mr. Barlow considers the arrangement of the difterent

chemical atoms in the interior of a crystallised compound, and
illustrates some facts by this manner of viewing them. I pur-

pose in the following submitting some objections which arise

against the deductions of the author. These objections are of a
geometrical, chemical, and physical nature ; let us begin with
the geometrical ones.

The first problem of Mr. Barlow is " to inquire what very
symmetrical arrangements of points or particles in space are
possible." He comes to this result :

" It would appear that

there are but five." Then he describes these five arrangements.
What conditions are to be fulfilled by an arrangement of points
in space which is to be " very symmetrical,'' is nowhere said.

According to this indefiniteness of the fundamental notion, the
five kinds of very symmetrical arrangement seem to be found
rather by divination than by systematic reasoning. Therefore
the foundation of the theory appears somewhat arbitrary ; and
we may suspect that it is incomplete. We are in fact ccnfiimed
in this presumption if we consider the results of a geometric
research published in my " Entwickelung einer Theorie der
Krystallstruktur" (Leipzig: Teubner, 1879). In this book I

have specified all possible arrangements of points that are regular
and infinite, I have called a system of points ?r^?//a;- if the points
are disposed around every one point of the system in precisely

the same manner as around every other. There arc sixty-six

such regular systems of points possible. According to the pecu-
liarity of their symmetry they are subdivided into groups, which
correspond strictly to the known crystallographic systems. Many
of those arrangements of points have a hemihedric or tetarto-

hedric character ; others have the structure of a screw ; and
amongst the latter I could even suggest one particular system
which represents the internal structure of quartz. The latter

result was obtained {loc. cit. pp. 238-245) by comparing the
crystallographical and optical properties of quartz with those of
the known combination of thin laminae of mica arr.inged in the
manner of winding-stairs, described by Prof. Reusch fourteen
years ago. All sixty-six systems are in agreement w ith the prin-
cipal law of crystallography, the law of rational segments of the
axes (Wiedemann, Annalen der Pliysik, 18S2, vol. xvi. p. 4S9).
For example, if we have reason to suppose that a certain one of
these systems should represent the structure of a given substance
crystallising in hexagonal pyramids, then we derive geometrically
the same series of possible pyramids which nature actually
exhibits.

Kour of Mr. Barlow's five kinds of "very symmetrical
arrangements " prove to be extremely particular cases of four

general systems of mine. The first, second, and third kinds of
Mr. Barlow's result from the systems which I have called the

"rhombendodecahedric, cubic, and octahedric system with 24-

points-aggregates" ("Entwickelung," pp. 165-168), if wesuppose
the twenty-four poiuts of the so-called " 24-punkter " coinciding in

one point, and if we identify this point with the centre of a

sphere of Mr. Barlow. Mr. Barlow's fourth kind of "very
symmetrical arrangements" results as a particular case from my
"3gangiges 6-punkt-schraubensystem " (loc. cit., Fig. 46), if

the sides of all hexagons are supposed to touch one another, and
the layers to have convenient distances. Mr. Barlow's fifth kind
of symmetry, not being regular in the sense defined above, can-

not be found amongst my sixty-six systems. Though every
point is surrounded by six neighbouring points at equal distances,,

the latter have not throughout an identical arrangement. Every
point of the first, third, fifth, &c., layers is situated at the centre

of a perpendicular prism (with regular triangular base) whose
angles bear the six neighbouring points of the system, but around
every point of the second, fourth, sixth, &c. , layers, the six

neighljouring points are situated at the angles of two regular

triangles, which do not lie parallel over one another as before,

one of them being turned round in its plane 60°.

As my sixty-six systems cimprise four of Mr. Barlow's kinds
of symmetry, it maybe expected that they include other arrange-

ments besides, which may also pass as "very symmclrical."
For example, in a cubic aggregate of points, the centres of the

edges of all cubes determine a very symmetrical arrangement of

points, where every point has equal distances from the next

eight surrounding poiuts (cf. "Entwickelung," &c., p. 160).

From this I believe I have shown that the geometrical foun-

dation of Mr. Barlow's theory is somewhat arbitrary anj.

incomplete.

I now come to the chemical objections, which I will explaiit

by an example. A chemical compound of two kinds of atoms,

present in equal number—for example NaCl—could, according

to Mr. Barlow, cry.-,tallise into the first or second of his five

kinds of symmetry, for either of these two kinds allows the

regular arrangement of two kinds of particles in equal number.
In the first kind of symmetry (for example) spheres are so

arranged that they constitute a cufjic system of points, in which'

the centre of each cube bears also a point of the system. By
putting atoms of one kind (Na) on the angles, and atoms of the

other kind (CI) on the centres of the cubes, we have built up the

structure of a crystal of NaCI. Thus eight atoms of Na .-.tanJ

in exactly identical manner around an atom of CI (and also eight

atoms of CI around an atom of Na). The atom of CI seems
consequently to be in equally close connection with eight atoms
of Na ; it has exactly the same relation to these eight atoms.

It appears therefore as octovalent, certainly not as univalent ; for

it would be entirely arbitrary to suppose any two neighbouring
atoms of NaCl in an especially close connection and to take this

couple for the chemical molecule of NaCl. By this example we
see that from Mr. Barloiu' s point of z'iezc both the notioJi of

chemical valency and of chemical molecule completely lose their

tresent import for the crystallised state. This objection, of

course, will not destroy the theory of Mr. Barlow, since chemical

valency does not yet belong to perfectly clear and fixed notions,

and since the idea of the chemical molecule in a crystal is also

not evident and clear. Tlie author, however, is at all events

obliged to show why these two notions, of such great moment
for substances in a gaseous state, should become completely in-

significant, as soon as crystallised bodies are in question.

Finally for a physical objection. With respect to the fact

that most substances change their volume in congealing, Mr.
Barlow admits that the atoms themselves undergo an expansion

(positive or negative) in the act of crystallisation. Thus he
attributes to the atoms variability of volume, i.e. one of those

qualities, for the explanation of which the atomic theory has

been devised. Well, let it be so, but this hypothesis of atomic

expansion is not even found sufficient everywhere, but must be
assisted occasionally by auxiliary hypotheses. Thus for ex-

plaining the isomori'hisui of substances which contain atoms of

the same kind (e.g. CaCOj and FeCOj) Mr. Barlow supposes

that the expansion in the act of crystallising is confined to the

common atoms, whilst the different atoms in both substances

remain unaltered.

All these objections do not overthrow the author's theory, but

they shake it. Perhaps they will induce Mr. Barlow to establish
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his theory in a more solid and more general way, and in this

case also I shall have attained my aim. L. SoHNCKE
University of Jena

Holothurians

The observations which I made in 18S3 among the coral-reefs

of the .Solomon Group on the haliits of the Holothurians support
the view that these animals do not sub^^ist on living coral. I

carefully examined the material voided by about twenty indi-

viduals, and found its composition to be of a mixed character.

In .addition to the calcareous sand and gravel which formed its

bulk, there were numerous tests of the lar^je foraminifer— Orhi-
tolites—and several small univalve and bivalve shells, besides the

joints of a stony alga and the operculum of a young nerite, &c.
This ob-^ervation is supplementary to those contained in my
previous letter on this subject (Natuke, vol. xxvii. p. 7).

Traders in this group tell me that when collecting a species

known in the trade as the "large tit-fish," they have frequently

found a small eel inside the animal, which usually escaped before

it could be secured. One man received a smart electric shock,
whilst handling a trepang containing one of these eels.

H. B. Guppy
H.M.S. Lark, Auckland, N.Z., January i

Unconscious Bias in Walking

Surely Mr. W. G. .Simpson has written from imperfect

memory when he tells us in Nature (vol. xxix. p. 356), " if the

majority of people, as Mr. Darwin argues, are left-legged, they
would circle to the left in a mist, as Mr. Larden says they do."
In Mr. l.arden's letter (p. 262) the following passage occurs:
"This theory {his own) involving as further consequences that

those in whom the left leg is the strongest would circle to the
right,^^ &c. ; again, " I myself am right-legged and in a mi^t I

always circle to the left." Although Mr. Simpson has mis-
quoted Mr. Larden, he has arrived at the same conclusion that I

did {see Nature for January 31, p. 311), but gives his views in

different words, namely, that " theie is a bias tmuards the

stronger limb, irrespective of length." John Kaf,

The Storm of January 26

The lowest reading, reduced to the sea-level, of the barometer
here, about six miles south-east of Omagh, during the gale on
Saturday, the 26th ult., was 2768, and occurred at 4.15 p.m.
Dublin time. Robert Dixon

Clogherny, Beragh

T
PALESTINE EXPLORA TION

HE following communication has been forwarded to

us for publication :

—

Mediterranean Hotel, Jerusalem, January 18, 1884

Dear Professor Oliver,—A chest in a waterproof
cover leaves here to-morrow for London to Messrs. Cook
and Son, Ludgate Circus. It should arrive on February
25 or sooner, and I have directed that it should be for-

warded immediately to Kew. I hope to arrive soon after.

It contains all my dried plants. They are made up in

various packages, with localities written outside. Of
course you will have them kept dry and looked after, but
1 think they had better not be overhauled until I come,
as I should like to open them as they are, while the con-
tents of each package and its associations are fresh in my
memory. The earlier desert plants are in many cases
only valuable for recognition, I fear, as they are withered
remains, but I frequently obtained a lingering flower and
many seeds. All my seeds and bulbs I have sent accord-
ing to promise to Mr. Burbidge, of the College Botanic
Garden, Dublin. In the mountains about Sinai and
Jebel Catherine I obtained better specimens, and things
gradually improved to Akaba. We got through a good
deal of unexplored country and had a most efficient con-
ductor. .Along the Wady Arabah I made frequent
detours into the mountains on either side, and was espe-

cially fortunate in having a good collection on Mount
Hor and at Petra and its neighbourhood. The flora of

Mount Hor (5000 feet) is extremely rich—a warm sand-

stone. I also collected mosses and lichens in the desert,

and am still gathering all I can. My collections reach

to here, including a run down to the Jordan. The pace
is now (horses) often too rapid, but the camel was an
admirable companion on a long march. We were delayed
in the Ghor-en-Safiet, at the south-east end of the Dead
Sea for ten days, an unparalleled sojourn in this most
interesting place. It was early a little, but I made large

collections there, and was very glad of the difficulties that

opposed our departure. I found many unexpected plants

—three ferns, for instance, on Mount Hor, and a Sta-

pclia. I knew the names of very few of the things, and
had no books, but Redhead and Lowne's papers were a
help, though they gave a very poor idea of the real state

of affairs. There is a fine ^('rt<r/« in the Ghor-en-Safiet,

distinct in many respects and far finer than A. seyal. It

is the true " scent " about which there seems a lot of

confusion. Hoping my collections will be satisfactory,

I remain yours very truly,

(Signed) Henry Chichester Hart
P.S.— Here in Jerusalem there are about six plants in

flower ; down below iir the Jordan I gathered about a

hundred two days ago ! (Signed) H.

FAIRY RINGS
'T'HE dark green circles of grass known as "fairy
-»• rings" formed the subject of a paper in the Philo-

sophical Transactions of the new-born Royal Society in

1675 ; but it was only last year that the Rothamsted
chemists, Messrs. Lawes, Gilbert, and Warington, an-
nounced what IS no doubt a correct explanation of these
phenomena.
The original theory of the electrical origin of the rings

was succeeded by that of " chemical causes " propounded
by Dr. Wollaston at a meeting of the Royal Society
in 1S07, and by Prof. Way in a paper read to the
British Association in 1846. Besides the "mineral
theory " which was here pressed into the service of a dis-

cussion that commenced, as already stated, more than
two hundred years ago, De Candolle applied his famous
" excretory theory " to its elucidation. At Rothamsted,
however, the causes of fairy rings were still regarded as
having been unsatisfactorily explained.

Sir John B. Lawes and his colleague Dr. Gilbert com-
menced their mquiries on this subject many years ago.

Almost from the commencement of their experiments at

Rothamsted they had regarded the alternate growth of
fungi and grass as a striking example of what may be
called the " natural rotation " of crops. As long ago as

J 85 1 they described fairy rings in the Journal of the

Royal Agricultural Society as "a beautiful illustra-

tion of the dependence for luxuriant growth of one
plant upon another of different habits." It will be re-

membered that the experiments at Rothamsted led to the

substitution of what is called the "nitrogen theory" for

the "mineral theory " of former days, and practical agri-

culturists who know the value and the cost of nitrogen

as an all-important agent of fertility will learn, per-

haps without surprise, that the rich verdure of a fairy

ring is due to the effect of nitrogen. Nitrogen is the

sine quA non of plant growth, and fungi require a large

amount of it. From what source do they obtain it ? At
the present time few, if any, chemists would maintain
that they obtained it by the absoi ption of free nitrogen

from the atmosphere, but in 1S51 the eminent investigators

at Rothamsted attributed the nitrogen of the fungi to

their extraordinary power of accumulating that substance

from the atmosphere ; and this they thought enabled

them to take up the minerals which the grasses, owing to
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their more limited power of obtaining nitrogen, could not

appropriate from the soil. They assumed that it was the

nitrogen rather than the mineral constituents of the fungi

to which the manuring action was mainly to be attributed,

and in this they were right ; but the theory has required
some correction nevertheless, inasmuch as they have
since proved the source of nitrogen in the fungi to be the
soil, not the atmosphere.
As doubts were entertained at first on this point,

direct experiments were tried at Rothamsted, and in 1 874
samples of soil were taken within a fairy ring, immediately
upon it, and outside, and these yielded on analysis the
lowest percentage of nitrogen in the soil within the ring,

a higher percentage under the ring, and a higher still

outside it. The soil therefore had lost nitrogen by the
growth of the fungi, and the obvious conclusion was that

the fungi possess a greater power than the grasses of
abstracting nitrogen from the soil.

The analyses of the various species of fairy-ring fungi
do not greatly differ. Two species occurring at Rotham-
sted

—

Agaricus prunulus and Marasinius orcadiiin—
contain nitrogenous compounds to the amount of one-
third of their dry substance, the ash being rich in potash
and phosphoric acid. Their occurrence on pastures, like

that of the common mushroom, is probably due to the
manuring of the ground by animals and their continuance
and growth depend on certain conditions of soil and
season. They are rarely developed on rich soils, or on
those which are highly manured, or in seasons favourable to

the general herbage of the turf ; and when they do appear
under these conditions they will probably not be repro-

duced, or only in patches. The recent wet seasons have
dispersed fairy rings in situations where they have usually

proved persistent. They prevail wherever the growth of
the grasses is inferior, especially on the poor downs of the
chalk districts, and on poor sandy soils where the natural

herbage is wanting in vigour.

The history of fairy rings, as it has now been written

at Rothamsted, will attract close attention from all who
are interested in the nutrition of plants, including the

student of agriculture, and all, in fact, who are specially

concerned in the question of the food supply. It was not
previously known that any kind of plant could feed directly

on the organic nitrogen of the soil itself. It was recog-
nised that the root-development of plants differed, and
that the greater e.xtension of their roots enabled some
plants to secure a larger proportion of the constituents of

the soil than others. But here is a race of plants pos-

sessing quite unsuspected powers of assimilation ! In-

stead of rising from the ashes of the phoenix they feed
upon its undecayed body, that is, upon the organic
nitrogen of the soil. The Leguminosae, for example,
such as beans and clover, are known to assimilate more
nitrogen from a given soil than the Graminea;, such as
wheat and barley, and this has been attributed to absorp-
tion by their leaves, or to the superior development of

their roots. Another alternative is now suggested, and
possibly a new departure may be taken in the science of
agriculture, as the result of the recent discoveries in

connection with fairy rings. Henry Evershed

A CHEAP INSULATING SUPPORT
T NSULATING-SUPPORTS are so indispensable in the
* work of an electric laboratory that several forms have
come into extensive use. The plan devised by Sir W.
Thomson for securing high insulation by surrounding a
glass stem with concentrated sulphuric acid to absorb the
moisture which otherwise would condense from the air

and form a conducting film over the surface of the glass
is remarkably efficient, and has many advantages. Modi-
fications of this form of insulator have been largely used
by Prof Clifton, F.R.S., in the Clarendon Laboratory, and
by Profs. Ayrton and Perry in the laboratories of the
Technical College at Finsbury. Another tnodification

due to M. Mascart, was described in Nature, vol. xviii.

p. 44; and this pattern has come into extensive u-e
under the name of the support isohxnt Mascart. Though
excellent in every way it is very expensive, as its manu-
facture necessitates a special piece of glass-blowing. The
central support of glass is solidly fused into the bottom of
a glass vessel with a very narrow neck into which acid is

poured through a tubulure at the side.

The insulating support which I have recently described
before the Physical Society of London is a much simpler
affair, and can be made very quickly and cheaply froii
the materials at hand in every laboratory. The figure
shows the form of the support. A wide-mouthed glass
bottle, E, about 10 cm. high, and from 5 to 6 cm. diameter,
is selected. A piece of stout glass tubing about 20 cm.
long is then taken. One end is closed in the blowpipe
flame, and blown into a thick bulb ; and while yet hot the
bulb is flattened, so as to form a foot for the stem. The
flattened bulb should be as large as is compatible with its

insertion into the mouth of the bottle. To hold it in its

place some paraffin wax is melted in the bottle—from 50
to 70 grm. is quite sufficient—and when it has cooled so
as nearly to have become solid the stem, previously
warmed, is inserted. When cool, the paraffin holds the
stem firmly in its place. To keep out the dust a disk cut
out of sheet guttapercha is fitted on as a lid. If dipped
into hot water for a minute it can be moulded to the
required form. It fits loose-tight upon the stem, as shown
at C, and when the stand is not in use is slid down over
the mouth of the bottle. A brass disk, a, having a short
brass stem, B, below it, slips into the upper open end of
the tube, and forms the top of the stand. It is also found
convenient to make from rods of glass other supports,
shaped at the top in the form of hooks, which can be
slipped down into the central tube. These are very useful
for holding up wires that pass over the experimenting
table and require to be well insulated. The bottle is let

into a wooden foot, G. In cases where very perfect insu-
lation is required I have poured a little strong sulphuric
acid into the bottle above the paraffin. In practice, how-
ever, the insulation of the paraffin is amply sufficient for
most purposes, provided dust is properly excluded.

SiLVAXUS P. THOiMPSON

JOHN HUTTON BALFOUR
T N Prof. Balfour, whose death we announced in our
•*• last issue (p. 365), has passed away another of that
group of eminent teachers, including Goodsir, Syme
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Simpson, Christison, &c., which maintained the reputa-

tion and added lustre to the fame and prestige of the

Medical School in our great northern University during

the middle decades of this century; one, too, of that band
of working British botanists of the first half of the century

whicli counted amongst its members the Hookers,
Munby, Carmichael, Greville, Walker Arnott, Babington,
Parncll, Prior, the Macnabs, &c , the majority of whom
have now left us ; and where are their successors? By
his death a figure— in later years picturesque with grey
locks and patriarchal beard—familiar all over Scotland,

and where scientific men do congregate, has been re-

moved. Few men were more universally esteemed and
popular, and few quit their sphere of active and busy life

leaving behind them more pleasant reminiscences than
he whose decease we have recorded. Compelled by fail-

ing health to retire about five years ago from public life,

his powers since then gradually weakened, until on the
I ith inst. he quietly breathed his last.

John Hutton Balfour was born in Edinburgh on
September 15, 1S08. Related, as his name indicates, to

James Hutton, the famous author of " The Theory of the
Earth," he possessed much of the enthusiasm and fire

which characterised his ancestor. His early education
was completed at the High School of Edinburgh, then
at the zenith of its reputation, under Pillans and
Carson, and he subsequently studied in the Universi-
ties of Edinburgh and St. Andrews, in the former of

which he graduated in Arts and Medicine. His first

intention appears to have been to enter the Church,
and to this aim his studies were directed ; but he after-

wards abandoned this purpose and commenced to practise
medicine in Edinburgh, having spent some preparatory
time in Continental schools, and having become a Fellow
of the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. During
his early years he was devoted to botany, and his taste

received a great stimulus by the teaching and example of

Graham, then Professor of Botany in the University of

Edinburgh. Whilst engaged in the active work of his

profession, he found time to foster his bent and love for

nature, and gathered around him many of those who, like

himself, were keen students of natural science, and thus
was formed the nucleus of the Botanical Society of Edin-
burgh, of which he was, in 1836, the founder—a society

which has done much to promote the study of botany in

Scotland, and in which, throughout his whole life, he was
a guiding spirit. In 1840 Balfour found time amidst his

medical duties to commence lecturing on botany in Edin-
burgh, and his ability as a lecturer was at once proved by
the large numbers attracted to his classes. But it was not
until 1842, when he was appointed to the Chair of Botany
in the University of Glasgow, vacated by the translation
of Sir William Hooker to Kew, that he was able to give
up medicine, and devote himself solely to botany. After
four years in Glasgow, the death of Prof. Graham made
an opening in the East of Scotland, and Balfour was
elected Professor of Botany in the University of Edin-
burgh, shortly thereafter obtaining the appointments of
Regius Keeper of the Royal Botanic Garden and Queen's
Botanist for Scotland. Subsequently he undertook the
duties of Dean of the Medical Faculty in the University,
and his energy on behalf of the Royal Society of Ediii-

burgh led to his appointment as Secretary. From all

these positions he retired in 1S79, when a fitting tribute
to the value of his services was paid by the presentation
of his portrait, and he was then elected Assessor in the
University Court for the General Council, and each of
the three Universities with which he had been connected
conferred on him the degree of LL.D. For many years
he was an F.R.S., and also a member of a vast number of
British and foreign scientific societies.

As a botanical investigator Balfour was a systematist,
belonging to that school which is now, by a species of
reaction, often held in contempt by those within whose

reach the modern developments of physics and chemistry
have placed methods of morphological and physiological

research denied their predecessors. He had an acute
perception of resemblances and a keen eye for a species.

But it is not upon his original investigations that Balfour's

reputation rests ; his work of that character was not ex-

tensive, for the time which might have been devoted to it

was fully occupied by his official duties as Dean of the

Medical Faculty and Secretary of the Royal Society, and
he was one of those who sacrificed scientific laurels for

the good of the institutions he served. But as a teacher
his fame was world-wide, and as a great teacher he will

be remembered. He had in a remarkable degree the

power of lucid exposition, and the inestimable qualifica-

tion of infusing in his pupils the enthusiasm which
possessed himself Painstaking and conscientious in his

work, no trouble was too great for him if it could con-
tribute to the better comprehension by his students of the

subject taught, and the wealth of illustration and the

earnestness of manner which clothed his lectures im-

pressed all who heard him. Though the natural cast of

his own mind made taxonomy his favourite branch of

botany, yet in his teaching, especially in his earlier years,

this was given no undue prominence ; his success, indeed,

was in great part due to the way in which all branches of

the science were handled, and he had the credit of being

the first to introduce in Edinburgh classes for practical

instruction in the use of the microscope. His text-books

reflect the character of his teaching, and " if," as a critic

remarked on their first appearance, "we recall the dry

and dictionary-like manuals to which students were forced

to have recourse in our young days—as inviting as so

many pages of Johnson's Dictionary—we can but envy
their successors." In later years his books and he himself
fell behind—and who does not ?—in the rapid march of

science ; but any one examining his books cannot fail to

recognise how thoroughly they represent the state of

science at their date of publication, and to appreciate the

industry and the skill with which the author seems to have
exhausted every source of information.

Another feature of Balfour's teaching was the " excur-

sion." Amongst the 8000 students whom it was his pride

to have passed through his classes will be many to whom
the announcement of his death will recall pleasant recol-

lections of these outings on hill and in glen ; how, as they
ncared the habitat of some rare Alpine herb, the wiry and
energetic Professor—"W'oody Fibre' as they called him
—would outstrip all in his eagerness to secure it ; or

how, toiling up some long barren slope, his constant flow

of jokes and puns w-ould enliven and rouse their flagging

spirits. In these rambles, to which many will look back
as not only healthful and recreative, but as giving them
their first lessons in accurate observation of nature,

Balfour visited almost every part of Scotland, ascended
every important peak, and gathered every rarity in the

flora. No one knew Scotland and its plants better. In
this way Balfour became associated with his students in

a way no other Professor did, and his position as Dean
of the Medical Faculty brought him still more in contact

with them. The Rhadamanthus of the e.xamination-hall

he enjoyed a unique popularity, and the esteem with which
old pupils regarded him may be traced to the intimate

relationships thus established, to the way he identified

himself with and interested himself in them and showed
himself always anxious to merge the professor in the

friend. In all he did Balfour was methodical, and his

powers of organisation and administration found exercise

in the management of the Royal Botanic Gardens, which,
under his direction and with the Macnabs—father and
son—as curators, was greatly increased in extent, pro-

vided with a magnificent palm-house and other plant-

houses, as well as with a botanical museum and improved
teaching accommodation, and made one of the finest in

the country. The latest addition to the garden—the
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arboretum—accomplished just before he retired from
pubhc life, was part of a scheme (perhaps chimerical) he
encouraged with the view of establishing a School of

Forestry in Edinburgh—a scheme now receiving some
attention in Scotland.

Ready and rapid with his pen, Balfour's contributions

to botanical and other literature are very numerous.
Besides contributing to several Encyclopaedias, he was
for many years one of the editors of the Annals of
Natural History and of the Edijihiiri^h A'cto Philosophical

Journal. Of independent works, his text-books, to which
we have already alluded, were very popular in their day,

and are now valuable for reference, and he published
works on Botany and Religion, Plants of the Bible, &c.
We should fail to give an adequate idea of the veteran

Professor were we not to allude to that which gave a
character to all he did—his religion. To him all nature

was a symbol. He was one of that band of which
Faraday, Clerk Maxwell, Greville, \Vm. Allen Miller, and
others were in the van, who '' recognised the harmony
between the word and the works of God," and who saw
" in the objects of nature around indubitable evidences of
a great designing mind."
By those who knew him—and his was a wide circle

of friends—he will be remembered as a genial com-
panion with the best attributes of humanity, and his

name will always remain inseparably linked with the
progress of botany in Scotland during this century, and as
that of one of the eminent teachers in the University and
city to which he belonged.

CAPTAIN HOFFMEYER
T N the early death of Niels Hoffmeyer, which occurred
^ at Copenhagen on the i6th inst., modern meteorology
has lost one of its most diligent and successful students,
and one whose place it will be hard to fill.

Like more than one of our own physicists, Hoffmeyer
was an artillery officer, and had attained the rank of
captain in the service. At the close of the Prussian war
he had fallen into bad health, and accordingly, on the
reduction of the Danish army which then ensued, his

name was placed on the retired list, and he was for a
time unoccupied.
The Danish Meteorological Institute was organised in

1872, and Hoffmeyer was nominated its first director.

There could scarcely have been a more fortunate appoint-
ment, for Hoftaieyer was gifted not only with unusual
energy, but also with a very pleasant manner, so that he
made friends for the new office and for its work wher-
ever he went. He will best be known by his Atlas.

He undertook to prepare daily weather-maps of the
Atlantic—in great measure at his own expense—and he
actually published them for a period of three and a
quarter years, from September, 1873, to November, 1S76.
It is only a few months ago that he announced his inten-
tion to resume the work in combination with Dr. Neu-
mayer, of the Deutsche Seewarte at Hamburg.
The most important results which Hoffmeyer had de-

duced from his own maps were contained in his pamphlet,
" Etude sur les Tempetesdel' Atlantique Septentrional, et

Projet d'un Service Tdlcgraphique International Rel itif

ii cet Ocean,"' Copenhagen, 18S0; and up to the very
last he never ceased to use his utmost efforts for the
establishment of a meteorological telegraphic service with
America, ina the Faroes and Iceland.
While HofVmeyer's chief work was in the domain of

synoptic meteorology, he by no means disregarded
climatology, and the service which the Danish (.ifffce has
rendered to that science by the maintenance of stations
in Iceland and Greenland has been very material.

\\ hen Capt. Hoffmeyer was in London last summer as
Danish Commissioner to the Fisheries Exhibition, he
was complaining of great weakness of the heart. During

December he was laid by for some time, but he had
somewhat recovered, when he was seized last week with
rheumatic fever, to which he soon fell a victim. He
leaves a widow, but no children. He was an Honorary
Member of the Royal Meteorological Society (London).
He had been one of the secretaries of the Meteorological
Congress at Rome, 1879, 3-"^ of the Conference on
Maritime Meteorology in London, 1874, but his chief
official service of this nature was as Secretary to the
International Polar Commission, where his loss, coming
after that of Weyprecht, will be severely felt.

NOTES
The Council of the Royal Society of Edinburgh has awarded

the Keith Prize for the biennial period 1 88 1-83 to Mr. Thomas
Muir for his researches into the theory of determinants and
continued fraciions, the most recent instalment of results ob-

tained by him being in a paper on permanent symmetric func-

tions. Also the Macdougall-Brisbane Prize for the period

1880-83 to Prof. James Geikie for his contributions to the

geology of the north-west of Europe, including his paper on

the geology of the Faroes, published in the Transactions of the

Society, iSSo-Si. And the Neill Prize for the triennial period

18S0-S3 to Prof. Herdman for his papers in the Proceedings and

Transcutiotis on the Tunicata.

We learn from the Standard that the Royal Astronomical

Society has awarded Mr. Ainslie Common its gold medal for

his photographs of celestial bodies. This high award has, it

is believed, been mainly bestowed on account of the magnificent

photograph he has succeeded in taking of the great nebula in

Orion, of which we gave an illustration in a recent number.

We regret to learn of the death of M. T. du Moncel, editor

of La Lumi'ere Electrique, and author of numerous works in

theoretical and practical electricity.

The needs of the higher education of women in Loudon are

gradually being met in the manner that has been found so satis-

factory at Oxford and Cambridge, where women students have

long enjoyed the advantages of collegiate life. On Monday,

February II, there was a gathering of many of the most influ-

ential friends of the movement to inspect an important extension

of the College Hall of Residence established at Byng Place,

Gordon Square, in October 1SS2. The succe.ss which attended

the first development of the scheme, and the growing demand
on the part of students for admission, has encouraged the com-

mittee to provide additional accommodation by adapting the

adjoining house. No. 2, Byng Place. With the new extension they

look forward to a yearly surplus instead of a deficit. With the

power of accommodating thirteen extra students the receipts would

be increased by 876/. for the short session, and there would not

be a proportionate increase in the expenditure. The advantage of

holding the two houses is therefore evident. The second house was

opened at the commencement of the current term, and there are

now seventeen students in residence. Of this number two are

pursuing the c urse of instruction provided at University College

for the B.A. degree, two that for the matriculation examination

of the London University, and another, a foreign lady, is a

student of English literature at the same college ; another

student is preparing for the examination of the Pharmaceutical

Society. Four ladies are students of the London School of

Medicine for Women, and preparing for the M. B. degree (Lond. ),

and the remainder are studying art at the Slade School and else-

where. The first student of the Hall who went up for the

examination for the B.A. degree pas ed successfully la^t October,

and has now an appointment as teacher at a school in York.

The expenses for board and residence vary, according to the size

and position of the room occupied, from 51 to 75 guineas for the
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University College session of about thirty-three weeks. Even

these fees, moderate as they are, are beyond the means of a

large number of students, so that the committee, without such

a -si stance as would be afforded by exhibitions, are unable to

extend to them the advantages of the Hall. Besides help

in this direction a need is felt for a reference library, as the

books necessary for many of the courses at University College

an! the School of Medicine are numerous and costly. A special

fund has been started for this purpose, and it is hoped that

further subscriptions may be obtained. It is worth mention

that the committee have recognised a principle which, so far

as we know, has never been adopted in institutions of this

kind. We refer to the representation of students on the

governing body. This liberal measure, which invites the co-

operation of students and gives them a means for the legitimate

expression of opinion, will enable the students in residence to

have a member elected annually as their representative on the

committee. It is hoped that the benefit of this may be felt in

strengthening the bond of a common interest. We have not

touched on many of the advantages of the Hall which are felt by

those who know the difficulties incident on a student's life in

lodgings, as they were dwelt upon when we recorded in this

journal the commencement of the scheme in the winter of 1882.

It is therefore only necessary to state that the Hall in its enlarged

scale offers the same comfortable and well adapted academic

residence as that originally provided, and that under Miss Grove,

the able principal, the high tone which has marked the institu-

tion from the beginning is still mainlained. When we point out

that the scheme has received the support of the late and present

Presidents of the Royal Society, the late Sir William Siemen-,

Sir John Lubbock, M.P., Mr. Samuelson, M.P., Dr. Gladstone,

Prof. Carey Foster, and many o'hers, we have said enough to

commend it to all our readers. In the nature of things Science

and Art, as well as Literature, will gain by this and similar

attempts to put the higher education on a more satisfactory

basis.

Dr. Reusch has communicated to Naturen the result of his

analysis of a portion of volcanic ash from the Krakatoa eruption,

given him by Prof. Kjerulf, who had receive! it direct from

Ba'avia. He finds the principal constituents of the ash to be

ordinary pumice-stone, s ime fragments of which are more than

I mm. in length, while others are reduced to a condition of

colourless or slightly brownish vitreous pumice-powder. Inter-

mixed in the general mass are fragments of larger crystals of

felspar (Plagioklas) and of some rhomboidal mineral of the

nature of augite.

At a meeting of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists'

Society on the 29th ult., an account was read from the Peith

Enquirer of a volcanic eruption in Western Australia, contri-

buted by a highly respected settler who had lived in that district

some years. The phenomenon he describes was witnessed by

him on the same day as that on which the calamity occurred in

the Sunda Straits, although he was in total ignorance of that dis-

turbance at ihe time. He writes:—" I was travelling inland with a

flock of sheep, when late in the afternoon of Saturday, August 25,

to my profound astonishment, a shower of fine ashes began to rain

upon me and my party. The fall of the ashes commenced just

about sunset, and the shower, which was at first but very slight,

soon became thicker, until it resulted in a steady and heavy rain

of light calcined fragments. After the sun set I noticed a bright

ruddy glare on the horizon towards the north-east ; this was at

first only just perceptilile, but as the time wore on it increased

in both brilliancy and extent. The glare was not at all diflfused,

and it was of such a nature that it was impossible to mistake it

for a display of the Aurora Aiislralis. On the contrary, I could

easily see that the source of the glare was strictly circumscribed.

or, in other words, it was confined to one spot ; but as it in-

creased in intensity the fervid glow mounted higher and higher

in the heavens. So far as X could roughly calculate, the source

of this extraordinary illumination must have been situated about

400 miles inland to the northeast of Roeburne. The showeri of

ashes ceased just after sunset, and I observed that the steady

glare was still to be seen until before sunrise, but as the sun rose

the lurid appearance of that portion of the horiz m gradually

decreased, and at last quite died away when the orb of day made
its appearance. Fortunately, I afterwards had an opportunity of

questioning some natives who had recently come from that part

of the country, and they described the cause of the glare plainly

enough. 'Big mountain burn up big,' they said; and then

they added, * He big one sick. Throw him up red stuff, it run

down side and burn grass and trees. We frightened and run

away, and fire-sticks (i.e. I presume the ashes) fall on us. Two,
three days after we go lo jk again ; mountain only smoke then, and

red siclv tur.ied black and hard, just like stone.' A plainer

description of a volcano in a state of eruption could hardly be

given by uncivilised beings ; and I am therefore compelled to

conclude that I was the far-distant witness of the first eruption

of a volcano that has occurred in Australia within the memory of

living men."

Nine lectures on the principal types of the human species will

be delivered in the theatre of the Royal College of Surgeons, on

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays, at 4 o'clock, commencing

on Monday, February 25, by Prof. W. H. Flower, LL.D.,

F.R.S., as follows :—Introduction, anthropology and ethno-

logy ; Physical or zoological anthropology ; Nature and extent

of the differences between the permanent types or races of men,
illustrated by comparison between the European and the Tas-

manian native ; Methods of estimating the differential characters

of the various modifications of the human species, elements of

craniometry ; Characteristics of the black, or frizzly-haired races,

in their typical and modified forms ; Characteristics of the

yellow, or so-called Mongolian races ; Cha'-acteristics of the

white, or so-called Caucasian races ; Races not readily grouped

under either of the above principal types; Classification of the

races of the human species. The course will conclude on

Friday, March 14.

We regret to learn that the Council of the Geographical

Society have decided to discontinue the examinations which they

have held for a number of years for pupils attending our public

schools. The number of candidates has been dimini-hing every

year. The Council are, we understand, considering a scheme

for establishing a Professorship of Geography ; but, while we
recognise their anxiety to promote in this way their branch of

science, we confess that we are doubtful if this is the best means

of attaining the object. The sphere of geography is at present

quite undefined ; in Germany it embraces something of nearly

every science, while in this country it is often regarded as almost

synonymous with topography.

Preparations for the holding of the International Health Exhi-

bition are proceeding rapidly. The General Committee now num-

bers nearly 400 members, and from these 17 Sub-Committees

have been formed. These have all been doinj; valuable work in

advising the Executive Council as to the nature of objects which

it is desirable should be fully illustrated, in obtaining the co-

operation of many persons of eminence in the various branches

on which the Exhibition will treat, and in supervising the appli-

cations fur space. The allotment of space, which has been

largely applied fjr, is being rapidly proceeded with, and appli-

cants will soon he informed of the decision of the Executive

Council with regard to their applications. In response to a re-

quest made by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, Presi-

dent of the Exhibition, the eight Water Companies of London
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have resolved to exhibit, in a pavilion which is being erected for

them, their appliances for the supply, fihration, &c., of water,

together with diagrams showing the various processes and locali-

ties ; and a powerful Sub-Committee, under the active chairman-

ship of Col. Sir Francis Bolton, has been formed to carry out

this branch of the Exhibition. The Water Companies: have also

determined to put up in the grounds a large fountain, which will

be illuminated at night by electricity. It is impossible, as yet,

to give any definite information with regard to foreign countries

;

but, so far as one can judge at present, Belgium, China, and

India will be the be*t represented.

According to information received in St. Petersburg every-

thing is well with the Russian Meteorological Expedition winter-

ing at Cape Sagasta at the mouth of the Lena. Every preparation

was made last autumn for the wintering—the second one—the

Governor of Yakutsk having provisioned the station most plenti-

fully. During the previous winter—18S2-83—the cold was

rarely before January 40° C. below zero, but in January and

February the thermometer frequently fell lower. The greatest

cold occurred on February 9, when it fell to 52'3°C. below zero.

In March even the cold was 40° in the night and 19° in the day.

One of the members of the expedition. Dr. Bunge, has forwarded

to St. Petersburg some valuable reports on the fauna in and

about the mouth of the Lena.

The Academy of Sciences has received a requisition from M.

Ferry to appoint three delegates to the Internatijnal Commission

which is to meet at Washington on October i next in order to

determine the choice of a first meridian. It is the first time that

places have been offered to the Academy on a diplomatic com-

mission.

Prof. Hull, who has returned with his party, brings with

hiin, it is stated, materials for the construction of a geological

map of the Holy Land very much in advance of anything which

could hitherto be attempted. He is reported to have traced the

ancient margin of the Gulfs of Suez and Akaba to a height of

200 feet above their present level, so that, according to Prof

Hull, the whole country has been submerged to that extent, and

has been gradually rising. As one result of this rise, the Pro-

fessor is of opinion that at the lime of the E.xodus there was a

continuous connection of the Mediterranean and the Red Sea.

As regards the Dead Sea, Prof. Hull believes he has discovered

that it formerly stood at an elevation of 1400 feet above its

present level—that is to .say, 150 feet above the level of the

Mediterranean. The history of this gradual lowering of the

waters will form a special feature in Prof. Hull's forthcoming

report. He believes he has also found evidences of a chain

of ancient lakes in the Sinaitic district, and of another

chain in the centre of the Wady Arabah, not far from the

watershed. The great line of the depression of the Wady
Arabah and the Jordan Valley has been traced to a dis-

tance of more than a hundred miles. The materials for work-

ing out a CO iiplete theory of the origin of this remarkable

depression are stated to be now available. They are bound to

differ in many details from the one furnished by Lortet, whose

patient observations have hitherto been received with respect.

The terraces of the Jordan have been examined, the most im-

portant one being 600 feet above the present surface of the Dead

Sea. The relation of the terraces to the surrounding hills and

valleys shows, according to Prof. Hull, that these features had

already been formed before the waters had reached their former

'evel. . Sections have been carried east and west across the

Arabah and Jordan Valley. Two traverses of Palestine have

also been made from the Mediterranean to the Jordan. Prof,

Hull has in hand, besides his scientific report, a popular account

of his journey, which will first appear in the Transactions of the

society. Captain Kitchener's map-work is in the hands of Mr.

Armstrong, who was for many years on the survey of Western

Palestine. He has himself been ordered on service up the Nile ;

but it is hoped that his absence will not retard the publication of

a new and very interesting piece of geographical work.

We have received the following communication from the Royal

Victoria Coffee Hall :
— " By the kindness of the Gilchrist

Trustees the Committee of the Royal Victoria Coffee Hall,

Waterloo Road, have been enabled to arrange another series of

Penny Science Lectures on Tuesday evening-, as follows :

—

March 4, Prof. H. G. Seeley, F.R.S., on Ancient English

Dragons; u, Wm. Lant Carpenter, B.Sc, F.C.S., on Air,

and why we Breathe (with experiments) ; 18, P. H. Carpenter,

M.A., D.Sc, on Fossils, and what they teach us ; 25, Edward

Clodd, on the Working-Man 100,000 Years Ago. April I,

E. B. Knobel, F.R.A.S., F.G.S., Hon.Sec.R.A.S., on the

Planets ; 8, J. W. Groves, on the Dangers and Safeguards of

Beauty in Animals. All the lectures will be illustrated by

means of the oxyhydrogen lantern. If any of your readers can

distribute handbills among working people, or cause window

bills to be displayed in suitable situations, we shall be grateful

for their help, and beg they will conmunicate with the Honorary

Secretary. The difficulty of making anything known in this

crowded, busy London is acknowledged on all hands, but it is

believed that if these lectures could be made known in the right

quarters, people would come long distances to hear them."

It appears from the report of Drs. Brouardel, Segond,

Descout, and Magnin, who conducted the autopsy of Tourguenief,

that the brain of this eminent Russian author weighed 2012

grms. This extraordinai-y weight, which is only known to have

been exceeded in the case of Rudolphi, is inexplicable, for

Tourguenief, although tall, was not of exceptionally high stature.

The brain is said to have been remarkably symmetrical, and dis-

tinguished by the extreme amplitude of the convolutions. Ac-

cording to generally accepted views, however, symmetry of the

circon volutions is not a favourable cerebral characteristic.

An Anthropological Society has been founded at Bordeaux

with Dr. Azam as president, and Dr. Testut as vice-president

;

both being members of the Faculty of Medicine of Bordeaux.

A SPECIAL commission has been established by the French

Government to investigate the several processes proposed as a

cure for phylloxera. It was stated officially at the last meeting

of this body that every suggestion had proved abortive.

King Oscar of Sweden has personally conferred upon Mr.

Carl Bock the Order of St. Olaf.

"In our issue of December 14," Science states, "we pub-

lished an article on 'The Signal-Service and Standard Time,'

criticising the action of the chief signal-officer in not adopting

the new standards of time at signal-service stations. We have

since learned that our criticism was not well founded, as the

information upon which it was based gave an inco nplete idea of

the position of the service in this matter. It is true that the

observers of the service are still governed by the local times of

their respective stations ; but this is only a temporary arrange-

ment, and will be changed as soon as possible. The reason of

the delay is this : the international observation, which is taken

at many stations of observation throughout the whole world, is

made at 7 a.m., Washington time. It is proposed to make

this observation eight minutes earlier, or at 7 a.m. of the time of

the 75th meridian, which is exactly Greenwich noon ; but,

before this change can be made, the cooperating weather-

services and numerous independent observers must first be

notified, and their consent obtained. Correspondence has

already been begun, and a circular letter sent to all who CO-
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operate in the international work asking consent to the proposed

change. Favourable replies are being received ; and there is

little doubt that the change will be made, probably Jan. I, 1885.

It should be remembered that the international observation is

made largely by obsei'vers who kindly cooperate with the chief

signal oiilicer, but who are not under his orders : a change of this

kind cannot, therefare, be summarily ordered, but must be made

by mutual consent."

The Commissioners on Technical Education have now practi-

cally concluded their labours, and are likely to have only one

more meeting to formally sign their Report, the greater jiart of

which is in type. It will consist of at least five octavo

volumes, it being found impracticable, even after careful con-

sideration, to bring the mass of evidence and information within

smaller compass. It is stated that any risumS of the series

of conclusions and recommendations at which the Com-
mission have arrived would not be useful or fully intelligible

to the public without the explanatory details with which they

vrill be accompanied. It is, however, hoped that the complete

Report may be presented soon enough to permit of the House

of Commons proceeding during the present session with such

legislation, based upon the recommendations, as may be thought

necessary. Meantime it is understood that technical training

will form an important part of the measures of which the Govern-

ment and Mr. A. O'Connor have given notice with regard to

education in Ireland.

Messrs. W. Eagle Clarke and W. Denison Roebuck,

Leeds, are preparing a supplement to their " Handbook of the

Vertebrate Fauna of Yorkshire," and would be glad to have

notes of additions or corrections to that work, or notices of the

occurrence of any species of quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, or

fishes in Yorkshire which their friends may be pleased to com-

municate. As they wish to publish in the April magazines, it

is hoped that the desired information may be sent in immediately.

Communications may be addressed to No. 9, Commercial

Buildings, Park Row, Leeds.

At the Royal Institution Prof. Tyndall will begin a course of

six lectures on " The Older Electricity—its Phenomena and

Investigators," on Tursday next (February 2$), illustrated by

experiments; and Capt. Abney, R.E., will begin a course of

six lectures on " Photographic Action, considered as the Work
of Radiation," on Saturday (March I). Prof. Hughes will give

a discourse on Friday evening next, on "The Theory of Mag-

netism," illustrated by experiments.

We have already referred to the International Ornithological

Congress which is proposed to be held in Vienna on April 16-23,

under the protectorate of the Crown Prince Rudolf. It is now
announced that arrangements are in progress for an International

Ornithological Exhibition, which is to precede the Congress,

and which will occupy from April 4-14. Single specimens

and collections of living birds of all kinds, including domestic

birds ; all apparatus serving for the protection, cultivation,

breeding, and conveyance of birds ; implements used in bird

catching and bird shooting, falconry, carrier-pigeon-post

;

aviaries, and bird cages ; scientific objects and products which

originate in or refer to the feathered world, will all be included

in the programme of the Exhibition. All details will be fur-

nished to intending exhibitors or partakers in the Congress by the

Secretary of the Vienna Ornithological Society, Dr. Gustav von

Hayek, III. Marokkanergasse 3 Vienna. The main subjects to

be discussed at the Congi'ess are—(i) An international law

relating to the better protection of birds; (2) the establishment

of a system of ornithological observing stations all over the

inhabited globe ; and (3) investigations concerning the origin of

the domestic fowl, and measures for the amelioration of the

cultivation and breeding of domestic birds generally.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Macacus cynomol^is i )

from India, presented by Miss Furniss ; two Common Roe
(Capreohis capraa 9 9) from Dorsetshire, presented by Messrs.

Charles Hambro and J. C. Manuel Pleydell ; a Passerine Owl
{Glaucidiiim passennum), European, presented by Mr. G. R.
Lake ; a Naked-necked Iguana (/gtiaiia delicatissimus), a'Banded
Basilisk (Basilictts vitla/us) from Nicaragua, presented by Mr.
Albert Vidler ; two Prairie Marmots (Cyiwmys ludovinanus)
from North America, a Shaw's Gerbille {Gcrhillus sliawii) from
North Africa, a Military Macaw (Am iiiilitaris) from South
America, two Iceland Falcons {Hierofalco islandus) from Sweden,
deposited; a Red-eared Monkey (Cercopil/urus ojthrotis ^)
from Fernando Po, two Slow Loris [Nyctkebus tardigradus) from

the Malay Countries, a Red-eyed Ground Finch (Pipilo eiythro-

ptlialmus) from South America, an Eyebrowed Weaver Bird

{Hyphantornis superciliosiis) from West Africa, four Asiatic

Quails {Perdiada asiatka <J ,5 9 9 ) from India, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Australian Observatories.—The eighteenth Annual Re-

port of the Director of the Observatory at Melbourne to the

Board of Visitors (wlio in their turn report to the Governor of

Victoria) has been issued. The new transit-circle was expected

in a short time, and would find the new circle-room ready to

receive it, but the instrument which had been in use for twenty
years continued to give excellent and trustworthy results ; never-

theless each year had forced upon Mr. Ellerj' the necessity of

greater ojitical scope for the meridian work. The Inevitable

loss of reflective power in the great telescope increases a little

year by year, but does not yet sensibly affect the work npin
which it is employed. Indeed. Mr. Ellery says, " Some photo-

graphs of faint objects obtained lately are clear evidence of the

immense light-gathering power it still possesses, and of the

trivial lo'^s occasioned so far by the slight tarnish apparent."

The instrument had not been kept quite so closely to its special

work—the revision of the southern nebulx—as before, owing to

the number of nights occupied -with the great comet and in

experimenting in celestial photography. Among the subjects

of observation Mr. Ellery refers to the transit of Venus, the

Port Darwin Expedition for determination of longitude of Aus-
tralian observatories, and measures of differences of declination

of the minor planels Sappho and Victoria for determination of

the solar parallax, according to the scheme arranged by Mr.
Gill. The great comet of 1882 was kept in view for 250 days,

or until April 26. A large portion of the work connected with

the telegraphic determination of the longitude of Australian

observatories from Greenwich fell upon the Melbourne esta-

blishment, which is now assumed to be in longitude gh. 39m.
53'37s. E., subject perhaps to some vei-y small correction. As
soon as the new transit-circle was properly adjusted, it was Mr.
Ellery's intention to devote it to the revision of a rather lar.e

catalogue of stars at the request of the " Astronomi-che Gcsell-

schaft, "besides its more special work. The great telescope would
be applied more exclusively to the continuation of the revision

of Sir John Herschel's nebulae, several of which, by the way,
the Melbourne observers have not been able to find.

Mr. H. C. Russell sends us an historical account of the

Observatory at Sydney and of the observations whicli preceded

the erection of the present one in that colony. With the details

of the actual observatory the reader will be probably acquainted

tlirou^h the volumes of results which have been issued there-

from ; that for 1877-78 contains a general view of the building
;

but Mr. Russell mentions circumstances attending the erection

of the first observatoiy on Australian soil which are perhaps

little known. He extracts from the " History of New Souih

Wales," by Col. Collins, the following note:—"Among the

buildings that were undertaken shortly after our arrival [that of

the first colonists in 1788] must be mentioned an observatory

which was marked out on the western point of the cove, to

which the astronomical instruments were sent, which had been

sent out by the Hoard of Longitude for the purpose of ob; erving

the comet «hich was expected to be seen about the end of this

year. The construction of this building was placed under the

direction of Lieut. Dawes, of the Marines, who, having made
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this branch of science his peculiar study, was appointed by the

Board of Longitude to make astronomical observations m this

country." The observatory was erected as soon as the colonists

landed, but, being found small and inconvenient, a new one for

the better reception of the insti-uments and tlie residence of

Lieut. Dawes was built of stone, for which ample materials were

found upon the spot.

The comet to which reference is here made was that of

1661, supposed to have been identical with the comet of 1532,

and again expected about the end of 1788 or beginning of 1789.

It is not difficult to explain how this body came to be associated

with the arrival of the first Australian colonists. Halley, who

had calculated the orbits of the comet observed by Apian in

1532, and that observed by Hevelius in l66i, gave very similar

elements in his " Synopsis of Cometary Astronomy." Pingre

considered the comets identical, and thought he had recognised

several previous appearances, as detailed in his "Cometographie,"

which was published in 1783. Maskelyne appears to have

adopted Pingre's opinion, and was at the trouble of preparing

sweeping epliemerides, which he communicated to the Royal

Society, and -we may conclude that it was through his interest

with the Board of Longitude that Lieut. Dawes was supplied

with instruments and charged with a search for the comet. Mr.

Russell says there is no record of what was done at the Dawes'

Point Observatory, but since the comet was not observed as

expected, we may infer there were only negative results to be

reported, though Lieut. Dawes did occupy himself in other ways

to assist in the progress of the colony.

CHEMICAL NOTES
The water supply of Boston (U.S.A.) became contaminated

about a year ago with some substance or substances which im-

parted to it a peculiarly nauseous odour and taste. Chemical

examination resulted in showing a large percentage of "albu-

minoid ammonia," and also that the "free ammonia" increased

somewhat rapidly when the water was kept. The production of

ammonia, and aUo the odour and taste, was finally traced to the

decomposition of a freshwater sponge (Spongilla Jluviatilis,

Anct.) present in large quantities on the sides and bottom of one

of the storage basins ; removal of this sponge w as followed by

improvement in the water (see Analyst, viii. p. 184).

Prof. Cleve describes, in the August number of the jour-
nal of the C/ic-mical Society, methods for extracting and purifying

the earth sama/'ia. From determinations of the amount of

sulphate obtained from quantities of this oxide, Cleve deduces

the number 150 as the atomic weight of the metal samarium.
Various salts of samarium are described ; the metal is closely

allied to didymium.

Hartley showed some time ago (C.S.J. Trans, for 1882,

p. 84 et seq.) that the ultra-violet spectra of elements belonging

to the same series (in the nomenclature of the periodic law) ex-

hibit fairly marked analogies as regards general character ; recent

observations of the spectrum of beryllium and comparison of

this spectrum with that of allied metals have led Hartley to

the conclusion that this metal probably belongs to the group
which contains magnesium, calcium, &c. , and not to that con-

taining aluminium, scandium, &c. But if this is so, oxide of

beryllium must be represented as BeO, and the atomic weight of

the metal—about which there has lately been so much dispute

—

must be taken as 9 {C.S.J. Trans, for 1883, p. 316).

V. Meyer has recently separated, from benzene oils, a com-
pound to which he gives the name of Thiophen. The composi-
tion of this body is represented by the formula C4H4S ; it presents

the closest analogy in general reactions with benzene, yielding a
sulphonic acid, a metliyl derivative, &c. ; it reacts with diketones

to form highly coloured componnds. The further study of this

interesting compound, now being carried on in Prof. Meyer's
laboratory, is likely to lead to important results {Bcriihte, xvi.

2968).

OSTWALD has recently made a further advance in his study of
chemical affinity. He has examined the action of acids on
methylic acetate, determining the velocity-coefficients of various
acids, and from these calculating the relative affinities of the
acids in terms of hydrochloric acid taken as too. His results

are entirely iu keeping witli the theory of Guldberg and Waage,
and confirm the supposition that each acid possesses a specific

affinity constant. The determination of affinity constants for

groups of compounds must evidently be a work of preeminent

importance to chemical science. Ostwald's results, e.g. for acetic

and trichloracetic acids, enable us to see that in these constants

we shall find materials for constructing a theory which will repre-

sent the connection between molecular structure and reactions as

resting on a real basis, and not, as is done at present, on a purely

formal conception {J . fiir pract. Chem. (2) xxviii. 449).

A NUMBER of redeterminations of atomic weights have recently

been published. The most important are these :

—

Thorpe, Ti - 48-0, Berichte, xvi. 3014.

Baubigny, Ni = 5875, Compt. Rend, xcvii. 951.

,, Cu = 63-46, ,, ,, 906.

Brauner, Te = I2S'0, abstract in Berichte, xvi. 3055 (original

in Russian).

Marignac, Bi = 2o8'l6, Archiv. des Sci. Pkys. et Nat. (3) x. 5.

Mn= 55-07,

Zn = 65-29,

Jig = 24-37,

Lowe, Bi = 207-33, Zeitschr. Anal. Chem. xxu. 489.

It is known that Dr. Landolt, after laborious researches into

the refracting power of chemical compounds, arrived at the con-

clusion that it may be expressed, for organic bodies, by a very

simple equation : the refracting power of the compound is equal

to the sum of the same powers of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen,

multiplied each by the number of atoms of each of these bodies

which enter into the compound. This law proved, however,

not to be quite exact with regard to several organic bodies, and

the researches of Herr Bruhl established that in the lower com-

pounds the refracting power received from the equation must be

increased by two units for each double pair of atoms of carbon.

These results had been arrived at with liquid compounds. As to

the solid ones, which were the subject of the researches of Dr.

Gladstone, it was desirable to pursue these researches to the

same degi-ee of accuracy as the researches of Landolt and Bruhl.

M. Kanonnikoff has prosecnted this work on a great many
solid bodies belonging to both groups of the fatty series, the aro-

matic series and the group of terebenes and camphors. He
publishes now in the Memoirs of the Kazan University and

(abridged) in the Journal of the Russian Chemical Society (vol.

XV. fasc. 7) the results of his researches. It appears from them

that the method of determining the refracting power of a solid

from its solution, applied by Dr. Gladstone, is quite satisfactory,

the dissolved body not changing its refrangibility when dissolved,

and that the laws discovered by Landolt and Bruhl for liquid

bodies arc quite true also with regard to solids. This inquiry

at the same time enables M. Kanonnikoff to arrive at most

interesting conclusions as to the structure of the investigated

bodies.

The atomic weight of tellurium not corresponding to what it

ought to be according to Prof. MendeleefPs theory of periodicity,

M. Brauner has tried to determine it again with greater accuracy.

The chief difficulty is to have the tellurium free from selenium, but

this .difficulty has been overcome, and the body has been obtained

in beautiful crystals. As to Berzelius's method for the transfor-

mation of tellurium into anhydride, M. Brauner discovered that

it is liable to considerable losses, and to avoid them he has had

to take the most minute precautions. The process w as controlled

also by transforming tellurium into a new salt, Te.iOjSOj, and

by the synthesis of the teUuric copper, Cu.jTe. The results are

four series of figures varying from 124-94 to 125-40, which would

give, on the average, an atomic weight of 125, that is,

corresponding to the theory.

We find, in the last number of the Journal of the Russian

Chemical Society, an interesting theory of solutions, by M.

Alexeyeff ; the forces of gravitation, cohesion, and chemical

affinity being considered as three different degrees of one single

force, v.diich differ from one another only by the distances at

which the action of the force is exercised. M. Alexeyeff asks,

Which of ihtse two last forces, of cohesion or of chemical

affinity, is manifested in solutions? and pronounces himself for

the former. The simplest cases of solutions are, in fact, those

where there is no chemical aftinity between the bodies dissolving

and dissolved. Such cases were well known long since for gases

and solid bodies. The solution of gases in solid bodies is quite

analogous to imbibition of solids with liquids, and the much

greater solubility of gases in liquids may be easily explained by

the easier penetration of gases between the molecules of a liquid ;

the law of solubility of gases given by Dalton is perfectly

agreeable with the supposition that the dissolved gases maintain
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their own aggregation when dissolved. The same is true with
regard to solutions of liquids. The simplest of these is the

.solution of phenol and aniline in water. The stability of the

compound formed by phenol «ith aniline shows that both have
no affinity to water. Further, M. Alexeyeff discusses the ap-

plicability of his theory to bodies which easily pass from
one state to another, and the relations of water to colloids. The
solutions of liquids in liquids being, on his hypothesis, quite

like emulsions. He is engaged now in experiments intended to

show that the common emulsions have the properties of solutions.

M. Flavitsky proposes, in the Journal of the Russian
Chemical Society, the following interesting theory of chemical
affinity. According to this theory, the atoms of each simple
chemical body, when its molecule is dissociated, move in circles

parallel to one another, and to a certain plane, the position of

which is constant in space. Each chemical element has its own
plane of motion, and ihe circles described by the atoms of

different elements cross one another under different angles. Be-
sides, the atoms of opposite elements (such as metals and
haloids) move in opposite directions. The chemical relations

between different elements would thus depend upon the masses
of the atoms, their velocities, their positions on their orbits, the

direction of the motion, and the angles between the orbits ; while
the chemical combinations would be nothing more than the

mutual destruction (or rather equilibration) of the velocities of

the atoms of the respective chemical elements which enter into

a combination. This supposition would explain all the variety

of chemical relations even without a great difference in the masses
of the atoms and their velocities ; a complete stop might be
brought only when the orbits are parallel, or the orbits being
inclined with regard to one another—wlien a certain number of

velocities acting under different angles mal<e together the neces-

sary resultant. This mutual action of the atoms on one another
could be imagined—the .author says—at a distance, by means of

the ethereal medium which would be thus the medium of

transformation of the physical energy into the chemical one.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION'^
GENb;R.-\L Objects

'T'HE object of the Central Institution is to give to London a

College for the higher technical education, in which ad-

vanced instruction shall be provided in those kinds of knowledge
which bear upon the different branches of industry, whether
manufactures or arts.

Just as the Royal Schoul of Mines give^ a technical training

to mining engineers, so the Central Institution is intended to

afford practical scientific and artistic instruction which shall

qualify persons to become

—

1. Technical teachers.

2. Mechanical, civil, and electrical engineers, architects,

builders, and decorative artists.

3. Principals, superintendents, and managers of chemical and
other manufacturing works.

The main purpose of the instruction to be given in tliis

Institution will be to point out the application of different

branches of science to various manufacturing industries ; and in

this respect the teaching will differ from that given in the Uni-

versities and in other institutions in which science is taught rather

for its own sake than with the view to its industrial application.

In order that this instruction may be efficiently carried out, the

Institution, in addition to the lecture theatres and class rooms,

will be fitted with laboratorieF, drawing offices, and worksho|i^

;

and opportunities will be afforded for the prosecution of original

research, with the object of the mnre thorough training of the

students, and for the elucidation of the theory of industrial processes.

Students

It is probable that the students seeking admission into the

Central Institution will belong to one or other of the following

classes :

—

I. Persons who are training to become technical teachers.

These will be students entering the C liege by means of exhi-

bitions under category 2 {b) ; or students selected at the May
examinations in technology who pass with special distinction in

The scheme for the organisation of the Central Intilution of the City
and Guilds of London Institute, recommended to the Council for adopti n
at 3. meeting of the Executive Committee held January 21. 1 liil,;- is now
being circulated. We regard the matter as so important, and the scheme so
perfect in its way, that we give it in full.

the Honours Grade ; or teachers of the Institute, registered
under the scheme of technological examinations, who, during
certain months of the year, when they are disengaged, will re-

ceive gratuitous instruction, and will have the opportunity of
using the laboratories, collections of machinery, instruments, and
apparatus with which the College will be provided.

2. Persons not under sixteen years of age who, having passed
a matriculation or entrance examination, are prepared to take a
complete course of instruction with a view to some professional
or industrial occupation. These students will probably belong
to two classes

—

(a) Persons who pay full fee;, and will receive in this Institu-

tion an education similar, in many respects, to that which they
may acquire in one of the technical high scliools of the Continent.

(b) Persons who are received into the Institution from the
Finsbury Technical College, or other similar colleges in the
provinces, by means of exhibitions, w Inch will cover the whole
or part of their educational and other expenses.

It is probable that many of the persons in sub class \b) will be
select pupils from the public elementary and national schools,

who, having received a preliminary science training, and dis-

tinguished themselves at the Fiiisbury Technical College or

elsewhere, will proceed to the Central Institution in the hope of

qualifying themselves for some of the higher posts in engineering

or manufacturing industry.

3. Persons who, having been already engaged in industrial

pursuits, desire to attend special courses, with the view of ac-

(juainting themselves mere fully with the scientific principles

underlying then' work.

Conditions of Entranxe
The matriculation or entrance examination for students intend-

ing to take the ordinary science curriculum, with the view of

subsequently obtaining a diploma, will include mathematics,
pure and applied ; chemistry ; physics ; drawing, and modern
languages. Whilst considerable freedom will be allowed to

students entering the College as regards the courses of instruc-

tion which they desire to follow, a definite scheme of instruction

will be drawn up for each of the different branches of industry,

and students intending to spend two or three years in the College
and to devote their whole day to -study w ill be recommended to

follow the scheme laid down. The fee for the cour.-es to be
pursued by a matriculated student will lie about 30/. per annum,
and a fee of about 20/. per annum will be charged to students

wishing to take special courses and to occupy themselves for the
greater part of the day with laboratory practice and research
work. With the view of encouraging research work, the

Institution will be provided with separate laboratories in which
the students will have the opportunity of working without dis-

traction or disturlmnce. The permission to use these laboratories

will be reserved for the advanced students who have previously

parsed through the ordinary courses of the College, and for

non-matriculated students under very special circumstances.

Subjects of Instruction

As the object of this Institution is to train technical teachers,

proprietors and managers of chemical manufactories and of

other industrial works, as well as mechanical, civil and electrical

engineers, architects, builders, and persons ei gaged in art

industries, the Institution will comprise five chief divisions,

viz. :—(i) Chemical Technology
; (2) Engineering, mechanical,

civil, and electrical
; (3) General Manufactures

; (4) Architecture

and Building Construction
; (5) Ajiplied Art ; and the subjects

of instruction inay accordingly be grouped under the general

headings of Chemistry, Engineering, Mechanics and Mathematics,

Physics, Manufacturing Technology and Art. Inasmuch as the

Royal School of Mines is already established as a training school

for mining engineers, no provision will be made for the instruc-

tion of students in this branch of industry ; and consequently the

sciences of geology, mineralogy, and metalUtrgy will not neces-

sarily be included in the subjects of instruction at the Central

Institution.

Professorial Staff

Chemistry.—The main object of the instruction in this depart-

ment will be to afford to students facilities for acquiring a

knowledge of the highest branches of Chemistry, and of its

application to such industries as alkali manufacture, the manu-

facture of artificial colouring matters, brewing, soap boiling, the

manufacture of oils and varnishes, dyeing, &c. To provide the

requisite instiuction in this department, it will be necessary to
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have one chief professor, who shall devote the whole of his time

to the work of the Institution, and who will be expected to

direct and superintend the students in his department and to

train them in the methods of original research. In addition to

this appointment, it will be advisable to have two assistant

professors, who shall respectively take charge of the research and
of the technical departments. A separate laboratory will be
placed under the direction of each professor; and the arrange-
ments of the building, which provide three large laboratories,

besides several smaller rooms which may be used as such, render
jrassible this division of the work. Besides these professors,

demonstrators, laboratory and lecture assistants and attendants

will be required to complete the staff in this department.
Engituetittg.—The instruction to be given in this subject will

liave tor its object the practical scientific training of persons who
intend to enter any branch of the engineering profession. The
instruciiou will be adapted to those who have already spent some
time in ihe office of a civil engineer or in engineering works, as

well as to those who desire to obtain in the College a sour>d

theoretical knowledge of the principles of science applicable to

their future career, and an insight into the practice and manipu-
lative work in which they will be subsequently engaged. The
professor appointed to take charge of this department will be
expected to devote the whole of his time to the work of the

College, and to lecture on such suV'jects as the strength of con-

structive materials; the construction of docks, roads, bridges,

and roofs ; machine designing ; hydraulic and other machinery
;

steam-engines, gas-engines, &c. He will also be required to

giv,- instruction in levelling and surveying, to superintend the

laboratory practice of the students in the testing and engine
rooms, and to direct their work in the machine shops and drawing
offices. He will need the assistance of a teacher of machine
drawing, and of a workshop instructor, besides one or two lab-

oratory demonstrators, and the necessary attendants to look after

the engines and machines. Later on, an additional professor

will be required to take charge of some of the work of this

department.

Mechanics and Malhematics.—Immediately connected with the

teaching of engineering and physics is the instruction required

by the students of a technical college in mechanics and mathe-
matics. There is little doubt that the student's prOi;ress in the

several branches of engineering depends very much upon his

possessing such a knowledge of pure and applied miiheni.atics

as enables him to use it as an instrument of his ordinary work,
and for this purpose it is necessary that his knowledge should be

in advance of such applications of it as he may at any lime be

required to make. The professor appointed to this |-o t will be

expected to give practical instruction in the application of mathe-
matics and mechanics to the solution of engiuceringand phy-ical

problems. He will be required to devote the whole of his time

to the work of the College, aud to give courses of instruction,

illustrated by laboratory practice, on the principles of dynamics
and ofmechanicism, on graphical statics, on descriptive geometry,

and on some of the higher parts of pure and applied iLathematics.

He will need the services of two demonstrators 10 assist in the

mechanical laboratory and in the drawing office.

Physics.—In view of the present and future applications of

electricity to engineering problem-, cons derable iuiportance

attaches to the character of the instruction to be given umler ih!s

heading. The teaching of practical physics has only recently

been introduced into schools of applied science, and the number
of students receiving laboratory instruction in this subject in our

own colleges, and in foreign polytechnic schools, is still very

limited. The large number of students in at:endance at the

courses of electricity in the Finsbury Technical College show s

that there is already a strong demand for instruction in the

practical applications of this important branch of phy ical

science. In order to supply the requisite teaching staff in this

subject, it will be necessary, in the first instance, to appoint a
professor, who shall devote the whole of his time to the work of

the College, and who shall be responsible for the work of his

department. This appointment will be supplemented by that of

an additional professor, whose duties will depend very much
upon the particular branch of physics to which the chief pro-

fessor may devote his attention. Whilst it is highly desirable

that every facihty should be afforded in the Central Institu-

tion to students desiring to become electrical engineers,

of receiving practical instruction in the theory and
application of electricity to such technical subjects ,as tele-

graphy, electric lighting and the transmission of power, for

experiments in which subjects special laboratories will be
set apart, it will be the duty of the chief professor or of
the additional professor to give courses of lectures on heat, light,

and sound ; to superintend and encourage labDratory practice in
these branches of physics ; and to take up from time to time the
consideration of other technical subjects, such as the principles
of thermodynamics in their application to the theory aud work-
ing of steam-engines, gas-engines, ventilation, &c. To complete
the teaching staflf of this department, the professors will require
the assistance of one or more demonstrators, according to the
number of students in attendance at their laboratories.

Technology.—Under this heading is included instruction in the
processes and practical details of various manufactures, some of
which will be treated o f by the professors of the several depart-
ments already referred to, whiKt others will need the assistance
of specialists who will be engaged to give lectures on these sub-
jects. The gentlemen appointed to give these lectures will be
either the Institute's examiners in technology, or other persons
equally well acquainted with the technical details of particular
manufacturing processes. They will be appointed from time to

time as required, and will not necessarily form part of the
permanent staff of the College.

The lectures will probably be of two kinds, according as they
are delivered during the session or during the long vacation.
The one course will form part of the curriculum of the ordinary
students of the College, whilst the other course will be especially

arranged for the instructijn of teachers of the Institute, regis-

tered under the scheme of Technological Examinations. The
lectures given during the session will be attended by the matri-

culated students towards the close of their regular course of

study, those delivered during the recess by teachers of technical

classe^ in Loadon and the provinces, wdio will be invited to hear
them without payment of fee. Arrangements will also be made
by which other persons seeking information on technical matters
may be admitted to these lectures.

The lectures will embrace several of the subjects included in

the programme of Technological Examinations, such as Alkali

Manufacture, Spirit Distilling, Glass Manufacture, Pottery and
Porcelain, Printing, Weaving, the Manufacture of Cotton, Wool,
Linen, &c., and will treat of the technical details involved in these

and other indu-trial processes. For the illustration of the lectures,

specimens of materials in various stages of manufacture, models
and diagrams t.f machinery, will be required ; and these should
be found ready for use in the Mu,eum of Technology, a room
for which has been provided in the Institution. Facilities will

be afforded to the lecturers and students for carrying on experi-

mental work in explanation of the lectures ; and considering the

varied character of the work which may have to be performed in

connection w ith this department, for which it is impossible to

make provision at the outset, it is very imp irt.ant that here and
there rooms should be left available to lie fitted with such ar-

rangements and apparatus as experience may show to be desir-

able. These lectures will form a special and characteristic

feature of the iu tructioa to be given in the Central Institution.

Architecturd and Building Construction.—To give complete-
ness to the instiuction which this Institution should afford, a

department of Architecture and of Building Construction should
be added to these already enumerated. The establishment of a
special school for Architects and Builders would not involve any
great addition to the professorial staff which it is suggested should
be provided for the other de, artments of the College. But as

the funds at the disposal of the Institute are not sufficient to

enable the Council to give effect at starting to a complete
scheme of higher technical instiuction adapted to all the difl[erent

industries of the country, it would seem advisable at first to

restrict within certain limits the work to be carried on in the

Institution, and to defer for some iiitle time the organisation of

this special school.

Appli.d Art.—Under this heading instruction might be given

in decorative art, and in several special bianches of applied art,

particularly in those in which artistic effects are produced by a

combination of art with processes involving applications of

science, such as Chromo-lithography, Enamelling, Photo-

engraving on Metals, Photo-lithography and Photography.

Lectures might be delivered on these subjects, and on the scien-

tific principles connected with them ; and the processes them-

selves might be practically illustrated under the direction of ex-

perienced teachers in the workshops of the building. Lessons

might also be given in designing for, and in the execution

of, glass painting, mosaic work, wood and ivory inlaying, the
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inlaying of metals into various substances, wood-engraving and
wood-carving.

Instruction of this kind would be very serviceable in creating

and developing art industries in tliis country, and it would 1)e

especially valuable in the training of teachers ; and it is hoped
that means will be found, at a very early date, for giving such
instruction.

Modern Language.—In view of the increasing importance to

students of applied science of being able to read foreign scien-

tific and trade journals so as to understand what is being done
abroad in the particular branch of industry in which they are
engaged, the students will have the opportunity in the Central
Institution of pursuing their studies in the French and German
languages. It is true that they might obtain these lessons else-

wheie, but it is found, as a fact, that students very rightly object

to the loss of time involved in going from place to place in

pursuit of the instruction they require, and commonly neglect
the lectures which they have not the opportunity of attending in

the Institution in which they pass the greater part of their day.
Moreover, students are attracted to a place of learning in which
they can obtain all the instruction they need. For these reasons,

it is thought desirable that teacliers of French ar.d German
should, as soon as possible, be appointed. At the same time it

is hoped that, as the teaching of modern languages becomes so
far improved that students, seeking admission to the College,
will be able to translate with ease passages from French and
German into English, the neces.Mty of supplementing the tech-
nical instruction, which the Institution is intended to afford, by
providing for this branch of education will cease to exist.

Courses of Instruction

Systematic courses of instruction will be drawn up for matri-
culated student^, which will be obligatory upon those who seek
the Diploma of the Institute. These courses will cover a period
of three years, and \\\\\ be varied according to the branch of
engineering or of manufacturing or art industry for which stu-

dents are preparing. The details of these courses will be best
settled in consultation witli the several professors ; hut it is

understood that, besides the general and special lectures and
class work already referred to, the instruction will consist
largely of laboratory practice in chemistry, mechanics, and
ph) sics

; and that for students who may not previously have
acquired any manipulative skill, the workshops of the Institution
will be available

; whilst machine drawing will form an import-
ant part of the ordinary curriculum. It is hoped, too, that tlie

professors will have opportunities of conducting their students to

some of the different factories and works in and near Loudon.

DirLOiiAS

It is desirable that the Institute should grant diplonjas, in
accordance with the power conferred upon the Council by the
Articles of Association, Sec. 51. The diplomas should be of
two kinds, the Associateship of the Institute, and the Fellow-
ship of the Institute.

The AssDciateship should be awarded to students of the
Central Institution, who shall have gone through the complete
course of instruction as laid down for them, and have satisfac-
torily passed their several examinations. Of these examinations,
the first would be the Matriculation or Entrance Examination,
and candidates unable to pass it would be recommended to
spend one year, at least, in some suitable College, in preparation
for it. A subsequent examination would be held at the end of
each year on the College work, and the final examination, at

which external examiners would be selected to assist the I'ro-

fessots of the Institution, would be essentially practical in

character. The diploma might be granted to students educated
at any other College affiliated to, or associated with, the Insti-
tute, who shoidd pass the Matriculation and other examinations.
The Fellowship would be conferred upon persons who,

having obtained the Associateship, and spent at least five years
m actual practice, should produce evidence of having done
some original and valuable research work, or of having other-
wise contributed to the advancement of the industry in which
they are engaged.

Evening Instruction
Although, at the outset, the education of day students is all

that can with advantage be attempted, it is desirable that, later
on, the experiment shall be made of giving evening instruction
m the Central Institution.

The instruction so given .should consist of courses of lectures

dealing with some of the applications of science or art to

special branches of industry, and serving the double purpose of

imparting information and of showing the importance of more
systematic technical teaching. These lectures should be some-
what of the character of the Cantor lectures periodically delivered

at the Society of Arts, and somewhat similar to the well-attended

and varied courses held at the Conservatoire de-; Arts et Metiers

at Paris. Whilst differing from class lessons, they would have a

distinctly educational value ; and, as distinguishing them from
the Cantor lectures as well as frDm those given at the Paris Con-
servatoire, opportunities would be afforded to some of the students

attending them of themselves doing laboratory work on one or

more evenings of the week. It would be necessary that the

evening instruction should be so arranged as not to interfere with

the ordinary day courses.

Appointment of Chief Professors

Should the scheme now proposed for the organisation of the

Central Institution be adopted, there are numerous details con-
nected with it which will need to be carefully worked out. But
before entering further into the consideration of the.«e details, it

is desirable that the chief professors should be appointed, not
with the view of their entering immediately upon their duties,

but in order that the Sub-Committee may confer with them as to

the courses of instruction to be given, and as to the fittings of

tlie several laboratories and class rooms, the preparation of which
\\\\\ occupy some considerable time.

It is recommended, therefore, that the Committee should at

once appoint

—

A Professor of Chemistry.

A Professor of Engineering.
A Professor ofi^Mechanics and Mathematics.
A Professor of Physics.

These gentlemen having been elected, the appointment of the

other professors, the demonstrators, and lecturers on technology
may be deferred, it being understood that some of these ad-

ditional posts must be filled before the opening of the first

session. Meanw hile, however, the work of preparing the fittings

and of arranging the courses can be advanced.

Man.^gement

The following Rules have been drawn up for the regulation
of tlie educational and administrative work of the Central
Institution :

—

1. There shall be a Board of Studies, composed of the
Professors of the Institution, for the consideration of all matters
connected with the education of the students.

2. Any lecturer holding an annual appointment and giving a
separate course of instruction may be appointed by Sub-Com-
mittee A as a member of the Board.

3. Subject to a general scheme of instruction to be laid down
by the Institute, the Board shall arrange courses of instruction for

students, and shall recommend to the Institute with respect to

the appointment and removal of instructors, teachers, demon-
strators, and attendants.

4. The Organising Director and Secretary of the Institute

shall have a branch office in the Central Institution, and shall

have a right to visit its classes, laboratories, and workshops,
and to call for any information he may think necessary for the

use of the Sub-Committee A. He shall also have a right to be
present at any time he may think it desirable at the meetings of

the Board, and to take part in the discussions, but without a

vote.

5. All communications from the Board to the Institute shall

be made in writing, and shall be addressed to the Organising
Director and Secretary.

6. The Institute, at the outset, shall appoint, for the period of

a year or longer, from among the professors, a Dean, who shall

preside at the meetings of the Board, and who shall attend any
meeting of Sub-Committee A at the request of the Sub-Com-
mittee or of tlie Board for consultation on any special business.

7. The minutes of the meetings of the Board shall be recorded,

and shall be laid on the table at the meetings of SubCom-
mittee A.

8. The chief clerk of the Central Institution shall act as

secretary to the Board, receiving in th<at capacity his instructions

from the Dean, and shall take minutes of the proceedings.

9. The Dean shall consult with the Organising Director and
Secretary, who shall confer with the Chairman of the Executive
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Committee, or, in his absence, with one of the honorary secre-

taries, with respect to any ad interim arrangement that may
have to be made requiring the subsequent sanction of Sub-

Committee A.
10. All the administrative work of the Central Institution,

general questions of discipline, and the superintendence of the

library and museum, shall be in charge of the Organising

Director and; Secretary of the Institute, who shall act under

instructions from Subcommittee A.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM 1

T^HE completion of the one-inch Geological Survey Map of

England and Wales affords a fitting opportunity for direct-

ing public attention to the history and progress of this great

national undertaking.

As far back as the year 1832 that enthusiastic geologist,

Henry T. De la Beche, began at his own expense to prepare

geological maps of the mining districts of Cornwall and Devon.

Being impressed with the great public utility of such maps in a

country deriving so large a portion of its wealth from its mineral

resources, he applied to the Government of the day for recog-

nition and assistance. Eventually he and his two or three

assistants were incorporated as a portion of the staff of the

Ordnance Survey. From this modest beginning De la Beche's

genius conceived the idea of founding a great central establish-

ment in London, in which specimens of all the ores and other

mineral products of the country should be selected and arranged

for public inspection and reference, and where should also he

preserved copies of the plans of mines and collieries, from

which it would lie possible to learn at any moment what areas

had been exhausted and the condition of the abandoned under-

ground workings. But besides the practical applications of

.science, he contemplated the foundation of a school in which all

the sciences concerned in mining operations should be taught by

the ablest professors in the country, and of a museum in which

the rocks, minerals, and fossils of the British Islands should be

thoroughly illustrated and made completely available to the

public for instruction as well as for economic purposes. Being

gifted with indomitable perseverance and no common measure of

personal tact, he succeeded in impressing his views upon the

Government. By degrees the Geological Survey was fully or-

ganised and equipped, and the Mining Record Office and the

Royal School of Mines were established, De la Beche himself

becoming the Director-General of the whole scheme. The ac-

commodation afforded him at first in the buildings in Craig's

Court soou proving inadequate. Parliamentary sanction was in

the end obtained for the erection of the present establishment in

Jerrayn Street, which was opened in 1851, and which, as was

then said by the late Sir Roderick I. Murchison, " stands forth,

to the imperishable credit of its author, as the first palace ever

raised from the giound in Britain which i , entirely devoted to

the advancement of science."

In the meantime, while its offslioots were showing such

vigor )us growth, the original and parent Geological Survey

was extending its operations over the country. The objects

for which it was created were twofold. In the first place it was
meant to advance geological science by the production of an
accurate and detailed geological map of the United Kingdom,
with the necessary sections and descriptive memoirs, and by the

collection of a full series of specimens to illustrate the mineralogy,

petrography, and paleontology of the various geological forma-

tions. In the second place it was designed to be "a work of

great practical utility bearing on agriculture, mining, road-

making, the formation of canals and railroads, and other

branches of national industry." This original conception of

the object of the Survey has been steadily kept in view. From
the districts first surveyed in Devon and Cornwall the mapping
was pushed forward into the south-west of England, and then

into South Wales. In 1845, the importance of the work having
now been fully realised by the Government, some changes were
made in the organisation. In particular, tlie charge of the whole
scheme was transferred from the Board of Ordnance to the Office

of Woods and Works. A branch of the Survey was likewise

equipped for the investigation of the geology of Ireland, where
some progress had already been made by Capt. Portlock, R.E.
Nine years later—viz. in 1854—the operations of the Survey

* From llie Times,

were extended to Scotland, and the whole establishment was
finally placed under the Science and Art Department, which

had now been created. The basis of the Geological Survey

map is the one-inch map of the Ordnance Survey. In Ireland

and Scotland, where Ordnance county maps on the scale of six

inches to a mile have long been in existence, the geologists of

the Survey made use of this larger scale for their field work,

which was subsequently reduced and published on the one-inch

scale. In England corresponding six-inch Ordnance maps
having meanwhile appeared, the Geological Survey of the

northern -counties was carried on upon them. The surveys of

the northern coalfields and other mineral tracts have been

engraved and published on this larger scale. These maps
embody a mass of accurate information regarding the structure

and resources of our mineral districts, and have been much
appreciated by those who are practically interested in the

development of this branch of the national industry.

The Ordnance Map of England and Wales is divided into 258
squares, known as sheets or quarter-sheets. These can now be
procured as sheets of the Geological Survey, except those last

completed, which are now in preparation. As the whole ground
has been surveyed, the remaining maps may be expected to

appear with no great delay. To make the maps fully available

for the information of the public, sections and memoirs are

issued. The sections are of two kinds. One of these, called

Horizontal Sections, of which 130 have been published, are

drawn on a true scale of six inches to a mile, the profile of the

ground being accurately shown by levelling, with the geological

structure underneath. Many of these sections are accompanied
by explanatory pamphlets. For various economic purposes, such

as railway-cutting, tunnelling, water-supply, mining, road-making,

building, and so on, these Horizontal Sections are of the utmost

value. The second kind, called Vertical Sections, are drawn on
the scale of forty feet to an inch, in explanation of the detailed

structure of our coalfields. One of the most valuable parts of the

work of the Survey is embodied in its "Memoirs." At first these

were issued in goodly octavo volumes, either embracing a num-
ber of disconnected essays, some of which, like Edward Forbes's

famous paper on the history of the British flora, have become
classics in geological literature, or devoted entirely to the de-

scription of a particular area, such as John Phillips's well-known
treatise on the Malvern Hills. After 1855, when, on the death
of Sir Henry De la Beche, Sir R. I. Murchison became Director-

General, this form of memoir was postponed in favour of shorter

explanatory pamphlets with which each sheet or quarter-sheet

was to be accompanied. These were designed to supplement
the map and sections, and to make their information at once in-

telligible to the public by giving detailed information regarding

the natural sections, characteristic :fossiIs, economic minerals,

&c., in each district. It was fully determined, however, that,

as the Survey advanced, ample monographs should be prepared

for each geologicil formation or imjiortant district. Among
the other publications of the Survey are the "Decades"
and "Monographs" of organic remains, of which seventeen

have been issued; the " iVlineral Statistics" of the Mining
Record Office, \\'hich have appeared as an annual volume for the

last thu'ty years ; and various catalogues and other works, which
swell up the total separate printed publications of the Survey of

the United Kingdom to upwards of 270. It ought to be stated

here that, first under De la Beche, and subsequently under
Murchison, the work of the Survey depended largely for its

efficiency and breadth of view on the Local Director, Prof, (now
Sir A. C.) Ramsay, who on Murchison's death \^•as appointed

Director-General in 1S72, and continued in that post until his

retirement from the service at the end of 18S1. He was then

succeeded by Prof. Geikie, who had for more than fourteen years

held the office of Director of the Survey in Scotland, and who
since his appointment has pushed on the completion of the one-

inch map of England and Wales, which is now announced by
him as accomplished. The completion of the map of what is

termed the "Solid Geology" of England and Wales—that is,

the rocks underlying the superficial deposits—terminates indeed

an important part of the work of the Survey.

But much remains to be accomplished. The one-inch map of

Ireland will be completed in a few years ; but that of Scotland,

not having been begun till much' later, and having always had a

much smaller staff, will require longer time. From the last

published report of the present Director-General we learn that

.such of the staff as are qualified for the difficult mountainous

area of Scotland will be transferred to that region as soon as
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tliey have prepared their recent work for the engraver. The staff

retained in England will have to coniplete the survey of the

superficial deposits, which is so valuable as a basis for the agri-

cultural valuation of land, as well as for other ipurpose^. For
some years past the mapp'ng of these deposits has advanced
simultaneously with that of the rocks underneath them. Two
kind-; of maps are supplied to the public, one indicating the
superficial accumulations, and therefore invaluable as an agricul-
tural map, and the other showing the "solid geology" or older
rocks that lie below. The importance of mapping the superficial

deposits, however, both from an industrial and scientific point of
view, was not recognised until comparatively recently. Over the
lirger part of the country, therefore, these deposits are not ex-
pressed upon the Survey maps, and it is to the completion of this

work that one part of the energy of the staff must now lie

directed. It will be desirable also to resume the survey of the
coalfields on the :cale of six inches to a mile, which has been
temporarily interrupted in order to hasten the completion of the
one-inch map. The South Wales coalfield, for example, was
mapped some forty years ago, and so much has been done in the
interval towards the development of that vast mineral basin that
the maps are so antiquated as to be of comparatively little

practical value. We learn from the same report that the most
important work lying before the Survey in England and Wales
is the geological description of the country. As the issue of
explanatory pamphlets to accompany the one-inch maps »as not
begun until 1857, there is a large area i>f ground of which no
published account has been given, except on the maps and sec-

tions. Printed explanations of each sheet are now to be supplied,
aud from these and all the data in possession of the Survey a
series of Memoirs or Monographs is to be compiled which w ill

embrace a generalised view of the geological structure and
of the minerals and industrial resources of the whole country.
It is the fate of geological maps, as well as of other human
productions, to get out of date. As the nation has ex-
pended so ungrudgingly to carry on a Geological Survey
which is acknowledged to stand at the head of the geological
surveys of the world, it would be worse than folly to lose the
benefit of all this expenditure by allowing the maps to becojie
obsolete. New openings are continu dly being made which throw
fresh light on what lies beneith u-. It will be the duty of Parlia-

ment to see that a permanent staff, which need not be a large or
cjstly one, is always retained for the purpose of keeping the
maps up to date. Meanwhile it is pleasant to see that the work
of this worthy national enterprise is being carried on with vigour,

and that its staft' are fully alive to the importance of the duties

that still lie before them.

THE ORIGIN OF THE SCENER V OF THE
BRITISH ISLANDS'

'T'HE Scottish Highlands must be looked upon as the relics of
an ancient tableland cut out of highly crumpled and plicated

schists. Among the eastern Grampian; large fragments of the
plateau exist at heights of more than 3000 feet, forming wide undu-
lating plains terminating here and there at the edge of precipices.

In the Western Highlands, the erosion having been more pro-

found, the ridges are narrower, the valleys deeper, and isolated

peaks are more numerous. It is the fate of a tableland to be
eventually cut down by running water into a sy.stem of valleys

which are widened and deepened, until the blocks of ground
between are sharpened into ridges and trenched into separate pro-

minences. The Highlands present us with far advanced stages

of this process. In the youngest of British tablelands— that of the

volcanic region of Antrim and the Inner Hebrides—we meet with
some of the earlier parts of the change. That interesting tract of
our islands reveals a succession of basaltic sheets which appear
to have spread over the wide valley between the Outer Hebrides
and the mainland, and to have reached southw'ards beyond
LoujIi Neagh, Its original condition must have been like that

of the lava-fields of Idaho and Oregon—a sea-like expanse of
black basalt stretching up to the base of the mountains. What
may have been the total thickness of basalt cannot be told ; but
the fragment remaining in Ben More, Mull, ii more than 3000
feel thick. So vast has been the erosion since older Tertiary
time that the volcanic plateau has been trenched in every direc-

tion by deep glens and arms of the sea, and has been reduced

' Attract of the third of a course of lectures Riven at the Royal Institution,

February 19, by Archibald Geikie, F.R.S., Director-General of the Geo-
logical Survey. Cont nued from p. 348.

to detached islands. It is strange to reflect that all this revolu-
tion in the to;)ography has been effected since the soft clays and
sands of the London Basin were deposited.

The intimate relation of a system of valleys to a system of

drainage lines, first clearly enunciated by Hutton and Playfair,

has received ample illustrations from all parts of the world.
Yet the notion is not yet extinct that in same way or other
valleys have been as much, if not more, determined by subter-

ranean lines of di-location as by superficial erosion. Some
favourite dogmas die hard, and though this dogma of fracture

has been demolished over and over again, it every now and then
reappears, dressed up anew as a fresh contribution to scientific

progress. We have only to compare the surface of a much dis-

located region with its underground structure, where that has
been revealed by mining operations, as in our coal-fields, to see

that valleys comparatively seldon, and then only as it were by
accident, run along lines of dislocation, but that they everywhere
cut across them, and that faults rarely make a feature at the

surface, except indirectly by bringing hard and soft rocks against

each other.

In Britain, as in other countries, there is a remarkable
absence of coincidence between the main drainage .system

and the geological structure of the region. We may infer

from this fact that the general surface, before the establishment

of the present drainage system, had 1 een reduced to a base-level

of denudation under the sea, the original inequalities of con-

figuration having been planed off irrespective of structure ; or at

least, that the present visible rocks were buried under a mass of

later unconformable and approximately level strata, on the un-

equally upraised surface of which the present drainage system
began to he traced. Where the existing watershed coincides

generally with the crest of an anticline, its position has oliviously

been fixed by the form of the ground ]>roduced by the plication,

though occasionally an anticline may have been deeply buried

below later rocks, the subsequent folding of which along the

same line would renew the watershed along its previous trend.

Where drainage line-; coincide with .structure, they are probably,

with few exceptions, of secondary origin ; that is, they have
been developed during the gradual denudation of the country.

Since the existing watershed and main drainage lines of Britain

are so independent of structure, and have been determined
chiefly by the configuration of the stirface when once more
brought up within the influence of erosion, it may be possible to

restore in some degree the general distribution of topography
when they were begun.
One of the most curious aspects of the denudation of Britain

is its extraordinary inequality. In one region the framework of

the land has been cut dow n into the very Archaean core, while

in the immediate vicinity there may be many thousands of feet of

younger strata which have not been removed. This inequality

must result from difference in total amount of upheaval above
the base-line of denudation, combined with difference in the

length of exposure to denudation. As a rule the highest and
oldest tracts will be most deeply eroded. Much of the denuda-
tion of Britain appears to have been effected in the interval

between the close of the Carboniferous and end of the Triassic

periol. This was a remarkable terrestrial interval, during part

of which the climate was so arid that salt lakes were formed
over the centre of England. Vet the denudation ultimately

accomplished was enormous, thousands of feet of Carboniferous

rock being entirely removed from certain areas, such as the site

of the present Bristol Channel. An interesting analogy to this

condition of things is presented by the Great Basin and adjoining

tracts of Western America, where at the present time great

aridity and extensive salt-lakes are accompanied by great

erosion.

This deeply-eroded post-Carboniferous land was eventually

screened from further degradation, either by being reduced

through denudation to a base-level or by being protected by sub-

mergence. It was to a large extent covered with Secondary

rocks, though the covering of these may have been but thin

over what are now the higher grounds. The present lerrestri.al

areas emerged at some period later than the Chalk. In England

there were three tracts of land^Wales, the Pennine Chain, and

the Lake District. The eastern half of the country, covered

with Secondary rocks, was probably the last portion to be up-

lifted above the sea ; hence the watersheds and drainage lines in

that tract may be regarded as the youngest of all.

The history of .some of the valleys of the country tells the

story of the denudation. The Thames is one of the youngest
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1 iveis, dating from the time when the Tertiary sea-bed w as raised

into land. Originally its source probably lay to the west of the

existing Jurassic escarpment of the Cot-wold Hills, and it flowed

eastward before the Chalk e^carpment had emerged. By degrees

the Chalk downs have appeared, and the escarpment has re-

treated many miles eastward. The river, however, having
fixed its course in the Chalk, has cut its way down into it, and
now seems as if it had broken a path for itself across the escarp-

ment. As all the escarpments are creeping eastward, the length

and drainage area of the Thames are necessarily slowly diminish-

ing. The Severn presents a much more complex comrse ; but
its windinijs across the most varied geological striictur« are to be
explained by its having found a channel on the rising floor of

Secondary rocks between the base of the Welsh hills and the

nascent Jurassic escarpments. The Wye and Usk afford remark-
able examples of the trenching of a tableland. The Tay and
Nith are more intricate in their history. The Shannon began
to flow over the central Irish plain when it was covered with
several thousand feet of strata now removed. In deepening its

channel it has cut down into the range of hills north of Limerick,

and has actually sawn it into two.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The American Journal of Scunce, January, 18S4.—The effect

of a warmer climate on glaciers, by Capt. C. E. Button. The
.author fully discusses the theory of those jwho argue that the

more copious snowfall required for a more e.xtended system of

glaciation implied more atmospheric moisture, greater evapora-

tion, and a generally higher temperature ; in fact, a warmer
climate than at present, due probably to a greater rate of solar

radiation. He concludes that the possibility of obtaining a

ijreater snowfall by a warmer climate would be necessarily

limited to the Arctic regions, or to altitudes far above the pre-

sent snow line. Elsewhere a higher temperature would add
to the rainfall, and actually diminish the snowfall. The advo-

cates of the theory have failed to perceive that the additional

moisture postulated could fall only as rain. Not until the air

has discharged as rain all the moisture in excess of the quantity

which saturates it at zero, can it begin to yield snow.—On the

application of Wright's apparatus for distilling, to the filling of

barometer tubes (one illustration), by Frank Waldo.—Account
of a new method of measuring the energy expended on or ren-

dered by a dynamo or a magneto machine m connection \\ ith

the production of electricity in a large way, by C. F. Brackett.

—On some points in climatology : a rejoinder to Mr. Croll, by
Simon Newcomb. The assumed low er mean temperature of the

northern hemisphere at some former geological epoch is attri-

buted by Mr. CroU to a greater eccentricity of the earth's orbit,

combined with a position of the perihelion near the northern

solstice, causing a short perihelion summer and a correspondingly

long aphelion winter. To this the author replies that too little

is known of the laws of terrestrial radiation of heat through the

atmosphere to justify the establishment of any theory of the

glacial epoch, and that, in any case Mr. Croll fails to show why
the mean temperature should be different at the supposed periods.

Hence the conclusion, not that Mr. Croll's theory is false, but

that it is not proven.—An account of some recent methods
of photographing the solar corona without an eclipse, and of

the results obtained (one illustration), by Dr. W. Huggins.

—

Elliptical elements of comet 1882 I., by F. J. Parsons.—The
Minnesota Valley in the Ice Age, by Warren Upham.—On the

so-called dimorphism in the genus Camharus, by Walter Faxon.

—Evolution of the American trotting horse, by Francis E.

Nipher. In reply to the criticism of Mr. W. H. Pickering, the

author argues that the known facts are not opposed to the conclu-

sion that the trotting horse may finally trot his mile in about the

same time that the running horse will cover the same distance.

—

On the origin of jointed structure, by G. N. Gilbert.—A theory

of the earthquakes of the Great Basin, by the same author.

Revue d'Anthropohgie, tome vi. fasc. 4, Paiis, 1883.—The
larger portion of this number is devoted to M. Mathias Duval's
lecture on Transformisni, of which two parts have already

appeared in the earlier fascicules of the Revue for 18S3. For
English readers generally the address lacks the interest of

novelty, as it is little more than an exposition of the works and
opinions of Darwin and of the principal authorities, chiefly

English, whose observations corroborate his views. It is satis-

factory, however, to find that, while maintaining with patriotic

zeal Lamarck's claim to be regarded as the originator of the
theory of evolution, M. Duval recognises in Darwin the one
man who, through varied yet profound scientific acquirements,
intellectual qualifications, and special personal and social condi-
tions, was alone capable of giving to novel conclusions of such
extraordinary significance the authoritative force .and stability of
a tiue science.—On so-called Wormian or supernumerary bones
in domestic animals, by M. Cornevin, Professor in the Lyons
Veterinary College. The author finds that while in man such
bones are generally cranial, in animals they are facial, and he
believes him elf justified in drawing from his observations two
important conclusions (which, however, need support) that in

animals the Wormians appear some time after birth, deve-
loping more and more with age, and that they are of frequent
occurrence in the less carefully bred races, while they
are very rarely found in the high breeds of horses, oxen, .sheep,

pigs, &c.—On the Kalmuks, by M. Deniker. The author, who
is a native of the regions which he describes, has made the
presence of an encampment of Kalmuks in the " Jardiu d'Accli-

matation," at Paris, the occasion for bringing together all the
most reliable historical, geographic, ethnic, and socio-physical

data in connection with this people, whose various migrations,

including their great exodus from the region of the Volga in the

eighteenth century, he treats at great length. He considers the

oblique opening c^f the eye, which most writers accept as an
ethnic characteristic, as of little scientific value, since it is not of

specially frequent occurrence among pure Mongols such as are

the Kalmuks ; but he recognises, on the other hand, that such an
ethnological peculiarity is to be found in a peculiar introversion

of the upper eyelid which in young Kalmuk children has often

the effect of obliterating the eyelashes ; while the general nar-

rowness of the opening imparts a triangular form to the eye.

Black, scantily developed hair, dark brown eye-, slightly yellow

skin, and a statme somewhat below the mean (the adult Kalmuk
presenting the proportions of Europeans of thirteen to fourteen

years of age), constitute the chief physical characteristics of the

Mongol race The pa[.er, which is illustrated by an admirable
map of the Kourghees and Kirghees territories of South Russia
and West Thibet, will be continued in a subsequent number.

journal of the Russian Chemical and Physical Society, vol. xv.

fasc. 7.—On the relations between the refracting power and the

chemical constitution, by S. Kanonnikoff.—On the velocities of

chemical reactions, by A. Potylitzin. The thermo-chemical
equivalents obtained separately for several pairs of elements

allow to foresee only the direction which will be taken by the

reaction when they are brought together ; the heat disengaged

by one pair of elements brought into reaction in the presence of

other bodies, which are also liable to chemical modifications, is

not equal to the whole of the thermo-chemical work of the pair,

a part of it being employed for chemical work in the accessory

bodies ; the thermo-chemical equivalents are proportionate to

the velocities during the first moments of the reaction.—Sketch
of the present state of the theory of explosive sub-tances, by S.

Tcheltsoff. The actual tendency of the technics to substitute

determined chemical combinations, instead of the mixtures

w hich w ere used at first as explosives, is quite rational. Not only

the decomposition goes on with more regularity in a chemical com-
pound, but also the potential energy is greater.—On the chloride

of pyro.sulphuryl, by D. Konovaloff.—On the cause of the

changes in the galvanic resistance of selenium under the influeijce

of light, by N. Hesehus. The author concludes in favc ur of

the dissociation transmitted into the interior of the body as the

cause of this change, and, following the hints of Mes-rs. Bidwell

and Siemens, tries to prove it by mathematical argi ments.

—

Notes on radiophony, by M. Geritch ; and on resounding

tubes, by M. Bachmetieff.

Zeitschrift fiir wissenschajtliclie Zoologie, vol. xxxix. Part 2,

November 6, 1S83, contains:—Researches on the brain struc-

tures in Petromyzons, by Dr. F. Ahlborn (plates 13-17). A
very excellent and detailed_memoir, based chiefly on the brain in

Petromyzon plancri and P. fluviatilis.—On the biology and

anatomy of Clione, by N. Nassonow, assistant in the Zoological

Museum of Moscow (plates 18 and 19). These investigations

were carried on at the biological station at Sebastopol, and on

an apparently new form called C. stationis, found in the shdls of

Ostrea adrialica, in it the oscula are prominent orange-coloured.

Branching plasmodia were traced through the shell-structure,

reminding one of the mycelial threads of a fun;.<us.—Contribu-

tions to the histology of the Echinoderms, by Dr. Otto Hamann
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(part 2).—The nervous system of the Holothuria pedata

:

Cuvier's organ. The nervous system and sense organs of the

Holothuria apedata (plates 20-22).—On some new Species of

Thalassema, by Kurt Lampert, Erlangen.

Vol. xxxix. Part 3, December 21, 1S83, contains:—On the

Rotifers of the environs of Giessen, by Karl Eckstein, nalural

history student, Giessen (plates 23-28), enumerates and describes

in detail fifty species (one new geiuis Distyla, with two new
species, D. ^iesseniis and £). hidwigii). A list of all known
genera is given, with a general description of the an.Ttomy,

development, and habits of the group. Avery complete biblio-

graphy is appended.—On the digestive apparatus of the

Decapods, by Dr. F. .\lbert (plates 29-31, and \voodcut>).

Vol. xxxix. Part 3, December 3t, 1SS3, contain^ :—On
Bucephalus and Gasterostomum, by Dr. H. Ernst Ziegler

(plates 32 and 33) (Bucephalus polyniwrphus was found in con-

siderable quantities in Anodouta nititabilis).—On the central

nervous system in Periplaneta oriciitalis, by Dr. Max Koe^tler

(plate 34).—Ou the varieties of the cerebral fissures in Lepus,
Ovis, and Sus, by Dr. Victor Rogner (plate 35).—On the

structure and fissiparity of Cteiwdrilus monostyliis, sp. nov., by
Max Graf Zeppelin (plates 36and 37).—On the nervous system of

the snr>ut and n]^per lip in oxen, by Ivan B. Cybulsky (plates 38
and 39).—On the anatomy and physiology of the proboscis in

Musca, by Dr. Karl Krae|.elen (plates 40 and 41).—On the

connective tissue of the epiphyses in Plagiostomes, Ganoids, and
Teleoslea, by Dr. J. Th. Cattel.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, J,anuary 10.—"On the Amount of Light
Reflected by Metallic Surfaces." By Sir John Conroy, Bart.,

M.A. Communicated by Prof. Stokes, Sec.R.S.
In a paper which Prof. Stoker did me the honour of commu-

nicating to the Royal Society, and which appeared in the Pro-
ceedings, vol. XXXV. p. 26, I gave an account of some experiments
I had made on the amount of light reflected by polished metallic

surfaces when ordinary unpol.arised light was incident upon them.
The light of a ]iaraffin lamp fell either directly, or after reflec-

tion from the metallic surface, on a photometer, and the readings

were made by altering the distance at which another similar lamp
had to be pknced from the photometer in order to produce an
equal illumination.

I have repeated the experiments with the steel and speculum
metal mirrors with polarised light. The polish of the tin and
silver mirrors being defective, it was not thought worth while to

re-examine them.
The general arrangement of the apparatus remained the same ;

but in order to obtain a more intense light, a magic lantern (the

one known as the " Sciopticon" being used) was substituted for

the paraffin lamp carried by the goniometer.
The metal plates were clamped to the vertical stage, and their

adjustment examined by pl.acing a second, or analysing, Nicol in

the path of the reflected light and crossing the Nicols, the former
being placed with its principal section either in or perpendicular

to the plane of incidence, and adjusting the stage screws till the

light reflected from the plate was completely extinguished.

The experiments were made in the manner described in the
former paper, the light being polarised in, or perpendicularly to,

I he plane of incidence by the Nicol. It was found that the illu-

uination of the paper varied with the position of the Nicol, being
always greatest when the light which fell on the paper was
polarised in the plane of incidence.

Four sets of observations and their means, made with the steel

and speculum metal mirrors, are given in the tables.

Table I.—Steel, -.ml/t Light Polarised in the Plane of Incidence

Angle of
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M. Jamin, but the actual values of the observed intensities always

fall short of the calculated intensities, the difference being least

with the steel mirror.

The polisli of the mirrors was examined at the end of the

experiments by the method suggested by Prof. Stokes, and

described in the paper already referred to ; both the mirrors

stood the test satisfactorily, the polish of the steel being very

slightly the best.

These experiments appear to show that the generally received

formuLr: for metallic reflection are approximately correct, but

that the actual intensity of the reflected light i-: always less than

the theoretical intensity, and that therefore, unless this be due to

defects in the metallic surfaces, the formula; do not completely

express the laws of metallic reflection. If, as appears to be the

case, a change in the reilective power of a plate can occur with-

out any change in the values of the principal incidence and

azimuth, it is necessary to regard the forniul.-e as only approxi-

mately true, and there is additional reason for thinking that, as

Prof. Stokes has suggested, three constants are required to define

a metal optically.

Linnean Society, February 7.—Sir J. Lubbock, Bart.,

president, in the chair.—Mr. Henry Groves of Florence and
Mr. F. L. Keays of Cobham were elected Fellows.—Mr. F. O.
Bower showed specimens of the leaf of Tomeia meiiziesii, with

adventitious buds situated at the base of the lamina. These
buds appear at the same point in all the leaves, and under nor-

mal circumstances, so that their development seems to be a

constant character of the species. Their origin is exogenous,

and the buds are found already present at the period when
ligiiification of the xylem of the young vascular bundles begins.

Mr. Bower compared this development with that already known
in Cardaminc pratouis and Athyrnnis ternaltis.—There was
exhibited, on behalf of Mr. Arthur C. Cole, a box containing

mounted preparations illustrative of his "Studies in Microscopic

Science," a work devoted to animal and vegetable histology, now
being issued in parts.—A note on the gemma; of Aiilacomnion

palustre was read by Mr. F. O. Bovver. Specimens kept in a

warm and damp atmosphere flourished well, but showed no sign

of sexual organs. It was found, however, that the ordinary

vegetative axes often bore towards their apices structures which
were undoubtedly of a foliar nature, with a special adaptation

for effecting asexual or vegetative reproduction of the plant.

Indeed, these gemm;e were found to be capable of immediate

germination when laid on damp soil or even floating on water.

—

The second part of the Rev. A. E. Eaton's monograph on the

recent Ephemeridse or mayflies was read in abstract, its contents

being a descriptive account of the genera and species froui

Potamanthus to Callibetcs inclusive.—Another paper taken in

abstract was by the Rev. A. M. Norman, on European and
North Atlantic Crustacea. In this an attempt has been made to

gather together all the present known and recorded forms of the

group. Notices of many of the species are only to be found in

obscure periodicals, &c., difficult of access almost in every lan-

guage ; consequently, since the production of Milne-Edward's
"Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces " in 1834, the numbers have
increased nearly threefold—revision therefore being highly

necessary.—Mr. B. T. Lowne gave an interesting communication
embodying his researches on the compound vision of insects.

He compares the structures of the simple ocellus with those of

the compound ocellus (common in larval insects), and with those

of the compound eye. The compound eye, according to him,

is but composed of aggregated compound ocelli, or one of the latter

in the larval insect is merely equivalent to a single segment of a

compound eye. He refers to the development of the compound
eye, and points out that in many larva; during the moulting

stages the "segregate" retina is finally replaced by another.

He describes a deep, spindle-like layer in intimate connection with

the nervous structures, and which layer he regards as playing an
important part in the phenomena of compound vision rather

than that this kind of vision is solely dependent on the number
of corneal facets.

Mathematical Society, February 14.—Prof. Henrici,

F.R.S., president, and subsequently Sir J. Cockle, F.R.S.,

vice-president, in the chair.—Messrs. A. B. Basset and D.
Brocklebank were admitted into the Society.—The following

communications v.ere made :—On the intersections of a triangle

with a circle, by H. M. Taylor.—On the difference between the

number of (4« 4- i) divisors and the number of (4K -f 3)
divisors of a number, by J. W. L. Glaisher, F.R.S.—On a

general theory, including the theories of systems of complexes

and spheres, by A. Buchheim.—Prof. Sylvester, F.R.S. , made
some remarks on matrices with reference to nonions, &c. (see
forthcoming paper in the American Journal of Mathematics).

Chemical Society, February 7.—Dr. W. H. Parkin, pre-
sident, in the chair.—It was announced that a ballot for the
election of Fellows would be held at the next meeting of the
Society (February 2i). The following papers were read :—0]i
the expansion of liquids by D- Mendeleeff; translated from
the Russian by B. Brauner. In this paper the author, principally
from data furnished by Thorpe (C/zew. Soc. Journ. Trans., 1880,

P- I4l)> gives the equation V — as expressing approxi-
\ — Kt

mately the expansion of liquids, k is named the " determinator
of expansion." It is a coefiicient characterising each liquid, just

as each liquid has a specific gravity, boiling point, &c. The
author states that the above expression, although many liquids
deviate sligiitly from it, is sufficient in the majority of physico-
chemical investigations.—Researches on secondary and tertiary

azo-compounds, by R. Meldola, No. 2. The author describes,
in continuation of his former researches, the action of diarotised
paranitraniline upon tertiary monamines. In the case of di-

methylaniline the resulting product is paranitrobenzenazo-
dimethylaniline. This, on reduction with ammonium sulphide,
furnishes an amido-compound, which is a most delicate test for

nitrous acid. The nitro-azo compounds of the meta-^eries could
not be reduced by ammonium sulphide without complete decom-
position. The author concludes that the ;3-naphthylamine
compounds of para- and meta-nitrodiazo-benzene do not contain
an amido-group, as they yield with nitrous acid nitroso deriva-

tives.—Note on the nitrogenous matters in grass and ensilage

from grass, by E. Kinch. The author has determined the

albuminoid and non-albuminoid nitrogen in a sample of grass

and in the ensilage made from the grass. In the grass 9 per cent,

of the nitrogen was non-albuminoid ; in the ensilage 55 per cent,

of the nitrogen was non-albuminoid. The albuminoids were
determined by the phenol, the copper hydrate, the mercuric

hydrate, and the lead hydrate methods. The author poiuts out

the importance of this serious diminution in the albuminoids,
with reference to the food-value of ensilage.—On the influence

of the temperature of distillation on the composition of coal-gas,

by L. T. Wright. The author fiads that more gas is obtained

at high temperatures, but that it contains more hydrogen and
less hydrocarbons.

Physical Society, February 9.—Prof. R. B. Clifton, presi-

dent, in the chair.—Annual General Meeting.—The motion to

make past presidents permanent vice-presidents was carried, and
the articles of the Society altered accordingly.—Prof. Clifton

read a report on the business of the past year, which showed
that steady work had been done by the Society. Dr. Atkinson

read the balance-sheet, showing a flourishing condition of the

Society. A proposal to adopt certain letters to indicate mem-
bership of the Society when placed behind the name was, on
the motion of Prof. G. Forbes, supported by Prof. Adams,
Prof. McLeod, and others, held in abeyance for the present.

The officers and Council for the ensuing year were then elected,

and were as follows:—President: Prof. F. Guthrie, F.R.S.
;

Vice-Presidents: Profs. R. IJ. Clifton, F.R.S., W. E. Ayrton,

F.R.S., W. Chandler Roberts, F.R.S., Dr. J. Hopkinson,

F.R.S., Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.; Secretaries: Prof. A. W.
Reinold, M.A., Mr. W. Baily, M.A. ; Treasurer : Dr. E.

Atkinson ; Demonstrator : Prof. F. Guthrie ; other Members of

Council: Mr. Shelford Bidwell, M.A., LL.B., Mr. C. W.
Cooke, Prof. F. Fuller, Mr. R. T. Glazebrooke, F.R.S., Mr.

R. J. Lecky, F.R.A.S., Prof. H. McLeod, F.R.S., Dr. Hugo
Miiller, F.R.S., Prof. J. Perry, Prof. S. P. Thompson.
Honoraiy Member, Prof. H. A. Rowland. Prof. Clifton then

resigned the chair to Prof. Guthrie, whose zeal for the Society

he warmly praised. Prof. Guthrie expressed his high apprecia-

tion of the courtesy and kindness of the retiring President while

in the chair. Mr. \V. Lant Carpenter proposed a vote of thanks

to the Lords of the Committee of Council on Education ; Mr.

Whipple moved the cordial thanks of the meeting to Prof. Clifton

;

Mr. Griffith and Prof. Adams proposed a vote of thanks to the

secretaries, demonstrator, and treasurer ; Prof. G. C. Foster

proposed a vote of thanks to the auditors.—The meeting was

then resolved into an ordinary one, and the Secretary read a

paper by Dr. O. J. Lodge and J. W. Clark on the phenomena

exhibited by dusty air in the neighbourhood of strongly-

illuminated bodies, which we hope to print next week.
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Mineralogical Society, February 12.—Rev. Prof. Konney,

F.R.S., president, in the ch.air.—Messrs. T. Vaughan Hughes

and W. Semmons were elected members, and the Grand Duke

of Leuchtenberg, M. E. Bertrand, and Prof, von Lang, cor-

responding members.—The following papers were read :—Note

on a case of replacement of the quartz constituent of a graijite by

fluor spar, by the President.—On an arsenical copper ore,

"garbyite," from Montana, U.S.A., by Mr. W. Semmons.—On
an altered siderite from Alston Moor, by Dr. C. O. Trechmann.

—Notes on a picrite (Pala'opicrite) and other rocks from Gipps

Land, and a serpentine from Tasmania, by the President.—Prof.

Judd, on invitation by the President, submitted some sliiles of

dust from the volcano of Krakatoa, which were exhibited under

the microscope, and explained the principal features noticeable

in these deposits —The President exhibited some slides of dust

from Cotopaxi, which had fallen on Chimborazo at the time that

Mr. Edward Whyniper was ascending the latter mountain.

Sydney

Royal Society of New South Wales, December 5, 1SS3.

—Hon. Prof. Smith, C.M.G., president, in the chair.—Three

new members were elected and seventy-eight donations received.

—A paper on additions to the census of the genera of plants

hitherto known as indigenous to Australia, by Baron Feid. von
Miiller, K.C.M.G., F.R.S., was read.—Prof. Smith exhiliiled

Stroh's apparatus for producing attraction and repulsion by

vibrations of air.—The following specimens from the Solomon
Islands, collected by Dr. II. B. Guppy of H.M.S. Lark, were

exhibited and described by Prof. Liversidge, F. R.S. :— I. White
flint from Ulana or Contrariete Island. 2. Flints, including

chips and cores, from Ugi, also a large flint tomahawk weighing

about four pounds. The flints possess all the characteristics of

those from ihe chalk of Europe, and cannot by mere inspection

be distinguished from them. Prof. Liversidge remarked that

some years ago Mr. Brown, the We^leyan missionary, brought

from New Britain a soft white limestone which was quite un-

distinguishable from chalk, not only physically but chemi-

cally, and pointed out that this discovery of flints afforded

another very strong proof of the probable presence of true chalk

of Cretaceous age in the South Sea Islands. 3. Samples of

water from the fresh-water lake of Wailava in the Island of

Santa Anna. 4. Water from the boiling spring in the Island

of Simbo ; temperature 212°. 5. Water condensed from one

of the fumaroles in the Solfatara on the south-west point of

Simbo, at an elevation of about 300 feet above the sea. 6. Water
condensed from one of the fumaroles on the summit of the

South Plill in the Island of Simbo, elevated about 1 100 feet

above the sea. 7. Two kinds of fruits ejected from the crops

of pigeons shot on a small island off the south coast of St.

Christoval.

Berlin

Physical Society, January 25.—Dr. Kayser spoke on the

results of an investigation, recently published by Prof. Bun,en

of Heidelberg, into the condensation of carbonic acid on smooth

glass surfaces, results which did not coincide with those of other

physicists, the speaker among the rest. Prof. Bunsen had found

that the condensation of carbonic acid was a continuous process

which could not be regarded as finished even after a period of

three years. According to the views hitherto entertained, the

process referred to came to a conclusion in a very short time.

Dr. Kayser was of opinion that the diverging result of I'rof.

Bunsen's examination was to be explained on the ground that in

his experiments he made use of an absorbing vessel stoppered by
a greased glass cock. Carbonic acid appeared, however, to

diifuse itself thoroughly through fat, as had been proved by an
experiment set in operation some weeks ago. Two cruciform

glass vessels were set up, one arm of which, directed downw ards,

passed into a capillary tube dipped in quicksilver, while the

three other arms were closed up in one vessel by greased glass

plates and hermetically sealed in the other. Both were filled

with carbonic acid. In the grease-stoppered vessel the volume
of carbonic acid showed a slow progressive diminution, but in

the other vessel it continued unaffected. Anything like con-

densation of the carbonic acid was here quite out of the question,

though on the other hand there was clearly a case of osmose
through the grease, a subject which Dr. Kayser would further

prosecute.—Prof. Vogel exhibited instantaneous photographs

of various animals in motion—horses, cows, dogs, and stags—
which had been executed by Mr. Muybridge in San Francisco.

Prof. Vogel having explained the mode of their production.

directed attention to particular pictures completely at variance
with the representations of animals in motion hitherto customary
among artists. When, however, whole series of these figures,

which were occasionally very curious, were viewed through the
stroboscope, it was recognised how true to nature these repre-

sentations were.— Prof. Neesen laid before the Society two new
apparatus—one a call-apparatus for telegraphic purposes, con-

structed by Herr Abakanowicz, which, from the small number
of its vibrations, would exercise no disturbing influence on
neighbouring conductors ; the other an electro-m.agnetic tuning-

fork constructed by Herr Kijnig, in which the quicksilver

contact common in other instruments of the kind was replaced by
a metallic contact.—Dr. Aron communicated a practical experi-

ment he had made on an old frictional electrical m.achine. By
the application of cacao-butter as grease for the amalgam, he
elicited from an old machine, which was no longer able to be
charged, beautiful sparks of four inches long, and he recom-
mended this fat for trial, particularly in the case of old electrical

machines.

Vienna
Imperial Academy of Sciences, December 20, 1883.—F.

von Hoehnel, on the mode of occurrence of some vegetable raw
materials in stem plants.—F. Strohmer, on quantitative deter-

mination of pure aqueous solutions of glycerine by means of their

refractive index.—E. Lippmann, on the action of organic hyper-

oxides on organic compounds (sealed packet).—V. Hilber, on

a recent land-snail found in the loess from China (second

paper).—C. Auer von Welsbach, on the earths of the gadolinite

of Ytterby (on a modification of spectral analysis).—A. Arche,

on cerite and its breaking up to cerium, lanthan, and didymium
compounds.—E. Stefan, on the calculation of the coefficient of

induction of wire coils.

January 3, 1884.—R. Andreasch, contribution to a knowledge

of allylurea.—R. Rumpf, on the andesin in the lignite of Trifail

(Styria).—A. Wassmutt, on the heat produced by magnetism.

—

L. Fodor-Mayerhofer, contribution to the theory of the varying

vertical sun-dial.—H. Zukal, studies on lichens.—M. Kretschy,

researches on kynurinic acid.—S. von Wroblewski, on the use of

boiling oxygen as a freezing mixture, on the temperature obtained

thereby, and on the solidification of nitrogen.

January 10.—F. Hoehnel, on wood-tissue with a story-like

structure.—T. Wolfberger and F. Strohmer, on a generally

applicable method of analytical determination of acidity by
weight (sealed packet).
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 28, 1884

THE GERMAN CHOLERA COMMISSION
R. KOCH, as chief of the German Cholera Commis-

sion, has just issued his fifth report. When we
commented on his first report, which was transmitted from

Alexandria on September 17, 1S83, we drew special atten-

tion to the discovery by that expert of certain bacilli

which were found to swarm in the discharges and coat-

ings of the intestines of cholera patients, which were

certainly not due to post-mortem changes, and which

were absent from the intestines of bodies dead from

diseases other than cholera. Dr. Ko:h believed that

these bacilli, which much resembled those found in cases

of glanders, stood in some special relation to the opera-

tion of cholera, but he was not prepared to say whether

inva'-ion of the bacteria was the primary cause of cholera,

or whether it was merely an effect of the cholera infection.

At that time the epidemic in Egypt had reached its de-

cline, the period which of all others is the least satisfiictory

for etiological investigation ; and hence, apart from some
further record confirming the existence of the same bacilli

in other cholera bodies which had since been examined,

the reports which Dr. Koch has transmitted to his

Government between his first one and the one now under
consideration have not dealt with any scientific dis-

covery. But since November last the Commission have

pursued their investigations in India, the city of Calcutta

having been decided on as the head-quarters of their

mission of inquiry ; and it is to the results there obtained

that Dr. Koch's last report relates. In the meantime,

however. Dr. Straus had reported on behalf of the French

Commission, and had expressed his belief that the bacilli

discovered by Dr. Koch did not bear the relation to

cholera which the German Commission attributed to

them ; and that, unlike Dr. Koch, who had found nothing

noteworthy in the blood of cholera patients, he had dis-

covered in that fluid a definite micro-organism, which he

believed he had succeeded in cultivating in the laboratory.

At this stage the subject is again taken up by Dr. Koch,

who now gives an account of the further labours of his

Commission. Under conditions of the most favourable

sort, experiments have been renewed in Calcutta with an

unbroken series of cholera patients and cholera bodies,

and at the outset it is stated that microscopical examina-

tion has in all cases confirmed the existence, both in

the choleraic discharges and in the cholera intestines,

of the same bacilli as those which had been found in

Egypt. And further, that which had not been pos-

sible in Ale.xandria, namely, the isolation and cultiva-

tion in pure media of these special bacilli, is stated to

have been successful in Calcutta, with the result that

they have been found to exhibit under cultivation cer-

tain characteristic peculiarities as to shape and mode
of growth which enable the Commission to distinguish

them with certainty from other bacilli. The Commission,

too, have sought, as far as possible, to exclude sources of

error, and hence they have subjected the bodies of patients

dying from diseases other than cholera to careful micro-

pathological examination, with the result that they are

able to say that it has not been possible to find bacilli

Vol. XXIX.—No. 748

similar to the cholera bacilli in any of the bodies of

persons who had died of pneumonia, dysentery, phthisis,

and kidney disease. Nor has it been possible to detect

these bacilli in the intestinal contents of animals and in

other substances commonly abounding with bacteria.

The inoculation of the lower animals with cholera dis-

charges and other cholera material had, in Egypt, led'

only to negative results ; and even if nothing further had
been adduced as to this, we should in no way have re-

regarded failure in this respect as invalidating any infer-

ences that may be drawn by Dr. Koch and his fellow-

workers as to the speciality of this bacillus, because it has

been found impossible to transmit many of the specific

infectious diseases of man to any other animal. We now
learn, however, that several experiments made on animals

have given results which allow of the hope of furthei

success. Reviewing their more recent work, in this and

other respects, the Commission are evidently hopeful of

establishing an etiological relation between the bacilli in

question and the cholera process, and this quite irre-

spective of success being attained in the reproduction of

the disease in the lower animals. A telegram of more
recent date than the report itself announces that Drs.

Koch, Fischer, and Gaffky have discovered the same
bacillus in a water-tank. If this be confirmed, it will be

of value as proving that water, which, when polluted with

excreta, has so often been alleged to be one of the prin-

cipal means of conveying the cholera poison, is a medium
favourable to the transmission of the "germ" from

person to person, and the announcement comes aptly in

connection with a report in which the German Commis-
sion announce that a diminution in the annual mortality

from cholera in Calcutta from lOT per 1000 inhabitants

before 1870, to 3 per 1000 since that date, is regarded

by nearly all the physicians in that city as being solely due

to the introduction of a water-supply of excellent quality.

Referring to the report of the French Commission, Dr.

Koch declines to accept the conclusions of Dr. Straus as

to the existence in the blood of organisms which are

peculiar to cholera, and he expresses the belief that the

alleged organisms are nothing but certain small, roundish

blood-plates, which, not absent even in health, undergo a

peculiar increase in the case of cholera patients, and which

were referred to as far back as 1872 by Dr. D. Cunning-

ham in his " Microscopical and Physiological Researches

into the Nature of the Agents producing Cholera."

Whilst desiring to follow in the steps of Dr. Koch in

observing an attitude of caution as to the meaning of the

researches of the German Commission, we cannot but

feel that the tendency of the reports as yet issued is

favourable to the doctrine that cholera is associated

with a specific organic contagion. A connection has

already been established between specific disease on

the one hand, and the staff-shaped bacilli of splenic

fever, the spirillum of relapsing fever, and the micro-

zymes of vaccinia and of sheep-pox on the other

;

and though it may still be doubtful whether these

bodies should be regarded as actual generators of

the diseases with which they are associated, or as mere

carriers of infection, yet the advance which is being made
is in the direction of the doctrine of the particulate nature

of contagion. We may have to wait before there is

sufficient evidence to warrant the application of this doc-
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trine to the case of cholera, but we can congratulate Dr.

Koch on the result of his labours so far, and at the same

time trust that the example set us in this instance by the

German nation may not be thrown away upon the people

of this country, who, whilst having a higher interest than

any other in ascertaining the real nature of cholera,

allowed the opportunity of the Egyptian epidemic to pass

by without attempting any scientific investigation as to its

causes.

SCHOPENHA UER
The World as Will and Idea. By Arthur Schopenhauer.

Translated from the German by R. B. Haldane, M.A.,

and J. Kemp, M.A. Vol. I. (London : Triibner and

Co., 1883.)

A S the Kantian leaven works, philosophy shows less

"^^ and less of an inclination to quit what Kant de-

scribed as the fruitful bathos of experience. No doubt

many a structure is still reared around us, " pinnacled

dim in the intense inane," but that is simply because

philosophy, more than any special department of know-

ledge, is exposed to the inroads of the uninstructed. But

here, as elsewhere, the honest inquirer will find a con-

sensus of competent opinion which estimates these piles

at their true value. Serious workers pass by on the other

side without controversy, lest perchance they should be

as those on whom the tower of Siloam fell On the other

hand, only confusion of thought can lead people to

identify philosophy with science, and to suppose that,

when they have reckoned over the list of the sciences,

they may erect a stone to the great god Terminus. For,

though the matter of philosophy is the same as that of

the sciences (and not, according to the current myth, a

spider-like product of intestinal origin), yet the point of

view from which the common material is regarded is ab

initio different. Science, in its whole extent (including

psvchology), deals with the world of objects, whereas the

first task of philosophy is to remind scientific men of the

abstraction which they have been making-- and for their

own purposes rightly making—by showing them that the

world of objects is unintelligible without a subject to

which it is referred. Having rectified this fundamental

abstraction, philosophy proceeds, as theory of know-

ledge, to a critical analysis of the conceptions on which,

as ultimate presuppositions or working hypotheses, the

difterent sciences are based. The notion of the atom

and of infinite space may be mentioned as two of the

earliest cases where such criticism is required. The re-

sult of such a criticism is to show that no science can say

of its "facts" that they are absolutely true, because they

cannot be stated except in terms of the conceptions or

hypotheses which are assumed by the particular science.

But conceptions such as those of space or atom are

found to dissolve in self-contradiction when taken as a

statement of the ultimate nature of the real. It follows,

therefore, that they must be regarded as only a provisional

or partial account of things. The account they give is

one which may require to be superseded by—or rather,

which inevitably merges itself in—a less abstract statement

of the same facts. In the new statement, the same " facts
"

appear differently, because no longer separated from other

ispccts that belong to the full reality of the known world.

For the philosopher is essentially what Plato in a happy
moment styled him, o-woTrriKot, the man who insists on

seeing things together ; and philosophy, in her office as

critic of the sciences, aims at harmonising the notions on

which they respectively rest, and thereby reaching a

statement of the nature of the real which may claim to

overcome the abstractness of the several provisional

stages represented by the different sciences.

Judged by this standard, it is to be feared, Schopen-

hauer's philosophy will be found wanting. Its interest is

undoubtedly, in the main, more literary than scientific ;

and in his central dogma of a metempirical or trans-

phenomenal Will, Schopenhauer shows himself quite the

traditional " metaphysician." Taken as literature, high

praise must be awarded to the style of his productions,

which is very different from that of his heavy-footed

countrymen generally. Pessimism was lately much in

fashion, and Buddhism is still highly esteemed. The
philosophic father of these things is tolerably sure, there-

fore, of an interested audience ; and " the general

reader" will find rich pasture in the aphoristic wisdom of

the man of the world, his keen and often cynical psycho-

logical analysis, and his genuine appreciation of art,

especially of music, which was almost the one redeeming

feature in an otherwise ignoble character. Mr. Haldane

and Mr, Kemp have done their work so well, that those

who are drawn to the book by the literary reputation of

the original will not have their enjoyment marred by the

intrusion of foreign idioms, clumsy constructions, and the

general lameness of the translation style. All praise

must also be given to the clearness and accuracy with

which they have rendered the philosophical terminology

of the work.

But the translators would probably hardly have under-

taken the task, had they not believed that there was more

of value in Schopenhauer than what has just been allowed

him. And, in point of fact, it is perfectly possible to

divide Schopenhauer's work into two parts. The world

presents itself to him under the twofold aspect of " Will

and Idea." "The world as Idea" is the phenomenal

world, the world of science, while Will—one mighty un-

conscious desire or force—is the inner or noumenal

reality of which the phenomenal world is the outward ex-

pression. I appear to others, and to myself, as an

organised body—that is, as an object or complex of ideas
;

but I also know myself, Schopenhauer says, on the inner

side as Will. He next denudes this Will of the charac-

teristics which belong to it in the conscious life, ignoring

at the same time the other features which, equally with

Will, go to constitute that life, and then, with a superb

sweep of anthropomorphism, declares that Will, as an

impersonal force, is the essence of all phenomena

—

the steam that drives the world. In support of this

thesis, he fastens on obscure facts like those of instinct

;

and, though he scouts at the " Bridgewater Treatises," he

argues from teleology in an exactly similar sense. But as

no scientific reader is likely to be led away by Schopen-

hauer's reasoning here, it is needless to enter into any
_

lormal refutation of his positions. It is more to the pur-

pose to draw attention to the side of the book which,

though not so distinctly Schopenhauerian, and probably

not so attractive reading as the collection of brilliant

analogies on which his system is built, contains an acute
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and, so far as it goes, a sound, criticism of certain false or

inadequate views of the world. Schopenhauer claimed to

be the true follower of Kant, and when he is speaking of

" the world as Idea," we find ourselves on the general

ground of the modern philosophical criticism which dates

from Kant. Schopenhauer certainly neglects much that

is valuable in Kant, and presents other elements super-

ficially ; but, perhaps for that very reason, he may be

useful as a populariser of thoughts which, in one shape or

another, it is essential for the modern world to master.

We need only note here his insistence on the complete

relativity of subject and object—a relativity which, of

course, excludes the possibility of any causal relation be-

tween them— and his criticism of the ideas of space, time,

and matter, leading him to the conclusion that the world

of objects exists as a system of complete relativity, in

which no individual objects can claim any reality e.xcept

what consists in their necessary relation to one another.

Any one reading these and similar passages must acknow-

ledge that, where his doctrines are otherwise sound,

Schopenhauer's clear and incisive style makes him an

admirable interpreter. Andrew Seth

OUR BOOK SHELF
Cours de Mineralogie. A. De Lapparent. (Paris

:

Savy, 1883.)

Mineralogy was the father of Geology ; but the son has

for many years in this country shown great want of

respect to his parent. A very large proportion of our

geologists are e.\traordinariIy ignorant of mineralogy. To
them as well as to those who have not so seriously

neglected that branch of science we recommend a perusal

of the work before us. The object of its distinguished

author (who has already rescued French Geology from
the charge of possessing no modern text-book of native

origin) is in the first place to simplify as much as possible

the teaching of rational crystallography, as established by

the works of Bravais and completed by Mallard, so as to

bring it within the comprehension of all earnest students

of minerals and rocks ; and in the second place to put

geologists in possession of the knowledge which they must
acquire if they would apply themselves with any satisfac-

tion and profit to the study of the microscopic structure

of rocks.

The volume is divided into three parts. In the first of

\}a.t%t,^wi\^\e.diGcometricCrystaUography, M. De Lapparent

states the laws of crystalline symmetry and shows in detail

the forms of which each system is composed, these forms
being rigorously classed and deduced from each other

according to the method of Bravais. Tables and stereo-

graphic perspective diagrams are added.
The second part, or Physical Crystallography, is devoted

to the e.Kplanation of the physical, and especially the

optical, properties of crystallised matter. It concludes

with an analysis of the different crystalline groups, with

which, following Mallard, the author connects the phe-

nomena of isomorphism and dimorphism.
The object of the third part is the Description of the

Principal Mineral Species. The author adopts a system
of classification which is entirely new, and which might
be called the geological system of mineralogy, because it

is based upon the part which each species plays in the

composition of the earth's crust. From this point of

view minerals are divided into four great classes:—(i)

silicates or elements of the fundamental rocks. (2)

Elements of mineral veins. (3) Metallic minerals. (4)

Combustible minerals.

The work consists of 550 pages, with 519 figures

inserted in the text, a chromolithographed plate, and
an index comprising 3500 names, from which a knowledge
can be obtained of all terms employed in mineralogy.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
{The Editor does not hold himseljresponsiblefor opinions expressea

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comihunications containing interesting and novelfacts.^

The Remarkable Sunsets

The remarkable and beautiful atmospheric phenomena which
within the last four or five months have so powerfully attracted

attention in all parts of the world, made their appearance here

about the same time that they did in England and on the con-

tinent of Europe. It is true that as early as October 14, 1S83,

somethiniT similar was noticed at Santa Barbara, abiut 2S0

miles south-east of this place ; but the characteristic phenomena
were not observed here and at other positions on the coast of

California until after the middle of Novemlier, 1SS3. I first

observed it on the evening of November 24, when it presented

a very striliing appearance. That afternoon the sky had been

overcast w ith dark clouds, and the south-east wind had brought

a slight rainf,"!!. Towards sunset a bright portion of sky ap-

peared at the western horizon, extending to an altitude of about

10 , while the dark hood of clouds enveloped the remainder of

the celestial vault. At 6 p.m. the lurid redness (almost angry)

of the western horizon attracted universal attention ; it had the

appearance of a sky illuminated by an immense conflagration.

Doubtless the effect was heiijhtened by the contrast with the

dark canopy of clouds. Similar appearances, more or less con-

spicuous, presented themselves during the remaining days of

November, and in a less striking manner (when the weather was
favourable) during the month of December, both after sunset

and before sunrise. At a quarter past six on the morning of

November 29 the eastern sky emitted such a brilliant ruddy

light as to arrest my attention by the peculiar red illumination

of the window-curtain of my bedroom. On looking out, the

whole eastern sky was seen to be drenched in gorgeous red.

During the month of January, 1SS4, the "upper-glows" (as

Miss Ley appropriately designates them) became much less

conspicuous.

At the period when the phenomena were most conspicuous,

the atmosphere during the day was not perfectly clear, although

the sunlight was not obscured to any consideralile extent :—there

was always observed a thin veil of fleecy clouds covering the

heavens, and a whitish glare manifested itself about the sun,

extending to a distance of about 20° or 25° from his centre. It

is evident that the suspended matter producing these phenomena

must have been above the region of the loftiest cirri, for ordinary

changes of weather and disturbances in the atmosphere did not

modify the appearances.

But the manifestations presented by the sky seem to have been

so nearly identical in all parts of the globe, that detailed descrip-

tions of them, as exhibited here, are unnecessary. It was,

however, evident that the phenomena were less pronounced on

this coast than they were in many other countries. This was

indicated by the fact that, wherever the phenomena were suffi-

ciently developed, the sun during the day was encircled by more

or less distinct coloured halos or corona: ; whereas at this place

it amounted to nothing more than a whitish glare about that

luminary. The Rev. S. E. Bishop writes me from Honolulu,

that the>e chromatic circles around the sun were constantly

observed in all of the Hawaiian Islands from September 5 to

December 15, 1883 ; and I notice that they were ob^erved in

England as frequent accompaniments of the upper-glows.

While the large size of these coloured circles might (as I have

indicated in a letter to Science) seem to connect them with the

well-know n ice-crystal halos of 22' radius, yet I am disposed

to regard this chromatic feature of the phenomenon as mainly

due to the diffractive action of the impalpable dust-particles

suspended in the lofty supra-cirri regions of the atmosphere.

Nevertheless, inasmuch as the experiments of M. Coulier and

Mr. John Aitken show that the presence of dust-particles in the
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air as nuclei is e-iseotial to the condensation of aqueous vapour,

it is by no means i nprobahle that ice may l)e associated with

these phenomena. For, as these lofty regions mus', even within

the tropics, be far above the plane consiitutin^ the lower

boundary of the term of perpetual congelation, the condensed

vapour must necessarily assume ihe form of aggregations of ice

around these nuclei. Hence the diffractive corona; may be
associated with imperfectly developed ice-crystal halos.

It seems to me scarcely necessary to invoke—as Mr. Rowell
has done (Nature, vol. xxix. p. 251) —the repulsive agency of

electricity to account for the per^istent suspension of the volcanic

dust, even in these region; of rarefied air. If the attenuation be
sufticienily great, there will bi no sensible .subsidence of the

dust-particles. Faradsiy found that even metallic gold, when
minutely divided, required months to suliside when suspended in

water; an 1 some form; of insjlu le mineral matter remain
suspended in water for an almost indefinite period. Now, the

du-t-particles constituting the nuclei of condensation for fogs and
clouds are a.hs,o\Me\y iilira-miiroscopic in smallness ; hence their

suspension, even in rarefied air, may be prolon ed almost inde-

finitely. Moreover, it is po.ssible that air may posse-s some
degree of viscosity; in which case the indefinitely attenuated

dust-particles mi^ht have no tendency to subside, and could only

be removed from the atmosphere by those meteorological

agencies,—such as the condensation of vapour,—which tend to

augment their size.

Mr. D. Wetterhan (Nature, vol. xxix. p. 250) refers to Mr.
Kes-elmeyer's hypothesis of the atmospheric origin of meteorites

put forth some twenty years ago, which ascribes them to the

condensation of metallic and other vapours issued from vol-

canoes. If I am not mistaken this hypothesis was advanced by
Biot near the beginning of the present century. The hii^/i

velocities of meteorites is overvvhelminglyyj;^a/ to their teyrestria/

oriein. John Le Co.nite

Berkeley, California, February i

The recent sunsets were nearly or quite as remarkable in the

Rocky Mountain region "S they were in Europe, and the

phenomena were very similar. There M'as the same peculiar

fire-red after-glow continuing for two hours after sunset, &c.

ThciC unusual appearances be^an to attract attention soon after

the middle of November. They were most brilliant during the

last week of November, but continued at intervals until early in

January. The carefully kept meteorological record of Prof.

F. H. Loud, of Color.ado College, shows that the atmospheric

pressure varied considerably during the latter part of November,

but there was no apparent accompanying change in the after-glow.

The sunrises were aUo quite briUiant, but leis so than the sunsets.

Late in November I began to observe the wide chromatic belt

w Inch surrounded the sun, and at midday usually reached from

near the sun to the horizon. Somewhat similar appearances

and chromatic halos are not uncommon here, and it was not until

after several weeks of comparison of colours that I became con-

vinced that the tints seen around the sun during the time of the

remarkable sunsets were somewhat different from those ordin.arily

seen. By degrees the brick, or fire-red, and other abnormal

tints of the Hvilight hours have given place to the ordinary

prismatic colours, and a similar but les marked change could be

seen in the colours observed near the sun during the daytime.

These day colours were brightest when the sky was overcast

with thin clouds or filmy cirri, though plainly visible when there

was no cloud to be seen. The prevailing day tint is usually a

peculiar dull purple, but during the time of the red after-glow

the common colour w as duller, more like a yellowish brick-dust.

Colorado College, February S G. H. Stone

"Probable Nature of the Internal Symmetry of Crystals"

In reply to the important criticisms offered by Herr L. Sohncke
on my new theory puljlished in NATURE of December 20 and 27,

18S3 (pp. 1S6 and 205)

—

Taking first those relating to the geometry of the subject
;

the following explains why only the five symmetrical arrange-

ments of points in space described in my paper are taken as the

basis of the theory.

If it is the case that, prior to the act of crystallisation, the

cheinioal atoms of a body fall into some symmetrical arrange-

ment, it is n.atural to suppis? that they do so through some

influence they exert on one another—such, for example, as mutual
repul-ion—and that a similar influence is exerted by each atom
of the same kind on atoms around it. And if this be so, there

wi'l be no stiMe equilibrium of the forces thus exerted until the

atoms are vtry eiienly diitribuled t/iroug/iout the space allotted to

tliein.

Now although, as Herr Sohncke has shown, there is a large

variety of symmetrical arrangements of points in space in which
the points are disposed around every one point of the system in

jjrecisely the same manner as around every other, it would
appeir that only four of the-e regular systems, the first four
described in my paper, signally fultil the re')uirenient of even
distribution, these four systems bein' distinguished from all the

rest by the proptrty that, if the nearest points i^roitpeU around any
point of either of these four systtjiis arejoined^ the solid thus out-

lined has its edoes all equal.

And further, although the fifth system described in my paper
is n t one of Herr Sohncke's regular systems, its points are

more evenly distributed through space than those of any of these

systeurs except the four just referred to. In this system the

property is found that either lines joining the nearest points

around any point of the system, "r lines joining the next nearest,

in all cases outline a solid whose edges are all equal.

As the five systems I have in my paper too vaguely distin-

guished as " very symmetrical " thus stand alone, and moreover,

if my views are adopted, they appear to be adecjuate to all cases

of crystallisation, I still incline to think that the chemical atoms
of bodies about to crystallise always have one or other of these

five kinds of symmetrical arrangement. If I am wr^mg in this,

and some other symmetrical arrangements are admissible, the

general lines of the new theory will not however be affected.

Next, as to the bearing of the theory on chemical valency and
the usual conception of a chemical molecule, it may be remarked

that, while there is no clear knowledge of the nature of the union

betueen the different sorts of atoms in a compound by which to

test the new theory, this theory appears to receive support from
the phenomenon of electrolysis. For the fact that one ion is

liberated at one pole, the other at the other, while no apparent

altcialion takes place in the fluid between the poles, goes to show
that any particular atom can change its partners without dissolving

the chemical ties subsi-ting between the several atoms of the

comi>ound, and thus favours the view that similar atoms equally

near to a particular atom are similarly related to it.

As to my supposition that the expansion, or contraction,

occurring in the act of crystallisation, is due to the increa.sed or

diminished repulsion exerted by some only of the atoms of a body
on surrounding atoms, it i^, perhaps, interesting to notice that if

this conception could be extended to the gaseous state, and

the expansion to the state of gas of any compound attributed

to the agency of certain atoms in each molecule, or ideal unit, to

the exclusion of the rest, the simple relations found subsisting

betueen the volumes of compounds and the volumes of their

uncoinbined constituents might in this way be accounted for :

—

Thus the fact that aqueous vapour has a volume two-thirds that

of the added volumes of the hydrogen and oxygen of which it is

composed would be explained if all the gaseous expansion of this

compound is due to the hydrogen atoms only.

Muswell Hill Wm. Barlow

"Mental Evolution in Animals"

Mr. Faraday does not seem to have quite understood one

point in my comment on his letter. I said that whether the

action of the skate was accidental or designed, " in either case,

under the conditions, and more especially the ' attitude ' de-

scribed, seizure of the food at the proper moment can only be

ascribed to the sense of smell." When we remember the form

of a skate, it is certain that, under the conditions described, the

animal could not see the approaching food, and therefore Mr.

Faraday's illustration from the cricketer would only hold if the

cricketer continued to hit the ball after he had been blindfolded.

I do not care to continue this ditcussion ; but I may say that

as the glass wall of a tank is not an object upon the solidity of

\\hich a skate would be likely to calculate, and as the sense of

smell in this animal is so highly developed that it might easily

give rise to "the appearance of co-ordination" described, I still

"think that the incident was probably accidental. Any other

piece of food happening to approach the mouth would no doubt

have been seized in just the same way.
George J. Romanes
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Instinct

Were it merely for the sil<e of reiterating my views, I should

not feel ju-itified in commenting upon Mr. Romanes' letter on
instinct in last week's Nature (p. 379). He seems, however,

10 have UTiderstood my "subjective verification" in a sense

somewhat different to that which I intended to convey by that

expression. I venture, therefore, to beg a little space in these

columns for explanation.

There is but one method in human psychology—that of intro-

spection. By this method I obtain certain results. These results

I communicate to my neighbour, and he by introspection verifier;

them for himself. This I call "submitting the results to the

test of subjective verification." In this way and in no other can

a science of human psychology be constituted.

I remember once seeing a schoolfellow caned. He did not

flinch, but grew deadly pale. " Did it hurt much ? " I asked
afterwards, in schoolboy fashion. "Hurt! Who cares for

pain ? I was caned for a lie that I never told." I can remem-
ber to this day the indignation that his words roused within me.
I could verify to some extent the true nature of his feelings.

How can I verify the feelings of my dog? The feeling that I

infer may be as wide of the mark as the mere pain I fancied my
schoolfellow smarted under. Without myself becoming a dog,
I can never know the true nature of my dog's feelings.

Mr. Romanes contends that "the involuntary groan of pain,

the pallor of fear, and a thousand other unintended expressions

of emotions, as well as a thousand other unintended expressions

of thought, are, as it is proverbially said, ' more eloquent than
words.' " In this I cannot agree. The groan, the pallor, tell

plainly of some intense feeling ; of its nature they can tell us

little. So do the actions of animals testify to some correspond-
ing mental states ; of their nature we can form but a dim con-

ception. Out of .such dim conceptions no science of compara-
tive psychology can, as it seems to me, be constituted.

Whether this is common sense (for which, by the way, in

these matters I have not quite so much reverence as Mr. Romanes)
or "an ingeniously constructed argument of scepticism," I must
leave others to judge.

In conclusion let me thank Mr. Romanes for his letter, and
assure him that I shall give to his objections to my physiological

theory of instinct that weight which I feel to be due to the

opinions of one from whose writings I have learnt much and
hope to learn more. C. Lloyd Morgan

University College, Bristol, February 25

Protection by Mimicry-A Problem in Mathematical
Zoology

Under the above heading in the jfapan JVai'ly Mail of
February 3, 1883, we drew attention to what appeared to us an
error made by Mr. Alfred R. Wallace in a letter to Nature
regarding the protection gained by two distinct species of insects

of distasteful nature assimilaiing in appear.ance when subject to

the attacks of young and inexperienced birds. The article was
sent to Mr. Wallace, who by letter, and in an article in Nature,
vol. xxvii. p. 481, without hesitation, acknowltdged the correc-

tion, saying that he had misstated Dr. MiiUer's proposition. He
then gives Dr. MiiUer's own words, which are :

—" If both species
are equally common, then both will derive the same benefit from
their resemblance— each will save half the number of victims
which it has to furnish to the inexperience of its foes. But if

one species is commoner than the other, then the benefit is un-
equally divided, and the proportional advantage for each of the
two species which arises from their resemblance is us Ihe square
of their relative numbers." This alters the question altogether.

Mr. Wallace had stated it, through an oversight, quile otherwi-e.

He said:—"The number of individuals sacrificed is divided
between them in the proportion of the square of their respective

numbers." Such was what we took objection to; and we showed
that it was not according to the squares, but to the simple
numbers.

Mr. Wallace carries out his article, which is accompanied by
one by Mr. Meldola (p. 482), to show by examples how it is

that, notwithstanding the toss is in direct ratio to the numbers of
each species, the proportional saving through resemblance is in-

versely as the squares; and he further says :
—"The advantage

w ill be measured solely by the fraction of its own numbers saved
from destruction, not by the proportion this saving bears to that

of the other species." On this Mr. Meldola remarks :
— " The

fact that these numbers stand to one another in the ratio of" the
squares, "is a mathematical necessity from which I do not see

how we can escape." Now even if this latter statement were
strictly correct, we fail to see how it affects Mr. Wallace's state-

ment. We shall show, however, that it is not correct but only
an approximation when the number eaten by the birds is a small
percentage, for as this becomes greater the ratio of proportional
advantages increases considerably above that of the squares.

The proportional advantage that either species has alter imita-

tion over its former state (before imitation), appears to be accord-
ing to the fraction of its original number remaining. Because
while in its former state, should it lose one half its number, it

would have one-half left, while if it after imitation lost only one-
fourth, it would have three-fourths remaining ; a clear advantage
of one-fourth over one-half, or 50 per cent. This, however, is

not a simple case for an example when we come to consider the

relative numbers of the two species ; we will therefore put it

thus :—A has double the number of B. Supposing that when
dissimilar A loses 30 per cent, then B loses 60 per cent. But
after assimilation both lose in the same proportion, namely, 20
per cent. A has consequently an advantage, over its former

state, of 10, and similarly B of 40. But in the former state the

remainder of A not lost h as 70 per cent., while that of B was
40 per cent., so that A's real advantage is 10 on 70 or I4'2S57
per cent., and B's 40 on 40, or 100 per cent. These two numbers
do not bear Dr. MiiUer's ratio of 1 to 4 (the squares of the num-
bers) but a greater, namely, i to 7 = 1° x 40 to 2- x 70.

The following examples will illustrate the increasing ratio :

—

1. A to B as 2 to I.

If when dissimilar A loses 20 per cent, then B loses 40 per

cent., the remains being for A, So per cent. ; for B, 60 per cent.

When similar e.ich loses 133 per cent., leaving remains of 86|
per cent.

The advantage to A therefore is the excess of 863 over 80 on
80 = 8'33 per cent., and the advantage to B is the excess of S6§
over 60 on 60 = 44'44 per cent. These advantages compared
to each other are as i to 533 (according to Dr. Miiller i to 4).

2. A to B as 3 to I.

Dissimilar A loses 20 per cent. ; B, 60 per cent. Remains
80—40.

SimiLir A loses 15 per cent. ; B, 15 per cent. Remains
85-85.

Advantage to A excess of 85 over 80 on 80 = 6'25 per cent.

Advantage to B excess of 85 over 40 on 40 = II2"5 per cent.

Ratio I to 18 (Midler I to 9).

3. A to B as 4 to I.

Dissimilar A loses 20 per cent. ; B, 80 per cent. Remains
So—20.

Similar A loses 16 per cent. ; B, 16 per rent. Remains
84—84.

Advantage to A excess of 84 over 80 on 80 = J per cent.

Advantage to B excess of 84 over 20 on 20 = 320 per cent.

Ratio I to 64 (Muller i to i6).

Dr. Midler's squares require to be multiplied by the remains
per cent, (taken also inversely) of the two species when dissimilar,

to bring out the proper ratios. Thus : I to 4 (the squares) in

the first example, multiplied by 60 and 80 respectively, give 60
to 320 or I to 5 '33. In the second i x 40 to 9 x 80 = 40 to

720 or I to 18. And in the third, I x 20 to 16 x 80 = 20 to

1280 or I to 64.

It will be understood therefore that, whether we reckon the
proportionate advantage that each species obtains over its

previous state of existence by the mimic, or calculate the ratio of
proportionate advantage of mimicry between the two, the com-
parison has to be made with the state each would have been in

had not mimicry taken place, indicated by the proportion of sur-

vivors each would then have had. If we ignore this, the com--
parison is untrue. What we want is the advantage a species
which adopts mimicry has over one which fails to do so. So
that if we speak of one numerous species A, and two equal non-
numerous species B and B' ; if B mimics A, while B' mimics no
species, B receives protection, and thus has an advantage over
B', which in particular cases may amount to so much that, while
B survives, B' may become exterminated. This is perhaps the
simplest way of putting it.

It must be remembered, however, that B does no harm to A
by mimicking it ; on the contrary, the act of mimicry is of ad-
vantage to A over its former state of existence as w-ell as to B ;

but A being the more numerous the advantage is less. Still

after the assimilation neither has an advantage over the other.
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Proportionally they suffer from the ravages of the birds equally
;

the percentage of losses is the same ; they are on equal terms.
No matter how long they continue the association, neither gains

nor loses on the other ; though through one being more
numerous it loses more individuals, yet equally in proportion
with the other. So that, if one is twice as numerous as the other
at the time of assimilation, it must always—other conditions
being equal—remain twice as numerous.
We now give the mathematical reduction :

—

Designation of species A IJ

(1) Original number a > b

(2) No. lost without imitation ,

(3) Remains without imitation . (a - e)

(4) No. lost with imitati(

(b-c)
_b_

a + h'
I

a + b'

(5) Remains with imitation a ( i - -^—V/'li - —^ I

V a + bl \ a + bf
(6) Excess of remains due to

imitation, or absolute ad-

vantage (z)-(S) -^
(S) Ratio of excess to remains

without imitation (6) : (3),

or proportional advantage

(9) Ratio of proportional ad-
vantage of B to propor-

tional advantage of A

a + b

a (a - e)

From (8) we see that, if e < b < a, there is a proportional
advantage to both, the mimicry "is twice blessed," but the pro-
portional advantage to B is greater. If e is zero, there is no
advantage to either. It e = b < a, the prop, advantage to B is

infinite, while that to A is still finite ; this is as it ought to be,

seeing that to 1! it is a case of "to be or not to be," of existence

with mimicry or extinction without. And in this extreme case
it must l5e evident to every one that the ratio of a''' : b°, both
terms finite, caimot be the ratio of the infinite advantage of B
to the finite advantage of A. The greater e the greater are both
advantages.

From (9) we .see that, if e is small compared to b and a, the
ratio is nearly a": b- (Midler's law), but the larger e is the

further it deviates from that law, the ratio becoming rapidly

greater than a- : b", and approaching infinity as f approaches b.

To conclude, we may point out that MuUer's law, as given in

his own words and quoted above, is incompletely enunciated,

and but for the numerical examples, it might lead any one astray

as to what the law is. It ought to have the ratio of interpolated

between "and" and "ihe proportional" ; then " advantage"
and " sijuare" ought both to be plural ; "relative" ought to be
respective ; and, lastly, the fact that the ratio is inverse should
be explicitly stated.

Finally we enunciate our law. Let there be two species of

insects equally distasteful to young birds, and let it be supposed
that the birds would destroy the same number of individuals of

each before they were educated to avoid them. Then if thesi

insects are thoroughly mixed and become undistinguishable to

the birds, a proportionate advantage accrues to each over it--

former state of existence. 'Vhfieproportionale advantages are in-

versely in the duphcate ra'.ioof their respective original nuQ3,beis

compounded with the ratio of the respective percentages that

would have survived without the mimicry.
This last "ratio compounded" corrects Midler's law, but we

still think with Mr. Wallace that the law, even when corrected,

has not much bearing on the question that the individual

aljsolute advantages (6) above, together with the (jrobable value

of ^ and the ratio <; : b indicated by relative frequency of capture,

solve the whole question. In our first paper above mentioned
we established formula; for calculating these last-named items,

although in a different manner from and quite independent of

MitUer's law, which we iiad not then seen.

Tokio, Japan, Novemlier, 1883

Thomas Blakiston
Thomas Alexandei;

Christian Conrad Sprengel

I became acquainted with Christian Conrad Sprengel's
work, " Das entdeckte Geheimniss der Natur im Bau und
ill der Befruchtung der Blumeu" (Berlin, 1793) in 1850 at

the University of Berlin through Brof. C. II. Schultz-Schul-
zenstein, who brought it forward in one of his lectures on botany,
praiving Sprengel's good observations and illustrations, but
making his teleological views appear so irksome as to dispose
his hearers rather to depreciate and reject the book than be
attracted to it by respect. The value of Sprengel's treatise in its

bearing on the theory of selection was first recognised by Charles
Darwin, whose writings recalled the remarkable book to my
mind, and induced me to buy it, which I did at a very cheap
rate at an old book-shop. K. MoBlus

Kiel, February 18

Circular Cloud Bows
I fancy that the phenomenon described by Mr. Fleming in

your issue of January 31 (p. 310) is not a very uncommon one.

It has twice fallen to my lot, when in Switzerland, to be a wit-

ness of these spectral shadows.
On the first occasion I was with a party of three on the

mountains to the north-east of Montreux, almost opposite the

Cape de Moine. It was midwinter, and the day was very cloudy,

even in the valleys, while the high ground on which we stood,

and all the surrounding peaks, were completely swathed in mist.

Suddenly, and under the impulse apparently of a blast of wind
from below, the mists around us were almost entirely dissipated,

and a few sickly gleams of sunshine filtered through the fog. At
t' at moment we saw gigantic images of ourselves ijrojected on to

the wall of vapour enshrouding the Cape de Moine, immediately
opposite the point where the sunbeams had permeated. The
effect was very transitory, and, so far as I remember, there were
no prismatic colours.

The circumstances under which I saw the second appearance
were as follows :

—

In August last I was standing, just before sunset, on the sum-
mit of the Niesen, in company with a friend. The day had
been very hot, and we were just remarking on the extraordinary
difference in temperature between our elevated position there

and our situation a few hours before on the Lake of Thun, when
we saw some scattered wisps of cloud rising out of the depths
below. These increased rapidly, both in size and number,
uniting as they rose, till the uhole abyss presented the appear-
ance of a seething cauldron, from which was escaping a dense
cloud of steam. The prospect towards the east was quickly
blotted out, while the sky in the opposite quarter remained as

clear as before.

We then saw dim and fragmeirlary signs of prismatic colours

in the curtain of cloud, and these became more defined and vivid

as the thickness of the cloud increased. Finally there appeared
a very distinct circle of rainbow hues, with our own figures

looming, weird and awful, in its centre. Both images were
visible to myself and my companion, though each could see the

other's reflection more distinctly than his own.
Mr. Whymper, iu his "Ascent of the Matterhorn," mentions

an instance in which the prismatic colours assumed the shape of

crosses. This effect, occurring as it did soon after the fatal acci-

dent v\'hich marked the conquest of the m luntain, filled the

minds of the guides with superstitious horror. From my own
experience on the Niesen I can well imagine that, as Mr.
Whymper suggests, this form could be accounted for by the sup-

position that there were several circles interlaced, and that only

segments of them were visible from the point at which he and

his companions stood.

Perhaps some of your readers may be able to explain the

exact atmospheric conditions under which these appearances

become possible. E. H. L. FiRMSTONE
B^wdley, Febiuary 21

On the Absence of Earthworms from the Prairies of the
Canadian North-West

In Nature of Jan. 3 (p. 213) Mr. Robert M. Christy writes

on the absence of earthworms from the prairies of the North-

West. I can confirm his statements, and extend them to cover

the prairies of Kansas, the Indian Territory, Idaho, and Wash-
ington Territory. In all the above-mentioned territory of the

United States the soil is more or less alkaline, and it seems to
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me that to this cause the absence of earthworms may be attri-

buted. Ants and burrowing beetles, or the larvae of the latter,

are, however, common, and no doubt do much service in the

manufacture of plant-food, as well as in the destruction of

decaying material. At Boise City, Idaho, some enthusiastic

disciples of Izaak Walton imported and successfully reared

the coveted bait for their fish-hooks in foil suited to the habitat

of the Lumbricidrc. Timothy E. Wilcox
Vancouver Barracks, Washington Territory,

January 30

P. S.—Are earthworms found in Arabia and Egypt?

ZOOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE WORK OF
THE UNITED STATES FISH COMMISSION
IN 1883

TN the summer of iSSo the United States Fish Com-
' mission steamer Fisli-Haick began her first work in

dredging upon the Gulf-Stream slope seventy miles south

of Rhode Island, working in from 75 to 600 fathoms of

water. Upon this steep submarine bank several hundred
species of Invertebrates were found which proved to be
new to the American coast. Many were entirely new,
others had been described from the Mediterranean and the

deep waters oft" the west coast of Europe, and some were
identical with fossils from the Italian Tertiary and Qua-
ternary deposits, this being true of the shells more
particularly. These species have long since been de-

scribed in American scientific publications, and two
subsequent summers of work in this region have brought
to light numerous new and additional species, and at the

same time very nearly exhausted the region. The Fish-
Hwwk, built for the purpose of serving as a floating shad-

hatching station to work in the shallow inlets of Chesa-
peake Bay, was, during the summer, when she could not

carry on her intended work, made use of for dredging
purposes, work for which she w'as not well suited, for her

shallow draft and round bottom rendered her unsafe when
far from land and liable to encounter rough weather. She
could make trips only when pleasant weather was assured
for at least twenty-four hours, thereby losing much valu-

able time which could have been saved if a perfectly

seaworthy vessel had been at the command of the Com-
mission.

Accordingly in 1882 an appropriation was obtained,

and early in 1SS3 the Albatross was launched, and made
her first trip shortly afterwards. So much has been
written about the Albatross that a mere passing notice

will suffice. She is a 1000-ton iron vessel, 234 feet long,

and drawing 12 feet of water. On the port side, near the

bows, the sounding-machine is placed. Just forward of

the pilot-house is the dredging-machine, and here, in a
clear space left for the purpose, the rougher work, picking

out the specimens from the mud, &c.,is done. Aft of the

pilot-house, with a chart-room intervening, are the two
laboratories and a store-room,—an upper and lower la-

boratory, and the store-room beneath. The finer sorting

and microscopic work is done in the upper laboratory,

th is being lighted by a skylight and four deck-windows.
The library is in this room. In the laboratory beneath
ar e cases of bottles ready for use and for those containing
specimens, and a bench is placed on two ends of the

ro om, where rough sorting can be done. In the room
below this, bottles, jars, tanks, dredges, nets, and all

ap paratus used in the work are contained. Alcohol is

ca rricd in a large copper tank. In the upper laboratory
are two copper tanks each of 32 gallons capacity, one
CO ntaining fresh water, the other 95 per cent, alcohol.

B y means of faucets each can be drawn from its respective

ta nk. The rest of the ship, with the exception of a few
St ate-rooms reserved for naturalists, is given over to

m achinery and quarters for officers and crew. She is

m anned from the navy, and is under the command of
L ieut. G. L. Tanner, U.S.N. Electricity is used for

lighting, Brush incandescent lights being used for ordinary

purposes, while an arc lamp suspended from the rigging

lights the deck so well that work can go on as well by
night as by day. Engineer Baird, U.S.N., chief engineer

of the vessel, has succeeded in making an incandescent

light that when lowered to 100 fathoms will neither be

crushed nor extinguished. Used in connection with

some deep-sea trap, this will undoubtedly give good re-

sults in capturing such quick-motioned fish as would avoid

the trawl but would be attracted by brilliant light. The
apparatus in use is the best which the past experience of

the Fish CoraiTiission, U.S. Coast Survey, and European
dredging expeditions could suggest. The vessel is so

constructed that she can go backward as easily as for-

ward. When the sounding-wire is running out, she can
go completely around it without causing it to depart from
its perpendicular. That the Albatross is perfectly sea-

worthy and that the machinery and apparatus and the

vessel itself are in the best condition has been proved by
the numerous trips made during the year just passed, and
by the rough weather encountered. Starting early in

18S3 upon her trial trip, she went into water as deep as

1200 fathoms. Afterwards numerous trips were made in

the deeper waters oft" the southern coast of New England,

some lasting a month. The principal work was done in

from 1000 to 2000 fathoms, the deepest work done on

the United States coast by an .American expedition.

Several successful hauls were made in 2400 fathoms,

and one in 2950 fathoms. This latter is the deepest

successful recorded haul made with a trawl as far we
can find out. Soundings were taken in 3000 fathoms.

The naturalist in charge is Mr. James E. Benedict. The
Albatross has just started on a cruise to the West Indies,

where work will be done both on the shores and in the

deeper outer waters.

The previous explorations of the Challenger , Blake,

Norwegian, and French deep-sea dredging expeditions,

investigating similar regions in the North Atlantic, have

rendered the results obtained by the Albatross much less

remarkable than they would otherwise have been. Not-
withstanding this, and the fact that some worked very

near the field chosen by the Albatross, many new species

—some of them of a very remarkable character—were

taken, often in great numbers. The bottom in all the

hauls deeper than 1000 fathoms was of globigerina ooze,

the absence of pebbles and sand being a well-marked ar d

universal fact. Whenever mud was obtained from any

locality, it was thrown into a tub of water, stirred, and
allowed to settle, and by repeating this several times a

perfectly pure deposit of Foraminiferawas obtained. Each
sounding and mud frcm each station was treated in a

similar manner, so that samples, and often large quanti-

ties, were obtained in this manner, so that material was
furnished for a coinplete mono^jraph of the group. Over

fifty species have been found in a partial examination of

a few hauls. Every variety, both in form and in colour,

is represented in these shells. Numerous new species of

Gorgonians and Pennatulids were found in many locali-

ties. In these soft bottoms, where no stones are to be

found, such animals or colonies of animals as must have

some firm basis of attachment are almost entirely wanting.

Sponges, barnacles, and hydroids are very rare, occurring

at times upon the bare stalks of Lepidisis or upon some

dead shell. Frequently, barnacles and Actinians are

attached to these stalks, fastened in a cramped manner,

the base completely sunounding the stem. The barnacles

found here are very remarkable, usually being stalked,

but one was taken which was sessHe. A common mode
of fixation among the Pennatulids is by means of a bulb-

like process which projects into the mud. .Acanella,

Lepidisis, and their allies fix themselves by branching,

root-like projections. A number of specimens of an un-

determined species of Umbellifera were taken. Three

new species of Epizoanthus, or, more probably, new
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genera allied to Epizoanthus, were obtained, each with a
new hermit crab. Other genera of Actinians were rare,

owing to the few opportunities for attachment. The most
abundant starfish was a new species of Zoroaster named
Z. dioncdia:, found in i2co fathoms. An Archaster-hke

species was the most interesting, on account of its im-

mense madreporic plate. Several other species of Ar-
chaster, and at least one of Solaster, were also taken.

Starfishes from these depths belong to the two very oppo-
site genera Asterias and Archaster, or their near allies.

Opliionuisiuni lymain and annig^cruiii formed the greater

bulk of (Jphiurians, but we dredged, in smaller quanti-

ties, Opltu\e;lvpha co)tve.va, several species of Ophiocan-
tha, and a number of other species not yet determined.
Onespeciesof soft, flat sea-urchin was quite abundant, and
another much larger one was taken in smaller numbers.
Ec/units iwrvegicus, previously found only rarely in the

dredgings of the Commission, was obtained in great

quantities in 1000 fathoms. Several other species of

Echinus and a number of Spatangoids formed the best

part of the collection of Echini. Holothurians were re-

presented by many forms. One, resembling Leptosynapta
in form and in its anchor hooks, another similar to Mol-
padia, and several others having the form of the typical

Holothurian, will undoubtedly prove to be new. The
most peculiar species of Holothurian were two new
forms taken in great numbers from several localities.

They are new species belonging to genera described from
the Challenoer Expedition ; one will be called Benthoditcs
giga)itea, the other Eiiphronidcs corniita. We can de-
scribe them no better than by giving the names applied
by the sailors, Beiithodites being called the " lump of
pork,'' and "animated boxing-gloves," while Euphronides
was christened " Old Boot," and its resemblance to an
old, unblacked, low shoe was certainly remarkable.
,^s the specimens of Benthoditcs tumbled from the trawl-

net, they looked very mucli like pork, and reminded one
of boxing-gloves, on account of their size and apparently
useless bulk. In the :j95o-fathoin haul, a specimen of
a Tunicate, allied to Boltenia, was taken, and a number of
shrimps.

Several new and remarkable Cephalopods were dredged
during the summer. Pleurostoma, Bela, and allied genera
were taken in great variety and abundance. One species

of Pleurotomella was very large. A Dentalium, differing in

no respect from D. sfnolatiim, e.\cepting in size, it being
often nearly two inches long, was very abundant in from
1000 to 1500 fathoms. N/nu/a reticulata, Cryptodon
fernigiiiosits, and several other species had their range
extended as deep as 1 500 fathoms. Doliiim bairdii was
obtained, and several specimens of a species which differs

from Dolium only in the fact that it has an operculum,
which would lead to the inference that it is a Buccinum.
The MoUusca probably have more new species than any
other group.

In several of the 200 to 400 fathom hauls, Calliostoma
bairdii was taken. This species is remarkable from the
fact that it is one of the few animals which, when taken
from the cold bottom waters, will survive and flourish

when placed in the aquarium. It is one of the few shells

found in our deep water which has a truly tropical appear-
ance. Many Annelids, mostly very minute, were taken
at nearly every locality. It is probable that many will

prove to be new. Hyaliiicecia arti/ex, a worm which
secretes a horny quilMike tube, was encountered in some
of the shallowest dredgings.
Crustacea were represented by many new and interesting

forms, especially of shrimps, including many very curious
types. In 2300 fathoms we dredged a shrimp nearly a
foot in length, and an .Amphipod 3 inches long. Some
very odd species of crabs, and hermits furnishing types
for entirely new genera, were taken on several occasions.
Collossendes, that gigantic Pycnogonid, was dredged
many times, and several other large species were also

taken. One specimen measured over 2 feet from the end
of one leg to the opposite extremity of the other. Not-
withstanding this remarkable length of legs, the body was
less than an inch long, and an eighth of an inch in

breadth. To support this great length of legs, a branch
of the stomach extends into the base of each leg. The
fish were perhaps the most remarkable, in point of

curious structure, aberrant forms, and marked specialisa-

tion. One, Gastrostoinus bairdii, forms the basis of a
new order, and is one of the most remarkable recently-

described types of primitive anatomical structure, and.
especially as regards the skull and branchial apparatus,

it presents a remarkable phase of specialisation. Iti

nearest ally is a Eurypharynx, described by M. Vaillant.

It is at present in the hands of Mr. John Ryder and
Prof Theodore Gill, the former studying the anatomy,
the latter working out its systematic position. Together
they propose to publish a complete monograph of the

species. Another remarkable fish has no external traces

of eyes. Most animals from the bottom have well deve-

loped eyes, although their use is unknown, for, unless

some such light as phosphorescence is common, they

must live in nearly absolute darkness. Some shrimps

and a few other species have no eyes whatever. There
are as many as fifteen new species of fish described from
the Albatross summer collection, most of them belonging

to new genera, while one or two families have been added.

The field of deep-sea research is as yet just begun, and with

what remarkable results. Hundreds of new animals,

belonging to entirely new types, have helped to fill up
gaps in the animal kingdom which had been left unfilled

after a thorough examination of all the shallow waters.

Such groups as Crinoids, for a long time supposed to be

extinct, are now found quite abundantly and in consider-

able variety in certain localities. And when the whole
ocean bottom has been examined as thoroughly as some
portions of the North .Atlantic, who can tell what
curious forms may be found ?

The collections obtained have been placed in the hands
of the best .American naturalists. Prof L. A. Lee, of

Bodoin College, Maine, has the Foraminifera, Mr. Jas.

E. Benedict and Prof H. E. Webster the .Annelids, Prof
S. I. Smith the Crustacea, who will work up the greater

bulk, but will turn a few groups over to other naturalists.

Mr. Sanderson Smith and Prof H. E. VerriU will work

up the MoUusca, Alexander Agassiz the more important

Echini, and the rest of the Invertebrates will be studied

by Prof. V'erriU. It is not yet determined who will study

the Sponges. The fishes are being worked up systema-

tically by Prof. Theo. Gill, and x\Ir. Ryder is studying

the anatomy of the more interesting forms.
IUlph S. Tarr

AFRICAN SPIDERS'-

THE paper above noted forms Part III. of an important

and interesting series upon the Arachnida of Africa,

and was first published in Annali del Museo Civico di

Storia Natiirali di Geiwva, vol. xx. pp. 5-105. Its subject-

matter comprises the collection of Arachnids formed by

Count Orazio Antinori in the kingdom of Scioa in the

years 1S77-18S2. Before entering upon the details of

this paper it will be well to notice briefly the two preced-

ing ones of the same series. Part I. (published in the

same Journal in 1S80) states that the object of the series

is to bring together all the existing materials in the shape

of papers and other works on .African Arachnida and

present them on one plan and method in accordance with

the following five zoological provinces :— (i) Mediterru-

ncan (e.xtending nearly to the Tropic of Cancer, and in-

" Mt-moin- ddla S,>ciclA Ceograpliica Itathiiia, vol. ii. parte i)uarla,

pp. I-I03 (Roma. 1SS3). Speduloue Italiaiia nell'A rica Equ

Risultali Zoologici. IV. Anicnidi di Scioa, e ctinsid.

fauna d'Abissinia, per il Prof. P. Pavesi.

suir .\racno-
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eluding the Azorts, Madeira, Canaries, and Cape de
V»rde Islands) ; (2) Oriental, or, rather, Central and
Oriental African ; (3) Western African (from the Gam-
bia to the Congo); {^Soi/titern (included by a line drawn
from Kalabini to Limpopo, and comprising a portion of

the eastern coast to the Mozambique); (5) Alalagasic

(i.e. the Lemur country with Madagascar). Various ex-

peditions and other means by which materials have been
obtained are mentioned, and a bibliographical list is

given, in the introduction, of the numerous published
works and papers on African Arachnida from the days of

Linna:u3 to the present time. The .Arachnida described
and recorded in this first part are from Tunis, while the

second part (published loc. ^it. vol. .\vi. iSSi) simply con-
tains an account of a collection of Arachnids from
Inhanibane (in the southern region), with some consider-

ations on the .Arachno-fauna of the Mozambique, of which
a list of species is also added.
The Tunisian collection described in Part I. numbers

115 species of six orders : Scorpionidea, 6 species (Scor-
piones, 5 ; Pseudoscorpiones, l) ; Solpugidea (.Solifugas),

4 ; P/ialangiidea (Opiliones), 4 ; Araneidca (Aranea?),

96 ; Acaridea (.\cari), 5. Of the above, two new genera,
and eleven new species (all but one of the latter—

a

pseudo scorpion of a new genus) belong to the Araneidea.
As might be supposed, the essential character of the
Tunisian collection is South European or Mediterranean.
Very different from these are the arachnids described
and recorded in Part II. from Inhambane and the
Mozambique. Here we have, though the number of
species is very scanty, the true tropical character. Only
54 species are recorded, comprised in 43 genera, 20
families, and 5 orders. The larger part (35 species) be-
long to the Araneidea, of which I genus and 4 species
are new. Coming now to the .Arachnida recorded and
described in Part III. from Scioa (in the eastern zoologi-
cal province) we have 71 species belonging to 49 genera,
18 families, and 4 orders. .A general catalogue is also
added of Abyssinian Arachnida, which, including those
from Scioa, number 124 species. It is noted as remark-
able that no scorpions were contained in the collection
from Scioa, and tliat 30 of the .Arachnids recorded are
new to science ; also that only 12 of the Scioan species
are common to the rest of .Abyssinia.

The author enters into so lie other considerations on
the distribution of the .Arachnids of -Abyssinia ; but the
researches and materials on which his observations are
based appear as yet to be too scanty to sustain any very
general conclusions. At the same time it must be
acknowledged t'.iat the plan on which the author has
worked, of bringing the materials of so large and varied
a region as the .African peninsula under the geographical
divisions announced in the introduction to Part I. is a
most useful one, and the work he has done so far is

undoubtedly a valuable contribution to arachnological
science. O. P. C.

MR. BURNHAM'S DOUBLE-STAR MEASURES
"yHE recently published volume of the Memoirs of the
-* Royal Astronomical Society contains a further

series of measures of double stars by Mr. S. \V.
Burnham, made with the iSinch refractor of the Obser-
vatory at Chicago. This series comprises measures of
151 double stars discovered by this eminent observer,
which brings up the number of such objects discovered
by him during the last ten years to no fewer than 1013,
amongst which ire included some of the most interesting
stars of this class ; also measures of a selected list of
double stars, 770 in number, made chiefly in the years
1879 and 18S0, with an appendix, the results of observa-
tions of several objects, as late as the middle of the past
year. Every one who is interest d in this branch of
astronomical scien;e will read with mu;h regret one

remark in Mr. Burnham's introduction : he writes :

—

" The present catalogue will conclude my astronomical
work^ at least so far as any regular or systematic observa-
tions are concerned." He expresses himself modestly
respecting his own labours

—
" In a field so infinitely

large, one can accomplish but little at the most, and how
much, or how little, the astronomers of a few centuries
hence can perhaps best decide. ... At this time I may
venture to claim that my work in this field has been
prosecuted with some enthusiasm, and for its own sake
only, and that my interest has not been divided among
several specialities."

But a higher estimate of Mr. Burnham's work in this
particular line of observational astronomy to which he
has devoted himself may be justly taken. To read of
the discovery of upwards of a thousand double stars
within a limited period by one observer, we might almost
suppose we were living in the days of Sir William
Herschel, when the heavens were comparatively an open
field, and had not undergone the wide and close explora-
tion which they had done when Mr. Burnham com-
menced his work. He has had, it is true, the advantage
of instruments of the finest class, and we may believe an
unusually acute vision ; but he must have exercised an
extraordinary and most meritorious amount of patience,
perseverance, and care in the discovery and accurate
measurement of such a list of double stars, and it will be
gratifying to the astronomical world that such well-

directed exertions have met with so exceptional a success.
Among the more noteworthy stars included in Mr.

Burnham's new Catalogue (the fourteenth), which may be
considered a continuation of that published in vol. .xliv.

of the same Memoirs, the following may be mentioned:

—

X. 126 Tauri {li 1007), "a most remarkably close and
difficult pair, one of the closest knoan"

; magnitudes 6'o
and 6'2. With a power of 1400 there was only a slight
elongation.

2. B..A.C. 346; Mr. Burnham thinks the principal star
may be variable, and he is certainly correct in his surmise.
Heis gives it as a naked-eye star 67 m , Gould 7'om.,and
it has been several times noted 8 m ; while the writer has
recorded it as low as 9 m.

3. /3 117; a star with a proper motion, according to
Argelander, of o'-438 ; measures in 1S83 show a common
motion of the components ; their distance is 2"-2.

4. f Sagittarii ; detected by Winlock, probably a retro-
grade motion of 225° in less than fourteen years ; and
evidently a change of 48^ in less than three years, by Mr.
Burnham's measures alone. It is an object for large in-

struments in the other hemisphere.

5. /3 Delphini (/3 151).—A very rapid binary ; since its

detection by Mr. Burnham in 1873, there has been an
increase in the angle of about iSo', and a diminution in

distance from o"'6 to o"'25. He thinks " it may prove to

have, with the single exception of S Equulei, the shortest
period known."

Mr. Burnham collects the measures of S Equulei, and
infers a period of revolution of about io'8 years. Measures
should be easy again in 1S85.

6. 85 Pegasi yfi 7;^}).—The close pair was not mea-
surable in 18S2 ; the angle was about 333^ at the epoch
188375. 1 he mean annual motion is about 12''S, at which
rate the period would be le;s than thirty years.

In the introduction to the Catalogue will be found
references to the publicatio.is where the thirteen previous
ones are to be found.

MEASURING THE AURORA BOREALIS
T^HE study of the height of the aurora borealis above
-' the earth's surface is, it will be easily conceived, of

the greatest importance in understanding the nature of
this {.henomenon. Unfortunately the height of the aurora
has alwa\s been, and is to some extent still, a moot point
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in natural science. There are, of course, not wanting
estimates and observations relating to this question,
but the general results of these, particularly of the earlier

ones, are very contradictory. There seems, however, to

be every probability of this problem being very soon
solved.

As a basis for the measurements of the aurora we have
generally selected the arcs or the more pronounced solitary

streamers, when they have been clearly and simultaneously
observed from two points situated some distance from
each other, the apparent height or position in each place
having been determined by comparisons with, and mea-
surements of, stars. In consequence, however, of the
rapid shifting both of appearance and position of the
aurorse, this method is difficult and unsatisfactory, and
these drawbacks may to a great extent explain the very
divergent results which have been obtained by the
same.

In order to give an idea of the manner and principle of
measuring the aurorse in their simplest form I ven-
ture to describe the method I have been in the habit of
following.

On March 17, 1880, a great aurora was observed at the

145 stations which I had established over the southern
part of Norway, the west coast of Southern Sweden, and
in Denmark. One of the characteristics of this pheno-
menon was a large broad arc, or, perhaps more correctly,

band, which for a long time spanned the sky from east to

west. In Bergen (Norway), where my own observatory
was established, it remained for some time in the zenith,

then moving a little to the south, but at the stations lying
further north it was seen in the south, while at those south
of Bergen it was seen in the north.

By its characteristic internal repose and slow motion
this remarkable band was especially suited to establish

the identity of this aurora at the various stations and to

serve as a basis for its measurement. It had apparently,
when in its most southern position, no connection with
the types which appeared simultaneously in the north,

the latter being streamers which it was impossible, from
their rapid change of form and appearance to observe
connectedly at the various stations.

If the various reports of this auroral phenomenon be
examined, not the slightest doubt will remain of the
object seen being the same, i.e. that the same arc was
observed at the most southern as well as the most northern
stations. The further we move southwards however

—

away from the same— the more the apparently observed
height diminishes, until we find that at the most southern
points it was seen merely as an ordinary low-lying arc.

In Bergen no trace of an auroral phenomenon was seen
south of the band in question, and the reports from the
stations south of this place all agree that neither was any
seen there. From this we may conclude with certainty
that the auroral arc observed in the zenith of the horizon
of Bergen was the identical one seen at all the southern
stations, and that the line of demarcation of the pheno-
menon seen from that place was the absolute southern
extension of the band.

Before it is possible, however, from the observations
before us to measure the height of the arc, it is necessary
to ascertain its direction and its position in space rela-

tively to the localities on the surface of the earth from
which it was seen. In the main the point of culmination
of ordinary auroral arcs is in the direction of the magnetic
north of the place of observation, and the arcs themselves
follow approximately the magnetic parallels. I found,
however, from caret ul calculations that the apex of this

arc deviated some lo" west from the magnetic meridian,
and that its course or strike was at an angle of about 25^

With the geographical parallel circles.

The calculation of the height of the arc rests on the
following principle. If in Fig. i S and S' denote points
of observation, c the centrum of the earth, and P tv/o

points in the aurora borealis situated in the same perpen-
dicular plane through s and s', whose angles above the
horizon /; and h' have been determined at each station,

and the longitude and latitude of each place is known, it

is possible (by a well-known trigonometrical formula, viz.

cos d = cos (/ — /'; cos b cos b' + sin b sin /', where / and
/' indicate the longitude and b and b' the latitude of the
two places, and li the distance or great circle between the
two) to find the arc S S', which is equal to .s c s'. From
this again s S' (| s s' = sin i s c s') is found. Further,
i- X = .r-' = I s C s'. One knows, therefore, in the triangle

s P s', the side s s' and the angles p S s' and p s' s, so that
its other parts, as for instance P s, may be ascertained by
means of some simple trigonometrical calculations. If

P S is known, we further obtain, in the triangle P s C, S C,

which is equal to the radius of the earth, and the angle
P S C = 90° + /'• From this P C is found, and, subtracting

S C, the perpendicular height of P above the earth's surface
is determined. Finally, if i. PC s is ascertained, the point
on the earth above which P is situated perpendicularly is

found.

In practice the matter is, however, not quite so simple.

The method presupposes thus that P lies in the same

vertical plane as both points of observation, which would
rarely occur, but still it retains its adaptability, even if P
only indicates a point in the upper or lower edge of the
auroral arc, the culminating point of which has been de-

termined in both places, provided that these lie in the

same plane perpendicularly in the longitudinal axis of the

circle, or may at all events be referred to such a common
plane.

It is, however, far more difficult to overcome another
drawback. Provided that the arc has a perceptible thick-

ness in relation to its horizontal breadth, those parts of

the upper or lower edge of the arc which present them-
selves to the various observers cannot always be referred

to the same parts of the arc, in consequence of the cir-

cumstance that the apparent breadth, particularly with

the lower arcs, is due to a combination of both the real

breadth and thickness of the arc.

If (f, b, i; dm Fig. 2 represent the circumference of a
circle observed from the points a, i;, c, assuming that the

Inie of demarcation of the arc north and south is parallel

with the inclination needle, the point a will denote the

upper (southern) edge for a and b, for C on the other
hand b; and, in a similar manner, the lower (northern)

edge is determined by the point d for A and li, c for C, &c.
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Now if the determination of the apparent height of the
upper edge for A and c is taken as a basis for calculation,

the height of the same cannot lie ascertained therefrom,

but from the crossing point of the lines ka and c b, and
so forth. A great many other variations may also be
met with according to the dimension and position of the
arc. Generally, however, when the arc lies on one side

of both places of observation, the edges observed in the
respective places are identical.

In the following simple manner I have succeeded in re-

ferring the various places of observation to the vertical plane
of Bergen, where my own observatory is situated, in order
to find the arc s s' in Fig. i. The direction of the arc I

have, in accordance with observations, let form an angle
with the circles of latitude of 25". I have constructed a
globe with the circles on a large scale in Mercator's pro-
jection, on w-hich the various stations have been denoted.
Through the place " Bergen " a straight line is drawn
under an angle of 25° with the circles of latitude, while
the perpendicular distance of the various stations from
this line has been determined in the construction and by
direct measurements. The stations whose observations
are so complete that the angle of the arc above the
horizon has been determined have been combined with
Bergen. I have succeeded in forming nineteen such com-
binations. The heights of the arc calculated at these

stations vary somewhat, but not very much, and if an
average is taken we find that the value of the height of
this arc above the earth's surface was most probably
I46'95 km.

It further appears that the observations were not exact
enough to obtain an estimate of the thickness of the arc,

so that we can only accept the figure given above as an
average one, i.e. an average of the distance of the upper-
most and lowest layers from the surface of the earth.

If we compare the height arrived at in this case with
those obtained through previous researches, we shall find

that it agrees to some extent with the value of the arcs
measured in recent times. They differ, however, greatly
from old ones. Thus Prof. Fearnley finds, through ob-
serving sixteen auForal arcs from one spot, in Christiania,

by an ingenious theoretical method, that the average
height in these cases was 27-15 geographical miles, or
201 "5 km. Newton found, by the same method, that the
average height was 130 English miles, or 209'3 km.,
while Nordenskjold, by a similar method, has come to
the conclusion that it is 190 km. The French expedition
established at Bossekop during 1838-39 obtained no reli-

able statistics on this point, owing to the small distance
between the two points of observation, viz. 156 km. But

from the results obtained it seems that the height must
be sought between 100 and 200 km.

In opposition to this Bergman fixes the height at 753
km., Boscovich at 1328 km., and Mairan at 780 km. More
in correspondence with our result Dalton found the height

of the auroral arc to be 241 km., and Backhouse found
the three measured by him to lie between 81 and 160 km.
On the other hand, Franklin found at Cumberland House
(North America) that several aurora: which he measured
had a height only of i r3 km. In fact, the savants who
have studied the aurora borealis in the Arctic regions
appear to agree that it does not attain the height given
above as the results of researches further south.

I have here only mentioned a few of the very divergent
values obtained in 'measuring' the aurora borealis, but I

Fig. 3.

do not believe it will be of any service to append more, as

the values range from o to 2000 km.
In Fig. 3 I have attempted to illustrate the height of

the aurora referred to by me by comparing it with other

well-known heights. The scale is I mm. = I km. Below

is drawn a profile of Norway from Bergen in a direction

E. 25' N. The heights here range to upwards of 5000

feet. Above n n indicates the arc of the aurora in its

height of i46'95 km. The thickness given is wholly

approximate, and probably too small. For comparison

is inserted, a, the highest mountain in the world (Mount

Everest, S839 m.) ; b, the greatest height reached by man
(Glaisher and Coxwell in their balloon on September 5,

1S62, 31,800 feet); c, the estimated height of the cirrus
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clouds (25,000 feet) ; </, the plane of the August meteors

—

beginning and ending (155 and 9S km.)
; f, the point of

appearance and disappearance of the large meteor which
was seen on March 4, 1S63, in England, Holland, Belgium,
and Germany (134 and 26 km.) ; and finally ,(,', the hypo-
thetical height of the atmosphere (10 geographical miles
= 74 km.).

With regard to the results of the measurements of the
aurora which I effected during last winter at Kautokeino,
in conjunction with the stations at Bossckop and Sodan-
kylii, I may be brief, from the circumstance that the
observations made at the latter station are not to hand,
while the material at my disposal requires a more careful
analysis than I have as yet been able to bestow upon it.

I must, however, state that a preliminary examination
of the observations made in the plane Kautokeino-
Bossekop has led to the important discovery that the
aurora borcalis, at all events in this locality, lies in a
plane at least 100 km. above the earth. I have examined
all the observations made simultaneously at the two
stations, and have not found the slightest indication of
the aurora descending to a level in which it would only
be visible at one of them, while there seems to be no
reason for assuming that the types observed were not
identical, when due regard is paid to the difference in the
height above the horizon of the two stations." The dis-

tance between Kautokeino and Bossekop is about 107 km.
I have, on the principle indicated in Fig. i, made a

series of preliminary measurements of the lower edge of
aurora observed at both stations, having selected only
those where there cannot be the least doubt as to identity,
from which I have obtained the following values in kilo-

metres :—760, 799, S4-6, 93-6, 977, 98-2, 99'o, 1000,
ioo'6, io7'o, ii6'6, i24'i, I24'9, I3r9, I4r6, i44'9, 1490,
163-6.

If the average of these eighteen measurements is taken,
the average height of the lower edge will be 113 km., i.e.

a result which is in perfect harmony with the later obser-
vations referred to above.
To give any definite results of the studies of the thick-

ness of the arcs, the length of the streamers, &c., is, of

course, impossible, until the material has been carefully

sifted. I may here in passing observe that we must in all

estimates of the height of the aurora borealis be content
with approximate figures ; this lies in the nature of the

case, apart from inaccuracies in the measurements which
it is impossible to avoid. The aurora borealis has, in

common with clouds, no absolutely defined and fixed line

of extension, either downwards nor upwards. We must
therefore rest content with ascertaining only approxi-
mately the height of the plane in which the aurora borealis

appears.

That the aurora generally appears at a height of 100 km.
or more above the earth's surface does certainly not pre-
clude the possibility of its appearance on some occasions
much nearer the earth. In fact there are a considerable
number of reports in our hands which imply that this is

really the case. Thus observ'ers aver that they have seen
aurora? below the clouds, in front of mountains and ice-

bergs and coasts, and even on the very ground. These
assertions have been greatly doubted as being the result

of the imagination, or optical illusions, but with what
justice I will not venture to say. For my own part I can
only say thit during my long stay at Kautokeino I had
unfortunately often enough occasion to observe aurorse
and clouds simultaneously, but although always paying
the closest attention to this particular point I have never
seen even a fragment of an aurora in front of or below
the clouds. Even the most intense development of light,

colour, and motion occurred always above what seemed
to be the very highest-lying clouds.

' The experiences of Prof. LemstrUm at Sodankyhi (Mature, \A. xxvii.

P- 389), which seem to piint in a different direction, I intend to discuss on

When the entire material relating to the study of the
aurora borealis has been collected from the various inter-

national circumpolar stations, sifted and carefully analysed,
the question of the height of the aurora borealis will not,
I believe, long remain one of the unsolved problems of

nature. Until then the reader must remain content with
the discoveries I have indicated in this paper.

SOPHUS Tromholt

COUNT DU MONCEL
/""OUNT THEODORE DU MONCEL, whose death
^^ we briefly announced last week, was born at Paris
on March 6, 1821. His father had been a General of

Engineers under Louis Philippe, and the son was at one
time destined also for the army. When but eighteen
years of age he showed a predilection for scientific

pursuits, and published two treatises on perspective,

treated mathematically and artistically. He was also at

this time an enthusiastic archa:ologist and traveller. In

1847 he published a volume entitled: " De Venise <i

Constantinople a travers la Grece," illustrated with
lithographic plates drawn by himself. His family ob-
jected to his democratic pursuits, and became estranged
from him. In consequence he determined to adopt
science as a profession. But not having studied at the

Ecole Polytechnique, nor at the Ecole Centrale, he lacked
those scholastic recommendations without which, in

France, promotion is so difficult. A professorship being
absolutely closed to him, he became a scientific writer,

and devoted his attention chiefly to electricity. In the
years which followed he zealously sought to acquaint
himself with every new discovery and invention whi:h
was made ; and his industry in collecting and dissemi-
nating information on electric science was immense.
During the years 1854- 1878 he published at intervals in

five volumes, his well-known "Exposd des Applications de
I'Electricite," a work which, though it relates chiefly to

inventions and instruments now superseded by newer
forms so abundantly poured forth during the past few
years, nevertheless maintains its place as a standard
work of reference in electric technology. Since 187S
Count du Moncel published several volumes containing
popular expositions of various branches of the science.

His work on the Telephone and Microphone has been
translated into English ; so also has his work on Electric

Lighting, and that on Electricity as a Motive Power.
Thoroughly in his element as a writer for the scientific

press, and more of a journalist than a man of science.

Count du Moncel nevertheless distinguished himself by
a series of valuable contributions to science, chiefly in

the form of papers read before the Acad^mie des Sciences.

His researches on the properties of electromagnets and
on the conductivity of badly-conducting bodies are worthy
of mention. To du Moncel we owe the observation that

the variation produced by pressure in resistance offered

at the point of contact between two conducting bodies

—

a phenomenon well known before his time— is more
marked in certain bodies than in others, w-ood-charcoal

being one. In this observation he laid the foundation for

thesubsequentapplications of this principlemadeby Cldrac

and by Edison. Du Moncel was also an inventor, and ob-

tained a gold medal at the Exposition of 1855 for the collec-

tion of instruments exhibited by him, including an electric

water-indicator, an electric anemograph, an electric

recorder of improvised music, a recording galvanometer,

and sundry telegraphic instruments. From i860 to 1873
du Moncel was occupied as electrician to the administra-

tion of telegraphs ; but he quitted the post somewhat
abruptly in 1873 in consequence of disputes in the ad-

ministration. In 1874 he was elected a member of the

Academic des Sciences, in which body he was very active

in bringing forward accounts of all discoveries in his

favourite science. It was he who thus sviccessivelv intro-
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duced to the Academy the Bell telephone, the Hughes
microphone, and the Edison phonograph. He wa5 very

prominently connected with the Electrical Exhibition at

Paris in 1881. From 1S81 until his death he_held the

editorship of the journal entitled La Liimil-rc Electrigiic,

which was founded by him, and to which he was an un-

ceasing contributor. Whether he was a great scientific

genius may be doubted, and whether in some matters he
did not assume the attitude of partisan rather than that

of historian is also perhaps open to debate ; but none
can deny that he had by his diligence and talents won
himself a very important place in the ranks of science.

The ?(i/t- of scientific journalist may be Slid to have almost
been created by him, and he was always anxious to main-
tain the dignity of science and to advance the interests of

scientific workers. It would be difficult to fill up the void
left by his sudden decease.

NOTES
M. Fave read to the Academy of Sciences, on Monday, a

report drawn up by the Academical Committee appointed to

prepare for the election of the three French delegates to the

Meridian Congress of Washington. The Committee, whose
conclusions have been adopted by the Academy, declines to take

any final step, and will ask the Minister to appoi it a certain

number of delegates of several pnblic administrations in order to

deliberate in common with them and give final advice.

The Committee appointed by the Academy of Sciences to

report on the proposal to sell the Paris Observatory grounds, has

held its first meeting. M. Wolff, Member of the Section of

Astronomy, read a note, which will be printed, opposing the

scheme. He said, inter alia, that the Government had con-

structed an Observatory at Meudon, which was almost complete,

and that he was certain that M. Janssen, the present director,

would lend his instruments and grounds to any astronomer
w i hing to execute special work which could not be executed in

the interior of Paris. M. Janssen, who was present, said that

he should be most happy to comply with any wish expressed by a

competent observer, the Observatory not being his private

property, Imt belonging to the Government.

The Meteorological Observatory of Sentis, in the Canton of

Appenzell, Switzerland, at a height of 8091^ feet was established

in August 18S2, and the reg-jlar observations began with Sep-

tember I of that year. This observatory, which, from its posi-

tion and height, is par excellence the high-level meteorological

station of Switzerland, is maintained at an annual cost of 6ooo

francs, raised jointly by the four neighbouring cantons, the

learned societies, and the Alpine Club of S .vitzerland, and is

further subsidised by 1000 francs from the national grant for

meteorology. A brief resume ai the results of the first year has

been received. The eye-observations are made five times daily ;

the results at these hours, however, are only given in full as

regards the force of the wind. These are of sime interest, as

.showing that, so far as regards the observing-hours, viz. 7 and

10 a.m. and i, 4, and 9 p.m., the mean diurnal f^rce of the

wind, for each of the twelve months beginning with August

18S2, is least at I p.m. We look forward with no small interest

to a fuller report than the one mw before us of the diurnal

results for each month of the barometric, therinometric, hygro-

metric, and rain observations from this invaluable addition

recently made to the high-level stations of Europe.

A cuRlot;s tidal phenomenon took place on the morning of the

2lst inst. on the west coast of Englmd. The following communica-
tion (dated Feb. 21) to the Secretary, Meteorological Office, from
Ellis Roberts, Trinily Buoy Keeper, Aberdovey, contains the lead-

ing circumstances connected with the occurrence :—" Afternoon

of the 20th (civil time), it blew strong (6 to 7) from south-

southwest and southwest, increasing towards midnight to very

heavy gale (force in the squalls, 10 to II) with heavy rain. I

retired at II. Barometer at 29-31, falling. I cannot say when

it moderated, but at 6 a.m. the sky was beautifully clear, wdth

moderate breeze about west (force 3 to 4). The time of high

water for this bar, by the Liverpool almanacs, this morning tide

would be 2h. 3300., but from some observations that I have made

for eighteen months that I have been living here, the time of

high water in the river off the village would be about 3h. 5m.

to 3h. lom. I wish to make this remark on account of the

times the phenomenon took place. About 6.30, or near half

ebb, I noticed the barometer had risen to 29-34 or -35, with

beautiful, fine, clear sky ; moderate breeze (about 3) from west-

south-west, but the stream nearly slack when it ought to have

been running ebb about two knots ; very heavy sea on the bar.

At 6.50 the vessels were fairly swung to the flood, which

was running about I to li knot, and the water was fast

rising. At 8-15 water again nearly slack, with light breeze

(about 2) from south to south-south-east ; very fine, but clouds

beginning to form in the south-west and west. At 8.30 the

water was falling ; at 9, water falling very fast, ebb running

2\ to 3 knots ; at 10.45, water beginning to rise for the natural

tide. As there is no gauge for the rise and fall at this place, I

cannot give the correct rising and fanin;j, but I will give them

according to the best of my judgment. The afternoon tide of

the 20th \i-as noticed to be very low, much lower than could be

expected from the state of the wind and weather. But this morn-

ing's tide rose fully six feet above the ordinary level, or nearly

to the height of the tides at full and change, with the moon's

parallax 59' to 60' (this tide had fallen as usu.al, or rather more

rapidly, up to nearly half ebb). I cannot exactly say how much

the water had risen before I noticed it, but the unnatural tide

rose after I noticed it over 2 feet 6 inches ; and from 8. 30 to

10.15 't^^ same had fallen over 6 feet, although the wind had

shifted to the westward, with passing showers and hard squalls.

Barometer all the time very steady at 29-34 or '35. Now,

4 p.m., it is slack water, ships lying head to wind, but a lower

tide than any that I recollect in this river with the wind as strong

from the westward. I have heard it reported that there was

heavy thunder and lightning in the neighbourhood, but I neither

saw nor heard any." Similar occurrences are reported from the

Dee, near Chester, and from the Mersey.

The Second Teyler Society of Haarlem offers a gold medal

of the value of 400 florins for a critical study of all that has been

said for and against spontaneous generation, especially during

the last twenty-five years. The competition is international, and

further details may be obtained by applying to "La Maison de

la Fondation du fea M. P. Teyler van der Hulst, Haarlem."

We are asked to state that a society calling itself the "Society

of Arts, Letters, and Science," has no connection whatever with

the Society of Arts.

The old Sorbonne and College Louis-le-Graud in P,aris will

soon be demolished, to be reconstructed on a larger aod more

magnificent scale. The same measure is to be applied to the

College de France. All this part of the Litin Quarter will be

quite remodeled, and will in a few years be unrecognisable.

The Municipal Council of Paris has passed a resolution to

exhibit, in each of the twenty town halls of that city, the meteo-

rological notices issued every day by the French Office.

Professor Milne of Japan has just made a new move in the

direction of investigating seismic phenomena. He has made
preparations for the establishment at Takashima, near Nagasaki,

of an underground or catachthonic observatory. The workings

in the coalmine at that place not only extend beneath the island
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of Takashima itself, but also beneath the sea, and have a total

length of about seventy miles. About 2500 people are employed

there, and the output of coal is about 1200 tons a day. Owing

to chemical decomposition going on in the workings, which are

on the "post and stall" system, the temperature is so high that

spontaneous combustion is constantly occurring. Prof. Milne

visited places having a temperature of 110° F. This, together

vrith the escape of firedamp, make the mine very dangerous.

The experiments which have been commenced, and which are

to be continued systematically, are ; (i) the observation of earth-

currents, which so far appear to be but feeble ; (2) listening in a

telephone to the sound produced by the movement of a micro-

phone placed in the solid rock
; (3) the observation by means of

a tromometer, or tremor measure, of earth-tremors ; (4) the

observation of two delicate levels to see if the seasonal move-

ments of the soil on the surface exist also underground
; (5)

attempts to measure the influence of the tide, which rises there

about eight feet every twelve hours, in producing a bend, or

crushing in the roof of the mine. Observations on atmospheric

electricity may subsequently be added. All these will be carried

on in conjunction with tidal, barometrical, and thermometrical

observations, as well as \\ ith those on the escape of fire-damp

and the entrance of water to the mine. One practical object of

these series of observations is to ascertain whether any of these

phenomena are connected with each other, and especially with

the escape of fire-damp in the mine. At present it appears that

the gas shows itself about eight hours before a fall in the baro-

meter, and therefore the indications of the latter are useless as

danger warnings. On the surface of the earth tremors increase

with a barometrical fall, and perhaps before it. Earth-tremors

and the escape of fire-damp may, therefoi-e. Prof. Milne thinks,

be connected ; but, whether practical results be obtained or not,

the experiments will enable a comparison to be made between

surface phenomena and those which are subterranean. The
native company which now owns the mine, as well as the resi-

dent engineer there, have afforded every assistance to Prof.

Milne in his investigations, and that gentleman, we are informed,

will be glad to receive suggestions for improved or additional

observations, from any scientific men in this country interested

in the subject. Any communications intended for him should

be addressed to the Imperial College of Engineering, Tokio.

The Russian hvestia publishes the results of the researches

of M. Brounoff into the variations of temperature in consequence

of the cyclones in Europe. He has taken seventy-six cases in

which the meteorological bulletins showed the presence of a

cyclone in Europe, and prepared a meteorological map for each

of these days, showing the deviation of temperature from the

normal, and the route of the cyclone. The average deviations

of temperature in the regions of the cyclones appear as follows

for different months : January, 3*7°Cels. ; February, 2 •2"; March,

I'Z"; April, 0-2°; May, 0'0°; June, -07°; July, -0-2°;

August, -o'4°; Seplember, -o'l"; October, o'2°; November,
0"9°; December, i-4'. It results from these figures that, as

might have been foreseen, during the winter the cyclones bring

warmer air, and colder air during the summer. If the region of

the cyclone be di\-ided into four parts by two perpendicular

lines traced through its centre, the two right parts widely differ

from the two left, the deviations being for the former : winter,

4'6°
; spring, I'g"; summer, o"7° ; and autumn, 1 7', all

positive; while for the two left parts the deviations are all

negative as well during the summer as during the winter,

namely : -0'9° for the winter, - l'i° for the spring, - 17" for

the summer, and - 0-9° for the autumn.

It appears from a notice published in the last issue of the

Izvestia that stone-age implements were used by Russians in

Siberia at a time very near to our own. Thus, owing to the

difficulty of having iron implements, and even iron, the Cossacks

who occupied the valley of the Irkut at Tunka availed them-

selves of the numberless stone implements they found scattered

on the hills around Tunka, where large manufactures of stone

implements have been discovered. There are still people who
remember also that their grandfathers were compelled to follow

the advice of the Mongols, and to make use of nephrite

hatchets ; the tradition says also that there were Cossacks who
understood themselves the art of making jade implements. Any
one who knows the difliculties of obtaining iron in Siberia some

thirty years ago, and even now, will not doubt the trustworthi-

ness of the tradition. We may add also that the late Prof.

Schapoff has found the settlers at Turukhansk largely using

stone pestles and hammers, some of which were exhibited at the

Irkutsk Museum, before it was destroyed by fire.

In the last number of Natiiren Herr Geelmuyden of Christiania

describes the so-called "Jaittegryder" giant-bowls of Orholm, on

the east side of Chris'iania fjord. These curious geologicil forma -

tions, of which good drawings are given, are not only the largest

of their kind in Scandinavia, but are of greater size than those of

the wel'-known glacier garden of Lucerne, which have hitherto

been considered as the most extensive of such natural depressions.

In two of the upper cavities at Orholm, all of which lie on the

edge of a steep fjeld, a few pine and birch trees have talcen root

and grown in a tolerably normal manner till they reached the

level of the surrounding rock, when the branches have invariably

been bent and distorted by the force of the winds, and their

growth has been arrested. The depth of the depressions has not

been determined, but the perpendicular inclination of the inner

walls would lead to the inference that it is considerable.

Messrs. Crossley Brothers, of Manchester, have recently

added an important improvement to their " Otto " g,isengine.

This consists of a self-starting apparatus by means of which

the engine can be put in motion by simply opening a valve.

The apparatus consists of a small receiver into which the

engine exhausts for a very short portion of its strokes the

burnt gases which result from the ignition of the charge in the

cylinder. These gases fill the receiver, and in the course of

half a minute raise a pressure in it nearly corresponding to the

pressure in the cylinder during the moment of ignition. These

stored burnt gases are admitted again to the cylinder at the

moment of starting by a very simple piece of mechanism, and

thus put the engine in motion in much the same \\ay as steam

moves a steam-engine, thus saving the trouble of pulling the

wheel round to get in the first charges.

On January 22, at 8.47 p.m., a meteor was observed in the

province of Kalmar, Sweden. It appeared in the north as a fire-

ball, without trail, gradually descending to the earth, so slowly

that some observers, in order that it should not become

hidden from view by intervening houses, ran about 300 m.,

and still beheld the object. The speed decreased by de-

grees, and finally the ball seemed to remain stationary and

then went out. No whizzing noise or report was heard. The

object was observed for a minute and a half. Its path was not

regular but marked by great deviations. When first seen its size

and lustre was like that of Jupiter, and its point of issue 50° above

the horizon, while when disappearing it was 10° above the horizon.

It seemed to increase in size as it descended. Its slow speed

was particularly remarkable, as it differed so greatly from that of

ordinary meteors.

The Anthropological Society of Paris is constituted as follows

for 1S84:—President: Dr. Hamy ; Vice-Presidents: Drs.

Dureau and Letourneau; Secretary: Dr. P. Topinard; Assistant

Secretaries : M. Girard de Rialle, Dr. Prat, and M. Issaurat ;

Committee of Publication : Drs. de Quatrefages, Matthias Duval,

and Thulie.
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The death is announced of Dr. Gotthilf Heinr. Ludw. Hagen.

with who^e name for the last sixty years progress in the domain

of hydrotechnics in Germany is closely associated. He died at

Berlin on the 3rd inst., having nearly completed his eighty-

seventh yeai".

The death is announced of Dr. A. Bernstein, the well-known

author of the " Naturwissenschaftliche Volksbiicher." He was

born at Danzig in 1812, and died at Berlin on the 12th insl.

On February iS an earthquake was felt in several parts of the

Department of Algiers. Its duration .was very short. The
Turkestan Gazdlfe states that as many as ninety distinct shocks of

earthquake have been felt at Oosh since November 14. Other

shocks have also recently occurred at Viernoe and Tashkend. A
violent earthquake is also reported from the Birvari district (pro-

vince of Bitli.'!, on Lake Van, in i^ sialic Turkey) on February 10.

Great damage was done, as many houses fell.

Mr. W. W'hitaker desires us to point out in reference to the

article on the "Geological Sui-vey of the United Kingdom,"
printed in the last number of Nature (p. 395), that some of

the bulkiest publications of the Survey have appeared since 1855.

He favours us with a list of these, in which we are glad to

observe his own " London Basin, pp. xii. 620."

In consequence of a generally expressed wish from many
hundreds of intending participators at the forthcoming Ornitho-

logical Congress at Vienna, the Committee of the Congress has

a tered the date for the first meeting from April 16 to April 7.

As the Ornithological Exhibition will be held from April 4 to

April 14, the ornithologists present ia Vienna at that time will

have an opportunity of seeing the Exhibition, while at the same
time attending the Congress. Numerous Belgian, Danish,

French, German, Austrian, Italian, and Russian men of science

will meet in Vienna upon that occasion.

The German Government has issued an edict concerning the

preservation of prehistoric burial-mounds whicli may be dis-

covered henceforth upon German soil.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey [Macacus sinicus 6 ) from

India, presented by Mr. W. Graeme; a Sambur Deer {Ceniis

aristotdis i ) from Ceylon, a European Flamingo ( Pluenicoplerus

antiquorum) from Southern Europe, presented by Mr. James
McGregor ; a Vulpine Phalanger {Phalangisla vulpina i ) from

Australia, presented by Mr. A. H. Lowder ; a Pine Marten

{Mustela marUs), British, presented by Mr. Edward de Staftbrd
;

a Common Hare (Lepus eui-of<riis), British, presented by Mr. G.

Pettier; a Rhesus Monkey [Macacus r/usus) from India, pre-

sented by Master A. J. Neill ; two Laughing Kingfishers {Dacelo

gigantea) from Australia, presented by Dr. Evans ; a Black-

footed Penguin {Spheniscus dcmcrsus) from South Africa, pre-

sented by Mr. F. Bloor ; a Greek Tortoise (Tdstudo gnvca),

European, presented by Miss M. L. Fergusson ; a Stump-tailed

Lizard {Trachydosaurus rttgosus) from New Holland, a Bearded

Lizard [Amphiboliirtis barbatus) from Australia, presented by

Mr. J.
W. Bostock ; a Pike (Esox lucius) from British fresh

waters, presented by Mr. Charles D. Hoblyn, F.Z.S. ; a Lesser

White-nosed Monkey (Cerccpithcciis petaurista ? ), a Campbell's

Monkey (Cercopithecus campbelli 9 ) from West Africa, a Kuddy
Ichneumon {Herpcstcs smithi) from India, a Bactrian Camel
{Catnelus baclriims i) from Central Asia, three White-crowned

Pigeons (Coiiiiiilm leucocephalus) from the West Indies, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Solar Eclipse of 1806, December 10.—When

Riimker was on the point of leaving England to undertake the
direction of the observatory erected by Sir Thomas Brisbane at

Paramatta, N. S.W., he came into possession of a letter addressed
to Maskelyne by Admiral Bligb, Governor of the colony, con-

taining observations of a solar eclipse on December 10, 1806,

which was described as almost total ; the observations were
made at Government House, Sydney Cove, with a three-feet

achromatic and two chronometers by Arnold ; Kumker commu-
nicated the Admiral's letter to Zach, who published it in vol. v.

of his " Correspondance Astronomique," with the places of the

sun and moon from Delambre and Burckhardt, and the longitude

of Sydney Cove, which he had deduced from Bligh's observa-

tions. Employing Burckhardt's Lunar Tables and the last Solar

Tables of Carlini the elements of this eclipse will be found to be
approxima tely as follows :

—

G.M.T. of conjunction in R.A. 1806, Dec. 9 at I4h. 19m. 14s.

R.A
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and in 1882 and 1883 unsuccessful attempts were made to reach

them. This year four vessels will be sent out, one of them
H.M.S. Alerl, which we are glad to know has been presented

for the purpose of the search to the United States Gavernment.
It is to be expected that witli such a formidable expedition the

Greeley party will be reached, and we fervently hope brouijht

home, though it is to be feared that some at least must have

succumbed to the hardships of three winters id 81" N.

The fourth German Geographical Congress will meet at

Munich from April 17 to 19 next. The preparations are now
being made. The main subjects for discussion are : the present

state of Polar investigation ; the innovations relating to the

standard meridian ; the Glacial epoch ; and the mode of drawing
large-sized maps for schools. Numerous travellers and in-

vestigators have promised to read papers.

Dr. Wild of St. Petersburg, the President of the International

Polar Commission, is now sending out invitations for the

Polar Congress which is to meet at Vienna on April 22 next.

All the leaders of the International Polar Expeditions of 1SS2
are expected to attend.

Dr. Zintgraff of Berlin is about to follow Dr. Chavanne
to the Congo, by order of the Brussels National Geographical
Institute. His special investigations are to be of an ethnological

nature.

Herr L. Steineger informs Naturen that his fortni.jht's

stay in Kamchatka in May, 1803, proved fairly satisfactory.

The co;nplete success of the expedition was, however, interfered

with by the exceptionally late snowfalls, which had buried the

whole district round Petropaulovski under a layer of six to nine feet

of snow, the surface of which melted daily under the scorching
sun only to be frozen again at night. Among other interesting

points he has noted the presence of four distinct species of the

sea-eagle in Kamchatka, while Europe and the whole of the

North American continent had only one species of this magni-
ficent bird. One of these four, which Herr Steineger has
named HalLcclus hypoleucus, is distinguished from H. leuco-

cefihalus, 11. albicilla, and the giant Thalasstctiis pelagicus, by
the dazzling whiteness of some parts of the body and its generally

lighter colour. Herr Steineger's collections, which have been sent

onto Washington, include the bones of a complete skeleton of the

sea-cow, seventeen sea-calves, three skins of the Kamchatkan
Alpine sheep, a considerable number of crania of the Cetacea,

of which three would appear to bel nig to new species. Beside;

these and some 700 skins of birds, with a large number of maai-
malian crania, he sends back a large and interesting collection

of fish, cru.taceani, land and freshwater moUusk--, and numerous
fossil and living plants.

After having done so much in restoring to our maps the old

bed of the Amu-daria, the Russian explorers seem to be in-

clined now to take a quite opposite view. Thus, Prince Hed-
roits, geologist of the Amu daria Expedition of 1880, after

having explored the eastern part of the Uzboy, came to the con-
clusion that the total want of river-beds in the ravine and the

presence of Aral-Caspian moUusks in it are a sufficient pro if

that the water of the Amu never ran on the stretch between
the Sary-kaaiysh lakes and the Caspian. Now, M. Konshin

—

a mining engineer who has recently explored the western part of

the Uzboy— arrives independently at the same conclusion with
regard to the western part of the supposed old bed of the Amu.
He considers that its passage between the Greater and the
Smaller Balkhan Mountains is a recent strait of the Aral-Caspian
Sea, and that the western part of the Uzboy is merely a remnant
of the outtlow towards the Caspian of the brackish water of the
Sara-kamysh lakes. The ravine of the Uzboy would be thus
one of the numerous sors, or elongated lakes, the likeness of
which to beds of rivers had already struck Pallas in the
Astrakhan steppes, where the Daban-gol has a length of sixty

miles. The view of M. Konshin may be summed up as fol-

lows :—The immense Sara-kamysh depression, 4400 miles wide,
and at some places 2S0 feet below the level of the Aral, formerl
at a geologically recent time a single basin with the Aral ; the
fossils found on its borders show that it was filled up with at

least brackish water. This lake had an outflow into the Cas-
pian ; but for 130 miles west of Sara-kamysh there is nothing
like a river-bed. The likeness begins only west of Balla-Ishem,
where the Uzboy begins. This channel, however, was filled up,
not with the sweet and muddy water of the Amu, but with a

brackish and rather pure water of the Aral-Sara-kamysh Lake.
In fact, in this channel, on its whole stretch from Balla-Ishem
to the Caspian, one finds everywhere the typical Aral-Caspian
CarJila, Dreyssena, Ncritina, and Hydrobia in the most perfect

state, whilst there are no traces at all of a fluviatile flora or

fauna, nor any traces of human settlements. However opposite

to current opinion, this view of the Uzboy surely has much to

be said in its favour.

The same geologist publishes in the Izveslia of the Russian
Geographical Society an interesting account of his explorations

in the Kara-kum desert, between Kyzyl-arvat and Khiva. He
considers the bad reputation of this desert quite exaggerated. In
the neighbourhood of the Caspian and Lake Aral the Kara-kum
sands offer a great many difliculties to the traveller. Geologi-
cally speaking they have quite recently emerged from the sea,

and the barklians, or sandy hills, are devoid of vegetation and
move freely before the wind ; the same is true with regard to the

neighbourhood of Sara-kainysh and the Uzboy. But farther in

the steppe the sands are older, and the brushes which cover them
render them cjuite stable, so that the Akhal-Tekkes like better

to stay in the steppe, and return to the oasis only for the needs
of agriculture. Tlie routes are quite comfortaljle, with exclusion

of sleeper ascents and descents on the slopes of the (''a?-,('/;rt«j;

and the cisterns (I:aks) when kept in order contain plenty of

water ; while the steppe yields throughout the year abundance of

food for the horses and camels. The baiklians are often inter-

mingled with iakyrs, that is, with places covered with firm clay,

on whjse sui face small canals collect rain-water and bring it to

a common basin called kak. The sors, or elongated ravines, the

sandy bottom of which is impregnated with brackish water, are

most numerous, especially in certain parts of the steppe ; in the

neighliourhood of the Akhal-Tekke oasis they run in numerous
parallel lines for several dozen miles in length. The Uzboy,

which M. Konshin visited at Kuriysh, is a ravine, sometimes

crossed by hills of sand, at the bottom of which one perceives

a narrow serpentine of brackish water. The Tertiary beds are

covered there with a fine dirty dust filled with rer.ains of

the Aral-Caspian Dreyssena, Neritina, and Cardiuin. Above
Kurty^h the uppjsed old bed of the Amu can be distinguished

only by these marine remains. Notu ithstanding the most careful

search, M. Konshin faded to di-cover any traces of fluviatile

deposits at Shikh, where the Charjuy bed of the Amu is traced

on our maps. The hills at Shikh are remarkable as a rich mine
of very pure sulphur (62 per cent.) One of them would contain

at least i6o,oco,ooo cwt. of pure sulphur, and sulphur appears

on the sitrface of very many of them.

Dr. Regal, travelling fur the Geographical Society in Central

Asia, has returned to Tashkend through Sarafshan and Samar-
cand, after visiting Hissar, the Mura Pass—never before explored

—the town of Karatag, and Baldshan, Duway, Rushan, and
Shignan. Dr. Regal intends to start again in a few weeks for

Baldshan, and in the spring to continue his explorations as far as

the Kashgar frontiers.

Colonel Prejevalsky, with his Cossacks, must be now in

Mongolia, on his way towards Thibet. The other well-known
explorer of the Turcoman region of the Transcaspian, M. Lessar,

is ag in on his way to the scene of his geographical triumphs

along the Persian frontier to complete his work for the General

Staff. lie will probably be absent another year or a year and

a half.

The Director of the Russian Observatory at Peking, Dr.

Frittche, w ho made last winter a journey through Southern China,

from Peking to Kai fong-fu on the Huan-Lo, has determmed on
his route the positions and the magnetic elements of forty-six

places. A few days after his return to Peking he left again and
went, via Changhai kuan, on the Gulf of Pe clie-li, to Tsitsigar

Mergen, Aihun, and Blagovejchensk, on the Amur, determining

the positions and magnetical elements of sixty three new joints.

A correspondent in Naturen draws attention to a curious

narrative of an expedition to high northern lalitiides, undertaken

in 1266, at the instigation of priests belonging to the Moiuastery

of Garde in Greenland. This narrative is derived from an Ice-

landic transcript of the so-called " Hauksbok," compiled about

1300 by the Norsk law-expounder, Hank Erlandsiin. It must

be observed, however, that the particulars of the Garde Expe-

dition are not to be found in the still extant parts of the original

manucript of the " Haukslok," from which various pages have
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been lost. Notwithstanding the absence of this conclusive proof,

northern scholars are inclined to accept the later transcript as a

bona fale \eti\on of the original before the loss of its missing

parts, and if this assumption can be maintained, we have evi-

dence that the Northmen advanced four days' journey north of

76°. The object of the expedition, we are informed, was to

discover what lands and people were to be found north of the

Christian Station at Garde, and whether the much dreaded

Skrollinger or native Esquimaux occupied those unknown
regions in any formidable numbers. The seamen, we are told, saw

many islands on which there were traces of the presence of these

people, but they were unable to land, owing to the number of

bears which, together with numerous seals and whales, frequented

the coasts. In reference to the high latitude said to have been

reached by these early explorers, and which is inferred from the

description of the height of the sun on St. James's Day (July 25),

it may be observed that a runic stone was found in 1S24 in

72° 55' N. lat., about twenty miles northwest of Upernivik,

the northernmost existing Danish station. The inscription,

which records that three men, whose names are given, erected

the stone as a landmark, concludes with six runic characters,

which have been variously interpreted to indicate the years 1135

and 1235.

Krom his scientific expedition to Anatolia, Syria, Egypt,

India, Indo-China, China, and Japan during the years 18S0-83,

Dr. Emil Riebeck has lately returned to Europe laden with

ethnological and archceological treasures of all sorts. This

splendid collection, on which the enterprising explorer has ex-

pended no less than 30,003/., has during the past few mouths
formed a chief attraction to naturalists in Berlin, where it has

been on exhibition at the Kunstgewerbe Mu-eum. Here the

available space was not sufficient to allow of a thoroughly syste-

matic arrangement of the objects, which however have been

roughly disposed in three main geographical groups :— ( i ) Western

Asia and Africa ; (2) India and Further India ; (3) East A-ia

(China and Japan). Some idea of the immense variety of articles

here brought together may be had from the detailed catalogue of

Dr. Riebeck's "Asiatic Collection," recently issued by Messrs.

Weidmann of Berlin. From Palestine and Syria v\e have objects

of every description ; while the articles from Somaliland, which
are very numerous, illustrate almost every phase of the social life

of the little known inhabitants of that region. Several speci-

mens are shown of the masks used in Ceylon at the "devil

dances " performed during illness. The masks represent divini-

ties of the Hindu mythology, rakshasas or demons, nagakanyas

or snake masks, lions, tigers, crocodiles, negroes, Mussulmans,

Malays, &c. India is largely represented. Prom Burmah, where

the Irrawadi was ascended as far as Bhamo, were brought many
costly articles, such as royal coronets and dresses, alabaster and
gilt wooden statuettes of Buddha, masks of strolling minstrels

and players, amber rosaries, richly carved consols, lacquer ware,

ornamental drinking vessels, writing materials, ic. A vi:>it to

Bangkok yielded models of Siamese floating houses, fishing gear,

agricultural and industrial implements, &c. Amongst the most

characteristic objects from China are brightly painted clay

models of popular types, bronze v.ases, chased, inlaid in silver,

and studded with gems; shallow dishes of "imperial bronze"

(yellow picked out in red), silver teapots, artistic articles in jade,

rock crystal, and marble, &c. The rich and varied Japanese col-

lection comprises specimens of all the most characteristic produc-

tions of the country, especially Satsuma porcelain and other

ceramic ware, illustrating the development of Japanese porcelain

from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century. During the first

part of his journey Dr. Riebeck was accompanied by Dr. Moock,
who, after escaping from many perils amongst the Bedouin tribes

in the Moabite country, was diowned in crossing the Jordan,

and now lies buried in Jericho. During the visit to Egypt he

was attended as far as the Nubian frontier by Dr. Schwemfurth,

who again accompanied him in March l88l to the south coast of

Arabia and the I^land of Socotra. During the rest of his wan-
derings throughout the Far East Dr. Riebeck had for his asso-

ciates M. C. B. Rosset, who joined him in Germany, and Dr.

Mantei, whom he engaged in Egypt after the untimely death of

Dr. Moock.

In the March part of Good Words Mr. Edward Whymper
gives some iiarticulars of his journeys in Greenland which have

not been heretofore published ; and states that he found the

height of the interior in the latitude of U menak (about 70° 30' N.

)

considerably exceeded 10,000 feet. Mr. Whymper says that

from the various mountains he has ascended on the eastern side

of Davis Straits he has had continuous views of the glacier-

covered interior of Greenland between about 68° 30' and 7'° '5

N. lat., and that there is no break or depression within those

limits, and that the country is everywhere so absolutely covered

by snow and glacier that not a single rock or crag can be seen.

ON THE PHENOMENA EXHIBITED BY
DUSTY AIR IN THE NEIGHBOURHOOD OF
STRONGLY ILLUMINATED BODIES^

TN 1870 Dr. Tyndall described the dark or dust-free plane
'• which rises from a hot body in illuminated dusty air, and
gave two explanations of the dust-freeness of this dark space.

Another explanation was suggested by Dr. Frankland. In

18S1 Lord Kayleigh re-examined the phenomenon, and dis-

covered that a cold body gave a similar down-streaming plane.

He also suggested a totally different explanation. The writers

discuss all these suggested explanations, and see reasons for

rejecting them all. They have, moreover, observed that the

dark plane rising from a hot body is only a prolongation of a

well-defined dust-free cocit of nearly uniform thickness under

ordinary circumstances surrounding the body, and they point out

that this dark coat is the thing really requiring explanation, the

dark plane being merely due to the up-carrying of portions of

this coat by convection currents.

The preliminary experiments were described in a letter to

Nature last July (vol. xxviii. p. 297).

The dark coat is found to increase in thickness with the tempera-

ture of the body, becoming very thick at high temperatures, say

1000° C, but being narrow for temperatures only a few degrees

above the air. When the temperature of the body is the same as

that of the air surrounding it, the dust-free coat is either non-

existent or exceedingly thin. The thickening of the coat by a rise

of temperature is interfered with by convection-currents, which
bv/eep the outer portions off more rapidly than they can be renewed,

and so make the coat thinner than it otherwise would be. By
means of a blast of air the coat can be almost wholly or entirely

blown away ; but convection-currents are never able to sweep it

off, for the same cause which increases the convection-currents

also broadens and assists the formation of the coat. The coat

can be seen on round rods of all materials, on flat plates, both

horizontal and vertical, on hollow and irregularly shaped pieces,

and in general on every substance whatever. Nevertheless the

behaviour of certain bodies is peculiar, and is detailed in the

paper ; such bodies, for instance, as a stick of phosphorus, which

itself gives off smoke, a volatile solid like camphor, moistened

solids like soaked carbjn, liquids like sulphuric acid water and
ether, and thin films of glass or mica. Other substances examined

are : copper, iron, zinc, electric-light carbon, charcoal, glass,

mica, selenite, selenium, Iceland spar, tourmaline, potash, rock-

salt, bismuth, silver, chalk, and all kinds of paper. In every

case the method of examination was as follows :—A glass box

was mounted in front of the nozzle of an electric lantern, and

the body to be examined was supported in any convenient

manner, so as to be about the middle of the box, and to be

well illuminated. Smoke was introduced, the lamp turned on,

and the effect examined by looking along the length of the body

at right angles to the light. Sometimes a microscope was used,

but it was not necessary except for measurements. A hand lens

is useful. For smoke, tobacco was the most common, but am-

monic chloride was used when a distinctly volatile smoke was

desired, and magnesic oxide whenever a non-volatile and incom-

bustible smoke was wanted. Any kind of smoke serves equally

well. Hydrogen and carbonic acid and other gases have been

used as well as air : in hydrogen the coat is much thicker, in

carbonic acid a little thinner, than in air. The effect of pressure

on the dark coat was examined, and it is found that the coat

broadens as the pressme diminishes. An increase in pressure

of 4^ atmospheres renders the coat very thin and sharp, and at

the same time causes the convection-currents to be sluggish.

The writers considered that it would be very instructive to

examine whether a dark coat and plane could be observed when a

warm body was immersed in a dusty liquid ; and they accordingly

devoted a good deal of attention to this point. After failures with

mastic and other substances, they succeeded in observing a very

thin, dark coat on the surface of an iron wire immersed in water

' Abstract of a paper by Oliver J. Lodge ani J. W. Clark, read at the

Physical Society, February 9.
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holding rouge in suspension, will) a daik i-ilane rising from it. It

is not always easy to obtain the dark coat in liquids, however, and
its thickness is enormously less than it is in air. Moreover, the

results are less definite and satisfactory. In gases the thickness nf

the coat may be anything below the eighth of an inch, accord-

ing to the circumstances of the case, but its commone.'t width
is more comparable with the hundredth of an inch. On a car-

bon rod in an electric be.im the coat is about h.ilf a millimetre
thick, no other heat being applied. Glass shows a perfect coat

and dark plane, but for some reason or other very thin films of

glass ('0003 inch thick) behave differently, and it is sometimes
by no means easy to see any coat at all. It may be that such
thin films are unable to absorb enough radiation, or it may lie

that the cause is more deeply seated. It can hardly be that they

give off their heat too rapidly, because the convection-currents

set up by Ihem are very sluggish. It is pretty certain that ihey
fail to absorb radiation ; for a plate of rock-salt in a perfectly

dry atmosphere behaves in the same way. In ordinary air, a lump
of rock-salt is able to absorb sufficient radiation to give a satis-

factory dark plane. The behaviour of thin films is under further
investigation. Covered with lampblack they act perfectly well.

Incidentally it has been noticed that films of freshly-blown glass

adhere together though cold, giving the black spot; hut ihat

when films are a day or two old they refuse to adhere, doubtless
because of the condensed air-sheets wiih which they have coated
themselves. The slow formation of these condensed .sheets, as

studied recently by Bunsen ( ;?'/></. Ann. February 1884) is of
great interest.

The effect of electrifying rods from which a dark plane is

streaming is not marked except when the potential is high
;

100 volts or so produce a little effect, poiitive potential broad-
ening the coat, negative potential narrowing it. As soon .as a
brush discharge occurs, the effects are violent and the air is

rapidly cleared of smoke, the particles being deposited on all the
surfaces near. Various electrical phenomena can be conveniently
examined by means of smoky air aid a strong beam of light.

Thus a flake of mica, on being examined for its coat one day,
showed a curious phenomenon. The dust aggregated on its sur-

face in little bushes or trees, and its edge became fringed vith
long aggregations of dust particles. Our first thought was that
mica was photn-electric, but we now think that it h.ad been ]ier-

haps electrified by casual pressure. This also is still under
investigation. Tourmaline shows all its pyro-electric properties
exceedingly well by being simply illuminated in dus'.y air. If

mica be written on with a blunt point, a sheet of paper inter-

vening, the writing becomes manifest when it is exposed to dust.
We find, however, that a brass plate is capable of acting in a
similar way, and we are not prepared to be content with a mere
electrical explanation. We are probably here dealing with pheno-
mena allied to those known as Haifclibihlcr, which are supposed
to be connected with the conden-ed air-sheet on the surface of
solids

; though their explanation may also be associated with
vapour-condensing nuclei on solid surfaces. The phenomena
connected with the settling of dust on surfaces by gravitation
have also been investigated, and it is found that so long .as a
body is warmer than the air it keeps itself free from dust ; except
that just at the top, where the air is st.agnant, the excess of tem-
perature being only small, a large particle or two may drop on.
The dust-free coat is not an absolute barrier to dust: it m.arks
the region into which dust is not carried by [ovvation-currciits ;

but other causes may drive dust into this region. Thus it may
be blown into it either from outside or ihrough a hole in the rod
itself if it be hollow; or the rod may give off smoke, or the
dust may, as stated, occasionally drop into the dark region liy

common gravitation. The persistence of the dust-free plane at
a distance from the body which produced it is dependent on the
motion of the dust particles tc/.'/; the nir streamlines ; whatever
drives du-t across stream-lines interferes with and tends to
obliterate detached dust-free regions. All dark .streaks in smoky
air are commonly the wiped-off coats of bodies.
We have been led to a fairly complete explanation of

the whole phenomenon, and though' it is impossible to attribute
every case of dust-freeness to one single well-defined cause, we
see reason to believe that the main causes in ordinary operation
are two, viz. :

—

1. Molecular bombardment.
2. Gravitative settling.

We were long under the impression that the sheets or films of
condensed ga.ses which are known to exist on the surface of all

bodies v\ere connected with the dark coats, and had some share
in their production ; and this view was pressed home by an
observation of the surface of warm water in dusty air. The
evaporation of the water drives back the dust and keeps a clear

space of some thicluiess above the water ; and if the water be
linearly heated by a pla'inum wire stretched just beneath its

surface and warmed by a current, the dark coat streams upward
in a fine and well-defined dust-free plane. The up-streaming of
the portion aljove the wire causes the remainder to become
thinner, until there i- an evident equilibrium between the rate
at which the evaporation reproduces the dark coat and the rate

at which the convection current carries it off. That the dust

is kept off a solid, say a warm copper wire, by an evaporation
and continued renewal of its condensed air-sheet, we think
decidedly improbable, but v/e are convinced that the dust
particles are driven away from the solid by some form of molecu-
lar bombardment, possibly such as goes on from the vanes of a
t rookes' radiometer. There is, however, a very great difference

between the two phenomena : the Crookesian layer is supposed
to correspond with the mean free path, and this is enormously
less than the thickness of a dust-free coat. A possible sugges-

tion is that the dust-free coat represents something more like the
extreme free path of the molecules, the dust particles being so
easily moved that they are driven away by the blows of

even a few molecules. A simpler and more satisfactory mode of

puiting the matter is this. The temperature of the air near a

warm solid decreases gradually as we recede from its surface.

Consequently a dust particle in the neighbourhood of the solid

has warmer air on one side of it th.an on the other ; in other
words, it receives heavier and more numerous blows on one side

than on the other, and accordingly is driven away from the
warm body. Whenever the temperature of air is steadily dif

ferent in succes-ive layers, there the dust particles must get
driven in the direction of decreasing temperature at a rate de-
pending on the temperature slope. This is not complete, how-
ever, because the extra temperature really shows itself as a
diminution of density, not .as an increase of pressure. The ex-

planation is further elaborated in the paper, which will appear
in the Philosophical Magazine for April. The conduction of heat
across the air near a hot body is itself an interesting problem.
So also is the distribution of up-streaming velocities. The
maximum velocity of convection occurs at some distance from
the body, bting often distinctly outside the dust-free coat.

Some few ca-es of the dust-f.ee coat and plane can hardly be ex-
plained in the manner now indicated. We point out, however, that

gravitation is an effective cause certainly in operation, which of
it elf is competent to account for the formation of dust-free
spaces when circumstances are favourable. Dust is always
settling or falling downsvard relatively to the air in which it is.

The velocity of relative fall depends on the size of the particle,

on the density and viscosity of the gas, but not on the motion of the
gas. Immediately I elow a solid body round which gentle currents

are rising, there is a small region of nearly stagnant air ; out of this

dust slowly falls, leaving it free, and if then part of it is dragged
round the body by the currents, it contributes to tlie dark coat
an<l to the ascending dark plane. Underneath horizontal plates,

also, this gravitation-settling of the dust assists and broadens the

coat. But there is also a coat on the upper surface ; and this

coat gravitation, so far from producing, does its best to spoil.

A few of the larger particles are in fact seen to fall occasionally
through it on to the surface of the body, their weight being too

great for the bombardment to sustain. In the case of a cold

body the down-streaming currents deposit a good deal of dust
on the upper surface of the body, and so that portion of air w hich
has grazed ihe surface passes on dust-free. The tendency now is

for the warmer air outside the dust to bombard it on to the cold
surface. This goes on all over the upper half of the body, but
over the lower half a coat is visible when the cold is not too

great, but it is only fairly thick at the bottom of the body when
it forms the base of the inverted dark plane. A smooth vertical

surface of ice gives no dark coat, and the maximum velocity of

the particles in the descending current is apparently little, if at

all, distant from the actual surface. Finally the writers call

attention to a paper just read at the Royal Society of Edin-
burgh by Mr. John Aitken. They have only seen an abstract of

tl»is paper at present, but it appears that Mr. Aitken has been
travelling over much of the same ground as they have, and that

he has arrived on the whole at fairly the same conclusions.

The abstract of Mr. Aitken's interesting paper was printed in

Nature of January 31 (p. 322).
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AGATES
'PHE following letter was addressed by the writer in 1871 to

Mr. Joseph John Murphy, and though not originally

intended for publication, is now published with the writer's

consent ;

—

St. Andreius, November ^, 1871

Dear Sir,—I have on my return found your note as to

agates. Though I have been at work on the subject in different

ways for many years, I have not found myself in a position yet

to publish. In fact I cannot yet say that I know much as to how
they have been formed, though I do know, or rather am able to

show, that they have not been made in the manner usually

supposed.

The late Principal Forbes conceived that they had been
formed by concentric deposition round a central nucleus :—this I

showed him to be untenable. Others conceive that siliceous

matter in a state of fusion has been poured into cavities throuvfh

an opening, such opening being called the "point of infiltra-

tion." I am able to show that this so called point of infiltration

is an orifice of escape or exit of something.
Fully to state how (from examination of their mode of occur-

rence, experiments upon the decomposibility of trap rocks under
the action of carbonated w'ater, section of agates in every con-

ceivable direction, experiments upon their powers of absorbing
liquids, and from microscopic examination) I conceive agates

to be formed would call for indeed a long statement.

I will attempt briefly to put it thus :

—

Igneous rocks are being pom-ed forth from a volcanic vent, in

perfectly fluid or at least plastic flow ; some are dense, some
scoriaceous, some frothing, and so when solidified are vesicular,

or perchance even hold in suspension bubbles of included water,

this latter holding in solution (red-hot solution) solids afterwards

to separate as rheolites. Should the air-bubbles of the vesicular

rocks arise through the plastic mass while it is motionless, these

bubbles will be more or less rounded or pear-shaped. Should
the solidifying rock, however, become crystalline or porphyritic,

as generally is the ca^e with amygdaloids, the separating crystals

of labradorite, &c., will more or less roughen the sides, and so

destroy the smooth and rounded figure of the cavity ; while, if

the lava-flow continues its motion while the bubbles are still

rising, their shape will be more or less flattened or altered :—try

bubbles in flowing treacle.

Stage the first.—An empty cavity of any shape.

Stage the second.—The rock, while solidifying, may contain

an excess of a magnesian mineral, which is exuded into the cavity
;

or this excess of magnesian compound (magnesia not being, to

any large extent, a natural constituent of the mass of a trap)

may be held as vapour in the cavity, to be, on cooling, deposited

on its sides. This forms in Scotland, Faroe, Iceland, &c., the

layer of celadonite or delessite ; at Giant's Causeway, of chloro-

phoeite, which, on the extraction of the afterwards fiUed-up

cavity, forms the "skin of the pebble."
Stage the third.—One of two processes, the first very doubtful.

The cooling and shrinking rock holds in a state of liquidity,

from heal, an excess of colloidal silica which is exuded into the

cavity forming a chalcedonic druse. But, admitting the process,

it must here stop, and a solid agate could not thus be formed.
This seems to have been the view of Sir George Mackenzie.

Tlie other process I pin my fiith to. The thoroughly solidi-

fied—indeed the now old—rock is having its felspar (labradorite

or otlier) decomposed by water holding carbo.iic acid in solu-

tion. I have proved that this process is rapid and cmtinuous,
and agate-holding trap; are all rotten ; the colloidal silica, with

a certain quantity of tridamyte is taken up by this water, and
transfuses into the cavity; the silica is there solidified—probably
the layer of delessite is the coagulation. We have now a cavity

.slightly lined with chalcedonic matter, containing, within, water
more or less pure, while without (that is outside of the now
double skin, delessite and first layer) we have a strong solution

of colloidal silica constantly supplied. Endosmose and exos-

mose are set up with all their resistless force. The strong solu-

tion finds its way through the two or any number of increasing

skins : the w-.ak water is forced out through the " point of

infiltration," and so in its passage out thins all the successively

depo-ited layers (7? rta//>/a(re'. By this continuous flow of col-

loidal silica (held in solution by liquid) through the already
coagulated or deposited layers, continuous coagulation of the

silica in the yet hollow agate, and continuous extrusion of the

residual water, we have the ultimate filling up of the cavity, and
a solid agate formed.

The adhesion of agates to the containing rock is slight in

most ca^es from the so-called "skin" being magnesian and
soapy.

The " point of infiltration," instead of being at once filled up,

as would result from the inflow of coagulable silica, is in reality

the last point filled up, being truly the point of escape : indeed
it frequently is not altogether filled up, remaining an open tube.

The microscope shows on a cross section the concentric layers

of coagulated silica, soluble in alkalies ; the crystals or fibres of

tridamyte cross these layers at right anijles, radiating like a

rheolite from the skin, and it is always along the sides of these

crystals that intruding and staining liquids find a way
;
probably,

therefore, along their sides also did the ingress of chalcedonic

fluid find entrance. I remain very truly yours,

M. FORSTER HeDDLE

THE ORIGIN OF THE SCENER V OF THE
BRITISH ISLANDS '

"T^HE Lakes of Britain present us with some of the most inter-

esting ]5roblems in our topography. It is obvious that the

existence of abundant lakes in the more northern and more rocky
parts of the country points to the operation of some cause which,
in producing them, acted independently of and even in some mea-
sure antagonistically to the present system of superficial erosion.

It is likewise evident that as the lakes are everywhere being
rapidly filled up by the daily action of wind, vegetation, rain,

and streamlets, they must be of geologically recent origin, and
that the lake-forming process, whatever it was, must have attained

a remarkable maximum of activity at a comparatively recent geo-

logical epoch. Hardly any satisfactory trace is to be found of

lakes older than the present series
;
perhaps Lough Neagh, which

from its thick deposits and their fossils, has been referred back
to Pliocene times, is the solitary exception. How then have our

lakes arisen ? Several processes have been concerned in their

formation. Some have resulted from the solution of rock-salt or

of calcareous rocks and a consequent depression of the surface.

The "meres" of Cheshire, and many tarns or pools in limestone

districts, are examples of this mode of ori-^in. Others are a
consequence of the irregular deposit of superficial accu-

mulations. Thus, landslips have occasionally intercepted the

drainage and formed lakes. Storm-beaches, thrown up by the

waves along the sea-margin, have now and then ponded back the

waters ofan inland valley or recess. The various glacial deposits—
boulder-clays, sands, gravels, and moraines—have been thrown
down so confusedly on the surface tliat vast numbers of hollows

have thereby been left which, on the exposure of the land to

rain, at once became lakes. This has undoubtedly been the

origin of a large proportion of the lakes in the lowlands of the

north of England, Scotland, and Ireland, though they are

rapidly being converted by natural causes into bogs and meadow-
land. Underground movements may have originated certain of

our lakes, or at least may have fixed the direction in which they

have otherwise been produced. A very large number of British

lakes lie in basins of hard rock, and have been formed by the

erosion and removal of the solid materials that once filled their

sites. The only agent known to us by which such erosion could

be effected is land-ice. It is a significmt fact that our rock-basin

lakes occur in districts which can be demonstrated to have been

intensely glaciated. The Ice ^ge was a recent geological episode,

and this so far confirms the conclusion already enforced, that the

cause which jiroduced the lakes must have been in operation

recently, and has now ceased. We must bear in mind, however,

tliat it is probably not necessary to suppose that land-ice excavated

our deepest lake-basins out of solid rock. A terrestrial surface

of crystalline rock. Ions exposed to the atmosphere, or covered

with vegetation and humus, may be so deeply corroded as, for

two or three hundred feet downward, to be converted into mere

loose detritus, through which the harder undecomposed veins and
ribs still run. Such is the case in Brazil, and such may have

been also the case in some glaciated regions before the glaciers

settled down upon them. This superficial corrosion, as shown
by Pnmpelly, may have been very unequal, so that when the

decomposed material was removed, numerous hollows would be

revealed. The ice may thus have had much of its work already

done for it, a id would be mainly employed in clearing out the

* Abstract of fourtli lecture eivenattlie Royal Institution. February 26, by
Archibald Geikie, F.R.S., Director-General of the Geological Survey ot

the United Kingdom. Continued from p. 397.
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corroded debris, though hkewise finally deepening, widenin^f,

and smoothing the basins in the solid rock.

The Hills and Hill-groups of Britain have all emerged during

the gradual denudation of the country, and owe their prominence

to tiie greater durability of their materials as compared with those

of the surrounding lower grounds. They thus represent various

stages in the general lowering of the surface. In many cases

they consist of local masses of hard rod;. Such is the structure

of the prominent knobs of Pembrokeshire and of Central Scot-

land, where masses of eruptive rock, formerly deeply buried

under superincumbent formations, have been laid bare by denu-

dation. In connectio'i with such eruptive bosses attention should

be given to the "dykes" so plentiful in the north of England

and Ireland, and over most of Scotland. In numerous instances,

the dykes run along the crests of hills and also cross wide and

deep valleys. Had the existing topography existed at the time

of their protrusion, the molten basalt would have flowed down
the hill-slopes and filled up the valleys. As this never occurs,

and as there is good evidence that the dykes are not of higher

antiquity than the older Terti.ary periods, we may conclude that

the present configuration of the country has, on the whole, been

developed since older Tertiary time— a deduction in harmony
with that already announced from other independent evidence.

Escarpments are the steep edges of hills in retreat. The
British Islinds abound in admirable examples of all ages from

early Palaeozoic rocks down to Tertiary deposits, and of every

stage, from the almost unbroken line of cliff to scattered groups of

islet-like fragments. The retreat of our escarpments can be well

studied along the edge of the Jurassic belt from DorseLshire to

the headlands of Yorkshire, likewise in the course of the ed'^e of

the Chalk across the island. Not less suggestive are some of the

escarpments ofmore ancient rocks, such as those of the older Palzeo-

zoic limestones, the Old Red Sandstone of Wales, the Carboni-

ferous Limestone and Millstone Grit of Yorkshire, and the Coal
Measures of the Irish plain. Our volcanic escarpments are like-

wise full of interest—those of the Lower Old Red Sandstone

along both sides of the Tay, of the Carboniferous system in

Stirlingshire, Ayrshire, Bute, and Roxburghshire, and of the

Tertiary series in Antrim and the Inner Hebrides.

SUN-GLOIVS AND VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS IN
ICELAND

TN reply to the inquiry despatched to me by Nature with last

mail, whether any remarkable sun-glow had been observed
recently in Iceland, and which, I learn, has been observed in

nearly all parts of tbe world, and whether any volcanic eruption

had Lately taken phice in the island to which the same might be
attributable, I beg to relate, as regards the first of these points,

that on November 23, between 5 and 6 p.m., I noticed for the

first time an unusual and striking purple intensity of the sky, a

phenomenon which was also oV)served on the subsequent morn-
ings and nights. I did not attach much importance to this

phenomenon at the time, tnrough the circumstance that I was
told that sunrises and sunsets were generally attended by very

intense auroras here, and since then I have bad so few opportu-

nities of seeing the sky free frooi clouds th.at I have not

observed any similar phenomenon. I learn, however, on inquiry

here, that the same glow was observed once or twice before

Christmas by several persons. On one occasion, January 30, the

sky was perfectly clear several hours after sunset, but there was
no unusual glow.
With regard to the second point, as to recent volcanic erup-

tions in the island, I have not much new information to transmit

(Nature, vol. xxix. p. 343). The only thing we know as to

this is that a man has written a letter to an Iceland paper stating

that on October 8 and 9 last year he was at a farm about three

geographical miles east-north-east inland from the w ell-known
fishing village Seydisfjord, on the east coast, when he saw, on
the first-mentioned day, in the direction of the unexplored
gigantic volcanic mountain, the Vatnajokull, about 130 geo-
graphical miles in extent, in the south-eastern corner of the
island, two columns of fire, and on the following morning, in the
same direction, two columns of smoke. He adds that a similar

phenomenon was observed on the farm two days previously.

It is also reported to us here that ashes have fallen in

Seydisfjord.

It is most probable that these eruptions have occurred in the
same place where similar phenomena have been observed several

times in recent years, viz. in the neighbourhood of the Kveric

Mountains on the mrth side of the Vatnajokull, and that there

are, in all probability, several volcanoes in activity in this district,

which is utterly unapproachable to explorers.

There is, however, no reason to assume that eruptions of any
magnitude have recently taken place in .any other part of the

island, as such an occurrence would soon have been reported by
some means or another to us here.

If, therefore, the remarkable sun-glows of which I read

are attributed to terrific volcanic eruptions, the latter must l>e

sought in other localities than Iceland.

SOPHUS Tromholt
Reykjavik, Iceland, February i (by mail February 8)

COMPOSITE PORTRAITURE ADAPTED TO
THE REDUCTION OF METEOROLOGICAL
AND OTHER SIMILAR OBSERVATIONS

T T has often been remarked that one of the main, if not the

chief, of the difficulties the meteorologist has to contend
with, is the enormous amount of preliminary labour which has

to be expended in the not very pleasing task of forming the

observations he may wish to discuss into tables, casting the

columns of figures so obtained, and then computing the means.

Should, as in many cases nowad.ays, his original material be in

the shape of curves, e.g. barograms, thermograms, or anemo-
giams, he has first to reduce these to figures by tabulation,

before he can attempt any step towards their reduction.

The deterrent nature of these preliminary operations not

unfrequently forms a complete bar to the entering upon most
interesting investigations with a view to the advancement of the

science, in the case of persons unable to devote sufficient time t

such labour, which may almost be termed drudgery. To cite

example-, a glance at the recently published papers in the

Proceedings of the Royal Society, by Prof. Balfour Stewart (vol.

XXV. p. 577) and by Mr. C. Chambers (vol. xxxiv. p. 231), in

which they endeavour to trace a possible intimate connection

between solar and terrestrial phenomena, will show the immense
amount of calculation they had to perform in order to arrive at

their results—how, for instance, preliminary means had to l>c

taken of three days' observations and the result assumed to I'C

a corrected value for the middle day of the three, then, after ihe

whole series had been si treated, a .second or even a third set iil

averages computed. The author has also a 1 vely recollection of

the excessively tedious calculations required to eliminate in a

somewhat similar manner the effect of disturbances in the discus-

sion of the Kew magnetic observations for the late Sir E. Sabine.

With the view of arriving at results by a shorter cut, the auth ir

has been led to consider the possibility of employing a method
suggested by an examination of the highly ingenious system of

composite portraiture invented by Mr. Francis Galton, F.R.S..
and utilised in his anthropological studies.

Mr. Galton's method of experiment is based upon the fact that

certain groups of people possess certain physiognomical features

in common. This agree nent of feature is usually characterised

by the term " family likeness." In order, the-efore, to select this

particular element from the others, and to obtain a picture in

which it is most strongly defined : or, in other words, to firm .t

characteristic portrait of the grjup of individual-, Mr. Galton

employs a series of photographs. These, representing a lar^e

number of men or women, are first reduced to the same scale,

and then projected successively upon a sensitised photographic

plate, having been previously so arranged that the eyes or other

s.alient feature shall always fall on the same porti^n of the

plate.

In this manner a negative is eventually obtained which gives a

print depicting a countenance which, although resembling 1 ut

partially any one of the component portraits, gives a fair typical

picture of the group of individuals. Among other results Mr.

Galton has detected the likeness existing in various clisses ol

criminals, and also in patients suffering from the .same disease,

as well as the more marked features transmitted through the

different members of a family.

Since in meteorological investigations the desire is to select

and to identify the one particular variable running through a

group of phenomena, it has appeared to the author, arguing by
analogy, feasible to perform this operation by a method some-

what resembling that just described. Supposing, for example,

By G. M. Whipple, E.Sc, F.R.Met.Soc, F.R. AS.. Superintendent of the

Kew Observatory. Kictimond (from the Qiin'lerly Jontna.1 C the Metcaro-

hgicnl .SKciety, vrl. U. No. 4S).
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it is desired to determine the true curve uf diurnal variation of

the wind velutity at any given ttation. In ihe ca^e of proceed-

ing by the ordinary routine of hourly sums and mean?, it will

le found that the occurrence of a hi<;h wind or gale on a single

day will vitiate the results for a considerable period of time.

If, on the olher hand, instead of doing this, a drawing or

photograph be made on one sheet of ihe daily curves for a few

weeks, it will be found that the traces for the days free from

storms will lie so fairly close ti'gether or upon one another, that

little ditBculty will be found in selecting or drawing through

them a curve representing the general run of the group. Several

sets of curves having been so treated, the typical curves must be

in turn themselves superimposed, and through them another

curve drawn, which will be still less affected by abnormal
movements ; s ) eventually the true curve of diurnal variation

would be arrived at.

In the case of subjecting photographic traces, c".^. barograms,

thermograms, electrograms, magnetograms, &c., to this treat-

ment, it would be advisable to employ secondary impressions or

prints from the original curves, in order that the composite

produced might consist of dark lines on a white bacl<ground ;

not the reverse, which would be comparatively useless for the

purpose.

For the reduction of anemograms, rain, and sunshine curves

by this method, it will be necessary lo make drawings or tracings

first from the curves, giving the hourly values separated, as is

done in the diagrams published in the Quarterly Weather Reports

of the Meteorological Office and in the Kew Times curves.

Another application of the method of composite drawing will

serve to facilitate the acquisition of a knowledge of the general

distribution of weather systems over large tracts of the earth's

surface. To do this, a series of weather charts should be taken,

and selecting certain prominent features, such as the centres of

cyclonic and anticyclonic disturbances, day by day their positions

should be marked off upon one chart. This being done in a

sufficient number of cases and combined, a repetiiion of the

process would enable a determination to be made of the average

distribution of these systems for a given season.

The author illustrated his proposed applicati')ns of the method
of composite portraiture by three examples, which were exhibited

lo the meeting of the Society. The data treated in every ca^e

were chosen at random, and therefore may be considered as

indicating the applicability of the process to meteorological work
in general.

In the first example the mean diurnal variation in the wind
velocity at the Kew Observatory, Richmond, was determined for

three months—August to October, 1S79. Taking the hourly

values of the rate at which the wind was blowing from the

Meteorological Office publications, they were plotted down on a

conveniently open scale, a fortnight's superimposed curves being
on a sheet. Through the fourteen curves so drawn in pencil a

mean curve was traced in red. This roughly represented the

average daily variation during the fortnight.

The pair of fourteen-day curves being superimposed ou a third

sheet, a third trace drawn between them was assumed to be the

mean trace for the month, and finally combining the three so

derived months' traces, it became easy lo draw the final curve
showing the mean diurnal variation of wind velocity during the

quarter in question.'

The second experiment was an attempt to obtain a monthly
mean of the barometer directly by the graphic method. Taking
advantage of a self-registering aneroid being on trial, its traces

were utilised for the month January 8 to February 7, 1883.
These were copied off on a sheet of tracing paper, ruled jo as to

comprise one day's curve only. The tracing paper was then
folded vertically, so as to compress the curves, and the mean
positions of the traces were drawn on the folds. After four

foldings a point was readily fixed upon as the position of the mean
of the month, and the value of this point referred to the scale of

the instrument. The resulting value f^r the mean barometric
pressure of the month very satisfactorily agreed with the value
defermined by calculation from the barometer readings taken
daily at the Observatory.

The third series of illustrations represented the general posi-

tions of the centres and the contours of the areas of maximum
' It must be remarked that a due proportion should be preserved between

the scales of the ordinates and abscissEe, for unless this is done the combined
traces may appear merely as a mass of confused lines. Such was the case
in some experiments made by the author, when he attempted to derive
mean curves directly from the zinc templates engraved at the Meteorological
OfSce for the Quarterly Weather Reports, kindly placed at his disposal by
Mr. Scott.

and minimum barometric pressure over the Atlantic during
January, February, and March, 18S1. A number of blank charts

were worked off by the chromograph, on tracing paper, to the
scale of the international synchronous charts of the U.S. War
Department Signal Service. Tracings were made on one sheet

m blue pencil of the cyclonic centre for each day of the month,
aiid then on another a similar set of tracings in red of the anti-

cyclonic centres. Having from these drawn the prevailing posi-

tions and areas of the systems for the month, it was easy to draw
another chart with the general distribution for the quarter.

The diagrams were seen, on comparison, to differ materially

from those drawn for the monthly means of the observations.

In suggesting the composite method of treatment of meteoro-
logical data, the author is fully aware that a somewhat similar

process has been already applied in the determination of the

ladiant points of shooting stars, and would also desire to state

that the process is not by him considered as equalling or even
approximating in accuracy that of employing the harmonic
analyser in computing the periodical variations of the elements.

As, however, that instrument is not at the command of many
investigators, he is of opinion that the labour of reduction may
in many caies be saved by making use of the graphic or com-
posite, instead of the purely numerical, method.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—Dr. Hans Gadow, Strickland Curator, has been
approved as a Teacher of Comparative Anatomy ; Mr. L.

Humphry, M. B. , as a Teacher of Pathology ; and Mr. F. H.
Neville as a Teacher of Practical Chemi>try.

Messrs. J. \V. Hicks, K. D. Roberts, and A. S. Lea are ap-

pointed Examiners in Natural Science in the Special Examina-
tions for the ordinary B.A. degree.

The Examiners' Report on the Special Examinations in Natu-
ral Science states that there was no improvement in the book
w ork, but the practical work was more intelligeirtly done. The
few candidates in Geology did well. Botany was ill done. In
Zoology the candidates did well.

Mr. J. A. Lyon (Clare College) has been appointed to the

new office of Superintendent of the Mechanical Workshops.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Bul'etin de I'Academic Royale de Belgiijue, November 3, 1883.

On the anatomy and histology of a new specie^ of derostoma
{D. benedcitu), by M. Francotte.— Report om the work still

required to complete the geodesic survey of Belgium, by Capt.
I-'elporte.—Observations on the periodic shooting stars made at

Louvain in 1S82-83, by M. Terby.— Influence of magnetic dis-

turbances on the scintillation of the stars, by M. Charles
Montigny. The paper is accompanied by various comparative
tables showing the intensity of scintillation before, durin,', and
after the magnetic disturbances in dry and wet weather.

—

Summary report on the researches undertaken at the Ostend
biological station during the summer of 1883, by Edouard van
Beneden. Amongst the remarkable objects fished up near this

station were a torpedo of unusual size
{ Torpedo marmorata)^ a

fine specimen of Labrus maeiilalus, an Amphioxus lanceolaius,

and an unknown species of Scopelidx, referred by GUiiiLer of

the British Museum to the Odontostomus, or some albcd genus.

—On the observation of very rapid movements, especirlly when
occurring periodically, by M. J. Plateau.—Analytical study of

the volcanic ashes which fell at Batavia during the eruption of

Krakatoa on August 57, 1883, by M. Renard. The author

concludes that these ashes are formed by the pulverisation of a

fluid igneous mass, whose particles, projected by the expansion
of the gases, are subjected to rapid cooling during their passage
through the atmosphere. Nothing was detected to indicate the

direct action of vapour of water in volcanic disturbances.—On
the perfect elasticity of solid bodies chemic.illy defined. New
analogy between solids, fluids, and gases, by W. Spring. Here
are embodied some ofthe results of the researches conducted by the

author for several years on the action of pressure on solids reduced
to a powder. The main object of these researches was to ascertain

by experiment whether it be possible by means of pressure perma-
nently to diminish the volume occupied by a given weight of a

solid body chemically defined. As a general result, a slight mcrease
of density w a^ obtained under a pressure of 20,000 atmospheres.

But, this once realised, most bodies resisted all further perma-
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nent diminution of volume. Some even retained their specific

weight intact under extreme pressure.—Observations on M.
van Beneden's last note respecting the discovery of fossil iguano-

dons at Bernissart, by E. Dupont. This communication closes

the controversy.—Note on the literature of international law
before the publication of Grotius's " Jus belli et pacis" (1625),

part ii., by Alph. Rivier.—A literary study on the position of

words in the Latin sentence, by J. Gantrelle.

ymirnal of the Russian Chemicnl and Physical Society, vol.

XV. fasc. S.—On dipropylacrylic acid, by A. Albitsky.—On
the action of iodide of allyl and zinc on epichlorhydrine, by
M. Lopatkin.—On an accessory product obtained during the

preparation of diallyl carbinol, by W. Shestakofif.—On the

action of iodide of allyl and of isobutyl on acetone, by A.
Shatsky.—On the hydrocarbon CgHij, by S. Reformatsky.

—

On tbe refractinsj power of Cj„H„||, by A. Albitzky.—Attempt
if a theory of dissolutiiins, by W. Alexeyefif.—On C.,iH.^„ and
the products of its oxidation, by W. Hemilian.—Analysis of a

phosphorite from Nijni-Novgorcd, by N. Lubavin.—On some
phenomena of remanant magnetism, by P. Bakhmetieff.—On the

changes in the galvanic resistance of selenium under the influ-

ence of liglit, by N. Hesehus. It depends chiefly upon allotroiiic

dis-ociation of the molecules.—On the characters of the intra-

molecular force, by M. Bardsky, being a mathematical discussion

of its dependence upon temperature.

Bulletin de VAcadanie Iniph-ialc dcs Sciences de St. Peters-

bou7-g, vol. xxviii. No. 4.—Demonstration of several propositions

relative to the numerical function '£,{x), second paper, by V.
Bouniakovsky.—Contributions towards palaeontology, by M.
Schmalhatisen (with two plates) ; being a description of fossil

plants of the Jura coal-basin of Kuznetsk, in the Altay
(
Thyrso-

pteris prisca and Hhipto^amiles gapperti), from North-West
Mongolia, at the sources of the Yenisei, on the high plateau of

the L'lu-khem [Bornia radiata, Neuroptcris cardiopteroides, Lepi-

dodendron veltheimiannm, Phiploc^amilcs gapperti, Czekanowskia
rigida, and Phanicopsis angiistifolia), and from the Djiin-khair-

khan Mountains (Asplenium argiitulitin and spectabile, and
Czekanowskia rigida).—On the sympathetic nervous system of

the Petromyzon, by Ph. Ousiannikow.—On the camphor of the

Ledum paliistre, by M. Rizza.—Analyses of samples of water

from thermal sources of Southern Altay (Byelukha-Rakh-
manovka), and from a number of lakes and wells in the same
region, by Prof. Carl Schmidt. Compared with thirty other

thermal waters of Europe, Asia, New Zealand, &c. (the compo-
sition of which is given in a table), the Altay water shows a

minimum of mineral substance.—Letter oti natural history phe-

nomena observed at the Lena Polar station, by Dr. Bunge.

Rendiconti of the Sessions of the Accademia delle Scienze di

Bologna, March 14, 1883.—On a remarkable anatomical pecu-

liarity observed in the eye of the swordfish (Xiphias gladius, L.)

(one illustration), by Prof. G. V. Ciaccio.—Some observations on
the Mucor racemosus, Fresenius, by Dr. F. Morini.

April 8.—A century of premature artificial births at the

Lying-in Hospital of Bologna, by Dr. C. Belluzzi.—Chemical
analysis of the meteorite which fell at Alfianello on February

16, 1883.—Researches on the Phellandrium aquaticum, by Dr.

Leone Pesci.—Thermal and galvanometrical researches on the

internal discharges of condensers, by Prof. E. Villari.—New
studies on the polygenesis of crystallised minerals, by Prof. h.

Bombicci.—Researches on the action of the magnet and of the

thermal agents in hy-terical hypnosis.—Observation on the series

of functions, by Prof. C. Arzela.—On the infinite products by
analytical functions, by Prof. S. Piucherle.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, January 17.
—"On the Electrolysis of

Dilute Sul| huric Acid and other Hydrated Salts." By J. PL
Gladstone and Alfred Tribe.
On March 1 last a communication was presented to the Royal

Society by Prof. Franklarid in which, among other things, the

reactions the authors had described as taking place in the

charging and discharging of secondary batteries were confirmed.

Prof. Frankland expressed these reactions, however, by formukx-

founded on the electrolysis, not of H„S04, but of hexabasic
sulphuric acid, H5SO5, in accordance with the views of

Bourgoin.

The French chemist employed a divided cell, analysing the
liquid in each compartment at the close of the experiment. He
calls the increase of the acid in the positive compartment o, and
concludes that 20 represents the amount of sulphuric acid
electrolysed. This conclusion rests on the well-known theoreti-
cal views of Grotthuss, and, did his theory express all that goes
on in the electrolytic proccsss, the method would readily dis-

criminate between the actions rei^resented by the following
formulae ;

—

After electrolysis
Before electrolysis Positive pole Negative pole
(I.) SO;,H.,0 = SOs-i-O H„
(2.) S033H.jO = SO3 -f O, H„
(3.) S03«H.,0 = SO3-I-O;, H„„

But it was pointed out by Reuss, as far back as 1807, that,
when electrolytic action occurs across a permeable diaphragm, a
portion of the liquid may travel from the positive to the negative
compartment of the compound cell by what is now called elec-

trical endosmose. Daniell and Miller in 1844 pointe 1 out that
ill electrolytic action there was also an unequal transference of

the ions. Moreover, Daniell investigated the electrolysis of
sulphuric acid of very different strengths by a similar method,
and concluded that, for each equivalent of hydrogen liberated,

the acid which passed across the diaphragm was not more than
one-fourth nor less than one-fifth of an equivalent. Most of his

experiments incline to the former. Did 2a, therefore, represent
the amount of sulphuric acid electrolysed, it would appear from
his results that tctra-, rather than hexa-, basic sulphuric acid wa^
decomposed by the current. These discrepancies, both of

observation and deduction, led the authors to make some
ex)?eriments on the subject.

The apparatus employed consisted of a U "shaped tube of about

70 c.c. capacity, having a stop-cock in the centre of the horizontal

part. The vertical I'arts of the apparatus were divided into

millimetres, and the hole in the stop-cock packed with asbestos.

The authors found that the closeness of the packing could be so

nicely adjusted as to allow very little mechanical admixture of

the fluids or electrical endosmose. In their experiments the

current density was varied, and, unlike Bourgoin, they found that

the increase of sulphuric acid in the positive compartment per

equivalent of hydrogen set free decreased along w-ith the decrease

in the current density. The results are set out in the aimexed
table.

of sulphuric acid
tive compartment
part of hydrogen

32-8

33"4
72-3

727
106 ... 2 iro
117 ... 2-5 ... 10-5

215 ... 1-5 ... 1205
220 . I ... I2'04

229 .. 2 ... I2'3I

It is necessary also to bear in mind the remarkable phenome-
non called by the Germans " Wanderung der lonen." Daniell

long ago described an experiment in which he placed dilute sul-

phuric acid in the positive compartment and a solution of sul-

phate of copper in the negative. He found that when 15 '5 grs.

of copper had been deposited on the negative electrode there

were 23 grs. of sulphuric acid in the same compartment. Now,
as 1

5
'S grs. of copper are equivalent to 24 grs. of .sulphuric

acid, and as Bourgoin's formula allows for the formation of

only half an equivalent of sulphuric acid, that is, 12 grs., it is

evident that there was a considerable accumulation of that sub-

stance unaccounted for. In two similar experiments the authors

obtained for o'l47 and O'laj grm. of deposited copper 0-209 ^id
o'iSo grm. of free sulphuric acid. The half equivalents would
be o'il4 and 0-097 grm. respectively. If both compartments

had been filled w-ith sulphuric acid, some similar transference

would doubtless have taken place, in addition to what is ex-

pressed in Grotthuss' chain of decomposition.

The authors conclude, therefore, that the method employed is

incapable of determining whether it is I-I.,S04 or some hydrate

which yields to the current.

Copper Sulphate

An examination of the chemical changes which accompany
the electrolysis of a solution of copper sulphate appeared, how-

hour;

6
2-5

9-17

95

9'4
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ever, capable of throwing additional light on the value of this

electrolytic n elhod. It is well known that water forms with

CuSOj a definite hydrate, CuS0j5H„0. Now, if in the elec-

trolytic process the water of hydration suffers decomposition

along with the CuSOj, the primary chemical changes might be

expected to be

—

Positive pole Negative pole

(A.) CuSOjSHoO = SO3 + Og Cu + sHjj.

But, if the water of hydration takes no more part in the elec-

trolysis than the water of solution does, then the chemical

changes would manifestly be-
Posi i pole

-f o
Negative pale

Cu.(B.) CUSO4 = SO;

Of course the collateral action

—

Positive pole Negative pole

HjO =0 H„
might also take place, but this would occur only with currents of

considerable density. The method is obviously capable of

discriminating between these two actions, even supposing a

con-iderable quantity of the electrolyte travelled unchanged
from one compartment of the apparatus to the other. For, in

the first case, either free hydrogen would be liljerated at the

negative pole, or free acid formed in the negative compartment,

equal to five-sixths of the total copper deposited ; the free acid,

and the five-sixths of the total capper, to which it is equivalent,

being produced by the chemical action 5H2 -f 5CUSO4 = Ctij

+ 5H.,SOj ; equation A becoming

—

Positive pole Negative pole

CuSOj, 5H,,0 -f 5CUSO4 = So7+"o7 'Cu6--f SH2SO4.

On the other hand, if the action was in accordance with B there

would be only a deposition of copper on the negative electrode,

and no formation of free acid in the negative compartment. In

the annexed table the results and particulars of the authors'

experiments are set out :

—

Free sulphuric acid

Experiment
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persons and seven animals irjuied, hy lightning.— Report on the

solar spots and facula; observed at Kome during Ibe year 1S83,

by M. P. Taccliini. The paper is accompanied hy a lahle of

dates, relative size, frequency, and numher of the spots.—Obser-

vations on the Pons-Broolis comet at the Observatory of Nice,

one illustration, by M. Perrotin.—Note on the appearance
of the same comet on January 13 and 19, 1884, by M. Perrotin.

—On the sudden modifications of form (wings, egrets, &c. ),

presented by the same comet during its passage through peri-

helion, by M. G. Rayet.—On the barometric disturbances

caused by the Kraliatoa eruption, as recorded by the Redier
barometer of the Observatory of Toulouse, by .M. Baillnud.

—On linear substitutions (niaihematical analys's), by M. II.

Poincare.—Generalisation of J.icobi's theorem on the Hamiltf n
equations, by M. J. Farkas.—On curves of the fourth order, by
M. C. Le Paije.—On the propagation of li^ht in a crystallised

medium, by Madame Sophie Kowalevski.—On the distribu-

tion of potential in a liquid mass having the form of an indefinite

recangnlar prism, by MM. AppcU and Chervet.—On joule's

electric law, by M. 1'. Gavbe.—On the electric conductibihty of
greatly diluted saline solution«, by M. E. Bouty.—Note on
several unsuccessful attempts recently made to liquefy hydi'ogen,

by M. K. Olszewski, ^he^e ex(eriuients are reporteu incon-
sequence ofM. Wroblewski's statement that he has succeeded
in liquefying hydrogen by exyansion at a temperature of
- 186° C. by means of boiling hydrogen.—On a gas-burner
yielding a white light by the incandescence of magnesia, by M.
Ch. Clamond.—On the law of the thermic cons'ants of sub-

stitution (thermo-chemistry), by M. D. Tommasi.—On the

formation of the iodide of methyl and of the iodide of methylene
by means of iodoform, by M. P. Cazeneuve.—Note on the
moirobromic methylchloroform CCI3 - CHnBr, by M. L. Henry.
^On the albuminoid substances contained in milk, especially

caseine, by M. E. Duclaux. --Fresh observations on the
morphology, anatomy, and development of the parasites of the

onion and other bulbous plants (Tyleiichus hyacinthi, Tylcnchns
initre/acutis^ &c.), by M. Joannes Chatin.— Remarks on the

preparation of farmyard manure, by M. P. P. Deherain.—On
the presence of pegmatite in the diamantiferous sands of .South

Africa ; observations in connection with M. Chaper's recent

communication en the subject, by M. Stan. Meuniei".—On some
freshwater formations during the old and recent Quaternai-y

periods, by M. Ph. Thomas.—On the arched waterspouts of the

Indian Ocean (two illustrations), by M. Le Goarant de Trome-
Im.—Note on the particles of dust found in the snow that fell

at Stockholm last December, by M. E. Vung.—Actinometric

observations made at Montpellier during the year 18S3, by M.
A. Crova.

February 18.—M. Rolland in the chair.—Observations of the

small planets made with the large meridian at the Observatory
of Paris during the third and fourth quarters of the year 18S3,

communicated by M. Mouchez.— On the reciprocal displace-

ments between fluorhydric and the other acid.s, by MM. lierlhe-

lot and Guntz.—On the law of modules or thermic constants of

substitution, by M. Berthelot.—Remarks on a note by M. |.

Luvini in connection with the controversies carried on in the

eighteenth century on the subject of waterspouts and whirlwinds,

by M. Faye.—Determination of the difference of longitude be-

tween Paris and the Observatory of Bordeaux, by MM. G. R.ayet

and Salats. The longitude of the meridian of the Bordeaux
Observatory, as here rectified, is fixed at iim. 26 •444s. ±
o'ooSs.—Remarks in connection with the recent researches

made on the propagation of the atmospheric currents caused

by the eruptions of Krakatoa, by M. F'oerster. The author
disclaims priority for the observations made by him on
this phenomenon, a priority which he awards to General
Strachey, whose paper on the subject appeared in a recent

number of Nature (p. 181). — On the divisors of certain

polynomes, and on the existence of certain primary numbers, by
M. A. Genocchi.—On the composition of such polynomes as

admit only of primary divisors of a determined form, by
M. Lefebure.—On certain linear substitutions (mathematical
analysis), by M. E. Picard.—On an equation of the tn degree,

which has never more than two real roots, by M. D. Andre.—On
a differential equation of the third order, by M. E. Goursat.—On
M. Levy's elastic curve, expressing the equilibrinm of an elastic

circular rod subjected to normal and uniform pressure through-
out its whole length, by M. IIal|jhen.—On the adiabatic expan-
sion of the vapour of w ater, by M. Paul Charpentier.—Researches

on the flucrhydrate of fluoride of potassium, and on its states of

equilibrium in various solutions, by M. Guntz.— On the nitrous

derivatives of hydride of ethylene, by M. A. Villicrs.—On the
probable number of homologous and isomerous rosanilines, by
MM. A. Rosenstiehland M. Gerber.—On a new compound arising

from the preparation of the hexachloride of benzine, having the
same centesimal composition as that substance, by M. I. Meunier.—On the constitution of niilk, by M. E. Duclaux. The author
reduces milk by a new method of analysis to the following
elements :

—

In suspension In solution

Fatty substance 3 '32 ... —
Sugar of milk — ... 4-98
Caseine ^"^^ c'84
Phosphate of lime o'22 ... 0"I4
Soluble salts — ... 0-39

67s 6-35

—On the pigmentary function in the Flirudinere (common leech.

Nephelis, Aidostoma vorax, &c.), by M. Rt'my .Saint-Loup.

—

On the physiological development of the adult Comatule, by

M. Edm. Pen'itr.— On a placenfoid organ in the embryo ol

birds, by M. Mathias Duval.—Origin and mode of formation .if

the Belgian Devi n an and Carboniferous limestones, by M. E.

Dupoiit. The aurhor explains the formation of the older marine
rocks of organic origin by iau«es still in operation, and from
this deduces afresh proof of the value of the comparative method
applied to the study < f the past geological history of the globe.

—On the variability of the composition and concentration of

mineral waters, by M. A. Inostranzeff.
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RECENT TEXT-BOOKS ON TECHNOLOG\
1. Steel and Iron. By William Henry Greenwood.

(London : Cassell and Co., 1884.)

2. Bleaching, Dyeing, and Calico Printing. Edited by

John Gardner. (London : Churchills, 1S84.)

3. The Art of Soap-Making. By Alex. Watt. (London:

Crosby Lockwood and Co., 1884.)

A LTHOUGH the comprehensive system of techno-

logical examinations established under the direction

of the City and Guilds of London Institute has been at

work only a comparatively short time, it has already

called into existence a considerable number of manuals
and text-books designed to meet the special requirements

of teachers and students in connection with those exami-

nations. No doubt excellent works in certain branches

of technology already exist, but many of these are scarcely

suited to the purpose of the teacher, and most of them
are in price beyond the means of the class which the

Institute seeks to benefit. The action of many of our

leading publishing houses in thus vying with each other

in the production of series of low-priced handbooks of

technology to meet a demand primarily created by the

policy of the Institute is calculated not only to serve the

interests of those preparing for examinations but also to

react beneficently upon the general intelligence of our

workmen. Numbers of these smaller works find their way
into the hands of the better class of our mechanics, foremen,

and apprentices, to whom the larger and more elaborate

works, even when present in our free libraries, are as sealed

books. On the whole, it may be said that the handbooks
which have already appeared have been prepared with a

rational appreciation of the needs of intelligent practical

men. The majority of them are written or compiled by

specialists, or by men who are well acquainted with the

industries to which their works relate, and their descrip-

tions and statements are made with the authority and
discrimination which result from a practical knowledge of

the manufactures of which they treat. The first and third

of the works before us are excellent illustrations of this

fact. In Mr. Greenwood's manual we have not only a

comprehensive account of the present condition of our

iron and steel manufacture, full of sound, practical infor-

mation, but a very clear and accurate exposition of the

scientific principles upon which the manufacture depends.

The information is fully up to date ; the illustrations are

not mere pictures, but diagrams based upon original draw-
ings, the majority of which have been reduced from scale

plans of existing plant, and so arranged as to be readily

understood by those who have only a slight experience of

mechanical drawings. The chemical portion of the work
makes no pretensions to be exhaustive, but it is accurate

and sufficiently full. On p. 63, however, we notice that

the composition of spiegeleisen is represented by the

formula FeMn.,C, probably a misprint for (FeMn)4C,
although the evidence in support of the existence of any
such definite carbide is very weak. A characteristic

feature of the work is seen in the prominence given to

Vol. XXIX.—No. 749

such Continental processes as may possibly react upon
English methods, as for example the Perrot revolving
puddling furnace, and the various reheating furnaces of

Bicheroux, Casson, and Ponsard. The chapters on steel

are remarkably concise and complete. The author meets
the well-known difficulty of definition by assuming that

any compound of iron and carbon which is delivered from
a vessel in a state of fusion and at once cast into malle-

able ingots may be considered as steel. This definition

is perhaps not very rational or precise ; it seeks to exclude
cast iron on the ground of its immalleability, and wrought
iron from the circumstance that in practice it is never
obtained wholly fu5ed ; however, it is at least more accu-

rate than that based upon the quality of hardening and
tempering, which the so-called mild steels do not possess

to any sensible extent.

The volume on " Bleaching, Dyeing, and Calico Print-

ing " is a production of a very different character. It has

not the slightest claim to originality, but is mainly a com-
pilation, of some 200 pages, from the standard works of

Crookes, Stenhouse, and Groves and Ure, and consists

very largely of receipts and formula:. The chapter on
bleaching is fairly well done, especially the portion relat-

ing to linen bleaching ; and the section on mordants is

good so far as it goes. What there is of chemistry in the

book is generally accurate, but the author would in nowise

have diminished the air of practicality about his work if

he had removed or replaced some of the barbarisms in

chemical nomenclature aflected by dyers. It is quite

possible to be precise without being pedantic. The book
is poorly illustrated and somewhat loosely put together.

Mr. Watt's book on " Soap-Making" is a thoroughly

practical treatise on an art which has almost no literature

in our language. The author is the son of the late Mr.

Chas. Watt, the inventor of the well-known process of

bleaching palm-oil for soap-makers, and he has been con-

nected with that industry for many years. Soap seems

to have been made in England only since the middle of

the seventeenth century, but the manufacture made very

little progress until the invention of the Leblanc pro-

cess for converting common salt into carbonate of

soda. The art received its second great impetus from

the labours of the venerable Chevreul in the early part of

this century, who, with Liebig, elucidated the theoretical

principles upon which the manufacture depends. Mr.

Watt's book shows what influence these researches have

had upon the development of the art, not only directly,

but as demonstrating to the soap manufacturer the im-

portance of a knowledge of chemistry in its applications

to his processes. The general theory of saponification is

first explained, and is followed by a chapter on the

arrangement of a soap factory and a description of the

materials used in soap-making. The various methods of

making hard soaps and cheapened soaps are then fully

described, both by the old processes and by those of

Hawes and Bennett and Gibbs, Rogers, and Berghart.

The processes for manufacturing potash soaps and soaps

for printed goods and silks are next explained, and there

are special chapters on toilet and medicated soaps, alkali-

metry and the methods of soap-analysis, and on the

recovery of glycerine from spent lyes. We congratulate

Mr. Watt on the success of his endeavour to fill a void in

English technical literature. T. E. Thorpe
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MARINE ENGINEERING
Die Schiffsmaschine : Hire Construction, Wirhungswcisc

ii/id Bcdiemaig. Bearbeitct von Carl Busley, &c.

(Kiel, 1883.)

'n~'H IS ia designed to be a manual and book of reference

A on marine engineering, for the use of engineers,

naval officers, students, and others interested in steam-

ships. The author is a marine engineer in the Imperial

German service, and a professor at the Naval Academy
of Kiel. He has laid down a most comprehensive scheme
for the work, and the first and second divisions already

published contain good evidence that the book when
completed will become the standard German work on the

subject.

Marine engineering has made great strides in recent

years, and is now much more largely regulated by scien-

tific methods than it was formerly. The earlier text-

books have become obsolete to a great extent, and a

demand has arisen for new works in which modern prin-

ciples and practice should be represented. In response

to this demand two or three excellent books-have recently

b;en published in this country ; and Mr. Busley has

determined to do a similar service for Germany. It is

but right to say that his book will bear very favourable

comparison with any book of the class yet published, and

it surpasses all of them in the fulness and beauty of the

illustrations, which are contained in separate atlases and
printed in colours, on a scale which makes many of them
virtually working drawings.

Theoretical investigation and practical information on

the details of the construction and management of marine

engines and boilers both find a place in this book. Its

arrangement is admirable. First, there is a -"lear and

succinct description of the principles of the mechanical

theory of heat, followed by a discussion of the properties

of steam. Next comes a chapter on combustion, including

a summary of the conditions essential to good boilers,

and a statement of the steam-producing powers of various

kinds of coal. If there is not much novelty in this section

of the book, it is full of useful information. In the fourth

chapter there is a long discussion of the various matters

affecting the performance and economy of marine engines

;

details as to coal-consumption in various types of engines,

with methods for estimating the expenditure of steam

and coal in ships of new design ; definitions of horse-

power, nominal, effective, and indicated ; together with

remarks on various systems of condensing steam, &c.

Following these introductory chapters, three others are

devoted to marine boilers, their construction and manage-
ment, including the best means of preserving them.

These chapters are chiefly of a practical character, and
w-ill repay careful study, as they contain a most valuable

summary of information and good rules for guidance.

The eighth chapter is also of a practical nature, contain-

ing detailed examples of the auxiliary engines used for a

vast variety of purposes in steamships. Amongst these

may be mentioned the turret-turning and air-compressing

engines of modern war-ships ; steam-steering engines of

various types ; engines employed for heaving-up anchors

and cables ; others used in the production of the electric

lights nowgenerally carried by war-ships or large passenger

steamers
; pumping engines ; steam-winches ; ventilating

machinery ; appliances for condensing fresh water, &c.

All of these and mmy others are described and illustrated

in a manner which makes this portion of the book most

valuable for reference. No similar summary of informa-

tion on these important, if subordinate, portions in the

equipment of a steamship has been previously published
;

and Mr. Busley deserves great credit for his perception

of the neccsiity for and value of the information herein

collected.

The ninth, tenth, and eleventh chapters relate to the

construction and theory of the various types of marine

engines which are or have been in use. Full descriptions

and drawings are given of different systems—including

some which are, as yet, only in the experimental stage
;

screw-steamers, paddle-steamers, and vessels driven by

water-jets all come under review ; and very valuable

tables are given of the dimensions and particulars of the

machinery in a large number of German, English, and

French ships. Mr. Busley throughout displays a cosmo-

politan spirit in his massing of facts, and this makes his

book all the more valuable. The theoretical investiga-

tions include rules 'for estimating the engine-power re-

quired to attain the assigned speed of a ship ; examples

of the analysis of indicator diagrams for simple and com-

pound engines
;
graphic processes for dealing with the

slide-valves ; and detailed investigations or descriptions

of slide-valve gear, steering gear, S:c.

This completes the contents of the first half of this

book ; the other half has yet to be published, we believe.

If it maintains the high character of the part already

given to the world, the book will be certain to achieve

success. It has been produced in excellent style, both as

regards letterpress and illustrations. Its chief value con-

sists no doubt in the large amount of information respect-

ing modern practice which has been brought together

;

but the treatment of the scientific branches of the subject

will assist to secure its favourable reception by the classes

of readers for whom it is especially designed.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Guide to the Calcutta Zoological Gardens. By John
Anderson, M.D., F.R.S., Honorary Secretary and
Treasurer. (Printed by order of the Honorary Com-
mittee of Management, Calcutta, 1883.)

Although the meritorious idea of starting a zoological

garden at Calcutta was put forward by the well-known
naturalist MacClelland as long ago as 1842, and several

attempts were subsequently made to carry out the plan,

it was not until 1875, chiefly, we believe, owing to the

exertions of the late Mr. Schwendler, the telegraph

engineer, that an appropriate site was obtained, and the

present gardens were founded. After eight years of de-

velopment the Zoological Gardens of Calcutta, under the

energetic rule of the present Honorary Director, have
attained a degree of arrangement sufficiently stable to

allow of a "Guide" being prepared. Dr. Anderson's

able pen has accordingly been employed in describing the

institution which he has so well organised.

For a " Guide " Dr. Anderson's volume is perhaps

rather bulky, and the type employed unnecessarily large.

It is also, we may add, in our opinion a little too learned

for a popular handbook. But the information contained

in it, compiled as it is by one of the leading zoologists of

India, may be generally depended upon, and so much
can scarcely be said forj some similar publications. At
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the same time we may remind Dr. Anderson that the

statement that the sternum in all Picarian birds has a

"double notch behind" (p. 94) is not quite correct,

and that he has overrated the number of African

rhinoceroses.

Judging from the " Guide," the series of animals now
exhibited in the Zoological Gardens of Calcutta must be
considerable, although no actual statistics are furnished

to us on the subject. Several animals of special rarity

are mentioned as in the collection, such as a specimen of

Grant's Gazelle {Gazelle f^ranti) from East Africa, and
the second known example of the Hairy-eared Rhinoceros
of Chittagong. It is also of great importance to learn

that the phenomenon of incubation of one of the large

Pythons has been witnessed in Calcutta as well as in

European Gardens. On the whole, the naturalist will find

many things to interest him throughout the present volume,
though, as already said, some of the disquisitions are not

perhaps cjuite suitable to a popular work.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold himseljresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken of anonymotis communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his^space is so great
that it is impossible othenvise to insure the appearance even

of comiiiunications containing interesting and novel facts.
'\

Earthquakes and Air-Waves

I.v the Comptis Kendus of ihe French Academy of Sciences
for February 18, 18S4, there appe.-u's a commmiication from
Prof. Forster of Berlin relative to a statement previously made
in the Comptcs Kendus, to the effect that it was.from olwervations
taken at Berlin that he had arrived at certain conclusions as to

tbe propagation of the atmospberic disturbance caused by the last

great explosion in the eruption of Krakatoa in August last.

Prof. Forster explains that the statement referred to was a
mistake, and that he had in fact only reproduced, after verifying

them by reference to the Berlin observations, the conclusions
come to by nie, as explained in a paper r, ad before the Royal
Society on December 17, 18S3, the principal part of which was
published in Nature of December 20 last (p. iSi).

He adds that in his original note on the .'ubject he had not
mentioned my name as the author of the conclusions referred to,

in consequence of the manner in which I had spoken of them
myself

Prof Forster, while putting himself right on this point, has
interpreted my own intention with great sagacity. For the light

I may have been able to throw on the facts was in truth conse-
quent on information put before me by the inlelligent officers of
our Meteorological Office, aided by a suggestion from Prof
Stokes, who like myself is a member of the Meteorological
Council.

Such credit, however, as is due for bringing to notice the
curious phenomenon in question may be fairly claimed for our
Meteorological Office, as there is little reason to doubt that it

would have remained unnoticed had it not been f >r the com-
parison of tlie several records of the continuously self registering

instruments which the organisation provided from the public
grant we receive has placed at our command, and which no
individual effort could have supplied.

February 26 Richard Strachey

In the Jamaica Weather Report, No. 35, for November last

year, I was unable to explain how it was that the Krakatoa air-

wave had affected our barometer so strongly : the exjilanation is

that Jamaica is very near the antipodes of Krakatoa (Natijre,
vol. xxix. p. iSi).

The general effect of the disturbance at Jamaica was to pro-
duce a barouietvic depression, preceded and followed by small
barometric elevations, according to the following table, which
gives for local time the pressure of the atmosphere at the sea-

level, expressed in inches of mercury at 32^, and corrected for

diurnal variation :

—

Kingston, yamaica, 1883

August 26, 3 p.m. ... ... ... 29'972
26, II p.m. ... ... ... '975

27, 7 a.m. ... ... ... -982

27. 3 I'-"i '944

27, II p. m -983

28, 7 a.m -994

28, 3 P-m 29-975

Now Ihe impulse at Krakatoa occurred at 9.24a.m. local time,

and it reached Jamaica about 3 p.m. local time, or eighteen
hours afiei wards ; consequently the average velocity of the wave
was about 690 miles an hour—which is wholly in accordance
with the velocity deduced by General Strachey from places in

Europe and ebewhere.
But there was no great explo-ionat Krakatoa at 9. 24 a.m., and

it seems possible that this great air-wave «as similar to the air-

waves we ahv.ays experience in Jamaica whenever there is a shock
in Kingston sufficiently strong to be distinctly felt.

In August 18S1 1 published a Report on Earthquakes in

Jamaica, No. 4, in order to call attention to the follov\ing

fads :

—

1. The atmospheric pressure oscillates for some hours before
and after a shock, the lowest depression generally occurring at

the time of the shock.

2. The wind generally lulls, so that " the weather " is h^jt

and oppressive.

3. Clouds (stratus) gather over the sky after the shock.

4. The temperature of the air, if we allow for the cooling

effect of (3), remains unchanged.

5. The rainfall is unaffected.

These facts have been fully confirmed by subsequent shocks.

As an example let us consider the last shock which occurred on
January 14 this year, and which was felt over nearly the whole
of the island.

At Kingston it was felt as a sharp double-shock at 1.15 p.m. ; the

first shock lasted about three seconds, then there was an interval

of about two seconds, which was followed by the second shock,

lasting about five seconds. There was a strong sea-lireeze blow-
ing during the day, but a temporary lull occurred just before the

earthquake.

The following table gives the pressure of the atmosphere at

the sea-level, expressed in inches of mercury at 32°, and corrected

for diurnal variation :

—

Kingston, January 14, 1SS4

24 hours before the shock

At the time of the shock
8 hours after

16 ,,

24 „

30-061

-047

043
016
-024

•063

30-056

On January 13 the average amount of cloud was 7 per cent, of
the whole sky, on the 14th it was 10, and on the 15th it was 43!

Further parlicidars will be found in the Jamaica Weather
Report, No. 37, for January 18S4, and it will here be sufficient

to remark that the depression at the time of the shock was quite

as strongly marked at the cinchona plantation, thirteen miles

from Kingston, but 4850 feet above the sea-level.

It is needless to say that I am at a loss to account for the con-

nection which most undoubtedly exists in Jamaica between
earthquakes and air-waves ; but it is evident that the latter may
be connected with the former without any, the slightest, approach
to volcanic explosion ; and the Krakatoa air-wave was probably
similar in all respects, except magnitude, to the waves we con-

tinually experience in Jamaica at the time of earthquake shocks.

Jamaica, February 7 Maxwell Hall

The Remarkable Sunsets

At 8.45 a.m. to-day the sun seen from here through a light

mist was of a slightly metallic and very pale sea-green colour.

The mist was not dense enough to render objects at a distance of

twelve yards indistinct, but beyond that distance they rapidly

became invisible. There was no wind, and the mist seemed free

Irom smoke. I could form no opinion as to its height. Half
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an hour later, in Manchester, the sun glowed with the ordinary

cuppery-red hue it assumes when seen through a thin fog.

Edward J. Bles
Moor End, Kersal, near Manchester, February 26

Instinct

I DO not think tliat the difference Ijetween Mr. Lloyd Morgan
and myself on the p lint to uliicli he returns in his last letter is

so ^reat as it at first appeared. For he now admits that "the
actions of animals testify to some corresponding mental states,"

and therefore that from such actions we are entitled to infer

something as to these states. His objection to comparative
psychology as a science is thus reduced to the observation that

our inference frum bodily actions to mental states cannot Ije so

clear or certain in the case of animals as in the case of men,
where intentional sign-making, or language, comes to our

assistance. Now this is precisely what I argued in my o"n
communication to Nature (p. 379), and also in my books.

Therefore I do not consider that this is " an ingeniously con-

structed argument of scepticism "
; I applied that phrase to the

argument which denies the possibility of all or any ejective

knowledge, both of men and animals.

Thus the only point of dispute between us is whether such con-

ceptions as we can form of the mental life of animals are

sufficient to constitute this mental life the subject-matter nf a

science

—

i.e. whether this mental life admits of investigation.

And, so far as I am aware, Mr. Morgan is the only individual

who has ever said that such is not the case.

George J- Romanes

There is a remarkable instance of instinct displayed by the

common magpie which I have not seen noticed in Nature or

anywhere else, althout;h it has long attracted my attention and
is well known to farmers in the west of Scotland. This bird

may be seen each year, on the first .Sunday of March (old style),

very busily employed carrying small twigs of branches to renew
its old nest or form a new one for the approaching breeding season.

This particular day appears to be a|ipointed for taking formal
possession of the premises, as no more work whatever is done for

some weeks after. The instinct which enables a bird to take
the sun's altitude on a particular day in March is certainly a very
rare gift, but any person who wishes to satisfy himself of its

truth, and who lives in a locality where these birds breed, has
only to rise early on Sunday, March 16, this year, to see them
at work for him-;elf. It would be interesting to know within

what degrees of latitude this particular day is observed by these

birds. \Vm. Brown

" Mental Evolution in Animals "

I AM as unwilling as Mr. Romanes to continue this discussion

needlessly, but inaccuracy calls for correction. Mr. Romanes
says that "the glass wall of a tank is not an object upon the

solidity of which a skate would be likely to calculate." If he
will read' my original account of the incident again, he'vvill find

that the skate made himself absolutely sure of the solidity of the

glass wall of the tank ; he tried hard to seize the food, and failed

because he could not get his head through the glass, and there-

fore his mouth could not touch the food. As for his beinij

unable to see the food when the current lifted it, that is precisely

my case. But he saw it clearly enough, and had tangiljle

experience of the conditions, before he adopted the succesful
device. If the matter is worth noticing, it may as well be
described correctly. F. J. F.\raday

Manchester, February 29

I WILLINGLY apologise for making the remark about the glass

wall without having first consulted Mr. Faraday's original

account ; but as, in " noticing " the matter in " Animal Intelli-

gence," I quoted that account Virbalim, I cannot allow that on
the only occasion when I " described " the circumstances I

failed to do so "correctly." G. ]. Romanes

Natural Snowballs
It is nearly a year since I inclosed to you an account of the

natural snowballs or snow-rollers which were to be seen in great
numliers for many square luiles in this vicinity on February 21,
1SS3. A friend has called my attention to a brief new^papcr

report of a recurrence of the same remarkable phenomenon on a

larger scale in Oneida and Herkimer counties, in the State of

New York. The rollers were formed by the wind on the night
.

of Tuesday, January 22, and are said to have been "innumer- I

able," hundreds being seen on an acre of ground. The measure- )

ments of the largest are the same as those which I made of the
1

largest that I saw last year, 18 inches in length and 12 in dia-

meter. But, whereas all of last year's were extremely delicate, '.

so as to yield to the touch, it is reported that some of those seen

in January wei-e "solid and so firm that they could be handled
quite roughly without breaking." I send these memoranda to

you, thinking that you may deem them worthy of preservation in

the columns of your journal. Samuel Hart
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., U.S.A., February 16

Common Domestic Duck Diving for Food
j

When at Buxton last August I spent a good deal of my time 1

in watching and occasionally feeding the water-fowl in the I

ponds of the garden. On week-days the ducks received large I

contributions from the visitors, but on Sundays they apparently •

were on rather short commons, judging by their greater activity 7

in searching for food, and constantly standing on their heads in I

the water so as to search the bottom for aquatic plants. Of
course every scrap of plant to the depth of ten or fifteen inches

(eighteen inches where the geese were) was cleared away.

I was surprised one Sunday to see a common domestic duck •

(female) diving in three or four feet of water, and searching along
j

the bottom, as if she had been " to the manner born," for plants, j

which, when she found, were brought to the surface ; some :

fifteen or twenty other ducks watched her proceedings with great

interest, and made an immediate rush at her when she came up
to share in the food, exactly as the widgeon pnunce upon the

canvas-back ducks at the mouth of the Delaware River and other

favourite winter feeding-places of these del'cious birds, which,

notwithstanding their difficidties with their thievish tormentors,

must manage to pick up a fairly good living, as when killed they
_'

are usually in fine condition.

I saw only one duck (a mallard) at Buxton make any attempt

to imila'e the clever diver, but his efforts were always igno-

minious failures. Had I been living in Buxton I should have
endeavoured to get some eggs of this diving duck and had them
hatched, with the object of finding out if the progeny inherited

the peculiarity of the mother. John Rae
4, Addison Gardens, March i

Circular Rainbow seen from a Hill-top

In the evening of the first Sunday in last September, when,
it will be remembered, there v\as a very severe storm, I was
walking alone up the south side of the top of the Belchen, in the

Black Forest ; the sun was setting in the west over the Rhine,
and for some time my shadow was thrown on the mist filling up
the valley to the east of the Belchen, and around it was a most
distinct rainbow, with all the usual colours. It was so striking

that it at once suggested the halo one sees in religious picttires,

except that it was round the whole figure, and not confined to

the head. I thought this anecdote might interest those gentle-

men who have already written to you about this beautiful pheno-
menon, and especially Mr. Maynard, who I see writes from the

Black Forest. W. H.\LE White
4, St. Thomas's Street, S.E., March I

Girton College

In reference to a paragraph in Nature (vol. xxijt. p. 388)
respecting the representation of the students of the College Hall
of Residence, Byng Place, on their governing body, allow me
to state that the students of Girton College have been repre-
sented on the College Committee for some seven years past. The
representatives of the students are three in number, one retiring

annually ; they are elected Ijy those students who hold the college

certificate, and have been chosen, so far, from among them-
selves. As the certificated students keep up a more or less

close connection with the College, and their representatives pay
regular visits of inspection, the views of past and present students

can be formally laid before the College Committee. This privi-

lege is much appreciated by the studeiits. If you have received
no other letter to this effect, may I ask you to inseit the above
information ? Certificated Student

February 26
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ANTHROPOLOGICAL NOTES IN THE
SOLOMON ISLANDS

IN my last paper on the physical characters of the

natives of St. Christoval and the neighbouring islands

(Nature, vol. .x.wii. p. 607) I drew attention to the varia-

tion which was presented towards the opposite extremity

of the Solomon group by the Treasury Islanders, of whom
1 considered the natives of the large adj icent island of

Bougainville would prove to be a more pronounced type.

My observations during 1883, which were confined, how-
ever, to the islands of the Bougainville Straits, and did

not extend to the large island of that name, have con-
firmed the existence of this variation in the type of the
natives at the western end of the group.

Proceeding at once to the comparison of the inhabitants

of these two regions, I find that the most important dis-

tinction lies in the form of the skull. The cephalic indices

obtained from forty head-measurements amongst the men
of the islands of Bougainville Straits (Treasury Island,

Shortland Islands, Faro Island) ranged between 76 and
85 ; three-fourths were included between 79 and 83 (in-

clusive) ; and the mean was 8o'6. Of the same number
of measurements amongst the men of St. Christoval, half

produced cephalic indices between 75 and 78 (inclusive) ;

the range was 69 to 83 ; and the mem 767. In the first

region therefore brachycephaly may be said to prevail
;

in the latter, mesocephaly. But in addition to being
more brachycephalous, the men of Bougainville Straits

belong to a noticeably taller and more robust race, their

average height being 5 feet 4.h inches to 5 feet 5 inches,

as contrasted with 5 feet 3 inches to 5 feet 4 inches in the

case of the St. Christoval natives. I should also add
that the hue of the skin is of a darker shade, correspond-
ing to numbers 35 and 42 of the colour-types of M. Broca.

The character of the hair resembles that of the natives of

the eastern islands of the group inbeingfrizzly and bushy

;

but there is introduced among the populations of these

islands in the Bougainville Straits an almost straight-

haired element, to which further reference will be made.
The inhabitants of the islands just alluded to are also

distinguished from those of St. Christoval and the eastern

islands of the group in many of their arts and usages, to

some of which I can here only just refer. CannibaHsm is

rarely if ever practised among the natives of Bougainville

Straits : it is, however, frequent amongst those of St.

Christoval. Polygamy is more prevalent in the former
region, where Gorai, the powerful chief of the Shortlands,

possesses between eighty and one hundred wives, and
Muld, the chief of Treasury Island, owns between twenty-

five and thirty. The patriarchal and despotic rule of

these chiefs must be contrasted with the little authority

which belongs to the majority of the chiefs in the eastern

islands. The women of Bougainville Straits manufacture
a kind of unglazed pottery, employing for this purpose a

wooden trowel, a large smooth pebble 3 to 4 inches

across, and a ring-cushion of palm leaf ; a rudely-shaped
saucer is first made from a lump of the clay ; and upon
this the vessel is built up, strip by strip. A large number
of the houses in the principal villages of Faro—an island

in the middle of the Straits—are built upon piles. I

should here refer to the greater prevalence amongst the
natives of the islands in Bougainville Straits of the

cutaneous disease—an aggravated form of " body-ring-

worm "—to which 1 alluded in my description of the St.

Christoval natives : four-fifths of the inhabitants of

Treasury Island are thus affected ; and half of the chief's

wives are covered with this disease from head to foot.

From frequent observation of the different modes of

wearing the hair which prevail among the Solomon
Islanders, I am of the opinion that their variety is to be
attributed more to individual fancy than to any difference

in the character of the hair. According to his taste, a

man may prefer to wear his hair close and uncombed,
when the short matted curls with small spiral give a

woolly appearance like that of the hair of the African

negro Should he allow his hair to grow, making but

little use of his comb, the hair will hang in ringlets 3 to 8

inches 1 mg— a mode more frequent amongst the natives

of the eastern islands of the group, and best described as

the " mop-headed " style. More often from a moderate
amount of combing, the locks are loosely entangled and
the hair-mass assumes a somewhat bushy appearance,

the arrangement into locks being still discerned and the

surface of the hair presenting a tufted aspect. The
majority of natives, however, produce by constant comb-
ing a bushy periwig in which all the hairs are entangled

independently into a loose frizzly mass, the separate locks

being no longer discernible. These four styles of wearing

the hair—the woolly, the mop-like, the partially bushy,

the completely bushy—prevail with both sexes, the fashion

varying in different islands of the group. I am inclined

to view the mop-headed style as the natural mode of

growth, it being the one which the hair would assume if

allowed to grow uncombed and uncut. The Solomon
Islander unfortunately makes such a constant use of the

comb that one rarely sees his hair as nature intended it

to grow. When, however, a man with bushy hair has

been diving for some time, the hairs, disentangling them-

selves to a great extent, gather together into long narrow

ringlets—nature's coiffure of the Solomon Island native.

Amongst the natives of Bougainville Straits the hair is

coarser and of a darker hue, corresponding to numbers

34 and 49 of the colour-types of M. Broca ;
whilst the

lighter hue of the hair of the St. Christoval natives more
accords with numbers 35 and 42. The diameter of the

spiral when measurable varied between 5 and lomms.

—

its usual range throughout the group ; but on account of

the practice of combing it was often difficult to measure
it with any accuracy. Here I may allude to the almost

straight-haired element which has been infused among
the inhabitants of Bougainville Straits. The individuals

thus characterised have very dark skins, which for want
of comparison might be termed black ; the hue, however,

nearly agrees with colour-type 42 of M. Broca; the hair,

which is even darker, corresponding with types 34 and

49, is almost straight, often erect, and giving the person

a shock- headed appearance ; whilst it may in some in-

stances tend to gather into curls of a large spiral. I was
unable to detect any constant change in physical charac-

ters accompanying this variety in the growth of hair.

The general colour of the iris amongst the natives of

Treasury Island may be described as a deep muddy-
violet, approaching nearest to number 1 1 of the colour-

types of i\I. Broca.

The relation between the lengths of the upper and

lower limbs in over thirty individuals was fairly constant,

the mean intermembral index being 68. A steady index,

giving a mean of 334, indicated the proportion of the

length of the upper limb to the height of the body ; but

the corresponding index which my measurements gave

for the lower limb was somewhat variable, and the mean
49'2 is therefore not so reliable. H. B. Guppy
H.M.S. Lark, Auckland, N.Z., January 2

ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE ASCIDIAS
COMPOSIT.E

COMPOUND ASCIDIAXS should undoubtedly be

studied in the fresh condition. This becomes evi-

dent to any one who, after having admired the graceful

forms, gorgeous colouring and transparency of tissue

exhibited by the 1' ving animals on our western and southern

coasts, or in such a favoured spot as the Chausey Archi-

pelago, seeks in vain for these or any other beauties in

the leathery repulsive-looking masses usually exhibited in

a collection of Tunicata.' And it becomes painfully im-

pressed upon one when working through a large coUec-

* There are exceptions: sjme few species retain both form and colour

airly well when preserved.
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tion which has been in alcohol for about ten years.

Laborious dissection and the preparation of large numbers
of sections are necessary to reveal characteristics which

may often be seen in the living specimen by observation

merely. And, what is of more consequence, there is a

risk of being led into errors and misinterpretations by
the abnormal contraction and distortions caused by the

alcohol.

Such plates as those of Prof. Giard,' and of Dr. R. von
Drasche's beautifully illustrated monograph on the Synas-
cidiffi of the Bay of Rovigno,'- which has just appeared, show
how much can be made out from a natural representation

of the living animal, and leave little or nothing to be desired

so long as we must be content with some substitute for the

actual specimen. In this important worlc von Drasche
criticises Giard's classification of the Synascidis, and ex-

plains fully a scheme of his own which appeared in the

Zflologisclier Anseigcr for 1882. Many attempts have
been made to classify nattirally this difficult group, and
this latest effort, although it has corrected some previous

errors, appears still to be susceptible of improvement,
especially as regards the interesting forms which occupy
the borderland between simple and compound Ascidians.

Some of these (the Clavelinidae) are placed by Giard and
von Drasche in the Synascidia;, while in 18S0 I tried to

show that their proper position was amongst the AscidiK
Simplices, and close to the genus Ciona. At the present

moment I confess that I am unable to find a single satis-

factory character by which to distinguish these two hrge
groups, the simple and compound Ascidians.

Savigny, in 1815, in his " Observations sur les Alcyons
gi^latineux a six tentacles simples,"^ first rescued the

compound Ascidians from the Alcyonaria with which they

had previously been associated, and demonstrated their

affinity with the other Tunicata'' In the "Tableau Systd-

matique " Savigny gives no formal statement of the cha-

racters distinguishing the two groups, but it is evident

from some passages in his "3' Mdmoire" that he relied

chiefly, if not entirely, for their separation upon the

arrangement of the Ascidiozooids of the compound forms

around a central cloaca—a character which he declared

WIS visible even in the young embryo. In this latter

point he was mistaken, and it seeins rather singular that

he should have laid such stress upon the union of the

atrial apertures when we find that he describes and figures

their separate and independent existence in DhiMiui and
Distoma, two of the genera of his " Tifthyes Composdes."

Llavelina in his system is placed next to the " Phallusia:

Cionae" (=the modern genus Ciona) in the Ascidias

Simplices.

Savigny classified the nine genera which he recognised

amongst compound Ascidians by means of characters

taken from the branchial and atrial apertures. But

although such characters are most useful and constant

marks of affinity in the simple Ascidians, they fail signally

as applied by Savigny to the compound forms, and result

in the separation of his closely allied genera Didemniiiii

and Euaclii/ni, while Diazona, Distoma, and Sigilliini

are thrown together in one group, and Eucaelium is

placed with Botryiius, a genus with which it has certainly

no close relationship.

Lamarck's arrangement of the Tunicata, published

about the same time, showed no improvement upon that

of Savignv.
In 1841 Milne-Edwards^ estabhshed the group of

" Ascidise Sociales'' as occupying an independent position

between the simple and compound forms. This group

I " Recherches sur les Ascidies Compos^es ou Synascidies " (Archive!: de

i^oologie ex/'himcntate ct Generate, t i 1872).
- •• Die --vnascidien der Bucht von Ravigno." Ein Beitrag jur Fauna der

Adria, von Dr. Richard von Drasche (Wien. iSS^I.

3 ' M^moires sur les Anim. sans Vert.'
, „ .

' The class Tunicata was established by Lamarck in the year folUwmg—

5 •' Observations sur les Ascidies Composees des Cotes de la Man:hc "

(.1/A«. Instit. France, vol. xv.ii.).

(in wirich he placed the genera Pcroplwra and Chivelitia)

he defines as comprising Ascidians which reproduce by
buds as well as by eggs, and which live united by common
radiciform prolongations, but which otherwise are free of

all adhesion to one another. He distinguished the simple
Ascidians as forms which never reproduced by gemma-
tion and were never found in groups united by a common
tegumentary tissue ; while he separated the compound
from the social Ascidians on account of their possessing
a test common to all the members of the colony. If we
unite the simple and social .Ascidians, which I have
shown in the Report upon the Clialtciig;r Tunicata there
is reason for doing, we shall have, according to Milne-
Edwards, the simple and compound Ascidians dis-

tinguished merely by the members of the colony in the

latter being united by a common test, while in the former
each individual has its own distinct tunic. This character,

although better than the one made use of by Savigny, is,

as we shall see later on, by no means an infallible guide.

Milne-Edwards formed a classification of the genera ot

compound Ascidians into " Polycliniens," ' Didemniens,"
and " Botrylliens," which, with our present knowledge of

the group, still seems fairly natural. These three divisions

are distinguished by such anatoaiical characters as the

relations of the other viscera to the branchial sac. In the
" Polycliniens" the body has three regions—the "thorax,"

containing the branchial sac; the "abdomen," formed
by the stomach and the greater part of the intestine ; and
the " post-abdomen," having the reproductive organs and
the heart. In the "Didemniens" there are only two
regions—thorax and abdomen—the reproductive organs

and heart being placed on the intestine. In the third

group, the " Botrylliens," the viscera form a single mass,

in which the alimentary canal lies alongside the branchial

sac.

This arrangement of the Ascidiaj Composita: was
generally accepted until 1872, when Giard published ' his

important memoir, " Recherches sur les Ascidies Com-
passes ou Synascidies," in which is given a classification

based upon the method of gemmation. He distinguishes

three points of origin for the buds— the pyloric region of

the alimentary canal, the reproductive organs, and the

posterior end of the body. The latter region is the place

of gemmation in his " Catenate," a group which contains

three families—the Clavelinida: the Perophoridae, and
the Botryllidre. But he gives no sufficient reasons for

placing the first two families in the compound Ascidians,

and, as von Drasche has pointed out, the third one does

not really exhibit the essential character of the CatenatEe.

Giard's second group, the " Glomeratae," is charac-

terised mainly by the formation of ovarian buds. It cor-

responds to Milne-Edwards' " Polycliniens," in addition

to half of the " Didemniens." The remainder of the
" Didemniens " correspond to Giard's third group, the
" Reticulata;," and are characterised by gemmation
taking place from the pyloric region. This seems a

natural and well-defined section, including two families,

the Didemnida: and the Diplosomidas, but the " Glom-
eratae" cannot stand without several chinges which von

Drasche suggests, and which really reduce it merely to

Milne-Edwards' section " Polycliniens." Upon the whole,

there can be little doubt that Milne-Edwards' classifica-

tion is preferable to that proposed by Giard.

We come now to Dr. von Drasche, the latest authority,

who, both in his preliminary note" and in the detaileil

memoir,-' wisely abstains from any attempt to form main

divisions, and merely groups the genera in a series of

carefully chosen families. Of these the Botryllidffi corre-

sponds to Milne-Edwards' section "Botrylliens," while

the Didemnidas and Diplosomida: are identical with

Giard's families bearing the same names. The Polyclinidaa

I Arch de Zool. expir., t. i.

- Zoologhcher AuzcUer{ox 1882. p. 605.
'i "Die Synascidien der Bucht vjn Rovigno" (Wien, iSSs)-
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and Distomidae do not correspond exactly to any of

Giard's families, but the former is Milne-Edwards' " Poly-
cliniens " without change. A new family, the Chondro-
stachyidse, has been formed for the reception of Mac-
donald's C/ioiidrostac/iys and von Dra^che's Oxycorynia,
remarkable forms in which the Ascidiozooids are placed
upon a common peduncle penetrated by large canals. I

am inclined to admit the necessity for this new family, and
several undescribed and interesting forms obtained during
the CJuilleiigcr Expedition will, 1 hope, take up a position

within its bounds. The two remaining families of von
Drasche's system, the ClavelinidK and the Perophoridae,
I would still maintain arc more closely allied to the simple
than to the compound Ascidians. They correspond to

Family IV. Clavelinida; of my arrangement of the Ascidiae

Simplices.

Dr. von Drasche does not define the Synascidiae, and
from one or two passages in his work it seems probable
that he is in very much the position in which I now find

myself, viz. unable to find any character or combination
of characters which will serve to distinguish simple from
compound Ascidians. Reproduction by gemmation and
the formation of colonies in the latter group will not hold,

since it is possible to pass from Ciona—a typical simple
.Ascidian—to Distoma and the very heart of the compound
Ascidians through the following series of forms, which
shows a perfect gradation of these characters :

—

Cioini,

R/iopahra, Ecteiiiascidia, Clai'cli/ia, Diacomi, Cliondro-

stacliys, Oxycorynia, DistovuT. The formation of common
cloacal cavities, canals, and apertures cannot be con-
sidered as a diagnostic feature of the compound Ascidians.
Although Giard has demonstrated tlieir presence in some
genera in which they were previously unknown, yet there

are some forms considered by all authorities as Syn-
ascidiae, such as C/iondios/achys, Diazona, Distoma, and
others, in which the atrial apertures of the Ascidiozooids
open independently on the surface of the colony, and no
common cloaca is formed.

Lastly, we come to characters taken from the condition
of the test, but these break down like the others. In the

first place, in passing along the series of forms mentioned
above as connecting Ciona and Distoma, we encounter all

stages between a distinct test or tunic for each individual

and a common mass in which a number of Ascidiozooids
arc embedded. And, secondly, the remarkable group
" Polystyete," briefly characterised by Giard in 1S74
presents many of the characters of highly differentiated

simple Ascidians (the Cynthiidze), along with the sup-
posed Sjnascidian feature of a colony composed of many
-Ascidiozooids completely buried in a common test.

In the Challenger collection there is an interesting series

of Polystyelae— all from southern seas—in which it is

possible, I believe, to trace a passage from such aggre-
gated Stselinae as Polycarpa to the Botryllidse. If this

passage indicated genetic affinity between these two very
distinct groups, which I greatly doubt, it would be impos-
sible to escape from the conclusion that the Ascidife

Simplices and the Ascidise Compositae have two points of

connection, almost at the extreme ends of the two series.

I think I am justified in believing that probablv both
groups were derived from a form not unlike Eitei)iascidia

or Clavelina. From this common ancestor the simple
.Ascidians diverged through the Ascidiidse to the Cynthiidae

(including Polycarpa) and the Molgulida;, while the com-
pound Ascidians diverged through Diazona and the

Cbondrostachyidae to the Polyclinidas, Didemnidae, and
Botryllida;. Hence it seems much more probable that

the Polystyela: have acquired independently certain cha-
racters of Polycarpa or oi Botrylliis (I have not yet been
able to determine to which of the two they are really most
closely related) than that there is any direct affinity

between such highly differentiated groups as the Cynthiidte

and the Botryllidte. This, however, does not affect the

practical difficulty that the Polystyelae completely bridge

across the gap between simple and compound Ascidians
as distinguished by the nature of the test or tunic, and
consequently it is extremely difficult to separate tl em
from either of these two great series.

Thus all the diagnostic features usually employed fail

utterly, and we find ourselves unable to discover a sing'e

character or combination of characters which will serve

to distinguish the AscidiK Simplices from the AscidiK
Composita?. W. A. Herdman

./ METEOROLOGICAL LABORATORY
'X'O the last issue of Science et Nature M. L. Mangin

-'• contributes an interesting account of the chemical
laboratory recently installed on the Pic du Midi, Pyrenees,

at an altitude of nearly 9500 feet above the sea. As
shown in our first illustration, the laboratory stands

between the dwelling-house and the Observatory, of which
it forms a dependency, under the direction of MM.
Miintz and Aubin. In the second illustration a fuller

view is given of the building, which faces southwards,

and the slated roof of which is so constructed as to con-

stitute a sort of pluvioineter registering the annual rain-

fall, and retaining sufficient for chemical analysis. This
unique establishment, which promises to render great

services both to meteorology and to the economic
industries, is at present chiefly occupied with the con-

stituent elements of the terrestrial atmosphere, especially

in connection with vegetable life. The student of che-

mistry need scarcely be reminded that, besides oxygen

and nitrogen, the air contains in smaller proportions

carbonic acid, ammonia, and certain nitric compounds
playing an important part in the nutrition of plants, and
supplying them with nearly all the nitrogen and carbon

that enter into the composition of their tissues. During
the summer months of the >ears iSSi-S.', MM. Miintz

and Aubin were mainly engaged with the quantitative

analysis of these substances, under conditions peculiarly

favourable for the prosecution of such investigation^.

The results so far obtained may here be briefly resumed.

Carbonic Acid.—The proportion of this element found

in the air at different altitudes is still a subject of discus-

sion amongst analytical chemists. But de Saussure's

average of from '0004. to '0006 has been shown to be con-

siderably too high by various observations taken of late

years at different stations on the globe. These observa-

tions are now fully confirmed by the researches on the

Pic du Midi, which reduce the average to 2-86 ten-

thousandths.
Another important conclusion is that the carbonic acid

does not perceptibly vary with the ahitude, as had hitherto

been supposed. Thus the proportion is found to be much
the same at Vincennes near Paris, Luz (740 m.), Pierrefitte

(500 m.), and Pic du Midi (2900 m.). On the other hand, the

quantity varies slightly in the same locality, beingsomewhat
greater at night and in moist weather than during the day
and in dry weather. The subjoined table shows the

average quantity of carbonic acid present in the atmo-

sf here during the day and at night at various meteoro-

logical stations in different parts of the world :

—

Night Day
Vincennes 298 ... 2'S4

Fie dii Midi 2-90 ... 286
Hayti 2-92 ... 270
Florida 2-94 ... 2^89

Martinique 2 85 ... 27?
Mexico 286 ... 266
Patagonia 2*67 ... 2'65

Chili 2-82 ... 2-66

Ammonia.—Although the presence of ammonia in the

air has long been known, Schlosing was the first to show

that for this substance, as well as for carbonic acid, the

sea is the great reservoir whence the atmosphere receives

ts supplies. I'ut no light hadhitheito been thrown upon
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1—General View of the Pic du Midi Observatory.

Cc. 7.—The Observatory and Laboratory.
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the distribution of ammonia at different altitudes. Ex-

amining the atmosphere from this point of view, MM.
Muntz and Aubin now find that at an elevation of nearly

3000 m. the quantity does not sensibly dirter froni that at

extremely low levels, which is ascertained to be about

I'll mgr. to 100 cm. Hence the diffusion of ammonia
in the air is as complete as that of carbonic acid. Con-
sequently it is in the gaseous state that this substance is

incessantly transmitted from the marine basins to the

atmosphere. The rain and snow collected on the Pic du
Midi also revealed the presence of ammonia in solution,

as was to be expected.
Atmospheric Nitrification.—The analysis of rain falling

during thunderstorms is known invariably to yield certain

nitrous compounds in the form of sal amnaoniac. From
what is known regarding the affinities of nitrogen, it is

argued that these compounds are developed under the

influence of electric discharges. The nitrous compounds
(nitric acid and sub-nitric acid) are converted, in the

presence of water and of ammonia, into sal am noniacs,

which are precipitated by the rain. Hence electric dis-

turbances in the air came to be regarded as the chief

source of nitrous compounds.
MM. Miintz and .-\ubin have analysed by the most

delicate processes the rain-water collected on the Pic du
Midi, but never succeeded in detecting any nitrates in it,

although they are always present in rain-water collected

on the plains. Their absence corresponds with the ab-

sence of thunderstorms taking their rise above the Pic du
Midi. Of 184 storms observed during a period of nearly

nine years by M. de Nansouty, the director of t'le

Observatory, not more than twenty-three originated at an

altitude of over 2300 m. ; but in no case were electric

phenomena observed at an elevation higher than 3000 m.

Hence the electric discharges, which give rise to the

nitrates, are limited to the lower atmospheric regions

between sea-level and 3000 m. above the sea.

To the general results here resumed MM. Miintz and
Aubin have added some details concerning the formation

of vegetable soil. They have distinctly determined the

presence of nitric ferment in the ground on the highest

summits. But owing to the low temperature prevailing

at those altitudes, the activity of this ferment is extremely

weak.
It may be observed in conclusion that the uniform pro-

portion of carbonic acid and ammonia in the atmosphere,

as determined by these remarkable researches, is a fresh

confirmation of Schlosing's theory regarding the inter-

change of gases between the sea and the air. The marine
basins are incessantly discharging or absorbing carbonic

acid and ammonia in suck a way as to maintain the con-

stant proportion of these substances. They thus consti-

tute a vast regulator, restoring to the atmosphere the

nitrous or carbonic compounds of which it had been
deprived by vegetation.

SCIENCE IN ROME
THE recent changes introduced into the constitution

of the Accademia del Lincei, followed by its re-

moval to new and sumptuous quarters in Trastevere, seem
to call for more than a passing notice. There are cer-

tainly many other famous societies scattered over the

Peninsula, all the large to-.vns of which have long possessed

one or more scientific, literary, or artistic corporations.

But, with perhaps the single exception of the Floren-

tine .A.cademy, none of them have been so intimately

identified with the progress of the physical sciences

since the "Renaissance" as this oldest of still e.xist-

ing learned institutions. Founded on August 17, 1603,

by the young prince, Federigo Cesi, for the express

purpose of cultivating " le scienze niatematiche e filoso-

fiche,"' it began its useful career forty years before the

birth of Nen-ton, and six before Galileo had rendered

Jansen's telescope a suitable instrument for astronomic

observation. The very name of the Lincei, or " Lynx-

eyed," ' breathes the quaint spirit of the times, when
every capital in Italy had its centres of intellectual move-
ment, bearing such eccentric titles as the .Accademia dei

Sonnacchiosi ("The Drowsv'), dei Sitibondi ("The
Thirsty"), dei Svegliati ("the Wide-Awake"), degli

Ottusi'("The DuU"\degli Innomati ("The Nameless"),

dei Storditi ("The Dazed"), dei Tenebrosi ("The Dark-
Hngs''), and so forth. But while most of these ephemeral
corporations have left little but their names behind them,

the Lincei have gone on prospering and continually

widening the field of their utility until the .Academy now
finds itself formally constituted the chief national expo-

nent of the natural sciences in Italy, thus taking rank with •

the French Institute and the Royal Society of London.
Although such a proud position could scarcely have

been anticipated by its founder, the .Academy none
the less possessed from the outset certain elements of

stability, which under favourable circumstances could not

fail to insure it a prolonged existence. Its generous

patron not only provided it with a home in his ancestral

palace, but also placed at its disposal a botanical garden,

a rich museum and a choice library soon increased the

valuable collection of Virginio Ce^arini. Its three first

membsrs, the founder, Fabio Colonna, and Francesco

Stellati, were all noted for their varied accomplishments,

and Colonna especially, at once a mathematician, philo-

sopher, painter, musician, and savant, may be regarded

as the greatest of botanists previous to Linne.-

During the seven first years after its foundation,

Gaetano Marini tells us that the Academy "dared to

stand up against the tyranny of the Peripatetics, and to

introduce a new and more certam method of philosophy,

bravely and religiously enduring a long and most un-

worthy persecution " {1st. i. p. 493). The reference in the

last clause, necessarily worded somewhat vaguely, is to

the action taken by the Lincei in defence of Galileo, who
had joined the Academy, and who had in 1615 received

his first summons to Rome to recant his " errors." .A

feeble attempt seems to have been made to continue the

struggle between light and darkness till 1632, when
Galileo was finally " suppressed." The " Lynx-eyed

"

were now shrewd enough to perceive that they had fallen

upon times when silence was " golden." Henceforth for

many years their records are practically a blank, broken

only in 1651 by the publication under their auspices of

Francisco Hernandez's great work on the natural history

of Mexico.
After the untimely death of Prince Cesi in 1630 the

Academicians, now numbering thirty-two members and
foreign associates, received a temporary shelter in the

house of the Commendator Cassiano del Pozzo. Their

first organic constitution had been issued in 1624, and

since that period both residence and regulations have

been subjected to many changes. After the political uni-

fication of Italy and the selection of Rome for its capital,

fresh modifications became inevitable, and a new consti-

tution was published in the year 1S75. But so rapid has

been the progress of the natural sciences, and so great

the zeal displayed by the Lincei in the cause for which

their predecessors endured "a long and most unworthy

persecution," that further alterations in the sense of expan-

sion were soon felt to be imperative. According to the

reform introduced in July 1883, better provision is made
for the cultivation of all branches of physics by the final

and absolute exclusion of the arts and letters. The new

' Tiraboschi tells us that this title was adopted "per che gli accademici

presero a Ijr simbolo un lince, a spiegar I'acutezza con cui si erano prefissi

di osservare e di studiar la natura " (viii. p. 72).
= " Quicumque," savs Boerhaave, " historiam antiqjUatis plantarum

scire vult, legat opera Fahii Columnae, .lui \ix habet simileni. sed quidem

imitatores "(" Method, discend. Medic." pars 4, § 8). Colonna, who was

born in Naples in 1567. and died an octogenarian in 1647, was also the in

ventor of the musical instrument by him named the " sambuco linceo," in

honour of the Academy. ^ r*- *
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conditions have of course necessitated this departure

from the original scope of the Institute, which, as we are

expressly told by Tiraboschi, did not exclude the

"humanities." ' The scheme of the natural sciences

itself has also been entirely recast, with a corresponding
increase and redistribution of members among the

various sections. As regards foreign membership the

Lincei take the lead in an important innovation, which will

doubtless be adopted in due course by the great scientific

institutes of other countrie?. In a truly "international"
spirit, they henceforth practically abolish the distinctioii

between Associates (Soci, or home members) and Cor-
respondents (Corrispondenti, or foreign members). The
clause bearing on this point in the President's Circular of

June 26, 1S83, deserves to be here cjuoted in full: —
" Per cio che concernegli stranieri fu unanime il pensiero

di togliere la distinzione fra i Soci ed i Corrispondenti :

distinzione la quale riferendosi a pochi personaggi
eminent! nelle scienze a cui attendono e disseminati

in tutto il mondo civile, riesce difficilissima e di utilita

molto dubbia. Per le scienze fisiche, matematiche, e

naturali parve necessario un aumento nel numero degli

stranieri aggregabili all' Accademia, non solo per dare
una dimostrazione d'onore a personaggi cosi benemcriti,
ma anche per agevolare le relazioni scientifiche le quali si

fanno ogni giorno piii frequenti, piii necessarie, e piu

intime fra i cultori delle stesse scienze ed i direttori di

aaaloghi stabilimenti scientific!, independentementc dai

ccnfini politici che li separono." -

Amongst the foreign savants who thus receive full

membership, occur the names of Airy, Adams, Lockyer,
ai d Huggins in Astronomy, Ramsay in Geology, Hooker
in Botany, Huxley in Zoology, Cayley and Roberts in

Mathematics, Whitney in Philology, Freeman in History
and Geography, Gladstone in Social Science.

As reorganised under the new constitution, the Academy
consists henceforth of two classes : (i) Physical, Mathe-
matical, and Natural Sciences

; (2) Moral Sciences,—dis-

tributed into a number of Categories and Sections as
under :

—

Class I.

Categories Sections Members
( Mathematics

) Mechanics ...

) Astronomy... ... ... ... 11

Geography (Physical) ... ... 4
Physics ... ... ... ... 17
Chemistry ... ... ... ... 8
Crystallography and Mineralogy ... 9

3. ... Geology and Paleontology ... 11

/ Botany ... ... 9
'''

\ Zoolngy and Morphology... ... 8
(Agronomy... ... ... ... 3

5. ... < Physiology ... ... ... ... 6

( Pathology 3

Class II.

Categories Members
1. Philology 17

2. Archaeology ... ... ... ... ... 19

3. History and Historical Geography ... l6

4. Philosophy ... ... ... ... ... 15

5. Jurisprudence ... ... ... ... 10

6. Social Science ... ... ... ... 21

On May 14, 1881, an Act was passed granting a large

sum for the purpose of erecting or purchasing a suitable

edifice for the I.incei, henceforth officially recognised as

the "Royal Academy of Sciences." After protracted

negotiations, an arrangement was made with Prince
Tommaso Corsini, in virtue of which for the sum of

95,400/. the Academy acquired the perpetual use of the

magnificent Palazzo Corsini, situated in the Via della

' " E benche il principal loro oggetto fosser le scienze matematiche e

filosofiche, nun Ir.iscuravono ptro I'amena litteratura e gli studi poetici
"

(viii. p. 73).

As finally modified in the new articles, the clause affecting foreign

members runs thus:— "I soci stranieri sono equiparati ai nazionali allor-

quando essi sono in I tat a."

IS

Longara, Trastevere. The purchase, which was effected

in May 1883, included the furniture, fittings, gardens, and
annexes, but not the Library and Pinakothek, which, being
entailed, the prince had no power to alienate. To meet
this difficulty a special Act was subsequently passed,

which removed the entail, and enabled the prince to make
a free gift of the Pinakothek to the nation, and of the

Library to the Accademia del Lincei. The Library, origin-

ally collected by Cardinal Neri Corsini, and bequeathed by
him in 1774 to his nephew, Duca don Filippo Corsini, com-
prises the prints, drawings, books, and manuscripts occu-
pying the nine rooms on the first floor of the north side of

the building so well known to Engli^h visitors in Rome.
It passes to the Lincei on the condition of being preserved
by them for the public use under the name of the
" Biblioteca Corsiniana." It is also to be kept forever
not only in Rome, but in Trastevere, as set forth in the

disposition of its chief founder, Cardinal Neri Corsini.

Some of our leaders may possibly remember the two
allegorical busts at the main entrance of the palace.

These are now to be replaced by busts of the Cardinal
and of Prince Tommaso Corsini, with inscriptions record-

ing their services to the cause of the arts and sciences.

The prince also receives from the Academy the gift of a
complete copy of its Atti or Proceedings, of which there

are three series : (i) under the Pontifical "dispensation,"

23 vols.
; (2) 1S73-76, 8 vols.; (3) 1876-83, 7 vols. On

the yellow wrapper of the present series the tiara gives

place to the royal crown of Italy above the lynx, and the

Lincei pass from the shadow of the now silent Sant'

Uffizio to a right royal residence on the banks of yellow

Tiber. A. H. Keane

NIELS HENRFK CORDULUS HOFFMEYER
AI rE have already (p. 387) briefly referred to the death
'' of Capt. Hofl'meyer ; the importance of his work

in meteorology deserves more detailed notice.

Capt. Hoffmeyer was born at Copenhagen, June 3,

1836. His father was Col. A. B. Hoffmeyer. He com-
menced his studies with a view to a professional career,

but the idea was soon abandoned, and he was entered as

a pupil in the military academy. At the age of eighteen

he became an officer, and on completing his studies he
received an appointment in the artillery service.

He was engaged in the Schleswig-Holstein war of

1864, but as early as February he was compelled by ill-

ness to retire from activ'e service. In early youth he had
suffered from rheumatic fever, and the exposure and
fatigues of the winter campaign soon laid him prostrate

with another severe attack of the same fever. On the

reduction of the army at the close of that year, Capt.

Hoftmeyer was placed on the i etired list.

He spent the early part of the summer of 1S65 re-

cruiting his health at Sophienbad, a watering-place near

Hamburg, and in August he proceeded to Paris, where
and at Nantes he remained a year studying the works
carried on at the iron foundries there, t'n his return to

Denmark he took an active part in establishing a similar

foundry at Christiansholm, but in 1867 he was appointed

to a post in the War Department, and became at the

same time a captain of the militia of Copenhagen.
It was while residing in France that Hoftmeyer's atten-

tion began to be directed to meteorology. At that time,

fortunately, the principles which distinguish modem
meteorology were being developed and prosecuted by the

genius and energy of Leverrier, in the daily publication

in the Bulletin International of a weather map for all

Europe, which had been begun onl) two years before.

After his appointment to the War Department, he devoted
his energies with characteristic ardour to the study of

meteorology, and when the Danish Govenunent esta-

blished the Meteorological Institute in 1872, Capt.

Hoffmeyer was appointed director.
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He continued to sufter from occasional attacks of

rheumatic fever, and during the last year of his Ufe was

never quite well; but in spite of the great weakness

uiider which he laboured, his overmastering passion for

hard work would not be controlled. His health again

gave way at the end of January, and he finally succumbed
at one o'clock on the afternoon of February 1 6.

It was from a singularly clear and firm apprehension of

the characteristic principles of modern meteorology, and
an unflinching application of them to the facts of obser-

vation, that Capt. Hoffmeyer has left his mark on the

science,—these principles being the relations of winds,

temperature, and rainfall to the distribution of atmo-

spheric pressure. In working out the weather problem

of Europe, no country occupies a more splendid position

for the observation of the required data than does Den-
mark with its dependencies of Faro, Iceland, and Green-

land. Denmark was slow to occupy the field, nothing

being done in this direction by the Danish Government
prior to Hoffmeyer's appointment as Director of the

Meteorological Institute. In a short time these important

regions were represented by stations in Greenland, Ice-

land, and Faro. The meteorology of Denmark proper

was pushed forward with great vigour. In truth, the

monthly meteorological Bulletin of Denmark is in several

respects among the best that reach us. The number for

January, 1884, just received, presents the monthly results

of pressure for 13 stations, temperature for 109 stations,

and rainfall and other forms of precipitation for 159
stations. These results are graphically shown on four

maps, accompanied with a full descriptive letter-press

—

one map giving the isobars for the month, another the

isothermals, and on the same map the mean temperature

at each of the 109 stations ; a third map, the minimum
temperature at each of the stations ; while the fourth

gives isohyetal lines showing the rainfall, and here again

the amount at each of the 159 rain stations is entered in

plain figures on the map. The educative effect of these

instructive monthly sheets on a people whose industries

are so largely pastoral and agricultural must be very

great.

It was, however, to the department of meteorology
which is concerned with the preparation and study of

synoptic weather charts that Hoffmeyer chiefly directed

his attention. The great services he rendered in this

direction may be indicated by a reference to his atlas of

daily weather maps of the Atlantic, embracing a period of

fully three years, the expense of which was almost wholly

borne by himself, and his annual reports giving tri-daily

observations for the Denmark, Faro, Iceland, and Green-

land stations—a work which no working meteorologist

can aftbrd to be without. It was arranged last summer
to resume the publication of the synoptic charts in con-

junction with Neumayer, and the work was so far ad-

vanced that the first sheets were printed off on February

17, the day after his death.

Of the positive additions Hoffmeyer made to science,

the most noteworthy are his papers on the Greenland
foehn (Nature, vol. xvi. p. 29;), and on the distribu-

tion of atmospheric pressure in winter over the North
Atlantic, and its influence on the climate of Europe
(Mature, vol. xviii. p. 6S0). The latter is an original

and highly important contribution to science, whether
regard be had to the method of investigation or to the

results. He showed that the character of the weather,

as regards mildness or severity of the winter of the

regions surrounding the North Atlantic, is really deter-

mined by the position of the region of minimum pressure,

according as it is localised to the south-west of Ireland,

in Davis Straits, or midway between Jan Mayen and the

Lofoden Islands.

It was but fitting that he should have occupied the

honourable position of Secretary to the International

Polar Commission, one of the principal objects of which

was to collect materials for a satisfactory discussion of

the different questions raised by the weather maps of the

northern hemisphere. For this office the sincerity of his

convictions, his honesty of purpose, and his business

habits, eminently fitted him. To all who knew him, the

memory of his eager readiness to assist fellow-workers,

the urbanity of his manner, his joyous nature, and the

unusual warmth of his friendship, cannot but awaken the

keenest feelings of regret for his early death.

NOTES
As the British Association meets this year—its fifty-fourth

—

on August 27, in Montreal, preparations for the meeting have

had to be made unusually early. Already everything is ready,

and we are able to announce the lists of officials. Pre.i-

dent : the Right Hon. Lord Rayleigh, D.C.L., F.R.S., Profes-

sor of Experimental Physics in the University of Cambridge.

Vice-Presidents : His Excellency the Governor-General of

Canada ; the Right Hon. Sir John Alexander Macdonald,

K.C.B., D.C.L. ; the Right Hon. Sir Lyon Playfair,

K.C.B., M.P., F.R.S; the Hon. Sir Alexander Tilloch Gait,

G.C.M.G. ; the Hon. Sir Charles Tupper, K.C.M.G. ; Sir

Narcisse Dorion, C.M.G. ; the Hon. Dr. Chauveau ; Principal

J. W. Dawson, C.M.G., F.R.S. ; Prof. Edward Frankland,

M.D., D.C.L., F.R.S.; W. H. Kingston, M.D. ; Thomas

Sten-y Hunt, LL.D., F.R.S. General Treasurer : Prof. A. W.
Williamson, LL.D., F.R.S. General Secretaries : Capt.

Douglas Galton, C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S. ; A. G. Vernon Har-

courl, F.R.S. Secretary : Prof. T. G. Bonney, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

P.G.S. Local Secretaries for the meeting at Montreal : L. E.

Dawson, R. A. Ramsay, S. Rivard, S. C. Stevenson, Thomas

White, M.P. Local Treasurer for the meeting at Montreal, F.

Wolferstan Thomas. The Sections are the following :—A.

—

Mathematical and Physical Science.—President ; Prof. Sir

William Thomson, M.A., LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.SS.L. and E.,

F.R.A.S. Vice-Presidents: Prof. J. B. Cherriman, M.A. ;

J. W. L. Glaisher, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S. Secretaries:

Charles H. Carpmael, M.A. ; Prof. A. Johnson, M.A., LL.D.;

Prof. O. J. Lodge, D.Sc. ; D. MacAlister, M.A., M.B., B.Sc.

(Recorder). B.—Chemical Science.—President : Prof. H. E.

Koscoe, Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S., F.C.S. Vice-Presidents:

Prof. Deuar, M.A., F.R.S., F.C.S. ; Prof. B. J. Harrington,

B.A., Ph.D. Secretaries: Prof. P. Phillips Bedson, D.Sc,

F.C.S. (Recorder); H. B. Dixon, M.A., F.C.S. ; T. McFar-

lane, Prof. W. W. Pike. C— Geology.—President : W. T.

Blanford,.F.R.S., I'.G.S., F.R.G.S. Vice-Presidents : Prof.

Rupert Junes, F.R.S., F.G.S. ; A. R. C. Selwyn, LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.G.S. Secretaries : F. Adams, B.Ap.Sc. ; G. M.

Dawson, D.Sc, F.G.S.; W. Topley, F.G.S. (Recorder);

W. Whitaker, B.A., F.G.S. D.—liiology.—President : Prof.

H. N. Moseley, M.A., F.R.S., F.L.S., F.R.G.S., F.Z.S.

Vice-Presidents: W. B. Carpenter, C.B., M.D., LL.D.,

F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S.; Prof. R. G. Lawson, Ph.D.,

LL.D. Secretaries : Prof. W. Osier, M.D. ; Howard Saun-

ders, F.L.S., F.Z.S. (Recorder); A. Sedgwick, B.A. ; Prof.

R. Ramsay Wright, M.A., B.Sc. E.—Geography.—Vice-

Presidents : Col. Rhodes ; P. L. Sclater, M.A., Ph.D.,

F.R.S., F.L.S., F.G.S., F.R.G.S. Secretaries: R. BeU,

M.D., LL.D., F.G.S.; Rev. Abbe Laflimme ; E. G. Raven-

stein, F.R.G.S. ; E. C. Rye, F.Z.S. (Recorder). F.—Econo-
mic Science and Statistics. — President : Sir R. Temple,

G.C.S.L, CLE., D.C.L., F.R.G.S. Vice-Presidents, J. B.

Martin, F.S.S. ; Prof. J. Clark Murray, LL.D. Secretaries:

Prof. H. S. Foxwell, M.A., F.S.S. ; J. S. McLennan, B.A.

;

Constantine MoUoy (Recorder) ; Prof. J. Watson, M.A., LL.D.

G.—Mechanical Science.—President : Sir F. J. Bramwell,

F.R.S., M.Inst.C.E. Vice-Presidents: Prof. H. T. Bovey,
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M.A. ; P.G. B. Westmacott, M.Inst.C.E. Secretaries t A. T.

Atchison, M.A., C.E. ; J. Kennedy, C.E. ; L. Lesage, C.E. ;

II. T. Wood, IS.A (Recorder). H.—Anthropology.—Presi-

dent: E. B. Tylor, D.C.L., LL D., F.R.S. Vice-Presidents:

Prof. W. Boyd D.iwkins, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A., F.G.S.
;

Prof. Daniel Wilson, EL.D., F.R.S. E. Secretaries: G. W.
Bloxam, M.A., F.L.S. (Recorder) ; Rev. J. Campbell, M.A.

;

Walter Hurst, B.Sc.
; J. M. P. Lemoine. It is expected that

the public lectures will be by Mr. CrooUes, Dr. Dallinger,

and Prof. Ball. Liberal reductions of fares will be made by
the steamship companies and the American railways

; the Cana-
dian Piicific Railway, indeed, gives free travelling to all mem-
bers from August I to the time for the excursion to the Rocky
Mountains, wliich it offers free to 150 members. Many other

excursions have been .arranged for, and the American Association

invites the members to join its meetings and excursions at

Philadelphia on September 3. We are glad to see that Section A
is following the good example set by Prof. Lankester in Biology
last year. A circular signed by Sir William Thomson has been
issued by the Committee of Section A, inviting the co-operation

of mathematicians and physicists, and requesting those willing to

read papers and take part in the discussions to send their names
to the Secretaries of Section A, British Association, Albemarle
Street. The following subjects have been selected for special

discussion by the Committee :—On Friday, August 29, The Seat
of the Electromotive Forces in the Voltaic Cell. On Monday,
September i. The Connection of Sunspots with Terrestrial

Phenomena.

The death is announced on March i of Dr Isaac Toihunter,
F.R.S., the well-known mathematician, at his residence, Brook-
side, Cambridge. Dr. Todhunter was born in 1820, and having
passed some years of his life as usher in a school, proceeded to

University College, London, and when twenty-four years of age,

entered aj an undergratuate of St. John's. He graduated in the

Mathematical Tripos of 1S48, ob'aining the distinction of Senior
Wrangler and first Smith's Prizeman in a ye.ir which produced
some remarkably able men. Dr. Todhunter was in due course

elected to a Fellowship at St. John's, and subsequently filled the

offices of assistant tutor and principal lecturer in mathematics.

Dr. Todhunter is well known as the author of numerous mathe-
matical treatises, which have obtained a wide circulation, and
are recognised .as standard works of education in the universities

and public schools. His treatises on the "Differential Calculus,"

"Analytical Statics," "Plane Coordina'e Geometry," "Plane
Trigonometry,'' and "Spherical Trigonometry," greatly enhanced

his reputation. He also published various elemental^ works,

all of which enjoyed a lar^e circulation. In 1871 he obtained

the Adams Prize for an essay, " Researches on the Calculus of

Variations." He published, in 1873, "A History of the Mathe-
matical Theories of Attraction and the Figure of the Earth from
the time of Newton to that of L.aplace." In 1876 there also

appeared from his pen, "An Acciunt of the Writings of William
Whewell, D D., Ma.ner of Trinity College, with selections from
his li erary and scientific correspondence." By the new LTniver-

sity statutes the University was authorised to confer the degrees

of Doctor in Science and Doctor in Letters. Dr. Todhunter was
among the first upon whom the distinction of Doctor in Science
was conferred, and last year proceeded to that degree. A few
years previou.sly he had been elected an honorary Fellow of his

College as a mark of recognition of his great mathematical
attainments. It may be mentioned that Dr. Todhunter took an
active part in University affairs, was a meojber of several

Syndicates and Boards of Studies, and an elector to the Plumian
Professorship of Astron .my. He had been in failing health for

some time, and a few weeks ago was attacked with paralysis,

which precluded all hope of recover-.-.

Natural History, and especially Palaeontology, in Sicily,

have sustained a great loss in the decease of the septuagenarian

Abbe B'ugnone, who died at Palermo on the 3rd of last month.

He published several excellent papers on the recent and Pliocene

shells of his native island, which were illustrated by his own
pencil. His real name appears from the obituary card to have

been Rugnone. We understand that his valuable collections are

for sale.

M. Fayk read at the list meeting of the Academy of Sciences

the draft of a resolution which will be presented by the Special

Commission appointed to report on the removal of the Ob-
servatory, and which will be discussed by the Academy at one

of its next private sittings. It approves the removal of the

Observatory to a site in close proximity to Paris, and the sale

of the grounds, on condition that the existing building will

remain int.ict, and so much land as is necessary for executing

astronomical observations in the establishment.

The Academy of Sciences has nominated M. D.arboux a

member in the Section of Geometry. Mr. Darboux is the editor

of a matliematical paper published in Paris, and the author of

numerous memoirs on analysis and geometry printed in the

Transactions of the Academy.

M. Bertrand has issued the first number of a monthly astro-

j

nomical journal published by the Observatory of Paris under the

title of the Bidhtin. It is edited by M. Tisserand, with the co-

operation of a number of astronomers of the Paris Observatory.

Under the auspices of the Paris Geographical Society a

course of lectures is being delivered by some of the most eminent

French men of science. These lectures, eight in number, are

held every Monday, at 8.30 p.m. ; they began on February 11,

and end on March 31, in the Hall of the Geographical Society.

The following are the subjects of these lectures :—M. Faye, of

the Institute, the connection of astronomy and geography in the

principal periods of history ; M. de Lapparent, M.E., reliefs of

the globe ; M. E. Fuchs, M.E., distribution of minerals ; M.
Mascart, director of the Meteorological Bureau, climate; M.
Velain, lecturer at the Sorbonne, glaciers and their action on

the reliefs of the globe ; M. Bureau, professor at the Museum
of Natural History, geographical distribution of plants ; M. Ed.

Perrier, professor at the Museum of Natural History, the depths

of the sea and their inhabitants ; M. Alphonse Milne-Edward.s,

of the Institute, geographical distribution of animals. The
course will be continued next year. Information respecting the

above lectures, to which the public is admitted, may be had at

the rooms of the Geographical Society, 184, Boulevard .St.

Germain.

The Rev. Marc Dechevrens, S.J., of Zi-ka-wei Observatory,

writes to us under date January 22, that the sky there continues

1 1 exhibit remarkable colours ; during this winter the zodiacal

light appeared to M. Dechevrens to be more feeble than in pre-

ceding yea-s. He incloies a letter from Dr. D. J. Macgowan
of Hankow to the North China Daily News

:

—" A phenomenon
similar to the 'green sun in India' (obsei-ved at Ceylon from

September 9 to 11 inclusive; from various portions of the

Indian Ocean on the loth and 13th ; and at Trichinoiwly, for

sone three weeks preceding October 2) has lieen witnessed

several times at Hankow; on November 17 by the Rev. A. W.
Nightingale, and on another occasion about the same time (date

unrecorded), and again sd recently as December 29 by the Rev.

G. John and Rev. A. Foster. On these occasions the sun shortly

before setting was of a pale green tint, the colour deepening as

the orb declined ; then followed an exhibition of the glowing

redness of the western and southern horizon, which since the

early part of December last has been observed from the sea-board

far into the interior. Information from other parts of Chma
respecting the 'green sun ' is a desideratum."
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The latest official report on the condition of the districts over-

whelmed by the KraUatoa eruption states that the surviving

inhabitants of the va'iois vilUges have reassembled under their

headmen, and are erecting their luits. The volcanic a-he^ did

little harm to the soil, the growing crops all pre enting a luxuriant

appearance. The trees, however, have suffered greatly, as had

some of the coffee plan'ations. Two bays, Lampong and

Semengka, which were blocked up by the fields of pumice, were

free by the middle of December.

On a summer night of 18S2 a woman in Hogsby parish, in

Sweden, saw a shining object fall from the sky, disappearing

behind a stable. Search was made for the meteorite, according

to the statements of the w'oman, but without success. Last

autumn it was, however, accidentally discovered near the spot

indicated, and has now been forwarded to proper quarters in the

town of Oikarshamn. The surface of the meteorite appears as

if it had been welded from various substances ; it is about the

size of a billycock hat, very thick, and weighs a little over

14 lbs.

M. W. DE FoNViELLE WTites :
—" I took the liberty of sug-

gesting in one of the last issues of the VilU de Paris a scheme

for discovering clock-work in parcels deposited in luggage-

rooms. All the luggage should be laid flat on wooden tables

supported by iron feet, and not nailed to them ; the least noise

within the parcels would be made audible if a microphone of

proper construction were placed on each table. The charge for

keeping should be made heavier to diminish the number of

parcels, and the right of opening optional with the railway

companies."

The Commission for Montsouris Observatory held its annual

sitting at the end of February. It was resolved to ask from the

Municipal Council an increase of the annual allocation, which

is somewhat less than 1200/., exclusive of some extra charges.

But it is not supposed the request will be granted, and a diminu-

tion is rather expected. It must be remembered that meteoro-

logical observations are now cinducted at Montsouris, at Pare

Saint Maur, and at the Paris Observatory, almost on the same

principles and with analogous instruments. It is curious to see

this triple working by almost independent administrations.

The long isolated kingdom of Corea having now been defi-

nitely opened by treities to European trade and residence, we

may soon expect Englirh scholars to take their part in exploring

its language, literature, and history. For the benefit of those

abiut to study in the new field, it may be well to recall the fact

that, so far, we are entirely dependent on French priests for the

meagre knowledge we possess of the country. There is a paper

in the Transactions of the Royal Asiatic Sueicty, by Mr. Aston of

Japan, on the Corean language, but the two works to which for

some years to come European students must first resort are the

Grammar and Dictionary edited by Msgr. Ridel, and published by

LeN'y of Yokohama. The latter appeared m 1S79, and is a

large volume of some 700 pages, containing about 30,000 word'.

The native words are accompanied not only by a French trans-

literation, but also by the Chinese characters representing them,

so that the work can be used by a Chinese as well as a European,

and, to those who already know Chinese or Japanese, an addi-

tional explanation is thus supplied. All that is known respecting

the country to the priests— its fauna, flora, arts, manners, and

customs—finds a place in the volume. An appendix gives a

brief sketch of the grammar, whil : another contains the geo-

graphy, the names, and position of the provinces, mountains,

rivers, and chief towns. The Gramnar was published last year,

and contains an introduction on the character of the Corean

language, and a comparison of it with Chinese, as well as appen-

dices on the divisions of time, weights, measures, the mariner's

compass, &c. Throughout the East the Catholic missionaries

have been the advanced guard of European science and methods

of study. The volumes which they produced nearly a hundred-

years ago on China are still as necessaiy to thorough study of

that country as they were then. The student who cannot refer

to the original authorities, as, for instance, Chinese history, had,

until the recent publication of Mr. Boulger's work, to go to the

long series of volumes published towards the close of the last

century by the Societe des Missions Etrangeres under the editor-

ship of de Mailla, Amyot, and other missionaries.

We learn from Science that at 7.24 p.m. on January 25 earth-

qua'ie waves v.ere indicated by the delicate levels of the astro-

nomicil in truments of the San Francisco Observatory. The
amplitude of each vibration was three seconds of arc in three

seconds of time, and they continued for twenty minutes.

At the last meeting of the Sociological (Spencerian) Section

of the B rmingham Natural History Society it was decided to

commence making an index to the study of Sociology. Letters

were read from Mr. Spencer approving of the system about to

be adopted, and stating that time and health had alone prevented

him commencing such an undertaking previously.

The Westphalian Provinzial Verein for Science and Art is

about to publish a large work entitled " Westphalen's Thierleben

in Wort und Bild." The Society also intends establishing a

Provinzial Museum.

At Berlin a branch of the German Meteorological Society was

fjunded on January 29 last.

We are pleased to learn that a complete catalogue of the

Reference Department of the Nottingham Free Library is in

course of preparation, but as that will be the work of some time,

class lists have been issued for public use in the meantime. The
publication noticed in these columns on January 31 was one of

these, already supplemented considerably.

At the suggestion of the Austrian Crown Prince, a work on

the ethnography of the Empire is about to be written. Maurus

Jokaj, the well-known Hungarian, has been intrusted with the

task of editing it.

A SEVERE shock of earthquake, lasting two seconds, was felt

at 4 a.m. on February 25 at Chios, Tchesme, and Vourla. So

far as is known at present no damage has been done. An
earthquake-wave, lasting about fifteen minutes, and inundating

part of the town, was noticed at Montevideo on January 14, at

7.30 a.m. The weather was fine ; the directionof the wave was

from the Patagonian coast. Several people were drowned on

the south s'de of the town.

The death is announced of Prof. Heinrich Karl Berghaus, the

well-known geographer and historian. Born at Kleve on May

3, 1797, he died at Stettin on February 17 last.

An Engineering Exhibition will be held at Breslau from June

9 to II next.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Grey Ichneumon {Herpestcs griseus) from

India, presented by Mr. J. B. Drew ; an Arabian Gazelle

(Gazdla arabica 9) from Arabia, presented by Lieut. Brown,

R.N. ; two Herring Gulls (Larus argentatus), European, pre-

sented by Mr. G. D. Macgregor ; a Ring-necked Parrakeet

(Pal(Coniis torquatus) from India, presented by Mr. J. Biehl ; a

Black-headed Gull {Larus riciibundiis), European, presented by

Miss Eli -e Cooper ; eight Hoary Snakes {Coronella canci) from

South Africa, presented by Mr. C. B. Pillans ; aRobben Island

Snake [Coronella phocarum) from South Africa, presented by

Mr. R. A. Robert-on ; a Common Heron (Anlea cincrea), a Cirl

Bunting {Emberiza cirlus), British, a Banded Parrakeet (Palcr-

ornisfasciatiis) from India, purchased ; three Mute Swans [Cygnus

olor), European, received in exchange ; eight Brown-tailed Ger

billes [Gerbilliis cryHiyru'tis), born in the Gardens.
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THE SIX GA TEWA YS OF KNO WLEDGE '-

T THANK you most warmly for the honour you have done me
in electing me to be your jiresident. I value the honour very

highly ; but when I look at the list of distinguished men who
have preceded me in the office, I feel alarmed at the responsi-

bility I have undertaken. A very pleasing duty, however, has

been already performed in the interesting and not onerous
function we have now gone through. I would gladly speak on
the several subjects, for merit in the study of which these prizes

have been awarded ; but I am afraid that if I were to do so, it

would be more for my own gratification than for your pleasure

and profit, and I feel that I shall best consult your wishes in

passing on at once to the subject of the address which it becomes
my duty to give.

The title of the subject upon which I am going to speak this

evening might be—if I were asked to give it a title
—"The Six

Gateways of Knowledge." I feel that the subject I am about

to bring before you is closely connected with the studies for

which the several prizes have been given. The question I am
going to ask you to think of is : What are the means by which
the human mind acquires knowdedge of external matter?

John Bunyan likens the human -oul to a citadel on a hill, self-

contained, having no means of communication with the outer

world, except by five gates—Eye Gate, Ear Gate, Month Gate,
Nose Gate, and Feel Gate. Bunyan clearly was in want of a

word here. He u^es "feel" in the sense of "touch," a
designation which to this day is so commonly used that I can
scarcely accuse it of being incorrect. At the same time, the more
correct and distinct designation undoubtedly is, the sense of

touch. The late Dr. George Wilson, first Professor of Tech-
nology in the University of Edinburgh, gave, some time before

his death, a beautiful little book under the title of " The Five
Gateways of Knowledge," in which he quotes John Bunyan in

the mmner t have indicated to you. But I have said six gate-

ways of knowledge, and I must endeavour to justify this saying.

I am going to try to prove to you that we have .six senses—that

if we are to number the senses at all we must make them six.

The only census of the senses, so far as I am aware, that ever

made them more than five before was the Irishman's reckoning
of seven senses. I presume the Irishman's seventh sense was
common sense ; and I believe that the large possession of that

virtue by my countrymen—-I sjDeak as an Irishman—I say the

large possession of the seventh sense, which I believe Irishmen
have, and the exercise of it, will do more to alleviate the woe^ of

Ireland than even the removal of the melancholy ocean which
surrounds its shores. Still I cmnot scientifically see how we can
make more than six senses. I shall, however, should time per-

mit, return t ) this question of a seventh sense, and I shall

endeavour to throw out suggestions towards answering the

question— Is there, or is there not, a magnetic sense? It is

possible that there is, but facts and observations so far give us

no evidence that there is a magnetic sense.

The six senses that I intend to explain, so far as I can, this

evening, are according to the ordinary enumei"ation, the sense of

sight, the sense of hearing, the sense of smell, the sense of taste,

and the sense of touch, divided into two departments. A
hundred years ago Dr. Thomas Reid, Professor of Moral Philo-

sophy in the University of Glasgow, pointed out that there was
a broad distinction between the sense of roughness or of resist-

ance, which was possessed by the hand, and the sense of heat.

Reid's idea has not I think been carried out so much as it de-

serves. We do not, I believe, find in any of the elementary

treatises on natural philosophy, or in the physiologists' writings

upon the senses, a distinct reckoning of six senses. We have a

great deal of explanation about the muscular sense, and the

tactile sense ; but we have not a clear and broad distinction of

the sense of touch into two departments, which seems to me to

follow from Dr. Thomas Reid's way of explaining the sense of

touch, although he does not himself distinctly formulate the dis-

tinctio 1 I am now going to explain.

The sense of touch, of which the organ commonly considered

is the hand, but which is possessed by the whole sensitive sur-

face of the body, is very distinctly a double quality. If I touch

any object, I ])erceive a complication of sensations, I perceive

a certain sense of roughness, but I also perceive a very distinct

sensation, which is not of roughness, or of smoothness. There
are two sensations here, let us try to analyse them. Let me dip

' An Address at the Midland Instilute. Birmingham, October 3, 1883, by
Prof. Sir William Thomson, IJ..D., F.R.S., president.

my hand into this bowl of hot water. The moment I touch the

water, I perceive a very distinct .sensation, a sensation of heat.

Is that a sensation of roughness, or of smoothness? No. Again,

1 dip my hand into this basin of iced water, 1 perceive a very

distinct sensation. Is this a sensation of roughness, or of

smoothness ? No. Is this comparable with that former sensa-

tion of heat ? I say yes. Although it is opposite, it is compar-
able with the sensation of heat. I am not going to say that we
have two sensations in this department—a sensation of heat, and
a sensation of cold. I shall endeavour to explain that the per-

ceplions of he.at and of cold are perceptions of different degrees

of one and the same quality, but that that quality is markedly
different from the sense of roughness. Well now, what is this

sense of roughness ? It will take me some time to explain it

fully. I shall therefore say in advance that it is a sense of force ;

and I shall tell you in advance, before I justify completely what
I have to say, that the six senses, regarding which I wish to give

some explanation, are : the sense of sight, the sense of hearing,

the sense of taste, the sense of smell, the sense of heat, and the

sense of force. The sense of force is the sixth sense ; or the

senses of heat and of force are the sense of touch divided into

two, to complete the census of six that I am endeavouring to

demonstrate.

Now I have hinted at a pos-ible seventh sense—a magnetic

sense—and though out of the line I propose to follow, and

although time is precious, and does not permit much of di-

gression, I wish just to remove the idea that I am in any way
suggesting anything towards that wretched superstition of

animal magnetism, and table-turning, and sinritualism, and mes-

merism, and clairvoyance, and spirit-wrapping, of which we
have heard so much. There is no seventh sense of the mystic

kind. Clairvoyance, and the like, are the result of bad ob-

servation chiefly, somewhat mixed up, however, with the effects

of wilful imposture, acting on an innocent, trusting mind. But

if there is not a distinct magnetic sense, I say it is a very great

wonder that there is not.

Many present know all about magnetism. A very large

number of pupils have gained an immense anount of valuable

knowledge in various subjects, from the classes carried on

nightly within the walls of the Birmingham and Midland Insti-

tute ; and I can see from the prizes that have been awarded, and

that I have just now had the pleasure of distribuiing for excel-

lence and proficiency in this department, that many have learned

of magnetism. I had the pleasure of seeing the class-rooms this

morning, and I wished I could be in them in the evening to see

the studies as carried on in them every evening. Well now, the

study of magnetism is the study of a very recondite subject. We
all know a little about the mariner's compass, the needle

pointing to the north, and so on ; but not many of us have gone

far into the subject, and not many of us understand all the recent

discoveries in electromagneti^m. I could wish, had I the appa-

ratus here, and if you would allow me, to show you an experi-

ment in magneti-m. If we had before us a jiowerful magnet,

or say the machine that is giving us this beautiful electric light

liy which the hall is illuminated, it, serving to excite an electro-

magnet, would be one part of our apparatus ; the other part

would be a piece of copper. Suppose then we had this appar-

atus, I -would show you a very wonderful discovery made by

Faraday and worked out admirably by Foucault, an excellent

French experimenter. I have said that one part of this appar-

atus would be a piece of copper, but silver would answer as

well. Probably no other metal than copper or silver—certainly

no other one, of all the metals that are well known, and obtain-

able for ordinary experiments—possesses, and no other metal or

substance, whether metallic or not, is kno^n to possess, in any-

thing like the same decree as copper and silver, the quality I am
now going to call attention to.

The quality I refer to is "electric conductivity," and the

result of that quality in the experiment I am now going to de-

scribe is, that a piece of copper or a piece of silver, let fall

between the poles of a magnet, will fall down slo«ly as if it

were falling through mud. I take this body and let it fall.

Many of you here will be able to calcul ite what fraction of a

second it takes to fall one foot. If I took this piece of copper,

placed it just above the space between the poles of a powerful

electromagnet and let it go, you would see it fall .slowly down
before you ; it would perhaps take a quarter of a minute to fall

a few inches.

This experiment was carried out in a most powerful manner

by Lord Lindsay (now Lord Crawford), assisted by Mr. Crom-
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well F. Varley. Both of those eminent men desired to investi-

gate the phenomena of mesmerism, which had been called

animal magnetism ; and they very earnestly set to work to make
a real physical experiment. They asked themselves, Is it con-

ceivable that, if a piece of copper can scarcely move through
the air between the poles of an electromagnet, a human bein;^

or other living creature placed there would experience no effect?

Lord Lindsay got an enormrius electromagnet made, so large

that the head of any person wishing to try the experiment conld
get well between the pnles, in a region of excessively pnwerful
magnetic force. What was the result of the experiment? If I

were to f:iy iiolhing ! I should do it scant justice. The result

was marvellous, and the marvel is that nothing was perceived.

Your head, in a space through which a piece of copper falls as

if through mud, perceives nothing. I say this is a very great
wonder ; but I do not admit, I d > not feel, that the investii^ation

of the subject is completed. I canno' think that the quality of
matter in space which produces such a prodigious effect upon a
piece of metal can be absolutely w ithout any—it is certainly not

without any—effect whatever on the matter of a living body ;

and that it can be abiiolutely without Any perceptible effect what-
ever on the matter of a living body placed there seems to me
not proved even yet, although nothing has been found. It is so

marvellous that there should be no effect at all, that I do believe

and feel that the experiment is worth repeating ; and that it is

worth examining, whether or not an exceedingly powerful mag-
netic force has any perceptible effect upon a living vegetable or
animal bcdy. I spoke then of a seventh sense. I think it just

possible that there may be a magnetic sense. I think it pos-ible

that an exceeding powerful magnetic effect may produce a
sensation that we cannot compare with heat or force or any other
sensation.

Another question that often occurs is, " Is there an electric

sense?" Has any human being a perception of electricity in

the air ? Well, somew hat similar proposals for experiment
might, perhaps, be made with reference to electricity ; but there
are certain reasons, that would take too long for me to explain,

that prevent me from placing the electric force at all in the same
category with magnetic force. There would be a surface action
that would annul practically the force in the interior, there would
be a definite sensation which we could distinctly trace to the

sense of touch. Any one putting his hand, or his face, or his

hair, in the neightiourhood of an electric machine perceives a
sensation, and on examining it he finds that there is a current of

air blowing, and his hair is attracted ; and if he puts his hand
too near he finds that there are sparks passing between his hand
or face and the machine ; so that, before we come to any subtle

question of a pos-ible sense of electric force, we have distinct

mechanical agencies which give ri-e to senses of temperature
and force ; but that this mysterious, wonderful, magnetic force,

due, as we know, to rotations of the molecules, could be abso-
lutely without effect—without perceptible effect—on animal eco-

nomy, seems a very wonderful result, and at all events it is a
-subject deservmg careful investigation. I hope no one will think
I am favouring the superstition of mesmerism in what I have
said.

I intend to explain a little more fully our perceptions in

connection with the double sense of touch—the sense of tem-
perature and the sense of force—should tmie permit before I

conclude. But I must first say something of the other senses,

because if I speak too much about the senses of force and heat
no time will be left for any of the others. Well, now, let us
think what it is we perceive in the .sense of hearing. Acoustics
is one of the studies of the Birmingham and Midland In-titute,

of which we have heard many times this evening. Acoustics is

the science of hearing. And what is hearing ? Hearing is per-

ceiving someihing with the ear. What is it we perceive « ith

the ear ? It is something we can also perceive without the ear
;

something that the greatest master of sound, in the poetic and
artistic sense of the word at all events, that ever lived—Beet-
hoven—for a great part of his life could not perceive with his

ear at all. He was deaf for a great part of his life, and during
that period were composed some of his grandest musical com-
positions, and without the possibility of his ever hearins; them
by ear himself ; for his hearing by ear was gone from him for

ever. But he used to stand with a stick pressed against the
piano and touchmg his teeth, and thus he could hear the sounds
that he called forth from the instrument. Hence, besides the

Ear Gate of John Bunyan, there is another gate or access for the
sense of he.iring.

What is it that you perceive ordinarily by the ear—that a
healthy person, without the loss of any of his natural organs
of sense, perceives with his ear, but which can otherwise be
perceived, although not so satisfactorily or completely? It is

distinctly a sense of varying pressure. When the barometer
rises, the pressure on the ear increases ; when the barometer
falls, that is an indication that the pressure on the ear is dimin-
ishing. Well, if the pressure of air were suddenly to increase
and diminish, say in the course of a quarter of a minute— sup
pose in a quarter of a minute the barometer rose one-tenth of
an inch and fell again, would you perceive anything ? I doubt
it ; I do not think you would. If the barometer were to rise

two inches, or three inches, or four inches, in the course of half

a minute, most people would perceive it. I say this as a result

of observation, because people going down in a diving bell have
exactly the same .sensation as they would experience if from some
unknown cause the barometer quickly, in the course of half a
minute, were to rise five or six inches—far above the greatest

height it ever stands at in the open air. Well, now, we have a

sense of barometric pressui'e, but we have not a continued indi-

cation that allows us to j^erceive the difference between the high
and low barometer. People living at great altitudes—up several

thousand feet above the level of the sea, where the barometer
stands several inches lower than at sea-level—feel very much as

they w'ould do at the surface of the sea, so fir as any sensation

of pressure is concerned. Keen mountain air feels different

from air in lower places, partly because it is colder and drier,

but also because it is less dense, and you must breathe more of

it to get the same quantity of oxygen into your lungs to perform
those functions, which the students of the Institute who study

animal physiology—and I understand there are a large number
—will perfectly understand. The effect of the air in the lungs

—the function it performs—depends chiefly on the oxygen taken

in. If the air has only ihree-quarters of the density it has in our

ordinary atmosphere here, then one and one-third times as much
must be inhaled, to produce the same oxidising effect on the

blood, and the same general effect in the animal economy ; and
in that way undoubtedly mountain air has a very different effect

on living creatures from the air of the plains. This effect is

disiinctly perceptible in its relation to health.

But I am wandering from my subject, which is the considera-

tion of the changes of pressure com|jarable with those that

produce sound. A diving bell allows us to perceive a sudden
increase of pressure, but not by the ordinary sense of touch.

The hand does not perceive the difference between 15 lbs. per

square inch pressing it all around, and 17 lbs., or 18 lbs., or

20 lbs., or even 30 lbs. per square inch, as is experienced when
you go down in a diving bell. If you go down five and a half

fathoms in a diving bell, your hand is pressed all round with a

force of 30 lbs. to the square inch ; but yet y.iu do not perceive

any difference in the sense of force, any perception of pressure.

What you do perceive is this : behind the tympanum, is a

certain cavity filled w ith air, and a greater pressure on one side

of the tympanum than on the other gives rise to a painful sen-

sation, and sometimes produces rupture of it in a person going

down in a diving bell suddenly. The remedy for the pamfal

sensation thus experienced, or rather I should say its prevention,

is to keep chewing a piece of hard biscuit, or making believe to

do so. If you are cheuing a hard biscuit, the opeiation keeps

open a certain passage, by which the air pressure gets access to

the inside of the tympanum, and balances the outside pressure

and thus prevents the painful effect. This painful effect on the

ear experienced by going down in a diving bell is simply because

a certain piece of tissue is being pressed more on one side than

on the other ; and when we get such a tremendous force on a

delicate thing like the tympanum, we m.ay experience a great deal

of pain, and it may be dangerous ; indeed it is dangerous, and

produces rupture or damage to the tympanum unless means be

adopted for obviating the difference in the pressures ; but the

simple means I have indicated are, I believe, with all ordinary

healthy persons, perfectly successful.

I am afraid we are no nearer, however, to understanding

what it is we perceive when we hear. To be short it is simply

this : it is exceedingly sudden changes of pressure acting on the

tympanum of the ear, through such a short time and with such

moderate force as not to hurt it ; but to give rise to a very

distinct sensation, which is communicated through a train of

bones to the auditory nerve. I must merely pass over this ; the

details are full of interest, but they would occupy us far more

than an hour if I entered upon them at all. As soon as we get
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to the nerves and the bones, we have gone beyond the subject I

proposed to speak upon. My subject belongs to physical

science ;—what is called in Scotland, Natural Philosophy.

Physical science refers to dead mailer, and I have gone beyond

the range whenever I speak of a living body ; but we must speak

of a living body in dealing with the senses as the means of

perceiving—as the means by which, in John Banyan's language,

the soul in its citadel acquires a knowledge of external matter.

The physicist has to think of the organs of sense, merely as he
thinks of the microscope ; he has nothing to do with pliyslology.

He has a great deal to do with his own eyes and hands, how-
ever, and mu^t think of them, if he would understand what he

is doing, and w ishes to get a reasonable view of the subject,

whatever it may be, which is before him in his own depirtment.

Now what is the external object uf this internal action of

hearing and perceiving sound ? The external object is a change

of pressure of air. Well, how are we to define a sound simply ?

It looks a little like a vicious circle, but indeed it is not so, to

say it is sound if we call it a sound— if we perceive it as .sound,

it is sound. Any change of pressure, whicli is so sudden as to

let us perceive it as sound is a sound. There [giving a sudden
clap of the hands]—that is a sound. There is no question about

it—nobody will ever ask, Is it a sound or not ? It is sound if

you hear it. If you do not hear it, it is not to you a sound.

Thai is all I can say to define sound. To explain what it is, I

can say, it is change of pressure, and it differs from a gradual

change of pressure as seen on the Ijarometer only in being more
rapid, so rapid that we perceive it as a sound. If you could

perceive by the ear, that the barometer has fallen two-tenths of

an inch to day, that would be sound. But nobody hears by his

ear that the barometer has fallen, and so he does not perceive

the fall as a sound. But the sa-ne difTerence of pressure co'.nin.;

on us suddenly—a fall of the barometer, if by any mems it could

happen, amounting to a tenth of an inch, and taking place in a

thousandth of a second, —would affect us quite like sound. A
sudden rise of the barometer would produce a sound analogous

to what happened when I clapped my hands. What is the

difference between a noise and a musical sound ? Musical sound
is a regular and periodic change of ]iressure. It is an alternate

augmentation and diminution of air pressure, occurring rapidly

enough to be perceived as a sound, and taking place with perfect

regularity, period after period. Noises and musical sounds

merge into one another. Musical sounds have a possibility at

least of sometimes ending in a noise, or tending too much to a

noise, to altogether please a fastidious musical ear. All rough-

ness, irregularity, want of regular, smooth periodicity, has the

effect of playing out of tune, or of music that is so complicated

that it is Impossible to say whether it is in tune or not.

But now, with reference to this sense of sound, there is some-

thing I should like to say as to the practical lesson to be drawn
from the great mathematical treatises which were placed before

the British Association, in the addresses of its president. Prof.

Cayley, and of the president of the mathematical and physical

section, Prof. Henrici. B jth of these professors dwelt on the

importance of graphical illustration, and one graphical illustra-

tion of Prof. Cayley's address miy be adduced in respect of this

very quality of sound. In the language of mathematics we have

just "one independent variable" to deal with in sound, and that

is air pres ure. We have not a complication of motions in

various directions. We have not the complication that we shall

have to thinic of presently, in connecti n\ with the sense of

force ; complication as to the place of application, and the

direction, of the force. We have not the infinite complications

we have in some of the other senses, notably smell and taste.

We have distinctly only one thing to consider, and that is air

pressure or the variation of air pressure. Now when we have
one thing that varies, that, in the language of mathematics, is

" one independent variable." Do not imagine that mathematics

is harsh, and crabbed, and repulsive to common sense. It is

merely the etherealisali m of common .-ense. The function of

one independent variable that you have here to deal with is the

pressure of air on the tympanum. Well now in a thousand

counting houses and business offices in Birmingham and London,
and Glasgow, and Manchester, a curve, as Prof. Cayley pointed

out, is regularly used to show to the eye a function of one inde-

pendent variable. The function of one inde|)endent variable

most important in Liverpool perhaps may be the price of cotton.

A curve showing the price of cotton, rising when the price of

cotton is high, and sinking when the price of cotton is low,

shows all the complicated changes of that independent variable

to the eye. And so in the Registrar-General's tables ofmortality,
we have curves showing the number of deaths from day to day

—

the painful history of an epidemic, shown in a rising branch,
and the long gradual lalus in a falling branch of the curve, when
the epidemic is overcome, and the normal state of health is

again approached. All that is shown to the eye ; and one of

the most beautiful results of mathematics is the means of show-
ing to the eye the law of variation, however complicated, of one
independendeni variable. But now for what really to me seems
a marvel of marvels : think what a complicated thing is the

result of an orchestra playing—a hundred instruments and two
hundred voices singing in chorus accompanied by the orchestra.

Think of the condition of the air, how it is lacerated sometimes
in a complicated effect. Think of the smooth gradual increase

and diminution of pressure—smooth and gradual, though taking

place several hundred times in a second—when a piece of beauti-

ful harmony is heard ! Whether, however, it be the single note

of the most delicate sound of a flute, or the purest piece of

harmony of two voices singing perfectly in tu e ; or whether it

be the crash of an orchestra, and the high notes, soaietimes even

screechings and tearings of the air, which you may hear fluttering

above the sound of the chorus— think of all that, and yet that is

not too complicated to be represented by Prof. Cayley, with a

piece of chalk in his hand, drawing on the blackboard a single

line. A single curve, drawn in the manner of the curve of prices

of cotton, describes all that the ear can possibly hear, as the

result of the most complicated musical performance. How is

one sound more complicated thin another? It is simply that in

the complicated sound the variations of our one independent

variable, jjressure of air, are more abrupt, more sudden, less

smooth, and less distinctly periodic, than they are in the softer,

and purer, and simpler sound. But the superposition of the

different effects is really a marvel of marvels ; and to think that

all the different effects of all the diflferent instruments can be so

represented ! Think of it in this way. I suppose everybody

present knows what a musical score is—you know, at all events,

what the notes of a hymn tune look like, and can understand

the like for a chorus of voices, and accompanying orchestra—

a

"score" of a whole page with a line for each instrument,

and with perhaps four different lines for four voice parts.

Think of how much you have to jjut down on a page of manu-
script or print, to show what the different performers are to do.

Think, too, how much more there is to be done than anything

the composer can put on the page. Think of the expression

which each player is able to give, and of the diflference between

a great player on the violin and a person who simply grinds suc-

cessfully through his part ; think, too, of the difference in

singing, and of all the expression put into a note or a sequence

of notes in singing that cannot be written down. There is, on

the written or printed page, a little wedge showing a diminuendo,

and a wedge turned the other way showing a crescendo, and
that is all that the musician can put on paper to mark the

difference of expression which is to be given. Well now, all

that can be represented by a whole page or two pages of

orchestral score, as the specification of the sound to be produced

in say ten seconds of time, is shown to the eye with perfect

clearness by a single curve on a riband of paper a hundred

inches lorg. That to my mind is a wonderful proof of the

pjtency of mathematics. Do nat let any student in this Insti-

tute be deterred for a moment from the pursuit of mathematical

studies by thinking that the great mathematicians get into the

realm of four dimensions, where you cannot follow them. Take
what Prof. Cayley himself, in his admirable address, which I

have already referred to, told us of the beautiful and splendid

power of mathematics for etherealising and illustrating common
sense, and you need not be disheartened in your study of

mathematics, but may rather be reinvigorated when you think of

the power which mathematicians, devoting their whole lives to

the study of mathematics, have succeeded in giving to that

marvellous science.

{ To be contiuned. )

THE GEOLOGICAL POSITION OF THE
HUMAN SKELETON FOUND AT TILBURY
TN a paper on this subject read by Mr. T. V. Holmes, F.G.S.,
-'

at the meeting of the Essex Field Club on Saturday,

February 23, at Buckhurst Hill, the author pointed out that the

Tilbury skeleton was found in recent .alluvium. The section at
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Tilbury, consisting of blue clay with peaty bands, above sand

and gravel, strongly resembles those given by Prof. Sollas of

the alluvial deposits of the estuary of the Severn ; the amount of

subsidence, as shown by the present position of the lower peaty

liand, being also nearly the same. Mr. Holmes considered the

notions promulgated in the brief newspaper reports regarding

the antiquity of the remains to be entirely misleading. If any
strata were entitled to be styled "recent," those at Tilbury

must be so ; for their deposition would now be going on but for

the embankment of the Thames during the Roman occupation
of Britain. Vet the nevvspaper reports described these beds by
the extremely vague term " Pleistocene," while the skeleton was
styled " Paleolithic." The remains of man, however, have been
found in alluvial deposits fifty feet above the piesent level of the

Thames, and remains found in such beds must be immensely
more ancient than any discovered in recent alluvium. Geologi-
cal position furnishes the only absolute test of relative age.

The test of association with e.\tinct mammalia is largely de-

pendent on negative evidence. A hint on this point was given
by the results of the drainage of Haarlem Lake thirty years ago.

Excellent sections were made in all directions across its bed, and
carefully examined by skilled geologists. Hundreds of men were
known to have perished in its waters three centuries before, and
it had always been the centre of a considerable population. Yet
no human bones were found, though works of art were. Thus
hundreds or even thousands of mammalia, incapable of pro-
ducing works of art, miijlit be interred in particular strata, and
yet leave no signs whatever of their former exis'.ence two or
three centuries afterwards. And, on tlie other hand, were
extinct mammalia present in the Tilliury Dock beds no addi-
tional antiquity would thereby be conferred on the beds them-
selves, but the period at which the animals became extinct would
be shown to be later than had been supposed. Similarly as regards
the rude implements known as Palaeolithic; their presence could
confer no antiquity on recent beds. Still, as the skeleton was
found thirty-two feet below the surface, in alluvium that has
received no additions since Roman times, it is unquestionably
prehistoric. And the extreme rarity of prehistoric human skele-

tons gives to this di-covery an interest greater than could have
been claimed for that of a bushel of flint implements. The age
of the Tilljury skeleton may possibly be not far removed from
that of the Neanderthal man, to which it is said to have a

strong resemblance : a resemblance which, if as great as it is

stated to be, goes far to show that we have in each a normal
type of prehistoric man.
At the same meeting a communication from Mr. VVorthing-

ton G. Smith was read. Mr. Smith stated that he had
seen the skeleton, and specimens of the sand in which it

was found. Palaeolithic sands with fossil bones and stone im-
plements occur about a mile to the north of Tilbury, and with
these Mr. Smith was well acquainted. The Paleolithic sand is

quite different in colour from the Tilbury sand, and the former
swarms w ith fossil shells of land and freshwater moUusks. As
far as could be seen no such shells were present in the Tilbury
sand sent to the British Museum. Mr. Smith's specimens of
fossil bones from the Paleolithic sand were in an eniirely

differerit mineral condition from the bones of the Tilbury skele-
ton, and he could trace no resemblance whatever either in sand
or bones. Mr. Smith made this statement with great deference
to the opinion of Sir Richard Owen, and confessed that a Paleo-
lithic skeleton might have been washed from the high ground to
the low, and got into the mineral state of the Tilbury skeleton,
although at present there was no evidence of anything of the sort

having taken place. His opinion was that there was no proof of
the Paleolithic age of the Tilbury relic.

NOTES ON THE VOLCANIC ERUPTION OF
MOUNTST. A UGUSTIN, ALASKA, 0CT0BER6,
18S31

QN the western side of the entrance to Cook's Inlet (forty-five
^-^ miles wide) lies Cape Douglas ; and to the northward of
the cape the shore recedes over twenty miles, forming the Bay
of Kamishak. In the northern part of this bay lies the Island
of Chernaboura ("black-brown"), otherwise called Augustin
Island. It is eight or nine miles in diameter, and near its

north-eastern part rises to a peak, called by Cook Mount St.
Augusiin. As laid down by Tebenkoff, the island is nearly round.

' From Science.

The northern shores are high, rocky, and forbidding, and are

bardered by vast numbers oif rocks and hidden dangers. The
southern shore is comparatively low.

Mount St. Augnstin was discovered and named by Capt.

Cook, May 26, 177S; and he describes it as having "a conical

figure, and of very considerable height." In 1794 Puget

describes it as

—

" A very remarkable mountain, rising with a uniform ascent

from the shores to its lofty summit, which is nearly perpendicular

to the centre of the island, inclining somewhat to its eastern side.

. . . Towards the .seaside it is very low, from whence it rises,

though regular, with a rather steep ascent, and forms a lofty,

uniform, ai.d cmical mountain, presenting nearly the same
appearance from every point of view, and clothed with snow
and ice, through which neither tree nor shrub were seen to

protrude ; so that, if it did produce any, they must either have
been very small, or the snow must have been sufficiently deep to

have concealed them."
At that time there were native hunters, under the direction ot

two Russians, hunting or living .in the vicinity of the north-

eastern point of the island.

Vancouver placed the peak of this mountaiivin latiiude 59" 22'

;

Tebenkoff places it in latitude 59° 24'.

The peak of St. Augu-tin is distant forty-nine miles nearly

due west (true) from the settlement on the southern point of

Port Graham, or, as it is sometimes called, Ent;lish Harbour.
This harbour is situated on the eastern side of Cook's Inlet, near

Cape Elizabeth.

In connection with the fall of pumice-dust at lliuliuk on
October 16, 1SS3, it may be of interest to observe that the peak
of Augustin is over 700 miles to .the north-eastward of Bogoslofl

Island off Unalashka.
About eight o'clock on the morning of October 6, 1883, the

weather being beautifully clear, the wind light from the south-

westward (compass), and the tide at dead low water, the settlers

and fishing parties at Engli.sh Harbour heard a heavy report to

windward (Augustin bearing south-west by west three-fourths

west by compass). So clear was the atmosphere that the

opposite or north-western coast of the inlet was in clear view at

a distance of more than sixty miles.

When the heavy explosion was heard, vast and dense volumes
of smoke were seen rolling out of the summit of St. Augustin,

and moving to the north-eastward (or up the inlet) under the
influence of the lower stratum of wind ; and, at the same time
(according to the statements of a hunting-party of natives in

Kamishak Bay), a column of white vapour arose from the sea

near the island, slowly ascerding, and gradually blending with

the clouds. The sea was also greatly agitated and boiling,

making it impossible for boats to land upon or to leave the

island.

From English Harbour (Port Graham) it was noticed that the

columns of smoke, as they gradually rose, spread over the visible

heavens, and obscured the sky, doubtless under the influence of

a higher current (probably north or north-east). Fine pumice-
dust soon began to fall, but gently, some of it being very fine,

and some very soft, without grit.

At about 8.25 a.m., or twenty-five minutes after the great

eruption, a great "earthquake-wave," estimated as from twenty-
five to thirty feet high, came upon Port Graham like a wall of

water. It carried off all the fishing-boats from the point, and
deluged the houses. This was followed at intervals of about five

minutes, by two other large waves, estimated at eighteen and
fifteen feet ; and during the day several large and irregular

w aves came into the harbour. The first wave took all the boats

into the harbour, the receding wave swept them back again to

the inlet, and they were finally stranded. Fortunately it was
low water, or all of the people at the settlement mu^t inevitably

have been lost. The tides rise and fall about fourteen feet.

These earthquake-waves were felt at Kadiak, and are doubt-

less recorded on the register of the Coast .Survey tide-gauge at

that pl.Tce. Also the pumice-ashes fell to the depth of four or

five inches, and a specimen of the deposit was given to the tidal

observer at St. Paul. It will be interesting to compare these

ashes with those collected at lliuliuk on October 16, and which,

from a coiifu>ion of dates, were supposed to have come from the

new Bogosloff volcanic island. I am of the opinion that they

came from St. Augustin.

The condition of the Island of Augustin or Chernabom-a,
according to the latest accounts, is this :

—
At night, from a distance of fifty or sixty miles, flames can be
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seen ifsuiiior from the summit of the volcano ; and in tlie day-
time vast vohimes of smoke roll from it. Upon nearer approach
from P'nylii-h Harbour it was found that the mountain had lecn
split in two from peak to base by a great rupture extending
across it from east to west, and that the northern i-lope of the
mountain had nmk away to the level of the northern cliff.' This
is corroborated by the statement of the hunting-party in

Kami>hak Bay. Smoke issued from the peak at a very short
distance to the southward of the rupture.
The party of natives on Kamishak did not approach the islet,

though they gave clear and distinct accounts of its eruption and
sulisequent appearance ; but Capt. C. T. Sands, who was at

English Harbour, gave the Alaska Company a full description
;

and Capt Cullie, of the Kodiak, states that, if there were plenty
of w ater in the line of rupture, it would be possible for a yes; el

to sail through. At the time of Capt. Sands' observations tlie

low ground of the island was visible, and seemed to be a vasit

crati r, from which smoke and flames were issuing.

But beyond all these phenomena, apart from the volcanic
eruption and the rupture of the island, we have the report of
Capt. Cullie, of the.-chooner Amft?/- (from whom we also obtain
a statement in regard to the rupture), who approached the island
from English Harbour on November lo, and found that a new
island about a mile and a half long and seventy-five feet high,
had been upheaved in the ten-fathom passage between Augusiin
and the mainland to the westward. This passage is from six to
eight miles w ide, and was sailed through by Puget in Vancouver's
voyages of discovery.

This new island (also reported by the hunting-party in

Kamishak) w ould appear to have arisen during the late volcaiiic
activity. It lies to the north-westward of Chemaboura Island
(AuJustin>, and was distinctly seen frcm the Kodiok, as that
vessel lay ten miles to the norlh-eattward, and had clear
weather.

To show the violence of the volcanic convuhicns at this tiir.e,

two extinct volcanoes on the Alaska ]:eninsub, which are
repcrled to be about west (true) frcm the active volcano liianna
(twelve thousand feet high), had lurst into activity ; and during
the day volumes of smoke were distinctly seen, and columns of
flame at night. Usually, at that season, Augustin and the peak
are covered with deep snow. On November lo, however, when
Capt. Cullie apjixaohed the i'land, whie there was a dej-th of
four feet of snow at Tort Graham (English Harlour), Mount i-t.

Augustin was bare and black.

George Davidson,
Assistant U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey

THE ORIGIN OF THE SCENER Y OF THE
BRITISH ISLANDS^

'T'HE Plains of Britain, like those elsewhere, must be regarded
as local base-levels of denudation, that is, areas where, en

the whole, derudation has ceased, or at least has become much
less than deposit. Probably in all cases the ai-eas they occupy
have been levelled by denudation. Usually a gieater or less
depth of detrital material has been spread over them, and it is

the level surface of these superficial accumulations that forms the
plain. But in some instances, such as the flats of the Weald
Clay and the Chalk of Salisbury Plain, there is hardly any such
cover of detritus, the denuded surface of underlying rock
forming the actual surface of the plain. Our plains, if classed
according to the circumstances cf their origin, may he con-
veniently regarded as (I) river plains—strips of meadow-land
bordering the streams, and not infrequently rising in a succession
of terraces to a considerable height above the present level of the
water; (2) lake plains—tracts of arable ground occupying the
sites of former lakes, and of which the number is ever on the
increase; (3) marine plains—mostly flat stivages of alluvial
ground, formed of materials originally laid down as a littoral
marine deposit when the land lay below its present level : in
the northern estuaries these up-raised sea-beds spread out
as broad carse-lands, such as those of the Tay, Forth, and
Clyde

; (4) glacial drift plains—tracts over which the clays,
sands, and gravels of the Ice Age form the existing surface

; (51
submarine plains—the present floor of the North Sea and of

^ Capt. CuIIie's account.
= .'ibstiact of fifth .-md ccnclutling lecture ly Archibald Geikie, FR.S,,

Director-Geneial of the Geological Survey, gi%en at the Royal Institution.
March 3, Contiirued from p. 420.

the Irish Sea, which must be regaided as essentially part of the
terrestrial area of Europe.
When plains remain stationary in level, they may continue

for air indefinite period with no material ch.ingo cf surface. But,
should they be upraised, the elevation, by increasing theslopeof
the streams, augments their en, sive power, and en.it lesthem ^nce
more to deepen their channels. Hence, plains like that of the
New Forest, which have been deeply I rei ched by the water-
courses that traverse them, m.ay with probability be assigned to

a time when the land stood at a lower level than it occupies at

present. In this connection the successive river-terraces of the

country deserve attention. They may be due not to the m.ere

unaided work of the rivers, but to the cooperation of successive

U| lifts. It would be an interesting inquiry to correlate the
various river-terraces throughout the country, for the purpose of
discovering whether they throw any light on the conditions
under which the most recent uprise of the country took place.

That the elevation proceeded intermittently, with long pauses
between the movements, is shown by the succession of raised

beaches. It may be possible to establish a somewhat similar

proof among our river-terraces.

The submarine plains are by far the most extensive within the

British area. In the case of the North Sea the tendency of tidal

scour and deposit must modify the form of the bottom. This
great basin of water is obviously being slowly filled up by the

deposit of sediment over its floor. A vast amount of mud and
silt is borne into it by the rivers of Western Europe, as well as

by those that drain the eastern and larger part of Britain, and the

sea it: elf is cutting aw ay the land on both sides and sw allowing up
the waste. Wehaveonly to contrast the colour of the Atlantic on
the v\est of Ireland or Scotland wah that of the North Sea to

be a:sured of the wide diffusion of fine mud in the water of the

latter. There is practically no outlet for the detritus that is

thus poured into the basin c f the North Sea. From the north a

vast body of tidal water enters between Scotland and Norway, and
travelling southward, aided l.y the strong northerly winds, sweeps
the detritus in the :ame direction. On the other hand, .inother

narrower and shallower tidal stream enteis from the .Strait of
Dover, and, aided by the south-west winds, drives the sediment
northward. Yet, making every allowance for the banks and
shoals which tl is accumulating deposit has already foru ed, we
can stil', without much difficult)', recognise the broader features

of the old land-surface ihat now lies subn erged beneath the

North Sea. It presents two plains, of which the southern has
an average level of perhaps a little nore than 100 leet helow
the surface of the water. This upper plain ends northward in a
shelving bank, probably the prolongation of the Jurassic escr.rp-

ment of Yorkshire, and is succeecled by the far wider northern
plain, wh'ch lies from ico to 150 feet lower, and gradually slopes

northward. As mentioned :n a previous lecture, the drainage-

lines of the united Rhine, Thames, &c , en the one side, and
the EHe, Weser, &c., on the other, can still be partially traced

on the sea- floor. The Irish Sea was pr-obably, in its later

history, a plahi dotted with lakes. It appears to have been
submerged before the whole of the present fauna and flora had
reached Ireland.

S.on.e of the most characteristic and charming scenery of the

British Islands is to be found along their varied sea-board.

Coast-; ceneiy appeal s to de[ end for its di.--linctive features upon
(l)thefoimof the ground at the time when by emergence or

submergence the present level was established; (2) the compo-
sition and structure of the shore-rocks; (3) the direction of the

prevalent winds, and the relative potency of subaeiial and
marine denudation. The British coast-line presents three dis-

tinct phases : in many places it is retreating ; in others it is

advancing ; while in a few it may be regarded as practically

stationary. As examples of retreat, the shores of a large part

of, the east of Englai d may be cited. In Holderness, for

instance, a strip of land more than a mile broad has been carried

a« ay during the last eitht centuries. Even since the Ordnance
Survey maps were published, thirty-three years ago, somewhere
abcut 500 feet have in some places been removed, the rale of

demolition being here and there as much as five yards in a year.

The advance of the coast lakes place chiefly in sheltered bays,

or behind or in front of projecting headlands and piers, and is

due in large aeasure to the deposit of material which has been

removed by the sea from adjoining shores. The amount of

lard thus added does not compensate for the quantity carried

away, so that the total result is a perceptible annual loss. The
best examples of a s'ationary ccast-line where there is no appre-
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ciable erosion by the waves and no visible accumulation of

detritus, are to be found among the land-locked fjords or inlets

of the west coast of Scotland. In these sheltered recesses the

smoothed striated rocks of the Ice Age slip under the sea,

with their characteristic glaciated surfaces still so fresh that it

is hard to believe that a long lapse of ages has passed away
since the glaciers left them.
The remarkable contrast between the scenery of the eastern

and western coast-line of the British Islands arises partly from
the jireponderance of harder rocks on the west than on the east

side, but probably in large measure upon the greater extent of

the submergence of the western sea-board, whereby the sea has

been allowed to penetrate far inland by fjords which were for-

merly glens and open valleys. The details of c last-scenery vary

with the rock in which they are developed. Now'here can tlie

effects of each leading type of rock upon landscape be more
instructively studied than along the sea-margin. As distinct

types of coast-scenery, reference may be made to sea-cliffs and
rocky shores of granite, gneiss, basalt, massive sandstone and
llagstone, limestone, alternations of sandstone shale or other

strata, and boulder-clay, and to the forms assumed by detrital

accumulations such as sand-dunes, shingle-banks, and flats of

sand or mud.
The concluding portion of the lecture was devoted to an

indication of the connection between the scenery of a country
and the history and temperament of the people. This subject

was considered from four points of view, the influence of land-

scape and geological structure being traced in the distribution of

races, in national history, in industrial and commercial progress,

and in national temperament and literature.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—The proposal to allow women to enter for the

same horour examinations as men met with less opposition in

Congregation than was generally anticipated. By loo votes

to 46 the statute was passed by Congregation permitting

women to enter for bath Classical and Mathematical Modera-
tions, and for the final Schools of History, Mathematics, and
Natural Science. On March li the statute will come before

Convocation, and will in all probability be passed.

In a Convocation held on March 4 a decree was parsed

authorising the Professors of Anatomy and Physiology to engage

a table for the use of students of the University at the Zoological

Station at Villefranche. The anti-vivisectionists were demon-
strative, but did not divide the House.
The Professor of Medicine gives notice that the Testamurs for

Chemistry and Physics in the Preliminary Honour Examinttion

excuse candidates from the Chemistry and Physics Examination
in the First M. B., but that the Testamurs for Chemistry and
Physics in the Pass Schojl are not recognised. Candidates may
take up Chemistry and Physics separately from Anatomy and
Ph.siology.

An examination will be held at Keble College on March iS

to elect a Scholar in Natural Science. Candidates may offer

Chemistry and Biology.

Cambridge.—Plans have been obtained for the building of a

new foundry and a temporary lerture-room and museum for the

Department of Mechanism, suitable eventually for additional

workshops. The cost is to be 450/. The number of pupils in

this department has now increased to fifiy-seven.

Plans have also been prepared for the new botanical class-

rooms for microscopic work, the estimated CKt being 1065/.

Messrs. E. C. Ames, B.A., B. H. Bent, and J. H Nicholl,

B.A., have been appointed Demonstrators of Mechanism and
Applied Mechanics.
The following Colleges hold Examinations for Open Scholar-

ships in Natural Sciences on the respective dates mentioned :

—

Clare, March 18; Jesus, March 13 ; Downing, June 10 ; Caven-
dish, August 6. For particulars, application should be made to

the tutors of the Colleges. A Clothworkers' Exhibition in

I'hysical Science, tenable either at Oxford or at Cambridge, will

be awarded in July. Information may be obtained from the

Censor of Non-Collegiate Studen's, Camb.idge.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
yournal of Botany.—The number for February commences

with the first part of an important paper by Mr. Thomas Hick
on protoplasmic continuity in the Floridese. The connection of

protoplasm from cell to cell has now been established in a
number of instances in the vegetable kingdom. It may be seen
with very great ease, as described and drawn by Mr. Hick, in

the frond of some of the red seaweeds, as Polysiphonia and
CallUhamnioii, without any chemical reagent, except one that
causes a slight contraction.—Mr. Carruthers contributes a useful
paper on the mode of distinguishing the seed of the sweet vernal
grass, Anthoxaiitlium odoratum, from that of A. Puellii, an
annual species with which it is often adulterated by seed-
growers.

The last part (vol. iii. heft 3) of Cohn's Beitrdge zur Biologie
der Pflanzen contains two important cryptogamic papers : one
by E. Eidam, on the development of the Ascomycetes, in which
two new forms are described ; the other, by M. Franke, de-
scribing an interesting new genus of parasitic algas, Endodonium,
dimorphic, and growing on decaying fronds of Lemna gibba.

Journal of the Russian Chemical and PJiysical Society, vol. xv.

fasc. 9.—On the action of the hydrocarbons of the acetylene
series upon oxide of mercury and its salts, by M. Kutscheroff.

—Thermic data of pyrosulphuryl, by D. Konovaloff. The
heat of formation of a molecule of SjOjCl.^ from its elements in

a gaseous state is equal to l8o'6 calories.—On a hydrate of

silicium obtained froar cast iron, by G. Zabudsky.—On the

characters of the infra-molecular force, by M. Bardsky (second
article).—On electrolytic light, by N. Sloughinoff, being an
experimental and mathematical inquiry into the light disengaged
during the electrolysis of liquids at one of the electrodes : his-

torical sketch of the subject ; instruments employed ; the laws
of the extra-currents of Edlund ; light disengaged in a water
solution of sulphuric acid, and dependence of it upon the number
of elements in the battery ; oscillations of the force of the cur-

rent ; experiments with a rotating glass; wearing of the elec-

trodes ; spectrum ; light in the acid solutions of salts ; on the

resistance, the electro-spheroidal state, and the heat disengaged ;

the oscillating currents.—On the theory of the curved nets, by
A. Sokoloff.

Atti delta R. Accademia dei Lincei, Rome, October 18 and
19, 1883.—On the alterations undergone by the red globules of

the blood in malarious infections, by Prof. Ettore Marchiafava.
—Meteorological observations made at the Royal Observatory
of the Campidoglio during the months of August, September,
and October, 1883.
December 2.—Remarks on Dr. F. Mercanti's memoir on the

cilian muscle in reptiles, by Signor Moriggia,—On the alterations

in the red globules of the blood in malarious infections, by S.

Todaro.—Report on Prof. E. Millosevich's memoir on the

diameter of Uranus, by S. Respighi.—On the molecular veloci-

ties of gaseous bodies, by A. Violi.—Note on fluorbenzine and
fluorotoluine, by P. Eminuele and O. Vinceuzo.—A new series

of compounds of titanium, by A, Piccini.—On the transforma-

tion of the fluorbenzoic acids in the animal organism, by F.

Coppola.—A study of the resins of Thafsia garganica, by Fr.

Canzoneri.—On a new species of Salpa (S. dolicosoma), by Fr.

Todaro).—Observations on the Pons-Brooks comet, by Pietro

Tacchini.—On the unipolar induced electric cm-rent and nervous

excitement, by G. Magini.—Archaeological discoveries at Angera,

Peschiera, Viterbo, Rome, Sulmona, and in other parts of Italy,

from June to October, 1883.—S. Sella and S. Mamiani were
elected president and vice-president for the ensuing four years,

1884-7.

Riz'isla Scientifico-Intiistriale, Florence, November 15-30,

1SS3.—Further applications of the nephoscope invented by
Filippo Cecchi (four illustrations).—Description of a new electro-

magnet recently exhibited before the .Society of Natural and
Economical Sciences at Palermo, by Prof. A. Ricco. —An account

of some of the important results already obtained in the Accli-

matisation Garden established ten years ago by General Vin-

cenzo Ricasoli at Portercole, by G. Arcangeli. Amongst the

exotics here successfully reared are Cocos flexiiosa, Calorica

borbonica, PJioenix reclinata, Boldea fragrans, Citharerylon

reticulatum, Casuarina quadrivalvis, Edwardsia grandijlora,

Eugenia australis, Ficns elastica, Piccotna fragrans, besides

numerous species of Bignonia, Agavs, Acacia, and Eucalyptus,

and other Australian plants.

Rendiconti del R. Isliluto I^mbardo, Milan, December 13,

1S83.—On the distinctions observed in criminal law between the

authors and accomplices in a felony, by Prof. A. Buccellati.

—

Inquiry into the nature of the underground disturbances that
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occurred at I»chia on July 2S, 1883, by Prof. A. Serpieri.—On
numbers irreducible by complex numbers, by Prof. C. Formenti.
—On some forms of right lines produced by two reciprocal star';,

by Prof. F. Aschieri.—Meteorological observations mide at the
Brera Observatory, Milan, during the months of October and
November, 1SS3.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, February 14.—" On a New Reflecting Gal-
vanometer of Great Sensibility, and on New Forms of Astatic
Galvanometers." By Thomas Gray, B.Sc, F.R.S.E., and
Andrew Gray, M.A., F.R.S.E. Communicated by Sir William
Thomson, F.R.S.
The paper describes first a very sensitive galvanometer, of

novel construction, which the authors have had made, with aid
from the Government Research Fund, for tlieir experiments on
the electric resistance of glass and allied substances. It consist^
of two pairs of coils with hollow core;, arranged so that the
axes of each pair are parallel and in a vertical plane, which act
on a needle-system, consisting of two horse-shoe magnets of
thin steel wire connected by a very light frame of aluminium,
and hung with their planes vertical, so that a horse-shoe corre-
sponds to each pair of coils and has its poles within the hollow
cores. In the instrument constructed each pair of coils is carried
by a vertical brass plate, and these two plates are set so as to
make an angle with one another of aliout 106'. A line drawn
from the suspension thread (a single fibre of silk) to a point near
a pole of either of the needles, when the needles are at the same
distance within both pairs of coils, is nearly at right angles to
the axis of the coil, and the motion of the needle for small
deflections is nearly along the axis. The needles enter the coils
from the same side, and ihe current is usually sent through the
coils, so that one pair cau-e their horse-shoe to move outwards
and the other pair their horse-shoe to move inwards, thus turn-
ing the needle-system round the suspen-ion fibre. A mirror
fixed to the aluminium connecting-bar gives a measure of the
deflection in the ordinary manner. This system of needles,
when rightly adjusted, is practically astatic in a magnetic field of
uniform intensity.

A magnet (or system of magnets) is generally arranged to give
a differential field at the upper and lower ends of the needles,
which are usually placed with unlike poles turned in similar
directions ; but any magnetic system may be employed to give
directive force in the projier manner and degree for a particular
purpose or arranijement.

Another form of the instrument is described in which the coils
are all in one plane, and the connecting aluminium bar carrying
the horse-shoe ne-^dles passes through the plate in which the coil,
are set from one side to the other, so that one horse shoe enters
its pair of coils from one side, and the other horse-shoe from the
other side. When the needle-system is deflected thus, both
needles are pushed out of the coils or both pulled in.

By the method of arranging the needles and coils adopted in
these instruments the current is made, when the hollow cores
are made small, to act very advantageously on the needles, and
hence in great measure their high sensibility. By attaching to
the suspended system a small needle to give directive force in a
uniform field, the great magnetic moment and leverage of the
horseshoes may be taken advantage of.

The paper then describes a new and very compact form of dis-
tributing plite, by means of which a multiple coil galvanometer,
or one in which the coil is wound in section;, may be connected
in any desired manner to vary its resistance or its sensibility.

Finally, two forms of instrument are described, in which two
perfectly vertical and straight needles connected together rigidly by
bars of aluminium are u ed to give a perfectly astatic system, not
disturbed by the magnetising or demagnetising action ofneighbour-
ing magnets, a result the authors think practically unattainable
in any arrangement of horizontal needles. Two vertical needles,
with their upper ends in the position occupied by the upper
needle of a so-called astatic galvanometer, and their lower ends
in the position of the lower needle, experience, if their like poles
are turned in dissimilar directions, a similar electromagnetic
action to that in the horizontal needles ; and the authors pro-
pose when convenient to use such an arranjement instead of the
ordinary needle sy^tem.

Also a pair of vertical needles may be used instead of the
horse-shoe needles described above, the coils being so placed as

to act advant.ageously, and give a convenient arrangement of the
parts of the instrument.

Geological Society, February 15.—Annual General Meet-
ing.—J. \V. Hnlke, F.R.S.

,
president, in the chair.—The

Secretaries read the Reports of the Council and of the Library
and Museum Committee for the year 1883. In the former the
Council congratulated the Fellows upon an improvement in the

state of the Society's affairs since the date of their last Report,
the income of the Society having been greater, and its expendi-
ture less, in 18S3 than in 1882, while, although the removal from
the list of the names of twelve Fellows whose addresses were
unknown, and whose election dated back before the incorporation
of the Society in 1826, had produced an apparent loss of three

Fellows during the year, the Society might really be regarded
as having received an increase of nine Fellows. The increase
in the number of contributing Fellows was twenty-two. The
Council's Report further announced the awards of the various
Medals and of the proceeds of the Donation Funds in the gift

of the Society.

In presenting the Wollaston Gold Medal to Prof. A. Gaudry,
F.MjG.S., the President addressed him as follows :

— " Prof. A.
Gaudry,—The Council of the Geological Society has awarded
you the Wollaston Medal in recognition of the value of your
pateontological researches and the important scientific gene
ralisations you have deduced from long and laborious observa-

tions. The numerous paper.; on topographical geology and on
palcEontology you have contributed during the past thirty years,

your important ' Recherches Scientifiques en Orient entreprises

par les ordres du Gouvernement pendant les annees 1853-1854,'
your ' Animaux fossiles et geolo ;ie de I'Attique,' and, lastly,

your work ' Les Enchainements du monde animal dans les

temps geologiques,' have made your name so familiar, wherever
our branch of natural science is cultivated, that in receiving you
we feel we are not receiving a stranger, but a scientific brother,

and one w-ho, by his labours and singleness of aim, has achieved

a position as a palaeontologist such as few can hope to attain.

Per.-onally it affords me great and sincere pleasure that it has

fallen to my lot to hand you this medal, which, by the consent
of all, has never been more worthily bestowed."
The President then presented the balance of the proceeds of

the Wolhston Donation Fund to Mr. E. Tulley Newton, F.G.S.,
and addres.sed him as follows :

—"Mr. Newton,—The Council
has voted you the balance of the proceeds of the Wollaston
Donation Fund, in recognition of the value of your researches

amongst the Pleistocene Mammalia of Great Britain, and to

assist you in the prosecution of further investigations. Your
memoirs published by the Geological Survey of England and
Wales, ' On the Vertebrata of the Forest-bed Series of Norfolk
and Suffolk,' and on ' The Chimiieroid Fishes of the Cretaceous
Rocks,' and your papers published in our y(7!<r«(r/ are considered

by the Council to evince great merit ; they regard them as a

bright earnest of future work which they hope rray be promoted
by this award."

In presenting the Murchison Medal to Dr. Henry Woodward,
F.R.S., the President said: "Dr. Henry Woodward,—The
Council has awarded you the Murchison Medal and a grant of

ten guineas in recognition of your valu.able researches into the

structure and classification of the fossil Crustacea, especially of

the Merostomata and Trilobita, and your services to the progress

of geology in Great Britain by your conduct of the Geological

Magazine for nearly twenty years. Your monograph on the

'Merostomata,' published by the Palseontographical Society, and
your 'Catalogue of British Fossil Crustacea, with their

synonyms and the range in time of each genus and order,' will

long continue to be works of reference indispensalile to every

student of these interesting life-forms. But valuable as are these

written records, they discover but a small part of the services

you have rendered in the advancement of our science. How
much more you have done by the assistance you have so freely

given to all who have sought your help at the Museum in de-

ciphering some diflicult matters in palaeontology will never be
fully known."

1 he President then handed the balance of the proceeds of the

Murchison Geological Fund to Mr. R. Etberidge, F.R.S., for

transmission to Mr. Martin Simpson, of Whitby, and addressed

him as f dlows :
" Mr. Etheridge,—The balance of the proceeds

of the Murchison Donation Fund has been awarded by the

Council to Mr. M. Simpson, Curator of the Whitby Museum.
He has devoted much attention to the fossils of that district, and
he is the author of two b )oks descriptive of them. The Council
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hopes tbat this cheque may be of ashi:>tance to him in continuing

the useful extra-official work he has long been can") ing on in

that locality."

The President next handed the Lyell Medal to Prof. W. H.
Flower, F.R.S., for transniission to Or. Joseph Leidy, F.M.G.S.,

and addressed him as follows :

—" Prof. F'lower,—The Council

has bestowed on Dr. J. Leidy the Lyell Medal, with a sum of

25/., in recognition of his valuable contributions to palaeontology,

especially as regards his investigations on the Fossil Mammalia
of Nebraska and the Sauria of the United States of America.

These vast an<l, in comparison with our own country, but little

explored territories have for some years past yielded a harvest

of fo;sil vertebrate remains of exceeding richness, of which we
have no example here. How well this harvest is being garnered

by our Transatlantic confrires the flood of memoirs published by

them during the last quarter of a century bears witness. Amongst
these scientific labourers in the palajontological harvest-field. Dr.

I. Leidy has held a foremost place. Careful in observing,

accurate in recording, cautious in inferring, his work has the

high merit which trustworthiness always imparts. The well-nigh

astounding number of papers wiitten by him between 1845 and

1873, amounting to 187, his Reports on the ' Extinct Vertebrate

Fauna of the Western Territories,' his 'Synopsis of the Extinct

Mammalia of North America,' and his 'Cretaceous Rej^tiles of

the United States,' testify to the fertility of his pen."

In pre-enting to Prof. C. Lapworth, F.G. S., the balance of

the Lyell Geological Fund, the President said :
" Prof. Lap-

worth,—The Council has awarded to you the balance of the

proceeds of the Lyell Donation Fund in recognition of the value

(if your researches into the palaeontology and physical structure

of the older rocks of Great Britain, carried on frequently under

unfavourable circumstances and to the injury of your health, and

to aid you in similar investigation-. Your papers on ' The
Girvan Succession,' 'The Moffat Series,' published in our

yourna', zxiA ' The Graptolites,' and ' The Secret of the High-

lands,' contributed to the Geological Magazine, were the outcome
of an extremely laborious and detailed exploration of the districts

to which they refer—an exploration in conducting which you

spared no pains and shrank from no hardships. No one who
desires to know the structure of these districts can safely omit a

careful study of these very instructive papers."

The President then handed to Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., for

transmission to Dr. J. Croll, a portion of the proceeds of the

Barlow-Jameson Fund, and said : "Prof. Bonney,—TheCouucil,

in recognition of the value of Dr. James CroU's researches into

the ' Later Physical History of the Earth,' and to aid him in

further researches of a like kind, has awarded to him the sum of

20/. from the proceeds of the Barlow-Jameson Fund. Mr. CroU's

work on ' Climate and Time in their Geological Relations,' and
his numerous separate papers on various cognate subjects, in-

cluding the 'Eccentricity of the Earth's Orbit,' 'Date of the

Glacial Period,' the ' Influence of the Gulf Stream,' the ' Motion
of Glaciers,' ' Ocean Cmrents,' and the ' Transport of Boulders,'

by their suggestiveness have deservedly attracted much attention.

In forw arding to Dr. Croll this award, the Coumil desires you
to express the hope that it may assist him in continuing these

lines of re earch."

In handing to Prof. Seeley, F.R.S., a second portion of the

proceeds of the Barlow-Jameson Fund for transmission to Prof.

Leo Lesquereux, F.C.G.S., the President spoke as follows :

" Prof. Seeley,—The Council has awarded to Prof. Leo
Le quereux the sum of 20/. from the proceeds of the Barlow-

Jaraeson Fund, in recognition of the value of his researches into

the palieobotany of North America, and to aid him in further

investigations of a similar kind. Prof. Lesquereux's ' Contribu-

tions to the Fossil Cretaceous and Tertiary Flora of the Western
Territories,' published in the 'Reports of the United States

Geological Survey,' are works which, for their matter, typo-

graphy, and illustrations, leave nothing to desire. In transmitting

this award to Prof. Lesquereux, you will convey to him the

hopes of the Council that it may assist him in prcsecuting

further investigations in the difficult branch of research in which
he has already accomplished so much."
The President then read his Anniversary Address, in which,

after giving obituary notices of some of the Members lost by the

Society in 1883, he passed in review the principal work done by
the Society since the last Anniver.-ary Meeting, and finally

referred more in detail to some important results obtained else-

where in connection with the comparative osteology of the
\'ertebrata, dwelling particularly upon the question of the

existence in the lower jaw of an unpaired bone occupying, or

auterior to, the symphysis—the "os presymphysieu " of M.

DoUo, the " mento-Meckelian " of Cope, the "inferior inter-

maxillary element" of W. K. Parker,—and upon certain cranial

and pelvic characters of the Dinosauria.

The ballot for the Council and Officers was taken, and the fol-

lowing were duly elected for the ensuing year :—President : Prof.

T. G. Bonney, F.R.S. Vice-Presidents: W. Carruthers,

F.R.S., John Evans, F.R.S.
, J. A. Phillips, F.R.S. , Prof. J.

Prestwich, F.R.S. Secretaries: W. T. Blanford, F.R.S.,

Prof. J. W. Judd, F.R.S. Foreign Secretary : Warington W.
Smyth, F.R.S. Treasurer : Prof. T. Wiltshire, F.L.S.

Council: H. Bauerman, W. T. Blanford, F.R.S., Prof. T. G.

Bonney, F.R.S., W. Carruthers, F.R.S., John Evans, F.R.S.,

Col. H. H. Godwin-Austen, F.R.S., Henry Hicks, Rev.

Edwin HiU, M.A., G. J. Hinde, Ph.D., J. Hopkinson, Prof.

T. M'Kenny Hughes, M.A., J. W. Hulke, F.R.S., J. Gwyn
Jeffreys, F.R.S., Prof. T. Rupert Jones, F.R.S., Prof. J. W.
Judd, F.R.S., J. A. Phillips, F.R.S., Prof. J. Prestwich,

F.R.S., F. W. Rudler, Warington W. Smyth, F.R.S., J. J. H.

Teall, M.A., W. Topley, Prof. T. Wiltshire, F.L.S., Henry

Woodward, F.R.S.

Chemical Society, February 21.—Dr. W. H. Perkin,

president, in the chair.—The following gentlemen were elected

Fellows of the Society :—L. Archbutt, J. H. Burland, D. Bain,

W. H. Barr, R. A. Bush, P. S. Chantrell, A. F. Dam.jn, H.

C. Draper, T. R. Duggan, V. Edwards, W. T. H. El-ley, G.

W. Gibson, F. W. Harris, T. Hildltch, R. E. Moyle, P.

Morton, W. J. Orsman, F. R. Power, A. E. Simpson, C. W.
Sutton, H. G. Shaw, E. F. Smith, F. W. Tompson, A. Tarn,

and E. W. Voelcker.—The following papers were read:—On
the composition of the ash of wheat grain and straw grown at

Rothamsted in different seasons and by different manures, by Sir

J. B. Lawes and Dr. J. H. Gilbert. This Is an extremely

lengthy paper giving the details of 253 analyses of ashes from

produce w-hose history as to growth, soil, season, and manuring

is known. The experiments are given in three series. The first

gives the results obtained during sixteen consecutive seasons

under three characteristically different conditions as to manuring,

and thus illustrates the influence of the fluctuation of season from

year to year. The second represents nine different conditions as

to manuring obtained in four seasons—two favourable, two un-

favourable—and so show s the influence of characteristic seasons

under a great variety of manuring conditions. The third series

represents the proportionally mixed produce for the ten years

1852-61, and again for the succeeding ten years, 1862-71, from

ten differently manured plots, and thus brings out the influence of

continuous exhaustion or supply of certain constituents. The
general results are that the influence of the seison on the compo-

sition of the ash is very much more marked tlian the influence of

the manure, and that the composition of normally-ripened grain

is very uniform and in fact only varies in any maked degree

according to manure, wlien there is a very abnormal defici-ncy

of one or more constituents ; the amounts of mineral con^tituents

in the straw have a very obvious connecti' n with the supply or

exhaustion of these constituents in the soil.—On the analysis of

Shotley Bridge Spa water, by H. Pelle. This is a chaly leate

water containing 0-0155 grm. Fe203 per litre as ferrous bicar-

binate, I 73 grm. sodium chloride, calcium salts, some lithium

chloride, magnesium bromide and iodide, &c.

Zoological Society, February 19.—Mr. Osbert Salvin,

F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Mr. Sclater laid i the table

and made some remarks on a copy of the lately Issu. d " Gui le

to the Calcutta Zoological Gardens."—Mr. W. T. Blanford,

F.R.S., made some observations on the collection of drawings

of Himalayan birds lately presented to the Society's libr.nyby

Brian H. Hodgson, F.Z.S.—Prof. F. Jeffrey Bell real ihe

second part of his contribution to the systemat c arrangement of

the Asternidea. In the present communication the author

treated of the species of the genus Oreaster.—K communication

was read from M. FernamrLataste, C.M.Z.S., containing the

description of a new species of Gerbille from Arabia. This new

species was founded on specimens living in the Society's

Gardens, which had been hitherto referred to Gerbillus ery-

thruius. Gray. M. Lataste considered the species to be

undescribed, and proposed to call it Meriones longifrons.—

A

communication was read from Mr. J.
Wo.3d-Mason, F.Z.S., in

which he gave a description of a new species of the Neuropterous

genus CoryJalis. The first example of tills insect (a female) was
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captured by Lieut.-Col. H. II. Godnin-Ansten, F.R.S., on the

Naga Hills, northea-.t fiontiei- of India ; but male specimens

had since been obtained. The author proposed to call this

species Corydalis asiatka.—A communication was read from

Dr. J. Gwyn JefTrcys, F.K.S., on the Molkisca procured during

the //;,'/(('"/«? and /"ort'w/tJHtf Expeditions 1868-70, forming the

seventh part of his series of papers on this suliject. The present

part comprised the genera from Rissoa to Acirsa, with seventy-

four sp cies, of which fourteen were new to science, as was also

one new genus.

Physical Society, P'ebruary 23.—Prof. F. Guthrie, presi-

dent, in the chair.—New Members :— Mr. E. F. J. Love, Mr.

James Grundy, Rev. F. J. Smith, Mr. F". R. Bawley.— Prof.

Silvanus P. Thompson read a paper on a new method of making
resistance coils. This consisted in cutting off a |.iece of the

wire of which the coil is to be made, long enough to give a

resistance some 2 per cent, higher. From the formula

—

Shunt =
R - r

(where A' i^ the rough resistance, and r the final resistance), the

value of a wire wherewith to shunt the first piece in order to

give the resistance required is found. A length of wire giving

this resistance (or, rather, about 2 per cent, more) is then cut off

and soldered as a shunt to the first piece. Practice shows that this

method is very quicU and accurate. It is useful for shunts under 10

ohms. Prof Thompson also described a new form of " meter

bridge " devised by him. The wire is 2 m. lonij, and there are

two wires, one of a resistance about \ ohm., the other 8'2I ohms.

Contact is made by one or other by a sliding contact with

vernier attached. This arrangement is more convenient th.in

the single wire meter liridge, and allows of higher resistances

being measured. A special switchboard with an arrangement

of mercury cups avoids the necessity of transposing the coils in

Foster's method, this being effected by shifting the contact links

in the mercury cups.—Mr. R. T. Glazebrook, F.R..S., explained

a cam or axle key devised by Mr. Shaw to effect the contacts

necessary to transpose the coils by a single movement. He
pointed out that a certain pressure was necessary to make good

contact with mercury. The ordinary way of making coils was

to double the wire, cut the bight, bare the ends there,

and solder a piece of copper across them, which could be

shifted until the resistance was got. Prof G. C. Foster

said that the copper links in mercury cups should rest on the

copper.—Prof. Foster read a paper by himself and Mr. Pryson

on the difference of potential required to give sparks in air. Let

F= this difference of potential, /= length of spark in centi-

metres, their experiments gave (approximately) V— 102/ -)-7'07.

Tables and curves of the sparking distances, potentials, and

electric forces in the experiments were given. The results were

got with brass balls I -35 centimetres in diameter, a frictional

machine, and a Foster absolute electrometer. When / = •142,

the electric force giving a spark was 15476 ; / = '284, the

electric force was I33'35, or less than at a shorter distance ; / =
497, the electric force was 131 "66; /= '9, the electric force

was I3S'57 ; that is, it began to rise again.—Prof G. Forbes

made a communication on a magnetised chronometer watch.

The watch slowed several minutes a day. He found the rate to

vary w ith the position of the watch with respect to the cardinal

points and also in a vertical plane. The bar of the balance was

magmtised and some screw nails. He traced the variation of

rate to magnetisation of the spring, the bar, and screws. The
fact that it varied with position suggested that a magnetised

ship's chronometer might he made which would integrate the

course and give a mean course. Messrs. E. Dent and Co. had

fitted a gold spring and a platinum iridium balance to the chrono-

meter, and rendered it non-magnetisable.

Royal Meteorological Society, February 20.—Mr. R. II.

Scott, M.A., F.K.S., president, in the chair.—T. G. Benn,

Capt. C. F. Cooke, Francis Galton, M.A., F.R.S., Prof. S. A.

Hill, B..Sc., Capt. A. W. Jeffery, G. Paul, F.G.S., F.R.H.S.,

R. Veevers, H. T. Wakelam, and E. Wells were elected Fellow s

of the Society.—The following papers were read :—The great

storm of January 26, 18S4, by WiUiam Marriott, F.R.Met.Soc.

This storm w-as remarkable for its violence and large area,

as well as for the unprecedentedly low barometer reading

at its centre. The author has prepared isotiaric charts for each

hour from noon on the 26th to 3 a.m. on the 27th, and by this

means has tracked the storm across the British Isles. The centre

of the ileprtssion appears to have first reached the north-west

coast of Ireland at noon, and passed in a north-easterly direc-

tion over the north of Ireland and acros.s the middle of Scotland,
reaching Aberdeen about midnight. Its rate of progre-s was
therefore about thirty miles an hour. A violent gale was expe-
rienced all over the British Isles, the greatest hourly velocity of
the wind being 68 miles at Valencia at 11 a.m., 70 miles at

Holyhead at 2 p.m., 63 miles at Falmouth at 3 |i.m., 69 miles
at Armagh and 59 miles at Aberdeen at 5 p.m., 58 miles at

Greenwich from 5 to 7 p.m., and 76 miles at Almvick at mid-
night. Thunder-.torms occurred on the south-eastern side of
the depression, and travelled across the south of Ireland and
England at the rate of about thirty miles an hour. The lowest
readings of the barometer (reduced to sea-level) yet reported
were 27"32 inches at Kilcreggan at S.30 p.m., and 27'332 inches
at Ochtertyre, near Crieff, at 9.45 p m. In the southern part

of England, directly after the mmimum had occurred, there was
a very sudden rise in the reading of the barometer, in some cases

amouming to '08 inch in five minutes. From an examination of
previous records, it appe.ars that there has never before been so
low a barometer reading as 27'32 inches, so that this storm may
be considered as one of the most remarkable that has occurred
in the British Llands.—The height of the neit'ral plane of pres-

sure and depth of monsoon currents in India, by Prof. E. D.
Archibald, M.A , F.R.Met.Soc —The sunrises and sunsets of

November and December, 18S3, and January, 18S4, by the Hon.
F. A. Rollo Russell, M.A., F.R.Met.Soc. The author gives a

very interesting account of all the special features of the remark-
able sunrises and sunsets which have been observed from
November 8 to February 2. The following are stated to be the

marks distinguishing the peculiar sky-haze from cirrus :— i. It

is commonly much more evenly spread over Uie sky than cirrus.

2. It is visible (except when very dense or in the neighbourhood
of the sun) only abaut the time of sunrise and sunset. During
the day not the faintest trace obscures the clear azure, whereas
cirrus becjmes more distinct with more daylight. 3. When
actually glowing \\ith bright colour, it loses its wavy appearance.

4. It has no perceptible motion, unless perhaps when watched
through a long period. 5. It does not interfere with the clear

definition of the moon or brilliancy of the stars. 6. It lies,

almost without exception, in long streaks, stretching from
between south-south-west and west-south-west to between north-

noith-east and ea-t-north-east. - 7. Its radiant point lies, not on
the horizon, but far below it. 8. If both cirrus and sky-haze
be present, the sky-haze begins to shine with a red light soon
after the cirrus has ceased to glow above the western horizon.

When cirrus is ])resent, however, there is in general a reaction

of effects. 9. The sky-haze is destitute of the fibrous twists and
angular branches of cirrus, and, since the sunlight leaves it in

regular progressimi, it must be stratified at the same uniform
level. 10. It has always been visible on every clear day for

more than two months, and has been quite independent of wind
and weather.

Entomological Society, February 6.—Mr. J. W. Dunning,
president, in the chair.—The President nominated Sir S. S.

Saunders and Messrs. F. P. Pascoe and R. Meldola as vice-

presidents for the ensuing year. Two new members were elected.

—Mr. P. Crowley exhibited specimens of Castnia eiiJesmia, with

eggs, larval galleries, and pupze.—Mr. \V. F. Kirby exhibited a

coloured photograi>h of an abnormal specimen of the genus

Samia, which had been bred by M. Alfred Wailly.—Mr. H. T.

.Stainton remarked on the food of the larva of Aglossa pin-

guinalis. —The Secretary exhil)ited photographs of the female of

Hypocepha'ns aymaltis, and read some notes on the subject by
Dr. Sharp.—Mr. F. P. Pascoe exhibited a collection of Curcu-

lionidie from New Guinea.—The President mide some remarks

on the attempt to introduce humble-bees into New Zealand. He
also ciUed attention to the disappearance of many common
butterflies and moths from the neighbourhood of Huddersfield,

upon which a discussion ensued, the opinion of most of the

speakers being that butterflies were rapidly becoming much
scarcer in England than they used to be.—The Secretary read a

report from the Committee appointed to inquire into the alleged

occurrence of Phylloxera in Victoria, confirming its presence in

that colony.—Mr. J. W. Douglas communicated a description of

a new species of Orthezia from Monte Cristo.—Sir S. S.

Saunders communicated further notes on the caprification of

domestic figs.

Anthropological Institute, February 12.—Mr. John Evans,

F.R.S., vice-president, in the chair.—The election of Mr. Joseph
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Fothergill, F. K.G.S., was announced.—Mr. Park Harrison
exbiliited some remains found la^t year in Castlefield, Wheatley,
by Mr. E. Gale, the occupier of the land. The s';ulls were of

t«o ty|)e^, and belonged to suljjects who have been interred for

the most part in a flsxed or contracted position, but some at full

length. The objects associatei with the skulls were aUo diverse.

Amongst those lent by Mr. Gale wer.; an unusually long and
naiTow spear-head and the boss of a target with rivets orna-

mented with tinned studs, such as have been found elsewhere
in Oxfordshire. Other objects excavated at the expense of the

late eminent archaeologist, Mr. J. H. P.u-ker, and given by him
to the Ashmolean Museum, which he had intended to send, were
not exhibited, owing to his lamented deith. Mr. Harrison
thought the remains at Wheatley dated from the time of the
exten-ion of the kingdom of Mercii to the Thames. Dr. G.arson
is preparing a description of the cranial peculiarities of the
skulls.—Mr. Worthington G. .Smith exhi »ited two skulls of the

Bronze Age from a tumulus at Whitby.—Mr. Henry Prigg ex-

hibited two Palas^lithic implements ami a fragment of a human
skull from Bury St. Edmund's.—Mr. R. Morton Middleton ex-

hibited some human bones from Morton, near .Stockton.—Mr.
John T. Young read a paper on some Paleolithic fishing imple-
ments from the Stoke Newington and Clapton gravels. Mr.
Voung exhibited a large collection of flints of various sizes,

which he considered had been manufactured for use as fish-

hooks, gorges, and sinkers ; some of them showed evident
traces of human workmanship ; and the paper gave rise to an
animated discussion.—Miss A. \V. Buckland re.ad a paper on
traces of commerce in prehistoric times, in which she urged that

the similarity of three cups of gold discovered, one in Cornwall,
another at Mycena;, and the third in the Necropolis of old
Tarquinii, might be taken as evidence of the existence of com-
mercial relations between Etruria and Ancient Britain.—A paoer
was read on a human skull found near Southport, by Dr. G. B.
Barron

.

Institution of Civil Engineers, February 26.—Sir J. W.
Bazalgette, C.B. , president, in the chair.—The paper read was
on hydraulic propulsion, by Mr. Sydney Walker Barnaby,
Assoc.M.Inst.C.E.

Edinburgh

Royal Physical Society, February 20.—Ramsay H.
Traquair, M. D., F.R.S., president, in the chair.—The follow-

ing communications were read :—On the geological structure

and age of the Harz Mountains, by H. M. Cadell, B..Sc., of

H.M. Geological Survey of Scotland, a continuation of his

former paper. The rocks of the Palaeozoic core of the region

had been deposited in an area subject to occasional volcanic out-

bursts. There were many patches of diabase on the Lower
Harz which were usually associated with rocks of Hercynian
aye, and were regarded by German geologists as portions of

interbedded sheets. Mr. Cadell believed they were intrusive

sheets and bosses of later date, and gave as his reasons that (l)

the adjacent strata were metamorphosed by heat on all sides

;

(2) the diabase sometimes cut obliquely through the sedimentary
strata

; (3) there was no tuff associated with these diab.ases as

there wa.s with the true interbedded Lavas of the Harz
; (4) these

diabases did not, like the contemporaneous volcanic rocks, occur
as continuous sheets, but were found in isolated patches like the
intrusive diabases of the Scottish Midlands. The Whintill of
Northumberland was cited as an example of an intrusive sheet

which, like some of those on the Harz, kept on nearly the same
horizon for considerable distances, but was not on that account
alone to be regarded as interbedded. The first great tireak in

the deposition of the Harz rocks took place in the middle of the
Carboniferous period at the time of the irruption of the Brocken
granite. The melalliferous veins of Clausthal and St. Andreas-
berg were all in faults traversing the culm strata and the granite,

but were truncated by theZechstein, which rested unconformably
on the flanks of the Harz, and were therefore of Permian age.

The Harz was bare during the Coal-measure and Permian
periods, as conglomerates of Harz fragments were found in these

strata. During the Secondary period the whole region appeared
to have remained submerged, but the huge fault « hich bounded
the north side of the Harz and inverted the whole of the
Secondary rocks showed that the final upheaval had begun at

the close of the Cretaceous period.—Remarks on the genus
Megalkhlhys (Ag.), with description of a new species, by K. H.
Traquair, M.D., F.R.S. This specimen was found a' Burdie-
house, and was believed to be a different species from the Mega-

Ikkfhys ofthe Coal-measures.—O.i tha principles of cla^.ificitijn,

by Prof. J. Cossar Ewart, M.D.—On the occur.-e:ice of an afult
specimen of Sabine's gull {-Lam; sMnii) in Scotland, with exhi-
bition of specimen, by Mr. E. liidwell. This was a male bird
shot last autumn on a loch in Mull, and is said to he only the
second specimen of the bird in a mature state kiown to have
been found in Europe. Immature specimens of this rare bird
have occa^ionaUy been met with on the west coast of Irehnd,
but its home is on the borders of the Arctic region. In connec-
tion with this, Mr. Harvie-Brow.i, F.Z.S., made some interest-
ing remark-s on the migration of birds.

Paris

Acadenny of Sciences, February 25.—M. Rolland in the
chair.— Notice of the scientific labours of the late M. Th. du
Moncel, by M. Edm. Becquerel.—A second communication on
hydrophobia, by MM. Pastenr, Chamberland, and Roux. The
results are reported of further experiments on do;s, r.ibbits,

poultry, sheep, monkeys, an! other animals who were inoculated
with the virus, chiefly by trepanning. The object of the opera-
tion was to ascertain how far immunity could thus be secured
against rabies communicated by mad dogs. As many as twenty-
three dogs have by the process been rendered absolutely safe

from the effects of the virus in whatever way and in whatever
quantity administered. To make the whole species in this way
free from the disorder would affird a practical solutioi of the
question in a prophylactic sense, for human beings are never
affected by rabies except from virus proceeding directly or in-

directly from dogs.—On the equilibriums established between
chlorhyiricand fluorhydric acids, by MM. Berthelotand Giintz.

—

General considerations on the distribution of plants in Tunis, and
on their chief botanical affinities, by M. E. Cosson.—On the quan-
tities forming a group of nonions analogous to the quaternions of
Hamilton, by M. Sylvester.—Note on the chief inventions of

the Geneve'-e watchmaker, G. A. Leschot, who died on Feb. 4,
by M. D. Colladon. Leschot was the first to suggest the use of
carbonado {fragments of Brazilian black diamonds) for piercing
rocks and tunnelling.—Memoir on atmospheric movements above
barometric depressions and risings ; ^chemas deduced from the
results of the work of Hildebrand-Hildebrandsson, entitled

"On the distribution of the meteorological elements about
the barometric minima and maxima," by M. A. Poincare.

—

RisHvti of the observations made at Cape Horn on atmo-
spheric electricity, by M. Lephay.— Determination of the pro-
portion of carbonic acid present in the air effected by the
mission to Cape Horn, by MM. A. Miintz and E. Aubin.
From these observations it appears that the quantity of carbonic
acid present in the atmosphere at Cape Horn is only about 2"56
in 10,000 volumes of air, as compared with 2'S4, the .average in

Europe.—Observations of the Pons-Brooks comet made at the

Observatory of Marseilles, by M. Borrelly.—On the appendices
to the nucleus of the Pons-Brooks comet, by M. P. Lamey.

—

On the red glows observed at sunset and sunrise during the mild
winter of 1876-77, by M. P. Lamey.—On the rosy, crepuscular

after-glows recently observed at Buenos Ayres, by M. Beuf.

—

On a sudden earthquake-wave observed on January 14, at

Montevideo, by M. Beuf. At 7.30 a.m. the w.ater suddenly fell

several feet, and th?n rose in two successive waves about
I '5 m. above the ordinary .sea-level. The disturbance seems
to have been quite local, and was not felt at Buenos
Ayres on the opposite side of the estuary.—On the cal-

culation of the diurnal rotation of the solar spots, by
M. Pansiot. — On the hyperfuchsian groups (mathematical
analysis), by M. H. Poincare.—On the propagation of a uniform
shock communicated to a gas inclosed in a cylindricil tube, by
MM. .Sebert and Hugoniot.—On the lowering of the freezing-

point of solutions of alkaline .salts, by M. F. Raoult.—Heat of

formition of the chloride and oxychlorides of antimony, by M.
Guntz.—On the heat of formation of the oxybromides of mercury,

by M. G. Andre.—Synthesis of the pyridic and piperidic bases,

by M. A. Ladenburg.—On the addition of the chloride of iodine

ICltomonochloruretted ethylene, CHj =CHC1, by M. L. Henry.
—New reduction of the carba nale of ethyl, by M. G. Arth.

—

On ethyl and the methylacetylcyanacetate of ethyl, by M. A. Held.

—Ontheactionofbromuretted ethylene on benzine in the presence

ofchlorine of aluminium, by MM. Hanriot and Guilbert.—On the

action of rennet on milk, by M. E. Duclaux.—Researches on
the fermentation of farmyard manure, by M. U. Gayon.—Ex-
perimental researches on rabies, showing (i) that birds are liable
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to be attaclsed
; (2) that they recover spontaneously, by M. P.

Gibier.—Note on the electric reaction of the sensory nerves of

the skin in ataxic animals, by M. M. Mendels-^ohn.—On the

treatment by elccti icity of the elephantiasis prevalent amongst

the Arabs, by MM. Moiicorvo and Silva Araujo.—On the

piison of the toad and other batrachian^, by M. G. Calmels.

—

Un the sexual differences of the Corbaus bifasciatus, and on the

pretended eggs of this coleipterous insect injurious to the ever-

green oak, by M. A. Laboulbene.—On the coincidences ob-

served between the solar phenomena witnessed in 1831 and 1SS3,

by M. A. Witz.

Berlin

Physiological Society, February 1.—Dr. W.Wolff had had

occasion to make an intimate study of the electrical plates of the

torpedo, in the course of which he came upon a series of facts

w^hich served to explain the still very diver.-^e views of authors on

the structure of the electrical organ, and so confirmed his con-

ception of the subject. The electrical organ of the fish in

question consists, as is well known, mostly of hexagonal

columns extending from the dorsal usually to the ventral side,

though occasionally not so far. They were embedded in sheaths

of ligamentous texture, in which were found the nerves and vessels

of the organ, and consisted of single plates of o'oi2 millimetres

thickness piled one above the other, without any intermediary

substance ; detai;hed cells of connective ti-sue, each with two

or three fine offshoots, were now and again found between

the plates, vhich themselves, in the main consisting of elastic

fibres, were ea'-ily capable of being coiled in at the edges.

In the plates, between the fibres were found detached round
granules of a diameter equal to the thickness of the plates. These
granules were for the most part enveloped each in a transparent

sheath. On the lower side of the plate were seen punctit'orm

organs consisting of small, powerfully refracting granules of a

semi-liquid gelatinous consistence. Hitherto they had been for

the most part regarded as the terminal organs of the nerves, and

in the descriptions given of them by different authors the most

diverse structures were imputed to them. According to Dr.

Wolff, however, these were all accidental productions. The
granules had no relation whatever to the nerves, their only

function being probably that of making the plates cohere. The
nerves ran in the .sheaths of connective tissue belonging to the

columns, and there split up into bundles of primitive fibers

bending each to a single plate, in order to spread out on its

lower side, dividing, as they constantly did, in a dichotomous

manner. Soon the medullary sheath terminated either at a

dividing spot or in the course of a twig, and all that remained

was but the axial cylinder with the Schwann sheath. The
dichotomous partition having been pushed forw ard to the most
delicate filaments capable of being recognised, the Schwann
sheath passed over into the membrane of the plate, while the

axial cylinder in all probability came .suddenly to an end.

—

Prof. Kronecker handed in a treatise for the Procudiiigs, in

which he rebutted as unjustifiable the claims of priority advanced

by M. Arloing in Paris against Herren Kronecker and Meltzer

in the matter of the stoppage of the movements of swallowing.

—

Dr. Moeli gave a report on changes occurring in the cortex

of the cerebrum of guinea-pigs, which he had observed after

cutting through the capsu'a interna of the thalamus. Conjectures

he had made on the course of the fibres in the cerebrum led him to

cut through the fibrous courses of the corona (Stabkraiiz)

radiating from the thalamus and running to the cerebrum at a

point as far as possiljle from the cerebral cortex, and after a

considerable time to examine the changes that had been produced

in the cortical tissue in consequence of this cutting. By this

examination he found that a large part of the fine filaments of

the cortical substance had degenerated and faded away. A
part of the ganglia, on the other hand, had continued un-

changed, while aU' ther part h.ad been essentially altered. Alto-

gether Dr. MceU distinguished in the cortex four speciee of

ganglia: (i) round, (2) fusiform, (3) pyramidal, and (4) small

and round, with short appendages. The first two, slightly

tinged with colouring matter, remained unchanged on the side

operated on, and like those on thx sound side. The pyramidal

and caudated cells, on the other hand, which were strongly

tinged wiih colouring matter, had shrunk on the side operated

on, and were greatly altered from those on the sound side.

From this Dr. Mceli concluded that there was a centripetal pro

pagation of the degeneration from the cut fibres to their central

ganglia.—Dr. J. Munk took a survey of the various views held

on the resorption of fat, and called to mini that in former experi-

ments he had demonstrated how sebacic acids might, in the process

of nourishment, take the place of neutral fat, but that even in the
chyle neutral fats were alone to lie found. By many physiologists

the absorption of neutral fats from the food was disijuted, and it

was sought to derive the whole deposition of fat from decom-
posed albumen. Dr. Munk considered the arguments adduced
\\ support of this view as not pertinent, and had repeated the
lundamental experiment, which consisted in the absorption of a
heterogeneous, and therefore easily demonstrable, neutral fat.

He gave a dog, which through a long course of starvation had
lost almost all the fat of its body, a large quantity of rape seed,

and only so much albumen as was just necessary for the preser\'a-

tion of its life. After having been kept on this artificial foxl
for a length of time, the dog was killed, and the fat of the skin,

together with that of the ventral cavity, was melted in one lot,

and compared with the fat of a dog that had been normally fed.

The very appearance of the two kinds of fat under the tem-
perature of the sitting-room was greatly dift'erent. The fat of

th(! dog fed on rape seed was clear and fluid, and had but a little

sediment of a firmer fat,' while the fat of the normally fed dog
formed a soft opaque mass. Chemically analysed, the first

yielded some So per cent, of sebacic acid, w hile the normal fat

contained but 68 per cent, of sebacic acid. Finally, Dr. Munk was
able to demonstrate the presence of erucic acid in the fat of the

rape-seed fed dog, though in a somewhat impure state, a fact

which conclusively proved the ab.sorption of rape seed, and
therefore of alimental fit. Dr. Munk stated that at the next

meeting of the Society he would communicate further experi-

ments regarding the formation and deposition of the fat in the

animal body.—After their addresses Dr. Wolff and Dr. Moeli

gave demonstrations in the demonstrating hall of the Physiologi-

cal Institute.
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POLISH BONE CA VES
The Bone Caves of Ojcow in Poland. By Prof. Dr. Ferd.

Romer. Translated by John Edward Lee, F. G.S.,

F.S.A., Author of " Isca Silurum," &c., Translator of

Keller's " Lake Dwellings," Merk's " Kesslerloch," &c.

(London : Longmans, Green, and Co., 1S84.)

A R.'\NGE of Oolitic hills, extending, in a north-

westerly direction, from Cracow in Galicia to

Czenstochau in Russian Poland, a distance of about

fifteen German miles, contains the caverns termed, as we
learn from the title of the work placed at the head of this

article, " The Bone Caves of Ojcow," from a town of that

name within the Russian frontier, and about three German
miles north of Cracow-. These caverns first attracted

scientific attention from the fact that their deposits,

worked for manure, were found to be rich in bones. Prof.

Romer visited them first in 1874, and, having obtained

funds from the Royal Prussian Ministry of Instruction,

and subsequently from the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Berlin, the work of investigation was begun in 1S78, and
carried on, at intervals, to the summer of 1882.

The facts disclosed, with speculations respecting them,

were embodied in a work apparently published early in

1883 ; and there can be no doubt that, by preparing and
publishing the translation now before us, Mr. Lee has

added to the obligation under which his previous labours,

both as author and translator, have laid English readers.

The volume is enriched with twelve admirable plates ; a

charming Woodburytype frontispiece, exhibiting a mag-
nificent skull of Ursus spclcriis; and a useful sketch-map

of the situation of the bone caves.

The caverns investigated were nine in number ; and it

must be stated here that, from 1873 '° 1879, Count

Johann Zawisza of Warsaw had with great care carried

on researches in two of them—the Lower and the Upper
Caves of Wierszchow, to the former of which he gave the

name of Mami)ioth Cave.

The following brief statements respectmg the caves

themselves must suffice :

—

The Cave of Jerzmanowice, about i German mile

w'est-south-west from Ojcow, and the largest of the series,

is about 230 metres long, tortuous, made up of a series of

small grottoes connected by narrow passages, and famous

as the richest of the caves in its pateontological and
archeeological relics.

The Cave of Kozarnia, about '6 of a German mile west-

north-west from Ojcow, measured about 59 metres long,

had a large entrance, and was rich in remains of mammals
and of human industry, of which the greater part had
been found, and unfortunately dispersed beyond recovery,

before Prof. Romer' s researches began.

Near Wierszchow, almost on the frontier of Russian

Poland and Galicia, rather more than i Geiman mile due
south from Ojcow, there are two caverns known as the
" Lower '' and the " Upper," the former being Count

Zawisza's Mammoth Cave, as already stated. The Lower
Cave is about 19 metres long, 13 metres wide, has two

narrow lateral ramifications, and is about 577 metres from

the Upper Cave.
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The Cave of Zbdjecka, about '2 of a German mile
south-west from Ojcow, is very low at the entrance, but
expands at once into a tolerably high arched space,

whence two branches are sent off; that on the right

being 129 metres long and 4 wide, while that on the left

is but short.

The Cave of Czajowice, a short distance south of that

just mentioned, is about 165 metres long. Its stalagmites

are more considerable than those of any of the other

caverns, attaining in some places a foot in thickness.

Sadlana Cave, about 'J of a German mile north-north-

west from Ojcow, and the most northerly of the series,

has four entrances, and throws off two lateral branches,

which, being blocked up with stones, have not been
examined.

Bembel Cave, about i German mile south-west from
Ojcow, is of but small extent.

Gorenice Cave, about 3 German miles west-south-

west from Ojcow, the most westerly of the series, and on

the frontier of Russian Poland and Galicia, is so very low
that a man can rarely stand erect in it, and has two

entrances about 40 metres apart.

An oolitic floor appears to be very seldom reached in

any of them. They generally contain a deposit of angular

pieces of oolite, from an inch in diameter to the size of the

fist, mixed with dark brown calcareous clay, and attaining

in some cases a thickness of 6 or 8 feet. A few blocks of

oolite, some of them containing several cubic feet, are

occasionally met with in the deposit, and it is believed

that the entire mass was derived from the walls and roof.

In most of the caves there are horizontal layers of

coarsely crystalline stalagmite, varying from a few inches

to upwards of a foot in thickness.

All the caverns have yielded bones, occurring sometimes
under the stalagmite and not unfrequently embedded within

it, and most of them have entirely lost their gelatinous

matter. An entire infra-human skeleton has never been

found, nor does there appear to have been anything like

even a distant approach to it ; indeed, except in one solitary

case, the two rami of every lower jaw were separated.

Few, probably none, of the caves have received an ex-

haustive scientific exploration, and it is stated of most ot

them that they have only been very partially examined.

Unfortunately, as we learn from Prof. Romer, it cannot

be always positively stated from which bed the specimens

were taken ; "but," he adds, "the case is the same with

most of the caves which have been excavated in Germany."

We agree with him that this could only have been avoided

by carrying the work on quite slowly and with great pre-

caution under the continued superintendence of a scientific

manager, and we venture to add that such a price would

have been well worth paying. It must be stated, how-

ever, that Count Zawisza, having mainly devoted himself

to one of the caves, in which the daylight was available

for the whole work, and on which he appears to have

spent at least portions of seven years, was able to note

the exact situation of each specimen.

The caverns yielded remains of fifty species of mam-
mals, twelve of birds, and two of reptiles. All the birds

belong to species still inhabiting the British Isles as well

as continental Europe, with the possible exception of

very scanty relics of the genera Emberisa and Hirimdo,

and may be dismissed with the remark tliat they are
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usually represented by a single specimen only. The
reptiJe remains consist of one humerus of the common
frog, and numerous bones of toads, the species being

undetermined.

The mammalian remains include those of thirty-two

species familiar to explorers of British caverns. The
remainder belong to twelve species forming part of the

existing British fauna, including the domestic cat ; three

recent European, but not British, species, and three un-

determined species of the genera Capra, Ovis, and Siis.

0\\ the other hand, certain forms for which some British

caves have become famous are totally unrepresented in

the Ojcow list, such as Ursiis pnsciis, Gulo lusci/s,

Macliairodus latidens, Ccrvus megaceros, Ovibos mos-

chatus. Bos longi/rofis, Hippopotamus major, Elephas

anfiguus, Lagomys spclaus, and Castor fiber. Not a single

species appears to be represented by remains found in all

the caves, and only one—the cave bear—by those found

in eight of them. Twenty-t^vt) of the species—nearly one-

half of the entire number—are restricted to one, not the

same, cave.

The remains of the cave bear were not only more

widely distributed in the caves, but were far more numer-

ous than those of any of the other mammals, especially

in the lower levels of the deposit. The Cave of Jerz-

manowice alone is believed to have yielded fully 4000

canine teeth of this species, representing, of course, 1000

individuals at least. The animals were of all ages, from

the sucking cub to a patriarch whose skull measured

about 1
9

'5 inches long and 12 inches broad across the

zygomatic arch. The brown bear appears to have been

represented by remains of one individual only, found in

the Ma)iimoth Cave, which also yielded bones and teeth

of the great pachyderm from which it was named. Relics

of this species wei'e disinterred in four other of the caves;

and it was concluded from the occurrence of numerous

ivory tools that mammoths must have existed in consider-

able numbers. The woolly rhinoceros was found only in

two caverns, and its remains do not appear to have been

abundant. The cave hyasna was apparently very httle, if

at all, more prevalent, as it was represented in no more

than three of the caves. Next to the cave bear, no

animal was more generally distributed than the reindeer,

whose relics occurred in six of the caverns—a distinction

also reached by the common fox. Count Zawisza's

researches have led him to the conclusion that the

distinction between an older mammoth period and a

more recent reindeer period, as made out from the re-

searches in France, will not apply to these PoHsh caves.

The traces of man were numerous and varied, consist-

ing of parts of his skeleton, hearths, and implements of

various kinds. His bones were found in seven of the

caverns, and several skulls were met with in five of them

;

but, unfortunately, the remains of the animals lying with

them were not in all cases accurately noted. Some of

these relics were near the surface, others lay deeper, and

some were covered with a thick bed of stalagmite. A
" skeleton," pressed against the side of the Czajowice

Cave, was more than a metre below the surface ; and in

the G(5renice Cave several skulls were also found close to

the sides. From a report by Prof Virchow, to whom the

skulls have been submitted, it appears that some of them

are dolicocephalic, others mesocephalic ; that there is

some doubt whether they are of the same age as the

deposit containing the implements of the most ancient

inhabitants ; and that there is no peculiarity indicating

any very high antiquity, nor any essential difference in

the forms of the skulls from those of the present inha-

bitants of Poland.

The hearths, which occurred in six of the caves, were

in some instances one above another with a thick mass
of deposit between them ; and some of them contained

bones of ox, reindeer, mammoth, boar, and cave bear

mixed together, broken artificially, and blackened by fire.

Flint implements and "cores" appear to have been

found in all the caves, and Count Zawisza, in his Mammoth
Cave alone, disinterred about 2000. The raw material

was no doubt obtained from the Upper Oolitic Limestone

of the district, in which flint nodules abound. The author

speaks of the tools as being "Paleolithic" in all cases,

but this must probably be understood as a synonym for

"unpolished," and not taken necessarily in a chronological

sense in all cases. It must be stated, however, that one

flint tool was found with a vertebra of the cave bear in

the same bed of firm crystalline stalagmite.

Of other stone tools, two axes were met with, one in

each of the Wierszchow Caves : one, made of serpentine,

was perforated to receive a helve ; the other was of diorite.

They were the only polished stone tools the caverns

yielded. Several roundish cuboidal stones, the size of a

man's fist, and believed to be "corn-crushers," were

found. One of these also was of diorite. There were

also "polishing stones," or "rubbers," some of fine-

grained sandstone and others of black clay slate, appa-

rently used for finishing bone tools.

Two glass beads, with inlaid threads of clear-coloured

glass, were found in the Kozarnia Cave ; and from their

great depth in the deposit a considerable antiquity is

claimed for them. It is believed they must have been of

foreign origin. The Zb6jecka Cave yielded three amber
beads, rather flat, not quite symmetrical, but smoothed.

Of articles made of bone, there were rods artificially

sharpened at one end, and, in some cases, perforated at the

other ; a knife made of a lower tusk of boar ; a canine

tooth of bear artificially perforated at the lower end, a

stout needle having a large eye ; straight hollow bones of

birds, cut transversely at one end and broken at the

other : a straight rod of ivory sharpened at both ends,

and as " round as if turned in a lathe"
;
perforated teeth,

including one of boar (ground flat on one side), wolf, fox,

and elk ; four imperfectly rounded and smoothed beads
;

and seven ivory rods, compressed and lancet-shaped, the

largest a foot long and i'5 inch in greatest breadth.

These rods were all found in one and the same bed, which

contained charcoal, rough flint tools, and bones of wolf,

polar fox, and reindeer. Long bones, broken artificially

lengthways, were found in great numbers, as well as pieces

of antlers having cut surfaces.

One fragment of the shell of Cypraa tigris, an Indian

Ocean species, presented itself. It is supposed to have

been obtained by the Cave-men by barter.

Pottery occurred in nearly every cave and at all levels.

The lowest, roughly hand-made, slightly burnt, and un-

glazed, included part of a pot-like vessel, so porous as to

render it improbable that it could have been intended to

contain any liquid. Among specimens of later date, and
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better, though still rough, workmanship, was a small

pipkin-like vessel, with its handle perfect. Some of these

pieces were roughly and simply ornamented. Specimens

from the uppermost level were clearly more modern.

Three of the caves yielded dark gi'ay or black spindle-

whorls of burnt clay, of fairly good workmanship.

The metal objects included a bronze fibula and ring, a

silver coin supposed to be about the year 140, and iron

arrow- and lance-heads of media;val form.

We arc grateful for this contribution to the palaeon-

tology and anthropology of Europe, and are encouraged

by it to entertain the hope that Prof. Ronier may be

enabled to make arrangements for the complete and
j-)'.fto«rt//(r exploration of at least one of the Ojcow caves

at present untouched ; and that sufficient means may be
at his disposal to place the work under continued scientific

superintendence.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Poisons : their Effects and Detection. By Alex. Wynter

Blyth, M.R.C.S. (London: Charles Griffin and Co.,

1884.)

This elaborate volume forms a part of the second
edition of the author's treatise on "Practical Che-
mistry," which has been wisely split up into two volumes,
one on "Foods," the other on "Poisons." Mr. Blyth's

experience as a health-officer and public analyst guarantees
that his conclusions arc largely based on actual practice

as a lexicologist ; and the book will be found to abound
in records of his own experiences.

But Mr. Blyth is also an accomplished linguist, and his

book bears ample evidence of extensive reading, and a
wide acquaintance with the European literature of toxi-

cology. Almost every page teems with references to

original memoirs in the French, German, and Italian

languages ; and this circumstance alone would render it

an indispensable work of reference to be placed in the
library of every toxicologist. But " Poisons " has other
and distinguishing merits.

The general reader will find the introductory chapter on
the old poison-lore of great interest, and replete with many
but little known facts and fables relative to the history of
poisons and their secret administration. Following on
this we find a succinct account of the growth and deve-
lopment of the modern methods of chemically detecting
poisons, at the end of which nearly three pages are de-
voted to a bibliography of the chief works on toxicology
of the present century, in which we miss any reference
to one of the most complete treatises on poisons extant

—

that forming the bulk of the seventeenth volume of

Ziemssen's " Cyclopaedia of Medicine."
In giving a scientific definition of a poison, Mr. Blyth

somewhat enigmatically remarks that "The definition of
a poison, in a scientific sense, should be broad enough to

comprehend not only the human race, but the dual world
of life, both animal and vegetable." He finally defines a
poison thus :

—"A substance of definite chemical compo-
sition, whether mineral or organic, may be called a poison,
if it is capable of being taken into any living organisms,
and causes, by its own inherent chemical nature, impair-
ment or destruction of function." He excludes the
bacteroid bodies met with in certain diseases, but appa-
rently ignores the views of those observers who are of
opinion that these organisms form or excrete true poisons
of definite chemical constitutions.

A novelty in the work is the devotion of a section to
what are termed " life-tests," z>. the identification of poisons
by their effects on living animals. This, and the elaborate
instructions given on the authority of various writers, as
to the methods to be adopted for separating and identi-

fying the various poisons, will be found invaluable to the
analyst

; and his only difficulty will be the choice of one
out of the almost innumerable methods given for the
separation of a single poison, say arsenic or opium.

TH0M.4S Stevenson

Informe Official de la Comision cientifica agregada at

estado mayor general de la Expedicion al Rio Negro
{Patagonia) realizada en los meses de Abril, Mayo, y
Jj/nio de 1879, bajo las ordtncs del General D. Julio A.
Roca. Entrega 1. Zoologia (con 4 laminas). Part i.

4to, 168 pp. (Buenos Ayres, 1881.)

In 1879 the Government of the .Argentine Republic
despatched an expedition to the southern confines of
their territory for the suppression of the hordes of Indians
that had for many years previously rendered the district

of the Rio Negro unsafe to travellers and to settlers.

Under the command of General Roca these marauding
savages were successfully driven off to the south of the
Rio Negro, and a new frontier, which they are not
allowed to cross northwards, was established. General
Roca (whose excellent example on this occasion it would
be well if some of the Governments of Europe would
follow) having invited a commission of scientific men to

accompany his expedition. Dr. P. G. Lorentz and Mr. G.
Niederlein were sent with him as botanical collectors,

and Herr Schulz, Inspector of the Zoological Museum of
Cordoba, as zoologist. The results of the last-mentioned
naturalist's labours are contained in the volume now
before us, which has been prepared by Dr. A. Doering,
with the assistance of Dr. Berg, Dr. Holmberg, and D.
Enrique Lynch Arribdlzaga, and is highly creditable to

the youthful .Academy of Natural Sciences of Cordoba,
to whom, it would appear, the task of working out the
scientific collections was intrusted.

Dr. Doering commences his labours by a chapter of
general observations upon the fauna of the newly occupied
territory, which he divides into four "zoogeographic
zones"—(i) the region of the Southern Pampas: (2)

the river-region of Northern Patagonia; (3) the central

mountain-region ; and (4) the eastern slopes of the Cor-
dillera. The two last regions being very little known and
not having been traversed by the expedition, are not dis-

cussed in the present essay, but the two former are sub-

divided into minor districts, and the principal zoological

characters of each of their subdivisions are pointed out.

Lists are also given of the principal mammals, birds,

amphibians, and land-moUusks that are chiefly peculiar

to the different districts.

Dr. Doering's instructive " zoogeographical" essay is

followed by the systematic portion of the volume, in which
the vertebrates and land-shells are treated of by the same
naturalist, while his colleagues. Dr. Berg and Dr. Lynch
ArribAlzaga, have worked out the insects, and Dr. Holm-
berg the arachnidans. We have thus before us an excel-

lent basis for a fauna of this hitherto little-known portion

of the great Neotropical Region, which does credit alike

to the Government of the Republic which instituted the

investigation, and to the Academy of Natural Sciences
of Cordoba, under whose auspices the work has been
elaborated.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does 710I hold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

liy his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

\The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance men
of communications containing interesting and novel facts ."^

Instinct

In his letter under this heading in last week's Nature (p

428), Mr. Romanes says that I now admit that the actions of
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animals testify to some cjiTespondIng mental states. If he will

kindly refer to my original paper he will find that my views have

not undergone the change he implies, for \ then wrote; "We
have therefore grounds for believing that, running parallel to

the neuroses of animals, there are certain psychoses"; and
again :

" Animal minds are also ejective ; they are more or less

distorted images of our own minds "
; and, in my " Conclusion,"

" While fully admitting the greit interest that attaches to the

study of the inferred mental faculties of the higher brutes," &c.

Were I to take his concluding remark seriously, and say that,

if I were the only individual to hold the view that the mental

life of animals cinnot be the subject-matter of a science, this

would not prove my view untrue, Mr. Ronanes would smile at

luy want of appreciation of his powers of sarcasm. I content

myself with drawing Mr. Romanes' attention, and that of your
readers, to the following quotations from Prof. Huxley's volume
on the Crayfish :

—" Under these circumstances it is really quite

an open question whether a crayfish has a mind or not ; more-
over, the problem is an absolutely insoluble one, inasmuch as

nothing short of being a crayfish would give us positive assur-

ance that such an animal possesses consciousness. ... So we
may as well leave this question of the crayfish's mind on one
side for the present, and turn to a more profitable investigation,^^

&c. (p. 89). And again : "At the most, one may be justified

in supposing the existence of something approaching dull feeling

in ourselves, and so far as snch obscure consciousness accom-
panies the molecular changes of its nervous substance, it will be
right to speak of the mind of a crayfish " (p. 126).

The question now seems to turn on what we mean by a

science. Animal minds, as ejects, are distorted images of our

own minds. Can we frame a science which deals with these dis-

torted ejects? Could we frame a science of astronomy if the

only method of procedure were to observe the stars and planets

in mvaox?, of varying and tmknowH curzialiire ? If v/e can give

an affirmative answer to the latter question, I am ready to admit
that, in the same degree, we can give an affirmative answer to

the former. C. Lloyd Morgan

Circular Rainbow seen from a Hill-top

Reading Mr. Fleming's letter in your issue of January 31

(p. 310), I am moved to put on record an observation of my
own involving shadows ani rainbows upon a cloud. On August

19, 187S, I was encamped upon a plateau known as Table Cliff,

in the southern part of Utah Territory. The plateau has its

longer dimension north and south, and ends southward in an

acute promontory, precipitous toward the south, west, and east.

The altitude is about 10,000 feet. On that day the air was
moist, and scattering clouds were to be seen both in the valley

beneath and in the sky above. A strong wind blew from the

west. On that side of the promontory the air was clear ; but at

the crest a cloud was formed, so that the view eastward was
completely cut off. This phenomenon is not unusual on moun-
tain summits, and has been plausibly explained as due to the

sudden rarefaction of the air on the lee-side of an obstacle.

Standing on the verge of the cliff just before sunset, I saw my
OAvn shadow and that of the cliff distinctly outlined on the cloud.

The figure appeared to be about fifty feet distant, and was not

colossal. About the head was a bright halo with a diameter

several times greater than the head. Its colours included only

a portion of the rainbow series, but I neglected to record them,

and do not venture to recite from memory. At the usual angle

out-ide there appeared two rainbows of great brilliancy, likewise

concentric with the head. They did not describe complete

circles, but terminated at the left and beneath, where they met
the shadow of the cliff. I estimated that 225° of arc were dis-

]ilayed. The phenomenon was continuous for some hours, the

cloud-mass being persistent in position, notwithstanding the fact

that its particles had a velocity of twenty-five or thirty miles an
hour.

The observation has more than a scientific interest, because,

in the popular imagination, the heads of scientific observers are

not usually adorned with halos. G. K. Gilbert
Washington, U.S.A., Felnuary 25

Right-sidedness

In all the letters thus far published in Nature on the subject

of the tendency to deflection in walking, I find two things con-

founded which are quite distinct. There are two distinct senses

in which we may use the term riglil-leggedness : the one refers to

sliengt/i, the other to dexterity or accurate co-ordination of mus-
cular action. In the arm these two always go together ; for

dexterity gives greater use (dexterity, I believe, is largely in-

herited), and use gives greater strength. But in the leg these

may be and often are dissociated. As Prof. Darwin truly says,

the left leg is often the stronger, but I believe the right is nearly

always the more dexterous. My own case is a typical one. I

hop on my left leg, and rise from it in jumping. But I do S)

not only because the left is stronger, but also, and I think
mainly, because I use the right more dexterously as a swinging
weight. The dexterous management of the free leg is certainly

no less important than the strength of the jumping leg. In
kicking or performing any other movement requiring dexterity,

I stand on the left leg and use the right.

In my own case the whole body is right-sided, as far as dex-

terity is concerned. Impressions on my left eye are as vivid,

perhaps even more vivid, than on my right, yet I see more in-

telligently (as, for example, in using a microscope) with my right.

In the case of double images of near objects when looking at a

more distant one, it is the left-eye image (the right in position)

which I neglect. In pointing with the finger, whether of the

right or left hand, with both eyes open, it is the right-eye image
of the finger (the left in position) that I range with the object.

In the case of two or three left-handed persons on whom I have
made observations, I have found, on the contrary, that it is the

right-eye image that they neglect, and the left-eye image that

they use in pointing. Joseph Le Conte
Berkeley, California, February 19

" Suicide " of Black Snakes

While encamped near Mount Wynne, Kimberley district,

for a few days from June 13, 1SS3, our .survey party saw and
killed several black snakes averaging about five feet in length.

In three days I saw seven of these unpleasant visitors in our

camp. As is well known, the black snake is one of the most
venomous of the Austrahan serpents, and whenever met with is

if possible destroyed. I have seen many killed, but usually they

die hard ; and even when the back is broken in several places

will linger for more than an hour, still capable of revenging them-
selves on an incautious assailant.

On this occasion our men had disabled one, and as I was anxious

to obtain the skin I induced them to let it alone (they usually cut

off the head so as to insure death). While we were looking at it

some large black ants attacked the wounded part—about three

feet from its head—when it instantly turned short round and hit

itself twice in the neck, with seeming determination. In less

than one minute it was dead. There can be no doubt, therefore,

that it was poisoned by its own venom.
I do not know if such a custom on the part of snakes has been

recorded. However, my men assured me that they had often

witnessed similar occurrences, especially in the case of the

"death" or "deaf" adder, a very venomous Australian

snake. One man informed me that he had often insured the

death of this reptile by simply pinning him to the ground by
means of a forked stick. In all cases the reptile would turn

round, bite himself, and die instantly.

Edward F. Hardman,
Government Geologist

Perth, Western Australia, January 28

Sea Fish in Freshwater Rivers

During my journey up the Fitzroy River with the surveying

party from King's Sound to the Leopold Ranges (between lat.

l^' 4' and 18' 20' S.), I observed many specimens of sword- and
saw-fish. They appeared at intervals the whole way up the river,

but none observed were more than three feet or three feet six

inches long. About 300 miles up on the Margaret River I pro-

cured the saw of a small one. It measures about nine inches

long and two inches wide. A few days after this, a little higher

up the river, some of our men found a shark five feet long, and
recently killed, probably by natives. I could not visit the place,

as we were then about to break up camp for our return, but the

men showed us some of the teeth, which were unmistakably

those of a shark. They were, besides, well acquainted with the

appearance of that fish.

Some time after this, when returning down a branch of the

Fitzroy, and camped in the sand of the river bed, I found the
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body of a small young shark. It was about eighteen inches long.

I secured this as evidence. This locality is about 1 70 miles from
the mouth of the river.

During the six months we were in the country, the bed of the

river, which varies from 50 to Soo yards in width, was almost
dry, with the exception of deep pools at intervals connected with
each other by a narrow stream, often very shallow, running under
the high banks. In the summer time the river is deeply flooded,

the water rising ten to twenty feet (as .shown by drift wood in

trees) above the banks, in many places from forty to fifty feet

high. The force of the flood might at its height prevent fish

going up, but they could easily ascend in the intermediate season.

In some cases the fish must have lived months in the upper
waters, for portions of the Margaret, at least, are absolutely dry
in the winter season. May to November usually.

I am not aware that such a circumstance has ever been noted
before. If not, the fact is sufficiently interesting in itself. It is

also important from a geological point of view, as showing that

some caution must be observ'ed in the classification of strata as

freshwater or marine on the evidence of fish alone. No doubt
many of these remains are embedded in the river detritus, and if

discovered at some future time when the physical geology of the

country has altered, might lead to the conclusion that these
deposits were of marine origin.

Edward F. Hardman,
H.M. Geological Survey, Government Geologist

Perth, Western Australia, January 28

The Zodiacal Light

One of the members of the staff of this establishment, Mr.
E, G. Constable, observ'ed a brilliant appearance of the
zodiacal light at about 7 p.m. on the evening of Wednesday
the sth inst., the cone of light being exceedingly well defined.

The phenomenon was not visible long, having completely
disappe.ared by 7.20 p.m. G. M. Whipple
Kew Observatory, Richmond, Surrey, March 7

THE AXIOMS OF GEOMETRY
Q INCE the time when Riemann and Helmholtz began
*-' their investigations on the axioms of geometry so
much has been written on this subject in learned papers
and in a more or less popular form that it might have
appeared superfluous again to call the attention of writers
on, and teachers of. elementary geometry to it, had it

not been for the publication a year or two ago of a new
edition of the first si.x books of Euclid's " Elements," with
annotations and notes, by Prof. Casey. I hope the eminent
author of this in many respects excellent book will excuse
me for criticising some points in it, and making them the
opportunity for again returning to the question about the
axioms in geometry.
The points I object to besides his treatment of Book V.,

of which I may possibly say a few words on another
occasion, is contained in Note B at the end of the book.
Here Prof. Casey gives Legendre's and Hamilton's proofs
of I. 32, that the sum of the interior angles of any triangle
is equal to two right angles, implying, of course, that he
considers these proofs valid, proofs which are independent
of the theory of parallels. The theorem in question de-
pends in Euclid upon Axiom XH., and all depends upon
the question whether this axiom is necessary. For the
two propositions in this axiom and in Theorem I. 32 stand
in such a relation that either is a consequence of the
other. Hence if I. 32 can be proved independently, the
Axiom XII. changes into a theorem. But the investiga-
tions above referred to show that it is this axiom which
tells us what kind of a surface the plane really is, and
that until this axiom is introduced all propositions apply
equally well to the spherical and to the plane surface.

I select for discussion the " quaternion proof '" given
by Sir William Hamilton, this being the easiest of the
two. But that by Legendre can be treated in exactly
the same way.

Hamilton's proof consists in the following :
—

One side A B of the triangle a B c is turned about the
point B till it lies in the continuation of b c ; next, the line
B C is made to slide along B C till B comes to C, and is then
turned about c till it comes to lie in the continuation of
A C. It is now again made to slide along C A till the point
B comes to a, and is turned about A till it lies in the line
A B. Hence it follows, sinci: rotation is iiidepi-iidciit of
translation, that the line has performed a whole revolu-
tion, that is, it has been turned through four right angles.
But it has also described in succession the three exterior
angles of the triangle, hence these are together equal to
four right angles, and from this follows at once that the
interior angles are equal to two right angles.
To show how erroneous this reasoning is—in spite of

Sir William Hamilton and in spite of quaternions—

I

need only point out that it holds exactly in the same
manner for a triangle on the surface of the sphere, from
which it would follow that the sum of the angles in a
spherical triangle equals two right angles, whilst this sum
is knovvn to be always greater than two right angles. The
proof depends only on the fact, that any line can be made
to coincide with any other line, that two lines do so coin-
cide when they have two points in common, and further,

that a line may be turned about any point in it without
leaving the surface. But if instead of the plane we take
a spherical surface, and instead of a line a great circle

on the sphere, all these conditions are again satisfied.

The reasoning emplojed must therefore be fallacious,

and the error lies in the words printed in italics ; for these
words contain an assumption which has not been proved.
In fact they contain an axiom which completely replaces
Euclid's Axiom XII., viz. it expresses that property of a
plane which differentiates it from the sphere.
On the sphere it is, of course, not true that rotation is

independent of translation, simply because every transla-

tion—sliding along a great circle—is a rotation about the
poles of the great circle.

From this it might be said to follow that the calculus
of quaternions must be wrong. But this again is not
correct. The fact is that the celebrated author of this

calculus had built it up with the full knowledge of the
fundamental space properties in his mind, and making
full use of them. Afterwards, on reasoning backwards, he
got these space properties out of his formulae, forgetting
that they were exactly the facts with which he started.

The process is, as far as logic is concerned, not very dif-

ferent from that practised by some alchemists, who pre-

tended to make gold, and actually did produce gold out
of their crucibles, but only as much as they had them-
selves put in.

The following considerations may help to clear up this

point still further :

—

Prof. Sylvester once conceived, in illustration of some
points connected w-ith our subject, an infinitely thin book-
worm living in a surface, and consequently limited in its

space conceptions to the geometry on such surface. In a

similar manner we may imagine an intelligent being con-
sisting merely of an eye occupying a fixed point in space,

but capable of perceiving rays of light in every direction.

For such a being space would have two dimensions only,

but in this space it could conceive figures for which most
of Euclid's definitions and all axioms with the exception
of the twelfth, and therefore all propositions up to the

twenty-sixth in the first book, would hold. Only the

names point, line, angle, Sec, would stand for objects

difterent to those which they represent to our mind.
Nothing can put the vagueness of Euclid's definitions and
the real nature of his axioms, viz. that they contain the
real logical definitions of the geometrical entities, in a
clearer light than the fact that it is possible to use these
so-called definitions for objects quite different from those
to which Euclid applied them.
To return to our imaginary being : let us suppose it

capable of studying Euclid. A ray of light, that is, a line,
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would appear to it as having ^no extension but only posi-
\

tion, and would answer Euclid's definition of a point.

Two such rays determine a plane, but to the eye this

ivould have one dimension only, and it would lie evenly

bel7c<een its botiiidaries; calling the latter"points" it answers
the description of lying evenly between its extreme points,

and may be called a straight line, whilst the angle
between the two rays would be the distance between the

points. If two of these lines be drawn from the same
point, we get as the inclination between them a recti-

lincal angle; this being to our mind the dihedral angle
between two planes. If a line a b were made to revolve

about its fixed end a, the other point n would describe a

cirile ; in our space a cone of revolution.

The following is a list of those definitions and axioms
from Euclid with which we have here to deal. It will be
seen that they hold, every word of them, for the figures

above described as conceived by our eye-being. Only it

must be remembered that a point for the eye-being is to

our mind a line through the eye, and so for the line, &c.
Tlie words in square brackets indicate what the figures

are to our mind.
Definitions

I. A point [line through the eye] is that which has no
parts or which has no magnitude.

II. \ line [conical surface with vertex in the eye] is

length without breadth.
IV. A straight line [plane through the eye] is that

which lies evenly between its extreme points

[lines through the eye].

I.\. A rectilineal angle [dihedral angle] is the inclina-

tion of two straight lines [planes through the

eye] to one another which meet together but are

not in the same straight line [plane].

.\. When a straight line [plane] standing on another
straight line [plane] makes the adjacent angles

equal to one another, each of the angles is called

a right angle [right dihedral angle].

X\". A circle [cone of revolution with vertex at the eye]

is a figure contained by one line [surface] which
is called the circumference, and is such that all

straight lines [angles] drawn from a certain

point within the figure to the circumference are

equal to one another.

X\'I. And this point [line] is called the centre of the

circle [axis of the cone].

Axioms called Postulates in Euclid

I. Let it be granted that a straight line [plane through
the eye] may be drawn from any one point [line

through the eye] to any other point [plane deter-

mined by two lines through the eye].

II. That a terminated straight line maybe produced
to any length in a straight line [plane through
intersecting lines may be produced beyond these

lines].

III. And that a circle maybe described from any centre

at any distance from that centre [a cone about
any axis with any angle at the vertex].

Axioms

X. Two straight lines cannot inclose a space [two

planes through a point cannot inclose a space].

XI. All right [dihedral] angles are equal to one another.

Starting with the above definitions and axioms, the eye-

being would have no difficulty in mastering the construc-

tions and theorems contained in the first propositions of
the "Elements." Only in Proposition IV. a difficulty might
occur. For it may perhaps prove to be impossible to make
the two triangles coincident. In Euclid's triangles, namely,
it may be necessary to take of one of the triangles the side

opposite to the one originally given by taking it out of
the plane and turning it over before it can be made to

coincide with the other triangle. So perhaps our being
would find out, if the two triangles [trihedral angles]
were right- and left-handed, that it has to take of
one of the triangles the opposite side, viz. that on the
other side of itself [formed by the continuations of the
rays], which then will answer the purpose. After
this every other proposition would follow without dif-

ficulties till parallel lines were introduced, which might
sorely puzzle our eye-being, and finally be dismissed as
downright nonsense, parallel lines being absolutely in-

conceivable. And if Sir William Hamilton's proof of the
proposition that the sum of the angles in a triangle
equalled two right angles were given to it, it would grant
the construction and every step as possible and correct,

but it would " shake its head " about the conclusion in-

cluded in the words printed above in italics. It might
even consider Euclid a fit subject for a " Budget of Para-
doxes." For it is difficult to imagine that this being
without moving in spaee should be able to generalise and
invent a geometry in a space of zero curvature.

If in any one of the first twenty-six propositions of

Euclid the changes above mdicated are made from our
conceptions to those of the eye-being, we get a series of

well-known fundamental propositions in solid geometry
which when obtained in this manner do not require any
further proof. O. Henrici

THE SCIENTIFIC WORK OF THE " VEGA"
EXPEDITION 1

T^HE second volume of this work is as rich an addition
' to our knowledge of the far north as the previous

one. It contains also not only the bare results of the
observations of the scientific staff of the Vega, but also a
series of elaborate papers connected with the various
topics which were within the circle of the researches of
the expedition.

F. R. Kjellman contributes two more papers on the

Arctic flora. In the first of these he deals with the
phanerogamous flora of the island of St. Lawrence,
situated under the 63rd parallel in the Behring Straits.

This island has been represented in Middendorff's work
as quite devoid of trees and shrubs, although Chamisso
had seen on it large spaces covered with a Salix. M.
Kjellman found, during his very short stay at the island,

no less than 96 species of phanerogams, of which 53 are

new for the island, the whole of the phanerogamous species

known reaching thus 113 (22 Monocotyledons, and 91
Dicotyledons). They are chiefly Graminece (11 species),

CompositJB, and Ranunculacere (9 species each), Saxifra-

gacete, Cruciferas, and Carj'ophyllacc^ (S species each)

;

the Scrophulariaceffi, Salicinea;, and Cyperacea; are repre-

sented by 7 species each. The flora is purely Arctic ; 105

species being East Siberian, 79 West Siberian, and loi

West American. The island proves to have thus taken
in species indifferently from the eastern and from the

western continent. Having, however, a few genera more
in common with Siberia than with America, and these

genera having also a wider extension in Siberia, it would
seem that the island stands in a somewhat closer connec-
tion with Asia than with America. It is worthy of notice

that M. Kjellman found no endemic species ; only the

variety tomentosa of the Cinerariafrigida, and Saxifraga
neglecta, var. stolonifera, which show such variations fron
the typical forms as might lead them to be considered
perhaps as separate species. Both are figured on plates

that accompany the paper, as well as Saxifraga neglecta,

var. congesta, from the land of the Chukches.—Another
paper, by the same author, deals with the phanerogams
of the "Western Esquimaux Land," that is of the north-

western extremity of North America, between Norton

^ " / V^d-Expeditionens Vetenskapliga Saktlagelser, bearbetade af delta-

gare i resan och andra forskare, utgifna af A. E Nordenskjold." .Andra
b.indet. med 32 l.iflor.
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Sound and Point Barrow. The Vega stopped at Port

Clarence, and M. Kjellman added to the 242 formerly

known species about 45 new ones for this locality, one of

which

—

Draba palatideriaiia—is a new species.

M. Oscar Nordquist contributes, under the title of
" Remarks and Studies on the Mammifers of the Coasts
of the Siberian Polar Sea," an elaborate paper, the result

of the observations made during the cruise, as well as of

his studies at the museums of St. Petersburg, Stockholm,
and Copenhagen. The North Siberian coast is very

poor in mammals, only twenty-nine species altogether

being known from the whole of the region ; moreover,
seven of them inhabit the sea, to which number si.\ or

seven species of whales ought to be added. Of the twenty
species of mammals inhabiting the northern coast region,

only seventeen or eighteen belong exclusively to the coast

region, and do not penetrate into the forest region. No
distinct zoological regions can be established on this wide
space; it can only be said that the fauna of the Behring
region has some marked differences (especially with re-

gard to its birds) from^ that of the western parts of the

littoral, and especially of the coasts of the Karian Sea.

The most characteristic mammal from Behring Sound
is Phoca fasciata, and Odvbicniis rosiiiariis, var. obesiis,

from the seas north of Behring Strait. The variety

largha of Phoca vitulina does not penetrate north of

the Strait. The Chukche peninsula has a few mam-
mals and many birds characteristic of it, namely,
Spi'niwp/n/i/s parryi, Lagoiiiys 'hyperboro'iis, Lcpi/s tiin-

idtti, var. chiikclioruin, and Arvicola kamcliatika. The
other parts of the littoral have no special characteristic

mammals of their own, and Phoca fcvtida, Phoca bar-

bata, and the ice bear, e.\tend from the Ugrian Strait to

the utmost eastern e.xtremity of Asia. The most common
mammals throughout the Siberian sea coast are Caiiis

lagopiis, C. wipes, and C. lupus, Ratigifer laraiuhis,

yiyodes obensis, Caniculus torquatus, two species of Arvi-

cola described by M. Polakoff under the names of A.
iiiiddeiidorffii and A. nordenskjoldii, and the hare (pro-

bably its Kamchatka variety). The author mentions also

the interesting periodical migrations, not only of the

reindeer (well known from Wrangel's descriptions), but
also of Myodes obensis and Cuniculus torquatiis, and re-

produces a little-known Russian paper, by AI. Argentoff,

dealing with the migrations of mammals in North-
Eastern Siberia. This general sketch is followed by the

descriptions of the North Siberian mammals, with plates

figuring the skulls of Lepus chukchoruin, Odobcemis
obesus, and Phoca fascia/a.

The same volume contains a most valuable contribu-

tion to the fossil flora of Japan, by M. Nathorst, the

well-known Swedish palaeontologist, to whom we are

already indebted for so many researches into the Qua-
ternary flora of Europe. It is known from Nordenskjold's
general report that the Vega Expedition discovered—em-
bedded in volcanic ashes at Mogi, close by Nagasaki—
a very rich collection of plants belonging to the most
recent Tertiary or to the earlier Quaternary period. This
find was the more precious, as our knowledge of the

fossil flora of Japan was exceedingly meagre. We knew
from Japan only Jurassic plants, quite like those of
Eastern Siberia, with but very few exceptions, like the

Podozatnites reiini. Besides, Reiss, to whom we were
indebted for these plants, had brought also from " Nikawa,
Niphon," one fossil Tertiary plant identified with the
Carpinus grandis of Unger ; and ?\lr. Godfrey has men-
tioned that the coal beds at Kiousiou contain fossil plants,

probably belonging to the Chalk. If we add a collection

of fossil leaves at the Berlin Museum—much like those of
Mogi—and another collection brought in by ?ilr. Lyman,
and determined by Prof. Lesquereux at Columbus,
Ohio (the plants appear, according to bis commu-
nication to the author, much like the Miocene flora

of Sakhalin), we have enumerated all we formerly

knew about the younger fossil flora of Japan. No wonder
that with such scant material the climate of Japan during

the Tertiary and Quaternary periods remained so little

known, and that Englerin his " Entwickelungsgeschichte
der Pflanzenwelt" arrived at the conclusion that "no
such changes of climate as those undergone by Europe
and Northern America have taken place in the Japanese
region since the Tertiary period." This opinion of the

great German botanist does not seem to be supported by
the discoveries of the Vega. The fossil flora at Mogi
shows that this southern island of Japan experienced
about the end of the Tertiary epoch a colder climate than
now ; it was covered at the sea-level with a vegetation

much like that of the forests which cover now only the

mountains of Kiousiou ; the description of these forests

by Rein (at Fuji-no-yama) shows that they contain a great

number of species identical with, or nearly akin to, those

which are found as fossils at Mogi. These last originate

from a forest which contained a great variety of trees and
bushes ; the most common of them was the beech, akin to

an American species, but as nearly akin too to the

present Fuji no-yama beech. There are, of course, at

Mogi, a few plants that are not met with now in Japan,
such as Ccltis nordenskjoldii, Rhus griffithsii, Liquid-

ainbar formosana, and perhaps Magnolia dicksoniana ;

but they are few, and have but a secondary meaning ;

only the Magnolia and the beech are .American, whilst

the others have their nearest relations in the Caucasus
and Afghanistan (as the Celtis), or on the Himalaya (as

the Rhus griffithsii), where we find also several other

Japanese species. Several species of the Mogi flora

have disappeared since ; however they have still near

relations in the flora of the Japanese highlands. Such
are the Juglans kjellmani, Carpinus suhcordata and j/«;av-

phylla, Quercus stuxbergii, Aphananthe vibuniifolia,

Diospyros nordquisti, Clethra maximozviczi, Fripetaleja

alniquisti, Sorbus lesquereuxi, Rhus engleri, Acer
nordenskjoldii, and Ilex heeri (all new species of M.
Nathorstj, which have very closely allied representatives

in the forest vegetation of the Japanese highlands and
northern parts of the Japanese archipelago. At the same
time the more southern forms which make a constituent

part of the present flora of Japan are absolutely missing

in the fossil flora of Mogi. M. Nathorst concludes,

therefore, that this last shows undoubtedly a colder

climate than that enjoyed now by Japan. As to its age

it might be either younger Pliocene or Glacial, or post-

Glacial ; but its characters would exclude both the latter,

and thus we must admit that it belongs to the younger

Pliocene ; but it would be impossible, until further re-

searches are made, to determine its age with more
precision.

M. Nathorst points out also that the Miocene flora of

Sakhalin, situated iS° of latitude to the north of Mogi,

testifies to a much warmer climate, whilst that of Alaska,

of the same period, situated, however, 9° more to the

north, scarcely corresponds to a colder climate. The
Miocene flora of Japan ought to have been therefore

still more diitcrent from that of Mogi, and M. Nathorst

concludes that the fossil flora of Mogi is a sure testimony

of the extension of a colder climate, before and during

the Ice period, throughout the whole of the northern

hemisphere, and that this colder climate could not depend
on those local conditions which were resorted to for

Europe and Northern America. We may add to this

conclusion that a considerable lowering of temperature

throughout Northern Asia is proved also by the unmis-

takable traces of glaciation found, not only in the deep

valleys of the Olekma highlands, but also on the southern

slope of the Sayan Mountains, close by Lake Kossogol.

Though received at first with some distrust, the glacia-

tion at least of the highlands of the Thian-Shan, the Sayan,

and Stanovoy Mountains has since been confirmed by so

many testimonies that there can be no more doubt about
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it. We can only mention here the very interesting sketch

given by M. Nathorst of the relations of the Japanese
flora to those of different parts of the Pacific basin; the

paper ought to be translated in full in some language
more familiar to the geologists of Western Europe. The
memoir contains the description of seventy species of plants

from Mogi, seven species from the coal-measures of Taka-
sima, and seven species from the plants in the Berlin

Museum. The descriptions are accompanied by si.xteen

plates.

Two other important papers, both in English, are con-
tributed to the same volume by M. Otto Petterson. One
of them embodies a general discussion, an account of
which appeared in N.\TURE, vol. xxviii. p. 417, on the

properties of water and ice between - 20° to + 15° Cels.,

on the ground of the author's own measurements. The
second paper, " Contributions to the hydrography of the

Siberian Sea," not only contains valuable information
gathered from the very numerous measurements of
depth, saltness, and temperature of water during Nordens-
kjold's expeditions on the Kara Sea and along the
Siberian coast, but also gives a most valuable sketch of
the hydrography of the Kara Sea. It seemed that

nothing new could be written on this northern IVIediter-

ranean Sea after the beautiful researches by Dr. Petter-

mann based upon the recent researches of the Norwegian
seal-hunters. Still Mr. Petterson introduces a new
element into the discussion, namely, the influence of

the warm water poured into its basin by the Siberian
rivers. During the summer the Kara Sea north of the

Obi and Yenisei is covered with a layer of almost fesh
water which has a depth of neaily twenty metres in

the south, and a temperature of 6^ to 9^ Celsius in the

summer. This layer thins out and becomes cooler as

it advances towards the north, but still it reaches the

north-eastern extremity of Novaya Zemlya, where it meets
with the salt oceanic current brought along the western

coast of the island. On the other hand, the middle parts

of the Kara Sea are invaded by the Arctic current bring-

ing cold and much Salter water from the north-east.

It passes underneath the fresh-water current and reaches
the surface about the middle of the Kara Sea, where a

saltness of 3 03 has been observed. This cold current,

which has in the deepest parts of the Kara Sea (lOO to

222 metres) a temperature slightly oscillating between
- i"'4 to - 2°o, and a saltness of 3'i9 to 3 '49, is healed
more or less on its surface, which reaches in the summer
from 2° to 4" above zero in the south-western and north-

eastern parts of the Kara Sea : whilst in the middle, even
on the surface, the temperature is generally about zero,

or even — o^'S. This distribution of currents explains the

very slow melting of ice in the middle parts of the Kara
Sea, which Dr. Pettermaun compared to an ice-sho.al

floating in the middle on the surface of our ponds after a

free channel has been opened along its coasts. Two
maps on a large scale, sho>ving the distribution of tem-
perature and saltness in the Siberian Sea from Novaya
Zemlya to Behring Strait, and embodying the results of

Nordenskjold's determinations of latitudes and longitudes

on the Siberian coast, accompany the papers of M.
Petterson.

We find in the same volume an elaborate paper, by A.

Wir^n, on the Cha^topods of the Siberian and Behring
Seas. Six tables accompany this paper, which contains

the description of seventy-three species of Chaetopods.
The chief features of this fauna already being known from
Nordenskjold's preliminary report, we only notice that

the richest part of the Siberian Sea is the Kara Sea,

where the Vc^a Expedition and those of 1875 and 1876
discovered no less than sixty-nine species, whilst in the

remainder of the Siberian Sea only fifty-three species

were found until now.
Finally, we notice in the same volume M. Aug.

Wijkander's paper on the magnetic observations made

during the expedition (in French), and an appendix to
the paper on the geographical determinations, by A.
Lindhagen. It appears fro.n the former that the mag-
netic declination on the coast of North-Eastern Asia
presents several anomalies. The position of the isody-
nams is quite different from those given on the map of
the German Admiralty (" Isodynamen und Werthe des
magnetischen Potentials fur 18S0"). As to the inclina-
tion, it is but slightly different from the values
which would result from Sabine's work ; but the
declination differs notably from the values given on the
maps both of the German and English Admiralties. For
the Behring Strait region this last, however, is decidedly
the best, the average corrections for the English map
being -2°'l,and - 3^7 for the (German Admiralty map.
The errors result from the secular variation having been
only calculated, and not yet measured directly.

The interest awakened by the expedition of the Vega
towards the North Siberian .Sea will be perpetuated by
this work. The serious scientific spirit in which the dif-

ferent departments of natural history are dealt with in the
records of the cruise of the Vega will contribute more
towards the increase of our knowledge of the Arctic
regions than many costlier expeditions.

The third volume, just published, is mostly occupied by
F. Kjellmann's " Alga: of the Arctic Ocean" (430 pages,
with 31 plates). This work—the result of the author's
ten years' Arctic experierice—not only contains a complete
botanical description of all the AlgEe of the Arctic
Ucean which came under notice ; the author gives also
a general sketch of the .A.rctic marine flora, with its sub-
regions

; he discusses the causes which gave it its present
character: structure of the coast-line, tides, characters of
the bottom, temperature, and so on ; and he endeavours
to draw also the chief lines of its evolution, giving thus
rich material for solid generalisations.

Mr. W. Leche cont ibutes to the same volume a note
on the forty-two species of Lamellibranchiata brought in
by the Vega; Mr. P. T. Cleve describes (in English) the
Diatoms collected in the .Arctic Ocean and on the return
journey of the expedition, his paper being illustrated by
live plates, which figure eighty-four species, mostly new

;

and Prof. P. Kramer and IJr. C. J. Neuman describe (in

German) thirteen new species of Acarids. P. K.

EARTH TREMORS
C\^ the various movements to which the crust of the
^^ earth is subjeLt, the minute motions called earth
tremors attract our attention by their universality. Be-
tween them and the other motions which affect the soil

the difterence is chiefly in degree.

Earthquakes are the sudden and violent movements of
the ground. Earth pulsations, which may be observed as
terminal phenomena of large earthquakes, are movements
of considerable amplitude, but so slow in period that
without the aid of instruments they may be passed by
unnoticed. Earth Oscillations are the secular movements
of upheaval and depression evidenced to us by raised
beaches, sunken forests, and other geological phenomena.
Lastly, we have eanh tremors, or movements quick in

period, but which escape our attention on account of the
smallness in their amplitude. As these latter are phe-
nomena whicli are probably observable in all portions of

the globe, and have as )et attracted but little attention,

excepting perhaps where they have proved themselves
troublesome intruders affecting astronomical and other
observations of a delicate nature, I purpose giving an
epitome of the more important results which their obser-
vation has yielded.

Earth tremors produced by artificial disturbances, such
as the passing of carriages or trains, the movements of

machinery or bodies of people, are at our disposal for
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daily observation. At Greenwich Observatory the tremu-

lous motion in the soil, especially noticeable on bank

holidays and at times when Greenwich Park was un-

usually crowded, resulted in the construction of an

apparatus in which the dish of mercury used in the

determination of the collimation error of the transit circle

was suspended by flaccid springs. By means of this con-

trivance the tremulous motions of the ground were ab-

sorbed before they reached the mercury, and the difficulty

of observation was overcome. French engineers, working

with delicate surveying instruments in crowded cities,

have similarly been compelled to suspend a portion of

their apparatus, so that a steady image could be obtained.

Prof H. M. Paul, seeking for a site for the Naval Obser-

vatory at Washington, found that the image of a star re-

flected from a tray of mercury was disturbed by a train

passing at the distance of a mile. Lieut. -Col. Palmer,

when engaged in observing the transit of Venus in New
Zealand, discovered that a ditch a few feet in depth was
sufficient to intrench his instruments against the disturb-

•ance created by trains passing at a distance of 700 yards.

Capt. Denman found the effect of a goods train to be

transmitted 1 100 feet over marshy ground, but vertically

above the train, passing through a tunnel in sandstone,

the disturbance extended only 100 feet. One result ob-

tained from these and numerous other observations upon
artificially produced tremors indicates that these disturb-

ances are superficial, and although they may creep up

the surface of a gently sloping hill, their spread is checked

by a steep cutting.

Naturally produced tremors differ from those just

spoken of by the fact that their distribution is not so

superficial, and not only are they to be observed in the

most substantial structures which engineers can design, but

they are to be equally well seen in cellars and in the walls

of rocky caves. Some knowledge of the depth to which

they extend might be obtained by a few microseismic ob-

servations in the deep mines of Lancashire and other

parts of the United Kingdom. As the observations are

so simple, and the instrument required so easily con-

structed—in fact, it may be home made—it is earnestly

desired that some of our mine managers will spontaneously

undertake this work.

I make this suggestion, not only on account of the

scientific value of the work, but because there are reasons

10 believe that such observations may lead to results of a

practical value by relations they may ho'd to the escape

of gas, the circulation of subterranean waters, and other

underground phenomena. The instrument I should re-

commend for this purpose is the tromometer of Bertelli

and Rossi. This is shown in the accompanying figure,

r. is the bob of a pendulum about 100 grammes in weight,

suspended by a very fine wire about lA metres in length.

The whole is inclosed in a tube. The style s of this pen-

dulum is seen reflected by the prism P by means of the

microscope M. The eye-piece e of this microscope con-

tains a micrometer scale, Idv which to measure the ampli-

tude of the motion of the style.

The direction of motion may be obtained by turning

the eye-piece until the scale is parallel with the direction

of motion, and this direction then read off from the posi-

tion of an index moving over compass divisions marked
on the fixed tube of the microscope. To commence with,

the style of a pendulum might be looked at directly with

a microscope, or two microscopes placed at right angles,

having magnifications of forty or fifty diameters; and if

it was found that movements existed, the prism and micro-
meter scale might be added subsequently. The pendu-
lums may be hung from spikes driven in the solid rock or

from an iron stand.

The chief results which have been obtained with instru-

ments of this type are those which have been arrived at

in Italy. The father of the science of microseismology
is Father Bertelli of Florence, who, since 1870, has made

many thousands of observations under a variety of cir-

cumstances. Another ardent worker at this subject is

Prof. M. S. de Rossi at Rome, by whose exertions

numerous observatories have been established throughout

the whole of Italy where these observations are systemati-

cally carried on. In making these observations every

precaution appears to have been taken to avoid accidental

disturbances, and the experiments have been repeated in

a variety of forms. The results which from time to time

have been announced are of the greatest interest to those

who study the " physics of the earth's crust," and appear

to be leading not only to the establishment of laws of

scientific value, but also to the elucidation of phenomena
which have an intimate connection with our every-day

existence.

It would seem that the soil of Italy is in incessant

movement, there being periods of excessive activity usually

lasting about ten days. Such a period may be called a

seismic storm. These storms are separated by periods of

relative calms. The storms have their greater regularity

in winter, and sharp maximums are to be observed in

spring and autumn. In the midst of such a period, or at

its end, there is usually an earthquake. LIsually these

storms are closely related to barometric depressions. To
distinguish these movements from those which occur

under high pressure, they are called baro-scisinic move-
ments, the latter being called volcano-siismic movements.
The relation of these storms to barometric fluctuation

has been observed to be very marked during the time

of a volcanic eruption. At the commencement of a

storm the motions are usually small, and one storm lasting

two or three days may be joined to another storm. In

such a case the action may be a local one. It has been
observed that a barometrical depression tended to bring

a storm to a maximum, whilst an increase of pressure

would cause it to disappear. Sometimes these actions

are purely local, but at other times they may affect a con-

siderable tract of land.

If a number of pendulums of different lengths are ob-

served at the same place, there is a general similarity in

their movements, but it is also evident that the free period

of the pendulum more or less disturbs the character of

the record. The greatest amplitude of motion in a set

of pendulums is not reached simultaneously by all the
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pendulums, and at every disturbance the movement of
one will predominate. From this Rossi argues that the
character of the microseismical motions is not constant.

Bertelli observed that the direction of oscillation of the
pendulums is different at different places, but each place
will have its particular direction dependent upon the
direction of valleys and chains of mountains in the neigh-
bourhood. Rossi shows that the directions of movement
are perpendicular to the direction of lines of faults, the lips

of these fractures rising and falling, and producing two
sets of waves, one set parallel to the line of fracture and
tl e other perpendicular to such a direction. These move-
ments, according to Bertelli, have no connection with the
wind, rain, change of temperature, and atmospheric
electricity.

The disturbances, as recorded at different towns, are
not always strictly synchronous, but succeed each other
at short intervals. If, however, we take monthly curves of

the disturbances as recorded at different towns in Italy,

ue see tliat these are similar in character. The maximum
disturbances occur about the winter solstice and the
minimum about the summer solstice, and in this respect
they show a perfect accordance with the curves drawn by
Mallet to show the periodicity of earthquakes.
At Florence before a period of earthquakes there is an

increase in the amplitude and frequency of vertical move-
ments. The vertical movements do not appear to come
in with the horizontal barometrical disturbances, but they
appear to be connected with the seismic disturbances.
They are usually accompanied with noises in the tele-

phone, but as the microphone is so constructed aj to be
more sensitive to vertical motion than to horizontal mo-
tion, this is to be expected. This vertical motion would
appear to be a local action, inasmuch as the accompanying
motions of an earthquake which originates at a distance
are horizontal. Storms of microseismical motions appear
to travel from point to point. Sometimes a local earth-
quake is not noticed on the tromometer, whilst one which
occurs at a distance, although it may be small, is dis-

tinctly observed. To explain this, Bertelli suggests the
existence of points of interference and the existence of
nodes.

Similar results were arrived at by Rossi when experi-
menting at diflerent points on the sides of Vesuvius.
Galli noticed an augmentation in microseismic activity

when the sun and moon are near the meridian. Grablovitz
found from Bertelli's observations a maximum two or
three days before the syzigies, and minimum three days
after these periods. He also found that the principal
large disturbances occurred in the middle of periods
separating the quadrature from the syzigies, the apogee
from perigee, and the solstice period from the nodes,
whilst the smallest disturbances happened in the middle
of periods opposed to these.

P. C. Melzi says that the curves of microseismical
motions, earthquakes, lunar and solar motions, show a
concordance with each other. With the microphone
Rossi hears sounds which he describes as roarings, ex-
plosions, occurring isolated or in volleys, metalUc and
bell-like sounds, ticking, &c. , which he says revealed
n ttural telluric phenomena. These are sometimes in-

tolerably loud. At Vesuvius the vertical shocks corre-
sponded with a ?ound like volleys of musketry, whilst the
undulating shocks gave the roaring. Some of these
sounds could be imitated artificially by rubbing together
the ccnducting-wires in the same manner in which the
rocks must rub against each other at the time of an
earthquake, or by placing the tnicrophone on a vessel of
boiling water, or by putting it on a marble slab and
scratching and tapping the under side of it.

These then are some of the more important results
which have been arrived at by the study of microseismic
motions. One point which seems worthy of attention is

that they appear to be more law-abiding than their violent

relations, the earthquakes, and as phenomena in which
natural laws are to be traced they are certainly deserving
of our attention. As to whether they will ever become
the means of forewarning us against earthquakes is yet

problematical. Their systematic study, however, will

enable us to trace the progress of a microseismic storm
from point to point, and it is not impossible that we may
yet be enabled to foretell where the storm may reach its

climax as an earthquake. This, I believe, is a view held

by Prof de Rossi.

Before the earthquake of San Remo, on December 6,

1874, Rossi's trcmometer was in a state of agitation, and
similar disturbances were observed at Livorno, Florence,

and Bologna. Since February, 1883, I have observed
a tromometer in Japan, and such results as have been
obtained accord with results obtained in Italy.

The increase in microseismical activity with a fall of

the barometer is very marked. The style of the pendulum
does not always oscillate about the same point—there is

a deflection in the vertical. In Manila Father Faura also

makes observations with a tromometer, which I am told

gives him by movements very decided indications of

approaching typhoons.
As to the cause of tromometric movements we have a

field for speculation. Possibly they may be due to slight

vibratory motions produced in the soil by the bending
and crackling of rocks produced by their rise upon the

relief of atmospheric pressure. If this were so, we should

expect similar movements to be produced at the time of

an increase of pressure.

Rossi suggests that they may be the result of an in-

creased escape of vapour from molten materials beneath
the crust of the earth consequent upon a relief of external

pressure. The similarity of some of the sounds which
are heard with the microphone to those produced by
boiling water are suggestive of this, and Rossi quotes
instances w'hen underground noises like those which we
should expect to hear from a boiling fluid have been
heard before earthquakes without the aid of microphones.
One instance was that of Viduare, a prisoner in Lima,
who, two days before the shock, 1S24, repeatedly pre-

dicted the same in consequence of the noises he heard.

A possible cause of disturbances of this order may be
the sudden fluctuations in barometric pressure which are

visible during a storm.

In addition to the observations which have been
especially made for the purpose of recording earth

tremors, there are numerous observations which have
been made upon these disturbances when they have
appeared as intruders in investigations on other subjects.

.-\mongst these may be mentioned the endeavours to

measure changes in the vertical, as for instance those

which might be produced by the attractive influence of

the moon.
Prof Zollner, who invented the horizontal pendulum,

found that the readings of his instrument were always
changing.
M. d'.4bbadie, who for several years observed a

reflected image in a pool of mercury contained in a basin

of solid rock, found it a rare occurrence that the surface

of the mercury was tranquil. Sometimes it appeared to

be in violent motion.
George and Horace Darwin, in their experiments at

Cambridge to determine the disturbing influence of

gravity by lunar attraction, found that the irregular

and persistent tremors in the ground, as indicated by the

instruments, were sufficient to mask whatever elfecls may
have been due to the influence of the moon.
A full account of these latter observations is to be

found in Messrs. G. and H. Darwin's Report for 1882 to

the British Association.

The general conclusion, then, is that from observations

in England, France, Germany, Italy, the Philippines,
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Japan, and, I may add, the West Indies, it would appear

that the crust of the globe is practically in a constant

state of tremor. The variations in these movements are

more law-abiding than the large earth movements, and
they show a direct relationship to barometric fluctuation.

Their relationship to manyothertelluricand atmospheric

phenomena, together with their cause, has yet to be dis-

covered. As every one has the opportunity to observe

these phenomena, they call for attention. Just as a tur-

bulent sea outraces a coming typhoon and gives mariners
warning of approaching danger, it is possible that these

microscopic disturbances of the soil may hold connection

with subsequent phenomena, and lead us by their study

to the better understanding of the complexity of phe-

nomena with which we are surrounded.

Tokio, Japan JOHX Milxe

THE MECHANICAL THEOR Y OF MAGNETISM
T F Prof. Hughes were as great a master of writing
•• English as he is of experimenting, his views on
magnetism would receive speedier acceptation, for they
would then probably be understood without that close

study which his involved sentences and heterogeneous
paragraphs now demand. It is very remarkable that

such an ardent worker, such a deep thinker, and such a
clear and simple experimenter should have such difficulty in

expounding his views on paper. His experimental demon-
strations are always clear and convincing, his recent lecture

at the Royal Institution appealed to every degree of intel-

ligence present, but his papers at the Royal Society want
some strong external directing influence to render their

meaning evident.

What is magnetism, according to this expert philo-

sopher? It is an inherent quality of the molecules of

matter, as determined and constant as that of their gravity,

affinity, or cohesion, and like these qualities it diifers in

degree with every kind of matter. He does not attempt
at present to define it closer than this. We cannot tell

what gravity is, neither need we say what magnetism is.

All Prof Hughes says is that every molecule in nature is a
little magnet imbued with a certain polarity varying in

degree but constant for each substance, in virtue of which
it has a north and a south pole along the same axis, and
that the only change that takes place is a change in the
direction of this polar axis. When these molecules are
symmetrically arranged by some external directing influ-

ence, so that all their poles lie in the same direction, we
have evident magnetism. Iron becomes a magnet in

virtue of the fact that its molecules are free to move under
the influence of external magnetic action, while copper is

not a magnet because its molecules are immovable and
irresponsive to the same cause. Steel becomes per-

manently magnetised because its molecules are rigid, and
retain the axial direction impressed upon them. Soft
iron is readily demagnetised because its molecules have
great freedom of motion. Coercive force is therefore
simply absence of freedom of molecular motion— it is,

indeed, molecular rigidity. The extent to which the axis

of polarity can be deflected from its normal direction is

its point of saturation.

Evident magnetism is the symmetrical arrangement of
the polarised molecules along one line ; neutrality is

symmetrical arrangement of the same molecules in closed
curves. In both cases the sum of the magnetic influence
of all the molecules is the same ; but in evident magnetism
it is directed outwards, in neutrality it i; directed inwards.
Remaining magnetism is partial neutrality. The experi-
mental way in which Prof. Hughes demonstrated these con-
clusions is the most beautiful investigation he has yet made.
He proves the existence of the same polarity in the atmo-
sphere and in the ether, and he attributes diamagnetic
efifects to the higher magnetic capacity of the ether than of
the substances suspended in it. It is therefore a difteren-

tial action. Molecules, moreover, have inertia—they resist

being put in motion ; and when in motion they resist

stoppage—they possess momentum. The direction of
the axis of polarity can be displaced by the physical
fcrces, such as mechanical stress, heat, or electricity. He
shows that mechanical motion, heat, and electricity are

of similar kind—they are vibratory, or some mode of

motion. Magnetism, however, he considers not to be a
mode of motion, and therefore it is not a physical force.

It is simply an arrangement of the molecules of matter
in symmetry or dissymmetry under the influence of some
physical force. He seems to imply, though he does not
directly say so, that the influence of electric currents upon
magnets is not due to any direct action between them,
but to the fact that the currents have polarised the ether
in which both are suspended.

His views are very broad and highly suggestive, but
there are some points that are not clear and that demand
further elucidation. Why, for instance, does mechanical
elongation and contraction take place when bars of iron

are magnetised and demagnetised ? How can heat and
strong sonorous vibrations be produced unless there be a

considerable expenditure of energy.' How does he
account for the attractive and repulsive properties of

magnets, and for magnetic induction ? He has certainly

wrested magnetism from the realms of hypothesis and
brought it within the domain of theory. The days of

Coulomb and Poisson's fluids and Ampere's elementary
currents of electricity are over ; the molecular character

of magnetism is experimentally established ; but what is

a molecule, and how becomes it polarised unless it be in

rotation ? How does the external directing influence act .'

We are also inclined to ask. Has Prof. Hughes sufficiently

grasped Ampere's theory? It was purely mathematical,
based on the assumption of the circulation of currents

around each molecule. He goes no further than Ampere
did, for he has not answered the question. What is

polarity? In fact his polarised molecules are all little

magnets, and no theory of magnetism will be complete
until it explains these little magnets. Thus the difference

between .Ampire and Hughes is the difference between a
current and a magnet.

However, on the assumption that a molecule is a
magnet, Prof. Hughes has built up a very complete theory,

which he has demonstrated experimentally in a way that

places him in the very front rank of experimental philo-

sophers.

NOTES
The number of candidates up this session for the Fellowship

of the Royal Society is sixty-seven.

We understand that Sir Joseph Hooker has been nominated

one of the vice-presidents for the Montreal meeting of the British

Association. Instead of Mr. Crookes, Prof. W. G. Adams

will give one of the public lectures. For the reduction of

the fares of members the sum of 14,000 dollars has been

allotted, only tho e elected at or before the Southampton meet-

ing being entitled to share in the subsidy. This is in addition

to the liberal reductions that will be made by the .'Steamship

and railway companies. All the American railways will reduce

their fares by one-half. The American Association, which meets

at Philadelphia on September 3, has given a cordial invitation to

the Montreal visitors to take part in its meetings and excursions.

Those wishing to share in the subsidy of 14,000 dollars mu^t

apply before September 25. For the Aberdeen meeting in 1S85,

Sir Lyon Playfair will be proposed as president. A well-attended

meeting of the Organising Committee of the Chemical Secticn

has been held under the presidency of Prof. Roscoe. Promises

of papers were received from several well-known chemists, and

a small executive committee was formed to draw up a list

of papers and to communicate with Canadian and American
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cliemists. Section G has been particularly active. The Con-
niittee has prepared a list of subjects for papers which it is

thought would be interesting to English visitors if treated by

engineers and mechanicians in Canada ; a good supply of papers

is expected both from this country and America. We regret to

learn that Prof. Williamson, the General Treasurer, will be

unable to be present, and the Council have decided to engage the

services, pro hac vice, of Mr. Hamy Brown, Assistant Secretary

and Accountant of University College, as "Financial Officer,"

while Prof. Burdon Sanderson has virtually consented to act as

deputy for the Treasurer at Montreal.

M. Card, for the French Academy, and MM. Pasteur and

d'Abbadie, for the Academy of Sciences, will attend as delegates

the/etfs at Edinburgh in commemoration of the tercentenary of

the foundation of the University of Edinburgh.

Dr. Koch and his colleagues of the German Cholera Com-
mission will proceed s'lortly to Goalpara and Darjeeli'ig to

prosecute further inquiries. After passing a few days there,

they will return to Germany, but they hope to be back in India

next winter to carry on their very important and useful labours.

Dr. George Engelmann of St. Louis—the oldest United

States botanist (excepting the venerable Lesquereux), as well as

an eminent physician, for a time a fellow-student with Agassiz

in Germany—died on February 11, at the age of seventy-five.

Commodore Samuel R. Franklin, U.S.N., has been de-

tached from duty on the United States Naval Examining Board,

and ordered as superintendent of the naval observatory, to

succeed Rear-Admiral R. W. Shufeldt, who was placed upon
the retired list on February 21.

At the sitting of the Academy of Sciences of March 10 M.
Faye presented drawings which have been executed at Algiers

by M. Trepied, Director of the Observatory, and which repre-

sent Pons' comet as seen on the very days on which have been

noticed the changes that have excited such surprise amongst cer-

tain astronomers. M. Faye took advantage of this communica-

tion to give an exjilanation of these wonderful observation--,

which are more frequent than has been supposed in the history

of astronomy. M. Faye does not suppose that they may be attri-

buted to any collision with cosmical matter, but to a rapid

change in the point of view of the comet itself, as observed

from the earth. This theory will he illustrated by a woodcut

published in the next number of the Comptes Rendus.

Considerable progre s has now been made in the carrying

out of the works connected w ith the marine station which some

time ago the Scottish Meteorological Society resolved to esta-

blish at Grantoii ; and it is anticipated that the oper tions of the

station will be properly commenced towards the close of the

present month. As the first instalment of the work to be done,

it is hoped that a tolerably complete description of the Firth of

Forth, in its biological, meteorological, physical, and chemical

relations, may be prepared in the course of the next few year<;

and when this has been carried out, the residt will have an ex-

ceptional, and indeed unique value, as a piece of work of the

greatest scientific and national importance, produced by coopera-

tion amongst scientific men. The Council of the Scottish

Meteorological Society, it may be mentioned, recently asked

Her Majesty's Government for a subscription of 1000/. for the

purpose of building permanent laboratories in connection with

the station—undertaking at the same time to raise an additional

1000/. by public subscription. The Government, however, have

not seen their way to assist this school of research, notwithstand-

ing that the grant was warmly recommended by Prof. Huxley,

President of the Royal Society. The Council of the Meteoro-

logical Society have, however, every confidence that the scheme
will be liberally supported by the general public.

Dr. Casey, F.R.S., has just written a new work on Analytic

Geometry, which covers about two-thirds of the ground occupied

by Salmon's Conies ; in the author's opinion it will contain more
new matter than any work on the subject since Salmon's book
was written.

An interesting experiment is to be made by Dr. Zintgraff,

who, in company with Dr. Chavanne, is about to visit the Congo
and the interior of Africa. He takes with him a phonograph,

wherewith to fix the speech and melodies of hitherto unknown
tribes, which, thus received by the instrument, will be forwarded

to scientific men in Germany. The apparatus (which will be

used for such a purpose for the first time) has been made by Mr.

Fuhrmann, of Berlin, and exactly corresponds w ith one he has

in that city, so that the plates used in Africa can be sent to

Berlin to be unrolled by that machine, and caused to re-emit the

sounds received.

A remarkable occurrence is reported from Bona (Algeria).

An isolated mountain, Jebel Naiba, 800 m. in height, is

rapidly decreasing in altitude, and round its base a considerable

cavity is being formed. The whole mass of the mountain is

evidently sinking. The neighbourhood of Bona must, however,

have already been the scene of a similar phenomenon. Lake
Fezzara, which measures over 12,000 hectares in extent, did not

exist during the time of the Romans. Its depth in the centre is

only 2 '60 m. Investigations which were made in 1870 showed

that the remains of a Roman town now lie in the lake ; this

town has therefore probably sunk in the same manner as the

mountain.

A PREHISTORIC burial-ground has been discovered on the so-

called Hasenburg, near Buhla (Kreis Nordhausen, Germany).

Two complete human skeletons, numerous bronze rings, and

several rings made of amber were found. The Hasenburg is an

isolated rock on which stood formerly a castle of the Emperor

Henry IV. ; but the numerous prehistoric remains found in

the neighbourhood point to its having been an ancient place

of worship. The objects recently found have been deposited in

the Museum of Nordhausen.

The appointment by the Swedish Government of an entomo-

logist to assist farmers has been found of so much value that it

has been decided to continue the same. Dr. A. Holmgren has

been appointed agricultural entomologist for this year.

The city of Hamburg offers various prizes for the plans of a

new Natural History Museum. The total cost of construction

of the building must not exceed 45,000/. Five prizes of 50/.

each will be awarded for the five best plans ; further prizes of

200/. will be distributed amongst the victors for further work in

connection with the scheme.

At a recent meeting of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Society at Singapore, it was decided to prepare and publish a

school geography of the Malay peninsula and the adjoining

regions, as well as a skeleton map of the peninsula, on a scale

of a quarter of an inch to a mile, to be gradually filled in as may
be determined by subsequent survey and research.

Dr. Benjamin Sharp has been appointed Professor cf Lower

Invertebrata by the Council of the Academy of Natural Sciences

of Philadelphia. Dr. Sharp is a graduate of the University of

Pennsylvania, from which he received the degrees of Doctor of

Medicine and Doctor of Philosophy in 1881. He afterwards

studied under Leuckart in Leipzig, and under Semper in the

University of Wurzburg. Dr. Sharp w as granted the privilege

of studying .it the Bavarian table in the Zoological Station at

Naples, an honour rarely granted a foreigner. Dr. Sharp pro-

foses delivering lectures, during the coming .'pring, on the lower

forms of life.

i
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Prof. Karpinsky points out, in the Memoirs of the St. Peters-

burg Society of Naturalists (vol. xiii.), the following interesting

feature of the geological structure of Russia. The unmeta-

morphosed rocks in Russia appear mostly quite, or nearly quite,

undisturbed and horizontal. There is, however, besides the

Crimea, a regioa where some dislocation and disturbance of these

deposits are apparent. This disturbed region runs from north-

west to south-east, through the Sandomir ridge in Poland

to Kaneff in Kiev, Isakchi in Poltava, the coal-basin of the

Don, the Bogdo Mountains of the Astrakhan Steppe, and

finally to the Kara-tan and Ak-tan Mountains to the east of the

Caspian. Beyond this region even the older deposits (Silurian

and Devonian) remain undisturbed, while within it the older

gneisses and crystalline schists are disturbed, not only by the

Silurian upheaval which has had a direction from north-east

to south-west, but also by the more recent one just referred to,

which has a direction perpendicular to it. It is worthy of notice

that this line of upheaval would join that line of ridges which

runs in Western Europe through the mountains of the Weser

and the Teutoburger Wald, while in Asia it would join the

Sheikh-jeli and Uiz-Dagh Mountains.

We notice in the same serial some very valuable observa-

tions of Prof. Beketoff about Dr. Sachs' theory as to the rela-

tions between the increase and segmentation of cells in the

embryonal parts of plants. While he warns one against the ap-

plication of geometrical theories to botany, he points out how
some of the conclusions arrived at by Dr. Sachs could be more

easily explained by the principles established by Wilhehn Hof-

meister. Prof. Borodin's researches into the anatoiuy of the

leaves of Chrysospleniuni were made on very rich material col-

lected by Prof. C. Maximowicz for his "Adumbratio Generis

Chrysosplenii," and Prof. Borodin was enabled not only to

thoroughly study the subject, but also to arrive at some most

valuable conclusions as to the relations between the anatomical

features of different species of this genus and the features on

which the classification of these species has been made.

Traces of glaciation in Siberia, so boldly denied a few

years ago, have been discovered in different parts of the country.

While failing to detect them on the outer parts of the Altai

Mountains, M. Sokoloff h.as found unmistakable traces of au

incomparably wider extension of glaciers in the central parts

of the ridge, and especially in the Katun Mountains. Numerous
traces have also been found, pointing to a greater extension of

lakes during the post-Glacial period, and to the gradual drying

up of the existing ones.

In a paper recently published in the Memoires dc VAcademic
des Sciences de St. Petirsl/ourg for 1883, Prof. Fr. Schmidt, while

fully agreeing with the remarkable results of Mr. W<a]coti's

researches as to ihe feet and respiratory organs of Trilobites

(published in 1S81 in the Bulletin of the Harvard College

Museum), proposes to include in Mr. Walcott's second group

of Paleadie his own family of Hemiaspidcc . It consists of the

genera. I/e?niasfis, Woodw., Bunodes, Kichw., and Pseudoniscus,

Nieszk., which are much like Trilobites, but differ from them in

the separate and freely-moving posterior parls of the body

;

formerly it was included in the group of Eurypterides.

Prof. Tarkhanoff contributes to the last volume of the

Mimoirs {JFrudy) of the Society of Naturalists of St. Petersburg a

very interesting inquiry into the structure of the eggs of birds.

He has discovered that the albumen of the eggs of the Jitsessores

(ousel, canary, pigeon, &c.) notably differs from that of the

Autophagous Ijjrds (hens, ducks, geese, turkeys). When boiled

it remains translucid ; it is fluorescent ; its rotation- power of the

plane of polarisation is feebler ; when diluted with much water

it does not give a white deposit, but only gives a feeble opalescent

coloration to the water ; finally,- it has a stronger basic reaction

than the white of the eggs of the hen. It may, however, be

transformed so as to become like it by various means, namely :

the addition of neutral salts, or of bases, or of concentrated acetic

and lactic acids, or even of carbonic acid. The most remarkable

fact however is that the same result is also arrived at by incu-

bation, and Prof. Tarkhanoff considers that the modifying agency

in this case is the yolk ; when moderately heated with yolk in

closed vessels, during twenty-four hours or more, it is transformed

into albumen like that of a hen's egg. As to the manner in which

the yolk acts on it, it still remains unsettled ; the supposition

that the diffusion of salts is the cause of the change proved not

to be true ; and the cause must be searched for perhaps in the

diffusion of gases. The interesting question, as to the albu-

men of hen's eggs not also undergoing the same stages of deve-

lopment within the ovarium, cannot yet be solved satisfactorily ;

bat during his experiences M. Tarkhanoff observed once the

most interesting fact that a small ball of amber introduced into

the upper part of the ovarium occasioned the deposition around

the ball of albumen and the formation of a shell, that is, the for-

mation of a quite normal egg with its chalaziT, and other particu-

larities of structure ; this observation would thus strongly

support the mechanical theory of the formation of the parts of

an egg around its yolk.

Dr. King, retired Professor of Mineralogy, Geology, and

Natural History in Queen's College, Gal way, has lately been

elected a Correspondiug Member of the New York Academy of

Sciences.

Mr. E. L. Layard writes to us from Noumea, New Caledonia,

under date Jan. 6, that the sunsets there have been quite as extra-

ordinary as elsewhere. "As soon," he says, "as the sun's disk has

disappeared, a glow comes up from the west like that of white-hot

steel, reddening somewhat as it mounts to the zenith, but chang-

ing the while to blue. From the zenith it passes into the most

exquisite green, deepening as it loses itself in the east. As the

sun sinks lower and lower, the red tints overpower the white-

hot steel tints, and the blue of the zenitfi those of the green. At

7 p.m., or a little after, nearly the entire western half of the

horizon has changed to a fiery crimson ; as time goes on, the

northern and southern areas lose their glory, and the grays of

night contract, from the northern end first, most rapidly ; the

east is of the normal gray. The south now closes in, and

presently, about 8 p.m., there is only a glare in the sky, just

over the sun's path as of a distant conflagration, ' till the fire in the

west fades out.' 1 have been attempting to describe one of our

cloudless evenings, of which we have had only too many, having

just come through a fearful drought that has lasted all this

while ; but who shall paint the glory of the heavens when

flecked with clouds ! Burnished gold, copper, brass, silver-

such as Turner in his wildest dreams never saw ! and of such

fantastic forms ! The wonderful light from above was reflected

on every tree and flower ; our scarlet and crimson geraniums,

fuchsias, &c., blazed in the light as I never saw them before,

and the general efi'ect was most extraordinary."

The Cremation Society of Berlin now numbers 365 members,

no less than 146 having joined the Society during 18S3. The

cremation movement is also progressing favourably at Hamburg,

Kconi-sberg, Dresden, Bresliu, and \Vie»baden. At Gotha

forty-six bodies were cremated during 1883, which is about

double the number of those burnt in any of the four preceding

years.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Bonnet Monkey (Macacus sinicus 9 ) from

India, a I'jg-tailed Monkey (A/acacus nemestrittus 9 ) from Java,

presented by Mr. G. H. Lee; two Herring Gulls {Larus argeti-

talus), European, presented by Madam Fridaich ; a Kagu (Rhino-
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chetus Jn/iatus) from New Caledonia, presented by Mons. J. M.

Comely, C.M.Z.S. ; four Blue Titmice (/b^/w ca-rii/eus), British,

presented by Mr. Hanaeur ; a Barn Owl (Strixjlamtnea), British,

presented by Mrs. W. Gittens ; a Rhesus Monkey (Macacus

rhesus 6 ) from India, deposited ; a Bosman's Potto (Perodk/icus

potto) fi'om West Africa, purchased ; a Yellow-billed Duck (Anas

xanthorhyncha) from South Africa, received in exchange ; a

Bengalese Cat (Felts bengalensis) from India, received on ap-

proval; a Zebu {Bos indicus c5 ), a Collared Fruit Bat (Cyno-

nyctcris collaris), an Emu (Dromirus norjts-hollandia), bred in

the Gai'dens.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
Although the Chefoo Convention made with China in 1876

has never been ratified, we are now reaping various advantage;

from its provisions. With the object of exploring South-Westeru
China, and of watching the possibilities of the development of

trade in these regions, it was arranged that an English Consular

Agent was to reside at Chung-King in Sze-chuan on the upper

waters of the Yang-tse. The officers who have held this post

for the past six years have travelled widely through Yunnan,
•Sze-chuan, Kweichow, and other provinces, and have made most
valuable contributions to the geography of China by the reports

which have been published liy them. Thus we have Mr. Col-

borne Baber's explorations in South-Western China published

by the Royal Geographical Society, Mr. Parker's papers in the

Cliina Rei'itio, which we have already mticed, and now Mr.
Hosie has made two reports, which have recently been pub-

lished as Parliamentary Papers. The last of these deals with

a journey of nearly 2000 miles froni Chung-King to Cheng-tu,

the provincial capital of Sze-chuan, thence by Tali in Yunnan to

Yunnan-Fu, the capital of this province, returning to Chung-
King by another route. The traveller does not think much of

the European maps of these districts, for on p. 58 we find him
complaining that " the number of mistakes in these maps,

whether as regards boundary lines, names of places, &c. , not to

mention omissions, is truly alarming. As fairly accurate native

maps are procurable, the occurrence of such mistakes as the

above is astonishing." Mr. Hosie also gives some account of

the aboriginal tribes, « ho usually avoid the frequented routes, as

as they are afraid of being taken by the Chinese. He saw
several Lolos, and a Si-fan or "tame wild man," as he is called

by a kind of Hibernicism, as \^ell as representatives of several

other frontier tribes. There can be little doubt that in a short

time, with these able and energetic English officers travelling far

and wide from Chung-King as a centre, the geography of the

south western corner of China will be as well known to us as

that of the districts adjoining the coast.

At the opposite corner of the China Seas, another English

officer, Consul-General Leys of Borneo, is endeavouring to pro-

mote the commercial development of little-visited districts in

that wonderful island. He has recently visited the tracts watered

by three considerable rivers flowing into Brunei Bay near Labuan,

and hopes to get the Chinese merchants of the latter colony, as

well as of Singapore, to send trading parties up these rivers.

He further suggests the appointment of consular agents in

the interior of the dominions of the Sultan of Brunei : a step

which cannot fail largely to increase our knowledge of the

geography and resources of Borneo.

The December number of Guido Cora's Cosmos, which com-

pletes the first series (1873-1883) of that useful publication,

contains the first part of Capt. C. F. Crema's journey to

Morocco in connection with the Italian Mission under Com-
mander Scovasso ill 1882. The text, which gives us a graphic

account of the progress of the mission from Tansjiers through

the maritime provinces southwards to the mouth of the Sebu in

the Atlantic Ocean, is richly illustrated with numerous woodcuts

from photographs nnd sketches taken by Crema himself. Some
of the heads in these illustrations, such as those of Scovasso,

the Kaid Raka, and the Arab Surgeon of Caria-ben-Auda, are

capital studies of character and ethnical types. Others vividly

reflect the salient aspects of the land, the architecture, and in-

dustries of its inhabitants. Conspicuous amongst these is the

fine north-west gate of Sheila near Rabat, which, with its two

hexagonal towers, is the grandest monument of Moorish archi-

tecture still surviving in Morocco. The paper is also accom-

panied with a map to the scale of I : 750,000, which, being
iiased on an accurate survey of the route, forms a valuable

contribution to geographical exploration. It fills up many blank
spaces, and gives numerous rectifications of existing maps, even
in districts that have already been frequently visited by European
travellers. In the same issue Gustavo Bianchi gives an account
of his recent explorations in the Gurageh territory daring the

spring of the year 1880, accompanied by a useful map of the

Galla country to the south and east of Shoa, which, with the

exception of Cecchi and Chiarini's expedition in 1878, had
been visited by no traveller since the time of Major Harris and
d'Abbadie (1843-46).

The Boletin de la Sociedid Geografica di Madrul for Decem-
ber 1S83 has a paper by D. Jose Gomez San Juan, on the

Spanish possessions in the Gulf of Guinea. The ol>ject of the

writer is to establish the exclusive right of Spain to the islands

of Annobon, Corisco, and the two Elobeis, as well as to the

portion of the opposite mainland stretching from Punta del

Campo to Punta Santa Clara on the right bank of the Gaboon.
The paper is alily written, and contains much interesting his-

torical and geographical information on the whole of the west

coast of Africa from Sierra Leone to the equator.

The German and Austrian Alpine Club now consists of no
less than 100 sections. The last two sections formed were those

at Bonn, on the Rhine, and at Schladming Radstadt in the

Upper Enns Valley.

The Stuttgart branch of the Berlin Centralverein fiir

Handelsgeographie contemplates the establishment of a Museum
for commercial geography at Stuttgart.

There will be several special exliibitions at Munich on the

occasion of the fourth German Geographentag. The following

are planned : (l) new maps and books
; (2) curiosities of carto-

grapliy and geographical literature-; (3) Bavarian maps; (4)

maps, reliefs, and books relating to the Alps ; (5) maps, reliefs,

atlases, and other objects suitable for instruction in geography

;

(6) work done by pupils in geography, to illustrate the methods
of teaching.

Letters have been received from Herr Junker and from the

Khartoum Consul, Herr Hansal, which, however, do not give

satisfactory details about the traveller's doings during the last two
years, nor about his present position. They are principally

short notes dating from December 1882, August and October

1883, -in which he refers to longer letters and reports, which have,

however, not yet come to hand. Nevertheless, these notes

prove that Junker was in good spirits and health in the Sennis

Country at the beginning of October last, and far from being dis-

heartened or disturbed by events in the Soudan, of which he

knew, was fully occupied with his travels and the drawing of his

maps.

Dr. Finsch of Bremen has now published the "Anthropo-
logical Results" of his journey to the Pacific, and they form a

valuable addition to anthropologic il literature. The traveller

does not solely rely upon his own researches and observations,

but also upon his (according to Virchow) unexampled collection

of plaster casts from the faces of living men and women, natives

of the islands he visited. This collection consists of no less than

164 casts, and represents natives of sixty-one different islands;

beside Polynesiaus, Micronesians, and Melanesians, it also

contains Malays of the Indian Archipelago, for the sake of

comparison. Copies of the casts will be a welcome means of

instruction in anthropology, and can be obtained through Herr

Louis Castan at Berlin (Panopticum).

An expedition to the North Pole is being prepared by Capt.

Fondacaro of the Italian navy. It is several centuries since an

expedition to the North Pole was despatched from Italy.

THE SIX GATEWAYS OF KNOWLEDGE^
II.

THE sense of sight may be compared to the sense of sound in

this respect. I spoke of ihe sense of sound being caused by

rapid variations of pressure. I had better particularise and say

how rapid must be the alternations from greatest pressure to

least, and back to greatest, and how frequently must that period

' An Address at tlie Midland Institute. Birmingham, October 3, 18S3, by

Prof. Sir William Tliomson, LL.D., F.R.S., president. Continued from p.
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occur, to give us the s^ound of a musical nute. If the barometer
varies once a minute you would not perceive that as a musical

note. But suppose by any mechanical action in the air, you
could cause the barometric pressure—the air pressure—to vary

much more rapidly. That change of pressure which tlie baro-

meter is not quick enough to show to the eye, the ear hears as a

musical sound if the period recurs twenty times per second. If

it recurs twenty, thirty, forty, or fifty times per second, you
hear a low note. If the period is gradually accelerated, you hear

the low note gradually rising, becoming higher and higher, more
and more acute, and if it gels up to 256 periods per second, we
have a certain note called C in the ordinary musical notation. I

believe I describe it correctly as the low note C, of the tenor

voice—the gravest C that can be made by a flute. The note of

a two-foot organ pipe open at both ends has 256 periods per

second. Go on higher and higher to 512 periods per second,

and you have the C above that— the chief C of th= soprano
voice. Go above that to 1024, you get an octave higher. You
get an octave higher always by doubling the number of vibra-

tions per second, and if you go on till you get up to about 5000
or 6000 or 10,000 periods per second, the note becomes so shrill

that it ceases to excite the human ear and you do not hear it any
longer. The highest note that can be perceived by the human
ear seems to be something like 10,000 periods per second. I

say "something like," because there is no very definite limit.

Some ears cease to hear a note becoming shriller and shriller

before other ears cease to hear it ; and therefore I can only say
in a very general way, that something like lo,coo periods per
second, is about the shrillest note the human ear is adapted to

hear. We may define musical notes, therefore, as changes of
pressure of the air, regularly alternating in periods which lie

Isetween 20 and 10,000 per second.
Well now, are there vibrations of thirty or forty or fifty or a

hundred thousand or a million of periods per second in air, in elastic

solids, or in any matter affecting our sense? We have no
evidence of the existence in matter of vibrations of very much
greater frequency than 10,000 or 20,000 or 30,000 per second,
but we have no reason to deny the possibility of such vibrations

existing, and having a large function to perform in nature. But
when we get to some degree of frequency that I cannot put
figures upon, to something that may be measured in millions, if

not in hundred-thousands of vibrations per second, we have not
merely passed the limits of the human ear to hear, but we have
passed the limits of matter, as known to us, to vibrate. Vibra-
tions transmitted as w aves through steel, or air, or water, cannot
be more frequent than a certain number, which I cannot now put
a figure to, but which, I say, may be reckoned in hundred-
thou-ands or a few millions per second.

But now let us think of light. Light we know to be an
influence on the retina of the eye, and through the retina on the
optic nerve ; an influence dependent on vibrations whose fre-

quency is something between 400 million millions per second
and too million millions per second. Now we have a vast gap
between 400 per second, the sound of a rather high tenor voice,

and 400 million millions per second, the number of vibrations
corresponding to dull red light—the gravest red light of the
prismatic spectrum. Take the middle of the spectrum—yellow
light—the period of the vibrations there is in round numbers
500 million millions per second. In violet light we have 800
million millions per second. Beyond that we have something
that the eye scarcely perceives—does not perceive at all perhaps
—but which I believe it does perceive, though not vividly : we
have the ultra-violet rays, known to us chiefly by their photo-
graphic effect, but known also by many other wonderful experi-

ments, that within the last thirty years have enlarged rur know-
ledge of light to a most marvellous degree. We have invisible

rays of light made visible by letting them fall on a certain kind
of glass, glass tinged with uranium—that yellowish green glass,

sometimes called canary glass or chameleon glass. Uranium
glass has a property rendering visible to us invisible rays. You
may hold a piece of uranium glass in your hand, illuminated by
this electric light, or by a candle, or by gas light, or hold it in

the prismatic spectrum of while light, and you see it glowing
accoiding to the colour of the light which falls upon it ; but
place it in the spectrum beyond the visible violet end, where
w ithout it you see nothing, w here a piece of chalk held up seems
quite dark, and the uranium glass glows with a mysterious altered

colour of a beautiful tint, revealing the presence of invisible

rays, by converting them into rays of lower period, and so

rendering them visible to the eye. The discovery of this

property of uranium glass was made by Prof. Stokes, and the

name of fluorescence from fluor spar, which he found to have the

same property, was given to it. It has since been discovered

that fluorescence and phosphorescence are continuous, being
extremes of the same phenomenon. I suppose most persons

here present kiiow the luminous paint made from sulphides of

calcium and other materials, which, after being steeped in light

for a certain time, keep on for hours giving out light in the

darkness. Persistence in emission of light after the removal of

the source, w'hich is the characteristic of those phosphorescent
objects, is manifested also, as Edmund Becquerel has proved,

by the uranium glass, and thus Stokes' discovery of fluorescence

conies to be continuous \\ ilh the old known phenomenon of

phosphorescence, to which attention seems to have been first

called scientifically by Robert Boyle about 2co years ago.

There are other rays, that we do not perceive in any of these

ways, but that we do perceive by our sense of heat : heat rays as

they are commonly called. But in truth all rays that we call

light have heating effect. Radiant heat and light are one and indi-

visible. 'I here are not two things, radiant heat and light ; radiant

heat is identical with li jht. Take ablack hot kettle into a dark

room, and look at it. You do not see it. Hold your face or your

hand near it, and you perceive it by what Bunyan would have called

Feel Gate ; only now we apply the word feeling to other senses

as well as Touch. You perceive it before you touch it. You
perceive it with the back of your hand, or the front of your

hand
;
you perceive it w ith your face, yes, and with your eye,

but you do not see it. Well, now, must I justify the assertion

that it is not light ? You say it is not light, and it is not so to

you, if you do not see it. There has been a good deal of logic-

chopping about the words here ; we seem to define in a vicious

circle. We may begin by defining light
—" It is light if you see

it as light ; it is not light if you do not see it." To save circum-

locution, we shall take things in that way. Radiant heat is

light if we see it, it is not light if we do not see it. It is not

that there are two things ; it is that radiant heat has differences

of quality. There are qualities of radiant heat that we can see,

and if we see them we call them light ; there are qualities of

radiant heat we cannot see, and if we cainiot see them we do
not call them light, but still call them radiant heat : and that on
the whole seems to me to be the best logic for this subject.

By the bye, I don't see Logic among the studies of the

Birmingham and Midland Institute. Logic is to language and
grammar what mathematics is fo common sense; logic is

etherealised grammar. I hope the advanced student in grammar
and Latin and Greek, who needs logic perhaps as much as, per-

haps more than, most students of science and modern languages,

will advance to logic, and consider logic as the science of using

words, to lead him to know exactly what he means by thera

when he uses them. More ships have been wrecked through

bad logic than by bad seamanship. When the captain writes

down in his log— I don't mean a pun here, log has nothing to do

with logic—the ship's place is so-and-so, he means that it is the

most probable position—the position which, according to pre-

vious observations, he thinks is the most probable. After that,

supposing no sights of sun or stars or land to be had, careful

observation of spe d and direction shows, by a simple reckoning

(called technically the dead reckoning), where the ship is next

day. But sailors too often forget that what they put down in

the log was not the ship's place, but what to their then know-

ledge w as the most probable position of the ship, and they keep

running on as if it was the true position. They forget the

meaning of the very words in which they have made their entry

in the log, and through that bad logic more ships have been run

on the rocks than by any other carelessness or bad seamanship.

It is bad logic that leads to trusting to the dead reckoning, in

running a course at sea ; and it is that bad logic which is the

cause of those terribly frequent wrecks ; of steamers, otherwise

well conducted, in cloudy but perfectly fine weather, running on

rocks at llie end of a long voyage. To enable you to understand

precisely the meaning of your result when you make a note_of

anything about your own experience or experiments, and to

understand precisely the meaning of what you write down, is

the province of logic. To arrange your record in such a manner

that if you look at it afterwards it will tell you what it is worth,

and neiiher more nor less, is practical logic ; and if you exer-

cise that practical logic, you will find benefits that are too

obvious if you only think of any scientific or practical subject

with which you are familiar.

There is danger then of a bad use of words, and hence of bad
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reasoning upon them, in speaking of light and radiant heat ; but

if we distinctly define light as that which we consciously per-

ceive as light—v%ithout attempting to define consciousness,

because we cannot define consciousness any more than we
can define free will—we shall be safe. There is no question

that you see the thing ; if you see it, it is light. Well now,
when is radiant heat light? Radiant heat is light when its

frequency of vibration is between 400 million millions per second
and 800 million millions per second. When its frequency
is less than 400 million millions per second it is not light ; it i-;

invisible "infra-red " radiant heat. When its frequency is more
than 800 million millions per second, it is not light if we cannot
see it ; it is invisible ul'.ra-violet radiation, truly radiant heat,

but it is not so commonly called radiant heat because its heating
effect is known rather tlieoretically than by sensory perception,
or thermomelric or thermoscopic indications. Observations
which have been actually made by Langley and by Ahney on
radiant heat take us down about three octaves bel jw violet, and
we may hope 10 be brought considerably lower still by future

observation. We know at present in all about four octaves

—

that is from one to two, two to four, four to eight, eight to .six-

teen, hundred million millions—of radiant heat. One octave of
radiant heat is perceptible to the eye as light, the octave from
400 million millions to 800 million millions. I borrow the word
octave from music, not in any mystic sense, nor as indicating any
relation between harmony of colours and harmony of sound.
No relation exists between harmony of sound and harmony of
colours. I merely use the w>rd "octave" as a brief expres-
sion for any range of frequencies lying H'ithin the ratio of one
to two. If you double the frequency of a musical note, you
raise it an octave : in that sense I use the word for the moment
in respect to light, and in no other sense. Well now,
think what a tremendous chasm there is between the 100 million

millions per second, which is about the gravest hitherto disco-

vered note of invisible radiant heat, and the 10,000 per second,
the greatest number of vibrations in sound. This is an unknown
province of science : the investigation of vibrations between those

two limits is perhaps one of the most promising provinces of
science for the future investigator.

In conclusion, I wish to bring before you the idea that all the

senses are related to force. The sense of sound, we have seen,

is merely a sense of very rapid changes of air pressUie (which is

force) on the drum of the ear. I have passed merely by name
over the senses of ta-te and smell. I may say they are chemical
senses. Taste common salt and taste su.;ar—you tell in a

moment the difference. The percep ion of that difference is a
perception of chemical quality. Well, there is a subtle molecu-
lar influence here, due to the touch of the object, on the tongue
or the palate, and producing a sensation which is a very different

thing from the ordinarily reckoned sense of touch, in the case

now considered, telling only of roughness and of temperature.

The most subtle of our senses perhaps is sight ; next come smell

and taste. Prof. .Stokes recently told me that he would rather

look upon taste and smell and sight as being continuous because

they are all molecular—they all deal with properties of matter,

not in the gross, but molecular actions of matter ; he would
rather group those three together than he would couple any of

them with any of the other senses. It is not necessary, however,
for us to reduce all the six senses to one, but I would just point

out that they are all related to force. Chemical action is a force,

tearing molecules apart, throwing or pushing them together : and
<mr chemical sense or senses may therefore sd far at le:ist be
regarded as concerned \\\\.\\ force. That the senses of smell and
taste are related to one another seems obvious ; and if physio-

logists v\ould pardon me, I would suggest that they may, with-

out impropriety, be regar.ied as extremes of one sense. This at

.all events can be said of them, they can be compared—« hich
cannot be said of any other two senses. You cannot say that

the shape of a cube, or the roughness of a piece of loaf sugar or

sandstone, is comparable with the temperature of hot water, or

is like the sound of a trumpet, or that the sound of a trumpet is

like scarlet, or like a rocket, or like a blue-light signal. There
is no comparability between any of these perceptions. Hut if

any one says, "That piece of cinnamon tastes like its smell," I

think he will express srjmething of general experience. The
smell and the taste of pepper, nutmeg, cloves, cinnamon, vanilla,

apples, strawberries, and other articles of food, particularly

spices and fruits, have very marked qualities, in which the taste

and the smell seem essentially comparable. It does seem to me,
although anatomists distinguish between them, because the

sensory organs concerned are different and because they have
not discovered a continuity between these organs, vve should not

be philosophically wrong in saying that smell and ta^te are

extremes of one sense—one kind of perceptivity—a sense of
chemical quality materially presented to us.

Now sense of light and sense of heat are very different ; but

we cannot define the difference. \ou perceive the heat of a hot
kettle—how ? By its radiant heat against the face—^that is one
way. But there is another way, not by radiant heat, of which
I shall speak later. You perceive by vision, but still in virtue

of radiant heat, a hot body, if illuminated by light, or if hot

enough to be sslf-luminous, red-hot or white-hot, you see it

;

you can both see a hot body, and perceive it by its heat, other-

wise than by seeing it. Take a piece of red hot cinder with the

tongs, or a red-hot poker, and study it ; carry it into a dark
room, and look at it. You see it for a certain time ; after a

certain time you cease to see it, but you still perceive radiant heat

from it. Well now there is radiant heat perceived by the eye

and the face and the hands all the time ; but it is perceived only

by the sense of temperature, when the hot body ceases to be red-

hot. There is then, to our senses, an absolute distinction in

modes of perception b-itween that which is continuous in the

external nature of the thing, namely, radiant heat in its vi-ible

and invisible varieties. It operates upon our senses in a way
that I cannot ask anatomists to admit to be one and the same in

both cases. They cannot now, at all events, say that there is an

alisolute continuity between the retina of the eye in its perception

of radiant heat as light, and the skin of the hand in its perception

of radiant heat as heat. We may come to know more; it may
yet appear that there is a continuity. Soneof Darwin's sublime

specula'ions may become realities to us ; and we may come to

recognise a cultivable retina all over the body. We have not

done that yet, but Darwin's grand idea occurs as suggesting that

there may be an absolute continuity betw -en the perception of

radiant heat by the retina of the eye and its perception by the

tissues and nerves concerned in the mere sense of heat. We
must be c mtent in the meantime, however, to make a distinction

between the senses of light a id heat. And indeed it must be

remarked that our sense of heat is not excited by radiant

heat only, while it is only and essentially radiant heat that

gives to the retina the sense of light. H Id your hand
under a red-hot poker in a dark roam; y ju perceive it to

be hot solely by its radiant heat, and you see it also by its

radiant heat. Now place the hand over it : you feel more of

heat. Now, in fact, you perceive its heat in three w lys—by
contact with the lieated air which has ascended from the poker,

and by radiant heat felt by your sense of heat, and by radiant

heal seen as light (the iri)n being still red-hot). But the sense of

heat is the same throughout, and is a certain effect experienced

by the tissue, whether it be caused by radiant heat, or by contact

with heated particles of the air.

Lastly, there remains—and I am afraid I have already taxed

your patience too long—the sense of force. I have been vehe-

mently atacked for asserting this sixth sense. I need not go into

the controversy ; I need not explain to you the ground on which
I have been attacked ; I could not in fact, because in reading the

attack I have not been able to understand it myself. The only

tangible ground of attack, perhaps, was that a writer in New
York published this theory in iSSo. I had quoted Dr. Thomas
Reid, without giving a d.ate ; his date chances to be 1780 or

thereabouts. But physio'ogisis have very strenuously resisted

admitting that the sense of roughness is the same as that muscular

sense which the metaphysicians who followed Dr. Thomas Reid

in the University of Glasgow, taught. It was in the University

of Glasgow that I learnel the muscular sense, and I have not

seen it very distinctly stated elsewhere. What is this " muscular

sense" ? I press upon the desk before me with my right hand,

or I walk forward holding out my hand in the dark, and using

this means to feel my way, as a blind man does constantly who
finds wdiere he is, and guides himself, by the sense of touch.

I walk on until I perceive an obstruction by a sense of force

in the palm of the hand. How and where do I perceive

this sensation? Anatomists will tell you it is felt in the

muscles of the arm. Here, then, is a force which I perceive in

the muscles of the arm, and the corresponding perceptivity is

properly enough called a muscular sen e. But now take the tip

of your finger and rnb a piece of sandstone, or a piece of loaf

sugar, or a sm 10th fable. Take a inece of loaf sugar between

your finger and thumb, and take a smooth glass between your

finger and thumb. You i)erceive a difference. What is that
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difference? It is the sense of roughness and smoothness. Physio-
logists and anatomists have used the word " tactile " sense, to

designate it. I confess that this d es not convey much to my
mind. " Tactile " is merely " of or belonging to touch," and in

saying we perceive roughness and smoothne>s by a tactde sense,

we are where we were. We are not enlightened by being told
that there is a tactile sense as a department of our sense of
touch. But I say the thing thought of is a sense of force. We
cannot away with it ; it is a sense of force--, of directions of
forces, and of places of application of forces. If the places of
application of the forces are the palms of the two hands, we
perceive accordingly, and know that we perceive, in the muscles
of the arms, effects of large pressures on the palms of the hands.
But it the places of application are a hundred little areas on one
finger, we still perceive the effect as force. We distinguish

between a uniformly distributed force like the force of a piece of
smooth glass, and forces distributed over ten or a hundred little

areas. And this is the .-en-e of smoothness and roughness. The
sense of roughness is therefore a sense of forces, and of places
of application of forces, ju>t as the sense of forces in your t« o
hands stretched out is the sen-e of forces in [jlaces at a distance
of six feet apart. Whether the places be at a distance of six

feet or at a distance of one hundredth of an inch, it is the sense
of forces, and-iof places of application of forces, and of direc-

tions of forces, that we deal with in the sen'e of touch other

than heat. Now anatomists and physiologists have a good right

to distinguish between the kind of excitement of tissue in the
finger, and the minute nerves of the skin .and ?ub-skin of the
finger, by which you perceive roughness and stuoothnes-, in the
one case ; and of the muscles by uhich you perceive places of
application very distant, in the other. But whether the fjrees

be so near that anatomists cannot distingui>h muscles, cannot
point out muscles, resi-ting forces and balancing them—because,

remember, when you take a piece of glass in your fingers every
bit of pressure at every ten-thousandth of an inch pressed by the
glass against the finger is a balanced force— Dr whether they be far

asunder and obviously balanced tiy the muscles of the tu-o arms,
the thing perceived is the same in kind. Anatomi-ts do not

show us muscles balancing the individual forces exptrienced by
the small areas of the finder itself, when we touch a piece of

smooth glass, or the individual forces in the scores or hundreds
of little areas experienced when we touch a piece of rough sugar
or rough sandstone ; and perhaps it is not by muscles sujaller

than the muscles of the finger as a whole that the multitudinous-

ness is dealt with ; or perhaps, on the other hand, these nerves
and tissues are c jntinuous in their qualities with muscles. I go
beyond the range of my subject whenever I speak of muscles
and nerves ; but externally the sense of touch other than heat is

the same in all case-—it is the sense of forces and of places of

application of forces and of directions of forces, I hope now
I have justified the sixth sense ; and that you will excuse me for

having taxed your patience so long in not having done it in

fewer words.

ELECTRICAL STANDARDS^
n-HE Committee report that, in accordance with suggestions

made at the last meeting of the Briti?h Association, arrange-

ments have now been completed for testing resistance coils at

the Cavendish Laboratory and is-uing certificates of their value.

These arrangements have been made by Lord Kayleigh .md Mr.
Glazebrook, and the report contains an account by the latter of

the methods employed and the conditions under which the te.-ting

is undertaken, in order that those who use ;uch coils may have a
more exact estimate of the value of the test.

When a coil is to be tested, a suitable st.andard is chosen, and
the two are placed in the water baths and left at least three or

four hours—more usually over night. The comparison is then

made in the ordinary manner by Prof. Carey F'oster's method
(Journal of the Society of Telegraph Engintirs, 1874), and the

coils again left for some time without being removed from the

water. After this .second interval another comparison is made.
The temperatures of the water baths are taken at each com-
parison, and as a rule differ very .slightly.

* Abstract of Report of the Committee, consisting of Prof. G. Carey
Foster, Sir William Thomson. Prof. .A.vrton, \[r. J. Perrj-, Prof. W. G.
Adams. Lord Rayteigh. Prof. Jenkin. Dr. (1. T- L.dge, Dr. John Hopkin-
son. Dr. A. Muirhead (Se-retary). Mr. W. H. Preece, Mr. Herbert Taylor,
Prof. Everett, Prof. Schuster. Str W. Siemens. Dr. J. A. Fleming, Prof.
G. F. Fitzgerald, Mr. R. 1'. Glazebrook, and Prjf. Chrystal. appointed for
the purpose of constructing and issuing practic.^l Standards for use in Elec-
trical Measurements.

We thus have two values of the resistance of the coil to be
tested at two slightly different temperatures.
The mean of these will he the resistance of the coil in question

at the mean of the two temperatures.
We are Ihus able to issue a certificate in the following form:

—

"This is to certify that the coil No. .if has been comparel with
the British Association Standards, and that its value at a tem-
perature of A" C. is P B. A. Units or P' R. ohms ; I B.A. Unit
being 'gSd; R. ohms." We further propose to stamp all coils in

the future with this monogram jK aiid a reference number.

It will be noticed that nothing is said about the temperature
coefficient of the coil or the temperature at which the coil is

accurately I B.A. Unit. To determine this exactly is a some-
what long and troublesome operation, but at the same time it is

one which every electrician, if he knjws the value of the coil at

one given temperature, can perform for himself with ordinary
testing apparatus. It does not require the use of the standards.

For many purpoes the approximate value of the temperature co-

efficient obtained frojii a knowledge of the material of the coil

will suffice ; we may feel certain that any one requiring greater

accuracy v\ould be quite able, and would prefer, to make the

measurement himself. We can state with the very highest exact-

ness that the resistance of the coil X at a temperature A° C.

is R. To obtain the temperature coefficient accurately requires

an amount of labour which may he quite unnecessary for the

purpose for which the coil is to be used.

In accordance with the resolution of the Committee, a fee of

l/. i.r. has been charged for testing single unit", and of i/. \is. 6d.

for others.

The only coils the testing of which is regularly undertaken are

single units and multiples of single units by some powers of to.

But though this is so, two standard ohms have been ordered,

using for the value of the B.A. unit "9867 ohms, and when they

arrive and have been tested, it will be easy to determine the

value of coils which do not differ much from a real ohm. At
pre-snt, wiihouc th^se stand.ud.—the coils actii.illy used in the

recent experiments at the Cavendish Laboratory have a resi-tance

of a'lout 'I, 24, and 168 ohms—the operation is troublesome.

The simplest accurate method seems to be to combine in multiple

arc the real ohm, and one of the too B.A. unit standards, and to

compare the combination with a single unit.

ON THE MEASUREMENT OF ELECTRIC
CURRENTS 1

OERHAPS the simplest way of measuring a current of mode-
rate intensity when once the electro-chemical equivalent of

silver is known, is to determine the quantity of metal thrown
down by the current in a given time in a silver voltameter.

According to Kohlr.ausch the electrochemical equivalent of

silver is in C.G.S. measure I '136 X lo"", and according to

Mascart, I'I24X lo"-. Experiments conducted in the Caven-
dish Laboratory during the past year by a method of current

weighing described in the British Association Report for 1882

have led to a lower number, viz. I'ligX lo-'-. At this rate

the silver deposited per ampere per hour is 4'028 grams, and
the method of measurement founded upon tliis number may be
used with good effect when the strength of the current ranges

from 1/20 ampere to pernaps 4 amperes. It requires, how-
ever, a pretty good balance, and some experience in chemical

manipulation.

Another method, which gives good results and requires only

apparatus familiar to the electrician, depends upon the use of a

standard galvanic cell. The current from this cell is passed

through a high resistance, such as 10,000 ohms, and a known
fraction of the electromotive force is taken by touching this

circuit at definite points. The current to be mea-ured is caused

to flow along a strip of sheet German silver, from which two

tongues project. The difference of potential at these tongues is

the product of the resistance included between them and of the

current to be measured, and it is balanced by a fraction of the

known electromotive force of the standard cell (see figure). With
a sensitive galvanometer the balance may be adjusted to about

1/4000. The German silver strip must be large enough to avoid

heating. The resistance between the tongues may be 1/200 ohm,

and may be determined by a method similar to that of Matthies-

sen and Hockin (Maxwell's " Electricity," § 352). The propor-

' Abstract of a paper read at the Cambridge Philosophical Society.
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tions above mentioned are suitalile for the measurement of such
currents as lo amperes.

Another method, available with the strong currents which are
now common, depends upon Faraday's discovery of the rotation
of the plane of polarisation by magnetic force. Gordon found
15° 1 as the rotation due to the reversal of a current of 4 amperes
circulating about 1000 times round a column of bisulphide of
carbon. With heavy glass, which is more convenient in ordinary
use, the rotation is somewhat greater. With a coil of 100
windings we should obtain 15° with a current of 40 amperes

;

and this rotation n)ay easily be tripled by causing the light to

traverse the column three times, or, what is desirable wit>: so

strong a current, the thickness of the wire may be increased and
the number of windings reduced. With the best optical arrange-

ments the rotation can be determined to one or two minutes, but

in an instrument intended for practical use such a degree of

delicicy is not available. One difficulty arises from the depolar-
ising properties of most specimens of heavy glass. Arrangements
are in progress for a redetermination of the rotation in hi ulphide
of carbon. Rayleigh

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—In spite of the large majority in favour of the

preamble of the statute allowing women to enter for certain

University Examinations, the statute was again opposed on
March 11, on being brought up by Council after amendment.
After a lengthy debate, the statute was carried by 107 against

72. The chief arguments used against the measure were based

on the alleijed unfairness to men in allowing women to compete
under no restrictions of time and residence, and for portions only

of any examination ; and on the evil to the health of women which
might arise from their competing with men. Mr. Pelham, of

Exeter, pointed out that the statute was not one to confer

degrees upon women, but to make Oxford an examining body
for the various centres of female education in England, and
enable it to confer certificates which would have a recognised

value. Mr. Sedgwick read letters from the heads of Newnham
and Girton, at Cambridge, showing that the health of the students

was excellent.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The American youriial of Science. I'ebruary.— Examination

of Alfred R. Wallace's modification of the physical theory of

secular changes of climate, by James CroU. While agreeing
with much that has been advanced by Wallace in his " Island
Life," in explanation of geological climate, the author fails to

perceive that any of the argimients or considerations there adduced
materially affect his own theory as advocated in "Climate and
Time." He still holds that with the present distribution of land

and water, without calling in the aid of any other geographical
conditions than now obtain, the physical agencies detailed in

"Climate and Time" are sufficient to account for all the phe-
nomena of the Glacial epoch, including those intercalated warm
periods, during which (Greenland would probably be free from
ice, and the Arctic regions enjoying a mild climate.—Communi-
cations from the United States Geological Survey, Rocky
Mountain division. No. v. ; on sanidine and topaz, &c., in the

nevadite of Chnlk Mountain, Colorado, by Whitman Cross.

The sanidine crystals contain gas inclusions, but no fluids, and
the topaz, elsewhere found only in granite, gneiss, or other meta-
morphic or crystalline schists, here occurs in an eruptive rock
probably of early Tertiary age.—On the occurrence of the Lower

' January, 1884. In a note recently communicated to the Royal Society
{Proceedings. November 15, i8S^) Mr. Gordon points out that, owing to an
error in reduction, the number given by him for the value of Verdet s con-
stant is twice as great as it sh.juld be. Ihe r(.t,^tu>ns above mentioned must
therefore be halved, a correction wliich diminishes materially the prospect
of constructing a useful instrument upon this principle.

Burlington limestone in New Mexico, by F'rank Springer. The
observations made by the author in 18S2 in the Lake Valley
Mining District, Southern New Mexico, have brought to light

numerous facts confirming the views of the Burlington geologists
regarding the distinct character of the upper and lower sub-
carboniferous groups in that district, but demonstrating that the
Lower Burlington limestone has a much wider geographical
range than had hitherto been suspected.—The Minnesota Valley
in the Ice Age (concluded, with two maps), by Warren Upham.
—Glacial drift in Montana and Dakota, by Charles A. White.
The author, who had already determined the presence of true
northern Glacial drift in the region about the Lower Yellowstone
River, now traces the same drift much further west. His obser-
vatims were mainly confined to the Missouri Valley, but also
reached to the vicinity of the Great Paw Mountains, extending
for over a thousand miles at intervals from the Great Falls of

the Missouri to Bismarck in Dakota.—Phenomena of the Glacial
and Champlain periods about the mouth of the Connecticut
Valley, that is, in the New Haven region (with two plates), by
James D. Dana. The author concludes that during the Ice

period the Mill River channel was excavated or deepened by
glacier action. This channel, as it widened southwards below
the mouth of the Pine Marsh Creek, became partly obstructed

by sand-bars, which increased as the flood made progress, and
ultimately merged in the wide terrace formation of the New-
Haven plain.—Supplement to paper on the paramoqihic origin

of the hornblende of the crystalline rocks of the North-Western
States, by R. D. Irving.—On herderite, a glucinum calcium

phos]3hate and fluoride from Oxford County, Maine, by William
Earl Hidden and James B. Mackintosh.^Note on the decay of

rocks in Brazil, by Orville A. Derby.

BuVetin de I'Acadhnie Koyale de Belgique, December I, 1883.

—Note on the presence of erratic boulders on the Belgian low-
lands, by M. E. Delvaux. From the blocks of Scandinavian
granites found at Limburg, in East Flanders, at Wachtebeke,
and other places, the author concludes that during the Ice Age
glaciation extended over the whole of the Netherlands, Belgium,
and the shallow or exposed lands now flooded by the North Sea,

terminatiiiLi on the plains of Norfolk and Suffolk.—On amygda-
line and germination, byM. A. Jorissen.—On Ihe scintillation of

the stars, in connection with the constitution of their light as

revealed by spectrum analysis, by M. Ch. Montigny. The
author's spectroscopic studies lead to the conclusion that those

stars sparkle most whose spectra present the fewest bands, scin-

tillation being \v eakest in those w hose spectra are marked by
broad dark bands. — On the fossil remains of Sphargis rupeliensis

discovered in the brick clay of the Waas district, by P. J. van
Benederi.—Note on a new differential dilatometer and its appli-

cation to the study of the expansion of alums under the action of

heat (one illustration), by W. Spring.—Some experiments on
thin liquid layers of glycerine prepared from the oleate of

sodium, by J. Plateau.—On the false appearances of am-ora

borealis observed in Belgium during the month of November
18S3, by F. Terby.—Note on the anatomy and .histology of a

Tutbdlaria rhabdocelh (three illustrations), by, P. Francotte.

—On the laws regulating the proprietary rights of ruthors

of musical and dramatical works in Belgium, by M. Cattreux.—

An historical study of the reformer Froment and his first wife,

Marie d'Enneticres, by M. Jules Vuij.—On a Society of Lawyers
that flourished in Brussels during a great part of the eighteenth

century, by Louis Hymans.—Remarks on the present state of

music in the chief cities of Central Europe, by X. van Elewyck.

—Generalisation of a property of surfaces of the second order,

by M. lamet.—Appearance of the satellites of Jupiter during

the night of October 14, 1SS3, by F. Terby.—Note on the

parallax of the sun deduced from the micrometric observations

made at the Belgian stations during the tr.insit of Venus on
December 6, 1S82, by means of specially constructed heliometers,

by J. C, Houzeau.—Contributions to the history of the ovum;
indirect relation of the germinative vesicle to the periphery of

the vitellus (twelve illustrations), by Ch. van Bambeke.—Re
marks on the study of biology and natural history in Belgium,

by M. Ed. van Beneden.—On the salient features of the beds

of the great marine basins, by M. A. Renard,

Atti dclla R. Accademia del Lincei, December 16, 1883.

—

Notice of G. Orano's treatise on "Habitual Criminals," by S.

Ferri.—On the causes of the retirement of the Alpine glaciers,

by Roberto Paolo. The author concludes that the glaciers were

developed under a mean summer temperature lower than at
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present, and that they are retreating not so much througli co-:nic

or telluric causes as through meteorological changes depending

partly on the prolonged action of man on the earth.—On the

molecular velocities of gaseous bodies (continued), by Arnoldo

Violi.—Experimental studies on Thapsia resin, by Francesco

Canzoneri.—Distribution of the spots, faculse, eruptions, and

protuberances on the surface of the sun, deduced from the ob-

servations made at the Observatory of the Collegio Romano
during the year 1882, by Pietro Tacchini.—Official return of

the archa;ological discoveries made at Este, Bologna, Rome,
Bolsena, Albano, and some other parts of Italy during the

November of 1883, by S. Barnabei.—Meteorological observa-

tions made at the Observatory of the Campidoglio during the

month of November, 1SS3.

January 6, 1S84.—Notice of Prof. Carlo De Stefani's work on

the " Lower Lias Formation of the Northern Alps," by S.

Taramelli.—New determination of the optical characters of

Christianite (anorthite) and Phillipsite (variegated copper ore),

by Alf.'edo des Cloizeaux.—Note on the e.-jistence of two disliact

optical axes in the Gismondine crystals (two illustrations), by the

same author.—On the temperature corresponding to the Glacial

perioJ (continued), by Pietro Blaserna.—Some observations of

the eighth satellite of Saturn, by E. Millosevich.—Meteoro-

logical observations made at the Observatory of the Campidoglio

during the month of December, 1883.

Reiiie d'Aitthropologie de Paris, No. I, 1884, contains : Con-

cluding part of Dr. P. Broca's " Description des Circonvolutions

Cerebrales de 1'Homme d'apres le Cerveau Scheniatique," com-
pleted by Dr. Pozzi. The latter writer draws special attention

to the third frontal circonvolution in man, which was first

definitely shown by Broca to be the seat of the organ of speech.

This function, in thirteen out of fourteen cases, is associated

with the left frontal, and in one out of fourteen with the right

frontal, as has been proved by loss of the faculty of speech,

known as "aphasia," or, according to the writer, more correctly

as "aphemia," which is due to lesions of that portion of the

brain. Dr. Pozzi sugget.s that, in deference to the scientific im-

portance of Broca's discovery, this special convolution should

henceforth be di-tinguished by his name.—The continuation of

M. Mathias Duval's lectures on " Le Transfonnisme," in which

the writer treats specially of heredity and natural selection,

drawing his materials, as in the earlier parts, almost exclusively

from English sources.— " Les Cafres et plus specialement les

Zoulous," by Elie Rectus. This is the first of a series of papers

intended by the author to elucidate the history of primitive

peoples.

Rivista Scimtifico-IndustriaU, Flan-nct, December 15-31,

1883.—Account of the economic earthquake-warners constructed

by the brothers Brassart of the Roman Central Meteorological

Bureau (two illustrations), by E. Brassart.—De Tromelin's new
aperiodical galvanometer.—On the electric resistance of porce-

lain, sulphur, and some other non-conducting substances.—On
the measurement of electromotor forces.—On the determination

of the work executed and absorbed by a dynamo.—Contribution

to palKontological studies in Southern Italy, by Michele del

Lupo.

Raidkonti del R. Istituto Lombardo, .Milan, January 10, 18S4.

—On numbers irreducible by complex numbers (concluded), by
Prof. C. Formenti.—Contribution to the physiology of the

enteric juice, by Prof. L. Solera.—Clinical demonstration of a

lymphatic infiltration of mechanical origin in the cornea
;
pre-

liminary notice, by Dr. R. Rampoldi.—On the declaration of

bankruptcy at the instance of the creditors, in the new Italian

Commercial Code, by L. Gallavresi.—Attenuating and aggra-

vating circumstances in the Criminal Code (concluded), by Prof.

A. Buccellati.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, February 21.—"On an Explanation of

Hall's Phenomenon." By Shelford Bidwell, M.A., LL.B.
Mr. E. H. Hall's papers, giving a full account of his well-

known discovery, are printed in the Philosophical Magazine
for March iSSo, November iSSo, September 18S1, and May
18S3. His original experiment was as follows :—A strip of gold

leaf was cemented to a plate of glass and placed between the

poles of an electromagnet, the plane of the glass being perpen-

dicular to the magnetic lines of force. The current derived

from a Bunsen cell was pased longitudinally through the gold,

and, before the electromagnet was excited, two equipotential

points were found by trial near opposite edges of the gold leaf,

and about midway between the ends : when these points were

connected with a galvanometer there was of course no deflection.

A current fro)U a powerful battery being passed through the coils

of the magnet, it was found that a galvanometer deflection oc-

curred, indicating a difference of potential between the two
points, the direction of the current across the gold leaf being

opposite to that in which the gold leaf itself would have moved
across the lines of force had it been free to do so. On reversing

the polarity of the magnet the direction of the transverse elec-

tromotive force was reversed ; and when the magnet was demag-

netised the two points reverted to their original equipotential

condition.

Subsequent experiments showed that the direction of the eflfect

differed according to the metal used. Thus with silver, tin,

copper, brass, platinum, nickel, aluminium, and magnesium, the

direction of the transverse electromotive force was found to be

the same as in the case of gold : with iron, cobalt, and zinc the

direction was reversed, and with lead there was no sensible effect

in either direction.

Hall's results may be expressed by saying that the equipoten-

tial lines across the strip are rotated in a definite direction with

respect to the lines of force. This effect was attributed by him

to the direct actiin of the magnet on the current; and very

great importance has been attached to the phenomenon in_ conse-

quence of the opinion expressed by Prof Rowland and others

thit it is connected with the magnetic rotation of the plane of

polarisation of light, and thus furjiishes .additional evidence of

an intimate relation between light ani electricity.

A number of experiments made by the author convinced him,

however, that no direct action of the kind supposed was ever

produced, and he ultimately found that Hall's phenomenon
might be completely expHinei by the joint action of mechanical

strain and certain thermo-electric effects.

The strain is produced by electro-magnetic action. It will be

convenient to refer to the metallic plate or strip (which for the

purposes of this explanation may be assumed to be rectangular)

as if it were an ordinary map, the two shorter sides being called

respectively west and east, and the two longer north and south.

Let the south pole of an electro-magnet be supposed to be

beneath the strip, and let the strip be traversed by a current

jiassing through it in a direction from west to east. Then the

strip will tend to move across the lines of force in the direction

from south to north. Since, however, it is not free to move
bodily fro n its position, it will be strained, and the nature of

the strain will be somewhat similar to that undergone by a

horizontal beam of wood which is rigidly fixed at its two ends

and supports a weight at the middle. Imagine the strip to be

divided into two equal parts by a straight line joining the middle

points of the west and east sides. Then in the upper or northern

division the middle district will be stretched and the eastern and

western districts will be compressed, while in the lower division

the middle part will be compressed and the two ends will be

stretched. If now a current is passing through the plate from

west to east, the portion of the current which traverses the

northern division will cross first from a district which is com-

pressed to one which is stretched, and then from a district which

is stretched to one which is compressed ; while in the southern

division the converse will be the case. And here the thermo-

electric effects above referred to come into play.

Sir '\Vm. Thomson, in 1856, announced the fact that if a

stretched copper wire is connected with an unstretched wire of

the same material, and the junction heated, a thermo-electric

current will flow from the stretched to the unstretched wire

through the hot junction, while if the wires are of iron, the

direction of the current is from unstretched to stretched. From
this it might be inferred that a current would flow through the

heated junction from an unstretched or free copper wire to a

longitudinally compressed copper wire, and from a longitudinally

compressed iron wire to a free iron wire; and experiment shovvs

this to be the case. A fortiori therefore the direction of the

current through the heated junction will be from stretched to

compressed in the case of copper wire, and from compressed to

stretched in the case of iron. If therefore a current is passed

from a stretched portion of a w ire to a compressed portion, heat

will (according to the laws of the Peltier effect) be absorbed at

the junction if the metal is copper and will be developed at the
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junction if tlie metal is iron. In passing from compressed to

stretclied portions the converse effects will occur.

It follows from the above considerations that if the metal

plate (which is acted upon by a force from south to north and is

traversed by a current from west to east) be of copper, heat m ill

be de\'eloped in the western half of the northern division and
absorbed in the eastern half ; while heat will be absorbed in the

western half of the southern division and developed in the

eastern half. But the resistance of a metal increases vi'ith its

temperature. The resistance of the north-western and south-

eastern districts of the plate will therefore be greater, and that

of the north-eastern and south-western districts smaller than
before it was strained ; and an equipotential line through the

centre of the plate, which would originally have been parallel

to the west and east sides, will now be inclined to them, being
apparently rotated in a counter-clockwise direction.

if the plate were of iron instead of copper, the Peltier effects

w ould clearly be reversed, and the equipotential line would be
rotated in the opposite direction.

The peculiar thermo-electric effects of copper, and iron dis-

covered by Thomson are thus seen to be sufficient to account for

Hall's phenomenon in the case of those metals. It became ex-

ceedingly interesting to ascertain whether the above explanation
admitted of general application, and the author therefore p-iro-

ceeded to repeat '1 homson's experiments upon all the metals
mentioned by Hall. The results are given in the following table,

where those metals which in Hall's experiments behave like gold
are distinguished as negative, and those v\hich behave like iron

as positive :

—
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The author cite-; several methods by means of which aa appa-
rent neutrality is shown to be the result of internal reaction, and
that in all cases, even in the most permanent magnet, there is a

portion of it reversed to its apparent polarity.

The author shows the importance of the knowledge of this

fact in the construction of electro-magnets, whenever we desire

to have the maximum of effect whilst under the iofluence of a

current with a minimum of remaining magnetism when the

influence ceases.

This is shown by experiments upon bars of similar length but

of different thickness, solid bars having far greater effect than
tubular ones. Experiments were made on electro-deposited iron

of varying thickness, showing the remarkable retentive power of

extremely thin coatings of soft iron.

The result is given of a series of researches not yet com-
pleted (the details of which will be published in a future paper)

upon the saturating point of soft iron and steel. The author
has found that the atmosphere as well as all gaseous matter

has precisely a similar curve of magnetic rise from neutrality to

its magnetic saturation, and that bismuth as well as all so-

called diamagnelic bodies obey the same law of saturation.

Consequently he assumes that all matter is strongly magnetic,
the widest limit yet found, from bismuth to soft Swedish iron,

being only forty times greater for the iron.

An explanation is given of the well-known disappearance of

magnetism at yellow red heat, in which the author a sumes,

from observed effects of violent mechanical vibrations, that this

disappearance is due to a violent molecular oscillation destroy-

ing its symmetrical arrangement of polarity.

The author concludes by saying, " Whatever theory we adopt
as an explanation of evident nragnetism, it will be found that

neutrality occurring after the cessation of an external inducing

force upon a bar of iron or steel is the result of symmetrically

opposed polar forces, producing apparent waves of opposite

polarity, or reactions between the exterior and interior of a bar

of iron."

Linnean Society, March 6.—Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., presi-

dent, in the chair.—Dr. A. B. Shepherd and Mr. Jas. Dallas

were elected Fellows, and Mr. W. Hodgson an Associate of the

Society.—The President announced the receipt of an intimation

from the Foreign Office (through the Science and Art Depart-

ment) of an International Ornithological Congress to be held in

Vienna in the beginning of April.—Mr. J. Britten exhibited

specimens of Lithospermum purpurea cceruleum, illustrating

points in the life history of the plant as described by Mr. J. W.
White in the Journal of Botany.—Mr. F. O. Bower drew
attention to a figure published in the Gardener's Chronicle repre-

senting a case of proliferation of the so-called " double needle "

of Sciadopitys verticillata. He alluded to the various views as

to the morphological value of the "double needle," and con-
cluded that the one first propounded by Prof. A. Dickson, after-

wards discussed adversely by Von Mohl, but favourably by
Goebel, appears most in accordance with the history of its

development.—Dr. M. Masters showed and made remarks on an
example of bud variation of Pinus silvcstris.—There was exhi-

bited for Mr. T. E. Gunn a stuffed specimen of a male variety of

the common moorhen [Gadinula chloropus), shot near Norwich
last spring.—Mr. A. W. Bennett drew attention to specimens
under the m'croscope of species of Ptilota and Callilhamnion
which demonstrated the continuity of the protoplasm. — Prof.

Cobbold gave a verbal account of a communication from Dr. P.

Mansonof Hong Kong, in which the author furnishes fresh evidence
as to the role of the mosquito considered as the intermediary host >i

Filaria sanguinis-hominis . Dr. Manson has verified his previous

observations in the most complete manner, and he now recognises

and describes six well-marked stages of the Filarije whilst they
are dwelling within the body of the insect. In the discussion

following. Dr. T. R. Lewis confirmed Manson's statements in

inany particulars.—The Secretary read an abstract of a paper on
the Indian species of Cyperus, with remarks on some others that

specially illustrate the subdivisions of the genus. The author
divides this memoir into three sections : (l) a descriptive account
of each part of a Cyperus, viz. the culm, inflorescence, &c. , com-
paring these successively in all the Indian species ; (2) contains a

discussion of some difficult species and disputed genera ; (3) is a
systematic arrangement with descriptions of the Indian species,

with short citations of some non-Indian species that more parti-

cularly illustrate the subdivisions and groups.— Prof. St. G.
Mivart read a paper on the relations between instinct and other
vital processes. In this he contended that instinct cannot be

,

divided by a very hard and fast line from such vital processes as
reflex action, processes of repair after injuries, and the process
of development of the individual ; and that these latter were
more readily explained as activities especially instinctive, than
that instinct could be explained by reflex action or by lapsed
intelligence. The vital processes referred to were also shown to
have an important bearing on the question of the origin of
species.—Then followed a paper, notes on Afghanistan alga;,

by Dr. J. Schaarschmidt, founded on material derived from
Surgeon-Major Aitchison's collection of plants made during
the Afghanistan Expedition in 18S0.

Zoological Society, March 4.—E. W. H. Holdsworth,
F.Z.S., in the chair.—Mr. Howard Saunders, F.Z.S., exhibited
and made remarks on specimens of two Gulls (Xema sabini and
Larus philadtlphia) in the breeding-plumage, both killed in
Scotland. Mr. Saunders also made some observations upon the
specimen of Larus atricilla in the British Museum, said to be
the one killed by Montagu at Winchelsea, and came to the
conclusion that the bird in question was not Montagu's speci-
men. Mr. Saunders likewise exhibited a specimen of Puffinus
griseus killed off the Yorkshire coast.—A letter was read from
Dr. Ch. W. Liitken, Foreign Member, calling attention to a
specimen of an Echidna in the Zoological Museum of Copen-
hagen, which seemed to be different from the ordinary Tachy-
glossus aculeatus, and which Dr. Liitken was of opinion might
possibly be referable to the lately-described T. lawesi of
New Guinea.—Mr. J. E. Harling, F.Z.S., exhibited and made
observations on some antlers of roe deer from Dorsetshire and
Scotland.—Mr. W. R. Ogilvie Grant read a paper on the fishes

of the genera Sicydium and Lentipes (belonging to the family
Gobiidae), in which an attempt was made to arrange the species
oS. Sicydium into smaller groups, the members of which were
found to be allied together by convenient and distinctive cha-

racters. Five new species of Sicydium were described.—

A

communication was read from Mr. F. Moore, F.Z.S., on some
new Asiatic Diurnal Lepidoptera, chiefly from specimens in the
Calcutta Museum.—A communication was read from the Count
T. Salvadori, C.M.Z.S., eontaining some critical remarks on an
African Duck, Anas capcnsis, Gmelin.

Chemical Society, March 6.—Dr. W. H. Perkin, presi-

dent, in the chair.— It was announced that a ballot for the elec-

tion of Fellows would take place at the next meeting (March 20),

—The following papers were read :—Studies on sulphonic acids,

No. i. ; on the hydrolysis of sulphonic acids, and on the recovery
of benzenes from their sulphonic acids, by Drs. H. E. Armstrong
and A. K. Miller. By passing steam through a solution of the

sulphonic acids or the sulponates in their own weight of sulphuric

acid, the authors find that all the benzenes can be recovered.
No decomposition of any of the benzenes tried takes place, and
an almost theoretical yield is obtained. The method has been
of great value in separating the hydrocarbons obtained from
camphor.—On a relation between the critical [temperature of
bodies and their thermal expansions as liquids, by T. E. Thorpe
and A. W. Riicker. By conibining the simple expression

recently published by Mendeleeff for the expansion of liquids

with some of the conclusions arrived at by Van der Waals, the

authors arrive at the result that the density of a liquid is very
nearly proportional to the number obtained by subtracting its

absolute temperature from twice its absolute critical temperature.

—Remarks on the densities of members of homologous series,

by Dr. W. H. Perkin. The author has plotted curves in the
usual way, taking the number of carbon atoms as abscis' je, and
a scale of numbers embracing those of the densities at lo" C. as

ordinates. The bodies examined consisted chiefly of very care-

fully purified acids and ethers of the fatty series. It is obvious

from the curves that the densities of the homologous acids and
ethers follow a regular law.—Note on some experiments made
at the Munster Agricultural School to determine the value of

ens lage as a milk- and butter-producing food. Cows were fed

on ensilage for a week and on mixed food for a week, and the

author has analysed the milk and weighed the butter produced.

The results in the two experiments are almost identical, so that

ensilage is not inferior to ordinary food.—Note on the behaviour

of the nitrogen of coal during destructive distillation and a com-
parison of the amount of nitrogen left in cokes of various origin,

by Watson Smith.—On a hitherto unnoticed constituent of

tobacco, by T. J. Savery. The author, having noticed in

tobacco a substance which strongly reduced Fehling's solution,

investigated the subject, and separated a body closely resembling
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cafletannic acid, and which he proposes to call labacotannic

acid.

Geological Society, Febraary 20.—Prof. T. G. Bonney,
F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Thomas Lionel Bates, G. J.

Williams, and Alfred Prentice Young were elected Fellows of

the Society.—The following communications were read ;—On a

recent exposure of the shelly patches in the Boulder-clay at

Bridlington, by G. W. Lamplugh, communicated by Ur. J.

Gwyn Jeffreys, F.R.S.—On the so-called Spoi!gia paradoxica, S.

Woodward, from the Red and White Chalk of Hunstanton,

by Prof. T. McKcnny Hughes, F.G.S.—Further notes on rock-

fragments from the South of Scotland embedded in the low-
level Boulder-clay of Laucashire, by T. Mellard Reade, C.E.,
F.G.S.—Ripple-marks in drift, by T. Mellard Reade, C.E.,
F.G.S.

Cambridge

Philosophical Society, February 25.—The following were
elected Fellows of the Society :—Mr. A. R. Forsyth, B.A.,
Trinity College, Mr. W. J. Ibbetson, B.A., Clare College.—
The following communications were made to the Society :—On
the sums of the divisors of a number, by Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher.

—On primitive roots of prime numbers and their residues, by
Mr. A. R. Forsyth.—A comparison of Maxwell's equations of

the electromagnetic field with those of Helmholtz and Lorentz,

by Mr. R. T. Glazebrook. The author pointed out that the

main difference between the two theories turned on the fact that

while Maxwell considers the electric displacement throughout
the field, Helmholtz deals v\'ith the electric moment of each
element of volume supposing that by the action of the inducing
force opposite electricities are driven to opposite ends of each
element. Maxwell's displacement corresponds to the induction
in the magnetic field, Helmholtz's polari-ation to the induced
magneti-ation. Tlie existence of a normal wave was discussed,

and it w as shown that Maxwell's equations without the solenoidal

condition -i -f _s -(-__ = o, lead to the same result as those
ax ay dz

of Helmholtz, at any rate in the case in which a plane wave is

traversing the medium. It was further pointed out that in the

case in « hich the induction is due to the presence of electricity

at rest outside the portion of the field considered, tlte above
solenoidal condition must hold.

Edinburgh

Royal Society, February 4.—The Right Hon. Lord Mon-
creiff, president, in the chair.—The President gave a review of
the hundred years' history of the Society, a full report of which
appeared in our issue of February 14 (p. 368).—The Abbe
Renard and Mr. John Murray communicated notes on the micro-
scopical characters, the chemical composition, and distribution of
volcanic and cosmic dust ; and also a paper on the nomenclature,
origin, and distribution of deep-sea deposits. Dust obtained by
melting snow fiom Ben Nevis was not volcanic in character.

—The Abb^ Renard gave a note on a large cry^tal of calc-spar

found by I'rof Tait in Lough Corrib.

Dublin

Royal Society, January 21.—Physical and Experimental
Science Section.—G. F. Fitzgerald, F.R.S. , in the chair.—Prof.

W. N. Hartley, F. R.S.E., read a paper on a simple method of

observing faint lines with diffraction spectroscopes. The author
states that he works in a darkened room, the goniometer of the
spectroscope being illuminated by a shaded lamp which stands to

right of the telescope. The grating is movable, while the colli-

mator and telescope are fixed in such a position as to include as

small an angle between them as possible. The telescope being
to the right of the collimator, a small gas jet is placed upon the
left, the rays of which proceed to the grating and are reflected

into the field of the telescope. By the adjustment of this light

the field may lie illuminated in any colour of the spectrum, and
by selecting that tint which is complementary to the colour of
the lines to be measured, they are sure to stand out apparently
in rehef on a bright ground.—Howard Grubb, M.E., F.R.S.,
read a paper on a new form of equatorial telescope. The author
referred to an instrument of his construction which has been
at work in Cork Observatoiy for the last two years, in which
the eyepiece is placed in a fixed position in the interior of a
building. The success of this instrument induced the author to

attempt to carry out the same principle on a larger scale, the
difficulty to be overcome being that ot producing a perfect plane

of sufficient size. The author described a form of instrument
which, by a combination of a dialytic telescope and his sidero-

static form of mounting, would admit of its being of the largest

dimensions without the necessity for employing very large re-

flectors, as in the case of the new French instrument described
inNA'iURE, Novembers, 1883 (p. 36). Mr. Grubb claimed that

the form of instrument now described pos.sesses all the chief ad-

vantages of the French form, while the difficulties of manufacture
would be one-ninlh, and the cost about the same as the ordinary
construction, including dome. Another im|)ortant advantage
claimed is that the difficulty of construction is not iucrea-ed in

the same proportion as in the French form, and therefore Mr.
Gtubb's arrangement w ould be applicable to instruments of the

largest size.—Greenwood Pim, F.L.S., communicated a paper
on the rendering by photography of light and dark colours in

their natural values, in the cou' se of which he pointed out that

while the ordinary bromide gelatine plates at present so exten-

sively employed rendered a blue of low illuminating power
almost white and a yellow of high illumination very dark, by
using the isoehromatic plates patented by Messrs. Attout-Tailfer

and John Clayton of Paris these colours were reproduced in

shades corresponding to the illuminating power. Numerous
prints from ordinary and from isoehromatic plates of ribljons,

coloured fabrics, coloured drawings of flowers, &c., were ex-

hibited, clearly showing the superiority of the latter plates when
blue and yellow colours had to be photographed ; thus avoiding
over-exposing the blue in order to bring out the detail of the

yellow porti m. These isoehromatic plates are prepared with

cosine in presence of an alkali, usually ammonia, and appear to

owe their property more to the chemical action than to the

physical action of its red colour ; for a screen of eosined collodion

interposed betw een a band of coloured ribbons and the .sensitive

plate, so as to cover part and leave part uncovered, had but

little effect, all that cou'd be noticed being a general slowing

action, and not more in the blue than in the yellow.

Natural Seieuce Section.—Rev. Maxwell Close, M.A., in

the chair.—Rev. S. Haughton, F.R.S., read a paper entitled

"Remarks on the unusual sunrises and sunsets that characterised

the close of the year 18S3." The older writers on astronomy, such

as Brinkley and Maddy, state that on the average twilight lasts

until the sun is 18° below the horizon. From this it has been
computed that the height of the twilight' producing atmosphere
is

—

40 miles on hypothesis of one reflection,

12 ,, ,, two reflections,

5 ,, ,, three ,,

3 I, II four ,,

Herschel and Newcomb make no statement whatever as to the

duration of twilight. Chambers (in his compilation) says that

the average depression of the sun is 18°, which is reduced to 16°

or 17° in the tropics, but in England a depression ranging from
17° to 21° is required to put an end to the twilight phenomena.
Dr. Ball informs me that Prof Schmidt, of Athens, gives for that

place 15° 51', and also that Liais (Paris) fixes the first twilight

arc to set at 10° 41', and the second at 18° 18'. In the follow-

ing observations I calculate the zenith distance of the sun at the

close of the phenomena by the well-known formula

—

cos 2 = a -I- (8 cos h,

w here

2 = sun's zenith distance,

h = sun's hour angle,

a = sin \ sin 8,

j8 = cos \ cos S,

A = latitude of place of observation,

8 = declination of sun.

Observation I.—Mr. Bishop, observing at Honolulu, found the

phenomenal sunsets to commence on September 5, 1883, and to

last up to 7.25 p.m.
Here \ = 22°,

8=6° 16'.

This gives the sun's place 18° 22' below the horizon. This indi-

cates tw ilight phenomena intensified by some unusual cause, but

does not denote an extension of twilight reflection into regions

of the air higher than the time-honoured traditional 40 miles.

The epoch of the main eruption of Krakatoa has been fixed by
Gen. Strachey at August 27 9.32 a.m. If the explosion of

Krakatoa on August 27 was the cause of the Ijrilliant sunset at

Honolulu on September 5, the result is nothing short of miracu-
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lous ! The Editor of Nature writes on December 20 (p. 174),
with an enthusiastic glow worthy of the twiUghts :

" The extra-

ordinary fact now co.nes out that before even the lower currents

had time to carry the volcanic products to a region so near the

eruption as India, an upper current from the east had taken them
in a straight line via the Seychelles, Cape Coast Castle, Trinidad,

and Panama, to Honolulu, in fact very nearly bade again to the

Straits of Sunda !
" [The note of admiration is not mine].

It is worth our while to calculate the rate at which this wonder-
ful journey of volcanic dust was performed. The actual distance

is 255° of a gi-eat circle, and the time of journey nine days, from
which I calculate the speed of the train to have been eighty-two
miles per hour ! This is absolutely incredible, and becomes
still more so when we know that the phenomena observed at

Honolulu were unusual twilight phenomena, but had no connec-
tion whatever with reflection from the upper rei;ions of the air.

In point of fact, my calculation of the sun's position disproves

the presence cf dust or any reflecting substance in the upper
air. Observation II. Dunsink Observatory {a letter received

from Dr. R. S. Ball, F.R.S., January 7, lS';4) :—" Sunday
evening, December 30, was exceptionally fine, and the sunset

was so well seen, that the moon, though only twenty-seven hours
old, was well seen by Cathcart and myself from the roof of the

Observatory. We estimated that the twilight lasted certainly

for two hours after sunset, and that for ten minutes longer there
was still enough light in the western sky to dislinguisli it from
other parts of the horizon. At two hours the sun's zenith distance

is 15° 56'; at two hours and ten minutes it is 16° 51'. The first

figure coincides almost exactly with the 15° 51' given by that

most skilful observer Schmidt (vide Asiron. Nach , .No. 1495), of
Athens, as the zenith distance at the end of astronomical twilight.

The 18° which the text-books state to be the limit, seems to be
a sun'ival from Kepler, who had it from Ptolemy. There seems
to be rather a dearth of careful observations on the subject, at least

lean find but few good references to it in Yiawi&'m^'s, Astronomy.
The only one of this century there contained besides Schmidt is

Liais' {Comptes Rendus, t. xlviii. p. no) ; he says tiiat the first

'arc crepiisculaire ' sets at li°42', and the second at 18" 18'.

It appear; to me that on the whole the truth lies nearer

to 16° than to any other figure." Observation III. (a letter re-

ceived from Mr. R. S. Graves, Kingstown, Co. Dublin, December
26, 1S83) :

— " I was on Kingstown Pier yesterday evening (25th

inst.), and as the after-glow of sunset looked so beautiful behind
the hill, I lingered on the pier, looking at the wonderful bright-

ness and beauty of the whole west sky. The red glow continued

to throw distinct light on the harbour's shipping till 5.20 ; from
that time, however, the light faded very fast, and at 5.30 it was
black night, although the sky was still very red. After this

hour the light-giving power seemed to have gone. I see the sun
set at 3.53 p.m. (Dublin almanac). The lights in Kingstown pre-

sented a very curious appearance : looking at the bright red
above the hill, then the hill, and under the hill the hundreds of
lights looked just like one of those fancy foreign pictures with

pinholes stuck in everywhere to represent the lights. I wish you
could have seen the whole scene." N.B. The sun was 14° 15
below horizon at close of phenomena. Observation IV. (a letter

received from a correspondent in Old Derrig, Co. Carlow,
December 31, 18S3) :

— ". . . I have, of course seen a good
deal of the after-glow. Some evenings the appearance is like

the glare of limelight at a theatre, the effect on grass or garden
very strange. With back to west each blade of grass is like

fire, a bit of straw like a red-hot needle ; but facing the light, it

is all lurid light and shade. Last night sun set by almanac at

3.47 ; here the sun disappears twenty and twenty-five minutes

before, owing to hills. At 4.30 the glow was splendid ; at 5.10
I could see seconds-hand of watch 23 minutes after sunset, or

nearly l| horn- after sun had vanished from us, A planet from

4.30 to 5.10 was in the glow, and from 5 and 5.30 was bright

emerald green." N.B. The sun was 15" 15' below horizon at

close of phenomena.—Prof. W. R. McNab, M.D., read

a paper entitled: "Note on the botanical topographical divi-

sions of Ireland." The districts adopted by the authors of the
" Cybele Hibernica" not being readily comparable with the

diWsions into provinces, vice-provinces, and vice-counties, as

defined by Watson, it is proposed to treat the "districts" as

equivalent to provinces, and to arrange thirty-six vice-counties

under the twelve provinces. The divisions Dr. McNab thus

proposes to adopt in the " Cybele Hibernica " collection at

Glasnevin, Dublin, are the following :—Province I. West
Munster.—Vice-counties : l. Kerry. 2. S. Cork. H. East

Mnnster.—(3) N. Cork
; (4) Waterford

; (5) S. Tipperary. III.
West Leinster.—(6) Kilkenny

; (7) Carlow
; (8) Queen's County.

IV. East Leinster.—(9) Waterford; (10) Wicklow. V. North
Leinster.—(11) Kildare

; (12) Dublin; (13) Meath ; (14) Louth.
VI. West Shannon.—(15) Limerick; (16) Clare; (17) East
Galivay. VII. East .Shannon.—(18) North Tipperary; {19)
King's County ; (20) Westmeath; (21) Longford. VIII. West
Connaught.—(22) West Galway ; (23) West Mayo. IX. East
Connaught.—(24) East Mayo ; (25) Sligo ; (26) Leitrim

; (27)
Roscommon. X. South Ulster.—(28) Fermanagh ; (29) Cavan:
(30) Monaghan

; (31) Tyrone
; (32) Armagh. XL West Ulster.—(33) Donegal, and City of Londonderry. XII. Ea>t Ulster.

—

(34) Down; (35) Antrim; (36) Derry.—Prof. A. C. Haddon
communicated a paper on an apparatus for demonstrating sys-

tems of classification, &c.—The apparatus, which was exhibited
last March, consists of a series of glass plates placed horizontally
one over the other, leaving a small space between each plate.

On these plates oblong blocks of wood rest on which are printed
the names of the forms whose affinities it is desired to indicate,

thus constituting a classification in three dimensions of space.

This apparatus is especially useful in paleontology.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 3.—M. RoUand in the chair.

— Re-earches on explosive gaseous mixtures, by MM. Bertlielot

and Vieille. The results are here tabulated of 250 experiments
made with forty-two distinct explosive compounds, including
not only mixtures of oxygen and hydrogen, the oxide of carbon
and formene, pure or mixed with nitrogen, but also mixtures in-

cluding cyanogen, acetylene, etliylene, methyl, methyI;-» ether,

and common vapour of ether. Studies were also made of mix-
tures of oxygen with two combustible gases together, such as the

oxide of carbon and hydrogen, as well as combinations of the

protoxide of nitrogen mixed with hydrogen, with the oxide of car-

bon, with cyanogen, and the bioxide of nitrogen mixed with cyano-

gen. The main object of the experiments was to determine the

amount of pressure developed at the moment of explosion, the tem-

perature produced, and the specific heats of the gases at various

temperatures, and especially those of the compound gases.—On
a recent note of M. D. Andre, by Prof. Sylvester. It is shown that

M. Andre's theorem is a direct consequence of the generalisation

given by the author to Newton's theorem (" Universal Arith-

metic," part 2, chap, ii.) on the imaginary roots of equations.

—

Remarks on the maps of Madagascar from the Middle Ages to

the present time, by M. Alf. Grandidier. The author, who
identifies Ptolemy's .Menuthias with Madagascar, shows that this

island was known to the Greek and Arab geographers long before

its rediscovery by the Portuguese in 1500 (not in 1506 as is usually

supposed).—On the principle of separate watertight compart-
ments in ship-huilding, and on the first men-of-war constructed

on this principle, by M. Bertin.—New experiments showing how
Nobili's electro-chemical rings may be imitated by means of a
continuous stream of water falling from a cylindrical tube verti-

cally on a horizontal sheet of black glass moistened all over, by
M. C. Decharme.—Description of a new process of generating

steam, by M. Bordone.—Theorem by means of which it may be
ascertained that certain algebraic equations have no positive root,

by M. Desire Andre.—Note on hyperfuchsian functions, byM. E.

Picard.—On the [groups of finite order contained in the group
of imdeterminative and reversible substitutions of the second

order, that is, the quadratic substitutions of Cremona, by M.
Autonne.—On linear equations of the second order with partial

differences, by M. R. Liouville.—Note on the oxychloride of

barium, by M. G. Andre.—On a new group of nitrous com-
pounds, by M. R. Engel.—On the oxidation of menthol by
means of the permanganate of potassium, by M. G. Arth.—On
two campholurethanes with an isomerous relation analogous to

that presented by M. Pasteur's right and left tartaric acids, byM.
Haller.—Experiments on the toxic or medicinal substances

which modify haemoglobin, and especially on those that

convert it into methsemoglobin, by M. G. Hayem.—On the

conditions favourable to the development of root-suckers in

plants, by M. E. Mer.—Ai alysis of the mineral substances

friedelite, discovered by M. Bertrand, and pyrosmalite, found

at Dannemora in Sweden, by M. Alex. Gorgeu.—Note on the

existence of manganese in a state of complete diffusion in

the blue marbles of Carrara, Paros, and the Pyrenees, by M.
Dieulafait.—On the coincidence of the transformations observed

in the Pons-Brooks comet with its passage across currents of a
cosmic character, by M. Chapel.—Notice of two Chinese works
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on elementary and analytical chemistry presented to the Academy

by M. Billequin of the Imperial College, Pekin.

Berlin

Physical Society, February 8.— Prof. Lanipe referred to

two recent works on mechanics, one by Herr Streintz, the

other by Herr Macb, and brought forward certain problems,

which were there dealt with at full length.— Prof. Schwalbe

described a peculiar ice-formation lie had observed in the Harz

towards the end of December last. Under a temperature of

from + 2° to + 3° C. by day and - T to - 2° C. by night, he

perceived, on a road coveretl with gravel and withered leaves,

swellings of the surface at v.iricjus spots, which, on closer

inspection, proved to be ice-protuberances rising from the ground

and pushing up its topmost stratum. On the unfrozen earth

stood separate, diminutive ice-columns of from three to four

centimetres in height, each supporting at its upper extremity a

little stone or a withered leaf which it had loosened from the

ground and in the course of growth had lifted upwards. Similar

swellings were found l)y Prof. .Schwalbe on rotten twigs lying

on the ground. In these the rind over a large surface was

pushed from the wood by ice-excrescences of soft, brilliant,

asbestine appearance, and uncommonly delicate to the touch.

They adhered in large numbers to the body of the wood,

and reached as great a length as one decimetre. Prof.

Schwalbe brought some of these withered and rotten twigs

with him to IBerlin, and it was in his power to produce

on them at any time the phenomenon just described. For this pur-

pose all that was needed was thoroughly to moisten the twig, in such

a mam er, however, that no water dropped off, and then to let it

cool slowly in a cold preparation. Ice-excrescences also ap-

peared of themselves on t« igs lying in the garden w henever the

temperature fell below o' C. in the night. In reference to the

explanation of this phenomenon, Prof. Schwalbe favoured the

view of Le Conte, who had described the matter thirty years

ago, and considered it as an instance of capillary action. In the

process of slow cooling, the water in the pores became frozen

into a small capillary tube, which sucked the water up, and this

in turn becoming congealed shot continually further upwards.

In this way the little stone or the withered leaf lying on the road,

or the rind on the rotten t« ig, was pushed constantly further

away from the substratum, and lifted upwards.

Physiological Society, February 15.—In continuation of

the address delivered by him at the last sitting of the Society,

Dr. J.
Munk .set forth the further course of his investigations

into the resorption, formation, and deposition of fats in the

animal body. After, by feeding a dog on rape-seed oil, he had

demonstrated that heterogeneous fats were absorbed and de-

posited in the animal body, he passed to the question in what

manner was the resorption effected. It was universally assumed

that the fats in the intestinal canal were emulged, and, as emul-

sion, entered through the intestinal villi into the chyle ves-

sels. In order to the production of an emulsion it was now-

first of all necessary that the fat should become fluid at the tem-

perature of the body ; and second, that the intestinal contents

should be alkaline. As was, however, well known, there were

fats which did not melt unless at a temperature of over 40° to

50° C, that is, they could not become fluid at the temperature of

the body—mutton suet, for example, which was therefore in-

capable of being emulged in the intestinal canal. Still less so

w ere the sebacic acids of mutton, which could be only melted at

higher temperatures. It had therefore to be experimentally

])roved whether such fats generally were resorbed. Dr. Munk
had a year ago briefly related to the Society an experiment

directed to this end, in which he fed a dog with mutton suet. It

had yielded a positive result. The fat taken from the body of

the dog which had been fed on mutton suet was essentially

distinct from the normal fat of a dog, both by its whiter colour

and by its greater consistence. On chemical examination, too,

it was confirmed that the dog had deposited mutton suet in its

body. The experiments now in question, which the speaker

described at greater length, were of such a kind that a dog was

brought to a state of equilibrium in respect to nitrogen,

that is, to such a state that just as much nitrogen

was secreted from the body as w-as supplied it with the

food. At certain epochs along with the albumen, either

lard or mutton suet, or the sebacic acids of mutton, were ad-

ministered for a number of days, and during that time careful

analyses were made of the evacuations. By these analyses,

besides the above-mentioned fact of the deposition of mutton

.suet in the canine body, it was established that the lard was

almost comjiletely used up, only 2 per cent, having been lost to

the body in the evacuations, while of the mutton suet about 94
per cent, was absorbed in the intestinal canal, and even of the

sebacic acids of mutton 86 to 87 per cent, was taken up. In

the last case the quantity of nitrogen secreted was somewhat

greater than the quantity received, so that a part of the aliment-

ary albumen was decomposed. Mutton suet, or the sebacic

acids of mutton, might therefore be used for feeding ; in the

excrements a larger quantity of free sebacic acids and of soaps

along with neutral fat w as always found, a fact w hich indicated

a splitting of the neutral alimentary fats in the intestine. The
existence of such a splitting of the neutral fats was also con-

firmed by the demonstration that the c intents of the small

inte-tine never showed alkaline reaction, but reacted either in

an acid or neutral manner. This could not be referred to any
extensive transition of the contents of the stomach, for the

small intestine was found to be always very lax and almost

empty, if an excitement of stronger peristaltic movements were

carefully avoided during the experiments. A process of emul-

sion on the part of the mutton suet, w hich from its consistence

offered great difficulties, must therefore, even on account of the

reaction of the intestinal contents, be excluded from the )>robleus

and Dr. Munk was of opinion that the demonstrated splitting of

the fats must play a very important part in the absorption, the

nature and manner of which would have to be studied by further

investigations. Lately, microscopical demonstrations had been

given by other observers that lymphatic corpuscles strayed

towards the free intestinal surface, and there supplied them

selves with alimentary substances, laden with which they again

strayed back. Such a mechanical absorption wa.s, in Dr. Munk s

opinion, highly probable in cases in which the fat was not

liquefied by the temperature of the body, as, for example, in the

case of feeding on mutton suet.—Dr. Benda described micro-

scopic preparations which he made from tuberculous kidneys,

and which he exhibited to the members of the Society for then-

inspection.

Christiania

Society of Science, Febiuary l.—Dr. Collet described the

Beiyx borcalis, a remarkable deep-sea fish, and the northern

representative of the genus Bi>yin/tr, so common in the Chalk

period, and its relation to Btryx decadaclylus of Madeira and

Japan.—Prof. Lochmann mentioned a case of poii-oning by gas,

and referred to the influence of subterranean air on the human
organism.— Prof. Lie presented a paper on the common theory

of diflisrentia! equations.—Dr. Kjjer described two species of

moss, Ifylocomuim squarronim and Climadiiin dendroides, which

were discovered in the clay in the hill in which the famous

Norse Viking ship was found near Sandefjord in 18S0.
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THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 18S4

A BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY ON THE
ENGLISH COAST

ARRANGEMENTS have been made for ameeting in

the rooms of the Royal Society at half-past four,

on Monday, March 31, the object of which is to found a

Society having for its purpose the establishment and
maintenance of a well-equipped laboratory at a suitable

point on the English coast, similar to, if not quite so ex-

tensive as. Dr. Dohrn's Zoological Station at Naples.

The value of such an institution to the progress of

zoological science, and the simple necessity which exists

for the thorough and detailed knowledge only to be

gained by the constant worlc of a well-supported labora-

tory devoted to the complete exploration of a definite

area of sea-bottom, if any reasonable action is to be taken

in regulating and improving British sea fisheries, have

been set forth at various times in these pages during the

past year in connection with the conferences held at the

Fisheries Exhibition.

English naturalists have at length determined to do
their best to bring about the foundation of the desired

laboratory. A large sum of money will be needed in

order to secure a site and erect the necessary buildings,

besides the provision of an annual income. The Society

will be able to raise these funds and to administer them
in a more satisfactory way than would be possible were the

matter taken in hand by a few private individuals only.

The laboratory, when once set going, together with its

boats and fishermen, will be used for the purpose of

carrying on investigations by any naturalists who are

members of the Society, and may desire from time to

time to avail themselves of its resources. Its work will

therefore be chiefly carried on by volunteers, and it is

quite certain that there are a very large number of

thoroughly competent naturalists who are only waiting

for the opportunity thus afforded. At present such men
are to be found scattered here and there on our coasts,

making shift to carry on observations without laboratory,

boats, or any efficient appliances. Eventually it will no
doubt be possible to place a qualified observer in charge

of the laboratory. The laboratory will also be avail-

.ible for special investigations, for which a public body or

other authority may have employed the services of a

naturalist.

Apart from the conveniences which it can afford and
the value of the moral effect of combined action even in

scientific investigation—the continuous working of a

number of naturalists at one spot has a most important

reaction upon their work. In proportion as a particular

area becomes thoroughly familiar in this way, it becomes
easy to obtain special animals and plants for study which
were at first regarded as rare, or were altogether unknown
in the locality. The thorough and long-continued opera-

tions of such a laboratory have naturally enough the

value of systematised work as compared with the casual

dippings and exploratory incursions of the isolated natu-

ralist who spends a month in one year at this place and a

month in another year at another place.

Vol. XXIX.—No. 751

Already in Scotland, on the Firth of Forth, close to

Edinburgh—through the admirable energy of Mr. John
Murray, the director of the Challenger Expedition pub-
lications—a small laboratory has been set up, and funds

obtained for carrying on its work by the engagement of

young naturalists to investigate special problems. The
English laboratory will be erected at a point as rich as

possible in respect of its marine fauna, and at the same
time in proximity to important fishing grounds. No
locality has yet been decided upon, but both Torquay
and Weymouth have been suggested as presenting the

desired combination. Everything depends on the amount
of pecuniary support which the Society will be able to

obtain. A great work maybe done if sufficient funds are

forthcoming ; a smaller work will be accomplished with

smaller funds, and carried on in the firm expectation of

gaining increased means of activity as results are pro-

duced justifying the enterprise.

But as a matter of fact, no tentative method of procedure

is needed. It is quite certain, from the experience obtained

in other countries, that a properly provided observatory

—

with good working-rooms, large and small tanks, sea-

water pump, a steam launch and well-trained fishermen

and permanent staff—can turn out results which are

numerous and valuable in proportion to the completeness

of the arrangements and the experience of the permanent
staff France was the first country to start such marine

laboratories or observatories. At present there are

several in operation on the French coast—viz. at Roscoffj

at Concarneau, at Villefranche, and near Cette. Italy

boasts of the great international laboratory founded and
carried on with wonderful perseverance and success by
Dr. Dohrn at Naples. An idea of the cost of a really

first-rate institution of the kind may be gathered from the

fact that the palatial building in the Villa Nazionale at

Naples with its fittings and fishing-boats represents a

capital of 20,000/., whilst the annual expenditure is over

4000/. Austria has such a laboratory at Trieste, maintained

by the Imperial Government. Among the most successful

of such laboratories have been those established on the

eastern coast of the United States. That at Beaufort,

directed by the Johns Hopkins University, has furnished

an extraordinary amount of interesting results through

the activity of Mr. Brooks and the young naturalists of

the United States who make use of it. That erected by
Prof. Alexander Agassiz at Newport (Maine) is no less

satisfactory as an evidence of the utility of such institu-

tions. Since the foundation of these laboratories (within

the past decade) our knowledge of marine organisms has

increased at an enormous rate : without them we should

have gone on in the casual, uncertain way which neces-

sarily arose from the fact that every naturalist, before the

foundation of these laboratories, had to establish his own
little workshop for the summer and to make a fresh

start in an unexplored locality, or in one explored only by

the efforts of himself alone.

The meeting on March 31 promises to be one of great

influence. Prof. Huxley, P. R.S., is to preside. Prof

Flower, Prof. Moseley, Prof. Milnes Marshall, Sir Lyon
Playfair, Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P. (one of the Commission

on Trawling), Prof. Michael Foster, Prof Ray Lankester,

Dr. Albert Giinther, Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Mr. Gwyn
Jeffreys, Dr. P. L. Sclater, Mr. Frank Crisp, Sir John
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Lubbock, and olher gentlemen, have signified their inten-

tion of being present and supporting the resolutions which
are to be submitted to the meeting.

We beg to refer tliose of our readers who are interested in

this subject to the articles published during the past year

in Na tuRe, and to the arguments advanced in support of

the proposal to found such a laboratory, together with a

sketch of the relation of zoological science to the well-

being of British fisheries, in the address on the Scien-

tific Results of the Fisheries Exhibition delivered by
Prof. Ray Lankester at the conference on July 19, and
published by the Exhibition Committee.

THE UNITY OF NA TURE
The Unity cf Nat117-c'. By the Duke of Argyll. (London:
Strahan, 1884.)

THIS book is in our judgment a dreary failure.

Although in the mere matter of style it is a well

written popular e-xposition of what we may call the com-
fortable way of looking at things, in all matters of deeper

importance it is utterly barren. Throughout its five or

six hundred pages there is no single original observation

in science, nor any single original thought in anything

that deserves to be called philosophy. Moreover, if re-

garded only as an exposition, the first chapters are tedious

on account of the redundant manner in which elementary
science is explained, while the later chapters, in which
the author's views on various philosophical questions are

unfolded, display a feebleness of thought and argument
which renders them even more tedious than the earlier

ones. In short, the successive essays strongly remind
us of a series of Scottish sermons. There is everywhere

a narrow consistency in the doctrine, which is presented

in a rhetorical precision of style ; but the discussion

never seems to get below the surface, while even surface

difficulties are either unperceived or intentionally avoided.

On this account the discussion itself tends to illus-

trate the principle of "unity" with which it is con-

cerned ; it begins, continues, and ends in a monotone.
No matter how fearfully out of tune this may be with any
of the notes struck by the greatest men of our time, the

Duke of Argyll, like a Highland piper, is deaf to every

other music, and drowns all else in the one continuous

drone of his own particular instrument.

The pages of a scientific journal are not suited to an
examination in any detail of the parts of the book to

which these general remarks apply. We shall, therefore,

proceed to examine the more purely scientific strands

which are woven into the texture of the work. In this

connection the chief topic which meets us is that of
" .A.nimal Instinct in Relation to the Mind of Man."
Here the main question which is dealt with—that as to

the mode of origin and development of instincts—appears

to us most inefficiently treated. The object of the writer

is to argue that the phenomena of instinct point directly

to the design of a Creator, v/ho correlates instinct with

structure and environment. So far, of course, every

evolutionist, who is also a theist, may go. But, in order

to enforce this view, the Duke proceeds to argue that the

phenomena in cjuestion are of so mysterious a nature

that it is not possible to point to any causes of a proxi-

mate or physical kind which may reasonably be supposed
to produce them. Now it would be easy to show—were
this the place to show it—that the writer has here adopted
a weak position even as an apologist ; but, to consider

the matter only from the side of science, surely it shows
some grave want either of judgment or of consideration

to make the kind of statements of which the following

may be taken as fair examples :

—

" I can therefore see no light in this new exphnation
to account for the existence of instincts which are
certainly antecedent to all individual experience—the

explanation, namely, that they are due to the experience
of progenitors 'organised in the race.' It involves
assumptions contrary to the analogies of nature, and at

variance with the fundamental facts, which are the best,

and indeed the only, basis of the theory of evolution.

There is no probability—there is hardh' any possibility—
in the supposition that experience has had, in past times,

some connection with instinct which it has ceased to have
in the present day. . . . There was a time when animal
life, and with it animal instincts, began to be. But we
have no reason whatever to suppose that the nature of
instinct then or since has ever been different from its

niture now. On the contrary, as we have in nature
examples of it in infinite variety, from the very lowest to

the very highest forms of organisation, and as the same
phenomena are everywhere repeated, we have the best

reason to conclude that, in the past, animal instinct has
ever been what we now see it to be—congenital, innate,

and wholly independent of experience."

Such passages as these scarcely admit of comment,
because all that can be said about them is that the writer

has either never read, or has completely forgotten, the

whole of the literature to which he alludes. No evolu-

tionist has ever entertained the suicidal " supposition that

experience has had, in past times, some connection with

instinct which it has ceased to have in the present day ;
"

and the conclusion that in the absence of so absurd a

supposition the only alternative is to regard instinct as

always having been wholly independent of experience is

a conclusion which stands in direct opposition to all that

constitutes " evolution " a " theory." Of course no one

is bound to accept this theory ; it may be rejected, or it

may be left unmentioned ; but it is futile to set up a non-

sensical form of words, and then to call the absurdity the

" theory of evolution."

And these are no mere chance expressions, which, if

standing alone, might be indicative only of carelessness.

The whole of the dissertation on instinct is pervaded by

a similar misapprehension, or want of apprehension, of

the fundamental ideas of the newer philosophy which the

writer appears to suppose that he is considering. Thus,

he fails to perceive that the doctrine of natural selection

has any bearing upon the subject, while, with reference to

the factor of what Mr. Daru-in called " inherited habit,"

he says :

—

" If the habits and powers which are now purely innate

and instinctive were once less innate and more deliberate,

then it will follow that the earlier faculties of animals
have been higher, and that the later faculties are the

lower in the scale of intelligence. This is hardly con-

sistent with the accepted idea of evolution," &:c.

Comment is needless. We shall, therefore, notice only

one other point with reference to the essay on instinct,
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and this is the difficuhy which is thus manufactured to

meet the experience theory.

" Did tliere ever exist in any former period of the world
what, so far as I know, does certainly not exist now—any
animal with dispositions to enter on a new career, thought
of and imagined for the first time by itself, unconnected
with any organs already fitted for and appropriate to the

purpose ? . . . The questions raised when a young dipper,

which had never before seen the water, dives and swims
with perfect ease, are questions which the theory of

organised experience does not even tend to solve ; on
the contrary, it is a theory which leaves these ques-

tions precisely where they were, except in so far as it

may tend to obscure them by obvious confusions of

thought."

Here one would have thought that the writer need not

have gone further than the instance which he himself

gives to have found evidence of the growth of an instinct

by the accumulation of hereditary experience or habit,

and as yet unconnected with the "organs already fitted

for and appropriate to the purpose." For the dipper

belongs to a non-aquatic family of birds, and therefore

has no organs specially adapted to its aquatic instincts.

In particular it has no webs to its feet; and therefore, so

far as the structure and affinities of the bird can in them-

selves argue anything, they speak most distinctly in

favour of the view that the species must have developed

aquatic instincts while not yet having had time to develop

the "appropriate organs." It would be no answer to say

that this species does not need these organs ; else why
are they needed by all \}a&families of birds which present

the same instincts .' Or, conversely, can it be said that

these same organs, i.e. webbed feet, stand in any special

correlation with the existing instincts of the upland

geese, which, being terrestrial in their habits (though

aquatic in their affinities), never use them for swimming
or diving? Short of historical or palseontological know-

ledge (which in the case of instinct is of course impos-

sible), we could have no stronger evidence of transmuta-

tion than is afforded by these two complementary cases,

in one of which the absence of a structure points to the

recent acquisition of the instinct, while in the other the

presence of this structure points to the former existence

of the instinct now obsolete. Analogous cases occur in

the species of ground- parrots and tree-frogs which,

while retaining their ancestral structures adapted to

climbing, have nevertheless entirely lost their arboreal

instincts.

Moreover, a strange want of thought is shown by the

remark that, so far as the writer knows, " there certainly

does not exist now any animal with dispositions to enter

on a new career, thought of and imagined for the first

time by itself." It is enough to quote the complete

change in the instincts of nidification which has been

observed to take place in the house-sparrow, and in

several species of swallow, since these birds first had the

opportunity of building on houses ; or the more recent

and perhaps more remarkable case of the mountain

parrot, which has been observed to manifest a "progres-

sive development of change in habits from the simple

tastes of a honey-eater to the savageness of a tearer of

flesh." Many similar instances might be given, and, as

showing that they are not uncommon, I may remark that

a very instructive one is published by Dr. Rae in a

recent number of this journal.

So much, then, for the Duke of Argyll's views on

instinct. Scarcely less unsatisfactory are his views on rudi-

mentary organs. The explanation which he adduces to

account for these structures is, not that they are remnants

of organs useful in the past, but that they are prophesies

of organs which, when more fully developed, are to be

of use in the future. We have no space to criticise at

any length this wholly untenable inversion of Mr. Dar-

win's teaching ; but we think it will be enough to notice

the singularly unfortunate instance which the Duke selects

to illustrate his theory. This instance is that of the

whales, and he says that Mr. Darwin's views of the rudi-

mentary organs here to be met with " obliges us to sup-

pose that the ancestors of the whales were once terrestrial

quadrupeds, and in that case we start with the conception

of hind limbs, and of the quadrupedal mammal, fully

formed and perfectly developed. Whereas, if we accept

the possibility of useless organs being the beginnings

and rudiments of structures which are there because the

germ has always within it the tendency to produce them,

then we catch sight of an idea which has the double

advantage of going nearer to the origin of species, and

of being in harmony with the analogy of natural opera-

tions as we see them now." Is not this enough ? When
we remember the eloquence, as it were, with which the

whole organisation of the Cetacea tells us of their having

been originally, like other mammals, terrestrial, it seems

that the Duke could have chosen no worse example

whereby to illustrate his hypothesis.

Passing now to the long discussion of the question

whether savages should be regarded as the product of

evolution from lower levels of human life, or of degrada-

tion from higher levels, we may say in general terms that

by adopting the latter hypothesis as applying to ^1
savages, the Duke sets himself in opposition to the

theory of evolution as a whole. Moreover, he does not

appear to have reflected that the question is not one
which can be investigated or decided, as it were, in the

lump. It is quite likely that some savages have fallen

from a higher to a lower level of savagery; it by no means
follows that all savages have done the same. Further, if

we were to suppose that they did, from what level of

civilised or of uncivilised life ai-e we to suppose that they

all started ? This hypothesis, as a general explanation of

the savage state of man is, indeed, as incoherent as it is

obsolete
;
yet it is not more so than certain other views

upon the savage state to which this writer gives expres-

sion. Thus, his chief contention is that savage man
shows himself to be, as it were, out of joint with the rest

of Nature, or, as he expresses it, an " evident departure "

from the unity or order of Nature. Perhaps it is enough

to say of a doctrine which from a scientific point of view

is so peculiar, that it ought to have prevented the author

from styling his book " The Unity of Nature."

We have no space left to consider the only other topic

that calls for consideration in these columns, viz. the

essay on the Moral Sense. The whole treatment of this

subject appears to us most feeble. It is also most
inaccurate, as the following quotation will suffice to

show :

—
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" It has been laid down that evolution, in its most
perfect conception, would be such that the development
of every creature would be compatible with the equal

development of every other. In such a system it is said

there would be no ' struggle for existence—no harmful
competition, no mutual devouring—no death' (Herbert
Spencer, 'Data of Ethics,' chap. ii. pp. i8, 19). The
inspired imaginings of^ the Jewish prophets of some future

time when the lion shall lie down with the lamb, and the

ideas which have clustered round the Christian heaven,

are more probably the real origin of this conception than
any theory of evolution founded on the facts and laws of

nature."

It is needless to say that no more ridiculous travesty

than this could well be imagined, or that no such absurdity

as that which professes to be formally quoted from Mr.

Spencer is to be found either under the reference given or

in any other part of his writings. In short, this "most
perfect conception" of evolution is a pure invention,

which reads almost as if it were intended to misinform

the uninformed. We do not, however, suppose that such

is the case. This e.\trcme of inaccuracy we take to have

been reached by the habit of drawing upon " inner con-

sciousness,'' until not only the whole sense and substance

of other writings are perverted, but even the most pure

and delicious nonsense is seen by "the mind's eye " to

occur in particular words on a particular page of some
other book.

If space permitted or need required, we could point

out other inaccuracies, and even still greater absurdities,

both in this chapter and elsewhere ; but we have doubt-

less already said more than enough to show that "The
Unity of Nature" can scarcely be considered a successful

work from a scientitic point of view.

George J. Romanes

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Electricia}i s Directory, with Handbook for 18 84.

67 pp. (London : Electrician Office, 1884.)

This work, now in the second year of publication, con-

tains much information of use to electric and telegraphic

engineers. Amongst its contents are comprised a list of

new electric companies, a list of provisional orders

granted by Parliament for electric lighting, a list of the
" Briti-ih Cable Fleet," a list of British railways and rail-

way officials, a fairly complete directory of the professions

and trades connected with electricity ; also a large

amount of statistical information about different kinds

of dvnamo machines, electric lamps, and telegraph tariffs,

much of which will doubtless be out of date in twelve

inonth-i' time. There is also an obituary of electricians

decease! in 1883, a table by Mr. Geipel of the cost of
electric conductors as calculated by Sir W. Thomson's
formula, and a set of tables by Mr. Crawley for correc-

tions of measurements in horse-power and in watts.

These two sets of tables are the only portion of the

wor'-: claiming independent scientific value. We object

entirely to Mr. Crawley's gratuitous remark in the pre-

fatory naragraph of his section that the accepted system
of electric units was " really foisted upon electricians by
men devoted more to theoretic than to practical work."
Nothing could be further from the truth than to accuse
Mr. Latimer Clark. Sir Charles Bright, who originated the

system, and Sir William Thomson, who did so much to

perfect it, of not being practical workers, ki a matter of

fact, ohms, iiolts, farads, and webcrs were used by prac-

tical electricians for years before they found their way
into the te.\t-books written by the theorists.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold himselfresponsthUfor opinions expran

l>y his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscript
No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

l^The Editor urgently requests conespondents to keep their lettct,^

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of coin'r.iniications containing interesting and novelfacts.'\

On a "Magnetic Sense"

Sir William Thomso.v, in his presideuti.al address at the
Midland Institute, which is reported in Nature for March 6

(p. 438), draws attention to the marvellous fact that hitherto

we have no evidence to show that even the most powerful elec-

tromagnets can produce the slightest effect upon a living vege-

table or animal body. But Sir William "thinks it possible that

an e.tceedingly powerful magnetic effect may produce a sensation

that we cannot compare with heat, or force, or any other sensa-

tion," and hence he cannot admit that the investigation of this

question is completed,—for although the two eminent experi-

menters named by Sir W. Thomson felt nothing when they

put their heads between the poles of a powerful electromagnet,

it does not follow that, therefore, every member of the human
race wonld feel nothing.

May I be permitted to point out that some slight evidence

already exists in the direction sought by Sir W. Thomson ?

Scattered in different publications there are numerous statements

made by different observers in different countries during the

present century, which, if trustworthy, indicate that upon certain

human organisms a powerful magnet does produce a very dis-

tinct and often profound effect. Unfortunately, with the excep-

tion of the careful and excellent observations made by Dr. W.
H. Stone, who tried Charcot's experiments on a patient of his

at St. Thomas's Hospital, the observations referred to are singu-

larly wanting in precision of statement and in a due recognition

of the precautions needful in order to avoid fallacious or

ambiguous results from illusions of the senses.

This being the case, an attempt is being made by the Society
for Psychical Research to ascertain—by direct and careful ex-

periment, extending over a wide range of individuals—whether
any trustworthy evidence really exists on behalf of a distinct

magnetic sense. The sectional Committee of that Society in-

trusted with this and cognate work has published a preliminary

report,' which contains a fragment of evidence pointing in the

direction of the existence of a magnetic sense in certain indi-

viduals. Three persons have been found by the Committee,
who, when their heads were placed near the poles of a powerful
electromagnet, could tell by their sensations when the magnet was
e.Kcited or not. One of these "sensitives " told the investigating

Committee accurately twenty-one times running whether the

current was "on" or "off" from a peculiar and unpleasant

sensation he alleges that he experienced across his forehead.

Every precaution that suggested itself was taken to prevent the

subjects gaining any information through the ordinary channels

of sensation of what was being done at the contact-breaker

placed in another room. But I am sure the Committee will

gratefully welcome any criticism of their procedure or sugges-

tions for future experiment vvhich Sir William Thomson may
feel inclined to give. The honorary secretary of the Committee
is Mr. W. H. Coffin, Cornwall Gardens, S.W.
Two or three months ago one of the gentlemen who appeared

to have this magnetic sense was in Dublin, and I took the

opportunity of repeating with care in my own laboratory the

experiments previously made at the Society's rooms in London.
The result satisfied me that this individual did in general expe-

rience a peculiar sensation, which he describes as unpleasant,

when his head was within the field of a powerful magnet.

Nevertheless the keenness of his magnetic sense, if such it be,

varied considerably on different days, and sometimes he stated

that he could detect little or no sensory effect. Usually the

effect was felt most strongly when the forehead was in the line

joining the two poles ; but one day, when he was suffering froui

facial neuralgia, he found that his face was the most sensitive

part, and complained of a sudden increase of pain w henever the

magnet was excited, his face being near the poles. Sufferers

from neuralgia among the students of science may therefore have
a new and useful career before them, in the pursuit of which

' Proceedings of thc'^Society'/or Psychical Research, Part 3. (Trubner
and Co.)
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their increased torture will, it is to be hoped, be vanquished
liy a far stronger intellectual joy.

The peculiar and unpleasant sensation which the magnet
appeared to produce on the subject ju<t referred to was de-

scribed as slowly rising to a maximum in fifteen or twenty
seconds after the current had been sent round the coils of the

electromagnet. In like manner the effect seemed to die down
slowly after the contact was broken. Unknown to the subject,

the circuit was closed and opened several times, and the mag-
netism correspondingly evoked or dissipated, the result being
that there was a fatrly accurate correspondence between the

physical and the psychical effect. The faint molecular crepita-

tion which accompanies the magnetisation of iron, and can be
heard when the ear is very near the magnet, is, however, very
apt to mislead the imaginaiion. To avoid this, the subject was
placed at a distance where this faint sound could not be heard,

and he was then requested to walk up to the electromagnet,
and, judging only from his sensations, to state if the current
were "on" or "off." The experiment was made twelve times
successively, and he was correct in ten out of the twelve trials.

He had no means of seeing or liearing the contact breaker ; of

course, it is possible for a trickster, u^ing a concealed compass-
needle, to be able to impose on a careless experimenter, but care
was taken, and I have not the lea^t reason to doubt the entire

Iwtia fiiies of the subject of this experiment. Obviously the
foregoing observation is but of little value unless corrobo-
rated by a far more extensive series of experiments, conducted
with the most stringent precautions to avoid the creation of
illusory effects.

I have tried experiments w ith large helices encircling the
limbs and head, and animated by pow erful currents, but have
riot observed any peculiar sensory effect in my own case, though
I am inclined to think the headache "hich I have often

experienced when working with a large magnet may not be
altogether an accidental coincidence. Meanwhile experiments
are in progress in my laboratory to ascertain, if possible, whether
any sensory effect is produced upon lower organisms. I hardly
anticipate any affirmative results, but it seemed worth making
a systematic investigation from minute structures up to man
Sir W. Thomson's address will, I hope, stimulate other workers
in this field. W. F. Barrett

Royal College of Science, Dublin, March 1

1

Instinct

I WRITE one more letter on this subject, in order to observe
that I do not think the only remaining difference between Mr.
Lloyd Morgan and myself is so great as it maybe apt to appear.
In my books 1 have been careful to point out the peculiar dis-

abilities under which the science of comparative psychology
labours from its necessarily ejective character. But while in

Mr. Morgan's view these disabilities are so great as to render
any science of comparative psychology impossible, in my view
they are not quite so great. I quite agree w ith the quotation
which he gives from Prof. Huxley on the crayfish ; but this does
not amount to saying that no science of comparative psychology
is possible. We may still, for instance, feel perfectly certain

that a dog is a more intelligent animal than a crayfish, and in

this we have a purely scientific proposition.

The difference, therefore, between Mr. Morgan and myself is

more apparent than real, and depends upon what we mean by
" a science." This is the question that must be answered before
we can proceed to consider the question raised by him, viz. " Is

a science of comparative psychology possible?" In my estin a-

tion the possibility of a science is furnished wherever there is

material to investigate. The more vague the material, the less

exact must be the science, and on this account, no doubt, com-
parative psychology is the least exact of all the sciences. But
so long as its subject-matter admits of any investigation at all, so
long, it seems to me, comparative psychology is a science.

George J. Romanes

The Remarkable Sunsets

With reference to the theory that the red sunsets are due to
volcanic dust in the air, I think that the following extract from a
letter which hns been forwarded to me is of considerable interest.

The writer is Mr. Frederick .>>poffonh, and his letter is dated
J.anuary 29, from Collaroy, 150 miles from Sydney. It will be
observed that the corroboration which he gives to the theory in

question is the more striking from the fact of its being so
completely unconscious. George J. Romanes

"A most peculiar sight this summer are the sunsets. The
sun always goes down as red as can be, and half the night there

is the same roseate hue, which lasts till past midnight. Many
causes are given for it, but nearly all differ.

"Another curious thing is the enormous amount of dust—even
up here, where you see nothing but trees as far as the horizon
on all sides. Some days the whole landsc^ipe will be covered in

dust, and where the dust comes from nobody can tell. It is

always worst in the early morning."

Right-sidedness

Mr. Le Conte (Nature, xxix. p. 452) seems rather to com-
plicate than to simplify this que-tion. If the right side of his

body shows more dexterity than the left, surely it is his left eye
that should share this excellence, if w e are to suppose that this

difference in dexterity depends upon any central origin. A per-

son paralysed on the left side of the body loses sight— if sight be
lost at all—in the right eye, and vice versa. Further, I am
right-handed, and use an eyeglass in my left eye ; yet, though the
right eye is the weaker, I use it for a telescope or microscope
by unconscious preference. On the other hand, most persons
who use a single eyeglass wear it in the ri';;ht eye. I may have
adopted the left for ease in adjusting the glass, so that my right

hand might be free. When I am reading, if I put my hand in

front of my left eye, I am conscious of some muscular altera-

tion ; if I obscure my right eye, I notice nothing but a slight

diminution of the sense of light, white objects seeming less white

to my right eye than to my left. And this effect is just as notice-

able when I wear spectacles as when I am reading without
them ; so that my myopia is not the cause of the difference.

In discussing right-sidedness—whether we regard the decussa-

tion of the nerves in the medulla oblongata or not—we must not

forget that prize-fighters normally strike with the left hand,
using the right as a guard or to deliver the second blow ;

perhaps
this is to gain the advanta'^e of the greater strength of the right

leg. Moreover, the habit among Western nations of writing

from left to right appears to argue that right-handedness is the

rule among them ; but Orientals reverse the process, so that the

majority of mankind must be left-handed. What do the anthro-

pologists say to this ?

Mr. Charles Reade, writing in the Daily Telegraph some
years ago, argued that if the habitual use of the right hand led

to a greater development of the left side of the brain, a further

acquired use of the left hand would aid the development of the

right cerebral hemisphere, and so increase the general power of

the brain. But is there any evidence to show that ambidextrous

]ieople, left-handed apparently by nature, and right-handed from
habit, have any general mental advantage over their fellows ? I

think not. Henry T. Wharton
39, St. George's Road, Kilburn, March 17

In my own experience (I can with confidence only give that)

I differ almost wholly from that of Mr. Joseph Le Conte, as

expressed in Nature (p. 452). In my case strength and dex-

terity of arm do not in everything go together. For instance,

although strongly left-handed, I learnt to write with the right

hand and shoot from the right shoulder, and could do either

very indiffe.-ently indeed if attempted with the left hand or arm.

I perhaps may call myself with truth a rather handy man, im-

proved upon by living for many years in places where tradesmen

were not to be had. In all connected with pencil, pen, ink, and

paper, such as printing, chart-making, my left hand, although

strongest, was clumsy, whereas my right showed considerable

skill, "as w-as exhibited once in rather a Irrdrcrous manner by the

Hydrographer of the Admiralty mistaking my pen-and-ink chart

of some seven hundred miles of Arxtic discovery for an engrav-

ino- of the same. My left leg is the stronger, yet I use it in kick-

ing and in other ways requiring dexterity ; e.g. when very many
years younger I could perform the many curious movements or

steps of some of our .Scottish dances with much more accuracy

and ease with the left foot than with the right. I fear the sub-

ject-matter of this note may be scarcely considered a valid excuse

for so much self-notice. John Rae
4, Addi-on Gardens, March 15
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Ravens in the United States

On p. 336 of Nature for February 7, Manhattan asks a

question about "ravens." I do not propose to answer liis

question, but to state a fact. I was raised from boyliood to

manhood in Tioga Co., Penn., and in my boyhood days, when
tile primeval forests were broken only by the recent settler's

small patch scattered here and there along the valleys, the raven
w as a . common as the crow ; nor could the one ever be mis-

taken for the oiher. Before I had attained the years of man-
hood, however, the raven had become a rara avis, while the

crow, on the contrary, had become vastly more aljundant. The
bald-eagle, and the fish-hawk, too, were then very often seen,

now seldom or never. Other birds could be added to the list if

desirable. The question, tc/^j.? is not so easily disposed of as

it is to state the fact. Should one be dispo^td to answer by
saying the rifle, it would be pertinent to reply that the rifle was
just as active against the crow, the common hen-hawk, and the

crow-blackbird, as it \\as against the raven, the fish-hawk, and
the bald-eagle ; but these latter birds have all disappeared, while,

in spite of the rifle, the former have increased. We must look

deeper for the cause. iRA .Sayles
Washington, D.C., March 3

In answer to the query of your correspondent "Manhattan,"
who writes from New York, under date of Jan. 1 1, concerning the

prevalence of ravens in the United States, I would like to remark
that ravens quite replace the crow in Nevada. I have never
seen them here in the erst. Mr. Ridgway who was with me in

1867-68 could give ycu much valuable information in regard to

their habits and range. W. W. Bailey
Brown University, Providence, R.I. (U.S.A.), March i

Thread-twisting

In Nature, January 31 (p. 305), I read some remarks by Prof.

E. B. Tylor on a "rude method of making thread by lolling

palm or grass fibre into a twist with the palm of the hand on the

thigh," which Prof. Tylor regards ss a "savage art" of old

native tribes of Guiana, who were thigh-twisters. I have often

seen shoemakers when at work prepare their threads by twisting

them on the thigh v\ ith the palm of the hand. May this

practice be one which has survived from a barbarous period ?

Truro, March 14 J. S.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES IN THEORY
AND IN PRACTICE ^

WHEN I was honoured by the invitation to give this

discourse on bicycles and tricycles, I felt that

many might think the subject to be trivial, altogether un-

worthy of the attention of reasonable or scientific people,

and totally unfit to be treated seriously before so highly

cultured an audience as usually assembles in this Institu-

tion. On the other hand, I felt myself that this view was
entirely a mistaken one, that the subject is one of real

and growing importance, one of great scientific interest,

and, above all, one of the most delightful to deal with

that a lecturer could wish to have suggested to him.

It is quite unnecessary for nie to bring forward statis-

tics to show how great a hold this so-called new method
of locomotion has taken upon people of all classes : the

streets of London, the roads and lanes in all parts of the

country, testify more forcibly than any words of mine
can do to what enormous numbers there are « ho now
make use of cycles of one sort or other for pleasure or

for the purposes of business.

Not only has the newly developing trade brought pro-

sperity to towns whose manufactures were dying a natural

death, but the requirements of cyclists have given rise to

a series of minor industries, themselves of great import-
ance. Riders of bicycles and tricjcles come along so

silently that instruaients of warning have been devised.

There are bells that jingle, bells that ring, whistles, bugles,

and a fiendish horn which will utter anything from a

gentle remonstrance to a wild, unearthly shriek. Lamps,
tyres, saddles, seats, springs, &c., are made in unending
variety ; these form the endless subject of animated con-
versation in which the cyclist so frequently indulges.

Cyclometers or instruments for measuring the distance
run are also much used. Some show the number of

revolutions made by the wheel, from which the distance
can be found by a simple calculation ; others indicate the
distance in miles. There is on the table a home-made
one of mine with a luminous face which at the end of

every mile gives the rider a word of encouragement ; it

now indicates that a mile is nearly complete ; in another
turn or two you will all hear it speak.

Cyclists have a literature of their own. There are
about a dozen papers wholly or largely devoted to the
sport. They can even insure themselves and their

machines against injury by accident in a company of their

own.
The greatest and by far the most important growth is

the Cyclists' Touring Club, a gigantic club to which every
right-minded rider in the country belongs. This club has
done more to make touring practically enjoyable than
could have been thought possible when it began its

labours. Railway companies have with few exceptions
consented to take cycles at a fi.xed and reasonable rate

;

in almost every town in the country an agreement has
been made with the leading, or at any rate a first-class,

hotel, in virtue of which the touring member may be sure

of meeting with courtesy and attention for himself and
with clean quarters and an intelligent groom for his horse,

instead of finding himself as hitherto a strange being in a
strange place at the mercy of some indifterent or exorbi-

tant landlord. In consequence of this, thousands now
spend their holidays riding over and admiring the

beauties of our own country instead of being dragged
with a party of tourists through the streets and buildings

of a foreign town. L)f the delightful nature of a cycling

tour I can speak from grateful experience ; last autumn
alone I travelled nearly 1500 miles, meeting on my way
with almost every variety of beauty that the scenery of this

country affords. Wherever I went I felt the beneficial

influence of the C.T.C., as the touring club is called.

At all the hotels—our headquarters—at vvhich I stopped,

I found the most sanguine wishes of the club amply
fulfilled, our wants understood and provided for.

The C.T. C. have also done a great service in providing
us with a uniform which has been proved to be as near
perfection as possible. They have also designed a ladies'

cycling dress, which can be seen in the library.

Though touring in the country is the perfection of our

art, town riding has its advantages. I, in common with

a fair number, ride daily to and from my work no matter
what the weather may be : rain, snow, wind, or hail,

cycling affords the pleasantest means of crossing London.
Instead of waiting in draughty railway stations, of

catching cold outside or being stewed inside omnibuses,
or of being smoked in the Underground Railway, we, the

regular cyclists, look forward to our daily ride with

pleasure, for the healthy e.xercise, the continuous neces-

sity of watching the traffic and avoiding ever approaching
danger, form between them a relief from mental worry or

business anxiety which we alone can appreciate.

C)f the dangers of the streets I have little to say : the

regulation of the traffic by the police, and the considera-

tion of drivers, though they are not in general too fond

of us, make danger in the cpiarter from which it might be
expected very remote. Our chief difficulty is due to the

irregular and utterly unaccountable movements of pedes-

trians, whose carelessness keeps us in a continual state of

anxiety.

There remains one point of the utmost importance on
which I would say a few words, I refer to the effect of

cycling on our general health. .About a year ago there

appeared in the Lancet an article condemning in no
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measured terms the evils likely to result from the develop-

ment of this new craze, in which, as far as I remember, it

was stated that we are now sowing the seeds of a series of

new diseases, the symptoms of which will only appear
possibly in years to come. I would not for a moment
question the accuracy of opinion held by any professional

man ; whether this is or is not the case 1 cannot tell

;

however, I may mention that the only s>mptoms which I

have so far discovered in myself are an improved appetite,

increased weight, and a general robustness to which I

was formerly a perfect stranger. Having, I trust, suc-

ceeded in showing that the advantages offered to riders

are sufficient to account for the rapid development of

cycling, that it is in fact no mere temporary craze, I shall

now proceed to consider the theory and construction of
the various machines at present known.
From the hobby horse to the bone-shaker, and from

the bone-shaker to the bicycle, the steps are so simple
and obvious that it is quite unnecessary for me to trace

them. It is also needless for me to describe the modern
bicycle : every one must be familiar with it, every one must
have seen the ridiculous zigzag of the beginner, and have
admired the graceful gliding of an accomplished rider.

Of the theory of the balance little need be said ; any-
thing supported in a mere line, in unstable equilibrium
as it is called, must fall one way or the other. The
machine and rider would of necessity capsize if some
action of recovery were not possible. To whichever side

the machine shows any inclination, to that side the rider

instinctively directs it. By this means the tendency to

fall to one side is balanced by the property of the rider to

continue moving in a straight line, and so to go over on
the other side. This action of recovery is always over-
done, so that a second turn in the opposite direction must
follow. Hence the extraordinary path traced by the
beginner. Even with the most skilful rider, though he
appears to travel in a perfectly straight line, a slightly

sinuous course is essential, as the highly characteristic

track left on the road indicates. If anything should happen
to check this slightly serpentine motion, as, for instance,

occurs when the driving-wheel drops in the groove of a
tram-line, the balance at once becomes impossible, and
the rider is compelled to dismount.
The extraordinary stabiliiy of the bicycle at a high

speed depends largely on the gyroscopic action of ihe
wheels. On the table is a top supported in a ring which
is free to move how it please?. So long as the top is

spinning the ring is as rigid as a block ; on stopping it,

the freedom of the support- is at once apparent.
It is a marvel to many how anything so light, how any-

thing so delicate, can carry the weight or can travel at

the speed so common without utterly collapsing. The
wheels especially attract attention. In a hoop no one
part can be pushed in unless some other part can go out.

A bicycle wheel is a hoop in which every part is prevented
from going out by the tension of the spokes. To give
the wheel lateral stabiUty, the spokes are carried not to

the centre, but to the two ends of the hub, thus lying on
two cones. Such a wheel is abundantly strong in its awn
plane : it can withstand the jars and shocks of a bad road
without a groan, but once subject it to serious side strain,

such as I can with ease put upon it with a jerk of my
wrists, and the wheel will crumple up like an umbrella in

a storm. Till this \ear there has been no change in the
principle of construction, though in detail many improve-
ments have been carried out and are largely adopted. By
the use of hollow rims a stififer and lighter wheel can be
made ; thick-ended, crossed and laced spokes are em-
ployed, and other details modified. Essentially, however,
the "spider" wheel as a structure is the same as it was
when first introduced. Suddenly two radical changes
are presented to us. Mr. Otto, whose great work I shall

describe in its proper place, has devised a wheel on a new
system, in which the spokes that form the structure lie in

the plane of the rim, in which position they are best able

to withstand direct shocks. Such a wheel would be un-

stable, but requires very little to keep it true. Delicate

spokes, not screwed up very tight, are therefore placed on
either side, so that a side-strain is met by the whole
strength of the spokes on one side, which are not as

hitherto weakened by the pull of the spokes on the other.

On this system much narrower wheels can be made than

was possible before. The other change, due to the same
inventor, is still more striking. He has found, contrary

to the opinion of every one, that wheels, either of hi^

narrow type or of the usual form, can be made and will

remain true when the spokes are made elastic by being

bent into a wavy or slightly spiral form. If only these

wheels will stand the test of time—and I see no reason

why they should not—one of the greatest discomforts and
possible causes of injury from which the cyclist suffers—

the vibration and jolting due to a bad road—will have been

removed.
The bearings in a bicycle are perhaps more to

be admired than any single part. Instead of allowing

the axle to slide round in its bearings, hard steel rollers

or balls are introduced, so that the parts which are pressed

together roll over and do not slide upon one another.

Any one who has trodden on a roller or a marble must
have found in a possibly unpleasant manner the great

difference between rolling and sliding friction. I can

now give for the first time the result of an experiment
only completed this morning, which shows the extraor-

dinary perfection to which this class of work has attained.

I have observed how much a new set of balls which 1

obtained direct from the w-ell-known maker, Mr. Bown,
has lost in weight in travelling icoo miles in my machine.
Every 200 miles I cleaned and weighed the balls with all

the care and accuracy that the resources of a physical

laboratory will permit. The set of twelve, when new,

weighed 2 5 '80400 grm. After 1000 miles, they weighed
25'8ooS8 grm., the loss being 3'i2 mgrm., which is equal

to i/20'8 grain, that is, in running 1000 miles, each ball

lost 1/250 grain. This corresponds to a wear of only

1/158,000 inch off the surface. At this rate of wear

—

3"i2 mgrm. per 1000 miles—the balls would lose only

i/34'3 of their weight in travelling as far as from here

to the moon.
The twelve balls, after the first 200 miles, each weighed

in grammes as follows. The loss of each in running 60c

miles is appended :

—

Weight in grm.
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friction there, but of preventing wear in a place wliere

any shalce is highly objectionable. One of his ball-heads
is on the table.

The frame of the bicycle, consisting merely of the fork

and backbone, is made of thin steel tube, the type of all

that is light and strong. Indiarubber, besides being used
for the tyres of all machines, has been worked into every
part of the structure to diminish, so far as is possible,

that perpetual and wearying vibration of which all

bicyclists so bitterly complain. The number of improve-
ments in every detail is so great that any attempt to enu-
merate them is out of the question. Suffice it to say that

the modern bicycle is the perfection of all that is perfect

;

as a machine for racing, as a machine for hurrying over
good and level roads nothing can approach it. Unfortu-
nately, however, there is ever present danger, and danger
of the most objectionable sort, for the most skilful rider

knows too well that should he strike a stone of even an
ordinary size he must expect to be pitched over the
handles, and come with a crash to the ground. It is true

that in general no harm is done, but such a fall may
bring any one to a sudden and horrible end.

Manyhaveattempted, whilestill retaining the advantaoes
of the bicycle, to make these involuntary headers impossible
by modifying in some way its construction. One of the
earliest attempts in this direction is well named the
" Extraordinary." On it the rider is placed much further
behind the main wheel, but can still employ his weight to

advantage, as the treadles are placed below him and are
connected by levers with the cranks. In another safety

bicycle a third wheel is carried in front, just above the
ground, so as to resist at once any tendency to tilt for-

ward. In another type much smaller wheels are em-
ployed, and the feet, now nearer the ground, are con-
nected with the cranks, by levers in the " Facile," or by a
hanging pedal in the "Sun and Planet." There is a
bicycle with two large wheels—one in front of the other

—

which two can ride, which should be both safe and
rapid.

By far the most curious and utterly unintelligible of all

machines of the bicycle type is Mr. Burstow's " Centre-
cycle." So incomprehensible did this machine seem to

me that I took the trouble one afternoon last week to

ride to Horsham to see it in its native place, h careful

examination has convinced me that it is not only correct

in its design, but that it is in many respects the most
wonderful cycle at present made. There is on the table

a model Plympton skate. When this is level, it runs
straight ; when inclined either way, it wheels around in

a manner that was so familiar a few years ago. The four

wheels of the Centre-cycle are a counterpart of the four

wheels of the skate ; when the frame leans either way,
they turn in an appropriate manner, or, conversely, when
they turn, the machine leans in the proper direction. It

might be thought that a thing with five wheels is more
nearly allied to a tricycle than to a bicycle ; but this is

not so, for the Centre-cycle, when ridden skilfully, has
rarely more than one wheel on the ground ; the leaning to

one side in turning a corner (tricycles unfortunately must
remain upright), and the general action is essentially

that of a bicycle. The great peculiarity of this machine
is the power that the rider possesses of raising or lowering
any wheel he likes. Now that I have mounted it you
will see that 1 can rest on one, three, four, or five wheels
as I please. In consequence of this power of lifting the
wheels, a rider can travel over an umbrella without
touching it, lifting the wheels as they approach, and
dropping them as they pass, after the manner of a cater-

pillar.

Whatever difficulty I may have had in doing justice to

the bicycle, the corresponding difficulty in the case of
tricycles is far greater. The number of makers and the
variety of their work is so great that it would be sheer
madness on my part to attempt to describe all that has

been done. Those who wish to see the great variety of
detail which chiefly constitutes the difference between
one make and another must go to one of the exhibitions
of these things which are now so common.

All I shall attempt will be an explanation of the leading
principles which are involved in the design of a tricycle.

For this purpose it will be necessary for me to mention
occasionally some particular machine ; but in justice to

the hundreds to which I cannot even refer, I wish it to be
understood that those named, though typical, are not of
necessity better than any other.

Till a few years ago the bicycle was the only velocipede
which was worthy of the name. Inventive genius and
mechanical skill have given rise to a series of machines
on three wheels on which any one can at once sit at ease,

and which require but little skill in their management.
Men who do not care to risk their necks at the giddy
height of the bicyclist, ladies to whom the ordinary
bicycle presents difficults which they cannot well sur-

mount, each find in the tricycle the means of obtaining
healthy and pleasant exercise, and of enjoying to a cer-

tain extent the advantages which the bicycle affords.

Thanks to the perfection of the modern tricycle, cycling

has become one of the most popular institutions of the
day.

It is first necessary to know what combinations of three
wheels will, and what will not, roll freely round a curve.

The few possible arrangements determine the general
forms which a tricycle can take. A wheel can only travel

in its own direction ; no side motion is possible without

the application of considerable force, entailing strain and
friction of a most injurious kind. In any combination,
then, of three wheels, each must be able, in spite of the

united action of the other two, to move in its own direc-

tion. There is on the table a model in which the three

wheels can take every possible position. To begin with,

two large ones are placed opposite to, but independent
of, one another, and parallel, and a snail one, parallel to

the others, is mounted between them at one end. This
arrangement rolls along in a straight line with perfect

freedom; on twisting the plane of the third wheel it is

also free to roll round a curve whether the little wheel is

before or behind. If I shift the position of one of the

large wheels so that, though still parallel to, it is no
longer opposite, the other, then, though they can freely

move in a straight line, they can by no possibility be in-

duced to roll round a curve. It is clear, then, that two
wheels that are parallel cannot be employed in a tricycle

unless they are opposite one another. The only class of

people who frequently appear to be familiar with this fact

are nursemaids, who always tip up the front of a peram-
bulator in turning a corner.

If one wheel is in front of and another behind a third, the

combination can only roll round a curve when the front and
rear wheel are turned to proportionate extents ino[)posite

directions. The model is so arranged now ; if either of

the little wheels is not turned to exactly the right amount,
they can no longer roll, they can only be dragged round
a curve. It is not sufficient that two parallel wheels
should be opposite one another, they must be able to turn

at different speeds. I have now the two large wheels

keyed on the same axle, so that they must of necessity

turn together ; this combination is ready enough to go
straight, but no amount of encouragement by the steering

wheel will induce it to go in any other direction.

Bearing these facts in mind, it will not be difficult to

follow the development of the tricycle. It would seem
impossible in the first arrangement (that with two wheels

opposite one another, and a third, or steering wheel,

before or behind between them) to drive both sides, for

the wheels must be able to turn at different speeds ; let

therefore one be free to go as it pleases, if the other only is

driven, we have at once a very common form of tricycle,

in which one wheel drives, one steers, and one is idle.
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Machines of this class have many defects. The feeble

steering power, combined with their unsymmetrical

driving, render them altogether untrustworthy. If any
power is applied to the driver, which can only have its

share of the weight upon it, it slips on the ground ; if the

machine is quickly stopped, owing to the small weight on

the steering wheel, it is apt to swing round and upset

;

nevertheless, those who are content with pottering about

on our wood pavement and gravel roads find this class of

machine answer their purpose, and owing to their cheap-
ness and simplicity they do not care to get a better.

The second arrangement of the model, in which riders

must have recognised the Coventry Rotary, is free from
most of the defects of the form just described ; there is

more weight on the driver, but not enough to prevent its

being made to slip round ; there are two steering wheels
a long way apart, with plenty of weight upon them, so

that the guiding power in this type of tricycle is all that

can be desired.

Let me now return to the first arrangement, in which
two parallel wheels are opposite one another. If by any
possibility both wheels could be driven, and yet be free

to go at difterent speeds, then there being so large a

weight on the drivers they could not be made to slip
;

the driving being symmetrical, most of the twisting strain

would be taken off the steering wheel, and still the

machine would be capable of rolling round a curve with

perfect freedom.
All the methods of solving the problem of double

driving come under two heads, one depending on the

action of a clutch and the other on differential or balance

gear.

The clutch action being the simplest, I shall describe

that first. In going round a corner the inner wheel must
lag behind, or the outer wheel must run ahead of the

other ; as either wheel may be inner or outer according

to the direction of the curve, each must be able to lag

behind or each must be able to run ahead. If both were

able to lag behind, the machine could not be driven for-

ward, and it would be of little use ; if both were able to

run ahead, the machine could not be driven backwards

—

a matter of small importance. There is on the table a

large working model, showing how a four-sided wheel is

free to revolve in a ring, but is instantly seized when
turned the other way, owing to a jambing action on one
or more of four rollers. The four-sided wheel then can

be employed to drive the ring one way but not the other.

One of these " clutches ' or " friction grips ''
is pkced at

each end of the crank shaft in the '• Cheylesmore ''
tri-

cycle, and a chain round the ring of each drives the

corresponding wheel. The machine named is a rear-

seerer; the clutch is also employed in some front-

steerers.

The other method of double driving depends on the

use of the well-known gear of three bevel wheels or of

some equivalent mechanism. If the a.xle of the middle

of the three wheels ii turned round the common axle of

the other two, the applied force is divided between those

two wheels, yet the pair are free to move relatively. Let

then the chain drive a wheel carrying the middle bevel,

and let the side bevels be connected with the two drivers.

Whatever happens, the power of the rider will be equally

divided between them, \et the machine will be free to roll

round a curve.

There are a great number of devices which are

exactly equivalent to this the simplest of all, which
is known as Starley's gear. There is on the table a

beautiful model of the gear used in the Sparkbrook
tricjcle, which has been lent me by the makers of that

machine, Bown's ditierenlial gear, and some others
;

but time will not allo.v me to describe them. There
is one gear, however, which presents many peculiarities,

which I have devised, and which may be of interest.

A large working model is on the table. Between the

conical edges of two wheels which are connected to the

drivers lie a series of balls, outside which is a ring with

sloping recesses. If the ring be turned by a chain or

otherwise, the balls jamb in the recesses as the rollers do
in the clutch gear. Nevertheless they are free to turn

about a radial axis, and so allow the two driven cone

wheels independent motion. The bursting strain on the

ring and the side thrust on the cones acting on rolling

balls balance one another. With this gear the rider can

cause the balls to jamb one way or both ways, and so

have or avoid the " free pedal " as he pleases.

In almost all good designs of front-steering tricycles

the power applied to the cranks is transmitted to a dif-

ferential gear by a chain. The crank and connecting

rod have also been used to transmit the power, but then

the clutch is necessary.

There is, however, another type of tricycle, in which
the use of cranks is avoided, among which may be men-
tioned the " Omnicycle," the " Merlin," and that highly

ingenious machine, the rowing tricycle. On the table

there is the Omnicycle gear. In all these the power is

applied direct to the circumference of a wheel or sector,

and so dead po'nts are avoided, which is a point in their

favour when meeting with much resistance. On the other

hand, the sudden starting and stopping of the feet in the

two former machines and of the body in the latter make
this type utterly unsuitable for obtaining anything more
than a moderate speed. In the Omnicycle ingenious

expanding drums are employed, so that the power may
be applied with different degrees of leverage according to

circumstances.
There remains one type of tricycle which, for rapid

running, surpasses many : I refer to what is known as

the Humber pattern. So excellent is this form in this

respect that the leading manufacturers have, by turning

out machines on the same lines, paid the original makers
a coaipliment which is not altogether appreciated. This

pattern departs less from the ordinary bicycle than any

other; it is one, in fact, in which, instead of one, there

are two great wheels, giving width to the machine,

between which the power is divided by the usual differ-

ential gear.

Having spoken of the differential gear and the clutch,

I had better show the comparative advantages and disad-

vantages of the two methods of double driving. With
the differential gear the same force is always applied to

each wheel, so in turning a corner the outer one, which

travels furthest, has most work expended upon it (work=
force X distance). In this respect the differential gear is

superior. On the other hand, when one wheel meets

with much resistance from mud or stones, and the other

with hardly any, the latter has still half the strength of

the rider spent upon it, which is clearly a mistake. With
a clutch-driven machine running straight, the wheels take

such a share of the rider's power as is proportional to the

resistance they individually meet. When the machine is

describing a curve, that is generally, only the inner

wheel is driven, and the machine is for the time only a

single driver, with the driver on the wrong side.

I must now describe some devices which are attracting

I

much attention at the present time, the speed and power

gears. Let us suppose there are two machines with wheels

I of diflerent sizes, but in other respects alike. Then each

turn will take the larger wheeled machine further than

the smaller. In going up a hill the larger wheel will take

its machine up a greater height than the other in one

revolution, which involves more work and therefore more
strength. If on the large wheel the chain pulley w ere in-

creased in size, then for the same speed of the treadles it

would not turn so quickly, it would not take the machine

so far up the hill as before, it would in fact be equivalent

to a smaller wheel, so that less strength than before would

be necessary. This diminution of speed, though of great

advantage when climbing a hill, is the reverse on the
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level, for then very rapid pedalling would be necessary to

maintain even a moderate speed. To obtain the advan-
tage of high wheels or high gearing on the level and at

the same time low wheels or low gearing on the hills,

some highly ingenious devices are employed. On the

table is a well-known one of these, the " Crypto-dynamic,"
which by a simple movement changes the relative speed
of wheel and treadle Time will not permit me to de-
scribe the details of this arrangement, but it contains an
epicyclic gear which is or is not in action according as
the rider desires power or speed. There are several

other devices having the same object, some depending on
an epicyclic gear in a pulley, others on the use of two
chains, only one of which is active at a time. These
arrangements have the further advantage of enabling the
rider to disconnect the treadles from the wheels whenever
he pleases.

Tricycles on which two, three, or a whole family can go
out for a ride together, involve few new principles, and I

shall not for this reason have a word to say about them.
There remains one machine forming a class by itself,

more distinct from all others than they are from one
another. It is not a bicycle in the ordinary sense of the
word ; it is not a tricycle, for it has only two wheels.
This machine is, from a scientific and therefore fiom
your point of view, more to be admired than any other.

It is called, after its inventor, the " Otto." The Olto
bicycle and the Otto gas-engine will be lasting memo-
rials to the ingenuity of the brothers who invented
them.
No machine appears so simple, but is so difficult to

understand as this. Tricyclists who have been in the
habit of managing any machine at once, are surprised to

find in this something which is utterly beyond them.
They cannot sit upon it for an instant, for so soon as they
are let alune it politely turns them off. When at length,

after much coaxing, they can induce it to let them remain
upon it, they find it goes the way they do not want.
Riding the Otto, like any other accomplishment, must be
learnt. Some seem at home on it in half an hour, others
take a week or more. It is not surprising that that quick
perception, in which ladies have so much the advantage
of men, enables them to quickly overcome the apparently
insurmountable difliculties which this machine presents
to the beginner.

The rider when seated is above the a.xle of two large

equal wheels ; being then apparently in unstable equili-

brium, he would of necessity fall forwards or backwards if

some movement of recovery were not possible. The
t tto rider maintains his balance in the same way as the

pedestrian. If he is too far forward, pressure on the front

foot will push him back ; if too backward in po-ition,

pressure on the rear foot will urge him forward. That
this must be so is clear, for, whatever turning power he
applies to the wheels, action and reaction being equal and
opposite, they will produce an equal turning effect upon
him. The steering of this machine is quite [.eculiar. In

the ordinary way both wheels are driven by steel bands
at the same speed ; so long as this is the case, the Otto
of necessity runs straight ahead. When the rider desires

to turn, he loosens one of the bands, which causes the

corresponding wheel to be free ; if then he touches it

with the brake or drives the other wheel on, it will lag

behind, and the machine will turn. It is even possible to

make one wheel go forwards and one backwards at the

same time, when the machine will spin like a top within
a circle a yard in diameter.
There being no third wheel the whole weight is

on the drivers, the whole weight is on the steerers
;

the frame, which is free to swing, compels the

rider to take that position which is most advantageous,
making him upright when climbing a hill, and com-
fortably seated when on the level. Owing to a curious

oscillation of the frame which occurs in hill climbing, the

dead points are eliminated, so the rider need not waste
his strength at a position where labour is of no avail.

Though it has been impossible for me to do more than
indicate in the most imperfect manner how numerous and
beautiful are the principles and devices employed in the
construction of C)cles, I trust I have disappointed those
who were shocked and horrified that so trivial a subject
should be treated seriously in this Institution.

DANGERS FROM FLIES
T N a note communicated to the Gazzetta degli Ospilaii
* for August 1883, and republished in the current
number of the Archives Italicnncs de Biologic (tome iv.

fasc. ii.). Dr. B. Grassi calls attention to the fact that
flies are winged agents in the diffusion of infectious
maladies, epidemics, and even parasitic diseases. During
the summer season, when flies occur in swarms, it seems
impossible to prevent them from settling on any and
every object. In these countries, though sometimes
troublesome, they are scarcely ever so numerous as in the
warmer climates of the Continent, and even in these
latter they are not often to be found such plagues as they
are in Egypt ; but in all these countries alike they may
be seen to alight on all moist substances without distinc-

tion. It may be the expectorations of a phthisical or the

ejecta of a ty[.hoid patient that have last attracted these
inquiring diptera ; but, irrespective of the material they
may have been investigating, their next visit may be to

the moist lips or eyes of a human being. Their feet, their

mouth, and the pectoral portion of their bodies will have
all come in contact with the infective mass, and will all

in turn be more or less cleansed of it by the moisture of

the freshly visited mucous membranes. But this danger
has already been known and recognised, and it seems
scarcely doubtful that in Egypt ophthalmia is constantly
carried to the eyes of the infant natives by such winged
visitors. Dr. Grassi calls our attention to even greater
danger, and this from the ejecta of the flies themselves.
Every housekeeper knows how the bright surface of a
mirror or the gilt moulding of a picture-fraine can be
covered over with the little flecks left by these flies,

—

no English words occur to us to translate therewith
the phrase " les mefaits des mouches." The following
experiences of Dr. Grassi relate to these:—At Rovellasca,
between his laboratory, which is on a first floor, and his

kitchen, w-hich is on the ground floor, there lies a court-
yard, with a distance between the windows of the two
rooms of about ten metres. On a plate on the table of

his laboratory he placed a large number of the eggs of a
human parasite (Trichocephalus). After a few hours he
found, on some white sheets of paper hanging in the
kitchen, the well-known spots produced by the excreta of
the flies, and on a microscopical examination of these
spots, several eggs of the parasite were found in

them. Some flies coining into the kitchen were now
caught, and their intestinal tract was found quite filled

with an enormous mass of foecal matter, in which the
presence of eggs of Trichocephali were detected. As it

was practically impossible to keep all alimentary sub-
stances from contact with these flics, it follows that the
chances of Dr. Grassi and his family being infected with

Trichocephali were very great. As a matter of fact, the
experiment was tried with non-segmented eggs of this

worm. Another experiment was in the same direction.

Dr. Grassi took the ripe segirents of a lania solium
(which had been in spirits of wine) and broke them up in

water, so that a great number of the tapeworm's eggs
remained suspended in the fluid. The flies came to the
mixture, attracted by the sugar, and in about half an hcur
the ova of the tapeworms were to be found in their intes-

tines and in the spots. Had these eggs been in a recent

and living state, they would doubtless have been just as

easily transported. To those who care to try these
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experiments, it ^is suggested that lycopod powder mixed
with sugar and water is a good material, as the lycopod

spores are easily detected.

It is self-evident that if the mouth-apparatus of the fly

will admit of the introduction of such objects as have
been above noted, that there will be no difficulty in its

admitting scores of the spores of many parasitic fungi, and
above all of those belonging to the Schizomycetes, the

possible cause of so much disease. Already has Ur.

Grassi detected in fly excrement the spores of Oidiiiin

lactis, and the spores of a Botrytis, this latter taken from
the bodies of silkworms dead of muscardine.
There arises, of course, the question of how far the

active digestion in the intestines of the flies may not

destroy the vitality of germs or spores thus taken in, but

it would seem probable that in many instances the larger

bodies swallowed may not serve as objects for assi-

milation, but may be got rid of as foreign bodies, and it

will be borne in mind that the flies themselves fall victims

to the growth of a parasitic fungus {Empiisa hiuslcp, Cohn),
which is probably taken first into their own stomachs.

Dr. Grassi promises to publish the results of his experi-

ments in fuller detail. Judging of their interest by this

abstract, they will well deserve to be followed up, and
though in these countries our modern sanitary arrange-

ments do not tend to the development of such immense
swarms of flies as are so constantly to ba met with in

Italy, still the dangers to be apprehended from them
there are possibly, though in a less degree, to be en-

countered here, and the investigation of the fact is easy
to any one possessing a fairly average microscope and the

power of catching a fly. E. P. W.

EDINBURGH MARINE STATION

AT the half-yearly meeting of the Scottish Meteoro-
logical Society held on Moiday last, Mr. Murray

submitted a statement on the work done by the Fisheries

Commiltee. This included preliminary reports from the

Rev. A. M. Norman on the invertebrate fiuna of the

Scottish fresh-water lochs ;
Prof. HerJman's report of

his researches connected with the fisheries of Loch Fyne,

and similar reports from Messrs. Hoyle and Bed lard

from Peterhead and Eyemouth. After readip.g several

interesting extracts from these reports, which will shortly

appear in the Society' s /our/ia/, he then stated that the

marine station at Granton would be formally opened
for scientific work about the loth of next month by
Prof. Haeckel of Jena. The floating laboratory, which
has been named the Ark, was successfully launched
on Saturday last, and it has accommodation for seven
biologists. The steam yacht of thirty tons, which is to

be called the Medusa, is to be launched on the 26th inst.

at Glasgow, and will be at the station ten days thereafter.

The Station will then be possessed of the three most
important requisites, viz. the floating laboratory, with
abundance of sea water ; a steam vessel fitted with all

modern appliances for sounding, dredging, and other bio-

logical and physical investigations ; and lastly, a most
complete library in marine biology and physics. Mr. J.

T. Cunningham, B.A. Oxon., FeUow of University College,

Oxford, has been appointed Naturalist in charge of the

Station ; Mr. Hugh Robert Mill, B.Sc, who holds a Re-
search Fellowship in the University of Edinburgh, is to

carry on physical and meteorological investigations under
the superintendence of Prof. Tait ; Mr. Alexander Tur-
byne, fisherman. Keeper ; Mr. William Bell, lae Royal
.Vavy, Engineer ; and it is hoped the arrangements will

shortly be made that will enable a botanist and geologist

to carry on systematic work at the Station. The captain
of the yacht will be appointed next week.

British and foreign naturalists are invited to make use
of the resources of the Station free of charge, and those
who desire to do so are re.|uested to communicate with

Mr. John Murray, Challenger Office, Edinburgh, stating
the kind of work they propose to undertake and the
length of time they will probably remain. Efforts are
now being made to provide living accommodation for the
naturalists and others who may be working at the Sta-
tion. Immediately after the meeting Mr. Murray re-

ceived anonymously a donation of 100/. towards the
further equipment of the .Station. We wish every success
to this undertaking, and, from the liberal spirit shown in

placing at the service of scientific men the unique facili-

ties afforded by the Station for the prosecution of in-

quiries of the highest practical importance, we have
every confidence that the public will not be slow in

seeing that the funds required for its efficient maintenance
are forthcoming.

THE DEEP-SEA FISHES OF THE
"TALISMAN''

A MONG the many wonderful animal forms collected
-^*- during the voyage of the Talisman none surpass the

fishes in interest. In the exhibition, now open at the

Jardin des Plantes, Paris, of the various specimens col-

lected during this voyage, the collection of fishes holds a
chief place. During the cruises of the Traiuiilleur, owing
to the. apparatus employed, the capture of a fish was a

rare event, but by the employment of a kind of drag-net

on board the Talisinan the number both of species and
individuals taken was quite surprising. Once, on July 29, in

16° 52' N. lit. and 27^ 50' W. long , in one haul of the drag-

net no less than 1031 fishes were taken from a depth of 450
metres. The chief surface fish noted in M. Filhol's very

interesting papers, which are in course of publication in

our French contemporary La Nature (to the editor of

which journal we are indebted for the illustrations accom-
panying this notice), were the well-known shark (Char-

c/iarias glaucus), very common between the Senegal coast

and the Cape de Verde Islands
;

its strange attendant
fis'i, the so-called pilot fish {A'auerates ducfor), and the

very curious and odd-looking fish of the Sargassum Sea,

Antennarius inarinoratus. It is noted that not only were
the pilot fishes never molested by the shar';s but that they

constantly swam around them, sometimes even the/ were
seen placing themselves against the shark's sides between
their pectoral fins. Many observations were made on
the strange Antennarius, the colour of whose body so

closely approaches to that of the alga amidst which it

lives that it en.ables these fish to approach almost unseen,

and so quite easily take their prey. It is not, however,

altogether unworthy of remark that this prey, consisting

for the most part of small Crustacea and moUusks, is also

of the same general shade of colour as the mass of the

weed, so that the assuming of this uniform dull tin^e of

colour must mean a heightened danger to some of these

forms of life.

The great interest, however, of the fish captures of

the Talisman centres in the remarkable forms taken

from the depths of the sea, which were both considerable

in the number of individuals and in the newness of the

forms. The question of whether certain fish inhabit

certain zones of depths was clo-ely conidered, and is

answered in the affirmative. These zones are of very

considerable depth, varying from 600 to over 3650 metres,

and in bringing up specimens from such areas of great

pressure these suffer immensely through the phenomena
caused by the rapid decompression of the air, the more
remarkable effects being dilatation of the swim bladder,

the eyes being squeezed out of their orbits, and the scales

clothing the body are shed. In some cases even the fish s

body has become smashed into pieces. Notwithstanding

all these phenomena, the area in depth of the distribution

of many of the deep-sea fish is very consider.;ble. Thus
Alepocephahis rostratus is met with between a depth of

86S and that of 3650 metres ; Scopelus maderensis, between
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depths of 1090 and 3655 metres ;
Lepiodcrma macrops,

between 1153 and 3655 metres; and Macrurits nffinis,

Ijetween 590 and 2220 metres. The explanation would

seem to be not only that the organisation of these fishes

is such as enables them to support the enormous pressures

at the greater depths of the ocean, but that in the course

of their movements of ascent and descent they proceed

very slowly so as gradually to get accustomed to the

alterations in pressure. These fishes are all flesh eaters,

with well developed dental systems ; the absence of light

prevents the growth of marine alga; in these depths, and

as a gener.il rule all the fish found below 150 metres are

of necessity predator)-. These deep-sea fishes, as Dr.

(iiinther reminds us, do not belong to any peculiar order,

but are chiefly modified forms of surface types; some of

these modifications being no doubt very extreme, but

serving as indications not only of the struggle for exist-

ence, but also of the plasticness of the forms to adapt

themselves to the extreme conditions under which they

live. The most remarkable phenomena in connection

with their deep-sea life is doubtless the tremendous pres-

sure which has to be borne. No one seems to doubt but

that these deep-sea forms live as active a life as surface

forms, indeed their very appearance seems to indicate a

swiftness and energy of movement not to be surpassed by

surface swimmers ; and we may believe that the abyssal

pressure has a great deal to do with keeping their feebly

calcareous bones and delicate muscular system compact
and in a condition for effective use. The placid state of

the water at these depths must also be borne in mind

—

no storms affect them, and the extraordinary attenuation

of some organs may be directly ascribed to this pheno-
menon. Thus Macrunis globucps (Fig. i), which forms
one of a family of deep-sea Ganoids, known as living at

depths of from 600 to 2200 metres, and occurring in con-

siderable variety and great numbers over all our oceans,

is a new species, described by M. L. Vaillant as found at

a depth of between 1500 and 3000 metres. Its body,

globular in front, will be seen to be very greatly attenuated

behind.

In some of the deep-sea fishes peculiar organs, un-

known for the most part among surface fishes, are to be
found ; these are sometimes "more or less numerous,
round, showing mother-of-pearl coloured bodies em-
bedded in the skin ''

; in some fish these are to be met
with on the head, or near the eyes, or along the sides and
back. Dr. Gunther informs us that of these strange

bodies the following hypotheses are possible: (l) all

these different organs are accessory eyes; (2) only those

having a lens-like body in their interior are sensory, those
with gland-like structure are not sensory but are phos-
phorescent ; and (3) all are producers of light. Many
serious objections can be urged against the first view.

Some of the fish with immense eyes have these bodies,

others without eyes want them, while as to glandular
bodies being sense organs this is not yet scientifically

realisable. One seems therefore justified in adopting the

middle hypothesis, and though on first thought it seems
strange that fish with large eyes should have accessory

eyes, yet Dr. Gtinther's supposition may be the true one
—that there are light producers behind the lenses, and
that these latter may act the part of " bull's-eyes " in a
lantern. This form of "light organ " might constitute a

very deadly trap for prey, one moment shining it might
attract the curiosity of some simple fish, then extinguished
the simple fish would fall an easy prej'.

Long filamentous organs are to be met with showing
apparently a brilliant type of phosphorescence. Among
the many curious forms of development of these tac-

tile organs to be met with, one of the most singular is

that to be seen on a fish referred by M. L. Vaillant to a
new genus and species found at a depth of 2700 metres,
and represented in the annexed woodcut (Fig. 2). In this

for.n {Eus/o?>iias olisci/n/s) the tactile organ takes the

appearance of a long filament, which is placed underneath

the lower jaw, and which ends in an mflated and rayed

knob-like phosphorescent mass.

Another peculiarity now well known in deep-sea fishes

is the enormous development of the mouth and stomach

of these fish. In the genus Melanocetus and in Chias-

modus the capacity of the stomach is such that it can

contain prey twice the size of the fish which swallowed it,

and perhaps the largest gape of jiws known is that of

Ewypharynx pelccanoides. The greatest depth at which

a fish was taken during the cruise of the Talisman was

4255 metres
;
,the fish was Byihytes crassus : but it will

be remembered that during the Chaltengcy Expedition a

specimen of Bathyopis ferox was taken at a depth of

5000 metres.

We hope again to have the opportunity of referring to

other of the deep-sea forms taken by the Talisman.

T
ANCIENTJAPAm

HIS volume contains a literal translation of the oldest

Japanese book in existence, accompanied by in-

troductions, notes, and appendices, and is beyond

doubt the most learned and remarkable work which

European scholarship has yet produced from Japan. Of

the many important propositions on the early history of

the Japanese race established by it we shall have to speak

later on ; baf of the work itself it may be said now that

the translator claims it to be " the earliest authentic con-

nected literary product of that large division of the human
race which has been variously denominated Turanian,

Scythian, and Altaic, and it even precedes by at least a

century the most ancient extant literary compositions of

non-Aryan India." Indeed more than this may be said
;

for if the claim of Accadian to be an Altaic language be

not substantiated, not only the archaic literature of

Japan (to which the A'^yVX^' belongs), but also its classical

literature, precedes by several centuries the earliest extant

do-uments of any other Altaic tongue. This alone would

render the work an object of much interest, but it derives

additional importance from its contents as well as from

the period at which it was written. It is the earliest

record of the language, customs, mythology, and history

of ancient Japan, and soon after the date of its compila-

tion, as Mr. Chamberlain points out, most of the salient

features of distinctive Japanese nationality were buried

under a superincumbent mass of Chinese culture ;
it is

therefore to these " Records " and one or two other

ancient works that the investigator must look if he \youId

not be misled at every step into attributing originality to

modern customs and ideas which have simply been bor-

rowed wholesale from the neighbouring continent. It

appears beyond doubt that, though the work existed in

tradition for some years before that period, it was not

committed to writing till the year 712 of our era, and

from It a picture can be formed of the Japanese of that

remote epoch. It is to the sections devoted by the trans-

lator to the manners and customs of the ear'y Japanese

and their political and social ideas that we propose to

direct special attention now.

As pictured, then, in these "Records," the Japanese

of the mythical era had emerged froai the Stone .Age and

from the savage state. They were acquainted with the

use of iron for weapons of the chase, such as arrows,

swords, knives ; but there is a curious silence about

ordinary implements, such as axes and saws, though they

had the fire-drill, pestle and mortar, wedge, and shuttle

for weaving. The art of sailing appears to have been

quite unknown, but boats for use on the inland lakes are

mentioned. As would naturally be expected, the popula-

tion was scattered along the seashore and on the banks

• Trnnsactions of the Asiatic Society of Ja.

Translation of the • Kojiki" 01

Hall Chamberlain. Yokohama,

J ._, ^ .,^ \. Supplement.

irds of Ancient Matters.'' By Basil
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of the larger rivers, while house and temple building are

the subjects of frequent reference. The Japanese of the

present day appear to have inherited their habits of great

personal cleanliness from their early forefathers, for we
read more than once of bathing, and bathing-women arc

said to have been specially attached to an imperial infant.

Among the religious practices, too, was that of lustration.

A custom of the early Japanese, which is still found e.xist-

ing in the island of Hachijo, off the east coast, was that

of a woman before childbirth erecting with her own hands
,1 one-roomed hut without windows, into which she was ex-

pected to retire and give birth to her child. In Hachijo

formerly a woman was driven out from the village under
these circumstances to a hut on the inountain side, which
she was not permitted to leave under any circumstances

whatever before the birth of the infant ; but in later times

the custom was so far relaxed that the hut was allowed to

be put up within the homestead. Each sovereign on his

accession, also, had a new palace erected for him ; but

these so-called " palaces" were nothing more than ordinary

wood huts. Although cave-dwellers are referred to in the
" Records," it appears that at the date to which the worlc

refers they had quite passed away. The principal food was
lish and the flesh of wild animals. Rice is mentioned in

such a manner that there can be no doubt of its cultiva-

tion from immemorial antiquity; sake, the native rice-

beer, is also referred to. In dress the mythical Japanese
appear to have reached a high level, and we find many
garments speciahsed, such as skirts, trousers, girdles,

veils, and hats ; while it is interesting to note that

although jewellery forms no part of the attire of the

modern Japanese, their ancestors adorned themselves
with necklaces, bracelets, and other articles formed from
stones considered precious. They appear to have had a
tolerably extensive accjuaintance with the animal and
vegetable kingdoms, but the tea-plant was evidently not

yet introduced among them. Iron, which was used from
time immemorial, was the only metal they knew ; and
their acquaintance with colours was confined to black,

blue (including green), red, white, and piebald (of horses).

In the Japan of to-day the different degrees of relation-

ship are distinguished in much the same way as in

Europe, except that brothers and sisters, instead of

being considered as mutually related in the same manner,
are divided into two categories, elder and younger, in

accordance with the Chinese usage. But the ancient

Japanese had a complicated system of nomenclature,

which appears to have perplexed native commentators
themselves, the foundation of which was a subordination

of the younger to the elder born, modified by a sub-

ordination of the females to the males. A distinction

also appears to have been drawn between the chief and
secondary wives, and the wife is constantly spoken of as

"younger sister." It appears that consanguinity, how-
ever close, was no bar to marriage, as we hear of unions

with half-sisters, step-mothers, and aunts. When the

Chinese ethical code was imported, these gradually dis-

appeared, but not, it is said, without political troubles.

E.xogamy did not exist, and there appear to have been

no artificial impediments in the way of marriage. On
death the hut of the deceased was abandoned ; and there

was a tradition of an earlier custom of burying alive

some of the retainers in the neighbourhood of a
royal tomb. This is the only trace of human sacrifice

to be found in the records of the Japanese race, and
there is also a total absence of any trace of slavery.

They were unacquainted with any of the arts by which
their descendants are best known ; they had neither tea,

fans, lacquer, or porcelain. They knew nothing of

vehicles, money, or the computation of time. They were
ignorant of writing, and of course had no books.

This brings us to another interesting part of the subject,

viz. the antiquity claimed by native writers for their

monarchy, and the reliability of their early chronology.

There is no break in their history between the fabulous
and the real, and the continuity of their mythology and
history is a tenet of the native commentators. They hold
the age of the gods to have ceased and that of their
human kings to have commenced at an era correspond-
ing with 660 !!.c., and the then ruler of Japan is claimed
as the first of an unbroken line of sovereigns extending
down to the Mikado of to-day. All the earlier European
writers on Japan liave accepted 660 is.c. as the com-
mencement of historical Japan; the Mikado himself has
claimed this long descent ; frequently in official publica-
tions we find this accepted as the Japanese year i.' In
native chronologies we find the names of a series of

Emperors who have reigned from that time. This an-
tiquity, though as yesterday compared to that of the
Chinese, is highly respectable if correct, but unfortu-

nately there is nothing whatever to support it. For, in

the words of Mr. Chamberlain, this era, this accession of

the first emperor, "is confidently placed thirteen or four-

teen centuries before the first history which records it was
written, nine centuries before (at the earliest computa-
tion) the art of writing v/as introiuced into the country,

and on the sole authority of books teeming with miracu-
lous legends.' ' Another scholar, who made the chronology
of Japan a special study, and who has published a valuable
monograph on that subject, the late Mr. Bramsen, does
not scruple to say that " the whole system of fictitious

dates applied in the first histories of Japan is one of the

greatest literary fi'auds ever perpetrated, from which we
may infer how little trust can be placed in the early

Japanese historical works." In short it appears that, for

all historical purposes, Japan is a newer country than
England by several centuries. Another proposition for

which native scholars have always strenuously contended
will also have to be abandoned. It is usual to say that

early Japanese civilisation was a purely indigenous pro-

duct, and that even a certain form of writing called

"letters of the Divine Age" existed long before there

was any contact with China. European scholars have
always been doubtful about this divine alphabet, and it

is now beyond doubt that they are the invention, or

adaptation from Corea, of a later age ; but it is also

certain from these "Records'' that, "at the very earliest

period to which the twilight of legend stretches back,
Chinese influence had already begun to make itself felt in

these islands, communicating to the inhabitants both
implements and ideas." It would occupy too much
space here to exhibit the evidences of this. One must
suffice. " Curved jewels," OTc(§'ci/(i'«rJ as they are called,

figure largely in the Japanese mythology as ornaments of

the early Japanese. These are generally made of jade,

or a jade-like stone, and Prof Milne shows that no such

mineral has ever been discovered in Japan. Further

proofs of Chinese influence are found in the nature of

the myths, the existence of the intoxicant sak:!, the lan-

guage, &c. The religion of the early Japanese appears

to have been merely "a bundle of miscellaneous super-

stitions," not an organised system. We find no body of

dogmas, or code of morals, authoritatively enforced by a

sacred book. The gods of their mythology were of

course the object of worship ; conciliatory offerings of a

miscellaneous kind were made to them. Purificition by
water is the sacred rite of which we hear m jst. Trial by

hot water also existed ; compacts, too, resembling our

oaths, were entered into with a god. Priests are men-
tioned, but the impression conveyed is that in early times

they did not exist as a separate class. In his " History

' In an interview with the Japanese Minister in LonJon, published in the

Pall Malt Gazette of February 26. His E.-icellency is reported to have

attrbuted the ardent attachment of the Japanese to his country to two facts,

one ihat Japan has been unconju^red for 2530 years, the other that for the

samep5ri)d it has been gjverneJ by the sane dymsty. "No other State

can point to such a record," said Mr. Mori, " aad it is but natural that w;
should fee! a pride in our country," &c., &c I'he Minister, as will be

seen, would have to deduct nearly fifteen hundred years from his major

premiss befire he tou:hed the solid ground of fact.
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of Civilisation,'' Buckle attributes some of the superstition

of the inhabitants of Spain and Italy to the occurrence of

earthquakes and other volcanic phenomena ; but in

Japan there is "no testimony to any effect produced on
the imagination by the earthqualces from which the
Japanese islanders suffer such constant alarms." Nor is

there any tradition of a deluge, which is the more remark-
able as Noah's deluge has recently been claimed as a
myth of Altaic origin. "Yet here we have the oldest of
undoubtedly Altaic nations without any legend of the
kind." There is no such thing as star- worship, nor are
there any fancies such as the imagination of other races

has connected with them.
Much, very much, more might be written on this

deeply interesting volume. Although more than a
thousand years of Japanese history must be cut away,
"the Japanese mythology is the oldest existing product
of the Altaic mind." When to this are added the facts

that here we have the zpsissi/ita verba (for the translation

is literal) of the Japanese compiler of eleven centuries
ago, that it is the first complete translation of an archaic
Japanese work, that it is the first work in which an
attempt is boldly made to separate Japanese history from
myths, and to fix the commencement of the historical

er£, and that it cor.tains abundant illustrations of the
manner and ideas of this primitive race as recorded by
themselves, we have said enough to attract a wide circle

of students. Besides the very valuable preliminary dis-

cussions, the text is abundantly annotated by the trans-
lator, who has for this purpose made use of the works of

the numerous native commentators and editors of the
« ork.

NOTES
The gold and silver Rumford Medals have been presented by

the American Academy of Arts and Sciences to Frof. Rowland
of Baltimore for his researches on heat and light.

We are sure that every field-naturalist and working geologist

will be grateful to Prof Bryce for introducing into Parliament

his Bill " to secure access to mountains and moorlands in Scot-

land." Since the sub.-titution of deer for sheep and cattle on

the Scoitiih moors and mountains, great res-tiictions have been

placed on access to these favourite haunts of the lover of nature,

so that in some districts the tourist and collector are faced by

the trespassers' board in all directions. We have no wish what-

ever to infringe the rights of private property, but sarely ihe

great landed proprietors of Sc<^tland can affoid to be gci.ercus

to those whose noblest game is a rare butterfly, an Alpine fljwer,

or a chip from the rocky escarpment of a hill. AlreaJy

some of the most valuable hunting grounds of science have

been shut up, and in the present condilion of things we
may soon hear of such natural phenomena as the Paralltl

Roads of Glenroy being rendered inaccejsible, and the

traveller confined to the dusty highway.-;. The Bill em-

bodies every possible precaution against the abuse of the access

craved, and we strongly advise the members of the many natural

history societies and field clubs all over the country to use every

legitirrate means to obtain for it Parliamentary tanction. We
need scarcely point out how greatly interested in the provisions

of the Bill are all artists and the great army of tourists.

Sir J. H. Lefroy, we are glad to learn, has accepted the

presidency of the Geographical Section at the Montreal meeting

of the British Association.

SiGKOR QuiNTiNo .SELLA, whose death on Maich 15 is

announced, was president of the R. Accademia dti Lincei.

We regret to learn of the death of Dr. Behni, the eminent

geographer of Gotha, the editor of the Gcogiaphhche MitlhcH-

iiiigeii, the Ccographisches JahibtKh, and, along with Prof.

Wagner, of the well-known "Bevdlkerung der Erde.

"

We are glad to notice the hear:y maimer in which the Times
recognises the necessity for scientific education among all classes.

In an excellent leading article on the Technical Institute, it

maintains that the old rule-of-thumb methods will no longer

suffice, and that science and. organised knowledge are bound to

invade industry as they have already invaded almost every branch

of human endeavour.

There can be uo doubt of the great scientific value of a

batbymetrical survey of the Scottish lochs, about which Lord
Balfour of Burleigh asked a question in the House of Lords on

Tuesday, and concerning which there has been a correspondence

between the Royal Society of Edinburgh and the Government.

No one wishes to retard the completion of the English Survey

for the purpose of this special undertaking ; but this is not

necessary, as, without going to any great expense, Government
might easily employ other existing agencies iu carrying out the

work.

Sir Richard Owe.n' was on Saturday pi-esented with a

framed and illuminated address by the Geologists' Association,

on the occasion of his retirement from the post of Director-

General of the Natural History Department of the British

Museum. A large audience assembled in the lecture-hall at

South Kensington to witness the ceremony. The address was

presented by Dr. Henry Hicks, F.G.S., who said that in his

retirement Sir Richard Owen would take with him the good

wishes and warm interest of all who appreciated his scientific

work, and his great per.-onal kindness in communicating its

results to others. Sir Richard Owen, in reply, said that, of all

the recognitions which he had recently received of his years ot

service in the State museums, none would be more valued by

him than that testimonial from his fellow workers in those walks

of natural science in which he had been for over half a century

more or less occupied. He would value the addi-ess amongst the

rarest of his treasures, and he trusted that its contemplation

would stimulate his sons and grandsons, particularly the latter,

to walk in their grandfather's footsteps. Pie returned his

grateful thanks, and wished the members and all present every

happiness.-

It is intended at the forthcoming celebration of the tercen-

tenary of Edinburgh University to confer the degree of LL.D.
on sixty-nine gentlemen, among whom are Prof. Cayley, Mr.

Archibald Geikie, Prof. Helmholiz, Sir John Lubbock, Sir

Henry Maine, and Prof. Haeckel.

At its last private sitting the Academy of Sciences of Paris

debated the question of the sale of the Observatory grounds in

order to find the funds required for the erection of a siicciirsale

ill the vicinity of Pari--. The matter was postponed for fifteen

days, after a long and interesting discussion. The majority of

the Academy is of opinion that it would be desirable to grant

the credits required for the erection of a new establishment

;

but many members are against the sale of any parcel of ground.

They contend that the present position of the Observatory must

not be deteriorated under any pretence whatever. MM. Wolf

audjanssen delivered addresses defending the statiiquo.

The convention for the protection of cables has been signed

in Paris by the plenipoteniiaries of the following nations :

—

Germany, Argentine Republic, Austria- Hungary, Belgium,

Brazil, Costa Rica, Denmark, San Domingo, Spain, United

States of America, United States of Colombia, France, Great

Britain, Greece, Guatemala, Italy, Netherlands, Persia, Portugal,

Roumania, Salvador, Sweden, Norway, Turkey, and Uru-

guay. The protocol has been left open for acceptation by the

other countries. This is the final step towards the accomplish-

ment of the work originated at the Congress of Electricians in

Paris.
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The exhibition of the submarine objects at the Museum of

Paris was closed on March 15, but will be opened on a larger

scale on the occasion of the session of the Delegues des Societos

Savantts, wLich w ill take place as usual in the Easter holidays.

The number of members of the French Alpine Club is yearly

increasing, and the financial position of the Society is very pro-

sperous indeed. The general sitting of the Paris section took place

on March 10. M. Janssen delivered an address on the sun.

The discourse was illustrated by projections exhibiting all the

phenomena connected with the eclipse of 18S3, as observed

by him on Caroline Island. It is the first time these pictures

have been presented to the public, and they have been very

successful.

Amongst the latest publications in the domain of electricity

we notice " Das Elektrische Potential," by A. Serpieri; " Die

Elektrische Kraftiibertragung," by Jos. Popper; and "Die
Atmosphjirische Elecktricitat," by Prof. Palmieri. Hartleben

of Vienna is the publisher of all the works mentioned.

M. Perrier presented on Monday to the Academy of Sciences

of Paris six sheets of the map of Tunisia, which the French

military geographers are executing on the scale of I : 100,000.

The mapping of the whole country from Algeria to the Tripolitan

territory will be published in a few weeks. The publication,

which will contain twenty-one sheets, will be completed, this

year. This great work will have required only four years to

accomplish. The maps are lithograi hed, and will be ultimately

engraved.

We have already mentioned a publication issued by the Direc-

tion of Schools at Tifli=, in which the teachers of the Caucasus

have the opportunity of publishing descriptions of the interesting

but little known districts where they are compelled to stay, often

deprived of any intercourse with the civilised world. We have

now received the third volume of this publication, which contains

several valuable papers. The chief of them is the first part of

an interesting memoir, by M. Lavroff, on Ossetia and Ossetians,

with a map. In this first part the author describes the country,

its orography and hydrography, climate, flora, and fauna, leaving

the purely ethnographical part for a second memoir. M.

Gadovsky contributes valuable notes on the newly-annexed pro-

vince of Kars : its geography, population, tenure of land, and the

occupations of the inhabitants. The second part of this volume

is devoted to the rich folklore of the Cossacks, Tartars, and

Circassians, in w hich the ethnographer will find rich materials.

In the " Untersuchungen aus dem botanischen Institut zu

Tiibhigen " F. Schwarz discusses the structure and functions

of the root-hairs of flowering plants. He finds that in maize

the surface of a hairy rout is 5'S times greater than that of a

root rot covered with hairs ; in the pea I2'4 times greater. The

intimate contact of the root-hairs with particles of soil is effected

by the conversion into mucilage of the outermost layer of the

wall of the hair; the inner layer of the membrane is stained blue,

the outer layer yellowish brown by zinc chloriodide. The

greatest development of root-hairs accompanies the greatest

enerijy of growth of the root. A medium degree of moisture is

most favourable for their formiti in ; with plants growing in water

they are often altogether suppressed. Nutation promotes their

production, especially at the point of curvature. Contact with

dry solid bodies has no effect on their production. They are

always formed in acropetal succession. They have not in most

cases the same form in the same species, being considerably

affected by conditions of growth . In many plants the root-hairs

are branched.

The annual prize of 25,000 francs, instituted by the King of

the Belgians, will for 18S5 be granted to the author of the bcit

work on the means of pojularising the study of gei>graphy and

developing it in the different educational establishments.

Foreigners may compete equally with Belgians. The works of

the competitors must be sent to the Minister of the Interior

before January i, 18S5.

We understand that Messrs. Sanderson and Co. are about to

issue a small volume on tall-chimney climbing and lightning-rod

testing.

Capt. a. E. Barlow, Commander of the P. and O. steamer

Paramatta, writes as follows to the Times

:

—" An unusual phe-

nomenon was observed during the recent voyage of the P. and
O. steamer Paramatta to Sydney, New South Wales, which

may be of interest to some of your readers. On December 1

1

and the following day, about lat. 10° S. and long. 92° E., the

surface of the sea was covered with lava and pumice, some being

as fine as sawdust and of a yellowish colour, but several patches

of large extent were pissed through with masses of pumice from

the size of a cocoanut to that of a hogshead ; this extended over

5° of latitude, and probably much more of longitude, as the

densest patches all ran in an easterly and westerly direction.

The largest specimen of pumice which I picked up was about

ten inches in diameter, and appeared only to have been a few

days in the water, as there was no deposit on it. This would

lead to the conclusion that a submarine upheaval must have

taken place long after the great ernption of Krakatoa, in the

Strait of Sanda, our nearest approach to which was over 800

miles. On the homeward voyage on February i the same phe-

nomenon was observed, but in a much less degree, in lat. 4' S.,

long. 88° E., showing that the mass had drifted to the west-

north-west about 500 miles in six weeks."

Under the title of "New Commercial Plants and Drugs,

No. 7," Mr. Thos. Christy has recently issued a continuation of

his notes on useful plants which come before him in the course

of commerce. The demand for economic plants of every descrip-

tion has of late years considerably increased amongst planters not

only in our own colonies but also in other parts of the world in

consequence of the general de»ire for the greater dissemination

of staple articles of cultivation that are acknowledged sources of

revenue, and also the introduction of new staples where from

long cultivation or the ravages of disease the older and better

nown plants have ceased to be remunerative. The circulation

amongst planters and colonists generally of such books as this is

calculated to do a great deal of good even if it were only to let

them know of the existence and properties of certain plants, for

while there are many that have a knowledge of useful plants,

there are also others who are content to go on growing the same

crops that they have always been accustomed to, and though we
may not expect full details of the uses of the plants enumerated,

nor botanical desctiptijuj of the plants them-elves, sufficient is

given in all cases to put the reader on the right track for further

information. In some of the subjects, however, very voluminous

abstracts are given from some of the best journals in which

special articles have appeared. It will suffice to say that the

present number of " New Commercial Plants and Drugs " con-

tains very interesting articles on the Cacao (Theobroma cacao)

and its preparation, the Siam benzoin tree, pepper and nutmeg

cultivation, Liberian coffee, and numerous other ec momic plants

of very varied uses.

The Eleventh Annual Report of the National Health Society

shows that the Society has carried on its work during the past

year in a most practical manner. Hundreds of lectures ou

san'tary subjects have been delivered, not only all over the poorer

parts of London, bat in provincial towns, to large audiences of

working men and women, classes of girls, district visitors, and

others engaged in work amongst the poor. The Society is much

encouraged by the practical results of the lectures on keeping
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the house healthy, learing of infants, prevention of the spread

of infectious diseases, preparation of food and kindred subjects,

knowledge of which is so much needed in our crowded ne'gh-

bourhoods. The questions of poisonous dyes in domestic fabrics,

of smoke abatement, of dust collection, and the prevention of

cholera have been investigated and reported upon by special

committees apjointed for the purpose. The Health Exhibition

held by the Society last June was commented upon, and the

Secretary stated that more than lOO members had joined the

Society during the past year.

The great interest manifested in the International Health

Exhibition is shown by the fact that application has been made,

by British exhibitors alone, for space five times as great as that

actually at the disposal of the Executive Council. Information

has recently been received that the French Government has

appointed a Commission ; and Italy—owing in a great measure

to the individual exertions of a member of the Executive Council

—will, it is hoped, take an active part. A portion of the Educa-

tional Section of the Exhibition will be located in the Central

Institute of the Cily of London Technical Guilds, the handsome

building in course of erection in the Exhibition Road, which has

been kindly placed at the disposal of the Executive Council.

The Royal Albert Hall with its musical attractions will now
form an integral part of the Exhibition ; and the Aquarium, a

popular feature of the late Fisheries Exhibition, will continue as

an important part of the Health Exhibition. In the Dress Sec-

tion the most popular exhibit will probably prove to be a series

which is being prepared illustrative of English dress of all ranks

of life, from the time of the Conquest to George IV. An Inter-

national Congress on Education will be held, and conferences

and lectures will conduce to the elucidation of the subjects of the

Exhibition. It is also proposed to have a library and reading-

room in connection with the Exhibition, which will be open to

all visitors, under proper regulations, while the Exhibition is

open. The library will consist of books on various subjects

comprised in the classification of the Exhibition, both English

and foreign. Application has been addressed to foreign and

colonial Governments, asking them for copies of reports and

statistics on sanitary and educational matters, and a circular is

being sent out to authors and publishers requesting them to

contribute works of a similar character.

At a meeting of the Society of Telegraph Enghieers held on

the 13th inst., a short paper, "Notes on a Train Lighting Ex-

periment," was read by Mr. W. H. Massey of Twyford, who
strongly advocated the use of a small engine and dynamo-

machine placed on each locomotive for working incandescent

lamps, by means of which railway carriages would be much
better lighted than at present for less than is paid for gas. An
interesting discussion took place, and the meeting was adjourned

to the 27th in>t. , when Mr. Massey is expected to reply.

The March number of Petermann s MUtheilungen contains a

letter from Dr. Junker dated Sami, 6J' N. lat., 25° E. long.,

December S, 1882, in which he gives a brief >tatement of the

results of his journeys in the Upper Welle and Bomokandi, with

notes on the various tribes that inhabit the region. Dr. Junker

did some further exploring work to the south-west of his station

in 1883 ; but his numerous cases of collections have been lost

in a fire which consumed the building where they were stored.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Squirrel Monkey {Chiysolhrix sciurea) from

Guiana, pre-enled by Mrs. Dundas ; a Leopard {Felis parjiis)

from Africa, presented by Mr. S. Cresswell ; a West Indian

Rail (Aramicits cayennensis) from South America, presented by

Mrs. Edward Hairby ; a Kestrel ( Tinnitnculits alaudarius),

British, preseii'.ed by Mr. F. E. Baum ; a Common Viper

[Vipc-ra I'erus), British, presented by Mr. W. II. B. Pain; two

Mute Swans (Cygims olor), European, four Redshanks [Totanus

calidris), British, purchased.

PHYSICAL NOTES
Prof. J. H. Poynting has published in the Proceedings of

the Birmingham Philosophical Society a note on a method of cal-

culating the velocity of propagation of waves of longitudinal and
transverse disturbances by the rate of transfer of energy. The
paper discusses the two cases by the method originally propounded
by Lord Rayleigh.

We have received from Madame Plateau copies of three

postliumous memoirs by her late husband, the lamented Prof. J.
Plateau. Their titles are: "Quelques Experiences sur les lames

liquides minces (deuxieme note)"; " Siu- I'Observations des

Mouvements tres rapides "
; and " Bibliographie analytique des

Principaux Phenomenes subjectifs de la Vision." The first of

these brochures relates to the preservation of the glyceric fluid,

to certain appearances in very thin films, and on the constitution

of foam. In the second the writer contrasts four methods : the

rotating mirror, the stroboscopic method, the intermittent illu-

mination by electric sparks, and the process of multiple instan-

taneous photography. The third is a supplement for the years

1880-1SS2 to the well-known bibliography compiled by the

deceased savant.

We have also received the first instalrnent of vol. i. of the

Bulletin de la Societe Internationale des EUctriciens (January I,

1884), containing the laws of the new society, a list of founders,

and one of the members already enrolled, now numbering about

1200, of whom only a few are Englishmen.

Prof. Quincke has lately read before the Berlin Academy a

paper on the measurement of magnetic forces by hydrostatic

pres-ure. He has examined the magnetic inductive capacity, or,

as he calls it, the "di-magnetic constant " of a number of liquids,

by observing their rise in an open-air manometer when subjected

to a field of powerful, but known, intensity, the observed change

of pressure iieing proportional to the square of the intensity of

the field and to the difference between the magnetic inductive

capacity of the substance and that of the air. A number of

tables are given, with copious numerical data. The dimagnetic

constant of such liquids as ether, alcohol, turpentine, nitric acid,

bisulphide of carbon, glycerine, water, &c., showed small nega-

tive values ; whilst the values were positive, and in many cases

much more considerable for solutions of chloride of iron, chloride

of mangane.-.e, sulphate of nickel, and of cobalt, and for solutions

of magnetic salts in general.

A SLIGHT mistake occurred in a note on p. 276, in which
Bunsen's estimation that in three years S' 135 cubic centimetres

of cirbonic dioxide was absorbed by a square metre of glass was
stated as the absorption of one square centimetre.

THE CHEMICAL WORK OF WOHLER^
fT seems fitting that these walls, which have vibrated in sym-

pathy with that brilliant eulogy of Liebig which Prof. Hof-

mann pronounced some nine years Ego should hear something of

him whose life-long association vviih Liebig has exercised an

undying influence on the development of scientific thought. The
names of Frederick Wohler and Justus Liebig will be linked

together throughout all time. The work which they did in

common makes an epoch in the history of chemistry. No truer

indication of the singular strength and beauty of their relations

could be given than is contained in a letter from Liebig to

Wohler, written on the last day of the year 1871. "I cannot

let the year pass away," writes Liebig to Wohler, "without

giving thee one more sign of my existence, and again expressing

my heartfelt wishes for thy welfare and the welfare of those that

are dear to thee. We shall not for long be able to send each

other New-Years' greetings, yet, when we are dead and moulds r-

ing, the ties which have united us in life will stdl hold us to-

gether in the memory of men as a not too frequent example of

faithful workers who, without envy or jealousy, have zealously

laboured in the same field, linked together in the closest friend-

ship."

' A lecture delivered at the Royal Inititutu

Febiuary 15, 1SS4, by rrof. Thorpe, F.K.S.
Friday evening.
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Ai.d yet, bound as tliey were in the tics of a friendship the

purity and warmth of whith were but characteristic of the men,
and although each influenced the other's walk and work in life to

a degree which it is almost impossible to gauge, such was the

strenyih of their individuality and mch the force of their genius

that, without a doubt, either would have been a great figure in

the history of science if the other had not existed.

The conditions under which minds of the highest type ari^e

and develop have on more than one occasion engaged the atten-

tion of this audience. Although theie were circumstances in

Wohler's surroundings which in early life may have influenced

the bent of his mind, it is not easy to see whence sprang that

passionate love of nature which was so strikingly exhibited in

the man. His father, August Anton Wbhler, was formerly an
equerry in the service of the Elector William II. of Hesse; he
afterwards came to live at Frankfort, and became a leading
citizen of that tow-n. His wise liberality and public spirit are
commemorated in the Wohler Foundation and Wohler School,
inslitulioiis luiown to every F'rankforter. His mother was con-
nected liy marriage with the minister of Eschersheim, a village

near Frankfort, and it was in the minister's house that Frederick
Wohler first saw the light, on July 31, iSoo. Even in early youth
his passion for experimenting and collecting manifested itself, to

the neglect not unfrequently of the lessons of the gyinnasium
;

indeed it would apptar that during his school career Wohler was
not characterised by either special diligence or knowledge. The
bent of his mind towards natural science was directed by Dr.
Euch, a retired physician who had devoted himself to the study
of chemistry and physics; and it v\as in the kitchen of his

patron's house that he prepared the then newly-discovered
clement selenium, of which an account was afterwards sent by
Dr. Buch to Gilbert's AmiaUn, with Wohler's name at the head
of it. The elder Wohler appears to have been a man of con-
siderable artistic ftelii g, aid under his direction the son was
taught sketching and otheiwise educated in that perception of
natural beauty which comes out so strikingly in his after life

;

and he was encouraged to make himself familiar with the liteia-

ture which the genius of Schiller and Goethe has ennobled. He
had, moreover, to thank his father for that love of physical
exercise and passion for outdoor life which reacted so bei.eficially

upon his development, and contributeel so largely to ihe uni-

formly good health which he enjoyed to within a few days of his

death. Mainly, it would seem, because his father had been
there before him, W'ohler, in his twentieth year, entered the
University of Marbur-g. It was his own and the faniily'.s wish
that he should study medicine, and he accordingly put his name
down for the lectures of biinger on Anatomy, Gerling on Physics
and Mathematics, and Wenderoth on Botany. He found time
also to attend Ullmann's classes on Mineralogy; and although
he reclined to hear Wurzer's lectures on Chemistry, he by no
means neglected that science. He transformed his living-room
into a laboratory, and to the great, and perhaps not undeserved,
disgust of his landlady, occupied himself with the preparation ancl

study of the properties of prussic acid, thie cyanic acid, .-nd other
cyanogen compounds. He discovered at that time, without k novv-

ing that Sir Humphry Davy had anticipated him, the beauiifully
ciystalline but intensely poisonous iodide of cyanogen ; and in the
little j.a] er on cyarogen compounds which his good friend Dr.
Buch communicated to Gilbert's ^««r7/i?« for him we have the
first de: crint ion of the remarkable behaviour of mercuric thio-

tyar.ate on heatinj", which has astonished and amused us in the
so called " Pharaoh's Serpent."

Wohler, attracted by the fame of Leopold Ginelin, left Mar-
burg for Heidelbei-g. His main idea was to hear the lectures of
that distinguished man, but Gmelin declared this to be unneces-
sary and a w aste of time. Wohler in fact never atterded any
systematic lectures on chemisli'y ; he had access, however-, to the
old cloisters which at that time constituted the Heidelberg
laboratrry, and there began the work on cyanic acid which some
four or five years later was destined to culminate in the great
discovery of the synthesis of urea. His association, at this

tirce, ^ with Tiedeniann, who was engaged in physiological
chemical inveslif,ation with Gmelin, bad also considerable influ-

ence in detei mining the o'ireclion of much of his future work,
whilst its immediate effect was the publication in Tiedemann's
Zi.lsihrift Jtir Physiolooie oi the I'tsults of an inquiry into the
transformation experienced by various sulistar.ces, organic and
inoiganic, in their p.assage through the organism. In 1823
Wohler obtained his degr-ee, when, on Gmelin's advice, he de-
lerained to feiUow his master's example, ar.d .abandon ir.edicine

for chemistry. At that lime the great Swedish chemist Berzelius
was at the summit of his fame : his ma-terly analytical skill, no
less than his labours tow ards the development of chemical theory,

had made him supreme anrong the chemists of Europe, and to

Stockholm therefore, Wbhler, acting on the advice of Gmelin,
determined to go. He was warmly welcomed by Berzelius, on
whom his comn.unications to Gilbert's Aiinalen had made a

favourable impression, and with the offer of a place in the
private laboratory of the illustrious Swede, Wohler set out for

the Scandinavian ca|)it.al. Of his experiences with Berzelius
his pupil has left us a delightful account. It is valuable not
only as a charming character-sketch of the great teacher, but
also from the side-light it throws upon thenatur-eanel disposition

of Wbhler and himself. It is interesting, too, as .an account of

the mode in which Berzelius worked and taught, and as showing
how the typical laboratory of that time contrasted with the
tetjiples which have since been reared by the disciples of Herme^.

" With a beating heart," says Wbhler, " I stood before Bei-ze-

lius's door and rang the bell. It was opened by a well-clad,

portly, vigorous-looking man. It was Berzelius himself. ....
As he led me into his laboratory I was as in a dream, doubting
if I could really be in the classical place which was the object

of my aspirations. ... I was at that time the only one in the

laboratory: before me were Mitscherlich and Heinrich and
Gustav Rose : after me came Magnus. The laboratory con-

sisted of tw-o ordinary rooms furnished in the simplest possible

way ; there were no furnaces nor draught places ; neither gas
nor water service. In one of the rooms were two common deal

tables ; on one of these worked Berzeliu', the other was intended
for me. On the walls were a few cupboards for the reagents ;

in the middle was a mercury trough, whdst the glass-blower's

lamp stood on the hearth. In addition was a sink, consisting of

an earthenware cistern and tap, standing over a wooden tub,

where the despotic Anna, the cook, had daily to clean the

apparatus. In the ether room were the balances, and some
cupboar-ds containing instruments : close to was a small work-
shop fitted with a latl.e. Iir the neighbouring kitchen, in v> hich

Anna pr epared the meals, was a small but seldom-used furnace

and the never-cool sand-bath."
Wbhler's first exercises were in mineral analysis, in order

that he might becorr.e acquainted wiih Berzelius's special

methods and manipulative pr'ocedure. At that tin.e he pre-

pared, amoig other products, some new compounds of tung-

sten, notably the beautifully crystallised monoxychloride and
the tungsten sodium-bronze (NajW^Og), which some twent)-

five years later was introduceel into the arts as a bronze
powder. It was, however, with his investigation on cyanic acid

that both he ai.d Berzelius were mainly interested. In Berze-

lius's opinion the existence of this body was of importance from
the light it seemed to him to throw upon the validity of the new
chlorine theory. "I was surprised," s.ays Wbhler-, "to hear

him, the hitherto steadfast upholder of the old notion, now
always talk of chlorine instead of oxidise' 1 hydrochloric

acid. Once, when Anna, in cleaning some vessel, remarked
that it smelt strongly of oxymuriatic acid, Berzelius said,
' Hearest thou, Anna, thou must no longer speak r f oxidised

muriatic -cid ; thou must call it cZ/om;? ; that is better.'" With
w hat fee line's w oulel Davy have listened to that colloquy between
the Swedish philosopher and his factotum! Chlorine was dis-

covered by Berzelius's illustrious countryman, Scheele, Imt its

true nature was first demonstrated in the laboratory of the Koyal
Institution.

A couple of months were now spent in travel with Berzelius,

in company with the two Brongniarts, Alexander the geolcgist

and Adolph the botanist, during which they explored the greater

portion of the geologically interesting parts of SonthernSweden
and Norway, and collected rich stores of those wonderful mine-

rals fur which Scandinavia is famous. .Scandinavia is no less

famous for s.almon andtr-out, and it was on his return fromafish-

ii g expedition in Norway that the travellers met with Davy,
who, as readers of "Salmonia" know, handled his rod with

great ze^t and zeal. Wbhler', who as a boy had learned the

story from his friend Dr. Buch, of the isolation of the alkaline

metals by Davy, and who, aided by his little titer-, whose
business it was to blow the bellows, had toiled, not unsuc-

cessfully, to male potassium irr the kitchen fire, was presented

to the famous chemist.

On the return to Stockholm, Wbhler took leave of Berzelius

and pr-epared to return to Germany. Of his association with

this great man Wbhler had ever the kindliest memories. Al-
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though the outcome of much of his subsequent work, or at lea.t

much of that which he did in concert with Liebig, might be said

to bring him in occasional conflict with Berzelius's cherished

convictions on points of chemical theory, the master and pupil

remained to the end bound together in the warmest friendship.

Scarcely a month passed without an exchange of letters. Those

from Berzelius were religiously preserved by Wohler, who, after

his master's death in 1S48, presented them, to the extent of some
hundreds, to the Swedish Academy of Sciences. We are told

that in the later letters the " trauliche Du" appears in place of

the more formal "Sie," and that " Totus ct tautus tuns" is a

not unfrequent signature.

Wcihler's gratitude and almost filial reverence are seen in the

circumstance that even in the full tide of his vigour, and when
time was doubly precious to him, he continued to charge himself

with the yearly translation of Berzelius's Jahresbaicht into

German. It is easy to trace the influence of \\'ohler's contact

with Berzelius in his after work. To begin with, tlie men had

much in common: their sympathies were as catholic as science

itself, and they ranged at \\ ill over every department of chemical

knowledge. Wohler attacked the composition of a mineral with

as much ardour as he did the preparation of an organic com-

pound : to liim the problems of physiological chemistry were not

more important than the isolation of a rare earth or the perfec-

tion of some analytical method. The artificial barriers and

fancied lines of demarcation in the science seemed to have no

existence for Wohler : indeed, it was the crowning triumph of

his work to break down such barriers almost at a stroke, and to

demonstrate the irrationality of these attempts to draw distinc-

tions i-egardless of differences. The history of chemistry is

indeed like that of the nation which has done so much to ad-

vance it : its unity to-day is as complete as that of Germany
itself.

Wohler was now to embark on his academic career, and under

the advice of Gmelin and Tiedemann he prepared to se'tle in

Heidelberg as frival doceiit. But to Heidelberg he was not

destined to go. His work had already been gauged by such

men as Leopold von Buch, PoggendorfT, and Mitscherlich, and

these, without his knowledge, had strongly recommended his

election to the vacant teachership of chemistry in the newly-

founded Trade School in Berlin. Berzelius advised him to

accept the post, and to Berlin accordingly Wohler went in 1825.

He was now in possession of a laboratory which he could call

his own, and he had to justify that possession by the use which

he made of it. One of the problems which he now attacked

was the isolation cf aluminium, a metallic radicle more abun-

dant and more widely diffused than any other of the fifty bodies

we are accustomed to designate as metals. He succeeded in

obtaining the body by the method which, nearly twenty years

after, was worked out on a manufacturing fcale by Sainte-Ciaire

Deville. Deville caused the first bar of the metal thus procured

to be struck as a medal, with the image of Napoleon III. on the

one side, and the name Wohler with the date 1827 on the other, and
some time after the Emperor simultaneously designated the two
chemists officers of the Legion of Honour.

But of the twenty-tn o memoirs and papers which Poggendorff 's

Aiiuaic-H exhibits as the outcome of Wohler's aclivity and power of

work during his six years' stay in Berlin, that on the artificial for-

mation of urea is by far the most important. No single chemical

discovery of this century has exercised so great an influence on the

development of scientific thought, and the words "ith which
Wohler closes his account of the molecular transformation of am-
monium cyanate—a body of purely inorganic origin—into urea—

a

substance whicli of all that might be named is the most characteris-

tic of the action of the so-called vital force—are full of mean-
ing :

" This unexpected result," he says, " is a remarkable fact,

in so far as it presents an example of the artificial formation

of an organic body, and indeed one of animal origin, out of

inorganic materials." " The synthesis of urea," says Prof.

Hofmann in his account of Wohler's life-work, "was an
epoch-making discovery in the real sense of that word. With it

was opened out a new domain of investigation upon which the

chemist instantly seized. The present generation, which is con-

stantly gathering such rich harvests from the territory won for it

by Wohler, can only with difficuliy transport itself back to that

remote period in which the creation of an organic compound
within the body of a plant or an animal appeared to be con-

ditioned in some mysterious way by the vital force, and they can

hardly realise the impresssion which tlie building up of urea from
its elements then made upon men's mirds. And yet it cannot

be said that chemists were unprepared for this discovery. Men
were long ago in the habit of perceiving that bodies of

mineral origin were but the types of those met with in the

animal and vegetable organism— in both classes there were the

same differences in states of aggregation, the same mutual trans-

formations, the same crystalline forms, the same constancy in

combining relations, the same conjunction of the elements

according to the weights of their atoms or in multiples of these,

in both classes the appearance of the same species of compounds.

But all attempts to build up organic compounds from their

elements, as this for a large number of mineral substances had

already been done, had hitherto been futile. The chemists of

that period had nevertheless the presentiment that even this

barrier must fall, and one can cmceive the feeling of joy with

which the gospel of a new unified chemistry was hailed by the

intellect of that time. With the revolution thus effected in the

ideas of men, science was directed into new paths and unto new
goals. Who does not kno.v with what zeal these paths have

been trodden, and how many of these goals have been

reached !

"

But if at this time Wohler made a great discovery for the

world, he also, at about the same time, made a great discovery for

himself : he discovered Liebig. The manner in which the two

men were brought together is worth mentioning, for it would

seem almost as if the hand of destiny was in it. At about the

time that Wohler was at Stockholm thinking and working on

cyanic acid, Liebig was at Paris engaged with Gay Lussac on

the study of the metallic compounds of an acid which, on

account of their formidable explosive properties, has received

the not inappropriate name of fulojinic acid. Liebig, with rare

skill and courage, had determined the composition of that acid,

and had been rewarded by the honour of a waltz with Gay
Lussac, it being the habit of that disinguished philosopher, as

he explained to the astonished young German doctor, to express

his ecstasy on the o;casion of a new discovery in the poetry of

motion. But the most extraordinary result of tliat investigation

was to .show that the terribly explosive fuiminic acid and the

innocuous cyanic acid were of identical composition. The idea

that bodies could exist of identical ultimate compisition—that

is composed of the same elements united in the same proportion

and yet possess essentially different properties, in other words be

absolutely dissimilar things, was new to science ; Berzelius, the

great chejaical lawgiver of his time, sc rated the notion as

absurd ; to him it was impossible to conceive that identity in

elementary composition should not result in identity of proper-

ties. And yet, later on, Berzelius was forced to realise the fact

by the discovery by his pupil Wohler of the molecular transfor-

mation of ammonium cyanate into urea, and to coin for Us the

word isomerism, by which that fact is denoted.

It was thus from the singular circumstance that Wohler and

Liebig were at the outset of their career engaged upon the

elucidation of the nature of two bodies of identical composition,

b-at of dissimilar origin, dissimilar relations, and very different

properties, that they were brought into juxtaposition. They

desired to know each other : they met in the house of a mutual

friend at Frankfort, and the names of Liebig and Wohler became

henceforth linked t gether for all time.

The origin of that partnership, so fruitful in consequences for

science, may be seen in the following characteristic letter :—

" Frederick Wohler to Justus Liebig
" Sacrow, near Potsdam, yuneS, 1829

'
' Dear Professor,—The content of your last letter to Poggen-

dorff has been cim'iiunicated to me by him, and I am glad that

it aifiirds me an opportunity of resuming the correspondence

which we began last winter. It must surely be some wicked

demon that again and again imperceptibly brings us into ciUision

with our work, and tries to make the chemical public believe

that we purposely seek as opponents these apples of discord.

But I think he is not going to succeed. If you are so minded,

we might, for the humour of it, undertake some chemical work

together, in order that the result might be made known under

our joint names. Of course, you would work in Giessen, and I

in Berlin, after we nere agreed upon the plan, and had com-

municated with each other from time to time as to its progress.

I leave the choice of subject entirely to you.
" I am very glad that you liave also determined the identity of

pyrouric acid, and cyanic [cyanuric] acids. L. Gmelin would

say ;
' God be thanked, there is one acid the less !

'

' Yours, ' WiiHLER "
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Liebig acceded to the proposition at once, and sugfjested some
problem on the cheuiical nature of nitrogen ; this Wohler found
Himself unable to undertake, as it involved the u^e of rblorine,

to the actiDn of which he was at all times extremely susceptible.

On the other hand, he proposed to I.iebig that they should con-

tinue in common a research on mellitic acid, which he himself
had begun. Their joiit investigation on this body made its

appearance within the following year.

It would be quite impossible within the limits of an hour to

attempt to give you anything approaching to a complete analysis

of Wohler's work. In all, he was the author of 275 memoirs
and papers, and of these fifteen were published in concert with
Liebig. I must therefore confine my selection from this vast

amount of material to those papers which are of paramount
importance from the influence which they have exerted on
chemical theory or on the development of the chemical arts.

Very shortly after the publication of the work on mellitic

acid Wohler proposed to liebig a joint investigation on cyanuric
acid, in the course of which he observed the extraordinary
transformation of that acid into cyanic acid, and the reconver-
sion of the cyanic acid into cyanuric acid—one of the most
remarkable instances of molecular rearrangement known to the
chemist. The work progressed little for some months, owing
to the demands made by Berzelius's Jahre:.bcricht on Wohler's
time. " Wirfdie Schreiberei zum Teufel," wrote Liebig, "und
gehe in das Laboratorium, wohin Du gehorst." It was that
functionary, doubtless, who in due time carried off the wrilinc
to his master, the printer. Wohler went back to his laboratory,
and in a few weeks the two investigators had obtained the clue
to I he puzzle. Liebig wrote to Wohler: "Now that I have
received your experiments the whole thing is cleared up, and
with what satisfaction for u^ ! The matter is now decided : the
cyanic aid of Serullas is identical w ith that from urea. . . . Ich
bin ganz narrisch vor Freude, dass unser Kindlein nun fehlerlos
in die Welt gesetzt wird, ohne Buckel oder Klumpfuss."

[It had been suggested to attack the fulminic acid again.]
" The fulminic acid we will allow to remain undisturbed. Like
you, I have vowed to have nothing more to do with this stuflf.

Some time back I wanted, in connection with our work, to
decompose some fulminating silver by means of ammonium sul-

phide ; at the moment the first drop fell into the dish the mass
exploded under my nose. I was thrown backwards, and was
deaf for a fortnight, and became almost blind."

The work on cyanic acid appeared in Poggendorff's Annalen
during the last month of 1830, and Wohler was able to send the
"Kind ein" " im neuen Kleide," .is he says, with a New Year's
greeting to his friend. Liebig had suggested fresh work, but
at the moment Wohler was in no humour to attack anything
organic. The Swedish chemist, Sef>trom, had just announced
the existence of a new element in the sing of certain iron ores, and
this very substance had slipped through Wohler's fingers unper-
ceived. " I was an ass," he wrote to his friend, '-not to have
detected it two years ago in the lead ore from Zimapan in
Mexico. I was busy with its analysis, and had foimd something
strange in it, when I was laid up for some months in consequence
of breathing hydrofluoric acid, and so the matter was allowed
to rest. Meanwhile Berzelius sends me word of its discovery by
Sefstrom in Swedish bar iron and in slag. It is very like chro-
mium, and just as remarkable. Moreover, it is the same metal
that Del Rio found in the Mexican lead ore, and called erythro-
nium : Descotils, however, had declared this ore to be lead
chromate."

Wohler, no doubt, found a ready sympathiser in Liebig, to
whom, not many years before, a similar experience had hap-
pened. We all know the story of the young chemist whose
unscientific use of the imagination cost hiin the discovery of the
element liromine. Wohler had sent some of the substance to
Stockholm, and Berzelius wrote as follows :

—
"Jacob Berzelius to Frederick Wohler

" Stoci/10/m, yaniiary 22, 1831
"As to the small quantity of the body marked ? I will relate

the following .story :
—

' In the far north there lived in the olden
time the goddess Vanadis, beautiful and gracious. One day
there came a knock at her door. The goddess was in no hurry,
and thought "They can knock again"; but there came no
further knock, for he who knocked had passed on. The goddess,
wondering who it could be that cared ^o little to be let in, ran
to the window and recognised the departing one. " Ah !

" .said

she to herself, " it is that lazy fellow, Wohler ! He richly

deserves his name, since he cares so little to come in." Some
days after, some one else knocked, repeatedly and loud. The
goddess opened the door herself ; it was Sefstrom who entered,
and, as a consequence of their meeting, vanadium came to light.'

Your specimen with the ? is, in fact, vanadium oxide.
" But he that his found the mode of artificially forming an

organic body can well renounce the discovery of a new metal

;

indefd, one might have discovered ten unknown elements with-
out as much skill as attaches to the masterly work which you
and Liebig have carried out together and just communicated to

the scientific world."

In 1S31 Wohler was callel from Berlin to Cassel, and for
some little time he w.as wholly eng.iged in the planning and erec-

tion of his new laboratory at the Gewerlie-Schule in that town.
In the spring of the following year he was again ready for a new
research; and this time it was to be the finest piece of work
that the two investigators jointly engaged in. It was, in fact, to

be the classical research on bitter almond oil. On May 16,

1S32, Wohler wrote to Liebig:— "Ich sehne mxh nach einer

ernsten Arbeit, sollten wir nicht die Confusion mit dem Bitter-

mandelcil in's Reine bringen ? Aber woher Material ? " It

must have been a forsclicrbUrk amounting to inspiration which led

Wohler to take up this suliject ; but neither he nor Liebig could
have been wholly conscious of the consequences which were to

follow froii their work. To-day oil of bitter almonds is made
artificially in Germany by the hundredweight: at that time the
investigators could only obtain it in small quantities from Pari<.

They had indeed to thank Pelouze fjr the material with which
they worked. Wohler made this his greatest research under tht-

cloud of a great sorrow : after barely two years of married life

he lost his wife. Liebig, in the tenderest manner, brought him
over to Giessen, and sought to win him from his grief and the

sense of his loneliness by his company and the wholesome dis-

traction of their joint work made side by side.

On August 30, 1832, Wohler wrote to Liebig from Cassel :

—

"I am here back again in my darkened solitude. I do not
know how I shall thank you for the affection with which you
received me and kept me by you for so long. How happy was
I that we could work together face to face.

" I send you with this the memoir on bitter almond oil. The
writing has taken me longer than I anticipated. I want you to

read through the w hole with the greatest care, and to notice par-

ticularly the numbers and formula'. What does not please you,

al'er at once. I have often felt that there was something not

quite right, without l^eing able to find whit was right."

I shall not attempt to dwell upon the outco'ue of this great

work. The iuA'cstigation on the radicle of benzoic acid will ever

remain one of the greatest achievements in the histoiy of organic

chemistry : the work was indeed epoch-making in the far-

reaching nature of its consequences. It was full of facts and
rich in the promise of new- material ; a veritable mine from
which subsequent workers like Cannizzaro, Fehling, Piria, Stas,

and Mlasiwetz have dug rich treasure. The immediate effect of

the paper was to establish the doctrine of organic radicles by
demonstrating the existence of groups of bodies wdiich had their

analogues and prototypes in inorganic chemistry. The concluding

words of the memoir strike, in fact, the keynote of the whole
investigation. "In once more reviewing and connecting to-

gether the relations described in this memoir," so WTote Liebig

and Wohler, " we find that they may be grouped round a com-
mon nucleus which preserves intact its nature and composition

in its associations with other bodies. This stability h.is induced

us to regard this nucleus as a kind of compound element, and
to propose for it the special name of * l.ienzoyl.'

"

A significant feilurc in the memoir was that each of the sub-

stances described and correlated was the type of a distinct group
of bodies, some of which were known, but of which the analo-

gies and relations vv<.re unthought of ; others of these bodies were
yet to be discovered, a matter of little difficulty when the modes
of their origin had been indicated. The effect of this memoir
on the chemical world vas instantaneous. Berzelius was de-

lighted. "The facts put forward by you," he wrote to Wohler
and Liebig, "give rise to such considerations that they may well

be regarded as the dawn of a new day in vegetal chemistry. On
this account I would propose that this first-discovered radicle

com]>osed of more than two elements should be named proiit

(from irpiA, the beginning of day) or orthrin (opSpos, daybreak),

terms from which names like proic acid, orlliric acid, proic

chloride, orihric chloride, &c., could be readily derived."
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Wohler remained in Cassel for nearly five years. In the

autumn of 1835 died Stromeyer, Profes or of Chemistry in the

Univeisity of Gottingen. Opinions were divided as to his suc-

ce;sor ; the choice lay between Liebiij and Wohler. Eventually

Wohler was selected, and entered on his woric at Gottingen in

the early part of 1836. He was succeeded at Cassel by Bunsen,

» ho was at that time pnvat decent in Gottingen. In the Octo-

ber of that year Wohler was again ready for fresh work. He
writes to Liebig :

" I am lilie a hen which has laid an egg and
straightway sets up a great cackling. I have this morning found

how oil of bitter almonds containing prussic acid may be ob-

tained from amygdalin, and would propose that we jointly

undertake the further investigation of the matter, as it is inti-

mately related to the benzoyl research, and it would seem
strange if either cf us should work alone again in this field,

denn es lasst sich gar nicht absehen wie weit es sioh erstreckt,

und ich glaube es ist gewiss fruchtbar, wenn es mit Deinem Mist

gediingt wird. ..." In a couple of days afterwards Wohler
was ready with the fundamental facts for the research and had
sketched out its plan. He writes :

—

"I have just made a most remarkable discovery in re-

lation to the amygdalin. Since it appeared that bitter almond
oil might be obtained from amygdalin, it occurred to me that

the one might be converted into the other by simply distilling

almonds with water by an action similar to that of a ferment
upon sugar, the change in this case being due in all probability

to the albumen in the almonds. And this idea seems to be
completely established. The facts are as follows :

"I. Amygdalin, dissolved in water and digested with a

bruised sweet almond, begins almost immediately to smell of
bitter almond oil, « hich after a time may be distilled off in such
quantity that it would appear that the amygdalin was wholly
transformed into it.

"2. A filtered emulsion of sweet almonds produces the same
effect.

"i3. A boiled emulsion of sweet almonds, in which, therefore,

the albumen is coagulated, affords not the smallest trace of oil

with amygdalin.
"4. Bruised sweet almonds, covered with alcohol, and freed

therefrom by pressure, transform, as before, amygdalin into

bitter almond oil.

"5. Bruised peas, or the albumen they contain, give no oil

with amygdalin.
" There are three points, therefore, to be ascertained

—

"<7. What is the :^ubstance in bitter or sweet almonds which,
in contact with amygdalin and water, forms bitter almond oil ?

" b. Is the action by double decomposition or catalytic, like

that of a ferment ?

"r. What is the other product which in all probability is

formed in addition to the oil and prussic acid ?
"

The merest tyro in organic chemistry to-day is familiar with
the broad features of this investigation, and knows the answers
which Liebig was able to give to his friend's interrogatories.

The third substance Liebig discovered to be sugar. Under the
influence of a nitrogenised ferment, termed by Liebig and
Wohler emulsiii, amygdalin, in presence of|wd'er, is decom-
posed into benzaldehyde (bitter almond oil), prussic acid, and
sugar (glucose), thus :

—

CsoH^NOii -(- 2H2O = Ci,HsO -I- CNH -t- 2C^\\.,^0^.
Amygdalin Water Benzaldehyde Prussic Glucose

acid

It simply remains to explain why this reaction only occurs
when the almonds are bruised and digested \vith water. Both
the emulsin and the amygdalin exist together in the almonds,
but are contained in separate cells, and are only brought into

contact by the rupture of the cell-walls and the solvent action of
the]water. Amygdalin was the prototype of a large and important
group of substances classed together as the glucosides.

At the instigation of Wohler, the friends again returned to

the question of the chemical nature of uric acid, and the memoir
which they eventually published on the subject is of the pro-
foundest interest, not only to the chemist, but also to the physio-
logist. Uric acid, originally discovered Ijy Scheele, was shown
in 1815, by William Prout, then a bay of nineteen, to be the
main constituent of the solid excreta of reptiles ; other chemists
had succeeded in obtaining various derivatives from it, indeed
Prout himself had prepared from it the so-called purpuric acid,
a substance which years after as mure.xide obtained a transitory
importance in the arts as a colouring matter. But nothing was
known concerning the constitution of the body or of its relations

to its derivatives until Wohler and Liebig attacked the problem.
The extraordinary mutability of uric acid, which had baffled and
deceived previous investigators, v\as to Wohler and Liebig the
very clue to the labyrinth leadin;^ to a veritable treasure-house,

and the wonderful insight and rare analytical skill of these two
great men were never more clearly indicated than in the way in

which they trod this intricate maze. No fewer than fifteen new
bodies were added to the list of chemical compounds, and these
were correlated with the same masterly lucidity that was so
.-trikingly exhibited in the memoir on the radicle of benzoic
acid. Some of the greatest triumphs of modern chemistry are
seen in the synthesis of organic bodies. That organic chemistry
was about to advance along this line was clearly foreseen by
Wohler and Liebij. In opening their account of this the last

great work they did in common, they say:—"From this re-

search, the philosophy of chemistry will draw the conclusion
that the ultimate synthetical formation in our laboratories of all

organic bodies, in so far as they are not organised (in so weit sie

nicht mehr dem Organismus angehtiren), may be regarded as

not only probable but as certain. Sugar, salicin, morphin will

be artificially obtained. As yet we know nothing of the way by
which this result is to be attained, inasmuch as the proximate
materials for forming these bodies are unknown ; but we shall

come to know them."
Henceforth the friends worked but little in common. Liebig's

energies were spent in other directions, and Wohler turned his

attention to inorganic chemistry. Time allows only the very
briefest mention to be made of his more impoi-fant discoveries in

this department of the science. We have first his isolation of

crystalline boron, and the preparation of the compounds of

boron with aluminium and nitrogen, work done in concert with
Sainte-Cliire Deville. The readiness with which boron unites

with nitrogen, and the mode in which the compound may be
decomposed, led Wohler to a conception of the origin of boric

acid and borax in the volcanic waters in which they are fre-

quently found. In collaboration with Buff he discovered the

spontaneously inflammable hydride of silicon, the analogue of

marsh gas, the simplest of the hydrides of carbon, and thereby
laid the foundation-stone of a superstructure, which in time to

CO Le may only be less imposing than that built up of the com-
pounds of carbon. Many years ago Wollaston noted the

presence of beautiful lustrous copper-coloured cubes in the
slags from the iron blast-furnaces, which he assumed to be
metallic titanium ; Wohler proved this substance to be a com-
pound of carbon, niti'ogen, and titanium, and showed how it

might be obtained. Of all the elements known to the chemist up
to the period of Wohler's cessation from W'ork, it may be safely

averred that there was not one but had passed through his

hands in some form or other. Now he was bu-y with
chi'omium, then with cerium, next with uranium and the

platinum mel als ; titanium, tantalum, thorium, thallium,

tungsten—all came in for some share of his attention. Of
the minerals and meteorites he analysed, the number is legion ;

indeed, as Pi of. Hofmann says, whoever sent him a piece of

meteoric iron gained his heart. His restless activity w;is a

source ofcontiimal wonder to his friends.
'

' How happy art thou
in thy work !

" wrote Liebig on one occasion ;
" thou art like the

man in the Indian fable, who when he laughed dropped ro-e

from h's mouth."
The names of Liebig and Wohler are now so closely inter-

twined in the history of chemistry that it is hardly possib'e ti

avoid comparing the men. Such a comparison has already been
drawir by one who of all others is most fitted to c'raw it.

" Liebig," says Dr. Hofmann, "fiery and impetuous, se'zing a

new thought with enthusiasm, and giving to it the reir.s of his

fancy, tenacious of his convictions, but open to the recognition

of error, sincerely grateful, indeed, when made conscious of it,—
Wohler, calm and deliber-ate, entering upon a fresh probi m
after full reflection, guarding himself against each rash conclusion,

and only after the most rigorous testing, by which every chance
of error seemed to be excluded, giving expression to his opinion

—but both follow ing the path of inquiry in their several ways,

and both animated by the same intense love of truth ! Liebig,

irritable and quick to take offence, hot-tempered, hardly master
of his emotions, which not unfrequently found vent in bitter

words, involving him in long and painful quarrels,—Wohler,
unimpassioned, meeting even the mo^t malignant provocation

with an immovable equanimity, disarming the bitterest opponent
by the sobriety of his speech, a firm enemy to strife and conten-

tion—and yet both men penetrated by the same unswerving
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sense of rectitude ! Can we marvel that between two such

natures, so ditfevently ordered, and yet so complementary, there

shoulil ripen a friendship which both should reckon as the

greatest gain of their lives ?
"

Who can fully gauge the influence of such a nature as

Wohloi's? How it was exerted on Liebigj is indicated in the

following letter :

—

" FREDERICli WOHLER TO JUSTUS LlEBIG

" Gotliiigeit, March 9, 1S43

" T(i make war against Marchand, or, indeed, against anybody
else, brings no contentment with it, and is of little use to

science. . . . Imagine that it is the year 1900, when we are

both dissolved into carbonic acid, water, and ammonia, and our

ashes, it may be, are part of the bones of some dog w hich has

despoiled our graves—who cares then whether we have lived in

peace or anger ; who thinks then of thy polemics, of the sacrifice

of thy health and rest for science ?—Nobody. But thy good

ideas, the new facts which thou ha^t discovered, these, sifted

from all that is immaterial, will be known and remembered to

all lime. But how comes it that I should advise the lion to eat

sugar !

"

It was thus in philosophic contentment, happy in his work,

in his home life, and in his friendships, that Wohler lived out

his fourscore years and two. He made Gottingen famous
as a school of chemistry ; at the time of the onc-and-tw»ntieth

year of his connection with the university it was fmnd that

upwards of 8000 students had listened to his lectures or

worked in his laboratory. He was a man whom the world has

delighted to honour ; and there was hardly an academy of science

or a learned society which has not in some way or other recog-

nised his services to science. lie was made a Foreign Member
of the Royal Society in 1S54, a Corresponding Member of the

Berlin Academy in 1855, Foreign Associate of the Institute of

France in 1S64, and in 1872 he received the Copley Medal from
the Royal Society. On September 23, 1882

—

METEORIC DUST
C IR WILLIAM THOMSON has sent us the following com-
-^ munication for publication :

—

" Por/kil, Kikrcggan, March 13, 1 884

"Dear Sir W'illi.\m Thomson,—Herewith I inclose some
of the meteoric dust collected on a cotton filter, and both

ignited at a' i-ed heat. The change of colour is interesting.

"On Sauirday, March i, the snow lay Si inches deep at

8 a.m., pure and white. At 9. 15 a.m., when I next noticed it,

It was .sooty looking, the blacliish appearance penetrating half

an inch only. The sky was clear and calm, any tendency to

movement of the air being from the south-east.
" I carefully measured a superficial foot on an ontlying field

sloping to the south-wc-t at a spot bisected by the 200-foot line

of the Ordnance Survey, and collected the snow into two bowds

of white delft, half into each. After evaporating the snow
water, thoroughly drying the residue, I collected and weighed it,

that from one giving I J grains, and the other 2 J grains, or

4 grains to the square foot exactly.
'

' I can personally vouch for the dust being all over the

Roseneath peninsula, as I trudged through the snow to Coulport

on Loch Long, and found it the same all the way north, also on

the top of the Gallow-hill (414 feet). I have since seen those

who noiiced it at Garelochhead, so that on this peninsula alone,

taking 4 grains as an average, there has fallen over 100 tons.

" From hearsay it appeai-s to have been noticed from Kippen
on the north to Largs on the south, and from Hamilton on
the ea-^t to Dunoon on the west, or over an area (in round
numbers) of 810 square miles, and admitting the former esti-

matj, we have the astonishing aggregate of say 5760 tons ! A
weighty gift to Mother Earth, surely of some value.

" I should mention that every crack, scratch, or depression in

the glaze of the bowls was filled with the finely divided matter ;

it was impossible, therefore, to collect it all for weighing, con-

sequently 4 grains per square foot is under rather than over the

probable average. The observer at Kippen, too, mentions that

the snow was permeated there for one inch by the sooty

appearance.

" On Monday (March 3), after snow had fallen to the depth
of an additional 8 inches, I watched for a recurrence of the

phenomenon, and on the sky clearing about midnight I fetched

in a dish that I had left outside and found a little had fallen in

small flakes ; these had melted their way through the snow,

leaving Utile tunnels about the size of crow-quills. The quantity,

however, was exceedingly small. Tendency to movement of the

air as before from the south-east. Barometer had risen from

29'4 at 2 p.m. to 29'6, steady at midnight, thermometer 42°. On
.Saturday previous barometer stood at 30'o5 (90 feet above sea-

level, aneroid), thermometer 44°, 12 noon. The dust I left with

you previously contains a little organic matter (grassy fibre),

though what I had under the microscope appeared entirely

metallic.

"The snow had melted a good deal before I recognised the

importance of obtaining a fair sample. My children, however,

had rolled a huge snowball down the slope, at the top of which
the cottage stands, and this had increased as it rolled until it was
something like 6 feet in diameter, and so foruied a mine from

which to collect the dust. There is still some of the black w ater

in process of evaporation ; should you require it more of the dust

is at your service.

"Oiie of the older inhabitants remembers a similar occurrence

here in 1828 on the 20th or 22nd of March, when the snow, he
says, fell in black or sooty flakes.

" Perhaps it is well to mention that the goats suffered some-

what from influenza on .Sunday and Monday, and that I myself

had a sharp attacl; followed by severe headache for a day, caused

prolially by inhaling a minute quantity of the dust snufif fashion.

It might have oeen from something else, only the coincidence is

suggestive of caution.
" I am, yours faithfully,

" Lewis P. Muirhead
"Professor Sir William Thomson, Glasgow University"

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGEiXCE

Cambridge.—The Boards for Medicine, Physics and Che-
mistry, and Biology and Geology, after joint deliberation,

have recommended an important change in the appointments of

Natural Science Examiners. It has been a regulation of the

Natural Science Tripos that all answers shall be looked over by
two examiners out of the eight, but it has become increasingly

difllcult to find examiners with the requisite extent of know-
ledge. Thus it practically happens that each examiner is sole

examiner in a single subject, and the places of candidates

are often practically dependent on the judgment of a single

examiner to an extent unknown in the other Triposes. It is

now recommended that two examiners shall be appointed in

each subject of Natural Science, to undertake all the University

I^xaininations in that subject, and thus the Natural Sciences

Tripos, the Special Examinations for the ordinary B.A., and
portions of the M. B. Examinations, will be brought into one
system. The examiners should never both be changed at the

same time. The payments recommended are—for each examiner
in Physics and in Chemistry, 50/. ; in Botany, Zoology, Human
Anatomy, and Physiology, 40'. ; in Geology, 20/. ; and Miner-
alogy, lo/.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
yonntal of the Franklin Institute, No. 697, January.—W.

Dennis Marks, note on the losses per horse-power by condensa-
tion of steam in pipes and cylinders of engines.—De Volson
Wood, the cheapest point of cut-off.—Prof. R. H. Thurston,

the theory of turbines. This is the conclusion of a very valuable
mathematical paper given in a very full abstract.—B. N. Clark,

water-line defence and gun shields for cruisers.—W. Dennis
Marks, economy of compound engines.—Prof. E. J. Houston,
the Delany synchro nous-niulti|-ilex system of telegraphy. This
invention is founded on La Cour's phonic wheel, and bids fair

to supersede harmonic multiple telegraphs.

Annalcn der Physik und Chemie, xxi. January.—O. Frohlich,

measurements of sun-heat. Describes amongst other matters a

new pyrheliometer with a special thermopile arrangement.

—

A. W'. Velten, the specific heat of water. The results confirm
Regnault's values.—E. Pirani, on galvanic polarisation. Tire

values are estimated by a compensation method.—W. Hittorf,
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on electric conductivity of gases (first part).—A. 01j2rbeck, on

electric oscillations and on phenomena of polarisation caused

thereby.—A. Toepler, on the estimation of horizontal magnetic

intensity by use of the balance.—W. von Bezold, a simple experi-

ment on the connection between the temperature of an incan-

descent wire and the composition of the li?ht emitted by it. A
platinum wire is stretched horizontally through the tip of a Bunsen

burner and examined in a spectroscope with horizontal slit.—E.

Ketteler, reply to Herr Voigt's criticisms.

No. 2, February.— S. Czapski, on the thermal variation of the

electromotive force of galvanic batteries, anditsrelatim to their

free energy.—J. Kollert, on the properties of flame in their elec-

trical relation. Confirms the previous measurements of Elster

and Geitel.—F. Fuch«, on a compensation-method for estima-

tion of the resistance of unpolarisable elements. A modification

of Po Jgendorff's well-known method.—E. Budde, on the theory

of thermo-electric forces.—H. Lorberg, on eltctrostriction. A
discussion of Quincke's results.—B. VVeiustein, on the calcula-

tion of the potential of cMls. A mathematical paper.— A. von
Waltenhofen, on an instructive expn-iment which may be made
with asymmetrical thermopiles. On passing an independent

current through the therm ipile certain non-reversible phenoaiena

of polarisation are observed ari-ing from the asymmetry of the

junctions that are heated.—-C. Cliri^tiansen, on the emission of

heat from uneven surfaces.—A. Tschirch, researches on chloro-

phyll and some of its derivatives.—W. Iloltz, a lecture experi-

ment in pro -if of the law that the velocity of rotation increases as

the rotating masses approach the axis.

yournal de Physique, tome iii. No. 2, February.—G. Lipp-

mann, physical definition and determination of absolute tempera-

tures. This is the first part of a communication in which the

author seeks to find stricter thermodynamic definitions of tem-

perature. He attributes to Carnot the discovery of the scale of

absolute temperature !—D. Gernez, researches on the duration

of the solidification of sulphur, and on a new variety of sulphur.

The crystallisation in octahedra takes from 25 to 100 times as

long as the crystallisation in rhombic prisms. The new crystal-

line kind obtained by M. Gernez is in the form of very elongated

prisms of a nacreous texture. They are produced by rubbing

the side of the test-tube containing the surfused sulphur with

the end of a platiiium wire or glass rod. When these crystals

are introduced into surfused sulphur, they determine a growth of

similar crystals throughout the mass ; and the formation is much
more rapid than that of either of the previously known forms.

—

E. Mathieu, suspension of a liquid by a capillary vertical tube.

—E. Mathieu, modification of the pressure of a liquid by capil-

lary forces.

Rendiconti del R. IstUufa Lomhardo, Milan, January 24.

—

Biographical memoir of Emilio Cornalia (1824-1S83), by Prof.

I-eopoldo Maggi.—Necrological notice of the late Camillo

Hajech.—A'A«'«^'of the meteorological obsei-vations made at the

Brera Observatory, Milan, during the year 1883, by E. Pini.

—

Some applications of Cournat's principle of least effort to the

equilibrium of linked systems (theoretical mechanics), by Prof.

G. BarJelli.—Meteorological observations made at the Brera

Observatory during the month of January, 1884.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Mathematical Society, March 13.—Prof. Henrici, F.R.S.,
president, and subsequently Mr. S. Roberts, F. R.S., vice-presi-

dent, in the chair.—The Rev. A. C. E. I51omfield, Messrs. J.
Chevallier, E. H. Hayes, R. S. Heath, and Prof. J. Larmor
were elected Members.—Mr. Tucker read a paper by Prof. M.
T. M. Hill on the closed funicular polygons belonging to a

system of coplanar forces having a single resultant ; and commu-
nicated a paper by Prof. J. Larmor, on the direct application of

the principle of least action to dynamical analogues.—Mr. J. W.
L. Glaisher, F. R.S. , read a paper on the square of Euler's

series.—Mr. J. J. Walker, F.R.S., communicated a note by
Mr. J. Griffiths, further results from a theory of transformation
of elliptic functions.—Mr. S. RoToerts, F.R.S., read a note con-
cerning the Pellian equation.

Physical Society, March S.—Prof. Guthrie, president, in

the chair.—Lord Rayleigh read a paper on the electro-chemical

equivalent of silver. The determination was made by a method
described to the last meeting of the British Association at South-
ampton, which consists in using two fixed coils and a movable

coil stispended between these from one end of a balanied beam.
These coils are in circuit with the current and voltameter. The
current is reversed in the fixed coilsat intervals of five minutes, and
the weight required to bring the balance even is noted. The calcu-

lation of the effect by this method is independent of the precise

metsurement of the coils. Two or more silver voltameters were
ia circuit, nitrate of silver being the solution used. Careful
precautions of various kinds were taken, and the result was that

unit C.G.S. current deposits I'ii8 X 10--. It follows that i

ampere will deposit 4'025 grm. of silver per hour.—Lord Ray-
leigh also read a paper on the absolute electromotive force of

Clark's cell. Experiments made at the Cavendish Laboratory
gave the electromotive force of this cell as i'453 volts. The
accepted value is i'457 volts. If the B.A. unit (as Lord Ray-
leigh believes) is ab mt '9867 of a true ohm, the result, i'453,

becomes I "434 volts. —Lord Rayleigh also mentioned that he
had been making experiments on the rotation of the plane of

polarised light in bisulphide of carbon, and obtained a result

agreeing more nearly with Gordon's than with Becquerel's.

—

Profs. Guthrie and Ayrton spoke on the papers, the former

eliciting the reply that electro-corrosion was less saMsfaetory

than electro-deposition for determining the equivalent ; and the

latter that silver was better than copper for accurate results in

the voltameter.—Mr. Shelford Bidwell, M.A., read a paper on
some experiments illustrating an explanation of Hall's pheno-
menon. By these experiments Mr. Bidwell sought to explain

Hall's effect through a combination of mechanical stress and the

well-known Peltier effect on the thin metal plate which is placed

between the poles of the magnet. He repeated many of the

experiments, and showed how he had obtained the same results

as Hall, except in the case of aluminium, which he found to be

-I- like iron, whereas Hall made it — . Mr. Bidwell reversed

the effect by cutting two slits in the strip of metal, thereby alter-

ing the stress on it. Righi's effect was also exolained on the

same grounds. Mr. Walter Browne said that difference in the

quillty of the aluminium might explain tie anomaly with this

metal. Prof. Perry criticised the explanation of the slitted

plate, and Prof. G. C. Foster suggested that results in absolute

measure should be obtained.

Edinburgh

Royal Society, February iS.—Sheriff Forbes Irvine, vice-

president, in the chair.—Prof. Tait read a paper on radiation,

in which he called attention to Stewart's papers of 1858 as

containing, so far as it has yet been developed, the theory of

exchanges. Yet, in the most recent authoritative treatise on the

subject, the name of Stewart is not even once mentioned. The
basis of the whole theory is Carnot's principle, ani therefore no
demonstration can be considered absolutely rigorous. Thus it is

probable that as there are very hot particles in a gas at ordinary

temperatures, so there may be feeble radiation of high wave-

lengths from a black body at ordinary temperatures.—Mr. Sang
read a paper on the need for decimal subdivisions in astronomy,

trigonometry, and navigation, in which he pointed out the

inconvenience of the sexagesimal system, and estimated it as

doubling the labour of calculation. The decimal division of the

second, used throughout the Nautical Aim mac, was appealed to

as evidence of the need for a change. The paper was accom-

panied by a number of tables .suited to the decimal division of

the quadrant, or useful therefor.—Prof. Ewing communicated

a paper by A. Tanakadate on an electromagnetic declinometer.

—Prof. Tait showed that when one polygon has 'ts corners at

the middle points of the sides of another, the condition that the

first, second, or «th derived polygon shall be similar to the

original, involves a singular equation in quaternion differences.

—Prof. Tait also made some remarks on the basis of the theory

of vortex atoms, pointing out that there is not nece-sarily any

direct action between vortices in a perfect fluid ; the pre-

sent theory, which indicates such action, being based upon the

assumed continuity of motion throughout the fluid.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 10.—M. RoUand in the chair.

—The election of M. G. Darboux was announced, as successor

to the late M. Puiseux in the Section of Geometry.—On the

forms presented by the nucleus of the Pons-Brooks comet on

January 13 and 19 (one illustration), by M. Faye. The author

rejects the explanation of these remarkable forms proposed by

Bessel, who attributed to the nucleus a polarity like that of the

magnetic forces. In virtue of this polarity the nucleus and ante-
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rior nuclear emi'-sion are supposed to oscillate in presence of the

sun like the needle of a compass in jiresence of a magnet. Hut

M. Fnye sees in these changes mthing but the effect of a rotatory

motion powerfully affected l>y solar attraction. Under these

conditions the rotation may acquire irregular pendulant vibra-

tions without having recourse to the intervention of polar forces.

—Explosive gaseoui mixtures : calculation of their temperatures

and specific heat at the moment of explosion (continued), by MM,
Bertlielot and Vieille. Tables of the results of the-e experiments

are appended for the oxyhydric and oxycarbonic mixtures, for

cyanogen, and the carburets of hydrogen.—Note on a letter of

tlie astronomer Mcchain in connection with the completion of

the triangulation of S[)aiii and the extension of the meridian to

the Balearic Isles, by M. ]. lefort.—On a differential equation

of the third order, by M. E. Goursat.—On the decomposition of

polynomes which admit only of primary divisors of a determined
form, by M. Lefebure.—On the remarkable variation of the

nucleus of the Pons Brooks comet (one illustration, by M. Ch.
Ttjiied.—On the barometric oscillations produced by the

Krnkatoa eruption, by M. P. Tacchini.—On the crepuscular

and auroral lights oliserved at Morge?, in Switzerland, during

tlie winter of 1883-84, by M. Ch. L'ufour.—On a method for

mcisuring the coefficient of cubic expansion of solid substances

in the form of minute particles, by M. J. Thoulet. To deter-

mine the coefficients of these bodies the author employs a solution

of iodide of mercury in iodide of p ita'sium. The extreme delicacy

of the process is shown by its application to quartz, which yields a

coefficient of o'ooco357 compared with M. Fizeau's O'cooo36i9.

—On the action of two consecutive parts of the same electric

current, by M. A. Buguet.—On the spectrum of absorption of

water ; preliminary studies connected with the spectral analysis

of the rays transmitted through a more or less dense layer of

water, by MM. J. L. Soret and Ed. Sarasin.—Action of electric

effluvia on oxygen and nitrogen in the presence of chlorine, by
M.\l. P. Hautefeuille and J. Chappuis.— Observations on the
formula of sime sal ammoniac, by M. R. Engel.—Observation
relative to a note of M. Calmels on the poison of Batrachians,

by MM. A. Gautierand Etard.—On the Malpighiaa vessels of
the Lepidoptera, by M. Cholodknvsky.—On an aberrant form
of the phylum Sporozoa, by M. J. Kunstler.—On the presence

of manganese in the white cipoline marbles of Carrara, Paros,

and the Pyrenees
;
geological deductions, by M. Dieulafait.

Berlin
Physical Society, February 22.—Prof. Lnndolt produced a

cylinder of solid carbonic acid he had prepared about an hour
before the sitting, and described the mode of its formation.

From a Natterer compressing vessel a stream of liquid carbonic
acid was made to penetrate into a conical cloth bag. The basj

speedily got filled with a loose snow of carbonic acid, which
«as then, by means of a stamper, hammered together in a

cylindrical vessel into a solid cylinder. Compact carbonic acid

cylinders of this kind could be touched gently with the hand,

and possessed the hardness of chalk, which, tio, they resembled
in aopearance, and on account of their brittleness did not readily

admit of Ijeing cut with a knife. The specific gravity of .solid

hammered carbonic acid was found to be i'2.^Prof. Schw.albe
sh'iwed on a beech tuig the ice swellings he had described at

the last sitting. These were produced in a moderately freezing

mixture, tlieir formation failing in a strongly freezing mixture.

A twig which by way of experiment had been completely dried

entirely lost the capability it previously possessed in a high
degree of forming ice protuberances.—Prof. Erdmann related an
observation he had made some time ago, and had since very

frequently repeated. In a perfectly dark room he was able

only by indirect vision to perceive an object which reflected

li^hl very faintly, while, on endeavouring to look at it fixedly,

the object completely disappeared. This phenomenon he ob-

served only in the evening in going to bed, after he hid been
working for a considerable time in a brightly illuminated room.
On the other hand, when he awoke in the night he perceived the

faintly lucent object quite .as well by direct as by indirect vision.

Me was of opinion that this phenomenon was connected with

the lassitude of the middle parts of the retina, while Prof, von
Helmholtz explained it by the inferior sensitiveness to light of

tlie yellow spot in comparison with its surroundings.—Dr.
Rffiig reported at length the experiments which in common
v ith Ur. Dietrici he had instituted with a view to determining
the col Mr-sensitiveness of normal eyes. Exhibiting the appar-
atu . he had made use of. Dr. Kcenig explained its construction

and the procedure he had followed in the experiment. Towards

one angle of a prism was directed an observing telescope, which,
instead of an eye-piece, had a diaphragm provided withasli',
on which the spectrum fell, so that it was possible to observe
sections of any degree of minuteness whatsoever. Tow.ards each
of the two other angles of the prism was placed a collimator,

which in the focus of its lens had a slit for the entrance of the

light, which was polarised by means of a Nicol prism. Behind
the slit was a double refracting pri^m, by varying the posi-

tion of which in the collimator the slit-image c juld be doubIe<l

at pleasure. Through the slit of the objective were seen close

beside each other the spectrum of the light which had passed
through one collimator, and the spectrum of light which had
passed through the other. While one collimator was now kept
fixed, the other, by means of micrometers, was displaced till the

point was reached at which the observer found the colours in

both spectra alike. The wave-lengths in both spectral stripes

were then measured, and their difference was the standard

of colour- sensitiveness in the single regions. For each wave-
length fifty readings were in this way made by each of the two
observers, and the mean difference calculated of the wave-
lengths in the two spectral ranges, which were perceived to be

equal. These experiments extended from the wave-length of

640 millionths of a millimetre to the wave-length of 430, and
were made from each 10 millionths of a millimetre, each pir-

ticular spot being ex.imined under two different intensities of

light. From the results of these measurements it was established

that the colour-sensitiveness of normal eyes ranged from more
than I to about o'2 millioiiths of a millimetre. The difference

of the D-linesin the .solar spectrum amounted to o'6 millionths

of a millimetre. Altogether three maxima of sensitiveness w ere

found. The first maximum appeared with the wave-length of

570 near the D-line. A second greater maximum approached
the F-line with a wave-length of about 490 to 470. Finally, a third

smaller maximum was found with a wave-length of 450 to 440.

The place of the maximum changed with the intensity in such a

manner that, the greater the in'ensity wa.s, the more the maxi-
mum shifted towards the more refrangible part of the spectnun.

Beyond the wave-lengths of 640 and 430 these experiments
could not be carried out, because, at the red end especially, no
differences of colour, but only differences of brightness, were
perceived. From the colour sensibility thus found, it was calcu-

lated that within the range of the normal spectrum the healthy

eye was able to perceive about 300 differences of colour. Dr.
Kcenig hoped to be able to set forth on a future occasion further

experiments in conjunction with the measurements here commu-
nicated, and the consequences resulting therefrom in respect of

the theory of the perception of colour.
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THE CHOLERA BACILLUS

IN his capacity as chief of the German Cholera Com-
mission Dr. Koch has issued a further— his sixth

—

report, and it is one which must become historic in con-

nection with inquiries as to the etiology of that disease.

Hitherto Dr. Koch has almost entirely confined himself

to reporting facts as they were elicited, and whenever he

has referred to any inferences which might be drawn
from them, it has only been to show how many sources

of error stood in the way of all attempts to arrive at

trustworthy conclusions. This attitude of Dr. Koch has

naturally tended to increase the confidence in which

he is held as a scientific worker, and it has an important

bearing on the character of the present report, in which

the reserve hitherto maintained is thrown off, and Dr.

Koch announces that the bacilli he has discovered are

altogether peculiar to cholera, and further, that they are

the actual cause of cholera.

The further investigations which have been made relate

to the cultivation of the bacilli in question, to their be-

haviour in the bodies of patients during the various

stages of the disease, and to the examination of addi-

tional bodies of persons dying both of cholera and of

other diseases. The result is that what are now termed
the cholera bacilli can be found in no bodies except those

of cholera patients ; that at certain stages of the cholera

disease they are invariably found in the bodies of the

patients, whether these have lived and died in Egypt or

in a country so far distant from it as India ; that these

organisms confine themselves to the organ which is the seat

of the disease, namely, the bowel ; and that they behave

exactly as do other pathogenic bacteria, their first appear-

ance coinciding with the commencement of the disease,

their increase bein^; proportional to its advance, and their

disappearance corresponding with its decline. Certain

incidental studies have also tended to confirm the correct-

ness of the hypothesis that these bacilli are the cause of

cholera. It is well known that the linen of cholera

patients, has conveyed the infection of that disease. Now
Dr. Koch has repeatedly observed that such linen, when
soiled by the alvine discharges and kept moist for a

period of twenty-four hours, has been the seat of an

extraordinary multiplication of the special organisms

;

and in connection with these experiments it was found

that precisely the same result took place whenever cholera

dejections, or the contents of the intestines of persons

having died of cholera, were spread upon such substances

as moist linen or blotting paper. And further, a thin

layer of the same discharges, when placed on a moist

soil, was found within twenty-four hours to have been
converted into a thick mass of cholera bacilli. This latter

discovery is one of extreme importance in connection

with the observations so frequently made as to the spread

of cholera in India by means of water-sources, the soil

around which is so often befouled by the natives.

From one point of view the report gives special

promise. Some bacilli of disease will, in certain stages,

withstand almost every form of maltreatment ; they may
Vol. XXIX.—No. 752
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be dried, frozen, and- otherwise dealt with, and yet they

'remain as potent as ever for mischief. But Dr. Koch's
cholera bacilli die off rapidly when dried, all vestige of life

apparently disappearing after three hours' desiccation.

And not only so, but these bacilli will only grow in alka-

line solutions, a very small quantity of a free acid standing

in the way of their development. To these two circum-

stances we may in all probability to a large extent attri-

bute the frequency with which those who are directly

associated with the sick and their discharges escape in-

fection ; and the fact that the healthy stomach contains a

sufficient amount of acid to destroy the bacilli may
possibly lead to the discovery of some therapeutic or

other measure of prevention which may be generally

adopted. Directly gastric disturbance steps in and the

gastric juices give a different reaction, we are probably

face to face with conditions specially favourable to the

.
reception of the poison, and in this respect it is note-

'worthy that cholera so often attacks those persons who
have suffered, or are suffering, from diarrhosa and other

gastric disorders.

In one respect Dr. Koch's experiments have failed. He
has not succeeded in producing cholera artificially in any
of the lower animals. As we have already pointed out,

cholera is not the only specific disease to which man
alone appears to be susceptible ; and it is possible that

the fact of cholera discharges and portions of diseased

intestines having been given as food to the lower animals

with impunity may find much of its explanation in the

absence, in the stomachs of those animals, of the needed
alkaline cultivation fluid.

At one point of the report our confidence in the correct-

ness of Dr. Koch's inferences is weakened. It is where
he, in maintaining his view that the bacillus he has dis-

covered is the actual cause of cholera, refers to its

resemblance in one respect to the bacillus of enteric

fever. Now, leading micro-pathologists in this country

have hitherto declined to regard it as proved that any
such specific bacillus has been discovered. Dr. Koch's
views have therefore still to stand the test of scientific

.criticism by his fellow workers, who will doubtless, as

occasion oft'ers, repeat his experiments.

THE SCIENCE OF THE EXAMINA TION-ROOM
'H^HOSE persons whose unhappy lot it is to have much
-L to do with examinations must often feel that there

is some fundamental common factor dropped out in the

relation between examiner and examinees. A straight-

forward paper is set in a subject, say A, in which we will

suppose there is no attempt to " catch " or perplex the

student, but simply to sample, as it were, the ordinary

commonplace knowledge which average industry might

acquire. There returns to the examiner in due time a

mass of manuscript, evidently written with pains and
labour, mostly quite seriously meant, but which does not

deal with the subject A, but with something which, though

apparently related, is evidently quite different, and which

we may call A'. After a little while he begins to wonder

whether the whole thing is not a nightmare. 1 he form

is apparently rational, and yet the details are hopelessly

incongruous and absurd. Or, to put the thing in another

shape, it is as if one set a paper in solid geometry and
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got answers from Prof. Sylvester's infinitely thin book-

worm .

If the examination-system is to be maintained without

being on tlie one hand hopelessly discredited, or on the

other lapsing into a kind of ceremonial observance like

academic dress or a Guy Fawkes celebration, something

must seriously be done to ascertain the real relation

between A and A'. It is generally presumed that the

object of "plucking "a candidate is to indicate to him
his imperfect knowledge. But though the student of the

subject c.'iUed A' is usually plucked by the examiner in A
it is not clear that what may be called the moral result is in

any way satisfactory. The examiner is disgusted equally

with the candidate who has likely enough done his very

best, just as the infinitely thin book-worm might do his

best. The candidate grinds away at his A' with more

assiduity than ever if he is modest enough to think his

ignorance to be in fault ; but this only makes his subse-

quent failures with the examiner in A more assured,

because the radical incommensurability of A and A'

becomes more intensified.

There is really reason to think that underneath the

rational fabric of science as understood by intelligent

persons of common sense there is a vast substratum of

something altogether different, but with which a large num-

ber of individuals are quite seriously occupied. A' is only

a term in fact of a very considerable series. Every now
and then in the pages of this journal strong evidences

crop up of the existence of this singular body of know-

ledge. This existence, however, is scarcely really grasped

by the scientific world proper, and it might be compared

to a sort of inverse of Prof. Tait's unseen universe.

The present state of things can hardly go on. It is

quite certain that, whatever intrinsic interest science of

the A' type may possess, it is of no kind of practical use

to ordinary human beings. If it cannot be displaced by

the real thing of which it is a kind of phantom, it is a

serious question whether the struggle of the examination-

room had better not be for a time suspended.

In the meantime it is very important to investigate the

true nature of this phantom science. A little work, of

which the second edition has been lately sent to this

journal for review, appears to belong to its literature,

which there is reason to think is rather copious. This

particular publication is part of the " Students' Aids

Series," bears the motto, " Mc>!S sana corjiore sano,'' and

deals with botany. ' It is impossible to seriously criticise

it ; indeed, from the point of view of what has been said

above it would not be easy to do so. We may content

ourselves with reproducing textually from its pages the

entire account given of a well-known and very characteristic

group of Thallophytes :

—

THE OLIVE SEAWEEDS.
These weeds vary in general appearance from small

tufted filaments to immense stalks terminated by a

branched thallus.

' " Aidsto Bjtany." By Armand Semple, E. A , M.B., Cainab. ; L.S.A ,

M. R.C.P.. Liiid , Pnysic'.an North-Eastern Hospital for Children, Hackney,
Physician ti the Royal Society of Musicians, late Senior Examiner in Arts
at .\pothecaries' Hall, late Medical Clmical Assistant and Surgical Registrar

at the Lond-)n Hospital, author of the " Esscnt.al Features of Diseases of

Children,'* " Aids to Chemistry "(Inorganic and Organic), " Aids to Materia
Medica" (Inorganic and Organic), "Tablets of Materia Medica,*' "Aids
to Medicine." (D mble Part ) Third Thousand. (London : Bailliere. Tindall,

and Cox, King William Street, Strand. Dublin : Fannin and Co , Grafton
' Street. Edinburgh : MacLachlan and Stewart, South Bridge. Glasgow :

A. and W. Stenhouse, College Gate. New York : Putnam and Sons, 1883.)

In the higher forms a shrubby aspect, a kind of root,

and an epidermal layer are observed. Their colour is not
bright green, but in general olive.

The zoospores originate in Oosporangia, situated at

ends or joints of the frond, or in each ot the cells of a
fil.imentous body called a Trichosporangium. ; they
resemble those of the Green Alga;.

The zoospores from the Trichosporangium have been
mistaken for spermatozoids.
The spores reside in sics termed Perispores, having a

lining membrane, the Epispore.
The perispores or sporangia are either scattered or are

arranged in Sori or groups on the frond's surface, or in

cavities, Scaphidia or conceptacula, communicating by
a pore with its surface.

The scaphidia may appear as club-shaped masses or

receptacula at the edges of the frond.

The antheridia are ovate sacs which contain Anthe-
rozoa or Phytozoa (two ciliated spermatozoids), and
appear on slender filaments in the same or other plants,

and in the same or other conceptacles as the spores. If

on the same plant, they are called Moiioecious ; if on
different, Dicecious. When in the same conceptacles

with the spores, they are Hermaphrodite. To the slender

filaments destitute of antheridia the name of Paraphyses
is given.

We must leave to our botanical readers to notice for

themselves where this instructive specimen of A' science

differs from the kind of lesson which an ordinarily con-

stituted teacher of real botany would try to communicate

to his pupils. At any rate we may ask, would any one

having learnt all this by rote (for there is reason to think

that such is the method insisted upon) be secure in recog-

nising a piece of bladder wrack when shown to him, or

certain of any single fact in its life-history.

A curious point about the A' science is the copiousness

and more or less unintelligibility of its terminology.

There is no doubt, however, that this is very generally

mastered, however repulsive such a task might seem at

first sight. But the problem is still unsolved as to what

is the end gained. With the same effort it is probable

that the rudiments of an Oriental language might be

acquired—say Arabic—and the question arises whether

in every way this would not be more profitable.

LEFROY'S MAGNETIC SURVEY IN CANADA
Diary of a Magnetic Survey of a Portion of the Dominion

of Canada, chiefly in the North- Western Territories,

Executed in the Years 1842-44. By Lieut. Lefroy, R.A.,

now General Sir J. H. Lefroy, C.B., F.R.S., &c.

(London: Longmans and Co., 1883.)

THIS record of magnetical work performed forty years

ago by Lieut. Lefroy of the Royal Artillery—now
General Sir J. Henry Lefroy—is a contribution of interest

to the science of terrestrial magnetism.

The Magnetic Survey of the British Possessions in

North America authorised by Her Majesty's Government

in the year 1841 at the recommendation of the Royal

Society, and in great part executed in 1S43 and 1844

under the supervision of the late Sir Edward Sabine, had

for its primary objects the determination of the regular

and irregular changes of the magnetic elements, especially

that of the horary variation of the declination ; this varia-

tion being then known as subject to wide differences in

the high magnetic latitudes of the northern hemisphere
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as compared with those observed in middle latitudes, both

in respect of the turning hours and in the direction of the

movement at the same local time. Furthermore, investi-

gation of observations made by Polar voyagers and Arctic

travellers had shown that the northern part of these

British possessions was a region of peculiar interest as

comprising in its area the most powerful of the two foci

of magnetic intensity in the northern hemisphere, and
also the locus of vertical dip commonly recognised as the

North Magnetic Pole.

To Lieut. Lefroy— furnished with transportable mag-
netometers—was assigned the arduous and responsible

duty of traversing this region of such striking magnetical

interest, to determine the absolute values of the declina-

tion, inclination, and intensity at available stations ; and
at one or more fixed winter residences in high latitudes

to make hourly and term day observations of those

regular and irregular fluctuations in the movements of

the needle presumed to exist in values of more than

ordinary magnitude.

Sir Henry Lefroy's present volume contains the diary

of his journeys—these latter extending to 5480 geogra-

phical miles— in which is given in more or less detail the

magnetical elements determined at three hundred and
fourteen stations, combined with such astronomical ob-

servations as were necessary, in the then imperfect state

of the maps of the region traversed, to approximately assign

the geographical positions of the places of observation.

The extended series of hourly and term day magnetical

and meteorological observations made at the fixed winter

and spring residences [1843-44] of Fort Chipewyan on
Lake Athabasca (lat. 58° 43' N., long. 111° 19' W.), and
at Fort Simpson on Mackenzie River (lat. 61° 51' N.

long. 121° 25' W.), with their very complete and able dis-

cussion by Capt. Lefroy, were printed by order of Her
Majesty's Government in 1855. This masterly work is

well known to those interested in the science of terrestrial

magnetism. The Diary now for the first time published

is a fitting sequel to the earlier work ; and is not the less

valuable from what may appear to be its tardy produc-

tion. The author's preface—which conveys a graceful

tribute to his old chief—in a few words clears up the

seeming anomaly. He says:

—

" The renewed attention directed to the distribution

and periodical changes of the earth's magnetism in the
North Polar region, suggests an endeavour on my part to

present the observations of my magnetical survey of

1843-44 with fuller explanation, and in a form more con-
venient for reference than that in which they were origin-

ally published '' [Sabine's ' Contributions to Terrestrial

Magnetism,' No. vii. Philosopliical Transaciions, 1846,
and No. xiii. Philosophical Transactions, 1872]; "and
being still the principal authority for the received position
of the focus or pole of greatest magnetic intensity, as well

as for the lines of equal magnetic force, equal inclination,

and equal variation over a large part of the continent of
North America, it is certain that whenever they come to

be repeated, the observer of the future will inquire for

particulars not contained in, and not suitable for, the
Philosophical Transactions"

Apart from the value of a full record of the observa-

tions made over so great an extent of continental America,

is the consideration of the graphical treatment of the iso-

clinal and isodynamic lines, as embodied on maps accom-

panying the Diary. The author dwells on the difference

in rendering the mapped results on the system followed

by Sabine—as given in the Philosophical Transactions—
and on that adopted by himself. Sabine's aim was to

present, over the vast area he was dealing with, the normal

values of the magnetical elements, free—so far as his

judgment permitted—from the local disturbances experi-

enced at individual stations, depending on geological

conditions ; and stations at which the disturbances

obviously affected the assumed normal values were

designedly rejected. Lefroy's treatment includes every

station at which he set up his instruments, rejecting no
observation because of its anomaly where there was no
internal appearance of error. By the one investigator we
are thus presented with a harmonious mapped system of

r^ular lines or curves indicating equal values of the

magnetic elements ; by the other the equivalent lines of

equal values are more or less sinuous, in some places

much distorted, and losing the semblance of regularity.

In the case of the isoclinal lines as so developed, the

author partly infers that their greater inflections bear

some relation to the courses of the rivers
; and he further

draws attention to his isodynamic lines or curves, differ-

ing both in form and position from those of Sabine.

In a discussion as to the appositeness of either of the

systems pursued, it must be borne in mind that, at

numerous well-known points on the earth's surface, a

movement made by the observer of the magnetic needle

a foot or two vertically, or a few feet horizontally, either

way, considerably aftects the observations. This is

notably the case at many oceanic islands, and a marked
example is to be found on our own coasts at Canna near

the island of Skye. Sir H. Lefroy's experiences in this

direction are well marked at Stations LIl. and CXXL,
wheie the total force observed was i5';6and I5'38 respec-

tively; the normal value undoubtedly was about i4'io

and I4'i5 ; the disturbance from a local geological cause

thus increased the total force by i/i4th. It is therefore

certain that, unless we have some fairly approximate

knowledge of the normal value of the magnetic elements

at the disturbed station, we should remain in ignorance

of the extent of the disturbance.

In the present state of our knowledge of the distribu-

tion of magnetism in the several determinate values of

declination, inclination, and intensity over the earth's

surface—limited in the best explored regions to a very

small number of points of observation compared with the

great areas of land and water which they represent— it

appears premature to give interpretation to local disturb-

ances as being connected with topographical features

rather than geological. On general grounds we must
consider the delineation of the normal lines in any region

as a primary need, whether in a theoretical or a practical

direction.

Local magnetic disturbances demand a special study
;

this has been given effect to in a theoretical direction by
Lament in Germany (" Researches on the Direction and

Intensity of Terrestrial Magnetism in Northern Germany,

Belgium, Holland, and Denmark in the Year 1858,"

Munich, 1859), and practically is being now worked out

in the United States ; it is understood a special magnetic

survey of the State of Missouri is nearly complete.

As magnetical observations multiply over large areas

of land, it is possible that the normal lines may be found
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to lose symmetry by disturbing causes which may extend

over many square degrees of surface, as distinct from

local irregularities. Lamont's observations in continental

Europe point to this. A first essay on a large scale has

been lately made by the able and diligent magnetician,

C. A. Schott, to chart the distribution of the magnetic

declination of the United States for the epoch January

1885.. In this work distinct notice is taken of all local

disturbances in the direction of the magnetic needle, the

number of observing stations being 2359. This valuable

essay is published as an Appendix to the Report for 1882

of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey.

It should be observed that in Sir Henry Lefroy's maps
the lines of magnetic declination are reproduced as given

by Sabine ; in Mr. Schott's paper this is the only element

discussed, doubtless from the more ample material at his

command, and possibly from its practical value for topo-

graphical, geological, or mining purposes.

Whenever the time arrives for undertaking a magnetic
survey of the British possessions in North America, Sir

Henry Lefroy's Diary will be invaluable as a pioneer

work. At the present time his early published magnetical

and meteorological observations at Lake Athabasca and
Fort Simpson are of great interest in connection with those

recently made in a neighbouring region by Capt. Dawson,
R.A., at the International Circumpolar Station, Fort Rae.

F. J. Evans

EXCURSIONS OF AN EVOLUTIONIST
Excursio7ts ofan Evolutionist. By John Fiske. (London :

Macmillan and Co., 1884.)

MR. FISKE is certainly one of the most successful

of the writers who have undertaken the task of

popularising the many new ideas which have been
originated by the theory of evolution. He has not himself

added anything of any importance to these ideas ; but,

having accepted them with enthusiasm, he represents

them to the public with so much force and clearness, as

well as grace of literary style, that while reading his pages

we feel how the function of a really good expositor is

scarcely of less value in the world than that of an originator.

The applicability of these remarks to his earlier works
will, we think, be generally recognised by the readers of

this journal ; and, if so, they are certainly no less applicable

to the series of essays which we have now to consider.

The first essay is on " Europe before the Arrival of

Man," and it gives an exceedingly clear and well-con-

densed rtsiime of the present standing of the question as

to the probable date of man's appearance in geological

time. Next in logical order we have three essays on
" The Arrival of Man in Europe," " Our Aryan Fore-

fathers," and "What we learn from Old Aryan Words."
Within the compass of the pages allotted to them we do
not think that it would be possible to give a more in-

structive and entertaining history than is presented by
these chapters. The fifth essay is on the question, " Was
there a Primitive Mother-Tongue ? " which is very con-

clusively answered in the negative. " Sociology and
Hero-Worship" is devoted to arguing the relations that

subsist between a genius and the age or society in

which he fives ; this is appropriately followed by the

essay on " Heroes of Industry," which is a kind of

historical sketch of the philosophical principles that

govern the possibilities of invention. A new point of

departure is taken in the next three essays on "The
Causes of Persecution," " The Origins of Protestantism,"

and "The True Lesson of Protestantism." Here the

main argument is that the rise of Protestantism and the

decline of the persecuting spirit are due to an increasing

recognition of the right of private judgment, coupled with

an increasing refinement of moral f:eling. The theory of

corporate responsibility, which is more or less essential

to the integrity of the social state in the earlier stages of

its development, becomes gradually superseded by the

theory that the individual is alone responsible for his

beliefs and actions ; hence the growing recognition of the

right of private judgment. "The Meaning of Infancy"

is a brief restatement of the author's views already pub-

lished in his " Cosmic Philosophy." These are the views

which deserve to be regarded as perhaps the most original

that Mr. Fiske has enunciated. The general fact that the

protracted period of infancy among the anthropoid apes

(and therefore presumably among the brutal ancestry of

man) must have had a large share in determining the

evolution of man is a fact which could scarcely escape

the observation of any attentive evolutionist ; but Mr.

Fiske is the only writer, so far as we are aware, who has

treated this fact with the consideration that it deserves.

Of the remaining essays, " Evolution and Religion" is an

after-dinner eulogium on Mr. Herbert Spencer, "A Uni-

verse of Mind-Stufl!"" is an exposition of Clifford's essay

upon this subject, and "In Memoriam: Charles Darwin,"

is a well-written obituary review of Mr. Darwin's life and
work.

As we have not detected any errors on matters of fact,

the only criticisms we have to make pertain to matters

of opinion. In particular, it appears to us that, in his anxiety

to raise the cosmic theory of evolution into a religion of

cosraism (or, as he terms it, in his earlier work, " Cosmic
Theism"), Mr. Fiske entirely loses the clearness of view

and precision of statement which elsewhere characterise

his work. Although no friend or admirer of Comte, with

a strange inconsistency he follows implicitly the method
of the French philosopher in blindfolding judgment
with metaphor, and then, without rein or bridle,

running away upon a wild enthusiasm. We have here

no space to justify this general statement, but we feel

sure that no sober-minded man can read the after-dinner

speech or eulogy on Mr. Spencer without feeling that its

extravagance runs into absurdity. We have no wish to

deprive Mr. Fiske of any happiness that he may derive

either from his " religion " or from his "hero-worship"
;

but we cannot review his essays without observing that in

neither of these respects is he likely to meet with much
sympathy among "men of science," to whose opinion he

habitually professes so much deference.

George J. Romanes

OUR BOOK SHELF
The Zoological Recordfor 1882. Being Vol. XIX. of

the Record of Zoological Literature. Edited by
Edward Caldwell Rye, F.Z.S., &c. (London : \'an
Voorst, 1S83.)

Almost before the shadow of 1S83 had passed awav, the
" Record of the Zoological Literature of the Year 1882 "
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made its appearance, and the circumstances attending its

publication arc, as the editor informs us, without prece-

dent in the nineteen years during whicli this important
and most valuable annual has been issued. The sudden
death on the Niger of Mr. VV. A. Forbes, the late re-

corder of the literature relating to the mammals, was soon
followed by the loss of the help of Mr. Howard Saunders
in the arduous work concerning the recording of the

literature of the birds. These severe losses have been
supplied by Mr. Oldfield Thomas and Mr. R. B. Sharpe.

In the records of the fishes Mr. Boulenger has had the

assistance of Mr. R. Ogilvie-Grant. Mr. Ridley has
handed the recording of the Protozoa over to Mr. W.
Saville Kent, and the Myriapod literature has fallen to

Mr. I. D. Gibson-Carmichael. It thus happens that of

the recorders who, just twenty years ago, assisted Dr.
Gunther in the arduous undertaking of bringing out the

first volume of this work, but one, Dr. E. von Martens,
still responds to the editor's call, though happily all of
the first recorders still survive to overlook and appreciate
the labours of their successors.

The editor apologises for some slight delay in the ap-
pearance of the volume, owing to the mechanical difficul-

ties brought about by all these changes, difficulties only
to be thoroughly understood by those who have expe-
rienced them, and which we trust will not trouble the
editor again. It is not without interest to note that nearly
two-thirds of this volume is compiled by officers of the
Natural History Department of the British Museum

;

indeed, if we include Dr. E. von Martens' work, and
remember that he occupies the position of assistant in

the Natural History Museum of Berlin, it would appear
that over 600 out of 700 pages have been compiled by
writers whose lives are devoted to the subjects about which
they write.

The editor has again to thank the British Association
for the Advancement of Science and the Government
Grant Committee of the Royal Society for kindly aid in

assistance of the publication. The number of new genera
and sub-genera recorded in this volume is 1015 asagainst

1438 in the last volume, and it will be remembered that

this latter number included 483 new genera made by
Haeckel.
Each recorder seems to have executed his share of the

work well and painstakingly. The special treatment of the

literature of each group is on the lines of that followed in

the later volumes of the series. We warmly congratulate
the Zoological Record Association on the result of their

editor's labours.

Sketches ofNorth- IVfshrii Mongolia. Vol. IV.

—

Ethno-
graphicitt Materials. By G. N. Potanin. 102; pages,

with 26 Plates (Russian). (St. Petersburg : Published
by the Russian Geographical Society.)

The first tvTo volumes of this important work contained
the results of the journeys by the author in 1876 and
1877. The third, which is in print, will contain the geo-
graphical materials collected during the journey of 1879,
and the volume we have before us deals with the ethno-
graphical part of the same journey. It begins with an
enumeration of the Turkish and Mongolian peoples who
inhabit the region : Tartars, Uryankhays, Kirghiz,

Durbuts, Darkhats, and Buryats, with the legends cur-

rent about their origin. There is no general sketch
of the populations dealt with ; the aim of the author
seems to have been to give in this volume a col-

lection of materials, rather than to enter the field of
general conclusions. With regard to the former, the
present volume is a most valuable one. We find in it

interesting facts as to the family,, social, and religious life

of the inhabitants ; a list of names of stars, plants, and
animals, together with the beliefs about them, and
finally, their legends and folk-lore. Of these, no less ihin
200 are given, containing a rich and new source of infor-

mation. On almost every one of the 500 pages occu-
pied by these legends and tales one is attracted
either by their poetical beauty or by the light they
throw on the mythology and popular conceptions of the
inhabitants of this border region of Central Asia

;

while M. Potanin's name is the best warrant for the
accuracy of the transcription of the legends reported.

However rich this material, one hesitates to say which
of the two is more valuable, the folk-lore published, or
the annotations which follow them. These last cover 300
pages of small type, and we find there, philological

explanations, comparisons with the legends of other
Finnish tribes, most valuable materials for comparative
mythology, and so on, all being the result of a thorough
study of nearly the whole of the Russian literature of the
subject, disseminated through periodicals of the most
various descriptions. While perusing these invaluable
materials one only regrets that the author has not yet

been brought to summarise his wide studies and to draw
therefrom some conclusions which may enter into the
domain of science. In any case a careful index of all

matter mentioned in the volume would much facilitate

the researches. The plates represent mostly the pictured

tambourines of the shamans and the o/igons (holy pictures

and idols) of the Tartars, Uryankhays, and Buryats.

P. K.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does )tot hold liintself responsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications

,

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

of comntunications containing interesting and novel/acts,'\

Quintino Sella

It is proposed to place a bronze wreath on the tomb of the

distinguished Italian geologist and statesman, Quintino Sella.

English geologists are invited to expre.ss their sympathy with

their Italian fellow-workers by sending in their names «ith a

-mall subscription. 1 have been requested to bring the matter

before their notice, and to collect the subscriptions in this

country. Thos. M 'Kenny Hughes
Woodwardian Museum, Cambridge, March 25

Electrostatic Measurement of E.M.F.

Perhaps you wdl allow me to make known through your

columns to those who have from time to time made inquiries

concerning my Absolute Sine Electrometer, that, after many
months' woik, I have salisfactoiily concluded a series of experi-

ments with the instrument which was made for Prof. Anthony.
When this instrument was finished last year, I made some ob-

servations with it which were so unsatisfactory that I did not

feel jusiified in allowing it to be sent to America. I have now,
however, removed all the difficulties connected with it, and I

uniformly obtain results perfectly consistent onev\ith another.

Indeed my difficulties during the last six weeks were due to the

fact of my employing cells which were not sufficiently constant,

and not to any fault of the electrometer, a fact which I did not

realise for some time.

1 hope to publish in a few days a full report on the various

points connected with the instrument and on the experimental

results obtained. George M. Minchin
Koy.al Indian Engineering College, Cooper's Hill, March 24

Pons' Comet

This comet has been visible here some time. I first saw it at

9 p.m. on January 15, but only for two or three minutes, through

the clouds. On the following evening (January 16) I saw it

well. To the naked eye it looked like a star of the first mag-

niuide seen through a haze ; the tail was visible, but not at all

conspicuous. In the telescope (4-inch) the head was large, but
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.i|)peared wholly nebulous, with a bright central condensation
;

the tail broad, but faint. I could only trace it some 2" or 3°.

The brightness of the nucleus must have been considerable, as
when close to the horizon I could see it through a pretty thick
cloud. Subsequently the nucleus has seemed to me decidedly
more disk-like, I suppose from being better seen. I may add
that the sunset-glows and the unusually cloudy weather we are
having have interfered greatly with s.ilisfactory observation.

Nelson, N.Z., February i A. ,S. Atkinson

The Access to Mountains and Moorlands Bill

I AM glad to observe that you have called the attention of
scientific men to the importance of Mr. Bryce's Bill. Perhaps
nothing can better show the need of such a measure than certain
facts in regard to the Clova district in Forfar.shire, which is classic

ground to the botanist ; indeed, I think I may venture to say
that it is the richest ground in the British Islands. From time
immemorial a right of way existed through Glen Dale, and, I

can remember the time when botanists could ascend any of tlie

hills in that district without being subjected to the tender, though
somewhat embarras-iiig attention of gamekeepers. I have goad
reason to believe that the case is somewhat altered in recent
years, and that, after a man has gone hundreds of miles in order
to see Oxytropis camf-cslris growing in its only British station,
he may find him=elf turned back just within sight of the goal.
The thing can still be done by taking advantage of a curious
fact in natural history, viz. that two gamekeepers cannot remain
long in loving converse with three men : by keeping this fact in

mind, one out of three may still study thebDtany of Clova.
After having gone pretty well over Scotland I am glad to say
that there are many places in which there is no need for

Mr. Bryce's Bill. In most cases in which it is needed it is where
"liew men" usurp a power which the old lords of the soil

never dreamt they possessed. A. Craig- Christie
Edinburgh, March 24

A Sixth Sense

In the valuable address given by Sir William Thomson at the
Ivfidland Institute, Birmingham, on October 3, and reported so

fully in the columns of N.\ture, it is implied that Dr. Thomas
Reid of Glasgow brought out the distinction of a si.xth or muscu-
lar sense. I cannot find any satisfactory evidence of this, al-

though Reid came very near it indeed when he stated in his

"Inquiry into the Human Mind," chap. v. section i :

—"By
touch we perceive not one quality only, but many, and those of
very different kinds ;

" and again :
—" There is, no doubt, a sen-

sation by which we perceive a body to be hard or soft ;
" and

again, farther on he even speaks of its being strange that this

sense should " be so much unknown as never to have been made
an object of thought or reflection nor to have been honoured
with a name in any language."

And on the other hand, while I cannot detect any .Tttempt

whatever to refer this sensation to the muscles as its peripheral
origin, while speaking of our conception of the hardness of

bodies. Dr. Reid says (p. 121, ed. of 1846) :
— " We have no

way of coming at this conception and belief, but by means of a

certain sensation of touch ;
" and again, " I see nothing left but

to conclude that, by an original principle of cm- constitution, a
certain sensation of touch both suggests to the mind the concep-
tion of hardness and creates a belief of it." Reid, in short, like

his eminent predecessor Hutcheson in the same chair, was di-
satisfied with the ordinary division of the senses, and really

felt disposed to split up the varied phenomena bundled
up under the term "touch" into two or more divisions;
but it was reserved for Dr. Thomas Brown, a good physiologi^t

according to the light of the times, and Professor of Moral
Philosophy in Edinburgh (lSio-20), explicitly to complete
the distinction hinted at by Reid, and to refer our con-
ception of resistance or tension (as we find in estimating weights
by the hand) to a distinct sixth or muscular sense. Thus in his

twenty-second lecture he says :
—" The feeling of resistance is, I

conceive, to be ascribed, not to an organ of touch, but to our
muscular frame, to which I have already more than once
directed your attention, as forming a distinct organ of sense."
In the lecture which follows that. Brown admits the frequent
min;^ling of mere tactoial sensation with that of muscular effort :

—

" But it is not of this mere tactual feeling we think when we
term bodies hard or soft— it is of the greater or less resistance

w'hich they afford to our muscular contraction."

.
It is remarkable that the teaching of this eminent psychologist,

the preceptor of James Mill, should so early have been forgotten
in Scotland. Henry Faulds

Laurel Bank, Shawlands, Glasgow, March 18

Mr. Faui.ds, in the preceding letter, is no doubt quite cor-
rect in remarking that the distinction pointed out and insisted
on (not merely hinted at) by Thomas Reid, a little more than a
hundred years ago, in the Moral Philosophy Chair of the Uni-
versity of Glasgow, was more clearly and fully defined by his

eminent successor in Edinburgh, Thomas Brown. But I cannot
agree with his last sentence, implying that Thomas Brown is

forgotten in Scotland. In fact, my mind was so full of Reid
and Brown, from my recollections of the teachings of the Pro-
fessors of Moral Philosophy and Logic in this University, that,

in giving my address at Birmingham, I said Thomas Brown,
meaning Thomas Reid, but feeling the names of Keid and Brown
both thoroughly mixed up w ith all I had ever learned of this

subject. William Thomson
The University, Glasgow, March 20

Earthworms

The theory of the formation of vegetable mould through the

action of earthworms, by Darwin, received little attention

when published from people who had been accustomed to

examine the soils of various countries. That the vegetable soil

had been formed as he states seemed to have been accepted by
his followers without hesitation. In your columns, however, of

late, letters have appeared from Messrs. R. M. Christy and T.

E. Wilcox, showing that earthworms do not exist in the prairies

in the north-west of Canada or in the United States, in those of

Kansas, the Indian Territory, or in Idaho and Washington
Territory. This is simply what may be expected. Notwith-
standing the keenness of observation of Darwin and his

width of observation, there seem vast regions where earthworms
have had little to do with the formation of the vegetaiile soil. In
many parts of Australia, and also in the moister climate of

New Zealand, the soil affords few indications that earthworms
ever passed it through their bodies. In a section of soil I

brought from the Mataura plain. South Island of New Zealand,
nothing could be seen to indicate that worms had ever swallowed
it. That vegetable soil forms a fit habitation for earthworms is

undoubted. Darwin admits "that a layer, though a thin

one, of fine earth, which probably long retains some moisture,

is in all cases necessary for their existence." Before this thin

layer existed, how could they—the worms—form vegetable soil?

This thin layer must have been formed in some other way
;

Darwin does not say how. It is not necessary to call in the aid

of earthworms to do so. The very name which has been uni-

versally applied to the thin upper covering, the exterior film en-

veloping the surface of the deposits underneath, viz. vegetable

soil, speaks to its origin in the decay of vegetation. Take for

instance the boulder-clays of this part of the Lothians in Scot-

land, with their tough, stony texture, their pebbles as finely

striated as when the ice squeezed them into the pasty mass of

crushed shales out of which they appear to have been partly

formed. While these surfaces could have afforded none of the

conditions required by Darwin, or indeed supply any odier save

inorganic food, the slow- growth on their su' faces of the more
simple forms of vegetable life, and their decay, would in the

lapse of ages supply the thin film which Darwin requires. It

surely, then, is attempting too much to .ascribe to the earthworm
the formation of the vegetable soil. The earthworm is not the

only occupant of the material which the growth and decay of

vegetation supplies as a surface covering. The earthworm is not

the only drainer. The roots of many plants not only descend

deeply into the subsoils, but also fetch up from dep'hs where
worms could not reach supplies of material to mix with the

superficial covering ; and so do the various insects which have

their habitat in the soil, burrowing as they go, and casting, like

the mole, the stuff behind them or upivards as they descend.

So far as I have examined soils. I am inclined to think that

the earthworm is far more plentiful when a'limal matter in a

decaying state is applied to soils near the dwellings of man, or

when his deposits are laid over those of the larger animals. As
.against the views of Hutton and Playfair, and as stated by Darwin,

that the vegetable soil or mould is always dimiLiishing, I have to

say it seems entirely the reverse ; it seems to have had a be-
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ginning, is increasing, and shall increase so long as vegetable

and animal life covers the .surface of the earth. This is iiut the

case where vegetation cea.ses to cover the siurface, and the sun

and « ind get direct access to the surface ; any ;oil that may have

been formed there soon disappears. In such .-ituations-, until

vegetation has again spread itself, all the earthworms that ciukl

congregate there would only add to the decaying animal matter,

as live they could not, there bei^ig no food for them in the

absence of vegetation and other animal matter.

Bonnington, Midlothian James Melvin

I INCLOSE an excerpt from Nature of January 3 (p. 313),

which I saw in one of our daily newspapers. The observation

there made is correct as to the absence of earthworms in the

region mentioned, but the reason as-igned is, I think, incorrect.

It is H ell known to settlers on virgin soils in this country that

in the first tillage of tl.e ground they will see no earthwoims.

This is equally the case whether they settle upon prairie land

which has been swept annually by fires, or upon wood land which
has been cleared for cultivation and which has never been burned
over. Even in the natural meadows called "beaver meadows,"
which one will chance upon in an otherwise completely forest-

covered region, one will at first find no sign of the earthworm.
Some sluggish stream is dammed by a colony of beavers, and
the land flooded is cleared of trees by them. Alluvial deposits

accumulate, and when the beavers have been killed or driven

away the dam is destroyed by freshets, and the little stream

regains its former dimensions, while the flooded ground, drained

naturally, becomes a meadow covered with wild gras-es nourished

by rich depths of soil. But, until settlement and tillage by man,
there is no trace of earthworms even in these most favourable

localities. At first they are found about the stableyard, then

in portions of ground enriched by stable manure, garden or

meadow, till at length they may be found in all soils, either those

cultivated or those pastured by ilomesticated animals.

For years I have been accustomed to go to Mukoka, in the

Canadian Dominion, for shooting and fishing. This section is

a wooded wilderness with numerous lakes and streams. It is

still Governmental wild land, and in part nnsurveyed for settle-

ment. The frontier settlers there tell me that until a place has
been inhabited for five years it is useless to search for the earth-

worm. Hy. F. WalIvER
8, East Thirlieth Street, New York City, U.S.A.,

March 5

The Remarkable Sunsets

The following extract from a letter written at Aus[.aki, pro-
vince of Vitebsk, Russia, may be of interest :

—

''February 26 (Old Style), March 9
" February has been the coldest and the pleasantest month

this winter, particularly the latter part of it ; frost from 5" to
12° Reaumur ; bright sunshine. Now we have been able to see

the roseate sunsets, which for at least three months have been
hidden by clouds. We are, however, so accustc med to brilliant

sunsets here, that we might not have remarked them if our
attention bad not been directed to them. Here, generally, when
the sky is clear and the frost severe, the eastern horizon is a
misty blue, above which is a rosy streak melting away into the
clear blue above. But these latter sunsets have differed from
that in a great measure. The we.st has often been blood-red.

and the ea-tern horizon has been I'osy, not so much in a
streak but in patches, which have sometimes been visible over
head. At the beginning of the month I was in Riga, and
found the river open below bridge ; indeed, the navigation has
nwt been closed the whole winter. Snow there was none in

Riga, and I saw them carting the most miserab'e ice f jr the ice-

cellars ; J think it was little more than six inches thick. We
have been favoured here ; we have retained our snow, and have
had, and still have, good sledge roads. We filled the ice-cellar

the day btforo yesterday, and the ice was more than a foot in

thickness. . .
."

J. M. Hayward
Sidmoutb, March 24

Though we are no longer favoured w ith the gorgeous sunsets
which marked the autumn and early winter, yet two phenomena
are still frequently visii>!e which seem refeiableto the same cause
as those splendiil displays.

The first is the unu;ual white glow in the western sky before

sunset which was an almost constant precursor of the brilliant

and long-continued colouring of the past months. It v as very

marked on November 8, the occasion of the first remarkable
sunset, and it is still to be seen on almost any fine evening

before the sun sets, ihout;h it is no longer followed by the more
striking phenomena.
The second is a decidedly unusual pink tinge occasionally

visible for some ten to twenty degrees round the sun when
shining in a somewhat hazy sky, the colour being brought out

viih great distinctness if light cumulus cloud happens to le
pa: sing across it. I first observed it about I p.m. on Sunday,
March 2, and it was very marked last Thursday (20th) between
io and II a.m., and again on Friday (21st) between i and 2
p.m., as well as on one or two other days which I have not

specially noted.

Way not both be due to the gradual subsidence to a lower

level in our atmosphere of the panicles which at a higher eleva-

tion caused the wonderful colouring of the past months ?

Hampstead, March 24 B. W. S.

P.S.—Since first w^riting the above, I see in Nature that it

was from March i to 3 that the fall of dust was noticed at Kil-

creggan. Writing from the neighbourhood of London, it may
be as well to say that the appearance is wholly different from
any effect of London smoke (witli which I have been familiar

for nearly fifty years) both in colour and in being produced at a
higher level than that of ordinary clouds.

"Curious Habit of a Brazilian Moth"
In Nature for May 17, 1SS3 (p. 55), appeared a letter

entitled as above, by Mr. E. Dukmfield Jone.^, in which the

author stated that he had observed a kind of moth in Brazil

engaged in sucking up water in large quantity through its

proboscis. I may say that this strange habit is not confined to

Pantlura apardaluria, as I have observed the same thing in two
species of butterfly [Papilio orizabns, B., and Appias saba, F.),

and imagine that the phenomenon is by no means rare. These
two butterflies are very common by the sides of streams and
damp places on the Ankay jJain in Madagascar.
One morning while sitting by the side of one of these streams

I noticed the Papilio, which is an insect measurirg about four

inches from tip to lip of its wings, resting on the wet bank ; and
wishing to procure it as a specimen, I approrched it as gently a-;

possible, the creature being apparently so absorbed in what it

was about as to be totally unconscious of my proximity to it.

Noticing strange and unaccountable movements—sundry jerks
and

1
robings wdh its proboscis— I quietly sat down near it to

watch it more closely. I observed that every second or two a
drop of pure liquid was squirted (not exuded merely) from the

tip of its abdomen. I picked up a leaf that was lying near, and
inserted the edge of it between the insect's body and the ground
so as to caich the liquid. Unfortunately I had no watch with

me at the lime, nor means of measuring liquids; but X reckoned
that about thirty drops were emitted per minute, I held the leaf

for about five minutes— as nearly so as I could reckon—and at

the end of that time there was caught in it about a saltspoon full

of what seemed to be pure water, w ithout either taste or colour.

After watching the butterfly for a time, I seized it by the wings
between my thumb and fingers with the greatest ease, so utterly

lost did it appear to be to w hat w as going on near it.

In another spot I saw as many as si.xleeu of these large butter-

flies within the space of a square foot, all engaged in the same
strange action. Some of them emitted the liquid more frequently

and in gi'eater quantity than others ; and one of them squirted

the liquid so as to drop fully a quarter or a third of an inch

beyond the point on the ground perpendicular with the end of

its i ody. It was at this spot that I saw the second of the butter-

flies alluded to also engaged in the same curious proceeding.

Antananarivo, Madagascar, January 3 K. Baron

Representation of Students

The students in residence at Girton College are indirecly

represented by the members elected by the "certificated stu-

dents," but cannot themselves, whilst they are in the condition cf

undergraduates, elect a representative on the governing body.
The College Hall of Re.-idence has advanced one step further

in the same direction by offering direct representation to students

in raiJencc, and it is this new departure which was mentioned
in Nature (vol. x.xix, p, 388).
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Ever since the establishment of Girton College, student^; in

residence have valned their prospective right to have a voice in

the management more ilearly tlian would generally be credited,

and have held that Girlon stood lir>t am >ng c illeges for women
partly because it conferred this dignity upon its students.

But the dignity conferred by the actual enjoyment of a privilege

exceeds that conferred by a prospective right to the same
privilege. Another Certificated Student

OK Girton College

" Suicide " of Black Snakes

In Nature, M.irch 13, p. 452, Mr. Edward HarJmnn,
Government Geologist of lerth. West Au-tralia, mentions an in-

stance of the suicide, by its own venom, of a blick snake. The
snake had been wounded, and, the wounded part having been
attacked by black ants, " it instantly turned short round and hit

itself twice on the neck with seeming determination; in less than
one minute it was dead." Mr. Ilardman believed the death to
be due to its own venom.
He record* further instances, zi'hich, though he had not wit-

msstd himself, had been related to him by those who had wit-
ne sed the facts.

I believe it to be a generally accepted opinion anong Ihanato-
phidiolo^ists that, from what is known of the virulent properties of
snake-poison, though fat.il to man and other living beings, it is

innoxious in its effects to serpents of like nattire. Sir Joseph
Fayrer, a great authority upon this question, has said : "Strange
to say—and this to me is one of its greatest mysteries—i snake
cannot poison itself or one of its own specie-, scarcely its own
congeners, anl only slightly any other genus of venomous
snake, but it kills innocent snakes quickly " (address on "The
Xature of Snake-Poisjn," delivereil at a meeting of the Medical
Society of London, J.-»nuary 28).

The glands which secrete such venom draw their secretion
r ;'om the blood ; that blood, therefore, must have within itself,

i> part of itself, the elements which constitute its virulence, and
lannot therefore be injuriously alT;cted by a further inlrodnction
of these ele iients. Their presence in the blood gives to this

vital tluid a power whereby an immunity is obtainevl, somewhat
similar to that which vaccination and syphilisation give to human
beings, and which the vaccination of the cultivated virus of
anthrax, of rinderpest, of foot and-mouth disease, gives to

animals.

It m.-iy, however, happen that the climate of Australia has a
special action producing effects different from those observed in

India, and, if so, revjuiring close investigati m and study.
The question becomes an interesting one, and, if philosophi-

cally prosecuted, may elicit facts which would give to this

instance of venom envenoming itself a significance and an
establishetl position in the history of natural science.

James Donnet

Unconscious Bias in Walking

Thirty or more tests in walking, with closed eyes, on a
nearly level lawn lightly covered with newly-fallen snow, gave
the following results :—My na'ural gait, in which I step a half
to three-quaiters of an inch further with my right foot than with
my left, always produced a sharp curve to the right Whenever
the step made by either foot was about three inches greater than
that made by the other my course w as substantially straight. A
curve to the left always resnlteit « hen either foot stepped more
than three inches further than the other. Unnatural toeing out of
either foot did n it change the result. My right arm is three-

quarters of an inch longer than my left, but my legs are of equal
length. Both limbs on my right side are stronger and more
skilful than those on the left. When but a single action is

required, it is my right arm or my right leg that prefers to perform
it. When two actions are necessary, the right side chooses that
requiring the greater skill, leaving to the left the plainer work,
regardless of the power demanded by it. Thu^, in mounting a
horse, or leaping across a ditch in the ordinary manner, I spring
from the left foot ; yet if I am to land on the foot from which 1

start, I can hop higher and farther with my right leg. I can
also lift a greater weight wiih it ; and can lower myself to, and
raise myself from, a kneeling position with the tight leg alone

—

a feat impo?sible for me to perform with the left. In my case,
at least, the division of labour is decided by skill, and not by
strength. The e fact-, considered in connection « ilh the further

oliservation that in walking the foot which for the time being
supports the person does not rock into a pushing position until

the other foot has completed its forward motion and is ready to
drop to the ground, incline me to the opinion that walking i; n
reaching rather than a pushing proce-s. I'erhapi photography
may help to decide this point.

J. E. Smith
New York, March 10

Recent Weather in North America

The ice-storm, as we call it, which we have lately e.\i>erienced,

seems to call for a permanent record. It began at about 4 p.m.
on the 7th inst., and until 1 2 noon of the following day there was
a constant drizzle or rain, the thermometer bein^ a few degrees
below the freezing-pnnt. The amount of the rainfall at the
surface of the ground W.1S I 'lo inches. As the rain fell upon
the trees it soon formed a coating of ice upon every exposed
brancli and twig, and this grew thicker and heavier until sap-

tin^^s were bent to the ground and large branches « ere broken
from many trees over a wide area of country. The wind blowing
gently from the north, the coatin; of ice was much thicker on
that side of each twig or branch. Fences were decorate<i with
long icicles hanging at a decided angle tow aids the smth.
Telegraph wires were so heavily loaded that many fell, and
some of them, besides the coating of ice, had a most curious

decoration in the shape of little icicles hanging about two inches

apart, some of them appearing horizontal, and some (it is .said)
'

actuilly p linting upwards. The storm is reported as having
extended over an area of some 20,coo square miles. It was not

immediately f llo«ed by a thaw, which might have relieved the

trees of their load ; a gentle precipitation, partly ofsnow and partly

of sleet, took place at intervals from 5 p.m. on the Sih till early

in the morning of the loth, the temperature remaining below
freezing. The view on the lo:h, when the clouils broke away
and the sun shone on the trees, was beautiful beyond de-cription,

but the most remarkable effect was that produced by the moon-
light on the evening of that day.

In order to gain something like an accurate idea of the amount
of ice which had frozen on the trees, I made measurements of a

numlier of twigs taken froai the extremities of branches. In order

to comp.are their diameter in their natural state with that they

had when covered with ice. Some of the figures may be of

interest. One twig "II of an inch in diameter was enlarged to

•73 ; another of the same size to 84 ; one of '12 inch diameter
measured "84 with its ice-covering, and another of '12 inch

measured i"o3 ; one of 'iS diameter had become f2i, an 1 one
of '21 had beco'ne I 07. The largest ratio of increase which I

found on a tree was in the case of a twig "09 of an inch in

diameter, which had attained to "97, having gained nearly nine

times its original diameter. But some upright stalks of weeds
standing about eighteen inches above the ground gave still larger

proportiinal measurements. One 5/100 of an inch in diameter

now measured '87, and another of 4/100 of an inch mea-
sured "85, having increased its diameter by more than twenty

times.

I made another estimate of the quantity of ice on the trees by
breaking the ends of some branches from an apple-tree and
weighing them with and svithout the ice that coated them. It

appeared that w ood which weighed ten ounces was carrying ice

which weighed sixty-nine ounces.

Perhaps it should be noted that the ice did not freeze on the

twigs or stalks so that the cross-sections would be exactly

circular, and that the measurements made were those of the

largest diameters in the several instances.

Prof. Brocklesby writes to the papers of a similar storm many
years ago, when a piece of branch weighing four ounces carried

four pounds of ice. Samuel Hart
Trinity College, Hartford, Conn., March 1

1

EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES '

A SUCCESSFUL effort made to meet a strong desire

that this Report should be brought out sooner enables

us to call attention to it in less than twelve months after

the last, but, as in material food so in the case of the

many reports embodied here, thorough digestion has been
essential.

» *' L'niled States Report of the Commissioner of Education for ()ie Ycir
iSSi." (Wasliinston : Gowrnment Printing OtTice. 1S83.)

I
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An additional interest, moreover, is lent to this Report
by the working up of the information supplied by a Com-
pendium of the Census of 1880. Here are given very full

particulars of the changes in distribution of population
during the last ten years, and of the amount of education
still required by its various classes.

As to the former we may mention in passing that the
Report calculates that more than half the English-speak-
ing people of the earth live now in the United States,

which in size and population has become the fourth nation
of the world. Rather more than one-eighth, six and a
half out of fifty millions, of its inhabitants are immigrants

;

and a singularly similar proportion exists between the
coloured and the white population. Emigration is a
stream westwards, not only across the Atlantic but across
the continent of America. While 1,21 1,000 of the popu-
lation of the State of New York were immigrants to it,

882,000 had emigrated from it. Nearly 10,000,000 out of
43,000,000 of natives had moved from the States of their

birth to other States. It would seem to an Englishman in his
own land that this " unsettled " state of the country must
loosen all the feeling of attachment to the soil suggested
by the word " home" ; but it must, as the Report describes,
tend immensely to consolidate the widespread territories;

and it certainly suggests the fairness of the great work
of education being made a national and not a State
function.

Of the emigrants from Europe there were twice as
many from Ireland as from Great Britain, but the Irish

were equalled in number by the Germans alone, and the
total Teutonic immigration in proportion to that of Irish

was as 40 to iS. "The preponderance, therefore, of
Celtic methods and ideas among our immigrant popula-
tion is at an eni, at least for the present. The German,
Scandinavian, and British elements will exert an ever-

increasing Teutonic influence, and will form a strong,
steady, and sensible influence to counterbalance the
volatile and brilliant qualities of the Irish blood. Not
the least among the attractions which have drawn
to America the Swedes, Danes, and Norwegians whose
steady industry and stalwart vigour is felt with im-
mense effect along the northern border States and Terri-
tories, are the schools, to which they give their hearty
support. In these schools they find less of class educa-
tion in -America even than in Germany, where the children
are separated, the high from the low, the rich from the
poor, at the entrance into the school-room ; instead of the
social intercourse, the common interest, the mutual enjoy-
ment which may be the result of the American public
school." Nor is all the advantage to the immigrant only.

"The influence of the Germans has been exercised in

behalf of better methods of primary instruction, thorough
training, and high standards in the intermediate and
higher grades, the introduction of the German language
into the schools, and science training, especially as re-

lated to the development of our internal resources."
Much do we want more of a similar element in England 1

Much information is condensed in sixteen diagrams or
outline maps showing at a glance various results of the
census.

A list is given of 251 " cities,'' towns, that is, containing
over 7500 inhabitants. Belonging to these are

—

17 per cent, of the population ;

26 ,, ,, ditily attendance
;

ZZ .> >, annual school income
;

49 ,, ,, school property.

Nothing can speak more strongly than the above figures
of the advantage to education afforded by the concentra-
tion of population such as is the case in England. Even
in a country where the rural population forms five-sixths
of the whole, and is felt to be of vastly greater import-
ance than it is in England, only one-half of the school
property and two-thirds of the income is devoted to them

;

wlereas, to secure equal advantage to the scholars, these
proportions ought to be more than reversed. As it is, a
rural school and an ungraded school are almost synony-
mous, and more exact reports from each State of their
efficiency and means are strongly urged, and their want
of trained teachers regretted. But even in the cities the
population keeps ahead of the provision of " sittings,'

till New York already requires over 50,000, and Brooklyn
and Chicago over 30,000, more than their present supply.
The latter has been driven to the certainly unhealthy
practice of "double divisions," teaching, that 1=;, one set

of children after another within twenty-four hours. Very
far, therefore, are these large cities from carrying out the
suggestion here quoted from the London School Board,
of providing schools beforehand for increasing population.
The excess of female over male teachers has become a

national characteristic, and our Report accounts for it

not only by the superior attractions of pioneer life for the
men, for it is the case even in States where men largely
preponderate ; but also by the industry and intelligence

which have become the inherited tendencies of the women
of the Northern -States. In the colleges, accordingly, we
note that just over ten thousand women are being co-

educated with men, and " the experience of these institu-

tions shows that co-education is entirely practicable, and
is recommended by their officers upon considerations of
economy, its agreement with the conditions of family
life, and its practical results." The equal capacity ol

women with men for higher education, our Report asserts,

has been conceded both in Europe and the United
States ; and it quotes elsewhere the large increase of

female pupil-teactiers in England compared with the
corresponding increate in males. Extra care has been
given to the reports on this subject, both on account of the
attention directed from other countries upon the United
States and aho because it may well form a standard of
social progress. But the " meagre wages " of which the
Report speaks are illustrated by the fact that even in Penn-
sylvania, where excellent provision is made for the e.K-

amination and appointment of teachers, the average
salaries for men were about 40/. for the six months' teach-

ing required in the year, and 33/. for women, while in

Alabama the average was only 20/. A large increase in

the number of female students at the normal colleges

shows, however, that these wages are not to be spurned,
if they do not attract the highest talent desirable. /. 11

Bills introduced into Congress agree in providing that a
large part of the national aid proposed shall be applied
to the increase of teachers' salaries. It would seem,
liowever, that the difficulty of the thinness and dispersion

of the population causing schools to be small, and there-

fore education per head costly as well as inefficient, is

rather increased by an unwise feeling of independence
which objects to be joined with neighbouring districts,

even where distance allows it. To gratify this same feel-

ing, also, the State Government, after lajing down wise
and complete rules, has left in some cases to the school
authorities and to the people themselves in each city or

town, the whole practical control of the work. It is like

passing an Act of Parliament without making it the duty
of any body of men to see that it is enforced. A State

supervision is a step towards centralisation, which is, no
doubt wisely, recommended strongly by our Report.

The desirability that curriculums should be laid down
by the central authority is quoted as the experience of tte

world, and of Belgium particularly, where, whenever the

schools have followed definite programmes, progress has
been marked, while in schools in which the whole matter
has been left to the teachers routine has prevented it.

The long recesses, caused in a new country by the
scarcity of labour during harvest times, so shorten the
educational year that while on the one hand it is felt that

not enough is provided for in the curriculum of most
schools, on the other hand, time is too short to allow the
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effective teaching of what is already there. The Report
remarks that it is impossible to examine the various

courses without being struck with the general neglect of

elementary science; adding that "the rural schools would
Eeem to be favourably situated for the study of nature in

some of her varied aspects. The well-known effect of

such sludy upon the mind, its value as a resource to the

individual, and its relation to the tendency of modem
thought, are so many reasons for its introduction into

these courses."

The higher classes, we are told, are working tarder at

the schools, but the key to the repcrts from so many
States in which population as well as cost and efficiency

are said to have increased while attendance has not, evi-

dently is that a class is rapidly increasing in America
now who make no demand for education and do net

appreciate it. The chief of the four recommendations
with which the Report ends is the appropriation of more
national land for the purposes of education in impoverished
portions of the country. Yet the special reports of New
York and Connecticut show that ignorance is not caiised

by want only : for the reduced attendance is accounted
for by commercial prosperity and demand fcr labour,

during which a hard-struggling population is tempted to

forsake school in order to earn money.
Maryland reports great illiteracy among both blacks

and whiter, and shows a decrease in everything except
expenditure. North Carolina is much more satisfactory,

partly through the help of religious bodies, who are
making great efforts for the benefit of the negro, whose
education remains the difficult question of the United
States. More than half as many more black children are
uneducated in the whole Union than white children.

From the Report it is evident that many of the Northern
States feel that they are ah'eady heavily taxed for the

support of their own schools. Yet their wealth is im-
mense compared with that of the Souihern States ; the
Report quotes personal property and real estate as two
and a hair times greater per head in the three States of

New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania than it is in

the south. Again, it is a small class in the north that

does not appreciate education, but in the south not only
is the negro himself careless about it, but there is often to

te found among the whites a bitter hatred of the educated
black. It is absurd to leave a difficult and costly matter
like his education in the hands of his late master?, and
expect thtm to both do it and pay for it ; and the only
practical method is, .'S our Report recommends, for the
nation to establish and maintain good schools in the face
even of hostility. In some places where the Peabody
Fund is pus) ing the work on, the negro is better cared for

than the white child, but its ac'ministrators cannot under-
take the education of a whole people.

The endeavour to make elementary science a feature
of the higher grade schools Iras revealed the same
difficulty as has been pointed out at home, viz. the
lack of teachers prepared to give the instruction.

"The lifeless routine of memorised recitations is wone
than useless in science. It paralyses the fa- ulties by
which the facts of science are apprehended, and ren-
ders true progress impossible. This is a matter de-
manding attention in normal schools." In a few cities

special means have been provided for meeting the emer-
gency. In Boston, courses of lectures were given success-
fully by the professors of the Institute of Technology
upon different brarches of natural science, designed to

meet the want of ter.chers ; and a similar i ourse before
the Teachers' School of Science, on physics, zoology,
botany, and geology, were well illustrated by experi-
ments and sptcimei s, f.nd attended by 400 teachers, the
entire expense being borne by two ladies. The Lawrence
Scientific School, Harvard University, teaches all the
principal sciences experimentally, students being assisted
also by seholarships. Many women in the normal col-

leges are now giving special attention to them. A
branch specially recommended to be taught there is the
laws of health. Of all agencies these noimal schools can
do most to promote tie s)Siemalic training of the body.
A gymnasium, the study of physiolcgy, hygiene, and
sanitation arc urged as invaluable to teachers, and it is to

them that we mu t look in some measure for the diffusion

of knowledge with reference to the laws of health. A
quotation from Dr. Schrodt is made, almost equal to

saying that every boy when he leaves school " ought to be
either a fool or a physician '

1 The laws of health should
be made as familiar to the minds of children as the rudi-

ments of language and numbers. We are gl.id to note in

Prof. Hitchcock's report on college hygiene that he re-

commends simultaneous care of the digestive organs
with relaxation of mental effort, rather than violent exer-

cise, for students. A larger number of the training

schools report laboratorie-, museums, &c., and the

Bureau urges the usefulness of an educational museum
from which it would circulate illuitrations of the most
improved appliances.

Passing to more specialised education, hardly any
schools have increased in every way more than commer-
cial and business colleges ; there were one- fourth more
establishments and scholars than in the previous year.

Kindergarten schools had more than 60 per cent, more
scholars. They may well be supported if they carry out

all that their progi-amme lays down, which includes, and
indeed places foremost all that ought to be the work of
home, and uses the word education in its very widest sense.

The training described in the normal kindergarten schools

surely must wonderfully assist all the students in their

future duties as mothers ; and an orphan in the care of

one of these schools, many of which are carried on as
charities, is hardly to be pitied !

Two fewer colleges, but more property and greater

teaching power, with 3000 more students, shows that the
multitude of these institttions in the United States is being
checked by natural selection, while greater efficiency is

found among the surviving fittest. Much interchange of the

inhabitants of the various States to the Universities of
others takes place. There is happily hardly any local feeling

in favour of attending a college in the student's native

State, anel there could hardly be a more unifj ing action
u^on a population hke that of the United States than this of
students meeting from all points to disperse again and
take inrtuential positions in all quarters.

.\t Harvard College the President remarks that the
scientific turn of mind is comparatively rare among the
young men who enter the college, a lar^e majority of the
studems preferring languages, metaphysics, history, and
political economy to matherr atics, physics, zoology, and
botany—perhaps the result of the training in the secondary
schools. But studies made to a gi eat extent elective have
not led to the choice of those requiring least effort. Many
more selected scientific subjects in their senior than in

their junior years. At Columbia College geology was
elected by every member of the class, and astronomy by
all but one. About three-fifths selected chemistry, tw-o-

fiflhs philosophy, and one-fifth political economy. Studies

are thus selected in harmony with tastes and proclivities,

and pursued with interest and satisfaction. "The mental
discipline incident to the study of chemistry especially

entitles the science to take a place among advanced
couises of study, a truth recognised by many collegiate

institutions, both by giving the science increased atten-

tion in fixed courses, and also by placing it on an equality

with classical and mathematical studies when the elective

system has been adopted."

Well worihy of the attention of all friends of technical

education in England are the numerous efforts to carry

out the same desirable ends in the United States. A
schcol of applied science has been organised at Cleve-

land, C hio, for this purpose. "The course of study will
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be four years in length. One half the time will be spent

in a careful study of mathematics, chemistry, physics,

modern languiges, and the methods of scientific research,

the other half in professional studies in some department

of applied science, as mechanics, in which are unfolded

the laws of natural forces underlying processes and
existing in materials. Mathematics has given the rules

of calculation ; drawing, a skill of eye and hand ; and
shop-practice, familiarity with actual labour accurately

performed.'' Fourteen similar institutions during the

last ten or twelve years have been started, but in all of

them, as may be e.xpected in a new country like America,

the great demand is for knowledge in the arts of working
wood and iron ; the former is taught from felling the tree

to cabinet-making, and since little of such work can be
done without the aid of the companion art of working
metals up into tooh and machinery, they are, in varying

proportions, taught together in nearly all. Several

schools report that the time—in some cases two after-

noo.is a week—assigned for shop-work did not diminish

the intellectual tasks required. Rather less ambitious in

its aims, but excellently practical, is the Worcester
County Free Institute, founded by so.ne gentlemen of

wealth for the training of boys for the duties of an active

life, ' broader and brighter than the popular method of

learning a trade, and more simple and direct than the

so-called liberal education.'' The education there is

bised on mathematics, living languages, physical sciences,

and drawing, but the distinguishing feature is the method
and amount of practice in a machine-shop. A manual
training school also at Boston and a school for miners
and mechanics of a little lower grade still at Drifton, Pa.,

are schools in eacli of which an increasing proportion of

time is devoted to technical subjects, m the latter entirely

free.

On the whole, nevertheless, with seven and a half

million dollars bequeathed for educational purposes
during iSSi, our Report regretfully remarks this year
that the " claims of science do not seem to be sufficiently

regarded by the benefactors of learning."' While these

. various schools of science have increased in number
slightly, and teachers and pupils by about one-tenth,

schojls of theology, though similarly increased in number,
have lost one-tent'n of their pupils.

Like the higher colleges, the schools of liw have
fallen off in nu nber, but they contain mire pupils. The
influence of their work as affecting all future legislition

in the States, and therefore the importance of their pupils

being grounded in the science of legislation and not

learning it in offices only by the rule of thumb, is wisely

urged, ddeie it is history which is chiefly required to un-

derlie "technical " training. Still more must every one
feel the necessity for a high m )ral as well as mental
standard in a profession that has in t'aese days gathered
such despotic powers to itself.

Many weighty remarks, similar to those we referred to

list year, on the insufficiency of the medical course of

study, are to be found in this Report. The necessity of

elevating the standard of medical education is universally

ad nitted, and a general improvement to so.nae extent is

noted. It is evidently entirely in the hands of the Uni-
versities, for themselves report that, wliere the stand ird

has been raised, students have by no means fallen off,

but the reverse; and medical men know well th it where
diplomas differ in standard, the highest are well worth
wor'^ing for. The importance o' the degree to this pro-

fession is also shown by more being taken in medicine
than in anything else, and more in medicine and science
together than in letters, law, and all other subjects.

On no point dod Kngland show to such disadvantage
by the side of the United States as in the matter of free

libraries. It is the more inexplicable because the inar-

vellously, not to say unfairly, cheap literature there,

together with the scattered habitations, would each tend

to every man's house being his library ; while in England
the exactly reverse conditions of costly boo'vs and closely

packed population must make free libraries a most con-

venient arrangement. Yet in the United States seventy-

one additional libraries with 178,000 voluines were started

in iSSi, making up nearly 4000 libraries with 13,000,000

volumes. "The true aim in the administration of these

libraries should be to mike the books in them accessible

and useful to the greatest number of readers. The time
has passed when the preservation o^ a library was the

chief end of its economy. Methods of arranging, classi-

fying, numbering, and charging books aft'ect materially

the usefulness of any collection." It well deserves con-

sideration what an influence for good or for evil 4000
librarians guiding the tastes of their readers to one or

other class of literature may have. A further step also is

being ta'<en in many places. Librarians and the trustees

of libraries generally are trying to cooperate with teachers

and parents both in selecting and supplying literature for

the young ; the librarian and the schoolmaster together

choosing a number of volumes from the main library to

be circulated at the discretion of the litter among his

scholars.

An interesting matter for discussion is the principle

again laid down by this Report in its remarks upon the

defective classes, that those deficient in natural powers,

as the deaf, the blind, have as good a right to their edu-

cation as those with a sound mind in a sound body ; that

it is a duty and not a charity to educate them effectually.

The necessity of a "technical" education also, in their

case, i.e. teaching them a trade as well as "letters" is

clearly urged. Ttiis is carried also with success in sone
cases as far as a college education, and tlie late President

Garfield complimented the authorities of the Deaf-mute
College at Washington upon their presenting so many
more capable men to the State. This is, in bire fact, true

of the college's work ; but, like the view ta'ien of much
benevolent work, it seems to forget that the same amount
of power bestowed upon better material would have done
much more for the State, and that this better material is

never scarce. It is taking much safer ground to base it

upon benevolence which, like the " quality of mercy," will

bring a blessing also to the giver.

There are fourteen institutions for the benefit of feeble-

minded youth. Oar Report pleads for them that money
spent on their education will be more productive than

thit spent on lunatics. The census of i83o reports 76,895
idiots and 91,997 insane. Inquiry into the cause of such

large numbers in a country where overcrowding ought

not to be necessary, and the fact that 14 per cent of them
had a weak-minded parent and 20 per cent, a weak-
minded relative, raises a doubt as to the good in the long

run of relaxing the natural chec'-c to the survival of the

unfit. Ttiat 33 per cent, of the parents are addicted to

drink is, alas, a too natural explanation to us in England.

There can be no doubt that it would be not only wise State

economy, but it would bring very valuable scientific evi-

dence upon the most home-reaching of subjects "to
attach to all appropriations for charitable purposes an
enabling clause that institutions disbursing t'ris charity

should contribute to the commonwealth, in as precise a

form as possible, statistics of the origin of the evils they

affect to relieve."'

Reform schools on the excellent plan of the celebrated

Michigan one at Coldwater are increasing in number,

and one for females also has been opened in this State at

Adrian ; and while the argument from benevolence is

even stronger for their inmates than for the weakminded,
the economical objection is far weaker, as the morality of

colonies like Botany Bay shows that moral infirmities,

when not carefully cultivated in gaols and prisons, are not

so deeply set. Again, while natural checks have a tend-

ency to eradicate lueak mental powers, they act much
more slowly, if at all, in crowded cities against diseased
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morality. It is therefore the more necessary to expend
money and labour upon the victims of the latter, as is

the special aim of the New Jersey State Reform School.

The high aim of the Female Industrial School in this

State is " to make it such a home that any parent having
a wayward daughter may with confidence have her com-
mitted for reformation with the assurance that her sur-

roundings will be of an elevating character." The risk

of putting a premium upon vice is easily guarded against
where private feeling is not allowed to rule.

The system of public instruction in Ontario (Canada)
is so highly approved and has been so successful that a

detailed account of its principles and organisation is

given here ; and the lucid, concise resuvie of the work of

other countries supplied in this United States Report
would be valuable to many a reader in Europe who has
not the time or the taste to go through the more lengthy
documents published in his own country. W. U.

PATHOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
A NEW and important departure in anthropological

-'*- studies is taken by Prof. Klebs of Zurich in a paper
" On the transformations of the human race as a result
mainly of pathological influences," read at the recent
meeting of the Swiss Scientific .Association at Freiburg, and
of which we give the leading points. Hitherto pathology
can scarcely be said to have been seriously considered
at all in the speculations of anthropologists on the evo-
lution of the fundamental human types. Monogenists
especially, deriving all from one primeval stock, have
sought an explanation of present varieties mainly in out-
ward causes, such as diet, social habits, climate— in a
word, the environment. Now the learned Zurich professor
attempts to refer existing varieties rather to /«?i'(r;-</causes,
without of course pretending to deny that these may
themselves ultimately to a large extent depend on external
conditions.

Prof Klebs starts with the assumption that the form of
the human body cannot be endowed with greater elements
of persistence than other varieties of animal species, which
may be modified either naturally or artificially, as, for
instance, by stock-breeders. Thus, by the laws of here-
dity, individual characteristics may be blended together,
and give rise to new forms within the several specific
groups. The intermingling of races amongst civilised
peoples tends in this way, not to universal uniformity,
but rather to an endless multiplication of forms. But,
besides heredity, these results may be brought about by
other influences which make themselves felt, especially
during the period of growth, and in a less degree in later
years. Such are the deformities associated with certain
pursuits, the typical and special characters of certain
social circles, the aristocratic, agricultural, and other
types, familiar examples of which are offered by the
lettered, labouring, and criminal classes.

It rnay concluded from this decided tendency to
variation that the bodily forms, like all other jhenomena
of the organised world, are subject to continual modifica-
tion, that they are essentially plastic, sensitive to, and
perpetuating the traces of all external influences. Thus
the Danish anatomist, Schmidt, finds that the numerous
crania recovered from the prehistoric graves in Jutland
and the neighbouring islands present the most varied
anthropological types, ranging from that of the Neander-
thal skull to those of foreign races, which can scarcely be
supposed to have had any dnect contact with the Danish
aborigines.

But amongst the causes producing structural change,
none, according to Prof Klebs, are more efiective than
pathological affections. It is now well ascertained that
the most prevalent ailments, and especially those of an
infectious character, are of a parasitic nature, so that
their diffusion takes the character of a struggle for exist-

ence between two organisms. Henceforth it becomes
possible to study the action of these phenomena on racial

and specific transformation.

But modern anthropology has approached this ques-
tion only from one point. It recognises that within a
given population, limited to a definite territory, typical

features may be produced, such as those observed by
Virchow amongst the Frisians and by Ranke amongst
the Bavarians. Yet the former refuses to attribute to

rachitis the flat shape of the East Frisian skull, although
analogous deviations from the normal German skull are

elsewhere also produced by rachitis. A whole series,

however, of pathological phenomena have been deter-

mined which place in the clearest light the connection
between structural change and internal affections.

Cretinism at once suggests itself, the domain and
nature of which are best defined by describing it as a
malady spread over the Central European highlands, and
probably connected with the action of certain upland
waters on the production of goitre. It has been found
that in Bavaria, Switzerland, and Austria, these waters
contain certain minute infusoria, which, when introduced
into the waters of disaffected localities, produce like effects

on the inhabitants.

The bodily structure of cretins, resulting from a prema-
ture arrest of the growth of bone, recalls in the most vivid

manner the descriptions of dwarfs handed down by popu-
lar traditions. Hence it seems not improbable that this

degeneracy may at a given point have resulted in the

formation of a definite, although possibly not permanently
fixed, type. A slight general influence of cretinism may
still be detected in many places, as in Salzburg, and
especially in Pinzgau and Pongau, where the natives

present a striking contrast to those of their kindred, who
have been driven by priestly intolerance to cjuit their

homes and settle in the North German lowlands.

The opposite deformity, that is, excessive growth of

structure, is also met in upland regions, where its

presence recalls the legends of giants who usually dwelt
in the same districts as the dwarls. In fact the greatest

irregularity in the length of the body occurs in the high-

lands, although mountaineers are, on the whole, of shorter

stature than lowlanders. Thus the natives of Hasle, in

the Bernese Oberland, and those of Elm, in the Canton of

Claris, are above the average height. This has suggested
the theory of foreign immigration, a theory, however,
supported only by a few local geographical terms of

somewhat doubtf^ul origin. In reality this deformity may
also depend on pathological causes. At Elm a case has
occurred of gigantic growth setting in at the late age of

thirty-six and continuing till the death of the subject in

his forty-second year. Although we may be still ignorant

of the first and true cause of this disorder, the existence

of analogous cases in the same locality, the unusual size

of the inhabitants, and the established tact of gigantic

growth in highland regions, all seem to .point at some
subtle relation between such pathological phenomena and
the nature of the soil. They should perhaps be regarded
as due to the action of organisms in the system, as has
been shown to be the case with cretinism.

Another series of pathological s>mptoms is associated

with the development of the pigments, which have hitherto

been considered as a salient characteristic of races. A
distinct relation has already been established between
pigmentation under certain pathological conditions, such
as the so-called "bronze-skin," and a morbid state of the

supra-renal capsules. Since then special attention has
been directed to these organs, which would appear to be
the chief centre of pigmentary development. It is nov/

found that in the dark races, as among swarthy indi-

viduals of the fair races, the medullar portion of the

supra-renal capsules is always pigmented. From this

remarkable coincidence it may be concluded that to the

functional activity or sluggishness of these vascular
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glands are due the changes so frequently occurring in

the colour of the hair and of the other cutaneous organs.

Here also the pathologic action passes step by step from
its most aggravated forms to its lightest phases, merging
at last in simple physiological functions. The dark races,

notably the Negroes, have had their origin in malarious

regions, whose influence generates in serious cases a

deposit of pigment or melanosis, occasionally manifested

under the form of black tumours. The observations

made by Prof. Klebs and others in the Pontine Marshes
and Roman Campagna, show that the malaria is caused
by a certain bacillus developed in the soil of those dis-

tricts. Hence it may in this case be admitted that patho-

logical actions of a comparatively mild form may exercise

a modifying influence on the structural development of

man. They should perhaps even be regarded as the true

causes of the evolution of human types.

However crude and even unsatisfactory these views,

they will doubtless serve a useful purpose by directing

attention to a hitherto neglected field of research. They
at all events reopen the whole question of the origin of

human varieties, a question which cannot be considered

as closed until monogenists and polygenists have recon-

ciled their diflerences. The author's theory seems so far

to support the monogenist school, inasmuch as it tends

to account for present diversity by natural causes, without

the necessity of having recourse to several independent
centres of human evolution. The weak point of the

theory seems to be that these natural causes are them-
selves confessedly of an exceptional character. It re-

quires us to believe that the human varieties were evolved

under morbid, that is, abnormal, conditions. Before that

conclusion can be accepted, it will be necessary to show
that the normal conditions of climate, diet, and so forth,

were inadequate for the purpose. Unless this is done,

the normal will probably continue to be regarded as,

cateris paribus, more efficacious than the abnormal
causes. A. H. Keane

THE GERMAN EXPEDITION TO SOUTH
GEORGIA

'T'HE following is an abstract of the report of the German
-' Meteorological Expedition which was despatched
under the international scheme to South Georgia Island,

in lat. 54" S. and long. 37° W.
The Expedition, which was chosen by a Commission

appointed by the German Government, consisted of the
following members :— Dr. C. Schrader, chief, observer of

the Hamburg Cibservatory ; Dr. P. Vogel, sub chief,

mathematical instructor in Munich ; Dr. C. von der

Steinen, physician and zoologist, physician at the

Charitd Hospital in Berlin; Dr. H. Will, botanist, of

the Forest Academy ; Dr. O. Glaus, mathematician

;

Herren E. Mosthoff, engineer, and A. Zschau, assistant

;

and a few sailors.

The object of the Expedition was to effect meteorological

and magnetic observations, and to study the physical

condition and the flora and fauna of the island, as well,

as far as permissible, to observe the transit of Venus
on December 6, 18S2.

The Expedition arrived at Monte Video on July 4,

1882, by one of the Hamburg liners, and left that place
on the 23rd on board the German man-of-war Mollke,
after having adjusted their instruments and obtained a
few domestic animals.

After twenty days' sailing the island was sighted ; on
August 20 the ship reached Royal Bay on the east coast.

On the shore preparations were at once begun for re-

moving the metre-deep snow, and erecting the dwelling
house, 11x8 metres, two smaller houses for the mag-
netic observ-ations, an astronomical observatory, and a
small tower. A house was also built for the cattle.

All the scientific members, with the exception of those

on the watch for reading the meteorological and mag-
netic instruments, met daily in the work-room from

9 a.m. to 12 noon, and from 2 to 6 p.m., to execute the

scientific labours.

The instruments were read every hour, while the

watches of the twenty-four hours were divided so that

two members w-ere on duty, the one from 3 to 9 a.m., and
from 3 to 9 p.m., and the other from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.,

and again from 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., and in this manner each

member had two days' watch in the week. On the 1st

and 15th of every month magnetic observations were
effected every fifth minute, and for one hour on these

days every twentieth second. But the labour was not

found to be at all too heavy.
The lowest temperature registered was — 14° €., and

the highest on one single occasion 18° C., but the

thermometer varied generally in all seasons between — 5°

and + 7° C, so that the difterence between winter and
summer consisted chiefly in the length of the days.

Once during the winter— in August—the phenomenon
occurred of the thermometer during, with a heavy westerly

gale, to 14" C. The westerly and partly south-westerly

winds were, during the winter, the warmest, which was
ascribed to the circumstance that these passed over

mountains some 2000 metres in height protecting the

station on one side, which made them '' Fohn-like."

The barometer readings varied between 715 and

770 mm. The lowest readings were never attended by
violent storms ; these occurred always quite unexpectedly

when the glass stood at "fair." The force of the storms,

which generally lasted twelve to twenty-four hours, and
reaching the island seven to eight times a month, was
calculated by a splendid Racknagel anemometer. The
tide was carefully measured by ebb and flood gauges.

Falls of rain or snow were very rare during the year,

and the plateau surrounding Royal Bay was already, in

August, free from snow, and became first in April, when
the ground was frozen, covered with snow. It snowed,

however, several times in the middle of the summer, as,

for instance, at Christmas.
The most frequent winds were those from west and

south-west ; the northerly ones always brought fog. In

the summer the weather was nearly always thick and
hazy, which greatly impeded excursions. Such were,

nevertheless, undertaken several times, and the highest

peaks of the arms—about 700 m.— of the chain of moun-
tains running through the island were ascended. The
central mountains range from 2000 m. to 3000 m. The
climbing of the slate rocks was very difficult and fatiguing,

and in spite of every effort the greatest distance covered

was only about a German geographical mile, and the task

of exploring the island was impossible of accomplishment,

as the glaciers could not be passed by the small force at

disposal. The mountains fell often abruptly into the sea,

and the highest tops were about 15 km. from the station.

The peaks of the above-mentioned arms were free from
snow in the summer, and then covered with various kinds

of moss.
The only rock found was clay-slate, in some places

interspersed with varieties of quartz. Even the blocks

carried down by the glaciers from the central part of the

island—which was not reached—were of the same nature.

No metals were found, but the slate rock contained a

little iron ; the quantity was, however, so small that it

hardly affected the needle.

No land mammalia were found on the island, and ot

maritime mammals only the sea-elephant [Phoca pro-

boscidca) and the sea-leopard, the latter in very small

numbers. They did not breed in the bay. Of birds there

were several. Two kinds of penguins (Konig and Esel)

visited the island in great numbers, making their nests

there, which always faced the sun. The eggs were very

delicious. During the pairing-season large quantities of

Procellaria giga?itea came to the island, whose eggs were
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also very good. Proccllaria capensis—the Cape Pigeon—-was a summer visitor only, but was found in great

numbers, hatching in little holes under the turf. This
bird was so persecuted by a kind of gull that it only left

its nest after dark. Another specimen of Pro:ellaria also

visited the island in the summer. It was named " Equ'-
noxalis." There was only one kind of duck, and tliis

became very scarce through shooting. The number of

cormorants wis very small, while the albitross (Uio-
medea) remained during the su nmer only, when it made
its nest hanging from the rocks. They had magnificent
brown feathers. Of the white albitross only two specimans
were seen, but the white Dominican gull was comno.i.
Some few of the Chioiiis alba—the Antarctic Pigeon

—

which were eaten, remained during the whole year, as

well as a singing-bird of the size of a lark.

The insects found were few, viz, only a species of
land-beetle without wings, about one centimetre long,
resembling the common German Lauf-kafer, and a water-
beetle of the same size. A kind of red spider was caught
under big stones. Of lower maritime invertebrates a
good collection was made, which has, however, not yet

been classified. The greatest part of this was, however,
obtained when the tide was out and no boat was neces-
sary, and the dredging was unsatisfanory.

In the sum iier two spe;ies of fish were caught in calm
weather, varying from 5 to 20 cm. in length. But none
were caught during the winter. The Expedition collected
only about forty species of land and water plants, among
the for.ner of which were several varieties of the Tussack
grass, two kinds of moss, two kinds of fern, and a little

shrub with leaves and red blossoms. The grass was
ravenously consumed by the cattle and the goats, bat the
sheep preferred this little shrub. Dr. Will is under the
impression that he has discovered some new varieties.

Th5 transit of V'enus was seen in perfect weather,
although a severe storm raged at the time. The ingress
and egress were clearly observed, as well as the progress
over the sun's disk, but no photographs were taken, as the
Expedition was not furnished with suitable apparatus.
The island possessed, in spite of its desolatenjss, a

beautiful Alpine nature, the tranquillity of which was only
broken by the constant thunder of avalanches. The
dwelling-house was comfort ible, although it would have
been more so if each mambar had had a separate rojm
instead of its being shared with another. The provisions
furnished to the Expedition left, however, much to be
desired. The tinned Australian meat was tasteless, and
the vegetables bad. The milk (in tins) only lasted six

months, while the salt meat and fish, although good, were
not suffi:ient. No fresh patatoes were furnished, the
claret was bad, and the beer was soDn consumed. The
cook did wonders, however, in thj way of culinary

achievements. There was no case of scurvy, neither

any serious case of illness. Some experiments were
made during the sum uer to cultivate beans, pe is, and
potatoes, but they failed, as the shoDts were destroyed by
cold as soon as above the ground.
The Expedition left the island on September 5, 1883,

in the Germm co.-vette y1/i2m', but all the house i were
left intact.

Four of the membsrs of the Expedition returned h^ iie,

but Dr. Vo^el spent a couple of months in travelling in the

Argentine Republic, while Messrs. Will and Clau;are nego-
tiating with the .Argent'ns Govern nent ab)ut taking tic

CO nmand of an e,>ipedition for exploring the course of the

River Pilco nayo, in which the celebrated explorer Cre-
veaux lost his life. Should their negotiations fail, thjse

gentlemen intend to undertake a journey to the B.'"azilian

province of Mitto Grosso, and thence make an ex-

plorition of Central Bolivia (Santi Cruz de la S-erra),

and e/entuiUy follow the wuerco.irses of Mimore and
Madeira iato the Amazon River, and then the latter to its

mouth.

ALLEN THOMSON
"DORN in Edinburgh, April 2, 1809, Allen Thomson
-'-' had nearly completed his seventy-fifth year when
he died on the evening of Friday last, March 21. He
was the son of John Thomson, a distinguished physiciin,
who was the first occupant of the Chairs of Military
Surgery and of Pathology in the University of Edin-
burgh, and it is remirkable that both chairs were founded
on his own recommendation. Allen Thomson graduated
as M.D. at the University of Edinburgh in 1830, and in

I S3 1 he became a Fello v of the Royal College of Sur-
geons of Edinburgh. Soon after graduation he became
an e.xtra- mural Lecturer on Anatomy along with William
Sharpey. The atmosphere of the Edinburgh school at

this time was highly charged. A number of men, after-

wards famous, were either students or extra-mural teachers.
It is sufficient to mention the names of John Reid, John
Goodsir, Martin Barry, Edward Forbes, William B.
Carpenter, and John Hughes Bennett. All of these
became distinguished in biological science, and amongst
them in these diys there was the clash of intellect and
the rivalry of a noble ambition. None of these remain
except Dr. Carpenter, who must feel that the death of his

friend Allen Thomson is the severance of another link
connecting him with what was undoubtedly a brilliant

epoch in the history of the Edinburgh medical school.

Dr. Tho.nson filled the Chiir of Anato.ny in Marischal
College, Aberdeen, from 1839 to 1841, when he was ap-
pointed to the Chair of Physiology in Edinburgh. He
held this office for six years, whei he was transplanted
to the Anatomical Chair in the University of Glasgow,
which he occupied till 1877. Since then he has resided
in London. Of his scientific honours it is unnecessary
to say more than that they ca ne without stint ; but pro-
bably the crowaing honour of this kind was when he
filled the Presidmtial Chair of the British Association at

the Plymouth meeting in 1877.
Allen Thomson had a double career to a greater ex-

tent thin most scientific men. He was not merely, by
his own researches and by his well-known exhaustless
stores of knowledge, oniof the leadmg living authorities

in the department of embryology, but he was an eminent
public man, interested and infljeatial in many matters of
so;ial and scientific politics. In Glasgow for many years
he rendered the city and the University invaluable ser-

vice. By his energy and tict he contributed more than
probably any other man to the great wo.-k of building the
new University on Gilmore Hill.

But with all his public work he was a busy man in his

own department. His early work brought him reputation
as ?.n embryologist, and he kept it up by miny i nportant
papers in the same department of science. In addition
he wrote on physiological optics, especially on the
mechanism of accom nodation, and on the sensibility of
the skin. His writings were not chiracterised so much
by brilliant originality as by facility of interpretation of

the writings of others, and by a running coiimentary of

h's ow.i, showing thit he had repeated the obssrvations
he was narrating with the effect of adding a few facts

here and cutting out what he believed to be erroneous
there. His method o!^ thought and literary style were
both severe. He was always sceptical until co.avinced,

and he strove to get from himself and from others

accuracy in detail. Hence he was inclined to be severe
on new discoveries or theories, and whilst reidy to listen

was rather apt to quench the enthusiasm of a tyro by a

douche of cold praise. But still his mind was open and
re;eptive, and in not a fe.v instances he changed his

opinions under pressure of argument, which canaot be
always asserted even of scientific men. Dr. Tho.nson
always had a greater iaterest in embryological science

than in any other department of biology, and none hailed

with more delight the rise of the modern IBritish school, nor
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deplored more deeply the loss of its leader, F. M. Balfour.

As an embryologist his fame will depend chiefly on the clear

interpretation he gave to some of the descriptions of the

German school, and to the application he made of these

to human embryology. An adept with his pencil as with

his pen, he gave e.vpression to his views in diagrams that

probably for many a day will help the bewildered reader.

Thus, though his name will not be associated with any
one great discovery, Ur. Thomson will be recognised as

a potent force in biological science during this century.

His own work, his judicious criticisms, his personal influ-

ence, his encouragement to workers, all had an important
part in moulding the present state of scientific thought on
biological questions.

As to the man himself, those who knew him can testify

to the kindly courtesy, to the simplicity of address, to the

indescribable charm of his manner, to the warmth of his

friendship. He was wise in counsel and adroit in recon-

ciling differences amongst men. To this he owed much
of his social power. His finely-moulded and venerable
face will be much missed, but not more so than his wise
advice at the council board or to the yonng man who has
chosen a scientific career. JOHX G. McKendrick

QUIMTINO SELLA
11) Y the death of Signer Quintino Sella, to which we
'-' briefly referred last week, Italian science loses one
of her strongest supporters and most earnest students.

Although some of the best years of his life were devoted
to statesmanship, his early writings on mineralogy were
of sufficient solidity to establish for their author a very high
reputation. These mineralogical memoirs, contributed
chiefly to the Royal .Academy of Sciences of Turin, were
distinguished by a profound knowledge of crystallography.

When the Geological Survey of Italy was about to be
established, Signor Sella was commissioned to visit most
of the European countries where Surveys were in opera-
tion, and in lS6l he presented to Signor Cordova, then
Minister of Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce, a
valuable report, " Sul Modo di fare la Carta Geo-
logica del Regno d'ltalia." In collecting materials

for that report he spent some time in this country,
and took the warmest interest in the work of the

Geological Survey. Ten years later he prepared an
elaborate report on the mineral wealth of Sardinia.

When the International Geological Congress was held
at Bologna in iSSi, Signor Sella, as one of the most
repreientative scientific men in Italy, was selected to act

as the president ; and those who had the advantage of

attending that meeting carried away with them the most
pleasant recollections of his courtesy. Signor Sella died
at Biella in Piedmont on the 14th inst.

We direct attention to the letter from Prof. Hughes in

connection with a memorial to the Italian savant.

NOTES
At the final meetin;^, on Saturday last, of the General Com-

mittee of the International Fisheries Exhibition, the balance of

the funds v\a3 disposed of. The surplus amounts to over

15,000/., and of this lo.cooA were allotted to alleviate the

distress of widows and orphans of sea fishermen, while 3000/.

were voted as an endowment to a society which is to be called

"The Royal Fisheries Society," whose functions will be some-

what similar to those of the Royal Agricultural Society ; the

remaining 2Coo/. are kept in reserve.

Professors Martens, Mendeleeff, and Minaieff are to attend

the jubilee of Edinburgh University, as delegates from the Uni-

versity of St. Petersburg, and Prof. Rokhmaninoff as delegate

from the Univer:.ity of KiefT.

The great gold med.-il of the Paris Geographical Society has

been awarded to the Deep-Sea Expeditions of the Talisman anil

Travaillcur ; a gold medal to M. Arthur Thouar, for his j jurney

across the desert of the Northern Cliaco in search of the remain,

of the Crevaux Expedition ; a gold medal to M. Desire Charnay,

for his Central American explorations, and especially his

researches in Yucatan.

A urEETiNG of the Governor? of the City and Guilds ot

London Institute for the Advancement of Technical Educa-

tion was held last week for the purpose of receiving the

Annual Report of the Council. The chair was occupied by

the Lord Chancellor. The Chairman, in moving the adoption

of the Report, said that the Institution had arrived at a critical

point of time, at a point of time at which he might remind them

of the progress which things had made, but one, nevertheless, at

which it became necessary that they should recognise the import-

ance of proceeding energetically. With respect to the Central

Institution, the buildings were nearly completed, and it was ex-

pected that the public opening of those buildings might take

place in June of this year. It was proposed that four professors

should be appointed to the Central Institution—viz. Professors

of Chemistry, of Engineering, of Mechanics and Mathematics,

and of Physios, the whole being superintended by a Board of

Studies. There would be laboratories prjperly fitted up, and

workshops and drawing offices, all with a view to supplying

instruction which would combine the elements of those funda-

mental studies which underlay practical art. It was hoped that,

as lime went on, the number of exhibitions and scholarships,

which would enable poor and meritorious students to obtain the

benefits of the Institution, mi^ht increase. It was estimateil

that 9000/. a year would be avadable for the maintenance of the

Institution, and that the fees of the students would amount to

2000/. That would give 11,000/. as an expected present income.

When the grant amounted to 10,000/., and the students num-

bered from 150 to 200, paying in fees 5000/., the income would

be 15,000/., and it was estimated that that amount would be

required for maintaining the Institute in full working order.

Passing from the Central Institution to Finsbury College, the

Chairman said that the progress of that branch hid been very

sati.-factory. During the past year it had instructed 799 persons,

of whom too had been day students and the rest students attend

ing the evening classes. The day students had to pass a pre-

liminary examination in elementary mechanics, and there were

six free scholars. The South London School had an altdudance

of 300 students. The candidates presented for examination this

year w^ere 2397, being an increase over the former year of 425,

and the passes were 1498, showing an increase over the former

year of 276. They came from 104 centres, showing an increase

of seven centres; and they were examined, as in the former

jear, in thirty-seven subjects. VVhat was still more remarkable

was the rapid extension of the desire to have the benefit of these

examinations, for there were now preparing for them 5862

students, being an increase over those who were under similar

preparation in the former year of no less than 1S14. He recog-

nised with gratitude the liberality with which they had been

supported by the City Guilds and other bodies, and he could not

but think that those who had helped them so far would help

them still further. Since the report had been written, the

Skinners' Comp.any had increased their subscription for the year

1884 from 500/. to 1000/., and their donation to the building

fund from 20C0/. to 3000/.

A CORRESPONDENT sends US the following :
—"Thenevv scheme

for examinations for admission to Sandhurst which has been

agreed upon (it appears) by the War Office and the Civil

Service Commissioners must, if unmodified, work serious mis-

chief to scientific education in public schools in which any pro-
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portion of the pupils are looking forward to the army as a pro-

fession. This will be seen from the following scale of marks,

which has been communicated to the Committee of the Head

Masters' Conference :

—

Obligatory Subjects
(

{Three out of the four

to be taken up by every
'

candidate) I

Optional Subjects

(One only to be taken
up)

Marks
Mathematics 3000

I Latin 3000

I

French 3000
German 3000

Higher Mathematics 2000

I

Greek 2000
I Chemitry 1500

I

Electricity and Magnetism ... 1500
Geology and Pliysical Geography 1500

I.English History 1500

A glance at this table is sufficient to show that the authoritiei

a'e holding out a diitinct bribe to candidates to eschew the ex-

]ierimental sciences altogether ; and whatever their intention may
be, the result will be the reduction of scientific knowledge among
nture officers of Her Majesty's army to the lowet possible

minimum. This is surely a retrograde step in these late decades

uf the nineteenth century. Nor must it be forgotten that the

application of the same scheme to examinations for admission to

Woolwich is contemplated. Not only will every candidate be

induced, if he can do so, to take up simply the four subjects in

the first category, but, more than this, the scientific subjects

(exclusive of mere mathematics) will only hereafter be taken up by
those candidates whose performances in the more highly rewarded

subjects are hopeless—the scientific subjects, in other words, will

become .simply a refuge for mediocrity and incompetency. Men
who are spending the best years of their lives in combating the

traditional prejudices which exist in this country in favour of ihe

(jlder studies will not only feel that they have to complain of

the tardy and grudging recognition which is given to the ' new
learning'—they will feel now, and justly so, that they have

been betrayed by those from whom, on every gi-ound, they

ought to be able to look for more encouragement."

The Worshipful Company of Clothworkers, who have already

given 3500/. to the Bradford Technical School, have also

promised an annual subscription of 500/. towards the working

expenses of the school.

Dr. Doberck writes from Hong Kong Observatory, February

17 '— " The building of the Hong Kong Observatory was begun

in June 1S83, but only the foundations had been laid at the end

of July, when I arrived. The main building, the architectural

details of which do credit to the Surveyor-General's department,

was so far finished by January i that I could take up my resi-

dence there, and tridiurnal eye-observations were commenced.
Before the middle of the month the magnetic hut was ready,

and I lost no time in making a complete set of magnetic obser-

vations. I expect that it will be possible to start the self-record-

ing apparatus by March I. I get telegraphic weather information

from the Treaty Ports, Nagasaki, Vladivostock, and Manilla,

and publish weather reports, which, as you will see from one

of the three newspapers which publish them (sent herewith) also

indicate winds to be expected from the gradients."

The Belgian Royal Academy proposes for public competition

the subjoined subjects in the mathematical and physical sciences

:

— I. To resume and coordinate the researches hitherto made on

the integration of linear equations of the second order with two

variables, and to complete this theory, or at least advance it by

further original research. 2. To establish by fresh experiments

the theory of the reaction of bodies in the so-called nascent state.

3. Fresh spectroscopic researches with a view to ascertain

especially whether the sun contains or not the essential con-

stituent principles of organic compounds. 4. A complete expo-

sition of the theory of deviations from the vertical, and verifying

whether it applies to existing observations. 5. Fresh researches

on the nutritive deposits in cereals, and especially on the trans-

formations experienced by them during germination. 6. Fresh

researches on the development of the Trematodes, from the his-

togenetic and organogenetic standpoint. 7- A study of the

influence of compressed oxygen on the vital phenomena. Medals

of the intrinsic value of 32/. and 24/. are offered respectively for

the best papers on the first three and last four subjects. The
papers must be legibly written in French, Flemish, or Latin,

and forwarded prepaid to M. Liagre, Permanent Secretary,

Palais des Academies, Brussels. They are to be signed by a

motto, which is to be repeated in a sealed note containing the

authors' names and addresses.

In the Amtrican Journal of Science and Arts, vol. xxiii. 2nd

series, p. 276, a letter from Rev. George Jones, U.S.N., to

Prof. Silliman, written at Quito, Ecuador, December 13, 1856,

describes a fall of ashes from Cotopaxi, which was thirty mile;

distant, in which a purple sky was noted. The paragraph in

which the mention is made runs as follows :
— " Yesterday morn-

ing we noticed that at the south the sky had an unusual appear-

ance, being of a' purple colour for about 90° along the horizon,

and so up to about 45° in height, t'ae edge of this being mixed

up with patches of white. About 12 o'clock ashes began to fall,

first in small quantities ; but by 8 o'clock the fall had got to be

so considerable as to powder the clothe; quickly, on our going

out ; and people coming into a house would look as we do at

home when coming in from a snowstorm."

The exploring expedition, under the direction of M. Regel,

the naturalist, has again left for Bokhara on its way to

Chardshui, Kelif Kabadian, and Baldshuat, whence it will pro-

ceed rid the Pamir plateau as far as the Kashgar frontier. M.

Schwartz, the astronomer, accompanies the expedition.

Prof. Osborne Reynolds will give a discourse at the Royal

Instituiion to-morrow (Friday, March 28) on the Two Manners

of Motion of Water shown by Experiments ; and Prof. T. G.

Bonney, the President of the Geological Society, will give a

discourse on Friday (April 4) on the Building of the Alfs.

On Monday, at 9 p.m., a violent shock of earthquake,

accompanied by a loud subterranean rumbling, was felt at Fiinf-

kirchen, in Southern Hungary. It was also felt in Essegg an 1

all over Slavonia. It is reported from Vierno that a shock of

earthquake was fvilt there as well as at Karakul and in the Issyk-

Kul district on the 13th inst.

At one of the last meetings of the Russian Chemical .Society,

Prof. Mendeleeff made the following interesting communication

with regard to solutions :— It would be easy to prove. With the

data of Gerlach, Marignac, Cremers, and Schiff, that the volume

of a given amount of a salt in its solutions (for instance, of a

molecule) varies with the variations of temperature and the

degree of concentration of the solutions. It increases as both

increase ; and it might be concluded therefrom that the force on

which solution depends varies with the degree of concentration.

Still, another conclusion can be arrived at, if Grassy's measure-

ments of the decrease of volumes of NaCl and CaCl„ be taken

into account. Interpolation shows that these solutions are

reduced in volume, by pressure, as the amount of the dissolved

salt varies ; and the reduction of volume which accompanies the

solution enables us to calculate the corresponding 'pres>ure. It

appears that to each molecule of NaCl dissolved in 100 parts of

water corresponds a nearly permanent pressure of about 120

atmospheres, whatever be the degree of concentratiou. For

CaClj the pressure also remains constant, but is nearly three times

the above. Thus, if the tendency towards solution be measured

by pressure, it results, for the two salts above mentioned, that

the first amounts of salt dissolved exerci« t'l': same pressure as
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the last whicli bring the solution near to saturation. Prof.

Mendeleeff points out that researches pursued in the direction just

mentioned could throw some light on the internal forces which

are active in solutions an.i other chemical compounds.

It appears from the annual report of the Russian Chemical and

Physical Society that the chemical section has now 162 members
;

its income, including several grants, reached 5734 roubles (about

570/.), and its capital 13,932 roubles, of which 7894 roubles

were devoted to premiums. The physical section has 103

members; its income reached iSjl roubles, and its capital

16,000 roubles.

At the annual general meeting of the Hackney Microscopical

and Natural History Society held on March ig at the Morley

Hall, Hackney, a valuable microscope was presented to the

honorary .secretary by the members. The president. Dr. M. C.

Cooke, in presenting the testimonial, made some highly eulogistic

remarks upon the energy and unremitting attention given by the

honorary secretary during the seven years of the existence of the

Society, to which he ascribed its present flourishing condition.

A silver plate bearing the following inscription was attached to

the instrument:— "Presented to Collis Willmott, Esq., by

members of the Hackney Microscopical and Natural History

Society in appreciation of his services as Hon. Secretary,

19th March, 1S84."

We have received from the Direction of Schools at Tiflis its

annual report, and we are glad to recognise that education in

the Caucasus—which is perhaps more independent of the

Ministry of Public Instruction than other parts of Russia—is

spreading more rapidly than might have baen supposed. On
January i, 1SS3, there were no less than :i6S schools under

the supervision of the Ministry, with an ag-gregate of 80,838

scholars, of whom 15,036 are girls. If the 60 Jewish and 1920

Mussulman schools at synagogues and mosques be added—how-

ever low the degree of education given to their 18,647 -scholars

—as also 31 schools of various description'^, military, theo-

logical, and lower medical, the aggregate number of scholars

would reach 102,728. There is thas (excepting the Jewish and

Mussulman schools) one school for each 48S0 inhabitant--, surely

still a very low figure ; but it is a little higher in the more

densely peopled Northern Caucasus (i to 3060 in Kubau). Of
the n68 schools above mentioned there were 1055 primarj'

schools, with 52,251 scholars, one-fifth of whom are girls ; 33
higher primary schools, with 5213 scholars; 5 schools for

teachers, with 500 scholars ; 8 technical schools, or Rcalschulen,

with 2312, and 10 lyceums, or half-lyceums, witli 3555
scholars. We see with pleasure that there were also 6 lyceums

and 6 half-lyceums for girls, with the high figure of 3127
scholars. The distribution of education among different

nationalities is very interesting. Of the above-mentioned

80,838 scholars, 46 per cent, percent, were Russians, 25 per

cent. Armenians, 17 Georgians, and 5"2 Tartars and Circas-

sians. With regard to the population, the proportion of

Armenians receiving in-truction is I to 41, while it is only i

to 44 with the Russians, i to 75 with the Georgians, I to 350
with the Circassians, i to 851 with the Tartars, I to 33 with

Jews, and i to 7 with the Western Europeans settled in the Cau-

casus. Even in lyceums the Armenians (i to 858) come first

after the Jews (I to 210) and before the Russians (I to 866),

while only i to 11,237 Circassians, I to 9352 Tartars, and I

to 1246 Georgians, enter the lyceums. The Russians like the

technical schools better, and the daughters of the functionaries

take the lead in the lyceums for girls. Altogether the tendency

towards education is well felt in Northern Caucasus, and it is

agreeable to see that in secondary schools—male and female

—

It to 12 per cent of the scholars are children of peasants

and Cossacks. The number of these schools is even too

small, and _in 18S2 no less than 441 boys were refused

adinissijn to lyceums on account of want of room. One may
be sure that this tendency would be still greater were it not for

the want of sympithy displayed throughout Russia with the so-

cilled classical lyceums, where a mechanical study of Latin

takes the place of sound instruction in natural sciences. We
must notice also a beautiful educational map of the Caucasus

which accompanies the Report for 1S80. Owing to a system ot

coloured signs of different shapes, one se s at a glance the num-

ber of schools of different description , male and female, spread

throughout the Caucasus, as well as who pays for them—the State,

the municipalities, the village communes, or private persons ;

while a number of coloured plates on the borders of the map
show the tendency towards instruction in diff:rent provinces, the

nationalities of the scholars, and so on.

We are informed that Mr. Robert Hunt's (the Keeper 01

Mining Records) large and comprehen-ive work on the history,

discovery, practical development, and future prospects of metal-

liferous mines in the United Kingdom, under the title of

"British Mining," will be published early next month by

Messrs. Croby Lockwood and Co.

AX IMPROVED THERMO ELECTRIC PILE
FOR MEASURING SMALL ELECTROMO-
TIVE FORCES'-

'T'HIS paper contains a description, illustrated by sketches,
'^ of a new and convenient form of thermo-electric apparatus

for measuring small electromotive forces by the method of oppo-

sition, and of the method of constructing and using the apparatus.

The apparatus consists essentially of a series of about 3c

o

pairs of horizontal, slender, parallel wires of iron and German
silver, the former alone being covered with cotton. The wires

are about 8 inches long, fixed side by side in close mutual con-

tact, though insulated from each other, as a continuous flat layer

about 16 inches long, in a wooden frame, and soldered end to

end in single continuous series. About li inch in length of the

opposite ends of the wires are bent downwards to a vertical posi-

tion, so as to enable them to dip into two liquids of different

temperatures contained in two long, narrow troughs. The
liquids employed are non-conductors ; this was found to be

necessary. The one for the hot junctions is melted paraffin

kept at a temperature of 120° C, and the one for the cold ones

is non-volatile petroleum, known by the name of "thin

machinery oil." The ends of the wires are immersed about

one-fourth of an inch in the liquids.

The maximum power of the instrument is of course limited

by the amount of difference of temperature of the two liquids,

and of the two series of ends of wires immersed in them. Any
lower degree of electromotive force is obtained by attaching

a copper wire to one end of the series, and sliding the free end

of the other terminal wire across the middle part of the upper

surface of the wires, from that end of the series towards the

other; the German silver wires being bare permit metallic

contact.

An apparatus as above described, consisting of 295 pairs ot

wires, had a resistance of 95'6 ohms at 16° C, and by a differ-

ence of 100° C. of temperature of the two baths, gave a current

having an electromotive force of '7729 volt, or with a difference

of 130° C, I '005 volt. Each element therefore equalled

0000262 volt for each C. degree diflerence of temperature.

After having been verified with a standard voltaic cell, such

an apparatus (or any fraction of it) may itself be employed as a

standard. It is capable of producing and measuring as small a

degree of electromotive force as a 34861st part of a volt. When
the potential of the currents to be measured exceeded one volt,

either an additional pile or a standard voltaic cell was employed

with it.

Several apparatus of this kind have been constructed, and

a large number of determinations of electromotive force have

been made with them. Fifteen determinations per hour have

frequently been made ; the rate of working, however, depends

upon the steadiness of the current to be measured.

Abstract of a paper read before the Birmingham Philosophical Society

Febraary 14, by Dr. G. Gore, F.R.S.
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THE REVERSAL OF HALL'S PHENOMENON
TN a recent cnmniunication to the Pby>ical Society I mentioi.ed

among other thinj^s that I had succeeded in reversing the
direction of tlie Hall effect in iron. It wa?, hinvever, found to

be so exceedingly dififKult to keep the two points v\here the
galvanometer connections were made at the ;anie potential, even
for a few seconds, that the extent of the deflections due to the
Hall effect could only be roughly guessed at, and the experiment
was hardly a satisfactory one. I believe this inconvenience aruNe
from the fact that the iron, being a strongly magnetic metal, was
slightly displaced whenever the polarity of the electromagnet
was reversed, thus shifting the points of contact with the gal-

vanometer wires. I have .Mnce repeated the experiment with
gold, which turns out to be perfectly easy to work with, and
altogether more suitable for the purpose. The following is an
acc'.unt of four experiments :

—

Experiment I.—A piece of nearly pure gold foil 5 cm. long
and 3'5 cm. broad was cemented to a plate of glass and the
whole placed between the flat pole pieces of an electromagnet.
The middle points, A, u (see figure) of the longer sides of the foil

were connected to a galvanometer, G, and the middle points,
c, F, of the shorter sides to a battery. A current was passed
through the metal from left to right, and the electromagnet

excited so that a south pole was beneath the glass and a north
pole above it. The galvanometer was immediately deflected,

indicating a current flowing in the direction bg A. If either the

polarity of the magnet or the direction of the current through the

foil was reversed, the transverse current was also reversed and
flow ed in the direction A G B. This is the ordinary "Hall effect,"

and the direction of the transverse currents agrees with that

mentioned I y Mr. Hall for gold. The extent of the deflections

varied from abi.ut 50 to 70 scale divisions on each side of zero.

Similar but smaller deflections occurred when the galvanometer
was connected with points nearer to the middle of the plate.

Experiment 2.—Two longitudinal slits, F, H, about \ mm.
wide, were then cut along the middle of the foil, leaving a
connection 4 mm. wide between the two halves of the sheet,

and the former experiment was repeated. The following
are the details ; and to under^tand them it must be remembered
that the galvanomeler is affected by two causes besides the trans-

verse current : (i) by the direct action of the electromagnet upon
the galvanometer needle, though 13 feet away from it

; {2) by a

small permanent current due to the fact that, however carefully

adjusted, A and B are never (or hardly ever) at exactly the same
potential.

The image of the galvanometer wire was brought as nearly as

possible to zero of the scale before beginning the experiment,
and the connections were made so that a current in the direction

AG B caustd a deflection to the left(-), and a current in the
direction EGA caused a deflection to the right ( + ).

Upper pole of magnet north :

—

Galvanometer key, K, raised, deflection + 25 divs.*

,, ,, depressed, ,, + 102 divs.-

Due solely to the action of the magtlel upon the galvanometer needle.
^ Due partly to the action of the magnet on the galvanomettr needle,

partly to the permanent current above referred to, and partly to the
transverse current resulting from magnetisatioD.

|

Upper pole of magnet south :

—

Galvanometer key raied, deflection - 24 divs.

>, ,, depressed, ,,
- 42 divs.

Net deflections due to current (subtracting effect of the magnet
on the galvanometer needle) :—

•

Upper pole north (102 - 25 = ) + 77 divs.

,, south (-42 + 24 = ) - iS divs.

Sum of oppcsite deflections due to transverse current, (77 *•

lS = )95, o'" deflection on each side of zero =47'S divs.
The slits therefore had the effect of reducing the amount of

the Hall deflections ; the direction was unaffected.
Experiment 3.—The galvanometer contacts were now moved

from tlie edges to the pomts D, E, about 5 mm. from the middle
line, and the experiment was repeated with the following
result :

—

Ujiper pole of magnet north :

—

Key raised, deflection + 18 divs.

„ depressed, ,, +165 divs.

Upi-er pole south :

—

Key raised, dt flection - 35 divs.

,, depressed, ,, + 180 divs.

Net deflections due to current :
—

U| per pole north (165 - 18 = ) + 147 divs.

,, south (i8o + 35 = ) + 2i5 divs.

Sum of deflections c ue to transverse current (215 - 147 = ) 68.

Uefieclion on each side of zero = 34 divs.

Thus when the galvanometer cf ntatts were near the middle of

the plate the deflections were almost as great as when the gal-

vanometer was connected to the edges. But ihcy were in the

offosite direction, showing that the Hall effect was reversed.

Experiment 4.—A repetition of the last.

Upper pole i.orlh :

—

Key raised, deflection + 28 divs.

,, depressed, ,, +170 divs.

Upper pole south :

—

Key raised, deflection - 24 divs.

,, depressed, ,, +170 divs.

Net deflections due to current :

—

Upper pole north (170-28 = ) 132 divs.

,, south (1704-24= ) 194 divs.

Sum of deflections due to transverse current, (194 - 132 = ) 62.

Deflection on each side of zero =31 divs.

These results, curious as they are, were of coutse not unex-
pected, the experiment having tetn in fact devised for tiie

purpo;e of testing in an absolutely conclusive manner the suffi-

ciency of the explanation of Hall's phenomenon by strains and
Peltier effects which I have recently proposed (see Nature,
p. 467).

Supposing the magnet and the battery to be so arranged that

befoie the slits were made the points A and D were in stretched

districts, and B and E in compressed districts of the metallic

sheet, then the effect of cutting the slils will be practically to

divide the plate into two independent p'ates, each of which
undergoes strains similar to those originally existing in the whole.

A and B therefore will still be in regions which are respectively

stretched and compressed, while on the other hand the region in

which D is will row be comyressed, and that in which E is wdl
be stretched. Thus as regards the points D and E the result of

making the slits is to reverse the strain, and in consequence the

Peltier effects and the galvanometer deflections. If iVlr. Hall's

own theory were correct, the existence cf the slits shtukl make
no appreciable difference of any kind. That they should have
the effect of rnming the action of the magnet upon the current

is altogether inconceivable. Shelford Bidwell

DR. FEUSSNER'S .\El-V POLARISING PRISM
TN a recent number of the Zeits<hrift jiir Insirunicnttnkundc

(iv. 42-50, February 1884), Dr. K. Feu-sner cf Karlsruhe
has given a detailed description of a polarising prism Luely

devised by him, which presents several points of novelty, and
for which certain advantages are claimed. The paper also con-

tains an account, although not an exh.auslive one, of the various

polarising prisms which have from time to time been constructed

by means of different combinations of Iceland spar. The litera-

ture of this subject is scattered and somewhat difficult of access.
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and moi-eover only a small part of it has hitherto been translated

into English ; and it would appear therefore that a brief abstract

of the paper may not be without service to those amongst the

readers of Nature who may be unacquainted with the original

memoirs, or who may not have the necessary references at

hand.
Following the order adopted by Dr. Feussner, the subject

may be divided into two parts :—

I.

—

Older Forms of Polarising Prisms

In comparing the various forms of polarising prisms, the main

points which need attention are :— the angular extent of the field

of view, the direction of the emergent polarised ray, whether it

is shifted to one side of or remains symmetrical to the long axis

of the prism ; the proportion which the length of the prism bears

to its breadth ; and lastly, the position of the terminal faces,

whether perpendicular or inclined to the long axis. These

requirements are fulfilled in difterent degrees by the following

methods of construction.

Fig. I. ''C-^-

1. The Nicol Prism [Edin. New Phil. Jottmal, 1S2S,

vi. 83).—This (Fig. i), as is well known, is constructed from a

rhombohedron of Iceland spar, the length of which must
be fully three times as great as the width. The end faces

are cut off in such a manner that the angle of 72" which
they originally form with the lateral edge of the rhombo-
hedron, is reduced to 68°. The jirism is then cut in two
in a plane perpendicular to the new end surfaces, the section

being carried obliquely from one obtuse corner of the prism to

the other, in the direction of its length. The surfaces of this

section, after having been carefully polished, are cemented
together again by means of Canada balsam. A ray of light, on
entering the uri-m, is separated by the double refraction of the
calc-spar into an ordinary and an extraordinary ray : the former
undergoes total reflection at the layer of balsam at an incidence
which allows the extraordinary ray to be transmitted ; the latter,

therefore, passes through unchan:jed. This principle of obtain-
ing a single polarised ray by means of total reflection of the
other is common to all the forms of prism now to be described.

Dr. Feussner gives a mathematical analysis of the paths taken
by the two polarised rays within the Nicol prism, and finds that

the emergent extraordinary r.ry can include an angular field of
29°, but that this extreme value holds good only for rays incident

upon that portion of the end surface which is near to the obtuse
corner, and that from thence it gradually decreases until the

field includes an angle of only about half the previous amount.
He finds, moreover, that, although of course the ray emerges
parallel to its direction of incidence, yet that the zone of
polarised light is shifted to one side of the central line. Also
that the great length of the Nicol—3'28 times its breadth—is

not only an inconvenience, but, owing to the large pieces of spar
thus required for its construction, prisms of any but small size

become very expensive. To this it may be added that there is a

considerable loss of light by reflect! )n from the first surface,

owing to its inclined position in regard to the long axis of the

prism.

It is with the view of obviating these defects that the modifica-

tions represented in Figs. 2 to 6 have been devised.

Fig.5.

2. Tlu Shortened Nicol /"ww/.—This arrangement of

the Nicol prism is constructed by Dr. Steeg and Renter

of Homburg v. d. H. For the sake of facility of manu-
facture, the end surfaces are cleavage planes, and the

oblique cut, instead of being perpendicular, makes with

these an angle of about 84°. liy this alteration the prism

becomes shorter, and is now only 2 '83 times its breadth ; but if

Canada balsam is still u<ed as the cement, the field will occupy

a very unsymmetrical position in regard to the lonj axis. If

balsam of copaiba is made use of, the index of refraction of

whi:h is I -50, a .symmetrical field of about 24° will be obtained.

A prism of this kind has also been designed by Prof. B. Hasert

of Eisenach (/'c^j. Anii.c\\\\. 189), but its performance appears

to be inferior to the above.

3. The Nicol Prism imth Perpendicular £«*.—The ter-

minal surfaces in this prism are perpendicular to the long

axis, and the sectional cut makes with them an angle of about

75°. The length of the prism is 375 times its breadth, and if

the cement has an index of refraction of i '525, the field is

symmetrically disposed, and includes an angle of 27°. Prisms

of this kind have been manufactured by Dr. tJteeg, by Mr. C. D.
Ahrens, and others.

4. The FaucauU Prism {Comptes Rendus, 1857, xlv. 238).—
This cons ruction differs from all those hitherto mentioned, in

that a film of air is employed between the tu-o cut surfaces as

the totally reflecting medium instead of a layer of cement. The
two halves of the prism are kept in position, without touching

each other, by means of the mounting. The length of the prism

is in this way much reduced, and amounts to only i'528 times

its breadth. The end surfaces are cleavage planes, and the

sectional cut makes with them an angle of 59°. The field, how-
ever, includes not more than about 8°, so that this prism can be
used only in the case of nearly parallel rays ; and in addition

to this the pictures which may be seen through it are to some
extent veiled and indistinct, owing to repeated internal re-

flection.

5. The Harinack Prism {Ann. de Ch. et de Physique, ser. iv.

vii. 181).—This form of prism was devised in 1866 by MM.
Hartnack and Prazmowski ; the original memoir is a valuable

one; a translation of it, with some addition;, has lately been

published (Journ. of the R. Microscopical Soc, June, 18S3, 428).

It is considered by Dr. Feussner to be the most perfect prism

capable of being prepared from calcspar. The ends of the

prism are perpendicular to its length ; the section carried through

it is in a plane per|iendicular to the principal a\is of the crystal.

The cementing medium is linseed oil, the index of refraction of

which is I "485. This form of prism is certainly not so well

known in this country as it deserves to be : a very excellent one

supplied to the present writer by Dr. Steeg is of rectangular

form throughout, the terminal surfaces are 19 x 15 mm., and

the length 41 mm. The lateral shifting of the field is scarcely

perceptible, the prism is perfectly colourless and transparent,

and its performance \- fir superior to that of the ordinary Nicol.

The field of view afforded by this construction depends upon
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the cementing; substance used, and also upon the inclination of

the sectional cut in regard to the ends of the prism ; it may vary
from 20" to 41". If tlie utmost extent of field is not required,

the prism may be shortened l)y lessening the angle of the section,

at the expense however of interfering with the symmetrical
disposition of the field.

6. The Glan Prism (Carl's " Repertorium," xvi. 570, and
xvii. 19s).—This is a modification of tlie Foucault, and in a
similar manner includes a fihn of air between the sectional

surfaces. The end surfaces and also the cut carried through
the prism are parallel to the principal axis of the calc spar.

The ends are normal to the length, and the field includes
about 8°. This prism is very short, and may indeed be even
shorter than it is liroad. It is subject to the -ame defect as that
mentioned in the case of the Foucault, although perhaps not
quite to the same extent.

II.

—

The New Polarising Prism

This prism differs very considerably from the preceding forms,
and consists of a thin plate of a doubly refracting crystal

cemented between two wedge-shaped pieces of glass, the ter-

minal faces of which are normal to the length. The external
form of the prism may thus be similar to the Hartnack, the
calc-spar being replaced by glass. The indices of refraction of
the glass and of tlie cementing medium .should correspond with
the greater index of refraction of the crystal, and the directions
of greatest and least elasticity in the latter must stand in a plane
perpendicular to the direction of the section. One of the advan-
tages claimed for the new prism is that it dispenses with the
large and valuable pieces of spar hitherto found necessary ; a
further advantage being that other crystalMne .substances may
lie used in this prism instead of calc-spar. The latter advantage,
however, occurs only when the difference between the indices of
refraction for the ordinary and extraordinary rays in the par-
ticular crystal made use of is greater than in calc-spar. When
this is the case, the field becomes enlarged, and the length of the
prism is reduced.

The substance which Dr. Feussner has employed as being
most suitable for the separating crystal plate is nitrate of soda
(natronsalpeler), in which the above-mentioned values are w =
I "587 and € = I '336. It crystallises in similar form to ealcite,

and in both cases thin plates obtained by cleavage may be used.
As the cementing substance for the nitrate of soda, a mixture

of gum dammar with monobromonaphthalene was used, which
afforded an index of refraction of I '58. In the case of thin plates

of calcite, a solid cementing substance of sufficiently high refrac-

tive power was not available, and a fluid medium was therefore
employed. For this purpose the whole pri^m was inclosed in a
short glass tube with air-tight ends, which was filled with mono-
bromonaphthalene. In an experimental prism a mixture of

balsam of tola was made use of, giving a cement with an index

Fig.7. Fig.O.

of refraction of i'62, but the low refractive power resulted in a
very considerable reduction of the field. The extent and dis-

position of the field may be varied by altering the 'nclination at

which the crystal lamina is inserted (Fig. 7), and thereby re-

ducing the length of the prism, as in the case of the Hartnack.
In order to obviate the effects of reflection from the internal

side surfaces of the prism, the wedge-shaped blocks of glass of

which it is built up may be made much broader than would

otherwise be necessary; the edges of this extra width are cut
obliquely, and suitably blackened.
The accompanying diagram (Fig. 8) represents a prism of

cylindrical external form constructed in this manner, the lower
surface being that of the incident light. In this the field amounts
to 30°, and the breadth is aliout double the length.

Dr. Feu-sner remarks that a prism similar in some respects to
his new arrangement was devised in l86g by M. Jamin {Comptes
Kcndus, Ixviii. 221), who nsed a thin plate of calc-spar inclosed
in a cell filled with bisulphide of carbon ; and also by Dr.
Zenker, v/ho replaced the liquid in M. Jamin's construction by
wedges of flint glas^.

Amongst other.s, the carefully considered modifications of the
Nicol prism which have recently lieen devised by Prof. S. P.

Thompson {Phil. Mag., November, 1881, 349 ; and jfourn. M.
Micros. Soc, August, 1883, 575), and by Mr. R. T. Glazebrook
(Phil. Mag., May, 1883, 352), do not appear to have been known
to Dr. Feu'Sner.

The following tabular view of different forms of polarising
prisms is taken from the conclusion of Dr. Feussner's paper:

—
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the focus of a system of lenses, so that the rays may cross in the

interior of the prism. This is an unfavourable position for a

prismatic analyser, and in the case of a powerful beam of light,

such as that from the electric arc, the crossing of the rays within

the prism is not unattended with danger to the cementing

substance, and to the surfaces in contact with it.

Philip R. Sleeman

ON VARIOUS SUGGESTIONS AS TO THE
SOURCE OF ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY^
\XTE have seen that, taking for granted the electrification of

clouds, all the ordinary phenomena of a thunderstorm
(except ^/(;fc lightning) admit of easy and direct explanation by
the known laws of statical electricity. Thus far we are on
comparatively sure ground.

But the case is very different when we attempt to look a little

farther into the matter, and to seek the source of atmospheric
electricity. One cause of the difficulty is easily seen. It is the

scale on which meteorological phenomena usually occur ; so

enormously greater than that of any possible laboratory arrange-

ment that effect-:, which may pass wholly unnoticed by the most
acute experimenter, may in nature rise to paramount importance.
I shall content myself with one simple but striking instance.

Few people think of the immense transformations of energy
which accompany an ordinary shower. But a very easy calcula-

tion leads us to startling results. To raise a single pound of

water, in the form of vapour, from the sea or from moist ground,
requires an amount of work equal to that of a horse for about
half an hour ! This is given out again, in the form of heat, by
the vapour when it condenses ; and the pound of water, falling

as rain, would cover a square foot of ground to the depth of

rather less than one-fifth of an inch. Thus a fifth of an inch of
r.iin represents a horse-power for half an hour on every square
foot ; or, on a square mile, about a million horse-power for four-

teen hours ! A million horses would barely have standing room
on a square mile. Considerations like this show that we can
account for the most violent hurricanes by the energy set free by
the mere condensation of vapour required for the concomitant
rain.

Now the modem kinetic theory of gases shows that the par-
ticles of water-vapour are so small that there are somewhere about
three hundred millions of millions of millions of them in a single

cubic inch of saturated steam at ordinary atmospheric pressure.

This corresponds to 1/1600 or so of a cubic inch of water, i.e. to

about an average raindrop. But if each of the vapour particles

had been by any cause electrified to one and the same potential,

and all could be made to unite, the potential of the raindrop
formed from them would be fifty million million times greater.

Thus it appears that if there be any cause which would give
each particle of vapour an electric potential, even if that potential

were far smaller than any that can be indicated by our most
delicate electrometers, the aggregation of these particles into

raindrops would easily explain the charge of the most formidable
thundercloud. Many years ago it occurred to me ihat the mere
con/act of the particles of vapour with th ise of aii-, as they inter-

diffuse according to the kinetic theory of gases, would suffice to

produce the excessively small potential requisite. Thus the
source of atmospheric electricity would be the same as that of
Volta's electrification of dry metals by contact. My experiments
were all made on a small scale, W:th ordinary laboratory appa-
ratus. Their general object was, by various pi ocesses, to pre-
cipitate vapour from damp air, and to study either (i) the
electrificati )n produced in the body on which the vapour was
precipitated ; or (2) to find on which of two parallel, polished
plates, oppositely electrified and artificially cooled, the more
rapid deposition of mois ure would take place. After many
trials, some resultless, others of a more promising character, I

saw that experiments on a comparatively large scale would be
absolutely necessary in order that a definite answer might be
obtained. I communicated my views to the Royal Society of
Edinburgh in 1S75, '" order that some one with the requisite
facilities might be induced to take up the inquii7,, but I am not
aware that this has been done.

I may briefly mention some of the more prominent attempts
which have been made to solve this curious and important
problem. Some of them are ludicrous enough, but their diversity
well illustrates the nature and amoun- of the difficulty.

By Prof. Talt. Read at the meeting of the Scottish Meteorological
Society on March 17, and communicated by the Society.

The oldest notion seems to have been that the source of atmo-
spheric electricity is aerial friction. Unfortunately fur this

theory, it is nol usually in windy weather that the greatest deve-
lopment of electricity takes place.

In the earlier years of this century Pouillet claimed to have
established by experiment that in all cases of combustion or

oxidation, in the growth of plants, and in evaporation of sail

water, electricity was invariably developed. But more recent
experiments have thrown doubt on the first tno conclu-ions, and
have shown that the third is true only when the salt water is

boiling, and that the electricity then produced is due to friction,

not to evaporation. Thus Faraday traced the action of Arm-
strong's hydro-electric machine to friction of the steam against the
orifice by which it escaped.

Saussure and others attributed the production of atmospheric
electricity to the condensation of vapour, the reverse of one of
Pouillet's hypotheses. This, however, is a much less plausible

guess than that of Pouillet ; for we could understand a particle

of vapour carrying positive electricity witli it, and leaving an
equal charge of negative electricity in the water from which it

escaped. But to account for the separation of the two electrici-

ties when two particles of vapour unite is a much less promising
(ask.

Peltier {followed by Lamont) assumed that the earth itself has
a permanent charge of negative electricity whose distribution

varies from time to time, and from place to place. Air,

according to this hypothesis, can neither hold nor conduct elec-

tricity, but a cloud can do both ; and the cloud is electrified by
conduction if it touch the earth, by induction if it do not. But
here the difficulty is only thrown back one step. How are we
to account for the earth's permanent charge ?

Sir W. Thomson starts from the experimental fact that the

layer of air near the ground is often found to be strongly electri-

fied, and accounts for atmo-pheric electricity by the carrying up
of this layer by convection currents. But this process also only
shifts the difficulty.

A wild theory has in recent times been proposed by Becquerel.

Corpuscles of some kind, electrified Ijy the outbursts of glowing
hydrogen, travel from the sun to the upper strata of the earth's

atmosphere.

Miihry traces the source of electricity to a direct effect of

solar radiation falling on the earth's surface.

Liiddens has recently attributed it to the friction of aqueous
vapour against dry air. Some still more recent assumptions
attribute it to capillary surface-tension of water, to the produc-
tion of hail, &c.

Blake, Kalischer, &c., have lately endeavoured to show by
experiment that it is not due to evaporation, or to condensation
of water. Their experiments, however, have all been made on
too small a scale to insure certain results. What I have just

said about ihe extraordinary number of vapour particles ina
single raindrop, shows that the whole charge in a few cubic

feet of moist air may altogether escape detection.

And so the matter will probably stand, until means are found
of making these delicate experiments in the only way in which
success is likely to be obtained, viz. on a scale far larger than is

at the command of any ordinary private purse. It is a question

of real importance, not only for pure science but for the people,

and ought to be thoroughly sifted by means which only a wealthy

nation can provide.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Cambridge.—The General Board of Studies propose to

appoint, early in Easter Term, a number of Readers and Uni-
versity Lecturers, including the following : a Reader in Com-
parative Philology, stipend 300/. per annum ; a Reader in

Botany, stipend 100/. ; University Lecturers in Sanskrit, in

Comparative Philology, in Mathematics (one in each group of

the Tripos, Part 3), in Applied Mechanics, in Botany, in Ani-
mal Morphology, in Advanced Physiology (three), in Geology,
in History (five), and in Moral Science ; all at 50/., except in

Animal Morp'nology and in Geology, to which 100/. is assigned.

The University Lecturers will for the most part be chosen from
such College Lecturers as open their lectures to the University

ge .erally ; but the Board is not necessarily restricted to such ;

nor to persons who may apply. Candidates are to send in their

names and testimonials (if any) to the Vice-Chancellor not later

than April 25. It is understood that two lectures a week during
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term time shall be the minimum during two terms for each

lecturer receiving tpl. per annum. As far as possible the Uni-

versity Lecturers are to give special personal attention to their

pupils, «o as to obviate as much as possible the necessity of

private tuition in ihe subject of the lectures ; and the .students'

fees are to be understood as payment for this personal supervision.

The Special Board for liiology and Geology have published a

report showing urgent need f.r a Senior Demon.stiator in Ele-

mentary Biology and Animal Morphology at 2Co/. a year ; the

classes have grown enoimously, con>equent on recent changes in

the M. B. examinations. They recommend that the Lecturers, by
whose aid Mr. Sedgwick carries on the «-ork of the late Prof.

Balfour, shall be appointed University Lecturers, Dr. Hans
Gadow in the Advanced Morphology of Vertebrates, and Mr.
W. F. K. Weldon in that of Invertebrates. Moreover, they

consider an Assistant Demonstrator as well as other occasional

demonstrators are required.

Prof. Hughes has written a letter on the subject of the proposed

Sedgwick Museum, suggesting that educational utility rather than

architectural display should be the principal aim in the building,

and pleading strongly against possible curtailment of the siie

available for the new museum to satisfy demands of other de-

partments. The area now proposed, 240 feet by 50 feet, with

room behind for future exten-ion by annexes, &c,, is not too

large. If sufficient space can be secured for future extension, it

is best to place the museum entirely on one floor ; but if this is

not certain, it wcaild be desirable to have two long rooms one

above another, each 20 feet high.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
• The Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science for January,

1884, contains :— Notes on Echinoderm morphology. No. vii. :

on the apical system of the Ophiurids, by P. Herbert Carpen-
ter, M.A. (plate I).—On the homologies of the primary larval

plates in the test of Brachiate Echinoderms, by W. Percy

Sladen (plate i).—On the origin of metameric segmentation

and some other morphological questions, by Adam SedguicI;,

M.A. (plates 2 and 3).—On certain abnormalities in the com-
mon frog (Kana temporaria) : (l) the occurrence of an ovotestis ;

(2) abnormalities of the vertebral column, by A. Gibbs Bourne,

B. Sc. (plate 4).—Researches on the intracellular digestion of

Invertebrates, by Dr. E. Metschnikoff (translated from Arbeilen

Zool. Instil. VVien, 1883.—On the ancestral history of the

inflammatory process, by Dr. E. Metschnikoff.—The structures

connected with the ovarian ovum of Marsupialia and Monotre-

mata, by Edward B. Poulton, M.A. (plate 5).—On the skeleto-

trophic tissues and coxal glands of Limulus, Scorpio, and
Mygaie, by Prof. E. Ray Lankester, M.A. (plates 6 to 11).

Th-s. yournal 0/ F/iysiology, vol. iv., No. 6, February, 1S84,

contains :—On the electrical phenomena of the excitatory process

in the heart of the frog ard of the tortoise as investigated photo-

graphically, by Dr. J. Burdon-Sanderson and F. J. M. Page (plates

13 to 20).— Experiments on the ears of fishes with reference to

the function of equilibrium, by Dr. Henry Sewall.—On the

influence of certain drugs on the period of diminished excita-

bility, by Dr. S. Ringer and Dr. H. Sainsbury (plate 21).—On
the action of digitalis, by Dr. [. Blake.—On the coagulation of

the blood, by L. C. Wooldridge, D.Sc.—An investigation re-

garding the action of rubidium and ccesium salts compared with

the action of potassium salts on the ventricle of the frog's heart,

by Dr. S. Ringer (plate 22).—Some notes on the fibrin ferment,

by S. Lea, M.A., and J. R. Green, B.Sc.

The Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society, February,

18S4, coniains :—On the consiituents of sewage in the mud of

the Thames, by Lionel S. Btale, F.R.S. (plates i to 4).—On the

modes of vision with objectives of wide aperture, by Prof. E.

Abbe (figures) ; and the usual summary of current researches

relating to zoology and botany.

Morphologisches Jahrbucli, Bd. ix.. Heft II, contains :—On
the comparative anatomy of the excretory sexual organs of

insects, by J. A. Palmen.—Contributions to the comparative

anatomy of fishes, No. i. ; on the cranium of Amia calva, L., by

Dr. M. Sagemehl (plate 10).—A contribution to a knowledge

of the pseudobranchia; in osseous fishes, by Dr. F. Maurer
(plates n and 12).—On the moqjhology of the mammalian teat,

by Hermann Klaatsch (plates 13 to 17).

Archives Italiennes de Biologic, tome iv., fasc. II, December

15, 1S83, contains :—New researches on the alterations in organs

in diabetes, by Dr. P. Fen-aro.—New researches on the normal
and pathological anatomy of the human placenta and of that of
mammal,^, being the .substance of three letters to Prof. Albert
KoUiker, by Dr. G. B. Ercolani.—On the ciliary muscle in

reptiles, by Dr. Ferruccio Mercanti.—On the reproduction of
epithelium of the anterior crystalline capsule in adult animals
under normal and pathological conditions, by Dr. F. Falchi.

—

On some dangers from fly's excrement, by Dr. B. Grassi.—On
the course and termination of the optic nerve in the retina of a
crocodile (Champsa Indus), by Dr. A. Tafani (with a plate).

—

On the developmefit of the vertebral column in osseous fishes,

by Dr. B. Grassi.—Notice of the death and writings of Dr. P.

Burresi, and of the death of Prof. G. B. Ercolani of Bologna.

Rivista Scientifico-Industriale, Florence, January 15.—A dc-

scri[ition, with illustration, of the seismoscopic clock invented by
Brassart Brothers, by E. Brassart.—On the harmonic sounds
produced by a fluid discharged through a tube, by Tito Martini.

—Variations in the electric resistance of solid and pure metallic

wires under varying temperatures; Part i.. Historic survey of

the works hitherto issued on the influence of temperature on the

conductibiliiy and electric resistance of solid and pure metals,

by Prof. Angelo Emo.—Account of the semi-incandescent
electric lamp invented by Tihon.—A practical application of

Newton's rings in motion, by Prof. Augusto Righi.—On the

periodical migrations of the Myosus glis, Gml., by S. Mina-
Palumbo.—On the nest of the Ceophilns flavus, by Prof. F.

Fanzago.—On the mollusks at present inhabiting the province of

Porlo-Maurizio, Maritime Alps, by G. R. SuUiotti.

Rendiconti del Reale Islitu/o Lombardo, February 7.—Obituary

notice of Prof. Emilio Cornalia (concluded), liy Prof. Leopoldo
Maggi.—A short description of the crystals of barium found at

Vernasca, by Dr. F. Sansoni.—On the im|:ortance of certain

symptoms in the diagnosis of sciatica and other affections of the

hip, by Dr. G. Fiorani.—Whether women should be permitted

to follow the legal profession, by Prof. E. Vidari.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 13.
—"Notes on the Microscopic

Structure of some Rocks from the Andes of Ecuador, collected

by Edward Whymper. No. II. Antisana." By Prof. T. G.
Bonney, D.Sc, F.R.S.
The specimens examined consisted of one series gathered by

Mr. Whymper and another obtained by him from a collector.

The latter came from the south-west or west side of the moun-
tain, at elevati ins probably not exceeding 13,000 feet. Among
them are pitchstones and augite-andesites, in which a little

hypersthene possibly occurs. Mr. VVhymper's own collection

contains specimens of the great lava stream on the west side of

Antisana, taken at about 12,340 feet above the sea. It is an

augite andesite. The remainder represents the rocks forming the

upper part of the mountain, collected from a moraine about

16,000 feet above the sea, supplied by occasional crags, which

crop out through the snow and are mostly inaccessilile. These

are a series of augite-andesites, in some of which hypersthene is

certainly present.

Linnean Society, March 20.—H. T. Stainton, F.R.S.,

vice-president, in the chair.—The Rev. Canon Jas. Baker, Mr.

W. Brockbank, Mr. Robert Mason, and Mr. Ed. A. Heath were

elected Fellows of the Society.—Mr. J. G. Baker show ed and
made remarks on a supposed hybrid between the Oxlip [Primula

elatior) and the Cowslip (P. veris).—In illustration of his paper,

a contribution to the knowledge of the genus Anaphe, Walker,

Lord Walsingham exhibited a large and remarkable nest con-

taining a packed mass of cocoons, also specimens of the insects

and of the larvas of a species of Congregating Moth of this genus

from Natal ; and he likewise showed a live example of a

dipterous parasite which had emerged from the moth's eggs

when hatched. He further stated that the nest and contents had

been forwarded to him by Col. Bowker of Durban, and the

larvae were found alive on its receipt in England in August last.

Many of the larvae remained in the nest, but others in companies

of twenty to forty occasionally marched out, moving in closely

serried rank, much after the manner of the larv;x- of the Proces-

sion Moth (Cnethocampa). From December to February aboiit

250 molhs emerged, but, from the difficulty of obtaining their

natural food, all died, though a pair bred and the eggs hatched.
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The mature insect closely resembles \.\\>i Anaplic pand'i, Boisfl.,

though under the latter name, it would seem, there are several well-

marked local races. The genus is found in West Africa as well

as Natal ; and it appears that in the several species the colour,

size, shape, and materi il of the common nest, as well as the

individual silky cocoons, markedly differ. The habits of these

moths when still more fully kn^wn in their na'ive haunts will

yet form a mist interesting chapter to the traveller. Oi Anaphe
four species have bithert ) been described, viz. A. v^iiz/afrom

Old Calabar, A. ambigiix from Angola, and A. reiiculata and
A. panda from Natal. To these Lord Walsingham adds A. cartiri

from the Gold Coa^t, and A. infracta from the Caneroons.

—

A piper, on the hairs occurring on the stamens of plants,

by Mr. Greenwod Pirn, was read. As to the morphology
of these he sums up the groups thus : (i) simple unicellular,

subulate, smooth, Alalva, Campanula ; (2) unicellular, subulate,

rugose or papillar, Ciiphea, Ncriiim, Eutoca ; (3) unicellular,

flattened, spathulate, rugose or striate, Verbasctim, Ce'sia,

Antirrhinum ; (4) pluricellular, simple, smooth, St/via, Ad/ia
tod'i ; (5) pluricellular, simple, rugose or striate, Ana^alHs,
T/tuntiergia ; (6) pluricellular and branchel, Bro-uallia and some
forms oi Sakia ; (7) pluricellular with glandular tip, Oxalis,

Gtsnera ; (8) multicellular, Convohu'iis, Ipom<ta.—A commu-
nication was read, " Closure of the Cyclostomatous Bryozoa,"
by Arthur W. Waters. While admitting that the group pos-

sesses few characters available for purposes of scientific deter-

mication, he nevertheless points out that the ovicells have a
greater importance than that hitherto accorded theai ; also that

the connecting pores are comparable with the rosette plates of
the Chilostomata, and that stress must be laid on the size of the
zooecial tube, and more particularly to the position and variation

of its closure. The author states that in the Cyclo^tomala (sim-

plest Bryozoa) he has found a calcareous partition clo;ing the
tubular zjoecium, thus protecting the colony ; whereas in the
Chilostomata there is a horny operculum, which, unlike the
other, is not a sign of death, but, being movable, protects the
living polypide, and through it the colony.—A paper was read
on the life-history of ALcidium bellidis, by Mr. C. B. Plowright,
in which he gives the results of a series of experiments
noting the infection and appearance of the Uredo. He differs

in opinion from most authorities, who regard the Aicidium of
the daisy as a variety of yJi. compositarum, while he demon-
strates it to be a true hetercecismal Uredine.—The list communi-
cation read was by Mr. F. Kitton, 01 some Diatomace.-e from
the Island of Socotra, in which a number of new species are
described and figured.

Geological Society, March 5.— Prof. T. G. Boimey,F.R.S.,
president, in the chair.—F. N. Maude, John Potts, and Corbet
Woodall were elected Fellows, and Dr. Charles Barrois, of
Lille, a Foreign Correspondent of the Society.—The following
communications were read :—On the structure and formation of
coal, by E. Wethered, F.G.S., F.C.S. The conclusions on the
evidence elicited from the author's investigations were (r) that
some coals were practically made up of spores, others were not,

these variation^ often occurring in the beds of the same seam ;

(2) the so-called bituminous coals were largely made up of the
substance which the author termed hydrocarbon, to which wood-
tissue undoubtedly contributed. An appendix to the paper,
written by Prof. Harker, Professor of Botany and Geology at

the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester, dealt with the de-
termination of the spores seen in Mr, Wethered's microscopic
sections. The writer concluded that the fjrms in the coal
were from a group of plants having affinities with the modern
genus Isodes, and from this Isoetoid character he suggests
the generic title of Isoctoides pending further investigation.—On
strain in connection with crystallisation and the development of
perlitic structure, by Frank Rutley, F.G.S.—Sketches of South-
African geology ; No. i, a sketch of the high-level coal-field of
South Africa, by W. H. Penning, F.G.S. In this paper the
author gave a sketch of the high-level coal-field of the Trans-
vaal and the neighbouring region. This coal-field was described
as extending 400 miles from north to south, with an average
breadth of 140 miles, so that its area is about 56,000 sriaare

miles. The tract consists of an elevated plateau forming the
" High Veldts " of the Transvaal and the plains of the Orange
Free .State. It slopes away to the north-west, and is scarped to

the south and east by the heights known as the Stormberg and
Drakensberg Mountains ; nearly all the principal rivers of South
Africa take their rise in this tract of land. The coal-bearing
beds forming the plateau rest unconformably in the north upon

deposits probably of Upper PalaeozDic aje, described as the
Megalie^barg beds In the south-west the Lower Karoo beds
underlie the coal-bsds, also unconformably. The b"ds of the
high grounds c msist abive of saad,tones, called the "High
Veldt beds " by the author, and below of shales, for which the
name of " Kimberley beds" is proposed, after the chief town of
Griqualaiid West, in which district they form nearly the whole
surface. These two series are conformable, and generally lie

horizontally. In the shales coal occurs only in miimte pitches
;

the seams of coal are intersi ratified with the sandstones, into
which the shales pass up gradually, and which sometitaes include
thick' bedded grits and co iglomerates. Both shales and sand-
stones contain interstratifications and numerous dykes of trap,
which have rarely produced much alteratio 1 in the sedimentary
beds, from which the author concludes that the eruptions were
sub-aqueous and contemporaneous, or nearly so. Owing to the
persistent horizontality of the rocks, the mountains and valleys
are merely carved out of the plateau, so that the thickness of
the deposits is easily measured. The author gave 2300 feet as
the minimum thickneis of each series. By a companative sec-
tion it was shown that the coal-bearing sandstones (" High Veldt
beds") are the " Upper Karoo " of Stow, and the "Siormberg
beds" of Dunn. The " Kimberley beds " are the Upper Karoo
beds of Dunn. In the latter part of his paper the author
noticed briefly the different localities where coal has been found,
namely, Newcastle, Lange's Nek, the Lebelela^berg Mountains,
near New Scotland, several places on the High Veldt, Wem-
burg, Brandfoote, Cornet Spruit, Burgersdorf, and Indwe,
twenty miles east of Dordrecht. The most northerly point of
the Transvaal where coal has been found is on the Letsebo
River. West of the Drakensberg coal occurs at a lower level.

Entomological Society, March S-—Special General Meet-
ing.— Mr. J. W. Dunning, president, in the chair.— Prof. J. O.
Westwood, hon. life president, proposed, and Mr. H. T.
Stainton seconded, a proposition "That it is desirable to obtain
for the Society a Royal Charter of Incorporation." After a short
discussion, the resolution was carried ncjn. con.

Ordinary Meeting.— Prof. Westwood, hon. li-'e president,
in the chair.—Two new members were elected.—Mr. E. A.
Fitch exhibited a large geodephagous larva said to have been
coughed up at Maldon by a young man who was suffering from
bronchitis.—Mr. J W. Dunning protested against the irregular
manner in which the names of per-ons had lately bt^en used in

entomological nomenclature ; and Mr. H. J. Eiwes expressed
his disapproval of the use of Hindoo mythological, and other
names not of Latin or Greek derivation, in the same manner.

—

Mr. E. Saunders read the concluding part of his synopsis of the
British Hyinenopkra Aculeata, part iii. Apidcs ; and also, further
notes on the terminal segments of aculeate Hymenoptera.

EDINBtJRGH

Mathematical Society, March 14.—A. J. G. Barclay, vice-
president, in the chair.—Mr. W. J. Macdonald gave an account
of Pascal's " Essais pour les Coniques."—Mr. R. E. Allardice
read a paper on the geometry of the spherical surface ; and
Prof. Chrystal gave an additional proof of one of his theorems.—Mr. Thomas Muir, F.R.S.E., contributed a note on the con-
densation of a special continuant.

Royal Physical Society, March 19.—Mr. B. W. Peach,
F.R.S.E., F.G.S., president, in the chair.—The following com-
munications were read :—Notes on a second collection of birds
and eggs from Central Uruguay (with exhibition of specimens),
by Mr. J. J. Dalglei-h.—On a revised list of British Ophiuroidea,
by W. E. Hoyle, M.A., F. R.S.E,, of the Challenger Expedition
Office.—On the Breada'bane Mines, by Messrs. J. S. Grant
Wilson and H. M. Cadell, B.Sc, of H.M. Geological Survey
of Scotland (communicated by permission of the Director General
of the Geological Survey). These mines are situated in the basin
of the Tay, and the highest—those of Tyndrum—were first

noticed. The galena veins were partly in a fissure traversing the
qnartzites in close proximity to a large fault which the authors
had observed for the first time at Tyndrum. Another vein existed
in the fault fissure itself or in the mica schists which were brought
down by it against the quartEites. A difference in inclination

brought the two fissures together, and at a certain depth they
found a conjoint vein. Below the line of junction the ore almost
disappeared, as had been proved by the old workings, and very little

.ore was visible in the portion of the conjoint vein exposed on the
surface. The veins were of quartz with spathic iron and barytes.
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and were never more tban four feet in ihickness. The ore was dis-

tributed in broad rudely parallel diagonal bands, and the veins

resembled in this as in other particulars those of the Upper Harz

belonging to von Groddeck's "Type Clausthal." Lead ore was

discovere°d at Tyndrum in 1741, and was mined with varying

activity till 1S62, when the mines were abandoned, as they had

quite ceased to pay expenses. Chrome iron ore was knoivn to

occur in considerable quantity in a mass of serpentine at C^'irie

Chaniaig in Glen Lochaig, but had never been extensively

worked. An interesting occurrence of grey and yellow copi er

ore was found at Tomnadashan on the southern shore of I-och

Tay. The ore was disseminated through a mass of crystalline

rock resembling diorite, whicli had been injected into the schists,

hardening and contorting them at its edges. The basic rock was

in turn traversed by multitudes of veins of pink granitite, which

at some places united and formed a stock-like mass with large

pnik orthoclase crystals. The ore was found most abundantly

at the junction of the two rocks. Molybden glance occurred in

the acid rock, but no traces of blende or galena had been dis-

covered at Tomnadashan. At Corrai Bui near Ardeonaig rich

argentiferous galena veins traversed the schists on the top of a

hill which was capped by a series of calcareous beds. The

galena contained from 8$ to 600 ounces of silver per ton of ore,

but the veins thinned out on passing down into the non-calcareous

beds below, and became quite barren at a depth of 100 feet.

There were many other very thin veins of pyrites, blende, galena,

&c., in the Breadalbane district, but none were thick enough to be

worked with profit.—Prof.CossarEwart, F.R.S.E., exhibited, with

remarks, the following specimens :— { i ) the Tadpole fi^h [Raiiiccps

Irifurens) ; (2) the Great Fork-beard [Phycis blcnniodes) ; (3) the

Power Cod (Gadus mhniliis); (4) an Albino specimen of the

Haddock (Gadus agUfinus).—Prof. Ewart also exhibited and

described a new hatching-box he had devised for adhesive eirgs

t ) take the place of the American "Clark " hatching-box. The
Ofi vantage of Prof. Ewart's box is that the glasses are arrange 1

in a horizontal position, so that the embryos, when hatched,

pass at once into comparatively still water, instead of having to

run over and under a varying number of vertical glass plates.

—

Prof. Ewart also described an easy method of stocking spawning

beds capable of being readily used by the fishermen themselves.

All that %\ as required « as an ordinary wooden tub and a shallow

galvanised iron tray about twenty inches in diameter, with the

bottom consisting of two portions each hinged to a central bar

so as to open downwards. The object in view is to deposit

stones on the spawning bed coated with fertilistd ova. To do

this the tray is placed In the tub, which is then filled with sea-

water. Into the tray a number of flat stones are arranged ; the

water is then fertilised and the stones coated with eggs. This

done, the tray is lowered to the bottom by means of four cords

—two attached to the rim of the tray, and one to each half of

the bottom. When the tray has reached the sea-floor, the cords

attached to the false bottom are set free, and the tray raised by the

cords attached to its edge, the result being that the egg-coated

stones are left at the bottom. By this method the fishermen, with-

out any trouble or expense, could add 200 or 300 eggs for every

herring they removed from the sea, and thus do their best to

restore" the balance of nature which their operations had

disturbed.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 17.—M. Rolland in the chair.

—On the new map of Tunis to the scale of I : 200,000, now-

being prepared in the French War Ofiice, and the first six

sheets of which have just appeared, by M. F. Perrier. The

map, which will be completed early next year, will comprise

twenty sheets altogether, uniform with that of Algeria, of which

it forms a natural continuation.—Relative rapidity of combustion

of explosive gaseous mixtures, by MM. Berthelot and Vieille.

—

On the solution of a very extended ckass of equations in quater-

nions, by M. Sylvester.—Notice of the labours of the late M.

Sella, Corresponding Member of the Section of Mineralogy, by

M. naubree.—Notice of the second volume of the Emperor of

Brazil's "Records of the Rio de Janeiro Observatory," by M.

Faye.—Remarks on a note by Sir Richard Owen on the di<;-

covery ofa mammal (Tritylodoii) in the South African Trias, by M.

Albert Gaudry.—Application of the incandescent lampfor the light-

ing of astronomical instruments, by M. G. Towne.—Remarks on

the shadows cast by the facula' on the penumbra of the solar spots

(one illustration), by M. E. L. Trouvelot.—On some arithmetical

applications of the theory of elliptical functions, by M. Stieltjes.

—On a new generalisation of the Abelian functions, by M. E,

Picard.—On the thrust of a mass of sand with horizontal upper
surface against a vertical or inclined wall, by M. J. Boussinesq.

—Theory and practical formulas of magneto-e'ectric machines
with alternate current-, by M. Felix Lucas.—Note on Hall's elec-

tro-magnetic phenomenon, by M. A. Leduc.—On the laws regu-

lating the decomposition of salts in water, by M. IL Le Chate-
lier.—Note on the action of chloruretted aldehydes on benzine
in the presence of chloride of .aluminium, by M. Alph. Combes.
—On the addition of chloride of iodine to monobromuretted
ethylene, by M. Louis Henry.^Note on the dialysis of the acii

of the gastric juice, by M. Ch. Richet.—Distnliution of the

motor roots in the animal muscular sy^tem, by MM. Forgue
and Lannegrace.—Memoir on the relations between i)lants and
the nitrogen consumed by them, by M. W. O. Aiwater.—Note
on the cultivation of the sedimentary matter brought up from
great depths by the dredgings of the Tra-jailkur and Talisman
during the expeditions of 1882-83, by M. A Certes. The
object of these experiments is to show that the absence of plants

or animals in decomposition at the bottom of the sea is probably
due to the presence of microbes analogous to those which, under
our eyes, arc daily working a', the transformation of organic into

inorganic matter.—On the renal organs of the embryos of Helix,

tiy M. P. de Meuron.—On spermatogenesis a' d the phenomena
of fecundation in Ascaris me(;alocephala, by M. P. Hallez.—On
the Simradosaurian, a reptile belonging to the Cernay formation

of the Rheims district, by M. Victor Lemoine.— On the morpho-
logical value of the cortical libero-lignoje masses in the stems of

the CalycantheK, by M. Oct. Lignier.
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THE "CHALLENGER" REPORTS
Report of the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H.M.S.

"Challenger^' during the Years 1873-76, under the

Command of Capt. George S. Nares, R.N., F.R.S., and
Capt. Frank T. Thompson, R.N. Prepared under the

Superintendence of the late Sir C. Wyville Thomson,
Knt., F.R.S., and now of John Murray, F.R.S.E., one

of the Naturalists of the Expedition. Zoology, vol. viii.

(London : Published by Order of Her Majesty's Govern-

ment, 1S83.)

'I"'HE eighth volume of the Zoological Series of Reports
I on the Scientific Results of the Expedition of

H.M.S. Challenger contains three Reports. That on the

Copepoda is the second Report on the Entomostraca, and
is by Dr. G. S. Brady. That on the Calcareous Sponges
is by Mr. N. Poldjaeff of the University of Odessa; and
that on the Cirripedia is by Dr. P. P. C. Hoek. We
learn incidentally from a note by the editor, Mr. John
Murray, that the Report on the Foraminifera, by H. B.

Brady, F.R S., is now (December 18S3) nearly printed,

and that it will be issued at once as vol. i\-.

Dr. G. S. Brady's Report on the Copepods contains de-

scriptions of 106 species, for 12 of which it has been neces-

sary to establish 11 new genera. These species were taken

almost entirely from surface-net gatherings made during

the cruise. While in some few of these gatherings no

Copepods were found, Mr. Murray feels certain that

these forms were rarely if ever absent from the tow-net

gatherings when these were e.xamined on board ship. It

seems now certain that the sea from the Equator to the

Poles supports everywhere a profusion of Entomostracan

life, chiefly of the order Copepoda. The appearance of

these little crustaceans on the surface would seem to

depend on conditions not yet well understood. Night

seems to call them up in larger numbers than the day,

but sometimes even in the day they will appear in multi-

tudes so vast as to colour the surface of the ocean for

distances of many miles. The cold waters of the Arctic

and Antarctic seas are even more favourable to the in-

crease of the Copepods than the warmer waters of the

tropics, and Dr. Brady notes that while individuals of

some one or two species seem in the polar seas to pre-

dominate, in the equatorial and sub-tropical area no one

species seems to occur in a very preponderating abun-

dance, but there is a far greater variety of genera and
species. While the range of the distribution of the Cope-

pods is extremely wide, still some forms, as Calanus

finmarchicus, seem to be characteristic of the Arctic seas,

while others, as Undina dariuinii and Euchceta prest-

andrece, occupy a like position in the tropical and warmer
temperate seas.

Dr. Brady follows the sevenfold division into areas

adopted in his Report on the Ostracoda. The only un-

doubted deep-sea species found is Pontostratiotes abyssi-

cola, a single specimen of which was dredged in a depth
of 2200 fathoms. The fish parasites described are

remarkably few, and with one exception seem to have
occurred on surface-living fish. It would perhaps not be
safe to conclude from this that the deep-sea fish are free

Vol. XXIX.—No. 753

from such parasites, but is it not possible that if such
forms existed they may have been torn off or destroyed
in the transit of the host fishes from the abyssal depths ?

The single species found was described in manuscript by
the late Dr. von Willemoes Suhm, whose description and
figures are given. It is called Lerna;a abysssicola, and
was found on a specimm of Ceratias uranoscopus,
Murray, which was taken at Station 89, from a depth of

2400 fathoms. It is a strangely attenuated and wonder-
fully transparent form. The thread-like cephalic region and
body portion together only a little exceed 13 mm. in length.

This most important Report is accompanied by fifty-five

plates, all drawn by the skilled hand of the author.

The Report on the Calcareous Sponges, by Mr. A.

Polejaeff of Gratz, a graduate of the University of

Odessa, and a trusted pupil of Prof. F. E. Schulze, is a
most excellent contribution to our knowledge of this

highly interesting group, and entitles its author by its

comprehensive criticism and by its attention to practical

details, to a high place among modern systematic zoo-

logists. The author had much invaluable assistance in

his work, and though living in the somewhat out-of-the-

way, though beautifully situated capital of Styria, he had
the immense advantage of being able to consult the collec-

tion of Oscar Schmidt. It is with pleasure we fully recog-

nise the good use he has made of all these opportunities,

and we heartily congratulate him on the result. The Cal-

careous Sponges of the Challenger Expedition were found
to belong to thirty species, twenty-three of which are de-

scribed as new. To describe these was a comparatively

easy task, and to arrange them in an orderly sequence
was there not the splendid essay of Ernst Haeckel,
'' Die Kalkschwiimme "

.' True ; but there was just the

difficulty : for the twelve years that had elapsed since the

appearance of this most remarkable work had added so

much to our knowledge of the morphology and embryology
of this group as to expose the extremely artificial nature

cf Haeckel' s system. Possibly, if the chapter of the his-

tory of the Calcareous Sponges had for ever closed on
the publication of Haeckel's monograph, the systematic

arrangement there adopted, however open to logical

attack, might for convenience' sake have stood its ground.

But as a natural arrangement it would have ever been

open to a destructive criticism. Not the least important

part of this Report is the free but generous criticism on

Haeckel's classification which will command the attention

of every one interested in the group of the Sponges. It

should also be read by all working on the details of

structure of the lower forms of animal life.

It would be impossible in a general notice of this

Report to venture into minute details, but while referring

those interested in the facts to the first two dozen pages

of the introductory remarks, we may observe that the

author concludes that "the peculiarities of the canal

system of the sponges, the early development of their

mesoderm, the circumstance that it is just the mesoderm
which in them gives origin to the generative products,

and finally the absence of cnidoblasts and nervous ele-

ments, taken altogether, though they do not justify the

establishment of a new class for the Sponges, are yet

important enough to entitle them to occupy an indepen-

dent position among the Ccelenterata as a sub-class.

Within this class the Calcareous Sponges occupy an

A A
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essentially isolated position, and as a group these maybe
divided into two orders : (l) Homoccela, and (2) Hetero-

ccfila ; the former with the single family Asconids (Leuco-

solenia, Bwbk.),the latterwith the three families Syconidas,

Leuconidie, and Teichonidse. The concluding portion of

the introductory chapter we quote as showing that, how-

ever destructive may be the author's criticism, he is not

unmindful of the merits of the author of " Die Kalk-

schwanime;" while mmy of Prof. Haeckel's statements

have thus proved to be founded on error, it must never

be forgotten that it was his Monograph that called forth

and facilitate i later investigations, and if we are forced

to agree to a certain extent with the judgment of M.
Barrois upon this great work, that " 1' imagination y a

trop souvent pris la place de I'observation scientifique et

froide," every one will also agree with another judgment

of the very same naturalist, that with the appearance of

Prof. Haeckel's Monograph "I'histoire des Eponges

entra dans une phase nouvelle." M. PoMjaeff's Report

is accompanied by nine plates, in which all the new forms

are figured.

The Report on the Cirripedia is by Dr. P. P. C. Hoek.

Taking Darwin's Monograph as a basis of departure, the

authorgives us ( 1 ) a sketch of the development of our know-

ledge with regard to the number of the genera and species

known, their geographical and bathymetrical distribu-

tion
; (2) a summary of what has been added to our

knowledge of the anatomy, embryology, &c., of the group
;

and (3) a discussion of the different opinions published

with regard to the classification of the group, especially

since the discovery of the so-called Cirripedia Suctoria or

Rhizocephala. The first of these sketches is, from a

faunistic point of view, very interesting and instructive,

showing both how much and how little is known as to the

forms to be met with on our coasts or in our oceans ; and,

if properly studied, this section may give a very great

impetus to the local study of these forms. We read that

all " the Cirripedia of the Baltic belong to the genus

Balanus ;" but, if we are not mistaken, the extremely

curious species Anelasina squalicola has been found on

sharks in this sea, and specimens, we believe, from this

locality are to be found in the Berlin and Dublin

Museums. To the record given of species of fossil forms

described since the date of Darwin's Monograph we may
add one that has a peculiar interest being from the pen of

the late head of the civilian staff of the C/irt/Ztv/g^r Expe-

dition, describing Loricula macadaini from the Upper
Greensand of the County Antrim.

Out of seventy-eight species of Cirripeds represented in

the Ciialkngcr collection only nineteen had been pre-

viously recorded, and fifty-nine are named and described

now for the first time. In 1854 Darwin gave the number

of known Cirripedes as 147, and since then only some
eighteen new species have been recorded.

Of the thirty-four genera of Cirripedia at present known
the species of twenty-eight have never been observed at a

depth greater than 1 50 fathoms. Two have been found

from the shore to 400 fathoms (Alepas and Pcecilasma).

Balanus occurs from the shore down to 510 fathoms.

Dichelaspis ranges down to 1000 fathoms ; and finally

only two genera (Scalpellum and V'erruca) have been

observed at depths greater than 1000 fathoms. The
occurrence of these two latter genera in the greater

depths of the ocean coincides in a striking manner with

their palxontological history, but Dr. Hocik has not been

able to identify any of the recent species with the extinct

forms described by Darwin, Bosquet, and Reuss. Of the

genus Scalpellum only eleven species were known up to

the cruise of the Challenger; over forty species were

added to the list as the result of the cruise. The majority

of the species are inhabitants of deep water ; indeed

Sc;flpellum appears to be the only genus of the stalked

Cirripedia which is to be often met with at great depths.

It is also worthy of note that the observation of Darwin

made with regard to the number of specimens of Cirripeds

during the Cretaceous period may be made for the recent

species of Scalpellum: "The number of species is con-

Scalpeltum damuinii.

siderable, the individuals are rare." While the species

found during the Challenger cruise amounted to forty-

three, twenty-six of these are represented by a single

specimen only ; four are represented by two specimens
;

five by three ; two by four ; and only six species are

represented by more than four specimens. The study of

the complemental males found in some of the species of

Scalpellum has given some very interesting results, but

we are promised a more detailed treatment of the organ-

isation of these little creatures in a supplementary memoir,

whi;h will deal with the anatomy of the group, and which

will very shortly be published. In the account of S.

strocinii, Sars, we find the following:

—

" On opening a specimen of this species, dredged in

August 18S2 by H.M.S. Triton, it was found to contain
within the mantle cavity a few htrge embryos ; on micro-
scopic examination these were found to have passed
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already the Nauplius-stage and to have arrived at the
Cypris-stage. The exuvia of the Nauplius-stage still

adhered to the covering of the Cypris ; still it was not
easy to make out which parts had developed from the
Nauplius appendages."

The largest species of the genus known has been called
S.dai-'Minii. Only a single specimen of this splendid form
was dredged during the Challenirer's cruise, and of it,

through the courtesy of Mr. Murray, we are enabled to
give the woodcut illustration on the previous page. This
specimen was found as represented attached to a man-
ganese nodule

; these nodules, according to Mr. Murray,
are formed by concretionary depositions around shark's
teeth, pumice, and other substances at the bottom of the
sea; it was dredged at Station 299, December 14, 1875,
lat. 33° 31' S., long. 74=43' W., at a dep'h of 2 160 fathoms,
from a bottom of gray mud. Four large complemental
males were found attached between the mantle and the
scutum at a short distance from the ape.K of the valve and
close to its occludent margin. Three specimens were on
the left and one on the right side.

Of the genus Verruca, ten species, of which si.x are new,
were found. They are among some of the most interest-
ing forms of animal life collected during the Expedition,
and prove that the number of recent species is much
greater than had been to this supposed to exist, and that
the genus has a true worldwide distribjtion. Of the six

stations which yielded Verruca one belongs to the
Northern Atlantic, three to the Southern Atlantic, one to

the Pacific, and one to the Malay Archipelago. By these
discoveries the range in depth has been immensely
increased

; the greatest depth known to Darwin for V.

slrdmia, O.F.M , was 90 fathoms, but the six new Chal-
lenger species inhabit depihs of from 500 to 1900 fathoms.
Of the genus Balanus nine species are referred to, and
five described as new ; and of the genus Chthamalus one
new species is described. This memoir is accompanied
by thirteen plates.

The volume has been edited by Mr. Murray, and is

one of the most important to the student of invertebrate
forms yet published of these Reports.

GERMAN METEOROLOGY
Repertorium do- Dcutschcn Meieorologie. Leistungen
der Deutschen in Schriftcn, Erfindungen und Beobach-
tungen aiifdem Gebiete der Meteorologie iind dcs Erd-
magnetismus von den Altesten zeiten bis 2um Schliisse

desJahres\ZZ\. Von G. Hellmann. (Leipzig : verlag
von Wilbelm Englemann, 1883.)

T N this goodly octavo volume of 498 pages, presenting
•- an exhaustive catalogue of the meteorological litera-

ture of Germany from the earliest to the present time.

Dr. Hellmann has done a service to science, the practical

value of which it would be difficult to overestimate. The
work is divided into three parts. The first part comprises
the writings and discoveries, and is in two divisions.

The first of these divisions gives the names of authors
and the titles of their works ; and the fulness and satis-

factoriness of detail with which this is gone into may be
seen by referring to "Dove," who was the prince of
German meteorologists, and " Helmholtz," the latter con-
tributing only one paper—on whirlwinds and thunder-
storms—and the former 20S papers, embracing all depart-

ments of the subject. The principal events in the

biography of each author are briefly indicated, together

with the date of publication of each contribution and the

work in which it appeared. The second division is an

index of subjects comprised under meteorology, terrestrial

magnetism, and atmospheric electricity ; and the com-
pleteness with which this part of the work is done may be

seen by a reference to " Barometer," the various papers

relating to which are grouped under thirty heads. The
heading " Astro-Meteorologie " shows that even the anti-

quities of the science have not been overlooked.

The second part gives a catalogue of stations, and is in

two divisions—the first comprising stations and the dif-

ferent series of observations made at them ; and the

second, indexes of subjects and observers. The stations

are arranged according to the different States of Germany
where they are situated ; and sections are set apart for

stations the observations at which have been published

in extcnso : at which six or more observations have been

made daily ; stations for investigating forest meteorology,

for weather telegraphy, and for international meteorology;

high-level stations at heights of 1969 feet and upwards;
and stations at which observations have been made for at

least fifty years. To these is appended an index of ob-

servers' names and their stations.

The third part is historical, presenting an outline of the

history of meteorological observations in Germany ; a

valuable chronological table from the eighth century

downwards, detailing the more important facts in the

history of meteorology and terrestrial magnetism ; and
the book closes with interesting statistics showing for the

decennial periods beginning with 1480 the progress and
extension of meteorological observations over Germany.
A map is added showing the meteorological stations in

the German Empire at the present time ; and on the

same sheet a small map showing the stations in Germany
in 17S1, including those established in connection with

the Societas Meteorologica Palatina.

The extreme importance of this undertaking to all

workers in meteorology, terrestrial magnetisin, and atmo-
spheric electricity, and the ability with which Dr. Hell-

mann has carried it through, make us regret with a strong

feeling of shame the financial difficulty that was allowed

to stand in the way of completing a similar catalogue of

the meteorological literature of all nations. From Dr.

Hellmann's letter to the International Meteorological

Committee at Berne, dated July 20, 1880, it appears that

all that was required to complete this great work was the

raising of a sum not exceeding 1200/. As however there

appeared to be no hope of this small sum being raised or

even guaranteed, Dr. Hellmann, in a spirit and with an
energy which cannot but call forth the warmest approba-

tion of scientific men, set to work in the autumn of that

year, and was in a position in May 1883 to sign the preface

of the work no IV before us. No small praise is also due
to Herr Engelmann, for the effective help he has given in

its publication.

For want of such catalogue?, the workers, not merely

in meteorology, but in every department of science, are

crippled, and the remark applies with peculiar emphasis

in the case of those who are entering on the work of

scientific research. Indeed, the waste of time and brain-

work in carrying on scientific work no longer necessary
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because it has been already done is so great, and the

consequent niateri;il loss to the nation so serious, that the

time cannot be far distant when the Governments of this

and other countries will have no choice, but yield to the

demands made for a moderate annual grant towards de-

fraying the expenses incurred in preparing and publishing

these indispensable aids to all workers in science.

OUR BOOK SHELF
Berlfs Electrical Directory. Third Edition. (London
and New York, 1884.)

This work consists of three separate directories, sepa-

rately paged, but bound up together ; the first, of 228

pages, relates to British trades and professions connected

with electricity ; the second, of 273 pages, is devoted to

similar matters from America ; whilst the third is Conti-

nental. Of the last, 71 pages are French and Belgian,

12 German, and 3 relate to other countries, chiefly

Russia. This arrangement, though convenient probably

to the compilers, strikes us as being bad for many pur-

poses. The .American and French sections are particu-

larly full of information. The British section opens with

remarks on the progress made in electrical business

during the past year, after which come various tables and
formulEE. These are by no means satisfactory. In the

formula; for dimensions of units, many of the numbers
which should have been printed as powers are given as

simple multipliers. Though the table begins with C.G.S.

units, and professes to describe those accepted by the

British Association and the International Congress of

1881, the ohm is given as equal to 10" absolute units and
the volt as 10', whereas the figures should respectively

be 10'' and 10^. All this is very misleading. So also is

thefoUowing statement :
—"Calling gravitation the natural

unit of force, the absolute unit of force will be --—thpartof
'

9'8i

it." This statement ushers in the following definition :

—

" Unit ofMechanical Effect is the unit of force carried up

through one centimetre, or - -- raised one centimetre."° 9-81

Is it possible that this chapter on formute has been

translated literally from the pages of some French wriltr

who was in the Iiabit of using a mixed metre-gramme-

second system instead of either the centimetre-gramme-

second or the metre-kilogramme-second system ? With
the exception of the scientific part, the editing appears to

have been carefully and soundly done, and the com-
mercial information is very extensive.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
\The Editor does not holdhimselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

hy his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications

.

[The Editor urgently requests con espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his spaa is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance eirn

of comih unications containing interesting and novelfacts.']

"The Unity of Nature"

It was, I think, in the course of last year, or of the year

preceding, that I ventured to remonstrate against the use some-

times made of your columns hy Mr. G. J. Romanes for the pur-

pose of inculcating his per.-onal beliefs, and di^beliefs, on lubjects

which lie outside the boundaries of physical science.

The observations made by him in your paper of March 20

upon the book I have lately published ("Unity of Nature")

show that in that remonstrance I committed an offence which

Mr. Romanes has not forgotten or forgiven. Nevertheless I

mu^t repeat it ; and this time I have the advantage of his own
confession, that "the pages of a scientific journal are not suited

to an examination " of those parts of my book which he has

nevertheless denounced in your pages with unusual violence of

language. If your pages are not suited to such an examination,

neither can they be suited to comments which nothing but that

examination could justify. The tone of these comments is a

very clear proof of the necessity of our all keeping within the

marches when we meet on neutral ground. Scientific facts and
scientific hypotheses constitute that neutral ground. On the

other hand, the bearing of these facts and of these hypotheses

on c[uestions of philosophy and of religion constitutes a separate

region in which, if we meet at all, it mast be outside the pages

of a purely scientific journal. In that separate region it has

.always been my endeavour to argue without personal passion

and without contumely towards opponents. I should be ashamed
in any argument to display the animus which has in this case

dictated the language of Mr. Romanes on subjects which, by his

own confession, he has no right to drag into your pages. He
may hold that the highest aim of the human intellect is to prove

the mindlessness of nature. My book deah, and was intended

to deal, with this philosophy; and I did not expect Mr. Romanes
to like it. How much he dislikes it is remarkable. But he
will find no passage in it which descends to the level of some
of his comments.

Having dismissed, as irrelevant in your columns, the criticisms

of Mr. Romanes on the " Unity of Nature " which have no con-

nection with science, I now turn to some of those which have

this connection, and are at least perfectly legitimate in their

character.

Mr. Romanes is quite right when he says that I object to the

" nnver philosophy" which makes experience the source of

in..tinct. In my view this theory is, in the strictest meaning

of the word, nonsense, because experience is obviously a
" synthesis of intuitions," and not the source of them. It is a

plain fact that instinctive movements and instinctive sensations

are the conditions precedent—the sole materials—of experience.

Experience is nothing but the memory in living creatures of their

ov\'u previous action on external things, and of the reaction of

external things upon themselves. It is the combined conscious-

ness of both w hich builds up \\ hat we call experience. But in

every step of this process, whether of action, or of reaction, or

of the combined memory of each, not one instinct only, but

several instincts are concerned. Experience therefore is the

result of instinct, and not the converse.

With this argument Mr. Romanes does not even attempt to

deal.

He does, however, attempt to deal with my contention that

instinct is always strictly correlated w ith organic structure, and

that special instincts are always connected with "organs already

fitted for and appropriate to the purpose." He says that my
own case of the dipper ought to have taught me better ; "for,"

he add--, " the dipper belongs to a non-aquatic family of birds,

and therefore has no organs specially adapted to its aquatic

instincts."

This argument, as an argument, is a non sequitur ; and as a

statement of fact is altogether erroneous. It is quite true that

the dipper has not webbed feet. But it is not true that webbed
feet are at all necessary for aquatic habits of a particular kind ;

nor is it true that the dipper is wanting in other peculiarities of

structure which are most specially adapted to its peculiar aquatic

habits and instincts. There are many birds which swim excel-

lently well without webbed feet, as, for example, all the Gal-

linules, and some of the Tringidii;. The dipper does not need

webbed feet, because it neither swims nor dives in deep water
;

and because ou the other hand it positively needs feet free from

v\eb for grasping stones under rapid streams, as well as for

grasping rock-surfaces in the places of its nidification. On the

other hand, the structure of its wings, and above all the struc-

ture and texture of its feathers, are all specially modified and

adapted to its aquatic habits.

It is for Mr. Romanes to prove, if he can, that the dipper once

had an ancestor which began to dive in water, whilst as yet its

wings had not a shape and a texture adapted to the purpose, and

whilst its plumage w as still pervious to water, and so was liable

to be drenched and sodden.

Mr. Romanes protests against my suggestion that rudimentary

organs may, sometimes at least, be the beginnings of a structure

destined for future use, and not the relics of a structure whose

use has been in the past. Yet in the same 1
aperhehimselfsuggest';

that the dipper may be on the way to having webbed feet, and

only wants them now because it has "not yet had time to de-
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velop" them. But when these webs do begin to appear, they

would naturally be small, and would appear to be rudimentary ;

so that in this stage they would exactly represent the " wholly

untenable doctrine " which Mr. Romanes denounces as an "in-

version of Mr. Darwin's teaching." Asa matter of fact rudi-

mentary organs on the way to future use can be identified in the

aquatic larva; of the Ephemerre.
The truth evidently is that the theory of the origin of species

by transmutation, involves of neces ity a constant succession of

structures which are on the wane, and another succession of

structures which are on the stocks. Whether any particular

structure now dissociated from use, belongs to the one or to the

other class, is a question of evidence from associated facts. Kut
the idea of some structures being on the rise, is an idea insepar-

able from the theory of evolution as taught by Darwin. Fully

persuaded, as I am, that there is a very large amount of truth in

that theory, I am equally persuaded that, as yet understood, it

is incompetent to solve the most important phenomena of

creation. In the hands of Mr. Romanes, and of many others,

it is almost reduced to the repetition of mere verbal formula;,

under which anything and everything may be brought, only 1-e-

cause they are empty of any definite meaning. The derivation

of instinct from experience is an excellent example.
Argym.

Rain-band Spectroscopy Attacked Again

I HAVE just had the honour of receiving a copy of an essay

read before the riiilosophical Society, Washington, D.C., and
printed in the American yoiirnal of Science for the present

month, wherein I read on p. 209:

—

" The results of observations with the rain-band spectroscope

are now called in ques'iDU by many prominent meteorologists.

In fact the unsatisfactory nature of the evidence may be easily

shown to the satisfaction of any one possessing an instrument.

If the spectroscope is fir.st turned to the sky in any direction and
afterward to a white w all fifty feet distant, it will be found im-

possible to distinguish between the appearance of the rain-band

as shown by the w hole atmosphere and by the layer fifty feet

thick."

If this be the most damaging accusation that can be brought

up, after the memorable correspondence in both Nature
and the Times during the autumn of 1882, there is hope of con-

verting "the prominent meteorologists" yet.

For cannot they, as well as other men, see, that a white wall

close to an observer in daylight, necessarily reflects the light, and
with that, the spectrum, of the sky which is illumining it, solar

lines and telluric lines and all

!

Or if the worthy gentlemen still doubt, let them illumine their

white wall at midnight w'ith policemen's lanterns or Swan's
incandecent lamps ; and then I can promise them they will get

out of it and the "layer of air fifty feet thick" in front of it,

neither solar nor telluric spectrum lines in any kind of weather.

C. PiAZzi Smyth
IS, Royal Terrace, Edinburgh, March 25

The Remarkable Sunsets

In reply to inquiries sent out by me to Prof. John Milne of

the University of Tokio, Japan, I am informed that no volcanic

dust was known to have fallen in Japan during or after the

Krakatoa eruption. He forwards, however, the following ex-

tracts, which may be of interest to your readers.

John W. Judd
Science Schools, South Kensington, S.W.

"Japan Gazette, Friday, Sc/t. 21, 1S83.—Shortlyafter noon on
August 30 the sun seemed to diminish in power, and a uniform
yellow gray haze spread over the sky, gradually becoming more
pronounced, and at two hours before sunset its rays were merged
into a faint halo emerging from a globe of light no larger than
the full moon. On Frid.iy, August 31, at 8 a.m., sun the same.
At II a.m. looked like full moon ; cnild easily observe it with
the naked eye. At intervals, faint clouds like puffs of smoke
crossed the sun's face ; they were enormously high. No wind

;

atmosphere dull and heavy, and neither heat nor light. Septem-
ber I, the same. On Sunday, sun became as usual, and haze
passed away. The Japanese were alarmed, and expected earth-

quakes."
Prof. Milne adds the not ; :

" If this were due to Krakatoa,

almost 2500 miles away, the speed of the dust must have been
thirty miles an hour, assuming the date of the eruption to be
12 p.m. on August 26."

The coloration of the sky in the neighbourhood of the sun,

described by " B. W. S." in Nature of March 27 (p. 503), has
been repeatedly observed by myself from Februaiy 20 (or there-

abouts) up to March 24. My fir.;t record of it is on February

24, wlien I describe it as a "rusty-red" tint. On other occa-

sions I have called it "rusty brown" and "pale brick-red."

Sometimes it has liad a purplish or roseate hue. It has been
chiefly seen between 10° and 20° from the sun (at a rough esti-

mate), and only when the sun was hidden by a detached cloud.

Frequently, when the sky has been clear, the intervention of a

house or other object between the observer and the sun has

revealed the presence of a hazy metallic-looking glare arourd the

sun— an appearance not perhaps very remarkable in itself, but
remarkable by its frequent repetition.

If, as seems probable, the explanation of these phenomena is

to be fuund in a gradual subsidence of the reflecting matter which
occasioned the remarkable sunsets, it will be well for ob-ervers

to be prepared with suitable arrangements for catching what may
fall. I have myself had in operation for some time past two
separate devices for this purpose, the one intended for dry

weather, the other for rain. In dry weather I expose a tray

containing a number of glass .slides, each with a drop of glycerine

in a shallow cell, ready to be covered with this glass after suffi-

cient exposure. For rain I use a 12-inch bell-glass supported in

an inverted position on a three-legged stand, the legs partly

buried in the earth, and the height such as to raise the receiving

area of the glass to 30 inches above the soil. A rain-gauge is

less suitable for the purpose, and experience has shown me the

necessity of guarding .against the introduction of particles of soil

by the rebound of hailstones.

An investigation of this kind is difficult in the neighbourhood
of a city, and it is much to be wished that observers living in

isolated situatims may be induced to undertake it.

It may be worth recording that on February 24, after an
interval of several weeks, we had a striking recurrence of the

sunset phenomena so often described. It was not perhaps the

very finest example, but, as regards the primary glow, there had
been nothing equal to it since January 12. Unfortunately I

was not able to watch for the secondary glow. It is singular

that at both the beginning and end of this series of phenomena
there should have been outlying examples separated by some
weeks from the rest. The first of the peculi.ir sunsets observed

in this country appears to have been on November 9. Then I

find no record until November 24. From th.at date (allowing

for interruption by weather) they may perhaps be considered to

have been continuous until February 2, becoming scarcely notice-

able tow.ards the last. Then, finally, after an entire absence of

fully three weeks there comes, on February 24, a sunset which
must be ranked amongst the finest of the series.

Clifton, March 31 George F. Burder

Referring to the "decidedly unusual //«/5 tinge" occa-

sionally observed around the sun " when shining in a somewhat
hazy sky, the colour being broui;ht out v ilh great distinctness

if a light cloud happens to be pa- sing across it " {see Nature,
March 27, p. 503), I wruld mention that, under the described

circumstances, I have often noticed last winter a peculiar colour,

to which I would apply the French term -dure d\ngnon (onion

skin), used to describe certain kinds of champagne. I offer this

suggestion, as 1 know the value of precise and happily chosen

terms, especially in the difficult mailer of the terminology of

colours. O. S.

Heidelberg, Germany, March 29

Thread-twisting

The habit of thread-twisting with the palm of the hand on

the thigh is one which may be seen in every part of India at the

present day ; we think it can hardly be termed a rude method,

or a savage art, though the Mohammedans, w hose ancestors came
not so very long .ago from Central Asia, practise it as much as, or

even more than, the Hindoos. As "
J. S." observes in Nature

of March 20 (p. 478), it may be one of the survivals from a

barb.arous period which we have lost since the introduction of

machinery. Perhaps some of your correspondents may be able
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to tell us whether it is in use in the Orkneys and the Hebrides,

or elsewhere, where the people still spin their own wool.

Cosmopolitan

MEASURING HEIGHTS

'

'X'HE system of barometric hypsometry described in
-' this treatise— first communicated in 1877 to the

PhilosophicLil Society of Washington—was suggested bv
the needs of the geographical surveys conducted by the
Government of the United States in the mountainous
region lying between the Great Plains and the Pacific

Ocean. The system proposes a ne.v method of observa-
tion and computation. It is not of universal application,

but the range of work to which it is adapted is large and
deserving the attention of the geographer.
The method of obseiiuiiion is as follows :—Two base

stations are established—one high, the other low. Their
difference in altitude is made as great, and their horizontal
distance as small, as practicable. Each station is fur-

nished with a barometer only, and observations are made
at frequent intervals through each day. At each new
station a barometer is observed, ani no other instrument.
The difference in altitude of the two base stations is

determined by spirit level, and forms a vertical base by
which all other intermediate altitudes are coinpitted as
follows:—The readings, being corrected for inde.x error
and te nperature of instrument, are collected in groups of

three, each observation at a new station being accom-
panied with the simultaneous observations at the two base
stations. The resulting difference of heights of the lover
and the new station is then computed by the following
formula, in which if L, U, N represent the height of the
lower, upper, and new slations respectively, and /, n, n
the simultaneous corrected barometric readings at the
same stations, and also let B — U - L, A — N — L, and
B — A = U - N ; then it is found approximately that

—

jl =B log I - log «
,
A(B - A)

log I -\ogu D
where D ^ 490,000, if A and B are rec'<oned in feet; or

149,349 if in metres. This formula consists of two terms
—the first, or logarithmic term, is the principal one ; the
second, or thermic term (so callei), is always very small
in comparison with the first—so that it suffices to substi-

tute for A in the second term the value of the first. The
following e.\ample of computation further illustrates the
formula :

—
In August 1872 the simultaneous mean pressures at

Sacramento, Colfax, and at Summit were 29 S79, 27'475,
and 23'336 inches respectively, and the altitude of Summit
above Sacramento is 6989 feet. Required the altitude of

Colfax above Sacramento. In this case :

—

/= 29-879 loT / = 1-47537
n = 27-475 'og « = i'43**94

" ~ 23 -336 Ijg u =. 1 -36S03
log / - log « = 0-03643
log / - l.>- I, = 0-10734

log (0-03643) = - 2-56146
log (0-10734) =- - 1-03075

Difference = - I -53076
log j9 =3-04441 69S9 =/)'

sum = log (first term) = 3-37511 ..2372-o= ru-rtt term =^ nearly

[mately)
log (B - A) = 3-6644 ...46J7 = (Z> - A) (ipproxi-
colog (490000) = - 6-3098 ...

Siiui = I '3493 = log 22 4 ..the second ter.n

Requir&l difference of altitude = 2394 4 feel.

^ " A New Method of Measuring Heights by Means of the Barometer."
By G. K. Gilbert. Extract from the Annual Report of the Director of llie

U.S. Ge.ilogical Survey, i88o-8i. (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 18S2.)

The author, considering the direct calculation of the
second term inconvenient, has calculated a table of

double-entry showing the value of this term as a correc-

tion of the first term for every 100 feet of B and of the
approximate value of A, which is appended. A graphic
table is also appended (plate Ixii.) for computation of this

therijiic correction. However, as the table of logarithms
must be to hand, the direct calculation does not seem to

present any particular inconvenience.
By thus abandoning the thermometer and psychrometer,

and employing the barometer alone, the author reverts

to elementary principles upon wdiich all barometric
measurements depend, and presents in his first chapter a
review of the purposes and conditions of barometric hyp-
sometry in general, and although not presenting anything
new, is yet very interesting. The principle which under-
lies the measurement of heights by the barometer is

exceedingly simple, but its application is fraught with
difficulty. The law of the relation of altitude to atmo-
spheric pressure is consequent on the law of the com-
pressibility of gases, and is simply a certain multiple of
the logarithm of the air-pressure. But there are numerous
modifying conditions which must be considered in the
application of this law. After describing the construction

of barometers, of which the mercurial is both the oldest

and the most accurate, the author passes to the con-
sideration of the modifying conditions of the tempera-
ture and humidity of the atmosphere which are ever
varying, so that the static order of densities is broken,
currents are set in motion, and the circulation and
the inequalities of temperature conspire to produce
inequalities of moisture. Every element of equilibrium is

thus set aside, and the air is rendered heterogeneous in

composition, temperature, and density. Moreover, the
disturbing factors are so multifarious and complex that

there is infinite variety of combination and infinite variety

of result. Approximate solutions of the problem are

therefore only expected ; and the author, after describing ,

the disturbing factors—gradients, temperature, humidity—
and the various devices for the elinrination of the errors

due thereto, and other general devices for diminishing
hypsometric errors and the relative importance of different

sources of error, arrives at the conclusion that the diffi-

culties which inhere in the use of the barometer for the
measurement of heights are so numerous and so bafiling

that there is no reason to hope they will ever be fully

overcome. The best that can be done is to mitigate

them, keeping in mind that the barometric method must
not be so elaborate that its cost will approach that of the
use of the spirit level. The problem, therefore, which
occupies the attention of those who have occasion to use

the barometer in extended surveys is how to secure the

best result from a single observation at a new station

combined with a series of observations at one or more
base stations.

The author next proceeds in the second chapter to

develop his tiew method, as explained above, and deter-

min s a mean value of the thermic constant, D. In
Chapter III., on " Co;nparative Tests," various tables are

given of the coaiparative results obtained by means of
the new method and the ordinary and other empirical

methods in use. This compirison shows the advantage
of the new method in a reduction of one-half the error

of the ordinary method, and one-fourth that of the
empiric method. Nevertheless there is a considerable

range of special cases in which the ordinary method can
never be superseded.

Having shown that the new methoi is theoretically

plausible and practically successful, the author considers
in the fourth chapter the nature of pissible improvements.
This chapter, and the following fifth chapter on the limits

of utility, and the sixth on the work of others, are more
specially addressed to the students of hypsometry. This
interesting work closes with a short chapter, the seventh.
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on the use of the table of the values of the thermic term
—before-mentioned— and a supplementary note on devices

to eliminate the influence of wind-pressure.

It may be stated that of the seven plates referred to as

illustrating this -work, six are wanting in the copy now
under notice.

ON A METHOD OF ESTIMATING THE
STEADINESS OF ELONGATED SHOT
WHEN FIRED FROM LARGE GUNS

T N October last it was stated in the newspapers that
' " at the request of Lord Alcester," and in the

presence of the Lords of the Admiralty, "comparative
trials of a Krupp gun and a 6-inch breechloader took
\i\z.ct greatly to tlie advmitage of theformer." . . . "The
projectile used in the English weapon was 100 lb. with a
341b. charge, and that in the Krupp gun 64 lb. with a
141b. charge, the results from the latter being far in
adx'anee of the former^ If this statement be e.\act, the
matter calls for the most careful consideration. In such
a case the superiority of the Krupp gun must have arisen

either from the higher initial velocity, or from the greater
steadiness imparted to the shot by the Krupp gun, or
probably from both these causes combined. The com-
parative merits of these or any other guns could be very
readily settled by well-known methods ol experimenting,
at the expense of little more than the cost of 5 to 10

rounds of ammunition for each gun. There is no neces-
sity for a repetition of the Armstrong and Whitworth
competition, said to have cost some 30,000/.

Numerous experiments were made in this country in

1867-6S with guns of 3, 5, 7, and 9 inches calibre, to

determine the resistance of the air to the motion of both
round and elongated projectiles. Coefficients of resist-

ance were then determined for all velocities between 900
f.s. and 1700 fs. Additional experiments were made in

1878-79 with elongated projectiles alone, which gave the

coefficient of resistance K corresponding to all velocities

between 43ofs. and 225of.s. But after this report had
been printed, which contained general tables for both
time and space within the above-named limits of velocity,

it was decided to have additional experiments made with
both lower and higher velocities. The final report of

these experiments was published in 1880, which con-
tained general tables for space and time for velocities

between 100 f.s. and 2900 f.s. The values of Kr corre-

sponding to the velocity v, as given in this report, will be
hereafter referred to as the "tabular" values of K-. The
weight of a cubic foot of air was taken to be 534'22
grains.

In testing any new gun I would proceed, as in the

above-named experiments, to measure the times occupied
by the shot in passing over a succession of equal distances.

These observations would readily give the velocity v of

the shot at any point of its path, and also the correspond-
ing coefficient of resistance K;.. Then according as the
mean value of K;, derived from 5 to 10 rounds, was found
to \ie. greater or less than the taljular value of Kr, it would
be evident that the gun on its trial gave a less or greater
degree of steadiness than the average of the guns used in

the experiments of 1867, &c.
Let us examine the relative value of these four guns in

rounds where the middle velocity was about 1280 f.s.

Rounds 6-12, 124 and 126 were fired from the 3-inch
gun, with projectiles of 9 lb., giving for K,.,s(, respectively
the values I36'5, 1107, — , ii4'5, ii8'2," 1210, ii9'2,

1117, and Ilf2 ; the mean of which, 1179, is 89 higher
than log'o, the tabular value of K,;^,,. Consequently this

gun falls belo~M the average in steadiness very decidedly.
Rounds 164-168 were fired from a 5-inch gun with pro-

jectiles of 47'68 lb., giving for K,.,,„ respectively the values
1107, 98-9, 9ro, 101-5, a-nd 97'9; the meanof which, 99-9,
is therefore 9T below 109 'o, the tabular value of Kiog„.

Consequently these solid 5-inch shot had a very high
degree of steadiness.

Rounds 148-153 were fired from the same 5-inch gun,
but with hollow projectiles of 23'84 lb., giving for K,»go
respectively the values io5'i, ii3'4, ior5, 105-4, 107-7,

and 1020
; the mean of which, 105-9, 's 3'i below 1090,

the tabular value of Kuao- The steadiness of these shot
was above the average, but inferior to that of the solid

5-inch shot.

Rounds 97-101 were fired from a 7-inch gun, with pro-
jectiles of 123-125 lb., giving for Kuoo respectively the
values 109-8, 118-7, io8-6, 117 6, and 117-5; the mean
of which, 114-4, is 5'8 greater than 108-6, the tabular
value of K1300. The 7-inch projectiles were therefore
deficient in steadiness.

Rounds 218-221 and 228 were fired from a 9-inch gun
with projectiles of 2501b. giving for K,o8„ respectively the
values 110-4, 104-8, 126-0, 118-9, and '3' -; the mean of
which, ii8-2, is 9-2 above the tabulated value 109-0 of

Ki;s„. The 9-inch shot were therefore very unsteady.
We thus arrive at the character of each of the experi-

mental guns from the error in K,,. In the 3-inch gun the

error was -f 89 ; in the 5-inch gun (solid shot), — 9-1 ; in

the 5-inch gun (hollow shot), — 3-1 ; in the 7-inch gun,

-f- 5-3 ; and in the 9 inch gun, -\- 9-2.

Some experiments were made with projectiles provided
with various forms of heads in 1866. Although the pro-

gramme was never fully carried out, the rounds fired with
hollow ogival-headed shot of one and two diameters were
tolerably numerous. The two forms of shot were fired

alternately, and gave the following values of Kno„.

-f o-i

-t-4'6

•f i-i

-05
-3-2
-f 1-6

-0-4
-o-i
-I- i-i

-4-1

16-8

Means ... loS'S

15

•7

19
21

23
25
27
29
31

33

Means

wo diameters
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i38i." M. Krupp does not give any details of the expe-

riments on which he professes to have founded his tables,

or ackno%vledge any kind of assistance from any other

author. He remarks that for a long time the resistance'

of the air was supposed to vary as ?'-, then to depend
upon two powers of v, and afterwards to vary as v'^ or 2i\

Experiments have shown that these so-called laws of

resistance are not good for all velocities. " Cette experi-

ence devait le faire paraitre utile de trouver une nouvelle

method pour Ic calcul des vitesses restantes " (p. 16).

And again, " Un tel tableau pour differences de vitesse

de 10 cm. a eti5 etabli par I'usine Krupp au commence-
ment de I'annce iSSo" (p. iS).

M, Krupp's tables are precisely the same as those that

have been used in England since 1871, except only that

French replace English measures, and that a small reduc-

tion of the English coefficients of resistance has been
made throughout. Taking one of Krupp's examples (last

page) 1 1/6/79, where d — 355 mm. = I3'977 inches ; w =
525 kilos. = 1

1
57 '43 lbs. ; commencing velocity 490 m.s.

= 1607 '64 f.s. ; remaining velocity 415 m.s. = I36r57fs.,
at distance 2384 m. = 782

1

'6 ft. ; weight of i cubic metre

of air = l'20o kilos., M. Krupp finds from his table

4ir8ms. for the remaining velocity instead of 415 m.s.

given by his experiment. My table gives a remaining
velocity of 4057 m.s. But supposing we reduce the co-

efficients of resistance in the proportion 99^9 : 109 o given

by the experiments made with the 5-inch gun (solid shot),

then we obtain 4l2'o m.s. for the required remaining
velocity, which is nearly the same as 41 18 m.s. obtained

by the use of Krupp's table. Again, taking the experi-

ment 6/8/79 with a projectile 400 mm. in diameter, com-
mencing with a velocity 5334 m.s., M. Krupp finds a
remaining velocity of 447 'o m.s. by the use of his table,

while I obtain 440^4 m.s. and 443'8 m.s. is given as the

result of experiment. But if I reduce all my coefficients

as before in the ratio 99^9 : 1090, then my table gives

447 '4 m s. as the remaining velocity, which agrees with

M. Krupp's calculations. Hence it appears that M. Krupp
claims by these tables that his guns of 1880, on the

average^ give a degree of steadiness about equal to that

given by the best of the four English experimental guns
used in 1S67-68. I have not much confidence in the

accuracy of velocities measured at a distance of near one
mile and a half from the gun by an instrument not speci-

fied, but I have used these data as a means of indicating to

what extent the tables give different results. As a test of

the tables I should much prefer a careful determination

of the commencing velocity of the shot, and the time of

flight to some known distant point, where all the times

were measured by a si/igle instrument.

For further information I beg leave to refer M. Krupp
to (i) "Tables of Remaining Velocity, Time of Flight

and Energy of various Projectiles, &c.," 1S71
; (2) to the

Proceedings of the Royal Artillery Institution, Woolwich,
September l87l,p. 382, &c. ; (3)//'., April 1872, p. i, &c.

;

(4) //'., December 1877, p. 250, &c. ; (5) "Treatise on the

Motion of Projectiles, Sic," 1873 ; (6) "Principles of Gun-
nery," by Major Sladen, R.A., 1879; (7)

" Handbook for

Field Service" (R. A.), 1878; (8) "The Construction of Ord-
nance, &c.," p. 359, &.C., 1877 ; (9)

" Reports on Experi-

ments, &c., 84/B/2853," 1879; (10) "Final Report on
Experiments, &c., S4/I5/2909," 18S0 ; and (l i ) and (12)
" Manual of Gunnery for H.M. Fleet," 1880. And since

that date my " General Tables " have been reprinted in

four different books.

Since the above was written, I have noticed that the

introducer of the Navy Estmiates, 1884, remarked:

—

" The old hreccli-loader had been found to be of no more
use than a muzzle-loader, and the Government had
adopted a gu7i twice as long as the old form of breech-
loader." 1 always understood that the profitable use of
the new slow-burning powder required a long barrel, and
th It the bret cS lo.ndmg arrangement was introduced be-

cause it permitted the use of a longer barrel on shipboard
than could be employed with muzzle-loading.
March 22 FRANCIS Bashforth

THIRD NOTE ON THE ELECTRICAL RESIST-
ANCE OF THE HUMAN BODY

T N two previous communications last year, I showed that
'• the amount of this important basis of rational elec-

trotherapeutics had been enormously overstated. Since
then I find it given in the new edition of Rosenthal's
" Elektricitiitslehre," published in the current year, as

about 5000 ohms, and, to my surprise, so competent an
observer as my friend Prof. Dolbear, in Lockwood's
" Handbook of Electric Telegraphy," states it vaguely
as from 6000 to 10,000 ohms. On the other hand, Count
Du Moncel, in his paper on the conductivity of imperfect

conductors in the Annates tie Clieinie et de Pliysiqiie,

vol. .X., 1877, approaches more nearly to the real value in

stating it from wrist to wrist to vary from 350 to 220
kilometres. This is probably the Swiss unit given in

Clark and Sabine's tables as equal to 10-42 ohms or there-

abouts. Both Rosenthal and Du Moncel furnish internal

evidence that their excessive estimates were due to im-

perfect contact through the skin : for the former speaks

of using fifty chromic acid elements of two volts E.M.F.
each ; whereas the current from this large battery, with

proper contact, would be utterly unbearable to the patient,

if not dangerous. The highest current 1 have seen em-
ployed was from twenty-two of these cells through less

than 2000 ohms resistance. It was done against my
advice, and produced a large carbuncular boil at the nape
of the neck, where the negative pole was applied. I have
since then completely modified my method of making the

skin contacts, and no similar accident has occurred.

Even with a far smaller current, namely, that of eight

Daniell cells and small platinum electrodes, of which the

size is accurately given, namely, 4j by 3 cm. (roughly, the

length of two shillings side by side, and the breadth of a

florin), Du Moncel produced a similar though much more
serious accident. The current was passed at intervals for

an hour and a half from wrist to wrist, the patient being

a lady, and afterwards for shorter periods in the opposite

direction. "On withdrawing the electrodes," says the

writer, " to my great astonishment I found, on the parts

of the wrists where my electrodes had been applied, very

pronounced scars resembling burns produced by an acid

or a caustic. These scars, to the number of three at

the negative pole, were large and deep. At the positive

pole they were very small, and thirty-two in number.

During the first two days after the experiment no inflam-

mation supervened, but on the third day it began about

the negative scars, and it was necessary to have recourse

to poultices, which were kept up for a month ; even then

the sloughs were not detached." It is satisfactory to find

that no permanent harm was done ; but it is evident that

the excessive resistance recorded, amounting at times

to 3500 ohms, was mainly due to this cause. It is perhaps

not to be wondered at that the scientific Count should

have relinquished this branch of his investigation.

With hands soaked in strong brine, and then enveloped

in a thickness of flannel wetted with the same solution,

bandaged surgically over this with a spiral strip of lead at

least 30 cm. long and 5 cm. broad, no local accident has

ever occurred to me, nor has any local pain been men-

tioned. But with ten bichromate cells in good order the

shock felt at making and breaking circuit has often been

considerable. Indeed my tall and athletic clinical clerk,

Mr. Sh,ickel, who kindly consented to act as a resistance,

noticed that, when being tested from foot tohand (in his case

a length of 7 feet) with 1027 ohms resistance, the opposite

side of the body was jerked at these instants. In all

recent experiments I have never exceeded this E.M.F.,
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which is at the outside 20 vohs, or about 18 volts as the
cells run down.

In all cases hitherto named an ordinary battery current
has been employed. In a paper read by me before the
British Association at Southport, I named a rotating
commutator and also one on the plan of a metronome
which I had tried for the purpose of diminishing currents
of polarisation by regular inversion. I preferred, how-
ever, the rapid manipulation of an ordinary commutating
key with the fingers of the left hand until the " throw"
of a damped galvanometer was all but extinguished.
At the Southport meeting, however, my friend. Dr.

Oliver Lodge, suggested the use of alternating currents of
induction, and a telephone in place of the galvanometer,
and Prof. Lankester. the President of the Section in which
my paper was read, kindly suggested that I should apply
to the Royal Society for a grant in aid to purchase the
expensive apparatus require! for these experiments.
The latter suggestion I at once acted on, and met with
unconditional refusal on a printed form. Being thus
thrown on my own small means, I proceeded to act on the
former suggestion, and ordered an induction apparatus of
an excellent London maker. But the British workman,
if sure, is decidedly slow, and the instrument, though
stated to be in a condition of forwardness, is not yet
ready. In the meanwhile, in the pages of the Electrical
Rcviao for January 12, a diagram, description, and wood-
cut of a pretty little instrument designed by Prof.
Kohlrausch of Wurzburg for the measurement of fluid

resistances appeared ; by his kindness I was put in com-
munication with the firm of Hartmann and Co. of that
town, the makers. They at once forwarded me the in-

strument, which proves to be beautifully made, and
extremely moderate in price. This acknowledgment I

owe to the Professor's courtesy towards a stranger, and
their briskness in carrying out his wishes. Upon its

details it is needless now to insist, it being practically
a small induction-coil united to a metre-bridge of
platinum-silver wire, with resistances of i, 10, 100, and
1000 ohms, to be intercalated in the divided circuit. It

emits a steady buzz of about 120 vibrations per second,
which is reproduced in the telephone by methods well

understood. In my first experiments I found the original
and the phantom buzz difficult to separate. The former
is easily lessened by mounting the apparatus on vulcanised
rubber tubing and a solid support. The R. is read off

the scale by inspection : towards the left hand or middle
of the wire with great accuracy; towards the right-hand
end the ohms get squeezed together. When I drew the
plug of the 1000 R. my willing student-patient gave a
jump out of his two brine baths and said he could not
stand it. It was therefore necessary to use the 100
ohm plug. Even with this, however, the results
were very remarkable. In this early period of my
experiments two illustrative cases may be given. A
female patient suffering from diabetes, but otherwise
in good health, and able to walk about the ward, gave
from foot to foot with an E.M.F. of 36 volts, a resistance
of 1210 ohms ; from right hand to right foot 1350 ohms;
and from left hand to left foot exactly the same figure.

With the induction current she gave from foot to foot
only 473 ohms ; from hand to foot 735 ohms on the right,

and 750 ohms on the left, side. The difference was so
great that at first I suspected instrumental error, but sub-
sequent testings show that such is not the case. The
discrepancy of 15 ohms between the two sides was clearly
owing to my unfamiliarity with the telephone in place of
galvanometer, and has materially lessened with greater
experience.

A male patient suffering from dysentery, now perfectly
well, gave from right hand to foot with a current of yd
volts a R. of 1580, with 62 volts a mean of 15 10, with
1 8 volts a R. of 1366. E.-ich observation was taken
wice ; the first and last agreeing exactly, the intermediate

only difiering from 1520 to 1500. This is impossible at

times to prevent from the unintentional motions of the
patient slightly shifting the level of the brine baths. With
the same baths and poles the induction current gave only
590 ohms resistance.

In neither of these cases was there any morbid con-
dition of the muscles tested. The distance was in each
case from the external malleolus of the foot to the head
of the ulna in the corresponding hand. In recording
these results, I prefer, as on the former occasion, to give
them at once in their rough state before waiting for a
plausible explanation, or endeavouring to procure a fal-

lacious agreement between the two methods. It is clearly
not, as a writer in the ElectricalJotcrnal thought, a case of
mere "cable-testing." What I stated then I now re-

affirm, that there is some important difl'erence of a
ph)siological character between the human body as a
conductor and ordinary fluid electrolytes.

No doubt, as Dr. Lodge suggests, ' an alternating
current ought to show too low a resistance, because of

electro-chemical capacity, which it would treat like con-
ductivity.'' But the diflerence is far too great for such
an explanation, nor does it occur to this extent in saUne
solutions. I am at present engaged in testing its amount
in physiological fluids, such as blood-serum, ascitic and
ovarian effusion, and the like.

A beautiful metre-bridge on Prof. Kohlrausch's pattern,
with platinum-silver wire of 3 m. long, has just reached
me from Hartmann ; with this I am using a "sledge"
inductoriurn of Du Bois Reymond's with three different

secondary coils of dift'erent lengths and fineness of wire.

For the determination of the alternating currents passing
I am using the small dynamometer with aluminium wire
suspended coil which was shown before the Physical
Society, and briefly described in NATURE.
This I shall check by a fine instrument now on its

way from Wurzburg, with a single wire suspension and
torsion head instead of the more sluggish bifilar method.
Ultimately it may be necessary to use a quadrant electro-

meter.

Even at this stage it is obvious that the fact of the
human body being about twice as permeable to induction
as it is to low tension continuous currents is of great
physiological and therapeutical importance.

W. H. Stone

EXTERNATIONAL WEIGHTS AND
MEASURES '

A LTHOUGH to some it might appear that the work
^*- of the Bureau at Sevres is perhaps proceeding
slowly, yet by reference to the two publications which
have been issued under the authority of the Comite In-
ternational it may be seen that the Bureau is doing its

work thoroughly. The extent of the questions investi-

gated is well shown in the first publication issued in

1881 (tome i.), which included papers by the director.

Dr. Broch, on the force of gravity, the tension of vapour,
the boiling point of water, and the weight of a litre of
air ; as well as independent investigations by Dr. Benoit
on Fizeau's dilatometer ; by Dr. Pernet, on thermome-
ters ; and by M. Marek, on weighing apparatus, &c.
The present publication (tome ii. 1883), to which we

would now invite attention, contains accounts by Dr.
Benoit of his expansion experiments ; by M. Marek, on
the methods and results of the weighings made at the
Bureau from 1879 to iSSi ; and by Dr. Broch, on the
expansion of mercury. In the experiments on the
dilatation of standard measures of length, there has
been followed a method attributed to General Wrede. It

consists in the first instance in adjusting under two micro-
meter-microscopes a platinum-iridium bar, on which the

' " Bureau International des Poids et .Mesures." TraT'.iu-r ft Itlemoin-s.
tome ii.. 400 pp. Pans. 18S3.
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length of the metre has been marked by means of two

fine lines. The position of the lines at a constant tem-

perature is then determined by the micrometers, the bar

being placed for this purpose in a trough of water, the

temperature of which is maintained constant by an im-

proved automatic regulator. A second metal bar, whose
rate of expansion is to be determined, is placed in a

separate trough of water, the temperature of which differs

considerably (rem that in the other trough. This trough

is then also brought into position under the microscopes,

and the positions of the lines on the second bar deter-

mined relatively to those on the first bar. This method
has the advantage that the results are independent of any
change in the distance between the axes of the two
microscopes during the comparison of the two bars. The
optical eflect of the immersion of the bars in water was
investigated by M. Krusper in 1872-73, who found it to

affect the comparisons very little.

The comparing apparatus at the Bureau was originally

made by M. Sorensen of Stockholm, but was subse-

quently altered and improved by the Geneva Society for

the construction of physical instruments, under the direc-

tions of M. Turettini. The lines on the bars were
illuminated by light reflected on to a small mirror fixed

at an angle of 45^ inside the microscope, a little above
the object glass. The determinations of the errors of

each micrometer-screw throughout its whole length, for

even no micrometer-screw has yet been made in which
appreciable errors may not be detected in its use, was
made in accordance with methods followed by Drs.

Foerster and Hirsch, and MM. Starke and Kammerer.
The thermometers used were constructed after the

form adopted by the Bureau (tome i. p. B 8), and were

made at Paris by M. M. Baudin and M. M. Alvergnat.

It is satisfactory to find that to the important question of

thermometers the Bureau has given much attention, as in

such investigations errors of thermometers are of as great

importance as the errors of the micrometer-microscopes,

but are not, however, always so carefully attended to as

they should be. The thermometers were calibrated after

the methods suggested by Dr. Thiesen and M. J. Marek
(" Repertorium der Carl," t. xv. 1879), and were corrected

for "exterior pressure" toa barometric height of 760mm.
at 0° lat. = 45°, as well as for " interior pressure," or

vertical position, the thermometers reading from o^-o2 to

o°o6 C. too high when placed in a horizontal position.

During the past years this apparatus has been used in

determining the rates of expansion of the platinum-iridium

metres deposited at the Bureau, which are intended here-

after to be the universal standards or prototypes of the

metric system. The linear coefficient of expansion for

1° C. of the platinum-iridium was found to vary from

o'ooooo866S to o'ooooo8689, with a probable error of only

+ 00000000075.
The high accuracy of the results obtained at the Bureau

in the weighings there executed, have been already pre-

viously referred to, as they appeared in a separate form

in 1881. In the present volume M. Marek gives the

particulars of the experiments made by him in redeter-

mining the density of mercury of the kind actually used

in barometer tubes, taking the mean density of mercury
as being comprised between that of perfectly dry mer-
cury and of mercury exposed to moist air. Illustrations

are given of the modes of purif\ing and of weighing the

mercury. The density of four samples of mercury, as

determined by weighing in water, was found after many
experiments to be as follows :

—

Mercury A = I3'59563i ± 0*000029

H = I3'S95633 ± 0-000024

,, C = 13-595458 ± o'cooc56

D = 13 59593° =t 0-000055

In the paper, " Dilatation du Mercure," we find again

that painstaking investigat'on and high accuracy which

characterised the papers published in 1881 above referred

to. The most exact observations on the dilatation of

mercury are undoubtedly those of M. Regnault {JM/nwires
de PAcademic dcs Sciences, tome xxi. 1847); and it is

to the mathematical reduction of these observations that

Dr. Broch has now applied a critical examination, em-
ploying as his first coefficient of dilatation the value
obtained by M. WuUner (" Lehrbuch der Experimental
Physik," t. iii.):—

(/, = io-» (1S1168 \- 11-554^ -f 0-021187/=),

instead of that of Regnault—

d, = 10-" (179007 -f 25-232/).

By a reduction by the precise method of least squares,

of the original observations to the latitude of 45° at the

level of the sea {B = 760 mm.), there is now obtained
for the cubic expansion of mercury the following formula,

which we would recommend to the attention of those
engaged in accurate work :

—

I +/{/ = I -x- o'oooi8i792 . / -^ 0-000,000,000175 . C- -V

0-000,000,0000351 16 .
/'.

We note that for the current year the President of the

Bureau is General Ibanez (Madrid), the Secretary being
Dr. Hirsch (Neuchatel), the Committee including MM.
Dumas (Paris), Foerster (Berlin), Gould (Cordoba), Govi
(Naples), Herr (Vienna), Hilgard (Washington), Krusper
(Budapest), Stas (Brussels), Wild (St. Petersburg), and
Wrede (Stockhohn). This country is not represented on
the Committee, our Government having decided not to

take part in this international project.

LIL.EA 1

THE genus Lilaa was founded by Humboldt and
Bompland for a very curious plant closely allied to

our native Triglochin, which was first found by them in

New Grenada. The present memoir, which has ap-

parently only recently reached Europe, is one of the most
elaborate studies probably ever made of the entire mor-
phology, histology, and development of a single flowering

plant, and is due to the unexpected discovery of the

plant in 1875 in the Argentine Rtpublic. The curious

reductions of structure which are the result of a more or

less aquatic mode of life have always made plants of this

kind attractive to investigators.

The careful investigation of the structure of the flower

throws some light on a point w'hich has been much con-

troverted, whether the stamen is ever an axial structure

or not. Lilcca bears its flowers in a spike, and there are

no less than three kinds : —(i) below, female
; (2) in the

middle, hermaphrodite
; (3) at the top, male flowers.

These latter consist of a single stamen in apparent direct

prolongation of the floral axis. It is about these in the

similar cases of Naias that discussion has arisen. Now
Hieronymus contends that this stamen is really only

pseudo-terminal, but that it consumes in its development
the primitive meristem of the growing point, and so

eventually occupies its place. He extends the same
explanation to the cases of Naias, Zaniiiclicllid, Casua-

riiia, Briziila, and others which have been held to sup-

port the axial origin of stamens. But as Sachs remarks
("Textbook,'' second edition, p. 541), the question cannot

be settled wholly on anatomical grounds. And in Lilcea

there can be no doubt that in the hermaphrodite flowers

the stamens are lateral. In the male flowers he some-
times finds a lateral rudiment of a pistil; and this must be

held to clinch the argumei t that the stamen is not really

cauline, but always lateral and only pseudoterminal.

Lilcca has a fourth class of flowers, the adaptive origin

of which is interesting. The whole plant is at first par-

tially submerged—perhaps was once wholly so. The
* "Monografia de Lilaea Fubulata." Por J. Hieronymus. Ac'as lic In

ni lie Cieiicias en C6rdoba. (Ruenos Aires, 1882.)
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lowest flowers of the inflorescence are female, and seated

in the axils of the sheathing leaves ; but the style is

enormously elongated so as to carry the stigma to the

surface of the water for fertilisation. This recalh the

habit of Vallisiicria. But, as Mr. Bentham reminds us,

the resemblances of Hydrocharidece and of Naiadacece
are essentially adaptive, and must not blind us to the real

profoundly divergent affinity.

It is worth noting, as a hint to those interested in

researches of this fascinating kind, that the investigations

of Dr. Hieronymus were made partly on material pre-

served in a mixture of two-thirds alcohol and one-third

glycerine, partly in an aqueous solution of salicylic acid

(no further detaih are given). W. T. T. D.

PROFESSOR FLOWER
pROFESSOR FLOWER S resignation of the office of
^ Conservator of the Museum of the Royal College
of Surgeons was received at the last meeting of the
Council of that body, held on March 13, whereupon it

was moved by Sir James Paget, seconded by Mr. Erich-
sen, and resolved unanimously:—"That the Council
hereby desire to express to Mr. William Henry Flower
their deep regret at his resignation of the office of Con-
servator of the Museum of the College.

" That they thank him for the admirable care, judg-
ment, and zeal with which for twenty-two years he has
fulfilled the various and responsible duties of that office.

" That they are glad to acknowledge that the great
increase of the Museum during those years has been
very largely due to his e.xertions and to the influence
which he has exercised, not only on all who have worked
with him, but amongst all who have been desirous to

promote the progress ot anatomical science.
" That they know that, whilst he has increased the value

and utility of the Museum by enlarging it, by preserving
it in perfect order, and by facilitating the study of its

contents, he has also maintained the scientific repute of
the College by the numerous works which have gained
for him a distinguished position amongst the naturalists
and biologists of the present time.

"And that, in thus placing on record their high appre-
ciation of the services of Mr. Flower, the Councd feel

sure that they are expressing the opinion of all the Fel-

lows and Members of the College, and that they will all

unite with them in wishing him complete success and
happiness in the important office to which he has been
elected."

The conditions under which the Conservatorship of the
Museum of the College will be held in future are at

present under discussion, and will probably be decided
at the next meeting of the Council on the loth inst., when
the office will be declared vacant, and candidates invited

to send in their applications.

THE DEEP-SEA DREDGINGS OF THE
" TALISMAN"—CRUSTACEA

T N a previous article attention was called to some of the
* more remarkable of the deep-sea fishes taken during
the recent cruise of the French frigate the Talisman : not
less interesting were the numerous forms of Crustacea
dredged during the same cruise, a fine collection of
which were also on view at the Jardin des Plantes, Paris,
as part of the spoils brought home after the voyage.
From a survey of the specimens it is evident that these
Crustacea are to be found at all depths of the ocean :

some pass their lives floating on its surface, feeding
thereon or amid the acres of Sargassum weed ; while
others live at depths of from 4000 to 5000 metres. The
so-called swim.ming crabs which form a section of the
Brachyura would seem to be extremely rare at great

depths. Certain species taken during the Talisman's

cruise are remarkable for their very extensive geographical

distribution ; thus, species of Batynectes which were
found at depths of from 450 to 950 metres off the coasts

of Morocco and about the Cape Verd Islands, seemed
very closely related to the swiinming crabs (Portuniis) of

our own seas, and again to be very nearly connected to

species of the same genus collected at the Antilles, in the

Mediterranean, and in the Arctic Ocean. Another section

of the Brachyura, with sharp triangular bodies (Oxyr-

rhyncha), contains species which are to be met with at

much greater depths ; thus Lispognattis ikompsoni
(A. M. Edw.) was dreiged off the coasts of Morocco from
depths of between 600 and 1 500 metres, and Scyramatliia

carpente7-i was taken at the same place from a depth of

I300 metres. The former of these species has been found
in the North Sea, and the latter has been taken off the

north of Scotland and in the Mediterranean. The Crus-

tacea intermediate by their forms between the Brachyura
and the Macrura were found in abundance at very great

depths, and the forms found see ned in great measure
to belong to "transition'' forms; so one was often sur-

prised to find a form, which taken by itself appeared
abundantly distinct, quite connected with others by
numerous intermediary forms. Thus species of Ethusa,

Dorippe, Homola, and Dromia seem to present such

numerous shades of gradation as to perplex one com-
pletely in the difficult task of classifying these genera.

Some of these forms are also very remarkable for their

geographical distribution : a species of Dicranomia, de-

scribed by Milne-Edwards from the ."Antilles, was found
oft' .Morocco, and Homola cuvicrii, up to this thought to

be peculiar to the Mediterranean, was found at the Azores
and the Canaries. But the most remarkable instance of the

geographical extension of which some genera are capable
is furnished by some species of the family Lithodina.

These Crustacea to this have been known as inhabitants

of the Arctic and Antarctic regions, living in the littoral

zone, but now they have been found under the tropics
;

the only difference being that in this latter locality they

have contrived to find congenial conditions of life by
abandoning their shallow-water life and beta'cing them-
selves to the cool depths of over 1000 metres. A fact

like this is not without its interest, inasmuch as it shows
how some forms can spread themselves from the frozen

seas of the north to the seas of the tropics, and so from
the region of one Pole to the other ; altering their con-

ditions of life as necessity demanded, and resuiuing their

old habits when the opportunity to do so again o:curred.

The Crustacea known as Hermit Crabs were found to

extend to a depth of 5000 metres ; as is well known, the

terminal portions of the bodies of these Hermits are soft,

not covered like the head and claws of the crab with a

strong calcareous shell, and these animals have the habit

of tucking the soft part of their bodies for security into

the body-whorl of some empty shell ; but at the great

depths referred to shells suitable for this purpose are not

to be found, and the hermit crabs inhabiting these depths
must often be in great difficulties for material wherewith
to cover themselves. In one specimen taken off Morocco
this covering consisted of a living colony of a very pretty

species of Epizoanthus.
Species of the family Galatheidea were found in pro-

fusion at all depths ; but the colour of their body, gene-
rally that of a red or pink hue, was in the forms from the

great depths of a uniform white. Some species were
found v/hich occupied the interior of those lovely siliceous

sponges belonging to the geaus Aphrocallistes. One new
species, Galathodes antonii, was found at a depth of 4000
metres, and another, from the same depth, with its abdo-
men coiled twice upon itself, has been also described by
A, M. Edwards as new (Ptycliogasterfurinosus').

Of the group of Eryonida; a considerable number of

both genera and species were dredged. Of these, those
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belonging to the genera Polycheles, Wllmoesia, were
from depths of from 4000 to 5000 metres, and the won-
derful transparency of the forms permitted the whole
internal viscera to be distinctly seen. Some species of

Pentacheles were evidently allied to the fossil forms of

Eryon.
Of the Crustacea belonging to t'le group of Macrura,

the one to which the crayfish and shrimps belong, miny

were taken at very great depths. Off the Cape Verd
Islands, from a depth of 500 metres, a thousand indi-

viduals of a new species of Pandalus were taken.

Among the most remarkable of all of these forms is the
one which, through the courtesy of the editor of I.ii

Na/i/ri', from which journal this notice is in part trans-

lated, we are enabled to give the accompanying illustra-

tion. Named A'<-i>i,it,-i,-,iri-/iii/s f^i-tii-i/ipi's by Alphonse

-/7;/,i (A. M. VAn- ),

Milne-Edwards, it was, when taken fresh from a depth
of 850 metres, of a splendid rose colour. The extreme
length of its antennae will at once attract attention, and
tno less remarkable are the wonderfully attenuated feet,

of which the third, fourth, and fifth pairs are longer than
the first and second. The eyes are large, but the eye-
stalks are not elongated. In another member of this group,
Clypliiis ?iiii>-sii/>!a/!S, the finiale had the lateral portirms

of the abdominal segments developed so as to form a
pouch-like receptacle, in which the eggs were deposited.

Wlien trying to draw conclusions from the phenomena
presented by the numerous forms of Crustacea collected

during the Talisman cruise, one is struck by the strange
diversity in these phenomena. While some of the species

are blind, others have well-developed organs of vision
;

while in some the eye-stalks are flexible, in others they
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are immovable ; while in some there is a very marked
transparency of the integuments and a decided softness

of the muscular tissues, in others neither of these facts

is at all apparent. Some of the deep-sea Crustacea are

beautifully phosphorescent, and in certain species this

phosphorescence is not diffused but is limited to some
special areas of their bodies, and in a new species, Acan-
tephyra ptilinida (A. M. Edw.), the feet are adorned
with phosphorescent bands. We of necessity know so

little of the habits of these new, strange forms, that it

would be premature to draw scientific conclusions from
their structure.

THE SOC/ETV FOR THE BIOLOGICAL IXVES-
TIGATION OF THE BRITISH COASTS

THE meeting which we previously announced as about

to be held for the purpose of inaugurating a new
society having the above title, took place last Monday
in the rooms of the Royal Society, Prof. Huxley being

in the chair. The m.eeting was large and influential.

Among those present :were the Duke of Argyll, the

Earl of Dalhousie, Lord Arthur Russell, Sir Lyon Play-

fair, >LP., Dr. W. B. Carpenter, Sir Joseph Hooker, the

Hon. Edward Marjoribanks, ^LP., Sir John Lubbock,
M.P., President of the Linnean Society, Mr. J. Blake,

M.P., Sir George Nares, Dr. John Rae, Sir Joseph
Fayrer, Capt. Verney, R.N., Prof. Flower, Prof. Ewart,
Dr. John Evans, Prof. Bonney, Dr. Spencer Cobbold,
Mr. John Murray (of the Challettgcr Office), Dr. J. Gwyn
Jeffreys, Dr. Giinther, Prof. Moselev, Air. G. J. Romanes,
Mr. H. C. Sorby, Mr. Francis Galton, Mr. Brady, Prof.

Crofton, Mr. Dawson Williams, Prof. St. George Mivart,

Mr. I5usk, Dr. Sclater, Dr. Dodson (Netley), Mr. Thisel-

ton Dyer, Mr. H. C. Burdett, Prof. Donkin, Dr. John
Murie, librarian of the Linnean Society, Mr. W. H. Dal-

linger. Dr. .\. Geikie, Mr. E. Forbes Lankester, Mr.
Saville Kent, Mr. M'Lachlan, Dr. Herbert Carpenter (of

Eton), Prof. Jeffrey Bell, Mr. Frank Crisp, and Prof. Ray
Lankester. Letters regretting inability to attend were
read from Lord Derby, the Marquis of Hamilton, Sir

Thomas Dakin, Mr. Chamberlain, Mr. Burdett-Coutts,

Mr. R. W. Duff, M.P., and Dr. Dohrn.
Prof. Huxley, in opening the proceedings, began by

observing that the object with which the meeting had to

deal was not in his hands, but in those of Prof. Lan-
kester, who had requested that the Royal Society should
foster an undertaking which promised well for the

progress of science. The establishment of marine bio-

logical stations had been undertaken during the last few
years by most of the civilised countries, and was, indeed,

a necessary result of the great change which had taken
place in the aims of biological science. The study of

development began about half a century ago, and the

ramifications of that inquiry, which had been extended
to the mode of becoming of all live things by Mr. Dar-
win, had caused a complete change in the methods of

biological research. In order to investigate the living

being it was now no longer deemed sufficient, as in the

days of our great-grandfathers, to observe its outside, or
even, in the days of our grandfathers, to examine its ana-
tomy. We have now to trace its developmental growth
from the egg, and we are able to do so with a thorough-
ness of which no one in his young days could have had
any conception. Such was one good reason for founding
an institution of this kind from a purely scientific point of

view. But there was another reason from another point

of view which was practical. We had great fisheries and
great fishery interests, and up to within the last thirty

years legislation with reference to them was almost entirely

haphazard, owing to our ignorance of the habits, modes
of life, reproduction, and so on, of marine animals which
were economically useful. If we are to have any con-
siderable improvement in our legislation in this respect.

our arguments and reasonings with a view to it must rest

upon sound and exact observation. In conclusion, he

wished to say with special emphasis that there was no

possibility of any rivalry between the society %yhich it

was now proposed to found and another society the

formation of which was announced a few days ago by

H.R.H. the Prince of Wales. That society was, in the

ordinary sense of the word, practical. He trusted that

when both societies were established, so far from there

being any conflict between their aims, they would work

in concurrence to a common end.

The Duke of Argyll said the resolution which had been

placed in his hands was—" That in the opinion of this

meeting there is an urgent want of one or more labora-

tories on the British coast, similar to those existing in

France, Austria, Italy, ana America, where accurate

researches may be carried on, leading to the improve-

ment of zoological and botanical science, and to an in-

crease in our knowledge as regards the food, life,

conditions, and habits of British food fishes and moUusks

in particular, and the animal and vegetable resources of

the sea in general." The fact of their being called

together to form a voluntary society to carry out these

objects implied a discovery on the part of those who had

taken a leading part in this matter that the work w^as not

likely to be taken up by the Government. He was afraid

that in this respect the British Government had always

stood rather behind those of other countries, whether

monarchical or repubhcan. There were other agencies

by which facts about food fishes would be obtained, and

he instanced the researches of the President of the Royal

Society, and a valuable paper recently contributed by

Prof. Ewart upon one of the most important questions

connected with food fishes— the spawning of the herring.

When further researches of this kind should be forth-

coming, it can scarcely admit of doubt that, by making us

acquainted with the life-history and habits of the herring,

they will serve to improve the herring fisheries. He had

himself good reason to appreciate the importance of

acquiring information of this kind, for in the vicinity of

his own residence the fishing community was suffering

distress on account of the herring having abandoned Loch

Fyne without any one being able, in the present state of

our knowledge, to assign the cause. Moreover, the oppo-

sition which was raised to ground-trawling in Loch Fyne,

on the supposition that the practice is destructive of

herring spawn, has been shown by such researches to be

without any justification—the spawn having been found

to adhere closely to the sea-bottom. But great as would

be the probable economic nature of a marine biological

station in the improvement of our fisheries, he thought

that the chief object in promoting this society should be

that of promoting the interests of biological science. En-

larging upon the importance of this science, he concluded

by observing that the branches of it which would fall to

the lot of this society to cultivate would have the advan-

tage of avoidmg contact with the question of vivisection;

for he supposed that even the most susceptible of anti-

vivisectionists would scarcely have their feelings touched

by physiological experiments on jelly-fish.

Sir Lyon Playfair, M.P., in seconding the resolution,

dwelt upon the anomaly that a country which depends so

much upon its fisheries as Great Britain should hitherto

have been the only Great Power which had not founded a

zoological station. He then proceeded to enumerate

some of the economic advantages which had been se-

cured by such institutions elsewhere, especially in

America.
Lord Dalhousie and Prof. Flower also supported the

motion.
Dr. W. B. Carpenter moved :—" That it is desirable to

found a society, having for its object the establishment

and maintenance of at least one such laboratory at a

suitable point on the coast, the resources of the laboratory '
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its boats, fishermen, working-rooms, &c., being open to

the use of all naturalists under regulitions hereafter to be
determined."

Sir John Lubbock, as President of the Linnean Society

and a trustee of the British Museum, in seconding this

motion said he thought they owed their thanks to Prof.

Lankester for the efforts he had made to found the
proposed society.

Dr. Giinther supported the resolution, which was
passed.

Sir Joseph Hooker moved :—That this meeting
does hereby agree to constitute itself such a society

under the title of " The Society for the Biological
Investigation of the Coasts of the United Kingdom."
He dilated upon the importance of such a society to

the interests of botanical science. The motion was
seconded by Prof Moseley, who appropriately called
attention to the fact that most, if not all, life upon this

planet was littoral in origin, and afterwards spread on
the one hand to the deep sea and on the other to the
land.

On the motion of Sir William Bowman, F.R.S., it was
resolved that gentlemen whose names follow be requested
to act as a provisional council and report to an adjourned
meeting to be held on Friday, May 30, as to the constitu-
tion and organisation of the society and other matters,
and in the meantime have power to admit suitable persons
to the membership of the society ; further, that Prof.
Lankester be asked to act as secretary and Mr. Frank
Crisp as treasurer ad interim. Those named were the
Duke of Argyll, the Earl of Dalhousie, Lord Arthur
Russell, the Lord Mayor, the Prime Warden of the Fish-
mongers' Company, the President of the Royal Society,
the Presidents of the Linnean, Zoological, and Royal
Microscopical Societies

; Dr. W. B. Carpenter, F.R.S.

;

Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P., Mr. Frank Crisp, Mr. Thomas
Christy, Mr. Thiselton Dyer, F.R.S. , Prof. Flower, Mr.
John Evans (treasurer of the Royal Society), Dr. Albert
Giinther, F.R.S., Sir Joseph Hooker, Prof. Michael
Foster (secretary of the Royal Society), Prof. Ray Lan-
kester, F.R.S., Prof. M. Marshall, Prof. Moseley, F.R.S

,

Mr. John Murray, F.R.S. E., the Rev Dr. Norman, Mr.
George J. Romanes, F.R.S., Prof. Burdon Sanderson,
F.R.S., Dr. Sclater, Mr. Adam Sedgwick, Mr. Percy
Sladen, Mr. H. C. Sorby, F.R.S., and Mr. Charles
Stewart, F.L.S.

Mr. G. J. Romanes, in seconding the motion, took oc-
casion to observe that in his opinion one of the most
important functions of the society when formed would
be that of conducting researches upon invertebrate'physio-
logy. He was sure he would be but carrying with him
the assent of all physiologists when he said that it is to
the invertebrate forms of life that we must novp look for
the elucidation of many of the most fundamental pro-
blems connected with life-processes. It is in the Inver-
tebrata that we meet with life in its least compounded
state, and therefore in the state best suited to observation
and experiment directed towards the solution of these
fundamental problems. The sea is the great magazine
of invertebrate life, and if the rich stores of material
therein presented have been hitherto almost entirely
neglected by physiologists, the explanation may be found
in the fact that physiological research can only be con-
ducted in well-equipped laboratories, which have been of
but comparatively recent institution upon the sea-coasts
of Europe and .America.

Prof. Ray Lankester then moved a vote of thanks to the
President of the Royal Society for taking the chair, and
said it had been estimated that from 6000/. to 10,000/.
would be required to start the project. He invited
immediate subscriptions, payable ad interim to the
treasurer, Mr. Frank Crisp, 6, (.ild Jewry, E.C. Sir
Joseph Fayrer seconded the motion, and the President
having briefly replied, the proceedings terminated.

NOTES
I N the death of the youngest and one of the most accomplished

of the Quetii's sons the cause of education has sustained a loss.

The Duke of Albany knew well what science meant, and on

several occasions publicly expressed his sense of its value in

respect of the nation's welfare, and the necessity for its intro-

duction into our systems of education. There can be no doubt

that had he lived he would have rendered service to the best

interests of the country. It is so rarely that princes have

the tastes and leanings of the late Royal Duke that we could ill

afford to lose him.

The organising committee of Section F (Economic Science

and Statistics) have arranged the following programme of subjects

for discus^ion at the Montreal meeting of the British Association.

The subjects will be distributed over the four or five days which

will probably be at the disposal of the Section. Group 1. Popu-

lation : (l) Emigration
; (2) Census results; (3) Distribution of

wealth and condition of the poor. Group II. Land : (4) Agri-

culture ; (5) Land daws
; (6) Forestry. Group III. Trade : (7)

Manufactures, shipping, and foreign markets; (8) Internal com-

munication by land and water. Group IV. Finance : (9)

Monetary system
; (10) Public debts (Governmental and Muni-

cipal). Writers have been engaged for most of the subjects in

the above programm ,.

We regret to announce the death, at the age of sixty-seven

years, of Mr. Nicolas Triibner, the well-known publisher, who
has done so much to place within the rca.-h of the English p.iblic

Fome of the best v/orks in German philosophy, science, and

learning. He will be missed by a wide circle of friei.ds, among
whom are many men of science, English and f:)reign.

The Prince of Wales has formally urged upon the Corporation

and the Livery Companies to lend still further aid to the City

and Guilds of London Technical Institute, which is greatly in

need of funds ; and the Corporation proposes t ) vote a further

sum of 1000/. provided the Livery Companies subscribe the rest

of the 20,000/. needed by the Institute.

As u-ual there was some pleasant talk at the Civil Engineers'

dinner last week ; Prof. Huxley in replying to the toast of

"Science," said there was one educational aspect which was
extremely instructive and important, and that was the insensible

and ahnost unconscious education in science which was carried

on upon the masj es of the people by the great work of engineers

and mechanician-. The work of the engineer and all who were

applying the teachings of science was surrounding the population

with the symbols of scientific faith.

Mr. W. Saville Kent, F.L.S. , F.Z.S., has been appointed

Inspector of Fisheries to the Government of Tasmania, and

proceeds shortly to the scene of his new duties. The more ex-

tensive introduction and distribution of the Salmonid^e already

acclimatised in Tasmauian waters, and the resuscitation by arti-

ficial culture of the once prolific but now greatly depleted oyster

fisheries, are among the special subjects that will engage the

attention of the newly appointed Inspector. A systematic in-

vestigation of the marine fauna, with the view of turning to

profitable account those edible, indigenous forms which are as

yet but little utilised for economic purposes, will likewise be

initiated. It is to be hoped that the Colonial Government will

recognise the fitness of the opportunity that now presents itself

of establishing in this_ quarter of the antipodes a well-equipped

if small marine observatory for the artificial cultivation and

scientific observation of the habits and developmental pheno-

mena of the many interesting types peculiar to this region, and

of which, as yet, biologists possess little or no knowledge. Mr.
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Saville Kent's reputation as a marine zoologist, and the expe-

rience he has already gained as naturalist to various of the large

public aquaria of this country, peculiarly qualifies him for

the conduct of original investigation in this new field, which

could not fail to yield important re.-ults for both the interests of

science and the fishing industiies of Tasmania.

The Institution of Naval Architects is meeting this week.

The session was opened yesterday under the presidency of the

Earl of Ravensworth. The papers down for yesterday were :

—

On the Riachuelo, by J. D'A. Samuda ; description of the elec-

trical launch built la't year, by A. F. Yarrow ; on the vibration

of steam vessels, by Otto Schlick. To-day the following papers

will be read :—On cross curves of stability, their uses, and a

method of constructing them, obviating the necessity for the usual

correction of the differences of the wedges of immersion and

emersion, by William Denny, F.R.S.E. ; the use of stability

calculations in regulating the loading of steamers, by F. Elgar,

Professor of Naval Architecture, Univers'ty of Glasgow; on a

new meth' d for calculating, and some new curves for measuring

the stability of ships at all angles of inclination, by M. Day-

mard ; on some points of interest in connection with the con-

struction of metacentric diagrams, and the initial stability of

ve.-sels, by P. Jenkins ; on the combustion of fuel in furnaces of

steam boilers by natural draught and by air supplied under pres-

sure, by J. Howden ; on the application of hydraulic machinery

to the loading, discharging, steering, and working of steamships,

by A. B. Brown ; cast steel as a material for crank shafts, &c.,

by J. F. Hall ; repairs to steamship machinery, by Andrew K.

Hamilton. To-morrow the following are set down for reading :

—

Contributions to the solution of the problem of stability, by L.

Benjamin ; on the uses of Amsler's integrator in naval architec-

ture, by Dr. A. Amsler; on the comparative safely of well-

decked vessels, by Thomas Phillips ; the graphic calcula'ion of

the data depending on the form of ships required for determining

their stability, by J. C. Spence ; description of Alexander Tay-

lor's stability indicator, for showing the initial stability and

stowage of ships at any displacement, by A. Taylor ; some con-

sidera'ions relating to the riveting of iron ships, by H. H.

West ; on the ventilation of merchant steamers, by J. Webb
;

on water brakes, by Capt. F. J. Heathorn, R.A. ; on improve-

ments in apparatus and means for indicating the position of a

ship's helm, by J. E. Liardet.

The Geographical Society of Bremen publi-hes in vol. vii.

part I of its Daitschi do^raphische Blatter an interesting paper,

by Dr. A. H. Post, on the development of family life among

mankind from an original " matriarchal " condition. He brings

forward some new evidence collected by Dr. C. A. Wilken in

the Dutch East Indies, showing the existence of Malay families

consisting of mothers and their children, to which the fathers do

not belong as members at all, being in fact only visitors. Dr.

Post, tracing the stages of progressive change under the influence

of landholding and the union of individuals in states, which in

the course of ages converted matriarchal into patriarchal society,

expounds with much clearness the theory which has arisen in the

last few years out of the works of Bachofen and McLennan.

Some of this clearness arises no doubt from ignoring difficulties,

but a sketch of this kind does not involve the responsibilities of

a full-grown treatise.

The International Health Exhibition will be opened by the

President, the Prince of Wales, on Thursday, May S, at 3 p.m.

The death is announced of Dr. George Engelmann, the well-

known botanist, who died at St. Louis on March 3, aged

seventy-five. Also of Dr. Siegfried Aronhold, formerly Pro-

fessor of Natural History at the Berlin Technische llochschule,

who died at Berlin on March 13.

News from the Austrian traveller, Eduard Glaser, who had

fallen dangerously ill, states that he has recovered, and left for

Haschid on February 6, a part of Arabia hitherto unexplored by

Europeans.

M. Gabriel de Mortillet, Conservateur of the Museum of

National Antiquities at St. Germain, has begun to issue a new
monthly journal, L'Homme, entirely devoted to anthropology.

M. Fremy, Director of the Museum of Paris, has published

a pamphlet defending the establishment against the Central Ad-

ministration, which is desirous of appointing a director. Up to

the present time the director has been nominated by his fellow

professors. This liberal mode of nomination was established by

the National Convention in 1793. It is probable that an effort

will be made in the present session to extend this privilege to

other establishments, as the Observatory and the Conservatoire

des Arts et Metiers.

M. Fremy is desirous of establishing on the coast a marine

laboratory in connection with the Museum of Paris. It is

thought the money may be granted for establishing one in

Algeria.

The motion proposed by Admiral Moachez to sell the Paris

Observatory ground, has been defeated before the Academy of

Sciences by a large majority. Only two members, MM-
d'Abbadie and Faye, voted with the Admiral.

A correspondent referred last week to the changes which

have been introduced into the examinations for admission into the

Royal Military College, and the subject was brought up in the

House of Lords last Thursday by Lord Salisbury. " The

change with respect to natural science," he said, "was much to

be regretted, because there was no body of men to whom a

knowledge of science could be more useful, and conduce more to

their happiness, especially when it was considered that they had

to pass their time in various parts of the world, often with no

adequate employment for their spare hours." The Earl of

Morley in reply said that "by the new scheme greater import-

ance was given to modern languages and mathematics, less

importance to science, and the English paper had been excluded

from Class I. The object of these changes was to improve the

examinations, and to encourage the subjects which must be

taught. In drawing up this scheme the War Office had been in

constant communication with the Civil Service Commissioners,

and with many gentlemen interested in education. The main

purpose of these examinations was to test the results of general

education, and for that purpose the subjects themselves had, as

far as possible, to be of a general nature. That constituted one

of the evils of the present system. He did not think it was

necessary, or even desirable, in framing a scheme of tliis kind to

confine themselves to the curriculum of the public schools. It

was, no doubt, a matter of regret that during the last five years

the number of successful candidates who came direct from the

public institutions to the Royal MUitary College had diminished

rather than increased. He did not wish to speak harslily of the

race of private tutors. Some of them were extremely able and

ingenious, but as a rule their whole object was mark-making.

These tutors did not require their pupils to read the books on

which they were examined, but by an ingenious process of

analysing their contents all the questions that could be put to

them could almost be exhausted. But cram did not last, and it

was no substitute for education." The Duke of Cambridge said

that " the great object of the examination was to put forward such

a syllabus that all young persons educated at the public schools

of the country should be able to enter Woolwich or Sandhurst

direct without going through the hands of the crammer. What

was wanted to bring about this result was a general education

which they could say every young gentleman ought to have to fit
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him for any sphere in life which he might intend to adopt. It

vvoiikl be time enougli to teacli military subjects when the candi-

dates for the army got into the military schools. Up to that time

their education should be general, and not special. The pro-

posed change was entirely with the view of inducing the public

schools, such as Wellington, Marlborough, and others, betides

Eton and Harrow, to co-operate with the authorities in the

endeavour to get rid of cramming." The Marquis of Salisbury

believed that ''^nothing would ever get rid of cramming so long as

there was a system of competitive examination. Cramming be-

longed to competitive examination. He ventured to say that

the Government were pursuing their object in rather a dangerous

way. If there was a difference between the great public authori-

ties and the public schools, the former should lead. With respect

to the question of English literature, he did not under.-.tand why
boys should not be expected to get a general knowledge of it in

the same way that they were expected to have a general know-
ledge of Latin literature. In France and Germany the language,

literature, and history of the country were systematically studied,

but we seemed to treat them as matters of no importance, or as

things which might be learnt in the nursery, or accidentally in

conversation after leaving school."

The Ninth Annual Meeting of the members of the Sunday
Society was held at 9, Conduit Street, W., on Monday last,

Prof. W. H. Corfield, M.D., in the chair. The annual report,

which was read by Mr. Mark H. Judge, Honorary Secretary,

set forth the work of the Society during the past year. It re-

ferred at considerable length to the action taken in the House of

Lords, and pointed out that the policy embodied in the resolu-

tion proposed thi^ year by Lord Thurlovv at the request of the

National Sunday League differed from that advocated by Lord
Dunraven and other representatives of the Sunday Society in

both Houses of Parliament. Statistics of the Society's Sunday
Art Exhibitions were given. The movement in the provinces had
been successful at Newcastle on-Tyne, llie Public Library there

having been opened on Sundays by the Town Council. Mis
Grace the Duke of Westminster was elected President of the

Society.

Two shocks of earthquake were felt at San Francisco in tlie

afternoon of March 25. The series of earthquakes which began
on the 25th ult. continues in the south of Hungary. In Vukovar
some slight shocks were again felt on March 27 at II p.m. On
the night of the 29th about sunset a pretty severe shock of earth-

quake was felt at Sinope and other places in the neighbourhood.
In the town of Costamboul some old buildings fell, but no lives

were lo-t.

The Easter Monday and Tuesday excursion of the Geologists'

Asiociation this year will be to Lincoln ; on Saturday, April 26,

there will be an excursion to Guildford.

The number of high-level meteorological stations has been
recently increased by the opening of a station at Poni, on the

Suram Pass of the Great Caucasus.

Mr. Charles Smtth, Fellow and Tutor of Sidney-Sussex
College, Cambridge, to whose valuable treatie on "Conic Sec-
tions " we have already drawn attention, has prepared a new
elementary mathematical work which will bear the title, "An
Elementary Treatise on Solid Geometry." It will be published
almost immediately by Messrs. Macmillan and Co.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the
past week include two Malbrouck Monkeys (Cciropit/u-ais cyno-
Slims 9 9 ) from West Africa, presented by Me?srs. G. Somer-
ford and G. A. Zobel ; an Axis Leer (Cervus axis 9 ) from
India, presented by Mr. L. B. Lewis ; a Kosman'., Potto (Pno-
dklkus polio) from West Africa, presented by Capt. Grant
Elliott ; a Common Squirrel {Sa'unis zndgaris), British, pre-

sented by Mr. P. Aug Hoist ; three Herring Gulls (Larus nrgeii-

talus), European, presented by Mr. S. Aloof; a Rose-crested

Cockatoo (Cacatua iiiolmrensis) from Moluccas, presented by
General Rundall, R.E. ; a Grecian Ibex {Capra cegagrus),

South-East European, presented by Mr. Thomas B. Sandwith ;

a Smooth Snake {Coronella Uvis), British, presented by Mr. W.
H. B. Pain ; a Greater Sulphur-crested Cockatoo (Cacaftia

galerila) from Australia, a Rose-coloured Pastor (Pastor roseus)

from India, deposited; a Leopard Tortoise (Testudo panlalis)

from South Africa, an Egyptian Cobra [Naia linje) from Africa,

purchased ; a White-fronted Lemur {Lemur a/iJ;/; <7«j), a Vulpine

Phalanger (Phalangista vulpina), born in the Gardens.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
The Double-Star a Herculis.—Smyth, in his "Cycle

of Celestial Objects," attributes to Sir William Herschel the
discovery of the duplicity of this star ; but the companion was
detected two years earlier than Sir William's first observation,
and under somewhat curious circumstances. It was perceived
by Maskelyne while observing the meridian passage on August
7, I777> ^f"! o"ly seven days later Christian Mayer, also observ-
ing the transit of the star with his mural quadrant, noted it to

be double. The particulars are detailed in Mayer's work, " De
Novis in Co^lo Sidereo Phenomenis," published at Mannheim in

1779. He had communicated to Maskelyne a number of his

results bearing upon the double-stars ; and the Greenwich astro-

nomer, in replying towards the end of 1777, relates that he had
observed a simdar phenomenon in a Herculis on the date given
above, "et videns valde obstupui," he remarks, since he had
so often observed the star on the meridian without perceiving
the companion. Maskelyne considered it of the sixth magni-
tude, the principal star being estimated a third ; the latter he
judged to be reddish, .and the companion pale ; Mayer, who dis-

covered the smaller star on August 14, called it a seventh or
eighth magnitude.

Adopting Sir George Airy's intervals for the transit-wires in

Maskelyne's instrument, we find from a number of transits of the
two components

—

For about I778'2 ... Aa ... -I- o'324s,, a5 ... - 2"'8o.

And hence the angle of position I20°'8, and the distance 5 "'47.

Mayer's observations extend from August 14, 1777, to August
26, 1779- H''' differences of right ascension vary from o'75s. to

o"2s., and those of declination from 6" to i"'8, while his

estimates of the magnitude of the smaller star vary from 6 m.
to 8-9.

Sir William Herschel's first measures were made on August
29i 1 779- Taking means of those made between this date and
1783'252, we find

—

Position, 1782-36 ... ii6°-9 Distance, i78o"33 ... 4"-88.

Variable Stars.—Mr. Burnham, in a note to No. S45 of
his recently published Catalogue of 748 double-stars, remarks :

" The principal star is strangely wanting in many of the star

catalogues." It was observed by Lamont in zone 364, and
estimated 5 m. ; it does not occur in Lalande, D'Ageiet, or
Bessel. On Bremicker's Berlin map it is marked 7 m., and it is

6 m. in Harding's Atlas. In the Uranomclria Argentina it is

called 6 '3; Gould has no note upon it. We have also the

following estimates :

—

i879'345 Burnham 6-5

— "549 Stone (Cincinnati) 7'5
— 'S7S Burnham 65
l8So'442 Stone 60
— "520 Burnham 5'5

1881-383 „ ; 6-5

— -578 „ 6-8

The star may perhaps vary from about the fifth to the seventh
magnitude, but systematic observation is wanted to decide.

Its position, brought up from Lamont to 1885-0 is in R.A.
I7h. 8m. 46-9S., N.P.D. 104° 27' 4".

D'Ageiet 5057 (a star to which attention has been already

called in this column) deserves frequent examin.ation. It was
observed by D'Ageiet on July 26, 27, and 29, 1783, being twice

noted 6 m. and once 6*5. It was not observed either by Lalande

or Bessel, but in the Durchmusteriing we find it estimated only
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9'4. lis place for 18S50 is in R.A. igh. 27m. 35 •5'=., N.P.D.
72° 29' 54".

Nos. 2577-78 of the Aslronoimsche Nachrichlcn contain the

late Prof. Julius Schmidt's results of observations of variable

stars made at Athens in 18S3, which were communicated about

a fortnight before his sudden decease.

ON THE AURORA BOREALIS IN ICELAND
A S considerable doubt has hitherto prevailed as to the form^ and nature of the aurora borealis in Iceland, I have

decided to pass the winter here in Reykjavik, in order to study

the phenomenon on principles which I followed during my
sojourn at Kautokeino la^t winter, 1SS2-83 (Nature, vol-.

xxvii. p. 394, and xxviii. p. 397).

I arrived here about the middle of October last, and began

my regular observations on November 6 ; and although the

series of observations as yet is brief, and, through very un-

favourable weather, not so complete as might be desired, I

believe that a few preliminary remarks on this phenomenon may
not prove without interest, particularly as the appearance of the

aurora borealis here is somewhat different to what we might

expect and what is generally assumed.

Weather more unfavourable than I have encountered since my
arrival it is impossible to imagine. A sky nearly always cloudy,

rain, snow, and storm following upon slorm—such have its chief

characteristics been. A clear sky is quite an exception, and

when it occurs there is a wind blowing so keen and cutting that

no human being can walk out of doors for any length of time.

Iceland is, no doubt, not favoured with very congenial weather,

but such a h inter as the present must, according to the dwellers

here, be considered as quite an exceptional one.

I have shown in Tat)le I. the average cloud calculations of

each evening hoar (the observations begin generally at 5 p.m.,

and continue until two or three hours after midnight) from

November 6 to January 28. Here 5 indicates the hour from 5h.

1 1 5h. Sgm., &c. The scale is the usual one, viz. fiom o (clear)

to 10 (cloudy).

Tai!LE I.

15 Average
]8'o6;7'72l7'5i'7'83 7 9o8'io8-24 8 o,J7'39'8-29 866 7-91

If an average of the nebulosity on each evening be taken, each
v.ilue of the scale will fall on the number of days shown in Table
1 1. The former are also calculated in per cents, of the total

days (83).

Table II.

Clouds ... I 2
Days ... 2 8 2

Percent,
j 24

I
9-6

1
=-4
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Table V.

Hour
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to stones, seaweed, and sea-firs. The>e stones coated with egsjs

varied from 6 inches t > I J inches in length, and from 4 inches to

1 inch in breadth, but in all cases the eggs were attached to a

comparatively smooth surface, and they were arranged either in

losir cones or in comparaiively thin layers one or two eggs deep.

The eggs on the sea-tirs were always attached in small clusters

about half an inch in diameter around the stems. On examining the

spawn found on the stones and seaweed, embryos at various stages

of development were at once visible, some of them apparently
only three days old, while others had distinct eyes, and froai

their violent movements and their size seemed almost ready for

hatching. Some of the egg-cmted stones we.e taken to the

University of Edinburgh, where the eggs hatched on March 15,

eight days after their removal from the spawning ground, and to-

day (March 17) they are three-eighths of an inch in length,

extremely active, and swimming freely about in the water.

By taking soundings over the Ballantrae Bank in various

directions, it was ascertained that it c msisted of rock, stones,

shells, and coarse sand, anl that the depths varied from 7 to 13
fathomi. The outer edge of the bank shelved at most paints

rapidly until a depth of 17 fathoms w.is reached, and at this

depth the bottom consisted of fine, soft mud. While on the

east coast spawning grounds e.\amiiied during the autumn tlie

surface temperature in most cases varied from 53° F. to 55' F.,

and the bottom temperature from 52' F. to 54° F., even at a

depth of 40 fathoais, the temperature at the Ballantrae Bank
varied from 42°'S to 43''8 F. at the surface, and from 43"5
to 42"'8 F. at the bottom. The corres^ionding surface tempera-

ture, however, on the ea-t coast during the week ending March 8

was from 2° to 3° F. lower than at Ballantrae.

According to previous observers—
" When spawning takes place naturally, the eggs fall to the

bottom and attach themselves." " But at this time the assembled
fish dart wildly about and the water becomes cloudy with the

shed fluid of the milt. The eggs thus become fecundated as they

fall, and the development of the young withia the ova sticking to

the bottom commences at once."

Mr. Mitchell, in his book on " The Herring," referring to the

once famous spawning bed off Dunbar, states that

—

" About August }iO the shoals began to deposit their spawn a

short distance from the harbour, and on September 3 the fisher-

men found that a very large body of herrings remained fixed to

the ground in the progress of spawning, the ground being of a

rocky or stony nature."

While many fishermen believe that herring spawn on hard
ground, some believe that they also spawn on a clayey

bottom ; and while some think they spawn near the bottom,

others affirm that they spawn near the surface. Having
secured at Ballantrae a large number of live herring, so ne
of the largest and ripest males and females were placed in

a large wooden tank into which a number of stones an 1 a qu mtity

of seaweed had been previously introduced. After the fish had
been about two hours in tiiis tank, the stones and seaweed were
examined. Although a few e^gs were attached to both stones

and seaweed, it was qaite evident that the eggs had not been
deposited in the same way as those found on the stones dredged
on the previous day ; but we were not surprised that only a few

isolated eggs were found on the stones, bicaue the fish had been
disturbed every few minutes by the pouring of water into the

tank.

On reaching Rothesay the hatching boxes and live herring

were at once transferred from H.M.S.ya-'^a/to the tanks—a tank

into which comparatively little light entered being selected for

the ri.iest and mist vigorous herring. In about half an hour
after they were introduced a large full herring was seen moving
.si )vvly about the bottom of the tank with f jur other fish making
circles around her at some distance from the bottom. Appeiring
satisfied with a particular stone which she had evidently been
examining, she halted over it and remained stationary' for a few
minuses about half an inch from its surface, the tail being in a

straight line with the tank and the pectoral fins near or resting

on the bottom.

While in this position a thin, beaded ribbon was seen to escape

from the genital opening and fall in graceful curves on the surface

of the stone, so as to form a slightly conical mass almost identi-

cal with a cluster on one of the stones dredged at Ballantrae.

As this little heap of e^gs increased—some falling to the leftside

one moment, while others fell to the right the ne.\t, accjrding to

the currents in the water—the miles continued circling round
her at various di-tances, while the other females in the tank

remained apart. The males remained from 8 to 10 inches above
the bottom of the tank, and formed circles varying from 18

inches to 2 feet 6 inches in diameter. Some of the males were
swimming fro ji right to left, others from left to right ; and although

there was no dartmg about, no struggling amongst themselves,

there was a peculiar jerking of the tail as they performed their

revolutions. Soon the object of this peculiar movement was
sufficiently evident. Three or four times during each revolution

each fish expelled a small white ribbon of milt, whi.h varied from
half an inch to three-quarters of an inch in length, and was
nearly a line in breadth across the centre, but pointed at both
ends, and somewhat thinner than it was broad. These delicate

ribbons slowly fell through the water, sometimes reaching the

bottom almost undiminished in size, but in most instances they

had almost cimpletely dispersed before the bottom was reached.

In this way the whole of the water about the female became of a

very faint milky colour, and practically every drop of it was
charged with sperms, as was afterwards a-certained. It will

thus be seen that there is ud attempt whatever on the part of the

males to fertilise the eggs as they escape from the female. While
the female is depositing the eggs at the bittim, the males con-

cern themselves with fertilising the water in the neighbourhood,
and it will be observed that the males are careful to guard

against the influence of currents by forming circles around the

female and shedding milt on the way. It matters little how
the currents are running, they are bound to carry some of the

milt towards the eggs, the milt, like the eggs, sinking- though
not alhering ta the bottom.

This then is the natural process of depositing and fertilising

the ova of the herring in comparatively still water. When the

female had d .-posited a certain number of ejrgs at any given spot,

she moved forward in a somewhat jerky fa-hion without ri-ing

from the bottom, and as she changed her position the males

changed theirs, so that the female was always surrounded by a

fine rain ofshort sperm ribbons. A specimen of IJydrallmannia

sent from Eyemouth seems to indicate that the female moves
about amongst sea-firs and seaweeds in exactly the same way as

she does amon.;st stones. On each stem of the colory there is a

clu-ter of ova abiut the size of a small grape, and all theclusters

had reached on arrival the same stage of develojiment as if they

had been deposited about the same time and by the same fi~h.

This method of depositing and fertilising the egjs accounts, I

think, for all the eggs, or at least for a very large percentage of

those found attached to sea-firs, seaweeds, and stones, containing

developing embryos.

When a female was depositing her eggs, she was very easily

disturbed ; whenever anything was introduced into the tank she

at once darted off. When strong currents were made, she at first

seemed to apply herself nearer ta the bottom, to make sure, as it

were, that the spawn would get fixed before it cjuld be carried

away ; but when the currents were further intensified she at once

changed her position, and arrested the escape of the spanm. A
spawning fe nale was held immediately under the surface of the

water so as to cause the spawn toescape. When this was done the

spawn escaped in 1 jng ribbons coasistin^j of a single row of eggs.

So firmly do the eggs adhere to each other that in perfectly still

water the ribbon was sometimes over a foat in length before it

broke. Whan it had only about two feet of water to travel

through, it fell in wide loops at the bottom, but when it had to

fall over three feet the chain broke up into nunerous segments

which formed an irregular pattern on the bottam. From experi-

ments made, it seems the further the eggs have to fall and the

longer they are in contact with the water bef ire they reach the

bottom, they are more widely dispersed, and have all the le-s

adhesive power. When the eg<s are expressed in w-ater moving
rapidly in various directions, the chains saon break into shart

segments, and the individuil eggs and the small group; are often

carried a considerable distance before they reach the bottam.

A number of flat stones and pieces of seiweed were obtained,

and a spawning female held over the.u at different distances in

still water, in water with gentle currents, and in water with strong

currents. In this way we obtained groups of eggs which

mimicked in a very striking manner all the arrangements of the

eggs on the stones and seaweeds dredged on the Ballantrae

Bank. When gently pressed, a beaded ribbon consisting of a

single row of eggs always escaped ; when there were no currents,

it formed a conical heap ; when in a gentle current, the ribbon

fell in irregular loops, the elements of which rearranged them-

selves so as to form a flattened cone ; but when strong

currents acted on it the ribbon wa; broken inta fragnents
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and only a few e»gs succeeded in fixing themselves to

the objects introduced. When the currents were strong,

the miles were seen not only to swim nearer the b.ittoai

but to expel longer ribbons of milt, which reached the bottom
before getting dispersed and remained visible sometimes for ten

minutes. On gently expre-sing a male under the water it was
never pes ible to expel so fine or so short portions of milt as
escaped naturally, but it was extremely easy expelling a ribbon
from 18 inches to 3 feet in length, measuring 2 lines across and
I line in thickne^s. Such ribbons fell to the bottom and remained
almost unchanged for nearly two hours ; they then assumed a
segmented appearance, and in about three hours and a half had
all but disappeared.

Eggs were allowed to escape into a vessel containing fine sand,
and into another containing mud. The eggs after being ferliii ed
underwent the early stages of development, but either owing to

their moving freely about with the sand particles or owing to

their getting coated over with the sand and mud their develop-
ment was arrested. I have not yet determined finally if the
development is arrested when the eggs are detached \\Inle

develo|iment is proceeding, but this seems extremely probable.
When at Ballantrae I noticed that the trammel nets secured

often more males than females. Mr. Wilson, fishery ollicer

at Girvan, informs me that the ripe-t fish are caught in

the trammel net-, while mo,t of the unripe fish are obtained
in the drift nets, and that at the end of the fishing
season there are about three males taken for every two
females, indicating not necessarily th.at the males are more abun-
dant than the females, but rather that the males remain longeron
the spawning ground ; and Mr. Wilson believes that herring
prefer quiet water free from strong currents when spawning, and
that when the weather is fine the herring remain long upon the
bank and deposit their spawn leisurely, but when there are
strong currents they either hurry the spawning process or dis-

appear into deep water.

As to artificial fertilisation and hatching I found, after many
experiments at Ballantrae, that the best results were obtained
when both the male and female were held under water while the
milt and ova escaped, i.e. when the natural process of spawning
is followed.

An ordinary wooden tub was obtained and filled with sea-

water. Into this a small quantity of milt was expressed, the
male being held completely under water while the milt escaped.
A glass plate w.as then held about four inches beneath the surface
of the water, and, the female herring being held about one inch
beneath the surface, by gentle pressure the eggs readily escaped
in the char.icteri-tic narrow beaded ribbon, and, by moving the
fish over the surface of the glass, either a close or an open net-
work could be formed. At first, where one loop crossed an-
other, the eggs were two or more layers thick, but, either owing
to the weight of the eggs or the gentle currents set up in the
water, before a few minutes had elapsed, the eggs formed a
single and almost continuous layer, the network arrangement
having disappeared. The plate was then allowed to rest for two
or three minutes at the bottom of the tub, and a few short
ribbons of milt were again introduced. After moving the plate
once or twice across the top of the tub in order to wash off any
scales that were adhering, it was placed either in a hatching or
a caiTying box. Many thousands of ova treated in this way con-
tain extremely active embryos, which are expected to hatch on
March 22 or 23.

Prof. Ewart exhibited a number of specimens showing herring
eggs attached to stones, seaweeds, and sea-firs, and some of the
herring fry hatched on March 24 from the eggs artificially fer-

tilised on March 8.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

O.XFORD.—The electors have awarded the Radclilfe Travel-
ling Fellowship after examination to Mr. J. E. Blomfield, B.A.,
late Natural Science Demy of Magdalen College, and now of
Univer-ity College Hospital, London. The Fellowship is of
the annual value of 200/., and tenable for three years provided
that the Fellow travels abroad for his improvement in the study
of medicine. This is the fourth time in the last five years that
this prize Fellowship has been ^\on by a student of Magdalen
College.

Cambridge.—From the report of the last Local Examina-
tions tt appears that the answers in pure mathematics exhibited

considerable improvement, whde in applied mathematics the
work was inferior, and much of the teaching in statics was im-

perfect, and not based on mathematics. In chemistry great

inequality was shown, some centres sending uniformly good work,
others being very inferior. The practical work is better done
than the theoretical. The teaching of experimental physics is

still very ineffectual in its results. In the senior paper in elec-

tricity and magnetism only two of the candidates showed any
proof of accurate knowledge or scientific training.

In biology the answers were, on the whole, not good, yet at some
centres candidates did extremely well. In botany vegetable
physiology showed improvement, but floral diagrams are not

sufficiently used. In zoology the candidates seemed to have no
idea of the relative value of facts. In physical geography a

marked absence of scientific method was noticeable in the

answers
; great ignorance of meteorological terms used in most

daily papers was manifested.

The Cambridge Local Lectures have made good progress in

the past session, much good having resulted from the conference
of local committees and lecturers held last year. In a number
of centres local associations have been formed for putting the

lectures on a permanent basis. At Derby an Artisans' Higher
Education Society has been formed, the subscription being very

low. At the Midland Railway works the large mess-rooms have
been utilised in giving short lectures to arouse interest among the

men. Prof. Teall lecturing on chalk, Mr. Bemrosc on the transit

of Venus, Mr. Heycock on digestion, respiration, &c., and the

men have always been appreciative. In the Newcastle district

much eagerness has been shown by pitmen to attend the lectures,

often at great personal cost and inconvenience. The cost, in-

deed, is s:) great as to form an obstacle of serious magnitude,
and it is found that the desire for lectures is such that the over-

coming of financial difficulties would lead to an enormous ex-

tension of the work. Efforts are being made to get the rules of the

Trades Unions altered so as to enable them to contribute towards
the cost of the lectures.

It is now proposed to constitute an examination in French or

in German as the additional subjects required of candidates for

honours degrees, unless the candidates choo-e rather to pass the

General Examination for the B.A. degree. This change would
be welcomed by the large number of students to whom the study
of works in French and German would be an important aid in

their Tripos subjects.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
The JoKvnal of Botany for March contains the conclusion of

Mr. T. Hick's valuable paper on protoplasmic continuity in the

Florideje. In quite a number of distinct genera belonging to this

class he has now traced connecting threads between the proto-

plasm from cell to cell. He regards these threads as permanent
and essential structures, normally present in all parts of the

thallus from the oldest to the youngest, not restricted to special

localities and special cells.—Some details of the life-history of

a rare and little-known British plant, Liihospermttm furptireo-
carulnim, are contributed by Mr. Jas. W. White.

American yournal of Science, March.—Experimental deter-

mination of wave-lengths in the invisible prismatic spectrum, with
plate, by .S. P. Langley.—The Quaternary gravels of Northern
Delaware and Eastern Maryland, with map, by Frederick D.
Chester. From a careful survey of this region the author infers

that the peninsula became depressed at least 350 feet towards the

close of the Glacial period, when the estuary thus formed re-

ceived the discharge of the Delaware River, which pushed its

way across the present States of Delaware and Maryland to the

head of the Chesapeake. By this current and the subsequent
distributing action of the waves the red gravel was deposited.

Later on the land began to rise, the violence of the flood was
.abated, and the northern glacier gradually broke up. During
this period the Philadelphia Clay was deposited, and the

boulders distributed over the estuary by the icebergs from
the glacier. The land continuing to rise, the shoal gravels

were piled up by the waves and tides, the river began to

assume its present channel, and the Delaware and Chesa-
peake were finally parted.—On the identity of scovillite with
rhahdophane, by G. J. Brush and S. L. Penfield.—A theory

of the recent sun-glows, by H. A. Hazen. The author at-

tributes the phenomena to the presence of watery vapour, ice
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crystals, or frozen w ater particles under a peculiar form in a rare-

fied atmosphere at a low temperature.—On the topaz and asso-

ciated minerals found at Stoneham, Maine, by George F. Kunz.
—A contribution to the study of the geology of Rhode Island,

with map, by T. Nelson Dale.—On the crystalline form of the

supposed herderite from Stoneham, Maine, by Edward S.

Dana.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Chemical Society, March 20.— Dr. \V. II. Perkin, presi-

dent, in the chair.—I'he following gentlemen were elected Fel-

lows ;—F. W. Brown, II. Cave, F. W. Fleming, E. E. Graves,
A. E. Lewis, J. E. London, G. A. Parkinson, S. Smith, G.
Tunbridge, T. U. Walton.—The following papers were read :

—

Note on the preparation of mar>h gas, by Dr. J. H. Gladstone
and Mr. A. Tribe. In 1873 I^CItcm. Soc. Jotirn. xi. 682) the

authors described a reaction in which pure marsh gas was ob-

tained by the action of the copper-zinc couple on methyl iodide

in the pretence of alcohol. The loss of the methyl iodide was
considerable, 23 to 50 per cent. In ihe present note the authors
describe a slight modification by which this loss can be prevented.

It consists essentially in passing the gas evolved through a ver-

tical tube twelve inches long filled with the copper-zinc couple.

—On the action of dibrom-a-naphthol upon amines, by R.
Meldola. The author has investigated the action of dibrom-a-
napthol upon anilin, orthotoluidin, paratoluidin, and a-napbthyl-

amin. With anilin a body was obtained which proved to be
3-naphthoquinonedianilide ; similar bodies were obtained with
toluidin, &c. This reaction therefore furni-hes a simple method
of obtaining these quinoneimides in large quantities. The
author aLo di-cu-ses the bearmg of this reaction on the consti-

tution of these bodies.—Note on the existence of salicylic acid

in the cultivated varieties of pan^y ard in the Violacea? gene-
rally, by A. B. Griffiths and E. C. Conrad. The authors state

that they have extracted salicylic acid from the leaves, stems,

and roots of the pansy ; apparently none exists in the flowers.

Zoological Society, March iS.—Prof. W. H. Flower,
F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Mr. Tegetmeier exhibited

specimens showing a variation in the colour of the feet of the
piiik-footed goose {Aiiser hrachyrhyiichiis).—A communication
was read from Sir Richard Owen, K.C.B., on the extinct birds

of the genus Dinoriiis, forming the twenty-fifth of his series of

memoirs on the subject. The present paper gave a description

of the sternum of Diiiornis elephantopiis

.

—Mr. J. B. Sutton,
F.Z.S., read an account of the results of his investigations of

the more important diseases which affect the carnivorous animals
living in the Society's Gardens.—Mr. J. W. Clark, F.Z.S., ex-

hibited and read an account of three skulls of a sea-lion from
the east coast of Australia. The largest, that of an adult male,
had been exhibited, together with the stuffed skin, at the Fisheries

Exhibition last year, where it had been named Arctoccphaliis

cinereus. Gray. The object of the paper was to trace the history

of the sjecies for which the r.ame 0:aria cincrea had been sug-

gested by Peron in 1816, and to show, by comparison with the

type skull at Paris, that these specimens had been rightly referred

to.—A communication was read from the Rev. O. P. Cambridge,
in which he gave descriptions of two new genera of spiders

proposed to be called Forbesia and Regilhis.

Physical Society, March 22.—Prof. Guthrie, president, in

the chair.—The President announced that a meeting of the

Scciety would be held on May 10 at Birmingham, by invitation.

The next meeting will be on April 26.—Prof. S. P. Thompson
then read a paper by himself and Mr. C. Starling on Hall's
phenomenon. The authors had not agreed with Hall's explana-

tion of his observed effect, and last year undertook experiments
to investigate its nature. They employed a strip of tinfoil

gummed on a mahogany board with va-eline, which, being soft

and a non-conductor, answers well for this purpose. A top-

shaped electromagnet with a pointed pole was used on one side

of the strip to try the effect of a pointed pole. The current was
obtained from accumulators. They found that the equipotential

lines in the strip, which before magnetisation ran straight across

the strip, were slightly curved on either side of the pointed pole
after magnetisation. This curving was interpreted as a reduc-
tion of resistance in the strip at the pole, and subsequent
tests of the resistance of the strips in a magnetic field confirmed
this view. Iron strips, however, showed a slight increase of re-

sistance. It was also found that an effect similar to Hall's was
got by placing the pointed pole so that this change of resistance

was not symmetrical with respect to the points in the strip to

which the galvanometer was connected. But inasmuch as the

effect was not reversible by reversing the magnetism, it was not

Hall's effect, w hich they failed to obtain with the narrow pointed
pole. In their experiments thermo-electric effects were eliminated,

and their results, though different, do not clash with those of
Mr. Bidwell.—A paper by Mr. Herbert Tomlinson on the same
subject was read by Prof. Reinold. The author drew attention to

a similarity between Hall's table of results and one of his on the
effects of mechanical stress on electrical resistance.—Mr. Shelford
Bidwell read a note on Hall's effect in tin, in which he show ed
that a small extension and a greater extension produced opposiie
thermo-electiie effects in tin wires.—In answer to Prof. Guihrie
and Mr. Walter Baily, Prof. Thompson stated that the change
of resistance he had observed was sub-permanent, and died
a«ay in about half an hour. He believed it to be producible
on the strip when no current traversed it.— Prof. S. P. Thomp-
son then read a paper on some propositions in electromaguelic^,

giving a connected series of explanations throwing light on ihe
laws of electromagnetics, and based on a practical experiment.

Royal Microscopical Society, March 12.—Rev. H. W.
DalUnger, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Mr. Glaisher intro-

duced Mr. DalUnger to the meeting on taking his seat for the
first time as president, and the latter made a short address in

acknowledgment.—Mr. J. Mayall, jun., described the improved
Nelson-Mayall lamp, in which the burner could be brou'^ht

down very close to the table ; also Boeckcr's improved freezing
microtome.—Mr. Crisp exhibited Scliieck's microscope with fine

adjustment made by tilting the stage at one end ; also Watson's
rotating stjge, Collin's set of fish-scales, and a slide of a hydroid
polyp with extended tentacles, mounted by Mr. E. Ward.

—

Notes were read : On a multiple eye-piece by Mr. E. H. Griflith,

in which eye-lenses of different powers were mounted on a
rotating disk ; by Col. O'Hara on some peculiarities in the form
of blood-corpascles ; and a communication from a Microscopical
Society recently formed at San Francisco, and consisting of
ladies.—A paper was read by Mr. T. B. Rosseter describing
some peculiar annular muscles in StepJtanoceros ; also by Prof.
Keinsch, who stated that he had found bacteria and non-cellular
Algre to exist in considerable numbers on almost all copper and
silver coins which had been for some time in currency ; also by
Mr, G. Massee on the formation and growth of cells in the
genus Polysiplwiiia, being a further contribution to the evidence
on the continuity of protoplasm through the walls of vegetable
cells ; also by Prof. Abbe on the distance of distinct vision, in

which he pointed out the erroneous inferences which had arisen

from the practice of expressing the amplifying power of a lens

by reference to a fixed distance of vi-ion (10 inches, or 250 mm.).
—Some neu' f ams of cells devised by Mr, Wilks and made by
Mr. E. Ward for mounting without pressure in baLam were also

exhibited and described.

Royal Meteorological Society, March ig.—Mr. R. H.
Scott, F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Messrs. W. B'ily,

M.A., W. L. Blore, A. L. Ford, H. Leupold, A. F. Linde-
mann, F.R.A.S., and Rev. E. B. Smith were elected Fellows
of the Society.—The President read a paper entitled brief notes

on the history of thermometers. He stated that the subject had
been bandied in a comprehensive manner by M. Renou a few
years ago in the Aiiiniah-eoi the French Meteorologies! Society,

so that he should merely mention some of the leading
points. The name of the actual inventor of the in-trument is

unknown. The earliest mention of it, as an instrument then
fifty years old, was in a work by Dr. R. Fludd, published in

1638. Bacon, who died in 1636, also mentions it. The earliest

thermometers were really sympiezometers, as the end of the tube

was open and plunged into water, which rose or fell in the tube

as the air in the bulb was expanded or contracted. Such instru-

ments were of course affected by pressure as well as temperature,

as Pascal soon discovered. However, simultaneously with such
instiuments, thermometers with closed tubes had been made at

Florence, and some of these old instiuments were shown at the

Loan Collection of Scientific Apparatus at South Kensington in

1876. They are in the collection of the Florentine Academy,
and in general principle of constrnction they are identical witii

modern thermometers. Passing on to the instrument as we now
have it, Mr. Scott said that most of the improvements in con-

strucJon in the earliest days of the instrument were due t>
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Eiiglisl.men. Robeit Hool.e huggcted the use of the freezing

point, Hallcy the use of the t oihng point, and the employment
of nrerdiry instead of spirit, and Newton was the firtt to men-
tion bl( od Iieat. Fahrenheit was a German by birth, lut v as a

prcli'gc' oi James I., and died in England. Reaumur's thermo-

meter in its final form owes its origin to De Luc, while the

centigiade thermometer, ahno.'tuniverfally attributed to Celsius,

was really invented by Linnxus. Celsius's instrument liad its

scale the revere way, the boiling point beirg 0°, and the freez-

ing pcint 100°. Mr. Scott then gave a brief account of some
of the ] rincipal forms of self-registering and self-recording ther-

mometers.—After the reading of this paper the meeting was
adjourned, in order to afford the Fellows and their friends an
opportunity of inspecting the exhibition of thermometers and of

instruments I'ecently invented. This exhibition was a most inter-

esting one, and embraced 136 exhibits. The thermometers
were classified as follows: (i) standard, (2) maximum, (3)

minimum, (4) combined n aximum and minimum, (5) metallic,

(6) self-recordii g, (7) solar radiation, (8) sea, (9) earth and well,

(10) thermometers u ed for special purposes, (11) thermometers
with various forms of bulbs, scales, &c., and (12) misceJlaneous

ihermoneters. In addition to these there were also exhibited

various \ atterns of thermometer screens, as well as several new
meteorological instruments, together with drawings, photograpli=,

&c.

Anthropological Institute, February 26.—Edward B.

Tylor, Esq., F.R..S., vice-president, in the chair. — It was
announced that Dr. Walter H. C. Coffin, Dr. Emil Riebeck,
Miss H. M. Hargreaves, and Miss Helen E. Pearson had been
elected Members of the Institute.—The Rev. R. H. Codring-
ton read a paper on the Mclanesian languages. In the term
Melanesia the author included (i) New Caledonia, with the

Loyalty Islands
; (2) the New Hebrides

; (3) the Hanks' and
Torres' Islands ; (4) Fiji

; (5) Santa Cruz and the Reef Islands

;

(6) the Solomon Islands. The object of the paper was to set

forth the view ihat the various tongues of Mtlar.esia belong to one
common s tock, and that this stock is the same as that to \\ hich the

other Ocean Irnguages belong—Malayan, Polynesian, the lan-

guages of the islands th&t connect Melane-ia with the Indian
Archipelago, snd Malagasy.—A paper by the Rev. Lorimer
Fison, on the "Nanga,"or sacred stone inclosure of Waini-
mala, Fiji, was read by Dr. T) lor. The author explained the

constitution uf the Nanga, and described the ceremony of

initiation and other rites connected vvhh it.

March 11.— Prof. Flower, F.R.S., president, in the chair.

—

The election of W. Ayshford Sanford was announced.—Mr. A.
L. Lewis read a paper on the Longstone and other prehistoric

remains in the Isle of Wight.— Mr. W. J. Knowles read a paper
on the antiquity of man in Ireland. The author exhibited a
sei ies of flints discovered by him at Larne and other parts of the

north-east coast of Ireland, some of which he believed to have
been dressed in imitation of certain pear-shaped nodules or

hammer-stones found at the same spot, w bile others showed
more evident signs of human workmanship. One large chipped
implement was found in what appeared to be true, undisturbed

boulder-clay, and hence the author contended that the imple-

ments he exhibited were not only older than the Neolithic Age
in Ireland, but older even than those previously known as

Palaeolithic, and that they carry the age of man back into the

•Glacial period.—A paper by Admiral F. S. Tremlett on the

Cromlec of Er Lanic was read.—A paper by Mr. Henry Prigg

on a portion of a human skull of supposed Paleolithic age from
near Bury St. Edmunds was read. The author exhibited the

fragment, which consisted of lortions of the frontal and right

and left parietal bones, and also two flint implements found in

the same locality.

Dublin

Royal Society, February 18.—Section of Physical and
Experimental Science.—G. Johnstone Stoney, F.R.S., in the

chair.—On Mr. J. J. Thomson's theory of electricity, by Prof.

G. F. Fitzgerald, F.R.S. After explaining Mr. Thomson's
theory. Prof. Fitzgerald pointed out that it seems very unlikely

that elec'rified bodies in vaaio would not attract or repel one
another, inasmuch as experiments seemed to show that the

only effect of matter between electrified bodies was to alter the

specific inductive capacity of the space, and so Mr. Thomson's
theory was more probable as an explanation of how gases had
a specific inductive capacity different from unity. In a com-
munication on the mechanical theory of Crookes' force made

to the Society in 1S7S he had shown that a polarisation of the

motions of the molecules in a gas of a particular kind would
produce the same stresses as are required to explain electro-

static actions. He explained how a suitable polarisation of
the motions or positions of the superficial molecules of a con-

ductor, due to their being on the surface of separation of a con-

stant and variable' electric potential, was probably the cause of

electrostatic attractions. He pointed out that the ordinaiy

hypothesis that molecules act on one another by means of the

ether, and so transmit mechanical stress across intermolecular

layers of ether w as an assumption of precisely the same kind
at intermolecular distances as Maxwell's theory of electricity

was at molar distances, and expected that a suilatile strain of the

superficial molecules of a body would transmit a stress through
the ether. Prof. Fitzgerald explained a particular hypothesis

as to the nature of this polarisation of the superficial molecules
en the vortex theory of atoms, which, however, seemed subject

to the very sericus objection that it appeared at first sight as if

two oppositely electrified planes would tend to move bodily

in one direction. The hypothesis was founded on the fact

that when two vertex rings are going in the same diiec-

tion, and ore follow ing the other, they attract ; but if going in

opposite directions they repel one another. The polarisation sup-

posed was that an electrified surface had the superficial mole-

cules all turned in one way, preferably negatively electrified

bodies with the faces of the vortex atoms outwards, and posi-

tively electrified bodies with their I tacks outwards. He de-

scribed how contact-electricity, thermo-electricity, and electro-

chemical actions might be explained on this hypothesis. This

hypothesis was put forward more as an illustration of how a

polarisation of the superficial molecules of a body might pro-

duce attractions and repulsions than as an hypothesis that really

explained electrostatic actions.—On Prof. Osborne Reynolds's

mechanical illustrations of heat engines, by Prof. G. F. Fi<z-

gerald, F.R..S. After explaining - Prof. Osborne Reynnld^'s

beautiful illustiations, he described three arrangements, one by
setting a chain rotating in loops and nodes, one by a balanced

centrifugal pendulum, and the third by a pair of masses running
on a revolving radius, by means of which all the operations in

Carnot's cycle miyht be illustrated, and explained how to arra-ge

that temperature should be represented by the angular velocity of

the rotating masses, and how by means of a chain passing over

a pulley in the second case, and by a chain drawn olT a table

in the third case, it was easy to arrange that the masses should

expand when given energy at a constant velocity. He explained

how an arrangement in which the masses when not rotating

would rest in any position represented an ideal gas in which no
internal work is spent in expansion. Prof. Fitzgerald described

how by means of a dynamo driven from a battery, a self-acting

engine of this kind could be arranged which would show when
it w as absorbing and when giving out energy. He explained that it

was easier to work these models when promiscuous agitation was re-

presented by rotatory motion than when it was really promiscuous,

and that it was for this reason rotatory motion was adopted.

Mr. Stoney, in some remarks he made on this communication,

explained how necessary it was that the energy be really pro-

miscuous, in order that it be subject to the second law of thermo-

dynamics, showing how it would be possible to get a region in

w hich all the radiant energy w as plane polari-ed to radiate into

a hotter similarly prilarised region without allowing the latter to

lose any heat by radiating any of its original energy. He pro-

posed to do this by means of a plate of quartz that rotated

through go° the jilane of polarisation of the radiant enirgy

that passed through it, and by a doubly refracting prism, thus

admitting heat energy into the second region that was polarised

at right angles to that originally there, while the polarised radiant

energy that escaped back again was returned into the region it

came from, being bent out of the path of the entering energy

by the doubly refracting prism.—Prof. Fitzgerald exhil.iited a

lecture balance. In this arrangement a beam of light fell parallel

to the axis of the balance on a mirror attached at 45° to this

axis, so that the reflected ray turns through the same atigle as

the balance. The balance w^as provided with an arrangement

by which its sl.ibility could be altered very much, so as to be

suitable for either rough or delicate weighing. As the difference

of weights in the pans of a bal.ance is proportional to the tangent

of the angle of defiiction, a vertical scale uniformly divided

showed by the position of the spot of light the difference of the

w eights in the pans in a manner that could be easily read by a

large class.
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Section of Natural Science.—V. Ball, F.R.S., in the chair.—

Gerrard A. Kinahan read a paper entitled "Notes on the Coal-

fields of the North- West Territories of Canada."

Cambridge

Philosophical Society, March 10.—Mr. D'Arcy W. Thomp-
son, B. A., Trinity College, wns elected a Fellow.—^The folbw-

in' papers were comnunicated :—Continuation of observation;

on the state of an eye affected with astigmatism, by Sir G. B.

Airy. The paper consisted of a continuation of ob-ervations

already recorded in the publication of the Society. The author

gave tables of the distances from the c >rnea of the left eye at

which a luminous p^int appears respectively as a horizontal and

a vertical strai;4ht line. The observations have extended from

the year 1S25 to the present time.—On the measurement of the

electrical resistance between two neighbouring points on a con-

ductor, by Lord Rayleigh. In some experiments described \\ a

recent paper read before the Royal Society, tlie autlior had

occasion to arrange a set of resistance coils so that the ditTerence

of potenti.il between t«o points on a circuit through which a

current is flowing shall be exceedingly small and yet known to a

high degree of accuracy. In the present conmunication the

method is applied to determining the difference of potential

between two neighbouring points on a conductor through which

the same current is flowing. The resistance coils are adjusted

until the difference of potential measured by the current pro-

duced in a galvanometer of comparatively high resistance is the

same in the two cases. The method has been applied by Messrs.

Ward and Shackle at the Cavendish Laboratory to determine

the v.ilue of a small resistance of abDUt i/2X) of a B.A. unit,

and is capablie of very great accuracy.—On dimensioaal equa-

tions and change of units, by Mr. W. N. Shaw.

Sydney

Linnean Society of New? South Wales, January 30.

—

C. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S., president, in the chair.—The President

delivered an address on the progress of science in Au-;trali=i

during the pxst year, and concluded by a general account of the

geology of the country from an economic poiat of view.—The
following papers were read :—Supplement to the Descriptive

Catalogue of the Fishes of Australia, by William Macleay,

F.L.S., &c. This paper contains references to, or descriptions

of, 157 species of fishes not mentioned as Australian in the

previously printed catalogue. The species here described for

the first time are from the pens of Dr. Klunzinger, Dr. Gunther,

Messrs.JDe Vis, Ramsay, Macleay, and R. M. Johnston. The
total number of Australian fishes now amounts to 1291 species.

—

On some ne-v Batrachians from Queensland, by Charles W. De
Vis, M.A. This paper contams descriptions of three new
species of frogs, collected at Mackay, by Mr. H. Ling Roth,

and named by the author as follows :

—

Lirnnodynjs/es linealiis,

approaching L. p.ronii, but distinguished by shorter hind limbs
and continuity of dorsal stripes ; L. oUvaceus, and Ilyla rothii.

—On plants indigenous in the immediate neighbourhood of

Sydney, by Mr. Haviland. This, the sixth of the series, gives

an account of some species of the genus D.irwin'a, showing the

supposed m.anner of fertilisation, and explaining, to s ime extent,

the prevalence of the species D. faickularis, notwithstanding

the great disproportion between the fertilised and the fertilising

(lowers.—Studies on the Elasmsbranch skeleton, by William A.
HasweU, M.A., B.Sc.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 24.—M. Rolland in the chair-

—Influence of the density of explosive gaseous mixtures on
pressure ; isomerous mixtures, by MM. Berthelot and Vieille.

—

Separation of galliu n from boric acid, by M. Lecoq de Bois-

baudran. This concludes the series of exhaustive experiments

conducted by the author for the purpose of obtai ling the com-
plete separation of g.album from all other know 1 elements. A
final communication is promised on the separation of gallium

from tartaric acid, taken as a type of organic substances whose
presence might affect several of the reactions indicated during

the course of the foregoing studies.—On the concordance of

some general practical methods, based on apparently opposite

principles, for determining the tensions in a >ystem of points

connected by electric 1 nks and kept in equilibrium under the

action of external f')rces, by General L. F. Menabrea.—Obser-

vations of Saturn and Uranus made at the Observatory of Nice,

by M. Perrotin. These observations were made under unusually

favourable conditions by Messrs. Norman Lockyer, Thollon, and
Perrotin on March 16 and iS. The outer ring of Saturn

appeared to consist of three distinct rings slightly diminishing in

breadth outwardly, and each apparently made up of numerous

subdivisions. Uranus, seen on the iSih, presented in some
respects the general aspect of Mars, with dark spots towards the

centre, and a white speck like the p ole of that planet at the

angle of position 380° on the edge of the disk. Mr. Lockyer,

who was present at the sitting, read a telegram from M. Perrotin

announcing a repe'ition of the obser\'ati ons on March 23 under

equally favourable conditions.—Note on the polar spots in Venus,

observedat theMeudonObservatory,by M. E.L.Trouvelot. These

spots seem to be permanent, although varying greatly in brilliancy,

and often rendered invisible by the distance of the planet towards

superior conjunction.—On the thrust of a mass of sand with

horizontal upper surface against a vertical wall, in the neigh-

bourhood of which its inner angle of friction is assumed to

he slightly increased accordinr to a definite law, by M. f.

Boussinesq.—On the extension of the theorems of Pascal and

Brianchon to surfaces of the second o.der, by M. A. Petot.

—

On a probable cause of the discrepancies found to exist between

the electromotor force of voltaic piles and the theoretical results

of thennochemicil observations, by M. G. Chapi-Ton.—Note

on the action exercised by polarised light on cellulose solu-

tions in Schweizer's fluid, by M. A. Lev.dlois.—Remarks on a

ca-e of dimorphism observed with the hyposuVhite of soda

(NaO,S%0„,5HO), by MM. F. Parmentier and L. Amat.— Re-

searches on the sulphites and bisulphites of sodi, by M.
de Forcrand. — On the dissymmetric chloro-ioduretted and

bromo-ioduretted ethylenes, by M. L. Henry. — Experimen-

tal researc'-.es on the influence of extremely high pressure on

living organisms, by M. P. Regnard. These experiments were

conducted by means of the press of MM. CaiUetet and Ducretet,

yielding pressures of 1000 atmospheres and upwards. Soluble

ferments were unaffected by extreme pressure; starch at 1000

was changed to sug.ir ; alga; at 600 were decomp osed, and the

carbonic acid liberated ; infusoria, leeches, and mollusks at 600

v/ere rendered insensible, but recovered when the pressure w as

removed ; fishes with swimming bladder resisted 100, became

insensible at 200, and succumbed at 300. These results show

interesting coincidences with the phenomena observed by the

naturalists of the Talisman at various oceanic deptlis.—On the

action of cold on microbes, by MM. R. Pictet and E.

Yung. Many inferior organisms resisted temperatures of

from - 70° to - 130° C. for several hours. Others were either

killed or lost their germinating functions.—On peritoneal

transfusion, by M. G. Hayem.—On the medullar mechanism of

paralyse; of cerebral origin, by M. Couty.—Anatomical descrip-

tion of the f(£tus of a gorilla recently brought from the Gaboon,

by M. T. Deniker.—On the anatomy of the Pcachia hastata dis-

covered by Gosse in 1835, by M. Faurot.—On the structure of

the auditory organ in Arenicola grubii. Clap., by M. Et. Jour-

dan.—Anatomy of the mu-cles in the abiomen of the bee, by

^L G. Carlet.—Note on a deposit of gold a' Pefufl ir in Anda-

lusia, by M. A. F. Nogues.—On certain changes in the appear-

ance of the sky recently observed at Nice, by M. L. Thollon.

—

On the crepuscular glows observed at San Salvador, in Central

America, by M. de Montessus.

Berlin

Physiological Society, February 29.—Dr.Weyl spoke about

the secretion in man of nitric acid, which he had analytically

proved, and which, by administration of ammonia, he was able

quantitatively to increase. After it had been experimentally

e^tablished that a direct transference of albumen into nrine was

impossible, it was recognised that the formation of urine was no

oxidising process of the albumen, but was effected circuitously

by the formation ofamido-compounds, who;e introduction into the

animal body increased the quantity of the secreted urine. The

formation of urine took place through alimentation of the

simplest amidinous matters, ammonia increased the secretion of

urea. Similar 1 the action of ammonia was that of a carbomite

of ammonia, as al-o when combined with organic acids, while

from hydrochlorate, sulphate, and mineral acid salt, the ammonia

did not become transformed into urea. On perusing the litera-

ture of the subject, Dr. Weyl found that in all experiments the

ammonia was never wholly transformed into urea, but that

there was alwavs a residue of from 10 to 40 per cent, which was

not represented in the nrine. This residue of ammonia, he

conjectured, was consumed in the animal body, and he therefore-
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made search in animals lo which he had given ammonia, for

the presence of nitric acid. Rabbits not being adapted for

precise experiments in connection with the transmutation 'of

matter, he experimented on dogs, but always failed to discover

any nitric acid in their urine. Even when he had given these

animals nitrates, no nitrates could be found in their urine.

He now tried experiments on men, and soon ascertained that in

their case nitric acid was a perfectly normal product of secretion.

The quantitative determinations, even where no nitrate was

administered, yielded from 400 to 600 mgr. of nitric acid in the

contents of the urine. The quantity of nitric acid varied with

the nourishment, and by the use of vegetables could be con-

siderably increased. To test the accuracy of his conjecture

regarding the fate of the ammonia not converted into urea, he took

with a uniform regulated diet citrated ammonia in doses of

from six to eight grammes, and found in two series of experimtnts

a very niarlied increase of the nitric acid in the urine— in one

case, for example, of from about 500 to over Soomgr. This

constant presence in no inconsiderable quantities of nitric acid

in the urine of man ought, in experiments connected with the

change of matter, to be carefully attended to. Historically, Dr.

Weyl observed that more than thirty years ago Bence Jones had

made the as>ertion that in the animal body an,monia was oxi-

dised into nitric acid. He «as, however, unable to substantiate

this proposition without raising objections.—Prof. Kronecker re-

ported on the discovery of a c loidination centre in the move-

ments of the ventricles of the heart, made by Herr Schmey, a

student in his department of the I'hysiological Institute, and

which he (Prof. Kronecker) had repeatedly verified. In an

examimtion of the changes in the dimensions of the heart in the

process of contraction, needles were thrust in the most various

directions into the heart of a dog after it had been laid bare, an

operation which, as was known by experience, had no influ-

ence on the movements of the heart. When in this opera-

tion the r.eedle came upon a certain small spot on the

lower border of the upper third of the septum cordis, the

ventricles of the heart at once ceased to beat, and, diastoli-

cally dilated, fell into fibrillar convulsions, which were soon

followed by the death of the ventricles of the heart. It

was not possible by any appliances to restore the ventricles

to their normal action. Tlie vestibules continued to beat

normally, but the ventricles no longer discharged their blood,

and soon, in consequence of the palsy of the heart, general

death set in. This instantaneous death of the heart through a

prick in a particular part of the septum—the stoppage thereby

produced of each coordinate contraction of the muscles of the

heart—was up to the present wholly \\ithout analogy. What
approached nearest to this fact was the well-known phenomenon

that a compression of the coronary artery produced in a short

time a cessation of pulsation and fibrillar convulsions. On with-

drawing the compression, however, the pulsations of the ventricle

were resumed. In the case of a prick, on the other hand, the effect

followed altogether much more quickly, quite instantaneously

in fact, and the ventricles, not able again to discharge their

functions normally, w ere for ever motionless. This phenomenon
Prof. Kronecker explained in the following manner. By the

ririck of the needle a coordinating centre in the movements of

the ventricles of the heart, having its seat at the spot in ques-

tion in the septum, was touched and destroyed. The finding of

this centre afforded the physiological key to the riddle not

unknown in surgery, that many very slight heart-wounds, pricks

of needles, for example, which did not even penetrate, pro-

duced sudden death. It was now the task of anatomical investi-

gation to demonstrate the existence of this centre now experi-

mentally proved to exist. Prof. Kronecker and Herr Schmey
have demonstrated this important experiment to the satisfaciion

of the Society.

Vienna

Imperial Academy of Sciences, January 17.—M. TuUig,
on a new mode of telephonic transmission of sound (sealed

packet).—J. Kachler and F. V. Spitzer, on Jackson's and
Menke's method of preparing borneol from camphor.

January 31.—W. Biedermann, contributions to general nerve
and muscle physiology (xiv. communication), on ihe heart of

Helix fowatia.—G. von Niessl, on the astronomical relations at

the meteoric fall of Mocs (Transylvania) on February 3, 1882.

— L. Koller, on some general laws relating to knot-combina-
tions.—A. Lustig, on the degeneration of the olfactory epi-

thelium of rabbit after destruction of the olfactory lobes.

—

F. Zehden, attempt to explain the sunspots.—J. Hann, on tlie

results of the meteorological observations made by Major von
Machow at Pungo Andongo and Malunge in the interior of

tropical South- West Africa in the years 1879-80.
February 7.—J. Odstrzil, on the mechanism of gravitation

and inertia.— R. Benedikt and K. Hazura, on morin.—E. Gold-
stein, on the influence of conducting surfaces within the second
stratum of the kathode light of Geissler's tubes.—S. Exner, on
the innervation of the larynx.

February 14.—E. Hering, contributions to general nerve and
muscle physiology (xv. communication), on the positive after-

variation {Nachschwankung) of the nerve-current after electrical

stimulation.— J. Klemencics, researches on the relation between
electrostatic and electromagnetic measure.—F. von Hochstetter,
seventh report of the Prehistoric Commission on its work during
the year 18S3.—R. von Wettstein, on the laws of growth of

plant organs.

March 6.—J. Singer, contribution to a knowledge of the
motor functions of the lumbar cord of the pigeon.— J . Redten-
bacher, synopsis of the larvje of Myrmeleoidea:.—J. H. List,

on calyx-cells in the vesicle epithelium of the frog.— K. Znl-

kowsky, on coloured combinations of phenol with aromatic
aldehydes.—F. von Hochstetter, reports of the Prehistoric Com-
mission on the researches carried out in Moravia by J. Szom-
Ijathy and W. Midler.—E. von Marenzeller, contribution to a
knowledge of Adriatic annelids (iii. paper).—V. von Ebner, on
the planes of .solution of calcareoits spar and aragonite.—H.
Pitsch, on the value of Fermat's rule for the propagation fof

light in double refracting media.—Von Earth and M. Kretschy,
on picrotoxin.—J. Herzig, studies on quercetin and its derivatives.

—E. Hiickel, gramina nova, vel minus nota.—A. Rosoll, con-
tributions to the histochemistry of plants.—A. Adamkiewicz, on
new stainings of the spinal cord.—F. K. Ginzel, researches on
eclipses, especially on ascertaining empiric corrections of the orbit

of the mooi.
March I3,-—E. Hering, contributions (o general nerve and

muscle physiology (xvi. communication), on the variations of
nerve-current caused by unipolar stimulation in tetanisation.—C.
Puschl, on the second axiom of mechanical theory of heat and
on the behaviour of water.— K. Olzewski, on the liquefactior"

of hydrogen.—On the density of liquid oxygen, by the same.

—

On the point of solidification of some gases and liquids, by the
same.—G. Adler, on the energy in the electrostatic field.—C.
Goldstein, on the passing of electricity through vacua.
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STOKES ON LIGHT
Burnt// I.ec/vrcs. On Light. First Course-, On the

Na/iire of Light. By G. G. Stokes. (London : Mac-

niillan, 1884.)

> YRON once wrote about a work of art :

—

B^ " What nature could, but would not, do.

And beauty and Canova can."

A dozen, or more, years ago, the scientific world was

e.xcited by the announcement that a treatise on Light was

to be published by Prof. Stokes, as a companion volume

to Clerk-Maxwell's remarkable Theory of Heat. The
announcement was, however, ultimately withdrawn.

Nature could, but v.ould not, do it.

But Beauty and Canova, in the form of a Conservative

Government and its En.lowcd Institutions {Scot/and) Act
of six years ago, did it :— and we now have, as a result^

the first of a series of three volumes by Prof. Stokes !

The Burnett foundation, now about a century old, was

essentially of a Teleological character. It had been

applied, in accordrince with the Founder's will, at in-

tervals of 40 years, to the award of prizes for Essays :

—

the competition being perfectly open. Those who know
what Teleology was, half-a-century ago or more :—even

at its very best, as in the once-celebrated Bridgewatcr

Treatises:—will probably be of opinion that the Com-
missioners, under the Act referred to, did real good by

their modification of the terms of the Burnett Endowment.
True :— it is still possible that the Trustees may some

day appoint to the Burnett Lectureship a rabid Teleo-

logist of the old school. Even this might be defended

on the ground of even-handed justice ; though an ill-

informed, but zealous, champion of such a cause is

probably more dangerous to it than is a declared enemy.
But the appointment of Prof Stokes, as the first holder

of the new office, augurs well for the future. Beside his

scientific qualifications, he is possessed of that calm,

judicial, mind which is absolutely required in so delicate

a position :—where, indeed, to say too little might involve

the charge of luke-warmness, if not of positive unbelief;

while to say too much would display that presumption

which is usually characteristic of ignorance.

As the title of the work implies, the subject is the

nature and extent of the present evidence in favour of the

Undulatory Theory of Light. The reader is supposed to

have an elementary acquaintance with the simpler facts

of geometrical optics, nothing further. Hence the work
is, in the true sense, a popular one ; suited to any reader

of average intelligence and information. The language is

simple and, as far as possible, devoid of technicalities :
—

while it "goes without saying" that the author does not

condescendingly patronise the assumed weakness of his

reader, nor does he anywhere attempt to escape from
a difficulty by the use of mysterious or indefinite

expressions.

As the book will, undoubtedly, find its way into the

hands of every one who desires to see an important and
difficult subject brought by a Master to the level of the

understanding of any ordinary reader, we will content

Vol. XXIX.—No. 754

ourselves with a few selections. These have been made
on a very catholic principle, some to exhibit novelties of

matter or treatment, some for their historical bearing, and

one to show ho.v the special difficulty of the Lecturer's

position has, so far, been met.

First, we have the two rival theories of Light compared,

with the chief arguments for and against each :

—

" Prima facie there is much to be said in favour of the

theory of emission. It lends itself at once to the explana-

tion of the rectilinear propagation of light, and the exist-

ence of rays and shadows. It falls in at once with the

law of aberration. The laws of reflection and refraction

admit of an easy explanation in accordance with it ; at

least if we accept the existence of both rellection and
refraction ; for according to this theory we should rather

have expected beforehand that light would have been
either reflected or refracted, according to circumstances,

not that incident light should have been divided into a

portion reflected and a portion refracted.
" The theory of undulations on the other hand presents

at the outset considerable difficulties. In the first place
.it requires us to suppose that the interplanetary and inter-

stellar spaces are not, strictly speaking, a vacuum but a

plenum ; that though destitute of ponderable matter they

are filled with a substance of some kind, constituting

what we call a iiiediuiu, or vehicle of transmission of the

supposed undulations. When I speak of this medium as

a substance, or as material, I mean that it must possess

that distinctive property of matter, inertia; that is to say,

a finite time must be required to generate in a finite

portion of it a finite velocity."

Then the special difficulty which msde Newton aban-

don the wave-theory :

—

" The necessity of assuming the existence of some kind
of substance in what we commonly speak of as a vacuum,
does not appear to have been a serious preliminary difti-

culty in the way of the reception of the theory of undula-
tions. A far more formidable difficulty appeared at first

to be presented by the existence of rays and shadows. It

was this that led Newton to adopt the theory of emission,
though even he was led in the course of his researches on
light to suppose that there was some sort of medium
through which the particles of light moved, and in which
they were capable in certain cases of exciting a sort of

undulation. But the supposition of particles darted forth

seemed to him necessary to account for shadows."

How, mainly by the marvellous insight of Young, this

difficulty has been, not merely got over but, converted

into one of the strongest arguments in favour of the Un-
dulatory Theory :

—

" There is no difference of explanation as regards light

and as regards sound, save what depends on the differ-

ence of scale entailed by the dififei'ence of wave-length.
Take as regards light the case of a small circular hole,

say the tenth of an inch in diameter, and of distances

from the luminous point to the screen in which the hole
is pierced, and from that again to the screen on which
the light is received, of say 8 feet 4 inches, or 100 inches,

each. In this case, regarding the luminous patch on the
screen as a whole, there would be no great diffusion of

light, but the phenomena of diffraction would neverthe-
less be fairly pronounced. There ought to be a corre-
sponding case of diffraction for sound ; but on what
scale 1 Take 50 inches as the length of a wave of sound,
which would correspond to a musical note of moderate
pitch. Taking as before the 1/50000 part of an inch as
the wave-length for light, the length or the wave of sound
will be two-and-a-half million times as great as the wave-
length of light. Consequently to obtain the correspond-
ing cise of diffraction for so.ind, our 'small' circular hole

B B
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would be obliged to have a diameter of rather more than
four miles, say four miles, and the distances from the

source of sound to the hole through which it passes, and
from that again to the place where the sound is listened

to, would have to be 4000 miles each.
" It is remarkable that the existence of rays, which

forme 1 the great stumbling-block in the way of the

early reception of the theory of undulations, is now shown
to b;long to a class of phenomena, those of diffraction,

the complete and marvellously simple explanation of

which afforded by the theory of undulations now forms
one of the great strongholds of that theory."

In connection with the Lecture on the Senses, by Sir

W. Thomson, which has re:ently appeared in Nature
(vol. xxix. pp. 438, 462) we may t >ke the following pas-

sage. [At the same time it may be well to remark, in

passing, that Sir W. Thomson omits altogether the Sense

of Rotation, which seems to be fully established by the

researches of Crum Brown, De Cyon, Fiourens, Mach,
&c. He also distinguishes between the Senses of Touch
and of Heat, making the so-called Muscular Sense a case

of the former ; while it seems more probable that Touch
and Heat are the same sense, and the Muscular sense an

independent one.]

" As regards the mode of perception, while there are
analogies between sound and light there are at the same
time notable differences. In sound, the tympanum of the

ear is thrown mechanically into vibration, and the nerves
of hearing are mechanically afiected, as a mechanical
disturbance of a point on the surface of the body is made
known by the sense of touch. But in light, just as we
have seen reason to believe that it is the disturbance of
the ultimate molecules, or of their constituent parts, by
which the vibratory motion which constitutes light is in

the first instance communicated from ponderable matter
to the ether, so we have reason to think that when light

is absorbed what takes place is that the disturbance of

the ether is communicated, not to portions of matter re-

garded as forming portions of a continuous elastic body,
but to the ultimate molecules of which matter consists,

or to their constituent parts. It may be that temporary
chemical changes are thereby produced in the ultimate
filaments of the nerves of the retina, in which case the
sense of sight would be more analogous to the sense of
taste than to that of touch."

As a specimen of the firm, yet cautious, way in which

the Lecturer meets the grand difficulty of his position,

take the following :

—

" In studying this subject, one can hardly fail to be
struck with the combination of these two things :—the
importance of the ends, the simplicity of the means.
When I say the importance of the ends, I use a form of

expression which is commonly employed as expressing
design. And yet on that very account we must be on our
guard against too narrow a view. When we consider the
subject of vision in its entirety, the construction of the
recipient organ as well as the properties of the external
agent which affects it, the evidence of design is such, it

seems to me, as must to most minds be irresistible. Yet
if I may judge of other men's minds by my own, it is

rather in the construction of the recipient organ than in

the properties of the agent that affects it that the evidence
of design is so strongly perceived. And the reason of
this may be that we are here dealing with what more
nearly resembles design as we know it in ourselves. Man
takes the laws of matter as he finds them ; the laws of
cohesion, of the conversion of liquid into vapour, of the
elasticity of gases and vapours, and so forth ; and in sub-
serviency to those laws he constructs a machine, a steam-
engine for instance, or whatever it may be ; but over the

laws themselves he has absolutely no control. Now when
we contemplate the structure of the eye we think of it as
an organ performing its functions in subserviency to laws
definitely laid down, relating to the agent that acts upon
it, laws which are not to be interfered with. We can, it is

true, go but a little way towards explaining how it is that

through the intervention of the eye the external agent
acts upon the mind. Still, there are some steps of the
process which we are able to follow, and these are
sufficient to impress us strongly with the iiea of design.
The eye is a highly specialised organ, admirably adapted
for the important function which it fulfils, but, so far as
we can see, of no other use ; and this very specialisation

tends to make the evidence of design simpler and more
apparent. But when we come to the properties of the
external agent which affects the eye, we begin to get out
of our depth. These more nearly resemble those ulti-

mate laws of matter over which man has no control ; and
to say that they were designed for certain important
objects which we perceive to be accomplished in sub-
serviency to them, seems to savour of presumption. It is

but a limited insight that we can get into the system of
nature ; and to take the very case of the luminiferous
ether, while as its name implies it is all-important as
regards vision, the present state of science enables us to

say that it serves for one object of still more vital im-
portance ; we seem to touch upon another ; and there

may be others again of which we have no idea."

At the end of the work we arc told that the two volumes,

which are to follow this, are to deal with

I I. Researches in wldch Light has been used as a means

of imwstigation, and
III. Light, considered in relation to its beneficial effects.

The former of these we may hope to have in a year

from the present time ; for the final volume we must wait

a year longer. But in the meantime let us be thankful

for the first instalment, which is a masterpiece of sim-

plicity and strength ; and be grateful to the Commis-
sion, and the Trustees, to whom we are so very directly

indebted for it. And, above all, let us lay to heart the

valuable lesson which the Author has drawn from the

story of the two rival theories of Light, and of their chief

supporters, a lesson good for all time :

—

" It may be said. If the former theory is nowadays ex-

ploded, why dwell on it at all .' Yet surely the subject is

of more than purely historical interest. It teaches lessons
for our future guidance in the pursuit of truth. It shows
that we are not to expect to evolve the system of nature
out of the depths of our inner consciousness, but to follow

the painstaking inductive method of studying the pheno-
mena presented to us, and be content gradually to learn

new laws and properties of natural objects. It shows
that we are not to be disheartened by some preliminary
difficulties from giving a patient hearing to a hypothesis
of fair promise, assuming of course that those difficulties

are not of the nature of contradictions between theresults

of observation or experiment and conclusions certainly

deducible from the hypothesis on trial. It shows that vv'e

are not to attach undue importance to great names, but to

investigate in an unbiased manner the facts which lie

open to our examination.''

On this it would be impertinent to make any farther

comment. P. G. Tait

OUR BOOK SHELF
Absolute Measnreinents in Electricity and Magnetism.
By Andrew Gray, M.A., F.R.S.E. (London : Mac-
millan and Co., 1SS4).

This book, which is mainly a reprint of a series of papers
on absolute measureme'n of electric currents and poten-
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tials which appeared in these columns a short time ago,

but with some additional matter, must, from the clear

explanation of the principles involved in the different

methods of measurement, take a high position as an
educational uork, and, from the care with which details of

manipulation are in many parts described, form a valuable
laboratory guide.

The author begins by explaining Gauss's method of

finding the horizontal iniensity of the earth's magnetism.
Instead of describing an "instrument-maker's" magneto-
meter, and showing how with this expensive luxury H
may be determined, he gives simple, clear, and full direc-

tions for constructing, with such common materials as

are to be found in any laboratory, all that ii necessary for

making this determination with great accuracy.
A description of the tangent galvanometer in some of

its forms and an explanation of some of the units natur-

ally follow. Here, by treating each unit separately with
many illustrations depending on the aspect from which
they are viewed, the author has succeeded in giving them
a reality which students often find it difficult to believe

they possess.

The next two chapters are devoted to a description of
the construction and graduation of Sir W. Thomson's
" Graded Galvanometers." These instruments possess
so great a range, and are, when used carefully in the labo-

ratory, so accurate and convenient, though rather delicate

for an engine-room, that an exact description from head-
quarters of their construction, of the precautions which
must be observed in their use, and of the means of gra-
duating them is especially valuable.

The various methods employed in measuring any
resistance from that of a thick copper rod to that of a
piece of gutta-percha are given, and in many cases
explained by nimierical examples.
The methods by which the energy due to direct or to

alternating currents may be measured is explained—in the
latter case on the assumption that the current strength
varies harmonically with the time.

The chapter on the measurement of intense magnetic
fields is especially interesting, for the methods given,

depending on the use of suspended bits of wire attached
by threads to pendulum weights, or equally simple and
easily contrived devices, show how the experimenter may
in many cases be independent of the elaborate work of

the instrument-maker. C. V. B.

Field and Garden Crops of tlic North- Western Provinces
and Oiidii. By J. F. Duthie, B.A. F.L.S., Superin-
tendent of the Saharanpur Botanical Gardens, and J.

B. Fuller, Director of Agriculture, Central Provinces.

Part 2. With Illustrations.

As a work of reference it will be very valuable, for it

contains well-arranged details of some of the more im-
portant crops under cultivation, and the information is

well and systematically arranged. Care has been taken
in each case to secure a complete but still a concise
statement, which is sufficient to guide the cultivator in all

the specialities of management necessary to secure suc-

cessful results. A good drawing illustrates each crop
treated of, and its several cultivated varieties, and with
these we have carefully-prepared descriptions of each
plant in succession, and its general history. The districts

within w'hich the cultivation can be successfully extended
are also set forth with great clearness and precision. For
accuracy of details, in a very accessible form, this work
leaves little to be desired.

A Treatise on Higher Trigonometry. By the Rev. J. B.
Lock. (Macmillan, 1884.)

This is the promised complement to the same writer's
" Treatise on Elementary Trigonometry," which we
noticed very favourably in these pages at the time of its

appearance (vol. xxvi. p. 124}. It is concerned principally

with series, the errors which arise in practical work, and
the use of subsidiary angles in numerical calculations.
A short chapter on the use of imaginaries is justified

by the position this subject holds in the London Uni-
versity Examinations, and no apology is needed for the
space assigned to an account of, and a collection of exer-
cises upon, the hyperbolic sine and cosine. We have read
the text carefully, and though almost of necessity there
are numerous typographical mistakes, only one or two
(for 2 <7 cos 2 6, p. 127, line 3, read a cos 2 6) will incon-
venience a student. In addition to the numerous
examples in the text, there are fourteen specimen papers
from Cambridge and other examinations.
The only article to which «e take exception is § g, the

proof of which may be, if we mistake not, considerably
simplified. The book can be confidently recommended
to the use of advanced pupils in our schools, and will

meet the wants of most students in our Universities.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold liimseljresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertate to return,
or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.
No notice is taken of anonytnons communications

.

[The Editor urgently requests con espondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even
of comii.unications containing interesting and novelfacts.

'\

Teaching Animals to Converse

You did me the honour some weeks ago (January 3, p. 216)
to insert a letter of mine, containing suggestions as to a method
of studying the psychology of animals, and a short account of a

beginning I had myself made in that direction.

This letter has elicited various replies and suggestions which
you will perhaps allow me to answer, and I may also take the
opportunity of stating the progress which my dog "Van" has
made, although, owing greatly no doubt to my frequent absences
from home, and the little time I can devote to him, this has not
been so rapid as I doubt not would otherwise have been the case.

Perhaps I may just repeat that the essence of my idea was to

have various words, such as "food," "bone," "water," "out,"
&c.

,
printed on pieces of cardboard, and after some preliminary

training, to give the dog anything for which he asked by bringing
a card.

I use pieces of cardboard about 10 inches long and 3 inches
high, placing a number of them on the floor side by side, so that

the dog has several cards to select from, each bearing a different

word.

One correspondent has suggested that it would be better to

use variously coloured cards. This might no doubt render the
first steps rather more easy, but, on the other hand, any temporary
advantage gained would be at the expense of subsequent diffi-

culty, since the pupil would very likely begin by associating the
object with the colour rather than with the letters ; he would,
therefore, as is too often the case with our own children, have
the unnecessary labour of unlearningsome of his first lessons. At the
same time the experiment would have an interest as a test of the
condition ofthe colour-sense in dogs. Another suggestion has been
that, instead ofwords, pictorial representations should be placed on
the cards. This, however, could only be done with material
objects, such as "food," "bone," "water," &c., and would not
be applicable to such words as "out," "pet me," &c. ; nor even
as regards the former class do I see that it would present ar*y

substantial advantage.

Again, it has been suggested that " Van " is led by scent
rather than by sight. He has no doubt an excellent nose, but in

this case lie is certainly guided by the eye. The cards are all

handled by us, and must emit very nearly the same odour. I

do not, however, rely on this, but have in use a number of cards
bearing the same word. When, for instance, he has brought a
card with " food " on it, we do not put down the same identical

card, but another with the same word ; when he has brought
that, a third is put down, and so on. For a single meal, there-

fore, eight or ten cards will have been used, and it seems clear,

therefore, that in selecting them "Van" must be guided by the
letters.
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Wlien I last wrote I had satisfied myself that he had learnt to

regard the bringing of a card as a. request, and that he could

distinguish a card with the word " food" on it from a plain one,

while I believed that he could distinguish between a card with

"food "on it, and one with "out" on it. I have no doubt

that he can distinguish between different words. For instance,

when he is hungry he will bring a " food" card time after time

until he has had enough, and then he lies down quietly for a nap.

Again, when I am going for a walk and invite him to come, he

gladly responds Ijy picking up the " out " card and running

triumphantly with it before me to the front door. In thfe same
way he knows the "bone" card quite well. As regards water

(which I spell phonetically so as not to confuse him unneces-

sarily), I keej) a card always on the floor in my dressing-room,

and whenever he is thirsty he goes off there, without any sugges-

tion from me, and brings the card with perfect gravity. At tlie

same time he is fond of a game, and if he is playful or excited

will occasionally run about with any card. If through inad-

vertence he brings a card for something he does not want, when
tlie corresponding object is shown him he seizes the card, takes

it back again, and fetches the right one.

No one who has seen him look along a row of cards and select

the right one can, I think, doubt that in bringing a card he feels

that he is making a request, and that he can not only perfectly

distinguish between one word and another, but also associate

the word and the object.

I do not for a moment say that "Van" thus shows more intelli-

gence than has been recorded in the case of other dogs ; that is not

ray point, but it does seem to me that this method of instruction

opens out a means by which dogs and other animals may lie

enabled to communicate with us more satisfactorily than hitherto.

I am still continuing my observations, and am now considering

the best mode of testing him in very simple arithmetic, but I

wish I could induce others to cooperate, for I feel satisfied that

the system would well repay more time and attention than I am
myself able to give. John Lubbock
High Elms, Down, Kent

"The Unity of Nature"

I REGRET that the Duke of Argyll should have been led by

anything that I have written to make some of the remarks which

appear in this week's issue of Nature (p. 524). If a reviewer

in a signed review cannot express freely his opinion upon a book

without its being suggested that he is actuated by secondary and

sinister motives, I fancy that few men of common honesty would

care to continue the work of reviewing. Moreover, in the present

instance the imputation of animus seems to me specially unjusti-

fiable. I had almost forgotten the correspondence in Nature
to which the Duke alludes, but on now referring to it again I

can only see that, if it was provocative of animus, there was

assuredly no reason for the animus to have ari en on my side

(see Nature, vol. xxiv. pp. 5S1 and 604 ; vol. xxv. pp. 6 and

29). But, to ignore so unworthy a charge, and one which I can

only suppose to have been made under a sense of irritation, I

must explain that the Duke is under a wrong impression when
he assumes that my objectio-i to his advocacy of Theistic belief is

due to what he regards as my aversion to Theism. As I have

never been in the habit of " nsing your columns for the purpose

of inculc.iting persinal beliefs and disbeliefs on subjects which

lie outside the boundaries of physical science," I shall not do ?o

now. But in view of the slender grounds on which the Duke
has felt himself entitled to infer that I "hold that the highest

aim of the human intellect is to prove the mindlessness of nature,"

I feel it is desirable to correct the inference. For this purpose

it is not needful that I should publish my " personal beliefs and

disbeliefs." It is only needful to say that my previous remarks

will be found to have been directed, not against the cause of

Theism, but against its champion in the Duke of Argyll. Had
my sympathies been more on the side of the materialists than

they happen to be, the Duke of Argyll might not have found so

much reason to quarrel with my "dislike" of his advocacy.

I may now turn to the Duke's remarks on those of my
criticisms which he deems legitimate. Taking first the case of

rudimentary organs, I quite agree with the statement that the

question whether any particular structure now dissociated from

use is to be regarded as "on the stocks or on the wane" is "a
question of evidence fro n associated fact*." Therefore it was

that I .said in my review that ni illustration could be more

•.nfortunale than the one which n\ as chosen by the Duke as an

example of rudimentary structures possibly on the stocks. For
if the rudimentary organs uhich occur in the Cetacea admit of

being ,suppo.sed of doubtful interpretation in this matter, it is

clear that in no case could the "evidence from associated facts"

of structure and affinity be of any value. But in reality this

evidence is nearly always so cogent that the difficulty suggested
liy the Duke is of a purely imaginary kind : evolutionists have
no need ever to be puzzlerl in deciding whether a given struc-

tare is on the stocks or on the wane. Thu-, for instance, let

us take the cases which are adduced by the Duke himself.

No evolutionist could be insane enough to imagine that the

papilla: on the roof of the mouth of the giraffe are the remnants
of whalebone, seeing that the whole structure and all the affini-

ties of the animal are oppo?ed to the inference that its ancestors

were aquatic mammalia. Or, if we take the case of webbed
fee', even if the dipper had begun to develop them, no evolu-

tionist in his senses would infer that these incipient structures

were remnants of structures once more fully developed, seeing

that all the other struc'ures and affinities of the bird prove that it

belongs to a non-aquatic family. Cases of this kind actually

occur in such birds as the grebe and the coot, where even

apart from structure and affinity it is easy to see that the little

piece of web must be regarded as a growing and not a

dwindling organ, seeing that the birds are so strongly aquatic

in their habits.

Considering next the Duke's remarks on instinct, I did not

attempt to deal with the argument to which he refers, because I

could not perceive that there was any argument to be dealt with.

His view is a mere assumption to the effect that instincts are

divinely implanted intuitions independent of experience ; and to

deny that experience, in successive generations^ is the source of

instinct is not to meet, by way of argument, the enormous mass
of evidence which goes to prove that such is the case. Even
within the limits of my review I should have thought there was
evidence enough to have disposed of this denial.

As for ihe special case of the dipper, I only mentioned it in

my review because the Duke lays great stre-s upon it in his

book. No doubt better cases occur of newly-acquired instincts

not yet associated with correlated structures, and in all such

cases (whether good, bad, or indifferent), it is not a non sequilur

mode of argument to say that, on the theory of the transmutation

of instincts the appropriate organs have not been developed,
because, lo )king to the affinities of the animal, we are entitled

to infer that time enough has not yet been allowed for their

development. Again, I deny that it is for me, or for any other

evolutionist, to prove that the ancestors of the dipper did not

present those lesser modifications of structure which, according

to the Duke, are now correlated with the aquatic instincts.' By
" proof" he no doubt means the display of the ancestral form,

and not the study of allied species. Proof of this kind is not

.attainable, but neither is it required. The question whether
instincts are fixed intuitions or admit of being modified by
accumulative experience with natural selection

—

i.e. whether they

are or are not subject to evolution— is a question that does not

require to be settled on the narrow basis of any one particular

case. And if we take a broad view of all the instincts known to

us, the combined weight of their testimony to the fact of trans-

mutation is simply overwhelming.
London, April 4 George J. Romanes

The Remarkable Sunsets

The remarkable red sunsets and after-glows, about which so

much has been written of late, still continue here, but in a less

intense form. A remarkable one occurred last night, and while

watching it I determined to send you a brief account of my
experiences in the matter. It is of little use going into descrip-

tions of the appearances which are now well known, but the one
which occurred last evening was unusually fine. It was a

stormy wild evening, with black clouds all around, except in the

west, where, from about 10° above the horizon to near the zenith,

it was quite clear, and of a pale orange glow. A quarter of an
hour after sunset three immense rays through rifts in the cloud

bank sprang up almost suddenly, and took quite an intense

crimson lake colour, wdiich lasted about ten minutes.

Our brightest displays occurred in October and November
last, and frequently bathed the whole landscape in a deep

* I say ''according lo the Duke," becnu^e, according to Mr. Darwin,
'' in the crse of the w.-ilt r-ouzel the acutest observer, by examining its dca I

body, would never ha\e iuspected its Euh-aquatic habits" ("Origin of

Species," 6th ed., p, 142),
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crimson glow. These skies were often still more gorgeous in the

morning, and on some occasions were so wonderful as to be
styled Jrightful by some observers. I witnessed one of these

sunrises from an altitude of 3cxra feet in January, and it was
almost an awful sight. The view to the east was over about
thirty miles of plains to distant mountains ; a low mist hung over

the low ground, and the surface appeared slightly rolling as seen
from above. The sky half an hour before sunrise was so

intensely red, almost to the zenith, that it gave this mist the

appearance of a sea of blood. Every object, tree-trunks, fern-

trees, bushes, rocks, and the cottages about the hills, was of a

similar lurid colour ; still there was not yet sufficient light to

read by comfortably. This display reminded me of the wonder-
fully red aurora witnessed in Australia on April 5, 1870, when
the red light was so intense that ordinary newspaper type could
be read by it at ten o'clock on a moonless night, the type
appearing as if set in a blood-red sheet. This was the first time
I recorded the red spectrum line of the aurora, and I think was
one of the earliest observations of this fact.

Some of the recent sunsets have looked very much like an
aurora in the west, and faint traces of stratification lent addi-

tional similarity ; indeed on one night early in December, the

nflei-glow merged into a beautiful aurora, and silver streamers

were seen before all the red glow had disappeared.

From all over Australia reports of wonderful sunsets and sun-

rises have been sent to me. In one case the red gltnu was re-

ported as margined by an immense black bow stretching across

from north-west to south-west. On several occasions these

glows prolonged the twilight considerably, and a correspondent
at Urana, in New South Wales, described one occasion where
approaching darkness after one of these sunsets at length com-
pelled him to leave oft" watering his garden, but suddenly the

light increased again sufficiently to induce him to resume liis

work ; and he states that a similar accession of light—each time
fainter—occurred on that same evening.

The season over the south of Australia especially, but all over

the continent, has been remarkable, and, so far as this colony is

concerned, unprecedented in my thirty-three years' knowledge of

the climate. January, February, and March are usually our dry,

hot months ; this year they have been wet and cold ones. The
average rainfall for January has been I '60 inches ; this year it

was 4*75 inches. For February the average is i'95 inches, and
up to this date (the 27th) it has been also I '95 inches. The
mean temperature for January was 3° "5 below the average, and
for February 2° below. .Stormy, squally, wintry weather has
predominated, with now and then a very hot or a tropical day
for a change.
Even before the Krakatoa outburst the northern parts of Tas-

mania had become subject to prolonged earih tremors, with now
and then a decided earthquake shock. These disturbances still

continue, and appear to be extending northwards, for on the

15th of this month a shock was felt at Gabo Island, at the south-

east extremity of Australia, and a very severe one again on the

17th, when a curious and sudden barometric disturbance, not

unlike that at the time of the Java catastrophe, was shown on
our barographs.

While on this subject it may be as well to state that Mr.
Barrachi, one of my assistants, while at Port Darwin determining
the difference of longitude between that place and Singapore in

March 1883, saw sunsets, followed by after-glows, which pro-

longed the usual short twilights to a very considerable extent,

and he states they were equally remarkable with those witnessed

here. They only occurred either just before or just after very

heavy rains.

Referring to the various hypotheses wliich have found their

way into print explanatory of the unusual phenomena attending

sunrise and sunset since Augtist 1883, the belief that they have
been in some way brought about by the Krakatoa eruption

appears to be generally accepted, and while some doubt may be
thrown on this assumption by records of equally remarkable
chromatic effects at both sunrise and sunset and about the sun
at other times of the day prior to the eruption, it must be ad-

mitted at present that the volcanic eruption has strong claims to

credence.

There can be no doubt that, whatever the prime cause, the

effects are due to the presence in the higher regions of our atmo-
sphere of aform of matl,r not usually there, at least to such
an extent. Now this matter, or form of matter, may, as far as

we know, be due to Krakatoa, to the earth's orbit traversing

streams or regions perv.adcd with extremely fine meteoric dust,

or to any other cause that might either introduce new or alter
the form of existing matter.

It is well known in the laboratory that certain chemical com-
binations and mechanical mixtures will exist as such, but in a
most unstable form,—a concussion or sharp sound, an electric

spark, &c., either breaks them up or brings about a change of
form so as to present altogether different physical properties.
Now it is also well known that at the time of the Krakatoa
eruption barometric pressure was spasmodically affected all

over the world. Everywhere where barographs have been re-

corded this fact appears. This atmospheric shudder, undoubtedly
originating at Krakatoa, was, I have reason to believe, conveyed
rapidly from the centre through the higher and more tenuous
regions of atmosphere, but afl"ected the lower strata in its pas-
sage. This would perhaps account for the immense distance

—

thousands of miles—over which, it has been widely reported,
explosions were heard about the time of the occurrence of the
outburst.

Now if we assume that on the peripheral regions of our atmo-
sphere gases and forms of matter exist in not very stable com-
binations or mixtures, it requires no great stretch of our imagina-
tion to picture the result of this great atmospheric shudder
bringing about an alteration in the form or proportion of matter,

and consequently such a change in its optical properties as to

produce the unusual and remarkable effects which have been so

universal. RoBT. J. Ellery
Melbourne Observatory, February 27

Under date of January 14 I named the bark C. Southard
HurWurt as having observed the glow on September 3. She
was dismasted in a cyclone August 8, and came to Honolulu
for repairs. On the former date she was in about lat. 17" N.,

long. 125" W. The captain's wife, Mrs. Davis, described the

phenomena to me as extremely brilliant.

Only last week I learned from Hon. H. M. Whitney, Post-

master-General, that on September 5 Mrs. Whitney and himself

distinctly observed the sun's disk before setting to be g>'een.

His residence was an exception to most of ours in Honolulu,

from which trees cut off a view of the horizon. My wife spoke
much that night of a strange green cumulus, seen by her ten

minutes before calling me to observe the portentous masses of

colour pouring out all over the sky.

I beg special attention to my former remark of the "earth-

shadow sharply cutting off" the upper rim of the first glow.

This was very manifest in the strong heavy glows of September,
showing clearly that the first glow directly reflected the sun's

rays, while in the after-glow which had no defined upper rim,

but continued much longer, the haze reflects only the light of the

first glow. This bears on estimates of the height of the haze.

Observers here are well agreed that during November there

was a very great abatement of the glows, amounting almost to a

cessation, although the whitish corona was always well developed

through the day. Early in December the glows were renewed,

and for six weeks continued quite as brilliant as during October.

They are now somewhat abated, although quite uniform nightly.

In September and October they were extremely unequal, as well

as varying in position of greater colour, south or north of west.

As this revival of our glows closely followed their general

diffusion over Europe and the United States, I suggest that this

was the arrival in force by slow marches of the main body con-

stituting the great cone of vapours, which, falling into the atmo-

sphere in September, covered like a pall the Indian Ocean and

Peninsula, down the extended western slope of which cone the

light upper vapours were sent by the westward thrust of the

earth's rotation, to find speed in their downward slide to carry

them at once around the tropical belt as a light advance guard

(as set forth in my letter of January 14). ,As the September haze

Ijecame gradually dissipated, so the later December arrivals are

wasting away. S. E. Bishop
Honolulu, January 30

At Fanning's Island, long. 159° 22' W., lat. 3° 52' N., on

September 4 last, the proprietor, Mr. Greig, states that the sun

and sky had an extraordinary appearance; the sun "looked
like a copper kettle." Lurid colours covered the sky. Great

fears were felt for the safety of his schooner, the Jennie Walker,

which sailed three days before.

From the master of the 7i««/c Walker Wt^^xv, th.at on Sep-
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tember 4 he was in long. 155° 28' W., lat. 8° 20' N., sailed

from Fanning's Island three days before. At 5 ]).ni. noticed

strange appearance in the sun, which was greenish. .Strange

colours over the west and aiound the sky at sunset. The sun

was green at setting. Thought bad weather was portended.

Never saw such appearances before.

Both parties are positive that the schooner was three days out

when their fears were thus excited. She sailed September i.

No entiy in ship's log of the above phenomena.
Honolulu, February 20 S. E. Bishop

Another note relative to these phenomena :

—

"August 20,

1861.—Earthquake at Naples. At Castellamare the water is so

discoloured, that although the calm has been complete, we fear

some subterranean perturbation. The heat is intense. At the

same time the atmosphere presented a very peculiar appearance.

There are no clouds, and during tlie whole week a thick mist

has enveloped the city and coast, and the sun when setting is as

red as blood."—{Moniteur && 29 AoCit, l85l.)

J. P. O'Reilly
Royal College of Science for Ireland,

Stephen's Green, Dublin

Meteorological Bibliography

I REJOICE to see the well-earned tribute which you have paid

to Dr. Hellmann's excellent " Repertorium der Deutschen
Meteorologie," and as a worker in the same field I trust that

you will permit me to add that I agree with every word which
your reviewer has said as to its excellence.

My object in writing is merely to point out that, thanks to

the liberality of the United States Government, we may hope
soon to have, not a perfect catalogue, but one which will be

extremely useful, especially if, as I hope, the United States

Government adopt my suggestion and endeavour to arrange with

Dr. Hellmann for the incorporation of the first part of his

" Repertorium " with the materials already forwarded to them.

Your reviewer is perfectly right in urging the absolute neces-

sity of steps being taken to index and classify the multitudinous

publications now appearing. Dr. Hellmann in his "Reper-
torium " says that 800 publications upon meteorology appear

annually, or more than two each day, hence the impossibility of

any one keeping abreast of the entire literature.

As regards the catalogue which I had the pleasure of sending

to the United States last .autumn, I annex an abstract of the

description which I gave at the Southport meeting of the British

Association in case you may think it of sufficient importance to be

worthy of a place in Nature. Dr. Hellmann's "Repertorium"
only reached me just before my catalogue was shipped, hence
the absence of reference to it in the annexed paper.

62. Camden Square, N.W., April 4 G. J. Symons

On the Completion of the European Portion of the Preliminayy

Meteorological Catalogue, by G. y. Symons

The author commenced by giving a few illustrations of the

large amount of time and energy which has been wasted by
meteorologists, owing to their not knowing what had previously

been done, sometimes even in their own country, but most fre-

quently in other parts of the world ; and he pointed out that

with the modern development of meteorological work and of

meteorological literature, some effort, upon a large scale, to deal

with this evil was imperatively necessary.

Mr. Symons described the catalogue which he had formed
during the last twenty or twenty-five years, by extracting (from

many thousand catalogues issued by dealers in second-hand

books in most of the capitals of Europe) all the titles of works
on meteorology or kindred subjects. He also described the im-

portant publication, by the Royal .Society, of its "Catalogue of

Scientific Papers," and showed wherein the two agreed, and how
largely eacli sujjjjlemented deficiencies in the other.

He then explained the steps which Prof. Cleveland Abbe had
taken in preparing his card catalogue, and the arrangements

whereby a copy of Mr. Symons's catalogue was to be prepared

and forwarded to the United States for incorporation with Prof.

Abbe's.

Mr. Symons then stated the additions which had been made to

the original proposal, and that the following catalogues had been
subsequently incorporated, each giving approximately the num-
ber of titles set against it, viz. :

—

Prof. A. Poey's
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thigh in other lands than India, I may say that I have observed

the same mode of operating upon paper in Japan very fre-

quently. The paper used there is tough and fibrous, and a

Japanese is never at a loss for card to tie a parcel with if he
has paper beside him. I have seen the spindle-whorl in actual

use in upland districts, and it was employed even in Tokio very

recently. Henry F.-vulds

Laurel Bank, Shawlands, Glasgow, April 7

Colony of Cats

It may interest those of your readers fond of cats to know
that a colony of cats live and breed under the wooden platform

of the Victoria Station of the District Railway. They may be

seen crossing the rails right in front of trains, and considering

the enormous traffic, and the consequent noise and vibration, it

certainly does seem remarkable that such naturally timid animals

as cats should live amidst such unnatural surroundings. It may
tend to show the plasticity of the animal creation generally in

adapting itself to surrounding conditions. A female cat may have
taken refuge there originally, and hence the railway domestica-

tion of the animals. George Rayleigii Vicars
London

Earthworms

Seeing the correspondence on this subject, I am led to give

the following fact, wliich aflbrds a further proof of the necessity

of a vegetable deposit being formed previous to the existence of

earthworms as stated by Mr. JNIelvin (vol. xxi.x. p. 502). A field

two years ago was converted into a garden, and on account of

bad cultivation, and by reason of each crop being altogether

removed for several years in succession, no worms were there,

but after the application of a large quantity of stable manure
worms have appeared by hundreds, and their castings after rain

afford ample proof of their activitj'. TRAXSfoi-mation of vege-

table mould combined with animal refuse into available food for

plants is here made evident. J. Luvell
Driffield, April 7

"The Axioms of Geometry"

Prof. Henrici, in Nature, vol. xxix. p. 453, considers Hamil-
ton's proof of Euclid I. 32 invalid ; and asserts that from his reason-

ing it would follow that the sum of the three angles of a siherical

triangle equals two ) i^ht angles. I venture to oiffer from him
for the f(llov\ing reason:—The only thing which Hamilton re-

quires to be granted is that when a moving j^; a?^/;/ line slides

along a fixed straight line its direction is unchanged. This
axiom will, I suppo: e, be granted by every one. Of course it

is not true that in every case rotation is independent of trans-

lation. But Hamilton's proof djes not require it to be true in

every case, but only in the case of a slraight line. Hence I

maintain that Hamilton's reasoning is perfectly correct, and his

proof valid. Edward Geoghegan
Bardsea, March 26

GEOLOGY OF CENTRAL AFRICA

THE following extract from a letter received by Mr.
Geikie from Mr. Henry Drummond, who is at

present exploring the Lake region, may interest our

readers :

—

" MaraDWura, Central Africa, November i, 1883

" I have now completed a traverse from the mouth of

the Zambesi, by way of the Shire highlands, in a north-

west direction, until the line joins Mr. Joseph Thomson's
route, about half way between Lakes Nyassa and Tan-
ganyika. I have filled in the geology so far as is possible

in a single survey, and hope thus to be able to extend the

sketch geological map, begun by Thomson, for some
distance south and west. I may still further extend this

by an expedition to Lake Bangvveolo, after the rainy

season, but there are circumstances which may make it

necessary for me to leave for home in February or March.
Perhaps the most interesting thing I have to note is the

discovery here of a small but rich bed of fossils. The

strata alluded to consist of light coloured limestones and
shales, with beds of fine gray sandstones, and the fossils

include plant, fish, and molluscan remains. Plants are

the most scarce, but fish-scales and teeth exist in vast

numbers. Unfortunately whole fish are extremely rare,

and after three or four days' search I have only succeeded
in securing two or three indifferent specimens. The
mollusks, on the other hand, are obtainable in endless

quantity, and are in fine preservation. Indeed there is

one small bed of limestone entirely made up of these

remains, all, however, belonging to a single species. From
the general character of the beds I am inclined to think

they are of lacustrme origin. These fossihferous beds are

the only sedimentary rocks I have crossed between the

mouth of the Shire—say 130 miles from the coast—and
the centre of the Nyassa-Tanganyika plateau. At the

point where I crossed them they are not more than a

couple of miles in breadth, and are flanked on either side

by granite and gneiss. They lie at a short distance from
Lake Nyassa, and are probably part of the Mount Waller
series. This series stretches for some short distance

along the north-west shore of the lake, but is apparently

of no great extent. These deposits may possibly throw

some light on the problem of the lake.
" As regards the controversy between Mr. Thomson and

Mr. Stewart about (i) the Livingstone Mountains, and (2)

the bed of iron between the lakes, I should say that on

both points both explorers are right from their own point

of view.
" Mr. Stewart had only been dead a few days when

I reached the north end of Nyassa. It was a great

disappointment and blow to me, as I looked forward to

much help from him. No one living possesses anything

like his knowledge of the physical geography of this part

of the interior.''

CHhVESE PAL^ONTOLOG Y
PAL.'EONTOLOGY is not a study that commends

itself to the attention of Chinamen. With archaeo-

logy the case is different. That is a pursuit which within

historical limits the Chinese follow with enthusiasm.

Every one who possesses any pretensions to culture, and
who can aft'ord to indulge the inclination, collects all that is

old from cracked china to coins. So prevalent is this taste,

and so keen is the competition for objects bearing the

stamp of age, that a flourishing trade, such as rivals the

celebrated traffic in " antiquities" carried on at Jerusalem,

exists in fabricated antiques for the benefit of inexpe-

rienced native collectors and foreign purchasers. But

natural antiquities are, speaking generally, left unnoticed,

or if thought of for a moment are hastily explained by

random conjectures. Topsy's celebrated explanation of

her existence is about on a par with the guesses which

are hazarded by the most learned Chinamen to account

for palaeontological phenomena. Science has always a

borderland of unsolved questions, but in China this

borderland exceeds in extent the territory of know-

ledge in the possession of the people. They have no apti-

tude for palaeontology, and few writers make any reference

lo it. ,'\mong the rare exceptions to this rule is Ch'en

Kwah of the Sung Dynasty (A. u. 960-1127), who, in an

interesting work entitled " Notes from a Dreamy Valley,"

has collected a number of facts on natural antiquities as

well as on other matters. His knowledge is not deep,

but when we remember that Voltaire accounted for the

presence of marine shells on the top of the Alps by sup-

posing that pilgrims in the Middle Ages had dropped

thein on their way to Rome, a great deal may be forgiven

a Chinese waiter of the eleventh century.

The Chinese have so completely lost sight of the possi-

bility of the existence in China of any civilisation but

their own that when they meet with traces of earlier

man they attribute them either to blind chance or to
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supernatural causes. In this way when Ch'en Kwah met
in the course of his investigations with flint and bronze
implements he at once adopted the common opinion of

his countrymen, which is the same as that which was
prevalent in Emope a couple of centuries ago, that they

were thunderbolts shot down by the God of Thunder in

the explosions of his wrath. In confirmation of this

theory Ch'en states that though these implements are

found all over the country they are more plentiful in dis-

tricts, such as Lui-chow in the province of Canton, where
thunderstorms arc more than usually prevalent. In shape,

he tells us, they resemble axes, knives, small hammers
several pounds in weight, skewers or nails, and other

pointed implements. In colour they vary, some being
yellow, some green, and some black. Some of the axe-

shaped stones are bored with two holes, but the majority
are not pierced, and implements of the same shape are
found in bronze and iron.

Speaking within his own knowledge he only describes

the circumstances of the discovery of two stone axes, both
of which he tells us were found beneath trees. In one
case, at Sin-chow, in Hupeh, after a severe thunderstorm
in which, like Prospero, the God of Thunder had

" rifted Jove's stout oak,

With his own bolt,"

a stone axe was found at its roots ; and on another occa"
sion at Sui-chow, under precisely similar circumstances,
a shepherd-lad found a " fire stone in the shape of an
axe." As in the only two cases about which Ch'cn
speaks from personal knowledge the axes were found
beneath trees, it is not unnatural to suppose that they are
more frequently found in that position than elsewhere

;

and this be;omes interesting when we find it stated by
Mr. Rivett Carnac in a valuable paper published in

vol. lii. of the Proceedings of the Bengal Branch of the
Royal Asiatic Society, that it is the custom in Central
India for the finder of a stone axe or other stone imple-
ment to place it " under the village pipul tree," and some-
times to sanctify it with a daub of red paint, and thus to

constitute it a Mahadeo. A somewhat sunilar practice

exists, according to Chinese historians, in a country
vaguely described as being to the west of the Yuh Pass
in Chinese Turkestan, where "thunder stones" when
found are deposited in the temples. May not this Indian
practice have also been the custom ofsomeof the aboriginal

tribes of China ? and may not the fact that in the two in-

stances mentioned above the axes were found at the roots

of riven trees be evidence of the antiquity of the custom,
as in cases described by Mr. Rivett Carnac, in which
the rjots of the trees and the surrounding soil had in

course of years so completely grown over the axes that

they could only be cut and dug out with difficulty ?

Stone arrow-heads do not seem to have come within
Ch'cn's range of observation, although from historical

references we know that they are to be met with in China.
In the " Book of History," which is said to ha\'e been com-
piled by Confucius, mention is made of tribute, consisting
of iron, silver, steel, and stone arrow heads, having been
presented to the Chinese Court by the tribes on the Yellow
River about the year 2200 B.C. The story is told also

that on one occasion, as the Prince of Ch'en (495 B.C.)

was walking in the palace grounds, a bird fell dead at his

feet, pierced through by a stone-headed arrow. As the
kind of bird was unknown to the prince and his courtiers,

Confucius was called in to give his opinion upon it. The
b rd he pronounced to be a species of sparrow-hawk from
Northern Tartary, and he explained t at the stone head
which pointed the dart was similar to that which Wu
Wang (EC. 1 1 22) presented to his prince. It appears
als ) that stone arrow-heads were used in :.ncient times as
emblems of authority, and that they have very commonly
been presented to sovereigns as objects of curiosity and
value.

The biographical dictionaries tell us that in course of

his official duties Ch'en was called upon to direct exten-
sive irrigating works ; and no doubt the excavations and
cuttings which he then superintended led him to take an
interest in the fossil remains with which the country
abounds. On this subject he has many notes. In one
he tells us that at a certain spot on the Yellow River, the
banks having fallen away for a considerable distance, a
fossil bamboo grove was disclosed, a fact which excited
his surprise, as the district is not one in which bamboos
grow at the present day, and he contrasts with this the
fossil peach-stones, roots of rushes, snakes and crabs,
which are found at the Kin-hwa Mountain, all of which
things are still indigenous in the neighbourhood. At
Tsch-chow in Shansi, he states, a man, when digging a
well, suddenly unearthed a "lizard resembling a dragon."
At sight of the monster the man fled in terror, but ob-
serving from a distance that it remained motionless, he
ventured to return, when, to his relief, he found that it

was petrified. Philistine-like, his neighbours broke it to

pieces, and only one bit of it was preserved. Another
kind of fossil has long been a puzzle to the philosophers,
from the great and wise emperor, K'ang-hi (1661-1720),
downwards. Adventurous travellers who have braved
the northern frosts have from time to time brought back
accounts of the mammoths which are found in the frozen

cliffs of Siberia. Deceived by a mistaken analogy, the
Chinese wiseacres have arrived at the conclusion that

these monsters must be huge ivory-producing rats, and,
misinterpreting their continued preservation, have formed
the opinion that darkness is necessary to their life, and
that exposure to the outer air produces instant death.
Their ivory is considered to be softer than elephant ivory,

and in the hands of skilful chemists their flesh is said to

make up into a highly invigorating tonic.

Speaking of the neighbourhood of the Loh River, Ch'en
mentions the discovery of ancient Troglodyte dwellings
in which were found coins, and in one case a stone chest
bearing on the outside fine tracings of flowers, birds, and
other objects. On the lid were inscribed upwards of
twenty characters, which were of such an archaic form
that they were undecipherable. But the contents were
easily understood, and were at once recognised as pieces
of pure gold.

Constant msntion is made by Ch'en of meteoric
stones, which in popular imagination are said to assume
various strange and uncanny forms. Of the descent of

one such stone which fell in the province of Kiang-su
in the )ear 1064, he gives certain particulars on the
authority of a Mrs. Heu. This lady, when in her garden
one day, was startle! by an explosion like a peal of
thunder, and saw a large "star nearly as big as the

moon " piss across the sky from south-east to south-west,
and eventually fall within a few yards of the place where
she was standing. On going to the spot she observed a

deep hole, at the bottom of which was the "star shining
brightly.'' By degrees the light died away, and even-
tually at a depth of three feet slie dug up a round stone
of the size of a man's fist, and of the weight and appear-
ance of iron. Altogether Chen's work is well worthy of
the study of those who can read Chinese and who are
interested in the palajontology of China.

Robert K. Douglas

ON THE FORMATION OF STARCH IN
LEA VES

T N a recent communication to i\\t AflieiUn des botan-
-'- isches Iiistiltit in Wiirzburg (Bd. iii.), Prof. Sachs
gives the results of his work during the past summer in

connection with the above subject. The investigations

were made with the object of determining the formation
and disappearance of starch in the leaves of plants grow-
ing in the open, and under normal conditions of vegeta-
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tion, and were carried on chiefly during the months of

June, July, and August on a large number of Dicotyle-

dons from various families. Some t«enty-t\vo years ago

Prof. Sachs showed that the presence of starch in

chlorophyll grains can readily be dete.ted by means of

the now well-known iodine test, a modification of whi.'h

was employed in these researches.

If fresh green leaves are plunged into boiling water for

ten minutes or so, certain soluble substances are extracted,

but the starch and colouring matter of the chlorophyll

grains remain in the still unbroken cells of the mesophyll.

A short immersion in alcohol now removes the green

colouring-matter and certain bodies soluble in alcohol,

leaving the starch behind in the colourless tissue. The
presence of acids afte.ts the degree of whiteness of the

decolorised leaf ; and the decolorisatioa proceeds more
rapidly in sunlight or warm alcohol than in the dark and
cold Leaves of Tropaolum may be rendered completely

white, like writing paper, in two or three minutes.

If the decolorised leaf be now placed in a strong solu-

tion of iodine in alcohol, the presence or absence of starch

may be demonstrated in a few minutes. If no starch is

present, the cellular tissue simply prctents the well-known
yellow colour ; if a large quantity of starch exists in the

ceils, the tissue appears blue-black, the venation appear-

ing as a pale network in the dark ground. Pa'er colours

result if but little stirch is present at the time of the

c.\petinient.

It will readily be seen how useful the above method is

for the purpose of demonstrating the absence of starch

from etiolated leaves, the white port ons of variegated

foliage, &c , and the sequel shows that the method affords

means of obtaining far more delicate results, without the

trouble of a microscopic e.xamination.

In the first place, the same leaf may be found to con-

tain very different quantities of starch at different periods

of the day, or according to the weather ; and secondly,

the increase and decrease of the quantities of starch in a

given leaf may be very rapid.

Sachs showed long ago that if a plant is pla:ed in the

dark, the starch disappears from the leaves ; and it has
also been known for some time that if a piece of tinfoil is

placed on a leaf, the covered portion forms no starch,

although the parts e.xposed to light may become filled

with that substance. Moreover, Krau5 showed how very

rapidly starch can be formed in direct sunlight.

Sachs now demonstrates on a number of plants that

the starch formed in the leaves during the day may
disappear completely during the night, and that the leaves

shown to be full of starch in the evening may be quite

empty of starch next morning. This depends upon the

temperature and health of theplint, but occurs normally
during the summer in plants growing in the open. A
large number of experiments are given in support of this,

and showing how the rapidity and completion of the pro-

cess depends upon the weather.
The experimental proof is very simple. A leaf is

halved longitudinally at night, after a fine sunny day, and
the excised half is shown to be filled with starch by the

iodine test described ; the remaining lulf is tested early

next morning, and shows at once if any material diminu-
tion has occurred during the night. A simple and obvious
modification of this experiment gives an idea of the

quantity of starch formed between sunrise and sunset.

The half leaf tested before sunrise shows no trace of
starch : the other half, left on the plant during the day,
is found to become more and more filled with starch
towards the afternoon.

Some curious results were arrived at as to the effect of
growing parts on the rapidity of the emptying of the

leaves ; some of these matters still require investigation.

Differences in the weight of leaves and in the intensity

of the colour produced by the iodine test, as well as some
other observations, lead to a better umierstanding of a

fact already known generally, viz. that the starch disap-

pears from the leaves in the forai of glucoses, which
travel by way of the vascular bundles into the stems, and
thus pass to the places where they are used up in

growth.
Some very telling observations were made in this con-

nection, and the dependence of the processes on tempera-
ture again show forth clearly.

These results lead to the conclusion that the process

of metamorphosis into glucoses and translocation of the

products of assimilation are also going on during day-
light, though they are less evident, bjcau^e more starch

is then being formed and accumulated than is abstracted

at the time. Moll proved that such is the case by expos-

ing leaves to the sunlight, but in an atmosphere devoid

of carbon dioxide ; the starch already in the leaves disap-

peared, and no more was formed to replace it. Sachs
repeited Moll's experiments, and proved the correctness

of his conclusions by means of the iodine test. Half
leaves were shown to be full of starch ; the companion
halves were put into closed atmospheres, deprived of

carbon dioxide by means of potassium hydrate, and
exposed to sunlight. In an hour the latter halves were
tested, and found to be nearly emptied of starch. Other
experiments proved that depletion occurred in a few
hours, the time depending on the temperature.

Further experiments demonstrate that the starch

travels in the form of glucoses in all the above cases ; but

it is not proved whether the metamorphosis is effected

by forces in the chlorophyll grains themselves, or by
means of diastitic ferments in the cells of the leaf. A
few hints are here given showing a field for further

research.

Perhaps the most ingenious part of the paper is that

which now follows. It is well known that Weber's
patient and thorough researches on the energy of assimi-

lation led to two important results, ainong others : (i)

that the quantity of starch formed by a certain area of

leaf-surface in a certain time may be relatively very

large ; and (2) that different plants probably differ specifi-

cally as to the quantities of starch formed in their leaves.

Sachs pro|)oses to apply his method to the solution of

this question, i.e. how much starch is produced in, say,

one square metre of leaf-surface by assimilation during,

say, ten hours' bright sunlight t The great difficulties in

Weber's researches were connected with the enormous
labour necessary to measure the leaf-su'-face accurately.

Sachs resolved the matter in a manner nhich we may
summarise thus :—He cut off portions of large leaves

found to be empty of starch, measured them rapidly by
laying them on pieces of board cut to the size of one
square metre, and killed, dried, and weighed the mea-
sured portions very rapidly. Certain precautions as to

the area of fibro-vascular bundles, the possibilities of

absorbing hygroscopic moisture, &c., may here be
passed over. Sup osing the:e portions of the leaves

to be estimated in the morning, a quantity of the

same leaves of equal area gathered in the evening was
then compared, and the increase in weight gives the

quantity of starch formed in the interval. By weighing

large areas, and frequently, and by payirg attention to

the times and other circumstances, a large number of

results were obtained, showing that the quantities given

by Weber, for instance, are within the mark. ( f course

these results are not absolute. Starch is teing changed
into glucose, and passing away during the day, and some
must be burnt off in respitation ; moreover a certain

minute quantity of mineral ash should be allowed for. Of
course, it is an assumption that equal areas of mesophyll

of the same leaves contain approximately the same
amount of substance : nevertheless, if a large number
of experiments are made, the error is probably small.

Experiments were made to show both the quantities of

starch which disappear during the night and the quanti-
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ties formed during the day. A few of the numbers may
be given. In Heliattthus, 964 grms. of starch disap-

peared in ten hours from one square metre of leaf-

surface.

In the same plant 9*14 grms. were formed in the same
time by the same area of leaf-surface.

In another case HcUanthits was used, but the leaves

were removed from the stem to prevent the passage back
of the starch from the mesophyll into the stems.

A square metre was found to produce starch at the

rate of i '648 grms. per hour.

By combining his experimental results and taking note

of all the circumstances, Sachs concludes that twenty to

twenty-five grms. of starch per day may be produced by
one square metre of leaf-surface as an ordinary occur-

rence ; and these numbers are not only not excessive, but

experiments show that there are plants which produce
much more than those investigated here.

Some remarkably interesting and important results

follow from the consideration of these experimental data.

They explain why plants are so vigorous during warm
nights following upon hot bright days. The more readily

the products of assimilation (formed in large quantities

during the day) can pass into the growing organs, the

better these are nourished, and so forth.

Leaves used for fodder, &c., must differ in nutritive

value to a very great extent if their starchy contents vary

so largely during the day and night : it thus becomes of

primary importance whether such leaves are gathered in

the morning or the evening, in cold or warm weather, &c.

The same applies to Tobacco and Tea, &c. It must make
a vast difference to the smoker whether his tobacco
abounds in carbohydrates or is relatively richer in the

alkaloids. It appears that tobacco is habitually cropped
in the morning in some countries, a fact which suggests

that experience has already shown that a difference in

the quality exists ; it will be interesting to incjuire further

into these tiiatters.

Sachs's results will also materially affect the physiologi-

cal value of the analyses of leaves. Some of us know
how great are the variations met with in analyses of

the ash contents of leaves of the same plant. It is clear

that, in addition to the age of the leaf, the soil, manure,&c.,
it is important to know the amount of starch present. It

cannot but happen that the mineral matters ebb and flow

as well as the starch. The analyses of leaves will also

be more valuable for the purposes of physiology if the

numbers are stated, not in si)nple percentages, but in

terms of one square metre of the leaf-surface.

The above brief summary of the results obtained by
Prof. Sachs by no means does justice to the beauty of

his methods, and the masterly way in which they were

carried out : it must be admitted by all who understand

the value and importance of this work that it is worthy of

the great pioneer of vegetable physiology. Moreover, it

suggests several matters which require further investiga-

tion, and would no doubt yield valuable results to tho^e

fortunate enough to have a botanical garden at hand.

H. Marshall Ward
Botanical Laboratory, Owens College

TELEPHONY AND TELEGRAPHY ON THE
SAME WIRES SLMULTANEOUSLY

FOR the last eighteen months a system has been in

active operation in Belgium whereby the ordinary

telegraph wires are used to convey telephonic communi-
cations at the same time that they are being employed in

their ordinary work of transmitting telegraphic messages.

This system, the invention of M. Van Rysselberghe, whose
previous devices for diminishing the evil effects of induc-

tion in the telephone service will be remembered, has

lately been described in the Journal Tclegrapltique of

Berne by M. J. Banneux of the Belgian Telegraph De-

partment. Our information is derived from this article

and from others by M. Hospitaller.

The method previously adopted by Van Rysselberghe,

to prevent induction from taking place between the tele-

graph wires and those running parallel to them used for

telephone work, was briefly as follows :—The system of

sending the dots and dashes of the code—usually done

by depressing and raising a key which suddenly turns on

the current and then suddenly turns it off—was modified

so that the current should rise gradually and fall gradually

in its strength by the introduction of suitable resistances.

These were introduced into the circuit at the moment of

Fig. I

closing or opening by a simple automatic arrangement
worked exactly as before by a key. The result of the

gradual opening and gradual closing of the circuit was
that the current attained its full strength gradually instead

of suddenly, and died away also gradually. And as in-

duction from one wire to another depends not on the

strength of the current, but on the rate at which the

strength changes, this very simple modification had the

effect of suppressing induction. Later Van Rysselberghe
changed these arrangements for the still simpler device

of introducing permanently into the circuit either con-

densers or else electromagnets having a high coefficient

Fig. 2

of self-induction. These, as is well known to all tele-

graphic engineers, retard the rise or fall of an electric

current ; they fulfil the conditions required for the working
of Van Rysselberghe' s method better than any other
device.

Having got thus far in his devices for destroying induc-

tion from one line to another, Van Rysselberghe saw that,

as an immediate consequence, it might be concluded that,

if the telegraphic currents were thus modified and
graduated so that they produced no induction in a neigh-

bouring telephone line, they would produce no sound in

the telephone if that instrument were itself joined up in

the telegraph line. And such was found to be the case
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Why this is so will be more readily comprehended if it

be remembered that a telephone is sensitive to the changes
in the strength of the current if those changes occur with
a frequency of some hundreds or in some cases thousands
of times per second. On the other hand, currents vibrating
with such rapidity as this are utterly incompetent to affect

the moving parts of telegraphic instruments, which cannot
at the most be worked so as to give more than 200 to Soo
separate signals per viinute.

The simplest arrangement for carrying out this method
is shown in Fig. i, which illustrates the arrangements at

one end of a line. M is the Morse key for sending

Fig, 3

messages, and is shown as in its position of rest for

receiving. The currents arriving from the line pass first

through a "graduating" electromagnet, Eo, of abDUt 500
ohms resistance, then through the key, thence through
the electromagnet R of the receiving Morse instrument,

and so to the earth. A condenser, c, of 2 microfarads
capacity is aho introduced between the key and earth.

There is a second "graduating" electromagnet, e,, of

500 ohms resistance introduced between the sending
battery b and the key. When the key M is depressed in

order to send a signal, the current from the battery must
charge the condenser C, and must magnetise the cores of

the two electromagnets Ej and Ej, and is thereby retarded
in rising to its full strength. Consequently no sound is

heard in a telephone, T, inserted in the line-circuit.

Neither the currents which start from one end nor those
which start from the other will affect the telephones
inserted in the line. And, if these currents do not affect

telephones in the actual line, it is clear that they will not
affect telephones in neighbouring lines. Also the tele-

phones so inserted in the main line might be used for

speaking to one another, though the arrangement of the
telephones in the same actual line would be inconvenient.
Accordingly M. Van Rysselberghe his devised a further

modification in which a separate branch taken from the
telegraph line is made available for the telephone service.

To understand this matter one other fact must be ex-

plained. Telephonic conversation can be carried on
even though the actual metallic communication be severed
by the insertion of a condenser. Indeed, in quite the
early days of the Bell telephone, an operator in the
States used a condenser in the telegraph line to enable
him to talk through the wire. If a telephonic set at Tj

(Fig. 2) communicate through the line to a distant station,

T,, through a condenser, C, of a capacity of half a micro-
farad, conversation is still perfectly audible provided the
telephonic system is one that acts by induction cur-

rents. And since in this case the interposition of the
condenser prevents any continuous flow of current
through the line, no perceptible weakening will be felt

if a shunt, .S, of as high a resistance as 500 ohms and of
great electro-magnetic rigidity,that is to say, having a high
coefficient of self-induction, be placed across the circuit

from line to earth. In this, as well as in the other figures,

the telephones indicated are of the Bell pattern, and if

set up as shown in Fig. 2, without any battery, would be
used both as transmitter and receiver on Bell's original

plan. But as a matter of fact any ordinary telephone
might be used. In practice the Bell telephone is not
advantageous as a transmitter, and has been abandoned
except for receiving ; the Bl.ike, Ader, or some other modi-
fication of the microphone bsing used in conjunction with
a separate battery. To avoid complication in the draw-
ings, however, the simplest case is taken. And it must
be understood that instead of the single instrument shown
at Ti or T., a complete set of telephonic instruments in-

cluding transmitter, battery, induction-coil, and receiver

or receivers, may be substituted. And if a shunt, .s, of

500 ohms placed across the circuit makes no difference to

the talking in the telephones because of the interposition

of the separating condenser C, it will readily be under-

stood that a telegraphic system properly "graduated,"
and having also a resistance of 500 ohms, will not affect

the telephones if interposed in the place of s. This
arrangement is shown in Fig. 3, where the " graduated "

telegraph-set from Fig. i is intercalated into the tele-

phonic system of Fig. 2, so that both work simultaneously,

but independently, through a single line. The combined

Fig. 4

system at each end of the line will then consist of the

telephone-set T,, the telegraph instruments (comprising

battery B,, key Mj, and Morse receiver R,), the "graduat-

ing" electromagnets El and E,, the "graduating" con-

denser Cj, and the "separating" condenser C,. It was
found by actual experiments that the same arrangement

was good for lines varying from 28 to 200 miles in length.

A single wire between Brussels, Ghent, and Ostend is

now regularly employed for transmission by telegraph of

the ordinary messages and of the telemcteorographic

signals between the two observatories at those places,

and by telephone of verbal sinmltaneous correspondence
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for one of the Ghent newspapers. A still more interesting

arrangement is possible, and is indicated in Fi^. 4 Here
a separating condenser is introduced at the intermediate

station at (ihent between earth and the hne, which is

thereby cut into two independent sections for telephonic

purposes, whilst remaining for telegraphic purposes a
single undivided line between Brussels and Ostend.
Brussels can telegraph to Ostend, or Ostend to Brussels,

and at the same time the wire can be used to telephone
between Ghent and Ostend, or between Ghent and
Brussels, or both sections may be simultaneously used.

It would appear then that M. Van Rysselber^jhe h.is

made an advance of very extraordirary merit in devising
these combination-. We have seen in recent years how
duplex telegraphy mpersedei sin^^le working, only to be
in turn superseded by the quadruplex S)stem. Multiplex

telegraphy of various kinds has been actively pursued, but

chiefly on the other side of the Atlantic rather than in

this country, where our fast-speed automatic system has
proved quite adequate hitherto. Whether we shall see

the adoption in the United Kingdom of Van Ryssel-

berghe's system is, however, by no means certain. The
essence of it consists in retarding the telegraphic signals

to a degree quite incompatible with the fast-speed auto-

matic transmission of telegraphic messages in which our

Post Office system excels. We are not likely to spoil

our telegraphic system for the sake of simultaneous tele-

phony, unless there is something to be gained of much
greater advantage than as yet appears.

NOTES
We are pleased to be able to announce that Prof. Flower's

title is to be " Director" of the Natural History Museum, South

Kensington, not "Superintendent," as Prof. Owen was styled.

According to the Civil Service Estimates for the present financial

year his staff consists of four keepers of departments (Botany,

Geology, Mineralogy, and Zoology), two assistant keepers

(Geology and Zoology), eleven first-class assistants, and fourteen

second-class assistants. Large as this number may seem, it is

notorious that in the Zoological Department at least a consider-

able reinforcement is required before the work can be expected

lo be efficiently performeil.

We regret to learn from the Times that M. Dumas, the vener-

able Secretaire pemtnel of the Academy of Sciences, is lying in

a critical state at Cannes.

Pope Leo XIII. has erected at his own expense at Carpinetc-

Romano, his native city, a meteorological observatory. It has

been placed at the top of the castle of the Pecci family. The
directorship of this establishment, which will be one of the most

important in the whole Italian system, has been given to Count

Lodovico.

We are pleased to receive the first official ])ublication issued

from the Hong Kong Observatory by Dr. Doberck, giving the

results of observations during the month of January. We are

sure the establishment of this institution will be of the greatest

service both to navigation and to science.

The first International Ornithological Congress ever held was on

Monday festively inaugurated at Vienna by its patron, the Crown
Prince Rudolph—himself a noted ornithologist. In his opening

speech, the Prince dwelt upon the great importance of those

studies in natural history which characterise this century, a

remark which was doubtless meant as a reply to the vehement

attacks on modern science recently made by the Clerical Deputy

tlreuter in the Austrian Parliament. Germany and Austria

have sent hither all their ornithological celebrities ; but the

Congress also includes delegates from the Russian and French

(.Governments, and members from Switzerland, Holland, and

Sweden. Even Siam and Japan are rei'resented, while Eng-

land is conspicuous by her absence. The Congress began its

deliberations with the question of International Protective Legis-

lation for liirds.

The sixth Archaeological Congress will be held at Odessa

from August 27 to September i.

A SOMEWHAT novel feature in connection with the Inter-

national Health Exliibition this year will be the establishment of

a library and reading-room, a home for which the executive

council have assigned in a large double room in the Albert Hall,

overlooking the conservatory. .Steps have been taken to secure

a representative collection of works on vital statistics ; of reports

and regulations relating to public health ; of regulations with

reference to injurious trades and of works thereon ; and of

reports, statistics, and other works on the science of education.

Foreign powers have been invited to lend their cooperation in

this effort to create an international library of works of reference

bearing on the two divisions of the Exhibition, and several

responses have already been received. India and the Colonies

have also been asked to contribute towards the same end. Pub-

lishers and authors have likewise been invited to forward copies

of their works. In addition to the library of reference, there

will be a reading-room, to which the current numbers of periodical

publications of a sanitary or educational character will be ad-

mitted. All books and periodicals sent to the library and reading-

room will, under certain regulations, be arranged for the use of

visitors, and not merely for exhibition. The books will be sub-

mitted to the jurors, and a full catalogue will be issued. All

parcels for the library and reading-room should be addressed,

carriage paid, to the Secretary of the Library Sub-Committee,

Royal Albert Hall, London, S.W. The following handbooks

are being written in connection with the Exhibition :
— " Healthy

Villages" (illustrated), by H. W. Acland, C.B., M.D., F.R.S.

;

"Healthy Bed-Rooms and Nurseries, including the Lying-in

Room," by Mrs. Gladstone ;
" Healthy and Unhealthy Houses

in Town and Country " (illustrated), by Mr. W. Eassie, C.E.,

with an appendix by Mr. Rogers Fieltl, C.E. ;
" Healthy Furni-

ture and Decoration" (illustrated), by Mr. R. W. Edis, F.S.A.

;

" Healthy Schools," by Mr. Charles Paget, M.R.C.S. ; "Health

in Workshops," by Mr. J. B. Lakeman ; "Manual of Heating,

Lighting, and Ventilation " (illustrated), by Capt. Douglas

Gallon, C.B., F.R..S. ; "Food," by Mr. A. W. Blyth,

M.R.C.S. ; "Principles of Cookery," by Mr. Septimus Berd-

more ;
" Food and Cookery for Infants and Invalids," by Miss

Wood, with a preface by R. B. Cheadle, M.D., F.R.C.P. ;

"Drinks, Alcoholic," by John L. W. Thudichuni, M.D.,

F.R.C.P. ; "Drinks, Non-Alcoholic and Aerated," by John

Attfield, Ph.D., F.R.S. ; "Fruits of all Countries" (illustrated),

by Mr. W. T. Thiselton Dyer, M.A., C.M.G. ; "Condiments,

including Salt," by the Rev. J. J. Manley, M. A. ;
" Legal Obli-

gations in respect to Dwellings of the Poor," by Mr. Harry

Duff, M.A., Barrister-at-Law, with a preface by Mr. Arthur

Cohen, Q.C., M.P. ; "Moral Obligations of the Householder,

including the Sanitary Care of his House," by G. V. Poore,

M.D., F.R.C.P. ;
" Laboratory Guide to Public Health Inves-

tigation " (illustrated), by W. W. Cheyne, F.R.C.S., and W.
H. Corfield, M.D., F.R.C.P., M.A. ;

" Physiology of Diges-

tion and the Digestive Organs," by Prof. Arthur Gamgee,

P'.R.S. ; "Fermentation," by Dr. Duclaux, with a preface by

M. Louis Pasteur, Membre de ITnstiiut ; "Spread of Infection,"

by Mr. Shirley F. Murphy; "Fires and Fire Brigades" (illus-

trated), by Capt. Eyre M. Shaw, C.B. ;
" Scavengering and

other such Work in Large Cities," by Mr. Booth Scott ;

".Athletics," Part I. (illustrated), by the Rev. E. Warre, M.A. ;

" Athletics," Part II., by the Hon. E. Lyttleton, M.A., and

Mr. Gerard F. Cobb, M..\. ;
" Dress in relation to Health and

Climate" (illustrated), by Mr. E. W. Godwin, F.S.A. ; "The
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Ambulance " {illustrated), by Surgeon-Major Evatt, M.D.,
A.M.D. ;

" The Influence of Schools of Art on Manufacturing

Industry," by John Sparkes ; "The Homes of the Poor,"

(author not yet settled).

Lady Siemens has placed at the disposal of the Council of

the Society of Arts a sum of 20/., to provide a prize, to be called

the Siemens Prize, to be offered for the best application of gas

to heating and cooking in dwellings (Class 24 in the International

Health Exhibition). The prize will consist of a gold medal or

20/., and will be awarded under the same conditions as the prizes

announced in the Journal ofthe Society of Arts of the 14th inst.

The Senkenberg Natural History Society at Frankfort has

had a legacy of 40,000/. left to it by the late Countess Bose.

A HUMAN skull has ju-t been discovered in a bed of clay near

Podbaba in the neighbourhood of Prjgue. A few days previously

a mammoth tusk was found in the ^ame locali y. The colour of

the skull proves that it was lying in yellow diluvial loam. It is

remarkable on account of its very flat forehead and the thickened

eyebrow bones, thus closely approaching the well-known Nean-
derthal skui;. Its facial angle seems to be even smaller than

that of the latter, although an exact measurement is impossible

on account of the absence of part of the jaw-bones. Further

details on the subject'will be publi hed in the Tranactions of the

Bohemian Academy of Sciences.

The first number has ju-t been is.-ued of a new Italian

quarterly, entitled La Nurva Scienza, Rivista dill' Islruzione

Superiore, edited by Prof. Enrico r-_,orali of Todi, Umbria.
As implied by the title, the aim of tnis periodical is to popularise

scientific subjects, and to chronicle the progress of discovery in

Italy and abroad. The editor invites communications in the

chief European languages, and declares that his efforts w ill be
mainly directed to promoting the u itication of the sciences with

a view to the ultimate constitution of an exact philosophy. To
the present number he contributes two spirited and learned

papers on " Modern Thought in Italy," and on "The Pytha-

gorical Formula of Cosmic Evolution." The ap]_earance of such

a publication in a small provincial town is itself a striking illus-

tration of the general revival of serious studies since the esta-

blishmei.t of poli ical unity in Italy.

The much discussed question as to the purification of water in

rivers "by itself," that is, by the mere fact of its motion, seems
to have entered into a new phase. Dr. Pehl, at St. Petersburg,

has recently made a scries of bacterioscopic measurements on the

waters of the capital, which are summed up in the last issue of

ihe Journal of the Russian Chemical Society. The water of the

Neva itself appears to be very poor in bacteria, namely, 300
germs in a cubic centimetre. After heavy rains this number
rises to 4500, and to 6500 during the thawing of the river. The
canals of St. Petersburg, on the contrary, are infected with

bacteria, their number reaching 110,000 in a cubic centimetre,

even during good weather. The same is true with regard

to the conduits of water for the supply of the city. While its

chemical composition hardly differs from that of the Neva (by

which they are supplied), the number of bacteria reaches 70,000,

against 300 in the water freely taken from the river ; and the

worst water was found in the chief conduit, although all details

of its construction are the same as in the secondary conduits.

Dr. Pehl explains this anomaly by the rapidity of the motion of

water, and he has made direct experiments in order to ascertain

that. In fact, when water was brought into rapid motion for an
hour, by means of a centrifugal machine, the number of deve-

loping germs was reduced by 90 per cent. Further experiments

will show if this destruction of germs is ilue to the motion of

the mass of water, or to molecular motion. The germs, among

which Dr. Pehl distinguishes eight species, are not killed by im-

mersion into snow. As the snow begins to fall it brings down a

great number of germs, which number rapidly diminishes (from

312 to 52 after a three hours' fall of snow, on January 21, 1884),

while their number on the surface of the snow increases, perhaps in

consequence of the evaporation of snow or of the condensation

of vapour on its surface.

It is proposed. Science states, to establish a monthly American
Meteorological Journal. It will begin with from twenty-four to

thirty-two octavo pages, and will be enlarged as rapidly as is

justified by the support given it. The first number will probably

appear about May i. It will be published in Detroit by Dr.

W. II. Burr, and edited by Prof. M. W. Harrington of Ann
Arbor.

It is stated that the earthquakes of March 25 in Southern

Hungary were also severely felt at Essegg, at Winkowze, and at

Fiinfkirchen. At Djakovar many houses were injured. Another

earthquake was remarked at Ischia on Marcli 28. The shock

was but a slight one and of short duration.

From the Report for 1SS3 of the (Glasgow Museum we see

that it had 223,129 visitors during the year. There were large

additions to the Natural History Department during the year.

We have already noticed M. Erkert's anthropological mea-

surements in the Caucasus. He publishes now in the Izvestia of

the Tiflis Geographical Society (vol. viii. ) his further measurements

and conclusions. The different nationalities appear as follows

with regard to their cephalic indexes :—Only the Aderbaijan

Tartars are mesocephalic (79'4), all others being brachycephalic,

the indexes being 8o'9 with the Kalmucks, 81 '4 with the Ossets^

81 '9 with the Adighe and Chechenes, 83"2 with the Little-

Russians, 837 with the Georgians, and 85 '6 with the Ai-menians.

A high index was found for the Lezghines, but the number of

measurements was only three. As to the height of the skull the

Aderbaijan Tartars have the highest and longest heads ; the

Armenians the shortest and highest (7I'I); the Kalmucks the

longest but lowest (62'o) ; while the Little-Russians, the Adighe,

and the Georgians afford intermediate types, the heights of their

skulls varying from 67 "6 to 66 "7. All the above nationalities

have relatively low and broad or chamaprosopous faces, there

being, however, a number of !ndi\nduals with long or lepto"

prosopous faces, especially among the Tartars. In connection

with the above it may be worth noticing the measurements of M.

Chantre of Lyons, published in the Bu'lctin ile la SocUte

d'Anihrofologic de Lyon for 18S3. It results from his measure-

ments made on 137 Kurd men and 21 women, that their cephalic

index is 8 1
'4; they are thus brachycephalous, and sometimes

mesaticephalous. The index increases with those Kurds who

live close by Armenians, and decreases with those who live cloSe

by Bedouins. Altogether the memoir of M. Chantre (" Apercju

sur les caracteres ethniques des Ansharies et des Kourdes ") is

an important addition to our knowledge of Kurdistan, as well as

his second memoir, published in the same serial, on the Stone

and Bronze Ages in Western Asia, Syria, Mesopotamia, Kurdistan,

and the Caucasus.

It appears from the Caucasian Izvestia that tlie Russian Amu-

daria Expedition has arrived at the following conclusions :—The

I ban branch of the delta of the Amu could be ea ily made

navigable ; as to the pos'-ibility of bringing the water of the

Amu to the Caspian, General Glukhovsky's Commission does

not yet give a definite answer, but it considers it most probable.

The immense and deep depression of Sary-kamy-h could be

turned by the canal ; the necessary inclination of level exists ;

and the immense desert west of Khiva could he irrigated without

^•ifficulty and without loss to the oa-is of Khiva.
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In the letter signed "O. S." llast ^week (p. 525), under

the heading " Remarkable Sunsets," the French term should be

pdure d'oignon and not velure.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Macaque Monkey (Alacacus cynomolgus i )

from India, presented by Mrs. F. Mortimer ; two Secretary

V^dtures (Serpintarhis reptilivonis) from South Africa, presented

by the Rev. G. H. R. Fisk, C.M.Z.S. ; a Blue-and-Yellow

Macaw (Ara ararauna) from South America, presented by Mr.

H. W. Kingdom ; two Common Peafowls {Pavo crista'us i 9 )

from India, presented by Mr. R. F. J. Cobbett Allen ; a

•Common Viper
(
Vipera beriis, black variety) from Hampshire,

presented by Lord Londesborough, F.Z. S. ; a Yaguarundi Cat

(Felis yaguarundi) from South America, a Leuhdorf's Deer
{Cerz'us leiihdorfi i] from Amoorland, two Jardine's Parrots

(Pieocephalus gulielmi) from West Africa, three Rhinoceros

Hornbills (Bziceros rhinoceros 6 9 9) from the Malay Peninsula,

two Nepal Hornbills {Acuros ticpalcnsis (J <J ), a Green Cochoa

(Cochoa viridis), two Nepal Tree Pies {De di-ocitla n,-paleiisis), a

Gray-headed Thrush
(
Turdiis castanea) from Nepal, three Bronze

Fruit Pigeons {Carpophaga aeuea], two White-breasted Gallinules

(Gallinula p/iccnicura) from India, two White-backed Pigeons

(Coltimba leuconota) from the Himalayas, seven Waxwings
(Anipelis garrulzis], two Proteus {Prolcus anguinus), European,

purchased ; a Lucian's Parrakeet (PuLrornis luciani) from China,

a Geoffrey's Dove (Paistcra geoffroii i ) from Brazil, received in

exchange.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Comet 1S84 a.—The comet notified by telegram from Mr.

EUery as having been discovered in the constellation Cirus,

appears to have been detected by Mr. Ross, a young amateur
astronomer residing at Elsterwick, near Melbourne, on January
7- Observations were commenced at Melbourne on January 12,

and were continued to February 4, when the comet had become
very faint. The positions, as first communicated to tlie

Astronomische Nachrichtin, contained more than one obvious
error, and generally (according to a comparison made by Dr.
Kreutz with an orbit since received from Melbourne) appear to

be strangely inaccurate, a circumstance that will probably have
caused useless expenditure of time to computers. We subjoin

the Melbourne orbit with one calculated by Mr. Hind from the

observations on January 12 and 28 and February 4, as they aie

printed in Aslron. Nach., No. 2579 :

—

Melbourne Hind
Perihelion passage, iSSj.Dsc. 257838 Melb.M.T. ... Dec. 25 4998 CM T.

Longitude of perihelion 125 15 55 ... 124 I4'4

,, ,, ascending node 265 12 15 ... 265 56
'5

Inclination 64 53 16 ... 64 597
Log. perihelion distance 9'502384 ... 9'5i83S

Motion—Retrograde.

It is to l)e remarked that Dr. Kreutz, calculating from tlie

Melbourne orbit, does not reproduce the extreme positions stated

to have been employed in its computation.

Variable Stars.—On comparing the late Prof. Julius

Schmidt's determinations of the times of minima of Algol in

1883 with the formula given by Prof. Schonfeld in his second
catalogue of variable stars, it will be found that, by a mean of the

observations between August 14 and December 4, the formula
gives the minimum too late by fifty-eight minutes. The mean
annual errors for the period 1876-83 have shown irregularity,

but the separate results within the same year difter considerably.

Mr. BaxendeU has worked out new elements for R Arietis

from his own observations 1859-81. He finds for

—

Days
Maximum ... Epoch 1866, Sept. i"3 -I- 1S671 E.

Minimum ... Epoch 1870, Jan. 2'3 -f iS6'63 E.

The mean interval from maximum to minimum is 99 'o days, and
from minimum to maximum 877 days.

The Observatory, Cincinnati.^The seventh part of the
publications of this Observatory has appeared. Paris 4, 5, and

6 were devoted by Mr. Ormond Stone to the double-star measures
made with the ll-inch refractor in the years 1877-80. In the
new part are given the observations of comets in the years 1880-
82, including numerous physical observations as well as observa-
tions for position. There is a comparison with theory of the
phenomena in the tail of the great comet of 1882. In a number
of plates are illustrated the telescopic and naked-eye appearance
of the great comets of 1881 and 1882 and of the first comet of
the latter year.

Mr. H. C. Wilson is in temporary charge of the Cincinnati
Observatory, Mr. Ormond Stone having been appointed Profes-

sor of Astronomy in the University of Virginia, and Director of

the Leander McCormick Observatory.

The "Astronomische Gesellschaft."—The fourth part of

the eighteenth volume of the Transaclioits of this Society is issued.

It contains the proceedings at the meeting held in Vienna in Sep-

tember last and the usual critical notices of recent astronomical

publications ; also reports on the progress of the zone-observa-

tions from thirteen observatories. It was decided to hold the

next meeting at Geneva in 1885 ; Prof. Auwers was chosen

president for the second time, with Prof. Gylden as vice-presi-

dent, and Profs. Schonfeld and Seeliger (now at Munich) as

secretaries.

PHYSICAL NOTES
The transition-resistance supposed by Poggendorff to exist in

electrolytic cells between the surface of the electrode and that of

the electrolyte in contact with it h.as lately been investigated

with great care by Prof. J. Gordon Macgregor in solutions of

very pure zinc sulphate, using electrodes of amalgamated zinc.

The conclusion arrived at was that such a transition-resistance,

if it exists at all, is less than o'oi25 of an ohm.

In another paper which appears in the Transactions of the

Royal Society of Canada Prof. Macgregor describes an ingenious

arrangement devised by him for measuring on Wheatstone's

bridge the reistances of electrolytes. He employs alternate

currents produced by a rotating commutator inserted in the

circuit of two Daniell's cells ; and in order to use with this

arrange cent an ordinary mirror-galvanometer, he recommutes
the currents in the galvanometer circuit by means of ^a second

commutator rotating on the same axle as the first.

The annual conversazioni of the Societe de Physique, of Paris,

will be held this year on April 15 and 17 respectively, the former

being limited strictly to the members of the Society. These

meetings will, by the invitation of Admi-al Mouchez, be held in

the Observatoire.

A NOTE on Hall's effect was recently read 'at a meeting of the

Physical Society of London by Prof. S. P. Thompson and Mr.

C. C. Starling. They find that when a large sheet of foil is used,

and placed symmetrically in a concentrated field between pointed

magnetic poles -so that the junctions and connections are quite

outside the influence of the field. Hall's effect is not produced.

They find, however, an alteration in the equipotential lines of

the current in the strip where it is magnetised, and have traced

this effect to a change in the resistance. Strips of gold and tin

show a decrease, strips of iron a slight increase of resistance

when subjected to a strong magnetic field.

Another paper on Hall's effect appearsiu the current number
of the Jo2iyn(il de Physique Uom the pen of M. Leduc. In this

article M. Leduc draws a diagram of the equipotential lines, as
according to his ideas, they will be found to lie between the two
" parasitical " electrodes. It does not appear whether he has

verified his views by actual determinations of the position of the

hues of equal potential.

Rowland's famous experiment demonstrating the magnetic

action of electric convection has been called in question by Dr.

E. Lecher of Vienna. In Rowland's original experiment the

electrified rotating disk was horizontal, and the magnetic needle,

protected from electrostatic influences by being inclosed in a

metallic case, was held over the disk at a point near the circum-

ference. Dr. Lecher, in attempting to repeat the experiment,

placed the rotating disk in a vertical plane, its axis being hori-

zontal ; the magnet needle was placed parallel to the plane of

the disk and in the axis of its rotation in fact relatively as the

coil and needle of a Gaugain galvanometer. Disks of brass and

of/«//«•- wwr/it' covered^\\ith graphite were used, and charged

I
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from a Holtz machine to potentials of about 5000 volts as mea-
sured on an absolute electrometer. The velocity of rotation

was about 200 revolutions per second. The astatised needle

was protected v\ ithin a metal case, and was observed in the usual

way by a mirror. No defleclion was observed either when the

disk was still or when it rotated. Dr. Lecher intends to repeat

Rowland's experiment with the original horizontal disposition of

the disk.

Dr. Lecher has al o made another experiment of great

interest. A ray of light was divided, as in many experiments

on interference, into two parts, which, after passing through two
parallel glass troughs, were caused to reunite, giving the u^ual

interference-bands. The troughs contained strong solutions of

nitrate of silver. By means of electrodes of silver an electric

current of 6 amperes strength was carried in opposite directions

along the troughs so that in one trough the curient flowed -coitJi

the light, and m the other against it. But in no case was any
displacement of the fringes observed. Dr. Lecher concludes

that the velocity of light is not influenced by a current flowing

through the medium.

Dr. Lecher has made a third and still more interesting ex-

periment, attended, however, like ihe preceding, with a negative

result. This was an attempt to ] rove wheiher Faraday's famous
e.xperiment of rotating the plane of polaiiation by an electric

current could be inverted. He has attempted to generate cur-

rents by rotating the plane of polarisation of light. The arrange-

ment was as follows :—A ray of plane-polarised light was sent

through the intericr of two powerful helices of wire situated at

some distance from one another. Through the first of these a
powerful alternate current \\as sen% which impressed upon the

ray a rapid oscillation of its plane of polarisation. The second
helix was connected to a sensitive receiving telephone in the

hope that sounds might therein be heard, as would be the case if

the rapid rotations in the plane of polarisation of the ray were
capable of setting up currents in the surrounding wire. Abso-
lutely nothing was, however, heard.

A
BACTERIA

VERY distinguished audience assemLled at the Parkes
Museum on Thursday evening, March 27, to witr.ess Mr.

Watson Cheyne's demonstration of pathogenic microorganisms.
The chair was taken by Sir Joseph Lister, Bart. After stating

that the great group commonly called Bacteria might most con-
veniently be .-ubdivided into four classes— (i) Micrococci (round
bodies), (2) Bacteria (small oval or rod-shaped bodies), (3)
Bacilli (large rod-shaped bodies), and (4) SpirochEetae and
Spirilla (rods spirally twisted), and dwelling on the great variety

as «ell as importance of the various parts plajed by this great

group in the economy of nature, Mr. Watson Cheyne demon-
strated numerous micro photographs taken by Fh-. Robert Koch,
as well as some drawings by means of a limelight apparatus.

He observed that great ditferer.ces existed au.ong the various
bacteria in their behaviour towards the human body : some could
be injected without causing any injury, others could not grow in

the living body, but could develop in dead portions of tissue and
the secretions of wounds, giving rise to poisonous products. The
true pathogenic organisms were able to attack the living body
and mull

i
ply in it; they included the organisms which found

entrance through some wound, giving lie to the traumatic in-

fective diseases, and others which could obtain eiitrance without
observable « our.d. Further, certain organisnis, such as the i?.

anthracis, were capable of growing outside the body in dead
organic substance, while others, such as the B. tuhirculoiis, were
apparently only capable of development in the living organism
or under artificial conditions which rej^roduced to some degree
those existing in the tissues of warm-blooded animals, thcugh
capable of long retaining their vitalityin the dry state. With re-

gard to the traumatic infective diseases, he ihought that the most
absolute proof had been furnished that the bacteria found in them,
andnothii'g el-e, were the causes of these diseases. To establish

such a proposition it was necessary that an organism of a definite

form and with definite characteristics .-hould always be found in

the blocd or in the affected \ art. The blood or the affecttd part

when inoculated into another animal of the same species must
produce the same disease. When the blood or the affected part

was inocukited on a suitable soil outside the body, the micro-
orj;anisms grew, and must be indefinitely propagated on similar soil.

When in this manner the organisms had been separated from

the remains of the materials in which they were embedded, their

inoculation in an animal must produce again the same disease,

the same organisms being found in the diseased parts. These
conditions had now been fulfilled with regard to anthrax, septi-

cemia of the mouse, erysipelas, tuberculosis, glanders, and
acute pneumonia. With regard to typlioid fever, relapsing
fever, cholera, and ague, the evidence was very strong, but not
conclusive. Mr. Watson Cheyne concluded by dvvelliig on the
importance of surrounding circumstances, chiefly those summed
up in the phrase unhygienic conditions, as concomitant causes of
di; ease by preparing the blood for the attacks of these micro-
organisms.

The chairman, Sir Joseph Lister, dwelt upon the important
fact that the organisms which produced particular diseases were
only able to develop under very special conditions, instancing

the bacillus which caused septics-mia in the house mouse, but
which was unable to produce any deleterious effect on the field

mouse. He thought this fact, which showed that the very
slight difference in the blood of these two animals was sufficient

to alter the conditions favourable to the development of the

bacteria, might prove of very great interest, as it was possible to

conceive that by the administration of some medicines, sufficient

alteration might be produced in the blood of the human system
to kill off or to prevent the development of any special bacteria

on the first appearance of the symptoms of the disease in the

patient. Sir Joseph Lister concluded by referring at some length
to the impoi tance of Pasteur's researches on modified virus.

Prof. Humphry paid an eloquent tribute to the great work which
Sir Joseph Lister had already achieved, and looked forward with
a lai-ge hope to the future of medicine.

THE STABILITY OF SHIPS
pROFESSOR ELGAR has recently made two important

contribuiions to this important question ; the first was
read before the Royal Sccitty on March J3 last. The main
object of the paper was to exhibit the manner in w hich the

stability of a ship varies with changes of load and draught
of vater such as merchant steamers are liable to. None
of the properties possessed by a ship is more vital to her
safety and efficiency than that of stability. At the same
time none is depeirdent for its existence and amount upon so

many or such diverse and variable circumstances as it. The
stability of a ship, both as regards moment and range, is affected

not only by the position of her centre of gravity, \\ hich largely

depends upon stowage, but also by draught of water. If the

centre of gravity be kept fixed in position at various draughts of

water, the stability will still vary very considerably with the

draught, and often in a manner that contains elements of

danger.

The usual practice in investigating a ship's stability is to calcu-

late a curve of metacentres, and one or more curves of stal ility

at certain fixed draughts of water and with given positions of

centre of gravity. The curve of met.acentres gives the height at

all draughts of water above which the ceutre of gravity cannot

be raised without making the ship unstable when upright, and
causing her to lie over more or less to one side. The ordinates

of the curve of stability represent the lengths of the righting

arms, which, multiplied by the weight of the ship, give the

righting moments at all angles of inclination from the upright.

Ihe stal ility of numerous vessels, both of the Royal Navy and
mercantile marine, have been inve-tigated in this manner for

certain draui;hts of water, and a great amount of inforniation

obtained respecting the variation of stability with inclination at

such draughts, and the angle at which the stability vanishes in

many classes of ships. The peculiar dangers attaching to low
freeboard, especially when associated with a high centre of

gravity, have been fully discussed aid made known.
Curves of itability have been chiefly constructed for deep and

moderate draughts; the character of the stability which is often

to be found associated with very light draught, appears to have
hitherto e.caped attention. As a matter of fact, light draught is

often as unfavourable to stability as low freeboard, and in some
cases mere so. The general opinions that have tiil recently pre-

vailed upon the subject appear to have been based upon a vague

impres i<n that so long as a vessel has a high side out of water,

and any metacentric height, she will have great righting moments
at large angles of inclination and a large range of stability. It

was shown at the Daphne inquiry, held by Sir E. J. Reed in
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July last, that these opinions largely prevailed and were
erroneous.

Prof. Elgar ivas called upon to make some investigati ns re-

specting the stability possessed by the Daphne at the time of the

disaster which happened to her, and lo give evidence respecting

the same. He afterwards pointed out, in a letter to the Tunes

of September i last, some of Ihe considerations which obviou-ly

apply to light draught stability. The first, which it appears had
never before been stated, is that any homogeneous floating body
which is symmetrical about the three principal axes at the centre

of gravity—such as a rectangular prism or an ellipsoid— will

have the same moment of stability at equal angles of inclination,

whether floating at a light draught with a snail volume below
water, or at a deep draught with a similar volume above water.

For instance, if a horn geneous pri-im of symmetrical cross-

section 5 feet high floit at a draught of I fvot, it will then have
preci-iely the same moment of stability at equal angles of inclina-

tion, and consequently the same curve of stability through lut, as

if it were loide 1—without altering the position of the centre o'

gravity— till it had 4 feet draught of water, and I fo it of free

bjard. Fr )m this it follows that, in such elementary forms of

floating bodies, lightness of draught has the same effect upon
stability as IdwucnS of freeboard ; and if a 1 iw freebjard is un-

favourable to stability, so also, and precisely to the same extent,

is a correspondingly light draught of water. This proposi:ion

can be made still more general, a< it applies to homogeneous
bodies of any form of cross-section which revolve about an
horizontal axis fixed only in direction. From this may be
deduced the results given by Atw'ood in his papers read before

the Royal Society in 1796 and 179S respecting the positions of

equilibrium and other peculiarities cjunected with the stability

of floating b jdies.

In considering the stabiliiy of a ship at various draughts of water,

and comparing it with th it of the cla^s of figures above described,

modifications require to be made for the departure from sym-
metry of form, anl for the extent to which the vertical p sition

of the centre of gravity differs from what it would be if the

external surface inclojcd a homogeneous volume. Prof. Elgar
has done this with great fullness of derail in his paper, and
^hows, by means of curves, how the stability varies with draught
of water at con tant angles of inclination in various geometrical

forms of floating bodies, and in a large passenger steamei' of

oi-dinary type. The curves thus dealt with are curves of righting

moments, a'ld njt merely cirves of lengths of righting arm.

The ordinary curve of stability is u ually made for lengths of

righting arm, because the displacement is const" nt, and the same
curve therefore gives upon different scales, either lengths of

righting arm or righting moments. In the vertical or cross

curves of stability, however, such as are now being dealt with,

draught, and therefjre displacement, is one of the variable quin-

lities, and curves of righting moments are of a very different

character from curves of righting arm. Complete cross curves

for a ship, from which ordinary curves of stability can imme-
diately be obtained for any draught of water and position of

centre of gravity, can be constructed in a few days with the aid

of Amsler's mechanical integrator.

Prof. Elgar shows conclusively the nece sity in many cases of

regarding the stability of a ship from thepiintof view of varia-

tion of righting moment with draught of water, the angle of

inclination being constant, instead of from that of variati n of

righting moment with angle of inclination, the draught being

cjnstint, as is usually done ; or rather of considering the sab-

ject from both points of view instea I of almost exclusively fron

the latter. He also shows that it is necessary to investigate,

more fully than has formerly been done, the moments and range

of stability of ships and other structures that may be intended

to float at very light draughts of w a'er.

Prof. Elgar's second paper was read last week at the meeting

of the Institute of Naval Architects ; its title was "The Use of

Stability Calculations in Regulating the Loading of Steamers."

The stability of ships. Prof. Elgar went on to say, is a subject

that has received a considerable amount of theoretical investiga-

tion during recent years. The general character of the stability

of certain classes of ships, and the circumstances which affect it,

have been largely ascertained and made known ; while the

methods of performing the requisite calculations—especially when
large angles of inclination are being dealt with—have been
greatly improved. Curves of stability have been constructed

and made public for nurherous ships of various classes, both for

war and mercantile purposes.

The results of the investigations that have thus Ijeen made
are of great value to naval architects and men of science, and
enable them to know much more respecting the actual stability

often possessed by ships than was possible with the imperfect
data available in former years. In the case of ships that are
built for purely war and some other special purposes, the

ordinary stability calculations enable instructions to be readily

framed respecting the stability they possess under ordinary

working conditions, or in such critical circumstances as may
possibly occur during their career. Any risks of instability that

may exist, or arise in certain contingencies, may be ascertained,

and the precautionary measures necessary for counteracting them
devised and pointed out.

The problem that has to be dealt with in advising those in

charge of war ships how to effectually guard against instability,

is well within the grasp of the naval architect. In such vessels

the loading is mainly of a permanent character, while that part

of it which is subject to variation, such as coals, stores, ammu-
nition, &c., varies in a manner which can be readily taken into

account in the calculations. Curves of stability that are con-

structed for war ships for three leading conditions, viz. (l) the

fuUy-Iaden condition
; (2) the same, but with all the coals con-

sumed ; and (3) the light condition with all coals, ammunition,
and consumable stores expended, are usually sufficient to enable
full instructions to be framed for the prevention of instability.

In some war ships there are other critical conditions which may
require consideration, such as the possible injury and laying

open to the sea, of compartments not protected by armour ; but

in all these cases the conditions are comparatively fixed, and may
be allowed for in the calculations. When curves of stability

have once been constructed for a war ship to represent the

various critical conditions to which she may be subjected, they

are always ajiplicable, and may be relied upon to furnish, at

any time, a safe guide to her stability.

In the case of mercantile steamers, however, except such as

carry no appreciable weight of cargo, the problem of how to

apply the results of stability calculations to the guidance of

those who have to work and stow them is of an entirely dif-

ferent character. The naval architect cannot control, or even
estimate, the amounts and positions of centre of gravity of the

various items of weight that make up the loading to anything
like the same degree of certainty as in war ships. There are

many steamers afloat in which the cargo is nearly or quite twice
the total weight of the vessel, together with her machinery and
equipment. In such cases the naval architect can only control

in the design about one-third of the total weight of the vessel

and her cargo, leaving the remaining two-thirds in the hands of

the owner, master, or stevedore. It is obvious, therefore, that

whatever may be the qualities of the empty vessel in respect of
stability, these may be greatly modified or entirely altered by
the manner in which she is loaded. It is the loading to which
we must look in the large proportion of cargo-carrying steamers
for the due preservation of such stability as is necessary for

safety at sea.

It is in this direction also that we have to look for the cause
of a great many of those losses which have occurred at sea

during recent years, and to which attention was first prominently
called by Mr. B. Martell, the Chief Surveyor of Lloyd's Register

Society, in a paper read before this Institution in 1880 upon the

causes of unseaworthiness in merchant steamers. Mr. Martell

attributed, and quite rightly so, a great many of the losses of

steamers to instability ; and there can be no doubt that this

cause of loss still continues to operate very largely. The
evidence given at Board of Trade inquiries in cases of missing
steamers is constantly pointing to instability as the cause of loss,

although the full meaning and weight of the evidence may not

always be fully and accurately appreciated at these inquiries. It

often diverts attention from the main cause of loss to say that

it occurred because the ship was unstable. The fact is, that the

ship has frequently so little to do with the matter, and the stowage
so much, that it is the latter which should be blamed for the

instability, and not the ship herself. When a ship is built for

a particular trade and for the purpose of carrying certain specific

cargoes she may then, of course, be so designed as to be quite

stable, in all conditions, while thus employed ; but when vessels

are built, as they often are, to dimensions fixed by owners, for

general trading purposes, it is seldom possible for the designer

to provide against instability arising in some possible or con-
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ceivalile circunutances of loading. The due preservation of

stability in such cases requires to be watched and provided for

by those who control the loading.

It is erroneous to suppose, as appears to be sometimes done,

that a cargo-carrying steamer should be so constructed and pro-

portioned as to run no risk of becoming unstable, however she

may be laden. If this idea were acted upon, such a mode of

preventing instability, however easy and plausible it may at first

sight appear to be, would only defeat the desired object of pro-

moting safety at sea, because it would make many vessels dan-

gerously still" when laden with some classes of cargo. The true

and reasonable mode of procedure is not to attempt to construct

a ship so that she will be stable however she may be laden, but

to see that any tendency she may have towards instability—if

any such exist—is understood by those in charge of her, and

that she is always laden with careful reference to it. There are

no steamers afloat, whatever tendency they may have towards

instability as sometimes laden, that they may not be kept per-

fectly safe if treated with full knowledge of what their stabUity

is, and the stowage regulated accordingly. One great problem

that the mercantile naval architect has just now to solve is, how
any dangerous features of a ship's stability are to be made clearly

known to those in charge of her, and in what manner they can

be best taught to regulate the loading in cases where special care

may be required.

It is sometimes supposed that owners and masters are not only

negligent, but indifferent in this matter ; and that they deliberately

refrain from any consideration of it. It has been stated that

there are no owners who avail themselves of the knowledge of

stability now readily obtainable as a guide in the stowage and

safe working of their ships. These are views which my experi-

ence does not enable me to indorse. I have found, on the

contrary, that many of our leading owners of passenger and

cargo steamers are extremely anxious about the matter ; and not

only anxious, but they adopt all means that lie within their

power of dealing practically with it. The great stumbling-block

they usually meet with, however, is the intrinsic difficulty of the

subject.

Owners and masters have their own modes of thought and

their own practical methods of ascertaining and regulating the

stability of their ships, which are often quite sufficient for the

purpose. They can very well comprehend whether a vessel will

stand up when light without ballast, and, if not, how much it

will require to make her do so. Tlieycan also understand if she

is too stiff when laden with heavy dead-weight cargoes placed

low down in the hold : or if she becomes unduly tender when
laden with light cargoes of which more than a certain quantity is

placed in the 'tween decks. They have not, however, had the

technical training and experience which is requisite to enable

them to understand and deal with metacentres, centres of gravity,

and curves of stability ; and to make all those allowances for

constant variations in draught of water and position of centre of

gravity which the different cargoes they carry render necessary.

Some owners have recently obtained curves of metacentres and

curves of stability for their ships, constructed for certain draughts

of water and descriptions of cargo. These curves, as a rule,

are put to no real practical use by them, as they find themselves

unable to apply stability information in this highly specialised

form to the accurate and reliable treatment of the various ques-

tions that arise in loading, or to compare it with the results of

their own judgment and experience.

The above course has lately been taken in many cases because

of the opinions which ha\'e been expressed that the way to pre-

vent ships being lost through want of stability is to supply the

masters with particulars of the metacentric height and a curve or

curves of stability. The Wreck Commissioner advocates this

course, and appeals to entertain no doubt as to its desirability

and practical efficacy. His object is a most praiseworthy one,

but I do not believe it to be possible to carry it out in the way
he suggests. The advice he gives is based upon the belief that

shipmasters and others who have to do with the loading of ships

can readily be made to understand what curves of stability repre-

sent, and to use them correctly in practice. I have during the

last two or three years frequently tried to carry out this view, but

have never yet met with a shipmaster—and I have had to do

with some of the most capable and intelligent of the class—who
could l)e got to understand curves of stability sufficiently well to

be trusted to work with them in practice, or who would even

l)rofess that he could do so.

If mercantile steamers could always be loaded in a uniform

manner, it might be possible to represent their stability in all

conditions with sufficient accuracy and completeness for all

working requirements by means of a curve or curves ; but as

regards tlie vast bulk of merchant shipping there are no curves

of stability which could possibly be constructed, except that for

the absolutely light condition, which would be likely to represent

the actual stability of the ship except on a very few occasions

during the whole of her career. The only use to which any
curves of stability that might be furnished could, as a rule, be
put is to furnish data for enabling the stability under different

conditions from those for which they were constructed to be
estimated. This is an operation which masters of ships cannot

perform, and which would only be likely to confuse and mislead

them if they were to attempt it.

The Wreck Commissioner laid great stress upon the use it

would have been to the captain of the Amtral at the time of the

accident if he had been in possession of curves of stability and
calculations which had been constructed for that condition, and

laid before the Court. It does not appear to have been seen that,

whatever particulars of calculations and curves of stability had

been supplied to the captain, he could not by any possibility have

had those which related to the condition of the ship at or some-

what prior to the time in question. Her stability on that occa-

sion was determined by the amount of weight she happened to

have in her, and the position of its centre of gravity ; and this

was the result of a chance state of things which only existed at

that precise moment, and which may hardly occur again during

the existence of the ship. If we assume that this information

would have taught the captain more about her stiffness than he

already knew through his previous experience of the vessel, still

it could not have been supplied to him beforehand by any one.

All that could have been done was to supply him with particu-

lars of the stability at other draughts and with other positions of

the centre of gravity, leaving it to him to estimate from these

what it would be at the time in question if he thought it desirable

to do so.

I need hardly say again that the operation of constructing

curves of stability for a particular draught of water, and position

of centre of gravity from the results of calculations made in the

usual way for certain other draughts of water and positions of

centre of gravity, is an operation wliich requires a well-trained

naval architect to perform. No one knowing the subject can

suppose that masters of vessels have had either the training or

the experience to qualify them for performing such an operation,

or can help fearing that the result of their attempting it might

be misleading. As I have already said, I have never been able

to discover a shipmaster who could be safely trusted to do it, or

who cared for it to be supposed that he could. It is hopeless,

at present, to expect either shipowners or shipmasters to use

metacentric heights and curves of stability as a practical guide in

stowage ; and it is necessary to put stability information before

them in a simpler form, and one which fits in better with their

own ideas and modes of procedure, if it is to be utilised in fur-

nishing any real guide towards safety in loading. It is qitite

unnecessary for us to require such persons to become specialists

in the science of naval architecture before applying the results of

scientific calculations to safeguarding the stability of their ships.

I have myself been obliged to give up all attempts to deal satis-

factorily with the question by supplying curves of stability and

other information of that class.

The method which I have adopted is the following, and I

now lay it before the Institution, chiefly for the purpose of

eliciting opinions upon the subject, and as a suggestion to others

who may be working in the same direction and have experienced

similar difficulties with myself. In advising upon how a steamer

should be treated and loaded so as to be kept safe in respect of

stability, I state (i) the quantity of ballast, if any, that is re-

quired to enable her to stand up when quite empty, without

water in boilers or tanks, coal in bunkers, and with a clean-swept

hold, and to be stiff enough for all working requirements in

dock or river ; (2) if she is to be employed in carrying homo-

geneous cargoes, what proportion of the space in the 'tween

decks it is safe to fill with such cargo, after the holds are full,

and what weight of ballast is required in the bottom to enable

the vessel to be loaded to her maximum draught with such cargo ;

(3) if required to carry two or more kinds of homogeneous cargo,

such as grain and cotton, grain and wool, grain, meat, and wool,

&c., the best mode of stowage, and whether or not the space in

the 'tween decks can be filled with the lightest of the cargoes,

and in what circumstances ballast, and how much of it, will be

required ; (4) if not intended for homogeneous cargoes, but for

general cargoes, or partly homogeneous and partly general, the
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average densities of the general goods for various ports is arrived

at after a little experience, and the same system adopted. The
main point is, to state what space, if any, must be left unfilled

in the 'tween deck cargo spaces, with the different descriptions of

cargo, and what ballast, if any, is necessary if the vessel is to

be loaded to her maximum draught ; (5) if the consumption of

the coal diminishes the stability materially, as is often tlie case

in some classes of steamers, to call prominent attention to this

fact, in order that the captain may not be misled by finding his

ship appear to be rather stiff on commencing a voyage. The
possible consumption of coal is, of course, taken into account in

fixing upon the limits that should be imposed upon the stowage
in all the conditions named ; and (6) if there appear to lie any
circumstances in which a tendency towards instability may arise

they are described, and suitable precautions suggested. I Vielieve

that Lloyd's Register Society, in fixing a load-line for vessels that

may in some conditions be laden so as to have insufficient

stability, describe the stowage that is requisite for safety in

somewhat similar terms io the above.

General particulars, such as these, respecting the character of

a ship's stability in different conditions, may be made to convey
all the information that is necessary for the effective prevention
of instability, and I find that they are appreciated by owners
and masters, and actually used as a guide in the loading of

ships. They may be made to fully define all the essential points

upon which stability depends, and are expressed in a form and
language that is understood by those who have to use them.
This is shown by the fact that telegrams are sometimes received

from foreign ports respecting ships which are to be laden with
cargoes somewhat different from those to which the specific

instructions apply, describing the cargoes that are to be carried,

and asking whether any different arrangement of ballast or

proportion of weight in the 'tween decks from what has been
prescribed for some other cargo is necessary. Such inquiries

show that intelligent use is being made of the information sup-
plied, and that it is being utilised for practical guidance in

loading.

One of the main reasons why it is better to give information

in this simple foi-m is that it obviously fits in with a shipmaster's

own practical modes of thought and ideas respecting stability.

It is a mistake to suppose, because owners and masters can-

not express their views respecting the stability of ships in scientific

language, that they therefore have no views that are worth any-

thing. The fact is, that the masters of ships very often have
quite correct ideas respecting the stability of their vessels and
how to load them. If they see a vessel quite empty in dock,
and observe the effect of moving weights in and out when light,

they often acquire as much knowledge of her stability in the

light condition as is requisite for all purposes of safety and efficient

working. They also, by means of experience obtained in load-

ing, frequently get to know as much about the stability of certain

classes of vessels in the laden condition as is necessary for prac-

tical purposes, and certainly for all purposes of safety. Whether
sufficient knowledge can be gained in this way or not for all

possible requirements depends largely upon the type and pecu-
liarities of a vessel. As a rule, it is all that is applied to the

purpose, and there can be no doubt that in many cases it may be
sufficient. It is in vessels which contain elements of danger
that cannot be discovered in this practical manner that a different

and more scientific mode of treatment becomes requisite.

The proper use of stability calculations is not to supersede or

interfere with that knowledge of a vessel's qualities which may
be gained by experience but to supplement and complete it in

certain cases where it may be necessary. As an illustration I

may refer to the small range of stability sometimes found to be
possessed by deep vessels of low freeboard. The discovery of

the dangers to which such ships are liable may perhaps be suc-

cessfully made in some instances by simply observing their

behaviour at sea ; but probably it is more often made only wlien
the ship capsizes. Then, again, many ships become unstalile at

sea through the consumption of their bunker coal, particularly

when a large portion of such coal is carried, as it sometimes is,

in a reserve bunker under the lower deck. There are cases in

which the metacentric heights of cargo-carrying steamers are

reduced by ij feet by the mere consumption of the bunker coal.

In such cases instability may very readily arise at sea in a manner
of which the captain is unable to form any accurate conception
when merely judging by the results of his own experience. Tliis

is particularly likely to be the case when alterations are made in

bunkers, or when portions of the hold are added as reserve

bunkers for enabling voyages of longer duration to be made than
have previously been contemplated. I certainly believe, as the

result _of an examination of the stability of many mercantile
steamers, that a great number of vessels are lost at sea from each
of these causes, viz. through capsizing on account of low free-

board and consequent small range of stability, and also through
loss of stability by reason of the consumption of coal. In both
of these classes of cases the danger is aggravated if the ships are

flush-decked, without any or with but small water-tight erections

above the upper deck.

It is very difficult to make a complete analysis of the various

causes of loss at sea, and to show conclusively what is the

relative mortality of vessels of various types and different descrip-

tions of cargo. The difficulty is due to the fact that the Board
of Trade returns are not compiled in a manner which enables all

the necessary information to be extracted from them. So far as

it is possible to judge, however, by the particulars available, it

appears that the types of steamers that are least subject to

mysterious losses at sea are those which have long ranges of

water-tight erections on deck, and are therefore least liable to

become unstable. I believe that the comparative immunity against

loss which appears to be possessed by many efficiently built and
protected "well-deck" steamers, is largely due not only to their

comparatively low centre of gravity of cargo, but to the righting

power furnished at large angles of inclination by their extensive

deck erections. This is undoubtedly the case, notwithstanding

the fact that seas may break into the well, and often fill it witl>

water. It may be somewhat startling to persons familiar with

the loading of flush-decked steamers, to find many well-decked

vessels making voyages across the Atlantic with portions of their

decks so near to the water as they sometimes carry them ; but

a little examination suffices to show that the fact of the water

entering a properly constructed and fitted and moderately sized

well cannot do much to endanger the safety of the ship. Any
effect it may have upon the stability is only at small angles of

inclination.

In order to show how small is the effect of water in the well

of an ordinary first-class steamer of this type upon her stability,

I have given two curves of stability in Fig. I for such a vessel.

That marked P is for the condition of no water being in the

well till the vessel is inclined sufficiently for the edge of the

deck to become immersed, and that marked Q for the con-

dition of the well being filled with water before the inclinatioii

commences. Mr. Martell was good enough to have these

curves calculated for me, in order that I might have them in

time for the reading of this paper. They are for a raised

quarter-deck vessel 257 feet by 35 feet 6 inches by 18 feet 6 inches,

with a well 60 feet in length, and bulwarks over 5 feet high ; the

freeboard amidships to the main deck being 2 feet 2 inches. Prior

to the water entering the well the vessel is assumed to be at her

usual trim of about a foot by the stern, and a correction is made
for the change of trim caused by the filling of the well. No
allowance is made for the quantity of water that would be thrown
out of the well by the movements of the ship, but it is assumed
to be possible to completely fill it with water to the height of the

rail at the fore end of the bridge, and for no other way of escape

to exist for the water but that of pouring over the rail as the

vessel inclines. The freeing ports and scuppers are not assumed

to have any effect in clearing the deck of water. The weight of

water which the well will hold when the vessel is upright is 186

tons, but when she is inclined to 10° it will only hold 98 tons,

and when inclined to 20° it becomes reduced to 28 tons. These
figures and the curves in Fig. i show that water in the well of

such a vessel cannot materially affect her stability after a small

angle of inclination has been reached, and that so far as stability

is concerned the well cannot be regarded as a serious element

of danger.

A practical point of great importance in determining the

amount of stability a ship sliould possess at sea is the minimum
metacentric height that may be regarded as sufficient for safety.

Different types of vessels have quite different characteristics

in respect of stability. War ships, and some classes of

merchant steamers, require large metacentric heights in order to

insure sufficient righting moments at moderate angles of inclina-

tion, and a safe range of stability. The curves of stability

given in Fig. 2 apply to such a case. Those curves belong to a

typical three-decked steamer, without any water-tight deck

erections, 280 feet by 34 feet 6 inches, by 24 feet 6 inclies.

The mean load draught is 22 feet 6 inches, and displacemeui

4400 tons ; the freeboard being 5 feet 4 inches. The metacentri.
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lieight is 6 inches for the curve A, and I foot for the curve B.

It is obvious that, in judging of tlie safety of small metacentric

height for such a vessel, the range of stability is an important
factor to be considered. The range necessary for seaworthiness

largely determines and often fixes the limit below which the

metacentric height should not be reduced in such a type of

\essel and in many others.

But there are very large numbers of steamers, such as passenger
liners and cargo steamers, of the spar and awning-deck classes,

which generally have very large ranges of stability, and large

lighting moments at great angles of inclination, whatever the

metacentric height may be ; and in many cases, even with no
metacentric height at all. In such cases the minimum meta-
centric height which is essential to safety and efficiency has to be
determined by entirely different considerations from those which
apply to war ships, and those classes of mercantile steamers
whose stability is of the character shown by the curves in Fig. 2.

When we have to deal with vessels which even with no meta-
centric height will return to the upright, provided water does not

get into the ship, and no large weights shift, whatever angle of

inclination may be reached, the conditions of the problem are

entirely changed. The principal oljject which then has to be

ANGLES OF INCLINATION

considered is to prevent too easy an inclination from the upright
by the action of the wind and other forces which may operate
upon her ; and the question mainly turns upon what may fairly

l)e considered sufficient for this purpose.
Many persons have been surprised on first learning how little

metacentric height many high-sided mercantile steamers are in

the habit of working with in safety. There are many steamers
of the spar and awning-deck classes employed in carrying homo-
geneous cargoes, which have been performing their work for

years, not only with perfect safety but without showing any
signs of what nautical men call tenderness, the metacentric
heights of which, during certain periods of their voyages, are

frequently not more than 8 inches or even 6 inches. The latter

figure may probably be regarded as about the minimum which
such vessels approach without indicating to those on board that

they are becoming unduly tender : but it is quite certain that

many never show any such signs, and appear to be perfectly safe

with 8 inches of metacentric height.

Vessels of this class have curves of stability of which those
shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are types. The curves in Fig. 3 are for

a spar-decked steamer 31S feet by 40 feet by 22 feet. The load
draught is 23 feet 6 inches, and dis])lacement 5760 tons ; the
freeboard being 8 feet 6 inches. Those in Fig. 4 are also for a
spar-decked steamer 220 feet by 30 feet by 23 feet. The load
draught is 16 feet, and displacement 2000 tons ; the freeboard
being 8 feet 6 inches. The curves marked A in each of these
figures are constructed for 6 inches of metacentric height, and
those marked B for i foot, in order that they may be compared
with the corresponding curves in Fig. 2. The metacentric
height of 6 inches is about what each of these vessels would
have if laden to the draughts named with homogeneous cargoes,
such as they frequently carry ; and the metacentric heights of
I foot are obtained by leaving a portion of such cargo out of the
'tween decks, and replacing it by an equal weight of ballast in
the bottom.

It will be seen that the increase of righting moment in Figs. 3
and 4 continues up to a very large angle of inclination. This
increase of righting moment tends to prevent dangerous inclina-
tions being reached, while the smallness of the metacentric
height causes such vessels to be very easy and comfortable in a
seaway. Some steamers whose stability is of this character are
vessels which carry cargoes liable to shift, such as grain or coals,
and it may be thought that with cargoes of this class a small
nietacentric height is particularly unsafe, and that considerable
initial stiffness is necessary to prevent any danger arising through
shifting of cargo. Any opinions that may be formed upon this
point are necessarily more or less speculative, as we have but little

exact information to go by ; but it should be borne in mind, in
considering the question of initial stiffness in connection with
shifting cargoes, that, although such stiffness increases the resist-

ance to inclination, it increases at the same time the tendency to
roll, and to displace or shift the cargo.
The question of the minimum metacentric height which may

be regarded as consistent with safety in those types of ships
w-here it is not governed in any degree by the necessity of pro-
viding range of stability, as shown by Figs. 3 and 4, is a sub-
ject which has never been much discussed, and which, on account
of its important and immediate bearing upon the safety of many
vessels at sea, is, in my opinion, deserving of the consideration
of this Institution. If any of the remarks contained in this paper
should serve to elicit opinions, information, or facts bearing upon
the subject, my purpose in making them will be answered.

I may add, in conclusion, that the following are the main
points which I have desired to lay before the Institution in this

paper :—(i) The form in which the results of stability calcula-
tions can be put before owners and masters of mercantile
steamers, so as to be of the greatest practical use in loading
such steamers, and regulating their stability in accordance with
the requirements that may arise ; (2) the fundamental differ-

ence which exists between the relation of righting moments at

large angles of inclination and range of stability to metacentric
height in the various types of steamers, as shown by Figs. 2, 3,
and 4, such relation making it necessary to fix the minimum
metacentric height that should be allowed with due regard to

the righting moments at large angles of inclination in some cases

and unnecessary to do so in others ; and {3) the minimum meta-
centric height that may be regarded as consistent with safety in

cases where range of stability and the righting moments at large

angles of inclination are so ample as not to call for consideration.

The two latter points are so intimately connected with the first

that they naturally require to be considered along with it.

T/fE INSTITUTION OF NAJ'AL ARCHITECTS
'T'HE Institution of Naval Architects held its twenty-fifth

Session at the Rooms of the Society of Arts on April 2, 3,

and 4, Lord Ravensworth in the chair. Whilst the papers read
were of course mainly on technical questions of naval construc-

tion, equipment, &c., some of them possessed points of general

scientific interest, of which a brief account may be given. The
President's address dealt mainly with what may be called the

economic side of the shipping industry, dwelling on such points

as the Merchant Shipping Bill, the length of time occupied in

building ships of war, the depression of the carrying trade, &c.

Passing on to the papers contributed, the first read was by Mr.

J. D. .Samuda on the Riachiielo, a steel armour-clad twin screw
turret-ship of 6000 tons displacement, and 6000 horse-power,

lately built by his firm, for the Brazilian Government.
The second paper, by Mr. A. F. Yarrow, was on an Electrical

Launch tried last year both on the Thames and on the Danube,
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and already mentioned in these columns. It dealt with the

question from a practical and not an electrical point of view,

and is so far valuable as presenting a fresh aspect of the question.

On the whole the author s conclusions are satisfactory. He con-
siders that there is even now a field for electrical launches in

cises where the conditions are favourable, such as having a

supply of cheap motive power for recharging the batteries ; and
that they are pre-eminently adapted for torpedo boats, owing to

their being always ready for action, and their complete noiseless-

ness when in motion. On the whole the advantages and disad-

vantages as compared with the steam-launch are summed up by
Mr. Yarrow as follows, beginning with the former :

—

1. Entire absence of noise.

2. Great cleanliness.

3. The whole of the boat is available for passenger accommo-
dation, the midship or best part of it not being occupied by
machinery.

4. When once charged it is ready for use at a moment's
notice.

The points against it are :

—

1. Difficulty and delay from frequent charging.
2. Greater first cost.

3. Greater cost of working in those cases where an engine has
specially to be laid down for the purpose of charging.
The third paper read was on the Vibration of Steam-vessels, by

Mr. Otto Schlick, which dealt with the shaking so well known to

passengers on screw steamers from the practical and theoretical

point of view. It is shown clearly that the phenomenon is merely
due to the fact that the ship, considered as an iron girder, has one
or more fixed periods of vibration depending on her length, her
width, and other dimensions. With regard to the practical

means of overcoming such vibrations, it is pointed out that any-
thing which causes the engine to run at a different speed, for

instance, the putting in of a new propeller, will probably have a
favourable effect. The shifting of the screw to a different angle
with regard to the cranks is recommended as often giving a
good result, inasmuch as two of the forces causing the vibration
may be balanced one against the other. An ingenious apparatus
for measuring such vibrations is described by the author.

The morning of April 3 was occupied during the whole period
of five hours by the reading and discussion of three papers on
the burning question of Stability. One of these, on the Use of
Stability Calculations in Regulating the Loading of Steamers,
by Prof. Klgar, we print at length. Another, on Cross Curves
of Stability, was read by Mr. W. Denny, the well-known ship-

builder of Dumbarton. He observes that stability curves are
required for at least four draughts of any steamer, viz. the
launching condition, the condition completely finished, but with-
out any cargo, coals, &c., on board, the fully loaded condition,
and the condition with the coals consumed. If the stability

curve be also calculated for an intermediate draught between the
second and third of these, five points will be obtained at each
angle, by means of which a cross curve of stability can be pro-
duced. It is therefore of great importance to work out such
cross curves and to find a method by which they can be readily
constructed from the ordinary curves of stability. A method for

doing this with the assistance of Amsler's Integrator has been
devised, and when drawn the curves are also represented by
means of a solid model. These cross curves are each for a given
angle, and have the length of the righting arm varying with the
draught or displacement. With such cross curves in number
sufficient to cover angles at intervals of 10°, 15°, and 20°, and
each ranging through all the draughts from the launched to the
loaded condition, ordinary curves at any draught and with any
height of centre of gravity can be easily obtained, and with great
rapidity. The method employed is fully described, as is also
another method due to Mr. Couwenberg. Tables are also given
showing the results obtained for the same steamer by the two
methods, which, though worked out separately, were found to
agree very closely.

The third paper was on a New Method for Calculating the
Stability of Ships, by M. Daymond. This is an elaborate paper
of a theoretical character, illustrated with numerous diagrams.
It gives the history of the means adopted for calculating sta-

bility, especially the method invented by M. Ferranti. The
author's own method is an improvement on this. Having made
for various ships numerous drawings which showed on the
vertical section of the ship, in length and in direction, the arms of
the righting levers, for various draughts and inclinations, he con-
ceived the idea of joining by continuous lines the extremities of
these arms corresponding to the same angle of inclination.

Taking such angles at intervals of 10°, he thus obtains a curve
which he calls the "pantocarene isocline," and from these

curves he obtains at once with com]ilete accuracy and for all

possible cases the usual curves of statical stability. The paper
gives the principal properties of these curves, together with the

mode of their calculation and various examples of working. The
paper had been translated by Sir E. J. Reed, who may therefore

be considered to have lent his authority to the value of the
method proposed. The discussion on these ]ia]3ers turned mainly
on unimportant and to some extent personal questions, and,
though animated, does not need production here.

On Thursday evening, Ajjril 3, the jnost important paper was
one by Mr. James Howden on Combustion of Fuel in Furnaces
and Steam Boilers by Natural Draught and by .Supply of Air
under Pressure. The object of it was to describe a new l)oi1er

on which the author was experimenting, and which, if his

account be correct, is likely to realise very important advantages
in the way of economy of fuel. The experiments are not con-
cluded, but the author considers them to justify him in claiming

a most extraordinary economy as compared with ordinary marine
boilers. Taking the instance of the Oregon, the latest-built of

the swift Atlantic liners, he professes that the coal consumption
might be reduced from 31,000 to 19,000 lbs. per hour, with an
equal supply of steam and with a diminution in the fire-grate sur-

face from 1512 to only 641 square feet. In the discussion which
ensued very grave doubts were expressed as to the reality of such

a saving, and it would probably have been more wise if the

author had completed his experiments before claiming so very

large a step in advance.

The next paper, by Mr. A. B. Broun, on the Application of

Hydraulic Machinery to the Loading, iS:c. , of Steamships, gave

an interesting account of a complete hydraulic system applied lo

all the work required in an ordinary vessel, but did not raise any
theoretical questions. A paper was then read by Mr. J. F.

Hall, on Cast Steel as a Material for Crank Shafts. The author,

who belongs to the well known firm of Messrs. Jessop of Shef-

field, advocated the making of these important parts of a ship

by the ordinary method of casting steel, without any subsequent

hammering or working. His view is that such hammering can

never reach the centre of a large mass of steel, such as an ingot

;

and that even if it did it would not completely weld up and remove
the cavities which are not infrequently found in that region. In

fact his view was that forging actually did harm by consolidating

the outer layers and preventing them from contracting subse-

quently, as the hotter interior shrank in its cooling. By using

ordinary methods of casting, and taking care to have a sufficient

head or column of metal standing up above the casting itself, he
considered that all fear of cavities within the latter was removed.

Any unsoundness would be found only within the column, which
would of course be cut off when the casting was cool.

The remaining papers, read on Friday, will not require any
extended notice. That of Mr. P. Jenkins, on the Construc-

tion of Metacentric Diagrams, was a theoretical paper, dealing

with the problem of stability, and chiefly devoted to establishing

the following theorem :
— " For any position of the centre of

gravity the initial righting moment is either a maximum or a

minimum when the water plane is so placed that the centre of

curvature of the curve of flotation is at the same height in the

vessel as the centre of gravity." .\nother contribution to the

same problem, that of stability, was read by Mr. S. Benjamin,

and described a model or apparatus enabling a shipowner to

determine the position of the centre of gravity of his vessel for

any loading before she is loaded, and also the alteration of its

position due to any subsequent change in the loading. Yet

another paper, by Dr. A. Amsler, described the application of

the integrating apparatus which bears that name to such calcu-

lations as those of the curves already mentioned in Mr. Denny's

paper. Mr. J. E. Spence described a form of diagram exhibiting

in a simple shape all the data depending on the form of a ship

which are required for determining her stability, and also a

simple and direct method of graphic calculation for attaining

these data. Mr. Thomas Phillips read a paper on the comparative

safety of the particiUar class of vessels known as " well-decked
''

steamers. These were formerly treated with some suspicion by

underwriters, but great improvements have lately been made,

some of which were described in the paper, and with these the

vessel appears lo be even safer than wh.at are called "flush"

ships. Lastly, Mr. A. Taylor described a special instrument

invented by him, and called a Stability Indicator, for deter-

mining the initial stability and stowage of ships at any displace-

ment.
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Mr. H. H. West read a paper on the Riveting of Iron Ships,

sjiving tables for calculating the plate and rivet area for double-
riveting, treble-riveting, and quadruple-riveting. He referred

to the researches of Sir Edward Reed, the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers, and others, but did not mention the

modification of treble-riveting proposed some years ago, and
lately carried into effect by a firm in Holland. On this system,
in the middle row of the three rows of rivets, the rivets are

spaced only half the distance apart of the two outer rows, the

result being to increase very largely the proportion of strength.

Capt. Heathorn described an arrangement called by him a
Water-brake, for stopping the way of a ship in cases of collision

or otherwise ; and finally, Mr. J. E. I.iardet described an appa-
ratus for indicating the position of a ship's helm.
On the whole the Institution is to be congratulated on the

interest and importance of the papers provided for it, and
still more on the vigour and ability with which they were dis-

ciLssed by the very eminent engineers and shipbuilders who
thronged the rooms of the Society of .\rts for the purpose.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
Bulletin de VAcadcmie R. de Belgijue, January 5.—On the

existence of a fourth species {B. borealis) of the genus Balajn-

optera in the North Atlantic and .'\rctic Oceans, by M.
Guldberg.—On the action of clilorine on combinations of sulphur,

.ind on organic oxysulphurets, third communication, by M. W.
Spring.—Researches on speniiatogenesis in the Selacians (Scyl-

titim catulus, Sc. canicula, Raja clavafa), the salamander and
mammals, by Prof. A. Swaen.—Essays on the political history

'if the last three centuries, by M. Van Praet.—Biographical

notice of the painter Michael Van Cocxyen of Mechlin, by M.
Castan.

A/li dslla R. Accademia del L'nrei, January 20.—Letter from
King Humbert announcing an additional annual grant of 400/.

for the promotion of biological studies, to be distributed in prizes

in any way the Academy may think fit.—Some philological

remarks on the 104th Psalm, by Guidi Ignazio.—Notice of an
unpublished work of Prince Federico Cesi, entitled "De Laser-

piteo et Laserpitii pluvia," in the library of the Botanic Institute

at Padua, by Prof. A. Favaro.—Note on the antiquities disco-

vered at Ventimiglia, Montefiascone, Naples, Pompeii, and
other parts of Italy during the month of December 1883, by S.

Fiorelli.

February 3 and 4.—Notice of some unpublished writings of

Oalileo Galilei in the National Library of Florence, by Prof.

Favaro.—Report on Prof Bellonci's work " On the Segmenta-
tion of the Egg of the Axolotl," by S. Trinchese.—Report on
Dr. G. Frattini's work "On Some Propositions in the Theory
of Substitutions," by S. Battaglini.—Report on Dr. L.

Macchiati's work on the chemical nature of chlorophyll, by S.

Cannizzaro.—Observations of the solar spots and faculse made at

the Observatory of the CoUegio Romano during the year 1883,
by Pietro Tacchini.—On the temperature corresponding to the

Glacial period, third note, by Pietro Blaserna.—On the extra-

ordinary crepuscular phenomena observed during the last few
months, by Lorenzo Respighi.—Contributions to the study of

the carbopyrolic acid a, by G. L. Ciamician and Paolo Silber.

—

Remarks on the Veronese Chelonian { Pi otosphargis z'C-onensis)

discovered in 1852 in the Upper Chalk near St. Anna di

Alfaedo in Valpolicella, by Giovanni Capellini.—Geological
observations on the islands of the Tuscan Archipelago, by B.

I^tti.—Reports on the competition for the Royal Prizes for

Physics, History, and Geography for the year 1882, by Signors
Cantoni and Villari.—Reports on the Ministerial prizes for the

Philosophical, Social, and Natural Sciences for the year 1883,

by Signors Bonatelli and Trinchese.

February 17.—Obituary notices of the late Pietro Canal and
Edoardo Laboulaye, Members of the Academy, by the President.

7—On the practice of burying human bones stripped of the flesh

in Neolithic times, by Luigi Pigorini.—Note on the antiquities

discovered at Felonica, Este, Imola, and in other parts of Italy

during the month of January 1884.—Remarks on some codices

in the Angelica Library connected with patristic theology, by
Enrico Narducci.—Note on the parabolic orbit of the comet (e)

discovered by Hartwig at Strasburg on August 24, 1879, by E.

Millose\'ich.—On a remarkable disposition of the isogonic lines

of terrestrial magnetism observed in the eastern districts of the

Valley of the Po (two illustrations), by Ciro Chistoni.

Rivisla Scienti/ico-[mlusti iale, February 15 and 29.—Descrip-
tion of a new apparatus for the measurement of electro-motor
forces (four illustrations), by E. Reynier.—Mathematical demon-
stration and value of the angle of least deviation described by a

ray of light in its passage through a prism (one illustration), by
Giuseppe Vanni.—Practical determination of the metallic resist-

ance and chemical reaction of an electrolytic circuit, by Eugenio
Marchese.—On the causes of the remarkable after-glows wit-

nessed in Italy and elsewhere in 1883-84, by Prof. Carlo Maran-
goni. The author compares these phenomena with others of an
analogous character observed in various parts of Europe in the
year 1869. On several grounds he infers that the pink and red
glows could not have been produced by moisture disseminated in

the atmosphere in the solid, liquid, or gaseous state. He con-
cludes that they are due to the presence of dust or minute
particles of sand, which absorb the coloured rays in the central

region of the solar spectrum while transmitting the extreme
colours—that is, red and violet. The paper, which is to be con-
tinued, offers no suggestion as to the possible origin of the
particles of dust to which the phenomena are attributed.—Note
on the extinct and living mollusks of the Gardone district, by
Prof Strobel.—On the fossil insects of the Carboniferous schists

of Commentry, by S. Brongniart.—Note on the limits of dia-

tomaceous vegetation in marine basins, by Count A. F.
Castracane.

Rendiconti del Reale Istilulo Lombardo, February 21.—Bio-
graphical notice of Carlo Tenca and his times, by Prof. Giovanni
Cantoni.—Some reflections on the results of the recent examina-
tions in the Italian language and literature in the higher schools
of the Peninsula, by Prof C. Baravalle.—Fresh researches on
the oxidation of sulphur, with some remarks on the oxidising
power of the so-called atomic oxygen and of ozone, by Prof. E.
Pollacci.—On some cases of subcutaneous nervous aftections

caused by the presence of Oscyuris, Taenia, Solium, and other
parasites, by Prof A. Scarenzio.—On the relations between the
malady known as " bronze skin," and the changes in the supra-
renal blood capsules, by Prof. G. Sangalli.—Meteorological
observations made in the Brera Observatory, Milan, during the
month of February 1884

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, March 27.—"On the Electro-chemical Equi-
valent of Silver, and on the Absolute Electromotive Force of
Clark Cells." By Lord Rayleigh, D.C.L., F.R.S.
The investigations upon this subject which have been carried

on by Mrs. Sidgwick and myself during the last year and a half,

though not yet quite finished, are so far advanced that no doubt
remains as to the general character of the results ; and as these
results have application in the daily work of practical electricians,

it is thought desirable] to communicate them without further
delay.

The currents are measured by balancing the attraction and
repulsion of coaxal coils against known veigh's, as described
before the British Association in 1882, a method which has fully
answered the favourable expectations then expressed. To what
was said on that occasion it will be sufficient for the present to
add that the readings are taken by reversal of the current in the
fixed coils, and the difference of weights thus found (abcut 1

grm.) represents the double force of attraction free from . rrors
depending upon the connections of the suspended coil, ai d other
sources of disturbance.

The difficulties which have been experienced, and which have
been the cause of so much delay, have related entirely to th;
behaviour of the silver voltameters, of which never less than two,
and sometimes as many as five, have been included in the
circuit of the measured current. In order to render the deposit
more compact, and thus to diminish the danger of loss in the
subsequent manipulations, acetate of silver was added in the
earlier experiments to the standard solution of nitrate. Expe-
rience, however, has shown that the principal risk is not in the
loss of metal, but in the ob^tinate retention of salt within the
fine pores of the deposit, leading to an over-estimate of the
amount. When the texture is very compact, this danger in-

crea'es, and deposits from a solution containing acetate are often
decidedly too heavy, even after the most careful and protracted
washings. On heating to low redness a portion, at any rate, of
the retained salt is decomposed NO. 's driven off, and a loss of
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weight ensues. With i-ure nitrate, to which we finally recurred,

the risk is much less.

The actual weights of depo'iled silver were usually from 2 to

3 grms., and, so far as the mere weighings are concerned, should

have been correct to 1/10,000. Di.ccrepancies three or four

times as great as this are, however, actually met with, whether

due to retention of salt or to loss of metal it is difficult to say.

The final number, expressinj; in C.G.S. measure the electro-

chemical equivalent of silver, is a little lower than that (fii9

X 10"-) given on a previous occasion [Caml/ri/^^e Proceedings

for November 26, 1SS3). It approximatis clo ely to I'llS

X lo~-, and is tints in precise agreement with the number an-

nounced within the last few weeks by Kohlrausch, viz. \ 11S3

X 10"". Its substantial correctness can therefore hardly be

doubted, more especially as it does not differ very much from

the number (I'I24) obtained by Mascart. In terms of practical

units, we may say that the ampere current deposits per hour

4"025 grms. of silver.

When we are provided with means for the abiolute measure-

ment of cuiTents, the determination of electromotive force is a

very simple matter if we assume a knowledge of absolute resist-

ance. A galvaivic cell is balanced against the known cifiference

of potentials generated by a known current in traversing a known
resistance. The diffiiulty relates entirely to the pieparation and

definition of the standard cells. A considerable nnraber of Clark

cells have been set up and tested at intervals during the last six

months, and their behaviour has been .satisfactory, the extreme

range after the first ten days) not much exceeding i/iooo. A
modified forin of cell, in which the solid zinc is replaced by an

amalgam, is at present under trial.

In Mr. Latimer Clark's own determination the B.A. unit is

assumed to be correct, and the E.M.F. of the cell at 15° C. was

found to be i"457 volt. On the same assumption we obtain the

not greatly differing value f453 volt. If we take the true value

of the B.A. unit as '9867 ohm, i '453 will be replaced by i'434.

Experiments are also in progress to determine in absolute

measure the rotation of the plane of polarisation of light in

bisulphide of carbon under the action of magnetic force. Of the

results obtained byGoidon a.d Becquerel, differing by about

9 per cent., our preliminary measurements tend rather to confirm

the former.

Mathematical Society, April 3.—Prof. Henrici, F.R.S.,

president, in the chair.—The Rev. A. C. E. Blomfield was

admitted into the Society.—The following communications were

made:—On double algebra, by Prof. Cayley, F.R.S.—On the

homogeneous and other forms of equation of a plane section of a

surface, by J. J. Walker, F.R.S.—A direct investigation of the

complete primitive of the equation F(jc, y, z, /, q\ = o, with a

way of remer.ibering the auxiliary system, by J. W. Russell.

—

On electrical oscillations and the effects produced by the motion

of an electrified sphere, by J. J. Thomson.

Chemical Society, March 31.—Anniversaiy Meeting.—Dr.

W. II. Perkin, F. R.S., president, in the chair.—The President

read his annual address. The number of Fellows is at present

1324. During the past twelve months the Society has lost by

death nineteen Fellows, including Sir C. W. Siemens, Messrs.

W. Spottiswoode, J. T. Way, and J. Young. After briefly

alluding to the more important advances in chemical science,

the president drew attention to the fact that the number of

original papers read before the Society had steadily decreased

since 1881, notwithstanding the steady increase in the number of

Fellows, and the greater facilities for the study of chemistry now
offered by the numerous laboratories recently opened. The
Longstaff Medal was awarded to Mr. O'SulIivan. The follow-

ing Officers and Council were elected :—President : Dr. W. H.

Perkin, Ph.D., F.R.S. ; Vice-Presidents: Sir F. A. Abel,

Warren De La Rue, E. Frankland, J. H. Gilbert, J. H. filad-

stone, A. W\ Hofmann, W. Odling, Sir Lyon Playfair, H. E.

Roscoe, A. W. Williamson, P. Griess, G. D. Liveing, E.

Schunck, T. E. Thorpe, A. Voelcker, W. Weldon ; Secretaries :

H. E. Armstrong, J. Millar Thomson ; Foreign Secretai-y : H.

Mijller ; Treasurer : W. J. Russell ; Members of Council : E.

Atkinson, H. T. Brown, T. Camelly, M. Carteighe, R. J.

Friswell, W. R. E. Hodgkinson, D. Howard, F. R. Japp, R.

Meklola, R. Messel, C. O'SulIivan, C. Schorlemmer.

Geological Society, March 22.— Prof. T. G. Bonney,

F.R.S., president, in the ch.air.—The Rev. Frank Ballard,

M.A., was proposed as a Fellow of the Society.—The following

communications were read :—On Rhytidostms capensis, Owen, a

Labyrinthodont Amphibian from the Trias of the Cape of Good
Hope, by Sir Richard Owen, K.C. B., F.K.S. The author
first noticed the discovery of certain forms of Amphibia belong-
ing to the genera Labyrinlhodon, Brachyops, Pelrop/iryiu; and
Rhinosaiirus, and called attention to certain typical peculiarities

in the structure of the teeth, the form of the bony palate, and
the double occipital condyle. An imperfect cranium of the
species now described as Rhytidosteus capensis w as procured by
Mr. Heer in the Orange Free .State from the Tri.asof Swanopol,
Beersheba, and deposited by him in the Bloemfontein Museum.
This specimen, which was brovight to England and submitted to

the author by Dr. Exton, consists of the anterior portion of the
skull with part of the mandible attached. The general form is

batraclioid, and one of the hinder palatovomerine teeth, on
being examined microscopically, exhibited the characteristic

labyrinthodont structure. The surface of the skull, and the
characters of the premaxillary, na-al, frontal, and prefrontal

bones were described. Tiie parietals and postfrontals are im-
perfect, the hinder part being lost. The rami of the mandible
are also imperfect behind, but a broken fr.agment shou-s the
articular surface. The vomerine bones were also decribed,
with the posterior nostril and the teeth before and behind this

opening. The breadth of the bony palate at its hinder fractured
border is 5 inches ; the length of the part preserved 4^ inches ;

the mandible, when perfect, was probably from 1 1 inches to a
foot in length. The author also gave an account of the dentition

wielded by the premaxillary, maxillary, vomerine, palatine, and
mandibular bones. The author pointed out that the type of air-

breathing vertebrates to which the present genus belongs reached
its highest development in the Triassic period in Britain, Russia,

North America, Hindostan, and South Africa. The only known
antecedent form from which the labyrinthodont structure of
tooth might have been derived is a genus of fishes named Den-
drodits^ in the Old Red Sandstone. The Liassic Ichthyosaiirs

also .show some similarity in tooth-structure ; but in them there

is far greater simplicity.—On the occurrence of antelope-remains
in Newer Pliocene beds in Britain, with the description of a new
species, Gazella anglica, by E. TuUey Newton, F.G. S.—

A

comparative and critical revision of the Madreporaria of the

White Lias of the Middle and Western Counties of England,
and of those of the Conglomerate at the base of the South-Wales
Lias, by Robert F. Tomes, F.G.S.

Zoological Society, April i.—Prof. W. H. Flower, LL.D.,
F.R.S., president, in the chair.—Prof. Flower exhibited and
made remarks on a series of skulls of the Bottle-nosed Whale
{Hyprroodon rtw/raftw), illustrating the various stages presented

by this animal as regards the conformation of its skull in the

different ages of both sexes. Prof. Flower also exhibited, on
behalf of Messrs. Langton and Bicknell, a specimen of spermaceti

obtained from the head of the Hyperoodon.—Mr. Sclater ex-

hibited and made remarks on specimens of the eggs of two
species of Testudinata ( Testudo elephantopus, and C/ielys mata-
matd) recently laid by animals living in the Society's Gardens.

—Mr. R. Bowdler Sharpe exhibited and made remarks on a
Red-throated Pipit (Anthiis cervinus) caught near Brighton in

March last. Mr. .Sharpe exhibited at the same time an example
of the true W.ater-Pipit (.<4k/^;m .r/jwo/f^/a) captured at Lancing,

in Sussex, in March 1877.—Prof. E. Ray Lankester, F.R.S.,
exhibited and made remarks on a large living Scoqjion {Buplivs

cyaneus) from Ceylon.—A communication was read from Prof.

T. Jeffrey Parker, being the first of a series of studies in New
Zealand Ichthyology. The present paper gave a description of

the skeleton of Rigalecus argenteiis. The species was founded
on a specimen cast ashore at Moeraki, Otago, in June 1883.

—

A communication was read from Viscount Powerscourt, F.Z.S.,

containing an account of the origin and progress of the herd of

Japanese Deer at Powerscourt.—A communication was read

from Mr. G. A. Boulenger, giving the diagnoses of some new
Reptiles and Batrachians from the .Solomon Islands, collected

and presented to the British Museum by Mr. H. B. Guppy, of

H.M.S. Lark.—A communication was read from Mr. C. O.
W^aterhouse, containing an account of the coleopterous insects

collected by Mr. H. O. Forbes in the Timor-Laut Islands.—Mr.

F. D. Godman, F.R.S., read a paper containing an account of

the Lepidoptera collected by the late Mr. W. A. Forbes on the

banks of the Lower Niger, the Rhopalocera being described by
Messrs. F. D. Godman and O. Salvin, and the Heterocera by
Mr. H. Di-uce. The species of butterflies were fifiy in number,
and comprised representatives of all the families of Rhopalocera

hitherto known from Tropical Africa, except the Erycinidfe, a
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group but feebly developed in this region.—Mr. R. Bowdler
Sharpe read the description of three rare species of Flycatchers,

viz. Alseonax minima, Lioptihis abyssitsiciis, and Liopt lus

galinieri. Mr. Sharpe also described an apparently new species

of Nuthatch discovered by Mr. John Whitehead in the moun-
tains of Corsica, and proposed to be called Sil/a 'juhitcheadi—
Mr. G. E. Dobson, F.R.S., read a paper on the myology and
\-isceral anatomy of CaPromys melnmirus, of which rare mammal
specimens had been lately obtained for him by Mr. F. W.
Ramsden, H.M. 's Consul at St. Jago de Cuba. The well-

known division of the hepatic lobes into minute lobules in

C. pilorides from the same island was shown not to exist in

C. melanuriis, which otherwise closely resembled the fonner
species, and this character could therefore no longer be considered
a generic one.

Edinburgh

Royal Society, March 3.—Sir W. Thomson, hon. vice-

president, in the chair.—Sir W. Thomson communicated a paper
on the efficiency of clothing for maintaining temperature, lie

showed that if a body be below a certain size, the effect of

clothing will be to cool it. In a globular body tlie temperature

will only be kept up if the radius be greater than — , where k
2 e

is the conductivity of the substance and c its emissivity.—Prof.

I. Thomson read a paper on the law of inertia, the principle of

chronometry, and the principle of absolute clinural rest and of

ab.solu'e rotation. In this paper the author proceeded to dis-

criminate betW'Cen what men -can know, and what men cannot

know, as to rest and motion in unmarked space. For example,
men have no means of knowing or imagining whether a ball

existing in space is in motion or at rest ; nor have they any
means, if it be in motion, of knowing or imagining any one
direction, rather than amther, as being the direction of the

straight line from the place that was occupied by it-^ centre at

any past instant to the place occupied by that centre at pre-ent.

There is then an essential difficulty a^ to our forming a distinct

conception either of rest or of rectiiiuear motion through un-

marked space. He discussed, in connection with this, the state-

ment set forth by Sir Isaac Newton, under the designation of

the first law of motion, that every body contimtes in its state of
resting or of moving uniformty in a stfaight line, except in so

muc/i as, by applied forces, it is compelled to change that state. A
most important truth in the mture of things, perceived with more
or less clearness, was, he said, at the root of that enunciation

;

but the word--, whether taken by themselves, or in connecti';n

with Newton's accompanying definitions and illustrations, were
inadequate to give expression to that great natural truth. He
proceeded to explain the character of mutual motions, which
can in any sense be regarded as uniform rectilinear mutual mo-
tions. He gave, under the title of the law of inertia, an enuncia-

tion which he offered as setting forth, by a better expression, all

the truth which is either explicitly stated, or is suggested by the

first and second laws of motion in Sir Isaac Newton's arrange-

ment. In connection with the law of inertia he gave further

statements bringing out expressions of the principle of chrono-
metry and the principle of " directional fixedness " or of absolute

clinural rest, and of absolute rotation.—Sir W. Thomson
described a modification of Gauss's method for determining the

horizontal component of terrestrial magnetic force and the mag-
netic moments of bar magnets in absolute measure.—Mr.
Thomas Muir gave a paper on the phenomenon of greatest

middle in the cycle of a class of periodic continued fractions.

March 17.—Robert Grey, vice-president, in the chair.

—

Messrs. Peach and Home, of the Geological Survey of Scotland,

communicated a paper on the Old Red Sandstone volcanic rocks

of Shetland.—Mr. P. Geddes gave the first two parts, mathe-
matical and physical, of a paper on the principles of economics.
—Prof. Crum Brown communicated a paper by Prof Michie
Smith on an integrating hygrometer.

Dublin

University Experimental Science Association, March
l8.—On the boiling-points of the haloid ethers, by F. Trouton.

—On a new test for g.allic acid, by A. E. Dixon, B. A. The
crimson-red colour which Dr. Sidney Young had noticed on
adding a solution of cyanide of potassium to a solution of gallic

acid, and which a few minutes' rest or gentle warmth causes

completely to disappear, is probably due to oxidation. For
although when shaken in contact with the air the colour reap-

pears, it will not do so when shaken in an atmisphere of hydro'
gen, nitrogen, or carbon dioxide. On re-expisure to the air, with
agitation, the colour may be Ijrought back. The red coliuris
not dissolved out by .alcoh d, ether, or chloroform ; neither does
it afford any characteristic absorption-spectrum.— On Ayrton
and Perry's electrometers, by G. F. Fitzgerald, F.R.S.—An
eleclrj-mngnet for use in analysis was exhibited by J. Joly,
B E. The electro-magnet is sealed into a test-tube to enable it

to be dipped into sohrions c:>ntxining perruginous particles.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, March 31.—M. Rolland in the chair.—Remarks on the third volume of tlie "Annals of the Bureau of
Longitudes," presented to the Academy by M. Faye.—On a pro-
posed classification of comets according to their direct or retrograde
motion, by M. Faye.—Note on the form of the nucleus of the Pons-
Brooks comet, by M. Faye.—On the specific heat of gaseous ele-

ments at very high temperatures, by MM. Berthelot and Vieille.

—Note on the origin of sugar of mill;, by M. Paul Bert. From
experiments made on goats the author infers that the sugar of
milk is produced by the mammary secretion of the superabundant
sugar formed by the organisms after parturition, most probably in

the liver.—On anew species of fossil Sirenian found in the Paris
Basin, by M. A. Gaudry.—On the correspondence between
two different species of functions of two systems of quantities
correlated and equal in number, by M. Sylvester.—Separation
of gallium ; separation from organic substances, by M. Lecoq
de Boisbaudran.—On a modified form of lightning-conductor,
by M. A. Callaud.—Results of experiments with a new venti-

lating system worked by centrifugal force, by M. L. Ser.—Ob-
servations made at the Meudon Observatory on the planet Mars,
by M. E. L. Trouvelot.—Approximate calculation of the thrust

and surface of fracture in a homogeneous horizontal mass of
earth supported by a vertical wall, by M. J. Boussinesq.—On
Gylden's differential equation :

—

~ = i^o + -^ <f 1 + »"
"J)? + • • • + X'" <p,„ + . . .

a t~

in which the cfi's are trigonometrical series, by M. Poincare.

—

Distribution of the potential in a rectangidar plate traversed by
an electric current with permanent regime, by M. A. Chervet.

—

On the electric phenomenon of the transport of ions and its rela-

tion to the conductivity of saline solutions, by M. E. Bouty.

—

On the resistance of the carbons employed in the electric light of the

French lighthouses, by M. F. Lucas.—Note on the verification of

the laws of transverse vibration in elastic rods, by M. E. Mercadier.
—The general theory of dissociation deduced from the general data
furnished by the mechanical theory of heat, by M. Isambert.

—

Note on the measurement of the tension of dissociation in the

iodide of mercury, by M. L. Troost.—On the phenomenon of the

crystalline superheating of sulphur, by M. D. Gernez.—On the

non-existence" of the hydrate of ammonium, by M. D. Tommasi.
The author's experiments lead him to the conclusion already

arrived at by Thomsen, that hydrate of ammonium does not

exist in ammoniac water.—On the decomposition by water of the

combinations of cupreous chloride with the chloride of potassium

and chlorhydric acid, by M. H. Le Chatelier.—On the compo-
sition of pitch-blende, by M. Blomstrand. From his analysis

the author concludes that this substance is a mixture of uranine,

silicates, carbonate of lime, and sulphuret of iron, its formula

being :

—

aUyPblOcUs) -I- SlRaOjSi, 2Aq) + ylCaO^CO) -I- \ Fe^Sg.

—Note on the quantitative analysis of the phosphoric acid in ar.able

lands, by M. G. Lechartier.—Heat of formation of the fluoride

of silver, of magnesium, and of lead, by M. Guntz.—Thermo-
chemical study of hydrofluosiliceous acid, by M. Ch. Truchot.

—

On the glyoxalbisulphide of soda, by M. de Forcrand.—On the

influence of cerebral lesions on the temperature of the body, by
M. Ch. Richet.—On the special distribution of the motor roots

of the brachial plexus in the human system, by MM. Forgue
and Lannegrace.—Description of a gigantic Dictyoneura [D.

monyi) found in the Carboniferous measures of Commentry
(Allier), by M. Ch. Brongniart. This remarkable insect must
have been at least fifty centimetres long.—On the origin of the

roots in the ferns, by M. Lachmann.—On the causes which may
modify the effects of the action of light in directing the motion

of plants, by M. E. Mer.—On the diffusion of christianite in the

ancient lavas of the Puy-de-D6me and the Loire Basin, by M.
F. Gonnard.—Note on the origin of certain phosphates of lime

found in mass in the limestones of the Secondary scries, and of
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certain iion ores hclonging to the class of globular ores, by M.
Diculafait.—On the solar halos observed at Saint Maiir on the

morning of March 29, by M. E. Renou.—Note on the presence

of manganese in the wines of Grave, by M. E.iJ. Maumene.

Berlin

Physical Society, March 7.—Prof. Neesen, by means of
different glass tubes, demonstrated certain ]>henomena of Kundt's
dust figuies produced by experimenling with deep tones. Busied
\^ith an examination into the cause, not yet explained, of the trans-

verse ridgings in sounding-tubes, Prof. Neesen ha<, instead of the

hi^h tones of longitudinally-vibrating tubes, tested deeper tones,

which are kept up in the column of air of the glass tubes by an
electric tuning-fork. In the course of this investigation he
made very beautiful observations in many tulles of dust-whirls

roaming hither and thither, now to one tide, now to the other.

In other tubes, again, the?e whirls cnme to light either with
great difficulty or but imperfectly. It would therefore appe.ir

that the material of the tubular wall exercised some influence

on the production of those whirls. The speaker had yet, how-
ever, come to no definite result respecting the cause of the
transverse ridges.— Dr. Krenig supplemented the experiments
he communicated at the last sitting of the Society, on the sensi-

tiveness of normal eyes for variations of colour between the
wave-lengths of 640 and 430. This he had so far done,
inasmuch as he bad tested the influence of light-intensity on the
sensibility in que-tion. Seeing, as was well known, that light-

intensity, in this part of the spectrum especially, mounted very
rapidly from the line C to the line D, and again sank from
the maximum beyond D down to F, it would be pos-ible that

the differenliating sensibility arrived at in the former experi-

ment-; was in large part conditioned by the differences of
intensity. The cooperation of intensity was now in the new
experiments partly excluded as a factor in this way, that

the spectrum was observed through an absorbing medium
whose maximum of absorption stood at D, S5 that the curve
of light-intensity between C and D rose with much less

rapidity, ran horizontally for some distance, and then sank to

1). The measurements, being carried out as in the former ex-

periments, yielded the result that the differentiative sensibility

under the conditions mentioned had undergone very little alter-

ation, and that, consequently, light-intensity had no influence on
the range that had been arrived at.— Prof, von Helmholtz re-

ported on a theoretic treatise he had laid before the Berlin

Royal Academy, in which he had taken in hand the task of ex-

phiining, in accordance with mechanical principles, thermal
movements, and more particularly Carnot's law. He attained

his object by means of the rules bearing on stationary move-
ments, as they were calculated for a vortex revolving withinit

fj'iction and with great velocity, or for a fluid moving without

fricti- n in a closed circular canal. The equations for these

stationary movements derived from mechanics corresponded with

those derived from Lagrange's law for thermal movements.

Physiological Society, March 14.— Prof. Lucae gave an
address on tire subject of subjective auricular sensations and their

treatment. He showed by examples that the idea that subjective

auricular sensations, and in particular the generally known one of

singing in the ears, had a somatic cause, such as stoppage of the

external acoustic duct or of the Eustachian tube, was not in

accordance with experience. Both on himself and on persons of

musical culture he had determined the pitch of the singing or

whistling sound, and had found it equal to the proper tone of the

external acoustic duct. This circumstance, together with several

other facts, led him to the conjecture that the singing in the ears

was caused by a tetanus of the tensor tympani, which set the air

over the membrane of the tympanum in continuous oscillation.

In cases of suffering from this distemper, of which the speaker

cited a number of examples, the subjective auricular sensations

v/ere lo be divided into such as were intensified and such as were
abated by external sounds. Both kinds were to be regarded as

phenomena of abnormal resonance, and were accompanied by
different degrees of hardness of hearing down to deafness. Tlie

treatment of these subjective sensations, so far as they were
simple tones and noises, and not the subjective hearing of words
or of anything outside the hearer (disturbances psychological

and beyond the scope of his address) consisted, in the opinion of

the speaker, an opinion based on manifold personal experience,

in subjecting the sufferers, for progressively longer periods of

time, and for as many as two to three minutes at once, to a certain

cinstant tone of the tunin<;-fork. In such a case Prof. Luca •

used deep tuning-forks with such as heard subjective high tones,

and vice rasa. With the cessation of the subjective noises the
deafness also usually disappeared, and the suflferei'S recovered a
permanently normal slate in this respect. An explanation of
this phenomenon the speaker thought might be found in the
analogy of other sensations in which abnormal excitement in one
part of the sensory nerves was relieved by the excitement of
neighbouring nervous parts.— Prof. Munk reported on a treatise

sent for insertion in the Vciimndlungen by Dr. Gad, a foreign
member. Contraiy to the opinion on the subject hitherto enter-
tained. Dr. Gad in this treatise proved that in the spinal marrow
of frogs, even under the seventh nerve-root, there were reflex

centres in operation. By cutting through the spinal marrow,
below this spot, reflex convulsions from the toes upwards are
produced, not only on the same but also on the opposite side.

In other experiments on frogs the spinal marrow was cut through
beneath the medulla oblongata, and the upper part of the spinal

marrow as far as the second vertebra carefully prepared and laid

on filtering paper saturated with strychnine. On stimulating
the frog at the lower extremities reflex movements were seen to

pervade the whole body, but in the region of those sections of
the spinal marrow treated willi strychnine, flexor spasms were
observed, though it is well known to be a special characteristic

of the strychnine spasm that it exclusively attacks the extensor
muscles. In this way was demonstrated the existence of con-
ducting tracks rising from the reflex centres situated in the lower-
most part of the spinal marrow up to its topmost parts. If these
latter, again, were electrically stimulated, no flexor movement
could be started from the spot which before, under the opera-
tion of strychnine, had generated exterior reflections. Between
this part of the spinal marrow and the motory nerves there must
therefore lie ganglia.—Following up his communication at the
last sitting, on the presence of nitric acid in urine. Dr. Weyl
brought before the Society a series of chemical reactions tending
to demonstrate that nitric acid could exist and be substantiated
in an oxidised solution along with urea.
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SAMOA
Samoa. A Hundred Years as^o and long before. By
George Turner, LL.D. With Preface by E. B. Tylor,

F.R.S. (London : Macmillan and Co., 1884.)

FOR the purposes of comparative ethnology Dr.

Turner's new work on Samoa, that group of ten

islands in the Pacific which the Frenchman Bougainville

named the Navigators' Islands in 176S, is entitled to

stand in the same rank with such books as Williams's ac-

count of Fiji or Mariner's "Tongan Islands." The careful

study of Samom beliefs and customs for a period of more
than forty j'ears confers unusual authority on the writer's

statements, whilst his description of their heathen con-

dition derives more than ordinary value fro n the fact of

his having been among the earliest missionaries who
visited the islands. Mr. Tylor, in the short preface he

has prefixed to the book, speaks with justice of the peculiar

interest which attaches to a work that describes Poly-

nesian life as seen in its almost unaltered state before

contact with European races had inaugurated a period of

rapid change and made what was original and native

indistinguishable from what was of foreign impor-

tation.

Complete as is the account given by Dr. Turner of

Samoan life generally, of the government, social con-

dition, and laws, of the people's food, their houses, or

their canoes, the main interest and value of the work lies

in the chapters which deal with the religious and mytho-
logical ideas of the Samoans. The book in this respect

is not only a storehouse of curious myths and legends,

but it helps to throw light on the vexed question of the

origin of mythology as known in other parts of the world.

The whole of Samoan mythology is based on the concep-

tion of the male and female nature of all things, such as

we still find traces of in the genders of European
languages. Thus, according to their cosmogony, from
the marriage of the high rocks and the earth rocks sprang

the earth, from the marriage of the earth and the high

winds sprang the solid clouds, and so on till they come to

the gods and chiefs down to the individual who was pro-

claimed king in the year 1878.

Stories betraying the same rude conception of nature

abound. A girl turns into a mountain without difficulty

(p. 117); a certain stone is a coward who fled in battle

(p. 45); certain trees are transformed men (pp. 1 ig,

219). The important thing is that these and similar

stories are spoken of as " seriously believed " by
many. " In all these stories the Samoans are rigid

literalists and believe in the very words of the tradition "

(p. 214V

Samoan ingenuity has its explanation for the origin of

most things : of man himself ; of the name Samoa as well

as of that of all the islands and their chief places ; of

springs (p. 10); of the sea (p. 12); of pigs (p. ill); and,

strangest of all, the story of the origin of cocoa nuts

(p. 244).

Dr. Turner reckons the number of Samoan deities that
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had come to his knowledge at 120, yet there was a time
when the Samoans were said to have no religion of any
kind. Each individual, each household, each village,

had his or its peculiar god, incarnate generally in some
creature, but sometimes in a stone, a shell, or even a star.

The rules and ceremonies of this fetichistic religion re-

sembled very much those in vogue in America or Africa.

A man, while considering it death to cut or injure the

incarnation of his own god, would owe no respect to the

incarnation of his neighbours. Illnesses and death were
the result of so'.ne offence against the gods, and prayers
and offerings played in consequence a large part in the

daily life of the Samoans.
An ill-defined supremacy among the gods belonged to

Tangaloa. He made the heavens and the earth. He
was specially prayed to before war, before fishing, or

before planting, and thunder was the sign that the prayer

was heard (p. 53). Like Zeus, he sometimes was attracted

by mortal women, and to obtain the lady vv-ho ultimately

became his wife he sent down first thunder and storm,

then lightning and darkness and deluging rain, and, last

of all, a net in which he succeeded in catching her

(p. 232).

The souls of dead Samoans started for Pulotu, the

spirit-world, through two circular holes near the beach,

the larger hole being for the souls of chiefs, and the

lesser for those of commoners. They went under the

sea till they came to a land where all things were very

much as they had been on earth. Chiefs looked forward

with pride to the use of their bodies as pillars in the

house of the Samoan Pluto (p. 260).

In the Tongan Islands there was the same belief in

Boluto as the future world ; and Dr. Turner's work is

suggestive at every turn of comparisons with the beliefs

or customs of remote parts of the world. The Samoan

~

story of the origin of tattooing, turning on a mistake in

the delivery of a message (p. 55), recalls the Kaffir and
Hottentot account of the origin of human mortality. The
story of the turtle and the fowl (p. 218) points the same
moral as the classical fable of the tortoise and the hare.

The story of the woman and her child who were taken

up to the moon, where they may still be seen (p. 203), is

precisely similar to the moon myths of European folk-

lore. The custom of artificially flattening the heads of

children (p. 80) connects the Samoans in habit with the

American tribe who, for doing the same thing, were called

the Flathead Indians.

With regard to Samoan customs generally the most
interesting allusions in Dr. Turner's work are to the

mock burnt-offerings, when for some offence against the

gods a man would undergo a counterfeit process of baking

in a cold oven (pp. 32, 69) ; to the ordeals for the detec-

tion of theft (pp. 19, 1S4) ; to imprecations by taboo, as

when the fear of a shark was instilled into a thief by the

plaited figure of one (p. 1S6) ; to the confession of crimes

for the purpose of obtaining divine pardon (pp. 34, 40,

141); to purification before battle by sprinkling (p. 64).

It is perhaps to be regretted that in reference to the rules

of marriage the information vouchsafed by Dr. Turner
is not so full as on the preceding points : we are not

told whether the Samoans w-ere endogamous or exo-

gamous, nor to what extent purchase entered into

matrimony.
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A modified system of communism prevails with regard

to property, every man having claims on the general pos-

sessions of the clan, so that in building a house or a canoe
he can always draw on his relations. Dr. Turner says

that this system is a sad hindrance to the industrious

;

but he also points out that it obviates the necessity of

poor laws by ma'cing poverty unknown and inconceivable

(p. 160).

We miss in Dr. Turner's book any estimate of the pro-

gress made by the Samoans since or in consequence of

the arrival of the missionaries in 1830 ; though he makes
it clear that before that time they had made some inde-

pendent advance in the ways of civilisation. Thus he

notices the previous mitigation of their penal code (p.

17S) : and points to tradition as attesting in former times

the custom both of cannibalism (pp. 236, 240) and of

human sacrifices (p. 201). One would gladly know whether

their numbers are increasing or the reverse ; whether

their wars have stopped ; and whether it can still be said

of them, as Dr. Turner says of them as heathens, that

" ^e^'x drank to excess."

The last chapter deals with twenty-three islands away
from the Samoan group, such as the Gilbert group and
the New Hebrides, but in reference to these the writer

speaks more on the authority of nitive teachers than on

a prolonged personal residence among them. The most
noticeable thing is the frequency of the custom of making
infanticide compulsory by law ; and the generality of the

belief in the original resting of the sky upon the earth

and in the necessity of pushing it upwards. Perhaps the

most curious custom on these islands is that quoted of

the isle Peru, by which a married woman for years after

her marriage was prohibited from looking at or speaking

to any one but her husband. When she went out she

was covered in a mat with only a small hole in it by

which she might see her way, and any man who saw her

coming was obliged to hide himself till she had passed

(p. 29S}.

Having touched on the chief points of interest in Dr.

Turner" s work, we cannot do more than commend it

earnestly to the attention of all who take interest in the

customs of unadulterated heathenism. We may fairly

des:ribe it as one of the most important contributions

to the science of anthropology that has been published

for many years. In matter and arrangement it is a great

improvement on the " Nineteen Years in Polynesia" in

which Dr. Turner first gave to the world his e.xperiences

of Samoa. There is an entire absence, perhaps too much,

of personal missionary narrative ; nor will any one regret

in the present work the long chapter which in the former

drew attention to a quantity of more or less trifling resem-

blances between the customs of the Samoans and the

Jews. The similarity is doubtless a real one, but it only

shows, as wherever else it appears, not that the people in

question had any connection whatever with the Jews, but

that the Jews in their evolution from savagery passed

through the same stages of thought and custom which

still characterise barbarism wherever it exists. The more
the customs of remote parts of the world are brought into

comparison, the more wonderful in its almost mechanical

regularity must appear the history of human development.

J. A. Farrer

VOICE, SONG, AND SPEECH
Voice, Song, and Speech. A Practical Guidefor Singers
and Speakers, from the Cotnbined View of VocalSurgeon
and Voice Trainer. By Lennox Browne, F.R.C.S.
Edin., &c., and Emil Behnke, iic. 8vo, pp. 322.

(London : Sampson Low, Marslon. Searle, and Riving-

ton, 1S83.)

'
! "HIS bulky handsome volume of 322 pages seems at
-* first sight to present considerable difficulties to a

reviewer, which begin with the very title-page, wherein
its contents are said to be derived "from the combined
view of vocal surgeon and voice trainer." The latter

occupation is fairly definite ; but what exactly is the

former.? It might indeed be thought that the striking

photograph, with wide-opened mouth and glaring eye-

balls, which faces the title, represents the vocal surgeon

in question, seen in the very act of giving tongue. But
this explanation turns out to be incorrect ; as it is an

excellent though not a " combined " view of Mr. Emil
Behnke's larynx, taken from nature and untouched by

hand. This feature, if indeed the larynx can be correctly

called a feature, of the work, is, it may be at once said, the

best it contains. The gentleman just named has exhibited

remarkable energy'and perseverance in obtaining, for the

first time, a series of nutolaryngoscopic views of the vocal

chords in the process of phonation, and in different

registers of the voice. Four of these, given on an en-

larged scale in the body of the volume, go some way
towards settling the long debated question as to the

different mechanism of the natural and the artificial or

" falsetto " voice. In all other respects the book is very

unequal, and contains little that cannot be as well or

better obtained elsewhere. It has two prefaces : one of

the usual kind, and in the usual place ; the other at the

opposite extremity of the work, quaintly termed a Preface

to Advertisements, in which it is stated that "the authors

have stipulated with the publishers that no advertisement

whatever should be admitted without their express sanc-

tion." The opening chapter is entitled " A Plea for Vocal

Physiology," and is followed by others on the laws of

sound, the anatomy and physiology of the vocal organ,

and on the larynx, which need no special notice except to

remark that the nomenclature adopted in the description

of the last-named organ, like that employed in another of

Mr. Behnke's works, is somewhat un-English and clumsy.

The old Greek names thyroid, cricoid, arytenoid, and

the like are at least as graceful, and perhaps as easy to

retain in the memory as the "ring-shield aperture," the

" shield -pyramid muscles," and the "buffer cartilages.'

In the chapter on vocal hygiene some characteristics,

fortunately uncommon, begin to show themselves. We
are told that " Better than a respirator is the veil invented

bv Mr. Lennox Browne, and sold by Messrs. Marshall

and Snelgrove.'' On turning to the selected and expur-

gated advertisements, we find one from the latter firm,

adorned with a fascinating picture of a lady wearing the

said invention, of which the price is " ss., or by post

5j. 2rf." On pp. no and in we meet two old friends,

again ladies, one with a natural, another with a deformed,

waist ; and to our delight they reappear with farther in-

ternal detail on pp. 112 and 113. Four pages having been

thus pleasantly got over, we learn with relief on p. 117,
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that " hygienic corsets, exactly of the kind we describe,

can be obtained from Mr. Pratt (surgical mechanist of

Oxford Street)." On turning to the advertisements, we,

singularly enough, find Mr. Pratt also among the elect.

Hutchinson's well-known spirometric experiments are

then largely drawn upon, and freely quoted, by which

means we reach p. 132, where we find four pages of illus-

trative cases, including those of the " Rev. Canon G ,"

who "broke down in voice" ; ".A. B., Esq., M.P.," who
'• suffered from impediment in speech "

;
" C. W. P., Esq.,

Mus. Bac," who "spoke in a child's treble" ; and "Miss

D. M.," who " was rapidly losing the upper and middle

notes of her voice from faulty production." All these,

and others, to the number of eight, even a Scotch pre-

centor among them, were happily cured.

We next pass to the oft-told history of the laryngoscope

and its teachings, to find on pp. 163-169 some really good

woodcuts of the five registers of the voice, named, accord-

ing to Mr. Curwen's system, the lower thick, the upper

thick, the lower thin, the upper thin, and the small re-

spectively. Farther on two of these, and the falsetto, are

reproduced by photography as above stated.

The chapters on voice cultivation, on breathing, on

"attack," and on resonance go rather beyond the scope

of a scientific paper. As an exercise, the pupil is recom-

mended to repeat the syllable koo four times rapidly,

once long ; following with 00, oh, ah. The effect, with

a large class, would be highly pastoral and pleasing.

Indeed, it is a comfort to know that this " will be published

very shortly by Messrs. Chappell and Co., of 50, New
Bond Street " (z'/V/t- advertisement). The most original

chapter of all is, however, that on "The Daily Life of the

Voice-User." He or she is instructed as to residence,

"ablutions," "face and neck powders" (see advertise-

ment), dress, and especially as to a " special woven and

shaped combination, reaching from neck to ankles and

wrists." On turning with feverish haste once more to the

advertisements, we find that this boon to human nature can

be obtained of E. Ward and Co. of Ilkley, and that the

cost is only i2.f. 6d. On the other hand, while treating

of diet, the authors, no doubt from a " combined view,"

say (p. 256), " We decline to give an opinion on

cucumber."

The above extracts will show the general tone and style

of the work. The writer of these lines wishes to speak

with the greatest respect of Mr. Behnke' s really valuable

photographs, which he exhibited at the Royal Institution

about a year ago. He cannot help regretting that that

gentleman in bringing his new conception into the world

should have called in the obstetrical aid of any surgeon,

however " vocal." W. H. Stone

OUR BOOK SHELF
A Sequel to the First Six Books of the Elements ofEuclid.
By John Casey, LL.D., F.R.S. (Dublin: Hodges,
1884.)

We have noticed (Nature, vol. xxiv. p. 52, vol. xxvi.

p. 219) two previous editions of this book, and are glad
to find that our favourable opinion of it has been so con-
vincingly indorsed by teachers and students in general.
The novelty of this edition is a supplement of "Additional
Propositions and Exercises" (pp. 159-174). This contains
an elegant mode of obtaining the circle tangential to three

given circles by the method of false positions, construc-

tions for a quadrilateral, and a full account, for the first

time in a text-book, of the Brocard, triplicate-ratio, and
(what the author proposes to call) the cosine circles. Dr.

Casey has collected together very many properties of

these circles, and, as usual with him, has added several

beautiful results of his own. He is not so thoroughly
well up in the literature of the subject as he might be,

but he has done excellent service in introducing the
circles to the notice of English students. Again, Question

31, p. 174, to one unacquainted with geometrical results,

would appear to make its debut here, whereas it figures

as a question in the " Reprint from the Educational
Times" (vol. iii. p. 5S),' and is discussed there in connec-
tion with an envelope which forms the subject of a paper
by Steiner (see also pp. 97, &c., and vol. iv. p. 94).

Many of the trifling errors we previously pointed out

have been corrected, but some are still left, as on p. 39,
line 15, "A B" should be ".4 C"

; p. no, reference

should be to the " Repriuts from the Educational
Times"

; p. 74, line S up, should be " B D," not " P D'"

;

Question 103, p. 157, is incorrectly printed
; p. 172, the

Brocard angle, in all the papers we have seen, is denoted
by (i> and not by a. We think a better place for the
" Observation" on p. 172 would be after Question 3 on
p. 171. The figure on p. 134 is inverted. In the "Index,"
Pascal's Theorem should be referred to p. 129 and not to

p. 1 39. We only need say we hope that this edition may
meet with as much acceptance as its predecessors : it

deserves greater acceptance.

The Ores of Leadville, and their Mode of Occurrence, b'c.

By Louis D. Ricketts. 4to. (Princeton, New Jersey,

1883.)

The author, in accordance with the requirements of the
Ward Fellowship in Economic Geology in Princeton
University, spent upwards of four months at Leadville
in the study of the ores and their mode of occurrence, and
more particularly in the Morning and Evening Star

Mines. The result of his investigations are presented in

a very useful memoir dealing with the minuter pheno-
mena of the two mines investigated, which are admirably
placed for this purpose,as,although small, they have yielded

an enormous quantity of carbonate of lead associated with
silver ore in the form of chloride and bromide, the whole
deposit being probably a pseudomorph or substitution-pro-

duct of a blue limestone of Carboniferous age. by infiltra-

tion of metallic minerals from an overlying sheet of gray
porphyry. This class of substitution is not unknown in

other parts of the world, the famous calamine deposit of

Vielle Montague being one of the most familiar examples,
but nowhere else is it illustrated on the great scale ob-
served around Leadville, which now produces nearly one-
half of the total quantity of lead raised in the United
States. The ore itself varies very considerably in charac-
ter, consisting of mi.xtures in every conceivable proportion

of hard granular and soft carbonate of lead, often exceed-
ingly pure, with quartzose brown iron ore and silver chloride

and chlorobromide,the latter sometimes in lumps of a few
ounces or even a pound weight; more generally, however, it

is diffused through the mass, which is enriched to from 50
to 100 ounces in the ton of ore. A point of great interest,

we believe first noticed by the author, is the occurrence
of beds of basic ferric sulphate underlying the lead car-

bonate, and also containing some silver as chloride and
lead as sulphate. This the author considers to be due to

the oxidation in situ of a belt of iron pyrites more or

less mixed with galena, the change being so complete
that no trace of pyrites is ever seen in it. In a second
section the author gives much interesting detail as to the
working of the mines and their produce, the whole forming
a inonograph of considerable value. H. B.

* It was propoied in the Educational Times for Febiiary 1865.
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Elemcnic dcr Orgaiwgraphic, Sys/ciiia/ik, ttnd Biologic

der P/?a>i~i'ii.
' Von Dr. Julius Wiesner. (Wien :

Alfred Holder, 1884.)

This is the second volume of a more extensive work
entitled " Elemente der wissenschaftlichen Botanik," the

first volume of which deali with the anatomy and physio-

logy of plants. The first part of this the second volume
is occupied with organography : the author recognises
five fundamental types of vegetative organs, viz. " phyl-

lom, caulom, rhizicom, trichom, thallom," and thus ig-

nores the conclusion of Sachs, that stem, leaf, and root

are not coordinate categories, but that the root should
rather be coordinated with the shoot, a structure com-
posed jointly of stem and leaf. Further, he ciles the
sporangia of Ferns as exauiples of trichomes (p. 5), and
thus does not adopt the view of Goebel, that the

sporangium is an independent organ, and is not refe-rable

to the categories of vegetative organs. These two points

are sufficient to show that the book is not abreast of cur-

rent morphological opinion.

The second part is devoted to the systematic study of

plants. The arrangement adopted is that 06 Eichler's

".Syllabus," in which the classification of Angiosperms is

different from that in current use in England. This
section appears to consist chiefly of an enumeration of

facts, and the student is left to draw his own comparisons
between the plants described.

Then follows a part on " Biology," a very readable

treatise on the life of the individual, reproduction, and
the origin of species. As an appendix a short history of

the development of botany is given, and in a few pages of

notes, references are given to the most important works
on various branches of the subject. It is surprising under
the head of classification of Phanerogams (p. 424) to find

no mention of the " Genera Plantarum" of Bentham and
Hooker, the most important publication of the sort in

recent years. The book is illustrated by numerous wood-
cuts, many of which are taken from older books, for

example Schleiden's " Grundziige." Looking at the book
as a whole, there is nothing sufficiently new either in the

material or in the treatment to recommend it above others

already before the public.

been introduced, and the use of breechloaders instead of muzzle

loaders has allowed the use of better means of giving rotation.

Of course the present coefficients still hold good for compara-
tively short ranges, and for heavy projectiles, because then the

loss of velocity is little on account of the small — . But when

the

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
[ The Editor does not hold himselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed

by his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of, rejected manuscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.

[The Editor urgently requests correspondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great

that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance ez-en

of communications containing interesting and novelfacts,']

On the Motion of Projectiles

I HAVE read with great interest Mr. Bashforth's article on

a new method of estimating the steadiness of elongated shot

when fired from large guns, and I have no doubt that we should

have a much better knowledge of every new gun to be brought

into service if we could try it, using the Bashforth chronograph,

which is the most perfect for measuring the times occupied by a

sjiot in passing over a succession of equal distances. That would

give us at once the coefficient of resistance of the air to the projec-

tiles used in that special gun, and then by very simple formula:

and tables the calculation of trajectories (which is one of the

main points in artillery) would be a very easy task.

Instead, with the present system, viz. knowing only the muzzle

velocity, we must rely for these calculations on the coefficients

•letermined with only one sort of projectiles ; and of course such

cf>efficients must vary very much (more, perhaps, than is gene-

rally thought) with different projectiles, with different shapes

iif the head, and especially with the different methods of giving

rotation.

Lately many improvements have been made in the form of

tlie projectiles ; many ogival-headed shots of two diameters have

ri"
is rather large, as in the case of small guns or rifles.

then the coefficients Kr. arc less reliable.

I have had great experience in calculating with the Bashforth

method, and I have been able to calculate trajectories for heavy
guns, which were not far out from the actual practice ; I had
still better results using Prof. Niven's method and table ; but

when I had to calculate trajectories for small guns, both these

methods failed to give me reliable results.

For instance, in calculating the trajectories for the Nordenfeldt

one-inch gun, I had with Bashforth's method for an angle of

elevation of 9° a range of 2282 yards, and for 12° of elevation a

range of 2539 yards : instead by actual practice the elevations

required were found to be

—

For 2200 yards ... ... ... ... 7° 12'

,, 2400 ,, ... ... ... ... 8° 20'

,, 2600 ,, ... ... ... ... 9" 36'

The bullets have an ogival head struck with a radius of one

diameter and a half, therefore they are not different in shape

from the shots used by Mr. Bashforth in his experiments.

Besides I divided the trajectory into many small arcs, and I was
very careful in applying the correction for the different density

of the air, viz. using always the formula — ( I ± iKi,, in-

^
w V 534"22/

stead of simply - K,,. I was even rather afraid of overdoing
7V

this correction, taking a lighter weight of the air than was
necessary ; and I was very much astonished when I saw that the

trajectories calculated were much too short.

It seems to me also that the correction to be applied when the

bullet rises to a great height, requires a little more consideration,

and a thorough mathematical investigation.

I think that the jDroblem of a body moving in a medium which

becomes less and less resistant as the body advances through it

is more complicated than we would think at first, and cannot be

dealt with by only considering the density of the medium equal

to the mean of the densities at the two terminal points.

E. RiSTORI

Christian Conrad Sprengel

The interest in my note on Sprengel (N'.'^ture, vol. xxix. p.

29) may excuse some additional facts. In the Life of Dr. E. L.

Heim (by G. W. Kessler, Leipzig, 1S35, 8vo) the following is

reprinted from Helm's diar)', vol. ii. p. 72 :

—

" I read Rector Sprengel's work with indescribable satisfac-

tion. Since the time when I read Hedwig's system of the fructi-

fication of the mosses, fourteen years ago, I never had such a

great and thorough pleasure as to-day. I cannot admire enough

the power of observation, the untiring assiduity, the acuteness,

and the correct and clear exposition of the facts which he had
observed. His work is a masterpiece, an original, which gives

him honour and of which Germany can be proud.'"

Dr. Heim, who afterwards became a distinguished physician

in Berlin, Prussia, was an enthusiastic mycologist, who had

made the acquaintance of Sir J- Banks and Solander, had

studied carefully Dillenius's Herbarium in Oxford, had later

visited Gtertner and Koelreuter. He speaks rather enthusiastic-

ally about this naturalist, who showed and explained to him his

experiments. Dr. Heim gave also the first instructions in botany

to .•Mexander von Humboldt.
Mr. Kessler, the editor of Heim's Life, says (vol. i. p. 2S6) :

—

" Heim found in Rector Sprengel, to whom he gave the first

instructions iji botany, a remarkable student. Sprengel repaid

largely all pains which Heim had spent on him by the fruit of

his careful studies."

The editor wrote this in 1835, and the fact that he selected out

of the diary the above-quoted note proves well how much
Sprengel's work was appreciated and admired even by non-

scientists.

In Koenigsberg, Prussia, Prof. C. F. Burdach, in his yearly

lectures on physiology, taught and appreciated highly Sprengel's

discoveries. In his large " Physiolog)-, " published in 1826 with
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the assistance of C. K. von Baer and H. Kathke, and in the

second edition, 1S35, with the same assistance, and, besides

them, with E. Meyer and J. Valentin, and in a French transla-

tion of the same work, § 237 gives an account of Sprengel's dis-

coveries. " If he should have gone a little too far in some cases

it would be without importance ; the same occurs with every
scientist who makes a great discovei-y, and becomes with it

enthusiastically excited." I know personally that Burdach's
well-reputed assistantswere thoroughly acquainted with.Sprengel's
observations.

Prof. H. Burmeister had studied in Greifswald and in Halle,

and published his " Handbuch der Entomologie," 1832 ; an
English translation by F. Shuckard. He speaks {vol. i. p. 303)
about Sprengel's and Koelreuter's observations at some length,

also as well known and of the highest importance. Prof. Bur-
meister will be indeed best able to state if he became acquainted
with the facts in Prof. Hornschuck's lecture on the physiology of

the plants, '

' natur?e mysterias nobis aperire expertus est " ( " vita
"

in Prof. Burmeister's dissertation), or in Halle by Prof. Carl
Sprengel, the nephew of Rector Sprengel, or somewhere else. I

know personally that in Berlin, Link, Lichtenstein, Klug,
Erichson were entirely acquainted with Sprengel's discoveries.

Prof. Kunth was a very old friend of Heim (Life, ii. p. 9), and
beyond doubt acquainted with the /acts, though he has not
brought it forward in his lectures after Dr. F. Miiller's state-

ment. I was assured by scientific friends that Treviranus in

Bonn and Nees von Esenbeck in Breslau were well acquainted
with Sprengel. I confess that I am entirely at a loss to under-
stand how it happened that Sprengel was unknown to scientists

in England, where Kirby and Spences '* Introduction," &c.,
had seven editions from 1S15 to 1S67, the last of 13,000 copies.

There would be no difficulty to find in German libraries more
publications to corroborate my views, but I believe those quoted
are sufficient to prove what I intended to state in my former
note. H. A. Hage.n"
Cambridge, Mass., March 24

Salt-water Fish-Types in Fresh Water
Mr. Hardm.'\.n's observations on the occurrence of " sea-fish

in fresh-water rivers" (N.4TURE, vol. xxix. pp. 452-53) are not

by any means unique, as he has supposed. On the contrary,

cases similar to those he has recorded are so frequent as to justify

him in belie\ing that "some caution must be observed in the
classification of strata as fresh-water or marine on the evidence
offish alone.'' The incursion and confinen.ent of the two types
specially mentioned—the "sunfish" and "shark"—in fresh

water have many parallels. For instance, in Nature, vol. xiii.

p. 107, Messrs. W. AV. Wood and A. B. Meyer have recorded
that " near Manila is the Lacuna de Baij, a large sheet of

water" whose "water is quite fresh, and, after settling, per-

fectly potable," but in which live a sunfish {Prbtis ptrotellii) and
a small shark. Further, in Lake Nicaragua, whose mean height
above mean tide in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans is 107 '63
feet, are likewise found a sunfish—apparently Pristis antiquorum
—and a peculiar shark

—

Eulatnia (or Carcharias] nuaragtunsis.
The last have been especially noticed in a " Synopsis of the

Fishes of Lake Nicaragua, by Theodore Gill, M.D., andj. F.
Bransford, M.D., U.S.N. ," in 1877 (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sd.
Phila., pp. 175-91). Therein it is also urged that "these
instances, supplemented as they are by many others, are
sufficient to convey a caution against too extensive generalisation
of the physiographical conditions hinted at by fossil remains ol

aquatic types." Theo. Gill
Washington, .April I

"The Axioms of Geometry"

Mr. Robt. B. Hayward has written to me that some of the

statements in my article, "The Axioms of Geometry," in Nature,
March 13 (p. 453), are too sweeping, and that in particular

Euclid I. 16 does not necessarily hold for the geometry of the

eye-being, or, to use the more familiar language of spherical

geometry, that this theorem does not hold unless the median line

of the triangle on the side on which the exterior angle lies is less

than a quadrant.

Mr. Hayward has also pointed out that the error lies in tlie

assumption that a terminated straight line " may be produced to

any length."

All this is clear enough, and I was conscious of it when I

wrote the article. In fact I meant to add, but somehow omitted
to do so, that every figure considered lias to be limited to less

than a hemisphere, or to less than half the space round the eye-
being. If this is done, and if by the whole figure is under-
stood the given figure together with any addition required for

the proof, then my statements will hold, but with one exception.
I was wrong in saying that Legendre's proof, given by Mr.
Casey, can be treated in the same manner as Sir Wm. Hamilton's.
For in this proof a series of triangles is constructed with sides

which increase till they become infinite. The reasoning is there-

fore not applicable to the sphere. But neither is it to the plane.
We have no right to reason about infinite figures as we do about
finite ones. O. Hekrict

Wild Duck laying in Rook's Nest

A WEEK ago to-day six wild duck's eggs were taken out of a
rook's nest about four miles from here. The rookery is situated

on the banks of the River Test. Tlie nest from which these eggs
were taken (the bird flew off as the nest was approached) was in

a horse-chestnut tree, and was about thirty feet from the ground ;

the tree was about twenty-five yards from the river, and was
surrounded by others, mostly elm. .\n instance of so unusual a
situation for wild duck's eggs miglit, I thought, interest some of
your readers. John H. Willmore
Queenwood College, near Stockbridge, Hants, April 3

[Our correspondent has sent us one of the eggs referred to,

which we have submitted to a well-known oologist, who is of

opinion that the egg is most likely a wild duck's.

—

Ed.]

The Remarkable Sunsets

I LEARN from Mr. Frank Atwater. a teacher in the Native

College here, that he observed the "glow" at 5 a.m. on Sep-

tember 5, w'hen landing from the steamer at Maalaea, thirteen

miles south-east of this. He had arrived in the islands only

two days before, and marvelled much if such were the sunrises

here. He is the only person I have met who observed it prior

to the evening of that day. Mr. Atwater's date is verifiable by
the regidar movements of the steam-packet.

Lahaiua, Hawaiian Islands, March 14 S. E. Bishop

Cats on the District Railway

With reference to Mr. Vicar's letter last week (p. 551) about

the cats at Victoria Station, I beg to state that there are cats all

over the District Railway both in and out of the tunnels, and
many of them—familiarly called " Stumpy" by the men on the

line—can testify by the shortness of their tails to the hairbreadth

escapes they have had from passing trains. Those I have seen

are mostly full-grown cats, and only once have I seen a kitten

walking on the rails, and that was at night after the traffic had

ceased. .At one signal-box which is built on a platform over

the line, and the only access to which is by a steep iron ladder,

down which no cat could cliinb, there are two full-grown tabbies

—toms I believe—and I have often seen them asleep behind the

signal bells or even on the handrail of the platform, utterly

callous to the trains rushing by underneath. As a rule the men
are very kind to them, and give them milk, &c.

_
.

I would add that until quite recently there was a small fountain

and circular basin near one of the puniping-engine houses wherein

were two fish which had been there for about twelve years. One
died last year, and now I see the basin has been converted into

a flower-bed by the man in charge. E. DE M. Malan
Victoria Station, District Railway, j\pril 14

THE GEODETIC SURVEY OF THE UNITED
STATES^

WE would congratulate Prof. J. E. Hilgard, the Super-

intendent of the Survey, on his first general Re-

port on the work of his department, which gives an
account of the Survey for the fiscal year ending June
1882. We are unable to gather why its issue has been
deferred until noiv, but its arrival at the present time is

not the less opportune, particularly as the programme of

' " Report of the SurerintenJent of the Survey," Washington, 1883.

556 pp . ,to.
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the approaching International C.eodetic Conference at \

\Vashing;on is beginning to claim decision. I

The Report describes the nature and general procedure
of the coast and topographical surveys, with a description

of the instriniients employed ; full details of the observa-
tions and- their methods of reduction being given.

Whilst the original leading aim of the Survey, the
security of navigation, has been kept in view, other ob-
jects incidental to the work of trigonometrical survey,

and of the highest scientific interest, have not been lost

sight of.

Hydrographic surveys have been prosecuted in the
waters and off the coasts of seventeen States and Terri-

tories, and topographic surveys for the exact definition

and delineation of shore line have been carried on in

clc\'en States and Territories. The triangulations for this

work have been advanced in twenty-two .States and Terri-

tories, and included the measurement of the base-line in

California ; and also, as is well known, the extension of

the trans-continental triangulations urged by the late

I'rof. Peirce, for connecting the surveys of the Atlantic

and Pacific coas'.s. In the interior States the work has
included the continuation of the triangulations of Ken-
tucky, Tennessee, and other States.

The incidental work has comprised the carrying of lines

of precise "leveling" between points far distant (1125
miles) ; the exchange by telegraphic signal of the longi-

tudes of important cities ; the usual observations for lati-

tude and azimuth, and of the magnetic elements ; the

determination of the force of gravity by pendulum experi-

ment
;
and the study of ocean currents, particularly of

the Gulf Stream.
For the year ending June 1884 the cost for carrying on

the work of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, by which
designation this department lias been known since 1878,

was estimated at i?573,ooo, and it is gratifying to note that

on the other side of the Atlantic the value of active scien-

tific inquiry continues to be recognised by the State, pro-
vision having been made for further tidal, magnetic, gravity,

and other scientific observations.

In a geodetic survey extending o\'er an area so large as

that of the United States the question of the size and
figure of the earth becomes of great importance. Al-

though, as Prof. Hilgard points out, different opinions are

held as to the mode of prosecuting gravity experiments,

all geodists agree that widely-distributed pendulum ob-

servations will give results valuable to geodesy and
geology. It is undoubtedly desirable that opportunity

should not be lost of combining the results of pendulum
observations taken in different parts of the globe, and we
trust that thevaluablependulumworkdone in lndia("Great
Trigonometrical Survey," vol. v.), and the discussion at

the informal conference on gravity determinations be-

tween Col. J. Herschel, R.E., Prof. S. Nevvcomb, and the

officers of the Survey Department, which was held at

Washington in May 1882, may stimulate the recognition

in this country of the necessity of further experiment and
inquiry in this direction. Although the conclusions pro-

posed by Prof. Newcomb, as amended and adopted by
the conference, have been elsewhere discussed, it appears
desirable at the present time again to invite attention to

them. Generally they are as follows :

—

1. The main object of pendulum research is the deter-

mination of the figure of the earth.

2. A complete geodetic survey should include deter-

minations of the intensity of gravity.

3. A minute gravimetric survey of some limited region

is at present of such interest as to justify its execution.

4. Extended gravimetric linear exploration is desirable.

5. Each series of such determinations should be made
with the same apparatus.

6. Such determinations ought commonly to be accurate

to the i/200,oooth part.

7. All pendulums should be compared at some central

station.

8. Determinations of absolute gravity will probably
prove useful in comparing the yard and the metre, and
they should at any rate be made in order to test the

constancy of gravity against the constancy of length of a

metallic bar.

9. In the present state of our experience, unchanged
pendulums are decidedly to be preferred for ordimry
explorations.

In an appendix (No. 21) is given the reduction, with

the employment of modern constants, made by the late

Dr. C. R. Powalky at the charge of the Bache Fund of the

National Academy of Sciences, of the places of 150 stars

observed by La Caille at the Cape of Good Hope and at

Paris, between 1749 ^"d 1757. Since all these stars have
been re-ob;erved in recent years at Melbourne and at the

Cape, the comparisons of La Caille's places with these

determinations and with those of Dr. B. A. Gould at

Cordoba became of scientific value.

An account is also given of the measurement of the

primary base-line in Yolo county, Sacramento Valley,

begun in 1879 with the new compensating base apparatus
designed by Assistant C. A. Schott. The measurement
was made under the directions of Assistant George David-
son, but the discussion of its results does not appear in

the present Report
The measuring bar of the compensating apparatus is of

a construction different from other compensating bars,

but involves no new mechanical principle. It is com-
posed of two rnetals, zinc and steel, so proportioned as to

be compensatory for change of temperature, the expansion
or contraction of a zinc bar five metres in length

being counteracted by the expansion or contraction of

the two steel bars between which it is placed.

The determination of the rate of expansion of the

subsidiary steel and zinc bars by which the five-metre

standard was verified was done by means of two micro-
meter microscropes securely fixed to stone piers placed a

metre apart, the metre bar whose rate of expansion was
to be determined being compared when at dift'erent tem-

peratures with the distance between the two microscopes

as determined at a constant temperature by reference to

a second standard metre bar. The distance between the

microscopes thus becomes a function of the temperature,

and in this respect we cannot but think that the method
attributed to General Wrede, by which the variable

distance between the microscopes becomes unimport-
ant, has a decided advantage.
The active investigations since 1871 as to the dis-

tribution of terrestrial magnetism in North America
have beome generally known from the reports of Prof.

Hilgard, as well as by the publication ot Mr. Schott's

paper on the magnetic variation of secular declination.

Mr. Schott also now gives an important appendix to

the Report on the distribution of the magnetic declina-

tion in the United States at the epoch January 1885,

together with three isogenic charts in continuation of

those issued by the Survey up to the year 1876. The
results are also given of the magnetic observations made
by Lieut. Very on the north-eastern coast of America,
particularly at Labrador, in the remote settlement of Nain
(lat. = 56° 33' N., long. 61- 44' W.).

In the exploration of the Gulf Stream, the facts brought

out by the deep sea soundings of Commander J. R.

Bartlett during 18S1, with Siemens's admirable electrical

deep-sea thermometer, are also referred to ; and the

account of the deep-sea soundings taken off the Atlantic

coast between 1879 '^nd 18S3 by Lieut. J. E. Pillsbury, in

connection with the exploration of the Gulf Stream, and
the discussion by Prof. Ferrel on the tides of the Pacific

coast are now published. The inquiries of Dr. Thos.

Craig as to fluid motion, particularly as to the motion of
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vessels and of bodies such as pendulums, when totally

immersed in fluid, are also adverted to.

Twenty-live useful maps and charts are attached show-
ing the general progress of the survey, particularly on the

coasts of Florida, California, Oregon, and Carolina

;

together with illustrations of the apparatus used. As
compared for instance with the precise drav/ings given

by General Ibanez in his Reports in 1S60 and 1S65 on
the Madrid base-line, there may perhaps be room for im-
provement in the finish of the illustrations given in this

Report.
In the Report of the Superintendent for 18S3 we shall

look forward with interest to the results of the experi-

mental researches on the force of gravity, by ."Xssistant

C. S. Peirce, who is now visiting Europe for the purpose
of his inquiries.

In the success with which the Superintendent has been
able to deal with the different branches of his department,
much is due, as he indicates, to the forethought and
systematic treatment of his eminent predecessors, par-

ticularly to Carlile P. Patterson, to whose memory a
graceful tribute is rendered in the Report ; as well as to

the able assistance which the Government have placed at

the Superintendent's disposal.

AGRICULTURE IN SUSSEX^
'T^HIS Report bears evidence of a considerable amount
* of careful research bearing upon the agricultural

practice of Sussex. The honorary secretary. Major
Warden Sergison, must be congratulated upon his zealous
administration of the finances, whereby an annual income
of about 770/. has been secured for the three successive
years of active operations. This Report deals with the
results of the third year's work, which completed the
period over which it was originally calculated that the
work should be extended. We are therefore in a position

to form some opinion as to the practical value of the
results which have been gained. It appears from this

Report that it is intended to extend this inquiry.

These experimental researches have been conducted by
Mr. Thomas Jamieson, the Fordyce Lecturer on Agri-
culture in the University of Aberdeen, and it will be
interesting to notice the improvements and economies
which are claimed in his Report as resulting from this

rather costly investigation. He says :
—" The results are

too numerous to give, . .
." but "an attempt will be made

to give in a general way the lessons they seem to teach,'

He then proceeds to indicate these, placing them in the
form of question and answer. We will take the first of

these.
" IVJiatfood do plants need? Prior to the experiments

now recorded, the answer to this question would have
been 'Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, sulphur, calcium,
magnesium, iron.' The results of the experiments warrant
us in saying that the latter four substances may be disre-

garded by farmers. We thus reaUse the value of experi-
ments. If the farmer of ;oo acres will lay his manure
bill before a chemist, and ask him to calculate how much
he has paid for those useless—or hurtful—ingredients, he
will recognise the direct benefit of such experiments."
Those who have watched the good work which Mr.

Jamieson has done in connection with the Aberdeenshire
.Agricultural Association, and who have recognised the
opposition with which he had to contend, cannot but
regret the hasty conclusion at which he has arrived. It

is a very bold assertion to make that sulphur, calcium,
magnesium, and iron are not needed as plant-food. He
cautions his friends " not to be led away by opposed
statements, however plausible, if unaccompanied by
proof." In this case Mr. Jamieson shall supply his own
proof, for which purpose we refer to the Report of the

* "The Annu.-!! Report of the Proceedings rf the Stis=ex .Association for
lie Iinprovctnetit of Agr.ciiltiire in Sussex. Season 1883."

Aberdeenshire .Agricultural Association, 1875-76, p. 29.

Here Mr. Jamieson reports a very valuable series of experi-
ments which he made. White sand was supplied with all

the ingredients found in turnips—except one—and turnip
seeds were then sown. He says:—" Precisely the same
sand, precisely the same seed, precisely the same water-
ing, precisely the same ingredients added, except one

—

which was purposely omitted

—

calciuui. In consequence
of this omission, although all the other ingredients were
present in abundance, the healthy seed produced healthy
young plants, but speedily tJtc ii.'lwlc of tlum died. Just
as in an ordinary chemical experiment //w desired substance
cannot beformed ifone of tlie essential im^redients is absent:'
The lesson derived front this experiment is perfectly con-
sistent with agricultural science, and it is a source of pro-
found surprise to find that this substance

—

calcium— is

one of the four bodies named in the Sussex Report as
being unnecessary, and that it should be stated that
"farmers will not hurt their crops by omitting these four
elements." This is a dangerous lesson to deduce from
this valuable series of experiments, and we regard it wiih
the greater regret because the facts do not justify such a
conclusion.

Other examples might be selected from this Report,
which conflict with other experimental trials conducted
with, at least, equal care, which also tend to show the
necessity for taking more practical views of the results

gained. The opinions expressed upon permanent pasture
are also open to severe criticism. If the general series of
Sussex experiments be placed in comparison with the
investigations carried out for the Aberdeenshire Agricul-
tural .Association, they will be found devoid of those great
national advantages which must long attach to the Scotch
experiments. The value of the Aberdeen Association
work has never been as fully appreciated as it deserves,

and the agricultural public would have been highly grati-

fied if the Sussex Association experiments had been
equally definite and satisfactory.

SOcomA '

T^OUR years have elapsed since an expedition was sent
-'- out from this country by the British Association and
the Royal Society to explore the Island of Socotra. With
the exception of diplomatic visits by the resident at Aden
in the two or three preceding years, and of a short ex-

ploration in 1847 by the French naturalist Boivin, there

is no record of any European having sojourned on the

island since the date, forty years ago, of its abandonment
by the Indian troops which had occupied it for this

country during four years, and VVellsted's account of his

survey of the island (in Journ. Roy. Ceog. Soc. v. 1S35)

made in 1834, has been up till now the most recent and
most satisfactory. It is remarkable that an island so long
neglected and forgotten should be visited in two successive

years by exploring expeditions
;
yet this has happened.

In 1 88 1 a party of German explorers followed the British

Expedition. This German Expedition to Socotra formed
part of a scheme of scientific exploration of many unknown
or but little-known regions of the globe set on foot by Dr.

Emil Riebeck, and for which his liberality provided the

means, and the results of this portion of his undertaking,

some account of which now lies before us, must be grati-

fying to him as they are valuable to and welcomed by
science. Dr. Riebeck was accompanied to Socotra by
the well-known traveller Dr. Schweinfurth and two other

companions, Drs. iSIantay and Rosset—a quartet of ob-

seners well qualified to take advantage of every oppor-

tunity of extending our knowledge of nature. Many
* " Ein Besuch auf Socotra niit der Riebeck'schen Expedition." Vortrag

von Professor Dr. Schweinfurth. (Freiburg, 1884.)
" Allgenieine Ecirjctuiigcn uUr die Flora von Sccolra," von G. Schwein-

furth. Sep. Abd. aus /.'w^/, ,( U.tauUchen Jalirbuchent, v. (1883).
• I.and-Schnecken von Sokntr:!," von E. von Martens, aus Nachrichtshl.

d. deutsch. Malnkol. Cesclhc/ia/l, No. io(i8Si).
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difficulties and dangers beset their progress to the island,

and their leave-taking appears to have been no less

troubled ; but eventually it has been their good fortune to

bring to Europe a magnificent collection of specimens
illustrative of its structure, its products, and the character

of its inhabitants.

Most of the collections have now been worked out

either in this country or on the Continent— Schweinfurth's

large herbarium having been, with rare generosity, sent

by him to this country to be examined along with that of

the British Expedition—and the details regarding them
are published in various periodicals. Herr von Martens'

paper above mentioned is a supplement to the first part

of Godwin-Austen's account {F?\k-. Zool. Soc. i88i,p. 251)

of the shells brought home by the British E.\peditioii, and
deals with some new forms collected by the German
explorers not mentioned in that account. It appeared,

however, when the second part of Godwin-Austen's paper

was in the press, and this overlapping of the papers has

unfortunately led to some forms being described by both

authors and under diflerent specific names.
In the other pamphlets before us Schweinfurth gives us

in his usual lucid and vigorous language a general resume
of results so far as they have been at present determined.

It is satisfactory to find that his conclusions, drawn from
considerations of the physical features and the fauna and
tlora, are almost entirely in consonance with those de-

duced by the British observers (see Bayley Balfour in

Rep. Brit. Ass. iSSi, and Proc. Roy. Instit. for April

1883). The antiquity of the island, the strong affinities

of th . animals and plants with those of the adjacent

African and Arabian coasts, the presence in the flora of

Mediterranean and general tropical types, as well as of

forms related to those found on the highlands of Abyssinia,

South Africa, and West Tropical Africa, are features in-

sisted on by both. There is, however, a divergence of

opinion regarding the Madagascar affinities. Godwin-
.Austen supposes these point to the conclusion that in

Socotra and Madagascar we have remnants of an ancient

and more advanced coast-line on the western side of the

Indian Ocean, which was probably continuous through

Arabia towards the north. Martens questions the identi-

fications upon which this supposition rests, and does not

agree with it, and Schweinfurth, though without advancing
any cogent reasons, concurs with him.

The question, who are the Socotrans, and whence have

they sprung? is one to which the German Expedition

gave special attention, and Schweinfurth devotes a con-

siderable portion of his address to its discussion. At the

present time he estimates the population at ten to twelve

thousand inhabitants. Of these about one-tenth are

Arabs, colonists from the adjacent mainland, who live in

the coast-villages, and are the merchants of the islands.

Along with these are found many negroes, most of them
runaway slaves. But the dwellers on the hills are the true

Socotrans, and speak a language quite peculiar. Amongst
them Schweinfurtli recognises, as did Vicenzo in the

seventeenth century, two races—a darker with curly hair,

and a lighter one with straight hair. In addition he finds

an apparently Semitic type, characterised by small head,

with long nose and thick lips, straight hair, and lean

limbs. The Socotran generally is of average height and
size, with a quick, intelligent eye. The type of the true

Socotran is quite different from that of the Somali, Galla,

Abyssinian, South Arabian, and Coast Indian. From
the little known of the Mahra and Qara tribes which
inhabit the hill regions of middle South Arabia opposite,

Schweinfurth is inclined to consider the Socotran resembles

them most nearly. Many skulls were obtained from the

grave caverns, and these are now in the hands of Prof
Welcker, whose report upon them may be looked forward

to with interest.

From a study of the peculiar Socotran language the

Germans anticipated much aid in elucidating the problem

of the origin of the people. Unfortunately difficulties with

interpreters prevented their achieving much success in

this line. Schweinfurth notes, however, regarding the

language two inarked features. Firstly, its resemblance
with the Mahra dialect, which is quite different from the

old and the new Arabic, and is a peculiar element
amongst the South Arabian dialects. This is opposed to

the statement of Capt. Hunter, who says it in no way
resembles Mahra. But Schweinfurth in support of his

statement quotes the report of Wellsted, that the Mahras
and Qaras could understand the Socotrans whilst coast

Arabs could not do so ; and further, a comparison of the

vocabularies made by Wellsted and by his own expedition

v/ith the results of von Maltzhahn's studies on the Mahra
dialect show many similarities between them. Secondly,
it contains many foreign elements, and this is especially

noticeable in the names of plants and animals, many of

them having a thoroughly Greek sound.

Turning to history for a clue to the origin of the

Socotrans of to-day, we find many references to their

island in the older writers, and to these Schweinfurth
refers. The author of the " Periplus" speaks of the people

as a mixture of Arabs, Indians, and Greek merchants ;

and the presence of the Greeks is explained by subse-

quent writers by the story that Alexander the Great on
the advice of Aristotle sent a colony of Greeks—some
say Syrians—to cultivate the aloe. Cosmas relates that

under the Ptolemies many colonists were settled on the

island, and Jakut in the thirteenth century tells of the

Greeks who had become Christians dying out and thus

making room for an incursion of Mahra Arabs from the

opposite coast. In these old narratives there is, as

Schweinfurth points out, much that is contradictory and
conflicting, and unfortunately there is at the present day
but little internal evidence confirmatory of the existence

in earlier times of a cultured race on the island. The
visit of the Wahabees in iSoo, as Wellsted says, may
probably account for the disappearance of monuments
and temples. Schweinfurth speaks of certain small heaps
of ruins as perhaps representing old altars—but the only

definite relic of this character now known is a series of

hieroglyphics upon a wide limestone slab at Eriosch near

Kadhab. These have attracted the attention of all who
have visited the island in recent times, and Dr. Riebeck
has paid especial attention to them. His interpretation

has not yet been made public, but Schweinfurth states

that in them some rows of Greek cipher are to be recog-

nised. It may be hoped that their explanation may afford

some clue which will help the solution of the interesting

problem of the derivation of the Socotrans. The evidence
existing at present is of so imperfect a character that it

is impossible to determine with certainty their stock.

Schweinfurth conjectures that in the Semitic element he
observed may be traced a Greek type, and that the Mahra
Arabs have most probably had a great share in forming

the features of the present people. Future exploration

must settle the question.

Altogether these papers by Schweinfurth are of the

greatest interest, and his long experience amongst the

native tribes of Africa gives to his observations regard-

ing the people of Socotra great value. The material

obtained by the two expeditions—British and German

—

has enabled us now to obtain a fair idea of the general

character of the people, the natural history and physical

features of Socotra ; but the short time for work possible

to the members of the expeditions—little more than six

weeks in each case—naturally renders their results some-
what fragmentary. What has been done as yet is but

preliminary, and from it we learn that there is still a

vast field for future explorers— not only in Socotra itself

but on the adjacent mainlands of Africa and Arabia.

Until such further investigation takes place many most in-

teresting problems—ethnological as well as concerning the

distribution of plants and animals—must remain unsolved.
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THE THREE HUA'DREDTH ANNIVERSARY
UE THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH

'T'HIS week the University of Edinburgh is holding its

* Tercentenary Festival. An elaborate programme
of festivities is being gone through by a collection of guests
of literary, scientific, and social eminence such as rarely

graces a British or even any foreign University seat. A
mere recital of the list of those who are to be present to

receive honorary degrees would be interesting, as showing
the scope and catholicity of modern University culture.

We see Hermite, Helmholtz, Pasteur, Haeckel, Virchow,
Browning, Renan, Bishop Lightfoot, and Principals

Tulloch and Rainy, capped by the same academic
hand.

It may not be without interest to our readers to dwell

for a moment on certain parts of the history of an
organism whose appreciatory functions are so varied and
at first sight even contradictory.

Three hundred years, though not an infant's age, is

after all no great age for a University. Any uncertainty

therefore that surrounds the early history of the University
of Edinburgh is more the result of initial obscurity than
the glamour of remote antiquity. She is, as some one has
said, hopelessly modern. Nevertheless, her history is in

some respects a very remarkable one. What has now
developed into one of the largest of the Universities of
Europe, numbering its students by thousands, began as a
college for the " town's bairns," under the patronage of

the Town Council, who in fact remained its rulers until

1859. There can be litlle doubt that the comparatively
modern date of the foundation of the college, and the

peculiar^ nature of the governing body favoured its growth
and development into what has claims to be the most
liberally constituted of the Scottish Universities.

A glance at the chronology of science will show that

the opening of the new Town's College in Edinburgh in

1583 falls at the time when the tide of progress in

physical and mathematical science was just beginning to

rise over Europe.
Napier of Merchiston was living hard by ; Gilbert was

probably collecting material for his great work on the

magnet ; and Galileo and Kepler were doing great things

for physical science.

Nevertheless, the progress of the young institution was
not at the outset very remarkable. This arose partly from
the miserable poverty of its early endowment and of Scot-
land itself, partly from the plan of " regenting " on which
it was organised, which compelled each of four regents to

carr)' his students in four years through the whole course
of the seven liberal arts of the mediaeval curriculum. This
plan, so fatal to special excellence in teaching or learning,

continued until 1708, when it was finally abolished, and
professors of the separate subjects established. iJuring

this first century, however, the patrons had already
engrafted the germs of the modern University by appoint-
ing professors of separate subjects, which were some-
times outside the curriculum of the regents altogether,

sometimes auxiliary to it. In this way arose some of the

present chairs of the faculty of arts, and in this way
originated many of the chairs that now form the separate
faculties of theology, law, and medicine.
The powers of the Town Council left them absolutely

unfettered in the founding of new chairs, and they pro-
ceeded in this work guided by their own views as to the
necessities of the times, and aided by the best advice they
could obtain inside, or more frequently outside, the
University. They were not always quite judicious or
wholly unbiased in their procedure, and many pf their

reforms were carried out in the face of bitter hostility from
within the University. Yet it cannot be denied that, on
the whole, their action as patrons and founders of

* Peculiar from a University point of view, for the older Universities as a
rule were privileged corporations independent of, nay, often antagonistic to,

the municipalities where they were situated.

chairs was for the good of the University. The
sectarian feuds which occasioned the Disruption of

the Established Church ultimately led, in 1859, to

the severance of the close tie between the Town
Council and the Town's College, long ere then grown
into a full-blown University. There is no need here to

dwell on the dark side of the picture of the management
of the University by the Town Council. Their mis-

deeds are, we may hope, not likely to be imitated by
modern patrons, and their enlightened policy in the

foundation of chair after chair as the wants of the institu-

tion grew is, after all, the more important part of the

story, and well worthy to be read in this day of infant

Universities and of experiments on the large scale in the

remodelling of older Universities of the kind.

.A.S most of our readers probably know, the strength

or weakness of a .Scottish University depends wholly

on the professoriate, with whom lie the whole of

the teaching and disciplinary duties. Within certain

limits set him by the Ordinances, and with some restric-

tions owing to the presence of colleagues in allied

departments, a Scottish professor within his own class-

room is absolutely free, and may develop into a great

success, a mediocrity, or a great failure, according to cir-

cumstances ; and with him rises or falls the department
intrusted to his care. The system has its drawbacks
sufficiently obvious ; but it has this to say for itself, that

it is an economical arrangement, and that it has produced
a large body of citizens sufficiently well educated to take

rather more than their own share of the higher employ-
ments in the British Empire! It will thus be seen that

the interest of the educational history of a Scottish Uni-
versity centres mainly in the record of the occupants of

its various chairs. We offer a few desultory remarks on
this subject, chiefly from the scientific point of view, re-

ferring those who are interested in the matter generally

to the recently published "Story of the University of

Edinburgh," lay Principal Sir Alexander Grant.

The earliest foundation of a special scientific chair was
that of mathematics, to which the Town Council called

James Gregory in 1674. This distinguished mathemati-
cian and physicist, the author of various theorems in

pure mathematics and of several great ideas in optics

(represented to the mind of the ordinary student by
Gregory's "Series" and the Gregorian telescope), came of

an Aberdeenshire family (related, by the way, to the

notorious Rob Roy Macgregor), which, during the last

three hundred years, has furnished something like a score

of distinguished professors and men of science to the

Scottish and English Universities. Gregory was not the

first nominal Professor of Mathematics, but he was the

first professor who had more than the name. After

his brief but brilliant tenure, the office, with but little

intermission, was filled by a fine of distinguished fol-

lowers, among who.ii we must content ourselves with

naming David Gregory, who became Savilian Professor

of .\stronomy at Oxford, who was appointed on the urgent

recommendation of Newton himself, who was in fact

the friend and interpreter of Newton, and was by him
reckoned worthy, along with Halley, to continue the great

work of the co-ordination of celestial phenomena begun
in the "Principia." He has the credit of introduc-

ing the Newtonian philosophy into the curriculum of

Edinburgh thirty years before it obtained a similar place

in the University of its author. Colin Maclaurin is the

greatest perhaps of all the men of science that Edinburgh
has produced ; of his wide culture and extended acti-

vity we may give some idea when we say that he was a
worthy successor to Newton in pure and applied mathe-
matics, that he was a great teacher of mathematics and
physics, a great popular lecturer in his day (one of the

first of the scientific tribe of sucb, perhaps), that he was
an authority on life assurance, on surveying, on geo-

graphical exploration, that he was an excellent classical
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scholar, a man of great social qualities, and lastly,

that he tried to organise a defence of the town of
Edinburgh against the Pretender in 1745, and caught
thereby the maUdy that ended his life. Other occupmts
of the chair were Matthew Stewart, still remembered
for his " Propositiones Geometricas "

;
John Playfair, dis-

tinguished as a critic and historian of science, introducer
of the Continental methods into the mathematical studies

of Edinburgh
; John Leslie, an excellent geometer, but

now better remembered for his contribution^ to the
science of heat ; and William Wallace, inventor of the
eidograph.
At fir=t, natural philosophy, in so far as it was distinct

from Aristotelian physics, seems to have been ia the
province of the Professor of Mathematics. It was so in

Maclaurin's time, although a separate professorship for it

had been founded in 170S. The first professor that need
be mentioned here is John Robinson, whose articles in

the third edition of the Eiicyclopaiiia Biitannica are still

worth consulting, and whose " Elements of Mechanical
Philosophy " was for a time a standard work on the sub-
ject. The original close connection between mathematics
and natural philosophy probably led to what at first sight
seems a curious succession of professors. It more than
once happened—notably in the cases of Playfair and
Leslie— that the holder of the Chair of Mathematics was
transferred to that of Natural Philosophy ; in fact, it was
in the latter subject that both these professors attained
their greatest distinction, the former by his account of the
Huttonian Theory of the Earth, the latter by his well-
known researches on heat. But the greatest of all the
past Professors of Natural Philosophy was undoubtedly
James David Forbes ; he, along with David Brewster, at
first his patron, and for a long time his rival, are to be
reckoned among the greatest ornaments of the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh during the generation that has
passed away. Both were students of the University and
both were candidates for the Natural Philosophy Chair

;

Brewster, failing probably for political reasons, was re-

served for the higher honour of the principalship. The
works of these two great men are so fresh in the recollec-
tion of our readers that no words need be wasted here in

emphasising them. It is worthy of mention, however,
that the late James Clerk Maxwell and Prof Balfour
Stewart, whose fame sheds undying lustre on their
Scottish alma inalcr, were trained in practical physics
under Forbes.
The Chair of Chemistry, founded in 1713, was at first

essentially a medical chair; its first occupant, James
Crawford, was a remarkable man in every way, a pupil of
Boerhaave, and w^ell versed in what little chemical know-
ledge then e.xisted. It is noteworthy, as showing the small
e.xtent of medical and chemical knowledge at that time,
that he was also Professor of Hebrew ! His immediate
successors call for no remark until we reach Cullen (1755),
who, though better known as a great physician, was also
distinguished as a great teacher of chemistry ; he was, in
fact, the first to establish that science as a study separate
and distinct from medicine. His two immediate successors,
Black and Hope, followed his lead, and were very success-
ful teachers ; in fact, in Hope's time the class reached the
astonishing number of 500. Besides being a good teacher,
Black was a man of genius. His results regarding car-
bonic acid, embodied in his graduation thesis " De humore
acido a cibis orto, et magnesia alba," and his discovery
of latent heat form cornerstones in the structure of modern
chemical and physical science. Perhaps the greatest
praise is that Lavoisier regarded him as his master.
Hope will be remembered for his experiments on the
maximum density point of water, and for his discovery
of strontia as a separate alkaline earth. In 1844 the
chair became a chair of pure chemistry. Among the
past professors since then we may mention Sir Lyon
Playfair, whose scientific reputation is now overshadowed

by his fame as an educational organiser, and an able
political champion of the interests of science.

The Chair of Natural History was a later foundation
(1770?), and at first was a sinecure. Since the beginning
of the century, however, it has not wanted for distinguished
occupants. Jameson (1804) was an excellent mineralogist

;

he founded the splendid museum now absorbed in the
Museum of Science and Art, and must have been a
great teacher to judge by the number of distinguished
]3upils that he trained, among whom w'ere Edward Forbes,
John and Harry Goodsir, Macgillivray, Nicol, and Darwin.
The first of these succeeded him, but was cut off after a
brief but brilliant career too well known to need descrip-
tion. The last of the past occupants of this chair, Wyville
Thomson, has done the University of Edinburgh en-
during honour by connecting it with that most fascinating
of all the walks of modern natural science—the e.xplora-

tion of the deep sea.

I

The history of the Chair of Astronomy has been little

but a record of misfortune, as far as the University is con-
cerned. The first'professor, Robert Blair, was-endowed with
a fair salary, but no Observatory was given him, and he
never lectured or took any part in the work of the Univer-
sity. He is remembered chiefly for his researches on
achromatic telescopes, which he brought to great perfection

by means of fluid lenses of his own invention. The second
professor, Thomas Henderson, was invested with the
dignity and duties of Astronomer Royal for Scotland, and
was provided with the present Observatory on the Calton
Hill. He devoted himself ardently to his duties as an
observer, and will be remembered as the first to determine
the parallax- of a fixed star (o Centauri). He never lec-

tured. Where the blame of the unsatisfactory position of
the Astronomy Chair and of the Edinburgh Observatory
rests, and how the matter is to be remedied, is one of the
vexed questions to be settled by the coming University
Commission for Scotland.
The Chair of Technology was inaugurated with great

promise of success by (jeorge Wilson, whose briUiant
lectures and important services in connection with what
is now the Museum of Science and Art showed how im-
portant such a chair might under favourable circumstances
become. The chair was, however, abolished in 1S59,

under circumstances that do not appear to reflect much
credit either on those who then acted for the Senatus, or

on the Government department which was concerned in

the transaction. It may be hoped that, now the im-
portance of technical education is being recognised, the
mistake then committed will be remedied. This is all the
more to be desired because Edinburgh already possesses
the rudiinents of a technical faculty in the Chairs of

Engineering and Agriculture.

There remains but one more Chair of Natural Science to

be mentioned, viz. Geology. It numbers but one past
professor, Archibald Geikie, concerning whom we need
only express the wish that his followers may be worthy
of him.

-Although the subject scarcely belongs to these pages,
yet no notice of the scientific side of the University of
Edinburgh would be complete without at least an allusion to

the glories of its medical school, which ha\e attracted the
admiration, if not occasionally the envy, of similar institu-

tions. It may seem curious, but it began by the institution

of a botanical, or, as it was properly then called, a physic
garden. The keeper of this garden (originally it is

believed a member of the characteristically Scotch Guild
of Gardeners), was after a time constituted (1676) the

first Professor of Botany, and in fact the first medical
professor.

If it were needful to insist farther upon the important
place which the L'niversity of Edinburgh occupies among
the educational bodies of Great Britain, we might point

to the number of her students that now hold professorial

chairs all over the United Kingdom, and indeed through-
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out the British Empire ; and to the work which her
(iliimni have done, and are doing, in science both pure
and apphed.

It might be profitable also to dwell on her defects,

which she has in plenty, like other institutions guided
by human brains, and endued with her own share

of human inertia. But, as she has no want of candid
critics, and is by and by to be put into the refining

crucible, along with the other Scottish Universities, to

emerge, let us hope, purified and strengthened, we may
content ourselves with oftering her, and asking of readers

to join us therein, a hearty wish that she may prosper
during the next hundred years as she has done during the

present century. G. Chrystal

THE COXGO^
ALTHOUGH claiming to be little more than the

record of a passing visit paid to the Lower Congo
Basin towards the end of the year 18S2, this is really a

work of permanent interest to the naturalist and ethno-

logist. The author, a young and ardent student of bio-

logy in its widest sense, here conveys his impressions of

f1
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;

Another inference is tli.it tlie Congo cannot possibly
form a true parting-line or natural boundary in the dis-

tribution of the West African flora and fauna. " I have
read in many works on Africa that the Congo was the
southern boundary of the habitat of the gray parrot, the

anthropoid apes, and the oil-palm {Elais i;n!>!Ci'ns!.s).

Now the gray parrot reaches, perhaps, its great develop-
ment in Malanje, a distri:t of Angola nearly 300 miles
south of the Congo, and, together with the oil palm, con-
tinues to be found as far as the tenth degree sovith of the

equator, while the anthropoid apes can hardly be said to

be limited southward in their distribution by the lower
course of the Congo, for they do not reach even to its

northern bank, or approach it nearer than Landana, 100
miles away. . . . There are, besides, many West African
plants which stretch right away from the Gambia, across
the Congo, into Angola on the south. In short, I have
never seen any difference between the fauna and flora of

the northern and southern banks of this great river ; nor
do I believe that it acts in any way as a limitation in the
range of species " (p. 318).

On another point also our explorer differs from some
distinguished botanists, who hold that tropical vegetation
is inferior in brightness and fragrance to that of the tem-
perate zone. " Although the Congo offers nothing, as we
yet know, that is unique as genus or family, yet probably
nowhere in Africa arc there such magnificent displays of

colour formed by the conspicuous flowering trees and
plants. Here, at any rate, no one can maintain that the

temperate zone can offer anything equal in the way of
flower-shows. Many of the blossoms also exhale strong
odours, sometimes very offensive, but also in many case^
frr grant and delicious. Few perfumes are more pleasing
than the clove like smell of the Camocnsia or the balmy
scent of the Bnpkias" (p. 324).

His botanical descriptions and sketches are generally
admirable, as, for instance, of the Lissochiliis gigauieus
(see Fig 2), " a splendid orchid that shoots up often to

the height of six feet from the ground, bearing such a

head of red-mauve, golden-centred blossoms as scarcely

any flower in the world can equal for beauty and delicacy

of form. These orchids, with their light-green, spear-like

, Mu-teke ; 3, Mu-shi-Kongo.

leaves, and their tall swaying flower-stalks, grow in

groups of forty or fifty together, often reflected in the
shallow pools of stagnant water round their bases, and
filling up the foreground of the high purple-green forest
with a blaze of tender peach-like colour, upon which no
European could gaze unmoved'" (p. 35).
There is a deeply interesting chapter on the "People

of the Congo," who, with the doubtful exception of some
dwarfish or Bushman tribes, are all grouped in " that great
Bantu family which, when seen in its purest exemplars,
the Ova-hi^rero and Ova-mpo of the south-west, the tribes
of the Zambesi, the people of the great lakes of Tangan-
yika and Nyassa, and the western shores of Victoria
Nyanzi, and finally of the Upper Congo, is so distinct,
physically and linguistically, from the divers Negro,
Negroid, and Hamitic populations to the north of it, and
fjoni the Hottentot-Bushman group to the south" (p.

396). Here we find the Bantus as a lac; distinguished
by a good observer, not only from the Hottentots,
Hamites, and Negroes proper, but even from the sur-
rounding Negroid populations Further on the Bantus

themselves are said to vary considerably in physical ap-

pearance, a statement fully borne out by the accompany-
ing typical heads of a Mu-yansi, a Mu-t^ke, and a Mu-
sbi-Kongo (see Fig. 3). "The Congo tribes,'' we are

told, " on nearing the coast, begin to lose their distinctive

Bantu character, either through the degradation the

coast climate seems to entail, or because on their migra-
tion westward from the north-east Bantu focus, they
originally met and mixed with, in the low- lying coast-

lands, an earlier Negro population. This latter supposi-

tion sometimes strikes mc as being the true one, for the

reason that, in such a littoral tribe as the Kabinda or

Loango people, there are distinctly two types of race.

C ne—the Bantu— a fine, tall, upright man, with delicately

small hands, and well-shaped feet, a fine face, high thin

nose, beard, moustache, and a plentiful crop of hair ; the

other .in ill-shaped loosely-made figure, with splay feet,

high calves, a retreating chin, blubber lips, no hair about
the face, and the wool on his head close and crisply

curled. The farther you go into the interior the finer the

type becomes, and two points about them contrast very
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favourably with most of the coast races, namely, their

lighter colour—generally a warm chocolate—and their

freedom from that offensive smell which is supposed,

wrongly, to characterise most Africans " (p. 397).

In this instructive passage all the facts are stated with

tolerable accuracy. Yet the general inference cannot be
accepted. There is, strictly speaking, no Bantu type at

all, and the expression, correct in a linguistic sense, has

no definite anthropological meaning. But for the fact

that most of the peoples occupying the southern half of

the continent speak dialects of a common mother-tongue,

no ethnologist would ever have thought of grouping them
together as forming a separate branch of mankind.
Physically they must be regarded as distinctly Negroid,

that is, an essentially mixed race presenting every possible

shade of transition from the true Negro of Sudan and the

West Coast to the true Hamite of the north-east coast.

Between these two extremes they oscillate in endless

variety, presenting nowhere any stable type distinct from
either, and bound together only by the single element of

their common Bantu speech. On the other hand, this

Bantu speech itself is not Hamitic, but Negro, as clearly

shown by the absence of grammatical gender. There
appears to be also present a more or less distinct sub-

stratum of Negro blood in all the Bantu-speaking tribes,

from the Mpongwes of the Gaboon to the Ama-Khosas
of the extreme south-east, and from the Wa-Swahi!i on
the East to the Ba-Congo on the West Coast. Hence
these peoples should apparently be regarded rather as

Negroes affected by Hamitic than as Hamites affected by
Negro elements. In other words they are Negroid
rather than Hamitoid.
The spread of a single organic speech of an extremely

delicate structure over such a vast area, unaided by the

prestige of letters, or by far-reaching political influences,

IS certainly a surprising phenomenon. But it is not with-

out its analogues in other quarters of the globe, where we
find an equal and even wider ditfusion, for instance, of

the Malayo-Polynesian, Ural-Altai:, Aryan, Athabascan,
and Guarani-Tupi forms of speech, also before the rise of
literatures and great empires. And as no sound anthro-

pologist regards the Aryan or the Malayo-Polynesian-
speaking peoples as belonging to one physical type,

neither can they regard the Bantu-speaking tribes as

constituting a single ethnical group. All these terms,

Aryan, Malayo-Polynesian, Bantu, are essentially lin-

guistic, and as such have a definite meaning. Ethno-
logically they have little or no scientific value. It is note-

worthy that, when not advocating theories, Mr. Johnston
himself speaks of the Bantus of the Congo I?asin as
Negroes. Thus at p. 29S, where he contrasts them un-
favourably with the half-caste Wa-Swahili of Zanzibar, he
writes :

—
" The mixture of Arab blood and Arab culture

gives a stability and manliness to the Wa-Swahili which
is lacking even in the finest race of pure Negro origin.

The Congo peoples, for instance, are usually amiable and
soft-mannered, but at heart they are seldom to be de-

pended on. There is something so eminently childish in

the Negro's character. . . . All these traits are found in

the black races of Africa that are of purely Negro or
Bantu stock ; but in the Semiticised people of Zanzibar
you find men of thought and reflection, whom you may
use as counsellors and confidants ; men who are really

capable of zealous service, of disinterested affection, and
to whom gratitude is a concept neither foreign to their

intelligence nor their tongue." This is true and well put,

and is the common experience of all travellers who have
had dealings with the natives of South Central Africa.

It shows at the same time that "even the finest"

Bantu peoples must ultimately be affiliated to the Negro
stock.

Besides the numerous illustrations, two useful maps
and a copious index, this handsome volume is furnished
with comparative linguistic tables of the chief Bantu

languages current in the Congo basin, as well as full lists

of the plants, birds, and mammals occurring in the same
region. A. H. Ke.ane

NOTE5^

European science has sustained a terrible loss during the

past week. Monsieur Dumas, the venerable Perpetual Secretary

of the French Academy of Sciences, died at Cannes on the nth
inst. at exactly the age of the century. Old as the great

chemist was, his death will be felt as a real and serious loss to

French science, for up to the last he took an active interest in

all its doings. We gave in vol. xxi. so full a biography from the

masterly pen of Prof Hofmann of Berlin, that it is unnecessary

to go over the ground again. We may, however, attempt in a

future number to appreciate to some extent the position of Dumas
in the chemistry of the past sixty years. The funeral took place

at Mont Parnasse Cemetery on Tuesday, when MM. Bertrand,

D'Haussonville, and others delivered addresses at the grave.

The sitting of the French Academy of Sciences on Monday was
postponed after the reading of an address by M. RoUand, the

president, who praised M. Dumas for the talent and impartiality

he exhibited as Perpetual Secretary of the Academy.

The Museums of Economic Botany at Kew are second in im-

portance to none in the world, and, except perhaps as to the

size and splendour of the buildings,.they are in every way worthy
of a nation which has trade relations with every part of the

globe. The foundation of these museums was laid by Sir W. J.
Hooker in 1847, when he obtained leave to fit up an old fruit

stoi-e with cases suitable for the exhibition of important vegetable

products. Ten years later' the house now known as Museum
No. I was opened to the public, and in 1881 this was added to

and the approaches greatly improved. It will be remembered
that' these buildings were not originally designed for museum
purposes, and yet such is the arrangement of the cases and so

well are the objects displayed and illuminated that we know of

no inuseum built for the purpose that we would prefer to No. I

Museum at Kew. The collections are contained in Museum No.
I, which is directly opposite the Palm House, on the other side of

the Ornamental W.ater, in Museum No. 2, which is close to No. I,

at the northern end of the Herbaceous Garden, while Museum
No. 3 occupies the old Orangery. At the north end of the

Broad Walk the last Museum contains specimens of large

timber, while the monocotyledons and flowerless plants are

arranged in No. 2, and the dicotyledons in No. i Museum. An
ofiicial guide to the contents of the latter Museum has just been

published. As nearly every object exhibited is fully labelled,

this guide-book does not enumerate a tithe of these, but a cer-

tain number of important objects are marked with a conspicuous

number, and these numbers are referred to in the catalogue. In

the 130 pages of this guide there is compressed a vast amount

of information, a great deal of which is easily understood, even

apart from the interesting collection on which it is founded ; and

if the student, as he walks through the Gardens, is struck at the

beauty of the vegetable kingdom, he will, as he studies the pro-

ducts of that kingdom within these museum walls, be more

struck at the extreme indebtedness of mankind to this kingdom

for the necessaries and luxuries of life.

We regret to learn that Sir Sidney Smith .Saunders, C.M.G.,

for many years British Consul in various Mediterranean ports,

and a distinguished entomologist, died suddenly on Tuesday

evening (iSth) at an advanced age. He was one of the original

members of the Entomological Society of London, and was a

vice-president of the .Society at the time of his death. He
devoted special attention to the singular bee-parasites known as

Stylopida:.
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:

TilK fullowing are the arrangements for the lectures at the

Koyal Institution after Easter :—Dr. Klein, two lectures on the

Anatomy of Nerve and Muscle, on Tuesdays, April 22 and 29 ;

Prof. Gamgee, five lectures on the Physiology of Nerve and

Muscle, on Tuesdays, May 6 to June 3 ; Prof. Dewar, seven

lectures on Flame and Oxidation, on Thursdays, April 24 to

June 5 ; Mr. Hodder M. Westrojip, three lectures on Recent

Discoveries in Roman Archaeology, on Saturdays, April 26 to

May 10 ; and Prof. T. G. Bonney, four lectures on the Bearing

of Microscopical Research upon some Large Geological Pro-

blems, on Saturdays, May 17 to June 7. The following is a list

of the Friday evening lectures :—April .25, the Art of Fiction,

by Walter Besant ; May 2, Krakatoa, by Prof. Judd ; May 9,

Mohammedan Mahdis, by Prof. Robertson Smith ; May 16, the

Dissolved Oxygen of Water, by Prof. W. Odling ; May 23, Sidereal

Astronomy, by Dr. David Gill ; May 30, Sur les Couleui's (in

French), by Prof. E. Mascart ; June 6, Prof. Dewar.

Besides subjects of general anthropological interest, the fol-

lowing specially American topics, as to several of which Canada
affords important evidence, are suggested for papers to be read

in the Anthropological Section at the Montreal meeting of the

British Association. The papers on each subject will, as far as

possible, be grouped for reading on the s.ame day, so as to insure

a general discussion. (l) The native races of America: their

])hysical characters and origin
; (2) Civilisation of America before

the time of Columbus, with particular reference to earlier inter-

course witb the Old World
; (3) Archaeology of North America,

ancient mounds and earth-works, cliff-dwellings and village-

houses, stone architecture of Mexico and Central America, &c. ;

(4) Native languages of America
; (5) European colonisation

and its effects on the native tribes of America. It is requested

that all papers may be sent to the office of the Association, 22,

Albemarle Street, London, W., on or before July i.

The International Ornithological Congress at Vienna was
brought to a conclusion on Friday last by an appropriate speech

from its patron, the Crown Prince Rudolph, who, among other

things, warmly thanked the scientific men from abroad for their

appearance in Vienna. The next Congress will not take place

till three years hence, and will be held in Switzerland. The
Crown Prince has accepted the honorary office of Patron of the

Permanent International Committee for the Establishment of

( )rnithological Observatories, or stations for the observation of

the habits of birds, especially those of the migratory species.

Prof. Blasius, the president of the third section, to whose sphere

the subject belongs, explained the nature, object, and importance

of such ornithological stations of observation. M. Rodde pro-

jiosed that the meteorological stations should be used as orni-

thological ones. Dr. Schier of Prague afterwards gave an

account of his efforts to secure a regular system of observation.

He had received from some hundreds of correspondents many
valuable notices in regard to the line of passage of migratory

liirds.

The Academy of the Lincei have elected Prof. Francesco

P.rioschi, a senator, to fill their presidential chair recently left

vacant by the death of Signor Quintino Sella, electing at the

same time Commendatore Fiorelli, who so long directed the ex-

cavations at Pom])eii, to fill the office of vice-president. The
new president, Signor Brioschi, is a distinguished mathe-
matician.

An interesting little volume appears this week in Edinburgh
containing an annotated list of the illustrious dead who have been
in any way connected with Edinburgh University. The names
are classified according to the departments with which they are

connected, "Zoologists and Botanists, " for example, beginning
with Erasmus Darwin and ending with Charles Darwin. The brief

notes attached to the names have, we believe, been compiled

by various specialists.

The .\nthropological Institute will hold its first meeting in its

new premises. No. 3, Hanover Square, on the 22nd instant.

The next Ordinary General Meeting of the Institution of

Mechanical Engineers will be held on Thursday, May I, and

Friday, May 2, at 15, Great George Street, Westminster. The
Chair will be taken by the President, Mr. I. Lowthian Bell,

F. R. S., at lialf-past seven p.m. on each evening. The following

papers will be read and discussed as far as time will admit:—
On Thursday, May i, on the consumption of fuel in loco-

motives, by M. Georges Marie, of Paris ; on portable railways,

by M. Paul Decauville, of Petit-Bourg, Paris ; on the Moscrop

engine recorder, and the Knowles supplementary governor, by

Mr. Michael Longridge, of Manchester. On Friday, May 2,

description of the automatic and exhaust-steam injector,

by Mr. A. Slater Savill, of Manchester ; description of the

apparatus used for testing current-meters, at the Admiralty

Works at Torquay for experimenting on models of ships, by Mr
Robert Gordon, of Burmah ; description of the Francke "Tina "

or vat process for the amalgamation of silver ores, by Mr. Edgar

P. Rathbone, of London.

The Report of the U.S. Solar Eclipse Expedition, Science

states, has just been ordered to be printed by Congress. Among
its contents are :—Meteorology of Caroline Island, by Mr
Winslow Upton Botany of Caroline Island, collections by Dr.

W. S. Dixon, U.S.N., and identifications by Prof. W. Tre-

lease ; Notes on the zoology of Caroline Island, by Dr. W. S.

Dixon, U.S.N. ; Memorandum on the butterflies, &c., of Caro-

line Island, collections by Dr. J. Palisa, identifications by

Messrs. Herman Strecker and Arthur G. Butler ; Chemical con-

stituents of the sea-water of the lagoon of Caroline Island, deter-

mined by Messrs. Stillwell and Gladding ; Observations of

twenty-three new double stars, by Prof. E. S. Holden and Prof.

C. S. Hastings ; Plans for work on the day of the eclipse, by

Prof. E. S. Holden.

From Science we learn th.at at the request of the Navy Depart-

ment, the Fish Commission steamer Albatross, Capt. Tanner

commanding, was fitted out during the winter for the purpose of

carrying on a series of deep-sea soundings and dredgings in the

Caribbean Sea, a region very little known in respect to its depths.

The vessel left Washington on January i, and reached St.

Thomas on the 17th, and, after coaling, proceeded on her voyage,

making the following ports :—Curaijoa, Trinidad, the Island of

Oiaiba, Alta Vela, Jacmel, Gonaives, Santiago de Cuba, Navassa,

and Kingston (Jamaica), where she arrived March i. She left

Kingston March II, and arrived at Aspinwall, via Savanilla,

March 25. On her return from Aspinwall she will proceed via

Cape San Antonio to Key West, expecting to arrive at the

Washington navy-yard about the middle of May. The expe-

dition has been a great success in all respects, numerous satis-

factoiy series of soundings and temperatures having been taken,

and large numbers of marine animals obtained. In the collec-

tions incidentally obtained during the stay of the steamer at

Trinidad were two specimens of the guacharo bird, Steatornis

caripcnsis, which is such a rarity in museums, and two of the

great fishing-bat.

On Easter Monday the Essex Field Club held a meeting at

Saffron Walden, about sixty members and visitors being present.

Alighting at Audley End Station, the party drove to Lord Bray-

brooke's mansion, where they had an opportunity of inspecting

the fine collection of birds and prehistoric and Roman antiquities

contained in the museum. The Club was then conducted to a

neighbouring hill, known as Ring Hill, where an ancient circular

entrenchment is to be seen, and from there proceeded to a wood
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known as Peverels, where the true oxlip (Primula elatior) grows

in profusion, the groimd being in parts carpeted with the flowers

of this interesting species. After luncheon a visit was paid to

Mr. Joshua Clarke, F.L. S., at his residence, Fairycroft, and the

visitors viewed the magnificent collection of humming-birds and

birds of Paradise formed by this gentleman. The Club next

assembled in the grounds of Mrs. Gibson, and inspected the site

of the ancient Saxon cemetery and the collection of skulls and

relics found therein during the excavations undertaken by the

lale Mr. G. S. Gibson, a full description of which has been

published in a recent number of the Transactions of the

Essex Archaological Society. The splendid library of scien-

tific and other works belonging to the late Mr. Gibson having

been hastily viewed, and the party having partaken of the hos-

]5itality offered by Mrs. Gibson, they were next conducted to the

.Saffron Walden Museum, where the various collections were

greatly admired, and the curator, Mr. Maynard, much compli-

mented upon the ability and zeal which he had displayed in

their organisation and arrangement. In the ruins of the ancient

castle adjoining the Museum Mr. Maynard read a paper on the his-

tory of these remains, and the party then proceeded to view the

church, under the guidance of the Rev. Mr. Stevens. After

tea an ordinary meeting of the Club was held, the president.

Prof. Boulger, being in the chair. A paper, on the cultivation

of the saffron in connection with the old town of Saffron Walden,

was read by Mr. Joseph Clarke. With the object of promoting

the extension of natural history science throughout the county,

the Club proposes to establish local centres in the chief towns

of Essex, and arrangements will shortly be made to commence
operations at Saffron Walden, where so much interest was

shown in the visit of the Club.

On Saturday next, April 19, at three o'clock, a meeting of the

Essex Field Club will be held at the British Museum of Natural

History, .South Kensington, under the direction of Dr. Henry
Woodward, F. R.S. Dr. Woodward will deliver an address in

the lecture-room on " Wingless Birds, " and afterwards give a

demonstration of the species, extinct and recent, in the geological

and zoological galleries.

The Council of the Linnean Society of New South Wales
have been presented by a member of the Society with 100/.,

accompanied with a request that it should be offered as a prize

for an essay on "The Life Histoiy of the Bacillus of Typhoid
Fever." The Council has assented to the proposal, and adver-

tisements to that effect will be immediately inserted in the most

prominent scientific publications throughout the world. The
essay will be received by the Society not later than December 31,

1884. The intention and wishes of the donor of the prize will

be best given in his ow-n words. "The questions chiefly to be
solved in the investigation of the life history of the Bacillus of

typhoid fever, are— i. What are the specific characters of the

organism, as distinguished from other Bacteria ? 2. What are

the changes, if any, which the organism undergoes in the human
body ? 3. What are its modes of development and reproduction

in the human body? 4. What changes or metamorphoses, if

any, does the organism undergo after ejection from the human
body, or in any other condition of its existence ? 5. What fluids

or other substances seem best adapted for the growth and multi-

plication of the organism ? 6. Can the organism live or be
cultivated in pure or distilled water? 7. What are its limits of
endurance of heat, cold, dryness, or humidity ? As far as these

points are concerned the author shoidd confine himself entirely

to facts which come under his own ob5er\-ation, and those should
be given in detail, with a full e.\-planation of the method of

investigation. But in deaUng with the results obtained by these

investigations, and the consideration of the means whereby a

knowledge of the life history of this most dangerous organism
may help towards its eradication, the theories and observations

of others may appropriately be referred to, but in every such case

the authority must be correctly cited. The chief points to be

ascertained in this branch of the subject are— I. How, and under

what conditions, does the organism get access to the human
body? 2. How can its growth be impeded, or its vitality

destroyed in the human body without serious injury to the indi-

vidual affected ? 3. How can it be eradicated or rendered

innocuous in wells, water-holes, drains, &c."

Among the superabundant "Universities" of the United

States Harvard is unquestionably taking its place as a national

institution on a par with British establishments which hold a

similar designation. The last quarterly Bulletin of its proceedings

is before us, which has to acknowledge during that short time

nine legacies or donations in money, varying from 200 to 100,000

dollars, and amounting to i6S,ooo dollars. One of these is

10,000 dollars subscribed for the purchase of meteorites, and

another is 2000 dollars from the Massachusetts Society for Pro-

moting Agrictdture, to assist in the establishment of a veterinary

hospital, to which institution also a collection of pathological

models is presented. Other donations are, a new building for

the law schools, two portraits of eminent divines, and the ana-

tomical collection of a doctor who had previously fotmded a

museum there. The Bullclin is edited by the well-known Har-

vard librarian, Mr. Justin Winsor, and a very carefully printed

catalogue of the chief accessions to the University library in

English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Danish, Russian,

Polish, and Hindustani, forms the bulk of it. Many of these

additions are treasures which few libraries can acqttire possession

of, a few only of which have been printed, chiefly for private

circulation, others, nevertheless, being both important and

familiar books published a year or two ago. The books are

divided into ten subjects, and it shows how different technical

experience sometimes is from theoretical ideas, when so experi-

enced a librarian finds it convenient to class together " History

and Geography," while "Antiquities" are under a separate

heading. We doubt, however, whether Izaak Walton or any

one else would have looked for
'

' The American Angler's

Guide ; or the Complete Fisher's Manual for the United States',"

under the head of "Law and Sociology," even if " Caxton's

Game and Play of the Chesse " may in some sense belong to the

latter. The advantages possessed by the librarian of such an

institution as this are being fully utilised by Mr. Justin Winsor

who is issuing in each number of the Bulletin most carefully

written results of his researches into the bibliography of various

subjects—in this January number, of " Ptolemy's Geography "

and " The Kohl Collection of Early Maps," specially noting the

gradual and irregidar spread of the knowledge of America.

A STALACTITE cavern was recently discovered by accident

near Cerdon in the Ain Department (France). It is situated

near the old high road connecting Lyons with Geneva. Some
country people who ventured into it state that it extends about

300 metres underground, and that its height varies considerably.

Lyons and Geneva naturalists are now making a more minute

investigation of the cave.

A STRONG shock of earthquake was felt at Urbino at a few

minutes before 8 a.m. on the 9th inst. Its duration was five

seconds. A shock was also felt at Belpasso, near Catania, at

to a.m. on the loth. It occasioned no damage.

Owing to the frequent earthquakes that have recently occurred

in Slavonia, Prof. Pillar has been sent to observe these occur-

rences by the Hungarian Government, and will shortly present a

detailed report to the Government on the subject.

According to Herr Jasger of Rinde, on the Sogne Fjord,

who, since 1858, has noted the number of earthquake shocks

that have been felt in the district, there have been appreciable

shocks from that period till 1879. Since the latter year no shock
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lias been felt. It is worthy of record that on two occasions, viz.

in i860 and 1865, the shocks were perceived on the south side

of the fjord, the districts on the northern coast being wholly

nndisturbed.

The last number of the Transactions of Ine Siismological

Society of Japan (Yokohama, 1884) contains various papers on

seismology. The first is by Prof. Milne, on earth pulsations ;

ihe next is by Mr. Alexander, on the interpretation of a diagram

described by a particular form of earthquake instrument. The

oliject of the writer is to calculate not only the maximum velo-

city, but also the maximum rate at which the velocity changes,

"which is a measure of the effect which an earthquake exerts

in overturning and fracturing bodies placed on the earth's sur-

face." Prof. Ewing describes the construction of a pendulum

which shall be without a tendency to swing when the point from

which it is suspended suffers displacement. Mr. Gergens gives

u note on ripple-like marks found on the surface of an iron

casting supposed to have been shaken while solidifying, which

marks are picturesquely described as "a note in a congealed

earthquake." The remainder of the volume is occupied by

suggestions for new types of seismographs, a list of earthquakes

in Tokio, and a report on systematic earthquake observations.

A CORRESPONDENT in Naturm has drawn attention to the

great differences of climate observable last winter between

Christiania and Stavanger. While in the former place there

was a depth of from ten to twelve inches of ice during the

month of January, vegetation had never been wholly arrested in

the latter region at the same period. The grass plots in the

various gardens at and near Stavanger were as green as in sum-

mer : daisies, snowdrops, pansies, violets, and primroses had

their blossoms well set ; peonies had appeared above the ground,

and many roses had thi-own out vigorous shoots. The thermo-

uieter fell only once in January to freezing point.

MM. MiGNON AND TOUARD, who established the refrigerating

service at the Paris morgue, have made experiments with their

system on hams infected by trichinte, and are stated to have

proved that these are rendered wholly innocuous by exposure

during an hour to a cold of - 20° C. It will be proposed for the

protection of consumers from trichinosis to render exposure obli-

gatory in the case of importations from America or Germany.

The great work of lighting the Paris Opera by incandescent

light has already begun. The whole house will require 6000

lamps ; at present 400 lamps ai'e used.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Pig-tailed Monkey {Ma'acus nemestrinns 9 )

from Java, presented by Dr. IJenthall ; a Weeper Capuchin

( Cebus capucinus ¥ ) from Brazil, presented by Miss Vincent ; a

Short-eared Owl {Asio brachyotiis), British, presented by Mr.

(Jscar Burrows ; a Smooth Snake (Corondla hevis), a Common
Viper ( V'ipcra beius), a Common Snake ( Tropidonotus natrix ),

a Slow-worm (An«uis fragilis) from Hampshire, presented by

Mr. W. H. B. Pain ; an Alligator [Alligator mississippiensis)

from the Mississippi ; a Horrid Rattlesnake (Crotalus horridus)

from Florida, presented by Mr. A. Begg ; a Philantomba Ante-

lope [Ciphalophus maxiuelli) i\om South Africa, deposited ; a

Moose (Alces inachlis) from North America, two Mute Swans

(Cygniis olor), European, a Common Viper (Vipera berus),

British, purchased ; six Long-fronted Gerbillcs [Geibillus lont^i-

f'rons), born in the Gardens.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
We much regret to learn of the death, at Loanda, on March

17, of Dr. Paul Pogge, the successful African explorer. Dr.
Pogge, since 1880, was the companion of Lieut. Wissmann in the

exploration of the region inland from the Portuguese possessions.

and around the kingdom of Muata Janvo. He accompanied
Wissmann as far as Nyangwe in the journey of the latter across

Africa, and in May 1882 set out to return to the station at

Mukenge. Doubtless the hardships to which he has been subject,

combined with fever, have told on Dr. Pogge's health. In 1874
he was a member of the German African Expedition which was
sent out to explore the same region, and with only native com-
panions succeeded in penetrating as far as the capital of Muati
Janvo.

The announcement that Mr. Stanley intends to proceed from

the Middle Congo north-east to the Mombuttu country, partly,

no doubt, to settle the question of the course of the Aruwimi,
the great north-east tributary of the Congo, renders Dr. Junker's

discoveries in the Welle region of special interest. In the map
sent home and published in the new number of Petermann s

Mitthdlungtn we find in the northern part the Welle, after

receiving the Gadda, proceeding west-north-west, and on the

north it is joined by the Mbriiole, and not much further westwards

by the Gurba—both considerable rivers rising in the southern A'-

Sandeh kingdom. After taking up the waters of the Gurba, the

Welle curves sharply round, at first southwards, making many
windings in its course, and describing a large semicircle round
the land of A-Madi, a semicircle variegated by a series of

islands. Later on it resumes its west and west-north-west direc-

tion. With the exception of the two larger tributaries from the

north just mentioned, the Welle along the whole extent of the

sketch receives no considerable waters either from north or

south. As far as the southern territory is concerned, this fact is

explained by the circumstance that the most important tributary

of the Welle-Makua, the Bomokandi or Majo (Nemajo of

Schweinfurth) flows in an extremely long course from east to

west and north-west, approximately parallel to the Welle Hut,
an interval of hardly two days' journey. Further to the west,

however, it discharges into the Welle River. The Bomokandi,
showing almost half the breadth of the Welle, rises far in the

east, and may also have its source in the mountainous country

bordering the Albert Nyanza in the west. In consequence of

1 this approach to each other of the two streams, no other tribu-

taries are developed in the long tongue-shaped peninsula formed
by the junction of the Welle and Bomokandi. Except innumer-
able little rivulets, few rivers of any size run either north-

wards to the Welle or southwards to the Bomokandi from the

plateau of this peninsula. It is otherwise, however, with

the rivers discharging into the Bomokandi from the south. The
watershed whence flow its southern tributaries lying considerably

further to the south, there is ample scope here for the formation

of larger accessory streams. Proceeding from ' west to east, we
come upon three rivers of almost equal rank with the Mbriiole

and the Giirba—the Makongo, Pokko, and Telli. A river no
longer paying tribute to the Bomokandi, but discharging further

to the west directly into the Welle, is, according to information,

the Mbe'lima, the source of which is not far from that of the

Makongo to the east. With these partly indirect tributaries

to the Welle through the medium of the Bomokandi and
the direct tributary, the Mbe'lima, the river-system of the Welle
to the south comes to an end. Further south, and flowing from
east to west, is the Nawa, belonging, according to information

received, to a more southern river-system, forming indeed a
northern tributary to the Nepoko. Dr. Junker made his way
south to the Nepoko, four days' journey from the Bomokandi,
and reached it in the middle of its course, where it holds the same
longitude with the Bomokandi. He evidently travelled a long

way from the region in which lie the sources of the Nepoko, the

Bomokandi, and the Kibuli, that is, the Kibbi (Welle)—rivers

which collectively descend from the mountain and table-lands

west of Albert Nyanza ; the water-parting must be sought in a line

running approximately from south-south-west to north-north-east.

That the Nepoko, from the point at which he met it, and where
probably it describes a northern curve, bends in its further couree

in an approximately south-west direction, may be inferred from
the fact that though indeed known in the western territories, it

is yet transferred far to the south beyond the Nawa, which rises

in the west, not far from his line of route to the Nepoko. In

the region between Bomokandi and Nepoko traversed by Dr.

Junker, the watershed of the two river-systems is hardly per-

ceptible, yet the country of the Ne'poko tributaries from the north
is highly characteristic. Instead of the high trees which every-

where else clothe the banks of the streams, you here meet broad,

flat, treeless swamps. A floating vegetation, very like the Ssett

in the Nile, forms a bridge by which to cross these swamps.
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though it is unavailable for riding and for beasts of burden. Dr.

Junker closes his remarks on the hydrography of this region

with the observation that he feels entitled to identify this

Nepoko, which does not belong to the Welle system, with the

Aruwimi of Stanley. Proof that the Welle is the upper course

of the Shari'he hopes to be able to adduce later on.

In Petirmann''s Mitlheilungat, 1S84, Heft iii., is a map of the

.\mambara Creek of the lower Niger region, which we owe to

the indefatigable .Xfrican explorer Eduard Robert Flegel. Just

as by way of preparation for liis Adaniawa expedition he executed

maps of the route from Eggan to the Akoko Mountains, and of

the Niger tract, till then unknown, from Bussa up the river as

far as Gomba, and finally explored the route from Bidda by
way of Keffi Abd-es-Senga to Loko on the Benue ; so now as

preparatory to his third .African exploration he has executed a

map of the Amambara w^hich discharges into the lower course of

the Niger. While Flegel was waiting at Lagos for a remittance

from Germany to enable him to prosecute his travels, the

representative of the Marseilles "Compagnie du Senegal et de

la Cote occidentale d'.\frique," J. Zweifel, the well-known dis-

coverer of the sources of the Niger, undertook in July 1883, for

trading purposes, an expedition up the Amambara, on the banks

of which are planted a series of old commercial establishments,

but which, nevertheless, had never yet been mapped out. To
this expedition Flegel at once gladly joined himself, and hence

the map in question. This must be reckoned as another vahjable

contribution towards clearing up the geography of the Lower
Niger, so complicated by tributaries, arms, deltas, creeks, &c.

In an article in the Mittlidluxgin commenting on the map of the

Amambara Creek, an interesting sketch is given of the progress

of geographical knowledge of the Niger for the last 300 years,

or rather of the misconception and vacancy that prevailed up till

quite recently regarding that region, our knowledge of which is

still so very defective. Since the discovery of the rich produce

in palm-oil yielded by the banks of the Niger and Lower Benue,

trade has rapidly developed there, and is now so lively that

Flegel, in 1883, counted as many as twenty-three large ships,

mostly steamers, constantly plying on their waters, besides a

series of flat barges.

We find in the last issue ot the Caucasian Izvestia the follow-

ing new information on the Merv oasis, due to M. Alikhanoff :

—

Its surface is about 2150 s([uare miles, which area could be

increased by irrigation, the whole of the oasis having its origin

due - the irrigation of the sands by canals drawn from the Mur-

gab. This river, being dug at Kaushut-khan-bend, two canals,

subdivided into numerous aryks (smaller canals), issue from it,

taking in nearly all the water of the river which does not flow

beneath the dam. Notwithstanding the southern position of the

oasis, it has a cold winter, and there falls every year some snow,

sometimes two feet deep ; it soon disappears, however, as the

temperature rises rapidly, and reaches occasionally 30° Celsius in

February. During the summer, strong hot winds, which bring

masses of hot sand, blow, mostly from the south-west. Still the

climate is healthy enough, and healthier than that of .\khal-

tekke ; but the mortality is very great, owing to the poverty of

the inhabitants and the dirtiness of their habits : the kara-masla,

or black disease, a kind of pestilence, and the merghi, a kind of

cholera, are endemic. The population is estimated at 32,700

kibilkas, which M. Alikhanoff' considers to represent no less

than 194,000 or 200,000 inhabitants. This population is, how-

ever, too numerous for the oasis, the average area of irrigated

land being only six acres per inhabitant. M. Alkihanoft con-

siders the Mervis as the least attractive of the Turcomans, and

discovers in them only one good feature—their hospitality.

At the annual meeting of the Bremen Geographical Society

it was stated that a young German naturalist intends to start on

an exploring expedition to Ovambo-land and further into the

interior of Equatorial Africa, accompanied by Dr. Hoepfner. A
member of the. Society has presented him with good astronomical

instruments, and the traveller will report to the Society from

time to time, and his cartographic results will belong to the

Society. The Society is also preparing a geographical and

natural history expedition to the Bonin Islands, lying south of

and belonging to Japan. Dr. Gottsche of Kiel, an eminent

geologist, who is now in Japan, will be the leader of this

expedition.

The Russian Imperial Geographical Society has received the

following telegram from Col. Prjevalsky, who is for the fourth time

attempting to penetrate into Thibet :
—" Alashan, January 8.

—

We have traversed the desert of Gobi without mishap. In the

northern part the cold exceeded the freezing point of mercury.

We are all well, and start to-morrow for Koukou-nor. It is

said that hitherto the Thibetans pray heaven to shower down
stones on our heads."

The Melbourne Age\\?is, despatched to New Guinea a second

exploring party, the members of which include a naturalist and

an artist.

One result of Mr. Colquhoun's recent journeys in Indo-China

has been the appointment of an English official to reside at

Cheng-mai, or Zimme, on the borders of the Shan States, and

an officer of our consular service in Siam has been selected for

that purpose, and is now at the post. This town, it may be

recollected, forms the centre of the railway communication which

Mr. Colquhoun proposes between British Burmah and South-

western China, and it can be reached either from Rangoon or

from Bangkok. Mr. Bock travelled from the latter town up the

Meinam. With the example of the exploration of the English

consuls who have resided at Chung-king on the Yangtsze before

him, it is to be hoped that the consul at Zimme will be able to

add largely to our knowledge of the regions, especially of the

Shan States, lying between China and Siam. His appointrnent

is certainly another step in the prolonged efforts to obtain a

trade route into South-Western China, and he will serve, on the

south of the frontier line, the same purpose as the ofticer at

Chung-king on the north.

VOLCANIC ASHES AND COSMIC DUST^
TN the session of 1876, Mr. John Murray communicated to

' this Society a paper on the distribution of volcanic debris

over the floor of the ocean,- and in it announced the discovery

of cosmic dust in deep-sea deposits. It was shown that at

points where neither the action of waves, rivers, or currents can

transport the debris of continents, volcanic materials play the

most important role in the formation of the mineral constituents

of the deep-sea deposits. It was pointed out that pumice, on

account of its structure, was able to float to great distances, but

in time became waterlogged and sank to the bottom, there to

decompose. On the other hand, incoherent volcanic matters,

ejected in the form of lapilli, sand, and ashes, into the higher

regions of the atmosphere, may, ceteris paribus, be conveyed, in

consequence of their small dimensions and structure, to greater

distances than other mineral particles derived from the conti-

nents. The possibility was also admitted that submarine volcanic

eruptions might also contribute to the accumulation of those

silicates and pyrogeneous minerals and rocks whose microscopic

characters and distribution at the bottom of the sea we shall

presently point out.

During the past few years we have added greatly to the

observations which were the subject of Mr. Murray's communi-

cation. The present paper has been suggested by the strikmg

analogy which exists between the volcanic products we have

found in all deep-sea sediments, and the ashes and incoherent

products of a recent celebrated eruption,—that of Krakatoa.

The remarkable meteorological phenomena we have recently wit-

nessed have been attributed by some to the presence in the atmo-

sphere of mineral particles derived from this volcanic eruption,

and by others to that of cosmic dust. It is said that in several

places in America, and even in Europe, matters have been col-

lected which must be regarded as the ashes from Krakatoa, which

have been suspended for several months in the upper currents of

the atmosphere. The importance of this matter has been recog-

nised by the Royal Society of London, which has appomted a

committee of its members to collect all the documents and obser-

vations relative to the distribution of these ashes. The present

state of the question induces us to make known some results of

the detailed researches which we have undertaken upon simylar

subjects. We desire to make known, to those who wish to study

atmospheric dust, the distinctive microscopic characters by the

aid of which we have been able to establish the volcanic or

cosmic nature of certain particles found in deep-sea deposits, and

to show at the same time the enormous area of the ocean over

which we have been able to detect their distribution.

We believe that no better example could be found in support

,' " On the Microscopic Characters of Volcanic Ashes and Cosmic Dust,

and their Distribution in the Deep-sea Deposits." A paper read before

the Royal Society of Edinburgh by Mr. John Murray and M. A.

Renard.
= Proc. Roy. Soc. Editi., 1876-77.
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of our interpretations than the microscopic study of the ashes

from Krakatoa, whose mineralogical and chemical composition

M. Renard ' was the first to make known, and whose observa-

tions on this subject have been amply confirmed by the later

researches of other mineralogists. On the other hand, the con-

ditions under which floating pumice was found after that erup-

tion agree jjerfectly with the interpretation given eight years ago

by Mr. Murray relative to the mode of transport of these

vitreous matters and of the accumulation of their triturated

debris on the bottom of the ocean. We shall also see how the

sorting which takes place in the transport of the ashes of a vol-

cano has its analogy in what we find in the deep-sea deposits.

In the first part of this communication we shall give the miner-

alogical description of the fragmentary products of Krakatoa,

and consider generally the observations relative to these aslies.

We shall also give the diagnostic characters of this volcanic dust,

and of all similar particles which we find in deep-sea deposits.

In the second part we will treat of the cosmic matters found in

the abysmal regions of the ocean, to which Mr. MuiTay was the

first to draw attention, and discuss their origin and distribution.

First Part

It is unnecessary to refer to the abundance of floating pumice,

to its various degrees of alteration, to its conveyance by means
of rivers, waves, and currents, and to its universal presence in

deep-sea deposits, which have been pointed out in some detail

in Mr. Murray's paper above referred to ; but we will briefly

recapitulate the characters of these volcanic matters, in accord-

ance with the examination we have made of a large number of

soundings and dredgings. We need not describe in detail the

special characters of the lapilli which have been brought up in

the dredge and sounding-rod from great depths. These frag-

ments of more or less scoriaceous rocks belong to the same litho-

logical varieties as those derived from terrestrial volcanoes.

They consist of fragments of trachyte of various dimensions, of

basalt, and, above all, of augite-andesite ; the most remarkable,
beyond all question, being lapilli of sideromelan, which are

often entirely transformed into palagonite, and pass into the clay

which is found so widely distributed, especially in the Pacific.

We do not projjose here to take up in detail the wide distribu-

tion of the materials ejected from Krakatoa ; we are engaged in

collecting these, and will place the observations on maps along
with those of Mr. Buchan on the upper currents of the atmo-
sphere, which will be published in the Challengtr Reports.

Before, liowever, passing to the description of the ashes them-
selves, we will briefly refer to some points touched upon by Mr.
Murray in his paper. It is there pointed out that, in regions far

removed from coasts, rounded fraginents of pumice were col-

lected on the surface of the sea by means of the tow-net, and
that, at certain points on the bottom of the ocean, the greater

part of the deposit is composed of vitreous splinters derived from
the trituration of pumice-stones. The description • of the pheno-
mena connected with the Krakatoa eruption gives us a complete
explanation of these observations. The specimens of pumice
from Krakatoa, which have been collected floating on the sea

and which we have examined, are in like manner rounded. The
angular surfaces are all worn away just as in pebbles ; the only

asperities to be observed consist of crystals and fragments of
crystals, which project beyond the general surface of the vitreous

matter, which last, on account of its structure, presents less re-

sistance to wear and tear than the minerals which are embedded
in it.

We may recall the fact that the Bay of Lampong, in the
Straits of Sunda, was blocked by the vast accumulation of
pumice, formed in a few hours by the eiiiption of Krakatoa,
which completely filled the bay. This floating bar of pumice-
stones was about 30 km. long, i km. broad, and 3 m. to 4 m. in

depth, 2 m. or 3 m. of which were beldw the surface of the
water, and i m. above. These numbers give about 150 millions
of cubic metres of ejected matter. This mo_ving elastic wall rose
and fell with the waves and tide," and was carried by currents
thousands of miles from the point of eruption over the surface of
the ocean. The rounded form of blocks of pumice met with
everywhere floating on the surface of the sea, as well as of
those samples which, after having floated some time, became
waterlogged and sank to the bottom, may be perfectly explained
if we remember the friability of this rock, and, at the same time,

' "Les centres volcaniques de IVruption du Krakatau " (Bull. Acad.
Roy. de Bclgique. scr. 3. t. vi. No. n, Stftnce du Nov 3, 1883).

Cotnptes rendus di; VAcadnnic des Sciences, November 19, 1883.

tile agitation to which it is submitted by the waves, through
which tlie pieces are continually being knocked against eacli

other. We understand also how this wear and tear gives rise tu

an immense quantity of pulvendent pumice fragments, which
contribute in a great measure to the formation of oceanic deposits.

.\s a matter of fact, rounded fragments of pumice have been met
with floating on the surface of every ocean, and during the last

few years many samples have been sent to us by captains of

ships and missionaries. As has been already pointed out, they
are universally distributed in oceanic deposits, although fre-

quently highly altered.

I f it be easy to pronounce upon the volcanic nature of these
larger fragments, it becomes, on the other hand, exceedingly
difiicult when we have to deal with particles reduced to powder,
and when recourse must be had to the microscope. Let us see

what are the microscopic characters by which we recognise the
particles of this dust.

We may here point out that it is not so much tlie presence oi

volcanic minerals which enables us in a marine sediment, as well

as in an atmospheric dust like the ashes of Krakatoa, to recog-

nise that the small fragments have an eruptive origin, as the

microscopic structure of the small vitreous particles. It is well

known that minerals reduced to small dimensions and irregularly

fractured, as in the case of volcanic ashes, often lose their dis-

tinctive characters. Their size does not allow us to judge of

their optical properties ; their form, irregular and fragmentary,

renders it difiicult to determine the characteristic extinction of

the species ; the phenomena of coloration, of pleochroism, and
the tint peculiar to the mineral, all lose so much of their intensity

that they no longer serve fortheidentificationof isolated minerals

like those of the volcanic ashes which we have to study. As a

result of our observations, we believe that in most cases where a

mineral, under the conditions we have just described, reaches

dimensions less than 0'05 mm., its determination with certainty

is no longer possible, and consequently its origin can no longer

be established ; whilst a vitreous fragment, like those of volcanic

ashes or triturated pumice, continues to be discernible when its

dimensions are less than o'oo5 mm. A reason for showing that

the absence or rarity of crystals, or of fragments of volcanic

crystals, ought not to be taken as a proof tliat a sedimentary
matter, either from the atmosphere or from the deep sea, is not

of volcanic origin, is the sorting process to which these matters

are subjected in the air and in the water, a phenomenon to

which we shall presently recur.

The most reliable distinctive character is always found in the

structure of the small vitreous particles which are derived from
the trituration of pumice or have an analogous origin, inasmuch
as they have been ejected from the volcano in the state of ash.

The stnicture peculiar to these materials is seen in their fracture,

which leaves its impress upon the smallest fragments of debris,

in which the microscope can decipher no characteristic properties

except such as have relation to form. In order to assure our-

selves that these characters of pumice remain constant to the

extreme limits of pulverisation, such as are employed in the

preparation of silicates for chemical analysis, we pounded in an
agate mortar several varieties of pumice, and the powder thus

produced clearly showed itself to be composed of particles in

which were recognisable, with little trouble, the characters of

the pumice-like material which is constantly met with in the

sediments, and of which the ashes of Krakatoa give us beautiful

examples. The diagnostic character to which we here make
allusion rests on the distinctive peculiarities of incoherent vol-

canic products. What distinguishes them from lavas is not

merely the extraordinary abundance of vitreous matters, but also

the prodigious number of gas-bubbles which are inclosed by the

pumice and vitreous volcanic sands and ashes. These bubbles

are due to the expansion of the gases dissolved in the magma,
which also determine the eruption. If we admit, as everything

seems to show, that these incoherent volcanic matters are the

products of the pulverisation of a fluid magma, we can under-

stand that these particles, on cooling rapidly, will remain in the

vitreous state, and, on the other hand, that the dissolved gases,

yielding to the expansion, will form numerous pores which will

become elongated owing to the mode of projection. It is the

existence of these bubbles, or of such a filamentous structure,

which points out to us the vitreous volcanic materials in spite of

the great fineness of subdivision. It is also this structure which
allows these bodies to be carried to such great distances from the

scene of eruption.

The examination of the Krakatoa ashes, and of the dust re-

sulting from the [lulverisation of the pumice of that volcano.
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shows markedly tlie jjeculiarity due to the bullous structure. If

this gray-green pulverulent matter be placed under the micro-

scope, it is seen to be composed of almost impalpable grains,

with a mean diameter of o'l mm., which are almost exclusively

colourless or brownish vitreous particles permeated by bubbles.

The bubbles are rarely globular, but often elongated, as we have

just pointed out, and they give a drawn-out appearance to the

fragments. As often happens, several bubbles are elongated

parallel to each other, and in this case the pore becomes a simple

streak ; the fragment then assumes a fibrous textui'e, which may
cause it to resemble at fii-st sight a striated felspar or an organic

remnant ; but an examination of the outline will never a'low of

this confusion. If we examine the temiinal contours and lines

of these bubble-containing fragments, we never find that they

are straight lines, but that they show a ragged appearance, all

the sinuosities being curinlinear. This mode of fracture is in

correspondence with the vacuolated structure, and, just as in the

porous pumice, the vitreous volcanic ashes are permeated by

vacuoles ; besides, everything goes to show that the fragmentary

condition and the fresh fractures are due to a tension phenome-
non which affects these vitreous matters in a manner analogous

to what is observed in the *' Rupert's drops."

iJ, iMa

Fig. I.—Vitreous particles cf the ashes of Krakatoa, which fell at Batavia,
August27, I883GI,,)-

AVe have pointed out that brown vitreous fragments are rare

in *he ashes of Krakatoa. These, however, contain skeletons of

n. gnetic iron, and are devitrified by microliths. ^ It is scarcely

necessary to add that the particles, whose form we have indi-

cated, are isotropic. Iftmder crossed nicols we sometimes see

the field illuminated, this is due to crystals in the vitreous matter,

or to phenomena of tension, which are sometimes observed in the

neighbourhood of tlie bubbles.

These details on the micro-structure of the vitreous particles

from Krakatoa can be applied with most perfect exactitude to

the volcanic dusts, which we have determined as such, in the

deep-sea deposits. In virtue of their bullous structure, their

dimensions, and their mode of projection, they are capable of

being widely transported from the point of eruption by aerial

currents. It must be admitted, howexer, that in the deep-sea

sediments a very large part of these vitreous splinters has not

been derived from the pulverised ejections from a volcano, but

from the trituration of floating pumice, of which we have given

above a striking example. It will be understood that it is

scarcely possible to trace the difference between volcanic ashes,

properly so called, and the products resulting from the pulverisa-

tion of floating pumice which we have just indicated. As in the

incoherent products of Krakatoa, so we find spread out on the

bottom of the sea many more vitreous particles, similar to those

we have just described, than of trae volcanic minerals. This is

easily explained, however, when we remember how the distribu-

tion of volcanic dust takes place.

Let us now point out the minerals which can be determined
with certainty in the ashes of this great eruption ; and we may
at once remark that they are the same which we have almost
always found associated in the deposits with the splinters of

glass. In general all the ciystals are fractured, except those

which are still embedded in a vitreous layer ; this vitreous

coating is often crackled and bullous. In the ashes of Krakatoa,

* Just as we can divide pumice microscopically according as it is acid or
basic, so the products nf its trituration may be recognised under the micro-
scope, inasmuch .ns the formrr often give colourless and more elongated
particles, while the fragments of basic pumice have a more pronounced tint

and more rounded pores.

however, we have not remarked the globules of glass w hich are

often described as glued to the minerals of volcanic ashes, nor
have we seen the drawn-out vitreous filaments resembling Peles

hair. The minerals of the Krakatoa ashes which are susceptible

of a rigorous determination belong to jjlagioclase, augite,

rhombic pyroxene, and magnetite.^ We shall presently see the

peculiarity which distinguishes each of these species in the ashes.

Among the most frequent minerals, but poorly represented in

comparison with the vitreous matter, plagioclase felspar comes
first. This mineral has about the same dimensions as the

vitreous fragments, and, with the exception of the crystals,

entirely inclosed in the pumice matter, is in the form of debris.

Sometimes twins on the albite plan can be distinguished, and
the results of analysis clearly indicate that it is triclinic felspar

which should almost exclusively be found in this ash. But the

most interesting crystals of plagioclase, and the most charac-

teristic of this ash, although represented very rarely, are in the

form of rhombic tables, extremely thin, and covered with a fine

lacework of vitreous matter. We know that the crystals de-

scribed by Penck " in a great number of lapilli and of volcanic

ashes, upon the nature of which doubts have been expressed,

belong incontestably to the plagiocalases, and represent an iso-

morphic mixture analogous to that of bytownite. It is to Mr.
Max Schuster " that we owe this specific detemiination. Ha\-ing

found in numerous sediments of the Pacific these same crystals

in the form of rhombic tables, and possessing preparations

which would be of great interest to him in his remarkable optical

studies on the felspars, we submitted them to this ingenious

mineralogist in order to confirm our determination. We believe

it will be interesting to give a resitvte here of the results of the

observations of iSIr. Schuster, which are perfectly applicable to

the characteristic ciystals of felspar from Krakatoa, as well as

to those which we have discovered in a great number of deep-

sea soundings.

This plagioclase occurs for the most part in flat tabular

crystals with the clinopinacoid especially developed. Indi-

viduals of the columnar type, elongated in the direction of the

edge P/M, are rare. These tabular crystals consist essentially

of a combination of the clinopinacoid with P and x, more
rarely with P, ti, and y, and occasionally x and y appear to-

gether. In the first case the crystals have the form of a rhomb,
in the second case they are elongated through the predominance
of either x or P. The dimensions of those crystals which were
examined and measured lie between the line o'6i mm. broad

and I mm. long as maximum, and o'ois mm. broad and

o'042 mm. long as minimum. The extinction of the plagioclase

is negative. Its value was found to vary between 22° and 32° on
the clinopinacoid, and between 8° and 16' on the basal plane.

The average values of many measurements made on good crystals

are as follows :—24° 12', 25° 6', and 29° 6' on the clinopincaoid,

10° 42' on the one side, and 10° 18' on the other side of the

twinning line, as this is shown on the basal plane. Polysynthetic

individuals, made up of repeated twins on the albite plan, were

very rarely observed. The felspar in its optical properties is

thus seen to lie between labradorite and bytownite. The twin

growths are particularly frequent and interesting on account of

the structure of the individuals. In addition to those of the

albite type, others were observed in which the edges P/M and

P/K could be definitely determined as the axes of twinning,

whilst P and K formed the twinning planes. The plane of com-
position was principally either P or M when penetration twins

were not observed.

These fragments and crystals of plagioclase contain inclusions

of vitreous matter, and sometimes grains of magnetite. Perhaps

a small number of felspathic grains may belong to sanidine, the

presence of which is insinuated by the percentage of potass indi-

cated by the analysis which follow (KoO = o'97 per cent.).

We liave said that the pyroxenic minerals of the ash are augite

and a rhombic pyroxene ; we distinguish them by the microscope

sometimes in the form of fragments—and this is usually the case

—sometimes in the foiTn of crystals, which we can isolate from

the volcanic glass covering them by treating them with hydro-

fluoric acid. In the crystals of augite we distinguish the faces of

* Lately the works on these same ashes have made known as accidental

elements pyrites, apatite, and perhaps biotite (?). It is to be remarked,

however, that these minerals must be extremelyrare in comparison with the

vitreous matters and mineral species above-mentioned.
- Penck. " Studien liber lockere vulkanische Auswurfiinge," Zeiischr, d

deutsch. ^eol. Geselisch., 1878.
3 Schuster. " Bemerkungen ru E. Mallard's Abhandlung sur I'isomnr-

phisme des feldspaths tricliniques, &c.." Milt. fctr. Mitllt., v, 1882,
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a prism, of the brachypinacoid, and indications of the faces of a

pyramid. This augite is pleochroic and has a greenish tint, and
extinguishes in certain cases obliquely to the prismatic edges. It

is this character which often permits it to be distinguished from

rhombic pyroxene with which the augite is associated. The
crystals of hypersthene are transparent, of a deep brown colour,

strongly dichroic, with green and brown tints. They are in

rectangular prisms terminated by a pyramid, and extinguish

between crossed nicols parallel to their longitudinal edges.

Magnetic iron, which is rather abundant in the ashes, is recog-

nised in the form of grains and octahedrons. We have not been
able to detect with certainty either hornblende or olivine. The
largest grains of this ash are true microscopic lapilli, where we
distinguish in a vitreous mass microlithic crystals of felspar, of

magnetite, and more rarely of pyroxene. Finally, we observe
with the microscope particles of an organic origin, which are

easily recognisable by their fibrous and reticulated structure.

These impurities may have been transported by winds, or may
have come from the ground where the ashes were collected.

In spite of all the uncertainties which the exact diagnoses of

volcanic dust present, we can consider them often, from the

point of view of their mineralogical composition, as analogous
with the augite-andesites. We know, besides, that it is to these

rocks that the lavas of the volcano of Krakatoa should be
referred.

The ashes which fell at Batavia on August 27, 1883, and
samples of which were sent to Holland by M. Wolf, resident on
that island, have been analysed with the following results :

—

I. I'lig grm. of substance dried at 110° C, and fused with
carbonate of soda and potash, gave 07799 grm. of silica, o'i754
grm. of alumina, o'o9li grm. of peroxide of iron, o'040i grm.
of lime, o'398 grm. of pyrophosphate of magnesia, answering to

O'oi434 grm. of magnesia. A recent determination of titanic

acid has given o'62 per cent. TiOo.
II. I "222 grm. of substance dried at 110° C. gave o'0335grm.

of loss on ignition (water, organic substances, chloride of
sodium) ; the same substance treated with hydrofluoric and sul-

phuric acids gave o'ii6i grm. of chloride of sodium and potas-

sium, and o'oii8 grm. of chloroplatinate of potassium, answering
to o'oilS grm. of potash and to o'OiSS grm. of chloride of

potassium ; by difference = o'0973 grm. of chloride of sodium,
answering to o'osi63 of soda.

III. 17287 grm. of substance dried at 110° C. was treated in

a closed tube with hydrofluoric and sulphuric acid. The oxida-

tion required 2 "3 cc. of permanganate of potash (l cc. = 0'02I2
grm. FeO), answering to o"047876 grm. of pero.xide;,of iron.

65-04
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silica (65 jicr cent.) which our analysis shows appears too high,

but if we remember, what we have just said, that the ashes

become deprived, during their passage through the atmosphere,

of the heavier and more basic elements, it will be understood

tltat the vitreous and felspathic materials, which have a lower
specific gravity, and are at the same time more acid, will accu-

mulate at points farthest from the volcano. It will be sufficient

to have directed the attention to this fact to show how the per-

centage of silica in the ashes from the same eruption may vary

according as they are collected at a variable distance from the

crater.

The predominance of vitreous splinters in deep-sea sediments

far remo\'ed from coasts is even more ]5ronounced than in vol-

canic aslies collected on land. 1'his arises, as we indicated at

the commencement, from the large quantity of pumice carried or

projected into the ocean, whose trituration, which takes place so

easily, gives origin to vitreous fragments difficult to distinguish

from those projected from a volcano in the form of impalpable

dust. In addition, we may state that, in the distribution of vol-

canic materials on the bottom of the sea, the ashes are subjected to

a mode of sorting having some analogy to that which takes place

during transport through the atmosphere. W'hen these ashes

fall into the sea a separation takes place in the water ; the

heaviest particles reach the bottom first, and then the lighter and
amaller ones, descending more slowly, are deposited upon the

larger and heavier fragments and crystals from the same erup-

tion. AVe have a fine example of this stratification of submarine
tufa in the centre of the South Pacific, lat. 22° 2l' S., long. 150'

17' W. This specimen is entirely covered with peroxide of

manganese, and at the base of the fragment we see the large

crystals of hornblende and particles of magnetite. This lower
layer is covered by a deposit in which these minerals and coarser

grains are obsei-ved to pass gradually into a layer composed of

small crystals of felspar, debris of pumice, and more or less fine

material.

We do not propose to occupy ourselves here with the mode of

formation of volcanic ashes, and with those of Krakatoa in par-

ticular. It will suffice to indicate that in the dust of a volcano

we find all the characters supporting the interpretation which
regards volcanic ashes as formed by the pulverisation of an
igneous fluid mass in which float crystals already formed, and
from whicli, when projected by gases, the pulverised vitieous

particles undergo a rapid cooling and decrepitation during their

passage through the atmosphere. It is not only the microscopic

examination of these volcanic matters that leads us to this con-

clusion, but the prodigious quantity of ashes formed during the

eruption of this volcano, which do not agree with the interpreta-

tion that regaids these ashes as the result of a pulverisation of a

rock already solidified in the crater. Indeed one cannot under-

stand how in two or three days the immense quantity of ashes

ejected from Krakatoa could be formed by this process, as, for

instance, on .August 26, 1S83, and in the May eruption, which
was the prelude to that catastrophe.

Second P.\rt

The recent brilliant sunsets have been attributed to the pre-

sence in the atmosphere of minute particles of an extra-terrestrial

origin, as well as to volcanic dust. This induces us to conclude
this brief abstract of our observations by a description of the

cosmic particles which we have found, along with volcanic ashes

and pumice, in those regions of the deep sea far from land,

where the sediment accumulates with extreme slowness. In
another memoir ' we have pointed out the distribution of these

particles on the floor of the ocean, and indicated the conclusions

w hich we believe are justified by their relative abundance in the

rcil clay areas of the Central Pacific.

It is known that the atmosphere holds in suspension an
immense number of microscopic particles which are of organic

and inorganic origin, and are either dust taken up by aerial

currents from the ground, or are extra-terrestrial bodies. A
large number of scientific men, headed by Ehrenberg, Daubree,
Reichenbach, Nordenskjold, and Tissandier, have studied this

interesting problem, and have brought forward many facts in

support of the cosmic origin of some of the metallic particles

found in atmospheric precipitations. It is certain that serious

objections may be raised against the origin of a large number of
so-called cosmic dusts.

In a great many cases it can be shown that these dusts are

composed of the same minerals as the terrestrial rocks which are

to be met with at short distances from the spot where the dust
has been collected, and we can attribute a cosmic origin only to

the metallic iron in these dusts. It is somewhat astonishing,

however, that no trace is ever found in these dusts of meteoric
silicates, although in a great many meteorites it might be said

tliat the iron is only accidentally present, while the silicates pre-

dominate. On the other hand, having regard to the minera-
logical composition of meteorites, it appears strange that the
so-called cosmic dusts should present characters so variable, from
the point of view of their mineralogical composition, in the
different regions where they have been collected. It might also

be objected that even the iron, nickel, and cobalt would come
from volcanic rocks in decomposition in which these bodies are

sometimes present, and this objection would seem quite natural,

especially in our particular case, when we remember the numer-
ous volcanic fragments in decomposition on the bottom of the

sea. Again, according to numerous researches, native iron is

found, although rarely, in various rocks and sedimentary layers

of the globe. A reduction of the oxide of iron into metal might
also be admitted under the influence of organic substances. It

might still further be objected in opposition to the cosmic origin

of the fine particles of native iron that they might be carried by
aerial currents from our furnaces, locomotives, the ashes of our
grates, and in the case of the ocean, from steamers. All our
materials of combustion furnish considerable quantities of iron

dust, and it would not be astonishing to find that this, after

having been transported by the winds, should again fall on the

surface of the earth at great distances from its source.

Such are the objections which present themselves when it is

proposed to pronounce upon the origin of particles which we are

inclined to regard as cosmic, and of which we propose here to

give a short description. We shall see that many of these doubts
are at once removed by a statement of the circumstances under
which cosmic spherules are found in deep-sea deposits, and it

will be found also that all the objections are disposed of when
we show the association of metallic spherules with the most
characteristic bodies of undoubted meteorites.

In the first place, the considerable distance from land at

which we find cosmic particles in greatest abundance in deep-sea

deposits, eliminates at once objections which might be raised

with respect to metallic particles found in the neighbourhood of

inhabited countries. On the other hand, the form and character

of the spherules of extra-terrestrial origin are essentially different

from those collected near manufacturing centres. These mag-
netic spherules have never elongated necks or a cracked surface

like those derived from furnaces with which we have carefully

compared them. Neither are the magnetic spherules with a

metallic centre comparable either in their form or structure to

those particles of native iron which have been described in the

eruptive rocks, especially in the basaltic rocks of the north of

Ireland, of Iceland, &c.
Having referred to the objections, let us now see on what we

must rely in support of the hypothesis that many of the magnetic

particles from the bottom of the sea which are specially abundant

in those regions where the rate of accumulation of the deposit is

exceedingly slow are of cosmic origin. If we plunge a magnet
into an oceanic deposit, specially a red clay from the central

parts of the Pacific, we extract particles, some of which are

magnetite from volcanic rocks, and to which vitreous matters are

often attached ; others again are quite isolated, and differ in

most of their properties from the former. The latter are generally

round, measuring hardly o'2 mm., generally they are smaller,

their surface is quite covered with a brilliant black coniing

having all the properties of magnetic oxide of iron ; often there

may be noticed upon them cup-like depressions clearly marked.
If we break down these spherules in an agate moitar, the

brilliant black coating easily falls away and reveals white or

gray metallic malleable nuclei, which may be beaten out by the

pestle into thin lamella;. This metallic centre, when treated

with an acidulated solution of sulphate of copper, immediately

assumes a coppery coat, thus showing that it consists of native

iron. But there are some malleable metallic nuclei extracted

from the spherules which do not give this reaction, they do not

take the copper coating. Chemical reaction shows that they

contain cobalt and nickel ; veiy probably they constitute an alloy

of iron and these two metals, such as is often found in meteorites,

and whose presence in large quantities hinders the production of

the coppery coating on the iron. G. Rose has shown that this

coating of black oxide of iron is found on the periphery of

meteorites of native iron, and its presence is readily understood

when we admit their cosmic origin. Indeed these meteoric
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particles of native iron, in their transit tlirougli the air, must
undergo combustion, and, like small portions of iron from a

smith's anvil, be transformed either entirely or at the surface

only into magnetic oxide, and in this latter case the nucleus is

protected from further oxidation by the coating which thus

covers it.

One may suppose that meteorites in their passage through the

atmosphere break into numerous fragments, that incandescent

particles of iron are thrown off all round tliem, and that these

eventually fall to the surface of the globe as almost impalpable
dust, in the form of magnetic oxide of iron more or less com-
pletely fused. The luminous trains of falling stars are probably

due to the combustion of these innumerable particles, resembling

Fig. 2.—Bl.ick spherule with metallic nucleus (60 : i). This spherule,
covered with a coaling of black shining magnetite, represents the mast
frequent shape. The depression here shown is often found at the surface
of these spherules. From 2375 fathoms South Pacific.

Fig. 3.—Black spherule with metallic nucleus (60 : i). The black external
coating of magnetic oxide has been broken away to show the mel.-)llic

centre, represented by the clear part at the centre. From 3150 fathoms
Atlantic.

the sparks which fly from a ribbon of iron burnt in oxygen, or
the particles of the same metal thrown off when striking a flint.

It is easy to show that these particles in burning take a spherical
form, and are surrounded by a layer of black magnetic oxide.
Among the magnetic grains found in the same conditions as

these we have just described are other spherules, which we refer

to the chondrcs, so that if the interpretation of a cosmic origin

for the magnetic spherules with a metallic centre was not esta-

blished in a manner absolutely beyond question, it almost be-
comes so when we take into account their association with the
silicate spherules, of which we have now to speak. It will be
seen by the microscopic details that these spherules have quite
the constitution and structure o{ chondres so frequent in meteor-
ites of the most ordinary type, and on the other hand they liave

never been found, as far as we know, in rocks of a terrestrial

origin ; in short, the presence of tliese spherules in the deep-sea
deposits, and their association with the metallic spherules, is a
matter of prime importance. Let us see how we distinguish
these silicate spherules, and the points upon which we rely in
attributing to them a cosmic origin.

Among the fragments attracted by the magnet in deep-sea
deposits we distinguish granules slightly larger than the spherules
with the shining black coating above described. These are
yellowish-brown, with a bronze-like lustre, and under the micro-
scope it is noticed that the surface, instead of being quite
smooth, is grooved by thin lamell:E. In size they never exceed
a millimetre, generally they are about O'J mm. in diameter ; they
are never perfect spheres, as in the case of the black spherules
with, a rttetallic centre ; and sometimes a depression more or less

marked is to be observed in the periphery. When examined by
the microscope we observe that tlie lamella; which compose thcin
are ajiplied the one against the other, and have a radial eccentric
disposition. It is the leafy radial structure (radialbldttrig), like
that of the chondres of bronzite, which predominates in our
preparations. We have observed much less rarely the serial
structure of the chondres with olivine, and indeed there is some
doubt about the indications of this last type of structure. Fig. 4
shows the characters and texture of one of these spherules magni-
fied 25 diameters. On account of their small dimensions, as
well as of their friability due to their lamellar structure, it is

difficult to polish one of these spherules, and we have been
obliged to study them with reflected light, or to limit our
observations to the study of the broken fragments.

These spherules break up following the lamella, which latter
are seen to be extremely fine and perfectly transparent. In
rotating between crossed nicols they have the extinctions of the

rhombic system, and in making use of the condenser it is scci:

that they have one optic axis. It is observed also that whc,
several of these lamellar are attached, they extinguish exactly ni

the same time, so that everything induces us to believe that the\

form a single individual.

In studying these transparent and very thin fragments with thi

aid of a high magnifying power, it is observed that they an-

dotted with brown-black inclusions, disposed witli a certain

symmetry, and showing somewhat regular contours ; we refet

these inclusions to magnetic iron, and their presence explains

how these spherules of bronzite are extracted by the magnet.
We would observe, however, that they are not so strongly

magnetic as those with a metallic nucleus.

We designate them under tlie name of bronzite rather than t>\

enstatite, because of the somewhat deep tint which they present ;

they are insoluble in hydrochloric acid. Owing to the small

quantity of substance at our disposal, we were obliged to limit

ourselves to a qualitative analysis. We have found -in them
silica, magnesia, and iron.

We have limited our remarks at this time to these succinct

details, but we believe tliat we liave said enough to show that these

s|iherules in their essential characters are related to the chondres

of meteorites, and have the same mode of formation. In con-

clusion, we may state that when the coating, of manganese
depositions, which surround sharks' teeth, ear-bones of Cetaceans

and other nuclei, is broken off and pounded in a mortar to

F'g. 4—Spherule of bronzite (25 : i) from 3500 fathoms in the Central South
Pacific, showing many of the peculiarities belonging to chondres ot
bronzite or enstatite.

fine dust, and the magnetic particles then extracted by means of
a magnet, we find these latter to be composed of silicate spherules,
spherules with a metallic centre, and magnetic iron, in all

respects similar to those found in the deposits in which the
nodules were embedded.
We have recently examined the dust collected by melting the

snow at the Observatory on Ben Nevis, in order to see whether,
in that elevated and isolated region, we should be able to find
volcanic ashes or cosmic sphendes analogous to those -we have
described. This atmospheric dust, which we have examined
microscopically, has not shown any particles which could with
certainty be regarded as identical with those substances whicli

are the subject of this paper. Particles of coal, fiagments of
ashes, and grains of quartz predominated. Besides these, there
were fragments of calcite, augite, mica, and grains of rock of all

forms and of variable dimensions. These were associated with
fibres of cotton, of vegetables, splinters of limonite and of tin

—

in short, everything indicating a terrestrial origin.

In order to give an idea of the facility with which the winds
may carry these matters even to the summit of the mountain, we
may add that Mr. Omond has sent to us fragments of crystalline

rocks, some having a diameter of two centimetres, which, he
states, were collected on the surface of the snow at the summit
after the storm of January 26, 1884.

Arrangements are being made to collect the dust at the top of
Ben Nevis during calms with great care.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

College of Agriculture, Downton, S.^lisbury.— .At

the close of the winter session on Wednesd,iy, i6th inst., the
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certificate of membership and the certificate of proficiency in

l)ractical agriculture were granted to Mr. R. A. Benson,

F.H.A.S., tl, Caledonia Place, Clifton ; Mr. W. de Hoghton
Birch, I, Bathwick Street, Bath ; and Mr. C. W. Lincoln

Hardy, F. H.A.S., Gittisham, Honiton, Devon; and the certi-

ficate of proficiency alone to Mr. B. S. Dunning, 2, Warwick
Square, S.W.

The authorities of University College, Liverpool, have asked

that that institution be incorporated with \'ictoria University.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Linnean Society, April 3.— Sir J. Lubliock, Bart., presi-

dent, in the chair.—Mr. W. Brockbank exhibited a series of

double daffodils, wild forms of Narcissus pseudo Narcissus, which
were gathered in a Welsh meadow from among many of both

the single and double forms occurring there in every stage of

growth. .Sections invariably revealed stamens and pistils, and
in two of the most double forms ovaries filled with seeds were
present. With this evidence he therefore contended against the

current notion of cultivation and root-growths having produced

a heterogeneous multiplication of the perianth segments, split-up

crown, and conversion of stamens into petal-growths, his belief

being that the plants in question were propagated in the ordinary

seed-bearing manner.—Mr. R. JL Middleton showed a jackdaw
with albinism of the wing feathers, causing considerable resem-

blance in the bird to a magpie.— Prof. P. M. Duncan gave a

revision of the families and genera of the Sclerodermic Zooan-

tharia, the Rugosa excepted. Since MM. Milne-Edwards and
Haimes' work, 1857-60, no systematic revision of the Madrepo-
raria has appeared, while since then a great number of new
genera have been founded ; hence the necessity for a revision

iias arisen, and more especially in consequence of the morpho-
logical researches of Dana, Agassiz, Verrill, and Moseley. Prof.

Duncan explained that the old sections of the Zooanthari£e re-

quired modification and addition. In his present revision the

sections Aporosa and Perforata remain shorn of some genera,

the old family Fungidas becomes a section with three families,

two of which are transitional between the sections just men-
tioned. The section Tabulata disappears, some genera being

placed in the Aporosa, and the others are relegated to the

Hydrozoa according to Moseley. The Tubulosa cease to be

Madreporarian. Hence the sections treated are Madreporia-

.\porosa, JL-Fungida, and INL -Perforata. The nature of the

hard and soft parts of these forms is considered in relation to

classification, and an appeal is made to naturalists to agree to

the abolition of many genera, the author having sacrificed many
of his own founding. The criticism of 467 genera permits 336
to remain good, and as a moderate number (36) of sub-genera

are allowed to continue, the diminution is altogether about 100.

The genera are gi^ouped in alliances, the numbers in families

being unequal. .Simplicity is aimed at, and old artificial divi-

sions dispensed with. There is a great destruction of genera

amongst the simple forms of Aporosa, and a most important

addition to the Fungida. The genera Siderastrot and Tlinvmas-

trcE are tyj^es of the family Plesiofungidce, as are Alicrosolenia

and Cyclolites of the family Plesioporitida;. The families Fun-
gida; and Lophoseridas add many genera to the great section

Fungida. There is not much alteration in respect of the

Madrcporaria-Perforata, but the sub-family Eusamminas are

promoted to a family position as the Eusammidje.—Mr. Chas.

F. White thereafter read a note on some pollen from funereal

garlands found in an Egyptian tomb circa B.C. 1000. It appears

that from among the dried flowers of PapOTcr R/iaas the pollen

obtained freely absorbed water, became swollen, and in other

respects the grains were barely able to be differentiated by the

microscope from the pollen grains of the recent poppy.—A paper

was read by Mr. F. J. Briant, on the anatomy and functions of

the tongue of the honey bee. Authorities, it seems, are yet

divided in opinion as to how the organ in question acts. Kirby
and Spence, Newport and Huxley, aver the bee laps its food ;

while Hermann Miiller and others attribute a full share to the

terminal whorl of hairs to which the honey adheres, and there-

from is withdrawn. Mr. Briant, on the other hand, from ex-

periment and study of tlie structures, is inclined to the view that

the honey is drawn into the mouth through the inside of the

tongue by means of a complicated pumping action of the organ,

aided by the closely contiguous parts.

Chemical Society, April 3.—Dr. W. H. Perkin, president,

in the chair.—The following papers were read :—On the influ-

ence of certain phosphates upon vinous fermentation, by A. G.
Salamon and W. de Vere Mathew. It has been suggested that

the addition of phosphates to beerworts stimulates the growth of

the yeast-plant and increases the rapidity of attenuation of the

wort. The authors find that ordinary English wort contains an
excess of phosphoric acid over that which is proA'ed by their ex-

periments to be most favourable to fermentation ; hence it

follows that the addition of phosphates to wort is not advisable.

—On the occurrence of rhabdophane in the United .States, by
W. N. Hartley. The author shows that a new mineral, scovil-

lite, described by Brush and Penfield in the Anier. jfourn. Sci.,

xxv. 459, is but a variety of rhabdophane. In a subsequent
number of the journal, March 1884, the identity of the two
minerals is recognised by the above authors.

Geological Society, April 2.—Prof. T. G. Bonney, F.R.S.,
president, in the chair.—Frank Gotto and George Varty Smith
were elected Fellows, and Dr. E. Mojsisovics von Mojsvar, of

Vienna, a Foreign Correspondent of the Society.—The following

communications were read :—The rocks of Guernsey, by the

Rev. E. Hill, M.A. ; with an appendix on the microscopic struc-

ture of some of the rocks, by Prof. T. G. Bonney, F. R. S. The
southern part of the island is a high plateau consisting entirely

of gneiss. This is very coarse, and the bedding is seldom well

marked. The bedding, when visible, coincides with the folia-

tion, and the author hopes that hereafter an order of succession

may be established. At Rocquaine Castle occur a few slaty beds

intercalated in the gneiss, the origin of which is somewhat
difficult to tmderstand. The northern part, low ground with
hummocks, consists principally of a group of crystalline or sub-

crystalline rocks, in constitution diorites or syenites. They are

described by Ansted as sedimentary rocks metamorphosed into

syenites ; but they show no bedding either in the many quarries,

or, in general, in the shore outcrops, nor do their varieties occur

in any manner indicating an order of succession. They appear

at Castle Cornet to meet the gneiss intrusively, and their micro-

scopic structure is igneous. A remarkable appearance of bedded
structure at Fort Doyle is the only strong argument for a meta-

morphic origin, and this may be explained as a caught-up mass
in conjunction with crushing-planes. The author therefore

regards them as igneous. An oval area between St. Sampson's
and .St. Peter's Port is occupied by hornblendic rocks, locally

called "birdseye," which may be described as hornblende-
gabbros. These also have been called metamorphic. They too,

at Hogue-a-la-Perre and another point, present appearances of

bedding ; but on the same general grounds as for the preceding

group these also are regarded as igneous. Two granitic masses

are described : the coarse pink granite of Cobo, on the west

coast, and the finer-grained gray granite weathering pink of

Lancresse, on the north. Each is seen to intrude : the Cobo
granite into gneiss at Hommet Barracks, the Lancresse granite

into diorite at Fort Le Marchant. Besides these are some smaller

masses. Dykes are remarkably abundant and various. Granites

and elvans are plentiful everywhere ; felsites very rare. The
majority of the dykes are diorites, varying in coarseness and often

of enormous size ; there is also mica-trap. In some of these

dykes a cleavage has been developed, so that some resemble

slates. Infiltration-veins are abundant. In relative age the

gneiss appears to be the oldest rock, the hornblende-gabbro to

be next, then comes the diorite group, while the granites are

newer still. Of the dykes the newest are the compactest diorites.

As to the absolute geological age of the rocks no satisfactory

evidence at present is known ; it will have to be sought for in

the other islands and in France.—On a new specimen of Mcgal-

ichthys from the Yorkshire coalfield, by Prof. L. C. Miall.

—

Studies on some Japanese rocks, by Dr. Bundjiro Koto. Com-
municated by Frank Rutley. The author has studied series of

Japanese rocks from the collection of the Tokio University and

the Geological Sui-vey of Japan. The microscopical investiga-

tion was carried on at the Mineralogical Institute at Leipzig,

under the direction of Prof Zirkel, and the chemical analyses

were made in the laboratory of Prof. Knop. The most abundant

rocks are the pyroxene-andesites, which are not of a glassy

textiire, but for the most part holocrystalline. The most abun-

dant mineral in these rocks is a plagioclose felspar with twinned

and zonal structure, which is proved, by its e.xtinction-angles and

by the chemical analysis of its isolated fragments, to be labra-

dorite. Sanadine is present in small quantities. The augites of

these rocks present many peculiarities ; they are all decidedly
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pleochroic ; and they exhibit the oblique extinction in basal

sections first pointed out by Mr. Whitman Cross, and which

is characteristic of triclinic and not of monoclinic ciystals. A
careful examination of the question has led the author to con-

clude that the mineral which has lately been regarded as a

rhombic pyroxene (probably hypersthene) is really only ordi-

nary augite cut parallel to the optic axis. He does not regard

the property of pleochroism as distinctive of hypersthene, while

the absence of a brachypinacoidal cleavage and the presence

of 10 per cent, of lime in the mineral forbids our referring it

to that species. The other abundant minerals in these augite-

andesites are magnetite, which is always present, and quartz,

which occurs in some of them, both as a primary and a second-

ary constituent. Hornblende is very rare in these rocks, and
when present the peripheral portions of the crystals are seen

to be converted into augite, probably by the action of the

caustic magma upon them. Enstatite is rare in these rocks,

but apatite is always found in them, while tridymite occurs

not unfrequently. The -author described a number of struc-

tural variations in the augite-andesite from different localities.

Among the most interesting is a variety containing as much
as 69 per cert, of silica. Among the less abundant rocks are

the enstatite-andesite, the quartz-augite-andesite, and the horn-

blende-andesites. The plagioclase-basalts of Japan can only

be distinguished from the augite-andesites by the presence in

them of olivine. Magma-basalts are rare, most of the varie-

ties being of the dolerite type ; but under the name of " basalt-

lavas" the author describes varieties with a glassy base. In

an appendix some account is given of a number of pre-Ter-

tiary rocks, including granite, one variety of which contains

the new mineral, reinite, of Fritsch (the tetragonal form of

the ferrous-tungstate), quartz-mica-diorite, diorite-porphyry, and
diabase.

Victoria Institute, April .7.—A paper was read by the Rev.

J. M. Mello, F.G.S., on the prehistoric flint implements at

Speinnes, implements used by man before the mammoth and
rhinoceros had disappeared in Europe. The author described

the works at Speinnes, and afterwards said there was one ques-

tion, namely, were these early men of Europe always in the

condition in which they appear to have been living, or were they

offshoots of the parent stems of humanity, and had their ancestors

no higher civilisation ?

Edinburgh

Mathematical Society, April 10.—Mr. Thomas Muir,

F.R..S.E., president, in the chair.—Dr. Alexander Macfarlane,

F. R. S.E., submitted a note on simple, combination, and cumu-
lative voting, after which Mr. A. J. G. Barclay read a paper on
the teaching of geometry.—Mr. Muir gave an explanation of an

algebraical theorem communicated by Prof. Tait to the January
meeting of the Society.

Manchester

Literary and Philosophical Society, February'5.—Charles

Bailey, F.L.S., in the chair.—On the introduction of coffee iuto

Arabia, by C. Schorlemmer, F.R.S.
February 19.—H. E. Roscoe, Ph.D., LL.D., F.R.S. , &c.,

president, in the chair.—Notice of the geology of the Haddun
district, eight miles siuth-west of Ballarat, Victoria, by K. M.
Krause, Piofessor of Geology in the School of Mines, Ballarat.

Communicated by the President.

Paris

Academy of Sciences, April 7.—M. Rolland in the chair.

—An exact or highly a])proximate calculation of the thrust of

sandy masses against their retaining walls, by M. de Saint-

Venant.—On the specific heats of water and of carbonic acid at

very high temperatures, by MM. Berthelot and Vieille.—Note on
Brioschi's theorem respecting symmetrical functions; by i\I.

Sylvester.—Documents relating to the liquid air condensers for

several years employed in the piercing of the Mount Cenis

Tunnel, by M. A. de Caligny.—Tabulated results of the various

circumstances attending electric discharges during the thunder-

storms that occurred in France during the second half of the year

1883, communicated by the Minister of the Posts and Tele-

graphs.—Telegraphic determinations of the differences of longi-

tude in South America, by M. de Bernardieres.—Charts of the

atmospheric movements passing over Europe in the various

regimes ; remarks on their application to the prediction of storms,

by M. A. Poincare.—Note on the influence of luni-solar attrac-

tion on the action of pendulums, by M. A. Gaillot.—On

the solar spots observed in Rome during the first three months
of the year 1884, by M. P. Tacchini.—Note on the halos of

diffused light observed round the sun on March 31 at Auteuil,

by M. Ch. Moussette.—On the aspect presented by the Pons-
Brooks comet on January 13, 1884, by M. L. Cruls.—Note on
an error committed in detemiining the exact moment of the

chief eruption at Krakatoa last year, by M. A. A. Buijskes.

This disturbance, generally stated to have occurred a few minutes
before noon on August 27, really took place exactly at eight

o'clock in the morning of that day. Hence the calculations of

the velocities of marine and atmospheric currents based on the

former date must be rectified accordingly.—On the ]>rinciple of

the prism of greatest thrust laid down by Coulomb in the theory

of the equilibrium of sandy masses, by M. J. Boussinesq.—On the

quaternary quadratic formulas, and on the corresponding hyperabe-
lian groups, byM. E. Picard.—On the theory of quaternions in con-

nection with Prof. Sylvester's recent solution of equations in which
all the given quaternions are found on the same side as the

quaternion sought for, by M. Ed. Weyr.—Note on the applica-

tion of Faraday's law to the''study of the conductivity of saline

solutions, by M. E. Bouty.—Note on the verification of the laws

of transverse vibrations in elastic rods, by M. E. Mercadier.

—

Fresh experiments in the liquefaction of hydrogen ; solidification

and critical point of pressure for nitrogen, by M. K. Olszewski.

—On the chiefcircumstances attending the transformation of super-

heated octahedral sulphur into prismatic sulphur, by M. D. Gernez.

—Quantitative analysis of the phosphoric acia found in arable

lands and in rocks, by M. Ad. Carnot.—On the artificial produc-

tion of fayalite, by ^I. Alex Gorgeu. The author's experiments

show that the protochloride of iron, fused with silica, produces

fayalite under conditions in which the chloride of manganese
yields tephroite. It appears incapable of producing a bisilicate

corresponding to rhodonite, and yields chlorosilicate of iron with

difficulty. Highly crystallised magnetite and hausmannite may
be obtained under analogous conditions by the fusion iif their re-

spective chlorides in contact with the air.—Claim of priority of

discovery in connection with recent communications on the

vitality of virus and of the yeast of beer ; letter addressed to the

President by M. Melsens.—Researches on the incubation of

hens' eggs in confined air, and on the part playevl by ventila-

tion in the development of the embryo, by M. C. Dareste.—On
the variations of electric excitability and of the period of latent

excitement in the brain, by M. H. C. de Varigny.—Note on a

Siberian pseudo-meteorite, by M. Stan. Meunier.
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THURSDAY, APRIL 24, iS

THE EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY FESTIVAL

THE brilliant celebration of its three hundredth anni-

versary by the University of Edinburgh last week

suggests some reflections on the connection between Uni-

versity progress and the growth of Science. One of thejmost

remarkable features in these festive proceedings has been

the preponderance given to the recognition of the claims

of scientific research to University distinction. A hundred

years ago and less, had such a gathering been thought of,

the great men who would have been invited to receive the

highest academic honours would have been learned scho-

lars, eminent professors of the mediaeval branches of

education, with perhaps a few distinguished medical men
and doubtless a good many candidates whose only claim

would have been the possession of a hereditary title of

nobility. But non- a new host of competitors has arisen,

and upon them have the laurels of the University been

mainly bestoweJ. Physicists, chemists, physiologists,

botanists, geologists, and other representatives of modern

science have almost elbowed the older philosophies out

of the field. In the paean sung at every meeting of the

festival the brilliance of scientific discovery, the prowess

of scientific discoverers, and the glory shed on the Uni-

versity by its connection with both have been the chief

themes.

This great change in the objects of University recog-

nition has been silently in progress for several generations.

But it has never been so openly and strikingly proclaimed

as during these recent meetings at Edinburgh. It is not

that any formal alteration has there been made in the

curriculum of study. On the contrary, the same subjects

are still required for degrees in Arts as were demanded
centuries ago. Outside the conservative government of

the University there has, however, been a steady growth

of modern ideas, modern life, and modern science. To
the Medical School, in the first place, must the credit be

assigned of fostering this wider culture. Its professors

have thrown open their old monopoly of teaching, and

work harmoniously with their competitors outside the

walls of the University. They have cast aside the ancient

inefficient system of mere prelections, and have introduced

practical teaching into every branch of their science. To
pass from the state of things in the youth of these

teachers to what they have now made it is to cross a gulf

such as might be thought to mark an interval of some

centuries. Everywhere we see practical scientific re-

search taking the place of musty lecture-notes and dry

unproductive text-books. Not only have the professors

aimed at being successful teachers, but many of them

have themselves led the way in original dis:overy. They

have likewise kept themselves and their students abreast

of the progress of research all over the v.orld. Hence the

names of Continental men of science have become house-

hold words among the rising gencr.^tion. We can readily

understand and sympathise with the uncontrollable out-

burst of enthusiasm with which the students greeted the

actual appearance among them of a Pasteur, a Helmholtz,

and a Virchow.

Vol. XXIX.—No. 756

Silently and unconsciously perhaps the Universities are

passing from the exclusive domination of the older learn-

ing. At Edinburgh the emancipation is far advanced,
but has yet to take shape in a definite rearrangement of

the curriculum of study. No thoughtful scientific man
would advocate a merely scientific education. The
foundations of every man's culture should be laid broad
and deep in those humanising departments of thought
which the experience of centuries has proved to be admir-
ably fitted for the mental and moral discipline of youth.

But the day is not far distant when it will be acknowledged
that molern science must be admitted to a place with

ancient philosophy and literature in the scheme of a

liberal education, when in all our Universities provision

will be made for practical instruction in scientific methods,
and when at least as much encouragement will be given

by fellowships and scholarships to the prosecution of

original scientific research as has hitherto been awarded
to classical study or learned indolence.

To those who hopefully look forward to the widening

and broadening of University culture the Edinburgh
festival is full of encouragement. Such a gathering of

representative intellect has probably never before been
assembled. Delegates from the oldest and youngest

Universities of the world, from scientific societies and
other learned bodies, brought their congratulations to

their northern sister. But they felicitated her not so

much because she had been a successful educational

centre for three hundred years, as because she had held

up the torch of scientific discovery, because her professors

and graduates had widened the boundaries of knowledge

and deciphered new pages in the great book of Nature.

If such has been the result of the trammelled past with

.all its hampering traditions and vested interests, its ob-

structions and jealousies, what may we not anticipate for

the liberated future ! After the lapse of another century,

what new conquests will there not be to chronicle, what

new realms of discovery to celebrate ! In this ever-

advancing progress, the University of Edinburgh, which

has done so much in bygone years, will doubtless more

than hold her own. No centre of education and research

has greater advantages in its favour. The comparatively

small size of the city, the proximity of its lecture-rooms,

laboratories and libraries to each other ; its vicinity to the

sea on the one hand and to a varied and picturesque

country on the other, combine to offer exceptional advan-

tages to the student. Not the least of its attractions is

its own unchanging beauty, which never ceases to appeal

to the eye and to stimulate the imagination. Long may

Edinburgh remain a beacon of light in educational ad-

vancement, in the cuUivation of scientific methods, and

in the march of scientific discovery.

PRJEVALSKY'S TRAVELS IN CENTRAL ASIA
Third Journey hi Central Asia. From Zaisan through

KJiami to Thibet and the Sources of the Yellow River.

By N. M. Prjevalsky. Russian. (St. Petersburg,

18S3.)

THIS large work is the complete account of the third
' journey of Col. Prjevalsky to Thibet, notices of the

progress of which from time to time appeared in our

pages during the year 1880. The first journey, it will be
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remembered, was performed during the years 1870-73,

when this distinguished traveller reached as far as the

Lama monastery of Cheibsjn near Lake Koko-Nor, and

ti Tsaidam, but was forced to abandon his intention of

going to Lhassa, and so retraced his steps to Alashan.

From thence he went to Pekin, and returned to Siberia

across the Desert of Gobi. The second journey was

undertaken from Kuldja to the Lake Lob Nor across the

Tian-shan Mountains. On the third journey Col. Prje-

valsky started from Zaisan, passing through Barkul Khami,

.Sa-tzhei, and Tsaidam, where he reached the country he

had e.xplored on his first journey. He now proceeded to

carry out his former intention of going to Lhassa, and he

struggled over the great plateau of Tan-la till he reached

the town of Booratza. At Nap-chu, in the neighbourhood

of this town, he was informed that he would be allowed

to proceed no further in the direction of the capital of the

Dalai Lama. He was then a little more than 160 miles

from Lhassa. Negotiations were useless : he was not

allowed to proceed. Contenting himself with taking a

portrait of the messengers from the Dalai Lama, he turned

northwards and retraced the long and wearisome march
across the Tan-la plateau. The winter of 1879 So was
occupied with this march and with the observations upon
the manners and customs of the people, as well as inves-

tigations into the flora and fauna of the district he was
pas-ing through. Prjevalsky possesses in an eminent
degree the buoyant spirit of the traveller which enables

him to observe calmly and critically the surroundings in

which he finds himself, even though he is overcome with

hardship or pre>sed by the weight of disappointment.

Returning to Tsaidam, he set out on his way to Lake
Koko-Nor, where he had been in the year 1873. He re-

mained in this neighbourhood for some time, and he

followed the course of the Hoang-ho for about 150 miles.

This part of his journey took him over new ground, and
his explorations ot these upper waters of the Yellow River

or Hoang-ho are of the utmost value. He followed the

course of the river as far as Gui-dui, which forms an oasis

amidst great arid mountain-chains It was so difficult to

advance and forage was so scarce that Prjevalsky turned

back from the Hoang-ho and directed his steps towards

Lake Koko-Nor. The rain, which had stopped for a

time, recommenced, and was often accompanied with

severe cold, which added materially to the discomforts of

the jo rney. The monastery of Cheibsen was revisited

after the lapse of about seven years, and there Prjevalsky

was well received by the priests, whose acquaintance he
had made on his former visit. The journey was continued

through Nan-iihan and Alashan amidst the wildest

mountain scenery, till a descent was made upon the great

Desert of Gobi. The change was great from the high

mountains of Pan-cu to the waterless expanse of the

desert, but Prjevalsky was always ready with his note-

book as well as with his gun ; and the result is that this

volume contains a mass of information for the ethnologist

as well as for the naturalist. The return was made in

safety through the desert to Urga and Kiakhta. This is

a brief outline of the journey recorded in these pages, and
the only regret one has is that so few amongst us can
read the language in which it is written. It is to be

hoped that the volume will ere long be translated into our

own language.

The simplicity of the style, the novelty of the subject,

the interest of the narrative, and the personality of the

writer, who has reached such a high position amongst
adventurous travellers, combine to make this a most in-

valuable acquisition for the library of the naturalist as

well as of the geographer. Very many new species have

been obtained of both plants and animals, and one of the

most important of the discoveries recorded is that of a

new species of horse. Polyakofif has proposed to call

this new species (of which a specimen is to be found in

the museum of the Academy of Sciences in St. Peters-

burg) after the discoverer

—

Eguus Prjcialskii. But the

new species of plants and animals are so numerous that

it has been proposed to apply a special name to the flora

and fauna of the district, which are found to differ con-

siderablv from those of Western China.

OUR BOOK SHELF

Deutsche Kolonicn. Eiii Beitrag zur Besser Kenntniss
des Lebens imd Wirkens unseter Landleute in alien

Erdteiler. Von Karl Emil Jung. (Leipzig: Freytag,
18S4.)

Dr. Jung is well known as an accomplished writer, both
on the scientific and economical aspects of the Australian
colonies, in which he spent some years His present
broclntre is one of much interest, though its immediate
subject is beyond our scope. It is a curious fact that
though the Germans have no colonies, they are probably,
next to the English, the greatest colonisers of any Euro-
pean nation. Even according to the census returns, the
German population of the United .States is very great,

and as Dr. Jung show^s, it is much greater than it seems,
for many ot the earlier colonists have Anglicised their

names, and been absorbed in the general population. To
the culture of the States, and indeed to the intellectual

side of all the colonies in which they have settled, the
Germans have largely contributed. Dr. Jung gives
interesting details of German migrations into England,
Russia, Australia, South Africa, as well as the States, and
from the ethnological standpoint his little work deserves
the attention of the scientific student.

Catalogue de la Bibliotheque Japonaise de Nordenskjbld.
Coordonncf, revu, annoti, et public par L&n de Rosny.
(Paris, 1883.)

This collection of Japanese works in all departments of
literature, which appears to have been collected by Baron
Nordenskjold while in Japan, has been presented by him
to the Biljliotheque Royale at Stockholm. The editor,

the veteran Japanese scholar, M. de Rosny of Paris, has
not been satisfied with a bald catalogue, but has in many
instances added descriptive and analytic notes of the con-
tents, the character of the work, and its place in Japanese
literature ; and although the collection can hardly equal

in extent and value those of several European libraries,

we are not aware that such an excellent catalogue exists

in any European language. The whole contains about
1000 works in over 5000 volumes, and is divided and sub-

divided by M. de Rosny with much nicety. The scientific

works are not very numerous. On the exact sciences

(arithmetic, geometry, algebra, astronomy, &c.) there are

only 104 volumes, and on the natural sciences 445. But
most of these are dated prior to the opening of the

country to foreigners, and to the student who could
examine them they would present an interesting pic-

ture of the state of scientific knowledge at various

periods.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

[ The Editordocs not holdhimselfresponsiblefor opinions expressed
hy his correspondents. Neither can he undertake to return,

or to correspond with the writers of rejected mantiscripts.

No notice is taken ofanonymous communications.
[The Editor urgently requests cortespondents to keep their letters

as short as possible. The pressure on his space is so great
that it is impossible otherwise to insure the appearance even

ofcomii.unications containing interesting and novelfacts.

^

The Dust of Krakatoa

In the interesting paper by Mr. John Murray and the Abbe
Renard, which appears in your last number (p. 585), there is an
erroneous reference which it may be well to correct without
delay. I am made responsible for a verbal statement concerning
Krakatoa dust which fell in Japan. In your issue of the 3rd
inst. (p. 525) a letter from myself will be found, stating, on the

authority of Prof. John Milne of Tokio, that, contrai-y to the

original statements made on the subject, no dust of Krakatoa is

known to have fallen in Japan. My friend M. Renard must
have misunderstood the communication which I made to him,
which was to the following effect :—I have had the opportunity
of examining a great number of specimens of the dust of Kraka-
toa which fell at different distances from the volcano, ranging
from 50 to nearly 1000 miles. The dust collected at the greatest

distance from Krakatoa, with which I am acquainted, is that

which fell on board the Arabella in lat. 5° 37' S. and lat. 88° 58'

K., Java Head bearing E.A S. about 970 miles. It is certainly

true that the dust which has fallen at the greater distances from
the volcano contains less magnetite, augile, and hypersthene than
that descending nearer to the source of eruption ; and the obvious
explanation of this is found in the greater density and compact-
ness of the particles of those minerals as compared with the
associated glassy fragments. At the same time it must be re-

membered tliat this is not the only explanation of the high silica-

percentage in these ashes. The prevailing rock in the islands
and on the shores of the Sunda Strait ajipears to be a hyper-
sthene-augite-andesite, containing an unusually large proportion of
a brown, glassy base. This base contains a far higher proportion
of silica than the included minerals ; and hence, as shown by
Verbeek and Fennema, these rocks have a percentage of silica

ranging up to, and even exceeding, 70 per cent. The same is true
of the pumices formed from the glassy andesite rocks, including
that of Krakatoa itself. John W. Judd

Hurstleigh, Kew

On January 13 I collected a sample of snow from an open
field, and examined under the microscope the residue left by its

evaporation. This residue showed a number of objects which
are not usually found in atmospheric dust. Great precautions
were taken to prevent the entrance of dust during e\'aporation,
the vessel being kept covered with filter-paper. Crystals of
common salt were verj' abundant. There were numbers of
rather large prismatic crystals, colourless, insoluble in water,
and doubly refracting. But the most characteristic objects were
minute granules, transparent, colourless, and scattered in thou-
sands all over the field of the microscope. These were insoluble
in water. Many black particles were visible and some of
these were attracted by the magnet. In fact, when the mag-
net was swept slowly over the residue, its poles became covered
with fine black crystalline particles, evidently magnetic oxide of
iron. However, there are large iron-works in this vicinity,

which may account for the presence of the magnetic dust. To
determine this and other interesting points, it is my intention to
examine the snow and rainfall regularly during the next twelve
months at least.

A specimen of snow, freshly fallen on March 10 showed none
of the prismatic crystals referred to above. With a high power
very small crystals of similar shape and properties were observed.
The small granules were, however, to be seen along with crystals
of common salt and amnionic nitrate. No magnetic dust was
found in this specimen.
These results are, in my opinion, in favour of the dust theory

of the remarkable sunset phenomena of the past winter.

W. L. Goodwin
Queen's University, Kingston, Canada, March 31

P.S.—Snow fell to-day (April i), and a sample was examined

for dust. The insoluble prisms have completely disappeared,
and the minute dust is present in much smaller proportion.

W. L. G.

"Earthquakes and Buildings"
Pi^OF. John Milne, of Tokio, refers in an article under this

heading (N.^ture, vol. xxix. p. 290) to buildings in Caracas, iithii k
are low, slightly pyramidal, have fat roofs, and are bound alotia-

their faces with iron. Beingfor more than twenty years a resident of
this city, I hope I may be credited with knowing something of its

architecture, and as such I must say that certainly the houses arc-

generally one-story buildings, but all the remainder of the fore-
going description is quite erroneous. However, I do not wish
to make Mr. Milne answerable for its inaccuracies, as it appears
to be taken from a ridiculous article published by one Horace I).

Warner in the Atlantic Monthly, March 1883. This article is

a most audacious fiction from beginning to end, and in none of
the statements it pretends to give with graphic seriousness is

there any shadow of truth, as I have pointed out in the American
Journal of Science, July 1883, with respect to the principal
assertion of an earthquake said to have been witnessed by the
author on September 7, 1882, in Caracas.

House-building in our good city is of the most ordinaiy type,
and certainly not what it ought to be in a place which already
once was ruined by an earthquake (181 2) : the walls are built of
brick and mortar ; the roofs are very seldom flat, but have a very
slight inclination, say 15 to 20 degrees. They are, however,
made too heavy by a thick stratum of loamy mud, spread over
the closely-joined laths (generally the stems of the arborescent
grass, Ari.ndo saccharoides), on which the tiles are set in alter-
nately convex and concave rows.
The earthquake ofCua (Nature, vol. xviii. p. 130) is an instance

of the remarkable influence of the soil on the intensity of de-
struction : all the houses built on the rocky lill in the middle of
the town W'ere ruined, whilst those on the surrounding alluvial
plain suffered scarcely any damage. The same happened in i8l2
in Caracas : the northern part of the city, where the stratum of
detritus is less deep, was almost completely laid waste ; but the
southern part, built on a far deeper deposit of loose matter,
experienced comparatively small destruction. A. Ernst

Caracas, March 16

On the Transmission of Organic Germs through Cosmical
Space by Meteoric Stones

Ln his addendum to his well-known lecture on " The Origin
of the Planetary System " Prof. Helmholti: uses the following
remarkable sentence, to which so far as I am aware, attention
has not hitherto been directed :

—

" But even those germs which were collected on the surface
when they reached the highest and most attenuated kiyer of the
atmosphere would long before have been blown away by the
powerful draught of air, before the stone reached the denser
parts of the gaseous mass, where the compression would be suflS-

cient to produce an appreciable heat."
Helmholtz is contending in favour of the possible transmission

of germs from one heavenly body to another, and his point here
is that the germs, owing to their being small and light, will be
more rapidly retarded (blown back) on reaching the first traces
of our atmosphere than the stones on which they reside, and will
thus escape the great rise in temperature to which the stones are
subject in consequence of friction and air compression.
Now when a germ just leaves its meteorite its velocity is equal

to that of the meteorite. If m be the mass of the serm.
'"^'

2/
will be the heat developed in destroying its velocity. Were all

this heat to go to raise the temperature of the germ, the rise in

temperature would be / = -i^, j- being the thermal capacity of

the genn. This show^s that the rise in temperature is independent
of the mass of the body brought to comparative rest by the atmo-
sphere. In reality, since the germ experiences a greater retard-
ing acceleration than the stone, its temperature must rise much
more rapidly and consequently higher than that of the stone.
Further, the terminal velocity of the germ will be less than that
of the stone, which will conduce to further raise the temperature
of the former. Of course neither the stone nor the germ will get
all the heat generated, but this cannot materially affect the
question. j. H. Stewart

Physical Laboratory, Royal College of Science for Ireland
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Instinct of Magpies

I HAVE read in NATi;Ru;(p. 43S) y.jur cjiTeipondent's letter

relative to the instinct shown by magpies in Scotland as to the

time for commcncin;; their nest-building, which goes so far as to

assume that this particularly cunnino; bird is capable of fixing a

certain day in March (the Sunday after the l6th as I remember)
as the invariable time to start the nest. And the writer observes

that it would be well to ascertain if dilference of latitude made
any difference in the magpies' calculation. Now I live in the

south-east of Ireland, a good many degrees south of your
correspondent's Scotch magpies' locality, and it so happens that I

have for the last twenty years observed the nest-building of

magpies, who have enjoyed undisturbed possession, and who
invariably build in the trees close to my house. It is curious

that this colony (if a single pair may so be called) never in-

creases— four young "mags" are brought out every year—but

though I have observed congregations of ten or fourteen at times,

the breeding birds never exceed two. The young birds never,

like rooks, join a colony near their paternal nests, but are
shipped off to new localities. I could mention many traits of my
magpies' instinct

— "their tricks and their manners"—but will

confine myself to the nest-building. They never repair or re-

uccupy an old nest. A new one is constructed every year, antl

always, each year, in a different tree. Their nest-building is a

serious labour, and takes a long time. So they begin early in

February, selecting the sites often with much deliberation. Tlie

work is eptered on very early in the morning, and the "mags"
seldom work in the daytime. About the end of March this

domed nest with its two openings is finished, and the laying of
eggs commenced. I am quite certain that the middle of March
is not the time of beginning the nest, and this is important, as

the claim set up for the magpies instinctive knowledge of dates
therefore falls to the ground. I do not conceive it possible to

IMove that in this particular magpies have a more highly developed
instinct than most other birds ; all have their normal time of
nesting, although there may be cases of abnormally late or early

building ; but as to the magpies or any other bird being able to

fix dates exactly to the day, it is unproved and incredible.

Inisnag, Stonyford, Co. Kilkenny James Graves

Cats at Victoria Station

That the cats should repose cum fnlably amidst all the noise

and vibration of a busy railway is not, after all, to be much won-
dered at. Animals much more defenceless and timid have found
out that they need not be afraid of either the vibration or the

trains, although they do not seem to have discovered that if they

get in the way of the trains they are either maimed or killed.

For instance, along the London rand North-Western Railway
between ^Lanchester and Liverpool, which carries an enormously
heavy traffic, rabbits burrow almost immediately beneath the

ballast forming the permanent way, and I have often seen them
sitting nearer to the train than most human beings would like to

stand. It is strange, however, that along this line of railway,

which is one of the oldest in England, neither the rabbits nor

the grouse and partridges have learnt that, though the train is

not to be dreaded as a man is dreaded, it is usually fatal to those

who are struck by it. All these creatures, as well as hares,

]iheasants, &c., are constantly being run over by passing trains.

A hen grouse or paj-tridge will frequently take her brood on to

the railway, no doubt for the ])ur]'>ose of dusting themselves, and
meet with this fate. The survivors, however, do not seem to

take warning by the occurrence. The same may be said of the

telegraph-wires, against which the birds are constantly flying.

The number killed in this way is considerable. This is the

more remarkable because along this line wild animals have had
such a lengthened experience of rail and wire that one would
su])pose it might have taught the-ji wisdom.

RooKE Pennington

Wild Duck laying in Rook's Nest

With reference to Mr. Willmore's note in N.ATURE (p. 573),

IJhave met with several instances in Lincolnshire of wild ducks

nesting at a considerable height above the ground—once in

an oak in a plantation in the old nest of a carrion crow—in

ivy on a ruined wall, and on the top of a straw stack ; once
als-) on the roof of an old b'jin stack in the marches. I have
kn-jwn a wild duck nest on the ground amonjst brambles ami

rough grass in the centre of a plantation a mile or more from
poiid or running stream. John Cokdeaux

Junior Athenseum Club, April 21

Science and the Public Service

The public are greatly indebted to your correspondent for

drawing attention in Nature of March 27 (p. 511) to the

astounding proposal of the War Office to adopt the scheme of

examination described by Lord Morley in the House of Lords on
March 27—a scheme so absolutely retrogressive, and opposed to

the recommendations of the Public School Commission of 1862

and of the Commission on Scientific Instruction in 1872 (com-

posed of many eminent men and presided over by the Duke of

Devonshire), and to the rapidly strengthening opinion in favour

of education in science. The Government must be asked to

withdraw the scheme. S.

Whittington, Chesterfield, April 16

THE HONG KONG OBSERVATORY
I. T T was found to be impossible to select a suitable site

^ for the new Observatory near the city of Victoria, as

the mountains shut off from view a large section of the

southern sky, extending up to 25° of altitude. It is for

the saiTie reason impossible to determine the direction

and velocity of the wind accurately near the town.

Besides it is likely that the ferruginous rocks would
deviate the plumb-line, not to mention the magnetic
needles.

2. The Observatory was therefore built on the peninsula

of Kaulung opposite. It stands on the top of Mount
Elgin, a small hill built up of decomposed granite, rising

abruptly on all sides from the surrounding level ground,

and culminating in two humps distant over 300 feet from
each other. The top of one of these is flat, and forms,

roughly speaking, a circle of about 200 feet in diameter,

and no feet above mean sea-level. Here the main
building is situated, about 75 feet south-wcit of which the

stands for the meteorological instruments, including the

self-recording rain-gauge, are placed. It commands an
unobstructed view of the sky, the tops of the hills rising

only about seven degrees above the horizon. The mag-
netic hut is erected on the other prominence, the top of

which was levelled, and forins a rectangle 36 feet by
30 feet.

3. The situation of the Observatory is rather secluded.

It is surrounded by villas and summer residences; and the

picturesque town rising opposite on the side of the steep

mountain at a distance of a couple of miles, and the

harbour, filled with the most bewildering mi.xture of men-
of-war and merchant ships belonging to nearly all

nationalities, and literally swarming with boats and
sampans, make up a charming view from the verandas of

the Observatory, which, on the other hand, forms a

prominent object as seen from the town and harbour.

4. I was appointed to take charge of the Observatory

on March 2 last year, and when I arrived in the colony

on July 28, the foundations of the building had been al-

ready laid. It was then erected under my superintendence,

and I was allowed to arrange every detail to suit the

requirements. By January I the main building was so

far finished that I could take up my residence there, and
start tri-diurnal meteorological observations, and issue a

daily weather report, containing also infonnation con-

cerning the direction and force of wind indicated by the

gradients, based on telegrams received fiom the Treaty
Ports, Manilla, and Nagasaki. I receive a telegram

from Wladivostock in addition. The observations are

made at 10 a.m. and at 4 p.m. on the previous day.

5. The iTiain building of the Observatory is a rectangu-

lar block, 83 feet long and 45 feet wide (not including the

transit-room), the architecture of which does credit to the

Surveyor-General's department. The upper lloor is

devoted entirely to my quarters. The grotmd floor com-
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prises four rooms, each 20 feet long, 16 feet wide, and 14

feet high. In the entrance hall is placed the telegraphic

apparatus ; to the right is my private office, where the

library is placed, contained in glazed teak-wood book-
cases, to protect the books from insects in the summer.
I have already received extensive donations from scientific

institutions in all parts of the world. The 100m next to

this contains the clocks, which are fixed to brick piers

neatly covere'I with teak wood. The piers, which rest on
cement concrete, are carried down 6 feet below the ground
in holes lined with bricks. Behind this is a small room
in which the galvanic batteries are placed.

6. The mean-time clock, which is to discharge thetiine-

ball automatically, is furnished with a magnetic apparatus
for setting to correct tiine without touching any part of

the clock. The time ball will be dropped at Tsim-sh'at-sui

Point, opposite the harbour, about a mile from the Obser-
vatory. It is 6 feet in diameter. Opposite the mean-
tiire clock is the sidereal standard clock, which is of the
moit finished construction. It communicates by "ire
with a sympathetic dial placed in the transit-room. The
face of the latter is black, and the hands and the figures

are white, which I found very convenient at Markree
Observatory, but unforiunately, Messrs. Dent and Co.,

who made all ihe horological apparatus, have omitted a

second every minute. For marking a chronograph such
an arrangement is most desirable, but it is rather awkward
in observing with eye and ear. The clock-room contains
the relays, and aho one sidereal and two mean time
chronometers.

7. The transit instrunif-nt, by Troughton and Simms, is

placed in a wing room painted dark gray, 14 feet square
and 14 feet high, next the clock-room The merHian
opening is I foot w ide. The transit insfrument has also

a delicate level for observing zenith distances accordmg
to Talcott's method. The pivots are made of chilled bell-

metal, a material which, I believe, was introduced to

astronomical instrument-makers by Brinkley of Dublin,
whose instruments remain serviceable up to this dav,
while the pivots of transit instruments of much later date
are corroded, being made of steel—a material that should
not be used except where unavoidably necessary. An
adjustable meridian mark is placed on a pier 66 feet north
of the transit instrument. It is observed through a lens
of that focal length, which is fixed in the meridian o; en-
ing of the transit-room.

8. To the left of the entrance hall is the general office

and computing room, next to which is the room where
the barometers, as well as the self-recording thermograph
and barograph, are placed. Behind this is a small room
that serves as a photographic laboratory. Every part of
the-e two rooms, including ceilings, floors, and furniture
is painted dark red, and there are only a few panes of
glass in the windows, which are glazed with double red
glass. The thermograph is supported by massive blocks
of wood fixed on solid masonry, but the barograph is

placed on a stand merely screwed to the floor. The
screw that holds the self registering thermograph is made
of zinc.

9. Over the upper story of the building a turret rises

8 feet above the flat roof. This holds the self-recording
parts of the anemometer, which is erected on top of it.

The cups are 45 feet above the ground. The roof forms a
convenient platform for making obsenat'ons. The sun-
shine-recorder is placed in a groove in the coping-stone
on the parapet, 34 feet above the f;round. Lightning
conductors are placed on the two chimneys. They rise a
few feet higher than the anemometer.

10. A one-storied block of outbuildings, containing
servants' quarters and store-rooms, communicates with
the main building by a covered passage.

11. Themagnetx hut is 17 feet long, 13 feet broad, and
the roof rises 11 feet high. It is made of wood, painted
pure white outside and inside. Bamboo chips instead of

nails were used in its construction, as well as in that of
the furniture. It has double dours, louvered and glazed,
to the north and south, and two windows on either side,

as well as two windows in the roof, which is convenient
for reading the verniers. C n top of massive teak-wood
bloc! s sunk 3^^ feet in the ground and rising 4 feet above
the floor are placed the dip-circle and the unifilar mag-
netometer. All the instruments were brought out safely,

except the dipping needle-, which appear not to have been
sufficiently cleaned before packing. The hut is very com-
fortable, and forms therefore, in my opinion, a contrast
to other structures used for making magnetic observa-
tions, in arranging which the importance of attending to
the comfort ot the observer in t^e hut is but too often
lost sight of. The deviation is only 47 minutes easterly.
The dip is 32 degrees (north end dipping). A broad road
leads from the main building to the magnetic hut. This
road is broken in the middle by a depression, across
which a bridge will shortly be built.

12. Beside this road, at a distance of about 75 feet from
the main building, it is intended to build a small house
for the assistants, and near this has been selected the
site for the refractor of 6 inches aperture, the loan of
which I was promised by the Astronomer- Royal. That
will complete the outfit. W. Doberck

Government Astronomer
Hong Kong Observatory, March II

THE CEDAR FOREST OF CYPRUS
TN 1879 Sir Joseph Hooker communicated to the
-' Linnean Society' the tinexpected discovery of a form
of the cedar of Lebanon (Cei/n/s lihani var. brevifolia,
Hook, f.) by Sir Samuel liaker in Cyprus.
The following extract from a letter lately received by

the Director of the Ro\al Gardens, Kew, from Sir Robert
Biddulph, K.C.M.G., C.B., the High Commissioner, gives
a more detailed account of the forest, and will no doubt
be interesting to many readers of Nature :

—

" Cyprus, March 25
" With regard to the cedars, I went last summer all

through the thickest part of the forests, including the
cedar forest, and I am able to give you some of the par-
ticulars you ask for, having noted them at the time. The
cedar forest occupies a ridge on the principal watershed
of the southern range, and about filteen miles west of
Mount Troodos The length of the forest is about three
miles, its breadth very much less. A few outlying cedar-
trees were visible on neighbuuring hills, but on the ridge
they were quite thick, and probably many thousands in

number. I took the height above the sea by an aneroid
barometer, and found it to be 4300 feet. The trees are
very handsome and in good condition, but comparatively
young. The smallest seemed to be from ten to fifteen

years old ; the largest, I am told by the principal forest

officer, are probably not over sixty or seventy years. The
worst feature is that there were no seedlings or )Oung
trees under ten years ; and indeed this is the same with
regard to the pine forests. It would seem as if the great
influx of goats has been comparatively recent. I made a
tour through the heart of the forest last August. I started

from a point on the west coast, and from thence ascended
to the main watershed, and kept along the top till I

reached Mount Troodos, taking three days to do it. The
country through which we pa-sed on the first day was
perfectly uninhabited, and a mass of hills and forest,

chiefly Piitiis maritiina \^P. hahpcnsis~\ and the Ilex.

The trees were in very great number, but there was a
scarcity of young trees, and mo;t of the old ones had
been tapped for resin. On the second day we passed
through the cedir forest, and the same sort of country as
before, the J'liiiis Laricio beginning at an altitude of 4000

^ Jcjirn. Liini. Sdc. Bot. xvii. pp. 517-19.
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feet. We got as far as the monastery of Kikko that day,

and the next day I continued along the watershed to the

camp at Troodos. Our road as far as Kikko was a mere
track on the side of the hill, in some parts rather

dangerous, and we had to lead our ponies on foot, in

many parts very steep. The difficulty on the road is the

want of water at that elevation. We halted the first night

at a beautiful spring, but we had to carry with us food for

man and beast for the whole party, muleteers, &c. The
scenery was wild and romantic. This spot is the centre

of the ' moufflon ' ground ; three of them were at the

spring when we approached it. It gave me a clearer idea

of the forests of Cyprus than I ever had before.
" We have had a great deal of rain this winter, and

the country is clothed with vegetation."

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE
UNITED STATES^

'T^HIS volume, published by the United States Geo-
-' logical Survey, is the first statistical report upon the

condition of the mining industries of the United States,

and contains much valuable information concerning the

great and ever-increasing production of metals, espetially

m the States west of the Missouri and the Rocky
Mountains.

In addition to the columns of figures of weights and
values constituting the statistical matter proper, the
author, or rather his coadjutors, for the volume is the

work of many contributors, have furnished notices and
descriptions of processes, especially in the metallurgical

section ; and a review of the course of the markets for the

preceding eight years (to 1S75) is given for each im-
portant metal. By a curious provision in the Act of

Congress providing for the publication of these statistics,

the field is restricted to mineral products other than gold
and silver, but, in order to present as complete a view of

tbe total output as possible, the best available figures of

the production of precious metals are given in a concise
form. This, though valuable, is rather disappointing, as
we miss the interesting accessory descriptions which are

given in other parts of the volume. How important the

jiroduction of these metals has been during the last

Cjuarter of a century is seen in the statement that the

aggregate yield up to the middle of last year has been
2707 tons of gold and 15,680 tons of silver, and of these

enormous quantities less than i per cent, of the gold, and
none of the sdver was raised before 185S At the present

time the annual production varies from 12 to 16 millions

sterling coinage value, divided about equally between
gold and silver, the latter being usually a little in excess.

The coal raised in the different States is a little over 87
million tons, of which 29, 120,000 tons were anthracite and
the remainder bituminous coal and lignite of all kinds, and
some anthracite mined " outside " of i'ennsylvania, the re-

corded value being 29,326,000/. The above totals represent

r8 ton per head per annum of the population, which is,

liowever, somewhat less than the consumption, in addi-

tion to enormous quantities of wood and charcoal.

;\mong the most interesting recent developments are the

Tertiary and Cretaceous coal-basins which extend along
t le base of the Rocky Mountains and are also seen at

different points on the Pacific Coast, the total area of
I'lese being reported as greater than those of the Car-
boniferous formations proper in the Eastern States.

'I hese areas are, however, marked as doubtful by the
author. At Crested Hutte and Irwin, in the very heart of

the Rocky Mountains, both anthracite and good coking
coals are found in these newer formations, the quality of

tlie latter especially being comparable with the coal of

Connellsville or the best coking coal in Pennsylvania.

' " Mineral Resources of the United States." By Albert Williams, jnn.

8vo. (Washington, i88j.)

The iron industry of the United States is now of first-rate

importance, and the subject is well treated in a paper con-
tributed by Mr. I. M. Swank, the well-known secretary of

the American Iron and Steel Association. The iron ore
raised is in round numbers g million tons, and the pig
iron made from it 4,623,000 tons. The value of the latter

is given at 21,267,000/., which is only a few pounds less

than that of the gold, silver, copper, and lead taken to-

gether. The largest production of iron ore is in the dis-

trict producing the richest quality, namely Lake Superior,
whose yield of 2,948,000 tons is comparable with those of

the other great hematite districts of the world, Furness,
Whitehaven, and Bilbao.

The United States are now among the largest producers
of copper, and here we are met by the peculiarity of the

unequal distribution of the producing centres. Thus, of
a total product of 40,903 tons, 25,439 tons were from a
single district, namely, Lake Superior, and of this again
the larger proportion, 14,309 tons, was from a single

mine, the "phenomenal" Hecla and Calumet of Houghton,
Michigan. The Lake copper is entirely produced from
the native metal, and is of the highest degree of purity.

Latterly, however, a competitor of some importance has
arisen in the south, in the barren desert country of Ari-

zona, where inasses of carbonates and oxides have been
discovered in considerable quantity under conditions

resembling some of the famous mines of South -Australia.

The handling of these ores is not, however, easy. The
smelting must be done on the spot, and when the furnaces

are at a distance from railways, the coke used may cost from
10/. to 15/. per ton. The most remarkable mine in this

district, the Copper Queen, has already paid 200,000/. in

profits, and produces copper at a cost of i,\d. to ^d. per
pound.

Lead is another metal in which the United States have
taken a prominent position during the last few years, the
product being now 132,890 tons, while in 1870 it was only

17,830 tons. This great increase is due to the development
of several important groups of mines in the Western .States,

but more particularly in Utah, Nevada, and Colorado,
the latter State alone producing 58,642 tons, or nearly
half the total production of the country ; wdiile in

1873 the State was credited with only 56 tons. This
enormous increase is due to the development of

the carbonate deposits of Leadville, in the Rocky
Mountains, where ores containing only 10 to 20 per cent,

of lead are smelted in enormous quantities to obtain the
silver and gold contained, which are relitively high in

proportion; the pig lead or ''base bullion" produced
being sent eastward by railway to the refineries at Omaha,
Chicago, St. Louis, Pittsburg, and even New York. The
information given in the volume concerning this important
branch of industry is so full that it will be a welcome one
to the library of every metallurgist.

Another important and almost specially American
mineral industry is that of petroleum, the production
being restricted to the States of Pennsylvania, New York,
California, West Virginia, Ohio, and Kentucky, the last

four being, however, insignificant as compared with the

first three. Here again there is a considerable disparity,

the States of Pennsylvania and New York yielding 61,200
barrels daily, while in California the annual total is only

70,000 barrels. The barrel contains 42 gallons U.S.
measure, which is the same as the old English wine
gallon of 231 cubic inches. The consuming power of the

world seems in this article to have been passed by the
supply, the average price of 41.5. 2d. per barrel in 1864
having fallen to 3.5-. A,d. in 1883. Notwithstanding this

great fall in price the total produce of the year is valued
at ^4,740,000, or about one-half more than that of the
copper.

The minor metallic and other minerals are of less im-
portance, but their statistics are set forth in considerable
detail in other parts of the volume, which we hope to see
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reprinted, if not annually, at least at short intervals of

years, as furnishing one of the most valuable contributions
to economic geology. H. B.

THE LA TE DR. ENGELMANN
00 many years have elapsed since Dr. Engel-
*~^ mann, whose death was recently announced in jour
columns, wrote his academic dissertation " De Aatholysi
Prodromu?, 1832," that it is no matter for surprise if

many among the younger generation of botanists have
forgotten this little treatise, or have failed to associate its

author with the historian of American conifers and other
selected orders. This is the less surprising as, although
in Dr. Engelmann's systematic memoirs there are fre-

quent traces of his early morphological studies and of the

interest he felt in them, he, so far as I know, wrote no
treatise specially devoted to teratology other than the one
already mentioned. A few words on this little book may
therefore not be unacceptable to those who honour
Engelmann's memory. It would be an interesting and
not an unprofitable task to trace out the connection
between teratology and the modern views of evolution,

which is much closer than is generally imagined, albeit

the ideas oi^ natural selection and survival of the fittest

find no place in the older teratological literature. For
such a task I have neither the requisite ability nor the
necessary leisure. My object in alluding to the matter is

to call to mind the light in which Engelmann considered
the subject, influenced as he was by the writings of his

great fellow-countryman Goethe, whose views, originally

published in 1790, were by no means universally accepted,
even in 1832. Schimper and Alexander Braun were
among those who appreciated the value of Goethe's
theory, and those two learned men and acute morpho-
logists were Engelmann's teachers, and as we learn Irom
himself, exerted great sway over him.

It is curious to contrast the modest pamphlet " De
Antholysi Prodromus," written in Latin, which I at least

do not find very easy to construe, with the more elaborate
" El^mens de Teratologic Vdgctale '' of Moquin-Tandon,
published nearly ten years later (1841). Moquin's work
is written in a style which even a foreigner can read with
pleasure. Its method, too, is clear and symmetrical,
but when we compare the two works from a philosophical

point of view, and consider that the one was a mere col-

lege essay, while the other was the work of a professed
botanist, we must admit that Engelmann's treatise, so far

as it goes, affords evidence of deeper insight into the nature
and causes of the deviations from the ordinary conforma-
tion of plants than does that of Moquin. .\ few illustra-

tions will suffice to make this clear. Speaking of pro-
gressive development, or as he calls it " evolitliom's

progressiis" Engelmann says that while it is only
obscurely indicated in celestial bodies, and with difficulty

studied in animals, " clarissiiiie apparct in plantis.''

Plant-history is for Engelmann the narrative of the pro-
gress of evolution

—

" evoli/ti'o progrciiiois'''—and varia-

tions from the ordinary course are to be accounted for,

" ex niiiiio iiio/it, ft f.v nimio iiiipcdt/huh'," or, as we
should now say, from excess or from arrest of develop-
ment.
The main end of a plant is to produce seed, and

the morphology of the plant appears to have been
considered by Engelmann as the result of a compromise
between this tendency [m'ius) and the progressive deve-
lopment of each individual part. The morphological unit
for him, as for Goethe, from whom he derived the notion,
was the leaf—" unitas autein in. foliis posita est "—and the
variations from the leaf-type were, as we have seen, attri-

buted to arrest of development, to reversion (irgyesius),

or to progression. But these changes were looked upon
then chiefly in relation to the greater or less development

and specialisation of individual parts with little or no refer-
ence to their possible genealogical significance as elements
in a general pedigree of plants, or at any rate as suggestive
of such elements. Hereditary influence, however, was
not wholly overlooked

; on the contrary, Engelmann speaks
of it as " magni inonunti," and goes on to show how woody
plants frequently show, year after year, the same malfor-
mations, how perennial plants less frequently do so, and
how such repetition is much less frequently observable in
annuals and plants propagated wholly by seed. Only
" antliolyses epiphytica hei-editarice esse possunt " (§ 69),
says our author, by which he means that partial changes
are not perpetuated by descent, but only those in
which "omnes pliiriinive fores morbosi si/7it." It is

not necessary to stop to consider what amount of truth
there is in this assertion, but it is interesting to see the
use then made of the word "epiphyte." Engelmann,
influenced by his medical studies, spoke of "local,"
"epiphytical," "sporadic," " enchoric," and "enchronic"
affections; enchoric changes being limited to certain
localities, enchronic alterations occurring at definite
tirnes. These terms have not been generally adopted,
while the signification now attached to the word "epi-
phyte ''

is widely different from that which Engelmann
intended. He, at least, had not the right of priority in
this matter, for Bischoff, in his " Botanische Termino-
logie' (1S30), speaks of epiphytes as external parasites
(citing as examples Cusciita and Viscuin), in contradis-
tinction to entophytes. It would seem from this that in
matters of terminology custom overrides priority. But
this by the way. Our present concern is with the fact that
certain changes, or certain degrees of change, are more
likely to be perpetuated than others. Similarly we find
Engelmann calling attention to certain "critical" regions
of the plant,—spots, that is, more subject than others to
teratological change,— the apex of the stem in definite
inflorescences for instance (§67), a point subsequently
dwelt on by Darwin at some length, though he does not
seem to have been aware of what Engelmann had pre-
viously written on the subject.

Lastly, reference may be made to the assertion made
by Engelmann that plants of a high state of relative
structural perfection '' structtad magis evolutd et typo
nuigis coinposito," are specially liable to retrograde
metamorphis. This is a statement that from the nature
of things seems so reasonable that it is generally accepted
without question. Nevertheless, it is one which requires
qualification and further investigation. To take one case
wdiich occurs at the moment. Let any observer call to
mind the number of instances in which he has seen the
carpels the subjects of retrograde metamorphosis, and he
will probably find that such changes are far more common
in cases where the carpels are free and superior, than in
those in which they are in union one with another and
with the thalamus, as in the so-called inferior ovaries,
which are considered to represent a higher type of struc-
ture than do the free carpels.

But the object of this note is not to discuss any parti-
cular view that Engelmann may have held, but merely to
call attention to his claims as a morphologist, claims
which are overlooked by reason of his greater—numeri-
cally greater—claims as a systematise

Maxwell T. Masters

SIWALIK CARNIVORA '

T) Y the publication of the present memoir on the Siwalik
-D and Narbada Carnivora, Mr. Lydekker completes
the second volume of the series of the " Palseontologia
Indica" devoted to the Indian Tertiary and Post-Tertiary

' " P.iIa=ontnlogia Indica," Series x. Indian Tertiary and Post-Terliarv
Vertebrala. V.l. ii. Part 6. Siwal.k and Narbada Carnivora. By R'.

Lydekker, 3. A., F.G.S.. K.Z.S. Published by order of His Excellency the
" leralof India in Council. (Calcutta, 1884.)
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Vertebral . Both these volumes, it may be remarked,

treat of mammalian forms, and, with the exception of a

memoir 0:1 Rhiiinccrfls dcccaiu^nsis, by Mr. R. B. Foote,

are fr im tie pen of Mr. Lydekker. Each volume con-

tains about y>o pages and forty-five plates.

No traces of niimmals have yet, it would appear, been
detected below the Eocene in India, and even in this

lor nation only some very frac;mentary bones have been
obtained from the Punjab. From the Miocene the re-

miins of a rhinocero:^ have been found. In the Pliocene

mammalian remains begin to be pretty numerous. Thirty-

t'lree species of Carnivora from Siwalik are described in

the present memoir ; they belong to the following families

:

Mu;telid;e, Ursidae, Viverrids, Hysenida;, Felidse, and
Hysenodontida;. Of the first of these families, two species

of the genus Mellivora are described ; one of these, M.
sivalcnsis, was first noticed in the supplemental plates of

the " Fauna Antiqua Sivalensis," and the original is in

the British Museum. A second skull and the ramus of a

mandible are in the Science and Art Museum, Dublin.

The annexed woodcut shows the right side (Fig. I,«) of

the pal ite of this latter. The original describers of these

Fig. 1.—Mellivora sivalensis (F. and C ). The right half cf the pal.ile {a)

and the left ramus of the maniible (l>). Natural size.

specimens. Colonels Sir W. Baker and Sir H. Durand,
remark on their close affinity to the recent Mellivora
indica, and Mr. Lydekker says that in most respects the

forms of the recent and fossil jaws are exceedingly alike.

In the fossils the pin.2 and pm.^ are slightly larger in

the upper jaw than in the recent form, and the true molar
(iiiA) of the former differs from that of the latter by
being much less expanded at its inner extremity. In the

mandible (Fig. \,b) there is not much difference between
the fossil and recent forms. The difference, however,
between the extinct and recent Indian ratel may be
summed up as being about the same in degree as between
the recent Indian and African forms, leaving it probable
that India may have been the original home of the genus.
A second species is described as new, M. puiijabiensis.

A new genus (Mellivorodon) is formed for a form interme-
diate in size between the ratel and the glutton, while the
form and relative proportions of its teeth indicate that it

was more nearly allied to the former than to the latter.

Two species of Lutra, L. palav'/idica, F. and C, and Z.
sii'ale/isis, F. and C, are described frotii the region of

he typical Siwalik Hilis in the neighbourhood of the

( langes and Jumna Valleys, and one, Z. baihygnathus, Lyd.,

from the Siwaliks of the Punjab ; this last is of extreme

interest, as, while presenting no sort of affinity to any of

the existing Indian species, it is most closely allied to

the recent South African otter (/.. lalandi), and thus

affords another well-marked example of the intimate

connection of the Tertiary mammalim fauna of India

with the present African fauna.

The evidence of the close relationship of the bears and

the dogs appears to Mr. Lydekker too strong to refer

them, at all events for pakeontological purposes, to

separate families. We therefore have the Ursidae com-

prehending the two modern families Urs.da and Canidae,

these being formed into groups as Ursinae and Caninae.

The author does not, however, attempt to form a defini-

tion of the family as thus extended, nor is he even quite

certain as to the limits of the sub-groups. ( f the species

described, one, U. iiamadkus, F. and C, is from the Pleis-

tocene Narbada beds ; the other, U. thcobaldi, Lyd., was

obtained by Mr. Theobald from the Siwaliks of the

Kangra district. It would seem to be nearly related

to the recent U. labiatiis, which itself seems to stand

quite isolated from all the other recent bears, its strangely

utleyi (Bose). Part of the left r

aud the left side of the palate (u).

f the mandible (a)

modified molar dentition being the result of the nature of

its food. Three species of Hya;narctos are mentioned: H.
sii'ulc/isls, F. and C, H. puiijabiensis, Lyd., and //. palce-

indici/s, Lyd. The line of descent of the genus is thought
to be from the bears, through Dinocyon, to the true dogs.

Aiiiphicyon pala:itidicus, L^d., is redescribed and re-

figured ; it approaches A. intenncdius, Myr., described
I'rom the Miocene of Bohemia on the eastern side of

Europe. Of the genus Canis the following are de-

scribed :— C. ^jirvipalaiiis, Bose, and C. caiitleyi, Bose.

The occurrence of this latter species in the .Siwaliks is one
'• of extreme iinportance in regard to the Pliocene age of

at least a large portion of tho^e deposits, for in the

Tertiaries of Europe, with which the Siwaliks are in

many respects closely allied, true wolves are unknown
before the Pliocene." Among the Siwalik fossils in the

Science and .\x^ Museum, Dublin, there is an associated

portion of the skull and two fragments of the mandible of

this wolf, portions of which are represented in the wood-
cut (Fig. 2). In A are shown w.i and w.2 in a very per-

fect and almost unworn condition, and also the broken
fang of OT.3. In B the left side of the palate shows the

canine and the earlier premolars.
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Of the V^iverrida: we find the following :

—

Vlvcrra bahcri,

Hose, and V. ditrandi, Lyd. Of the Hyasnidse four species of

Hyaena are described, based on specimens in the collections

of the British, Indian, and Dublin Museums, and there are

not wanting evidences of a fifth form. It is remarkable to

find sominy species of hyiena existing contemporaneously
in India ; but, when the large number of Proboscidia and
other ungulate forms that existed at the same time is

recalled to memory, to fini the genera of Carnivora

equally strongly represented in species is perhaps only

what might have been expected. The earliest notice of

the remains of Hyrena from the Siwali!<s appeared in

1S35 in \.\ii Journal of the Asiatic Society 0/ Bengal,

wliere Sir \V. L. Baker described a specimen as " the

most perfect fossil we have yet been so fortunate as to

meet with." This specimen is figured in the annexed
woodcut (Fig. 3), and is at present in the Dublin
Museum. The species has been described by Mr. Bose as

H.felina. Its affinities are towards the recent H. crocata

of South Africa, a species common in Europe during the

Pleistocene period ; and this fact points, Mr. Lydekker
thinks, to the con^-lusion that Asia rather than Africa
may be regarded as the cradle of the race of hyaenas.

H. colvini, Lyd., H. niacr. stoma, L)d , the latter a
species that seems to constitute an important link between
the more typical members of the genus and the viverroid

and canoid Carnivora. H. sivalcnsis, Bose, is rede-

scribed and figured. A new genus, Lepthyrena, is made
for a species previously recorded as Iitit/uriuin sivalense.

The Siwalik FelidiC embrace .-Elii: opsis aiincctans,

Lyd., a new genus and species of which but little is

known ; .E/uroga/e sii'a/cnsis, Lyd., for a carnivore
intermediate in size between the Thibetan lynx and the
leopard. Six species of Felis are either described or

indicated ; of those described are F. cristata, F. and C,
F. brachygnathus, Lyd., and F. sublUmalayana, Bronn.
Of the genus Machaerodus two species are included in

the list of Siwalik forms. M. sivalensis, F. and C. : a

nearly co.iiplete left ra nu; of the mandible of this species

is in the Dublin Museum, and is represented in Fig. 4 ;

posteriorly it is complete, with the exception of the coronoid
process, while anteriorly it is broken through the sym-
physis ; it shows part of the alveolus of the canine and
the greater portion of the descending expansion. The
three cheek teeth are preserved, but in a more or less

broke.i condition ; a large part of the outer surfaces of

//•//. 4. and m.\ have been chipped away. These teeth

agree with the lyps specimen in the British Museum,
with the exception that /w.3, though still small, is

inserted by two distinct fangs. The la^t family, that of

HyxnodontidK, is one considered by Prof. Huxley as

occupying a position connecting the Carnivora with the
Insectivora. Only one species belonging to the genus
Hyaenodon has been found. This genus has hitherto

only been recorded from Europe and Nor.h America.
The species H. iiuiicus, Lyd., is represented by teeth

from the Siwaliks of Ki'ishalghar and the Punjab.
Perhaps the most striking feature in this list of extinct

forms is the fact that by the side of ratels, bears, jackals,

and civets, some hardly to be distinguished from living

specie=, there are to be found essentially primitive forms,

Fi::. 4 —Macharodi

proving the survival in India of old types long after they

had disappeared from other parts of the world. Equally

noteworthy is the apparently contemporaneous existence
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of specialised and generalised forms of the same genus
;

this is well seen in the hyasna. It will also be seen that

the Sivvalik carnivorous fauna fill up many gaps in the

chains of relationship, such as that between the bears

and dogs, the viverroids and hyaenas, and these latter and
the cats.

The rock series in which these fossils occur is therefore

one of very great interest. From the Brahmaputra to the

Jhelum, for a distance of 1500 miles along the base of the

Himalayas, there extends with varying width a succession
of ridges or ranges which are known as the sub-Himalayan
hills. Physically and constitutionally they are readily dis-

tinguished from the ranges belonging to the mass of the

Himalayas proper. The rocks forming them are all of

Tertiary age, and they are divisible into an upper (the

Siwalik) and a lower (the Sirmur) series ; these again are
further divisible respectively into upper, middle, and
lower groups. This is the principal and classic area of
these rocks, but they occur also in Burmah, Perim
Island, and in Sind.

With the Sirmur series, which in part consists of marine
(Nummulitic) strata, we have no special concern at present.
It is from the rocks of the Siwalik series alone that the
vast harvest of remains of fossil vertebrates has been
collected in the sub- Himalayan region during the past
fifty years. The fossil-bearing beds are principally con-
glomerates of undoubtedly fresh-water origin, indeed,
owing to their local development at the gorges of the
e,xisting great rivers, where they emerge from the Hima-
layas, it is clear that they were deposited at a time when,
so far, the configuration had been established ; but, as the
very highest beds exhibit signs of intense disturbance and
crushing, it is no less apparent that, although the main
drainage lines have not altered, there has been much
movement and upheaval, which, however, appears to have
been effected, not by sudden, but rather by slow and
gradual action.

After much discussion as to the correlation of these

fossiliferous conglomerates with the established order of
sequence in Europe, it would appear to have been finally

adopted that, in spite of a certain Miocene facies in the
fauna, the general characteristics are such as to indicate

a Pliocene age. Fossil-bearing beds of Post-Pliocene age
occur, it may be here remarked, in other parts of India.

Numerous and varied as the fossils from these rocks
are which are now preserved in the museums of Calcutta,

London, Dublin, and elsewhere, they do not appear to be
found anywhere concentrated in great quantities, the
specimens having for the most part been found at widely
separated intervals, where they lay more or less weathered
out ol the enveloping matrix. Though naturally mineral-
ised, and with but a small percentage of residual animal
matter, they are often beautifully preserved, but occasion-
ally, owing to the hardness and tenacity of the matri.x, it

has required the utmost patience and skill to chisel out
the details of structure, while sometimes it has been
found impossible to do so.

Mr. Lydckker is to be warmly corgratulated on the
completion of this important volume, and we are glad to

know that he is busy with volume iii., which is to include
an account of the Siwalik Suina and Birds.

AN EARTHQUAKE IN ENGLAND
A T last the people of these islands have been enabled

•^*- to realise the meaning of the term " earthquake," so
terrible in its significance in many other parts of the globe.
On Tuesday morning, at a time variously given from
9.15 to 9.30, a shock which was really alarming and
did considerable damage was felt over the Eastern Coun-
ties and as far west as London and even Rugby. The
centre of disturbance seems to have been at Colches-
ter, and the wave apparently travelled from south-east

to north-west, though impressions vary on this point. At
Colchester, in addition to the undulations of the earth,

subterranean rumblings were heard, buildings rocked to

and fro, the streets were strewn with debris of fallen

chimneys, a chapel spire was thrown to the ground, and
other signs of seismic disturbance were evident, familiar

enough to those who have been in countries where such
phenomena are common occurrences. The shock, when
it was most intense, commenced with a rumbling sound,

increasing in intensity for about twenty seconds, and
then suddenly stopped. It extended to Chelmsford,

Cambridge, Northampton, Ipswich, Sudbury, Rugby,
Leicestershire ; it included London and the surrounding

district in its sweep, and even caused some alarm in the

Strand. At Woolwich it was io strong that some persons
attributed the shock and noise to the bursting of a heavy
gun.

We have received the following communications with

reference to the earthquake :

—

One of the most severe earthquake shocks which has

occurred in England for many years took place this

(Tuesday) morning in the Eastern Counties. The area

of its chief operation layover South Suffolk and North
Essex, and the principal focus of the disturbance seems
to have been the neighbourhood of Colchester. A great

deal of harm has been done to property there : houses are

partially unroofed, many chimneys and gable-ends of the

very old houses in Colchester have been demolished, part

ofthe spire of the Lion Walk Congregational Chapel (a

well-known building), to the amount of twenty feet from
the apex, was thrown down, and other details of mischief

done are fast coming in. Langenhoe Church, about
twenty-four miles from Colche=ter, is said to be all but

demolished, the entire eastern end being shaken down.
The Rectory also severely suffered, so that little more
than the walls are standing. At Wyvenhoe, near Col-

chester, the church steeple is thrown down and many
houses are much damaged. Other villages around Col-

chester have more or less suffered : Lexden, Abberton,
Greenstead, Hythe, &c., all show evidences of the dis-

turbance in their more or less shattered buildings. The
shock was severely felt here at Ipswich. I was sitting

down at 9.18 a.m. when the first shock occurred, and it

nearly overbalanced me. I felt it must be an earth-

quake oscillation, although I had never experienced

anything [like it before, and accordingly waited and
watched for the next. The oscillations followed each

other for about three seconds, and apparently travelled in

a north-north-easterly direction. I underwent quite a

new experience, so vivid that I am not likely to forget it.

The sensation approached that of nausea. In the town
of Ipswich many people were alarmed, for the bells were
set ringing, the pictures on the walls shaking, &c. The
occurrence is too recent, however, to carefully note the

direction ofthe oscillations. The London Clay in Suffolk

and North Esse.x, when cut into, abounds with small

faults and creeps, and this shock may be leaving another

such token behind it. J. E. TAYLOR
Museum, Ipswich, April 22

At about 9.20 this morning I distinctly felt a slight

earthquake. The motion though slight was unmistakable,

the chair on which I sat, and the whole house, seemed to

move to and fro for the space of, as near as I could

judge, ten seconds. I regret I cannot give the exact

time when I felt the shock, as I had omitted to put my
watch in my pocket. A. Percy Smith

Rugby, Tuesday, April 22

This morning the earthquake was very perceptible here

at exactly 9.22. It was travelling from north to south in

short rapid undulations. It lasted for thirty-three seconds.

My chief object in writing is (o draw attention to the fact

that this is the second earthquake which has shaken
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London this year. On Sunday afternoon, January 13,

about 4.5 p.m., while sitting in my rooms here along with

my wife and my brother, I was suddenly sensible of a

severe earthquake; I pulled out my watch to take the exact

time,and while I was in the act of drawing their attention to

thephenomenon, my wife, who has experienced with myself,

numerous shocks in the Malay Archipelago, exclaimed

also that an earthquake was occurring. My brother dis-

tinctly felt the shock, but was unaware what it was. It

was composed of two severe shocks, with an interval of

short duration between them. The house was quite still,

and nothing was passing in the street, nor for more than

twenty minutes did any carriage come along it. Being
accustomed for several years to observing earthquake
movements, I am perfectly confident of the occurrence

of an earthquake at that time ; and in the hope that some
other observer has noted the fact, I have sent this note

to Nature. Henry O. Forbes
S7, Queen's Crescent, Haverstock Hill, N.W.,

April 22

Mr. E. B. Knobel, F.R.AS., F.G.S., writes to the

Times from Bocking, near Braintree :
—" A sharp shock

of earthquake was experienced here at about 9.18 a.m.

this morning. .-\ slight trembling was first felt, followed

by an oscillation sufficient to make one stagger and cause

some alarm. Among the incidents which resulted, house
bells were set ringing, one or two doors of cottages burst

open, and clocks stopped. The safety-valve of a boiler

was lifted and steam blown oft' for an instant. The pheno-
menon lasted from two to three seconds, though perhaps
the latter e.stimate is slightly in excess of the true duration

of the oscillation. The following facts may be useful in

determining the direction of the wave. Three pendulum
clocks in different houses stopped, the line at right angles

to the plane of oscillation of the pendulum being in all

cases north-west and south-east. Pendent gaslights in a

factory were caused to sway in the same direction, north-

west and south-east. .A door was burst open, the posi-

tion of which when closed was north by west and south

by east. These facts would indicate a south-easterly

origin of the earthquake wave."

A correspondent at Southend states that the wave
seemed to travel from north to south, while in the neigh-

bourhood of Oxford Street the direction seemed east to

west, and so also at Gray's Inn, where a correspondent felt

as if the bed were slipping from under him. Doubtless by
next week we shall have fuller and more precise details.

NOTES
The final meeting of electricians to determine the practical

units of electricity and light assembles in Paris on the 28th inst.,

when England will be represented by Sir William Thomson,

Messrs. Preece, Hughes, Adams, Jenkin, Foster, Graves, and

Hopkinson, and Capt. Abney. The Congress is expected to la.sl

for several days.

Dr. Koch and the members of the German Commission sent

last autumn to Egypt and India to investigate the cause of cholera

have left Alexandria on their return to Europe.

The Senate of Glasgow Uni\ersity have resolved to confer the

degree ofLL.D. on Prof. Osborne Reynolds, Victoria University,

and Mr. Thomas Muir, High School, Glasgow.

At Ekhmeem, a large provincial town of Upper Egypt, situate

about half way between Assiout and Thebes, Prof. Maspero,

returning from his annual trip of inspection up the Nile, has just

found a hitherto undiscovered and unplundered necropolis of

immense extent. As far as has been yet ascertained, the necro-

polis dates from the Ptolemaic period ; but as the work of ex-

ploration proceeds, it will probably be fountl that it contains

more ancient quarters. The riches of tliis new burial field would

meanwhile seem to be almost inexhaustible. Five great tomb

;

or catacombs already opened have yielded 120 mummies, and
within the short space of three hours Prof. Maspero verified the

sites of over 100 more similar catacombs, all absolutely intact.

The necropolis of Ekhmeem, at a rough estimate, cannot contain

fewer than five or six thousand embalmed dead. Of these per"

haps not more than 20 per cent, will turn out to be of archjeo-

logical or historical value ; but the harvest of papyri, jewels, and

other funeral treasures cannot fail to be of unprecedented extent.

Ekhmeem is the ancient Khemnis—the Panopolis of the Greeks.

Its architectural remains are insignificant.

The Granton Zoological Station was formally opened last

week ; the ceremony was to have been performed by Prof. Ernst

Haeckel, but illness prevented him from coming to Edinburgh,

as he had intended, to be present at the tercentenary celebration.

The annual meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute will be held

on Wednesday, April 30, and May \ and 2, at the Institution of Civil

Engineers, 25, Great George Street, commencing each day at 10.30

a.m. The list of papers and subjects for discussion is as follows :

—Adjourned discussions : (i) On the tin plate industry, by Mr.

E. Trubshaw, Llanelly ; (2) on the coal-washing machinery used

by the Bochumer Verein, by Mr. F. Baare, Bochum
; (3) on

the manufacture of anthracite pig iron, by Mr. J. Hartman,
Philadelphia, U.S.A. Adjourned papers : (l) On recent results

with gas puddling furnaces, by Mr. R. Smith-Casson, Brierly

Hill ; (2) on a new form of gas sampler, by Mr. J. E. Stead,

F.C.S., Middlesborough. New papers : (3) On the use of raw
coal in the blast furnace, by Mr. I. Lowthian Bell, F.R.S., &c.,

Rounton Grange, Northallerton
; (4) on the behaviour of armour

of different kinds under fire, by Capt. C. Orde-Browne, Lecturer

on Armour at Woolwich
; (5) on recent progress in iron and

steel shipbuilding, by Mr. William John, Barrow-in-Furness ;

(6) on the most recent results obtained in the application and
utilisation of gaseous fuel, by Mr. W. S. Sutherland, Birmingham.
In addition we believe that a paper may be expected on the

important subject of iron or steel sleepers, as now used largely

in Germany, in place of the timber sleepers with which we are

all familiar ; and possibly papers on other subjects may be at the

last moment forthcoming. It will be seen that the programme
presents several features of interest. Mr. Lowthian Bell, we
have every reason to believe, will exhibit the conditions attend-

ing the use of raw coal instead of coke in the blast-furnace in a

clearer and more satisfactory form than has ever before been
achieved. Again, the great duel being fought out between
armour and guns is always a matter of keen interest, and Capt.

Orde-Browne's position as a skilled and yet independent ob-

server of the struggle gives him a special right to speak upon it.

He will be able to give the last results obtained with the com-
pound or steel-faced armour now coming so much into fashion.

The ordinary business of the meeting includes the election of

members, reading of the Council's report, and the presentation

of the Bessemer gold medals to Mr. E. P. Martin, late of Blaen-

avon, but now General Manager of the great works at Dowlais,

and to Mr. E. Windsor Richards, General Manager to Messrs.

Bolckow, Vaughan, and Co., Middlesborough, to whom we are

indebted for the practical realisation of the basic process of

steel-making.

Col. Kincaid, Political .\gent, Bhopal, writes to us under

date March 30:—"We have had a renewal of the after-glow

here lately, but not nearly so intense as we had in September

October, November, and part of December. The natives of the

country have naturally been much exercised by the prolonged

phenomenon, and still believe it portends war and tumult."

Col. Kincaid also sends us an extract from Malcolm's "History

of Persia," referring to an " extraordinaiy change in the ap-

pearance of the sun" in the year 1 72 1, which greatly alarmed

the Persians of the period.
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Mr. Sydney Hodges, of Ealing, sends us a letter he has

received from Mr. C. St. Barbe, of Wellington, New Zealand,

dated February 17, on the green moon. "The phenomenon of a

green moon," Mr. St. Barbe writes, "has been distinctly visiblehere

during the last week or two. The colour was sufficiently decided

to attract the attention of many people, and the local journals

took notice of it. The moon at the time was east of north

(though very little), while the crimson after-glow was in the

southwest, and consequently at the back of an observer looking

at the strange colouring of the moon. I am not aware whether

these positions would have anything to do with the question of

complementary colours, as I know nothing about such matters,

and I am unfortunately unaVjle to say whether the green tint ap-

peared on the moon before the crimson after-glow appeared, as the

latter has become such a commonplace occurrence here as hardly

to be noticed." Mr. Hodges has also received a letter from his

son, who reached New Zealand from Calcutta on February 13.

In it he says : "I don't know whether you heard of the volcanic

trjptions in Java last September. To show what a quantity of

stuff was thrown up, we were sailing for twelve days through a

sea of pumice-stone. You could see nothing else as far as the

horizon on every side, and this four months after the eruption."

Dr. L. Waldo, Science states, has just completed the erection

of a normal clock at the Yale College Observatory, to be used

as a mean-time standard in the horological work of th.at institu-

tion. The movement and pendulum are parts of the gravity

escapement clock built by Richard Bond (No. 367), and which

had a phenomenal record under Mr. Hartnup at Liverpool, and

later under Prof. W. A. Rogers of Cambridge. The case, from

Dr. Waldo's designs, is built of cast-iron, with planed back and

front, to which are clamped the plate-glass doors. The entire

case rests upon two brick piers, which rise to the height of the

movement, and insure stability to the pendulum suspension.

Thermometers, a barometer, and a cup of calcic chloride are

placed within the case, which can be exhausted to any barometric

pressure desired by an air-pump attached to its side. The

escapement and arc of vibration can be observed and adjusted

with the greatest accuracy. The clock is erected in the clock-

room of the Observatory, which was specially built to secure

uniformity of temperature.

Captain Blakiston, who has been resident in Japan for

more than twenty years, has recently issued an amended list of

the birds of that country, with the ornithology of which he cer-

tainly possesses a better practical acquaintance than any living

man. The list is founded on a previous catalogue, published in

1882 by Capt. Blakiston and Mr. H. Pryer, but the species are

now arranged geographically, so as to show the distribution of

birds through the different islands of Japan. The author draws

attention to the natural division in the fauna of Japan, which is

marked by the Strait of Tsungaru, to the southward of which the

true Japanese avifauna is emphasised, while north of this strait

the avifauna is Siberian in character.

The following meetings of the Society of Arts have been
arranged :—Ordinary meetings (on Wednesday evenings)

—

April 30, "The New Legislation as to Freshwater Fisheries, " by

J. W. Willis-Bund. May 7, " Bicycles and Tricycles," by C.

V. Boys. May 14, "Telpherage," by Prof. Fleeming Jenkin,

F.R.S. May 21, " Telegraph Tariffs," by Lieut.-Col. Webber,
R.E. May 28, " Primary Batteries for Electric Lighting," by
I. Probert. In the Foreign and Colonial Section the following

jiaper will be read on April 29, " The Transvaal Gold Fields

;

their Past, Present, and Future," by W. Henry Penning. In

the Applied Chemistry and Physics Section on May 8 a paper
will be read on "Cupro-Ammonium .Solution and its Use in

Watei-proofing Paper and Vegetable Tissues," by C. R. .-Mder

Wright, F. R.S., D.Sc. ; and on subsequent evenings in the

Indian Section the following papers will be read:—"Eco-

nomic Applications of Seaweed," by Edward C. Stanford,

F.C.S. May 9, "Indigenous Education in India," by Dr.

Leitner. May 30, " Street Architecture in India," by C. Purdon

Clarke, CLE. This paper will be illustrated by means of the

oxy-hydrogen light.

During the next few weeks the following Penny Lectures will

be delivered on Tuesday evenings at the Royal Victoria Coffee

Hall, Waterloo Road:—April 22, "Camping out on the

Thames," by the Rev. P. H. Wicksteed. April 29, "A Visit

in the Sunbeam to the West Indies," by Sir Thomas Brassey,

M.P. May 6, "Ice, and its Work in Earth-shaping," by Dr.

W. B. Carpenter. May 13, "Fire, Electricity, and other Forms

of Power," by Mr. Vernon Boys. May 20, "A Working Man's

Dinner," by Prof. H. G. Seeley. May 27, " The Recent

Eruption of KrakatSj," by Mr. J. Norman Lockyer.

We have received two pamphlets on the vivisection question,

viz. " Vivisection in its Scientific, Religious, and Moral Aspects,"

by E. P. Girdlestone (Simpkin, Marshall, and Co., pp. 68, price

one shilling), and "The Utility and Morality of Vivisection,"

by G. Gore, LL.D., F.R.S. (F. W. Kolkmann, 2, Langham

Place, W., pp. 32, price sixpence). These pamphlets are alike

in that their authors argue the question on general grounds of

common sense. The essay by Mr. Gore is issued by the Asso-

ciation for the .\dvancement of Medicine by Research, and is

an admirable contribution to the subject of which it treats. Not

being himself a physiologist, Mr. Gore's pleading is of all the

more force from its non-professional character ; while the fact

of his being so busy a worker in other departments of science,

as well as a man who has made a special study of the method-

ology of research, or "the art of discovery," enables him to

speak not only with authority, but with unusual lucidity. The

calmly forcible style in which he writes contrasts favourably with

the hysterical vituperation which he quotes from the other side.

This pamphlet ought to be read by every one who desires to

obtain a rational as well as a truly moral view of the subject.

The fourth edition of Henfrey's " Elementary Course of

Botany " will be published by Van Voorst early in May. The
morphology of flowering plants has been revised and added to

by Dr. Maxwell Masters, who has also made great additions to

the physiological portions, while Mr. A. W. Bennett has re-

written the sections relating to Cryptogamia. This new edition

will be still further enriched by numerous additional illustrations.

Hartleben of Vienna has'issued the first part of a work on

the oceans and their life, entitled " Von Ocean zu Ocean, eine

Schilderung des Weltmeeres und .Seines Lebens," by A. von

.Schweiger-Leichenfeld.

At a recent meeting of the Asiatic Society of Japan (reported

ill Ihe/a/i-rn IVcikfy Mail), Mr. O. Korschell read a paper on
" Tlie Chemistry of Japanese Lacquer." The paper opened

with a brief account of the source and preparation of the lacquer,

and of the conditions under which it hardens to the best advan-

tage. The interest of the paper lay, however, in the very com-

plete discussion of the chemical constituents of the substance,

and the synthetic determination of which of these were most

essential. The summary of results was given in these terms :

—

I. The raw lacquer juice is an emulsion which contains— (a) a

peculiar acid called urushic acid (iirus/ti, the native name for

lacquer), {l>) a gmn, {c) a nitrogenous body, (d) water, and (e) a

volatile acid in traces. 2. The hardening of the lacquer juice,

which takes place when the latter is exposed in a thin layer of

moist air of 20° to 27° C, is due to the oxidation of urushic acid

into oxyurushic acid. 3. This oxidation is caused by the nitro-

genous body, which is an albuminoid and acts as a ferment.
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4. The oxidation is not accompanied by hydration. The water

nust be present only to keep the ferment in solution, which else

uould not act, 5. The oxidation takes place within narrow

limits of temperature, ranging from about zero Centigrade to

mat of the coagulation of albumen. 6. The gum seems to have

a favourable influence in keeping the other substances in emul-

sion ; but in the hardened lacquer its presence is injurious,

causing it, when in contact with w.iter, to rise in blisters. 7.

Fiy a mixture of the raw juice with urushic acid, the quantity of

gum present is diminished, and the dried lacquer is enabled

better to resist the injurious influence of water, besides obtaining

a greater transparency. 8. The admixture of more than five

parts urushic acid with one part juice weakens the action of

the ferment, and so deteriorates the quality of the lacquer. 9.

The gum is very similar to gum-arabic, but gives a sugar with

two-thirds only of (he reducing power of arabinose. 10. The
ferment has the composition of albumen, except that it contains

much less nitrogen. 11. Diastase and the ferment in the saliva

cannot replace the lacquer ferment. 12. The difference between

good and bad lacquers seems to depend mainly on the relative

quantities of urushic acid and water present, the inferior lacquer

having less acid and more water than the superior kind. 13.

The durable quality of lacquer is a property of the oxyurushic

acid, which is singularly negative in its actions, resisting all sol-

vents tried, and affected by strong nitric acid only. In the course

of the discussion which followed it was observed that probably

the direct effect of the investigations would be the improvement

of the lacquer process, which was peculiarly a Japanese art
;

also that lacquer poisoning was due to the urushic acid, which

onTy gradually disappeared during the hardening process, the

best and oldest lacquers having none at all. Sugar of lead was

mentioned as the best antidote for the poison.

The last number of Naturen contains an interesting report by

1 ferr L. Stejneger of the result of his last summer's exploration

<if Ostrof Mednij, or Copper Island, the smallest of the Koman-
dorski group (Commodore Islands). On his arrival the chief

town was found to be nearly empty, its numerous roomy and

gaudily painted houses and church having been deserted while

the inhabitants had gone for the fishing season to the " Lesj-

bitscha," or fur-seal fishing-grounds, on the other side of a rocky

promontory. The dense mists which never fail at that season

interfered with the naturalist's field work, but he was so fortunate

as to discover a new species of Anorthura, difTering equally both

in form and colouring from the earlier described A. alascensis of

of Prof. Baird, and from the Japanese A. fuinigata, which is

believed to belong also to the Aleutian Islands. Herr Stejneger,

who has given this new form the name of Troglodytes (Anor-

thura) pallescens, considers that, although essentially the same as

its Norwegian representative, it is still more closely allied to the

Eastern Central Asian forms. Since his visit to Copper Island

Ilerr Stejneger has found on Behring's Island another Anorthura,

which differs widely from A. palletctiis, and which he believes

may prove to be the same as A. fuinigata, common in

Kamchatka. A. pallescens is of frequent occurrence on Copper
Island. It builds its nest in the clefts of rocks at in-

accessible points, and in the sound of its note, as well as in

its general habits, it resembles its European kindred. The rosy

finch [Leucostide f;ri'iiinicha), supposed to be American, was
found on the Aleutian Islands, and has not been observed, as

far as we know, in any other part of the Old World. Its

brilliant colouring, hoarse, unmelodious song, and its preference

for steep, inaccessible, rocky peaks which abound on Copper
Island, make it one of the most characteristic of the local birds.

Herr Stejneger has largely availed himself of the opportunities

opened to him of studying the various representatives of Otariidas

and Phocidae, which abound on the .\leutian shores, and in his

paper on Callorhinus uisinus (the KoHk, sea-cat of the

Russians, and well known as the fur-seal of the American and

Englisli traders), he has given the readers of Naturen an ex-

tremely interesting and comprehensive description of the appear"

ance, habits, and commercial importance of these valuable

animals. He graphically describes the forcible tactics employed

by the older seals, " Sichatchi " (Russ. husbands), in keeping the

juniors, " Cholustjaki " (bachelors), within their allotted grounds,

and supplies many hitherto unknown dethils concerning distinctive

characteristics dependent upon differences of age, &c.

The last number (thirtieth) of the Mittheilungen der deutscleii

GesHlschaft fiir Natur und Vblkerkunde Ostasicns (Yokohama)

commences with an article on mines and mining in Japan, by

Herr Metzger—the third important work on this subject pub-

lished by Germans. The writer, who has been for five years at

the copper mines at Ani, professes merely to supplement the

previous writings of his countrymen. Herr Metzger's account

of Japanese practical mining is somewhat melancholy reading ;

on all hands he finds ignorance, incompetence, waste. There

is a total absence of technical officials, everything appears to be

in the hands of contractors, the mining law is in a most unsatis-

factory condition, and the position of the foreign mining engineer

is such that he can do little to remedy evils which he sees

plainly. In this respect the complaint is everywhere the same-

'' The scope of the foreigner is much less than might be ex-

pected under the circumstances. It seems at present to be the

full intention of the Japanese to do everything themselves ; and

at the most to use their Europeans as advisers, although their

contracts call them engineers, &c. It not unfrequently occuis

that foreigners get the impression that the advice of Japanese ol

the lowest rank, with or without technical training, is of equal

weight with their own." Herr Metzger further alleges that since

Europeans have been withdrawn the production of the gold

mines of .Sada has considerably diminished. He asserts that by

avoiding the extraordinary waste caused by ignorance and mis-

management, the mineral production of the whole country could

be increased by at least fifty per cent. Herr Lehmann writes on

the indoor games of the Japanese. From the reports of the

meetings it appears that the capital of Japan had its Fisheries

Exhibition last year. There were 15,205 exhibitors—an unex-

pectedly large number ; and, as a consequence, the Exhibition

was divided into forty-seven separate exhibitions, corresponding

to the various administrative divisions. This method rendered

a journey through the Exhibition wearisome by constant repe-

tition, and added greatly to the difficulties of a systematic study

of the exhibits, which were not lessened by the absence of a

catalogue. The number of articles connected with fishing

amounted to 3967, while the various goods made from fish and

water plants reached 6474. The fishing population of Japan is

given at 1,601,406. Some intei'esting information respecting

the rearing of fish in Japan is also given.

The Tiflis Izvestia contains an interesting paper on the popu-

lation of the Caucasus, a new census having been made in the

course of the year 1882 in several of the larger provinces of the

country. It appears from this census, although incomplete, that

the population has much increased since the last census of 1877.

In 1S67 the whole population of the Caucasus was reckoned at

4,661, Soo; it rose to 5,391,700 in 1876-77. It is now more

than 6,500,000—the total being reckoned at 6,449,850—which

figure is still considered below the reality. This large increase

of more than 1,200,000 in five or six years is partly due to the

recent annexations (162,980 in the province of Kars, and 92,450

in the district of Batoum), to immigration, to natural increase,

and to the incompleteness of the former census. As to the

natural increase, due to the surplus of births over deaths, it is

estimated at an average of 13 per thousand every year in the

Government of Tiflis (1875 to 1880), and at 12 per thousand in
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II1C Government of Erivan. Altogether, the mortality is, how-

i-\er, very great, and it is compensated only by a great number

of births. As to the density of population, the 224,221 square

kilometres occupied by the Northern Caucasus have 10-3 in-

habitants per square kilometre, which figure reaches as much as

13 "6 in Transcaucasia (248,445 square kilometres), where the

density of population is the same as in European Russia. The

Governments of Kutais (the valley of the Rion), Erivan, and

Tiflis have respectively 33"6, 20-8, and I7'8 inhabitants per

square kilometre.

Among the recent additions to Chinese scientific literature are

translations of Margutti's " Elementary", Chemistry " and Fre-

senius's " Chemical Analysis." These works have been trans-

lated into Chinese by M. Billequin, one of the professors of the

Jung Wen Kwan, or Foreign College, at Pekin.

The Secretary of State for India in Council has appointed

Mr. David Hooper, F.C.S., of Birmingham, to the Nilgiri

Government Cinchona Plantations in the Madras Presidency.

The additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the

past week include a Ludio Monkey {Cercopithecus liidio) from

\Vest Africa, presented by Mr. F. W. Robinson ; a Macaque

Monkey (Macacus cynomolgns 6 ) from India, presented by Mr.

E. Drew ; a Vulpine Phalanger (P/mlangisla vulphia) from

Australia, presented by Mr. J. C. Martin ; a Central American

Agouti (Dasyprocta isthmica) from Central America, presented

by Mr. Hugh Wilson ; a Herring Gull {Lafits argeniatus],

European, presented by Mr. Thomas Daws ; a Common Viper

(
Vipera berus), British, presented by Mr. H. German ; a

Burchell's Zebra (Equus burchdti 9 ) from South Africa, three

Michie's Tufted Deer (Elaphodiis niichianus i ? 9 ), four

Darwin's Pucras {Pucrasia darwini <J <J d 9 ), an Elliot's

Pheasant [Phasianus ellioti i ) from China, deposited ; three

Corn Buntings (Emberiza miliaria), British, purchased.

OUR ASTRONOMICAL COLUMN
Southern Comets.—Dr. Oppenheim of Berlin has pub-

lished elements of the comet discovered by Mr." Ross of Elstern-
wick, Victoria, on January 7, founded upon the Melbourne
observations in Astron. Nacli., No. 2579, though, as he remarks,
they were calculated with difficulty, owing to the existence of
three oversights in the seven positions there given ; hence their

connection for an orbit would involve a troublesome tentative
process. The position for January 17 is in error nearly two
degrees.

Mr. Tebbutt has also computed elements from his own obser-
vations at Windsor, New South Wales, on January 19, 23, and
28, which represent closely the observation on February 2, the
last he was able to obtain, the comet having become very faint

;

on January 19 he had considered it just beyond naked-eye
vision. He remarks upon the discordance of his elements with
those calculated by M. Barachi of the Melbourne Observatory,
and observes: "I cannot account for these discrepancies, unless
there be some error in the Melbourne data." We subjoin both
orbits :

—

OppenheimTebbult
Perilielion Passage, 1SS3, Dec. 25-30038 De 3027

Longitude of perihelion 125 44 24 ... 125 46 12

,, ,, ascendingnode 264 24 o ... 264 25 14
Inclination 65 o 55 ... 65 o 51
Log. perihelion distance ... 9'49I046 ... 9^49094

Motion retrograde.

The time of perihelion passage is for the meridian of Greenwich,
and the longitudes are referred to the mean equinox of 1884 'o.

It will be seen from the close agreement of the two orbits how
completely Dr. Oppenheim succeeded in eliminating the Mel-
bourne errors from his work.

In a communication to the Obseivatoij of the present month
Mr. Tebbutt refers to a notice in the Sydney journals copied from
a Tasmanian newspaper, reporting that a bright comet liad been
seen at New Norfolk at 4 a.m. on December 27, bearing about
east, and a few degrees above the horizon ; lie had searched for

it in the morning sky without success. In the Sydney Morning
Herald of March 5, Mr. Tebbutt writes:—"Within the past

few days I have received, through Commander J. Shortt, R.N.,
the Meteorological Observer at Hobart Town, communications
respecting a fine comet which was seen in Tasmania on Decem-
ber 25 and 27 in the morning sky. It is described as rising

above the eastern horizon a few minutes before the sun ; and I

am strongly inclined to the opinion that this is no other than the

comet whose elements I have just communicated " (the comet
found by Mr. Ross). There are difficulties, however, in the way
of accepting this identification, judging from such information

as we have to hand. The great increase of light near perihelion

passage is not explained by the elements of the comet of

January 7, which by theory would only have possessed five

times the intensity of light that it had at the first Melbourne
observation on the evening of Januaiy 12.

The Observatory of Palermo.—In Pubblicauoni del

Real Osservatorio di Palermo, anni 1882-83, Prof. Cacciatore,

the director, has collected a large number of interesting observa-

tions made chiefly in the year 1882. Prof. RiccJj's astro-physical

observations of the planet Jupiter extend from December l88l to

June 1883, and his descriptions of the appearance of the disk are

accompanied by eighteen well-executed tinted lithographs. An
extensive series of observations of the great comet of 1882,

also illustrated, follows ; it was last perceived with difficulty on
April 7, 1883. After the conjunction of the comet with the sun

it was again sought for ; with a power of 1 10 on the refractor,

and in the best condition of atmosphere, the search was unsuc-

cessful on three evenings in September. There are other

cometary and planetary observations and an appendix with the

meteorological results obtained at the auxiliary station of Val-

verde.

GEOGRAPHICAL NOTES
The meetings of the International Polar Conference began in

Vienna last week under the presidency of Herr Heinrich Wild,
the Director of the Physical Central Observatory of St. Peters-

burg. In his address the President praised the great merits of

Count Wilczek with regard to Polar research, referred -to the

lamented death, since the 1 ast conference, of the Secretary

of the Polar Commission, Capt. Hoflmeyer of Co])enhagen, and
finally gave an outline of the work done since the St. Petersburg

meeting by the various expeditions and observing stations. Herr
R. Mliller, Director of the Hydrographic Office at Pola, was
elected secretary in the place of Capt. Hoffmeyer, deceased.

The principal subject discussed at the first meeting was the deter-

mination of the minimum extent to which each expedition party

is bound to work out and publish its own observations at its own
expense, and the establishment of a universal form of publica-

tion of results for their easier comparison. First of all the

meteorological observations were discussed in this regard.

The debate turned on the uniform way of noting down the obli-

gatory observations at each station, i.e. the observations of tem-
perature, atmospheric pressure, humidity, wind, clouds, hydro-

meteors, rainfall, and temperature of the ground, snow and ice.

Among those who have arrived at Vienna are the following :—

•

M]\L R. Lenz (Professor at the St. Petersburg Technological

Institute), II. Mohn (Director of the Christiania Meteorological

Institute), R. H. Scott (Director of the London Meteoro-

logical Office), Lieut. P. H. Ray of Washington, Lieut. E.

von Wohlgemuth (Vienna), Herr Wijkandcr, Prof. Guido Cora
(Turin University), Capt. Dawson (Chief of the Fort Rae
Expedition), Dr. Giese of Hamburg (Chief of the German
Antarctic Expedition), H. Paulsen of Copenhagen (Chief

of the Danisli Polar Station at Godthaab), Lieut. Payen
(Paris), Dr. Snellen (Director of the Utrecht Meteorological

Observatory), Aksel S. Steen (of the Christiania Meteorological

Institute), Count Hanns Wilczek (Vienna). The following

were expected to arrive shortly :—Prof. G. Neumayer of Ham-
burg (Director of the German Seewarte), Prof. E. Mascart

(Director of the Paris Meteorological Central Bureau), Dr.

136rger (of the Kiel Marine Observatorj'), Prof. Lemstrbm
(Helsingfors), E. Riese (Chief of the Finnish Polar Station at

.Sodankyla).

The Si. Pelersburger Zei/ung contains the following details con-

cerning the expedition which Col. Prjevalsky is now leading in

Thibet. The points of departure of the expedition were Kiakhta
and Ourga. From thence it was to go to Tsaidam by Alashan
and Koko-Nor. In Tsaidam, at the foot of Burkhan Buda, it
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was the intention to establish a camp, and leave behind a

section of the party and of the escort. Col. Prjevalsky, with his

companions, will push forward to the sources of the Yellow
River, and even to the towns of Chambo and Batanou. If the

circumstances are propitious, the expedition will devote the

spring and summer of 1884 to the exploration of the region of

.Sifanei, between Koko-Nor and Batanou, where it will surely

find abundant natural riches to explore. In autumn the exiJedi-

tion will return to its encampment. A part of the baggage will

be sent to Gast, in Tsaidam, where they will establish a second

camp. From Gast the expedition will traverse Northern Thibet

in'^lie direction of Lhassa, and will try to penetrate as far as the

Lake Tenegri-Pora, to reach afterw ards, if circumstances permit,

either the province of Dsang, or to the Brahmaputra. If not

successful, however, the expedition will return part of the way
and then go northwards to Ladak and to Lake Daigro-Jum-Tcho.
From thence it will return to Gast, and try afterwards to go
across the plateau of Thibet in another direction. From Gast,

wliich they expect to reach in the spring of 1S85, a part of the

expedition will go towards Lob-Nor, and the other part towards

Keria, that they also may reach Lob-Nor by way of Tcherkin.

The two sections of the expedition will afterwards go together to

Karakorum, and along the Khoton, and then return by Alsa to

.\siatic Russia, near the Lake Issak-kiU. Col. Prjevalsky left

St. Petersburg on August 3, 18S3, accompanied by Sub- Lieutenant
Roborovsky, his assistant, and a volunteer, Kozlofif. At (3urga

tliey were joined by twenty soldiers for an escort, and on
November 8 they left Ourga to cross the Desert of Gobi. The
telegram just received from Alashan (dated January 20) tells of

the safe arrival there of the expedition.

Geographers will be glad to find in the last volume of the

Izvestia of the Caucasus Geographical Society a number of astro-

nomical determinations of positions of places in the Transcaspian
region, by M. Gladyshefl'. We find in the list a number of

points in the oases of Akhal-tekke and Merv, and in Khorassan,
and notice that the exact position of Sarakhs (western corner of

the citadel) is 36' 32' I4"'S N. lat. and 6l° 10' 10" E. long., 860
feet above the sea ; that of Merv (garden at Kaushut-khan-kala)
37° 35' i8"'3 N. lat. and 60° 47' 16" E. long., 900 feet above the

sea ; and that of Meshed (cupola of Imam Riza) 36" 17' 25"'6

N. lat. and 59° 37' 27" E. long. The same volume contains a

great number of heiglus measured in Asia Minor by Russian
officers.

The last issue of the~ Izvestia of the Russian Geographical
Society contains a preliminary report of a journey made by
MM. Adrianoft'and Klementz in the still little-known islands to

the south-west of Minusinsk ; a note by MM. Hedroitz and
Lessar, being a reply to M. Konshin's paper on the Kara-kum
sands and the former bed of the Amu; a note, by M. Malakhoff
on the remains of prehistoric man on the Nyeman, close by
Druskeniki ; the necrology of Admiral Putyatin, by Baron
Osten-Sacken ; and a note by M. Piltchikoff, on a magnetic
anomaly between Kursk and Kharkoff.

ON THE PROGRESS OF GEOLOGY^
TN' addressing you to-night at the opening of the session 1883

of Canterbury College, may I be allowed to appeal fir,-t to

your kind indulgence? On an occasion like this you have a

right to expect that only the be^t and most refined English

.-hould reach y.iur ear ; and if this to-n'ght is not the ca;e, y.u
will, I tru^t, he lenient with me, as only very few foreigners

have ever been able to master the beautiful and expressive Eng-
lish language so thoroughly that they would not now and then

offend the ear of an educated audience.

When I look round me in ihis fine hall, and see before me
such a large audience, of which a number consists of graduates

of Canterbury College, it appears almost like a dream aid
not a reality—a reality of wliich we have every reason to be

proud.

It is about sixteen years ago that a few earnest men, having

the intellectual advancement of Canterbury at heart, met and
proposed to found a univer.'-ity in Chri.-tchurch ; but they were
told by a not inconsiderable number of our citizens, some in

high posi'ioBS, that we were about a hundred years in advance

of the wants of the colony. However, we per.-evered, and at

' An opening address delivered to the students of Canterbury Ctllege tn
March jS, 1SS3. by Julius von Haasl, Ph D., F.R.S., Professor of Geology
and Palaoniology in Canterbury College (N.Z. University).

la^t succeeded ; and the best proof of the correctness of our
views is the number of the graduates of the New Zealand Uni-
versity, of v\ horn there are now twenty-one Masters of Arts and
forty-nine Bachelors of Arts, together seventy ; of whom Can-
terbury College can claim twenty-nine of its own, many of whom
would be an ornament to any univernty of the home country.

And although the greater portion of our graduates mostly

apply the knowledge gained to the education of others, they

continue their studies for their further intellectual progress long

after they have gained their well-earned degrees.

To my mind no more ennobling or higher sphere can le
selected by anybody than that of the teacher. What mental
energy, what moral devotion are required in the teacher, who
can only be successful if he has his whole heart in the work, so

that the chain of human sympathy, the most powerful tie in

mankind, unites him with his pupil. In a young country, where
wealth is generally considered to give power, position, and
influence, and the " auri sacra James" is much developed, only

a refined mind can gladly and willingly turn away from those

pursuits by which w-ealth is more easily obtained, in order to

devote himself entirely to the education of the young.

Moreover, nothing shows us more clearly than teaching that

we have only put our foot on the first step of the ladder leading

to knowledge. \Ve remain students our whole life ; and I trust

that none of our graduates will ever overrate the step gained,

but that they will consider that the degree obtained has only

given them an insight into the dominion of Knowledge, and has

shown them how much they have still to learn ; and that in fact

they have become masters of the art how to learn to the advan-

tage of themselves as well as of others.

Befure entering into the subject I have chosen for to-night's

address, I wish to make only a few remarks upon the develop-

ment the Univer ity of New Zealand ought to take, so as to

satisfy the present and future wants of our population. It was
only to be expected that in the beginning its founders should

have been guided by the curriculum of the great centres of

learning in Great Britain, although even then some of the newer
improvements were not adopted ; but I may point out that

under the different circumstances in which we live in a colony,

w e ought to have more cosmopolitan views, and profit by the

experience of those State-; and communities which our conditions

resemble most. In fact, the University of New Zealand ought

to be eclectic, and to select for assimilation in its constitution

the best as to manner and matter of teacliing from all parts of

the world.

According to my views it ought not to be at present the

highest aim of a university course to offer a mass of knowledge

of a chaotic character in a number of subjects, but to make the

student acquainted with the general principles of the stock of

knowledi;€ possessed by the world and its application to life
;

to know in what direction that genual stock is most deficient,

and in what manner it can be augmented and made more useful

both intellectUiUy and practically.

The study of philosophy, in the highest and most general

acceptance of the term, is one of the greatest wants for any

university that intends to educate thinkers, men and women who
not only wish to use their acquired knowledge for earning their

daily bread, but to advance the human underbtanding.

Advancing to the subject upon which I wish to address you

to-night, I have thought that some remarks on the progress

geology has made and is daily making would not be inappro-

priate. I should also like to show, though owiig to the short

time assigned to me this can only be done in a fragmentary

manner, how from an empirical science it has gradually been

raised to be an inductive science fully deserving, as far as actual

observations go, to claim the position of an exact science.

If we consult " The Cyclopedia, or an Universal Dictionary

of Arts and Sciences," by E. Chambers, F. R.S., London, four

large fjlio volumes, of which the first appeared \\\ 1779 and the

fourth in 1783, an excellent work, for which s ime of the most

eminent men of the last century wrote, we find that the word

geology, or geogur sy, did not exist at that time, the principal

information upon the formation and constitution of our earth

being contained in the articles on basaltes, eartb, fossils, geo-

graphy, lithology, marine remains, mineralogy, mountain, rock.s,

stone, and volcano.

'Ihe explanation of the formation of "stones" is in many
instances exceedingly erroi.ejus, and appears ludicrous to us ;

whilst the explanation of the nature and occurrence of fossils

is given quite correctly, although the theory of Tournefort, pro-
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|)o;ed in 1702 to the Royal Academy of France, that all stones,

fossils included, \i ere derived from liquid stone seeds, is gravely

considered and rejected.

The description of volcanoes, both active and extinct, is also

given in a lucid manner ; bnt tlie opinions as to the cause of

vulcanicity are sometimes very peculiar, including the theory of

Dr. Lister—that they are originated by an inflammable mineral

called pyrites.

The origin of basilt (basaltes) is correctly given, according

to the researches of Desmarest in Auvergne, and Raspe in

Germany, so that before Werner no erroneous views on that

suliject were held.

Hut it is a most remarkable fact that there was not even an

attempt made to give an explanation of stratigraphical geology,

and how the different rocks \\ere formed, or to connect certain

sets of fossils with certain rocks in which they occur ; so that in

many respects we can claim that geology is a child of the last

hunilred years.

Abraliam Gottlob Werner, the great teacher of the Freiberg

Academy of Mining, may be considered one of the founders of

modern geology. In 1785 he delivered the first course of

geognosy, as distinct from mineralogy, and by his great know-
ledge of all matters connected with the latter .science and minmg,
and his excellent method of teachiuL', he had an enormous
influence upon the advancement of geology. Therefore, as far

as I am aware, the word ge gnosy was first used two years after

the last volume of Chambers' " Cyclap;i;dia " appeared.

A great retrograde step was, however, made by Werner when
be brought out his famous theory of the aqueous origin of basalt,

usually named the theory of Ncptunisni. After the war between

the Neptuiiists and the Plutonists (those who maintained the

igiieous origin of basalt) had been raging for some years, most

of the disciples of Werner—acting ai partisans, and instead of

trying to elucidate the truth, were only iient upon making liy all

means in their i-ower the cause advocated by them victorious

—

for a time managed to get the upper hand. Those scientific

men, who knew froji their own experience that Werner's

doctrines on the subject were incorrect, preferred to retire

from the contest, and refused to fight with the same unfair

weapons.
Of equal, if not of greater importance, are the labours of

Jaaies Hutton, who, in 1788, published his "Theory of the

Earth," in which, for the first time, the complicated structure of

the surface of the earth is explained by the agency of natural

forces, still at work at tte present day. With this the founda-

tion of modern geology was securely established, and though in

some respects the great Scotch 1 hilosopher v.ent too far, his

system was, nevertheles-, the only true one on which his succes-

sors could build that branch of knowledge now claiining a pro-

mi lent rank amon^jst its sisters as an inductive science. And
when William Smith, the modest English land surveyor, in 1790
published his "Tabular View of the Briti-h Strata," in which

the first attempt was made to connect certain fossils w ith certain

str.ata, an attempt turning out a masterpiece of patient research

and skill, a further great step was made in advance, and instead

of inerely theori in' on disconnected facts, the greater portion of

gejlogical students began to rely more upon the facts collected

by them and others, than upon speculative views, however

fascinating they might be.

In entering upon a short review of the physics relating to the

great system of which our earth is only a very inconsiderable

speck, we find th.it although men of the highest scientific merit

hid tried to explain the origin and nature of the Cosjios, and the

laws by which it is governed, not one speculation had been

adopted at the time of the publication of the " Cyclopaedia" of

Chambers, as possessing all the necessary precision for the entire

satisf,action of inductive reasoning.

It was only at the end of list century that Pierre Simon
Laplace published his two great works, " Exposition du Systeme

du Monde" in 1796, and "La Mecanique celeste" in 1799.

This cosmogony, usually called the " Nebular Hypothesis," has

hitherto stood the test of inquiry nearly a whole century ; all the

facts—and they are innumerable—tending invariably to testify at

least to the great probability of its general correctness. In

justice I ought here to mention that Immanuel Kant published

in 1755 his cosmical theories in his work " Allgemeine
Naturgeschichte und Theorie des Himmels," in which the gre.it

Konigsberg philosopher came to the same conclusions after-

wards so convincingly demonstrated by the French mathe-
matician.

But when we leave the Cosmos and confine our.-elves to our
small planet, we find ourselves surrounded by such diflicuhies

that we appear just as far now from a true conception of the

constitution of the earth's interior as our predecessors were at

the beginning of this century.

Numerous theories, based upon careful calculations, as to the

thickness of the crust of the earth have been advanced. Some
physicists give to our earth so thin a cru-t that it has been
compared to the rind of an orange, the fruit inclosed in it

repre.-enting the molten matter of the globe ; others affirm that

the crust is of much greater thickness, while there are some who
maintain that our planet has cooled so thoroughly that it n mw
forms a mass of rock of various density from the surface to the

very centre. Other theories (or, better stated, hypotheses) giving

to our globe a crust of more or less thickness, with a hard
metallic nucleus in tlie centre, and matter in a high state of

fusion filling the space between both, have been advocated by
other scientilic men, and mathematical proofs in support have
not been wanting. However, objections apparently fatal to

them all have been brought forward at one time or another by
physicists, astronomers, or geologists, according to their particu-

lar line of study, and we can therefore only wait patiently and
follow attentively the careful researches continued in all civilised

countries, applying at the same time every new discovery to the

elucidation of a problem, the more tantalising as its solution has

for many years appejred to be within our grasp.

The great hopes that the deep borings lately obtained in

artesian wells, or careful temperature observations in deep
mines, would supply us with some material for advancing this

question, by offering important and reliable data of a uniform

ciraracter, have not been fulfilled. It appears, on the contrary,

from the deep borings at Sperenberg, in Germany, reaching

nearly to 4200 feet, that the increase of heat exhibits a remark-

able retardition of its rate the deeper we descend. And even

if we take convection and conductivity of the rocks into account,

there are scarcely two localities where the same ratio of increase

in the temperature has been observed, in some that ratio being
more than treble that of others. There may once have been a

uniform cooling of the original crust of the earth, now almost

entirely removed or remodelled, but there is no doubt that this

difference in the increase of temperature depends now either

up jn local generation of heat by hydro-chemical action or

mechanical agencies of enormous power still at work. Thus in

localising the variable increase of temperature, the vera causa

both for the crumpling and metamorphism of rocks, for the

formation of mountain chains, as well as for the origin of vol-

canic action, might be traced with more reliance than to seek to

establish a general law that most probably no longer existed

when Ihestrata acce sible to our examination were formed.

Leaving the domini )n of theory and returning to the actual

work of the geologi-t in the field, 1 need scarcely say that the

task already accomplished h.is been truly gigantic. Patient re-

search in the civilised countries of f-urope, in the United States

of North America, and mo-t of the English colonies, as well as

the work of travellers to almost every part of the globe—of the

latter I wish only to allude to Baron von Richthofen's excellent

late researches in China—have made us acquainted with .such

remarkable and iimumerable data that it is impossible for any

man, however studious he may be, to gain more than an imper-

fect knowledge of the material already accumulated.

The relations of the plutonic, metamorjihic, sediaientary, and
volcanic rocks to each other have been clearly defined, and most
valuable facts have been brought together, from which the past

history of our globe is being constructed, while the pala;ontolo-

giat has done his work equally well in classifying the wonderfully

complex animal and vegetable life, always in harmony with the

conditions i f the earth's surface, gradually and during untold

ages reaching, by evolution, the present stage of existence and
perfection.

It would lead me too far to enter into a discussi:)n of all the

theories advanced as to the cause or causes by which mountain
chains and seas have been formed, and volcanoes and earth-

quakes—-because in mot instances the two latter are intimately

connected with each other—have been originated. Elie de Beau-

mont's theory of the sudden upheaval of parallel mountain
chains, first publi-hed in 1833, although at one time finding

great favour on the continent of Europe, was never adopted by
any geologist of note, the teachings of Hutton and Lyell leaving

j

no room for the doctrines of the paroxysmal school. Moreover,

I

when the size and direction of mountain chains were taken into
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account, and the iocl>s composing them were carefully examined,

!t was found that the explanations offered by the eminent French
geolcgi^t could not be adopted.

Many valuable publications have been issued upon these sub-

jects, of which those of Robert Mallet may in many respects

claim our greatest atteniion. Another work of great value is

that of Prof. E. Sucss, the eminent Trofessor of Geology in the

University of Vienna, " Die Entslehung der Alpen," the forma-

tion of the Alps, in which this difficult question is treated in a

masterly manner. Prof. Green's " Physical Geology " contains

also an exhau.'live /Vo«///i? of the physics of the tarth's crust, in

which all the newest researches and theories are thoroughly

examined and sifted by an excellent obseiTcr and practical

^eologit. However, there is another distinguished geologist

and physicist. Constant Prevost, whom I should not omit to

mention, he having rlready explained, in 1S22, the elevation of

mountain chains by tangential and lateral pressure, now mostly

adoiiled as the correct theory. The deep sea dredgings have
al o cftered us considerable material to elucidate the former
history of our globe, both from a stratigraphical and palasonto-

logical point of view.

The oscillation of land and sea is another subject of great im-

portance that has hardly received that attention it de-erves,

whether we take the so-called glacial period into account or not.

There may be v\ ith many geologists the fear of appearing hetero-

dox if they state their belief that the hydrosphere is, like the

liihosphere, subjected to considerable oscillations, by which great

changes in the climate of the globe may have been broi;ght

about in past geological ages. For years I have held and stated

this opinion,

IJowever, I find that lately a great deal of attention has been
paid to this subject. Thus, for instance, Ph. Fi-xher, Heinrich
Bruns, and others, in discussing pendulum observations, have
come to the conclusion that the sca level is not a regular

s]>Iicroid, but n";ay vary many hundreds of feet even along the

same parallel of latitude. Dr. Penck will also explain raised

beaches and other sijjns of the glacial period by the oscillation

of the sea-It vel. Penck's views in this respect are diflferent from
tho-^e of Adhemar and CroU.
Another factor for explaining great changes on the earth's sur-

face, brought about in geological periods long past, has lately

been put forward under the name of Tidal Evolution, a very in-

geriious theory, first workeel out in its entirety by G. H. Darwin.
It is based upon the action of the moon, once a part of our
planet, on the earth, producing the tides and retarding its

motion, as well as upon the reaction of the earth upon its satel-

lite. Gradually the moon was driven away from our planet,

and the length of day has thus at the same rate become more
considerable.

However, when Prof. Robert Ball, in Dublin, and others

attempt to make out that the former much larger tides, when
the moon was closer to the earth, formed a powerful agent for

the destruction of rocks existing at that time, and for the

formation of newer beds fiom them, by which the thickness
of the older sedimentary and fossiliferous strata can be ex-
plained, I think we have to pause before we can accept such
a sequence.

Moreover, according to Sir William Thomson, there has not
been any great change in the ellipticity of the earth's figure

since its consolidation, consequently Mr. Darwin's views as to

higher tides have to be modified, as he presupposes a more
considerable ellip'icity for his calculations. However, even
assuming Prof. Ball's calculation, that when the moon was only
40,coo miles distant from the earth the tides at that time
would ri-eand fall between 600 and 700 feet twice in twenty-four
hours, to be correct, I have no doubt that it was long before the
Cambrian or lowest fossiliferous rocks with which we are ac-

quainted were deposited. The occurrence of numerous fossils

in the oldest beds, belonging to animals that could live only in

clear water, and minute ripple marks on the rocks, speak clearly

against Prof. Ball's hypothesis.

This speculation in physical geography has already heen tested

by various geologists to account for the so-called marine denuda-
tion. This expression was first introduced by Sir Andrew Ram-ay
for the higher portions of ridges over large areas, that, if laid

down on an imaginary plane, appear to have once formed one
surface with a very gradual slope in one direction.

However, this peculiar appearance can, as I have repeatedly
suggested in former publications, be easily explained by the fact

that when the land gradually rose above the sea-level, abrasion

on a gigantic scale must have taken place, by which, in the case
of our Southern Alps, the whole had the appearance of a shal-

low dome, of which the western side was much steeper than the
eastern, till the subaerial erosion by atmospheric agencies, or,

as I called it, ridge making, took place.

Before leaving this subject, to which I have devoted more
time than perhaps I ought to have done, I may add that many
speculations have heen built upon it. Thus, Mr. O. Fisher
attempts to prove that the ocean basin represents the scar w hence
the mass forming the moon separated from the earth.

Another cause of gradual retardation in the rotation of our
planet, and to which, as far as I am aware, very little attention

has hitherto been paid, is the increase of the bulk of om- planet

by meteorites and cosmic dust.

There is not the least doubt in my n.ind that matter, even in

the most diflused state, cannot leave the outermost or gaseous
portion of our plane', but that an enormous amount of matter
in the form of meteoi ites must have been accumulated year by
year. If we aeid to this the cosmic du-t falling upon the surface
of the earth, which, according to a calculation by Nordenskjold,
may amount to half a million tons yearly, the size of our planet

must have been gaining in dimensions and weight to an almost
inconceivable degree, even since a rich and diversified flora and
fauna inhabited it. But even assuming that Nordenskjbld's
estimate is far too high, and reducing it to a tenth, or to 5o,oco
tons yearly, the result of any calculation upon this basis is most
astounding. Thus, if we take only a period of twenty millions

of years, a short interval in the life-history of our planet, the
cotmic dust falling during that time would add not less than
1,0^0,000,000,000 or one billion of tons'.

And this result is obtained without accounting in anyway
for the further addition by the fall of meteorites, without doubt
of very considerable magnitude. Such a factor, as Prcjf. von
Nordenskjold forcibly points out in his last work, ought certainly

not to lie overlooked if we wish to account for various changes
in the form, position, and rate of rotation of our planet since it

began to consolielate.

I am well aware that several scientific men, who have care-

fully examined some of the cosmic dust, have come to the

conclusion that it is in most cases of terrestrial origin ; but the
fact remains that some of the dust collected shows its cosmic
origin by its constituent parts, and that all the meteorites reach
us from far beyonel the atmosphere of our earth.

The importance of the great doctrine of evolution as first

fully established by Darwin cannot be overestimated by the
palasoutolcgist. Applying the leading facts of the origin and
distribution of animal and vegetable life, as at present existing,

to the numberless past generations preserved in the marvellous
stone-book of Nature, he is able to unravel more fully their

history, to account for the missing leaves, and to estimate at

their just value those few remaining, and of which he now and
then is privileged to decipher a small portion. Darwin himself,

in his classical chapter " On the imperfection of the geological

record," in his "Origin of Specie^," has pointed out to us in his

usual masterly manner how to avail ourselves of the scant mate-
rial at our command, and how future discoveries, adding to the
palaeontological stock, will open out new vistas in the past history

of our globe.

I need scarcely add that every new addition to our knowledge
will assist us to gain more fully day by day an insight into the
harmonious unity of the whole.

It is not yet a quarter of a century (1859) since the " Origin
of Species " appeared, but if we compare our knowledge of

palaeontology at that time with that obtained at present, we find

that striking progress has been made. Instead of a collection

of facts, more or less loosely connected, we now possess a
system of remarkable strength and harmony, a powerful aid to

an inductive science like geology.

Evolution might be compared to an architect, who succeeds

in raising an edifice of pure and nolile proportions, placed upon
a stable .and firm fourdation, from a large accumulated material

of finely and ingeniously wrought building stones stored up
promiscuously without any apparent plan er order.

Since the appearance of the "Origin of Species" I have
always held this opinion ; and I may be allowed to mention that

as far back as 1862, in my opening address as first president of

the Philosophical Institute, I spoke of this incomparable book
as " the great work of the age."

The researches of the palaeontologist have shown already

convincingly that there are innumerable intermediate links
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between present species and those which lived in past ages. I

may here, to give only one instance, refer to Huxley's important
researches into th'? relations of the members of the family

Equidae, the Anchitherium, Ilipparion, and Equus. At the

same time the gulf between the diflerent classes of vertebrates is

being gradually bridged over by car. ful research. Thus Prof.

O. C. Marsh has shoun that the Jurassic bird Archosopteryx

from Snlenhofen is closely connected with the Dinosaurs,

generally consit'ered to be most nearly allied to birds. Archcuo-
pteryx has besides true teeth in sockets, bi concave vertebrae, the

pelvic bones are separate, and the metatarsals either separate or

at least imperfectly united. Ameiican fossil birds, such as

Ichthyornis, have also bi concave vertebrae (like fishes and some
•Saurians), and teeth in sockets. The skull of Otontoptcry.x

toliapicus, found in the Isle of Sheppey, in the London Clay, has

also true teeth in sockets.

There is, however, in palasobotany still a great deal that is

in many respects unsatisfactory and inconclusive. This is mainly
owing to the fragmentary material at our commard, consisting

mostly of leaves, the determination of which in many instances

may lead us to wrong inferences. To give only one instance, I

wish to refer to O. Feistmantel's latent researches on the

palfeozoic and mesozoic flora of Australia, with which our own
fossil flora is closely connected.

The eminent paleontologist of the Indian Geological Survey
comes to the conclusion that Phyllotheca, in Europe and Siberia

of Jurassic age, is palaeozoic in New South Wales, and upper
mesozoic in Victoria ; Glostopteris, palfeozoic in Australia, is

Jurassic in India and Rus>ia. Noeggerathiopsis, beginning to

appear in palceozoic beds in Australia, is represented by the

iuras-ic Rhiptozamites in Siberia.

It is unque-tionable that such conclusions, before they can
be adopted, have to be confirmed by evidence of a still more
reliable character than the present material tor comparison can
have afforded.

Returning to the physical conditions under which the surface

of our globe has been formed and is still forming, I may here
point out that since evolution has been adopted by mo.^t scientific

men as a beacon to guide them to truth, the greater portion of

the so-called uniforuiitarian school of geologists, following in

the footsteps of Lyell, has become somewhat modified in its

views, and may now be called the evolutional school. But let me
hasten to add that I.yell himself, with his great love. for truth,

may be claimed as one of its first disciple-, he having review ed
his own writings by the light Darwin held up to us, which is

sure to advance geology even more than we can at present

realise.

There is one question of great importance, in the solving of

which both the geologist and the palaeontologist have to go hand
in hand with the archjeologist. There is no doubt that the

human race existed already in pliocene times ; and if we can

trust the reports of discoveries in Portugal and other portions

of Southern Euiope, man may have lived as early as the miocene
age.

However, we want further and clearer evidence before this

latter view can be adopted. If we consider the enormous space

of time that separates us from our first ancestors, the oldest

historical facts preserved seem to us as of to-day ; and taking

into account the wonderful progress the human race has made
from the condition of the cave-dwellers, with their rude stone

implements, to our present state of civilisation, we ought to

look ..roudly upon the position mankind has attained. And
we can therefore scarcely conceive the high degree of perfection,

both physically and mentally, the human race may reach \\\

future.

Although, as far as our researches go, the autochthones of New
Zealand cannot boast of great antiquity when compared with the

inhabitants of the Northern Hemisphere or of the tropical

regions, there is nevertheless strong reason to believe that this

country has been inhabited for a much longer time than was
formerly generally assumed.

It is, however, possible, that some of the traces we have
hitherto found of the oldest occupancy of these islands may
have been left behind by occasional visitors, adventurers i.n

search of new countries, or by crews of wrecked ships coming
from distant shores.

But we have only begun to examine these questions ; and
although, as is always the case, the wiseacres will first shake

their hrads, if our researches are only continued without fear

and w ithout preconceived conclusions, \\e may be certain that

valuable results will be in store for us.

The existence of loess beds, often of considerable thickness,

in numerous parts of New Zealand, of which many have begun
to be deposited before the beginning of our great glacier period,

will be of great use, and offer us an excellent field for research in

this direction. These beds being of subaerial origin, not only

the remains of land animals are preserved in them, but we shall

find in them also the traces of man. I may here mention the

strange fact that the true nature of these beds has for a long time

been misunderstood and misinter|ireted by most English geolo-

gists. Even in the last edition of I^yell's "Elements of

Geology," the loess cf the Rhine is described as fluviatile loam,
whilst the author himself shows that only the remains of land

shells and land vertebrates are embedded in it. It has always
been inconceivable to me how such an error should have re-

mained ^0 long uncorrected ; the more so as, as far back as 1847,
Alex. Braun, in " Leonhard and Bronn's Nenes Jahrbuch," has

shown the true state of things, and German geologists have re-

peatedly furnished new facts in illu-tration and given analyses of

loess and of recent and older fluviatile deposits of the Rhine for

comparison.

But, as I have previously pointed out, the peculiar nature of

the loess deposits— the minute vertical capillary structure caused

by the empty spaces once filled by the rootlets cf innumerable

generations of grasses—is a sure guide even to a tyro in geology.

This structure amongst these localities is well exhibited in the

fresh cuttings near Lytteltr n.

I fear that the time allotted to me will not allow me to enter

more fully into a review of what has already been accomplished

to make geology an inductive science, and what remains still to

be done, but I maybe permicted to allude to one of the principal

causes that retarded geology from taking its present position.

This was the fear of the student to enter into antagonism with

the established religious cosmogony. It is unnecessary to allude

to the middle ages, because the stake or disappearance in the

dungeons of the holy inqui-ition were the rewards of fearless

phy^ical research, and men like Galileo and Descartes were

obliged to use often evasive language, unworthy of such great

thinkers, in order to preserve their lives or freedom, and there-

fore my remarks will only ap- ly to our own times. In proof of

this I wish only to quote one work, "Vestiges of the Natural

History of Creation," of which the first edition ajpeared in

1844. If Me read this book at the present time, we can scarcely

understand how it could have created such intense indignation

amongst a large portion of the community, or that so much
could have been written ag.iinst it. Lyell himself, when pub-

lishing his "Principles of Geology," a work of a true philo-

sopher, wa=, juds;ing from some letters in his biography, very

careful not to hurt too much the prejudices of his time, not

VA'ishing to mar the usefulness of his work. Even at the present

time are there not thousands and thousands of well-meaning but

narrow-minded perons, at once entering into strenuous opposi-

tion when there is any reference made to scientific cosmogony
differing from that they have been accustomed to from their

youth, and that cannot stand before the light of modern

research ?

However, the great principle of liberty for tie teacher, so

well expressed by the (German word " Lehrfreiheif," cherished

by the whole T.-utonic race, a principle even preserved in the

German universities during the darkest days of absolutism, is a

safeguard of inestimable vnlue, possessed fortunately also by our

New Zealand University, the Abiia Ahiter for whose advance-

ment to the highest attainable position and general utility we

ought willingly to devote our whole strength and best energies.

DUST-FREE SPACES '

WITHIN the last few years a singrdar interest has arisen in

the subject of dust, smoke, and fog, and several scientific

researches into the nature and properties of these phenomena

have been recently conducted. It so happened that at the time

I received a request from the Secretary of this Society to lecture

here this afternoon I was in the middle of a research connected

with dust, which I had been carrying on for some months in

conjunction with Mr. T- W. Clark, Demonstrator of Physics in

University College, Liverpool, and which had led us to some

interesting results. It struck me that possibly some sort of

account of this investigation might not be unacceptable to a

learned body such as this, and accordingly I telegraphed off to

• I.eclure to the Royal Dublin Souety by Dr. Oliver J. Lodge, April 2.
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Mr. Moss the title of this afternoon's lecture. But now that the

lime has come for me to approach the subject before you I find

myself conscious of some misgivings, and the misgivings are

founded upon this ground : that tlie suljject is not one that lends

itself easily to experimental demonstration before an audience.

Many of the experiments can only be made on a small scale and
ri'f|uire to be watched closely. However, by help of diagrams and
by not confining myself too closely to our special investigation but
dealing somewhat with the wider subject of dust in general, I

may hope to render myself and my subject intelligible if not
very entertaining.

First of all, I draw no distinction between "dust" and
' smoke." It would be possible to draw such a distinction, but
it would hardly be in accordance with usage. Dust might be
defined as smoke which had settled, and the term smoke applied
to solid particles still suspended in the air. But at present the

term " smoke " is applied to solid particles produced by com-
bustion only, and "dust " to particles owing their floating existence

to some other cause. This is evidently an unessential distinc-

tion, and for the present I shall use either term without distinc-

tion, meaning, by dust or smoke, solid particles floating in the

air. Then "fog" : this differs from smoke only in the fact that

the particles are liquid instead of solid. And the three terms,

dust, smoke, and fog, come to much the same thing, only that

llie latter term is applied when the suspended particles are

liquid. I do not think, however, that we usually apply the

term "fog" when the liquid particles are pure water: we call

ii then mostly either mist or cloud. The name "fog," at any
rate in towns, carries with it the idea of a hideous, greasy com-
liound, consisting of smoke and mist and sulphur and filth, as

unlike the mists on a Highland mountain as a country meadow is

unlike a city slum. Nevertheless the finest cloud or mist that

ever existed consists simply of little globules of water sus-

pended in air, and thus for our present purpose differs in no
important respect from fog, dust, and smoke. A cloud or mist
i-^, in fact, fine water-dust. Rain is coarse water-dust formed
by the aggregation of smaller globules, and varying in fineness

from the Scotch mist to the tropical deluge. It has often been
asked how it is that clouds and mists are able to float about
w hen water is so much heavier (800 times heavier) than air.

The answer to this is easy. It depends on tlie resistance or

viscosity of fluids, and on the smallness of the particles con-
cerned. Bodies falling far through fluids acquire a "terminal
velocity," at which they are in stable equilibrium—their weight
being exactly equal to the resistance—and this terminal velocity

is greater for large particles than for small ; consequently we
have all sorts of rain velocity, depending on the size of the

drops ; and large particles of dust settle more quickly than small.

Cloud-spherules are falling therefore, but falling very slowly.

To recognise the presence of dust in air there are two prin-

cipal tests : the first is the obvious one of looking at it with
plenty of light, the way one is accustomed to look for anything
else ; the other is a method of Mr. John Aitken's, viz. to observe
the condensation of water vapour.

Take these in order. When a sunbeam enters a darkened
room through a chink, it is commonly said to be rendered visible

by the motes or dust particles dancing in it ; Ijut of course really

it is not the motes which make the sunbeam visible, but the sun-

beam the motes. A dust particle is illuminated like any other
solid screen, and is able to send a sufficient fraction of light to

our eyes to render itself visible. If there are no such particles

in the beam—nothing but clear, invisible air—then of course
nothing is seen, and the beam plunges on its way quite invisible

to us unless we place our eyes in its course. In other words, to

he visible, light must enter the eye. [A concentrated beam was
passed through an empty tube, and then ordinary air let in.]

The other test, that of Mr. Aitken, dejiends on the condensa-
tion of steam. When a jet of steam finds itself in dusty air, it

condenses round each dust particle as a nucleus, and fonns the

white visible cloud jjopularly called steam. In the absence of

nuclei Mr. Aitken has shown that the steam cannot condense
until it is highly supersaturated, and that when it does it con-
denses straight into rain—that is, into large drops which fall. The
condensation of steam is a more delicate test for dust than is a beam
of light. A curious illustration ofthe action of nuclei in condensing
moisture has just occurred to me, in the experiment—well known
to children—of writing on a reasonably clean window-pane, with,

.say, a blunt wooden point, and then breathing on the glass : the

condensation of the breath renders the writing legible. No doubt
(he nuclei are partially wiped away by the writing, and the

moisture will condense into larger drops with less light-

scattering power along the written lines than over the
general surface of the pane where the nuclei are plentiful

and the drops therefore numerous and minute. Mr. Aitken
points out that if the air were ever quite dustless, vapour could
not condense, but the air would gradually get into a horribly super-
saturated condition, soaking all our walls and clothes, dripping
from every leaf, and penetrating eveiywhere, instead of falling

in an honest shower, against which umbrellas and slate roofs are
some protection. But let us understand what sort of dust it is

which is necessary for this condensing process. It is not the
dust and smoke of towns, it is not the dust of a country road ;

all such particles as these are gross and large compared with
those which are able to act as condensers of moisture. The fine

dust of Mr. Aitken exists everywhere, even in the upper regions
of the atmosphere ; many of its particles are of ultra-micro-
scopic fineness ; one of them must exist in every raindrop,
nay, even in every spherule of a mist or cloud, but it is only
occasionally that one can find them with the microscope. It is

to such particles as these that we owe the blue of the sky, and
yet they are sufficiently gross and tangible to be capable of being
filtered out of the air by a packed mass of cotton-wool. Such
dust as this, then, we need never be afraid of being without.
Without it there could be no rain, and existence would be in-

supportable, perhaps impossible ; but it is not manufactured in

towns ; the sea makes it ; trees and wind make it ; but the kind
of dust made in towns rises only a few hundred yards or so into

the atmosphere, floating as a canopy or pall over those unfortu-
nate regions, and sinks and settles most of it as soon as the air

is quiet, but scarcely any of it ever rises into the upper regions

of the atmosphere at all.

Dust, then, being so universally prevalent, what do I mean
by dust-free spaces ? how are such things possible ? and where
are they to be found? In 1870 Dr. Tyndall was examining
dusty air by means of a beam of light in which a spirit-lamp

happened to be burning, when he noticed that from the flame
there poured up torrents of apparently thick black smoke. He
could not think the flame was really smoky, but to make sure he
tried first a Bunsen gas-flame and then a hydrogen flame. They
all showed the same effect, and smoke was out of the question.

He then used a red-hot poker, a platinum wire ignited by an electric

current, and ultimately a flask of hot water, and he found that

from all warm bodies examined in dusty air by a beam of light

the up-streaming convection-currents were dark. Now of course
smoke would behave very dilferently. Dusty air itself is only a

kind of smoke, and it looks bright, and the thicker the smoke
the brighter it looks ; the blackness is simply the utter absence
of smoke ; there is nothing at all for the light to illuminate, and
accordingly we have the blankness of sheer invisibility. Here is

a flame burning under the beam, and, to show what real smoke
looks like, I will burn also this spirit-lamp filled with turpentine

instead of alcohol. Wky the convection-currents were free from
dust was unknown : Tyndall thought the dust was burnt and
consumed : Dr. Frankland thought it was simply evaporated.

In 1881 Lord Rayleigh took the matter up, not feeling satisfied

with these explanations, and repeated the experiment very care-

fully. He noted several new points, and hit on the capital idea

of seeing what a cold body did. From the cold body the de-

scending current was just as dark and dust-free as from a warm
body. Combustion and evaporation explanations suffered their

death-blow. But he was unable to suggest any other explana-

tion in their room, and so the phenomenon remained curious and
unexplained.

In this state Mr. Clark and I took the matterup last summer, and
critically examined all sorts of hypotheses that suggested them-
selves, Sir. Clark following up the phenomena experimentally with

great ingenuity and perseverance. One hypothesis after another

suggested itself, seemed hopeful for a time, but ultimately had to be
discarded. Some died quickly, others lingered long. In the

examination of one electrical hyjjothesis which suggested itself

we came across various curious phenomena which we hope still

to follow up.' It was some months before what we now believe

to be the true explanation began to dawn upon us. Meanwhile
we had acquired various new facts, and first and foremost we
found that the dark plane rising from a wann body was only the

upstreaming portion of a dust-free coat perpetually being renewed

» For inst.-ince, the electric prtperties of cry.st.^Is csn be readily examined
in illtim'.imted dusty air ;"the dust grjws on them in little bushes and marks
out thoir poles and neutral regions, without any need for an electrometer.
Magnesia smoke answers capitally.
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on the surface of the Vjody. Let me describe the appearance and
mode of seeing it by help of a diagram. [For full description
see Philosophical Magnzine for March 1884.]

Surrounding all bodies warmer than the air is a thin region
free from dust which shows itself as a dark space when examined
by looking along a cylinder illuminated transversely, and with a

dark background. At high temperatures the coat is thick ; at

very low temperatures it is absent, and dust then rapidly collects

on the rod. On a warm surface only the heavy particles are able

to settle—there is evidently some action tending to drive small
bodies away. An excess of temperature of a degree or two is

sufficient to establish this dust-free coat, and it is easy to see the
dust-free plane rising from it. The appearances may also be
examined by looking along a cylinder lo-varJs the source of
light, when the dust-free spaces will appear brighter than the
rest. A rod of electric-light carbon warmed and fixed horizon-
tally across a bell-jar full of dense smoke is very suitable for this

experiment, and by means of a lens the dust-free regions may be
thus projected on to a screen. Diminished pressure makes the

coat thicker. Increased pressure makes it thinner. In hydrogen
it is thicker, and in carbonic acid thinner, than in air. We have
also succeeded in observing it in liquids—for instance, in water
holding fine rouge in suspension, the solid body being a metal
steam tube. Quantitative determinations are now in progress.
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Fig. 2

Fig. I shows the appearance when looking along a copper oy

carbon rod laterally illuminated ; the paths of the dust particles

are roughly indicated. Fig. 2 shows the coat on a semi-cylinder

of sheet copper with the concave side turned towards the light.

It is difficult to give the full explanation of the dust-free spaces

in a few words, but we may say roughly that there is a molecular

bombardment from all warm surfaces by means of which small

suspended bodies get driven outwards and kept away from the

surface. It is a sort of differential bombardment of the gas

molecules on the two faces of a dust particle somewhat analogous

to the action on Mr. Crookes' radiometer vanes. Near cold

surfaces the bombardment is very feeble, and if they are cold

enough it appears to act towards the body, driving the dust in-

ward—at any rate there is no outward bombardment sufficient to

keep the dust away, and bodies colder than the atmosphere sur-

rounding them soon get dusty. Thus if I hold this piece of glass

in a magnesium flame, or in a turpentine or camphor flame, it

quickly gets covered with smoke—white in the one case, black

in the other. I take two conical flasks with their surfaces black-

ened with camphor black, and filling one with ice, the other with

boiling water, I cork them and put a bell-jar over them, undei
which I burn some magnesium wire ; in a quarter of an hour 01

so we find that the cold one is white and hoary, the hot one has
only a few larger specks of dust on it, these being of such size

that the bombardment was unable to sustain their weight, and
they have settled by gravitation. We thus see that when the air

in a room is warmer than the solids in it—as will be tlie case
when stoves, gas-burners, &c. , are used—things will get very
dusty ; whereas when walls and objects are warmer than the air

—as will be the case in sunshine or when open fireplaces are
used, things will tend to keep themselves more free from dust.

Mr. Aitken points out that soot in a chimney is an illustration of
this kind of deposition of dust ; and as another illustration it

strikes me as just possible that the dirtiness of snow during a

thaw may be partly due to the bombardment on to the cold sur-

face of dust out of the warmer air above. Mr. Aitken has indeed
suggested a sort of practical dust or smoke filter on this principle,

passing air between two surfaces—one hot and one cold—so as

to vigorously bombard the particles on to the cold surface and
leave the air free.

But we have found another and apparently much more effectual

mode of clearing air than this.' We do it by discharging elec-

tricity into it. It is easily possible to electrify air by means of a

point or flame, and an electrified body has this curious jiruperty,

that the dust near it at once aggregates together into larger

particles. It is not difficult to understand why this liajtpens ;

each of the particles becomes polarised by induction, and they

then cling together end to end, just like iron filings near a mag
net. A feeble charge is often sufficient to start this coagulating

action. .And when the particles have grown into big ones they

easily and quickly fall. A stronger charge forcibly drives them
on to all electrified surfaces, where they cling. A fine water-fog

in a bell-jar, electrified, turns first into a coarse fog or Scotch

mist, and then into rain. Smoke also has its particles coagu-

lated, and a space can thus be cleared of it. I will illustrate this

action by making some artificial fogs in a bell-jar furnishel with

a metal point. First burn some magnesium wire, electrify it by
a few turns of this small Voss machine, and the smoke has be-

come snow ; the particles are elongated, and by pointing to the

charged rod indicate the lines of electrostatic force very beauti-

fully : electrify further, and the air is perfectly clear. Next
burn turpentine and electrify gently : the dense black smoke
coagulates into black masses over an inch long ; electrify further,

and the glass is covered w ith soot, but the air is clear. Turpen-
tine smoke acts very well, and can be tried on a larger scale : a

room filled with turpentine smoke, so dense that a gas-light is

invisible inside it, begins to clear in a minute or two after the

machine begins to turn, and in a quarter of an hour one can go
in and find the walls thickly covered with stringy blacks, notably

on the gas-pipes and everything most easily charged by
induction. Next fill a liell-jar full of steam, and electrify,

paying attention to insulation of the supply point in this

case. In a few seconds the air looks clear, and turning on
a beam of light we see the globules of water dancing about, no
longer fine and impalpable, but separately visible and rapidly

falling. Finally make a London fog by burning turpentine and
sulphur, adding a little sulphuric acid, either directly as vapour

or indirectly by a trace of nitric oxide, and then blowing in steam.

Electrify and it soon becomes clear, although it takes a little longer

than before ; and on removing the bell-jar we find that even the

smell of SOohas disappeared, and only a little vapour of turpentine

remains. Similarly we can make a Widnes fog by sulphuretted

hydrogen, chlorine, sulphuric acid, and a little steam. Probably

the steam assists the clearing when gases have to be dealt with.

It may be possible to clear the air of tunnels by simply dis-

charging electricity into the air—the electricity being supplied by
Holtz machines, driven say by small turbines—a very handy form

of power, difficult to get out of order. Or possibly some hydio-

electric arrangement might be devised for the locomotive steam

to do the work. I even hope to make some impression on a

London fog, discharging from lightning-conductors or captive

balloons carrying flames, but it is premature to say anything about

this matter yet. 1 have, however, cleared a room of smoke vci-y

quickly with a small hand machine.

It will naturally strike you how closely allied these phenomena
must be to the fact of popular science that " thunder clears the

air." Ozone is undoubtedly generated by the flashes, and may
have a beneficial effect, but the dust-coagulating and -expellin:;

power of the electricity has a much more rapid effect, though ii

See Nati-ke, July 26, i88j (p. 297).
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may not .let lill the cloud is discharged. Consider a clovtd elec-

irified slightly; the mists and clouds in its vicinity begin to

coagulate, and go on till large drops are formed, which may be
held U[) by electrical action, the drops dancing from one cloud to

another and thus forming the very dense thunder-cloud. The
coagulation of charged drops increases the potential, as Prof. Tait

points out, until at length—flash—the cloud is discharged and
the large drops fall in a violent shower. Moreover, the rapid

e.xcui-sion to and fro of the drops may easily have caused them to

evaporate so fast as to freeze, and hence we may get hail.

While the cloud was electrified, it acted inductively on the

earth underneath, drawing up an opposite charge from all points,

and thu.-; electrifying the atmosphere. Wlien the discharge

occurs this atmospheric electrification engages with the earth,

clearing the air between, and driving the dust and germs on to

all exposed surfaces. In some such way also it may be that

•'thunder turns milk sour," and exerts other putrefactive in-

fluences on the bodies which receive the germs and dust from the

air.

But we are now no longer on safe and thoroughly explored

territory. I have allowed myself to found upon a basis of experi-

mental fact a superstructure of practical application to the

explanation of the phenomena of nature and to the uses of man.
The basis seems to me strong enough to bear most of the super-

structure, but before being sure it will be necessary actually to

put the methods into operation and to experiment on a very large

scale. I hope to do this when I can get to a suitable place of

operation. Liverpool fogs are poor affairs, and not worth clear-

ing off. Manchester fogs are much better and more frequent,

but there is nothing to beat the real article as found in London,
and in London if possible I intend to rig up some large machines

and to see what happens. The underground railway also offers

its suffocating murkiness as a most tempting field for experiment,

and I wish I were able already to tell you the actual result

instead of being only in a position to indicate possibilities.

Whether anything comes of it practically or not, it is an in-

structive example of how the smallest and most unpromising
beginnings may, if only followed up long enough, lead to

suggestions for large practical application. When we began the

investigation into the dust-free spaces found above warm bodies

we were not only without expectation, but without hope or idea

of any sort, that anything practical was likely to come of it : the

phenomenon itself possessed its own interest and charm.

And so it must ever be. The devotee of pure science never

has practical developments as his primary aim ; often he not only

does not know, but does not in the least care, whether his re-

searches will ever lead to any beneficial result. In some minds
this passive ignoring of the practical goes so far as to become
active repulsion ; so that some singularly biased minds will not

engage in anything which seems likely to lead to practical use.

I regard this as an error, and as the sign of a warped judgment,
for after all man is to us the most important part of Nature ;

hut the system works well nevertheless, and the division

of labour accomplishes its object. One man investigates

Nature impelled simply by his own genius and because he feels

he cannot help it : it never occurs to him to give a reason for or

to justify his pursuits. Another subsequently utilises his results,

and applies them to the benefit of the race. Meanwhile, however,
it may happen that the yet una])plied and unfruitful results

evoke a sneer, and the question, " Cui bono ? " the only answer
to which question seems to be : No one is wise enough to tell

beforehand what gigantic developments may not spring from the

most insignificant fact.

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE

Oxford.—The following are the University and College lec-

tures in natural science for the summer term :

—

In the Physical Department of the Museum Prof. Clifton lec-

tures on the instruments and methods of measurement employed
in optics ; Mr. Heaton lectures on problems in elementary
physics ; and practical instruction is given by the Professor and
Messrs. Heaton and Walker. At Christ Church Mr. Baynes
lectures on conduction of heat, and gives practical instruction on
llie measurements of electricity and magnetism ; at Balliol Mr.
Dixon lectures on elementary electricity and magnetism.

In the Chemical Department of the Museum Dr. Odiing will

hold an informal discussion on chemical constitution, Mr.
Fisher lectures on inorganic and Dr. Watts on organic

chemistry. At Christ Church Mr. Harcourt lectures on quanti-
tative analysis and Mr. Veley on the relation between the
physical properties and the constitution of organic compounds.

In the Morphological Department of the Museum Prof.

Moseley lectures on the relations of the anthropoid apes and
man, Mr. S. Hickson on the embryology of the chick, Mr.
Jackson on Osteological Types, Mr. Poulton on Descriptive
Histology, Mr. Morgan on Odontography, and Mr. Barclay-
Thompson on the Anatomy of the Sauropsida.

In the Physiological Department Prof. Burdon- Sanderson lec-

tures on the Chemical Processes of the Animal Body ; at Mag-
dalen Mr. Yule lectures on Practical Physiology.

Prof. Prestwich lectures on the Strata in the Neighbourhood
of Oxford, and gives practical instruction in the field on the days
following his lectures.

Prof. Gilbert will give an introductory lecture on May 6,

on the Sources of the Constituents of Plants—the Soil, the
Atmosphere. Dr. Tylor lectures on the Development of Arts
and Sciences.

Prof. Pritchard concludes his course on the Planetary Theory,
and will give a public lecture on his recent journey to Egypt in

order to measure the absorptive power of the atmosphere on the

light of the stars.

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS
American Journal of Science, April.—Recent explorations in

the Wappinger Valley limestone of Duchess County, New York,
by Prof. William B. Dwight. To the paper is appended a plate

of the Wappinger Valley fossils.—Description of the Kettle-
Holes near Wood's Hall, Massachusetts, with map of the dis-

trict showing the positions and direction of the larger diameter
of the Holes, by Prof. B. F. Koons.—Ex.amination of Mr. Alfred
R. Wallace's modification of the physical theory of secular

changes of climate (second paper), by Dr. James Croll. Here
the question is studied from the physical standpoint, and it is

argued that a geographical change in the crust of the earth is

not necessary to remove the Antarctic ice.—A contribution to

the geology of Rhode Island (continued), by T. Nelson Dale.

—

On Mesozoic Dicotyledons (Angiosperms), by Lester F. Ward.—0.1 the tourmaline and associated minerals of Auburn, Maine,
by George F. Kunz.—On andalusite from Gorham, Maine, by
the same author.—On the white garnet from Wakefield, Canada,
by the same author.—Horizontal motions of small floating bodies

in relation to the validity of the postulates of the theory ot

capillarity, by John Le Conte.—The principal characters of

American Jurassic Dinosaurs ; Part vii., the order Theropod
(with plates 8 to 14), by Prof. O. C. Marsh.—A new order of

extinct Jurassic reptiles [Macelognatha], (one illustration, M.
vagans), by the same author.

The first article in the ycnmalofBotany for April is a mono-
graph, by Dr. Masters, on the singular "umbrella pine" of Japan,
SciaJi'pitys verticillata. The most important points which he
brings out are that the true leaves of Hciadopitys are the homo-
logues of the true or primordial leaves oi Pinus ; that the so-

called "needles" of Sciadopitys, although occupying the same
relative position as the leaves of Pinus, are not necessarily mor-
phologically homologous with them ; and that the bracts of i he
cone oi Sciadopitys are homologous with the true leaves of that

plant, and also with the bracts of Abietinea; generally.

The most important article in the Nuovo Giornale Botanico

Italiano for January 1SS4 is one by Sig. A. Borzi, on a parasitic

crganism of a very low type which he finds in the irdinary

cells of Spirogyra crassa, and to which he gives tl e name
Protochytrium Spirogyra. In its systematic position it dis-

plays, on the one hand, affinities with the Myxomycetes, on the

other hand, with such genera of Chytridiacese as IVoronina,

Rozella, and Olpidiopsis. The entire absence of a cell-nucleus

identifies it, according to the author, with Klein's family of

HydromyxaceEe, along with Monas, Vampyrella, Monadopsis, and
Protoinyxa. Its ordinary condition is that of a naked mass of

protoplasm, endowed with amoeboid movements, and living on
the chlorophyllaceous contents of the cells of the host, these

Plasmodia having the power of coalescing like myxamoebEe ; but

it also has an encysted state, and in certain conditions propagates

itself by the production of uniflagellate zoospores.

'' Rendiconti del Rcale Istitnto Lombardo, March 6.—Observa-

tions made at Milan on the passage of the atmospheric waves
produced by the Krakatoa eruption, by E. G. Schiaparelli.—On
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a sensible deviation observed in the plumb-line between Milan

and Genoa, by E. G. Celoria.—On a hitherto neglected sidcus or

depression frequently occurring in the frontal bone of the human
skull between the boss and the temporal eminence, by Prof. G.
Zoja.

March 20.—Obituary notice of the late Quintino Sella, by
Prof. T. Taramelli.—Memoir on Antonio A ngeloni Barbianiand

his literary productions, by E. B. Prina.—Biological notice of

Alosa vulgaris and Salmo carpio^ inhabiting the Italian and sub-

Alpine lakes, by Prof. P. Pavesi.—On the complete integers of

some classes of partially derived equations of any order with two
independent variants, by Prof. G. Pennacchietti.—Note on the

quantitative determination of alogenous bodies, by P. Ritter-

Zahony.—On the two human parasites Anguiilttla intestinalis

and A. stercoralis, by E. C. Golgi and A. Monti.—Absolute

values of the magnetic elements in Milan for the year 1S83, by
Dr. Giro Chistoni.

Rivista Scuntifico-Industriale^ March 15.—Note on Wrob-
lewski's experimental studies on the liquidation of hydrogen.

—

On the variation in the electric resistance of solid and pure me-
tallic, wires according to the teinperature, by Prof. Angelo Emo.
—On the pretended spontaneous combination of oxygen and
hydrogen without increase of temperature effected by the exclu-

sion of light, by L. Ricciardi.—On the migration of Fuligula

rufina and Erismalura kucocephala. Scop., by Dante Roster.

Atti dclla R. Accadimia del Lined, March 2.—Report on
Alfredo Capelli's monograph on the composition of the groups of

substitutions, by S. Battaglini.—Report on Prof. G. Bellonci's

memoir on blastopore and the primitive line of the vertebrates,

by S. Todaro.—Remarks on a group of curves of the fourth

order, by Francesco Brioschi.—.\n experimental refutation of

the hypothesis that every double link between carbon and carbon
causes an increase of molecular refraction by a constant quantity,

by Rodolfo Nasini.—On the str.atification of the serpentine

rocks in the .A.pennines, part i., by Torquato Taramelli.—Note
on barometric hypsometry, by Aurelio Lugli.

March l6.—Obituary notice of the late Quintino Sella, by S.

Maggiorani.—Meteorological observations at the Observatory of

the Campidoglio during the months of January and February.

March 23.—On some unpublished and unknown works of

Bartolomeo Marliani, by Enrico Narducci.—A chemical analysis

of some brass and bronze objects found at the lacustrine station of

Benaco, in Lombardy, by Luigi Pigorini.—Report on the anti-

quities discovered in various parts of Italy during the month of

February 1884, by S. Fiorelli.—On barometric hypsometry,

second note, by S. Tacchini.— Absolute values of the m.agnetic

elements in Rome for the year 1883, by S. Tacchini.—On the

stratification of the serpentine rocks in the Apennines, part ii.

,

by Torquato Taramelli.

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES
London

Royal Society, ,Vpril 3.
— "Spectroscopic Studies on

Gaseous Explosions." By Professors Liveing and Dewar.
Having occasion to observe the spectrum of the flash of a

mixture of hydrogen and oxygen fired in a Cavendish eudio-

meter, the authors were stnick by the briglitness, not only of the

ubiquitous yellow sodium line, but of the blue calcium line and
the orange and green bands of lime, as well as of other limes

which were not identified. The eudiometer being at first clean

and dry, the calcium must be derived either from the glass or

from some spray of the water over which the gases with which
the eudiometer was filled had been confined. It seemed incred-

ible that the momentary flash should detach and light up lime

from the glass, but subsequent observations have pointed to that

conclusion. Experiments were subsequently made on the flash

of the combining gases inclosed in an iron tube, half an inch in

diameter and about three feet long, closed at one end rwith a

plate of quartz, held in its place by a screw-cap and made tight

by leaden washers.

The tube was placed so that its axis might be in line with the

axis of the collimator of a spectroscope, and the flash observed
as it travelled along the tube.

It was seen at once that more lines made their appearance in

the iron tube than in the glass vessel, and one conspicuous line

in the green was identified in position with the E line of the

solar spectrum. Several other lines were identified with lines of

iron by comparison with an electric spark between iron electrodes.

There could be no doubt that the flash in an iron tube gave
several of the spectral lines of iron. The authors supposed that

this must be due to particles of oxide shaken off the iron by the
explosion, and proceeded to try the effect of introducing various
substances in fine powder, and compounds, such as oxalates,
which would give fine powders by their decomposition in the heal
of the flame. Several interesting observations were made in this

way. When some lithium carbonate was introduced, not only
were the red, orange, and blue lines of lithium very brilliant, but
the green line hardly less so. After the lithium had once been
introduced into the tube, the lithium lines continued to makr
their appearance even after the tube had been repeatedly washed.
When the lithium had been freshly put in, the red line wa
observed to be much expanded, very much broader than the lin

given by lithium in a Bunsen burner reflected into the slit foi

comparison. The light was dazzling unless the slit was very
narrow ; and it was noticed that if the spark by which the ga>
was fired was at the distant end of the tube, so that the flame
travelled along the tube towards the slit, there was a reversal of

the red line ; a fine daric line was plainly visible in the middle of

the band. When the spark was at the end of the tube next the

slit, no reversal was, in general, seen. Later observations showed
that some other metallic lines might be reversed in this way, and
photographs taken of the reversals. These obsers'ations with the

eye on the reversal of the red lithium line were made with a

diffraction grating, and were repeated many times. They show
that there are gradations of temperature in the flame, and that

the front of the advancing wave of explosion is somewhat cooler

than the following part. The combination of the gases is not so

instantaneous that the maximum temperature is reached at once.

When some magnesia was put into the tube the continuous
spectrum was very bright, but the iron lines were still brighter.

No line which could be identified as due to magnesium was
observed with certainty ; there was only a doubtful appearance
of b. With sodium, 2Jotassiiim, and barium carbonates, only the

lines, usually seen when salts of those metals are introduced into a

flame were noticed ; but eye observations of this kind are ex-

tremely trying, on account of the suddenness of the flash and
the shortness of its duration. Thallium gave the usual green
line.

Subsequently the interior of the tube was bored out so as to

present a smooth bright surface of iron, and the-iron lines which
were conspicuous in the flash were noted.

For the purpose of identification the pointer in the eye-piece

was first placed on one of the strong iron lines given by the

electric discharge between iron electrodes, and then, the discharge

being stopped but the field sufficiently illuminated, the eye was
fixed steadily on the pointer while the gas in the tube was ex-

ploded. In this way it was not difficult to see whether any given

line was veiy bright in the flash. The lines thus identified were
those having the wave-lengths about 5455, 5446, 5403, 5396,

537'> 5327. 5269 (E), 5167 ((''4). These lines were all many
times observed in the way described, and as a rule were always
present in the flash. Lines with wave-lengths about 5139 and

4352 were seen, and may possibly have been due to iron, and
several more lines were seen occasionally, but were not so regu-

larly seen that they could be well identified. The lines \ 4923
and A 4919 were specially looked for, but neither of them could

be seen. A group of blue lines were noticed, and were after-

wards identified by photography, a method much less ti-ying than

observations by eye. To give intensity to the photographs ten

orStwelve flashes were usually taken in succession without any
shift of the instrument, so as to accumulate their effects in one
photograph. For ideptification the spark between iron electrodes

was also photographed, but with a shutter over the lower part of

the slit, so that the image of the spark should occupy only the

upper part of the field.

Some sixty of the iron lines in the indigo, violet, and ultra-

violet were thus photographed.
,Vs a rule no iron lines above O make their appearance ; in a

few plates T is visible, and it is possible that other lines may be
obscured by the water spectrum, which always comes out and
extends from near i to below R. Above T no line at all is

visible in any of the photographs,'though the spark lines come out

strongly enough, and several of the strongest groups of iron lines,

both of spark and arc lines, are in the region beyond T.

Other experiments were made with explosions of carbonic oxide

and oxygen, and with coal-gas and oxygen. The explosions of

these gases were attended with much more continuous spectrum,

and the metallic lines were not always as well developed as they
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were with hydrogen and oxygen, but on llie wliole there were as

many metallic lines photographed from the flashes of carbonic
oxide as from those of hydrogen.
When the iron tube was lined with copper foil, only one copper

line in the visible spectrum, K 5105, was seen, and in the ultra-

violet two lines, A 3272 and A 3245 '5. All three lines were very
strong, and the two ultra-violet lines were in some cases reversed.

These lines were also frequently developed when no copper lining

was in the tube, probably from the brass of the small side

lubes.

Copper also gave a line in the indigo, \ 42S1 about, decidedly
less refrangible than the copper line, \ 4275, coincident apparently
with the strong edge of one of the bands developed when a copper
salt is held in a Bunsen burner.

A lining of copper which had been electro-plated with nickel
fleveloped only one nickel line, A 5476, in the visible part of the
s))ectrum, but gave by photography twenty-five lines in the ultra-

violet.

When copper wire electro-plated with cobalt was put into the
tube twenty-two cobalt lines in the violet and beyond were
jihotographed.

No other metal gave anything like the number of lines that
were given by iron, nickel, and cobalt.

A lining of lead gave the lines A 405S, 36S3, and 3639 strongly,
and these lines were frequently developed, though less strongly,
when there was no lead lining ; the metal being without doubt
derived from the leaden washers used to make the ends of the
tube air-tight.

A strip of silver gave the lines A 3381 '5 and 327S, and these
lines were sometimes reversed. No trace of the channelled
spectrum of silver was developed even when silver oxalate was
put into the tube, and furnished plenty of silver dust after the
first explosion.

A magnesium wire about 2 millims. thick and two-thirds the
length of the tube gave the b lines very well ; that is to say b-^ and
b„ were well developed, and b^ was also seen, but as the iron and
magnesium components of b^ are very close together, and the
iron line had been observed before the introduction of the mag-
nesium, it was not possible to say with certainty whether or not
the magnesium line were present too. No other magnesium line

could be detected. The blue flame line was carefully looked for,

but could not be seen. The photographs showed none of the
rnagnesium triplets in the ultra-violet, nor any trace of the strong
line A 2852, which appears in the flame of burning magnesium,
and is yet more conspicuous in the arc when that metal is

jjresent.

Metallic manganese, introduced into the tube in coarse powder,
gave the group at wave length about 4029 with much intensity,
but no other manganese line with certainty. In the visible part
of the spectrum the channellings in the green due to the oxide
were \'isible.

A lining of zinc produced no zinc line, and zinc-dust gave only
a very doubtful photographic impression of the line A 3342. A
strip of cadmium gave no line of that metal either in the visible
or in the nltra-violet part of the spectrum.

Tin, aluminium, bismuth, and antimony, also failed to produce
a line of any of those substances, and so did mercury which was
spread oyer copper foil made to line the tube.

Thallium spread as amalgam over the copper lining gave the
lines A 3775-6, 3528-3 and 3517-8.
Chromium was introduced as ammonium bichromate, which of

course left the oxide after the first explosion. This gave the chro-
mium lines with wave-lengths about 5208, 5205, 5204, 42S9,
4274'5. 4253'5- '»'«'>' well and persistently, also the lines with
wave-lengths about 3605, 3592-5, 3578-5.
Sodium salts (carbonate, chloride) developed the ultra-violet

line A 3301 ; and potassium salts give the pair of lines about wave-
length 3445 ; but no more refrangible line of either metal was
depicted on the photographs. Lithium carbonate gave, besides
the lines in the red, orange, green, and blue, the violet line,

^ 4135 '5 ; '^u' no more refrangible line.

Photographs of a flame of mixed coal-gas and oxygen, in which
an iron wire was burnt, show, as might be expected, the same
iron lines as are developed in the flash of the detonating gases,
and of the same relative intensities. These intensities are not
quite the same relatively as they are in the arc spectrum. Thus
the lines A 3S59, 3745, 3737, 3735, and 3719 come out in great
strength, much stronger than the lines A 3647, 3631, 3618, which I

arc remarkably strong in the arc.
|

German-silver wire, burnt in the flame of coal-gas and oxygen, '

gave the same nickel lines as were given by nickel in the de-
tonating gases, as well as those of copper and lead.

Copper wire gave, besides the lines A 3272, 3245-5, a set of
bands in the blue, which correspond with those given by copper
salts in flames, and are probably due to the oxide.
The greater part of the lines observed in the flames of the ex-

ploding gases have been observed by the authors to be reversed
when the several metals were introduced into the arc in a crucible
of lime or magnesia ; which is quite in accord with the supposi-
tion that the metals experimented on are volatile, and emit as
well as absorb these particular rays, at temperatures lower than
that of the arc.

That iron is volatile at a temperature below the fusing point of
platinum, which is about 1700" C, has been pointed out by
Watts [Phil. Mag., vol. xlv. p. 86), who observed in the flame
of a Bessemer converter almost all the green and blue lines of
iron which we have seen in the exploding gases, besides one or
two lines which we have not observed or identified. Having
regard to this volatility of iron, it does not seem so surprising
that iron lines should be observed accompanying those of hydro-
gen to great heights in the sun's atmosphere as that they should
not be always seen there.

Copeland (Copernicus, December, 1882) observed in the
spectrum of the great comet of 1882 four lines nearly identical
with four of the green lines of iron seen in the detonating gas.

It is remarkable that such volatile metals as mercuiy, zinc,
and cadmium should give no lines in the flame of the exploding
gases.

The absence of any metallic lines more refrangible than T in
the flame of the exploding gases may be in part due to a falling

off" in the sensibility of the photographic plates for light of shorter
wave-lengths ; but as the spark lines of iron seem to be quite as
strongly depicted on the plates in regions of the spectrum far
above T as they are in the regions below, want of sensitiveness
in the plates cannot be the only reason for the absence of
liigher lines, but probably the emissive power of the metals
for these lines is feeble at the comparatively low temperature
of the flame.

Gouy [Comp. R., 1877, p. 232), using a modification of
Bunsen's burner fed with gas mixed with spray of metallic
salts, observed at the point of the inner green flame three or
four iron lilies which have not been observed in the flame of
the detonating gas, the lines b^ and b„ of magnesium, two
cobalt lines in the blue which are not seen in the detonating
gas, one line of zinc, and one of cadmium, and the two strong
green rays of silver. Can the appearance of these rays under
these circumstances imply that the temperature of the inner
green cone of a Bunsen burner, when the proportion of air to
coal-gas is near the exploding point, is higher than that of the
explosion of hydrogen and oxygen ?

The interesting theoretical questions which are suggested by
the facts recorded in this paper the authors leave for further
discussion.

Linnean Society, April 17.—Alfred W. Bennett, M. A., in the
chair.—Messrs. R. Lloyd Patterson and Benjamin Lomax were
elected Fellows.—Dr. J. Poland exhibited under the microscope
a series of preparations, stained by reagents, illustrating the
Bacillus of anthrax of man. He remarked on the severely fatal

character of the malady, not only in this country but on the
Continent and certain places abroad. The 5ar-;//aj--spores were
in many instances doubtless conveyed in the dried skins and
hides imported from abroad, and under favourable conditions
inoculated those handling the dried hides, &c., the germs deve-
veloping in the usual manner of the low vegetable organisms.—Dr. R. C. A. Prior drew attention to specimens of Draba
aizoides obtained from Pennard Castle, Swansea, said to be
the only locality where this plant grows wild in England.

—

The ninth contribution to the ornithology of New Guinea,
by Mr. R. Bowdler Sharpe, was read, and it dealt with
some few birds obtained by Mr. A. Goldie in the Astrolabe
Mountains.—A paper was read by the Rev. J. M. Crombie on
the algo-Iichen-fungal hypothesis. The author gave a brief
sketch of the hypothesis as enunciated by Schwendener, Bornet,
and others, noticing the various arguments and illustrations which
had been adduced in its support. He then discussed the result

which had been obtained from experiments in lichen-culture,
whether from the spore or by synthesis—observing that in both
cases these were confessedly but small, owing to the very great
difficulty of cultivating beyond a rudimentary stage except under
the same atmospherical conditions in which they grow in
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nature. Two fatal objections he said might be taken to tli'^

theory: '(l) the one having reference to the very peculiar

nature of the parasitism it assumed, and the other (2) to the

fact that notwithstanding a similarity of appearance there

were in reality no true fungal-mycelia nor true algal-colonics in

lichens. As to any direct genetic or any indirect parasitical

connection between the gonidia of lichens and the hyphal
filament, it was further pointed out that none such e.\istc(I, but

that on tracing the evolution of the thallus from the germinating

spore, it is seen that the gonidia originate in the cellules of the

first parenchymatous tissue formed upon the hypothallus, and

til at subsequently through the resorption of the lower portion of

th c cortical stratum they became free, and constituted the thin

t/ionidial stratum. Where seen lying amongst the medullary
hypha: they are often attached to these, not as the result of any
copulation, but by means of the lichenin which permeates the

whole thallus. The origin of the gonidia and their relation lo

the rest of the lichen thallus, the author stated in conclusion,

thus belonged to the very elements of morphological botany. —
There followed a note on a remarkable variation in the leaf of

Bituksia marginn/a observed by Mr. J. G. Otto Tepper in South
Australia ; and he questions whether this might not be regarded
as the spontaneous production of a new variety or species or the

remnant of an extinct form.—Mr. R. A. Rolfe then discoursed
on Hyaloralyx, a new genus of Turneracefe from Madagascar.
According to Dr. J. Urban (the latest authority) the order con-
sists of five genera and eighty-three species distributed in America
from North Carolina and Mexico to the Argentine Republic, and
in Africa from Abyssinia to Mozambique and the Cape of Good
Hope, while outliers are found in the islands of Zanzibar and
Rodriguez. The unique example now added was obtained by
Dr. C. Rutenberg on Nossi-be, a small island on the north-west
of Madagascar. Its peculiarities incline Mr. Rolfe to regard it

as the type of a new genus with a position between Maihiirina
and Tmnera ; its most lemarkable character being its' glassy

transparent calyx totally destitute of chlorophyll.

Chemical Society, April 17.—Dr. Perkin, F.R.S., pre-

sident, in the chair.—A ballot was held, and the following

gentlemen were elected Fellows :—W. D. Borland, J. C. Bose,

W. D. Crumbie, A. F. Dimmock, H. G. Greenish, W. J. Grey,

J. Gaskell, J. W. Pratt, A. G. Perkin, W. H. Perkin (jun.),

G. H. Wainwright.—The following papers were read :—On tlie

influence of incombustible diluents on the illuminating power of

ethylene, by P. F. Frankland. Mixture of ethylene with car-

bonic anhydride, nitrogen, aqueous vapour, and air, have a lower
illuminating power than pure ethylene. Mixtures with ox5'gen

have a greater illuminating power than pure ethylene ; carbonic
anhydride is the most and air the least prejudicial to the illumi-

nating power.—On trichloropyrogallol, by C. .S. .S. Webster.
Tlie author has prepared mairogallol by the method of Stenhouse
and Groves. He finds that the reaction can be separated into

two stages, in the first of which trichloropyrogallol is formed.
Its reactions are identical with tribromopyrogallol. The aullior

confirms the statements of Stenhouse and Groves in almost every
particular.—The synthesis of galena by means of thiocarbamide,

by J. Emerson Reynolds. The author has succeeded in coating
glass vessels, brass tubes, &c., with a nitrous galenoid coating,

by the decomposition of an alkaline solution of lead tartrate with
sulphur urea.—On the analysis of Woodall Spa, by W. T.
Wright. This spring contains a large amount of bromine (497
parts per million) and iodine (5 "2i per million) ; it is much richer

in these elements than any other spring in this country.—On the
critical temperature of heiitane, by T. E. Thorpe and A. W.
Riicker. By calculation it is found to be about 281°.

Sydney

Linnean Society of New South Wales, February 27.-

—

The following pajiers were read :—Monograph of the Australian
sponges, by R. von Lendenfeld, Ph.D., part I. This paper is

introductory to a monograph upon the Australian sponges, large

materials for which have already been accumulated by the author,

partly from his own collections, and partly from those in the
Museums of Christchurch and Dunedin, New Zealand, and of
Adelaide, South Australia. The real investigation of this branch
of the Coelenterata may be said to begin with the work of Grant,
1826 ; to have risen to a new and much higher level under
Schulze, 1875-1881, and to Imve been continued by Lollas,

Keller, Vosmaer, Marshall, the author, and others, with con-
tinually increasing success up to the present time. A sufficient

account of the bibliography of the Spongida is presented in this

paper to enable those interested to find any desired information
upon the subject, a matter of no small difficulty at present.—The
ScyJ'hoiiieduut of the southern hemisphere, by R. von Lendenfeld,
Ph.D., part i. The Scyphoiiiedusir or "jelly-fish" appear to

be more numerous in the southern than in the northern hemi-
sphere. Of the 210 known species, 104 have already been found
in llie former, and as the animals of that hemisphere are not

nearly so well known as those of the northern, the number of
southern species must doubtless be much greater than that men-
tioned. Only twenty-six of the 104 southern species are Aus-
tralian, but this ai)]3arent poverty of the .Medusa; of our shores

is due to the limited investigation that has been made. In this

paper all the species of this hemisphere are described.—Notices
of some new fishes by William Macleay, F. L. .S. Four
species are here described. Two of them, Platycephahis lonri-

sphiis and Urohphus bncadentus were taken in the trawl in deep
water outside the Heads of Port Jackson. The third, Petroscirtes

wihon', was found by Mr. J. D. Wilson at the North Shore ;

and the fourth, Athirivosoma Jiuniesoni, was a small freshwater
fish from the Bjemer, one of the head waters of the Brisbane
River.—On the improvement effected by the Australian climate,

soil, and culture on the Merino sheep, by P. N. Trebeck. In

this paper Mr. Trebeck traces the changes and improvement
which wool has undergone in Australia since the first introduc-

tion of German and Silesian sheep. Samples of the wool of all

the periods and flocks alluded to were exhibited. Mr. Trebeck
concludes his paper by stating his opinion that the whole of the

country on our western watershed was eminently suitable for the

Merino sheep, and that we only required the fostering assistance

of an intelligent Government to keep in the front ranks of the

wool-producing countries of the world.
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